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PREFACE
The Federal Reclamation program authorized by the Reclamation Act of 1902
was initially designed to reclaim the desert lands of the western United States by
conserving and supplying irrigation water to make them productive.
Over nearly three-quarters of a centu~, Congress has enlarged the Bureau of
Reclamation’s mission to include multi-purpose water development to meet the
diverse water needs of a maturing economy and an expanding population.
This publication contains a comprehensive legal history of that program evolution. It provides an invaluable reference to what has transpired in the past, *
well as a vital foundation for what is yet to come.
ROGERSC. B. MORTON,
Secretary of the I~zterior.
...
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FOREWORD
These volumes replace the famifiar “green books” heretofore publiked by
the Bureau of Reclamation entitled “Federal Reclamation Laws” which consist
of Volume I, annotated (laws through 1946), Volume II (laws 1947–1958),
and the 1965 supplement. The annotations in Volume I, however, have been
relied upon as the basic source for interpretative material prior to 1947.
This publication has been designed as a convenient reference wmk for administrators, lawyers, and others interested in the Federd reclamation laws and
related statutes. Although it deals primarily with matters affecting the program
responsibilities of the Bureau of Reclamation, it also includes a broad selection
of materials involving other Federal water and power programs.
The basic order of appearance is chronological. Acts of Congress are shown
by date of enactment, interstate compacts by the date of the Act giving Congressional consent thereto, and Treaties by the date of signing. The Appendix, however, sets forth certain administrative statutes of general application as they
aPPear in fie ~nlted States Code. All citations to the United States Code are
to the 1964 edltlon.
All amendments have been incorporated into statutes under the date of original enactment except in a few instances where convenience or popular usage
have indicated other treatment. For example, the Act of September 19, 1890,
relating to structures on navigable waters, was superseded by the Act of March 3,
1899, and is noted under the latter; although Title I of the Federal Power Act
appears under the date of June 10, 1920, the remaining titles are shown under
tie Act of August 26, 1935; the Fish and WildGfe Coordination Act appears
under the date of August 14, 1946, rather tlmn the Act of March 10, 1934;
extracts from the Federal Tort Claims Act appear as codified by the Act of
June 25, 1948, rather than as originally enacted in 1946; and the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act is shown under the date of July 9, 1956, rather than under
the original Act of June 30, 1948.
Arnendlng acts are also reproduced for those statutes dealing primarily with
activities of the Bureau of Reclamation, but not for secondarily related laws.
Provisions which are repeated in annual appropriation acts are shown under the
date of first appearance.
The Index appears in Volume III.
In order to hold down the size of this work within manageable limits, it hx
been necessary to exclude a number of categories of statutes (except to the extent
included in the Appendix) and interpretative material, such as those dealing
v
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with personnel, contracting authority and the interpretation of individual contracts, budgeting and accounting, appropriations, Congressional investigations,
and State law. References to administrative actions and policy determinations,
as distinguished from the strictly legal construction of Federd law, have been
omitted except in isolated cases. Annotations of decisions and opinions have
been included only to the extent deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau of
Wclamation.
For access to some of the omitted material the reader is referred to the followhg sources published by the Bureau of Reclamation: “Reclamation Project
Feasibilities and Authorizations” ( 1957), “Supplement” (1968); “Bureau of
Reclamation Appropriations Acts and Allotments”, (1960), “Statistical Supplement” (1966) ; “Reclamation Project Data” (1961 ), “Supplement” (1966);
and “Reclamation Repayments and Payout Schedules” (1965).
In a work of this magnitude errors and omissions are unavoidable. Suggestions for corrections and additions are invited and should be submitted to the
Soficitor, Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
Copies of unpublished material that is annotated maybe obtained for a“nominal charge in most cases by writing *e Solicitor at the above address.
The cut-off date for the statutory and interpretative material included in the
main text is December 31, 1966; for the Appendix, it is the end of the 90th
Congress in 1968. The issuance of regular supplements is planned which, together with the initial three volumes, will provide a complete up-to-date refer~nce work.
RICHARDK. PELZ,
Editor.
Washington, D.C.
Jdy 1971.
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CONSTITUTION

OF THE UMTED

STATES

E&tor’sNote: Fortieconvenienm oftiereader hterestedinconstitutionallawre1ating
to reclamationand other Federal water programs,Acre are included here key extracts
from the ,Constitutiontogetherwith brief annotationsof judicial decisionsdealing with
constitutional aspects of the reclamation program and a handful of the leading
involving conflicts between Federd and State juristlction over water resources.

cases

~mCLE I
Sectionl. [Legislative powers, ]-All le~slativep owershereing ranteds hall
be vested in a Congress of tie United States, which shall consist of a Senate and
a House of Representatives.
*
+
*
*
*
Section 8. [Powers of Congres~General
welfare clause. ]—The Congress
shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay
the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the
United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States;
NOTESor OPINIONS
1. Reclamation projects
The Botider Canyon Project Act was
passed in exercise of Congressional power to
control navigable water for purposes of flood
control, navigation, power generation, and
other objects, and is equally sustained by
power of Congress to promote the general
wdfare through projects for reclamation,
irrigation, and other interred improvements.
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 587
{1963).
There can be no doubt of the federd government’s general authority to construct
projects for reclamation and other internaf
improvements under the general welfare
clause, article I, section 8, of the Constitution as wdl as article IV, section 3, relating to the management and rfisposaf of

federd
property.
Ivanhoe
Ir?. Dist. v.
McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 294 (1958).
In conferring power upon Congress ~o tax
“to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and generaf Wdfare of the
United States: the Constitution defegates a
power separate and distinct from those later
enumerated, and one not restricted by them;
thus Congress has a substantive power to
tax and appropriate for the general welfare,
limited ordy by the requirement that it sh~
be exercised for the common benefit as
distinguished from some mere locd purpose. It is now clear that this includes the
power of Congress to promote the generaf
welfare through large-scale
projects for
reclamation, irrigation, or other internai improvement. United States v. Gerlach Live
$tOCk CO., 339 U.S. 725,738 (1950).

[Commerce clause.~—To r~gulate ~omme~ce with* foreign
the several States, and with the Indian Tribes;

Nations,

and

among

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Interstate transmission
Navigable waters
2
Reclamation projects

3
1

1. Rechunation projects
The Boulder Canyon Project Act was
passed in exercise of Congressional power to
control navigable water for purposes of

flood control, navigation, power generation,
and other objects, and is equally sustained
by power of Congress to promote the general welfare through projects for reclamation, irrigation, and other intemd improve
ments. Arirona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
587 (1963).

2
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Inasmuch as the grant of authority under
the Bodder Canyon Project Act to buifd the
dam and reservoir is valid as the constitutional power of Congress to improve navigation, it is not ne~ssary to decide whether
the authority might constitutionally be conferred for other pur oses. Arizona v. CalifOrniU, 283 U.S. 42,f 457 (1931).
2. Navigable waters
Under its broad powers to regulate navigable waters under the Commerce Clause
and to regulate government lands under
Art. IV, $3, of the Constitution, the United
States has power to reserve water rights for
its reservations and its property. A Ytiona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 597-98 ( 1963).
It was the intention of Congress in enacting the Federal Power Act to secure comprehensive
development
of national reto
prevent
and
not
merely
sources
obstructions
to navigation.
The detailed
provisions of the Act providing for the Federal plan of regulation leave no room or
need for confecting state controls. Where
the Federal Government
supersedes the
state government, there is no suggestion that
the two agencies both shall have finrd
authority. Therefore, since a state permit is
not required, there is no justification for
the Federal Power Commission, as a condition precedent to considering an application for a license for a water power project
on navigable waters, to require that the applicant first obtain a permit for the project
under state law. The securing of a state
permit is not in any sense a condition precedent or an administrative procedure that
must be exhausted before securing a Federal
license. First Iowa Cooperative v. Fede7al
Power Commission, 328 US. 152 ( 1946).
The title of the riparian owner to the
bed of a navigable stream is a quafified on:,
and subordinate to the public right of navigation and subject to the absolute power of
Congress over the improvement of navigable
rivers. The judgment of Congress expressed
in the Act of March 3, 1909, that a public
necessity exists for absolute control of Al
waters of the St. Marys River is an mercise
of legislative power wholly within its control and not subject to judicid
review.
United States v. Chandter-Dunbar
Wat@
Power Co., 229 U.S. 53 ( 1913).
The jurisdiction of the General Government over interstate commerce
and its
natural highways vests in hat Government
the right to take d] needed measures to preserve the navigability of the navigable water
courses of the country even against any

state action. However, until. in some way
the Congress asserts its superior power and
the necessity of preserving the general
interests of the people of all the States, it
is assumed that state action, Athough involving temporarily an obstruction to the
free navigability of a stream, is not subject
to chalienge. United States v. Rio Grande
Darn and ITT. Co., 174 U.S. 690, 703
(1899).
The Act of September 19, 1890 [See Act
of March 3, 1899, herein] prohibiting “the
creation of any obstruction, not afirsnatively authorized by law, to the navigable
capacity of any waters, in respect of which
the United States has junsdlction,”
applies
to any action taken with respect to nonnavigable streams, including the appropriation of the wate:s the:eof under state law,
which
substantially
interferes
wifi
the
navigable capacity of one of the navigable
waters of the United States, United States v.
Rio Grande Dam and Irr. Co., 174 U.S.
690, 707-10 (1899).
3.

Interstatetransmission
The City of Altus, Oklahom?,

obtained
a declaratory judgment decreeing that a
Texas statute forbidding the extraction of
underground water in Texas for exportation outside of the State was unconstitutional. The city had purchased the subsurface water tights in approximately 5,663
acres of privately owned land in northern
Texas from which it intended to supplement its annual water allotment of 4?800
acre feet from the W. C. Austin project.
Relying on Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania v. State of West Virginia, 262 U.S.
553 ( 1923) and West v. Kansas Naturat
Gas Co., 221 U.S. 229 (1911 ), cases involving “interstate transmission of natural
gas, the Court held the Texas statute to
constitute an unreasonable burden upon
and interference with interstate commerce
and therefore void as being in violation of
the Commerce Clause of the United States
Constitution. City of Altus, Oktahorna v.
Carr, 255 F. Supp. 828 (W. D. Tex. 1966),
aff’d per curiarn, 385 U.S. 35 (1966).
A State has an obvious pubfic interest in
maintaining the rivers that are wholly within
it substantially undiminished except by such
drafts as may be authorized for a more perfect use; and a statute prohi~lting the transportation through pipes or ditches of such
waters for use in another State is a valid
exercise of the pofice power of the State
to protect such public interest. Hudson
County Water Co. v. 34cCarter, 209 U.S.
349 (1908).
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[Exclusive jurisdiction clause.]—To exercise exclusive Legislation in &
Cases whatsoever, over sud District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may,.
by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress, become the
Seat of the Government of the United States, and to exercise like Authority over
all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the
Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magwines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and
other needful Btildings; And
,.
NOTEOF OPINION
1. Reclamation projects
Neither
the Boulder
Canyon
Project
Act nor tie Reclamation
laws genersdly
authortie the Secretary of the Interior to
e:tabh:h a Federal reservation, in connectlon with the construction of the dam and
powerplant, over which the United States

would have exclusive jurisdiction pursuant
to a Nevada statute generally ceding jurisdiction over lands acquired by the United
States for public buildings. Six Com@anies,
Inc. v. DeVinney,
Gounty Assessor, 2 F.
Supp. 693 (D. Nev. 1933).

[Necessary and proper dause.]—To make all Laws which shall be necessary
md proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other
Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or
in any Department or Officer thereof.
*
*
*
*
*
Section 10. [Interstate compacts.]— * * * No State shdl, without the Consent of the Congress, * * * enter into anY agreement or compact with another
State, * * *
ExPLANAToRY
NoTEs
Reference Source. A valuable reference
work on interstate water compacts is Documents on the Use and Gontrol,of the Waters
of Interstate and International Streams—
Gompacts,
Treaties,
and Adjudications,
U.S. Department of the Interi?r ( Witmer,
editor ),
Printing
Government
Office
(1956).

Editor’s Note, Compacts. Interstate compacts @ecting rivers in reclamation states,
and the Delaware River Basin Compact, are
found herein under the date of the act of
Congress consenting thereto. Acts consenting to the negotiation of such compacts are
not included prior to 1945.

Section 1. [Executive power, ]—The executive Power shall be vested in a
President of the United States of America.
*
*
*
*
*
AR~CLE
*

*

*

W
+

*

Section 3. [Property clause.] —The Congress shall have Power to dispose
of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other
Property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall
be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or of any
particular State.
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NOTESOF OPINIONS
Rechation projects 1
Waterrights 2
.1. Reclamationprojects
There can be no doubt of thefederalgov‘ernment’s general authority to construct
projects for reclamationand other internal
improvementsunder the general welfare
clause,article I, section8, of the Gonsti}ution aswell as articleIV, section3, relating
to the managementand disposalof federal
property.Zvanhoe Zrr, Dist. v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275,294 (1958).
The authority to impose excess land limitation conditions in repayment contracts
comes from the power of the Congress to
condition the use of federal funds, works,
and projects on compliance with reasonable
requirements, Conversely, a State cannot
compel use of federal property on terms
other than those prescribed or authorized by
Congress. Zvanhoe Irr. Dist, v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275,291, 295 (1958).
The United States has constitutional au+ority t? orga~iz: and maintain m irrigation proJect wlthxn a State where it owns
arid lands whereby it will associate with
itself other owners of like lands for the
purpose of reclaiming and improving them,
and for that purpose it exercises the right of
eminent domain against other land owners
to obtain Iand necessary to carry the proposed project into effect. Burley v. United
States, et al., 179 F. 1, 102 C.C.A. 429 (Ida.
1910), affirming 172 F. 615 (1909]. See also
Magruder
v. Belle Fourche Valley Water
.Users’ Association, 219 F. 72, 133 C,C.A.
524 (S. Dak. 1914).
The Reclamation Act is within the power
of Congress as to lands within the States
as well as Territories, under Constitution,
article IV, section 5, giving it power “to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other
property belonging to the United States,”
and is not in violation of the Constitution
on the ground that it authorizes the expenditure of public money without an appropriation, since it is in itself an appropriation of
the proceeds of land sold, nor as delegating
legislative authority to the Secretary of the
Interior. United States v. Hanson, 167 F.
881, 93 C.C.A. 371 (Wash. 1909).

Waterrighti
Under its broad powersto regulatenavigable watersunder the Commerce Clause
2.

and to regulate government lands under
Art. IV, $3, of the Constitution, the United
States has power to reserve water rights for
its reservations and its property. Arizona V.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 597–98 ( 1963).
The Congress has the same power under
the Property Clause of the Constitution to
grant exclusive regulatory authority to the
Federal Power Commission to issue licenses
for water power projects on a non-navigable
stream on lands in the ownership or control
of the United States, as it does under the
Commerce Clause with respect to navigable
waters. Federal Power Commission u. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435,44146
( 1955).
In a suit for tie equitable apportionment
of the waters of the interstate non-navigable
North Platte River among three States, it is
not necessary to pass upon the contention
of the United States that it owns all the
unappropriated water in the river by virtue
of its original ownership of the water as
well as the land in the basin, where the
rights to the waters required for the reclamation projects on the river have been appropriated under State law pursuant to the
directive of section 8 of the Reclamation
Act, w-here the individual landowners have
become the appropriators of the water rights
appurtenant to their land, and where the
decree in the case is Bmited to natural flow,
not storage water, and does not involve a
confllct between a Congressionally provided
system of regulation for Federal projects
and an inconsistent State system. Nebraska
v. Wyoming, et al., 325 U.S. 589, 611-16,
629-30 (1945).
Where Indian tribes, under an agreement
approved by an act of Congress, ceded to
the United States part of a large tract of
arid lands in the Territory of Montana,
which by an earlier act of Congress had
been set aside and reserved for their benefit,
and retained a smaller portion for settlement
and cultivation, it must be impfied that they
reserved the tight to the use of water necessary for that purpose. And this reservation
was not repealed by the subsequent admission of Montana into the Union, for the
power of the Government to reserve the
waters and exempt them from appropriation
under the state laws cannot be denied.
Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564
(1908).
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[Supremacy clause.~—This ~onstitu~on, an: the la~s of the United States
which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme
Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any
Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contra~, notwithstanding.
+
*
*
*
+
FIFTH

ARTICLE

OF AMENDMENT

[Due process claus+Just mmpensation clause,]—No penon shall be * * *
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for pubfic use, without just compensation.
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Editor’sNote, ClaimsAgainsttie United
Statesfor Property Loss. Personswho believe theyhave suffereda lossof or damage
to tieir property as the resultof reclamation activitieshave three coursesof action
open to them for compensation. Damage
claims based on negligence may be brought
under the Federal Tort Claims Act, extracts
from which, with selected annotations, appear herein as codified by the Act of June
25, 1948. A provision repeated in the annual appropriations act authorizes departmental officials, on a discretionary basis, to

pay damage claims not based on negligence;
selected cases are annomted herein under
the Sundry Civil Expen5es Appropriation
Act for 1916, approved March 3, 1915.
Thirdly,
where the government
activity
causes a “taking” of property, there is a
right to just compensation under the Fifth
Amendment. Selected recent cases involving
reclamation projects are annotated below,
together with three of the leadlng cases
dealing generally with the claimed taking
of water power rights in connection with
Federd activities.

NOTES OF OPINIONS

Due process 1-5
Excesslands 2
Generaffy 1
Repaymentcontmcts 3
Justcompensation &15
Consequentialdamages 9
Genersdly 6
Naturalconsequence 8
Statuteof Imitations 10
Taking,whatconstitutes 7
Waterpowerrights 11
1. Due process-Generally
The CentralValley project is a subsidy,
the cost of which will neverbe paid in full,
and it is hardlylack of due processfor the
governmentto regulate that which it subsidues. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275, 295-6 ( 1958).
2. —Excess lands
The excess acreage firnitation does not
constitute an unconstitutional
discrimina-

tion between the non-excess and the excess
landowner. The limitation is a reasonable
classification to carry out the purpose of the
project, which is to benefit people, not land,
and it orevents the use of the Federal reclamation service for speculative purposes.
Ivanhoe Irr. Dkt. v. McCracken, 357 U.S.
275, 297 (1958),
The “possible severance” of excess acreage uncle; water supply and distribution system contracts does not constitute an unconstitutional lack of due process, particularly
in view of the fact that excess land will benefit from the project through improvement of
underground
water level, which is not
chargeable to the owner of such excess acreage under the contract. Ivanhoe Irr. D tst.
v. McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 296-7 ( 1958).
Provisions of contract between irrigation
district and the United States for sale by
district of its irrigation system to the United
S~ates and purchase of water supply by
district from the United States, that any

6
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land owner owning more than 160 acres,
as condition precedent to right to receive
water for lands in excess of 160 acres, must
dispose of excess lands are not invalid on
ground that they constituted a ttilng of
property without due process of law. Application of Frenchman Valley Irrigation
~~;:jj
167 Neb. 78, 91 N.W. 2d 415
3. —Repayment contiacts
A repayment contract is not invalid because ~f abse~ce of provision that the district wdl obta~n title to the distribution system when its obligation therefor has been
totally discharged. Ivanhoe Zrr. Dist. v.
McCracken,
357 U.S. 275, 298–9 (1958).
6. Just compensation~enerally
A claim against the United States under
-the Tucker Act for compensation for the
physi~d taking of land resulting from construction of a water resources project, is
‘founded upon the Fifth Amendment and
does not require, as stated in earlier Supreme Court cases, an implied promise to
qay. Therefore, it is not necessary to find
that the Government’s agents were aware
that their acts would result in the taking
of property so that thtir performance of
the acts can be regarded as a somewhat
tenuous promise to pay. Cotton Land Co. v.
United States, 75 F. Supp. 232, 109 Ct. Cl.
816 ( 1948) (flooding attributable to siIt
deposited in Colorado River after construction of Parker Dam),
citing, inter aliaj
United States v. Causby, 328 U.S. 256
( 1946)
(overflight
by Government
airplanes), United States v. Dickinson,. 331
U.S. 745 (1947)
(permanent and mtermit~ent flooding and erosion of lands bordering reservoir of Winfield Dam, Kanawha
River,
West Virginia ), and ]acobs
o.
United States, 290 U.S. 13 ( 1933)
(increase in intermittent floods above reservoir
of Widow’s Bar Darn, Jones Creek, Alabama). Accord: Richard v. United States,
282 F. 2d 901, 152 Ct. Cl. 225 (1960)
(seepage from Friant Cansd).
(Editor’s Note: The Tucker Act is the
Act of March 3, 1887, 24 Stat. 505. It
authorized suits to be brought in the Court
of Claims against the United States in certain cases: including claims founded upon
the Constitution. This includes claims based
upon the Fifth Amendment provision that
private property shrdl not be taken for public use without just compensation. 28 U.S.C.
$1346 relates to the jurisdiction of the
Federal D~strict Courts in such cases? and
28 U.S.C. $1491 relates to the jurisdiction
Of the Court of Claims. These sections
appear herein in the Appendix. )
Where the plaintiff’s land is flooded by

underground waters as the natural consequence of the construction of O’Sullivan
Dam, Columbia Basin project, the United
States is liable to pay just compensation
notwithstanding the care that was taken to
prevent such result. Pashley v. United
States, 156 F. Supp. 737, 140 Ct. Cl. 535
(1957).
7. —Taking, what constitutes
Where the owner’s property has not diminished in value as the result of the Government’s action in increasing the s~inity
of the waters flowing on the plaintiff’s land,
there has been no taking. Gustine Land &
Cattle Co., Znc. v. United States, 174 Ct.
Cl. 556 (1966) .
Where on the basis of the record as a
whole, the natural consequence
of the
Government’s activities in connection with
the Columbia Basin project was the raising
of the piezometric surface waters located
beneath plaintiff’s
diatomite deposits to
such an extent that the moisture content
of the crude was so increased as to make
it uneconomical
to process into finished
uroducts. there had been a takinc for which
ihe own~r is entitled to just co&pensation.
Kenite Corp. v. Ursited States, 157 Ct. Cl.
721 ( 1962), cert. denied 372 U.S. 912
(1963).
The substantial reduction in the natural
flow of the Sm joaquin River as the result
of the impoundment and diversion of the
flow at Friant Dam upstream constitutes a
seizure or taking, in whole or in part, of
rights which may exist in the continued
flow and use of the water; it does not constitute a trespass against such rights. This
seizure was authorized by Congress when
it authorized the project, and any relief to
which ciaimants of the rights may be entitled by reason of such taking is by suit
against the United States under the Tucker
Act. Dugan v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609 ( 1963).
Where seepage from the Friant-Kern
Canal is found to be the substantial and
controlling cause of the rise in the ground
water level which inundated the soil in the
root and agricultural zone, rendering the
land unsuitable for the cultivation
and
growth of plaintitTs orange grove, the
United Stites has taken a seepage easement
under and through the property and must
compensate the plaintiff for it. Richard v.
United States, 282 F. 2d 901, 152 Ct. Cl,
225 ( 1960), amended on other grounds,
285 F. 2d 129.152 Ct. C1. 266 (1961).
Where ripa>ian rights of landowners
along branch channel of San Joaquin
River were subordinate to water rights of
corporation whic~, with its subsidiary and
affiliated compames, owned rights to use
very substantial portion of flow of San
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Joaquin River, and United States, which, in
carrying out Central Valley Project for
irrigation purposes, formulated plan whereby waters of San Joaquin River were
diverted and waters of Sacramento River
were substituted therefor, entered into contract with corporation and its subsidiaries
for such substitution, and United States
faithfully
and fully delivered
substitute
waters, and landowners suffered no actual
damage because of substitution, any impairment of landowners’ rights because of
substitution was at most a technicality, for
which landowners could not recover from
United States, since United States could
not with impunity take away substitute
waters. Wolfsen v, United States, 162 F.
Supp. 403, 142 Ct. Cl. 383 (1958),
cert.
denied 358 U.S. 907.
In order to constitute a taking of property within the Fifth Amendment by flooding because of construction of a dam, there
must be a direct invasion of plaintiff’s property by waters of the government, and the
invasion must be permanent so that the
lands of the plaintiff are practically destroyed or the jnvasion must be a recurrent
one amounting to an easement; otherwise
the damage, if any, is consequential and
amounts to a tort only. North v. United
States, 94 F. Supp. 824 (D. LTtah 1950).
Where the United States constructs a
drain across a portion of a parcel of land
which drains subsurface percolating water
from the remainder of such parcel, the
United States must compensate the owner
for damage to such remainder.
United
States v. 31.07 Acres of Land, etc,, 189
F. Supp. 845, 849-53
(D. Mont. 1960).
However, there is no right of recovery
where there is no direct physical invasion of
the complainant’s land, as in the case where
the drain is at least a quarter of a mile away
from plaintiff’s land and from the springs
which are the source of the plaintiffs water
right. McGozoan v. United Statex, 206 F,
Supp, 439 (D. Mont. 1962).
8. —Natural consequence
Where, as the natural conseqtlence of the
construction of Parker Dam on the Colorado
River, silt was deposited where the river
collided with the still water, this filing up of
the bed of the river raised the level of the
water, which in turn ovefiowed
its banks
and flooded and isolated portions of adjacent lands, the landowner is entitled to
just compensation under tie Fifth Amendment. Cotton Land Co. v. United States,
75 F. SUpP. 232, 109 Ct. Cl. 816 (1948).
9. —Consequential damages
Permanent d-age
to plaintiff’s orchard
which is not the direct, natursd or probable
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result of the government’s activity in constructing a storage reservoir, but rather the
incidental and consequential resdt of such
activity, forms no basis for a recovery under
the Fifth Amendment. Columbia Basin Orchard v. United States, 132 F. Supp. 707,
140 ct. cl. 535 (1957).
In an action to hsdt work on the enlargement of the Pine View Dam and Reservoir,
the Ogden River Water Users’ Association
contention, that it was in danger of being
deprived of its rights and properties without just compensation or any compensation, in violation of the Fifth Amendment,
was not supporkd by facts or relegation that
irreparable
damages would ensue. Any
prospective damages to the Ogden River
Water Users’ Association appeared to be
adequately compensable in damages and in
such case an injunction will not tie nor does
the Fifth Amendment entitle one to anticipatory compensation. Ogden River Water
Users’ Ass>n v. Weber Bwin Water Conservancy, et al., 238 F. 2d 936 (1956).
10. +tatute
of limitations
The statute of limitations began to run on
a c1aim for deprivation of floodwaters and
high flows in the San Joaquin River, resulting from construction of Friant Dam, when
the situation became sufficient y stabilized
so that the consequences of the invasions
have so manifested themsdves that a final
amount may be struck. Gustine Land and
Cattle Co,, Inc. v. United States, 174 Ct.
Cl. 556 ( 1966), citing United States v,
Dickinson, 331 U.S. 745 ( 1947).
Where the United States in 1908 appropriated all the water of the Rio Grande
River above lands in Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation District No. 1,
riparian
rights of owners of land in
Hudspeth District were desti~oyed in 1908,
and their alleged right of action against the
United States for the taking of riparian
~ghts was barred by limitations in 1958.
Bean u. United States, 163 F. Supp, 838,
143 Ct. Cl. 363 (1958), cert. denied 358
U.S. 906.
11. —Water power rights
The United States, by constructing the
Fort Gibson dam on the non-navigable
Grand River, a tributary of the navigable
Arkansas River, is not required to compensate a government agency of the State of
Oklahoma for the loss of its franchise under
Oklahoma law to construct a hydrodectric
power project at the site. United States v.
Grand River Dam Authority, 363 U.S. 229
(1960).
In a suit brought by the United States
for the condemnation of private land adjoining a navigable river above the high
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water mark as part of a project for the improvement of the Savannah Nver basin,
the just compensation
which the Fifth
kendment
requires to be paid does not
include the value of the water power in the
flow of the stream. United States v. TwinCity Power Co., 350 U.S. 222 (1956).
The owner of fast land on the banks of a
navigable river who had, under revocable

permit from the United States, constructed
faMlties in the river for the production of
water power, is not entifled to compensation for water power rights when, pursuant
to an act of Congress, the permit is revoked
and the land and fadities are taken by the
United States for navigation improvement.
United States v. Chandler-D unbar Water
Power Co., 229 U.S. 53 (1913).

July 26, 1866
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RECOGN~ION

OF VESTED

WATER

NGHTS

Sec. 2339, R. S. [Vested rights to use of water—Right of way for canaIs—
Liability for injury. ]-Whenever,
by priority of possession, rights to the use of
water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, have vested and
accrued, and &e same are recognhed and acknowledged by the local customs>
laws, and the decisions of courts, the possessors and owners of such vested rights
shall be maintained and protected in the same; and the right of way for the
construction of ditches and canals for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but whenever any person, in the construction of any ditch
or canal, injures or damages the possession of any settler on the public domain,
the party committing such injury or damage shall be liable to the party injured
for such injury or damage.
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Derivation. The foregoing section 2339
of The Revised Statutes of the United States
is taken from section 9 of the Act of Jdy 26,
1866, ch. 262, 14 Stat. 251, 253, entifled
“An Act granting the Right-of-Way
to
Ditch and Canal Owners over the Public
Lands, and for other Purposes.” It was enacted as substantive law, as part of the first
edition of the Revised Statutes, by the Act
approved June 22, 1874.
Codification. R.S. $2339 is codified both
in 30 U.S.C. $51 and in 43 U.S.C. $661.

The latter also includes R.S. ~ 2340, taken
from the Act of Jdy 9, 1870, which appears
herein in chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation.
Popular Name. The Act of July 26, 1866,
is sometimes referred to as the Mining Act
of 1866, and section 9 is sometimes referred
to as the Water Rights Act of 1866.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Rights of way

. .

2

Waterrights 1
1. Waterrights
In reviewinga licenseissuedby the Federal Power Commissionfor a water power
project on a non-navigable stream on
reservedlandsof the United States,it is not
necessaryfor the court to pass upon the
contentionof the Stateof Oregon that the
Acts of July 26, 1866,July 9, 1870, and the
DesertLand Act of 1877 constitutean express Congressionaldelegation or conveyance to the Stateof the power to regulate
the use of such watersbecause those Acts
do not apply to reserved lands. Federal
PoweT Commission v, Oregon, 349 U.S. 435,
446-48 ( 1955).
By section 9 of the Act of July 26, 1866,
section 1 of the Desert Land Act of 1877,
and section 18 of the Act of March 3. 1891.
Congress recognked
and assented ~o th~
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aPProPrlat?on of water under State laws in
contravention of the common law rules of
riparian rights; but it is not to be inferred
that Congress thereby meant to confer on
any State the right to appropriate all the
waters of the tributary streams which unite
into a n.avig.able watercourse, and so destroy
the navlgablhty of that watercourse in derogation of the interests of all the ueoule of
ihe United States. United Stat;s v’. Rio
Grande Dam and Irr. Co., 174 U.S. 690,
70&07
(1899).
2. Rights of way
R.S. ~ 2339 has been superseded by later
acts, particularly the Act of March 3, 1891,
26 Stat. 1101-02, and the Act of February 15, 1901, 31 Stat. 790, insofar as it
acknowledges and confirms rights of way
“for the construction of ditches and canals?’
Acting Solicitor Cohen Opinion, 58 I.D. 29

(1942).

July

PATENTS

SUBJECT TO VESTED

WATER

9,

1870

RIGHTS

Sec. 2340, R.S. [Patents, preemption, and homesteads subject to vested and
accmed water rights. ] —All patents granted, or preemption or homesteads
allowed, shall be subject to any vested and accrued water rights, or rights to
ditches and resemoirs used in connection with such water rights, as may have been
acquired under or recognized by the preceding section,
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Derivation. The foregoing section 2340
of The Revised Statutes of the United
Statesis taken from section 17 of the Act
of July 9, 1870,ch. 235, 16 Stat. 217, 218,
entitled“An Act to Amend ‘An Act Granting the Right-of-Way
to Ditch and Canal
Owners over the Pubfic Lands, and for other
Purposes.’ “ It was enacted as substantive
law, as part of the first edition of the Revised
~~~:tes,
by the Act approved June 22,

Codification.R.S. $2340 is codifiedboth
in 30 U.S.C. $52 and in 43 U.S.C. ~661.
The latteralso includesR.S. ~ 2339?taken
from the Act of July 26, 1866, which appears herein in chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
statute does not relate primarily to activities
of the Bureau of Reclamation.

May 8,1871
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WI~

GREAT

BRITAIN

Treaty for an amicable settlement of all causes of differences between the United States
and Great Britain. (Signal at Washington May 8, 1871; ratifications exchanged
June 17, 1871; proclaimed July 4, 1871; 17 Stat. 863)
*

*

*

*

*

ARTICLE ~VI

[Navigation of St. Lawrence.] —The navigation of the river St. Lawrence,
ascending and descending, from the forty-fifth parallel of norti latitude, where
.it ceases to form the boundary between the two countries, from, to, and into the
sea, shall forever remain free and open for the purposes of commerce to the
citizens of the United States, subject to any laws and regulations of Great
Britain, or of the dominion of Canada, not inconsistent with such privilege of
free navigation.
[Navigation of Yukon, Porcupine and Stikine.]—The navigation of the
rivers Yukon, Porcupine, and Stikine, ascending and descending, from, to, and
into the sea, shall forever remain free and open for the purposes of commerce
to the subjects of her Britannic Majesty and to the citizens of the United States,
subject to any laws and regulations of either country within its own territory,
not inconsistent with such privilege of free navigation. (17 Stat. 872).
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Popular Name. This treaty is sometimes
referred to as the Treaty of WasKlngton.

Effective Date. This
fective June 17, 1871.

treaty became ef-

NOTE OF
1. Rampart Dam
Any construction of the projected Rampart Dam must give effect to the right of
Canada under the 1871 treaty to free access
and pass~e up and down the Yukon River

to and from the Bering Sea. The United
States may, however, provide such access by
the inciusion of navigation
facilities in
Rampart Dam. Opinion of Associate Solicitor Hogan, July 5, 1963.

March 3, 1877
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DESERT

LAND ACT

An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories.
March 3, 1877, ch. 107, 19 Stat. 377)

(Act

of

[Sec. I. Desert land entries and patent—Water right+Proof
of reclamation—320 acres. ]—It shall be lawful for any citizen of the LTnited States, or
any person of requisite age “who may be entitled to become a citizen, and who
has filed his declaration to become sucti’ and upon payment of twenty five cents
per acre— to file a declaration under oath with the register and the receiver of the
land district in which any desert land is situatd, that he intends to reclaim a
tract of desert land not exceeding one-half section, by conducting water upon
the same, within the period of three years thereafter, Provided, however, that the
right to the use of water by the person so conducting the same, on or to any
tract of desert Iand of three hundred and twenty acres shall depend upon bona
fide prior appropriation; and such right shall not exceed the mount of water
actually appropriated, and necessarily used for the purpose of irrigation and
reclamation; and all surplus water over and above such actual appropriation
and use, together with the water of all lakes, rivers and other sources of water
supply upon the public lands and not navigable, shall remain and be held free
for the appropriation and use of the public for irrigation, mining and manufacturing purposes subject to existing rights, Said declaration shall describe
particularly said one-half section of land if surveyd, and, if unsurveyed, shall
describe the same as nearly as possible without a survey. At any time within the
period of three years after filing said declaration, upon making satisfactory proof
to tie register and receiver of the reclamation of said tract of land in the manner
aforesaid, and upon the payment to the receiver of the additional sum of one
dollar per acre for a tract of land not exceeding three hundred and twenty
acres to any one person, a patent for the same shall be issud to him. Except as
provided in section 3 of the Act of June 16, 1955 (69 Stat. 138), as amended, no
person may make more Man one entry under this Act. However, in that entV
~ne or more tracts mav, be included., - and the tracts so entered need not be
contiguous. The aggregate acreage of desert land which may be entered by any
one person under this section shall not exceed three hundred and twenty acres,
and all the tracts enterd by one person shall be sufficiently close to each other
to be managed satisfactorily ~ an economic unit, as determined under rules
and regulations issued by the Secretary of the Interior. (19 Stat. 377; ~ 1, Act of
August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391; $1, Act of August 14, 1958, 72 Stat. 596; 43
U.S.C. $ 321)
EXPtiNATORY NOTES
1958 Amendment. Section 1 of tie Act
of August 14, 1958, 72 Stat. 596, inserted
the last two sentences as a substitute for
the originai requirement that the tract of
land covered by the entry had to be in
compact form. For Iegtiative Klstory of the

1958 Act see S. 359, Public Law 85-641 in
the 85th Congress; S. Rept. No. 270; H.R.
Rept. No, 2324.
1890 Amendment. The Act of August 30,
1890, 26 Stat. 391, provided generally that
no person entering public lands thereafter
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shall be permittedto acquire title to more
than 320 acresin the aggregate.The original Act allowed entry and patent for 640
acres.
Reference in the Text. Section 3 of the
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Act of June 16, 1955, referred to in text,
permitsan additionaldesertland entry on
certain minerallands up to a total of 320
acres. Prior law had ltilted desert land
entrieson such lands to 160 acres.

Sec. 2. [Desert lands defined-Proof.] —All lands exclusive of timber lands
and mineral lands which will not, without irrigation, produce some agricultural
crop, shall be deemed desert lands, within the meaning of this act, which fact
3hall be ascertained by proof of two or more credible witnessesunder oath, whose
affidavits shall be filed in the land office in which said tract of land may be
situated. (19 Stat. 377; 43 U.S.C. $ 322)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Codification.
43 U.S.C. ~ 322 also in.
cludes the reference from section 3 to the

administrative determination
stitutes desert land.

of what con-

Sec. 3. [States to which applied. ]—This Act shall only apply to and take
effect in the States of California, Oregon, Nevada, Colorado, Washington, Idaho,
Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico, and North and South Dakota,
and the determination of what may be considered desert land shall be subject
to the decision and regulation of the Secretary of the Interior or such officer
as he may designate. (19 Stat. 377; Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1097; ~ 403,
1946 Reorganization Plan No. 3, 60 Stat. 1100; 43 U. S.C., $$322, 323)

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Codification. The reference to Statesis
codified in section323.,title 43, U.S. Code.
The referenceto administrativedeterminationof what constitutesdesertlandsis codified in section 322.
States; 1891 Amendment. The State of
Colorado
was included
by the Act of
March 3. 1891. 26 Stat. 1097. The Territories referred ~o in the original act have
now become states, and are so listed.
1946 Amendment. “Secretary of the Interior or such officer as he may designate”
was substituted by section 403 of 1946 Reor-

ganization Plan No, 3, which also established the Bureau of Land Management.
Additional
Provisions
Omitted.
The
original 1877 Act consisted of the three
sections set forth above. A number of additional sections and supplementary provisions
have been enacted by Congress through the
years, but are omitted here. They are codified generally as 43 U.S.C. $3 32&39.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
AvailaKllity of water
Reclamation law
1
Water rights
3

2

1, Reclamation law
Under departmental
regulations
(May
“31, 1910, 38 L.D. 646, para. 78; currently
43 CFR 2226.*6),
a desert land entryman
who owns a water right can rely on hls own
efforts to convey his water to his entry without assistance from a government project,
thereby avoiding the requirements of the
Declamation law, or he can participate in
the project. In the latter case he must observe requirements of the reclamation law,
including land limitations. Solicitor Barry

Opi~ion~ 71 I.D. 496, 513 (1964), in re
appllcatIon of excess land laws to private
lands in Imperial Irrigation District.
Where land in a desert-land entry is
withdrawn under the Reclamation Act and
the entry is subsequently cancelled,
the
withdrawal becomes effective as to such land
upon the cancellation of the entry. George
B. Willoughby, 60 I.D. 363 ( 1949).
2. Availability of water
In exercise of the discretionary authority
vested in the Secretary under section 7 of
the Taylor Grazing Ac!, as amended, 49
Stat. 1976 ( 1936 ),, pubhc land in the Imperial Valley, Cahfornia, may be classified
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as not proper for disposition under the
Desert Land Act, 19 Stat. 377, as amended,
on the grounds that it would be contrary to
the public interest at this time. to increase
the pressure on the inadequate water supply
available for use in California from the Colorado River. Hueh S. Ritter. Thomas M.
Bunn, 72 I.D. 11 ~ ( 1965). Se: also SteQhan
H. Clarkson, 72 I.D. 138 (1965).

By a notice of December 2, 1965, the
Secretaryof the Interior repealed the suspension of a large number of desert land
entriesin Imperialand RiversideCounties,
California, that had been pending for a
numberof yearsin anticipationof obtaining irrigation water from the Colorado
River. The suspensionshad been granted
under the decision in Maggie L. Havens,
A–5580 (October. 11, 1923 ). The Secretary
stated m the notice that it would be contrary to the public interest to increase the
pressure on the inadequate water supply
available for use in California from the
Colorado
River by permitting additiond
federally owned lands to be developed under
the desert land laws unless clear eligibility
exists or unless clear grounds for relief are
shown.
In certain circumstances desert land entries in Imperial and Riverside Counties
affected by the notice of December 2, 1965,
repealing the suspension under Maggie L.
Havens, A–5580 ( October 11, 1923), which
have been reclaimed or are in the process of
being reclaimed, will be considered in accordance with the principles of equity and
justice as authorized by 43 U.S.C. ~ 1161,
even though development was not compieted
within the statutory Efe remaining in the
entry after March 4, 1952. Clifton O. Myll,
A-2g920
(SUPP. II), 72 I.D. 536 ( 1965),
vacating 71 I.D. 458 ( 1964), as supplemented by 71 I.D. 486 ( 1964).

3, 1877
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3, Water righti
In reviewing a license issued by the Federal Power Commission for a water power
project
on a non-navigable
stream on
reserved lands of the United States, it is not
necewary for the court to pass upon the
contention of the State of Oregon that the
Acts of July 26, 1866, July 9, 1870, and
the Desert Land Act of 1877 constitute an
express Congressional delegation or conveyance to the State of the power to regulate
the use of such waters because those Acts
do not apply to reserved lands. Federal
Power Commission u. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435,
44648
( 1955).
The Federal Government, as owner of the
public domain, had the power to dispose of
the land and water composing it together or
separately; and by the Desert Land Act of
1877, if not before, Congress had severed
the land and waters constituting the public
domain and established the ruIe that for the
future the lands should be patented separately. Acquisition of the Government title
to a parcel of land was not to carry with it
a water-right, but all non-navigable waters
were reserved for tie use of the public under
the laws of the various arid-land states.
I.kes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82, 95 ( 1937).
By section 9 of the Act of July 26, 1866,
section 1 of the Desert Land Act of 1877,
and section 18 of the Act of hIarch 3, 1891,
Congress. recognized
and assented to the
.
aPProPrlat~on of water under State laWS in
oontraventlon of the common law rules of
riparian ri~hts; but it is not to be inferred
that ,Congress thereby meant to confer on
any State the right to appropriate all the
waters of the tributary streams which unite
into a navigable watercourse, and so destroy
the navigability of that watercourse in derogation of the interests of all the people of
the United States. United States u. Rio
Grande Dam and 17T. Co., 174 U.S. 690~
704-07 ( 1899).

October 2, 1888

IRRIGATION

SURVEYS;

RESERVOIR

SITES

[Extract from] An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, and for other purposes.
(Act of October 2.
1888, ch. 1069,25 Stat. 505)

[Irrigation survey *of arid* region~Repoti* of ex~enses—Withdrawal of
land-Opening
of lands by proclamation.] -[There
is appropriated] For the
purpose of investigating the extent to which the arid region of the United States
can be redeemed by irrigation, and the segregation of the irrigable lands in such
arid region, and for the selection of sites for reservoirs and other hydraulic works.
necessary for the storage and utilization of water for irrigation and the prevention
of floods and overflows, and to make the necessary maps, including tie pay of
employees in field and in office, the cost of all instruments, apparatus, and materials, and all other necessary expenses connected therewith, the work to be performed by the Geological Survey, under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, the sum of $1OO,OOO
or so much thereof as may be necessary. And the
Director of the Geological Survey under the supervision of the Secretary of the
Interior shall make a report to Congress on the first Monday in December of each
year, showing in detail how the said money has been expended, the amount used
for actual survey and engineer work in the field in locating sitesfor reservoirs and
an itemized account of the expenditures under this appropriation, And all the
lands which may hereafter be designated or selected by such United States surveys [for sites for reservoirs * * * for irrigation purposes % * * shall be
segregated and reserved from entry or settlement from the date of location or
selection by the United States until further provided by law: Provided,
That
such sites shall be restricted
necessary

for

as practicable,
reservoirs.]

the construction
lands

occupied

to and shall contain
and

only so much

maintenance

by actual

of reservoirs,

land as is actually
excluding

so far

settlers at the date of the location

of said

(25 Stat. 526)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Editor’s Note. The bracketed material
represents an editorial interpretation of the
1838 law as amended by tie Acts of August 30, 1890, and March 3, 1891, which
are set forth below.
Original Text. The last sentence of the
paragraph as originally enacted reads as
fo!lows: “And all the lands which may hereafter be designated or selected by such
Umlted States surveys for sites for reservoirs,
ditches, or canals for irrigation purposes and
all the lands made susceptible of irrigation
by such reservoirs, ditches, or canals are
from this time henceforth hereby reserved
from sale as the property of the United
States, and shall not be subject after the
passage of this act, to entry, settlement, or

occupation until further provided by law:
Provided, That the President may at any
time in his discretion by proclamation open
any portion or all of the lands reserved by
this provision to settlement under the homestead laws.”
1890 Amendment. The Act of August 30fi
1890, 26 Stat. 391, provides in part:
“* * * so much of [the Act of October 2,
1888] as provides for the withdrawd of the
public lands from entry, occupation,
and
settlement, is hereby repededj and all entries made or claims initiated in good faith
and valid but for said act, shall be recognized and may be perfected in the same
manner as if said law had not been enacted
except that reservoir sites heretofore located
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or selected shall remain segregated and reserved from entry or settlement as provided
by said act, until otherwise provided by law,
and reservoir sites hereafter located or
selected on public lands shall in like manner be reserved from the date of the location or selection thereof?’
1891 SupplementaryProtision. Section

17 of the Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.
1101, provides in part: “SEC. 17. That
reservoirsiteslocated or selectedand to be

located
and selected under the provisions of [the Act of October 2, 1888], and
-endments
thereto, shall be restricted to
and shall contain ody so much land as is
actually necessary for the construction and
maintenance of reservoirs; excluding so far
as practicable
lands occupied by actual
setders at the date of the location of said
reservoirs. * * *“
Codification.
An interpretation
of the
1888 law, as amended by tie 1890 and 1891
Acts, appears as 43 U.S.C. ~~ 662, 663.
Legislative History,
1890 Amendment.
Congressional
debate on the question of
repeal of the 1888 provision can be found
at 21 Cong. Rec. 7269–7987,
8270–9156
(1890
189 ) SuD~lementarv Provision. The Act
of Februa& 26, 1897; 29 Stat. 599, prm
vides: “All reservoir stes reserved or to be
reserved shall be open to use and occupation
under the right-of-way Act of March third,

SITES

eighteen hundred and ninety-one. And any
State is hereby authorized to improve and
occupy such reservoir sites to the same
extent as an individual or private corporation, under such roles and regtiations as the
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe:
Provided, That the charges for water coming in whole or part from reservoir sites used
or occupied under the provisions of t~ls Act
shall always be subject to the control and
regulation of the respective States and Territories in which such reservoirs are in whole
or Dart situate.” (43 U.S.C. 5 664)
f899 Supplementary Provkion. ‘The Act
of March 3, 1899, 30 Stat. 1214, 1233,
provides in part: “That in the form provided by existing law the Secretary of the
Interio; may fil; and approve sur~eys and
plats of any right of way for a wagon road,
rtilroad, or other highway over and across
any forest reservation or reservoir site when
in his judgment the public interests will not
be injuriously affected thereby.” (43 U.S.C.
~ 665, 43 U.S.C.
~ 958, and 16 U.S.C.
~ 525)
Prior Authorimtion.
The surveys for
which this act appropriated
funds were
authorized
by the Joint Resolution
of
March 20, 1888, No. 7, 25 Stat. 618.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
‘Construction with other laws
2
Effect of 1888 Act
1
1. Effect of 1888 Act
The provision reserving from sde or entry
lands designated or select~d for reservoirs,
ditches, or canals for irrigation purposes,
and also lands made susceptible of irrigation
by such reservoirs, ditche~, or canals, operates as an immediate withdrawal of the
lands thus described from entry and setdement. 19 Op. Atty. Gen. 564 (May 24,
1890).

2. Construction

with other laws

The provisions of section 18 of the Act of
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1101., granting a
right-of-way through the pubhc lands and
reservations of the United States to cati
and ditch companies, do not contemplate
the allowance of such rights over lands reserved by the Governmen-t for reservoir sites
under the Acts of October 2, 1888, and
August 30, 1890. Blue Water Land and
Ztrigati~n Co., 23 I.D. 275 (1896).
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[Extractfrom] An act makingappropriationsfor sundrycivil expensesof tie Governmentfor the fiscalyear endingJune 30, 1891, and for other purposes.(Act of August 30,
1890,ch. 837,26 Stat.371)
[Land patents shall ~eserve light of” way f~r Gove~ment
canak and
ditches. ] —* * * In all patents for lands hereafter taken up under any of tie
land laws of the United States or on entries or claims validated by this act, west of
the one hundredth meridian, it shall be repressed that there is reserved from the
lands in said patent described, a right of way thereon for ditches or canals constructed by the authority of the United States. (26 Stat. 391; 43 U.S.C. ~ 945)
EXPLANATORYNOTES

1964 and 1966 Modifications.The 1890
Act reservation of rights-of-way for canals
and ditches was substantially modified insofar as the Department of the Interior is
concerned by the Act of September 2, 1964,
78 Stat. 808, which directs the Secretary
of the Interior to pay just compensation for
private land utilized for canals or ditches
in connection with any reclamation project
if the construction of the ditches or canals
began after January 1, 1961. The Act of
October 4, 1966, extended the same remedy
to rights-of-way
reserved
under
State
statute, and gave district courts jurisdiction
in suits for compensation. Both the 1964

and 1966 Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Popular Name. This provision is sometimes referred to as the Canal Act.
Editor’s Note? Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.
Legishtive History. Debate in Congress
as to right-of-way
provision of Act of
August 30, 1890: 21 Congressional Record,
5 1st Congress, 1st Sess., pages ?774, 7877,
7930, 8275, 8323, 8329, 9139, 9151, 9152,
9154, 9155. Executive Document No. 136Y
Senate, 51st Cong., 1st Sess.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Compensation
9
Drainage ditches and wells 4
Indian lands
6
Injunction suits
10
‘Lands affected
General
5
Indian lands
6
Railroad lands
7
Purpose of Act
1
Purpose of canals and ditches
3
Railroad lauds
7
Subsurface estate exclnded
8
Ti~l:ch~f
~nstruction
of cads

and

1. Purpose of Act
By a series of acts and resolutions beginning as early as 1888, Congress unmistakably declared a purpose to reclaim arid
lands. united States v. Van Horn, 197 Fed.
611 (D. Colo. 1912).
This provision must be construed in the
Eght of the known purpose of the Govern-

ment to reclaim its arid lands by conducting water upon them, and it is not voi&
for indefiniteness because the right of way
reserved is not specifically described, but is
within the undoubted powers of Congress
and vafid. Ibid.
Under the provisions of the Act of
August 30, 1890, it was the evident intention of Congress to reserve perpetually to
the Government an easement and right of
way through and over any and all lands
west of the one hundredti
mefidian mat
the Government might grant to settlers and
purchasers subsequent to the passage of the
act, and to thereby reserve the easement
and right of way for the construction, maintenance, and operation of any ditches and
canals the Government may construct at
any time in the future for the irrigation
and reclamation of arid lands. Green v.
Wilhite, 14 Idaho 238, 93 Pac. 971 ( 1908).
A contract for sale of land subject to a
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canal right~f-way
to the United States
under the 1890 Act may be rescinded where
the purchaser had neither actual nor constructive notice of the reservation, Cosby v.
Danziger, 38 Cal. App. 20~, 175 Pac. 809
(19 18), but may not be rescinded where the
original patent containing the reservation
was placed in record in the county long
before the contract was entered into. Dofips
v. Alderman, 12 Wash. 2d 290, 121 P. 2d
388 ( 1942).
2. Tii~fchg~

construction of aals

and

The Act of August30, 1890,26 Stat.391,
in providingthat,in all patentsissuedunder
the public land laws for lands west of the
one hundredthmeridian, there should be
expressly reserved rights of way “for
ditchesor canalsconstructedby tie authority of the United States,”is to be constmed,
in the light of the circumstancesthat
prompted it, as including canals and
ditchesconstructedafter issuanceof patent
as well as those constructedbefore. Ide v.
United
States, 263 U.S. 497
( 1924),
a#irming United States u. Ide, 2?7 Fed. 373
(C.C.A. WYO. 1921)
The word “constructed~’
as used in the
Act of August 30, 1890, has a general reference and application to ditches or canals
constructed
by authority of the United
.States, without reference to the time of such
construction.
Green v. Wilhite, 14 Idaho
238,93 Pac. 971 (1908)
The word “constructe&’
as so used does
not limit the reservation to a right of way
for ditches already constructed, but extends
.as well to those “to be constructed” by the
Government in furtherance of its irrigation
scheme for the reclamation of arid lands.
Green v. Wilhite, 160 Fed. 755 (C.C. Ida.
1906)

3. Purpose of canak and ditches
So long as the ReclamationService can
apply surplus water appropriate
ed for a
project to a beneficia~use,althoughon lands
outside the project, and thuslessenthe cost
to landswithin the project, it is withinthe
scope of i}s authorityand the servicemay
acquire rights of way under the Act of
August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391. Grifiths v.
Cole, 264 Fed. 369 (D. Idaho 1919).
A right-of-way reserved under the Canal
Act may be used by the National Park Serv“ice for the construction of a pipe tine to
convey water for domestic purposes. Acting
~~~
Cohen Opinion,
58 I.D. 490
4. Drainage ditches and wells
The expression “ditches or canals constructed by the authority of the United

States” as used in the right of way Act of
August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391, includes the
necessary waste and drainage ditches upon
a Federal reclamation
project.
Opinion
Chief Counsel, June 10, 1918, Grand Valley
project.
See Reclamation
Record,
JuIY,
1918, p. 328.
The 1890 Act makes sites for drainage
wells available. Teletype of Associate Solicitor Fisher to Regional Solicitor, Los
Angeles, October 8, 1959~ in re WelltonMohawk division, Gila proJect.
Although a right-of-way reserved to the
United States under the 1890 Act would
not extend to the drilfing of a well to develop a new supply of underground water,
it would permit the drilling of a well to
prevent seepage loss from the canal. Memorandum of Deputy Solicitor
Fisher to
Regional Soficitor, Los Angeles, May 24,
1961.
5. Lands affected-General
This provision appfies only to entries under the pubfic or general land laws. Instructions, 32 L.D. 147 ( 1903).
All subsequent entryrnen take their land
subject to the right of the United States to
construct ditches and c?nals over it whenever and wherever required in carrying out
any of its reclamation
projects.
United
States v. Van Horn, 197 Fed. 611 (D. Colo.
1912).
Under ttils provision the Government has
full authority to construct canals or ditches
over any such lands in connection with reclamation projects. Instructions, 36 L.D. 482
(1908).
If the actual disposition occurred after
the passage of the act, th~ land was ~ndoubtedly “taken up” within the rneanlng
of those words as used in the act, and this
would be so whether the disposition occurred through allotme?t, sale, homestead,
or other manner of disposition. Clement
Ironshields, 40 L.D. 28 (1911).
6. —Indian lands
Where, however, in certain resemations
set apart for Indian occupancy, particular
tracti have been set aPart, actuallYoccupied, or improved under some usage or
custom, with a view to ultimate allotment
to an Indian prior to the passage of the act,
the tracts being afterwards allotted, such
tracts must be considered as hating been
“taken up” prior to the passage of the act.
Clement Ironshields, 40 L.D. 28 (1911).
The Act of June 15, 1880, ch. 223, sec. 3,
21 Stat. 203, providing for allotment in
severalty of lands of the Ute Indian Reservation in Colorado, further provides that
“all lands not so allotted shall be held and
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deemed to be pubfic lands of the United
States and subject to dispmal under the
laws providing for tie disposal of the public
lands at the same price and on the same
terms as other lands of like character, * * *
provided that * * * saidbds
* * * sha8
be subject tocashent~
only in accordance
with existing law.” Held, that itwas competent for Congress to change the manner of
disposition of such lands insofar as third
parties were concerned, and that persons
taking preemptions thereon aftw the passage
of the Act of August 30? 1890, ch. 837,
sec. 1, 26 Stat. 391, reserving from all public lands thereafter taken up right of way
for ditches and canals constructed by the
authority of the United State}, took them
subject to such provision. Unzted States V.
Van Horn, 197 Fed. 611 (D. GoIo. 1912).

The provisionsof thisact do not operate

to rese&e a right-of-way across the-tribal
“lands of the Flathead Indians since the lands
were by statute in tribal status in 1890 and
such lands do not become subject to such
rights-of-way by being allotted; however, a
contrary past administrative interpretation
of this statute does not &ve rise to a redressable claim against ~he Government.
‘~~&*~
Gardner Opinion,
58 I.D. 319
The” Canaf Act does not apply to tribal
lands of Indian reservations established by
treaty prior to August 30, 1890, because
such lands were not subject to disposal under the land laws; and although past practice has reserved rights-of-way in lands from
such reservations allotted to individud Indians after 1890, under revised concepts of
Indian rights, compensation should be paid
to such allottees in the future when rightsof-way are taken. Solicitor Gardner Opinion,
58 I.D. 319 (1943 )..
The Department IS not required as a
matter of law to reserve a right-of-way for
ditches or canals in patenting to an individual Indian or his successor an allotment out
of an Indian reservation created from the
public domain after August 30, 1890. Solicitor Whhe Opinion, 59 I.D. 461 ( 1947).
The allottees of the Yuma Reservation
-are entitIed to compensation for interceptor
drains across their lands in connection with
the All-American Canal even though construction was completed in 1941. An exception will be recognized in this case from the
conclusion in Solicitor’s Opinion M-31156,
58 I.D. 319 ( 1943) that allowance of compensation should not be applied retroactively because final settlement with the
Yuma Indians had been expressly held in
abeyance pending a decision by the Department. Solicitor White Opinion, M-34842
(January 22, 1947).
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7. —Railroad lands
This act does not apply to railroad rightsof-way acquired under the provisions of the
Act of March 3, 1875, ch. 152, 18 Stat. 482.
Minidoka and S.W.R. Co. v. W~ymouth, 19
Idaho 234, 113 Pac. 455 (1911).
In referring to lands “taken up” and land
“entries” and lands “patented” it does not
refer to or include easements and rights of
way granted for specific purposes where
the fee does not pass and where no patents
are issued, and where the amount of land
covered by the easement is not firnited in
area or extent. Minidoka and S. W.R. Co. v.
W~ymouth, 19 Idaho 234, 113 Pac. 455
(1911).
The United States may in the future
reasonably acquire rights of way for ditches
in furthering a reclamation project, in addition to those now occupied by existing
nnals,
and that it may be entitled to
rwerve land therefor under ttils act, does
not prevent a railroad company from occupying lands in praesenti legally conveyed
to it wittiln a reclamation reservation by a
homestead
entryman.
United
States v.
Minidoka @ S.W.R. Co. 176 Fed. 762 (C.C.
Idaho
1910) ; reve?sed
190 Fed. 491
(1911); afirmed 235 U.S. 211 (1914).
The
reservation
of ri~hts-of-wa~
for
canals and ditches required %y this act to be
inserted in patents for public lands west of
the one hundredth meridian need not be
inserted in patents issued for lands granted
to railroad companies to which the grant
of right of the company attached prior to
the date of said act, but should be inserted
in patents for lands covered by indemnity
selections made by railroad companies, and
in selections made by the Northern Pacific
Railway Co., under the provisions of the
Act of July 1, 1898, in dl cases where such
indemnity or other selections are approved
subsequent to August 30, 1890. Instructions,
42 L.D. 396 (1912).
The Southern Pacific ComuanY in 1916
filed a general map of the s~tio~ grounds
at Mohawk, Ariz., adjoining its rights-ofway and in 1936 filed for approval a map
giving the exact location points. In 1929
the Bureau withdrew the land under a first
form reclamation withdrawal for the Glla
project. The General Land Office as a condition precedent to approval of the map,
requested that a stipulation be signed making certain reservations to the United Sates.
The First Assistant Secretary in decision
A–20886
(July 2!, 1937 ) held that the
execution of the stipulation could not lawfully be required since the station grounds
were private property at the time of the
reclamation withdrawal and were not affected thereby. The station grounds were
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held to be subject to the provisions of the
Actof August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391, makreservations
for ditch
and canal
ing
rights-of-way.
Certain lands in the primary lists and
limits of thegrant of July 1, 1862, 12 Stat.
489, as amended July 2, 1864, 13 Stat.
356, to the Central Pacific Railroad Company and patented to the Company September 6, 1896, under said grant without
reservation of rights-of-way for canals and
ditches under the provisions of the proviso
in the Act of August 30, 1890, may not be
taken under authority of said proviso for a
right-of-way for the Hyrum-Mendon
canal,
Utah, but must be acquired by purchase.
Soficitor’s Opinion, M-27871
(February 2,
1935).
8. Subsurface estate excluded
The Act of August 30, 189?, concerns itself solely and exclusively with easements
or surface rights-of-way
for ditches and
canals constructed by the United States, and
such easement or surface right does not include title to the oil and gas underlying the
land constituting the right-of-way. Northern
Pac. Ry. v. United States, 277 F. 2d 615
( 10th Cir. 1960), reversing 169 F. SUPP.
735 (D. Wyo. lg5g).
9. Compensation
[Editor’s Note. Compensation is now payable for canals and ditches constructed
after January 1, 1961, as provided by the
.4ct of September 2, 1964, as amended.]
Compensation must be made for gravel
taken from a right-of-way acquired under
this section for use off the right-of-way
where found. Reclamation decision (July 26,
1913 ) in Belanger, Lower Yellowstone.
When the United States utilizes a rightof-way under this act, the landowner may
be compensated for the actuat value of his
improvements on the right-of-way, but no
allowance can be made for the resultant
damages to the land. Albert W. C. Smith,
47 L.D. 158 (1919).
Where work under the RIO Grande
canalization
project on land entered or
patented subject to canal right-of-way retained by the United States under the act
of August 30, 1899, 26 Stat. 391, involves
not only construction of irrigation ditches
and canals, but dso levees located several
hundred feet on either side of the straightened channel of the river for the conveyance of floodwaters, payment of a reasonable price, not in excess of the appraised
value, may be made for the additional area
required for flood control purposes, but no
payment may be made for the lands required purely for irrigation purposes, the
right-of-way
reserved under the act of

August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391, in the
patents for the lands involved being with
reference only to ditches and canals to convey water for the reclamation of arid lands
by irrigation. Dec. Comp. Gen., A–95 123
(May 31, 1938).
There is no authority for the assumption
by the United States of one-half of the cost
of removing and replacing a high-powered
transmission line from across a right-of-way
reserved to the United States, under the
provisions of the Act of August 30, 1890,
26 Stat. 391, where such line interfered
with the construction of a part of an irrigation system. 7 Comp. Gen. 217 ( 1927).
If the use by the government of a road
sought to be condemned across defendant’s
land is reasonable and necessary for the
construction, operation and maintenance of
a government conduit ~onstructed across
the land, and such use wdl not increase the
burden already imposed on the semient
land by the government’s
right-of-way
under the 1890 Act, then the owner has no
compensable
interest.
United
State:
V.
5.61 Acres of Land, Mor~ or Less, tn Et
Dorado County, California, 148 F. Supp.
467 (N.D. Cal. 1Q57~
Where the Un~t~~ sites utilizes a rightof-way under the 1890 Act, the landowner
may be compensated for the actual value of
improvements on the right-of-way, but no
allowance can be made for severance or
other resultant damages to the land itself.
Consequently, there is no authority to construct a farm bridge over a canal that
bisects a landowner’; farm. Letter of Com“missioner Dexheimer to Senator Mansfield,
.-.
December 9, 195~
It is the policy of the Bureau of Reclamation to compensate for crop damages occasioned by non-tortious
activities of the
Bureau during operation and maintenance
under transmission line and pipe line easements no matter what the method of acquisition of the easement; and the fact that an
easement for a tile drainage system was.
acquired under the 1890 Act poses no different problem. Memorandum of Associate
Soficitor Hogan to Regional Solicitor, Los
Angeles, May 19, 1964.
The Government
in constructing
the
Cross Cut Canat on the Upper Snake River
storage project, Idaho, lowered the water
table, causing damage to the crops of Arthur
Winters, the water level under whose land
was held at the optimum level for subirrigation, pardy by seepage from irrigated
lands above, and partly by the use of an
irrigation water supply. The United States
had canal right-of-way under the Act of
August 30, 1890. He made a claim for his
crop loss. The Department held that the
canal right-of-way belonging to the United
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States could not be used in such a way as
to injure the rights or property of the
claimant, unless the claimant is compensated by the repayment of damages. Assistant Secretary decision, A–2 1167 (January 31, 1938).
10. Injunction suits
An injunction issued by a State court in
a suit brought against the engineer in charge
of a Government irrigation project and his
foreman, as individuals, restraining the defendants and all persons under their control
from entering upon certtin lands and constructing a Government canal across the
same, is not a bar to a suit in a Federal
court by the United States to establish its
right to construct such canal under the res-
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emation of right-of-way therefor contained
in the Act of August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391,
ch. 837, sec. 1, and to enjoin the owners of
said lands, which were acqtired under the
pubhc land laws after the passage of said
act, from interfering with such construction.
United States v. Van Horn, 197 Fed. 611
(D, CO]O. 1912).
Equity has jurisdiction of a suit by the
United States against the owners of Iands
acquired under the pubfic land laws after
the passage of this act to enjoin tiem from
interfering with its construction of an irrigation canal over such lands under the
reservation of right-of-way
therefor contained in said act. United States v. Van
Horn, 197 Fed. 611 (D. CO1O.1912).
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due proof of its organization under the same, to tie extent of the
ground occupied by the water of any reservoir and of any canals and laterals
and fifty feet on each side of the marginal limits thereof, and, upon presentation
of satisfactory showing by the applicant, such additional right of way as the
Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary for the proper operation and maintenance of said reservoirs, canals, and laterals; dso the right to take from the
public lands adjacent to the line of the canal or ditch, material, earti, and stone
necessary for the construction of such canal or ditch: PTovided, That no such
right of way shall be so located as to interfere with the proper occupation by the
Government of my such reservation, and all maps of location shall be subject to
the approval of the department of the Government having jurisdiction of such
reservation; wd the privilege herein granted shall not be construed to interfere
with the control of water for irrigation and other purposes under authority of
the respective States or Territories. (26 Stat. 1101; s 1, Act of March 4, 1917,,
39 Stat. 1197; Act of May 28, 1926,44 Stat. 668; 43 U.S.C. ~ 946)
formed
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EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1926 Amendment.The Act of May 28,
1926,44 Stat.668, substituted“canal ditch
company, irrigation or drainage district”
for “canal or ditch company or drtinage
district” and inserted“or, if not a private
corporation,a COPY
of the law uncle{whi~
the same is formed’;’following “articles of
incorporation” and , and, upon presentation of satisfac;o.rysho~ing by the applicant, such additional right of way as the
Secret~ of the Interior may deem necessary for the proper operation and maintenanceof saidreservoi~,canals,andlaterals”
following “marginal Emitsthereof.”
1917 Amendment.The Act of March 4,
1917, 39 Stat. 1197,insertedthe words“or
drainage d~strict,”after “any can~ ditch
company,” and “or drainage,” after{‘for tie
purposeof irrigation”.

1897 Supplementary Provisions: Use of
Reserved Reservoir Sites; State laws. The
Act of February 26, 1897, ch. 335, 29 Stat.
599, 43 U.S.C. $664 provides:
“All resewoir sites resemed or to be reserved shall be open to use and occupation
under the right-of-way Act of March third,
eighteen hundred and ninety-one. And any
State is hereby authorized to improve and
occupy such resemoir sites to the same extent as an individual or private corporation,
under such rules and re~lations as the Secre tary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, That the chmges for water coming in
whole or part from reservoir sites used or
occupied under the provisions of this Act
shall always be subject to the control and
regulation of the respective States and Ter-
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ritories in which such reservoirs are in whole
or part situate.”
1898 Supplementary
Provisions:
Subsidiary Purposes. Section 2 of tie Act of
May 11, 1898, 30 Stat. 404, as amended by
the addition of the words “or drainage” at
the end by section 2 of the Act of March 4,
1917, 39 Stat. 1197, provides:
“Rights of way for ditches, canals or reservoirs heretofore or hereafter approved under
the provisions of [sections 18, 19, 20, and
21 of the Act of March 3, 1891] maybe used
for purposes of a public nature; and said
rights of way may be used for purposes of
water transportation, for domestic purposes,
or for the development of powef, as subsidiary to the main purpose of irrigation or
drainage.” (43 U.S.C. ~ 951)
1921 Supplementary
Provisions:
Sites
for
Amiliary
Buildings.
The
Act
of
March 1, 1921,41 Stat. 1194, provides:
“In addition to the rights of way granted
by sections 18, 19, 20 and 21 of the [Act of
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March 3, 1891, as amended], and, subject
to the conditions and restrictions therein
contained, the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to grant permits or easements for
not to exceed five acres of ground adjoining
the right of way at each of the locations, to
be determined by the Secretary of the Interior, to be used for the erection thereon
of dwellings or other buildings or corrals for
the convenience of those engaged in the
care and management of the works provided
for by said sections: P?ovided, That this
section shall not apply to lands within national forests.” (43 U.S.C. $ 950)
Cross Reference. The Act of Februq
15,
1901, authorizes permits for the use of rights
of way for csnds, ditches, and other water
facilities. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
-Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included ody to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Limitations
2
Relation to reclamation
Water rights
3

program

1

1, Relation to reclamation program
The provisions of section 18 of the Act
of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1101, granting
a right-of-way through the public lands and
reservations of the United States to canal
smd ditch companies, do not contemplate
the allowance of such rights over lands
reserved by the Government for reservoir
sites under the Acts of October 2, 1888, and
August 30, 1890, Blue Water Land and Irri.
gation Co., 23 L.D, 275 (1896).
A withdrawd under the Reclamation Act
will not bar the allowance of an application
for right-of-way for private irrigation canal
under the Act of March 3, 1891, over the
withdrawn lands, where the allowance of
the application will not interfere with the
use of the lands by the United States in
connection with the administration of the
reclamation act and where the water proposed to be conveyed over such right-of-way
has not been appropriated
and is not
claimed by the United States. Boughner v.
Magenh.imer,
et d., 42 L.D. 595 (1913).
Under the Act of Februa~ 8, 1905, and
the Act of March 3, 1891? as amended, the
Bureau may issue a perrmt to an irrigation
district to remove clay without charge from
public lands to be used in connection with
the operation and maintenance of drsinage facilities
of a federd
reclamation
project. This authority is not repealed by
section 10( a) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. Memorandum of Acting ASSO

ciate Solicitor Coulter, August 11, 1966, in
re request of Yuma Mesa Irrigation and
Drainage District.
For ke purpose of carrying out the provisions of the reclamation act, the Government may avail itsdf of the privfieges,
conferred by this act to the same extent
that individuals, corporations, or associations may exercise such privileges and subject to the same conditions and hrnitations..
Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 33 L.D. 563 (1905).

2. Limitations
The Secretaryof the Interior has the
discretionto denyan applicationfor a right
of way for a reservoirin Colorado that
would store Rio Grande water for irriga.
tion purposes,until a determinationcan be
made that such a devdopment would not
interferewiththetreatyobligationto ddiver.
Rio Grandewater to Mexico and with the
Engle Dam project. Franci$ W. Bosco, 3$
L.D. 104 (1910).
The pro~sion; of section 18 of tie Act
of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1101, granting
a right-of-way through the public lands and
resemations of the United States to canal.
and ditch companies, do not contemplate
the allowance of such rights over lands
reserved by the Government for reservoir
sites under the Acts of October 2, 1888, and
August 30, 1890. Blue Water Land and
Irrigation Co., 23 L.D. 275 ( 1896).
3, Water rights
By section 9 of the Act of Jtiy 26, 1866,
section 1 of the Desert Land Act of 1877,
and section 18 of the Act of March 3, 189 l?

March 3, 1891
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Congres~ ~ecognizedand assentedto the
appropnat?onof waterunder State laws in
contravention of the common law ties of
tiparian rights; but it is not to be inferred
that Congress thereby meant to confer on
any State the right to appropriate dl the
waters of the tributary streams which unite

OF WAY

into a navigablewatercourse,and so destroy
the navigability
of that watercourse
in
derogation of the interests of dl the people
of the United Stites. United States v. Rio
Grande Dam and Irr. Co., 174 U.S. 690,
70+07
(1899).

Sec. 19. [ Ma~Damages
to settlers.] —Any canal or ditch company desiring
to secure the benefits of this act shall, within twelve months after the location of
ten miles of its canal, if the same be upon surveyed lands, and if upon unswveyed lands, wifiin twelve months after the smey thereof by the United States,
file with the register of the land office for the district where such land is located
a map of its canal or ditch and reservoir; and upon the approval thereof by the
Secretary of the Interior the same shall be noted upon the plats in said office, and
thereafter all such lands over which such rights of way shall pass shall be disposed
of subject to such right of way. Whenever any person or corporation, in the
construction of any canal, ditch or reservoir, injures or dmages the possession
of any settler on the public domain, the party committing such injury or damage
shall be liable to the party injured for such injury or damage. (26 Stat. 1102;
43 U.s.c. $ 947)
Sec. 20. [Applimtion to existing and future canals—Forfeiture of rights not
completed in five years after location. ]—The provisions of this act shall apply
to all canals, ditches, or reservoirs, heretofore or hereafter constructed, whether
constructed by corporations, individuals, or association of individuals, on the
filing of the certificates and maps therein provided for. If such ditch, canal, or
reservoir has been or shall be construct
by an individual or association of
individuals, it shall be sufficient for such individual or association of individuals
to file with the Secretary of the Interior, and with the register of the land ofice
where said land is located, a map of the line of such canal, ditch, or reservoir,
as in case of a corporation, with the name of the individual owner or owners
thereof, together with the articles of association, if any there be. Plats heretofore filed shall have the benefits of this act from the date of their filing, as though
filed thereunder: Provided, That if any section of said canal, or ditch, shall not
be completed within five years after the location of said section, the rights herein
granted shall be forfeited as to any uncompleted section of said canal, ditch, or
reservoir, to the extent that the same is not completed at the date of the forfeiture.
(26 Stat. 1102; 43 U.S.C. $ 948)
Sec. 21. [Use for canal or ditch only. ]—Nothing in this act shall authorize
such canal or ditch company to occupy such right of way except for the purpose
of said canal or ditch, and then only so far as may be necessary for the construction, maintenance, and care of said canal or ditch. (26 Stat. 1102; 43
U.s.c. $ 949)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 7254 in the
51st Congress. Reported by Senate with

amendment-no
number. 21 Congr. Rec.
10085, 10454; 22 Congr. Rec. 3545; 3611.

August 18, 1894
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ACT

[Extract from] An act making appropriatio~s for sundry civil expenses of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June ~irtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-five, and for
other purposes. (Act of August 18, 1894, ch. 301, 28 Stat. 372)
+

*

*

*

*

Sec. 4. [Grant of desert land to States for State-supported reclamation
projects.]—To aid the public-land States in the reclamation of the desert lands
therein, and the settlement, cultivation and sale thereof in small tracts to actual
settlem, the Secretary of the Interior with the apprOval of the President is, as
of August 18, 1894, authorized and empowered, upon proper application of the
State to contract and agree, from time to time, with each of the States in which
there may be situated desert lands as defined by the Act approved March 3, 1877,
and the Act amendatory thereof, approved March 3, 1891, binding the Unit&
States to donate, grant and patent to t~,.State free of cost for survey or price
such desert lands, not exceeding one mllllon acres in eaeh State, as the State
may cause to be irrigated, reclaimed, occupied, and not less than twenty acres of
each one hundred and sixty acre tract cultivated by actual settlers, as thoroughly
as is required of citizens who may enter under the said desert-land law, within
ten years from the date of approval by the Secretary of the Interior of the State’s
application for the segregation of such lands; and if actual construction of
reclamation works is not begun within three years after the segregation of the
lands or within such further period not exceeding three years, as shall be allowed
by the Secretary of the Interior, the said Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, may restore such lands to the public domain; and if the State fails, within ten
years from the date of such segregation, to cause the whole or any part of the
lands so segregated to be so irrigated and reclaimed, the SecretaV of the Interior
may, in his discretion, continue said segregation for a period not exceeding five
years, or may, in his discretion, restore such lands not irrigated and reclaimed
to the public domain upon the expiration of the ten-year period or of any extension thereof.
Before the application of any State is allowed or any contr=t or agreement
executed or any segregation of any of the land from the public domain is ordered
by the Secretary of the Interior, the State shall file a map of the said land proposed to be irrigated which shall exhibit a plan showing the mode of the contemplated irrigation and which plan shall be sufficient to thoroughly irrigate and
reclaim said land and prepare it to raise ordinary agricultural crops and shall
also show the source of the water to be used for irrigation and reclamation, and
the Secretary of the Interior may make necessa~ regulations for the reservation
of the lands applied for by the States to date from the date of the filing of the
map and plan of irrigation, but such reservation shall be of no force whatever
if such map and plan of irrigation shall not be approved.
Any State contracting under this section is hereby authorized to make all necessary contracts to cause the said lands to be reclaimed, and to induce their settle267–06,7—72—vo1. 1—5

August 18, 1894
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ment and cultivation in accordance with and subject to the provisions of this section; but the State shall not be authorizd to lease any of said lands or to use or
dispose of the same in any way whatever, except to secure their reclamation, cultivation and settlement.
As fast as any State may furnish satisfactory proof according to such m~es and
regulations as maybe prescribed by the Secreta~ of the Interior, that any of said
lands are irrigated, reclaimed and occupied by actual settlers, patents shall be
issued to the State or its assignsfor said lands so reclaimed and settled: Provided,
That said States shall not sell or dispose of more than one hundred and sixty acres
of said lands to any one person, and any surplus of money derived by any State
from.the sale of said lands in excess of the cost of their reclamation, shall be held
as a trust fund for and be applied to tie reclamation of other desert lands in such
State. (28 Stat. 422; 43 U.S.C. $641 )
EXPLANATORYNOTES

M~cellaneous Amendments.The above
text is tak~nfrom 43 U.S.C. $641. It inmlsmllaneous
amendments
not
eludes
deemed relevant to. ~xplain herein.
Additional
ProwsIons
omitted.
The
orig~nal 1894 Act consisted .of the above
section. A number of additional sections
and supplementary promslons have been
enacted by Congress through the years, but

are omitted here. They are codified generally as 43 U.S.C. \\ 641a-647.
Edhor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
statute does not relate primarily to activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Popular Name. This section is popularly
know as fie Carey Act.

March 3, 1899
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WATERS

[Extractsfrom] An act makingappropriationsfor the construction,repair,and preservation of certainpublic works on riversand harbors,and for other purposes. (Act of
March 3, 1899, ch. 425, 30 Stat. 1121)
*
-x
+
*
*
Sec. 9. [Consent of Congress required for bridges, dams, etc. on navigable
water+State
legislature may authorize such structures on wholly intrastate
navigable water+Approval
by Chief of Engineers required~]—~t shall not be
lawful to construct or commence the construction of any bridge, dam, dike, or
causeway over or in any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river,
or other navigable water of the United States until the consent of Congress to
the building of such structures shall have been obtained and until the plans for
the same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers
and by the Secretary of the Army: Provided, That such structures may be built
under authority of the legislature of a State across rivers and other waterways tie
navigable portions of which lie wholly within the limits of a single State, provided
the location and plans thereof are submitted to and approved by tie ‘Chief of
Engineers and by the Secretary of the Army before construction is commenced:
And provided further, That when plans for any bridge or other structure have
been approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary of the Army, it
shall not be lawful to deviate from such plans either before or after completion
of the structure unless the modification of said plans has previously been submitted to and received the approval of the Chief of Engineers and of the Secretary
of the Army. (30 Stat. 1151; 33 U.S.C. ~ 401)
Sec. 10. [Other structures obstructing navigation—Approval of Chief of
Engineers required. ]—The creation of any obstruction not affirmatively authorized by Congress, to the navigable capacity of any of the waters of the United
States is prohibited; and it shall not be lawful to build or commence the building
of any wharf, pier, dolphin, boom, weir, breakwater, bulkhead, jetty, or other
structures in any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other
water of the United States, outside established harbor lines, or where no harbor
lines have been established, except on plans recommended by the Chief of
Engineers and authorized by the Secretary of the Army; and it shall not be lawful to excavate or fill, or in any manner to alter or modify the course, locatioq
condition, or capacity of, any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, lake, harbor
of refuge, or inclosure within the limits of any breakwater, or of the channel of
any navigable water of the United States unless the work has been recommended
by the Chief
beginning

of Engineers

the same.

and authorized

(30 Stat. 1151;

by the Secretary

33 U.S.C.

of the Army

prior

to

$ 403)

EXPLANATORYNOTES
Prior Law. Similar provisions were contained in sections 7 and 10 of the Act of
September 19, 1890, 26 Stat. 454, but were

omitted from the U.S. Code presumably
on the grounds that they were superseded
by the 1899 Act. But see United States v.

Mach
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Wishkah Boom Co., 136 Fed. 42,68 C.C.A.
592 (Wash. 1905 ), appeal dismiised 202
U.S. 613 (1906).
Cross Reference,
Federal Power Act.
Section 9(e)
of the Federal Power Act
(Federd
Water
Power
Act,
approved
June 10, 1920 )., authorizes the Federal
Power Commission
to issue licenses for
hydroelectric power facilities in bodies of
water over which Congress has jurisdiction.
NOTES

or

Reclamationprojects 1
Waterrights 2
1. Reclamationprojects
Section 9 of the Act of March 3, 1899,
applies to acWof governmentofficersaswell
as to actsof privatepersons.Therefore,the
United Statesis withoutauthorityto build
ParkerDam on the Colorado River unless
the samehas been authorizedby or pursuant to an Act of Congress,and no such
authority is found. United States v, Arixona,
295 Us. 174 (1935).

3, 1899

WATERS

The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Editor’s Note, Annotations.Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed rdevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation.
Legislative Histov.
H.R. 11795, in the
55th Congress. H.R. Rept. No. 1826. S.
Rept. No. 1686. Conference report (unnumbered ).
OPINIONS

2. Waterrights
Act of September19, 1890 [superseded
by Act of March 3, 1899] prohibiting“*e
creationof anyobstruction,not affirmatively
authorizedby law, to the navigablecapacity
of anywaters,in respectof whichtheUnited
Stateshas juristilction~appfiesto a?y action taken with respect to non-nav:gable
streams,includingtie appropriationof the
watersthereof under statelaw, which substantially interferes with the navigable
capacity of one of tie navigablewatersof
the United States. United States v. Rio
Grande Dam and Irr. Co., 174 U.S. 690,
707-10

(1899).

February 15, 1901
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An act relating to rights-of-way through certain parks, reservations, and other public bnds.
(Act of February 15, 1901, ch. 372, 31 Stat. 790)
[Use of rights of way permitted for power, telegraph, and water facflitie~
Fifty feet on each sid+No
interest in land conferred. ]—The Secretary of tie
Interior

is

tied

him,

by

forest
and

md

authorized
to

other

General

and

permit

reservations

Grant

telegraph

tunnels,

to promote
timber

water

irrigation

or lumber,

of

Parks,

and

purposes,

or other

use

under

and

for

or mining

ditches,

or quarrying,
of water

the

pipes

and

and

dams,

poles,

for

and

telephone

pipe-bes,
and

be

lands,
sequoi~

plants,

power,

plants,

to

public

the Yosemite,

electrical

of electrical

canals,

or the supplying

and

for

and for water

regulations

through

states,

California,

distribution

conduits

general

rights-of-way

of the United

National

fines for the generation
and

empowered,

the

flma,

reservoim

used

or the manufacturing

or cutting

for

or any other

domestic,

pubfic,

of

beneficial
uses to the extent of the ground
occupied
by such canals,
ditches,
flumes, tunnels, resemoirs, or other water conduits or water plants, or electrical
or
other

works

marginal

permitted

fimi~

of such pipes

hereunder,

thereof,

and pipe

by any citizen,

lines, electrical,

association

by such to exercise

and not to exceed

or not to exceed

telegraph,

or corporation

the use permitted

fifty feet on each

fifty feet on each
and

of the United
hereunder

side of the

side of the center

telephone

line

lines and poles,

States, where

or any one or more

it is intended
of the pur-

Provided, That such permits shall be allowed within or
through any of said parks or any forest, military, Indian, or other reservation

poses
only

herein

upon

named:

the

supervision

such

approval
park

of

the

chief

or reservation

officer
falls

of

and

the

Department

upon

a finding

under
by him

whose
that

the

further, That all
permits given hereunder for telegraph and telephone purposes shall be subject
to the provision of title sixty-five of tie Revised Statutes of the United States,
and amendments thereto, regulating rights-of-way for telegraph companies over
the public domain: And provided further, That any permission given by the
Secretary of the Interior under the provisions of this Act maybe revoked by him
same

is not

incompatible

or his successor
easement,

with

the public

in hls discretion,

or interest

Stat. 796; 43 U.S.G.

and

in, to, or over

interest:

shall
any

provided

not be held

public

land,

to confer

reservation

any right,
or park.

or
(31

g 959)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Earlier Provisions Probably Superseded.
Section 1 of the Act of January 21, 1895,28
Stat. 635, authotied
permits for trarnroads, canals and reservoirs for mining and
lumbering purposes, and section 1 of the
Act of May 11, 1898, 30 Stat. 404, added
the purpose of furnishing water for domestic,
public and other beneficial uses. These statuto~ provisions are cndtied as 43 U.S.C.
$956. Tke Act of May 14, 1896, 29 Stat.

120, similarly authorized permits for power
facilities; this provision is codified as 43
U.S.C. $957. The Supreme Court in Utah
Power and Light Co. v. United States, 243
U.S. 389, 407 (1917), stated that the Act
of Febru~
15, 1901, above, “obvioudy
superseded and took the place of the law of
May 14, 18963 with respect to permits for
power facilities. It dso has been hdd that
the 1901 Act stiarly
superseded the

Februa~
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1895 Act, as amended, relating to trarnroads, canals and reservoirs. Acting SoEcitor Cohen Opinionj 58 I.D. 29 (1942).
Cross Reference, Reservoirs and C=als.
Section 18 of the Act of March 3, 1891, 26
Stat. 1101, as amended, grants rights of way
to canal companies
and irrigation and
drainage districts for reservoirs, canals and
laterals. The referenced section of the 1891
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Forest Reserves. Section 4 of the Act of February 1, 1905, 33
Stat. 628, 16 U.S.C. ~ 524, grants rights of
way for dams, reservoirs, water plants,
ditches, etc., across the forest reserves.
Cross Reference, National Forest Lands.
Authority generally to execute laws affecting forest resewes was transferred to the
SecretaW of Agriculture under section 1 of
the Act of February 1, 1905, 33 Stat. 628.
Cross Referencej 50-year Easements. The
Act of March 4: 1911, 36 Stat. 1253, as
amended, authorizes the head of any agency
to grant 50-year easements for rights of way
for power and communication fadities. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Federal Power Act. The
following statement appears in 43 c.F.R.
$ 2234.4-l(3)
(1965):
“(3)
the apPlicatillity of the acts of Februa~ 15, 1901, and
March 4, 1911, to rights-of-way for power
purposes over public lands, was superseded
by the Federal Power Act of June 10, 1920
(41 Stat. 1063 ): as amended by sections
201 to 213 incluslve, of the act of August 26,

15, 1901

ETC., FACILITIES

1935 (49 Stat. 838; 16 U.S.C. 791#25r),
as to power projects for the generation
and transmission of hydroelectric
power,
defined in section 3 (11) of the. act, excepting distribution
lines. Apphcations
for
hydroelectric power plant sites or rights-ofway for main or primary hydroelectric
power transmission lines must be mad! to
the Federd Power Commission, Washington,D. C., under the act of June 10, 19?O~ as
amended. Rights-of-way
for transrmsslon
Enes which are not primary fines must be
secured under the act of February 15, 1901,
or the act of March 4, 1911. See 18 CFR
Q9~,
&.&.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.
Reference in the Text. General Grant
National Park. The Act of March 4, 1940,
54 Stat. 41, abolished the General Grant
National Park and included the lands there
of in the Kings Canyon National Park, to be
known as the General Grant grove section of
that park.
Reference in the Text. Title 65, Revised
Statutes. Title 65 of the Revised Statutes,
referred to in the text, was repealed by the
Act of July 16, 1947, 61 Stat. 327. It was
codified as 47 U.S.C. $3 1–6, 8.
Legislative History. H.R. 11973 in tie
56th Congress. House Report No. 1850 and
Senate Report without amendment.
33
Cong. Rec. 6762; 34 Cong. Rec. 2075.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Acquired
lands
Lands acquired by the United States, by
purchase or otherwise, are reservation lands

within the meaning of the Acts of February 15, 1901, and March 4, 1911. Solicitors
Opinion, M-30846 (November 1, 1940).

June 17, 1902
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An act appropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of pubfic lands in certain States
and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lauds.
(Act of June 17,1902, ch. 1093,32 Stat, 388)

[Sec. 1. Reclamation fund established from public land receipts except 5 perfor educational and other purposes, ] —All moneys received from the sale
and disposal of public lands in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming, beginning with the fiscal year
endhg June tilrtieth, nineteen hundred and one, including the surplus of fees
cent

and commissions

in excess

the five per centum
set aside
hereby,

by law

for

and

diversion,

for educational

reserved,

to be known

of allowances

of the proceeds
set aside,

as the “reclamation

the construction
and

and

and

development

other

appropriated
fund;’

and

for in this act.

and receivers,

of waters

purposes,

of irrigation

fund
works

for the reclamation
and for the payment
43 U.S.C.

EXPLANATORY

NOTES

States

shall be, and the same

as a special

(32 Stat. 388;

Codi6cation.
The text of his section as
it app-rs
in 43 U.S.C. $ 391 differs from
the above in the following substantive respects: ( 1) the phrase “officers designated
by the Secretary of the Interior” is substituted for “registers and receivers” in view
of the Acts of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1145,
and October 28, 1921, 42 Stat. 208, which
consolidated the offices of register and receiver and provided for a single officer to
be known as register; and (2) the phrase
“and in the State of Texas” is added after
“said States and Territories,” in view of the
Act of June 12, 1906, which is discussed
below.
Proviso Relating to Support for LandGrant Colleges. As originally enacted, the
above section also contained a proviso to the
efiect that, if receipts from the sales of public lands were insufficient to fulfill the annual appropriations authorized by the Act
of August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 417, 7 U.S.C.
$322, for the support of land-grant colleges, the deficiency could be supplied from
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
This provision was superseded by the Act of March 4, 1907, 34 Stat.
1281, which removed the requirement that
the funds appropriated by the 1890 Act,
as amended, are limited to those “arising

and excepting

lands in the above

are

in the Treasuv

to be used in the examination

maintenance

lands in the said States and Territories,
tures provided

to registem

of the sales of Fublic

for

of arid

and survey
tie
and

storage,
semiarid

of all other expendi-

~ 391)

from the sale of public lands.” See 43 U.S.C.
$391 note and 7 U.S.C. ~~ 321 not:, 322.
Supplementary Provisions: Extension to
Texas. The Act of February 25, 1905, extended the Reclamation Act to a portion of
the State of Texas bordering
the Rlo
Grande, and the Act of June 12, 1906, extended the Reclamation Act to the entire
State. The 1905 and 1906 Acts appear
herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Advancm to
Reclamation
Fund. The originaf concept
of the 1902 Act was that the entire reclamation program would be financed from the
reclamation
fund. It became apparent,
however, that receipts to the fund were not
adequate to finance completely a program
of the scope desired. The Act of June 25,
1910, and the Act of March 3, 1931,
authorized
$20,000,000
and $5,000,000,
respectively, to be advanced to tie reclamation fund from the general funds of the
Treasury.
The so-called
Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment to the Ac! of May 9,
1938, effected a complete reimbursement
of these advances. Beginning with appropriations in 1930 for the Boulder Canyon
project,
the annual program
has been
financed by appropriations in part from the
reclamation fund and in part from the gen-

June 17, 1902
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era fund of the Treasury. The 1910, 1931
and 1938 Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provisions:
Additional
Receipts to Reclamation Fund. me following Acts, dl of which appear herein in
chronological
order, authorize additional
receipts to the Reclamation Fund as fol10WS: (1) Section 5 of the Reclamation
Act, all moneys received from entrymen or
apphcants for water rights;
(2) Act of
March 3, 1905, proceeds from sale of cer.
tain property and refunds from reclamation
operations; (3) Section 2, Act of April 16,
1906, and section 3, Act of June 27, 1906,
proceeds from sde of town lots; (4) Section 5, Act of April 16, 1906, and HaydenOMahoney
Amendment to Act of May 9,
1938, proceeds from power operations;
(5) Act of October 2, 1917, receipts from
lease of potassium deposits;
(6) Act of

ACT—SEC.

1

July 19, 1919, proceeds from lease of, and
sale of products from, withdrawn lands;
(7) Section 35, Act of February 25, 1920,
proceeds under Mineral Leasing Act; (8)
Act of May 20, 1920, premeds from sale
of surplus lands; (9) Section 17, Act of
June 10, 1920, charges arising from licenses
for occupancy and use of witidrawn public
lands; ( 10) Act of March +, 1921, and Act
of January 12, 1927, contributions and advances; (11 ) Act of June 6, 1930, money
collected from defaulting contractors or
their
sureties;
and
(12)
HaydenO’Mahoney amendment to Act of May 9,
1938, sdl moneys received from reclamation projects including incidental power
features thereof.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Miscellaneous
annotations of opinions dealing with the
Reclamation
Act generally are found at
the end of the Act.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Deposits to fund
&15
Advances
9
Leases
6
MiieraI ieases 7
Refunds
8
E~enditures
authorized
1620
Generallv
16
Ultigatioi expenses
18
Research
17
Rewards
19
Reclamation fund
1-5
Constmction with other laws
Generally
1
S-tes covered
3
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1. Reclamation fund—Generally
The official reports show that, in 1902,
there were in 16 States and Territories
535,486,731 acres of public land still held
by the Government and subject to entry.
A large part of this land was arid, and it
was estimated that 35,000,000 acres could
be profitably reclaimed by the construction
of irrigation works. The cost, however, was
so stupendous as to make it impossible for
the development
to be undertaken
by
private enterprise< or, if so, only at the
added expense of interest and profit private
p~rsons would naturally charge. With a
view, therefore, o! maing fiese arid lands
avadab~ for agricultural purposes by an
expenditure of public money, it was proposed that the proceeds arising from the
sale of all public lands in these 16 States
and Territories should constitute a trust
fund to be set aside for use in the construction of irrigation works, the cost of each
project to be assessed against the land irrigated, and as fast as the money was paid
by the owners back into the trust it was

again to be used for the construction of
other works. Thus the fund, without diminution except for small and negligible sums
not properly chargeable to any particular
project, would be continually invested and
reinvested in the reclamation of arid land.
Swigart v. Baker, 229 U.S. 187, 193-94
(1913).
\. ...,.
The reclamation fund is a special fund,
but not a trust fund. 14 Comp. Dec. 361,
364 (1907).
Since, in’ the absence of specific statutory
authority, one department or branch of the
Government is not authorized to enter into
contracts with another such depar~ent
or
branch and to make payments thereunder,
the General Land Office may not lawfully
pay rent to the Reclamation Service for the
use of a part of a warehouse when the
reclamation fund is not depleted by such
use. However, any cost of maintenance of
the warehouse may be apportioned properly
between the Reclamation Service and the
General Land Office. 22 Comp. Dec. 684
(1916).
2. —Construction with other Iaws
The Act of June 27, 1906, 34 Stat. 518,
granting to the State of California 5 per
cent of the net proceeds of cash sales of
public lands in that State, including sales
made prior to its passage and since the
admission of the State, does not authorize
the withdrawal of any part of the prbceeds
of public lands of said State carried to the
reclamation fund prior to its passage. Five
per cent of the net proceeds of cash sales
of public lands in the State of California
made after the passage of the Act of June
27, 1906, is set aside by that act for educa-
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tiond p~rposes and excepted from moneys
appropriated after its passage to the reclamation fund. 13 Comp. Dec. 289 (1906).
It is not the intent of Congress by the
Acts of April 16 and June 27, 1906, 34 Stat.
116 and 520, to take away the right of the
State of Idaho to the 5 per cent of the net
proceeds of sde from public lands for the
support of the common schools of the State
lying within said State. If, however, the
whole proceeds of said sales have been covered into the “reclamation fund” and the
5 per cent paid to the State out of the
permanent indefinite appropriation
therefor, the reclamation fund should be charged
therewith. 20 Comp. Dec. 365 ( 1913).
Moneys paid to the Treasurer of the
United States in accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the Act of August 20,
1912, 37 Stat. 321, authorizing the Attorney General to compromise suits involving
lands purchased from the Oregon & California Railroad Co., are not “moneys received from the sde and disposal of public
lands” within the purview of the reclamation act, but are “miscellaneous receipts?’
Effecting a compromise of a suit does not
constitute a ssde of public lands. Where a
conveyance by a grantee of public lands is
decreed void or is set aside if found voidable only, a forfeiture to the United States
does not ipso facto result, and lands once
granted by the United States cannot thereafter be classed as Dublic lands so lon~ as
any unextinguished. right or title the;ein
under or through said grant exists. 20 Comp.
Dec. 397 (1913).
Moneys
received
from royalties
and
rentals under the Act of October 2, 1917}
40 Stat. 297. which authorizes exploration
for and disposition of potassium ;n public
lands, should not first be deposited to the
credit of sales of public lands, but should
be credited directiy to the reclamation fund.
Comp. Dec., December 5, 1918.
3. Atates
covered
Because the emergency fund, established
by the Act of June 26, 1948? is derived
from the reclamation fund, it 1s limited in
its application to the states named in section
1 of the Reclamation Act. Consequently, it
is not available for use in Alaska. Memoran~~40f Deputy Soficitor Weinberg, Apd 14,
6. Deposits to fund—Leases
The full 100 percent of the proceeds of
the lease is appropriated, without deduction, to the reclamation fund by section 1
of the Reclamation Act. Departmental decision, in re Owl Creek Cod Co., August 31,
1912.
Moneys derived by the Reclamation Serv-
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ice from the lease of lands in the Uintah
Indian Reservation should be covered into
the Treasury to the credit of the rechunation fund, the fiabihty of the Reclamation
Service to compensate the Indians for the
use of such lands not aff ectinz the disposition of the proceeds derived f;om their-use.
14 Comp. Dec. 285 (1907).
The First Assistant SecretaV, in mo&lfying departmental instructions of Sept. 14,
1936. with reference to leases of land under
the Taylor Grazing Act, held that the Secretary’s authority to lease lands withdrawn
in connection with a reclamation projeck
was recognized by the Congress in subsection I of the Act of Dec. 5, 1924, and that
W leases of land withdrawn for reclamation purposes should be made under the
authority of subsection I; that all such leases
should be made in the form approved
June 18, 1934; and that whatever moneys
may yet be received from leases of withdrawn reclamation lands made in accordance with prior instructions of September
14, 1936, should be disposed of in accordance with subsection I. Instructions, M29482 (October 8, 1937).

7. —Mineralleases
Lands withdrawnfor a reservoir site or
similar reclamation purposes wtilch are wsential to the project, and lands acquired by
purchase or condemnation for the =clusive
use of the project, may be developed for
their mineral resources only by temporary
leases for periods not inconsistent with the
needs of the project, and the proceeds
therefrom must be placed in the reclamation fund to the credit of the project. J. D.
Men et al., 50 L.D. 308 ( 1924)
8, —Refunds
The amount of purchase money refunded
in reclamation States, in cases of erroneous
sales of public land, under the protilons
of sections 2362 and 3689, Revised Statutes,
should be deducted from the total sums received in said Stites in computing
the
amounts to be transferred to the reclamation fund by appropriation warrants. ~s
section does not authorize the transfer to
the reclamation fund of moneys paid to a
receiver by an intended purchaser of public
lands unless the sale is confirmed and the
lands are actu~y
conveyed by the United
~~~~ ~ the purchaser. 20 Comp, Dec. 415
Moneys erroneously paid to a receiver of
public moneys by a would-be purchaser of
public lands and which are required by law
to be refunded are not moneys received from
the sde or disposal of public lands within
the meaning of this act. 20 Comp. Dec. 597
(1914).
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9. —Advances
Where necessary canals, laterals, and
structures properly a part of a Federal irrigation system cannot h constructed by the
United States because funds are not available, a landowner may advance the needed
moneys to the United States, and he may
be later reimbursed, without interest, by
credits upon his water charges as they become due. Departmental decision, October
8, 1919, Milk River.
16. Expenditures authorized—Generally
The authority of the Secretary respecting
the use of the reclamation fund is to make
preliminary investigations to determine the
feasibility of any contemplated
irrigation
project, to construct reservoirs and irrigation
works, and operate and maintain those thus
constructed, and to acquire “for the United
States by purchase or condemnation under
judicial process” rights or property necessary for these purposes. California Development Co., 33 L.D, 391 ( 1905).
In a decision rendered July 18, 1924
(A-2537),
in connection with work under
article 6 of the treaty with Great Britain
regarding St. Mary and Milk Rivers, the
Comptroller
General ruled that the appropriation of $100,000 for investigations
of secondaW projects from the reclamation
fund made by Act of January 24, 1923 (42
Stat. 1207 ), could not be used on work
under said treaty, as the proposed work was
not in connection with “examination and
survey for the construction and maintenance
of irrigation work?, etc.,” and not within
the purpose for which the reclamation fund
was established.
If a grantor of land to the United States
for a nominal consideration pays the stamp
taxes provided for deeds of conveyance under the “Revenue act of 1918~’ approved
February 24, 1919 (40 Stat. 1057 ), he may
properly be reimbursed therefor from the
;eciamation fund as a part of the consideration for the land conveyed. Comp. Dec.,
April 22, 19.19.
17. —Research
The Bureau of Reclamation has basic authority to conduct weather modification research. This authority sterns from the provisions of section 1 of the Reclamation Act
of 1902 that the reclamation fund may be
used “for the * * * development of waters
for the reclamation of arid and semiarid
lands.” Letter of Solicitor Barry to Senator
Jackmn, June 11, 1964.
The Bureau of Reclamation is authorized
under reclamation law to expend appropriations made from the general funds of the
Treasury under the heading “General Investigations-general
engineering and re-
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search” for atmospheric water resources
research that is of primary benefit to States
other than 17 Western States. Although expenditures from the Reclamation Fund may
be made only for the benefit of the 17 Western States, expenditures from general fund
aPP;oPrlatlons are not :0 hmited because
section 2 of the Reclamation Act and section
8 of the Flood Control Act of 1944 evidence
a Congressional intent to make the benefits
of reclamation law available to dl parts
of the .Nation notwithstanding the limitations on the use of the Reclamation Fund.
Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan,
July 13, 1966.
18. —Litigation expemes
In view of the fact that the Reclamation
Service must proceed in many c=es in conformity with State laws, and it is necessary
to institute cases in State courts or intervene
in those brought by others, the expense of
such proceedings in State courts in payment
of lawful costs, including expenses of necessary printing and costs of appeal bonds,
should be charged to the reclamation fund.
It is understood, of course, that such proceedings on behalf of the United States will
be instituted by or with the authority of the
Attorney General, and that it is not intended by this decision to include compen.
sation to attorneys or counsel. Comp. Dec.,
June 30, 1914, and December 6, 1916.
Costs in an action against an employee
of the Reclamation
Service which is defended for said employee by the United
States are payable out of the reclamation
fund. Comp. Dec., in re Marley v. Cone
(Salt River), December 6, 1916.
19. —Rewards
The reclamation fund may not be used as
a reward for the apprehension of an employee of the Reclamation Service who may
have been guiltv of a breach of trust. Departmental deci~ion, January 28, 1910.
If, in the judgment of the Secretary of the
Interior, the offering of a reward for the
return of horses belonging to the Reclamation Service which have strayed away would
bean appropriate means to be used to secure
their return, he is authorized to make the
offer under section 10 of the reclamation
act. Comp. Dec., Nfay 19, 1911.
If it is deemed necessary to operate a telephone line in connection with the work authorized under the reclamation act, the Secretary of the Interior unquestionably has the
authority to take such action as may be
necessary and proper to protect such telephone line from damage or interference
while in the possession of the United States.
The means to be employed for such protection is left largely in the discretion of the
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Secretary.If, in his judgment, the offering
of a reward for information leading to the
conviction of any person willfully damaging
or interfering with such telephone line
would be a necessary and proper means to
Sec.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provisions Repealed. The Act of August 7,
1946, 60 Stat. 866, which appears herein
in chronological order, repealed those provisions of section 2 requiring annual reports
to Congress. Before repeal of the reporting
provisions, the section read as follows: “The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized md directed to make examinations and
surveys for, and to l-ate and construct, as
herein provided, irrigation works for the
storage, diversion, and development of waters, including artesian wells, and to report
to Congress at the beginning of each regular
session as to the results of such examinations and surveys, giving estimates of cost
of all contemplated works, the quantity and
location of the lands which can be irrigated
therefrom, and all facts relative to the practicability of each irrigation project; also the
cost of works in process of construction as
well
as of
those
which
have
been
completed.”
EditoFs Note. SDecial Authorimtionsfor
Studies. From t{me- to time Congress ha authorized the Secretary of the Interior to
undertake special studies of water resources
developments
involving
reclamation.
Although some of fiese Acts are included
herein in chronological order and others are
noted below, no systematic effort has been
made to include dl such authorizations.
Tri-County
Project, Nebraska. The Act
of Sept. 22, 1922, ch. 430, 42 Stat. 1057,
authorized an additiond investigation of the
Tri-county project in Nebraska and an extension of the investigations into Adams
NOTES

County to ascertain whether it is practicable
to convey for irrigation purposes flood waters
from the Pbtte River onto the lands in the
counties comprising the project.
Palo Verde and Cibola Valleys. Engineering and economic
investigations
in
Palo Verde and Cibola valleys on the Colorado River were authorized by the Act of
April 19, 1930, ch. 192,46 Stat. 222.
Gila River Above San Carlos Reservoir.
The Act of May 25, 1928, ch. 742, 45 Stat.
739, authorized an appropriationof$12,500
for surveys and investigations to determine
the best methods and means of utilizing the
waters of the Glla River and its tributaries
above San Carlos reservoir in New Mefico
and Arizona, provided the States of Arizona
and .New Mexico
cooperated
by appropriating an equal amount. Arizona by Act
of its legislature November 28, 1926, appropriated $6,250 and New Mexico by Act
of March 8, 1929, appropriated $6,250. The
work was covered by contract dated August 12, 1929,. with the State: of Arizona
and New Mexico, $12,500 having been appropriated by the Second Deficiency Act of
March 4, 1929, 45 Stat. 1643.
Cabinet Gorge. An authorization of $25,000 to be appropriated to provide for studies for the development of a hydroelectric
power project at Cabinet Gorge on the
Clark Fork of the Columbia River, for irrigation pumping or other uses was made by
the Act of August 14, 1937, ch. 619, 50
Stat. 638.
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1. E~inations authorized+enerdIy
The Reclamation Service cannot, while
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construction of a project is in progress, and
prior to the laying out of its canals, undertake to reexamine, at the instance of individual claimants, particular tracts falling
within the project, to ascertain whether or
not such tracts are capable of service from
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its projected canals. Lewis Wilson, 42 L.D.
8 ( 1913). See also 48 L.D. 153, amending
paragraph 13 of general reclamation circular of May 18, 1916.
When the Secretary of the Interior in the
exercise of a reasonable discretion determines as to the vdidlty of titie to and as
to the value of a right to appropriate water
for irrigation purposes to be acquired by
him under the provisions of the Act of
June 17, 1902, his decision is conclusive
upon the accounting
officers. 14 Comp.
Dec. 724 ( 1908).
The drilling of wells for the purpose of
determining
whether underground
water
existi that may be made available in connection with a project comes within the power
conferred bv this section “to make examinations and ~uweYs * * + for the development of waters?’ Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34
L.D. 533 (1906).

2. —Research
The Bureau of Reclamation is authorized
under reclamation law to expend appropriations made from the general funds of the
Treasury under the heading “General Investigations—general
engineering and researc~’ for atmospheric water resources research that is of primary benefit to States
other than the 17 Western States. Although
expenditures from the Reclamation
Fund
may be made only for the benefit of the 17
Western States, expenditures from generaf
fund appropriations are not so limited because section 2 of the Reclamation Act and
section 8 of the Flood Control Act of 1944
evidence a Congressional intent to make the
benefits of reclamation law available to all
parts of the Nation notwithstanding
the
limitations on the use of the Reclamation
Fund. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor
Hogan, July 13, 1966.
3. <contributed
funds
For some years prior to 1922 the Reclamation Service had been carrying on hvestigations on the Colorado River in the
vicinity of Black and Boulder Canyons.
Funds appropriated for fiscal year 1922 not
being sufficient to continue these investigations, an arrangement
was worked out
whereby the City of Los Angeles and
three other public bodies in Southern California interested in the proposed development on the Colorado River advanced the
funds necessa~ to permit the investigation
to continue.
The City of Los Angeles sued the United
States to recover the sum of $55,000, contributed by it for that purpose under a contract dated February 16, 1922. Article 18
of the contract provided that, if the Congress, within two years of the date of the
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contract, authorized similar investigations
by and on behalf of the United States and
should make sufficient appropriations therefor and for reimbursement of funds advanced, then the Bureau would refund to
the city such advanced funds or the appropriate share thereof. The sum of $50,283.35,
from appropriations by Congress for the fiscal years 1923 and 1924, for continued investigations on the Colorado River, was not
spent and reverted to the Reclamation
Fund. The city petitioned the Court of
Claims for reimbursement of its proportionate share of this money. The court held
that the agreement was illegaf and unenforceable since it violated Sections 3679 and
3732 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C.
665? 41 U.S.C. 11). City of Los. Angeles o.
Umted States. 107 Ct. Cl. 315, 68 F. Supp.
974 (1946).
6. Works authorized—Generally
The generaf statuto~ authority of the
Secretary for construction
of irrigation
works is sufficiently broad to authorize preparatory work, such as land leveling, roughing in of farm distribution systems, and the
planting of cover crops on public lands
within an irrigation project. Solicitor White
Opinion, 59 I.D. 299 ( 1946).

7. —Drainageworks
It is well settledthat the United States
may construct drainage works as a part
of its irrigation system; the necessity for
drainage and tie methods of conducting the
work are in the sound discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, and such discretion
cannot be reviewed by the courts. United
States v. Ide, 277 Fed. 373 (8th Cir. 1921 ),
afirmed 263 U.S. 497 (1924).
See do
Weymouth v. Lincoln Land Co., 277 Fed.
384 (8th Cir. 1921).
The Secretary of the Interior has authority to provide for drainage as part of an
irrigation project in order to prevent damage
to property from the operation of the irrigation system. Nam+a @ Meridian Irr. Dtit. v.
Bond, 283 Fed. 569 (D. Idaho 1922 ), 288
~~i5~41
(9th Cir. 1923), 268 U.S. 50
The’ drainage system authorized by reclamation law is that which will provide
drainage necessary to the successful operation of the complete project, and as a general matter the acreage limitations of the
law do not apply to it. Memorandum
of
Chief Counsel F&to Commissioner, May 12,
1948.
8. —Artesian welfs
The phrase “inc!uding artesian welis” is
used to describe one class of irrigation works
to be constructed in carrying out the scheme
for reclaiming arid lands provided for in
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the act, and it is not contemplated by this
section that such wells may be sunk as a part
of the prelfilnary
examinations authorized
therein, nor is it permissible to sink an arteSec.
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lands to entry; that public lands which it is proposed
to irrigate by means of
any contemplated
works shall be subject to entry only under the provisions of
the homestead
laws in tracts of not less than forty nor more than one hundred
and sixty acres, and shall be subject to the limitations,
charges, terms, and conditions herein provided: Provided, That the commutation
provisions
of the homestead laws shall not apply
$$416,432,

to entries made

under

this act. (32 Stat. 388;

43 U.S.C.

434)
EXPLANATORY

Codification.
The first part of Wls section through the first proviso and ending
with the words “and if determined to be
impracticable or unadvisable he shall thereupon restore said lands to entry” is codified
as section 416, title 43, U.S. Code. The
balance of the section, except for the words
“in tracts of not less than forty nor more
than one. hundred and sixty,” is codified as
section 432. The reference to the size of
the tracts is incorporated in section 434.
Supplementary
Provision:
Entries
of
Units Less than Forty Acres; Additional
Entries, Desert Land Entries. Section 1 of
the Act of June 27, 1906, authorizes the
Secretary of the Interior, under certain conditions, to estabHsh a unit of less than forty
acres as the” minimum entry. Section 2 authorizes one who has relinquished lands
covered by a bona fide unperfected entry to
ma$e .an adtixtional entry. Section 5 deals
with the case of, a desert land entry on lands

NOTES
subsequently withdrawn under the Reclamation Act. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision:
Entries
of
Irrigable Lands Prohibited Until Certain
Actions Taken. Section 5 of the Act of
June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 836, provides that
no entry sha~ thereafter be permitted on
lands withdrawn for irrigation purposes until the Secretary has established the unit of
acreage, fixed the water charges and the
date when the water can be applied, and
made public announcement
of the same.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Additiond
Supplementary
Provisions.
Additional supplementary provisions relating to the subjects of withdrawals, entries
and farm units are referenced in the index.
Cross Reference, Homestead Laws. Relevant extracts from the homestead laws are
included in the appendk.
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I. WITHDRAWALS
1. W~thdrawals, generdly—Pu@ose
of
The authority to withdraw lands for irrigation purposes conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior is a special authority
to make ~thdrawals
for a pa~culm
purpose and ?s hmlted to the speafic uses pr~
vialed. for m the Act, or to uses incident to
and in the furtherance thereof. Op. Asst.
Atty. Gen., 33 L.D. 415 (lg05).
The Secretary of the Interior has no authority under this Act to withdraw lands
for resemoir sites with a view to the use of
the waters impounded therein for domestic
purposes. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 33 L.D. 415
(1905).
Public lands adjacen~ to reclamation
withdrawn lands border~ng Lake Havasu
may be withdrawn pursuant to the Reclamation Act and leased to’ the State of Arizona where the withdrawal will implement
in part the Lower Colorado Land Use Plan
with its conco+tant
reclamation benefits
such as facifitatmg the Bureau’s control over
the use of the lake waters and shores. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan, October 9, 1964.
The Reclamation Act authorizes the withdrawal of public lands from entry to provide
pasture for Government animals used in

carrying on operations under the act. Departmental decision, March Z 1, 1910, Lower
Yellowstone.
2. —Discretion of Secretary
The discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in making first-form withdrawals of
lands cannot be questioned, md no application to enter can be aflowed on the ground
that the land is not needed. Ernest Woodcock, 38 L,D. 349 ( 1909).
The withdrawal of land for irrigation
purposes under this section is a matte; that
was committed to the Land Department exdusivdy, and, in the absence of fraud on the
part of the offictis
of that Department,
could not be ,reviewed by the courts. Donley v. Weft, 189 Pac. 1052 (Cal. App.
1920 ), reversed on rehearing on other
grounds, 193 Pac. 519 (Cd. App. 1920),
error dismissed, 260 U.S. 697 (1922).
3. —First and second form withdraw~
There are two classes of withdraw~
authorized by the Act, one commordy known
as “withdrawsds under the first form,” which
embraces lands that may possibly be needed
in the construction and maintenance of irrigation works, and the other, conunosdy
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known as “withdrawals under the second
form;’ which embraces lands not supposed
to be needed in the actual construction and
maintenance of irrigation works but which
may possibly be imigated from such works.
General Land Office Circdar, June 6, 1905,
33 L.D. 607.
Two classes of withdraws
are provided
for by this section, and the exception of
home;tead entry from the second does not
apply to the first; ~lthdrawals and reservations thereunder being necessafiy absolute.
United States v. Hanson, 167 Fed. 881, 93
C.C.A. 371 (Wash. 1909)..
The proviso of section 5 of the Act of
June 25, 1910, as amended, making lands
reserved
for
irrigation
purposes
and
relinquished from prior entries subject to
entry under this section, applies only to
lands withdrawn under t~ls section as susceptible of irrigation under a proposed
project, and not to lands witidrawn. as required
for the construction
of lrrngation
works. United States v. Fall, 276 Fed. 622,
57 App. D.C. 100 (1921).
Where the Secretaw of the Interior by
approval of farm unit “plats under the provisions of the Act of June 17, 1902, heretofore or hereafter given, has determined, or
may determine, that the lands designated
thereon are irrigable, the filing of such plats
in the office of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and in the local land offices
shall be regarded as equivalent to an order
withdrawing such lands under the second
form under said Act, and as an order
changing to the second form any withdrawal
of the first form then effective as to any such
tracts. Department
decision, 37 L.D. 27
(1908).
The distinction between “forms of withdrawals;’ that is, between “first form withdraws”
(for irrigation works) and “second
form withdraws”
(for irrigable land), was
made administratively to recognize the dltinction that in. the latter case, irfigable
lands so withdrawn under section 3 of the
Reclamation Act codd be entered under
the homestead laws in advance of the addability of water from the project. TKIS distinction was no longer pertinent after the
enactment of section 5 of the Act of June
25, 1910, 36 Stat. 835, which precluded
entry unti after the SecretaW had established the unit of acreage, fixed the water
charges and the date of water avtiabili~,
and made public announcement of the same.
For this reason, the Bureau of Reclamation
-has abandoned the use of second form withdrawals. Associate Solicitor Fisher Opinion,
M-36433
(Aprfl 12, 1957), in re dsposaf of
lands, Guernsey Reservoir, North Platte
Project.
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4. —Procedures
Any withdrawal otherwise valid shall not
be affected by failure to note same on tract
book or otherwise follow the usual proce
dure. Instructions, 42 L.D. 318 ( 1913). See
48 L.D. 153, amending paragraphs 13, 14,
and 16, and revoking paragraph 15 of general reclamation circtiar of May 18, 1916.
Under existing departmental procedures
and regtiations approved by the President,
orders withdrawing public lands for reclamation purposes are effective when approved by the Commissioner of Reclamation
and concurred in by the Bureau of Land
Management, and are effective to constitute
valid notice as to persons not having actual
knowledge thereof when filed with the Division of the Federal Register, National
Archives. Associate Solicitor Soiler opinion,
M-36382
(October 24. 1956).
6. Lands and interes~s tie~ted
by withdrawal—Generdly
Under this sectio~, the Secretary of the
Interior had authority to withdraw from
public entry lands constituting a reservoir
site sought to be appropriated by a water
and power company, and the laws of. tie
United States in reference to the disposition of public lands of the United States
being paramount and exclusive, a water
and power company codd not acquire an
easement on lands of a reservoir site, withdrawn from entry by the Secretary of the
Interior, by virtue of any compliance with
Civ. Code 191.3, para. 5337, 5338, Verde
Water @ Power Co. v. Salt River Valley
Water Users’ Assn.i 197 Pac. 227, 22 Ariz.
305, cert. denied, 257 U.S. 643.
,
The withdrawal authority of section 3 of
the Reclamation
Act must be construed
broadly. Accordingly, withdrawal orders are
effective as to public lands which were
not technically open to “public entry” at
the time of the order, such as forest reserves
and school lands reserved for the benefit of
a Territory but not granted to it. Assistant
Secretary Davidson Opinion, 59 I.D. 280
(1946).
7. —National parks
The Secretary of the Interior has the same
right to withdraw lands within the Yosemite
National Park, created by the Act of October 1, ~890, 26, Stat. 650, for the uses and
purposes
contemplated
by the Act of
June 17, 1902, that he has to withdraw
lands for such purposes witiln forest reservation created under authority of the Act
of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095. Op. Asst.
Atty. Gen., 33 L.D. 389 (1904).
8. —Forest reserves
Under the Act of February 15, 1901,
31 Stat. 790, lands in forest reserves created
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under authority of the Act of March 3,
1891, 26 Stat. 1095, may be appropriated
and used for filgation
works constructed
under authority of the Act of June 17, 190?,
as well as. for works constructed by individuals. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 33 L.D. 389
(1904).
9. —MiEtary reservations
Congress having by the Act of July 5,
1884, 33 Stat. 103, provided for the disposal of lands in abandoned mifitary reservations, the Secretary of the Interior is
without authority to Flspose of such lands
in any other manner or to segregate them
for use in connection with an irrigation
project. Instructions,. 33 L.D. 130 ( 1904).
Lands formerly within the Fort Buford
Military Reservation were by the Act of
May 19, 1900, 31 Stat. 180, restored to the
public domain and made subject to existing laws relating to disposaf of the pubfic
lands, except such laws as are not specifically named therein, and are subject to
withdrawal under the Reclamation Act as
other portions of the public domain subject
to entry under the general land laws; and
a withdrawal of such lands for reclamation
pu+oses is effective as to all of the lands
for which entry was not made within three
months from the filing of the township plat
and prior to the withdraw~. Op. Asst. Atty.
Gen., 34 L.D. 347 ( 1905).
The fact that the Act of Aprif 18, 1896,
29 Stat. 95, provides that the lands in the
abandoned portion of the Fort Assiniboine
Military Reservation,
thereby opened to
entry, shall be disposed of only under the
laws therein specifically named, does not
prevent a withdrawal under the Act of
June 17, 1902, of any of said lands as to
which no vested right has attached. Mary
C. Sands, 34 L.D. 653 ( 1906).

10. —Indian lands
Where under the Act of March 3, 1905,
33 S@t. 1069, lands of the Uintah Indian
Reservation have been set apart and reserved as a reservoir site for general agricultural
development
and subsequently
have been withdrawn, under section 3 of the
Reclamation Act, from all forms of sale and
entry, the United States is liable upon an
implied contract to the Indians of said
reservation. for the occupancy and use of
said lands to the extent that the use made
of them is inconsistent with the rights of
the .Indians to use and OCCUPY them or leave
them open to sale and entry for their benefit, and the reclamation fund is applicable
to the payment thereof. .14 Comp~ Dec. 49
(1?Q7),. - .,,..
~ The Sec~etary’~ }he. Interior, by depart‘mental: orders of January 31 and Septem-
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ber 8, 1903, withdrew for flowage purposes
under the Reclamation
Act of June 17,
1902, land in sections 4, 6, 8, 16, 20, 22, 28
and 34, T. 16 N., R. 21 W., and in section
12, T. 16 N.. R. 22 W.. G. & S. R. M.
Executive Order of February 2, 1911, subsequently withdrew these lands as an addition to the Fort Mohave Indian Resemation. Congress by Act of May 23, 1934, 48
Stat, 795, recognized Indian ownership of
the lands and confirmed the Executive
Order of February 2, 1911. The Department held that the reclamation withdrawals
of January 31 and September 8, 1903, were
ineffective and that title to said lands being
in the Fort Mohave Indian Reservation, the
Indians are entitled to compensation for
land required by the Bureau of Reclamation for flowage purposes on account of the
construction
of Parker Dam,
Arizona.
Solicitor
Margold
Opinion,
M–28589
(August 24, 1936) .
The Chemehuevi Indians claimed compensation for lands to be flooded by the
Parker Reservoir, Parker Dam project, but
the Metropolitan Water District, which was
acquiring the right of way for the reservoir
under contract with the United States, contended that it was not necessary to purchase
the lands since fiey had been withdrawn
for reclamation purposes by departmental
orders of July 2, August 26 and September 15, 1902, and February 5 and September 8, 1903. On February 2, 1907, the lands
were withdrawn from settlement and entry
pending action by Congress authorizing the
addition of the lands to various mission
Indian reservations. The Department held
that at most the reclamation withdrawals
established the right of the Bureau of
Reclamation to utilize the land for reclamation purposes as and when the need arose,
but that the Indians must be paid for the
land, their occupation of which long antedated the reclamation
withdrawals,
and
was subsequently recognized by the order of
February 2, 1907. Solicitor Margold Opinion, M–30318
(December 15, 1939).
11. —Minerals and mineral Iands
The right of the Government to appropriate public land for use in the construction and operation of irrigation works under
the Act of June 17, 1902, is not affected by
the fact that the land is minerai in character. Instructions,
35 L.D. 216 (1906).
Loney v. Scott, 57 Or. 378, 112 Pac. 172
(1910).
The authority of the Secretary of the
‘Interior to withdraw “lands” for reclamation purposes includes within its scope the
authority to withdraw
the minerals in
lands wkere the surfac{ has been patented
by the Government but the title to themin-
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erals is retained
by the Government.
Soficitor White Opinion, M–36 142 ( October 29, 1952), in re lands of Ute Indian
Tribe.
12. —Mining claims
Unpatented mining claims were subject
to order of the Secr~tary of the Interior
pursuant to this section withdrawing certain land except any ‘tract “title” to which
had passed out of the United States, ~~m
public entry,. and therefore the mmmg
claims were not subject to relocation on alleged, default by locators after the withdrawal order. Walkeng Mining
Co. v.
Cov~y, 352 P. 2d 768 (Ariz: 1960).
A mining claim as to which the claimant
was in default in the performance of annual assessment work at the date of a withdrawal for the construction of irrigation
works under the Reclamation Act does not
except the land from the force and effect
of the withdrawal. E. C. Kinney, 44 L.D.
580 (1916).
A mineral location founded on actual.
dis.c,overy of a valuable deposit of mineraI
within the limits of the claim, and maintained in accordance with the mining laws
and local regulations,
excep~
the- land
from the, operation of a withdrawal under
this Act, Instructions, 32 L.R. 387 (1904).
13. ~ettlers
and mt~en
By the mere filing of an app~cation to enter ,under the homestead law, upon which
action is suspended, and tender of the necessary fees, the applicant acquires no vested
right to or interest in .Ae )and applied for,
nor does such application have the effect.to
segregate the land from the pubfic domam,
so as to prevent a wlthdrawd
thereof for
reclamation purposes. John ]. Maney, 35
L.D. 250 ( 1906); Charles G. Carlisle, 35
L.D. 649 ( 1907). Decision mdlfied;
see
48 L.D. 153; C.L. 1013, June 15, 1921.
The Reclamation Act contains no provision for the recognition or protection of any
right of a settler on unsurveyed public lands
wtilch may be withdrawn
and reserved
thereunder for use in the construction of
irrigation works, nor is- there any such provision in the Act of June 27, 1906, 34 Stat.
519,, or other statute of the United States,
and such settler has no right which he can
oppose to the taking of the lad for such
purpose. United
States v. Hanson, 167 Fed.
881, 93 C.C.A. 371 (Wash. 1909).
An application to make soldiers’ additional entry, although filed ~rior to the
passage of the act and pen$lng at the date
.of ap order withdrawing the lands covered
thetiby unger the “prtiisions of said act, is
not effective to ‘except the lands frorn’’such
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withdrawal. Naticy C. Yaple, 34 L.D. 31 I
(1905).
Even though approved by the Cornrnissioner of the General Land Office, an aDpfication to make soldiers’ additional en;~
till not, prior to the allowance of entry
thereon, prevent a withdrawd of the Iand
covered thereby. Charles A. Guernsey, 34
L.D. 56n
/1
Qnfil
“-”
\.-””,.
Orcder withdrawing land from entry under this section did not refieve ent~an
from the duty of claiming land and complying with Homestead Law as to residence and
cultivation prior to amendment of 1912,
where the land officials made a public
announcement that the withdraws
of lands
were not permanent, but were for the purpose of enabling preliminary investigations
to be made as to the feasibility of irrigation
project. Boweti v. Hickev. 200 Pac. 46. 53
Ca~ App. 250 ( 1921 ),” ~ert. denied.” ’257
U.S. 656.
By a successful contest against a desertIand entry the contestant does not acquire
such a preference right of entry as will,
prior to its exercise, except the land from
the operation of a withdrawal made under
;~:02~
Emma H. Pike, 32 L.D. 395

\. .._.,
The regulations of 1909 purporting to
extinguish a statutory preference right of
entry to lands covered by a reclamation
withdrawal are without force and effect.
Wells v. Fisher, 47 L.D. 288 ( 1919).
Where homestead or desert-land entrie5
are included within first-form reclamation
withdraws,
they should not be suspended,
but allowed to proceed to find proof, certicate, and patent, and the land, if there.
after needed by the United States for reclamation purposes, reacquired by purchase or
condemnation.
Instructions, 43 L.D. 374
(1914), overruling Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34
L.D. 421, and Agnes C. Pie@er, 35 L,D. 459

(1907).
Upon the cancellation of a homestead
entry covering lands embraced within a subsequent withdrawd
made under the Act,
the withdrawal becomes effective as to such
lands without further order. Cornelius ].
MacNamarat 33 L.D. 520 (1905).
No such rights are acquired by settlement
upon lands embraced in the entry ‘of another
as will attach upon cance~ation of such entry, where at that time the lands am -withdrawn for use in connection with an irrigation project; nor is there any aufiority for
purchase by the Government of., the settler’s claim or of the improvements placed
upon t~e land by him.. George AnderFo-n,,34
“L.D: 478 ( 1906).
“.’ ““’
Where -1ands subject’to an existing homestead entry are w’ithdrati
under tie
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Reclamation Act, the withdrawal becomes
effective as to such land without any further order as soon as the existing entry is
canceled,
?nd the land is thereafter no
lon~~ subJect to homestead entry while remamlng so withdrawn. James F. Rapp, A25284,60 I.D. 217 (1948).
Where land in a desert-land entry is
withdrawn under the Reclamation Act and
the entry is subsequently canceled,
the
withdrawal becomes effective as to such land
upon the cancellation of tie entry. George
B. Willoughby, 60 I.D. 363 ( 1949).
14. —Contests
Contests will be allowed of. entries embracrng lands within a reclamation withdrawal even though the successful contestant’s preferred right of entry may be futile
unless and until the withdrawal is revoked.
Instructions, 41 L.D. 171 (1912).
A protest by one’ claiming under a placer
location against a conflicting desert-hind
entry, will be allowed, even though the land
was withdrawn under this section, in order
to clear the record of one of. the antagonistic
claims. New Castle Co. v. Zanganella, 38
L.D. 314 (1909),
overru~ng Fairchild v.
Eby, 37 L.D. 362 (1908).
15. —Smith Act lands
A first form withdrawal is effective as to
unentered public lands notwithstanding the
fact that the lands previously were approved
by the Secretary as being subject to the
Smifi Act. McDonald, 69 I.D. 181 ( 1962),
overrulingBi{l Fult:; 61 I.D. 437 ( 1954), in
re desert land entries within Imperifl Irrigation District.
Where assessmerits were levied by m irrigation district under. the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, against unpatented Iand
in an etisting desert-hind entry, the irrigation district can, enforce the hen arising from
3uch assessment by a sale of the land in accordance with the provisions of the act, despite the cancellation of the entry and the
withdrawal of the, land under the Reclamation Act during the intervening period,
because the right of the district to enforce
its lien by sale of the ,lands is a ‘%did existing right” not @ected by the withdrawal.
The purchaser of the land at such a sale
may obtain a patent to the land only if he
submits proof of the reclamation and irrigation of the land, as required by the Reclamation Ac~ and pays to the United States the
:-ounts
required under that act. George B.
Willoughby, 60 I.D. 363 ( 1949).
16. —Water rights
There is no authority to make such executive withdrawal of pubfic lands in a State
s win reserve the waters of a stream flowing
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over the same from appropriation under the
laws of the State, or wili in any manner interfere with its laws relating to the control.
appropriation, use, or distribution of water:
Op. Asst. Atty. Gen. 32 L.D. 254 ( 1903).
But cf. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
595-601 (1963).
17. Achool
lands
Lands resewed for school purposes to
the State of Arizona, even after survey, were
subject to reclamation withdrawal under
section 3 of this A“ct if withdrawn at the
time of Ae admission of the Territory of
Arizona to statehood. Assistant Secretary
Davidson Opinion, 59 I.D. 280 ( 1946).
18. -Selected
land3
Where. the affidavit as to the character
and ~on~xtion of the land accompanying an
apphcation
to make selection under the
exchange provisions of the Act of June 4,
1897, 30 Stat. 36, is executed ‘before the
selector acting as’ notary pubfic, such affidavit is void, and the apphcation
can
therefore have no effect to except the lands
covered thereby from a subsequent withdrawal embracing the same in accord~ce
with the provisions of section 3 of this Act.
Peter M. Collim,. 33 L.D. 350 ( 1904).
A first-form withdrawal under the Reclamation Act does not defeat the equitable
title of the selector acquired under an indemnity school selection if the selection was
legal and completed prior to withdrawd.
State of California and Overland Trust
& Realty Company, 48 L.D. 614 (1921).
The location of Valentine scrip upon unsurveyed public land. in conformity with
the law and departmental regulations is
such an appropriation of the land as cannot
be defeated by a subsequent reclamation
withdrawal, po~ithstanding
the sdection
had not been adJusted to an official survey,
and the selector cannot thereafter be deprived of his rights thus acquired mcept in
the manner prescribed by the Reclamation
Act. Edward F. Smith, ct al., 51 L.D. 454
(1926).
19. —Timber and stone Iaws
A withrfrawaf of lands under this Act will
defeat a prior application to purchase the
same under the timber and stone laws
where, at the date of withdrawd, the appEcant had acquired no vested right to the
lands embraced in his application. Board of
Control, Canal No. 3, State of Colorado u.
Torrence, 32 L.D. 472 (1904).

20. —Railroadrights-of-way
No suchright is acquiredby virtue of an
application for right-f-way
for a raifroad
under the Act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat
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482, before the approval thereof, and prior
to tie construction of the road, as will prevent the Secreta~ of the Interior from withdrawing the. lands covered thereby for use
as a reservoir under the Reclamation Act.
Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 32 L.D. 597 ( 1904).
The Southern Pacific Company in 1916
filed a general map of the station grounds
at Mohawk, Ariz., adjoining its right-ofway and in 1936 filed for approval a map
giving the exact location points, In 1929
the Bureau withdrew the land under a first
form reclamation withdrawal for the Gfia
project. The General Land Office, as a condition precedent to approval of the map,
requested that a stipulation be signed making cer{ain reservations to the United S@tes.
The First Assistant Secretary in decision
A-20886,
of July 24, 1937, held that the
execution of the stipulation could not lawfully be required since the station grounds
were private property at the time of the
reclamation withdrawal and were not affected thereby. The station grounds were
held to be subject to the provisions of
the act of August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 391,
ma~lng reservations ior ditch and canal
rights-of-way.
26.. Withdrawn Iands+enerally
Withdrawals madi by the Secretary of
the Interior under the first form, of lands
which are required for irrigation works
have the force of legislative withdrawals
and are effective to withdraw from other
disposition all lands within the designated
limits to which a right has not” vested. Instructions, 32 L.D. 387 ( 1904).
Reclamation
withdrawn lands are ‘preserved lands” and therefore are not subject to Executive
Order No, 691O of
November 26, 1934, and Executive Order
No. 6964 of February 5, 1935. G.L,O.
Circular No. 1351,55 I.D. 247 (1935).
The State of Utah appealed from decision of the General Land Office, dated
January 14, 1930, that the rights of the
state of Utah did not attach to certain land
m sec. 16, T. 3 S., R. 25 E., S. L. M., because of a phosphate reserve. The Department ruled that inasmuch as the lands
were embraced
in a reclamation
withdrawal and later a phosphate reserve, they
were not subject” to section 6 of the Utah
Enabling Act (granting, witi other land,
a~l sections 16 to the state, unless in a reservation ) and would “not be until the reservations, including the reclamation
withdrawal, were extinguished and the lands
restored to and become a part of the pubfic
domain. Decision of Assistant Secretary,
Aprif 18.1931.
‘Accretions
to withdrawn land became
part of that land and subject to the with-
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drawal. Solicitor Barry Opinion 72 I.D. 409,
411 ( 1965), in re Palo Verde Valley color
of title claims. Accord:
Beaver v. United
States, 350 F. 2d 4 (9th Cir. 1965), cert.
denied 383 U.S. 937 ( 1966) ; Myrtle White,
56 I.D. 300 (1938).
Pubfic lands on the east side of the Colorado River which were withdrawn for reclamation purposes remain subject to the
withdrawal after artificial cuts in the river
channel place them on the west side of the
river. This fo~lows from the rule of law that
where the channel of a river changes by
avulsion, title to the avulsed land is not
lost by the former owner. Solicitor Barry
Opinion, 72 I.D. 409 ( 1965): in re Palo
Verde Valley color of title clalms.
Land included iti a reclamation withdrawal is subject to disposition under the
Recreation
and Public Purposes Act, 43
U.S.C. $869 et seq. Carl’ F. Murray and
Clinton D. Coker, A–28188, 67 I.D. 132
(1960).

27. +ettlement

and entry (other than
under Reclamation
Act )
Withdrawal from entry of public lands
required for irrigation work:, under this
section, is absolute, and, untd its restoration to entry, land so withdrawn is not subject to entry, and no right thereto can be
initiated by any settIer thereon. Donley v.
West, 189 Pac. 1052 (Cal. App, 1920), reversed on rehearing on other grounds, 193
Pac. 519, 49 Cal. App. 796 ( 1920), error
dismissed, 260 U.S. 697 (1922) ; Donley
v. Van Horn, 193 Pac. 514, 49 Cal. App.
383 ( 1920), cert. dismissed, 258 U.S. 634,
error dismissed. 260 U.S. 697.
Occupancy by private individual of public lands during time order of withdrawa!
from entry under this section is in force
constitutes trespass, and occupant’s
improvements are made at his own risk.
Ga@ron v. Van Horn, 258 Pac. 773201 Cal.
486 (1927).
No righ~s accrue from an alleged setdement on lands covered by a first-form withdrawal under section’ 3 of the Reclamation
Act. Noah Kesterson, A-21260
(February
2. 1939).
A h~mestead
application
cannot
be
allowed on land covered by a first-fore
reclamation withdrawal at the time of entry.
fro,
.Dondero, A-25582
(November 29,
An application to make homestead entry
for land embraced within a first form withdrawal should not be allowed nor received
and suspended to await the possible restoration of the lands to entry, but should be
rejected. Ernest Woodcock,
38 L.D. 349
(1909).
Lands withdrawn from entry, except un-
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der the homestead laws, in accordance with
this ac~, are not, during the continuance of
such withdrawal, subject to entry under the
desert land laws. lames Page, 32 L.D. 536
(1904).
By the provision that lands susceptible of
irrigation under a project shall be withdrawn “from entry. except under the homestead laws”, Congress intended to inhibit
any mode of private appropriation of such
lands except by such entry under the homestead laws as requires settlement, actual
~esidence, improvement,
and cultivation;
hence such lands are not subject to soldiers’ additional entry under section 2306,
Revised Statutes. Corrselius 1. MacNamara,
33 L.D. 520 ( 1905) ; Wil~am M. Wood:
ridge, 33 L.D. 525 (1905) ; Mary C. Sands,
34 L.D. 653 (1906).

28. —Mining locations
Withdrawals under the first clause are
not subject to location for mining purposes,
being reserved for Government use, while
lands withdrawn under the second clause
are disposed of only for homesteads, and as
all lands open to homestead entry are subject to minins location, lands withdrawn
under the second clause are so subject.
Loney v. Scott, 112 Pac. 172, 57 Or. 378
(1910).
Lands valuable for mineral deposits and
emb~aced within a withdrawal of lands susceptible of irrigation by means of a reclamation project are not thereby taken out of
the operation of the minirrs laws, but continue open to exploration and purchase
under such laws. Instructions. 35 L.D. 216
(1906).
Lands covered by a first-form reclamation withdrawal are not open to mining locations where they have not been opened to
mineral entry by the Secretary of the Interior. Harry A. Schultz, et at., A-26917,
61 I.D. 259 (1953).
Neither the Atomic Energy Act of 1946,
m amended, 42 U.S.C, $$2011, et seq., nor
the Mining
Claims Restoration
Act of
1955, 30 U.S.C. $621, et seq., open reclamation withdrawn land to location under the mining laws. A. W. Kimball, et al,,
A-27526,
65 I.D. 166 ( 1958).
Where lands which are subject to a reclamation withdrawal appear to be of greater value for business purposes than for
mineral development, an application to restore the lands to location and entry under
the mining laws will be denied. Arthur G.
Ktinger, A-26195 (June 2?, 1951).
Lands dedicated for pubhc park purposes
under section 3 of the Gila Project Act of
July 30, 1947, subject to a mineral reservation to the United States. remain subject
to’- the ‘reclamation withdrawal, and the
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Department may properly decfine, under
the Act of A~ril 23. 1932. to oDen them to
mineral loca~lon. M. W.’ Bo b;, et al., A26613 (Ju1y 13, 1953).
A petition for }hc restoration to mineral
entry of land withdrawn for reclamation
purposes under section 3 of the Reclamation Act and subsequently also withdrawn
by Presidential Executive Order as part of
the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge, is
properly denied when minins operations
would interfere with the purposes of the
refuse, even though the Bureau of Reclamation has no objection to such restoration, and even thoush the Executive Order
cites the Act of June 25, 1910, which extends the mining laws to lands withdrawn
thereunder. The President has inherent authority to withdraw public lands for” pubfic purposes apart from the statutory authority vested in him by the 1910 Act.
P&G Mining Company, A-27829,
67 I.D.
217 (1960).
29. —Mineral Ieasissg
Withdrawals under the second form do
not affect coal lands. Albert M. Crafts, 36
L.D. 138 ( 1907). overruling John Hopkins,
32 L.D. 560 (1904).
The Secretary of the Interior has discretionary authority under section 13 of the
Mineral LeasinS Act of .February 25, 192.0,
to deny an application for oil and gas prospecting permit embracing lands wittiln a
reclamation
withdrawal,
which,
though
owned by the United Statesj have been
dedicated to purposes authomed
by law,
if the permit may not be granted except at
the
t
risk of serious impairment or DerhaDs
complete loss of their” use’ for the ‘purpdse
to which dedicated. Martin Wolfe, 49 L.D.
625 (1923).
Public lands withdrawn for a reservoir
site, which cannot be restored to the public domain without damage to the project,
or. which have, because of improvements
placed thereon, become lands that may be
sold only for the benefit of the reclamation
fund, are not subject to the operation of
the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25,
1~20. J. D. Men, Znc., 50 L.D. 308 (1924).
30. —Selection
Land withdrawn under this section cannot be selected as lieu land by the State of
California under the Act of May 2, 1914,
38 Stat. 372, granting the right t? select
“vacant”
and “unreserved’ land IQ lieu
of certain scho,ol lands. Donlep v. Van
florn,
193 Pac. 514, 49 Cd. App. 383
( 1920), cert.. dimissed, 258 U.S. 634, error
dismissed, 260 U.S. 697.
“
Lands ‘withdrawn under the second form
are not subject ‘to sekction under the. m-
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change provisions of the Act. of June 4,
1897,30 Stat. 26. Santa Fe Pactfic R.R. CO.,
33 L.D. 360 ( 1904).
Public land which is included in a first
form reclamation withdrawal is not open.
to selection and disposal under the private
exchange provisions of section 8 of the
Taylor Grazing Act, Perley M. Lewis, A26748 (June 9, 1954).
31 . —Leases and permits
The Secretary of the Interior may estabfish rules as to the use of withdrawn
lands whale not needed for the purpose for
which they are reserved, and may lease
them for grazing, the revenue going into
the reclamation fund. Clyde v. Cummings,
101 Pac. 106, 35 Utah 461 (1909).
The Secretary of the Interior has authority to make temporary leases of lands
reserved or acquired by purchase for use
in connection with an irrigation project
contemplated under the provisions of the
Reclamation Act where use under the proposed lease will not interfere with the use
and control of the lands when needed for
the purposes contemplated by the reservation or purchase. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34
L.D. 480 (1906).
Whenever it is reasonably necessary for
the preservation of the buildings, works, and
other property, or for the proper protection
and efficiency of any reclamation prolec~
or where special conditions make it advisable, first form withdrawn or purchased
lands may be leased to the highest bidder
for a term to be decided upon by the Reclamation Service as the conditions may arise.
Reclamation decision, March 23, 1917.
On July 8, 1933, the Secretary of the
Interior approved the leasing of lands until
they were needed regardless of the form in
which they were withdrawn.
Leases for grwing
lands should be
awarded to the high bidder, even if the
previous lessee of the land is low. Decision
y~3irst
Assistant Secretary, January 30,
The Secretary of the Interior has authority to lease first and second form withdrawn lands without advertisement, and to
prescribe method of determining the lease
value by such plan as he deems expedient
and for the best interests of the United
States and the project. Solicitor Opinion,
M–27790
(December 18, 1934).
Both the National Park Service and the
Bureau of Reclamation,
in administering
their respective areas withdrawn under the
first form in connection with the Boulder
Canyon project, may grant leases for land
and permifi to engage in business activities
to private individuals without advertising
for proposals or securing competitive Nlds,
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Solicitor Margold Opinion, M-28694
(October 13, 1936).
When a lease of grazing lands is canceled
for failure to pay the agreed rental but the
lessor stil continues occupancy and later
submits a bid for a new lease upon the same
land, accompanied by a deposit of the first
year’s rent under the new lease, it is proper
to apply such deposit against the indebtedness to the United States arising out of the
old lease. Dec. Comp. Gen., A-58113
(December 3, 1934).
If land under first form reclamation
withdrawal is leased under the Recreation
and Public Purooses Act. 43 U.S.C. S 869
et seq,, the Secretary may require, as a condition of the lease, that the lessee pay the
annual water charges for the lands involved
on account of the reclamation
project.
Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Soiler,
in re Worland Saddle Club application,
Hanover Bluff Unit, Missouri River Basin
Project, September 24Z 1957,
All leases of knds withdrawn for reclamation purposes should be made under subsection I of the Act of December 5, 1924,
as Congress by that subsection recognized
the authority of the Secretary of the Interior
to lease such lands. First Assistant Secret~
Opinion, M-29482
(October 8, 1937),
On February 3, 1928, the Commissioner,
Bureau of Reclamation,
recommended
to
the Secretary of the Interior the adoption
of a policy of permitting the water users
on the projects transferred to them for
operation, to lease for grazing and agricultural purposes, fll withdrawn or acquired
lands where such lease wouid not interfere
with the purposes for which withdrawn or
acquired, the water users to make the leases,
collect the charges, and handle all details in
connection with such transactions. The recommendation was returned to the bureau
without approval by First Assistant Secretary
E. C. Finney under date of February 21,
1928, with the statement that such procedure would be illegal.
32. —Klghts of way
A withdrawal under the Reclamation Act
will not bar the aliowance of an application
for right-of-way for private irrigation canal
under the Act of March 3, 1891, over the
withdrawn lands, where the allowance of
the application will not interfere with the
use of the lands by the United States in
connection with the administration of the
reclamation act and where the water proposed to be conveyed over such right-of-way
has not been appropriated and is not claimed
by the United States. Boughner v. Magenheimer, et al., 42 L.D. 595 ( 1913),

The Under Secretaryon December 10,
1938, held that the Federal Water Power
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Act of June 10, 1920, as amended by section 201 of the Act of August 26, 1935, 49
Stat. 838, covers lands held or acquired in
connection with reclamation projects, and
applications for licenses for the transmission
of hydroelectric power across the project
lands should be made to the Federal Power
Commission.
Letter of Under Secretary,
December 10, 1938, in re Yakima-Sunny.
side project.
On December 18, 1941, the Under Secretary approved
procedure
for granting
rights of way for electrical transmission,
telegraph and telephone fines over lands
acquired
or withdrawn
for reclamation
purposes.
The General Railroad Right of Way Act
of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. 482, 43 U.S.C.
$3934,
et seq., does not apply to lands
withdrawn through a first-form withdrawal.
Southern
Pacific
Railroad
Company,
A-26143
(August 20, 1951 ).
33 . —Natiod
forests
Reclamation withdrawals within the national forests are dominant, but until needed
by the Reclamation Service, the lands will
remain for administrative and protection
purposes under control and direction of the
Forest Service. Departmental
decision,
Februarv 27. 1909.
Whfi~ tie’ Secretary of the Interior may
determine
what lands within
national
forests withdrawn for reclamation purposes
are necessary for the proper protection of
reservoirs constructed under the Reclamation Act, he has no power to lease such
lands, since authority in that regard is specifically granted to the Secretary of Agriculture. But in recognition of the needs of the
Reclamation
Service and to forestall any
contracts detrimental to a reclamation project, dl leases should be subject to the prior
approval of the Secretary of the Interior.
31 Op. Atty, Gen. 56 ( 1916). But see Act of
July 19, 1919, conferring certain jurisdiction on the Secretary of the Interior.
34. —Sand and grave]
Removal of gravel from first form lands is
unauthorized, as it contemplates a diminution in the freehold estate. Departmental
decision, July 21, 1916, Hundey project.
The removal of solace rock on first-fore
lands may be permitted when such removal
makes available for use of the service of the
better class of rock in the interior of the
deposit. Departmental decision, January 25,
1917, Rattlesnake Hill, Truckee-Carson.
The removal of sand and gravel for private purposes from land withdrawn under
the first form is authorized, provided the
privilege is granted under competitive conditions and on terms adequately protecti~
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the rights of the United States. Departmental decision, April 13, 1929, Bodder
Canyon project.
41. Revocation of withdrawal+Generdly
A homestead entry, which was void when
made, because the land was withdrawn as
required for reclamation construction, is not
validated by a subsequent order of the
Secretary of the Interior declaring the land
not needed
for construction
purposes.
United States v. Fall, 276 Fed. 622 (App.
D.C. 1921).
The Act of April 21, 1928, as amended,
provides that the holder of a t= title on a
reclamation homestead entry is entitled to
the benefits of an assignee of such an entry
under the Act of June 23, 191 O; and the
privileges under the Act of June 23, 1910,
which are granted to the holder of a tax
title under the Act of Aprfi 21, 1928? as
amended, are not extinguished by the elimination of the entry from the reclamation
withdrawal after the interest of the holder
of the tax title was acquired. Ralph O.
Baird, A-26773 (November 3, 1953).
A settlement upon public lands, withdrawn at date of settlemen~, is valid against
everyone except the Umted States, and
where one settles prior to survey, upon withdrawn lands embraced wit~ln a school section, the right of such settler to make entry
upon approval of the survey and vacation of
the withdrawal is paramount to the right of
the State under its school land grant. State
of Idaho v. Dilley, 49 L.D. 644 (1923).
Where revocation of order which withdrew land fmm entry in connection with
reclamation project under this section, and
apProval of selection of patentee of part
of such land in Heu of school land were
simultaneous acts, approval of Eeu selection took place before land became “unreserved’
and “vacant”
public land, subject to disposal under the Act of May 2,
1914, 38 Stat. 372, and gave patentee no
rights therein except as a~ainst United
States on expiration of period of lti]tation
on patent under 43 U.S.C. ~ 1166. Capron
;i ~~.
Horn, 258 Pac. 77, 201 Cal. 486
‘ - Th~ugh entry on pubfic land wu rsnauthorized, occupancy at time of revo-tion
of order withdrawing land from entry under
this section, became lawful, especially whers
occupant had applied for desert land entry,
and made improvements, and land on revocation of ~tithdrawal order ceased to be
“vacant” or “unreserved”
land under the
Act of May 2, 1914, 38 Stat. 372. Ca$ron v.
Van Horn, 258 Pac. 77, 201 CA. 486
(1927).
In action by patentee to quiet tide against
person who had possession and made im-
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provernents while land was withdrawn from
entry under this section, and who had app~ed for desert land entry, evidence was
insufficient to support finding that defendant’s unauthorized Possession was not in
good faith. Capron ~. Van Horn~” 258 Pac.
77,.201 Cal. 486 (1927].
Where lands formerly in Ute Reservation. which were withdrawn under this section: were subsequently restored to public
domain, the Indians were not deprived of
their interest therein. Confederated Bands
of Ute Indians v. United States, 112 Ct.
Cl.123 (1948).
Lands formerly in the Ute Reservation.
listed in the Sec;etary’s return to the call;
which were withdrawn for public purposes
prior to June 28, 1938, under authority of
this section, and which remained so withdrawn on June 28, 1938, were held for disposal for the benefit of the Indians on that
date, since under tils section, the lands
had not been assigned to use or actua~y
used, and had been subsequently restored
to public use. Confederated Bands of Ute
Indians v. United States, 112 Ct. Cl, 123
(1948).
42. —When effective
Where lands which have been withdrawn
from all disposition are r~stored to ent~, no
appiic?tion wi!l. he received or any rights
recogmzed as lnltlated by the tender of an
aPP~ication for any such lands until the
order of restoration is received at the local
land office. Geoyge B. Pratt, et al., 38 L.D.
146 (1909).
43, —Contestant’s
preference
right
of
entry
Under the Act of May 14, 1880, 21 Stat.
140, providing that where any person has
contested and procured the cancellation of
any homestead entry he shall be allowed 30
days to enter the lands, where the Department of the Interior entertained a contest
whtie the land involved was withdrawn from
entry under the Reclamation Act, it properly permitted the successful contestant to
enter the lands witiin 30 days after restoration of such lands to entry. Edwards v. Bodkin, 241 Fed. 931 (D. Cal. 191 7), affirmed
265 Fed. 621 (9th Cir. 1920). Accord:
McLaren
v. Fleische7, 185 Pac. 961, 181
Cal. 607 (1919),
affirmed 256 U.S. 477
( 1921) ; Culpefiper v. Ocheltree, 185 Pac.
971 (Cal. 1919), affirmed 256 U.S. 483
(1921).
Any right under regulation 7 of June 6,
1905, issued by the Secretary of the Interior, which successful contestant of home.
stead -entry on land withdrawn as susceptible
of irrigation might have had, was lost by
promulgation of regulation 6 of January 19,
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1909, as land before termination of contest
or entry by contestant was witidrawn for
irrigation works. Edwards v. Bodkin, 249
Fed. 562, 161 C.C.A. 488 (Cd.
1918),
overruling 42 L.D. 172; affirmed 267 Fed.
1004 (D. Cal. 1919), firmed
265 Fed.
621 (9th Cir. 1920), affirmed 255 U.S. 221
(1921).
Where it did not appear that a contest
was duly instituted, so as to give the land
office jurisdiction to determine rights to the
land, there being no question of fraud on
the Government, the decision of the land office as to rights to arid land withdrawn after
en~y under this section, but later released,
is not binding. Edwards v. Bodkin, 267 Fed.
1004 (D. Cal. 1919), affirmed 265 Fed. 621,
affirmed 255 U.S. 221.
Where land embraced in a homestead
entry was withdrawn for use in connection
with a reclamation” project pending a contest which resulted in cance~ation of the
entry, the successful contestant upon restoration of the land is entitied to a period of 30
days from the date of such restoration
within which to exercise his preference
right to entry, Beach v. Hanson, 40 L.D.
607 ( 1912) ; Wright v. Francis, et al., 36
L.D. 499 [1908).
A successful ~ontestant cannot be permitted to make entry in exercise of his
preference right while the lands he seeks to
enter are embraced in a first form withdrawal under the Reclamation
Act; but
under the regulations of August 24, 1912,
41 L.D. 171, and September 4? 1912, 41
L.D. 421, he may exercise that right at any
time within 30 days from notice that the
lands involved have been released from
withdrawal
and made subject to entry.
John T. Slaton, 43 L.D. 212 (1914).
44. —Desert land entries
In view of this section, section 5 of the
Act of June 27, 1906, as amended, is applicable to a homestead entry, and the
failure of an entryman on arid lands withdrawn under this section to continuously
reside or cultivate the same cannot, the
lands being later released, be deemed an
abandonment. Edwards v. Bodkin, 267 Fed.
1004 (D. Cal. 1919), affirmed 265 Fed.
621, affirmed 255 U.S. 221.
In action to recover real property and
quiet title, defendant holding possession of
Government land and making improvements
under application for desert land entry during pendency of order withdrawing land
from entry under this section and at and
after time of revocation of such order, was
entitled to land as against patentee whose
selection thereof in lieu of school land under Act of May 2, 1914, c. 75, 38 Stat. 372,
was approved at time of revocation of order,
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as defendant in possession and making improvements became rightful occupant when
land was thrown open to entry. Capron v.
~1&27p
258 Pac. 77, 201 Cal. 486
45. +econd
withdrawal
All entries of lands withdrawn under the
Act are subject to the conditions imposed
by this section, and a revocation of the
withdrawal operates to remove those conditions and leaves the entries in the same
situation as entries made prior to the withdrawal, and such conditions
cannot, by
force of a second withdrawal, be reimposed
uPon such of the entries made during the
period of the first withdrawal as had not
been perfected at the date of the second
withdrawal. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34 L.D.
445 (1906).
IL RECLAMATIONENTRIES
51. Recbation
entrie+GeneraIly
Congress, in establishing a limitation on
the size of entries on public lands under
section 3 of the Reclamation Act of 1902,
and on the maximum acreage. for wK1ch a
water-right could be acquired under section
5 of that Act, had as its purpose to provide
homes on the arid lands of the West. the
prevention of land monopoly, and the a~oidance of land speculation. Solicitor Barry
Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 378 ( 1961), in re
proposed repayment contracts for Kings and
Kern River projects.
52. —Homestead laws, generally
In the withdrawd
of lands under the
second form there W= an exception in favor
of homestead; that is to say, such lands
were not withdrawn from public entry under the homestead laws, but were continued
to be open to such entry, “subject to all the
provisions, limitations, charges, terms, and
conditions” of the Act. Edwards v. Bodkin,
249 Fed. 562 ( 1918); affirmed Edwards v.
Bodkin 267 Fed. 1004 (D.C.. Cal. 1919);
decree affirmed, Bodkin v. Edwards, 265
Fed. 621 (C.C.A. 1920); decree affirmed,
255 U.S. 221 (1921).
Although an ent~ is made under the provisions of the Reclamation Act of 1902, it is
subJect to the same requirements as entfies
made under the homestead laws. Daniel H.
Simkins, A–26274 (March 11, 1952).
Entrv of lands within a reclamation
project” can be initiated by settlement. In
section 3 of the Reclamation Act the word
“only,” in the provision that “public lands
which it is proposed to irrigate by means
of any contemplated works shall be subject
to entry only under the provisions of the
homestead laws: applies to and qualifies the
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clause “under the provisions of the homes~ad law?’ Cha4man v. Peruier, 46 L.D.
113-(1917).
A homestead entry of a farm unit within
a reclamation project, regardless of the area
embraced therein, is the equivalent of a
homestead entw for 160 acres outside of a
project; but in fixing the area that should be
charged against the entryman by reason of
such entry, under the provision in the Act
of August 30, 1890, 26 Stat. 371, that not
more than 320 acres in the aggregate may
be acquired by any one person under. the
agricultural public-land laws, the reclamation entry should be taken into account at
its actual area and not charged as 160 acres.
Henry C. Taylor, 42 L.D. 319 ( 1913).
Entrymen on lands expected to be irrigated from a reclamation project must
comply with all requirements of the homestead laws even though it is impossible to
cultivate the land without irrigation from
the project.
Instructions,
32 L.D. 633
(1904) ; Jacob Fist, 33 L.D. 257 (1904).
A settler on unsurveyed land in a school
section who after survey and after withdrawal of the land under the Reclamation
Act as susceptible of reclamation under an
irrigation project was permitted to make
entry for the full area of 160 acres, acquires
rights by such settlement and entry which
bar the attachment of any rights to the land
on behalf of the State under its school grant.
He must, however, conform his entry to
a farm unit. Sarah E. Allen, 44 L.D. 331
( 1915), modifying Sarah E. Allen, 40 L.D.
586 ( 1912) and l~illiam Boyle, 38 L.D. 603
(1910).
A homesteader whose entry is within the
irrigable area of an irrigation project, but
not subject to the restrictions, limitations,
and conditions of the Act, cannot under the
law, prior to the acquisition of title to the
land, enter into an agreement to conwy to
a water users’ association any portion of the
land embraced in his entry, to be held in
trust and sold for the benefit of the homesteader to persons competent to make entry
of such lands. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34 L.D.
532 (1906).
53. —Residence
Temporary withdrawal order does not
suspend the requirements as to residence and
irrigation until the lands are restored to
entry, particularly where the Department
notifies entrymen that it does not so construe
the withdrawal. Bowen v. Hickey, 200 Pac.
46, 53 Cal. App. 250 ( 1921), cert. denied,
257 U.S. 656 (1921).
A reclamation homestead entry may be
canceled where it is shown that the statuto~
requirement of the homestead laws with
respect to the maintenance of residence has
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not been met. Kind v. Seltiad, 60 I.D. 382
(1949).
A homestead entry is subiect to cancellation where the en~man
has not resided
upon the entry for the minimum length of
time required by the homestead law. Visits
of a transitory and temporary character
to a hom~stead entry by tie entryman are
not sufficient to constitute actual residence.
United States v. Jesse J. Shaw, A–26247
(December 29, 1951 ).
The requirement of the homestead law
that the entryman must establish residence
on his entry within a maximum period of
12 months from the allowance of his entry
is not satisfied by clearing and leveling the
land and cultivating itj where the entryman
has lived with his famdy in rented premises
in the vicinity of the entry and has never
eaten, slept, or kept any possessions on the
entry. Boyd L. Hulse v. William H. Griggs,
A-28288, 67 I.D. 212 ( 1960).
Where an entryman fails to establish
residence on hls entry within 12 months
from the allowance of his entry, the entry
must be canceled. Boyd L. Hulse v. William
H. Griggs, A-28288,
67 I.D. 212 ( 1960).
Where an entryman spent most of his
waking hours upon the homestead, and had
a habitable house thereon in which he ate
some of his meals, took daytime naps, and
entertained visitors, but slept every night
in his son’s home two miles from the homestead, he was not actually residing upon the
homestead within the meaning of the homestead laws. Daniel H. Simkirss, A-26274
(March 11, 1962).
54. —Preference
right of entry
A successful contestant in exercising his
preference right of entry upon lands within
a reclamation project is limited to one farm
unit, although such unit may embrace less
than the area covered by the entry he contested. Joseph F. Gladieux, 41 L.D. 286
(1912).
Lands subject to entry within reclamation
projects are no exception to the rule of law
that an outstanding preference right of entry
of certain lands is not, of itself, a bar to
settlement thereupon, the settlement bein~
subject, however, to the preference right lf
exercised. Cha@man v. Pervier, 46 L.D. 113
(1917).
55. —Additional entries
The right of additional homestead entry
granted by section 6 of the Act of March 2,
1889, 25 Stat. 854, cannot be exercised
upon Iands within a reclamation project.
Gjerlu~ Harsson, 40 L.D. 234 (1911).
An entry of lands subject to the provisions of the Reclamation Act will not be
allowed as additional to a prior entry sub-
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ject only to the provisions of the general
homestead law. Charles 0, Hanna, 36 L.D.
449 (1908).
A person who has made homestead entry
for any area within a reclamation project
cannot make an additional entry for lands
outside a project. Bert Scott, 48 L.D. 85,
87 (1921); see also 48 L.D. 113.
56. —Relinquishment
of entry
An applicant who has been granted a
water right in connection with a reclamation homestead application for land within
a petroleum reseme is entitled, upon withdrawal of the application rather than accept
a surface patent, to repayment of the water
charges, where he had no knowledge of the
petroleum withdrawal and the public notice
pursuant to which he made payment failed
to state that any of the land was within a
~[~~4~ Dorsey L. Rouse, 50 L.D. 379
57. —Desert hnd entry
A desert entryman whose land is included
within a reclamation project may elect to
proceed with the reclamation thereof on
his own account, and thus acquire title to
a~l, or so much of, the land included within
h~s entry as he can secure water to irrigate
or accept the conditions of the Reclamation
Act and acquire title thereunder to 160
acres; but he cannot avail himself of both
the reclamation project and other means of
reclamation and thus acquire title to more
than 160 acres of land. Robert J. Slateq, 39
L.D. 380 (1910).
58. —Farm units and area of ent~
The Secretary of the Interior is empowered to fix the limit of area for each
homestead entry under the same project
according to the quality and character of
the land with reference to its productive
value, whether the areas of the entries are
uniform or not. Instructions, 32 L.D. 237
(1903).
Every entry of lands within the limits of
a withdrawal under this Act is subject to
reduction to a farm as thereafter established
by the Secretary of the Interior, and improvements placed upon the different subdivisions by the entryman prior to such
reduction are at his risk. Jerome M. Higman, 37 L.D. 718 (1909).
Rule applied to reclamation homestead
entries coming within the provisions of the
Reclamation Act, that when the excess area
in an entry above 160 acres is less than the
deficiency would be if the smallest subdivision were excluded, it may be included in
the entry; where it is greater it must be
excluded. General Land Office Instructions,
38 L.D, 513 (1910).
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Where a portion of a homestead entry
made subject to the provisions of the Reclamation Act is subsequently eliminated
from the project, and the portion remaining within the project is designated as a
farm unit, the entryman may retain either
the farm unit or the portion lying without
the limits of the project, at his election, and
the entry will be canceled as to the remainder. In view of the equities in this particular case, direction is given that if the
entryman so desires the portion of the
entry eliminated from the project may be
again brought thereunder and added to the
farm unit with a view to permitting him
to complete entry for the entire tract. Laurel
L. Shell, 39 L.D. 502 (1911).
A successful contestant in exercising his
preference right of entry upon lands within
a reclamation project is limited to one farm
unit, although such unit may embrace less
than the area covered by the ent~ he
~~~~d.
]oseph F. Gladieux, 41 L.D. 286
‘ settlement upon any portion of a farm
unit entitles the settler to claim, by virtue
of such settlement, only lands contained in
that farm unit. McDonald v. Rizor, 42 L.D.
554 (1913).
Where an entryrnan of lands wit~ln a reclamation project fails, after notice, to conform his entry to an established farm unit,
the Secretary of the Interior has the power
to so conform the entry. Mangus Mickelson,
43 L.D. 210 (1914).
Where a farm u~lt which has been surveyed without segregation of a railroad
right-of-way contains lands on both sides
thereof, disposition of such unit under the
reclamation homestead act will be made in
accordance
with the survey without any
deduction from the purchase price as to
diminution in area caused by the rightof-way, but the water charges will be based
on the irrigable area only. James A. Power,
et al., 50 L.D. 392 ( 1924).
Under the Act of June’ 25, 1910, as subsequently amended, lands reserved for irrigation purposes are not subject to settlement
or entry until the Secretary of the Interior
shall have established the unit of acreage
per entry and announced that water is
ready to be delivered, and no exception to
the rule can be made in favor of an applicant who seeks to make an additional
entry of such lands in the exercise of a preference right acquired by contest. The prior
holding in Henry W. Williamson, 38 L.D.
233 ( 1909), that a person holding an originaf homestead entry for less than 160 acres
could be permitted to make additional
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homestead entry for land embraced in a
secrrnd-fom withdrawal where farm units
had not been established is no longer applicable under the Act of June 25, 1910. Bert
Scott, 48 L.D. 85 (1921) ; see also 48
L.D. 113.
interest
59. —Entm’s
Upon the death of a homestead~r, having
an entry witiln an irrigation proJ ect, leaving a widow, and only minor h~irs, his right
may, under section 2292, Revised Statutes,
be sold for the benefit of such heirs. If in
such case the land has been subdivided into
farm units, the purchaser takes title to the
particulm unit to which the entry has been
fimited; but if subdivision has not been
made, he will acquire an interest in only the
land which would have been allotted to
the entryman as his farm unit; in either case
taking subject to the payment of the charges
authorized by the Reclamation
Act and
regulations thereunder and free from all requirements as to residence and cultivation.
Heirs of Frederic C. De Long, 36 L.D. 332
(1908).
A homestead entry, wit~ln a reclamation
project, upon which the ordinary requirements of the homestead laws have been completed, is a property subject to mortgage
which cannot be defeated by acts of the
entryman or his assignee, and such entry
cannot be cancelled upon contest in derogation of the right of the mortgagee to
comply with the further provisions of the
law loo~lng to completion of title. Watson
u. Barney, et al, 48 L.D. 325 ( 1921).
Issuance of a patent to a reclamation
homestead entryman is mandatory (assuming no pending contest) under the proviso
to section 7 of the Act of March 3, 1891,
26 Stat. 1095, twoyears after he has completed all requirements for entry, that is,
conforms his entry to a farm unit, shows
reclamation of one-half the irrigable area
of the unit, assumes the payment of a water
right, pays all the water-right charges which
have accrued, makes proof of these facts,
and pays the required final commissions, for
which receipt issues. Instructions, 50 L.D.
506 (1924).

60.—Rights

of way

Homesteaders without patents, but lawfully in possession of lands withdrawn for
irrigation under a reclamation project, may
grant rights of way over their settlements
to a railroad company, and approval of the
Secretary of the Interior is not required,
Minidoka @ S. W.R.R. Co. v. United States,
235 U.S. 211 (1914), reversing 190 Fed.
491 and affirming 176 Fed. 762.
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Sec. 4. [Contracts

for construction—

Public
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of irrigable

51
lands,

limit

of

the determination by
the Secretary of the Interior that any irrigation project is practicable, he may
cause to be let contracts for the construction
of the same, in such portions or
sections as it may be practicable to construct and complete as parts of the
whole project, providing the necessary funds for such portions or sections are
available in the reclamation fund, and thereupon he shall give public notice of
the lands irrigable under such project, and limit of area per entry, which limit
shall reprment the acreage which, in the opinion of the Secretary, may be
reasonably required for the support of a family upon the lands in question;
also of the charges which shall be made per acre upon the said entries, and upon
lands in private ownership which may be irrigated by the waters of the said
irrigation project, and the number of annual installments, not exceeding ten,
in which such charges shall be paid and the time when such payments shall
commence, The said charges shall be determined with a view of returning to the
reclamation fund the estimated cost of construction of the project, and shall
be apportioned equitably: Provided, That in all construction work eight hours
shall constitute a day’s work. (32 Stat. 389; Act of May 10, 1956, 70 Stat. 151;
43 U.S.C. $$419,461 )
area,

charges

per acre,

and

method

of pa~ent.

] —Upon

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cdlfication.
All of the first sentencerti
lating to contracts for construction
and
public notice of charges, together with
the proviso providing for an eight-hour
day, is codified as section 419, title 43
of the U.S. Code, with the omission of
the phrase “in the reclamation
fund”,
in reference to the availability of funds,
and the phrase “not exceeding ten”, in
reference to the number of installments.
The substance of the second sentence, relating to the basis for establishing the
amount of the charges, is codified as section
461.
1956 Amendment. The Act of May 10,
1956, 70 Stat. 151, eliminated the words
!ormerl~ at the end of the proviso “and no
Uongohan
labor
shall
be
employed
thereon.”
Supplementary
Provisions:
Time
and
Manner of Repayment. The Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914 intended the repayment period from ten to twenty years, pay~ble in one initial installment and fifteen
~dditional installments beginning with the
;ixth year. Section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926 substituted repayment
>y an irrigation district for payment by individual water right applicants, and ex:ended the repayment period to forty years.
jection
9(d).
of the Reclamation
Project
ict of 1939 authorizes the Secretary to es:ablish speciaf rates for an Wltiaf development period not to exceed ten years before
he reguIar forty-year repa~ent
period

cormnences, and section 9(e) authorizes the
execution of a water service contract in lieu
of the forty-year repayment contract, AdditionsdIy, a large number of general and
special acts authorize a moratorium on annual payments, amendment of existing contracts, extension of the repayment period,
waiver of certain charges, variations in tie
amount of each annuaf payment, or other
forms of relief.
Supplementary
Provision:
Presidential
Approval of New Projects. Section 4 of
the Act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 836, provides that no new reclamation projects may
be started thereafter unless approved by
direct order of the President. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provisions:
Amount of
Construction
Costs Repaid by Irrigators.
The original concept of the Reclamation
Act was that the projects constructed thereunder would serve the single purpose of
irrigation, and the second sentence of section 4 therefore contemplates that the irrigators would repay all of the construction
costs. As the program evolved, however, it
was recognized that other purposes were
also served, and that construction
costs
would be allocated to these otier purposes.
This principle was fomally
recognized as
general law in sections 9 (a) and 9 (b) of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
Supplementary Provision: Whhdrawal of
Public Notice. The Act of February 13,
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1911, authorizes the Secretary of the Intcnor to withdraw any public notice issued
theretofore and to modify any water right
appficationor contract made on the basis
thereof. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included that deal wifi
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the large mass of litigation iuvolvin
contract disputes or matters that fall sm f er the
traditional subject of Government procurement poficies and contracts. Also omitted
are opinions deafing with the eight-hour
work day, as this subject is covered by
other statutes of general application to W
Government agencies.
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1. Construction of projects—GenerdIy
Irri~ation works for the reclamation of
arid and semi-arid lands perfectly and comprehensively fill the idea of “public works
of the United States?’ 26 Op. Atty. Gen.
64 f1906).
This A’ct contemplates the irrigation of
private lands as well as lands belonging to
the Government, and the fact fiat a scheme
contemplates the irrigation of private as
well as a large tract of Government land
does not render the project illegal, so as to
prevent the condemnation of land necessary
to carry it out. Burlev v. United States, 179
Fed. 1,-102 C.C,A. 429 (Ida. 1910), affirming 172 Fed. 615.
Under the authority conferred upon the
Secretary by the Act he may, in his discretion, enter into contracts for the con-

struction of irrigation works or construct
such works by labor employed and operated
under the superintendence and direction of
Government ‘officials. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen.,
34 L.D. 567 ( 1906).
The contra~t with the Orchard Construction Company, owners of the stock of the
Grand Mesas Company, which had certain
rights of irrigation in the Grand Valley,
whereby the Government abandoned a certain part of its project and permitted the
company to consfxuct a private irrigation
ditch through an area south of the Grand
River, the company transferring one-half of
its stock to the United States to secure it
against any claim on the part of the company or its associates for an excessive use of
the waters of Grand Mver, the stock to be
returned if the United States did not proceed with its Grand Valley project, may be
regarded as void, and the stock should be
returned. 27 Op. Atty. Gen. 360 ( 1909).
2. —Discretion
of SecretaW
The Secretary of the Interior is not required to proceed with the construction of
the Baker project, Oregon, even though
Congress has appropriated funds therefor, if
he is unable to find that the project is
feasible and that the costs will be repaid to
the United States, as required by subsection B, section 4, of the Act of December 5,
1924, 43 Stat. 702, and section 4 of the Act
of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 389, and unless a
contract has been executed and confirmed as
required by the Act of May 10, 1926, 44
Stat. 479.35 Op. Atty. Gen. 125 ( 1926); 34
Op. Atty. Gen. 545 ( 1925).
See alsc
Solicitor’s Opinions dated June 11, 1926:
and July 20, 1925.
3. —Availability
of funds
The National Irrigation Act of June 17
1902, gives the Secretary of the Interio:
authority to let contracts for the construe
tion of reclamation works only when “th(
necessary funds * * * are available in thf
reclamation fund,” and if these funds ar{
not available and sufficient, no such author
ity exists. 27 Op. Atty. Gen. 591 ( 1909).
Regulations authorizing the engineers o
the Reclamation Service to enter into con
tracts with water users or water users’ asso
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eiations, or with representative committees
of the settl~rs to advance moneys and perform work m the construction of irrigation
works, certificates to be issued tierefor, redeemable at face value in part or full payment of the charges against the lands of the
holders of the certificates, were unauthorized
by Act of Ju?e 17, 1902, and the Secretary
of the Interior had no authority to enter
into such contracts, and certificates so issued
,cannot be used by the original payee or
transferee as a discharge pro tanto of his
indebtedness upon the land, but the certificates are evidence of work performed,
and the work may be paid for, as upon a
quantum meruit, if the money is available
in the reclamation fund. 27 OP.
-. AtW. Gen.
360 (1909).
The obiection raised in 27 0~. Attv. Gen.
360, was hot that the money ~ubscr[bed by
the water users’ association was not in the
reclamation fund, but that the fund contemplated by the Act of June 17, 1902, was
to be created from the proceeds of the sale
of Government land~, and there was no
provision for augmentmg it by private enterprise, and that the power of the Secretary
of the Interior to let contracts for reclasndtion projects was specifically restricted to
the amount of monev available in the reclamation fund as constituted by law. 27 Op.
Atty. Gen. 591 (1909).
There is no statute authortilng the Secretary of the Interior to enter int~ contracts
contemplating a cooperative plan whereby
the United States enters into an agreement
with a water users’ association, by which the
association undertakes to perform. certain
work within certain maximum prices, the
work to become the property of the United
States upon acceptance? payment therefor
to be made by the ‘msoclation in certificates
of work performed, which certificates are to
be accepted by the United States in reduction of charges against particular tracts, as
an equitable apportionment thereof. 27 Op.
Atty. Gen. 591 ( 1909).
Where necessary canals, latds,
and
structures, properly a part of a Federal
irrigation system, cannot be constructed by
the United States because funds are not
available, a landowner may advance the
needed moneys to the United Statesz and he
may be later reimbursed, without interest,
by credits upon his water charges as they
become due. Departmental decision, October 8, 1919, Milk River project,
4. —Lands, exchssiou of
Under this section, articles of incorporation of Sdt River Valley Water Users’
Association an+ its contract with the United
States in construction
of the Salt River
project, Secretary of the Interior had au-
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thority to exclude lands lying wit~ln reclamation district and to cancel stock of owners
thereof in the association, on determining
that area of lands included in district was
greater than could be watered from supply
stored and developed by works constructed
or to be constructed. Salt Rive? VssZley
Water Users’ Ass’n v. Spicer, 236 Pac. 728,
28 Ariz. 296 (1925).
Determination
of the Secretary of the
Interior, in approving survey board’s exclusion of certain lands within Sdt River
Reclamation
District,
after determining
that area of land included in District was
greater than could be watered from supply stored and developed by works constructed or to be constructed, was not a
ministerial act, but exercise of discretion,
and not subject to review by the courts. Zbid.
Secretary of the Interior’s approvai of
survey board’s exclusion of certain lands
within Salt Mver
Reclamation
District,
whose owners had subscribed for stock
in association, formed to co-operate with
United States in construction of the project, and who had paid all assessments
levied, until their lands were excluded,
after determining
that area of land included in District was greater than muld
be watered from supply stored and develoFed by works then constructed or to
be constructed,
was valid, since: under
association’s articles of incorporation
and
its contract with the United States government, discretion of Secretary in excluding
land was to be based on water to be impounded and raised by works specificsdly
built or definitely determined to be built
at time of his action. Ibid.
5. 4tatus
pending completion
During the construction of a Government
project the temporary use of the canals of
an irrigation system purchased by the Government for conveying to lands water that
would otherwise be allowed to go to waste,
is not incompatible witi the purpose, but
is directIy in pursuance of the object for
which the property was acquired. Departmental decision, December 6, 1906.
The Reclamation
Service cannot, while
construction of a project is in progress, and
prior to the laying out of its canals, undertake to reexamine, at the instance of in~lvidual claimants, particular tracts fafling
within the project to ascertain whether or
not such tracts are capable of service from
its projected canals. Lewis Wilson, 42 L.D.
8 (1913). See also 48 L,D. 153. amendina
paragraph 13 of Generaf Reclamation C;:
cuiar of May 18, 1916.
Contracts by a water users’ association to
receive additional subscriptions to stock and
to grant water rights were not unauthorized,
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on the ground that the reclamation project
had been completed, and that the lands
proposed to be taken into the project were
not included in the area fixed and limited
by the Secretary of the Interior, under this
section, where the capacity of the project
to supply water for irrigation had been substantially enlarged, and such contracts had
been approved by the Secretary of the Interior under this section. Bethune v. Salt
Riuer Valley Water Users’ Ass’n., 227 Pac.
989,26 Ariz. 525 ( 1924).
11. Water servic+Generally
The provision in section 5 of the Reclamation Act of 1902 that “no right to the
use of water for land in private ownership
shall be sold” for more than 160 acres means
that the use of project facilities shall not be
made available to a single owner for service to more than 160 acres. Sections 4 and
5 of the 1902 Act, read together, indicate
that the “sale” referred to is not merely
a commercial transaction, but is the contract by which the government secures repayment and the water user obtains benefits resulting from construction
of the
federal project. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71
I.D. 496, 501 ( 1964), in re application of
excess land laws to ~rivate lands in Imperial Irrigation Dist;ict.
It is not optional with an entryman of
lands within a reclamation project to take
or refuse water service from the project;
but he is compelled to take the water service and to pay the charges fixed therefor.
Mangus Mi.kelson, 43 L.D, 210 ( 1914).
Agreements for the purchase of lands,
for water rentals, for conveyance of water rights, and similar instruments, contractual in form, relating to the adjus~ent
of vested water rights, executed in behalf
of the United States by some officer of the
Reclamation
Service for purposes within
the purview of Act of June 17, 1902, are unlawful when a member of Congress is a
party to or interested therein. 26 Op. Atty.
Gen. 537 !1908).
12. —Corporations
No applications will be received from corporations on reclamation
projects. That
Congress did not intend that the reclaimed
lands upon which the Government is expending the money of all the people should
be the subject of corporate contract is conclusively established by the fact that the
Secretary is authorized to fix the farm unit
on the basis of the amount of land that will
support a family. These lands are to be
the homes of families. But existing corporations to which water rights have heretofore
been granted should be permitted to continue without interference, and in view of
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past departmental decisions applications by
corporations pending at this date may be
allowed. Departmental decision, July 11,
1913, 42 L.D. 250. Pleasant Valley Farm
Co,, 42 L.D. 253 (1913).
Religious, edu~tional,
charitable, and
eleemosynary corporations are excepted
from the decision of July 11, 1913. Departmental decision, December 5, 1916.
If an individual owns lands for which
he makes water-right application duly accepted by the United States and the land is
later in good faith transferred to a corporation, the corporate owner is entitled thereafter to the same treatment as other landowners on a project. Departmental decision,
December 6, 1916, in re The Santaqum
Lime and Quarry CO.,
Truckee-carson.
There is no statute which prohibits a corporation from taking a reclamation entry
by assignment and there would be no objection to accepting the water-right application
of the corporation in such a case where its
intention is to protect its security in a loan
transaction and not to hold and cultivate
the land in com~etition with families. Great
Western Insura;ce Co., A–16335 (FebmaW
8, 1932).
13. —States and other public bodies
Agencies of a State government are entitled to become takers of water under a
reclamation project for the lands benefited.
Departmental decision, May 12, 1909.
An incorporated town orgamzed as a city
of the sixth class under the laws of the State
of California (General Laws, 1909, ch. 7,
p. 843) is entitled to make water-right application on the usual form to secure water
from a Federaf reclamation project for irrigating and beautifying a small tract of land
which it owns, located outside the city limits
and occupied by the septic tanks of the
municipality. Departmental decision, July
13, 1917, Orland.
14. —Servicemen
The status of one qualified to make watertight application under the reclamation act
of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), is not
changed by a temporary service away from
home in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps
of the United States, and a water-right
application executed by any such person at
any point where he may be engaged in the
line of duty may be received and approved
if othe~ise
found
acceptable.
Departmental decision, December 22, 1917, C.L.
720.
15. —Water users’ association
Where defendants over whose land certain irrigation ditches belonging to a government irrigation project were located
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became m;mbers of a water. users’ association which owned the project prior to
its incorporation in the government .wo.rk,
and one of the by-laws of the association
provided that such rules and regulations as
the Secretary of the Interior might promulgate relating to the administration and
use of the water should be binding on the
stockholders of the association, and the
Secretq
put into effect certain rules prohibiting water users from cutting the banks
of any canals or laterals and from taking
water therefrom except at places designated
by
the
gove~nment,
defendants
were
estopped to clam the right to break down
the bmks of a lateral ditch and take water
therefrom at a point not so designated, on
the ground that, because they owned the
fee in the soil of the ditch, they were entitled to take water at whatever point they
desired. United States v. Bunting, 206 Fed.
341 (D. Ore. 1913).
Where a water users’ association organized for the purpose .of guaranteeing payment of the construction cost of a Federaf
irrigation project, having executed a contract with the United States for that purpose, makes assessments against its mernhem
to raise a fund with which to conduct litigation to avoid paying project costs, ~he
LTnited States will not assist the associ?t?on
in collecting such assessment by requlrmg
prospective water users to show as a condition precedent to acceptance of water
that such assessments
right applications
have been paid. Departmental
decision,
May 4, 1918, Boise.
Subscriptions to water users’ association
stock were construed in Michelson
v. Miller, 26 P. 2d 378 (Idaho 1933) which outlines the history of the Payette-Boise Water
Users’ Association, Boise project. Michelson was the receiver of the association and
brought actions against various stockholders
of the association to foreclose liens. created
by assessments under stock subscription contracts to meet corporate expenses (not indebtedness to the United States). The defendants had refysed to sign. the “court
form” of water-right application contract
prescribed as a result of Payette-Boise Water
User< Assn. v. Cole, 263 Fed. 734 (D. Idaho
191 9) and alleged that by so doin= they
had lost their s~atus as stoekholders~ This
contention was not sustained, and the liens
were enforced,
together with deficiency
judgments where the land failed to sell for
sufficient to pay the assessments.
16. —Desert land entries
Lands held by virtue of a desert-land entry
are held in private ownership within the
meaning of the act, and the entryman or his
assignee is entitled to the same rights and
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privileges and is subject to the same conditions and fimitations, so far as right to the
use of water is conccrne~, as any other
owner of lands within the lrrigable area of
an irrigation project. Instructions, July 14,
1905, 34 L.D. 29. [See Act of June 27, 1906,
34 Stat. 519.]
17. —Equitable owner of bnd
Persons holding contracts to purchase
lands from a Sta~e, on deferred payments, no
conveyance of title to be made to the purchasers until full payment, are entitled, if
not in default and their contracts are in
good standing, to subscribe for and purchase
water rights under the reclamation act for
irrigation of such lands, subject to the provisions and limitations of that act. Instructions, September llY 1911, W L.D. 270.
18. —Carey Act lands
Individual owners of lands acquired under
the provisions of the Carey Act may be supplied with such additional water from reservoirs constructed under the reclamation act
as may be necessa~ to fully develop and
reclaim the irrigable po.r~ions of such lands,
subject to all the conditions governing the
right to the use of water under any particular project. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 35 L.D.
222 (1906).
19. —Conditions
The provision in the form for water-right
appl~cation by private landowner requiring
appllca.nt to agree t? grant and convey to
the Uruted States, or Its successors, all necessary rights of way for ditches, canals, ~tc.,
for or in connection with the project, IS a
proper requirement warranted by the spirit
and intent of the reclamation act, and an
applicant for water right will be required
to conform thereto as a condition to allowance of his application. C. M. Kirkpatrick,
42 L.D. 547 (1913).
The provision ~n the form of water-right
appllcatl?n by. private landowner requiring
hlm to bmd himself not to convey the land
wluntarily to any person not qualified under
the reclamation law to purchase a water
right, upon condition that the application
and any “freehold interest;’ sought to be
conveyed shall be subject to forfeiture, is a
reasonable and proper requirement, and an
applica~io? from wtilch such provision has
been ehmmated wII1 not be accepted. Ibid.
The provision i.n the form of water-right
appl:catlonby private landowner requiring
appllcant to agree that the Umted States,
or Its successors, shall have full control over
all ditches, gates, or other structures owned
or controlled by applicant and which are
necessary for the delivery of water, is in accordance with ‘departmental regulations, and
being a necessary incident to the proper
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management and operation of the project
by the United States or its successors, is
impliedly authorized by the reclamation act,
and a water-right applicant wifl be required
to conform thereto. Ibid.
Whatever may be the extent of the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
the case of a reclamation project, where
the charge for water and conditions of
purchase are announced in advance of construction as required by statute, he could
not exercise unlimited
power to determine the conditions on which water would
be supplied, where the project was constructed under the mutusd understanding
that landowners might procure water by
paying their ratable proportion of the cost
of construction
and submitting to other
eaual and reasonable conditions. PavetteB~ise Water Users’ Ass’n v. Cole, 263 F: 734.
(D. Idaho 1919).
20. —Quantity of water
An application for water for land in a
reclamation
project,
providing
that the
measure of the water right was that quantity
of water which should be beneficially used
for irrigation, not exceeding the share proportionate to irrigable acreage of the water
available as determined by the project manager or other proper officer during the irrigation season for the irrigation of lands
under the land unit, did not authorize the
project manager or other officer to decide
whether a landowner needed water, but
only to determine the amount of water actually available, but was too indefinite, and
landowners could not be required to execute
it as a condition of obtaining water. PayetteBoise Water Users’ Association v. Cole, 263
Fed. 734 (D. Idaho 1919).
21. —Reinstatement
Where a water-right application for land
held in private ownership has been canceled
for default in payment of building, operation, and maintenance charges, such application may be reinstated upon fdl payment
of Al accrued charges. Departmental decision, April 3, 1916,45 L.D. 23.
of water
22. —RentA
Water in irrigation canals constructed and
operated under the reclamation act, which
h= not become appurtenant to any land
and is not needed for irrigation?, may be
temporarily disposed of by lease, m the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, the
proceeds to become a part of the reclamation
fund. Alhambra Brick @ Tile Co., 40 L.D.
573 (1912).
As an emergency measure to save growing
crops, the director is authorized to supply
squatters upon withdrawn lands under the
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reclamation projects with water on a rental
baais, pending decision as to their rights to
the land, subject to the provision that water
shall be furnished only to such settiers as
file a certain designated application therefor.
Department decision, May 27, 1912.
Lands too rdkaline to produce profitable
crops may be’ supplied with water for a
nominal rental, in order to encourage washing the alkali from the soil. Departmental
decision, March 29, 1913, C,L. 88.
26. Public notic~enerally
The requirement of this section, that the
cost of a project shrdl be estimated and
apportioned
before construction,
may be
waived by setders and the Secretary of
the Interior, and was waived where there
was no formal compliance with such requirement and dl parties understood that
ultimately
the settiers would reimburse
the government for its actuaf and necessw
outlay. Payette-Boise
Water User<
Assn. v. Cole, 263 F. 734 (D. Idaho 1919).
The determination by the Secretary of
the Interior of the practicability of a project
and the making of the canstructian contracts
are conditions precedent to the estimate
of Gost and the public mtice, under this
section. Yuma County Water Users’ Assn. v.
Sch[echt, 262 U.S. 138 (1923).
Though there was a substantial and material difference between preliminary engineering estimates of the cost of an irrigation
project and a later estimate, the courts will
not interfere,. in the absence of some substantial showing that the action of the Secretary of the Interior in publishing notice
of charges based on such original estimates
was fraudulent or arbitrary or so erroneous
as to justify an inference of illegality or
wrongdoing, especially where the increaed
cost was due to unexpected physical difficul.
ties, higher wages, change of plans, increased mileage of canals, etc. Yuma County
Water Users’ Assn. v. Schlecht, 275 Fed. 885
\~t~3~
1921), affirmed 262 U.S. 138

,----,

.

A pubfic notice by the Secretary of the
Interior, specifying lands for wtilch water
would be furnished under an irrigation
project, the classes of charges themfor, and
the construction charge as $75 per acre
of irrigable land, payable in installments
as enumerated, was in accord with tKls
section, authorizing the SecretaW to give
public notice of the number of annual installments, to be determined with a view of
returning to the reclamation fund the “estimated cost” of the project, by which is
meant, not the actual, exact final sums paid
for construction, but such sums as it is believed after careful computation will cover
the expenses directly and fairly connected
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with the construction of the project. Yuma
County Water User< Assn. v. Schlecht, 275
Fed. 885 (9th Cir. 1921). affirmed 262
ti.S. 138 (1923).
“The Secretary of the Interior has no general statutory authority to suspend, even
temporarily, public notices issued by hlm
pursuant to section 4 of the Act of June 17,
1902, of lands irrigable under reclamation
projects, nor does he possess supervisory
power to do so in the absence of a specific
statute authorizing it. Shoshone Irrigation
project, 50 L.D. 223 ( 1923). [But see Act
of February 13, 1911, 36 Stat. 902, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw public notices issued under section 4
of the Reclamation Act.]
Contracts by water users’ association to
receive additional subscriptions to stock and
to grant water rights were not unauthorized,
on the ground that the reclamation project
had been completed, and that the lands proposed to be taken into the project were not
included in the area fixed and limited by
the Secretary of the Interior, under ~his
section. where the capacity of the proJect
to supnly water for irrigation had been substantially enlarged, and such contracts had
been approved by the Secretary of the Interior under the Act of Februaq
13, 1911.
Bethzne v. Salt River Valley Water Users’
Assn., 227 P. 989,26 Ariz. 525 ( 1924).
Under date of July 31, 1929, the department approved a reoomrnendation of the
commissioner, Bureau of Reclarnati.on,@
the effect that a new entryman t~mg up
land under the Belle Fourche project where
a prior entry has been canceled after payment of only one construction charge installment. would be reauired at the time of
makl~g entry to pay- such first installment
and the remaining installments would be
collect ed by the irrigation district under its
contract with the United States. TKIS plan
dispenses with a public notice.in cases where
a district has assumed the obhgation of paying charges at fixed rates.

section, and, though relied upon by the
water-users m subjecting their lands to the
project, do not bind or estop the government
from afterwards fixing the construction
charges against the lands pursuant to this
section, in accordance with a higher estimate arrived at in the light of further investigation and experience.
Yuma County
Water Users’ Assn. v. Schlecht, 262 U.S.
138 (1923).
Under this section, correspondence
between the Secretary Qf the Interior and offitials of the Reclamation Service. relative
to estimates of the cost prior to the date of
a contract between the landowners and the
United States, for the payment thereof
could not be regarded as a public notice to
the former, nor as binding on the Government. Yuma County Water Users’ Assn. v.
Schlecht, 275 Fed. 885, (9th Cir. 1921),
affirmed 262 U.S. 138 (1923).

27. —What constitutes
This section contemplates a precise and
formal pubfic notic~, stating the lands irrigable under a prolect, the Emit of area
for each entry, the charges per acre, the
number of annual installments, and the
time when uavmen~ shafl commence. Yuma
County W~te~ User~ Assn. v. Schlecht, 262
U:S. 138 (1923).
“Preliminary, tentative opinions of the cost
of constructing projected irrigation works,
expressed by govertient
engineers and officials in official correspondence
and in
statements at a meeting of prospective
water-users, do not constitute the estimate
of cost, or the public notice, required by this
267–06 7+72 —vol. I— 7.

29. —Amendment of
Where after application for water rights
for the irrigable area of a farm unit, under
the terms and for the acreage fixed in the
published notice, a second notice is given
showing an increased irrigable area in the
farm unit and fixing a different rate per
acre, the applicant is entitled to complete
payment for the area originally fixed at the
rate specified in the first notice, but as to
water right for the additiona 1 irrigable
acreage shown by the second notice, he will
be required to pay at the rate fixed in the
latter notice, Walter L. Minor, 39 L.D. 351
(1910).
Upon the issuance of public notices pur-

28. —When required
The time within which the notice may be
given, after determination of the practicability of the project and the making of construction contracts, is left to the sound
discretion of the Secretary; and he may
delav the notice while the auestion of cost
rem~ins in doubt. Yuma ‘County Water
Users’ Assn. v. Schlecht,
262 U.S. 138
{ ~~?~ ), affirming 275 Fed. 885 (9th Cir.
lYLIJ.

The time of giving public notice of
charges under section 4 of the Reclamation
Act after the letting of the contracts is left
to the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, and notice might reasonably be
delayed until the completion of the project.
Moreover,
when a contract
fixing the
amount and terms of payment of instruction costs is entered into with an irrigation
district pursuant to the Act of May 15,
1922, there was no purpose to be sewed by
issuing the public notice. Lincoln Land Co.
v. Goshen Irr. Dist., 42 Wyo. 229, 293 Pac.
373,376, 378–79 ( 1930).
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suant to section 4 of the Reclamation Act of
June 17, 1902, the construction
charges
specified in the notices become fixed charges
against the lands, and the acceptance and
approval Of water-right applications in a
sense create a contractual relation between
the applicants and the United States for
the payment of the charges by the water
users and the furnishing of irrigation water
by the Government &at cannot be changed
except with the oonsent of both parties.
~~~2~)ne irrigation project, 50 L.D. 223
36. Charg-enerdly
The Department of the Interior is without authority to charge interest on the return of costs allocated to irrigation because
Congress h= not specifically
autborbed
such charge. Letter of Acting Commissioner
Lineweaver to Mr. William A. Owen, February 12, 1952.
The SecretaV of the Interior can ordy
make such charges to reimburse reclamation
fund for construction of a project as are
provided for in this section. Fox u. Ickes,
137 F.2d 30, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 84 (1943),
cert. denied 320 U.S. 792,
The practice of the department in fing
a definite charge per acre in each project
to cover this cost of construction, and to
assess annually a specific amount per acre
for operation and maintenance, collecting
the same from the landowners, is correct.
27 Op. Atty. Gen. 360 (1909).
Settlers on lands within an irrigation
project, with the understanding that water
shall be supplied to their lands and that
the cost of the works wfll be assessed against
them, are not concluded by the decision of
the Secretary of the Interior as to what their
interest in the works shall be nor as to what
sum shall be assessed against their lands for
cost of construction, but have rights which
may be judicially
determined.
PayetteBoise Water Users’ Assn. v. Bond, 269
F. 159 (D. Idaho 1920).
In decision A–32702, of September 14,
1935, the Comptroller General held that the
reclamation fund could not be reimbursed
for expenditures made over a period of
prior years for surveys and investigations of
the All-American canal, California, as the
allotment for construction of this canaf was
secured under the N. I. R.A., an emergency
relief measure to quickly increase employment, and that most of this preliminary work
seemed to be general investigations chargeable only to the reclamation fund.
The revolving fund features of section 4
are not applicable to nonreimbursable funds
expended in connection with a reclamation
project (Deschutes project). Letter of Act-
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ing Attorney General to Secretary of the
Interior, September 7, 1937.
In letter dated February 18, 1918, the
United States Commissioner
of Internal
Revenue holds that payments covering the
construction charges on Federd reclama~ion projects are not allowable deductions in
income-tax
returns as the water rights
secured by the payment of such charges are
perpetual in nature, and the amount so
paid should be added to the capital investment in order to determine the gain or loss
resulting from the transaction upon subsequent disposaf of the land and water
rights, As to the operation and maintenance
charges the commissioner holds them to be
an ?rdinary and necessary expense of doing
business, and that the amounb so paid are
deductible in the income-tax returns.
In case the actual cost of a reclamation
project exceeds the estimated cost of construction,. it is the duty of the Secretary of
the Interior to revise the estimate and make
the charges sufficient to reimburse the reclamation fund for the cost of construction.
Mangus Mickelsen, 43 L.D. 210 ( 1914).
37. —Contracts
Where a reclamation project was constructed with the mutual understanding that
settlers would reimburse the Government
for the actual outlay, and contracts had
been made to supply irrigation districts
and others with water, settlers were entitled to some authoritative description of
the property to which their rights related,
and a definition of the extent of their interest in the project, before they could be
required to pay and to have from an authoritative source and of record a declaration
of the cost of the project and of the portion of wtilch it was intended they should
become the beneficial owners, and could be
required to pay the cost only of such portion of the works, or such interest therein
as was set apart for the use of their lands.
Payette-Boise
Water Users’ Assn. v. Cole,
263 F. 734 (D. Idaho 1919).
Where instead of estimating and apportioning the cost of a reclamation ~roiect
befor~ construction, it was mutually ‘un~erstood that the setflers would reimburse the
Government for the actual cost, they were
chargeable with the actual cost onl~, and
the Secretary of the Interior was without
discretion in fixing the charge, the actual
cost of the project being a matter for judicial
investigation
and
determination.
Payette-Botie
Water Users’ Assn. v. Cole,
263 F. 734 (D. Idaho 1919).
Under a ~ontract by which the government took over the canal system of an irrigation company for the purpose of incorporating
it in a larger government
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project, and providing that “an equitable
proportion of the cost of maintaining and
operating the system of irrigation works
which may be constricted
by the United
States on the south side of the Boise Valley, as may be determined by the Secretary of the Interior, shsdl be paid to the
United
States by the holders of said
certificates of stock,” the fact that during
the construction of the government project
the manager made charges for water furnished such stockholders on a different
basis d~d not affect the right and duty
of the Secretary, after completion of the
project, to make the apportionment as expressly provided in the contract. New York
Canal Co. v. Bond, 273 F. 825 (D. Idaho
1921).
Where a contract between a water users’

obligations
of contract signed by water
users’ predecessors
in interest, was not
rendered “moot” by Secre~s
revocation
of notice, where Secretary stilI intended to
impose such charge. Fox v. Ickes, 137 F. 2d
30, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 84 ( 1943), cert.
denied 320 U.S. 792.
Where a new reservoir was constructedin

associationand the United Statesprovides
that the associationwill promptly collect
or require payment for that part of the
cost of a reclamationproject which shti
be apportioned by the Secretary of the
Interior to its shareholders,and also that
paymentsfor the water rights will be made

Us. 792.
39.—Items included

and enforced by proper means, the fact
that the cost is greater than was estimated
cannot be urged as a ground for equitable
refief, Yuma ~oursty Water users’ Assn. v.
Schlecht, 275 F. 885, (9th Cir. 1921), affirmed 262 U.S. 138 (1923).
38. — I ncreaae
Under tKIs section, the cost is to be estimated and apportioned before construction, and in case of settlement under such
conditions the price cannot be later increased though the published estimate is
insufficient to cover the actuaf cost. PayetteBoise Water Userti Assn. v. Cole, 263 F. 734
(D. Idaho 1919).

Where the Secretirv of the Interior in
the exercise of his dis~tion

withdrew

cer-

tain hinds from an irrigation project and
confined it to the area described in the
pubfic notice to the landownersfiected,
the latter, who contractedto pay for that
part of the cm,t which should be apportioned to them by the Secretary,could not
restrainthe local reclamationofficersfrom
turningoff the water for failure to pay an
assessmentin excess of the original estimate and of the actuafvafueof work to be
constructed,on the ground the system was
not completed when the suit was fled.
Yuma
County
Water
UserY Assn.
v.
Schlecht,
275 F. 885 (9th Cir. 1921),
affirmed 262 U.S. 138 (1923).
Action to enjoin the Secretary of the
Interior from carrying out his intention as
expressed in notice, to make charge for
water distributed to land which was over
and above amount determined to be within

violation of the provisionsof reclamation
law regarding constructioncharges,water
userswere entitledto injunctionrestraining
Secretary of the Intersor from imposmg
rend charge on any water which Secretary determinesmight be used on plaintiff
users’ land, in order to pay construction
costs in tie reservoirsystemof the project
above the constructioncharge authorizedly
fixed. Fox v. Ickes, 137 F. 2d 30, 78 U.S.
App. D.C. 84 ( 1943), cert. denied 320

The United States may assess operation
and maintenance
charges against water
users as well as construction charges. To
hold otherwise woufd greatiy deplete, if not
entirely consume, the Reels mation Fund,
thus diverting the proceeds of the public
domain to the payment of local expenses.
This interpretation of the Reclamation Act
has been recognized by Congress. Swigart v.
Baker, 229 U.S. 187 (1913).
The purpose of t~ls Act is to encourage
the settlement and cdtivation
of public
lands, and it contemplates that such lands
may be entered on as soon as the irrigation
system is so far completed that water may
be furnished thereon for irrigation purposes; and when the act empowers the
Secretary of the Interior to fix and determine the charges against the land, it must
have intended that he should cover tie cost
of maintenance and operation wtie in control of the United States as wdl as construction. United States v. Cantrall, 176 F. 949
(G.C. Ore. 1910).
The provision’ in forms for the watertight applications requiring payment by applicant of “betterment”
or maintenance
charges is a proper requirement under the
reclamation laws, and tie fact that at the
time entry was made there was no specific
mention of “betterment”
charges in the
water-right application forms then in use
will not relieve the entrysnan from payment
of betterment
charges
legally
assessed
against his land. C. M. Kirkpatrick, 42 L.D.
547 (1913).
The cost of drainage work done for the
benefit of lands in the project, or to protect
other lands from conditions resufting from
the construction and operation of the project, was chargeable against the project
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lands. Payette-Boise Water Users’ Assn. v.
Cole, 263 F. 734 (D. Idaho 1919).
While administrative
mpenses of the
reclamation service, such as s~ries
of the
administrative officers and of those who
assisted them in the performance of administrative duties, are. not chargeable as part
of the cost of a proJect, the cost of services
rendered to that particular project, such as
the keeping of its accounts, preparation of
engineering
specifications,
or purchasing

and forwardingsupplies,whethersuchservices are renderedat the place of the project or elsewhere,or for such project done
or in connection with others,in such case
prorative,is properly chargeableas a Part
of its cost. Payette-Boise Water User< Assn.
v. BOnd, 269 F. 159 (D. Idaho 1920).
The full amount of the claim of a contractor on an irrigation project, which is
being contested by the Government in be
cannot
properly
be
Court
of Claims,
charged to the settlers as a part of the cost
of the project. “It is a matter of common
knowledge that such $laims are usually
susceptible to compromise and adjustment,
and if the settlers are to be charged with
a specific amount, the best settlement possible should have been made. * ~ * If the
reclamation officials and the plaintiff cannot agree as to the proper amount to be
charged
on account
of the contingent
liability, or if a settlement agreeable to all
parties cannot be made with the claimants,
the fdl claim should be permitted to stand
as a charge only upon condition and with
the understanding that, in case the Government
is successful
in defeating
it,
appropriate credit be given the settlers.”
Payette-Boise
Water Users’ Assn. v. Bond,
269 F. 159 (D. Idaho 1920).

40. —Apportionment
Where the irrigable area of a legal subdivision embraced in an entry within a
reclamation project is shown on the duly approved farm-unit plat to be greater than the
entire area of such Iegsd subdivision shown
on the prior township plat, applications for
water rights and payments therefor should
be made on the basis of the actual irrigable
area, and not on the basis of the acreage
shown on the township plat. ]. E. Enman, 40
L.D. 600 (1912).
An applicant for water rights under a
reclamation project is required to pay for
water for the entire irrigable area of his
entry as shown on the plat upon wKlch the
construction charges were apportioned; and
where mistake in the plat is alleged as to
the irrigable area of the entw, application
for correction thereof should be made to the
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local officer of the Reclamation
Service.
Williston Land Co., 39 L.D. 2 ( 1910).
[But see Regulations for Minidoka project,
approved March 6, 1916.]
No deduction from the irri~able area
subject to water charges will be made “on account of easements for Klghways or irrigating ditches. Williston hnd Co., 39 L.D. 2
( 1910).
[But see Reclamation
Cireufar
Letter No. 569, July 11, 1916.]
The Reclamation Act provides that the
cost of the project shall be imposed upon the
land benefited equitably, which is to say
ratably. No authority exists in the Reclamation Act, either in express terms or by
necessary implication, that some of the lands
benefited might be required to contribute
one sum and other lands a greater or less
sum., for such rule of apportionment would
be inequitable and not ratable. Op. Asst.
Atty. Gen., October 25, 1910, In re Presser
Falls L. @ P. Co. (Yakiia)
; Williston
Land Co., 37 L.D. 42a. [But see Op. Atty.
Gen., May 1, 1911 (Lower Yellowstone),
with accompanying papers, in effect to the
contrary.]
- - Where landowners within a reclamation
project outside of an irrigation district are
charged $aO per acre, while those within the
district are charged only $70, because of the
possibility that all those outside the district
will not take water, those paying such higher
price are entitled to the additional service
for which they pay, and if seven-eighths of
the acreage takes water, they are entitled to
the water rights for the entire acreage.
Payette-Boise
Water Userd A.ssn. v. Cole,
263 F. 734 (D.C. Idaho 1919).
In computing the acreage on which the
cost of an irrigation project was to be
charged, a general deduction
from the
lands within the limits of the project of
10,000 acres, because it was “estimated”
that such quantity would prove incapable
of irrigation, because rough or sandy or
from seepage, was not justified, where no
land was described and excluded, and afl
lands within the project were equally entitled to water if demanded, and where
specific tracts had already been excluded
as non-irrigable. ~ayette-Boise Water Users’
Assn. v. Bond, 269 F. 159 (D. Idaho 1920).
41. —Payment
A successful contestant of an entry within a reclamation project will be required, in
making entry in exercise of his preference
right, to pay the building charge obtaining
at the time his application is filed, and is’
not entitled to the rate in effect when the
former entry was made nor to credit for
the payments made by the former ent~-,
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man. Henry A. Schroeder, 40 L.D. 458
(1912).
Where after entry of a farm unit within
a reclamation project the farm-unit plat is
amended and the entryman in conforming
his entry to the amended pIat retains only
part of the land originally entered he is
entitled to have the payments theretofore
made on account of building charges and
on account of the Indian price for the land
credited to the retained portion, but is not
entitled to have the payments on account
of operation and maintenance so credited.
Eugene F. Windecker, 41 L.D. 389 ( 1912).
There is nothing in the act to prohibit a
graduated scale of the annual payments required of users of water from projects constructed thereunder, and in all cases where
it is deemed advisable this plan of payment
may be adopted. Instructions, August 16,
1905, 34 L.D. 78.
42. —Waiver,
extension and other relief
Water may be furnished without operation and maintenance
charge for the
irrigation of the grounds about country
schoolhouses upon reclamation projects, Departmental decisions, January 11, 1912, and
October 24, 1919.
When the Secretary of the Intezior has
fixed the number of installments to be paid
for a ,water right and the time of payment,
he is without authority to suspend payment
of same in case the alkali has risen to the
surface of the soil and interfered with tie
crop returns from the land. Departmental
decision, In re Sam Hammond
(TruckeeCarson), September 24, 1909. See regulations of the Secretary, August 11, 1915,
governing extension of relief to water users
whose lands are temporarily affected by
seepage, alkafi, etc., to such an extent as to
render them impracticable
of profitable
Cultivation.
Water cannot be furnished from a reclamation project to a State experiment
‘farm free of charge. Departmental decision,
September 15, 1909, In re Zdaho State
Experiment Farm.
The relinquishment of a homestead entry within the irrigable area of an irrigation
Project, where the eutryman is in default
in the payment of any annual installment,
does not refieve the land of such charge,
and a succeeding entryman takes it subject
thereto. Instructions,
July 16, 1906, 35
L.D. 29.
Except where specifically authorized by
law, the Secretary of tie Interior is not empowered to grant extensions of time, either
directly or indirectly, for the payment of
charges accruing from individud
water
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users upon reclamation projects. Shoshone
irrigation project, 50 L.D. 223 ( 1923).
43. <ollection
A corporation with wtilch, as the representative of its shareholders, who are
parties accepted by the United States as
holders of water rights in a project under
the Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902, the
United States makes a contract for the
benefit of such shareholders relative to the
supply of water to and the dues to be paid
by the shareholders, and which covenants
in the contract to collect dues for the
United States and guarantees the payment
thereof, is a proper party plantiff in a
suit to enjoin officers of the United States
from collecting unlawful charges from the
shareholders, turning the water from their
lands, and canceling their wawr rights and
homestead rights because they faii to pay
such charges. Magruder v. Belle Fourche
Valley Water Users’ Assn., 21g F. 72, 133
C.C.A. 524 (8th Cir. 1914).
A suit was brougbt by the United States
in the Wyoming Federal District Court to
recover maintenance
charges,
including
charges for 1922, 1923, and 1924. The defendant had failed to pay charges for prior
years or for the years 1922 to 1924, and the
water had been shut off. Defendant” maintained that for 1922, 1923, and 1924 he
did not receive water, and therefore that for
these three years he could not be charged
for the use of it. The court tied
that the
Secretary, being authorized to make’ rules
and regulations for the government of irrigation
projects,
and
fix maintenance
charges, providing the manner in which
they shall be paid, the obligating of the defendant became fixed and definite and is
recoverable in an action brought for fiat
purpose. United States v. Parkins, 18 F. 2d
643 ( 1926), Wind River (Indian) project.
Where the Secretary of the Interior in
the exercise of his discretion withdrew certain land from an irrigation project and
confined it to the area described in the
public notice to the lando~ers
affected,
the latter, who contracted to pay for that
part of the cost which should be apportioned
to them by the Secretary, could not re.
strain the local reclamation officers from
turning off the water for failure to pay an
assessment in excess of the original estimate
and of the actual value of work to be constructed, on the ground that the system was
not completed when the suit was filed.
Yuma
County
Water
Userf
Assn. v.
Schlecht,
275 F. 885 (9th Cir. 1921),
firmed
262 U.S. 138 (1923).
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Sec. 5. [Reclamation
requirements for entrymen-No
water for more than
160 acres of private lands in one ownershipResidence
of landowner-Receipts
to reclamation fund. ] —The entryman upon kds
to be irrigated by such works
shall, in addition to compliance with the homestead laws, reclaim at least onehalf of the total irrigable area of his entry for agricultural purposes, and before
receiving patent for the lands covered by his entry shall pay to the Government
the charges apportioned against such tract, as provided in section 4. No right
to the use of water for land in private ownership shall be sold for a tract exceeding 160 acres to any one landowner, and no such sale shall be made to any
landowner unless he be an actual bona fide resident on such land, or occupant
thereof residing in the neighborhood of said land, and no such right shall permanently attach until all payments therefor are made, All moneys received from
the above sources shall be paid into the reclamation fund. (32 Stat. 389; $1,
Act of December 16, 1930, 46 Stat. 1029; $8, Act of September 6; 1966, 80
Stat. 639; 43 U.S.C. $$392,431,
439)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
So much of the first sentence as states the requirement for an entryman to reclaim one-half of the irrigable area
for agricultural purposes is codified in section 439, title 43 of the U.S. Code. The
second sentence is codified as section 431,
and the last sentence as section 392.
1966 Asnendsnenti Commissions. Section
8 of Public Law 89–554, the Act of September 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 639, repealed
what was originally the fifth and last sentence of the section, which read as follows:
“Re@sters and receivers shall be allowed
the usual commissions on dl moneys paid
for lands entered under this act.” The sentence was previously codified as section 381,
title 43 of the U.S. Code. Public Law 89554 codified title 5 of the U.S. Code relating to Government
Organization
and
Employees.
1930 Amendment
Payment and Forfeiture. Seetion 1 of the Act of December 16,
1930, 46 Stat. 1029, repealed what was
originally the tilrd sentence of the section
which read as follows:
“The ann:af installments shall be paid to the receiver of
the local land office of the district in which
the land is situated, and a failure to make
any two payments when due shall render
the entry subject to cancellation, with the
forfeiture of dl rights under this Act, as
well as of any moneys already paid hereon.”
The sentence was previously codified as

section 476, title 43 of the U.S. Code. The
first part of the sentence was superseded by
section 4 of the Act of August 9, 1912, which
authorized the Secret~
to designate fiscal
agents to whom shall be paid sums due on
reclamation entries and water nghfi. The
last part of the sentence, relating to cancellation and forfeiture for nonpayment, was
superseded by section 3 of the Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914. Both the 1912 and
1914 Acts appear herein in chronological
order.
1914 Supplementary Provision: Recbmation and Cultivation,
Section 8 of the
Reclamation ,Extension Act of 1914, which
app~ars herein in chronological order, au.
thorues the Secretary to require reclamation and cultivation of one-fourth the irrigable area within three years, and one-half
the irrigable area within five years, of the
filing of the water-right
application
or
entry.
1912 Supplemental
Provision:
Payments for Patents and Water-Right Certificates. The Act of August 9, 1912, provides
that a patent and a final water-right certificate may be issued upon payment of all
charges due at the time, with a lien in
favor of the United States attaching to the
land and water rights for the payment of all
sums due or to become due the United
States. The Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPXNKONS
Reclamation
Generally
Homestead
Interest of
Minerals

of entry
1-10
1
laws 3
entryman
2
4

Excess land laws
11-30
Assessment of excess lands
15
Constitutionality
12
Construction with other kws
Defivery of water
18
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Generally
11
Standing to sue 16
State faws
14
Vested water rights
17
Ownership of excew lands
31A0
Coalescence of holdings
32
Corporations
34
Fed&ral government
35
Generally
31
Hmband and wife
33
Joint operations
36
Residency of landowner
41-45
Generally
41
Payment of charges
4&55
Generally
46
Litigation to enjoin co~ection
Nonirr&able lands 48
Overdu~ payments
47

49

1. Reclamation
of entry-Gener~y
Order withdrawing land from entry under
section 3, reclamation act, did not refieve
entryman from the duty of reclaiming lad
under section 5, reclamation act, and complying with homestead law as to residence
and cultivation
under Revised Statutes,
United’ States, sections 2289-2291,
2297,
prior to amendment of 1912, where the
land officials made a public announcement
that the withdrawals of lands were not permanen:, but were for the purpose of enabling
prelirmnary investigations to be made as
to feasi~llity of irrigation project. Bo wen v.
Hickey, 53 Cd. App. 250, 200 Pac. 46
( 1921), cert. denied 257 U.S. 656 (1921).
2. —Intereat of entryman
Under provisions of this section that
entrymau upon lands in a reckunation project before receiving patent shall, in addition to compliance with the homestead laws,
reclaim at least one-half of total irrigable
area and pay charges, an apphcation
to
make reclamation homestead entry and the
acceptance of it by the United States constitute a “contract” to the effect that when
.entryman has complied with legal requirements as to residence on and cultivation
and reclamation of his land, and made acceptable proof of his comp~inc~,
government will issue a patent evidencing entryman’s ownership of the land. ]olley v. Mini.doka County, 106 P. 2d 865, 61 Idaho 696
(1940).
\----,

-

Under the Act of April 21, 1928, 45 Stat.
-439, lands of a homestead entryman after
compliance with all requirements of homestead laws as to residence, improvement
and cultivation, but before final proof of
recltiation
of land is made, are subject to
t=ation by state and pofitical subdivisions,
regardless of when homestead entry was
made, Jolley u. Minidoka County, 106 P. 2d
%65, 61 Idaho 696 ( 1940).
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Lands entered within a reclamation project are not subject to State taxation before
the equitable title has passed to the entryman; and that title does not pass until the
conditions of reclamation and payment of
water charges due at time of final proof,
imposed by the amended reclamation act,
have been fulfilled in addition to the requirements of the homestead act. Irwin v.
Wright, 258 U.S. 219 ( 1922), overruling
United States v. Canyon County, 232 Fed.
985 (D. Idaho 1916) ad Cheney v. Minidoka County, 26 Idaho 471, 144 Pac. 343
( 1914), which held that the entryman has
a t=able interest after compliance with the
requirements of the homestead laws but
before compliance with the additional requirements of the reclamation act. Accord:
Wood v. Canyon County, 253 P. 839, 43
Idaho 556 ( 1927). Casey u. Butte Co., 217
N.W. 508 (S. Dak. 1927). But see Act of
April 21, 1928.
3. —Homestead laws
The provisions of the three-year home.
stead act of June 6, 1912, 37 Stat. 123, respecting cultivation, have no application to
entries made under the reclamation act; but
the reclamation laws require, as a prerequisite to the issuance of final certificate and
patent, that the entryman shall have reclaimed, for agricultural purposes, at least
one-half of the total irrigable area of his
entry and paid all reclamation charges at
that time due. Wilbur Mills, 42 L.D. 534
(1913).
The provisions of the three-year homestead law respecting cultivation do not apply
to entries made subject to the reclamation
act. Rosa Voita, 43 L.D. 436 ( 1914).
Upon the death of an entryman who has
made satisfactory homestead finaf proof on
a reclamation farm unit, the homestead becomes a part of his estate and as such subject to distribution, and is not an unperfected entry subject to the provisions of
section 2291, Revised Statutes. The conditions imposed by the reclamation act as to
reclamation, payment of charges, and filing
of water-right application me conditions not
of homestead law or proof but arising out of
reclamation and imposed as a further requirement. Heirs of Wm. L. Natzger, 46
L.D, 61 ( 191 7). See also Edward Pierson,
47 L.D. 625 (1921).
4. —Minerals
When land within a reclamation homestead entry upon which final reclamation
proof has not been submitted is reported as
prospectively valuable for oil and gas, the
owner of the entry is correctly required to
file consent to a reservation in the United
States of the oil and gas in the land covered
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by the entry. L.S. Strahan, A–26716 (August21, 1953).
When land within a reclamation homestead entry upon which final reclamation
nroof
has not been submitted and final. ePr--...
tlficate has not issued is repofied as prospectively valuable for oil and gas, the claimant
to the Iand is correctly required to file
consent to a reservation in the United
States of the oil and gas in the I?nd included within the entry. Jean W. Rzchards,
A-26718
(June 30, 1953).
Where a person applies for the reinstatement of his cance!ed homestead entry and
it then appears upon the basis of the available geological data that the land covered
by the entry is not valuable for oil and gas,
the applicant should not be required to
execute an oil and gas waiver as a condition
precedent to the reinstatement of the entry.
Carl O. Olsen, A-26432 (October 7, 1952).
11. Excess land laws-Generally
Nothing in the Reclamation Aet of 1902
or its legislative history suggests that private
landowners with water rights could participate in a. project, pay their share of its
cost, but be exempt from acreage limitation.
Sohcitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 502
( 1964), in re application of excess land
kws to private Iands in Imperial Irrigation
District.
‘The provision in section 5 of the Recla.- the
mation Act of 1902 that “no right to
tise of water for land in private ownersh-ip
shall be sold” for more than 160 acres means
that the use of project facilities shall not be
made available to a single owner for service
to more than 160 acres. Sections 4 and 5 of
the 1902 Act, read together, indicate that
the “sale” referred to is not merely a commercial transaction, but is the contract by
which the government secures repayment
and the water user obtains bene~ts resul}ing
from construction of the federal proJect.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 501
( 1964), in re application of excess land laws
to private lands in Imperial
Irrigation
District.
Congress, in establishing a limitation on
the size of entries on public lands under section 3 of the Reclamation Act of 1902, and
on the maximum acreage for which a watertight could be ?cquired under section 5 of
that Act, had as lts purpose to provide homes
on the arid lands of the West, the prevention
of land monopoly, and the avoidance of land
speculation.
Solicitor Barry Opinion,
68
I.D. 372, 378 (1961 ), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River
projects.
The drainage system authorized by reclamation law is that which will provide drainage necessary to the successful operation of
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the complete project? and as a general matter the acreage limitations of the law do
not apply to it. Memorandum
of Chief
May 12,
~(;~l
Fix to Commissioner,
12. —Constitutiontilty
This section providing that no right to use
of water should be sold for lands in excess
of 160 acres in single ownership is not unconstitutional as a denial of due process and
equal protection of the law, and does not
amount to a taking of vested property rights
both in land and irrigation district water
or discriminate between nonexcess and excess landowners.
Ivanhoe
Irr. Dist. v.
M. Cra.ken, 357 U.S. 275 ( 1958).
13. —Construction with other laws
The provisions of reclamation law of general application dealing with land limitations include section 5 of the Act of June 17,
1902, sections 1 and 2 of the Warren Act
of. 1911, section 3 of the Act of August 9,
1912, section 12 of the Reclamation Extension Act of 1914, and section 46 of the
Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926. Soiicitor
Barry Opinio?, 71 I.D. 496, 501 ( 1964).,
in re application of excess land laws to private lands in Imperial Irrigation Dish-ict;
Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–33902
(May
31,,1945 ), in re applicability of excess land
provisions to Coachella Valley lands.
Section 46 of the 1926 “Act and section 12
of the 1914 Act deal specifically with the
breakup of pre-existing holdings, while the
1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevmt to the
issue of the effect of excess land limitations
on the coalescence of holdings. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375, 376, 390j
404 ( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River projects.
The excess land limits of generaf reclamation law do not apply to projects established under the Water Conservation and
Utilization Act. The farm units established
by the Secretary maybe greater or less than
160 acres. Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–
34062 (August 9, 1945), in re Bahnorhea
project.
14. —State laws
Section 8 of the 1902 Act does not override the excess land provisions of section 5,
nor compel the United States to deliver
water on conditions imposed by the State.
It merely requires the United States to comply with state law when, in the construction
and operation of a reclamation project, it
becomes necessary for it to acquire water
rights or vested interests therein. But the
acquisition of water rights must not be confused with the operation of Federal projects.
Ivanhoe Irr. D&t. v. J!cCTacken, 357 U.S.
275, 291-2 (1958).
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15. —Assessment of excess kds
A corporate landowner which, as required
by section 12 of the Reclamation Extension
Act of 1914, agreed to dispose of its excess
lands, could not, after construction of the
project, escape assessment of such lads by
an irrigation district under state law on the
grounds that its lands were not benefited.
Lincoln Land Co. v. Goshen Irr. Dist., 42
Wyo. 229,293 Pac. 373 (1930).
Irrigable lands in excess of 160 acres, in
the sole ownership of a corporation, which
are shown by the general trend of the evidence to be benefited by an irrigation project so that their value becomes enhanced
thereby, are properly included within the
irrigation district and assessable accordingly,
notwithstanding
the inability under the
Federd laws of the owner to receive water
for more than 160 acres, as the basis of
special improvement taxation is property
benefit independent of ownership conditions.
Shoshone ITT. Dist. v. Lincoln Land Co., 51
F. 2d 128 (D. WYO. 1930).
There is no merit to the contention by
defendant, in an action contesting the outcome of an election of governor of a district
of the Sdt River Valley Water Users Assothat landowner’s
constitutional
ciation,
rights will be invaded by granting fiem
water rights for only 160 acres while subj ecting their entire acreage to assessments
according
to benefits. Saylor v. Gray, 41
Ariz. 558, 20 P. 2d 441 ( 1933).
In an action of foreclosure brought by the
Enterprise Irrigation District against the
Enterprise” Land & Investment Co. t~ foreclose
delinquency-assessment
certificates
issued for delinquent assessments over a
period of several years, the defendant company, owner of more than 160 acres of
‘irrigable land within the district, interposed
a defense of fraud on the part of the district
directors, These officers were charged with
constructi~e fraud in assessing benefits to
“lands which could not receive water for
irrigation from works constructed by the
United States because of the ineligibility
of the owner to receive water under rules
imposed by section 5 of the act of June 17,
1902, limiting the furnishing of water from
such works to lands in single ownership in
excess of 160 acres. The defense was denied
by the trial court, whose decision was reversed by the . Supreme ~ourt of Oregon,
the latter holding that the answer stated a
valid defense to the foreclosure
action.
Enterprise Irrigation
Dist. v. Enterprise
Land & Investment Co., 300 Pac. 507 (Ore.
193 1). But see Klamath County v. Colonial
Realty Co., 7 P. 2d 976, 139 Ore. 311
( 1932) in which the same court under a
31ightly different state of facts, reached a
different
conclusion,
and in which s~d
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court now appears to be in harmony in this
matter with the courts of the other arid
states and with its own earlier decisions.
16. —Standing to sue
There is nothing in the excess land statutes to indicate that Congress intended to
confer a fitigable right upon private persons
claiming injury from the Secretary of the
Interior’s failure to discharge his duty to
the pubfic. Turner v. Kings River Conservation Dist,, 360 F. 2d 184, 198 (9th Cir.’
1966).
17. —Vested water rights
In connection with the purchase of a
partially completed canal system from a private company as part of the Umatdla reclamation project, the provision of section 5
of the Act of June 17, 1902, restricting the
sale of a right to use water for land in private ownership to not more than one hundred and sixty acres, does not prevent allowing the continued flowage through the canal
to be constructed under the project of water
for 300 acres covered by a vested water
right which is not acquired for the project,
inasmuch as no sale of such water is involved. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34 L.D. 351
(1906).
The departmental regulation, currently.
found at 43 ,CFR 230.70, which provides
that section 5 of the Act of June 17, 1902,
does not prevent the recognition of a vested
water right for more than 160 acres and
the protection of same by allowing the continued flowing of the water covered by the
right through works constructed
by the
Government under appropriate regulations
and charges, applies only to special situations where existing physical facilities or
water rights are acquired under the authority of section 10 of the 1902 Act for incorporation in a project and where the lands
to which the water right appertains are
not included
within that project.
Thii
regulation was intended as a codification of
the. Opinion of Assistant Attorney General,
34. L.D. 351 (1906). Soficitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 511-12, note 29 ( 1964),
in re application of excess land laws to private lands in Imperial Irrigation District.
18. —Defivery of water
The fimitation intended by *e reclamation law, as set forth in section 5 of the
Reclamation Act of 1902 and as supported
by the plain language of section 3 of the
Act of August 9; 1912, relates to the area
in private ownership to which water may be
delivered, and not to the quantity of water.
A private owner will not be supphed with
water, whether a full or supplemental supply, for use upon a tract exceeding 160
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acres. The language in section 2 of tie
Warren Act referring to “an amount sufficient to irrigate 160 acres” is not intended
to change this rule. Soficitor Patterson
Opinion, M-21 709 (March 3, 1927), in
re proposed contract concerning Gravity Extension Uni\, Minidoka project.
The restriction in the reclamation laws
against furnishing project water to an acreage greater than 160 acres in a single ownership does not permit tie furnishing of
water alternately or in rotation to two or
more 160-acre parcels of a larger single
holder. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix
to Commissioner, May 12, 1948.
31. Ownership of excess IanMenerally
A qualified water-right applicant may,
after having disposed of a previously acquired water-right, make another application, and as to the latter,. maybe considered
in the petition of an original applicant. A
Iandower
may be the purchaser of the
right to the use of water for separate tracts
at the same time, provided he can properly
qualify and the tracts involved do not exceed 160 acres in the aggregate. Departmental decision, In re Wm. B. Bridgman
(Sunnyside), November 20, 1909.
Congress is without power to control or
regulate the sale or acreage of lands in private ownership within reclamation projects;
but, so long as the projects are under Government control, may determine the acreage for which water may be supplied
through such projects to any one landowner.
Amasiah Johnson, 42 L.D. 542 ( 1913).
32. +odescence
of holdings
A widow who succeeds to her husband’s
unperfected homestead entry by operation
of law is entitled to complete it upm the
same terms and conditions as were required
of her husband. Therefore, tie fact that she
had previously acquired a water right for
lands held by her in private ownership, the
acreage of which, when added to tie acreage of the entry, exceeds 160 acres. does not
prevent her from completing the ;ntry under the reclamation act. Anna M. Wright,
40 L.D. 116 (1911).
A person who ho~ds a farm unit sh~l not
be permitted before full payment has been
made on the appurtenant water right, to acquire other lands with appurtenant water
rights unless the water-right charges on the
latter have been ftily paid. A person may
hold private lands with appurtenant water
rights up to the limit of single ownersNlp
fixed for the project in one or more parcels
before full payment of the water-right
charge, but may not acquire other lands
with appurtenant water rights unless the
water-right charges thereon have been paid
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in full. The ~iit of area of the farm units
and of single private-land holdings to which
water rights are appurtenant, and as to
which water-right &arges have not been
paid in full, shall in no case exceed 160
acres. Departmental decision, July 22? 1914,
43 L.D. 339. Departmental instructions of
July 1, 1920, amend paragraph 41 of general reclination
circular of May 18, 1916,
45 L.D. 385. See C.L. 911, July 6, 1920, or
47 L.D. 417. See Act of August 9, 1912, 37
Stat. 265, and notes thereunder. See amendment of section 23, regulations of May 18,
1916, 43 CFR 230.21.
On.
-. .. who
.. acquires lands of a reclawtion
homestead enfian
at a tax sale pursuant
to the Act of April 2 ~,. 1928, as amended,
is subject to the provisions of reclamation
law including the excess lands previsions.
This result follows from the provisions of
the 1928 Act that the holder of such tax
deed or tax title is entitled to the rights
and privileges of an assignee under the Act
of June 23, 1910; and the latter Act makes.
the assignee “subject to the limitations,
charges, terms md conditions of the reclamation act.” James P. Balkwill, 55 I.D. 241
(1935).
33. —Husband and wife
An administrative determination that 320
acres of itigable land can be held in community ownership is a reasonable construction of the excess land provisions of the
Federal .Reclamation Laws. In the practica~
aPP1l$atiOn of such a determination, techni.
cal differences m the quality and extent of a
wife’s interest in community property may
properly be disregarded. Solicitor Harper
Opinion, M-34172
(August 21, 1945).
34. —Corporations
There is no legal objection to the acquisition of a water right by a water users association or other corporation if it is not otherwise disqua~fied under the excess land laws.
by reason of ownership of other lands on
which there exist unpaid betterment and
building charges. However, the Department
has ruled as a matter of policy that water
appficafions will not be accepted from corporations, Instructions, 42 L.D. 250 ( 1913 )Y
Plemant Valley Farm Co., 42 L.D. 253
( 1913), unless the corporation acquires a.
patent and water right solely to protect
its security in a loan transaction
and
with the intention of reselling it at more
propitious times, Great Western Insurance
Co., A-16335
(Februa~ 8, 1932). Consequently, under this policy, where the Grand
Valley Water Users Association hm at-.
quired several farm units at tax des to pr~
tect its lien, it may receive a patent to one
farm unit for security purposes and may bid
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at tax sales for unlimited acreage for the
purpose of protecting its lien and with the
intent of reassigning its interest to qutified
persons within a reasonable time. James P.
Balkwill, 55 I.D. 241 ( 1935).
35. —Federal government

The

Fedeti

Subsistence Homesteads

Corporation,
being wholly financed and
controlled by the United Stites Government and serving no function other than
aiding in the purchase of subsistence homesteads by individuals as provided by section 208 of the National Recove~
Act,
does not fall within the category of corporations which it was the intention of
Congress should be barred from aquir~ng
or controlling
lands within Reclarnatlon
projects; nor does the statutory Emitation
of individud
holdings to 160 acres apply
to such a corporation.
Solicitor Margold
Opinion, 54 I.D. 566 ( 1934).
36. —Joint operations
A landowner may deed K;s excess acreage
to one of his children, or anyone else for
that matter, and arrange to operate the
alienated property with his own as one unit,
provided he has divested himself of ownership in good faith and the child or other
recipient of the property receives the full
benefits of the operation of his own acreage.
Letter from Commissioner Straus to Senator Joseph C. O’Mahoney,
December 29,
1948.
Several farmers each holding 160 acres
may farm their lands jointiy as a unit under
a proper mutual agreement, assuming dl
other requirements of Reclamation law have
been met. Letter from Commissioner Straus
to Senator Joseph C. O’Mahoney, December 29, 1948.
41. Residency of landowner~nerafly
To entitle an applicant for the use of
water for lands held in private ownership
within the irrigable area of an irrigation
project under this Act to the benefits of this
Act, he must hold the title in good faith,
and his occupancy must be bona fide ad
in his own individual right. Instructions,
May 21, 1904, 32 L.D. 647.
The term “in the neighborhmd”
held to
mean within 50 miles. Departmental decision, January 20, 1909.
Where a ~act of land under a reclamation project IS owned by two or more persons jointly, unless each is a “resident” or
an occupant on the land, no right to use
water to irrigate the same can be acquired
under this section. Departmental decision,
January 12, 1910.
The residence requirements protided for
in section 5 of the Reclamation Act of June
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17, 1902, apply to all persons acquiring
by assignment water-right contracts with
the United States, unless prior to such
assignment the final water-right cetica~
contemplated by section 1 of the Act of
August 9, 1912, has been issued, in which
event the land may be freely tienated, subject to the lien of the United States. H. G.
Colton, 43 L.D. 518 (1915).
The residence requirement of this section
in reference to private lands is fully complied with if, at the time the water-right
application is made, the applicant is a bona
fide resident upon the land or within the
neighborhood.
After approval of the application further residence is not required
of such app~cant, and final proof may
fierefore be made under tie Act of August
9, 1912, without the necessity of proving
residence at the time proof is offered. Departmental decision, April 19, 1916.
Paragraph 105 of the general reclamation circular approved May 18, 1916, 45
L.D. 385, 43 C.F.R. 230.102 provides that
in case of the sale of dl or any part of the
irrigable area of a tract of land in private
ownership covered by a water-right application which is not recorded in the county
records, the vendor will be required to have
his transferee make new water-right application for the land transferred. Hel~,
that in making the new application it 1s
immaterial whether or not the transferee be
“an actual bona fide resident on such land
or occupant thereof residing in the neighborhood.”
Reclamation
decision, July 25,
1917, In re ]. W. Mertitt, Truckee-Carson.
46. Payment of charg~enerally

One holding a mortgage against only a
part of a tract of land in private ownership
upon a Federal reclamation project for
which entire tract a water-right application
has been made, may pay up from time to
time the charges on that portion of the
tract covered by the mortgage in the event
the landowner fails to pay. Departmental
decision, July 13, 1917.
Fiscal agents upon United States reclamation projects are authorized to accept
from water users money tendered in payment of an accrued installment of either
construction,
operation and maintenance,
or rental charges, for any year, even though
installments for a previous year remain unpaid.
Reclamation
decision,
August
6,
1917 ; C.L. No. 680.
In cases where the title to lands under
water-right application upon a Federd reclamation project is in dispute, and the
land is in possession of one other than the
record owner, the Reclamation Service may
deliver water to the party in possession, upon
payment in advance of the operation and
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maintenance charges. Reclamation decision,
.August 24, 1917, In re Wood v. Eggleston,
‘Truckee-Carson.
The Federal statutes rdative to the payment of debts and demands due the United
States do not require the acceptance of
money only in the settlement of such debts
and demands, and accordingly the proper
the
administrative
official
representing
U-nited States may, where it would be to
the interest of the United States, accept a
“call” warrant for indebtedness of an irrigation district under its contract with the
United
States Reclamation
Service for
drainage construction and reservoir storage
capacity, such warrant to be held by the
United States until paid.
Pioneer Irrigation District, 54 I.D. 264 (1933).
47. —Overdue payments
The provision in section 5 of the Reclamation Act that failure to make payment of any two annual installments when
due shall render the entry subject to cancellation, with forfeiture of dI rights under
the act, is not mandato~,
but it rests in
the sound discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior whether the entryman in such case
may thereafter be permitted to cure his default by payment of the water charges, where
he has continued to comply with the provisions of the homestead law; and in event
an entry has been canceled for such failure,
the Secretary may; in the absence of adverse claim, authorize reinstatement thereof
with a view to permitting the entryman to
cure his de fauIt. Marquis D. Linsea, 41
L.D. 86 (1912).
Inasmuch a; the Acts of June 17, 1902,
and August 13, 1914, did not peremptorily
declare in mandatory language that forfeitures must be declared, or that they will
necessarily result by operation of law as soon
as defaults in payments by water users on
reclamation projects have occurred, it rests
within the sound discretion of the Secretary of the Interior to determine whether
an entryman may thereafter be permitted to
cure the default by payment of the charges.
Shoshone irrigation $roject, 50 L.D. 223.
(1923).
The Department on December 24, 1935,
cancelled water right application of J. W.
Thompson,
Yuma irrigation project, for
nonpayment of construction charges more
than one year in arrears. Pablo Franco later
acquired the land and applied for reinstatement of the water right application.
The Under Secretary, in letter of May 9,
1936, rejected France’s application, stating
that the Department was without authority
to grant the application for reinstatement
because the money previously paid by
Thompson on this water right application,
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under section 5 of the Reclamation
Act,
had been forfeited to the Unitd States.
No power exists in the Secretary of the
Interior to formally grant specfic extension
of time for payment of overdue water-right
charges. Deuartmentaf decision, April 22,
1909:
The provisions of section 5 of the Reclamation Act and of sections 3 and 6 of
the Reclamation Extension Act of August 13,
1914, regarding one year of grace for the
Davment of overdue water charges refer
bnjy to the drastic remedies of cancellation
and forfeiture and not to the right to bring
suit in a court for collection of a water
charge past due and unpaid. Redarnation
decision, December 4, 1917, U.S. v. Edison
E. Kil~ore. Shoshone. See Secreta~’s regulation~of February 27, 1909, regarding delinquent payments, 37 L.D. 468.
Where entries and water-right applications have been held for cancellation for
failure to pay the building charges, pending
final action, water may be furnished for the
land upon proffer of the portion of the installments for operation and maintenance.
Departmental decision, February 9, 1909.
Where a water-right application for land
held in private ownership has been canceled
for default in payment of buil~lng, operation, and maintenance charges, such application may be reinstated upon fuH payment of
all accrued charges. Instructions, 45 L.D.
23 (1916).
48. —Nonirrigable lands
The director is authorized to assent to the
release from stock subscription of any and
all lands in any and all projects heretofore
or hereafter shown by official survey or by
the onginaf or amended farm unit plats to
be nonirrigable; also, to assent to the reduction of stock subscription for any such
lands to the acreage so shown as irrigable.
Department decisions, March 11, 1912, and
September 16, 1912.
49. —Litigation
to enjoin collection
A corporation with which, as the representative of its shareholders, who are
parties accepted by the United States as
holders of water rights in a project under
the reclamation
act, t~e Utited
States
makes a contract for the benefit of such
shareholders relative to the supply of water
due and the dues to be paid by the shareholders and which covenants in the contract
to collect dues for the United States and
guarantees the payment thereof, is a proper
party plaintiff in a suit to enjoin officem
of the United States from collecting unlawful charges from the shareholders, turning
the water from their lands, and canceling
their water rights and homestead rights be-
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cause they fail to pay such charges. Magruder et al. v. Belle Fourche Valley Water
Users’ Association, 219 Fed. 72, 133 C.C.A.
524 (1914).
An injunction will not Ke against the
project manager of the Flathead Indian Reclamation project to restrain the shutting off
of water to enforce the payment of charges
due under orders of the Secretary of the
Interior (a) unless the Secretq
of the Interior were joined as a party defendant
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where the United States conceded the existence of the water supply claimed by
the plaintiff below or (b) udess the Secretary of the Interior and the United States
were joined as parties defendant, where the
United States disputed the plaintiff’s claim
of a water supply, and where the allowance
of the plain~s
claim would affect tie Government water supply avaibble
for the
Flathead project. Moody v. Johnson, 66 F.
2d 999 (9th Cir. 1933).

Sec. 6. [Reclamation fund to be used for operation and maintenan~Management of works to pass to landowner+Title.
] —The Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized and directed to use the reclamation fund for the operation
and maintenance of all reservoirs and irrigation works constructed under the
That when the payments required by this act
provisions of this act: Provided,
are made for the major portion of &e lands irrigated from the waters of any
of the works herein provided for, Men the management and operation of such
irrigation works shaIl pass to the owners of the lands irrigated thereby, to be
maintained at their expense under such form of organization and under such
rules and regulations as may be acceptable to the Secretary of the Interior:
Provided,
That the title to and the management and operation of the reservoirs
and the works necessary for their protection and operation shall remain in the
Government until otherwise provided by Congress. (32 Stat. 389; 43 U.S.C.
8$491,498)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
The first clause, down to
the proviso, relating to operation and maintenance, is codified as section 491, tide 43,
U.S. Code. The balance of the section IS
codified as section 498.
Supplementary Provisions. A nuber
of
generd and specific provisions relating to

charges for, and transfer of, operation and
maintenance, have been enacted and are
referenced in the index. Statutes of general
a.PP1ication inchsde the Reclamation Extenslon Act of 1914 and the Fact Finders’ Act
of 1924, which appear herein in chronological order.

NOTES OF ORINXONS

Operation and maintenance
Charges for 2
GeneraI1y 1
Negligence actions 4
Transfer of 3
Title to property 11-20
Generally 11

1-10

1. Operation and maintenanc~enersdiy
The Attorney General for New Mexico
ruled July 5, 1917, that persons fishing in
the Elephant Butte dam, Rio Grande project, must have a State license, On August 3,
1917, the Bureau held that persons fishing
in said reservoir must comply with State
law but must also have the consent of the
United States.
The Secretary of the Interior is an indispensable party to a suit by water users to
enjoin the project manager of the Yaklma
project from refusing to deliver quantities

of water to which they claimed they were
entitled under contracts with the United
States, when such refusal was done at the
direction of the Secretary. Moore v. Anderson, 68 F. 2d 191 (9th Cir. 1933).
2. Aharges
for
The United States may assess operation
and maintenance
charges against water
users as well as construction charges. TO
hold otherwise would greatiy deplete, if not
entirely consume, the Reclamation
Fund,
thus diverting the proceeds of the public
domain to the payment of Iocd expenses.
This interpretat~on of the Reclamation Act
has been recogn=ed by Congress. Swigart v.
Baker, 229 U.S. 187 (1913).
The Secretary of the Interior. being alithorized to tax ‘and determine the charges,
is authorized to divide the same into two
parts—one for construction and the other
–“

——
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for maintenance and operation; and hence
he is authorized to impose reasonable assessments on land irrigated prior to the time
when payment of the major portion of the
cost of construction had been made and
the works passed under management of the
owners of the irrigated land. United States
v. Cantrall, 176 Fed. 949 (C.C: Ore. 1910).
Where by a contract between the United
States and landowners tributary to a Federal
irrigation system, such landowners agreed
to pay to the United States the charges duly
levied against their lands for the construction and maintenance of the system, they
~~,ereonly liable for such reasonable charges
as the Government was authorized to col!ect
proportionate
to their share of the cost
of maintaining and operating the system,
and not such as might be arbitrarily fixed in
advance by such Secretary or other governmental officer. Ibid.
3. —Transfer of
The Secretary of the Interior is not authorized by the Reclamation Act to turn over
the operation and maintenance
of completed reclamation projects, in whole or in
part, or to any extent, to water users’ associations before the payments by such water
users for water rights are made by the major
portion of the lands irrigated by such works.
30 Op. Atty. Gen. 208 (1913) ; but see section 5 of the Act of August 13, 1914, wKlch
authorizes the Secretary to transfer the care,
operation and maintenance of all or any part
of a project to a water users’ association or
irrigation district.
4. —Negligence actions
A petition for damages against a State
irrigation district for negligent maintenance
of a canal was held to be no cause of action,
in view of the State statutes and the contract
matilng the district merely a fiscal agent for
the United States, which operated and maintained the works. Malone v. El PWO County
Water Improvement Dist. No. 1, 20 S.W.
2d 815 (Tex. Cir. App. 1929).
Where alleged negligence of federal government. while in control of maintenance
and operation of irrigation system? could
not be imputed to irrigation distict,
defendant in suit by district to foreclose land
for delinquent assessments could not maintain a claim for affirmative relief against
district by way of recoupment, set-off or
counterclaim
based on such negligence.
Klamath Irr. Dist. v. Carlson, 157 P. 2d
514, 176 Ore. 336 (1945).
to property-Generally
The gravity wtension unit (Gooding divi-

11. Title
sion )

of the Minidoka

project

was con-
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structed by the United States under a repayment
contract
with American
Falls
Reservoir District No. 2. It diverts water
from the Snake River below Minidoka dam
in an area of slack water caused by Milner
dam, which was built in 1903 by the Twin
Falls Land and Water Company, and is
operated and maintained by the Twin Falls
Canal Company. The latter brought suit
against the American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 for a proportionate share of the
costs of construction and operation of Milner dam. The suit was dismissed on the
grounds:
( 1 ) that the United States, not
the reservoir distric~ was the proper party
defendant, notwithstanding a provision in
the repayment contract that the district
would hold the United States harmless
against claims in favor of the owners of
Milner dam, because under section 6 of
the Reclamation Act title to and management and operation of the works remained
in the Government; and ( 2 ) that the Wavity diversion works were not damaging
plaintiffs water rights or its use of Milner
dam. Twin Falls Canal Co. v. American
Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2, 59 F. 2d 19
(9th Cir. 1932); affirming 49 F. 2d 632 (D.
Idaho 1931 ) ; see also 45 F. 2d 649 (D.
Idaho
1930 )
overruling
demurrer
to
amended complaint.
The United States is not an indispensable
party to a suit by a landowner ;eceiving
water from the Yakima project to enjoin
the Secretary of the Interior from imposing
additional charges for water delivery, representing part of the cost of the new Cle
Elum reservoir, beyond those stated in a
repayment contract with a water users’
association and in the pubfic notice issued by
the Secretary, because the landowner, not
the United States, is the owner of the water
right under Federd and State law and
under contract with the Secretary. This
owne~ship is wholly distinct from the p~op
erty right of the Govermnent in the irrigation works. The suit is to enjoin the Secreta~ from enforcing an order, the wron~ul
fiect of which wi~ be to deprive the landowner of vested property rights, and maybe
maintained without the presence of the
United States. Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82
( 1937). See also Fox u. Ickes, 137 F. 2d 30
(D.C. Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 320 U.S.
792.
In suit by irrigation district to foreclose
for delinquent taxes and assessments, evidence adduced by defendant under claim
for affirmative relief by way of recoupmen~
set-off or counterclaim was insufficient to
sustain allegation that alleged federal control, which would defeat defendant’s right
to affirmative relief against district, was a
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subterfuge and fraud, in that district had
paid major portion of cost of project. Klamath Irr. Dist. v. Carlson. 157 P. 2d 514,
176 Ore. 336 (1945).
Irrigation district, by instituting suit to
foreclose certificates of delinauencv in irrigation assessments, was not ;stopped from
meeting defendant’s allegations, which were
foundation of defendant’s plea for =rmative relief, that district had paid major portion of cost of project and that federal
operation was a fraud and subterfuge by
proof that aggregate payments were not
sufficient to entitle plain~
to take control
of operation of irrigation project, and that
no subterfuge or fraud had been practiced.
Klamath Irr. Dist. v. Carlson, 157 P. 2d
514, 176 Ore. 336 (1945).
The United States is an indispensable
party to a suit by the City of Mesa, a municipal corporation, to condemn a portion of
the electrical plant and system operated by
the Sdt River Project Agricultural and Improvement District as an integraf part of
the Sdt River reclamation project;
and
the United States not having consented to
the sni~, the court is without jurisdiction to
entertain the action. C{t~J of Mesa v. Salt
River Project Agricultural Improvement and
Power District, 101 Ariz. 74, 416 P. 2d 187
(1966).
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In the construction of the American Falk
Reservoir of the Minidoka project, Idaho,
the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to
act of Congress of Mar. 4, 1921, 41 Stat.
1367, 1403, acquired by purchase or condemnation the fee simple title to certain lots
adjacent to the town of American Falls.
Power County, Idaho, assessed these lots as
the property of the American Falls Reservoir District. The United State!, clati~ng
that’ the District had no equity m the lots,
and that the placing of the lots on the assessment roll would constitute a cloud on the
title of the United States, brought proceedings to have the assessments dedared void.
The Court held that when the Secr~ta~ of
the Interior, under authority of the Congress
purchases lands, the fee simple title is in
the United States unti the United States
disposes of them; that neither the States nor
their subdivisions have the power to t=
property of the United States; that the lots
when acquired by the United States became
a necessary and proper part of the reservoir
enterprise and incidental thereto, and that
the only interest the District has in the
reservoir is the right to receive water delivered to it by the United States therefrom.
The taxing uroceedinas were decreed void.
United St;t~s v. Powe~County, Idaho, et al.,
21 F. SUPP. 684 ( 1937).

Sec. 7. [Authority to acquire property-Attorney
General to institute condemnation procadings.]
—Where in carrying out the provisions of this act it
becomes necessary to acquire any rights or property, the Secret~
of the Interior
is hereby authorized to acquire the same for the United States by purchase or by
condemnation
under judicial process, and to pay from the reclamation fund
the sums which may be needed for that purpose, and it shall be the duty of
the Attorney General of the United States upon every application of tie Secre:
tary of tie Interior, under this act, to cause proceedings to be commenced for
condemnation
within thirty days from the receipt of the application at the
Department of Justice. (32 Stat. 389; 43 U.S.C. $421 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision:
Exchanges.
Supplementary
Section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act
of 1939 authorizes the SecretaW to acquire
land? for the relocation of property in connectlon with the construction or operation
and maintenance of any project, and to enter
contracts
for
the
exchange
of
into
water, water rights, or electric energy. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Exchange of Lands, North Platte Project.
.4n exchange of lands on the North Platte
project between the United States and the
Swan Land and Cattle Company was authorked by the Act of August 9, 1921, ch.

55, 42 Stat. 147. The land was conveyed
to the United States by deed dated September 12, 1921, and recorded in Goshen
County, Wyoming, October 10, 192 1.’Patent
issued February 15, 192 24heyenne
No.
849041.
Editor’s Note? Annotations. Annotations
of op~~i?ns deahng with aspects of property
acqu}sltlon
including
condemnation
pro.
ceedmgs which are common to all Government agencies, such as valuation of property, payment of interest, ~ceptability
of
title, and so forth, are not included.
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1-10
Discretion of Secretary
2
Generally
1
Related hds
4
Relocation of property
3
Research and development
5
Property or interest involved
11-30
Easements and rights-of-way
19
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12
Generally
11
Indian lands
13
Leasehold
18
Municipal property
15
Noncompensable claims
21
Personal property
17
Power sites 20
School lands
14
Water rights
16
Condemnation proceedings
31
Phvsical seizure (inverse condemnation)
36
Avaibbility
of funds
41
Exchanges
42
Option to purchase
43
State laws 44
1. Purpose of acquisition~enerally
The Act of June 17, 1902, does not authorize the use of the reclamation fund for
the purchase of any land except such as
may ~ necessary in. the construction and
operat]on of irrigation works. Cal~fornia
Development Co., 33 L.D. 391 (1905).
The United States has constitutional authority to organize and maintain an irrigation project within a State where it owns
arid lands whereby it will associate with
itself other owners of like Iande for the
purpose of reclaiming and improving them,
and for that purpose it exercises the right
of eminent domain agtinst other land owners
to obtain land necessary to carry tie pre
posed project into effect. Burley v. United
State$, et d., 179 F. 1, 102 C.C.A. 429, 33
L.R.A. (N. S.) 807 (Idaho 1910), affirming
172 F. 615 (C.C. 1909). See also Magrude~
v. Belle Fourche Valley Water Users’ Assn.,
219 F. 72, 133 C.C.A. 524 (S. Dak. 1914).
The fact that a scheme contemplates the
irrigation of private as well as government
land does not prevent condemnation of land
necessary to carry it out. Burley v. United
Stat~~, 179 F. 1, 102 C.C.A. 429, 33 L.R.A.
(N.S.) 807 (Idaho 1910).
Lands condemned bv the United States
under the Reclamation ‘Act for right of way
for a cansd or ditch required in the carryin~
out of an irrigation project are taken for a
nublic use. United States v. O’Neill, 198 F.
677 (D. CO]O. 1912).
The Department of the Interior had right
to condemn 277.97 acres of land in the

County of Madera, Cfllfornia, for navigation, reclamation, and storage of waters of
the S?n Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers,
irrigation and power purposes, since those
purposes were “public purposes.”
United
States v. 277.97 Acres of Land, 112 F. Supp.
159 (D. Cal. 1953).
of Secretary
2. —Discretion
In a proceeding by the United States to
condemn
land
for
reservoir
purposes
whether a more feasible plan of irrigation
than the one adopted might be detised, or
some other site selected for the reservoir,
is immaterial, the determination
of the
pnoper Government authorities bein~ conclusive. United States v. Burley, 172 ~. 615
(C.C. Idaho 1909), afirmed 179 F. 1, 102
C.C.A. 429, 33 L.R.A. (N. S.) 807 (1910).
Where @ngress
ieft determination
of
need for particular realty for navigation,
reclamation and storage of waters of rivers,
and for irrigation and power purpose? to
Secretary of the Interior, courts had no right
to question manner in which the Secretary
of the Interior exercised the delegated
power. United States v, 277.97 Acres of
Land, 112 F. Supp. 159 (D.C. Cal. 1953).
When the Secretary of the Interior in the
exercise of a reasonable discretion deter.
mines as to the validity of title to and as to
the value of a right to appropriate water
for irrigation purposes to be acquired by
him under the Provisions of the act of
June 17,-1902,
~is decision is conclusive
upon the accounting officers, 14 Comp. Dec.
724 [1908).
3. —Relocation of property
Where establishment ofm remrvoir under
the Reclamation Act” involved flooding part
of the town, the United States had constitutional. power to take by mndemnation
other private la~d near by, in the only practicable and ava]lable place, as a new town
site to which the buildings @ected
could
be moved at the expense of the United
States and new bts be provided in full or
part satisfa~tion for those flooded. .The fact
that, as an incident of such a readjustment,
there may be some surplus lots of the new
town site which the Government must sell
does not characterize the condemnation as
a ttiln~ of one man’s property for sde to
another. Brown V. United States, 263 U.S.
78 (1923),
affirming
United States v.
Brown, 279 F. 168 ( 1922). See aho section
14 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
4. —Related lands
The Reclamation Act permits the United
States to acquire strips of land, aggregating
10 per cent of the irrigable area of a project,
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and establish and maintain thereon plan@tions of trees and shrubs w serve as windbreaks, in order to facilitate and protect the
agricultural development of the adjacent
irrigable lands and to protect irrigation
canals and laterals. Departmental decision,
July 24, 1912 (Umatilla).
5. —Research and development
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to purchase or leme lands for a “development farm” in the nature of a field laboratory where this is an appropriate method
of developing data relevant to such factors
as classification of lands, syit~iity of crops,
and repayment ability of lrngators. Acting
(May
~li~~~)Burke
Opinion, M-36219
,

11: Property or interest involved—
Generafly
The Secretary of the Interior has no authority under the provisions of the Act of
June 17, 1902, to embark upon or commit
the Government to any irrigation enterprise
that does not contemplate the absolute
transfer of the properiy involved to the
United States. California Development Co.,
33 L.D. 391 (1905).
The Act mntemplates that the United
States shall be the full owner of irrigation
works constructed thereunder, and ;learly
inhibits the acquisition .of prop~rty, for. use
in connection with an irrigation project,
subject to servitudes or perpetual obligation
to pay rents to a landlord holding the legal
title. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34 L.D. 186
(1905).
In the acquisition of interests in red
property, if not administratively objectionable, title may be acquired subject to (a)
any existing coal or mineral rights resemed
or outstanding in third parties and (b) any
existing rights of way in favor of the public
or third parties for road?, railroads, telephone lines: transmission lines, ditches, con.
duits or pipe lines, on over or across the
property, although the property is under
contract, to be conveyed to the United
States in fee sim~le free of lien or encumbrance. Central - Valley project, letter of
Tulv 9.1940.
There is no authority for the use of the
reclamation
fund, either directly by the
Secretary or indirectly by advancement to
others, for the purchase of lands or other
property outside of the territorial limib of
the United States. California Development
Co., 33 L.D. 391 (1905).
The Secretary of the Interior may not,
in tie acquisition of land needed for a reservoir to be constructed by the Bureau of
Reclamation,
agree that as a part of the
‘consideration the landowner shsdl have the
M7-067—72-voI.
I—8
“,>
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perpetual right to utilize any power facilities afforded by the reservoir. Decision of
First Assistant Secretary, December
15,
1936, in re Truckee Storage project, Boca
resetioir.
The Secretarv has full authori~ . to ~ur.
chase lands necessary for reservoir purposes,
to arrange the terms of purchase, and to
allow the vendor to retain possession until
the land may be actually needed where by
so doing the purchase may be more advantageously made; but he has no authority
under said act to lease such purchased lands
after the Government has taken possession
thereof. Instructions, 32 L.D. 416 (1904).
12. —Existing irrigation system
Where an irrigation system already constructed and in operation may be utiiized in
connection with a greater system to be constructed under the provisions of the Act of
June 17, 1902, its purchase for such purpose
comes within the purview of the act. Cali~[~~,
Development
Co., 33 L.D.
391
The’ Act affords authori~ for the purchase of an incomplete irrigation system to
be used in connection with and to become
a part of a larger system contemplated by
the Government. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 34
L.D. 351 (1906).
13. —Indian lands
The United States has authority to condemn tribal lands of the Crow Tribe for
construction of Yellowtail Dam, under section 9(c) of the Flood Control Act of 1944
and the Federaf Rcclamation Laws; under
the gcneral condemnation act of August 1,
1888, 55 Stat. 357, 40 U.S.C. ~ 257; and
under the several acts appropriating money
for preconstruction work and for initiation
of construction.
United States v. 5,677.94
Acres of Land, 162 F. Supp. 108 (D. Mont.
1958) ; ibid, 152 F, Supp. 861 (D. Mont.
1957 ) ; Opinion
of Solicitor Davis, M36148 (Supp,) (February 3, 1954).
Under the provisions of the Redarnation
Act, the Secr;tary of the Interior has power
to acqulrc the rights and property necessary
therefor, including tiose of allottee Indians,
by paying for their improvements, and giving them the right of selecting other lands.
The restrictions on alienation of lands allotted to Indians witiln the area of the Milk
River irrigation project do not extend to
prohibiting an allottee Indian from selling
his improvements to the United States and
selecting other lands so that the United
States could use the lands selected for purposes of an irrigation project m provided by
Act of Congress. Henkel v. United States,
237 U.S. 43- (1915), affirming 196 F. 345;
116 C.C.A. 165 (1912).
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14. —school lands
U-ntil so authorized by Congress, neither
the Department nor the Territorial Government of Arizona has power to dedicate
for use in connection with an i~rigation
project, lands in said territory which, by
section 2 of the Act of February 2, 1863,
~2 Stat. 664, sec. 1946, R. S., have been
reserved for school purposes to the future
state to be erected, including the same.
Instructions, 32 L.D. 604 ( 1904).
35. —Municipfl
property
Although land owned by a municipality
was being devoted to pubfic use, the Secretary of the Interior had authority to condemn such land for Missouri River Basin
project. United States v. 20.53 Acrfs of
Land in O~borne County, Kansas, CZtY of
?owns, 263 F. Supp. 694 (D. Kansas 1967).
16. —Water rights

The United States had power to acquire
through exe~cis~of eminent domain water
rights of rlparlan owners and overlying
owners on river below Government dam.

~tate of California v. Rank, 293 F. 2d 340
(9th Cir. 1961), modified on other grounds
307 F. 2d 962 affirmed in part 372 U.S.
627, affirmed m part, reversed in part on
,other grounds sub. nom. Dugan v. Rank,
372 U.S. 609 (1963).

17. —Personal property
An engine necessary for the purpose of
,carrying out the provisions of this Act may
be acquired under this section. United States
~. Buffalo Pitts Co., 234 U.S. 228 (1914).
18. —Leazehold

The Secretary is authorized by this section to acquire a leasehold interest. Acting
$olicitor Burke Opinio~, M–36219 (May
12, 1954), in re authority to lease or purchase lands for development
lamation projects.

farms on rec-

19. —Easements and rights-of-way
Where the United States acquired a primary easement to construct an irrigation
ditch on the land of defendant, it also
acquired the right, as a secondary easement,
lo go upon land to maintain, repair, and
clean ditch, but such seconda~
easement
can be exercised only when necessa~~ and in
such reasonable manner as not to increase
the burden upon defendant’s land. Mosher
u. Salt River Valley Water Users’ Assn., 209
P. 596, 24 Ariz. 339 (1922).
20. —Power sites
In proceedings by the Federal Government to condemn land located at Kettle
Falls on the Columbia River in the State
..of Washington, uplands which power com-
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pany had purchased and devel?ped as a
power site could not be disassociated from
bed of river and flow of stream in creating
a value for power site purposes, ad company could not introduce evid~nce showing
value of uplands for power site purposes,
separate from use of bed of river and flow
of stream. Washington Water Power CO. v.
United States, 135 F. 2d 541 (9th Cir.
1943).
In condemnation
proceedings
for the
acquisition of lands for the Grand Coulee
dam, the defendant Continental Land Company claimed compensation
for the inherent adaptability
of its uplands for
dam-site purposes for the production of electrical power. On appeal the Circuit Court
affirmed the lower court holding that the
Columbia River was a navigable stream
and that the Company had no inherent
right in the uplands for speciaf use as
against the Government’s dominant right to
the river bed for navigation; that the Company was limited to the reasonable market
value of the upland for any purpose to
which the lands may reasonably be adapted
now or in a reasonable time in the future,
and that the Continental Land Cornp+y
had produced no proof of any posslblhty,
reasonably near or remote, or at any time,
that the land would be or could be used for
dam-site purposes. Continental Land Co. v.
United States, 88 F. 2d 104 ( 9th Cir. 1937 ).
21. —Noncompensable
clahns
The Secretary has no authority under
the seventh section of this Act to compensate
settlers upon lands wittiln the limits of a
withdrawal made in connection with an
irrigation project, unless they have in good
faith acquired an inchoate right to the
land by complying with the requirements
of law up to the date of the withdrawal and
have such a claim as ought to be respected
by the United States. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen.,
34 L.D. 155 (1905).
Where a lease provides that the lessor
can terminate it on 30 days’ written notice
and that lessee’s improvements remaining
on the premises after expiration of the 30
day period shall become the property of
the lessor, its successors or assigns, and
where lessor after conveying the property
to the United States, gives the required
notice of termination, which is formally ac.
cepted by the lessee, the United States,
after the expiration of the notice period,
cannot compensate lessee for moving of improvements. Dec. Comp. Gen., A-14629
(June 24, 1926). [Ed. note: Relief was subsequently granted the lessee throu,gh a
private relief act dated March 3, 1927, 44
Stat. 1844.]
The United States does not impliedly
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promise to compensate persons engaged in
stock raising for the destruction of their
business, or the loss sustained through the
enforced sale of their cattle, the result of the
inundation of their lands by the construction of a dam which arrests flood waters.
Bothwell u. United States, 254 U.S. 231
(1920).
Where, in proceedings by the United
States to condemn land overflowed by the
construction of a dam, damages for loss
from a forced sde pf the landowners’
cattle and the destruction of their business
were denied, and the landowners brought
suit in the Court of Claims, they were in no
better position in respect to such damages
than if no condemnation proceedings had
been instituted. Bothwell v. United States,
254 U.S. 231 ( 1920), affirming 54 Ct. Cl.
203 (1918).
31. Condesrmation procee~lngs
In proceedings by the United States to
condemn right of way for a ditch under
the Reclamation Act which provides a fund
from which the damages assessed shall be
paid, it is not necessary that the damages
shall be asessed and paid before the Government may be allowed to take possession.
United States v. O’Neill, 198 F. 677 (D.
Colo. 1912). See dso 5 Com~. Gen. 907
(1926).
‘
Where land is condemned pursuant to
section 7, for reclamation projects, the judgment is not required to be certified to the
Congress, but may be paid from applicable
reclamation funds. Such judgments are required by the Act of Februa~ 18, 1904, 33
Stat. 41, to be paid on settlements by the
General Accounting Office. 5 Comp. Gen.
?37 (1926).
The fact that the taking of realty by the
Secretary of the Interior ;as for construction of distribution system did not require
that c~tract
with an irrigation district
precede the taking. United States v. 277.97
Acres of Lund, 112 F. Supp. 159 (D. Cal.
1953).
Government
may dismiss or abandon
petition in condemnation
proceedings
at
any time before taking property, notwithstanding owners claim for damages was in
excess of district court jurisdiction. Owen n.
United States, 8 F. 2d 992 (C.C.A. Tex.
1925).
36. Physi4
seizure (inverse condemnation)
(Editor’s Note:
See also opinions annotated under the Fifth Amendment, the
Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriation
Act
of March 3, 1915, and the Federal Tort
Claims Act as codified June 25, 1948. )
The authorization in section 7 of the
Reclamation Act of 1902 that the Secretary
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of the Interior may “acquire any rights or
property, “ “by purchase or by condemnation under judicid proces:,” extends to the
tding of private water rights by physical
seizure as well as by purchase or formal
condemnation. Turner v. Kings River Conservation Dist., 560 F. 2d 184, 192 (9th
Cir. 1966).
The substantial reduction in the natural
flow of the San Joaquin Mver as the result
of the impoundment and diversion of the
flow at Fnant Dam upstream constitutes a
seizure or taking, in whole or in part, of
rights which may exist in the continued flow
and use of the water; it does not constitute
a trespass against such rights. This seizure
was authorized by Congress when itauthorized the project, and any relief to which
claimants of the rights may be entided by
reason of such taking is by suit against the
United States under the Tucker Act, 28
U.S.C. ~ 1346. Dugan v. Rank, 372 U.S.
609 (1963 ). (Ed. note: The Tucker Act is
the Act of March 3, 1887, 24 Stat. 505. It
authorized suits to be brought in the Court
of Claims against the United States in certain cases? including claims founded upon
the Constitution. This includes claims based
upon the Fifth Amendment provision that
private property shall not be taken for public use without just compensation. 28 U.S.C.
~ 1346 relates to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Courts in such cases,. and 28
U. SC. $1491 relates to the jurisdiction of
the Court of Claims. These sections appear
herein in the appendix. )
United States had right to acquire by
physical seizure water rights of riparian
owners and overlying owners on river below
Government dam and was not required to
resort to judiciaf condemnation
proceedings. State of California v. Rank, 293 F. 2d
340 (9th Cir. Cal. 1961), modified on other
qrounds 307 F. 2d 96. tirmed
in Dart 372
U.S. 627, affirmed in ‘part, reversed in part
on other grounds sub. nom, Dugan v. Rank,
372 U.S. 609 (1963) .
In actions in the Court of Claims for
damages resulting from an unforeseen flooding of claimants’ soda lakes following construction and operation of a Government
irrigation
pro ject by wtilch water was
brought into the watershed, held (1) That
allegations
bat
the water
percolated
through the ground, due to lack of proper
lining k the Government’s
canals and
ditches, the manner of their construction
and the natural conditions, were not in.
tended to set up negligence, but merely to
show causal connection between the project
and the flooding, and hence did not characterize the cause of action as 6X delicto; (2)
That, as no intentional taking of claimants’
property could be implied, the Government
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was not liable ez contractu. assuminz such
causal relation. Horstmann, Co. v. United
States and Natron Soda Co. v. United
State$, 257 U.S. 138 ( 1921), affirming 54
Ct. Cl. 169, 214 (1919), 55 Id. 66 (1920).
An iniurv caused by the constructwn and
operatio; o’f a Government irrigation project? which by seepage and percolation necessar~ly influences and disturbs the ground
water table of the entire ~alley where plaintiffs’ lands are situated, s damrsum absque
injuria. Ibid.
(Editor’s
note:
The Horstmann
and
Natrona Soda cases are probably not good
law today. See cases noted under tie Fifth
Amendment. )
41. Availabilhy of funds
The authority to purchase property given
by section 7 is an authority to make such
purchases out of the reclamation fund available therefor at the time such purchases are
made, and does not include authority to
make purchases on the credit of the reclamation fund or in anticipation of a future
increment therein. 27 Comp. Dec. 662
(1921).
42. Exchanges
The Secretary has no authority to permit
the owner of lands needed for a reservoir to
be constructed under said act to select other
lands of the same area witti]n the district
that may be made susceptible of irrigation
from the proposed reservoir, in mchange for
the lands so needed for reservoir purposes.
Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 32 L.D. 459 (1904).
But see section 14 of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939.
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43. Option to pur&ase

The act does not authorize the ex~ense
of procuring mere options to purchase ~ghts
of way, water rights, or lands. 9 Comp. Dec.
569 (1903).
44. State hws
A state, though it can bestow on citizens
property rights which the United States
must respect, cannot take from the United
States power to acquire such property
rights. State of California v. Rank, 293 F.
2d 340, modified on other grounds 307 F.
2d 96, affirmed in part 372 U.S. 627, affirmed in part, reversed in part on other
grounds sub. nom. Dugan v. Rank, 3?2 U.S.
609 (1963).
The power conferred on the Secretary of
the Interior by the Reclamation
Act to
condemn lands necessary for use in constructing irrigation works is not subject to
fimitation by State statutes relating to the
exercise of the power of eminent domain of
the State nor is its exercise governed by a
State procedure requiring the necessity of
the taking in each particular case to be
determined by a local commission, but such
necessity is a matter to be determined by
the Secretary, whose decision is not reviewable by the courts. United States v. 0’Nei[l,
198 F.677 (D. CO1O.lg12).
Where the Government acquires an irrigation system held in private ownership,
for use in connection with a reclamation
project under the Act of June 17? 1902, it
takes the same free from any obhgation or
control of State authority theretofore etisting. Op. Asst. Atty. Gen., 37 L.D. 6 ( 1908).

Sec. 8. [Irrigation laws of States and Territories not affected-Interstate
stream*Water
rights.] —Nothing in this aot shd be construed as affecting or
intended to affect or to in any way interfere with the the laws of any State or
Territo~ relating to the control, appropriation, use, or distribution of water used
in irrigation, or any vested right acquired thereunder, and the Secretary of the
Interior, in carrying out the provisions of this act, shall proceed in confotity
with such laws, and nothing herein shall in any way affect any right of any
State or of the Federal Government or of any landowner, appropriator, or user
of water in, to, or from any interstate stream or the waters thereof: Provided,
That tie right to the use of water acquired under the provisiom of this act
shall be appurtenant to the land irrigated and beneficial use shall be the basis,
tie measure, and the fimit of the right. (32 Stat. 390; 43 U.S.C. $$372, 383)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Codification. The proviso is codified in
section 372, title 43 of tie U.S. Code. The

preceding portion of the section is codified
in section 383.
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Navigable waters 2
Procedures 4
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11
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Generally 16
Seepage

19

Suits against the United States 18
Suitsbv United States 17
R,gktz of’water users” 2&35
Appurtenant to land 28
Beneficial use 27
Generally 26
Power purposes 29
Warren Act 30
1. State laQener*y
In choosing between users witi~n each
state and in settling the terms of his contracts for the use of stored Colorado River
water, the Secretary is not bound, either
by section 18 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, or by section 8 of the Reclamation
Act, to follow State law. Although section
18 allows the States to do things not inconsistent with the Project Act or with
federal control of the river, as for example,
regulation of the use of tributary water and
protection of present perfected rights, the
general saving language of section 18 cannot bind tie Secretary by state law and
thereby mdfify the contract
power expressly conferred upon him by section 5.
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 58%
90 (1963).
Section 8 of the Reclamation Act does
not mean that state law may operate to
prevent the United States from exercising
the power of eminent domain to acquire
the water rights of others. Rather, the effect
of section 8 in such a case is to leave to
~tate law the definition of the property
interests, if any, for which compensation
must be made. City of Fresno v. California,
372 U.S. 627,630 (1963) .
Section 8 of the 1902 Act does not override the excess land provisions of section
5, nor compel the United States to deliver
water on conditions imposed by the State.
It merely requires the United States to
comply with state law when, in the construction and operation of a reclamation
project, it becomes necessary for it to acquire water rights or vested interests therein. But the acquisition of water rights must
not be mnfused with. the operation of

Federd
projects.
Ivanhoe
Irr. Dist. v.
McCracken,
357 U.S. 275, 291-2 ( 1958).
Even though navigation is mentioned as
one of the purposes of the Central Valley
Project,
Congress realistically elected to
treat Friant Dam not as a navigation project but as a reclamation project, with reimbursement to be provided for the taking
of water rights recognbed under State law,
in accordance with section 8 of the Reclamation Act, and this election is confirmed
by administrative
practice.
Accordingly,
the judgment of the Court of Claims will
be upheld granting compensation
to the
owners of so-called
“uncontrolled
grass
lands” alons the San Joaquin River which
depend for water upon suonal
inundationz resultins from ovefiows of the river.
United States v. Gerlach Live Stock Co.,
339 Us. 725 (1950) .
Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902
requires federal officers to recosnize statecreated water rishts and pay for them if
taken, but it does not Hmit the authority of
federal officers to take such rishts for just
compensation. Turner v. Kings River Conservation Dist., 360 F. 2d 184, 19+95 (9th
Cir. 1966).
Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902
does not compel the United States either to
acquire or to deliver water on conditions
imposed by the State. Turner v. Kings Riner
Conservation Dist., 360 F. 2d 184, 197–98
(9th Cir. 1966).
There is nothing in the IanguaSe of this
section to indicate that the intent of Congress was to go further than to recognize
and prevent interference with the laws of
the State relatins to the appropriation, controi, or distribution of water. San Francisco
v. Yosemite Power Co., 46 L.D. 89 (1917).
2. —Navigable waters
Where the Government has exercised its
right to regulate and develop the Colorado
River and has undertaken a comprehensive
project for improvements of the river and
for the orderly and beneficial distribution of
water, there is no room for inconsistent state
laws. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
587 (1963).
The privilege of the States throush which
the Colorado River flows and their inhabitants to appropriate and use the water is
subject to the paramount power of the
United States to control it for the purpose
of improvins navigation. Arizona v. California, et al., 298 U.S. 558, 569 ( 1936), rehearing denied, 299 U.S. 618 ( 1936).
The Secretary of the Interior is under no

-
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obligation to submit the plans and specificationsfor Boulder Dam ?nd Reservoir to the
State Engineer as required by Arizona law
because the United Stites may perform its
functio~s without conforming to the, police
regulations of a State. A7azona u. Cdzfornia,
283 U.S. 423,451
(1931).
Where reclamation projects are involved
on navigable waters, even though power
element is absent, federal government will
not brook interference by the States. United
States v. Fallbrook Public Utility Dist., 165
F. Supp. 806 (D. Cal. 1958).
Congress
has control
over navigable
streams and the waters thereof, and no claim
based upon appropriation
of such waters
for irrigation purposes, made without the
sanction of Congress, should be recognized
by the Secretary of the Interior as valid.
~~~~)nia
Development Co., 33 L.D. 391
3. —PubEc bnds

In a suit for the equitable apportionment
of the waters of the interstatenon-navigable
North Platte River among three States, it
is not necessaryto pass upon the contention
of the United States that it owns all the unappropri~t~d water in the river by virtue
of lts orlgmal ownership of the water as
well as the Iand in the basin, where the
rights to the waters required for the reclamation projects on the river have been
appr?pria}ed under State law pursuant to
the dlrect~ve of section 8 of the Reclamation
Act, where the individual landowners have
become the appropriators of the water rights
appurt~nant to their land, and where the
decree m the case is limited to natural flow,
not storage water, and does not involve a
conflict between a Congressionally provided
system of regulation for Federal projects and
an inconsistent State system. Neb7mka v.
Wyoming, et al., 325 U.S. 589, 611-16,
629-30 ( 1945).
There” is no authority to make such executi~e withdrawal of public lands in a State as
Wll reserve the waters of a stream flowing
over the same from appropriation under the
laws of the State, or will in any manner interfere with its laws reIating to the control,
appropriation, use, or distribution of water.
OP. Asst. Atty. Gen., 32 L.D. 254 ( 1903).
But cf. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
595–601 (1963).
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Genersd held that since the furnishing of the
bond and the continued validity of the permit were necessary in order to assure the
Government its priority in the water rights,
the premiums on the bond could be paid
as a necessa~ incident to the construction
and operation and maintenance of the Boise
project. Dec. Comp, Gen., B–10509 (Febrnary 3, 1941).
In order to conform as nearly as possible
to the laws of Wyoming, tie Farmers Irrigation District should submit to the United
States proof of beneficial use of water delivered to it by the United States under its
Warren Act contract, and the United States,
acting *rough the Secretary of the Interior,
should make such proof of beneficial use in
Nebraska of Pathfinder reservoir water as
may be required by the Wyoming laws, attaching to such proof Warren Act contracts
of all contractors who are entitled to the
use of any Pathfinder storage and any proof
of beneficial use they may have submitted to
the United States. Soficitor’s decision, April
17, 1936.
Under section 8 of the Reclamation Act
of June 17, 1902, the 5-year period for
completion of irrigation appropriations fied
by the State law for the development of a
water supply for a reclination
project in
Idaho is applicable to the United States.
Pionee7 lrri~ation
District v. American
Ditch Associ~tion, et al., 1 Pac. 2d 196, 52
Idaho 732 (1931).
The Reclamation Act not ordy rec~nizes
the constitution and laws of the stat= providing for the appropriation of its waters
and the reclamation of its arid lands, put
it requires that the Secreta~ of the Interior,
in carrying out the provisions of this
chapter, shrdl proceed in conformity with
such laws. Burley v. United States, 179 F. 1,
102 C.C.A. 429, 33 L.RA.
(N. S.) 807
(Idaho 1910).
5. —Adoption of Federal law

The 160-acre fimitation is a basic part of
federal reclamation policy, and the state
legislature has adopted this concept as state
policy for federd projects by authorizing
irrigation districts to cooperate and contract
with the United States under reclamation
law. Ivanhoe Irr, Dist. v. All Parties, 53
Cal. 2d 692, 3 Cd. Rptr. 317, 330, 350 P.
2d 69,82 (1960).

4. —Procedures

6. —Rights of way to United S~tes

The bureau made application for storage
of additional water in Arrowrock reservoir.
The laws of the State of Idaho specifically
require that a bond be furnished in support
of such an application and provide that
failure to file the bond would be an aban-

[Ed. Not*The
Act of September 2,
1964, as amended by the Act of October 4,
1966, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to pay just compensation for utitiation
of rights of wav reserved to the Unitec

donment

of the permit.

The

Comptroller

State; under State law.]
Under a stitute of Wyoming

(Laws 1905
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ch. 85) granting rights of way over dl
hinds of the State for ditches “constructed
by or under the authority of the United
States/’
and pr~viding that reservations
thereof sha~ be inserted in dl State conveyances, patents of school land issued by
the State to private parties expressly subject
to rights of way “resemed to the United
are subject to the right of the
States:
United States thereafter to cons-et
and
operate irrigation ditches for a recbmation project over the lands conveyed by
the patents. This right may be mercised by straighte+ng
and using as a
ditch, a natural ravine to collect waters appertaining to the Federd project which
have been used in irrigating its lands and
are found percolating where they are not
needed. and to conduct them elsewhere for
furthe~use upon the project. Ide v. United
States, 263 U.S. 497 ( 1924),
firming
United States u. Ide, 277 Fed. 3?3 (C.C.A.
Wyo. 1921).
Under Idaho Session Laws 1905. D. 373.
granting right of way over State ia~ds fo~
ditches constructed
by authority of the
United States, the United States was authorized to construct an irrigation canal
across land sold by State subsequent to the
enactment of the statute. The contention
of the Iandowner that under the State Constitution, the Board of Land Commissioners,
and not the legislature, was authorized to
dispose of State lands was admitted by the
court, which, however, held tiat the constitutional provision related only to disposition and sale and not to the mere grant
of an easement which could be effectuated
by the State legislature, United States v.
Fuller, 20 F. SUPD. 839 (D. Idaho 1937).
The right-of-~>y
granted under Ut~
law to the United States for ditches includes
the right to operate a fifty foot Klgh boom
for cleaning the canfl, and the cost to a
utility comQany in raising its transmission
lines to accommodate such bmm is not compensable. United States u. 3.08 Acres of
~;[~{. etc., 209 F. Supp. 652 (D. Utah

-__-,
A 1905 Washington
statute providing
that in the dlsposd of lands granted by the
United States, the State “shall reserve for
a right-of-way
for
the United
States”
ditches, etc., for irrigation worke, constituted a present, absolute grant to the
United States, and such grant could not be
defeated by a subsequent conveyance of the
rights+f-way -d
without actual notice to
the grantee. United States v. Anderson, 109
F. Supp. 755 (E.D. Wash. 1953). Contra:
United States v. Pruden, 172 F. 2d 503
(10th Cir. 1949), construing an Oklahoma
statute.
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11. Interstate conflict~nerdly
As to the words “and nothing herein shall
in any way affect any right of any state or
of tie Federal Government or of any Iandowner, appropriator, or user of water in, to,
or from any interstate stream or the waters
thereof” in this section, the U.S. Supreme
Court in Wyoming v. Colorado, 259 U.S.
419 (1922) said: “The words * * * constitute the only instance, so far as we are
advised, in which the legislation of Congress relating to the appropriation of water
in the arid l?nd region has contained any
distinct mention of interstate streams. The
explanation of this exceptional mention is
to be found in the pendency in this court
at that time of the case of Kansas v. Colorado, wherein the relative rights of the two
states, the United States~ certain Kansas
riparians and certain Colorado appropriators and users in and to the waters of the
Arkansas river, an interstate stream, were
thought
to be involved.
Congress was
solicitous that all questions respecting intersbte streams ,tiought to be involved in that
litigation should be left to judicid
determination untiected
by the act—in other
words, that the matter be left just as it
was before. The words aptly reflect that
purpose.”
Nebraska brought suit against Wyoming
in the Suureme Court for an eauitable aDportionm~nt
between the tw< States ~f
waters of the North Platte river, alleging
that the laws of both of these States recognize the doctrine of prior appropriation, and
that Wyoming, in spite of Nebraska’s protestations,
neglected
to control
appropriators, whose rights arise under the law
of Wyoming, from encroaching upon the
rights of Nebraska appropriators. Wyoming
on Jan, 21, 1935, 294 U.S. 693, entered a
motion to dismiss. The court, in denying the
motion, held that Nebraska had cited no
wrongful act by Colorado, and even though
the river rises and drains a Iarge area in that
State, Colorado
is not an indispensable
party; that the Secretary of the Interior, as
an appropriator under the irrigation laws of
Wyoming? will be bound by the adjudication
of Wyommg’s rights, and is not an indispensable party; that the allegations of the
bill are not vague and indefinite; and if
Nebraska’s contention that there are no
tributaries of the North Platte and the
Platte rivers between the state line and the
City of Grand Island, Nebraska, supplying
any substantial amount of water, be not a
fact, Wyoming may make this an issue to be
determined by proof. Nebrmka v. Wyoming,
295 Us. 40 (1935).
In view of the Reclamation
Act, the
Warren Act, and the legislation of Wyoming
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and Nebraska, an appropriation
by the
United States Reclamation Serv;ce for the
irrigation of lands in Nebraska was valid,
though the source of the supply was in
Wyoming. Ramshorn Ditch Co. v. United
State~, 269 F. 80 (8th Cir. 1920).
The North Side Canal Co. entered into
a contract with the United States for the
purchase of storage rights in the Jackson
Lake reservoir in Wyoming, the water stored
therein to be used in Idaho. The State of
Wyoming assessed taxes against the interest of the canal company in the reservoir and
the canal company resisted the payment
of such taxes. The trial judge held that the
taxes were properly levied. No7thside Canal
Co. v. State Board of Equalization, Wyoming, 8 F. 2d 739 (D. Wyo. 1925). The case
was appealed to the Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Eighth Circuit, which
reversed the decision of the District
Court of the United States for the District
of Wyoming and held that the attempted
tax is wholly null and void foq the reason
that the water rights m question are appurtenant to the lands on which the water
has been applied to beneficial use, which
lands are located in the State of Idaho and
are therefore not within the jurisdiction of
Teton County, Wyoming, for” taxation purposes. 17 F. 2d 55 ( 1926), cert. denied 274
L’.S. 740 ( 1927). Similar ru~mg in Twin
Fatl~ Canal Co. v. State of Wyoming.
Subsequently to this de~sio~ the ~egislature of Wyoming passed an act (chapter
36, Session Laws, of Wyoting,
1927), in
effect attempting to make water rights acquired under the laws of Wyoming taxable.
Thereafter
the State attempted
to levy
taxes upon the water rights, the taxability of
which was litigated in the foregoing suit.
The district court, in Twin Falls Canal Co.
v. Teton County, unpublished memorandum
decision dated November 14, 1928, held
that the nontaxability of these water rights
by Wyoming was res judicata, and the taxes
were therefore annulled.
United States’ appropriation, from territory of New Mexico, of all unappropriated
water in Rio Grande did not render such
water as found its way to Texas untouchable by poficy of water rights and appropriations under Texas law, El Paso County
Water Imp. Dist. No. 1 v. City of El Paso,
133 F. Supp. 894 (D. Tex. 1955), affirmed
in part, r{f~rmed in part on othir grmn.ds,
243 F. 2d 927 (5th Cir. 1957), cert. demed
355 U.S. 820.
of United Stit~Generally
The United States, by filing with the
State of Oregon notices of intent to appropriate and thereafter impounding waters
16. Rights

for the Klarnath project,

pursuant to State
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law, did not become the owner of the water
in its own right. Dec. Comp. Gen. W125866
(September 4, 1956).
In view of the compact among the states
of Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado concerning use of RIO Grande water,. and in
view of the United States’ appropriation of
water for use of water improvement district,
tie City of El Paso was not entitled to appropriate water already appropriated
for
use of the district. El Paso County Water
Imfi. Dist. No. 1 v. City of El Paso, 133 F.
Supp. 894 (D. Tex. 1955), bed
in
Dart. reformed in Dart on other grounds
~43 ‘F. 2d 927 (5th ‘Cir. 1957), cert~denied
355 U.S. 820.
By filing notices of intent to appropriate
and thereafter imDoundinE water of Rio
Grande River, pursfiant to ;uthority granted
by this section, the United States did not
become owner of water in its own right.
Hudsfieth County Conservation and Reclamation Dist. No. 1 v. Robbins, 213 F. 2d
425 (5th Cir. 1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S.
833.
Under the Reclamation Act, tie right of
tie United States as a storer and carrier is
not necessarily exhausted when it defivers
the water to grantees under its irrigation
projects. Nebrmka v. Wyoming, 325 U.S.
589 f1945).
In’ cons~ructing reclamation project the
property right in a water right is separate
and distinct from the property right in reservoir:, ditches, or canals, in that water
right ~s appurtenant to the land owned by
the appropriator,
and is acquired
by
perfecting an “appropriation”,
that is, by
an actual diversion followed by an application within a reasonable time of the water
to a beneficial use. Nebraska v. Wyoming,
325 U.S. 589 (1945).
The scope of the appropriative
water
rights in connection with a Federal reclamation project must be regarded, under the
law of Nebraskaj as the same as those in connection wifi any irrigation cansd. That is,
although the right to the beneficial use of
the water for irrigation is appurtenant to
the land and vested in the landowner, the
owner of the irrigation project also has an
interest in such appropriative rights which
entitles hlm to representatively secure and
protect the full measure of beneficial use
for the landowners as well as to effectuate
the object of the project or canal as
an enterprise. United States v. Tilley, 124
F. 2d 850, 86041
(8th Cir. 1941), cert.
denied, 316 IJ.S. 691 ( 1942).
Fedcrfl government’s diversion, storage
and distribution of water at reclamation
project pursuant to Rechunation Act and
oontracts with landowners @d not vest in
United States ownership of water rights
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which remained vested in owners as appurtenant to land wholly distinct from property
of government in irrigation work, while
government remained carrier and distributor of water with right to receive sums stipulated in contract for construction and annual charges for operation and maintenance
of work. Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82 ( 1937) ;
Nebraska
v. Wyoming,
325 U.S.
589
(1945).
Under the Act of June 17, 1902, the Sec.
retary of the Interior in operating an irrigation project is in the position of a carrier
of water to all entrymen in the project, and
he is not obligated to furnish any more
water than is available. Fox u, Zckes, 137 F.
2d 30, 78 U.S. App: D.C. 84 ( 1943), cert.
denied 320 U.S. 792.
Whatever rights the United States may
have to divert waters from a stream in Neva,da under permits issued by the state engineer as against an irrigation company and
the extent hereof must be determined by
the law of Nevada. United States v. Humboldt Loveloek Irr. Light @ Power Co., 97
F. 2d 38 (9th Cir. 1938), cert. denied 305
U.S. 630.
The Government, like an individud, can

appropriate only so much water as ii ap-

1prles to beneficial uses, and can only restrain a diversion which operates to its prejudice. West Side Irr. Co. v. United States,
246 Fed. 212, 158 C.C.A.
372 (Wash.
191 7), affirming United States v. West Side
Zrr. Co., 230 Fed. 284 (D.C. 1916).

by United States
In view of this section, requiring Secretary of the Interior to prmeed in conforsnity with state law in his administration of
the Reclamation Act, the district court had
jurisdiction to review state engineefs deci17. Auiti

sion approving
voluntary appliwtion
of
United States for a change of the diversion
place of some of the irrigation waters of the
United States notwithstanding that tie law
may be different as applied to the United
States as to payment of costs, estoppelz and
abandonment.
United States v. Dzstrict
Court oj Fourth Judicial Dist. in and for
County, 238 P. 2d 1132, 121 Utah 1
(1951 ), rehearing denied 242 P. 2d 774,
121 Utah 18.
In suit by the United States to enjoin
an irrigation company from diverting irrigation water allegedly purchased and owned
by the United States, the appointment
of a water master was unnecessary, since injunction could enjoin company from interfering with diversion and storage of water by
the United Stites and cotid enjoin company from diverting and storing water, and
by such an injunction the District ,Court
could protect the ~Jnited States against un-
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lawful invasions of its rights by company
without the auDointment of a water master. United Sj~tes v. Humboldt Lovelock
Irr. Light @ Power Co., 9? F. 2d 38 (9th
Cir. 1938), cert. denied 305 U.S. 630.
The rule of comity did not require that a
suit by the United States in a federal court
to enj~n an irrigation company from diverting irrigation water allegedly purchased and
owned by the United States should await
determination of company’s suit in a Nevada court to enjoin others from interfering with its diversion and storage of water
where the United States was not a party to
that suit, United States v. Humboldt Lovelock Irr. Light & Power Co., 97 F. 2d 3a
(9th Cir. 1938) ~cert. denied 305 U.S. 630.
A suit, wherein a Nevada court adjudicated water rights allegedly owned by the
United States and 4s0 the rights of an irrigation company was no obstacle to a suit
by tie United States in a federaf court to
enjoin company from interfering with its.
rights as against contention that suit contemplated an adjudication
of water rights
and that they were in custodia legis. United
States v. Humboldt Lovelock Zrr. Light @
Power Co., 97 F. 2d 38 (9th Cir. 1938),
cert. denied 59 S. Ct. 94, 305 U.S. 630.
In action. in shte court to determine water rights in which United States intervened
by leave and did not request removal to
federal court, state court had jurisdiction to
enter decree fin~
priorities of United
States, and the United States wou!d be
bound by the decree. Pioneer Irrigation
Dist. v. American Ditch Assn., 1 P. 2d 196,
50 Idaho 732 ( 1931).
In a suit by United States to enforce
terns of contract entered into by defendant,
a mutual irrigation company, wh:ch provided that it should not divert more than
80 cubic feet per second from stream and
the Government proceeded with a reclamation project based on such contract, defendant cannot defeat the contract on the theory
that it should not be construed as abandonment of rights of its stockholders. We~t Side
Irrigation Co. v, United States, 246 Fed.
212, 158 C.C.A. 372 (Wash. 1917). For subsequent suit involving these same limit ing
agreements see Unite~ States v. Uniors Ga~
Irr. Dist., 39 F. 2d 46 (9th Cir. 1930).
The government, me an individual!, can
appropriate ody so much water as It appfies to beneficial uses, and can only restrain
a diversion which operates to its prejudice.
United States v. West Side Zrr. Co., 230
F. 284 (D. Wash. 1916).
The fact that the United States has appropriated all of the unappropriated water
of a stream in a county for an irrigation
project, as permitted by a law of the State,
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does not give it standing to maintain a suit
to enjoin a prior appropriator from using
an excessive amount of water unless it is
alleged and proved that it had acquired the
tight to such water under its own appropriation. United States v. Bennett, 207 Fed.
524 (C.C.A. Wash. 1913).
The United State~, like an individual,
can restrain a diversion which operates to
its ?rejudice and where the United States
had examined, surveyed, located and had in
operation extensive irrigation works for the
storage, diversion and development of water
from the Yakima river for the reclamation
of arid lands and it appeared that an irrigation company had appropriated and was
diverting and using quantities of water in
excess of the amounts to which it was entitled, thereby entailing great damage upon
tie United States, the United States was
entitled to an injunction to restrain the defendant from such use of the water in the
river above, as to materially lessen the
quantity at complainant’s point of diversion
which it had lawfully appropriated
and
which was necessary to the success of its
project and fulfillment of its contracts.
United States v. Union Gap. Irr. Co., 209
F. 274 (D. Wash. 1913).
18. +uits
against the United States
A suit by riparian and overlying landowners to enjoin officials of the Bureau of
Reclamation from impounding water at a
federal darn on the San Joaquin River so
as to protect plaintiffs’ vested water rights
was in fact a suit against the United Stabs
without its consent, in view of the fact that
the decree granted by the lower court to
enjoin tie action unless a physicaf solution
was provided would have interfered with
public administration, required expenditure
of public funds, and would have required
the United States, contrary to the mandate
of Congress, to dispose of irrigation water
and to deprive the United States of full use
and control of reclamation facilities. Dugan
v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963).
The substantial reduction in the natural
flow of the San Joaquin River as the result
of the impoundment and diversion of the
flow at Friant Dam upstream constitutes a
seizure or taking, in whole or in part, of
rights wtilch may exist in the continued flow
and use of the water; it does not constitute
a trespass against such rights. This seizure
was authorized by Congress when it authorized the project, and any relief to which
claimants of the rights may be entitled by
reason of such taking is by suit against the
United States under the Tucker Act, 28
U.S.C. $1346. Dugan v. Rank, 3?2 U.S. 609
( 1963). (Ed. note: The Tucker Act is the
Act of March 3, 1887, 24 Stat. 505. It au-
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thorized suits to be brought in the Court
of Claims against the United States in certain cases? including claims founded upon
the Constitution. This includes claims based
upon the Fifth Amendment provision that
private property shall not be taken for public use without just compensation. 28 U.S.C.
$1346 relates to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Courts in such cases,. and 28
U.S.C. S 1491 relates to the jurisdiction
of the Court of Claims. These sections appear herein in the Appendix. )
Where nparian rights of landowners along
branch channel of San Joaquin River were
subordinate to water rights of corporation
which, with its subsidiary and affiliated companies, owned rights to use very substantial
portion of flow of San Joaquin River, and
Utited States, which, in carrying out Central Valley Project for irrigation purposes,
formulated plan whereby waters of San
Joaquin River were diverted and waters of
Sacramento River were substituted therefor,
entered into contract with corporation and
its subsidiaries for such substitution? and
United States faithfully and fully ddlvered
substitute waters, and landownem’ suffered
no actual damage because of substitution,
any impairment of landowners’ rights because of substitution was at most a technicality, for which landowners could not
recover from United States, since United
States could not with impunity take away
substitute waters. Wolfsen v. United Statesj
162 F. SUPP. 403, 142 Ct. CIS. 383 ( 1958),
cert. denied 358 U.S. 907.
Where the United States in 1908 appropriated all the water of the Rio Grande
River above lands in Hudspeth County
Conservation and Reclamation District No.
1, riparian rights of owners of land in Hudspeth District were destroyed in 1908, and
their alleged right of action against the
United States for the taking of riparian
rights was barred by limitations in 1958.
Bean v. United States, 163 F. Supp. 838,
143 Ct. Cls. 363 ( 1958), cert. denied 358
U.S. 906.
The United States is not an indispensable
party to a suit by a landowner receiving
water from the Yakima project to enjoin
the Secretary of the Interior from imposing
additional
charges
for water dehvery,
representing part of the cost of the new
Cle Elum reservoir, beyond those stated in
a repayment contract with a water users’
association and in the public notice issued
by the Secretary, because the landowner, not
the United States, is the owner of the water
right under Federal and State law and
under contract with the Secretary. This
ownership is wholly distinct from the prop
erty right of the Government in the irrigation works. The suit is to enjoin the Sec-
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retary from enforcing an order, the wrongful effect of which wfil be to deprive the
landowner of vested property rights, and
may be maintained without the presence
of the United States. Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S.
82 ( 1937). See also Fox v. Ickes, 137 F.
2d 30 (D.C. Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 320

Us. 792.
A judicid
apportionment
of the unappropriated waters of the Colorado River
among the states of the Colorado River
Basin cannot be made without an adjudication of the rights of the United States, to
control navigation and to impound and
control in Boulder reservoir the disposition
of surpl~s water in t+e stream not already
appropnat~d, as any right of Arizona to the
unappropriated
waters in the Colorado
Rver is subordinate to and dependent upon
the right of the United States to such waters.
Hence, the United States is an indispensable
party to such apportionment proceedings.
Arizona v. California, 298 U.S. 558 ( 1936).
The United States made application on
March 30. 1921. for a diversion ~ermit of
8,000 acre feet of the waters of ~he Snake
Klver and for a stera~e permit of 3,000;000
acre feet per annum m connection with the
Minidoka project. From 1930 to 1932 the
American Falls District obttined water from
the Government’s natural flow or diversion
permit, but in 1933 the United States required the District to use storage flow in
alternate years. The district brought an
action against the State Water Master. The
court ordered the suit dismissed on account
of the absence of the United States but on
September 28, 1936, in denying a petition
for a rehearing, modified its opinion to state
that because the United States was not made
a party to the suit, the court could not adjudicate the water rights. American Falls
Reservoir District No. 2 v. Crandall, et al.,
82 F. 2d 973, 85 F. 2d 864 (C.C.A. Idaho
1936).
The word “control”
in section 8 of the
Reclamation
Act providing that nothing
therein shall be construed to affect or interfere with State laws relating to control, appropriation,
use? or distribution of water
used in irrigation, or any vested right
acquired thereunder, held not to warrant
inference that Congress thereby intended to
relegate suit against United States or Secretary of the Interior involving right, tide, or
interest of United States, to State court for
determination, or to deny United States or
Secretarv the right of removal. North Side
Canal Co. v. T~uin Falls Canal Co., 12 F.
~d 311 (D. Ida. lg26).

19.—Seepage
Where the United States in 1906 and
i908 appropriated dl of tie unappropriated
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water of the Rio Grande for operation of
the Elephant Butte Project, the United
States dso acquired the right to any incidental seepage of such waters. Hunter v.
United States, 159 Ct. Cl. 356 (1962).
The abandonment
of seepage waters
from the Rio Grande reclamation project
in the past by the United States did not
constitute abandonment of the right to use
such waters when needed in the future;
and plaintiffs’ use of such seepage waters

did not create in them rights superior to
those of the United States to control and
prescribe the use of these waters. Bean v.
United States, 163 F. Supp. 838 (Ct. Cl.
1958), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 906 (1958).
The United States’ rights as a storer and
carrier of project water-are not ehausted
with a single application of the water to
land, but the water may be recaptured and
reused
as developed
water.
Huds$eth
County Conservation @ Reclamation Dtit.
No. 1 v. Robbins, 213 F. 2d 425 (5th Cir.
1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 833 ( 1954).
Although the United States. as owner of
an irri~ation project, may ~etain control
over and re-use seepage waters from the
project, when return flows to the river are
abandoned, they become subject to appropriation down stream. Nebraska v. Wyoming, et al., 325 U.S. 589, 633-37 ( 1945).
The United States purchased, for the Vale
reclamation project, a one-half interest in
the reservoir of the Warrnsprings Irrigation
District. The district agreed, in a contract
with the United States, to accept return
flow, drainage or waste water escaping from
the Vale project and being available for
diversion by the d~trict’s canals, as a part
of the district’s share of the stored water
from Warmsprings reservoir. It was disputed
whether, under the contract, the district
must give the United States credit in Warmsprings reservoir storage only for the water
leaving the Vde project above ground, or
also for the water leaving the project by
deep percolation, and bter finding its way
mto the watercourses whence it might be
diverted into the canals of the district. It
was held by the Court, in construing the
contract? that both surface flow and deep
percolation water escaping from the Vde
project and being available for diversion
into the canals of the district could be the
bases of a contract claim by the United
States for storage in the reservoir. As the
court interpreted the law of Oregon, water
escaping from the Vale project by deep
percolation is of a public character, even
as against the United States. United States
v. Warms firings Irr. Dist., 38 F. Supp. 239
(D. Ore. 1941).
The right of the United States in water
appropriated generally for the lands of a
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reclamation
project is not exhausted by
conveyance of the right of user to grantees
under the project and use of the water by
them in irrigating their parcels, but attaches
to the seepage from such irrigation, tiording the Government priority in the enjoyment thermf for further irrigation on the
project over strangers who seek to appropriate for their lands. Ide v. United States,
263 U.S. 497 ( 1924),
affirming United
States v. Idej 277 Fed. 373 (1921).
Under the Warren Act a contract be~een the United States and a land company for the delivery to the latter of water
which escaped by seepage from the canal
of a reclamation project was a valid contract which gave the United States the right
to conserve and deliver water thereunder.
Ramshorn Ditch Co. v. United States, 269
Fed. 80 (8th Cir, 1920), affirming 254 Fed.
842 (D. Neb. 1918). Accord: United States
o. Tilley, 124 F. 2d 850, 858-63 (8th Cir.
1941 ), cert. denied 316 U.S. 691 (1942).
Where waste water arising from a Federal
irrigation project, after percolation, is recovered by the Government by means of
drainage ditches, with the intention of ‘wnserving and applying it to a beneficial use,
the Government has a superior right to the
water. Grifiths v. Cole, 264 Fed. 369 (D.
Ida, 1919).
Landowners within a Federal irrigation
project cannot avail themselves of waste
and seepage water arising in connection
with the operations of the project when such
water is claimed by the Government. Memorandum decision June 26, 1918, by State
District Judge Isaac F. Smith, in re petition
Nampa-Meridian Irrigation District for confirmation of contract with the United States.
Boise project.

26.Nights of water use-nerdly
Where interest of United States in proceedings to obt?in adjudication of water
rights for irrigation and other purposes was
only that of carrier or trustee in behalf of
owners of water, title to which was sought
to be adj~dicated, United States immunity
as sovere~gngovernment coyld not be extended to the water users. Ctty and County
of Denver v. Northern Colorado
Water
Conservancy Dist., 276 P. 2d 992, 130
Colo. 375 ( 1954).
Where United States and water conservancy district failed in their duty to take dl
necessary steps to protect rights of consumers of water of which United States was
carrier or trustee in behalf of water owners,
beneficiaries of such trust became proper
necessary parties to proceeding to obtain
adjudication of water rights for irrigation
“and other purposes and had right to appear
and present their case in such proceedings.
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City and County of Denver v. Northerv
Colorado Water Conservancy Dist., 276 P.
2d gg2, 130 Colo. 375 (lg54).
Where water rights on which Federal
water project rested pursuant to this chapter had been obtained in compliance with
state law, and pursuant to government’s
action individual landowners had become
the appropriators of the water rights, the
United States being the storer and carrier,
the rights acquired by landowners were as
definite and complete as if they were obtained by direct cession from the Federal
Government, so that even if the government
owned unappropriated rights, they were acquired by landowners in manner contemplated by Congress. Nebraska v. Wyoming,
325 U.S. 589 ( 1945).
In constructing a declamation project, the
property right in water right is separate and
distinct from” property right in reservoir:,,
ditches, or canals, in that water right 1$
appurtenant t? land, th~ owner of which
1s the appnoprlator, an~ Is acquire~ by perfecting an “appropriatlon~
ttiat Is, by an
actual diversion followed by an application
within a reasonable time of the water to a
beneficial use. Nebrmka v. Wyoming, 325
U.S. 589 (1945).
Although the ‘doctrine of prior appropriation fixes priorities among individual appropriators in the use of water according to
maxim, qui prior in tempore, prior in jure
es!, it confers no right to waste water upon
prior appropriator whose right is qualified
by limitation, made i: favor of subsequent
approprlato~s and widest pssible
use of
water on arid lands, that all of water he uses
must be beneficially applied and with rea.
sonable economy in view of conditions under
which application must be made. Burley
Irr. Dist. v. Ickes, 116 F. 2d 529, 73 App.
D.C. 23 (1940), cert. denied 312 U.S. 687
(1941).
The United States is not an indispensable
party to a suit by ? landowner receiving
water from the Yaklma proJect @ enjoin
the S:cretary of the Interior fr:m imposing
additional charges for water dehvery, repre.
senting part of the oost of the new Cle Elum
reservoir, beyond those stated in a repay
ment contract with a water users’ associa.
tion and in the public notice issued by tht
Secretary, because the landowner, not tht
United States, is the owner of the wate!
right under Federal and State law anc
under contract with the Secretary. Thi
ownership is wholly distinct from the p:op.
erty right of the Government in the irrlga
tion works. The suit is to enjoin thl
Secretary from enforcing an order, th
wrongful effect of which will be to depriv
the landowner of vested property rightt
and may be maintained without the present
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of the United States. Zckes u. Fox, 300 U.S.
82 (1937). See flso Fox v. Zckes, 137 F. 2d
~~2(D.G. Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 320 U.S.

27.—Beneficial use
A beneficial use of waters alone gives user
no vested right to them, and preceding $e
beneficial use there must have been a filing
of a notice of intent to appropriate. Bean v.
United States, 163 F. Supp. 838, 143 Ct.
Cl. 363 ( 1958), cert. denied 358 U.S. 906.
Under this section, users of water from
Rio Grande project have a d,efeasible interest, which is always at risk of loss by unjustifiable delay in m~ing
or continuing
beneficial use. El Paso County Water Zmp.
Dirt. No. I v. City of El Paso, 133 F. Supp.
894 (D. Tex. 1955), affirmed in part, reformed in part on other grounds 243 F. 2d
927, cert. denied 355 U.S. 820.
N’otwithstandlng the quantities of water
stated in water right contracts, the measure
of the water right of a water user on a
Federal reclamation project is the amount
that can be put to beneficial use. Fox v.
Zckes, 137 F. 2d 30 (D.C. Cir. 1943), certiorari denied, ,320 U.S. 792.
There is an important distinction between
beneficial use and economical use of water.
.4 nroperty ri~ht once acquired by the benefic~al use of water is not burdened by the
obligation of adopting methods of irrigation more expensive than those considered
reasonably efficient in the locality. Fox v.
Zckes, 137 F. 2d 30, 35 (D.C. Cir. 1943),
cert. denied, 320 U.S. 792.
Mere diversion and storage of water does
not constitute appropriation
thereof, but
water must be applied to beneficial use to
constitute appropriation. Zckes v. Fox, 85 F.
2d 294, 66 App. D.C. 128 (1936), affirmed
300 U.S. 82, rehearing denied, 300 U.S.
640.
By the provisions of this section the right
to the use of water acquired must be appurtenant to the land and the beneficial
use is the basis, the measure, and the limit
of the right. Zmfierial WateT Co. No. 5 v.
Holabird, 197 F, 4, 116 C.C.A. 526 (Cal.
1912 ). See also Gutierres v. Albuquerque
Land & Irr. Co., 188 U.S. 545 ( 1903);
United States u. Bennett, 207 F. 524, 525,
125 C.C.A.
186 (Wash.
1913) ; United
States v. Conrad Znv. Co., 156 F. 123 (C.C.
Mont.
1907),
affirmed 161 F. 829, 88
C.C.A. 647; San Joaquin @ Kings River
C. @ Z. Co. u. Stanislaus County, 191 F.
875 (C.C. Cal. 1911), reversed on ,other
grounds 233 U. S.. 454; United States v,
Union Gap Z7r. Co., 209 F. 274 (D.C.
Wash. 1913).
There can be no beneficial use of water
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for irrigation until it is actually applied to
reclamation of the land. The final and only
conclusive test of reclamation is production.
This does not, perhaps, necessarily mean
the maturing of a crop, but certainly does
mean the securing of actual growth of a
crop. Departmental decision, February 5,
1909.
28. —Appurtenant to land
This section providing that Rio Grande
project water should be appurtenant to land
irrigated must be construed consistently with
provision upholding the force of state laws.
El Paso County Water Imp. Dist. No. 1 v.
City of El Paso, 133 F. Supp. 894 (D.C.
Tex. 1955), affirmed in part, reformed in

part on other grounds 243 F. 2d 927, cert.
denied 355 U.S. 820.
In Nevada and in the states of the arid
region generally, water for irrigation is
appurtenant to the land irrigated, and hence
1s the property of the landowner, United
States v. Humboldt, Lovelock Zrr. Light @
Power Co., 19 F, Supp. 489 (D. Nev. 1937),
reversed on other grounds 97 F. 2d 38, cert.
denied 305 U.S. 630.
Water, appropriated by application thereof to beneficial use on appropriator’s land,
becomes part of and appurtenant to the
land. Z.kes v. Fox, 85 F. 2d 294, 66 App.
D.C. 128 ( 1936), affirmed 300 U.S. 82, rehearing denied 300 U.S. 640.
Upon the issuance of a water-right certificate the right evidenced thereby becomes
appurtenant. to the land, subject to forfeiture for falIure to pay the annual installments at the time and in the manner prescribed by law and the regulations, and a
subsequent purchaser of the land succeeds
to the rights and status of the original
owner, subject to the same charges and conditions. Fleming McLean,
39 L.D. 580
(1911),
29. —Power purposes
Where a canal drop is not developed for
power purposes as a part of a Federal reclamation project, the water users do not
acquire a property interest in the energy
of the fal~ng water either as an incident of
their right to the use of project water or as
an incident of their obligation to repay
the costs of the irrigation works which made
the power drop possible; and therefore the
United States may make development of the
site available to a Warren Act contractor
without the concurrence of the water users
or the irrigation district which executed the
contract.
Sohcitor
Margold
repayment
Opinion M–28725 (October 6, 1936), in re
use of power site at C drop, Klamath
project.
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30.—Warren Act
Land in the Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation District No. 1 is not
a part of the Rio Grande Irrigation Project
of the United States, and waters of the Rio
Grande River d~livered to landowners in
the Hudspeth District were delivered, not
pursuant to notices of appropriation of 1906
and 1908 filed by the Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of the Interior, but
Sec. 9. [Allocation

of finds
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pursuant to contracts entered into under
the Warren Act, between the Hudspeth
District and Bureau of Reclamation, and
such contracts gave landowners no vested
rights to the use of the water, and landpwners codd not recover fmm Utited
States for taking of alleged water rights.
Bean v. United States, 163 F. Supp. 838,
143 Ct. Cl. 363 ( 1958), cert. denied 358
U.S. 906.

to States and Territories

of origin. ]—RePealed.

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Repealed. Section 9 was repealed by
section 6 of the Act of June 25, 1910, 36
Stat. 836, which appears herein in chronological order. As originally enacted, the
section read as follows: “That it is hereby
declared to be the duty of the Secretary of
the Interior in carrying out the provisions
of this act, so far as the same may be practicable and subject to the existence of
feasible irrigation projects, to expend the
major portion of the funds arising from the
sale of public lands within each State and
Territory hereinbefore named for the benefit of arid and semiarid lands within the
limits of such State or Territory: Provided,

That the. Secretary may temporarily use
such portion of said funds for the benefit
of arid or semiarid lands in any particular
Stite or Territory hereinbefore named as
he may deem advisable, but when so used
the excess shall be restored to the fund as
soon as practicable, to the end that ultimately, and in any event, within each 10year period after the passage of this act,
the expenditures for the benefit of the said
States and Territories shall be equalized
according to the proportions and subject to
the conditions as to practicability and
feasibility aforesaid?’

Sec. 10. [Necessary and proper acts and regulations. ]-The
Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to perform any and all acts and to make such
rules and regulations as may be necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into full force and effect. (32 Stat. 390; 43 U.S.C.
~ 373)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Administrative
Organization.
The Reclamation Service was established within the
Geological
Survey of the Depar~ent
of
the Interior in July, 1902. In March, 1907,
the Service was given bureau status under
a director. The name of the Reclamation
Service was changed to Bureau of Reclamation on June 20, 1923, and the position of
Commissioner of Reclamation
was established. The Ac! of May 26, 1926, which
appears herein m chr?nologlcd
order, provldes that the Commissioner of Reclama-

tion shall be appointed by the President.
Previous Bills. A large volume of original
bills were introduced in the Congress prior
to the enactment of the Reclamation Act—
22 Senate bills, 54 House bills, 2 Senate
joint resolutions aud 2 House joint resolutions. Unpublished volume entitled “Reclamation Act, Original BUS, 1899-1901”,
Engineering files, Bureau of Reclamation.
Legislative History. S. 3057, Pubfic Law
161 in the 57th Congress. S. Rept. No. 254.
H.R. Rept. No. 1468.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Reclamation Act 1-5
Constitutionality 2
Generally 1
Powers of Secretary 615
Generally 6
Leasesand permits 7
Overseasprojects 8
Rules and regulations
Generally 16

1. Reclamation Act—Generally
A reclamation project is desi~~~
------- to
-benefit people, not land. Ivanhoe! Irr. Di$t.
v. McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 29’‘7 (1958).
The history of the Reclamati( on Act of
1902 shows that it was the intent of Con.qess that the cost of each irrigation project
should be assessed against the property
benefited and that the assessments as fast
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as collected should be paid back into the
fund for use in subsequent projects without diminution. This intent cannot be carried out without charging the expense of
maintenance during the Government-held
period as well as the cost of construction.
Swigurt V. Baker, 229 U.S. 187 ( 1913).
Subsequent legislative construction of a
prior act may properly be examined as an
aid to its interpretation. The repeated and
practical construction of the Reclamation
Act of 1902 by both Congress and the
Secretary of the Interior, in charging cost
of maintenance
as well as construction,
accords with the provisions of the act taken
in its entirety and is followed by the court.
Swigart v. Baker, 229 U.S. 187 ( 1913).
The Federal reclamation law is contained
in the Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902,
which, togetier with acts amendatory and
supplementary thereto, forms a complete
legislative pattern in the, field. Solicitor
Harper Opinion, M–33902, at 2 (May 31,
1945 ), in re applicability of excess land
provisions to Coachella Valley Iands.
The irrigation systems on the Flathead
Indian Reservation do not constitute a reclamation project as contemplated
by the
Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902, and the
amendments thereto, Flathead Lands, 48
L.D. 475 (1921).
The project “manager ( supetitendent)
of a Federal irrigation project is the Government representative through whom the
project is managed and carried on, He is
engaged in the administration of a Federal
law and has the right to bring into the Federal courts controversies to which he is made
a party touching the validity or propriety
of acts done by him in his representative
capacity. When sued in a State court for
damages on account of his alleged negligence in operating a project canal, he can
remove the cause to a Federal court, Whifin
v. Cole, 264 Fed. 252 (D. Ida. 1919).
The Act contemplates the irrigation of
private lande as well as lands belonging to
the Government and the fact that a scheme
contemplates the irrigation of private as
well as a large tract of Government land
does not render the project illegal, so as to
prevent the condemnation
of land necessary to carry it out. Burley v. United States,
179 Fed. 1, 102 C.C.A. 429 (Ida. 1910).
Whatever may be its maximum power
under the Constitution, it is thought that
>y the Reclamation Act Congress has cho;en to confer authority upon the Secretary
>f the Interior only to undertake projects
:he primary or predominant
purpose of
ffhich is to reclaim public lands. Grifiths
). Cole, 264 Fed. 374 (D.C. Ida. 1919).
The Act of June 17, 1902, outlines a
comprehensive
reclamation
scheme, and
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provides for the examination and survey of
lands and for construction and maintenance
of irrigation works for the storage, diversion, and development of water for the reclamation
of arid and semi-arid lands.
Henkel
v. United States, 237 U.S. 43
(1915).
In the construction of works for the irrigation of arid pubfic lands, the United
States is not exercising a governmental
function, nor even a strictly public function,
but is promoting its proprietary interests.
Twin Falls Canal Co. v. Foote, 192 F. 583
(D. Ida. 1911).
The Reclamation Act is not a “revenue
law” within the meaning of Revised Statutes,
section 643, allowing removaf to Federal
Courts of suits brought in state courts
“against any officer appointed under or acting by authority of any revenue law of the
United States.” Twin Falls Canal Co., Ltd.
v.. Foote, 192 Fed. 583 (D. Ida. 191 1) .
Ctty of Stan field v. Umatilla Water users;
Assn., 192 Fed. 596 (D. Ore. 1911).
2. <onstititionality
There can be no doubt of the Federd government’s general authority to construct
projects for reclamation and other internal
improvements
under the general welfare
clause, article 1, section 8, of the Constitution as well as article IV, section 3, relating
to the management and disposal of federal
property. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275.294
(1958).
In conferring power u’pon Congress to
tax “to pay the Debts and provide for the
common Defense and general Welfare of
the United States;’ the Constitution delegates a power separate and distinct from
those later enumerated, and one not restricted by them; thus Congress has a substantive power to tax and appropriate for
the general welfare, fimited only by the
requirement that it shall be exercised for the
common benefit as distinguished from some
mere Iocal purpose. It is now clear that this
includes the power of Congress to promote
the general welfare through large-scale projects for reclamation, irrigation, or other
intemaf
improvement.
United States V.
Gerlach Live Stock Co., 339 U.S. 725, 738
(1950).
The United States has constitutional authority to organize and mainttin an irrigation project within a State where it owns
arid lands whereby it will associate with
itself other owners of like lands for the
purpose of reclatilng
and improving them,
and for that purpose it exercises the right
of eminent domain agtinst other land
owners to obtain land necessary to carry the
proposed
project
into effect. Burley V.
United States, et al., 179 Fed. 1, 102 C.C.A.
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429 (Ida. 1910), affirming 172 Fed. 615
(C.C. 1909). See also Magruder v. Belle
Fourche Valley Water Users’Assn.,219
Fed.
72, 133 C.C.A. 524 (S.D. 1914).
The Reclamation Act is within the power
of Congress as to lands witKln the States
as well as Territories, under Constitution,
article 4, section 3, giving it power “to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other
property belonging to the United States”,
and is not in violation of the Constitution
on the ground that it authorizes the expenditure of pubfic money. without an appropriation, since it is in itself an appropriation of the proceeds of land sold, nor
as delegating legislative authority to the
Secretary of the Interior. United States v.
Hanson, 167 Fed. 881, g3 C.C.A.
371
(Wash. 1909).

.6. Powers of Secretary-Generally
Section 10 of the Reclamation Act does
not authorize the Secretary to construct
extra capacity in a sewerage system beyond
the needs for project construction purposes,
~nd make th~scapacity available to an adjacent town in return for the town’s agreement to operate and maintain the system.
The proposed use would violate R.S. $3678,
31 U.S.C. ~ 28, which limits the use of appropriated funds to the objects for which the
appropriation
is made, unless otherwise
provided by law. 34 Comp. Gen. 5gg
( 1955), in re Glendo, Wyoming.
In cases where, because of administrative
laxity in enforcing the excess land limitations of reclamation law, or because proj ects were initiated prior to the enactment of section 46 of the 1926 Act, owners
of excess lands have been receiving water
therefor without having exec~ted recordable contracts, the Secretary, in the exercise of his authority to perform all acts neces$ary and proper to carry the reclamation
laws into full force and effect (sec. 10 of the
Reclamation Act of 1902; sec. 15 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939), may permit the continued delivery of water to such
excess lands on condition that the owner,
by the execution of a recordable contract,
agrees to dispose of such lands within a
reasonable time on reasonable .$?nditions.
Associate Solicitor
Cohen Opmlon,
M34999 (October 22, 1947 ).
‘
Secretary of the Interior had power to
execute a plan of conservation whereby he
stopped winter flow of water through power
plant in irrigation district, ceased producing
power in nonirritating season for p.urp?se
of conserving
such wat~r for ir~gahng
season, contracted with prl~?te Power company
to supply commercial
demand ‘n
district, and preserved the profitable com-
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mercial power business which would otherwise have been lost through lack of
dependable source of power during irrigation season. Burley Irr. Dist. v. Ickes, 116
F. 2d 529, 73 App. D.C. 23 ( 1940), cert.
denied 312 U.S. 687.
Neither the Boulder Canyon Project Act
nor the Reclamation
laws generally authorize the Secretarv of the Interior to
establish a Federal reservation, in connection with the construction of the dam and
powerplant, over which the United States
would have exclusive jurisdiction pursuant
to a Nevada
smtute generally
ceding
jurisdiction
over lands acquired by the
United States for public buildings. Six Companies, Inc. v. De Vinney, County Assessor,
2 F. Supp. 693 (D. Nev. 1933).
The Secretary of the Interior has no gen.
eral supervisory authority under section441,
Revised Statutes, under section 10 of tie
Act of June 17, 1902, or under section 15
of the Act of August 13, 1914, to suspend
public notices issued under the reclamation
law. In re Shoshone irrigation project, 50
L.D. 223 (1923).
See C.L. 818, May 12, 1919, regarding
authority of Secretarv of the Interior to
provide means for ex~ermination of grasshoppers and other pests.
Under the Reclamation Act the Secretary
of the Interior has power to contract with an
irrigation district to SUPPIY, or. PartiallY
supply, the district with water. Ptoneer Zrr.
Dist. v. Stone, 23 Idaho 344, 130 Pac. 382
( 1913); Hillcrest Irr. Dist. v. Brose, 24 Ida.
376, 133 Pac. 663 (1913) ; Nam@a & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Petrie, 153 Pac. 425
( 1915). See dso Nampa @ Meridian Irr.
Dist. v. Petrie, 223 Pac. 531, 37 Ida. 45
(1924).

7.—Leases and permhs
The Secretary of the Interior may establish rules as to the use of witidrawn lands
while not ,needed for the purpose for which
they are reserved, and may lease them for
grazing and limit anirnds to be grazed thereon; the revenue derived going into the reclamation fund. Clyde v. Cummings, 101
Pac. 106, 35 Utah 461 (1909).
There is no general statuto~ authority
for leasing Government;omed
land, and the
Secreta~ of the Intenor may adopt such
methods as he deems in the best interest
of the United States and the project. In
the administration of the Boulder Canyon
project area, the Bureau of Reclamation and
the National Park Service may grant Ieaseg
for lands and permits to engage in business
activities to private indifiduds wi~hout advertising for proposals or securing .c?m”
petitive b:ds. Solicitor Margold Opmlon
M-28694
(October 13, 1936 ).
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An easement for the wnstrnction
and
maintenance of an electrical transmission
line over lands purchased under the reclamation law codd be granted for a maxi?
mum period of 50 years on certain conditions adfitis@fively
imposed. Soficibfs
o~inion.
M–24897
(December 31, lg28),
N~wlands project.
~
The Secretary of the Interior has authority to make temporary leases of lands
reserved or acquired by. purchase for use in
connection with an imgation project contemplated under the provisions of the Reclamation Act where use under the proposed lease will not interfere with tie use
and control of the lands when needed for
the purposes contemplated by the reservation or purchase. Op. Asst. Atty. Gefi., 34
L.D. 480 (1906).
Temporary leases for grazing and other
agricdtural purposes may be made of lands
acquired through condemnation
proceedings for reservoir or canal purposes in reclamation projects during such perids
as
may elapse between the acquisition of title
and the actual use of the same for reservoirs
and canals. All such leases should state the
purpose for which the lands were acquired
and that such purpose will not in any manner be interfered with or delayed by the
lease; should specifically provide for the
termination
of
speedy,
immediat~,
or
the lease m event it is desired to utilize the
land or any part thereof for reclamation
works, or in event the work of reclamation
is found to be hindered or delayed by reason thereof; and should be limited to one
year, but may contain provision for renewal
for the succeeding year in event the lands
should not sooner be needed for reclamation ~urooses. Instructions. 39 L.D. 525

(191i).

“

Whenever it is reasonably necessary for
the Preservation of the buildings. works. and
oth;r property, or for the pro~e; protection
and efficiency of any reclamation project, or
where special conditions make it advisable,
~rst-form withdrawn or purchased lands
may be leased to the highest bidder for a
term to be decided upon by the Reclamation Service (Bureau of Reclamation)
as

267-067—7>vol.
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the conditions may arise. Reclamation deci.
sion, March 23, 1917.
The Secretary has frdl authoritv to Durchase lands necissary for resq~oir purp~ses,
to arrange the terms of purchases;
and
to allow the vendor to retain possession
after the Government has taken possession
until the, land may be actually needed where
by so doing the purchase may be mQre advantageously made; but he has no authority
under said act to lease such purchased lands
aft er the Government has taken possession
thereof. Instructions, 32 L.D. 416 (1904).

8.—Overseas projeck
Section 10 of the Reclamation Act is to
be construed as relating only to projwts of
the United States and does not authorize
the Bureau of Reclamation engineers to review designs for two dam projects in Ceylo?,
and prepare supplemental plans and specifications therefor, with funds to be provided
in advance by the Government of Ceylon.
Dec. Comp. Gen. BA0382
(October
8,
1946).
16. Rules and regufatio~enerafly
This section gives the Secretary of the
Interior no authority or power that he
would not have if it were omitted. Op. Atty.
P,en..
Anril 97.
----—-..., --=--- , 190.5

Rules and regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior under statutorv
authori~ have the effect of statutes and w~l
be judicially noticed by the courti. Alford
et al. v. Hesse, 279 Pac. 831 (Cdif. 1929).
While this section authorizes the Secre.
tary of the Interior to make such regulations as maybe necessary and proper to carry
this act into full force and effect, he is not
authorized to amend, modify, or change
statutory provisions ting
rights of a successful contestan~ who has secured cancellation of. any pre-emption homestead or
timber culture entry. Edwards v. Bodkin,
249 Fed. 562, 161 C.C.A. 488 (Cal. 1918).
A rule by the Secretary of the Interior,
the import of which is to carry into Wect the
provisions of an act relating to the public
lands, is valid? and has the same binding
force as the law itself. Clyde u, Cummings,
101 Pm. 106, 35 Utah 461 (1909).
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RECLAMA~ON
~

OF INDIAN LA~S
IN YUMA, COLORADO
PYRAMID
L~E
INDIAN
RESERVATIONS

RIVER,

[Extracts from] An act mating appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
the Indian Department, and for fulfiltig treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes
for fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, and for other purposes. (Act of April 21, 1904,
ch. 1402,33 Stat. 189)
*

*

*

*

*

Sec. 25. [Reclamation and disposal of irrigable lands in Yuma and Colorado
River Reservation*Diversion
of Colorado
River—Allotment-Price
per
acr+lnstallment
payment+Proceeds.
] -In
carrying out any irrigation enterprise which may be undertaken under +e provisions of the reclamation act of
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and which may make possible and
provide for, in connection with the reclamation of other lands, the reclamation
of dl or any portion of the irrigable lands on the Yuma and Colorado River
Indian reservations in California and Arizona, the Secretary of tie Interior
is hereby authorized to divert the waters of the Colorado River and to reclaim,
utilize,, and dispose of any lands in said reservations which may be irrigable by
such w~rks in like manner as though the same were a part of the public domain:
Provided,
That there shall be reserved for and allotted to each of the Indians
belonging on fie said reservations ten acres of the irrigable lands. The remtinder
of the lands irrigable in said resemations shall be disposed of to settlers under
the provisions of the reclamation act: Provided further, That there shall be added
to the charges required to be paid under said act by settiers upon the unallotted
Indian lands such sum per acre as in the opinion of the Secreta~ of the Interior
shall fairly represent the value of the unallotted lands in said reservations before
reclamation; said sum to be paid in anual installments in tie same manner as
the charges under the reclamation act. Such additional sum per acre, when paid,
shall be used to pay into tie reclamation fund the charges for the reclamation
of the said allotted lands, and the remainder thereof shall be placed to the credit
of said Indians and shall be expended from time to time, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, for their benefit. (33 Stat. 224; ~ 3, Act of March 3,
1911,36 Stat. 1063)
EXPLANATORY’
NOTE
.,
1911, Amendment and Supplementary States shall have been wholly reimbursed
Provision. The Act of March 3, 1911, 36
Stat. ~063, increased the size of the allotment in the first proviso from five to ten
acres and further provided:
“That
the
entire cost of irrigation of the allotted lands
shall be reimbursed to the United States
from any funds received from the sale of the
surplus lands of the reservations or from
any other funds that may become available
for such purpose: Pronided furthe7, That
in the event any allottee shall receive a
patent in fee to an allotment of land irrigated under this project, before the United

as herein provided, then the proportionate
cost of the project to be apportioned equitably by the Secretary of the Interior, shall
become a first lien on such allotment, and
the fact of such lien shall be recited on the
face of each patent in fee issued and the
amount of the lien set forth thereon, which
said lien, however, shall not be enforced
so long as the original dlottee, or his heirs,
shall actually occupy the allotment as a
homestead, and the receipt of the Secretary
of the Interior or of the office!, agent, or
employee duly authorized by hlm for that
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recorder of deeds in the county wherein the
land is located, operate x a satisfaction of
such lien.”

purpose, for the payment of the amount
assessedagainst any allotment as herein provialed shall, when duly recorded by the

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Parker Dam

terior to build Parker Darn on the Culorado
River. United States v. Arizona, 295 U.S.

Section 25 of the Act & April 21, 1904,

174 (1935).

does not authorize the Secretary of the In-

Sec. 26. [Reclamation
and disposal of irrigable lands in Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation—Allotment—Price
per acr+Installment
payment~Proceeds. ]—In carrying out any irrigation enterprise which may be undertake
under the provisions of the reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and which may make possible and provide for, in connection with.
the reclamation of other lmds, the reclamation of all or any portion of the irrigable lands on the Pyramid Lake, Indian Reservation, Nevada, ‘he Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to reclaim, utilize, and dispose of any lands in said
resemation which may be irrigable by such works in Eke manner as though the
same were a part of the public domain: Provided, That there shall be reserved
for and allotted to each of tie Indians belonging on the said reservation five
xres of the irrigable lands. The remainder of the lands irrigable in said reservation shall be disposed of to settlers under the provisions of the reclamation act:
Provided
further,
That there shall be added to the charges required to be paid
under said act by settlers upon the unallotted Indian lands such sum per acre m
in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior shall fairly represent the value of
the una~otted lands in said rese~ation before reclamation, said sum to be paid
in annual installments in the same manner = the charges under the reclamation
act. Such additional sum per acre, when paid, shall be used to pay into the
reclamation fund the charges for the reclamation of the said allotted lands,
and the remainder thereof shall be placed to the credit of said Indians and shall
be expended from time to time under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior for their benefit. (33 Stat. 225)

+

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codifi&. Sections 25 and 26 of this
Act are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 12684. Public

Law 125 in the 58th Congress. ~.R. Rept.
No. 1022. S. Rept. No. 1660. H.R. Rept..
No. 2342 (conference report).
.-. .
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[Extracts from] An act to rati~ and amend an agreement tith the Indians of the Crow
Resemation in Montana, and maEng appropriations to car~ the same into effect. (Act
of April 27, !904, ch. 1624,33 Stat. 352)

*

*

*

*

*

Art. 11. [Ceded lands to be disposed of under Reclamation Law.]—In
consideration of the land ceded, granted, reEnquished, and conveyed by article
one of this agreement the United Statm stipulates and agrees to dispose of the
same as hereinafter provided under the provisions of the reclamation act approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, the homestead, town site,
and mineral land laws, except sections sixteen and thiity-six, or an equivalent of
two sections in each township, at not less tian four dollars per acre, subject
$0 the provisions in section five. * * * (33 Stat. 356)

*
Sec. 5. [Filing

*

*

*

*

schedule of allotment-Residue
to be disposed of under
Reclamation Act—Indian employ~Undisposed
of lands to be open to settlement—Nonirrigable
lands. ] —Before any of the lands by this agreement ceded
are opened to settlement or entry the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall cause
the allotments to be made and the schedule to be prepared, as provided for in
section four of this act, and a dupficate of said schedule shall be filed witi the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, Upon the completion of such allotments and the fihng of such s&edule, and after the sale or removal of such
improvements,
the residue of such ceded lands, except sections sixte~ and
Wlrty-six, or lands in lieu thereof, which shall be reserved for common-school
Shall
purposes and are hereby granted to the State of Montana for such purpose,
be subject to withdrawal and disposition under tie reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, so far as feasible irrigation projects may be
found therein. The charges provided for by said reclamation act shall be in addition to the charge of four dollars per acre for the land, and shall be paid in
annual instalhnents as required under the reclamation act; and the amounts
to be paid for the land shall be credited to the funds herein established for the
benefit of the Crow Indians. If any lands in sections sixteen and thirty-six are
included in an irrigation project under the reclamation ad, the State of Montana
may select in lieu thereof, as herein provided, other lands not included’ in any
such project, in accordance with the provisions of existing law concerning schoolland selections. In any construction work upon the ceded lands performed direcdy by the United States under the reclamation act preference shall be given
to the employment of Crow Indians, or whites intermarried with them, so fal
Provided, however, That if the lands withdrawn undel
as may be practicable:
the reclamation act are not disposed of within five years after the passage of thi:
act, then dl of said lands so withdrawn shall be disposed of as other land!
provided for in this act. That the lands not withdrawn for irrigation under saic
reclamation act, which lands shall be determined under the direction of tht
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Secret~
of the Interior at the earliest practical date, shall be disposed of under
the homestead, town site, and mineral land laws of the United States, * * *.
(33 Stat. 360; Act dMarch
3,1909,35 Stat. 797)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

1909 Amendment. The Indian Approptiation Act of March 3, 1909, 35 Stat. 797,
provides that any lands withdrawn under
the Reclamation Act, pursuant to the provisions of the above section, which are not
*
*
*

disposed of within five years, sha~ remain
subject to disposal under the provisions of
the Reclamation Act until othemise directed
by the Secretaryof the Interior.
●

*

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legishtive
HistoW.

H.R.

11676, Public

Law 183 in the 58th Con~ess. H.R. Rept.
No. 890. S, Rept. No. 1937. H.R. Rept.
No. 2763 (conference report).

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Constmction wih other hws
The Act of May 16, 1930, 46 Stat. 367,
authorizing the sale of vacant lands which
are classified as temporfiy or permanently
unproductive, does not apply to cedd Crow

Indian lands on the Huntiey Irrigation project which were withdrawn for reclamation
purposes pursuant to the Act of April 27,
1904, 33 Stat. 352. Solicitor White Opinion,
M–34393 (March 26, 1947).
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An act author~lng fie use of earth, stone, and timber on the pubfic lands and forest reserves
of the United States in the construction of works under the national irrigation law.
(Act of February 8,1905, ch. 552,33 Stat. 706)

[Use of earth, stone, and timber on pubtic lands for irrigation works.]—In
carrying out the provisions of the national irrigation law, approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and in constructing works thereunder, the Secretary of tie Interior is hereby authotied
to use and to permit the use by those
engaged in the construction of works under said law, under rules and regulations
to be prescribed by him, such earth, stone, and timber from the public lands
of the United States as may be required in the construction of such works, and
the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to permit the use of earth, stone,
and timber from the forest reserves of the United States for the same purpose,
under rules and regulations to be prescribed by hti (33 Stat. 706; 43 U.S.C.
~ 420)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

1919 Supplementary Provision. The Act
of July 19, 1919, 41 Stat. 163, 202, Provides
that proceeds from the lease of, or from the
5ale of products from, lands wi~drawn
under the Reclamation Act shall go mto the
reclamation fund, and that any such lands
needed for the protection. or operation of
any constructed reclamation reservoir or
o~er works shall remain under the jurisdiction of the Secretaryof the Interior even
tiough also reserved and withdrawn for

some other purpose. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.
Natiod
Forests. The Department
of
Agriculture Appropriation Act for 1908, approved March 4, 1907, 34 Stat. 1256, 1269,
provides that “forest reserves” * * * “sh~l
$* k~gwn hereafter m national forests
Legislative History. H.R, 14710, Pubfic
%:3 54 in the 58th Congress. S. Rept. No.

NOTES OF OPINIONS

Construction with other bws 1
National fortits 2
1. Construction with other laws
Under the Act of February 8, 1905, and
the Act of March 3, 189 l? as amended, the
Bureau may issue a perrmt to an irrigation
district to remove clay without charge from
public lands to be used in connection with
the operation and maintenance of drainage
facilities of a Federal reclamation project.
This authority is not repealed by section
10(a)
of the Reclamation
Project Act of

1939. Memorandum of Acting Associate Solicitor Coulter, August 11, 1966, in re request of Yuma Mesa Irrigation and Drainage District.
2. NatioA

forests

Under this Act the Reckunation Service
may use timber from the national forests
without charge in connection with work
with private
performed
in cooperation
parties under the provisions of the Warren
Act of February21, 1911.30 Op. Atty. Gen.
398 ( 1915), in re Jackson Lake.
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An act authorizing the changing of the Ievek of certain lakes’ and the disposd of cmtain
lands under the terms of the national. rechmation
act. (Act of Februarv, 9, 1905,
ch. 567,33 Stat. 714)

[Authority to change lake levels and dispose of lands. ]—The Secretary of
the Interior is hereby authorized in carrying out any irrigation project that may
be undertaken by him under the terms and conditions of the national rmlarnation act and which may involve the cl~anging of the levels of Lower or Litde
Klarnath Lake, Tule or Wett Lake, and Goose Lake, or any river or other body
of water wnn~td
therewiti, in the States of Oregon and California, to raise
and to dispose of any lands
or lower the level of said lakes as may be necezs~
which may come into the possession of the United States as a result thereof by
cession of any State or otherwise under the terms and conditions of the national
reclamation act. (33 Stat. 714; 43 U.S.G. ~ 601)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Oregon Legislation,
the following law:

In connection

with the above statute ~e

State of Oregon

enacted

“An act to authorize the utilization of Upper Klamath Lake, Lower or Little Klamati
Lake, and Tule or Rhett Lake, situate in Klamath County, Oregon, and Goose Lake,
situate in Lake County, Oregon, in connection with the irrigation and reclamation
operations of the Reclamation Service of the United States, and to cede to the United
States all the right, titl~, interest, and claim of the State of Oregon to any and all lands
recovered by the Iowermg of the water levels or by the drainage of any or all of said
lakes.
“Be it enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the State of Oregon; be it enacted by the
people of the State of Oregon:
“SECTION 1. That for the purpose of aiding in the operations of irrigation and reclamation conducted by the Reclamation Service of the United States, established by the act
of Congress approved June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), known as the reclamatkn act, the
United States is hereby authorized to lower the water level of Upper Klamath Lake, situate in Klarnath County, Oregon, and to lower the wakr level of or to drain any or W
of the following lakes: Lower or Little Kla.math Lake and- Tule or Rhett Lake, situate
in Klamath County, Oregon, and Goose Lake, situate in Lake County, Oregon, and to use
mY part or all of the beds of said lakes for the storage of water in connection with SU&
operations.
“SEc. 2. That there be, and hereby is, ceded to the United States all the right, tide,
interest, or claim of this State to any land uncovered’ by the lowering of the water levels
or by the drainage of any or all of said lakes not already disposed of by the State; and
the lands hereby ceded may be’ disposed of by the United States, free of any claim on
the part of this State in any manner that :may be deemed advisable by its authorized
agencies, in pursuance of the provisions of said reclamation act.”
Approved January 20, 1905. (General Laws of Oregon, 1905, p. 63.)
California

Legislation.

The State of California passed the following

law:

“An act authorizing the United States Government to lower the water levels of tiy or Al
of the following lakes: hwer or Little, Klamath Lake, Tule or Rhett Lake, Goose Lake,
and Clear Lake, situated in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties, and to use any part or dl of
the beds of said lakes for the storage of water in connection with the irrigation and
reclamation operations conducted by tile Reclamation Service of the United States; dso
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ceding to the United States all right, title, interest, or claim of the State of California
to any lands uncovered by the lowering of the water levels of any or dl of said lakes
not already disposed of by the State.
“The people of the State of California, represented in senate and assembly, do enact
as follows:
“SEcmoN 1. That for the purpose of aiding in the operations of irrigation and reclamation conducted by the Reclamation Service of the United States, established by tie act
of Congress approved June seventeenth: nineteen hundred and two (’rhlrty-second
Statutes, page three hundred and eighty-eight ), known as the reclamation act, the United
States is hereby authorized to lower the water levels of any or all of the following lakes:
Lower or Littfe Klamath Lake, Tule or Rhett Lake, Goose Lake, and Clear Lake, situated
in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties, as shown by the map of the United States Geological
Survey, and to use any part or dl of the beds of said lakes for the storage of water m
connection with such operations.
“SEc. 2. And them is hereby ceded to the United States all the right, title, interest, or
claim of this State to any lands uncovered by the lowering of the water levels of any or
all of said lakes not al~eady disposed of by tils .State; and the lands hereby ceded may be
disposed of by the Umted States free of any .clalm on ~he part of this State in. any manner
that may be deemed admsable by the authorized agencies of the United States m pursuance
of the provisions of said reclamation act: Provided, That this act shall not be in effect
as to lakes herein named, which lie partly in the State of Oregon, until a similar cession

has been made by that State.”
Approved, February 3,1905. (Cal. Stats. 1905, p. 4. )
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Supplernenta~ Provision: Agricultural
Entries. The Act of May 27, 1920, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to determine the ceded lands which will be opened
to agricultural development, and provides
that such lands will be open to entry under
the homestead laws. The Act appears herein
m chronological order.
Cross Reference, Consent to Suit. The
Act of March 3, 1923,42 Stat. 1438, grants
the consent of Congress to the State of California to bring suit against the United States
to determine titie to lands alleged to have
been ceded by the State to the United States
and to determine title to any lands uncovered by the lowering of the water levels of
the lakes referred to in this Act. The 1923
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Contract with California Oregon Power
Co. By contract executed in 1917 on behalf
of the United States by Secretary Franklin K. Lane the California Oregon Power

Co. was given the right to construct and
operate a dam at the .outlet of UPPer
Klamath Lake and to regulate the flow of
the inter in the lake for 50 years. For a
copy of this contract and a large amount of
data concerning it see joint hearings by the
S~nate and House committees in connection
w?th S.. 3189 and H.R. 9493, first session
fhxty-mnth
Congress. The con}mct was

amended in 1956. For a discussion of the
relationship, between the dam and the
various power projects of the company
downstream on Link and Klamath Rvers,
see California Oregon Power Co. v. Federal
Power Commission, 239 F. 2d 426 (D.C.
Cir, 1956), and California Oregon Power
~~i~~~ F.P.C. 1 (1954) and 15 F.P.C. 14

‘-Legislative History. S. 6312, Pubfic Law
66, in the 58th Congress. S. Rept. No. 3067.
H.R. Rept. No. 4092.

NOTESOF 0PIN10N5
Bird refuge 2
Ceded lands 1
Homestead entry 3
1. Ceded lands
The State of Cfllfomia made application
to. the G.enerd Land Office for a survey,
with a view to the subsequent issuance of
patent, to the Stite under fie sw~p-land
act of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat. 519), of
alleged swamp and ovefiowed lands in T.
47 N., Rs. 2 and 3 E., and T. 48 N., Rs. 1,
2, and 3 E., Mount Diablo meridim, Cafif.

The lands for which survey and patent were
asked are areas lying between the precipitous banks in the lower portion of the
lower Klarnath Lake area and the high
grou?d. The department, in denying the
application of the State, held that under
the act of the State of California of February 3, 1905 (California Statutes, 1905: p.
4), these lands were ceded to the Uruted
States, and are now held subject to disposi.
tion only under the general reclamation
laws;
that the department
is withoul
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authority to recognize or entertain any c~i
on the part of the State therefor under the
swamp-land act or under any other existing
law; and that the title of the United States
to these lands can be divested only by act of
Congress. Sfate O] California, 47 L.D.
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Lower Klarnath Lake for agriculturrd purposes, whether such lands are used for flow-

207(1919).

age purposes or uncovered and used for
agricultural purposes, but is not authorized
to use such waters. or lands for establishment
of a tixrd refuge. Solicitor Finney Opinion,
53 I.D. 693 (1932).

2. Mrd refuge

3. Homestead entry

Under the Act of February 9, 1905, and
the cession statutes of the States of Oregon
and California relating thereto; the Act of
May 27, 1920; appropriations of water
made by the United States for agricultural
and power development under section
47-1201 of the Oregon Code, 1930; and
the contracts with the California-Oregon
Power Company relating to a dam in Upper
Klamath Lake to control the flow in the
Klamath River, the United States may use
waters of the Klamath River and lands of

The Secretary of the Interior has the
authority, but is not required, to ?pen for
homestead entry under the reclamation laws
any or all of the lands, whether ceded by
the states of California or Oregon or public
lands in the Tule Lake Unit of the Tule
Lake Wild Life Refuge, and the Klamath
Straits Unit, the Sheepy Lake West Unit,
and the Sheepy Lake East Unit of the
Klamath Lake Reservation for the protection of native birds. Solicitor White Opinion, M-36157
(December 12, 1952).
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An act relating to the construction of a dam and reservoir on the RIo Grande, in New
Mexico, for the impounding of flood waters of said river for the purposes of (migation.
(Act of February 25,1905, ch. 798,33 Stat. 814)
[Reclamation
development in Texas and New Mexico authorized from proposed Engle Dam on Rio Grande.] —The provisions of the reclamation act
approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, shall be extended for
the purposes of this act to the portion of the State of Texas bordering upon the
Rlo Grande which can be irrigated from a dam to be constructed near Engle, in
the Territory of New Mexico, on the Rio Grande, to store the flood waters of
that river, and if there shall be ascertained to be sufficient land in New Mexico
and in Texas which can be supplied with the stored water at a cost which shall
render the project feasible and return to the reclamation fund the cost of the
enterprise, then the Secreta~ of the Interior may proceed witi the work d
constructing a darn on the Rlo Grande as part of the general system of irrigation,
should all other conditions as regards feasibility be found satisfactory. (33
Stat. 814)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the

IJ.S.
_ ..—.Code.

‘--Elephant Butte Darn. The dam herein
referred to was completed in 1916 and is
known as the Elephant Butte Dam. Located about 125 mfles north of El Paso,
Texas, it creates the major storage reservoir
on the Rlo Grande within the United
States.
Caballo Dam. Caballo Darnj a related
flood control and power regulating structure
completed in 1938, is located 23 miles downstream from Elephant Butte Dam. Flood
control operations of the dam are governed
by the agreement of October 9, 1935, between the Departments of State and Interior. The dam is discussed in annexes to
the Convention between the United States
and Mexico for the Rectification of the
~&gG~de
of February 1, 1933, 48 Stat.
Cros~ Reference, Reclamation Act Extended to Texas. The Act of June 1221906,
34 Stat. 259, extended the Reclamation Act
to the entire State of Texas. The 1906 Act
appears here~nin chronological order.
Constmctlon of Private Dam Enjoined.
Protracted litigation in which the United
States obtained a permanent injunction
against the construction by a private company of an irrigation diversion dam across
the river in New Mexico near Engle on the
grounds that navigablfi~ of an international
river would be adverselyfleeted, is reported

in United States v. Rio Grande Dam and
Irrigation
Co., 174 U.S. 690 ( 1899);
United States v. Rio Grande Dam and Irrigation Co., 184 U.S. 416 ( 1902) ; and
Rio Grande Dam and Irrigation Co. V.
United States, 215 U.S. 266 ( 1909). The
proceedings were instituted at the direction
of the Attorney General, 21 Op. Atty. Gen.
518 (1897).

Cross Riference, 1906 Convention with
Mexico. The Convention with Mexico of
May 21, 1906 (effective January 16, 1907),
obligates the United States,after completion
of the Ensle (Elephant Butte) Dam, to
deliver 60,000 acre-feet of water annually
to Mexico at the headworks of the Old
Mexican Canal located above the city of
Juarez, Mexico. The Convention appears
herein in chronological order.
1907 Nonreimbursable Appropriation.
The Act of March 4, 1907, 34 Stat. 1295,
appropriates $1,000,000 t?ward the cost of
the Elephant Butte Dam in recognitio~ of
th~ obhgation to deliver water to Mex?co,
with the balance of the cost of the proJect
to be allocated from the reclamation fmd
and returned under the reclamation laws.
The text of the provision appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Drainage Expenses. The Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriation Act of June 12, 1917, 40 Stat. 148,
and subsequent appropriation acts, and the
Act of October 6, 1917, 40 Stat. 426, con-
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tain special limitations on the expenditure
of funds for drainage purposesin connection
with the Rio Grande project. The texts of
the relevant provisions appear herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Adjustment of
Charges. Section 30 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 643, and the
Act of May 28? 1928, 45 Stat. 785, relate
to adjustments m payment of charges. The
texts of the relevant provisions appear herein
in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: American Diversion Dam. Under the authority of the
Act of August 29, 1935, 49 Stat. 96 l? the
United States section of the International
Boundary Commission constructed and operates a new diversion dam that supplies
water to the old Franklin Canal. This structure, called the American Diversion Darn, is
located on the RIO Grande 2 miles northwest
of El Paso immediately above the point
where the river becomes the international
boundary Enc. The 1935 Act appears herein
in chronological order.
International Boundary Commission. The
International
Boundary Commission
was
created pursuant to the Convention with
Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
the International
Bound~
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico,
by the Treaty with Mexico of
Februa@ 3, 1944 (effective November 8,
1945 ), 59 Stat. 1219. The 1944 Treaty appears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Statutory Authority of
the Commission. The Act of August 19,
1935, which appears herein in chronological order, provides general authority for
the work of the Commission, and the notes
following the Act briefly summarize other
statuto~ provisions relating to its pr~rsm.
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Supplementary Provision: Rio Grande
Cadization Project. The Act of June 4,
1936, 49 Stat. 1463, authorized’the United
States Section of the Commission to construct and operate canalization works in the
river between Cabsdlo Dam and the American Diversion Dam. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Power Development. A provision in the Interior Department Appropriation Act of August 9, 1937,
50 Stat. 593, relates to the repayment of the
cost of power facilities and of certain costs
of Elephant Butte and Caballo Dams. The
text of the provision appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Recreation
Development. The Act of July 25, 1962, 76
Stat. 171, authorizes recreation development by the Secretary of the Interior at
Elephant Butte and CabaHo Reservoirs. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Franklin Ca.
naf Relocation.
Pursuant to the authority
contained in section 1 of’ the AmericanMexican Chsruizal Act of 1964, enacted
April 29, 1964, 78 Stat. 184, the International Bound~
Commission, United States
and Mexico,
relocated
1.7 miles of the
Frankfin Canal, which is part of the distribution system of the Rio Grande project.
For legislative history of the 1964 Act see
S. 2394 in the 88th Congress; S. Rept. No.
868; H.R. Rept. No. 1233.
Cross References, Miscellaneous. Related

subjects include the Rio Grande Compact,
RIo Grande rectification project (1.B.W.C.),
Middle Rio Grande project (upstream
from Elephant Butte Reservoir), and the
1944 treaty with Mexico.
Legislative History. H.R. 17939, Pubfic
Law 104 in the 58th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 3990; S. Rept. No. 3915.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Bridges
3
Compact
7
Excess lands

5
Flood control 4
Project, what constitutes 1
Suits against United States 8
Treaty obligation 6
Water rights 2
1. Project, what constitutes
Lands of the Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation
District No. 1 are
not part of the Rio Grande reclamation
project. Bean v. United States, 163 F. Supp.
838 (Ct. Cl. 1958), cert. denied, 358 U.S.
906 (1958).

2. Water rights
The delive~ of water by the United
States from the Rio Grande reclamation
project under a Warren Act contract conveys to water users no vested rights to the
use of the water, but the rights of the contractor are governed by the contract alone.
Bean v. United States, 163 F. Supp. 838
(Ct. Cl. 1958), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 906
[1958).
Th<. aband~nment
of seepage waters
from the Rio Grande reclamation project
in the past by the United States did not
constitute abandonment of the right to use
such waters when needed in the future; and
plaintiffs’ use of such seepage waters did
not create in them rights superior to those
of the United States to control and prescribe
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the use of these waters. Bean v. United
State~, 163 F. Supp. 838 (Ct. Cl. 1958),
cert. denied, 358 U.S. 906 ( 1958).

The City of El Paso could not claim a
right to water from the Rio Grande River
in an amount equal to city sewage effluent
discharged into the river, when by an earlier
agreement the city surrendered dl control
over the effluent once it entered the river.
El Paso County Water Improvement District
No. 1 v. City of El Paso, 243 F. 2d 927
(5th Gir. 1957), modifying 133 F. SUPP.
894 ( W.D. Tex. 1955), cert. denied, 355
U.S. 820 (1957).
- Where the Ci~ of El Paso applied to +e
appropriate. state agency for a water permit,
a compromise settlement was arranged between the city and an irrigation district
opposing the permit, and thereafter the
permit was issued, then the conditions of the
compromise
agreement are binding upon
the Qarties. El Paso County Water Im@rovernen-t District No. 1 v. City of El Paso, 243
F. 2d 927 (5th Cir. 1957\. modifving 133
F. SUDD. 894 (W.” D. Tex’ ~955 ),- ‘cer;. denied, 255 U.S. 920 ( 1957).
The United States’ rights as a storer and
carrier of project wate; are not exhausted
with a single application of the water to
land, but the water may be recaptured and
reused
as developed
water.
Huds#eth
County Conservation @ Reclamation Dist.
No. 1 v. Robbins, 213 F. 2d 425 (5th Cir.
1954), cert. denied, 348 U.S. 833 (1954).

3. Bridges
The United States in receiving a deed
for the interest of the City o! El Paso in a
canal right-of-way and agreeing to “maintain” bridges over the canal, dld not bind
itself to construct new bridges across the
canal as increased traffic conditions required. El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 v. City of El Paso, 243
F. 2d 927 (5th Cir. 1957), modifying 133
F. Supp. 894 (W.D. Tex. 1955), cert denied, 355 U.S. 820(1957).
4. Flood control

Operation of Caballo Reservoir for flood
control is subject to the Agreement of October 9, 1935, between the Departments of
State and Interior, irrespective of the authority of the Secretary & War to promulgate flood control regulations pursuant to
section 7 of the Flood Control Act of 1944.
~giYd~
of Chief Counsel Fix, May 2,
5. Excess lands
The Secretiry of the Interior has authority under the Act of February 25, 1920, 41
Stat. 45 l? to enter into a contract to supply
to the City of El Paso an amount of water
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from the Rlo Grande recl~ation
project
representing the water service for certain
project lands acquired by the city and retired from irrigation farming, but not to
exceed a maximum of 3 ‘/2 acre-feet of water
a year for each acre of such land acquired
by the city. The city’s ownership of some
1400 acres of such land does not violate
the 160-acre limitation of reclamation law.
El. Paso County Water Improvement Dist?tct No. 1 v. City of El Paso,- 133 F. Supp.
894, 918–920 ( W.C. Tex. 1935), atirmed,
243 F. 2d. 927 (5th Cir. 1957), cert. dened, 355 U.S. 820 (1957).
6. Treaty ob~gation

The Secretary of the Interior has the discretion to deny an application for a right
of way for a reservoirin Colorado that would
store Rio Grande water for irrigation purposes, until a det-ination
can be made
that such a development would not interfere with the treaty obligation to deliver
R1o Grande water to Mexico and with the
Engle Dam project. Francis W. Bosco, 39
L.D. 104 (1910).

7. Compact
An analysis of the Rlo Grande Compact
shows convincingly that the water of the
river belonging to. Texas is definitely committed to the service of the Rio Grande rePaso County Water
clamation project. El .Improvement
Dtitrict No. 1, 133 F. SUPP.
894, 907 (W.D. Tex. 1955), afirmed on
other grounds, 243 F. 2d 927 (5th Cir.
1957), cert. denied 355 U.S. 820 (1957 ).

8. Suits against United States
Section 208 of the Act of Jdy 10, 1952,
consenting to the joinder of the United
States in a suit “for the adjudication of
rights to the use of water of a river system
or other source,” does not apply to an action
for a declaration of rights in certain drainage waters from the Rio Grande reclamation project and for an injunction. restraining Bureau of Reclamation offiads from
interfering with such rights. Miller v. Jennings, 243 F. 2d 157 (5th Cir. 1957), cert.
..
denied. 355 U.S. 827 (1957).
In ah action to enjoin dive~kon of waters
from the Elephant Butte reservoir to a federal game refuge, the United States was an
indispensable party, as any judgment would
expend itself on the administration of public laws, and therefore the action had to be
dismissed. Elephant Butte Irrigation Dist. v.
Gatlin, 61 N. Mex. 58, 294 P. 2d 628
(1956).
The United States is a necessary party
to a suit for an injunction restraining the
responsible officials of the Bureau of Reclamation from diverting seepage watem
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from the Rio Grande reclamation project
which the plaint~s formerly had utilized;
and since the United States bm not give~~
its consent to such a suit, @e action must be
dismissed. Hudspeth County Conservatiotz
& Reclamation District No. 1 v. Rob bins.
213 F. 2d 425 (5th Cir. 1954), cert. denied;
348 U.S. 833 (1954).
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An action by the State of New Mexico
and a city to enjoin the further lowering of
the Elephant Butte reservoir, on the grounds
that this would ause more fish to die and
create a health menace, must be dismissed
because it is a suit against the United States
without its consent. New Mexico v. Backer,
199 F. 2d 426 (lOtb Cir. 1952).
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FUND
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An act to provide for the covering into the reclamation

fund certain proceeds of sales of
property purchased by the reclamation fund. (Act of March 3, 1905, ch. 1459, 33 Stat.
1032)

[Proceeds

from

fund. ]—There
act of June
act,
tures

seventeenth,

the proceeds
in connection

of all other
thereof,

and

certain

sales and ref~ds

shall be covered

nineteen

with

hundred

the operations
property

also any moneys

to be covered

the reclamation

of the sales of materi~

condemned

said reclamation

into

which

refunded

act. (33 Stat. 1032;

and

utiltied
under

two,

fund

known

the reclamation
under

the

as the reclamation

for temporary

work

and struc-

the said act, as well as of the sales

had been purchased
in connection

43 U.S.C.

into

established

with

under

the provisions

the operations

under

$ 393)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Funds Collected from
Defaulting Contractors. The Act of June 6,
1930, 46 Stat. 522, provides that amounts
collected from defaulting contractors or
tieir sureties shall be covered into the reclamation fund and credited to the project

or oweration for or on account of which the

cont~act was made. The 1930 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R, 18528, Public
Law 192 in the 58th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 4833. S. Rept. No. 4383.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Act not retrospective 1
Commissary supplies 3
Construction charges 5
Erroneous deposit in Treasury 6
Mineral leases 7
Moneys forfeited by bidders 4
Not credited to appropriations 2
1. Act not retrospective
This act only relates to and tiects such
moneys as have been and shall be derived
from the specified sources after the presage
of the act and moneys so derived prior to its
passage but which had not been deposited
in the Treasury to the credit of some other
fund. It does not operate retrospectively.
12 Comp. Dec. 297 (1905).
2. Not credhcd to appropriations
Moneys received by the Reclamation
Service both as refunds and as proceeds of
sales of material and property that have
served their purpose in connection with reclamation projects must be credited to the
reclamation fund generally and not to the
particular appropriation made therefrom for
the project from w~lch the refmds or sales
arose. Such application will not work to the
detriment of the water users on any particular project, since the matter of the net cost

of any such project and hence the amount
to be paid by the water users as reimbursement of the Government for such cost
is to be determined by the Interior D~partmont quite independently of the question as
to what particular public fu?d. is to be
credited with refunds or sales arlsmg in connection with the project. 22 Comp. Dec. 54
(1915).
3. Commissary supplies
Where funds paid to the Reclamation
Service pursuant to contract by an irrigation
company to cover the cost of work being
done by that service for the benefit of said
compmy are expended for commissary and
other supplies, which are resold during the
progress of the work, the receipts from such
resales are to be appfied to the completion
of the work and are not to be covered into
the reclamation fund. 22 Comp. Dec. 289
(1916).
4. Moneys forfeited by bidders

Moneys forfeited by successfulbidders for
work under .the Reclamation Service because of fadure to perform the award
should, under the provisions of this at}, be
covered into the Treasury to the credit of
the reclamation fund. 12 Comp. Dec. 297
(1905).
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5. Constmction chmges
The Great Northern Railway Co. paid
the United States the estimated construction charges on a small acreage of land on
the Teton Division of the Sun River project,
over which land the company proposed to
construct a railway line under the act of
March 3,-1875 (18 Stat. 482 ). Neither the
Teton Division nor the line of road was
constructed, and the grant to the company
was forfeited by court decree. The ratiway
company made an application for refund of
the construction cha~es paid. The Comptroller General in decision of October 7,
1932 (A+3217 ) refused to m~e the re.
fund on the ground that such refund was
prohibited by section 1 of the act of Congress of March 26, 1908 (35 Stat. 48), as
amended by the act of December 11, 1919,
41 Statute 366, permitting the return of
filing fees and commissions in connection
with public land entries, etc., only when the
entry is rejected, not when it is allowed.
6. Erroneous deposit in Treasury
When moneys appropriated by Congress
for a particular purpose have been erroneously covered into the Treasury to the credit
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of the unappropriated
surplus, the error
may be corrected
by withdrawing
the
moneys from the Treasury and re-cove~
them into the credit of the appropriation to
which Congress directed they should belong.
The proceeds of sales of property belonging
to the Reclamation Service required by this
act to be covered into the Treasury to the
credit of the reclamation fund form, a part
of the appropriation
for the Reclamation
Service, and those erroneously covered into
the Treasury as “proceeds of Government
property”
may be withdrawn
from the
Treasury and re-covered into the credit of
;~go~lamation
fund. 12 Comp. Dec. 733

.,
7. Mineral le~es
Lands withdrawn for a reservoir site or
similar reclamation
purposes which are
essentiaf to the project, and lands acquired
by purchase or condemnation for the ~clusive use of the project, may be developed
for their mineraf resources only by tempo.
rary leases for periods not inconsistent with
the needs of the project, and the proceeds
therefrom must be placed in the reclamation fund to the credit of that project.
j. D. Men, et al., 50 L.D. 308 ( 1924).
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An act to authorize the Secretaryof the Interior to constmct dams across the Yellowstone
River at Montana in connection with tilgation works. (Act of March 3, 1905,&. 1476,
33 Stat. 1045)
[Construction
of d-s
authorized.] —Where, in carrying out projects under
the provisions of the national reclamation act, it sha~ be necessa~ to construct
dams in or across the Yellowstone River in the State of Montana, the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized to construct and use and operate the same in
the manner and for the purposes contemplated by said reclamation act. (33
Stat. 1045; 43 U.S.C. s 422)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Legislative H~tory. H.R. 19118, Public
Law 209 in the 58th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 4834. S. Rept. No. 4384.
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An act authorizing the disposition of SUWIUSand allotted lands on the Yakirna Indian
Reservation, ~ the Sta~e of Washingt~n, which can be irrigated under the act of Congress approved June seventeenth, tineteen hundred and two, known as the rechmation
act, and for other purposes. (Act of March 6, 1906, ch. 518,34 Stat. 53 )

[Sec. 1. Withdrawal
of irrigable lands for reclamation.] -If
within the
limits of the Yakima Indian Reservation, in the State of Washington, as described
in the act approved December twen~first,
nineteen hundred and four, entitled
“An act to authorize the sale and disposition of surplus or unallotted lands of the
Yakima Indian Reservation, in the State of Washington,” there shall be found
surplus or unallotted lands under irrigation projects deemed practicable and
undertaken under the provisions of the act of Congress approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, known as the reclamation act, the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized to exclude from the provisions of said act
of December twenty-first, nineteen hundred and four, such surplus or unallotted
lands which can be irrigated under such projects and to dispose of the same in
the manner hereinafter provided, and he is further authorized to make withdrawals of such lands for the purposes provided in said reclamation act. (34
Stat. 53)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Reference in the Trot. The Act of December twenty-first, nineteen hundred and
four, referred to in the text, is found at

page 595, volume 33, United States Statutesat-Large.

Sec. 2. [Lands subject to homestead entrie~Payment+Forfeitnre~Canceled entries. ] —The irrigable surplus and undlotted lands in any such projects
shall be subject to homestead entry under all the provisions of tie reclamation
act at such time as may be fixed by the Secreta~ of the Interior and at a price
determined by appraid,
as provided in said act of December twen~first,
nineteen hundred and four. Pavments for the land shall be made in annual installments, the number and time of beginning being %ed by the Secretary of the
Interior, and shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States and crdited
to the Ytilrna Indian fund, and disposed of as provided by section four of the
said act of December twenty-first, nineteen hundred and four. Such payments
shall be in addition to the charges for construction and maintenance of the
irrigation system made payable into tie reclamation fund by the provisions of
the reclamation act. In case of failure to make any payment for such lands when
due the Secretq
of the Interior shall have power to cancel the entry and the
corresponding water right and declare forfeited to the said Yakima Indian fund
and the reclamation fund, respectively, the amounts paid on such entry and
water right. The lands embraced witiin such canceled entry shall be subject
to further entry under the reclamation i~ct at the appraised value until otherwise
directed by the President, who may by proclamation, as provided by said act of
December twenty-first, nineteen hundred and four, from drne to time, fix such
267-067-72-vo1.
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price as he may deem most advantageous upon all lands within such projects
not disposed of. (34 Stat. 53)
Sec. 3. [Disposal of allotted irrigable hmd*Payrnent+Forfeiture.]-If
anv lands heretofore allotted or ~atented to Indians on said Yakima Indian
R~servation shall be found irrig~ble under any project, the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized upon the request or with the consent of such allottee
or patentee, to dispose of all land in acess of twenty acres in each case, in tracts
of an area approved by Kl,m and subject to all the provisions of the reclamation
act to any person qualified to acquire water rights under the provisions of the
reclamation act at a price satisfactory to the allottee or patentee and approved
by the Secretary of the Interior, or at public stie to the highest bidder. The payments shall be made in annual installmen~, the number and terms being approved
by the Secrehry of the Interior. Such payments shall be in addition to the charges
for construction and maintenance of the irrigation system made payable into
the reclamation fund by the provisions of the reclamation act. In case of failure
to make any payment for such lands when due, or the charges under the reclamation act, the “Secretary of the Interior shall have power to cancel the entry and
the corresponding water right and again dispose of the land in the manner
hereinbefore provided. (34 Stat. 54)
NOTE OF OPINION

1, Uiit of Indian ownership
This Act fixes 20 acres as the unit for
Indian ownership to be irrigated by the
waters of a project, and if an Indian desires
to accept the benefits of the Act and place
his surplus lands under tie control of the
Government to be sold for his benefit, he
can do so only upon the condition that he

will retain 20 acres thereof, and no more,
for wKlch a water right shall be secured to
hm, appurtenant to the land and subject
to the same charge for construction and
annual charge for maintenance as other
lands under the project. Op. Asst. Atty.
‘en., 35 L. ‘. 110 ( 1906).

Sec. 4. [Use of proceeds of sde+Balance
credited to individual Indi?ns.]—
From the payments received from the sale of such individual Indian lands there
shall be covered into the reclamation fund the amounts fixed by the Secretary
of the Interior as annual charges on account of the land retained by such Indian
for the construction and maintenance of the irrigation system, as required under
the reclamation act. The balance, if any, shall be deposited in the Treasury of
the United States to the credit of the individual Indians, and may be paid to
any of them if, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, such payments
will tend to improve the condition and advance tie progress of said Indians,
%ut not otherwise. (34 Stat. 54)
water rights—
Sec. 5. [Payment of water charges— Water supply—Perpetual
Use of funds. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to cover into
the reclamation fund from the money of any such Indian, either from his individual credit or from the general Yakima India,n fund, for the payment of
charges for construction and maintenance, for the water rights appurtenant to
the land retained by him, or for the annual maintenance charges payable on
account of such water rights after the construction charge thereon has been paid
in’ full. After unconditional title in fee has passed from the United States for
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any lands retained by such Indians, the water for irrigating such lands shall be
furnished under the same conditions in all respects as for other lands under the
project.: Provided, That any Indim taking advantage of this act shall have a
perpetual water right so long as the maintenance charges are paid whether he
uses the water or not, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
use the funds of the tribe to pay such maintenance charges, which in his discretion it is necessary to preserve said water right: Provided further, That he may,
in his discretion, use said funds to pay for water rights and the maintenance
charges on twenty acres of any Indian allotment if the sum obtained from the
sale of the allottee’s land in excess of twenty acres and his interest in the tribal
funds be insufficient for those purposes. (34 Stat. 54)
Sec. 6. [Patent in fee. ]—The Secretary of tie Interior shall be authorized,
upon compliance with the provisions of this act and of the reclamation act by
any party having purchased such allotted or patented lands as herein provided,
to issue patent passing unconditional title in fee by the United States as trustee
for the allottee or patentee, and shall cancel any allotment as to the lands disposed of under this act. (34 Stat. 54)
Sec. 7. [Cost of irrigation works to be paid from sales of water rightAmendment.]—The
irrigation works heretofore constructed for the Yakima
Indian Reservation may be, at a cost to be determined by the Secretary of the
Interior, included in any project developed under the provisions of the reclamation act and of this act, and become a part of said project for all purposes of
the reclamation act, and the cost of s~lme shall be included in the cost of such
project and be paid into the Yakima Indian fund out of the proceeds arising
from the sale of water rights, from time to time, as payments on account thereof
are received. The provisions of this act shall be construed as superseding or
amending any provisions of the said act of December twenty-first, nineteen
hundred and four, so far as any conflict may appear. (34 Stat. 55)
Sec. 8. [Authority to make regulations. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized to perform any and all acts and to make such r~lles and regulations as may be necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions
of tK1sact into full force and effect. (34 Stat, 55)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Legislative Histo~. H.R. 10067, Public

Law 36 in tie 59th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1477.
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[Extract from] An act to authorize the sale and disposition of surplus or unallotted lands
of the diminished Colvifle Indian Reservation, in the State of Washington,
other purposes. (Act of March 22, 1906, ch. 1126,34 Stat. 80)

*

*

*

*

and for

*

Sec. 12. [Imigable lands to be disposed of under reclamation
act—Pay
ments.]—If
any of the lands of said dtilnished
Colville Indian Reservation can
be included in any feasible irrigation project under the reclamation act of June
17, 1902, the Secreta~ of tie Interior is authorized to withhold said lands from.
disposition under this act and to dispose of them under tie said reclamation act,
and the charges provided for by said reclamation act shall be in addition to the
appraised value of said lands fixed as hereinbefore provided and shall be paid
in annual installments as required under the said reclamation act, and the
amounts to be paid for the land, according to appraisement, shall be credited to
the fund herein established for the benefit of the Colville Indians. (34 Stat. 82)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. ~i
the U.S. Code.

Act is not codified in

Legislative Histo~. S. 4229, PubUc Law
61 in the 59th Congress. S. Rept. No. 1424.
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An act providing for the withdrawal from public entry of lands needed for town-site pur.
poses in connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June 17,
1902, and for other purposes. (Act of April 16,1906, ch. 1631,34 Stat. 116)
[Sec. 1. Withdrawal
of lands for reclamation town site+Survey
of town
sites—Reservations
for public purposes. ] —The Secretq
of the Interior may
withdraw from public entry any lands needed for town-site purposes in connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June 17, 1902, not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in each case, and survey and subdivide
the same into town lots, with appropriate reservations for public purposes. ,(34
Stat. 116; 43 U.S.C, $ 561)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification. The section is codified as
43 U.S.C. $561 with a proviso added that
expresses the later authority to modify the
160-acre limit.
Supplementary P r o vision
: 160-Acre
Limit Modified. Section 4 of the Act of

October 5, 1914, 38 Stat. 727, authorizes
the reservation of public lands in redamation projects for parks, playgrounds, and
community centers. The Act app~
herein in chronological order. Provisions
relating to the reservation and sde of town

June 27, 1906, 34 Stat. 520, authorizes the
Secretary of the Interior to exceed the 160.
acre limit on reclamation town-sites when
advisable in his opinion for the public interest. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, General. The Act of

sites on public lands genera~y are codified
in 43 U.S.C. $3 711–31,
Cross Reference, Special Act. The Act
of July 3, 1926, 44 Stat. 890, 43 U.S.C.
S 569a, extends this act to a lot in the
Black Canyon unit, Boise project, Idaho.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Park in town site

A park within a town site established
under this act is not a country park, public
playground, or community center contem-

plated by the Act of October 5, 1914, 38
Stat. 727, and water cannot be ddivered
thereon free of charge. Departmental decision, June 18, 1915,

Sec. 2. [Appraisal of lot-de
at auction+ubsequent
sale—Expenses and
proceeds. ]—The lots so surveyed shall be appraised under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior and sold under his direction at not less than their appraised value at public auction to the highest bidders, from time to time, for cash,
and the lots offered for sale and not disposed of may afterwards be sold at not
less than the appraised value under SUC1lregulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe. Reclamation funds may be used to defray the necessary
expenses of apptisement
and sale, and tie proceeds of such sales ~hdl be covered
into the reclamation fund. (34 Stat. 116; 43 U.S.C. $ 562)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Supplementary
Provision: Reappraisal;
Installment
Payments. The Act of June
11, 1910, 36 Stat. 465, authorizes reappraisa~ of unsold lots and installment payments for the sale of any town lot. The Act
aPPears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision:
School Pw-

poses. The Act of October 31, 1919, 41
Stat. 326, authorizes the conveyance of not
to exceed six acres within a reclamation
town site for school purposes. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Msposition of
Unplatted Portion. The Act of March 2,
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1929, 45 Stat. 1522, as amended by the
Act of February 14,.1931, 46 Stat. 1107,
authoties the disposition of unplatted portions of reclamation town sites. The 1929
and 1931 Acts appear herein in chronological order.
,Cross Reference,
Prior
Town
Sites.
Section 3 of the Act of June 27, 1906, 34
Stat. 519, extends the appraisal and dis-
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posal provisions of the above act to town
sites previously established in or near reclamation projects under R.S. $~ 2380-81
(43 U.S.C. $371 1-12). The 1906 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Special Acts. See index for references to special acts dealing
with individual townsites.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
of the Reclamation Service. C.L. 639,
March 22, 1917.
It is not tie intent of Congress by this
act to take away the right of the State of
Idaho to the 5 per cent of the net procee&
of sales of public lands lying within said
State for the support of the common schools
of the State. If, however, the whole proceeds of said sales have been covered into
the reclamation fund and the 5 per cent
paid to the State out of the permanent indefinite appropriation therefor, the reclamation fund should be charged therewith. 20
Comp. Dec. 365 ( 1913).

1. Receipts, application of
The gross receipts from the sale of townsite lots should be consld.ered as revenues,
and not as a repayment m part and revenues in part. Comp. Dec., December 6, 1906.
It is not permissible to deduct the receipts from the sale of town lots from construction or operation and maintenance
cost. Neither is it permissible to class such
receipts as repayments under the comptrollers decision of December 6, 1906.
They are accretions to tie reclamation
fund direcdy resulting from the operations

Sec. 3. [Public reservations to be maintained by town authoritie%Conveypubfic
reservations
in such
ances of same to municipal corporations. ] —The
town

sites shall be improved

and

pense

of the town;

the organization

and upon

maintained

the said reservations

shall be conveyed

the

to the condition

Interior,

purposes.

subject

(34

Stat.

116;

43 U.S.C.

by the town
thereof

to such
that

authorities

as municipal

corporations

they shall

at the excorporations

by the Secretary

be used forever

of

for public

~ 566)

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Public purposes
Reservations for
Sec. 4.
Interior

[Water
shall,

for water

rights

provided,

towns,

and

projects,

rights

towns

able

than

from which

towns
shall

into

therefor.]—The

the provisions

he may

fixed

the water

or cities

have

the

or cities,
those

witi

deem

right

of such water
reclamation

which

charges

from

supply

fund

for the towns
the proper

the same

to some

of charges

vicinity

convenient

for

the same

of the Interior

(34 Stat. 116; 43 U.S.C.

de-

of the

act, provide
established

aufiorities

source

shall not be less nor upon

by the Secretary
is taken.

with

on or in the immediate

a water

Secretary

of the reclamation

necessary

and may enter into contract

for the delivery

such

and armory approved. Departmental
cision, July 15, 1916, Shoshone.

hall,

for town+Contracts

in amount

other

which

the payment

town

in accordance

herein

project

fire house,

as

of such

of irrigation
as that

of said

point,

and for

to be paid

terms more

for the irrigation

by

favorproject

~ 567)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Cross References, Water Supply, The Act
ef February 25, 1920, 41 Stat. 451, and
section 9(c)
of the Reclamation
Project
Act of 1939, 53 Stat, 1187, 1194, author-

ize the Secretary to furnish water from reclamation projects for purposes other than
irrigation under stated conditions.
Both
Acts appear herein in chronological order.
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NOTES OF OPINIONS

Effect of later acts 2
Individual contracts 1

or tracts. Opinion Chief Counsel, Reclamation Service, February 22, 1916, Gommission Minutes 147, Docket 658.

1. In~lvidual contracts
Application for water rights under the
reclamation act by individual lot owners
for lands which have been subdivided into
town lots will not be allowed hereafter; but
water may be supplied to towns from reclamation projects by delive~ to some convenient point, to be handled and distributed to the inhabitants of the town by the
municipal authorities in accordance with
the provisions of this act. Instructions, 39
L.D. 591 (1911).
It is within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior to contract with towns
in the manner provided by this sectim, or
contract directly with water usersupon town
lots or tracts within the corporate limits of
town sites regardless of the ske of such lots

2. Effect of later acts
Section 4 of the Act of April 16, 1906,,
authorizes the furnishing of project water
to a town in the immediate vicinity of the
project which has a pre-existing water right,
in the same source of water as the project
source. The authority to furnish water in,
such a case under the 1g06 Act is neither
repealed by, nor subject to the conditions
of, tie Act of February 25, 1920, 41 Stab.
451, or section 9(c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939. Memorandum of
Acting Commissioner Lineweaver to Regional Director, Boise, September 26, 1950,
in re contracts with cities of Culver and.
Metofius, Deschutes Project, Oregon.

Sec. 5. [Development
and lease of surplus power—Proceed-Impairment
of projects prohibited—Longer
lease permitted on Rio Grande project. ] —
Whenever a development of power is necessary for the irrigation of lands, under
any project undetien
under the said reclamation act, or an opportunity is.
afforded for the development of power under any s~h project, the Secretary of”
the Interior is authorized to l~nse for a period not exceeding ten years, giving
preference to municipal purposes, any surplus power or power privilege, and the
money derived from such leases shall be covered into the reclamation fund and
be placed to ,tie credit of the project from which such power is derived: Pro-

vided, That

no lease shall be made

till

the efficiency

impair

Secretary
connection

of the Interior
with

Rio

of such surplus

of the irrigation
is authorized,

Grande

project

and

regulations

prescribed

two.

(34 Stat.

by the Secre@ry
act approved

117; Act of Febrw~

or power

Provided

in his discretion,
in Texas

and

period not exceeding
fifty years, with the approval
or asmiatiom
under any such project,
organized
tion six of the reclamation

power

project:

to m~e

New

That

as
the

such a lease in

Mexico

for

a longer

of the water users’ association
in conformity
with the rules

of the Interior

June seventeenth,

24, 1911,36

privileges

further,

Stat. 930;

in pursuance
nineteen
43 U.S.C.

of sec-

hundred

and

~ 522)

EXPLANATORY NOTES

1911 Amendment. The Act of February 24, 1911, added th second proviso

lating to the application of power revenues
for the benefit of water users are found in,

authorizing a 50-year lease in connection
witb the Rio Grande project. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, General. Section 9(c)

subsection I, section 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 703, and in the
Act 6f July 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 366. The so-

of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939,
53 Stat. 1194, authorizes the sale of electric
power or lease of power privileges for periods not to exceed 40 years. The Act
appears herein in chmnologicaf order.
Cross References, Application of Power
Revenues,

General.

General provisions

re-

called Hayden-UMahoney amendment in
the Act of May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 322, provides generally that power revenues from
reclamation projects shall be covered into
the reclamation fund until power costs are
repaid. The relevant provisions from the
1924, 1946 and 1938 Acts appear herein in
chronological order.

April 16, 1906
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Cross References, Special Acts. See index for references to special acts dealing
with the development of power and disposition of power revenues.
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Legislative History. S. 87, Pubfic Law
103 in the 59th Congress. S. Rept. No.
648. H.R. Rept. No. 2113.

NOTES OF OPINIONS

GeneraUy 1
Revenues, application of 3
Utility companies, contracts with

2

1. Generally
The development and sale of surplus
power not required for pumping or other
uses of irrigation is authorized by this section only as an incidental phase of reclamation, not as a primary or independent
end in itself. Consequently, those who
‘benefit from the net profits of the com:mercid power operation of a project are
not entitled as a matter of right to have
water released for power production rather
tha? held for i~igation use, nor are they
entitled to receive credit for the profits
attributable to the sale of replacement
:power acquired from another source. BuY-

ley Irr. Dist. v. Zckes, 116 F. 2d 529 (D.C.
Cir.
1940),
cert. denied, 312 U.S. 687
(1941).
The limitations in the power leasing act
do not apply to the lease of a power privilege to a Warren Act contractor for the
purpo~e of generating power for irrigation
Soficitor
Margold
Opinion,
~-38y2%
(October 6, 1936), in re use of
-power site at C canal drop, Klamath
,project.
.2.Utility companies, contracts with
By the terms of a contract between the
United States and the Pacific Gas & Ele~tric
‘Co. in connection with the construction,
~peration,. and maintenance
of the Salt
River ProJect, the company surrendered and
conveyed all of its rights within the physical
ltilts of the project, and in fieu thereof the
United States agreed to furnish the company in the city of Phoenix, Ariz., a specified amount of electrical energy generated
at its works at the Roosevelt Reservoir at a
stipulated sum of money and for a term
not exceeding 10 years, and the United
States further agreed that while serving
:power to the company under the terms of
the contract, it would refrain from entering
Into a general retailing of power to customers in the city of Phoenix and from furnishing power to anyone in said city to be
again
sold or retailed.
This
contract
neither violates the provisions of the antitrust law of July 2, 1890, 26 Stat. 209, nor
the provision of the Act of April 16, 1906
i(34 Stat. 116), wKlch, in authotilng
the

Secretary of the Interior to lease surplus
power derived from reclamation projects,
provides that preference be given to municipal usage. 30 Op. Atty. Gen. 197 (1913).

3.Revenues, application of
The receipts arising from the sale or
leasing of water rights to towns or others,
and from the leases of power to towns or
others, should be classed as repayments.
Comu. Dec.. December 6, 1906. (Reclarnati~n B58. j
Returns from the sale of power and
power privileges are to be credited as a refund on account of the construction cost
of the ~roiect. Departmental decision, December” 28: 1916. The Hayden-UMahoney
amendment of
1938 amends section 5 of the Act of April
16, 1906, by providng that after net power
revenues have repaid project construction
costs allocated to be repaid by such revenues, they shall then be covered into. tie
General Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
Solicitor Harper Opinion, M-33504
(September 26, 1944), in re disposition of power
revenues from Grand Valley project.
The practice of using power revenues to
assist in the payment of irrigation costs and
in determining whether a project will probably return its cost to the United States
originated with section 5 of the Act of
April 16, 1906,34 Stat. 116, 117,43 U.S.G.
~ 522; was followed in a number of subsequent enactments, including section 9 of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, 53
Stat. 1187, 1193, 43 U.S.C. $ 485h;_ and
has repeatedly been recognized and accepted by Congress. Letter from Acting
Commissioner
Markwell
to Rep. Leroy
Johnson, April 2, 1948.
The availability of power revenues to aid
irrigation has, in one form or another, been
a part of general reclamation law almost
since its beginning. This is evident from
section 5 of the Act of Apr2 16, 1906, 34
Stat. 116, 117, 43 U.S.C. $ 522; the Act
of February 24, 1911, 36 Stat. 930, 43
U.S.C. 3 522; and subsection I, section 4,
of the Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat.
703, 43 U.S.C. ~ 501. This generaI trend
has been
reinforced
by the HaydenO’Mahoney amendment to the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, 52 Stat.
322, 43 U.S.C. ~ 392a, and a provision in
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the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1947, 60 Stat. 366, as we~ as section
9 of the Reclamation Reject Act of 1939,
53 .Stat.

1193, 43 U.S.C.

$ 485h,
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randurn of Chief Counsel Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re procedure on use or
surplus power revenues for assistice
financi~
i~ation
distribution sptems.

i~.
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convention
providing for the equitable distribution of the waters of the No Grande for
irrigation p~oses.
(Signed at Washington, May 21, 1906; ratication
adtised by the
Senate, June 26, 1906; ratified by the President, Decmber
26, 1906; ratified by
M&co,
January5,
1907; ratifications exchanged at Watilngton,
January 16, 1907;
proclaimed, January 16, 1907; 34 Sht. 2953)

The United Stites of America and the United States of Mexico being desirous
to provide for We equitable distribution of the waters of the Rio Grande for
irrigation purposes, and to remove all causes of controversy between them
in respect thereto, and being moved by considerations of international comity,
have resolved to conclude a convention for these purposes and have named as
their plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United
State of tie United States; and

States of America,

Elihu Root,

Secretary of

The President of the United States of Mefico, His Excellency Senor Don
Joaquin D. Casasus , ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary
of the
United States of Mexico at Washington.
Who, after having efiibited
their respective full powem, which were found
to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the foflowing articles:
AR~CLE

After the completion

of the proposed

I

storage dam near Engle, New M~co>

and the distributing system auxiliary thereto, and as soon as water shall be
:available in said system for the purpose, the United States shall deEver to
Mexico a totil of 60,000 acre-feet of water annually, in the bed of the Rio
Grande at the point where the head works of the Acequia Madre, known as
-the Old Mexican Canal now exist above the citv of Tumm. Mexico.
ARTICLE II

The delivery of the said amount of water shall be assured by the United
States and shall be distributed through the year in the same propofions
as the
water supply proposed to be furnished from the said irrigation system to lands
in the United Stats in tie vitinity of El Paso, Texx, according to the following schedule, as nearly as may be possible:
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Acre-feet
per month

January

-------

-------

---

.--,---

-------------

Total for tie Y~r------.,

1,090
5,460
12,000
12,000
12,000
8, 180
4,370
3,270
1,090
540
0
60,000

----------------

Commponding
cubic feet of
water

0

0

-

February ------------------------------------March --------------------------------------April----------------- -------------------May-------------------------------------------------------------------June----------July ----------------------------------------Au~st --------------------------------------September -----------------------------------Octobm -------------------------------------November----- --------- ---.---- --------------------..---- ----------December-- ------
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47,480,400
237,837,600
522,720,000
522,720,000
522,720,000
356,320,800
190,357,200
142,441,200
47,480,400
23,522,400
0
2,613,600,000

In case, however, ofextraordina~
drought or serious accident totheirrigation system in the United States, the amount detivered to tie Mexican Canal
shall be diminished in the same proportion as the water delivered to lands
under said irrigation system in th(: United States.
M~CLE

~

The said delivery shall be made without cost to Mexico, and the United States
agrees to pay the whole cost of storing the said quantity of water to be deliverd
to Mexiw, of conveying tie same to tie international line, of measuring the said
water, and of delivering it in the river bed above the head of the Mexican Canal.
It is understood that the United States assumes no obligation beyond the delivering of the water in the bed of tie river above the head of the Mexican CanaL
~mCLE

The delivery of water as herein
by the United States of any claim
it is agreed that in consideratiorl
and all claims to the waters of the

N

provided is not to be construed as a reco~ition
on the part of Mexico to the said waters; and
of such delivery of water Mexico waives any
Rio Grande for any purpose whatever between
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the head of the present Mexican Canal and Fort Quitman, Texas, and also
declares fully settled and disposed of, and hereby waives, all claims heretofore
asserted or existing, or that may hereafter arise, or be asserted, against the United
States on account of any damages alleged to have been sustained by the owners of
hnd in Mexico by reason of the diversion by citizens of the United States of
waters of the Rio Grande.
ARTICLE V

The United States in entering into this treaty does thereby concede, expressly or by implication, any legal basis for any claims heretofore asserted or
which may be hereafter asserted by reason of any losses incurred by the owners
of land in Mexico due or alleged to be due to tie diversion of the waters of the
Rio Grande witi
the United States; nor does the United States in any way
concede the establishment of any general principle or precedent by the concluding
of this treaty. The understanding of both parties is that the arrangement contemplated by &is treaty extends only to the portion of the Rlo Grande which
forms the international boundary from tie head of the Mexican Canal down to
Fort Quitman, Texas, and in no other. case.
AR~CLE

W

The present convention shall be ratified by both contracting parties in accordance with their constitutional procedure, and the ratification shall be exchanged at Washington as soon as possible.
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the convention, both in tie English and Spanish languages, and have thereunto fixed
their seals.
Done in duplicate at the City of Washington this 21st day of May, 1906.
ELIHU

ROOT.

JOAQUIN D. CASASUS.

[SE~.]
[SEAL.]

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Cross Reference, Elephant Butte Dam
and the Rio Grande Project. The Engle
Dam referred to in Article I was completed
in 1916 and renamed the Elephant Butte
Dam. In addition to its function in protiding storage to meet the water delivery obligation to Mexico under the 1906 Convention, the dam also provides irrigation w?ter
for tie Rlo Grande reclamation proJect,
New Mexico and Texas, as authorized by
the Act of February 25, 1905, 33 Stat. 814.
The 1905 Act appears herein in chronological order, and annotations of opinions and
further cross references regarding the Rlo
Grande project appear the~under.
Cross Reference, American Diversion
Darn and Rio Grande Canafimtion Project.
In order to provide better control, measurement and use of the water released fmm
Elephant Butte storage, for purposes both

of the Rio Grande reclamation project and
tie water delivery obligation to Mexico, the
United States Section of the International
Boundary Commission was authorized in
1935 to construct a new diversion dam just
above the point where the river becomes the
international boundary, and was authorized
in 1936 to improve the river channel between there and Caballo Darn. The two
authorizing acts of August 29, 1935, 49
Stat. 961, and June 4, 1936? 49 Stat. 1463,
appear he~ein in chronological order.
InternatlonaJ Boundary Conunission. The
International
Boundaw
Commiwion
was
created pursuant to the Convention- with
Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
the International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treaty wifi Mefico of Fe~
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ruary 3, 1944 (effective November 8, 1945 ),
59 Stat. 1219. The 1944 Treaty appears
herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Statutory Authority of
the Commission. The Act of August 19,
1935, which appears herein in chronologicti
order, provides general authority for the
work of the Commission, and the notes following the Act briefly summarize other
statuto~ provisions relating to its program.
Fort Quitman. For international purposes,
Fort Quitman, Texas, is recognized as the
point on the Rio Grande separating the
Upper Rio Grande (river and basin) from
the Lower Rio Grande (river and basin).
The Treaty of February 3, 1944, deals with
the utilization of the waters of the Rio
Grande below Fort Quitman. The name
“~ower ~10 Grande Valley”, however, ap.
phes to the valley beginning about 200 miles
above the mouth of the River.
Cross References, Mlscellaneom.
Other
related subjects include the Rio ~Grande
Compact,
Middle
Rio
Grande
project

WITH

MEXICO
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(above
Elephant
Butte reservoir),
Rio
Grande rectification
project
(1.B.W.C.),
and the 1944 Treaty with Mefico.
Validity
of Mtiican
Claim
to RIO
Grande Water. The disclaimers in Articles
IV and V, that the Convention constitutes
no recognition by the United States of the
validity of Mexican claims to the waters
of the Upper Rio Grande, stems in part
from the 1895 opinion of Attorney General
Harmon holding that the United States is
completely free under international law to
utilize all of tie waters of the basin above
the point where the river becomes the international boundary. 21 Op. Atty. Gen.
274 (1895
). The validity of this holding
has been questioned in later years. See
Legal Asfiects of the Use of Systems of In.
ternational Waters, S. Dec. No. 118, 85th
Cong., 2d Sess. 66-67
( 1958).
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
Convention
does not relate primarily to
activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
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An act to provide for the disposition under the pub~c land laws of the lands in the
abandoned Fort Shaw Milita~ Reservation, Mont. (Act of June 9, 1906, ch. 3066,
34 Stat. 228)
[Dispod
of land+Reservation—
Withdrawal
under reclamation
act.]—
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to dispose of the lands in the
abandoned Fort Shaw Military Reservation, in Montana, under the provisions
of the public land laws, and the pubfic-land surveys shall be extended over the
lands therein: Provided, That he may reserve for Indian school purposes the
following-described
lands in township twenty north, range two west, Montana
principal meridian, as determined by the extension of the public surveys: That
portion of section two lying south of Sun River, dl of sections eleven, fourteen,
and twenty-three, and that portion of section twenty-six lying within the present
Prouided further, That before opening the reservation to
reservation boundaq:
entry, the Secretary of the Interior may withdraw any other lands therein needed
in connection with an irrigation project under the provisions of the act of
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred md two, known as the reclamation act,
for use or disposition thereunder. (34 Stat. 228)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Co&lfied. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
SU River Project. The lands of the Fort
Shaw Milita~
Reservation
opened for
ent~ pursuant to this Act bee-e
the first

unit of the Sun River project.
Legislative Histow. H.R. 17114, Public
Law 215 in the 59th Congress. H.R. ReptNo. 3633. S. Rept. No. 3616.

June 12, 1906
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EXTE~
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ACT

TO

TEXAS

An act to extend the irrigation act to the State of Texas. (Act of June 12, 1906, ch. 3288,
34 Stat. 259)
The provisions of the Act entitled “An Act appropriating the receipts from
the sale and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands:’ approved June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, be, and the same are hereby, extended
so as to include and apply to the State of Texas. (34 Stat. 259; 43 U.S.C. ~ 391)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Extension of Reclamation Act to Area of Texas Bordering the Rio
Grande. The Act of Februa~ 25, 1905,
33 Stat. 814, intended the reclamation act
to the portion of Texas borde;ing upon the
Rio Grande w~lch can be irrigated from a

dam near EnSIej New Mexico. The 1905
Act appears herein in ~onologicaf
order.
Legislative History. H.R. 14184, Public
Law 225 in the 59th ConSress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1790. S. Rept. No. 2799.

June 21, 1906
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SALE

OF INDIAN

ALLOTTED

LANDS

IN RECLAMATION

PROJECTS

[Extract from] An act mating appropriations

for the current and contingent expenses of
the Indian Department, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, and
for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1907. (Act of June 21, 1906,
ch. 3504,34 Stat. 325)

[Sales

of Indian

~~tted

la~ds

wi~in

recl~mation

~roject+Proeeeds.]–

the power of alienation, and within a reclamation project approved by the Secretary of the Interior, may sell and convey wy part thereof, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, but such conveyance shall be subject to
his approval, and when so approved shall convey full title to the purchaser the
same as if final patent without restrictions had been issued to the allottee: Provided, That the consideration shall be placed in the Treasury of the United
‘States and used by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to pay the construction
charges that may be assessed against the unsold part of the allotment, and to pay
the maintenance charges thereon during the trust period, and any surplus shall
be a benefit running with the water right to be pid to the holder thereof. (34
:Stat. 327; 25 U.S.C. $ 409)
Any

Indian

allotted

lands

under

any law or treaty

without

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Legislative History. H.R. 15331, Pubfic
‘Law 258 in the 59th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 1634. S. Rept. No. 2561. H.R.
No. 4436 (conference report ).

Rept.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Sale to United States of canal right-ofway
Under this clause, a contract by an Indian allottee to convey to the United States
a strip over his allotted

lands, as a right

of way for a canal under a reclamation project, executed during the trust period, may
properly be approved by the Secretary of
the Interior. Lucy Hawk Shively, 36 L.D.
135 (1907),

June 27, 1906
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An act providing for the subdivision of lands entered under the reclamation
other purposes. (Act of June 27, 1906, ch. 3559, 34 Stat. 519)

act, and for

[Sec.
1. Minimum
entries of less than 40 acre~ubdivision—Entries
of
lesser areas. ]-Whenever,
in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, by reason of market conditions and tie special fitness of the soil and cfimate for the
growth of fruit and garden produce, a lesser area than forty acres maybe sufficient for the support of a family on lands to be irrigated under the provisions of
tie act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, known as the reclamation act, he may fix a lesser area than forty acres as the minimum ent~ and may
estabEsh farm units of not less than ten or more than one hundred and sixty
acres. Wherever it may be necessary, for the purpose of accurate description, to
further subdivide lands to be irrigated under the provisions of said reclamation
act, the Secretiry of the Interior may cause subdivision surveys to be made by the
officers of tie Reclamation Service, which subdivisions shall be rectangular in
form, except in cases where irrebwlar subdivisions may be necessary in order to
provide for practicable and economical irrigation. Such subdivision surveys shall
be noted upon the tract books in the General Land Office, and they shall be paid
for from the reclamation fund: Provided, That an entryrnan may elect to enter
under said reclamation act a lesser area than the minimum limit in any State or
Territory. (34 Stat. 519; 43 U.SC. ~ 434)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification. This section is codified as
a proviso to the acreage limitation provisions
of section 3 of the Reclamation Act.
Earlier Provision. This Act amends sec-

tion 3 of the Reclamation Act, which places
a minimum of 40 acres on the she of farm
units.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Subdivision of Ian&
Under the authority conferred upon the
Secretary by this act, to “fix a lesser area
than 40 acres as the minimum entry” and
to “establish farm units of not less than 10
or more than 160 acres,” as to all lands
withdrawn and entered under the reclamation act, he may make such subdivisions of
the public land entered under the reclamation act as in his iud~ment mav be deemed
advisable in unit; of-10 acres ‘or multiples
thereof up to 160 acres. Op. Asst. Atty.
Gen., 35 L.D. 110 (1906).
This act authorizes the Secretary to fix a
lesser area than 40 acres as a farm unit
when “by reason of market conditions and
the special fitness ~f the SOIIand climate for
the growth of fruit and garden produce a
[esser area than 40 acrqs may be sufficient
[or the support of a famdyj’ or when necessary “in order to provide for practical and
267-067—72—vo1. 1—11

..

economical
irrigation,”
and there ~ no
authority for subdividing a smallest legal
subdivision under any other circumstances.
Jerome M. Higman, 37 L.D. 718 ( 1909).
Lands platted to farm units can ody be
taken in accordance with the estabEshed
units; and there cannot be included in the
same” entry lands within a farm unit and
other lands without. McDonald v. Rizor, 42
L.D. 554 (1913>.
March ‘ 8, ~930~ the Commissioner,
Bureau of Reclamation, requested the Secretary of tie Interior to consider the matter
of combining public and private land for the
creation of a farm unit. This was thought
advisable on the Wttitas division, Yakima
project, in order that the Iaterrd system
might be more scientifi~lly
and econom.
ically laid out. The First Assistant Secretary, March 24, 1930, cited the act of
June 27, 1906, ting the area “~ tie mti.
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mum [minimum?] entry,” stating that Wi
could apply to public land only; and expressed the opinion that no authority is
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27,
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LANDS

vested in the Secretary to establish a farm
unit composed partly of pubfic land and
partly of adjacent private land.

Sec. 2. [Additional entries for relinquished lands. ]—Wherever the Secretary
of the Interior, in carrying out the provisions of the reclamation act, shall
acquire by relinquishment lands covered by a bona fide unperfected ent~ under
the land laws of the United States, the entryman upon such tract may make
another and additional entry, as though the entry thus relinquished had not
been made. (34 Stat. 519; 43 U.S.C. $ 446)
NOTES OF OPINIONS

Entries affected 1
Settlerson unsurveyed lands 2
1. Entries tiected
This section refers to entries so initiated
under the land laws as to confer on the
entryman vested rights which are voluntarily relinquished. United States v. Hanson, 167 Fed. 8$1, 93 C. C. A. 371 (9th
Cir. 1909).

2. Settlerson umurveyed lands

The statutescontain no provision for recognition

or protection

of any right

of a

settler on unsurveyed public lands which
may be withdrawn and reserved thereunder
for construction of irrigation works, and he
has no right to oppose taking the land
therefor. United States v. Hanson, 167 Fed.
881, 93 C. C. A. 371 (9th Cir. 1909).

Sec. 3. [Dispsal
of town sites within irrigation projects.] —Any town site
heretofore set apart or established by proclamation of tie President, under the
provisions of sections twenty-three hundred and eighty and twenty-three hundred
and eighty-one of the Revised Statutes of the United States, within or in the
vicinity of any reclamation project, may be appraised and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved April sixteenth,
nineteen hundred and six, entitled “An act providing for the withdrawal from
public entry of lands needed for town-site purposes in connection with irrigation
projects under the reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and
two, and for other purposes”; and all necessary expenses incurred in the appraisal
and sale of lands embraced witiin any such town site shall be paid from the
reclamation fund, and the proceeds of the sales of such lands shall be covered
into the reclamation fund. (34 Stat. 519; 43 U.S.C. $ 563)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
April 16, 1906, referred to in the text, wKlch
authoties the witbdrawd and disposition of

reclamation town sites, appears
chronological order.

herein in

Sec. 4. [Heyburn and Rupert, Idah*Lirnitation
not applicabl+Withdrawal of larger town sites.] —In the town sites of Heyburn and Rupert, in
Idaho, created and surveyed by the Government, on which town sites settle~
have been allowed to establish themselves, and had actually established themselves prior to March fifth, nineteen hundred and six, in permanent buildings
not easily moved, the said settlers shafl be given the right to purchase the lots
so built upon at an appraised valuation for cash, such appraisement to be made
under rules to be prescribed by tie Secretaq of the Interior. Providing that the
limitation on the size of town sites contained in the act of April sixteenth, ninefor the withdrawal from pubIic
teen hundred and six, entitled “k act providing
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entry of lands needed for town site purposes in connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two,
and for other purposes,” shall not apply to the town sites named in this section;
and whenever, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, it shall be advisable
for the public interest, he may withdraw and dispose of town sites in excess of
one hundred sixty acres under the provisions of the aforesaid act, approved April
sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, and reclamation funds shall be available for
the payment of all expenses incurred in executing the provisions of this act, and
the aforesaid act of April skteenth, nineteen hundred and six, and the proceeds
of all sales of town sites shall be covered into the reclamation fund. (34 Stat. 520;,
43 U.S.C. $$561, 568)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification. That part of this section
which authorizes the Secretary to withdraw
and dispose of town sites in excess of 160
acres is codified as a proviso in section 561,
tide 43, U.S. Code. The provisions relating
to payment of expenses from, and crediting
of proceeds toj the reclamation furid, are
codified in section 568, titie 43.
Supplementary
Protision:
Block
223,
Town Site of Heyburn. The Act of May 17,
1926 (44 Stat. 147 1), authorizes issuance
of patent under the above Act and the Act
of Apd
16, 1906 (34 Stat. 116), to the
Boyle Commission Company for block No.
223, town site of Heyburn, Idaho, without

further payment on account of purchase
price fied for said land. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Town Site of
Rupert. The Act of February 14, 1931,
46 Stat. 1102, authorized the Secretary to
quitclairn to the City of Rupert, Idaho, all
right, title and interest of the United States
in a certain tract of land in the Government
townsite.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
April 16, 1906, ~ferred to in the text, which
authorizes the withdrawal and disposition
of reclamation town sites, appears herein in
chronological order.

Sec. 5. [AUowance of time to desert-land entrymen—Where
irrigation project
is abandoned—Relinquishment
of excess areas if project is completed—Owners
of water rights. ]—Where any bona fide desert-land entry has been or may be
embraced within the exterior fimits of any land withdrawal or irrigation project
under the act entitled “An act appropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands~’ approved June seventeenth,
nineteen hundred and two, and the desert-land entryman has been or may be
directly or indirectly hindered, delayed, or prevented from matig
improvements
or from reclaiming the land embraced in any such entry by reason of such land
withdrawal or irrigation project, the time during wKlch the desert-land entryman hm been or may be so hindered, delayed, or prevented from complying with
the desert-land law shall not be cc~mputed in determining the time within which
such entryrnan has been or may be required to make improvements or reclaim
he land embraced within any such desert-land entry: Provided, That if after
nvestigation the irrigation project has been or may be abandoned by the Government, time for compliance with the desert land law by any such entryman
hall begin to run from the date of notice of such abandonment of the project
md tie restoration to the pubtic domain of the lands withdrawn in connection
herewith, and credit shall be allowed for all expenditures and improvements
heretofore made on any such desert-land entry of which proof has been or maY
)e filed; but if the reclamation project is carried to completion so as to make
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available a water supply for the land embraced in any such desert-land entry the
entryman shall thereupon comply with all the provisions of the aforesaid act
of June 17, 1902, and shall relinquish within a reasonable time after notice as the
Secreta~ may prescribe and not less thm two years all land embraced witiin
hls desert-land entry in excess of one farm unit, as detemined by the Secreta~
of the Interior, and as to such retained farm unit he shall be entitled to make
final proof and obtain patent upon compliance with the regulations of said
Secretary applicable to &e remainder of the irrigable land of the project and
with the terms of payment prescribed in said act of June 17, 1902, and not
otherwise. But nothing herein contained shall be held to require a desert-land
entryman who owns a water right and reclaims the land embraced in hls entry
to accept the conditions of said reclamation act. (34 Stat. 520; Act of June 6,
1930,46 Stat. 502; 43 U.S.C. S 448)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1930 Amendment. The Act of June 6,
1930, 46 Stat. 502, amended the proviso
in section 5 by, among other things, inserting in it the phrases “within a reasonable
time after notice as the Secretary may prescribe and not less than two years” and
“with the regulations of the said Secretary
applicable to the. remainder of the irrigable
land of the proJect~’ and by substituting

“one farm unit, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior” for “one hundred and
sixty acres.” The 1930 Act appears herein
in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Assignment of Direct
Land Entries. The Act of July 24? 1912,
which appears herein in chronological order, authorizes the assignment of desert land
entries.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Abandonment of entry
5
Acreage Hmit 2
Assignment of entry
3
Extension of time
1
Farm units
7
Issue of patent
4
Rule of approximation
6
1. Extension of time
This section, authorizing an extension of
time for compliance with law on desert
entries within reclamation projects, applies
only to entrymen who have been directly or
indirectly delayed or prevented from c~~rying out their plans and works for obtammg
a water supply by creation of a reclamation
project.
Frank C. Jones, 41 L.D. 377
(1912).
Section 5 of the act of June 27, 1906,
which provides that the time that a desertlmd entryman is hindered or prevented
from ma~lng impro~eme~fi on or from reclaiming the lands m hls entry by reason
of the fact that the land has been within
a reclamation withdrawal, shall not be computed in determining the period within
which he must complete his entry, is not
?pplicable where the method of irrigation
1s by the use of water to be procured from
wells sunk on the land, and the failure to
make timely reclamation is due solely to

lack of funds. Donald K. McLennan,
53
L.D. 21 (lq~~~
In cer;a;n- ~~~cumstances desert-land entries in Imperial and Riverside Counties
affected by the notice of December 2, 1965,
repealing the suspension under Maggie L.
Havens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923), which
have been reclaimed or are in the process
of being reclaimed, will be considered in accordance with the principles of equity and
justice as authorized by 43 U.S.C. ~ 1161,
even though development was not completed within the statutory life remaining in
the entry after March 4, 1952. Clifton O
Myll, A–29920
(SUPp. II), 72 I.D. 536
(1965),
vacating 71 I.D. 458 (1964), a:
supplemented by 71 I.D. 486 ( 1964).

2. Acreage limit
A desert entryrnan of lands falling withir
a Government
reclamation
project whc
seeks to secure water for the reclarnatior
thereof from the project is required by thi
section as a condltloa precedent to his righ
to water, to rehnquish to the Governmen
all of the land embraced within his entry i]
excess of 160 acres. Inswuctions, 40 L.D. 38[
(1912).
A desert entryman whose land is includel
within a reclamation project may elect t
proceed with the reclamation thereof o.
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his own account, and thus acquire title to
all, or so much of, the land includecl within
his entry as he can secure water to irrigate,
or accept the conditions of the reclamation
act and acquire tide thereunder to 160
acres; but be cannot avail himself of boti
the reclamation project and other means of
reclamation and thus acquire tide to more
than 160 acres of land. Robert J. Slater, 39
L.D. 380 (1910).
The effect of the 1930 amendment to the
proviso is to require a reductinn of area
of the desert-land entry, in case it is to be
perfected under the project,
to a farm
unit instead of 160 acres as originfly provided and to allow the entryman a minimum
period of two years within which to make
such a reduction. Instructions of General
Land Office (Circular No. 1229), 53 I.D.
151 (1930).

3.Assignment of entry
An unpefiected
desert-land entry in a
reclamation project which has been reduced
to 160 acres by relinquishment of the excess
area under this act, and has thereby become subject to the reclamation act and
quafified to take water from the project,
may be assigned in part under the act of
March 28, 1908 (35 Stat. 52). George H.
U#thegroue, 40 L.D. 622 ( 1912).
4. Issue of patent
Under the desert-land act as motified by
this act, final proof upon a desert ently within a reclamation project cannot be held to
have been made and completed until the
payments required by said acts and the
reclamation act have been made; and the
department is without authority to accept
or regard final proof in such cases as complete, or to issue patent thereon, until after
such full compliance with the terms of payment imposed by the reclamation act. W. H.
Skinner, et al., 39 L.D. 519 (1911 ),.
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When, however, the parties in interest
are able to negotiate loans for amounts sufficient to pay the entire reclamation charges
upon an entry, contingent upon the prompt
issuance of final certificate and patent, consideration of the final proof and issuance of
final certificate and patent, in cases otherwise regular, may be expedited.
W. H.
Skinner, et al., 39 L.D. 519 ( 1911 ). See
also Leroy W. Furnas, 38 L.D. 194 ( 1909).

5. Abandonment of entry
The failure of m entryman on arid lands
withdrawn under the redmation act, as
susceptible of irrigation, continuously to reside upon or ctitivate
the land, which,
though later withdrawn for irrigation works,
was finsdly rdeased during the time when no
reclamation project had been devised or installed, cannot be deemed an abandonment; the act of June 27, 1906 (34 Stat.
520 ), expressly saving such cases, and the
entryman having prepared the land for cultivation and established a residence thereon.
Edwards v. Bodkin, 249 Fed. 562 (D.C.
Cal. 1918) and 267 Fed. 1004 (D.C. Cal.
1919), afirmed,
265 Fed. 621 (9th Cir.
1920), afirm.d,
255 U.S. 221 (1921).
6. Rule of approximation
Rule applied to desert entries coming
within the provisions of the reclamation act
that when the excess area in an entry above
160 acres is less than the deficiency would
be if the smallest subdivision were excluded,
it may be included in the entry; where it IS
greater itmust be excluded. General Land
Office Instructions, March 30, 1910,38 L.D.
513.
7. Farm units
The 1930 amendment to the proviso contemplates that farm units shall be established
in the case of all unpatented desert-land
entries within the limits of Federal irrigation projects. C.L. 1928, January 2, 1931.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 18536, Public
Law 308 in the 59th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 3717. S. Rept. No. 3897. H.R.
No. 4958 (conference report ).
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EMPLOYMENT
OF INDIAN LABOR, HIRING OF INDIAN PROPERTY,
CONVEYANCE
OF INDIAN
LANDS, AND IRRIGATION
IN PIMA
INDIAN
RESERVATION
[Extracts from] An act mtilng appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
the Indian Department, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, and
for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eight.
(Act of March 1,1907, ch. 2285,34 Stat. 1015)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
41 U.S.C. ~ 5. R.S. ~ 3744, since repealed,
related to requirement that certain contracts
be in writing.

References
in the Text. R.S. $3709,
referred to in the text, generally requires
advertisement for purchases and contracts
for supplies and services. It is codified at
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative Histo~.
H.R. 22580, Pubfic

Law 154 in the 59th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 5486. S. Rept. No. 5689. H.R. Rept.
No. 8069 (conference rePort).
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{Extract from] An act ma~ng appropriations for sundry civil expenses of tie Government
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eight, and for other
purposes. (Act of March 4, 1907, ch. 2918,34 Stat. 1295)

[$1,000,000 appropriated from General Treasury in accord~ce
with con.
vention with Mexico.] —Tmard
the construction of a dam for storing and delivering sixty fiousand acre-feet of water annually, in the bed of the Rio Grande,
at the point where the headworks of the Acequia Madre now exist, above the
city of Juarez, Mexico, as provided by a convention between the United States
and Mexico, proclaimed JanuaV sixteenth, nineteen hundred and seven, one
million dollars, to be avadable as needed and to be expended uder the direction
of the Secretary of the Interior in connection with the irrigation project on the
Rio Grande: P~ovided, That the balance of the cost of said irrigation project
over and above tie amount herein appropriated shall be allotted by the Secretary of the Interior, as may be needed and as may be available from time to
time, from the reclamation fund and collected from the settlers and owners of the
land ben&ted under the provisions of the reclamation act approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and acts supplement
thereto or amendatory
thereof. (34 Stat. 1357)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
h’ot Codified. The extract from this act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 25745, Public

Law 253 in the 59th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 8033. S. Rept. No. 7284. H.R. Rept.
No. 8174 ( conference report).

Apd
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I~IGATION

OF I~IAN

LA~S

[Extract from] An act mating appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
the Indian Department, for fulfilling heaty stipulationswith various Indian tribes, and
for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1909. (Act of April 30, 1908,
ch. 153, 35 Stat. 70)
[Authority to arrange for reclamation of Indian lands—No Ken or charge
created against reserved land+Limit
of cost. ] —In carrying out any irrigation
project which may be undertaken under the provisions of the act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two (Thirty-second Statutes, page three hundred
and eighty-eight ), known as the reclamation act, and which may make possible,
and provide for, in connection with the reclamation of other lands the irrigation of all or any part of the irrigable lands heretofore included in allotments
made ‘to Indians under the fourth section of the general allotment act, the Secretary of the Interior be, and he hereby is, authorized to make such arrangement
and agreement in reference thereto as said Secretary deems for the best interest
of the Indians: Provided, That no lien or charge for construction, operation, or
maintenance shall thereby be created against any such reserved lands: And
provided further, That to meet the necessa~ cost of carrying out this legislation
the Secreta~ of the Interior is authorized to expend, out of the sum appropriated
in this act for irrigation, an amount not exceeding $13,000.
(35 Stat. 85; 25
U.S.C. $ 382)
+
+
*
*
*
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Provision Repeated. An identical provision appears in the Act of March 3,.1909,
35 Stat. 781, 798, making appropnationg
for the Indian Department for the following
year.

Legisktive History. H.R. 15219, Pubfie
Law 104 in the 60fi Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 437. S. Rept. No. 278. H.R. Rept. No.
1417 (conference report).
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Treaty between the United States and Great Britain relating to bound~
waters between
the United States and Canada. (Signed at Washington, January 11, 1909; ratification
advised by the Senate, March 3, 1909; ratified by the Presiden~ April 1, 1910;
ratified by Great Britain, March 31, 1910; ratifications exchanged at Washington,
May 5, 1910; proclaimed, May 13, 1910; 36 Stat. 2448.)

The United States of America, and His Majesty the King of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British DomLtions beyond the
Seas, Emperor of India, being equally dwirous to prevent disputes regarding tie
use of boundary waters and to settle all questions which are now pending between
the United States and the Dominion of Canada involving the rights, obligations,
or interests of either in relation to the other or to the inhabitants of the other,
along their common frontier, and to make provision for the adjustment and
settlement of au such questions as may hereafter arise, have resolved to conclude
a treaty in furthermce of these ends, and for that purpose have appokted
as
their respective plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of America, Elihu Root, Secretary of State
of tie United States; and
His Britannic Majesty, the Right Honorable James Bryce, O. M., his Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at Washington;
Who, after having communicated to one another their full powers, found in
good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles:
PRELIMIN&Y

~WCLE

[Boundary waters defined. ]-For
the purposes of WIS treaty boundary waters
are defined as the waters from main shore to main shore of the lakes and rivers
and connecting waterways, or the portions thereof, along which the international
boundary between the United States and the Dominion of Canada passes, including all bays, arms, and inlets thereof, but not including tributary waters which in
their natural channels would flow into such lakes, rivers, and waterways, or
waters flowing from such lakes, rivers, and waterways, or the waters of rivers
flowing across the boundary.

[Navigation. ]—The High Contracting Parties agree that tie navigation of
all navigable boundary waters shall forever continue free and open for the purposes of commerce to the inhabitants and to the ships, vessels, and boats of both
countries equally, subject, however, to any laws and regulations of either country~
within its own territory, not inconsistent with such privilege of free navigation
and applying equally and without discrimination to the inhabitants, ships, vessels,
and boats of both countries.
It is further agreed that so long as this treaty shall remain in force, this same
right of navigation shall extend to the waters of Lake Michigan and to all canals
connecting bounda~ waters, and now existing or which may hereafter be con-
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strutted on either side of the line. Either of the High Contracting Parties may
adopt rules and regulations governing the use of such canals witiln its own territory and may charge tolls for the use thereof, but all such roles and regulations
and all tolls charged shafl apply alike to the subjects or citizens of the High Contracting Parties and the sh~ps, vessels, and boats of both of the High Contracting
Parties, and they shall be pkced on terms of equafity in &e use thereof.
AR~CLE

E

[Jurisdiction
over diversion&Legal
remedies. ]—Each of the High Contracting Parties reserves to itsdf or to the several State Governments on the one
side and the Dominion or Provincial Governments on the other as the case may
be, subject to any treaty provisions now existing with respect fiereto, the exclusive jurisdiction and control over the use and diversion, whether temporary or
permanent, of all waters on its own side of the line which in their natural channels would flow across the boundary or into boundary waters; but it is agreed
that any interference with or diversion from their natural channel of such waters
on either side of the boundary, resulting in any injury on the other side of the
bound~,
shall give rise to the same rights and entitle tie injured parties to the
same legal remedies as if such injury took place in the country where such diversion or interference occurs; but this provision shall not apply to cases already
existing or to cases expressly covered by special agreement between the parties
hereto.
It is understood, however, that neither of the High Contracting Parties intends
by the foregoing provision to surrender any right, which it may have, to object
to any interference with or diversion of waters on the other side of the bound~
the effect of which would be productive of material injury to the navigation interests on its own side of the boundary.
ARTICLE UI

[Activities affecting rnatiral flow.] -It
is agreed that, in addition to tie uses,
obstructions, and diversions heretofore permitted or hereafter provided for by
special agreement between the Parties hereto, no further or other use or obstructions or diversions, whether temporary or permanent, of boundary waters on
either side of the line, aflecting tie natural level or flow of boundary waters on
the other side of the line, shall be made except by authority of the United States
or the Dominion of Canada within their respective jurisdictions and wifi the
approval, as hereinafter provided, of a joint commission, to be known as the
International Joint Commission.
The foregoing provisions are not intended to limit or interfere with the existing rights of the Government of the United States on the one side and the Government of the Dominion of Canada on the other, to undertake and carry on
governmental works in boundary waters for the deepening of channels, the construction of breakwaters, the improvement of harbors, and other govementi
works for tie benefit of commerce and navigation, provided that such works are
wholly on its own side of the line and do not materially affect the level or flow of
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the boundary waters on the other, nor are such provisions intended to interfere
with the ordinary use of such waters for domestic and sanita~ purposes.
ARTICLE IV

[Cotisionapproval
required-Pollution.
]-The
High Contiacting Partiw
agree that, except in cases provided for by special agreement between them, they
will not permit the construction or maintenance on their respective sides of the
boundary of any remedid or protective works or any dams or other obstructions
in waters flowing from bounda~ waters or in waters at a lower level than the
boundary in rivers flowing across the boundary, the effect of which is to raise the
natiral level of waters on the other side of the boundary unless the construction
or maintenance
thereof is approved by the aforesaid International
Joint
Commission.
It is further agreed that the waters herein defined as boundary waters and
waters flowing across the boundary shall not be polluted on either side to the
injury of health or property on tie other.
ARTICLE V

[Niagara River.]—The
High Contracting Parties agree that it is expedient
to limit the diversion of waters from the Niagara River so that the level of Lake
Erie and the flow of the stream shall not be appreciably fiected. It is the desire
of both Parties to accomplish t&s object with the least possible injury to investments which have already been made in the construction of power plants on tie
United States side of the river under grants of authority from the State of New
York, and on the Canadian side of the river under ficenses authorized by the
Dominion of Canada and the Province of Ontario.
So long as this treaty shall remain in force, no diversion of the waters of the
Niagara River above the Falls from the natural course and stream thereof shall
be permitted except for tie purposes and to the extent hereinafter provided.
The United States may authc)rize and permit the diversion within the State
of New York of the waters of said river above the Falls of Niagara, for power
purposes, not exceeding in the aggregate a daily diversion at the rate of twenty
thousand cubic feet of water per second.
The United Kingdom, by the Dominion of Canada, or the Province of Ontario, may authorize and permit the diversion within tie Province of Ontario of
the waters of said river above the Falls of Niagara, for power purposes, not exceeding in the aggregate a daily divemion at the rate of thirty-six thousand cubic
feet of water per second.
The prohibitions of this article shall not apply to the diversion of water for
sanitary or domestic purposes, or for the service of canals for the purposes of
navigation.
ARTICLE W

[St. Mary and Milk Rivers. ]-The
High Contracting Parties agree that the
St. Mary and Milk Rivers and tieir tributaries (in the State of Montana and the
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Provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan) are to be treated as one stream for the
purposes of irrigation and power, and the waters thereof shall be apportioned
equally between the two countries, but in making such equal apportionment
more than half may be taken from one river and less than half from the other
by either count~ so as to afford a more beneficial use to each. It is further agreed
that in the division of such waters during the irrigation season, between the 1st
of April and 31st of October, inclusive, annually, the United States is entitled
to a prior appropriation of 500 cubic feet per second of the waters of the Milk
River, or so much of such amount as constitutes three-fourths of its natural flow,
and that Canada is entitled to a prior appropriation of 500 cubic feet per second
of the flow of St. Mary River, or so much of such amount as constitutes threefourths of its natural flow.
The channel of the Milk River in Canada may be used at the convenience of
the United States for the conveyance, while passing through Canadian territory,
of waters diverted from the St. Mary Klver. The provisions of Article 11 of this
treaty shall apply to any injury resulting to property in Canada from the conveya~ce of such waters through the Milk River.
The measurement and apportionment of the water to be used by each country
shalI from time to time be made jointiy by the properly constituted reclamation
officers of the United States and the properly constituted irrigation officers of
His Majesty under the direction of the International Joint Commission.
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Miui River Project. Ttils article permits
,construction of the Milk River project, under which water of the headwaiters of the
St. Mary River is diverted to the North
Fork of the Milk Klver and flows through
Canada for 216 miles before returning to
the United States, where it is used for
irrigation.
Rules for Measurement and Apportionment. Following extensive hearings, the In-

temational Joint Commission issued an order on October 4, 1921, setting forth rules
and procedures for measurement and apportionment of the waters of the St. Mary and
Milk Rivers. The order is reprinted in 12
Reclamation Record 515 ( 1921). (Editor’s
note: I.J.C. records have not been checked
to asiertain whether any further order has
been issued. )

ARTICLE VII

[International
Joint Commission. ]—The High Contracting Parties agree to
establish and maintak an International Joint Commission of the United States
and Canada composed of six commissioners, three on the part of the United
States appointed by the President thereof, and three on the part of the United
Kingdom appointed by His Majesty on the recommendation
of the Governor
in Council of the Dominion of Canada.
ARTICLE VIII

[Commission jurisdiction —Uses of w-ater.] —This International Joint Commission shall have jurisdiction over and shall pass upon all cases involving the
use or obstmction or diversion of the waters with respect to which under articles
III and IV of this treaty the approval of this Commission is required, and in
passing upon such cases the Commission shall be governed by the following rules
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or principles which are adopted by the High Contracting
Parties for this
purpose:
The High Contracting Parties shall have, each on its own side of the boundary,
equal and similar rights in the use of the waters hereinbefore defined as bounda~
waters.
The following order of precedence shall be observed among the various uses
enumerated hereinafter for these waters, and no use shall be permitted which
tends materially to conflict with or restrain any other use which is given preference over it in this order of precedence:
(1) Uses for domestic and sanitary purposes;
(2) Uses for navigation, including the service of canals for the purposes of
navigation;
(3) Uses for power and for irrigation purposes.
The foregoing provisions shall not apply to or disturb any existing uses of
boundary waters on either side of the boundary.
The requirement for an equal division may in the discretion of the Commission
be suspended in cases of tempor~
diversions along bounda~ waters at points
where such equal divisions cannot be made advantageously on account of local
conditions, and where such diversion does not diminish elsewhere the amount
available for use on the other side.
The Commission in its discretion may make its approval in any case conditional upon the construction of remedial or protective works to compensate so
far as possible for the particular use or diversion proposed, and in such cases may
require that suitable and adequate provision, approved by the Commission, be
made for the protection and indemnity against injury of any interests on either
side of the boundary.
In roses involving the elevation of the natural level of waters on either side
of the line as a result of the comtruction or maintenance on the other side of
remedial or protective works or dams or other obstructions in boundary waters
or in waten flowing therefrom or in waters below the boundary in rivers flowing across the boundary, the Commission shall require, as a condition of its
approval thereof, that suitable and adequate provision, approved by it, be made
for the protection and indemnity of all interests on the other side of the line
which may be injured thereby.
The majority of the Commissioners shall have power to render a decision. In
case the Commission is evenly divided upon any question or matter presented
to it for decision, separate reports shall be made by the Commisisoners on each
side to their own Government. The High Contracting Parties sha~ thereupon
endeavor to agree upon an adjustment of the question or matter of d~erence,
and if an agreement is reached between them, it shall be reduced to writing in the
form of a protocol, and shall be communicated to the Commissioners, who shall
tie such further proceedtigs as maybe necessary to carry out such agreement.
ARTICLE M

[Questions involving the common frontier. ]—The High Contracting Parties
further agree that any other questions or matters of d=erence arising between
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them involving the rights, obligations, or interests of either in relation to the
other or to the inhabitants of the other, along thecommon
frontier between the
United States and the Dominion of Canada, shall be referred from time to time
to the International Joint Commission for examination and report, whenever
either the Govermnent of the United States or the Government of the Dominion
of Canada shall request that such questions or matters of differences be so
referred.
The International Joint Commission is authortied in each case so referred
to examine into and report upon the facts and circumstances of the particular
questions and matters referred, together with such conclusions and recommendations as may be appropriate, subject, however, to any restrictions or exceptions
which may be imposed with respect thereto by the terms of the reference.
Such reports of the Commission shall not be regarded as decisions of the questions or matters so submitted either on the facts or the law, and shall in no way
have the character of an arbitral award.
The Commission shall make a joint report to both Governments in all cases
in which all or a majority of the Commissioners agree, and in case of disagreement the minority may make a joint report to both Governments, or separate
reports to their respective Governments.
In case the Commission is evenly divided upon any question or matters referred
to it for report, separate reports shall be made by the Commissioners on each
side to their own Government.
~TICLE

X

[Other questions. ]—Any questions or matters of difference arising between the
High Contracting Parties involving the rights, obligations, or interests of the
United States or of the Dominion of Canada, either in relation to each other
or to their respective inhabitants, may be referred for decision to the International Joint Commission by tie consent of the two Parties, it being understood
that on the part of the United States any such action will be by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and on the part of His Majesty’s Government
with the consent of the Governor General in Council. In each case so referred, the
said Commission is authorized to examine into and report upon the facts and
circumstances of the particular questions and matters referred, together with such
conclusions and recommendations
as may be appropriate, subject, however, to
any restrictions or executions which may be imposed with respect thereto by
the terms of the reference.
A majority of the said Commission shall have power to render a decision or
finding ~pon any of the questions or matters so referred.
If the said Commission is equally divided or otherwise unable to render a
decision or finding as to any questions or matters so referred, it sha~ be the duty
of the Commissioners to make a joint report to both Governments, or separate
reports to their respective Governments, showing the dfierent conclusions arrived at with regard to &e matters or questions so referred, w~lch questions or
matters shall thereupon be referred for decision by the High Contracting Parties
to an umpire chosen in accordance with the procedure prescribed in the fourth,
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[Dupli~te
reports. ]-A
duplicate original of all decisions rendered and joint
reports made by the Commission shall be transmitted to md filed with the Secretary of State of the United States and the Governor General of the Dominion
of Canada, and to them shall be addressed all communications
of the
Commission.

[Organization
and procedures of Commission. ]-The
International Joint
Commission shall meet and organize at Washington promptiy after the members
thereof are appointed, and when organized the Commission may fix such times
and places for its meetings as may be necessary, subject at all times to special
call or direction by the two Governments. Each Commissioner, upon the first
joint meeting of the Commission after his appointment, shall, before proceeding
with the work of the Commission, make and subscribe a solemn declaration in
writing that he will faithfully and impartially perform the duties imposed upon
him under this treaty, and such declaration shall be enforced on the records of
the proceedings of the Commission.
The United States and Canadian sections of the Commission may each appoint
a secretary, and these sha~ act as joint secretaries of the Commission at its joint
sessions, and the Commission may employ engineers and clerical assistants from
time to time as it may deem adtisable. The salaries and personal expenses of the
Commission and of the secretaries shall be paid by their respective Governments,
and all reasonable and necessary joint expenses of the Commission, incurred
by it, shall be paid in equal moieties by tie High bntracting
Parties.
The Commission sha~ have power to administer oaths to witnesses, and to take
evidence on oath whenever deemed necessary in any proceeding, or inquiry, or
matter within its jurisdiction un(ier this treaty, and all parties interested therein
sha~ be given convenient opportunity to be heard, and the High Contracting
Parties agree to adopt such legislation as may be appropriate and necess~
to
give the Commission the powers above mentioned on each side of the bound~,
and to provide for the issue of subpoenas and for compelling the attendance of
witnesses in proceeding before the Commission. The Commission may adopt
such rules of procedure as shall be in accordance with justice and equity, and
may make such examination in person and through agents or employees as maY
be deemed advisable.
ARmGLE ~

[Legislation.] -In
all cases where special agreements between the High Con.
tracting Parties hereto are referred to in the foregoing articles, such agreements
are understood and intended to include not only direct agreements between the
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High Contracting Parties but also any mutual arrangement between the United
Stites and the Dominion of Canada expressed by concurrent or reciprocal legislation on the part of Congress and the Parliament of the Dominion.
~TICLE

~

[Ratification. ]-The
present treaty &all be ratified by the President of the
United States of Americ~ and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate
thereof, and by His Britinnic Majesty. The ratifications shall be exchanged at
Washington as soon as possible and the treaty shall take effect on the date of the
exchange of its ratifications. It shall remain in force for five years, dating from
the day of exchange of ratifications, and thereafter until terminated by twelve
months) written notice given by either High Contracting Party to the other.
IN F~H WHEREOF the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this treatv in
duplicate and have hereunto ked
heir ~eals.
DONE at Washington the 1lth day of Janua~, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and nine.
ELIHU

ROOT

[SEAL]

JAMES

BRYCE

[SEAL]

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Editor’s Note, Annotations.
of opinions are not hcluded

Annotations
because this

Treaty does not relate primarily to activities
of the Bureau of Reclamation.

April 4, 1910
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PAYMENT

FOR

UINTAH

I~IAN
LA~S,
PROJECT

STRAWBERRY

VALLEY

[Extract from] An act making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
the Bureau of Indian Mairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian
tribes, and for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911. (Act of April 4,
1910, ch. 140,36 Stat. 269)
[Payment to Uint~
India*s from ~eclama~on fun; for lands withdrawn
for Strawberry Valley project—Installment-Reimbursement.
]—The Secretary of tie Interior is hereby authorized to pay from the reclamation fund
for the benefit of the Uintah Indians the sum of $1.25 per acre for the lands in
the former Uint& Indian Reservation, in the State of Utah, which were set
apart by the President for reservoir and other purposes under the provisions
of the act approved March tiird, nineteen hundred and five, chapter fourteen
hundred and seventy-nine, and which were by the Secretary of the Interior withdrawn for irrigation works under &e provisions of the reclamation act of June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, in connection with the reservoir for the
Strawberry Valley project, Such payment shall be made in five annual installments, and the moneys paid shall be subject to the same disposition as the
proceeds of the sales of lands in the former Indian reservation. AH such payments
shall be included in the cost of construction of said Strawberry Valley project
to be reimbursed by the owners of lands irrigated therefrom, all receipts from
said lands, as rentals or otherwise, being credited to the said owners. All right,
tide, and interest of the Indians in the said lands are hereby extinguished, and
the title, management, and control thereof shall pass to the owners of the lands
irrigated from said project whenever the management and operation of the
irrigation works shall so pass under the terms of the reclamation
act.
(36 Stat. 285)
%*
*
*
*
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codded.

The retract of this act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Background
The Comptroller
of the
Treasury ruled in 1907 that where, under
the Act of March 3, 1905Z 33 Stat. 1069,
lands of the Uintah In&an Resemation
have been set apart and reserved as a reservoir site for general agricdturd
development and subsequently have been withdrawn under section 3 of the Reclamation
Act from au forms of sale and entry, the
United States is liable upon an implied con-

267–067—7Q—voI, 1—12

tract to the Indians of said Reservation for
the occupancy and use of said land to the
extent that the use made of them is inconsistent with the rights of the Indians to use
and occupy them or leave them open to sde
and entry for their benefit, and the reclamation fund is aaPllicab!e
~0the payment there-

of. 14 Comp. Dec. 49 ( 1907).
Legislative History. H.R 19028, Public
Law 114 in the 61st Congress H.R. ReDt.
No. 298. S. Rept. No. 357: H.R. Re~t. No.
823 (confer~nce report).
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NOTES OF OPINIONS
Mineral leasing
Purpose
1

2

1. Purpose
By this act, Congress intended to transfer to the water users the beneficial interest in the watershed lauds pending the
transfer of legal title. Solicitor White Opinion, M–3605 1 (December 7, 1950).
2. Mineral leasing
Because the Act of April 4, 1910, transfers to the water users of the Strawberry
Valley project the beneficial interest in certain lands formerly included in the Uintah
Indian Reservation, even though the legal
title remains in the United States, these
~ands are not in the public-domain category,

and therefo<e are not. subject to. leasing
under the Mineral Leasing Act. Neither are
they subject to leasing under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands. Consequently, oil and gas leases for such lands
can only be issued by the Strawberry Water
Users’ Association. This can be done dhectly
or by ratification of leases previously issued
by the Department. Solicitor White Opinion, M-3605 1 (December 7, 1950). See dso
M-36051
(Supp.) (November 1, 1951).
The proceeds from oil and gas leases issued by the Strawberry Water Users’ Association on former Indian reservation lands
should be appfied in conformity with subsection I of the Fact Finders Act of 1924.
Solicitor White Opinion, M-36051
(December 7, 1950).

May
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GLACIER

NATIONAL

PARK

[Extract from] An act to establish “The Glacier National Park” in the Rocky Mountains
south of the international boundary line in the State of Montana,
purposes. (Act of May 11, 1910, ch. 226, 36 Stat. 354)
[Sec. 1. Glacier
National
projects.]—*
* * the United
utilize

for

necessary
project:

flowage
for

or other

Park—Rights-of-way
States Reclamation
purposes

the development

% * *

(36 Stat. 354;
*

and

any area

for railways—Reclamation
Service may enter upon
within

maintenance

16 U.S.C.
*

and for other

stid

park

of a Goverment

which

and

may

be

reclamation

~ 161)
*

-E

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Gross Reference, Other Statutes Authorizing the Use of National Parks for Reclamation Purposes. The Act of January 26,
1915, 38 Stat. 798, establishing the Rocky
Mountain National Park; the Act of August 9, 1916, 39 Stat. 442, establishing the
Lassen Volcanic
National Park; and the
Act of February 26, 1919, 40 Stat. 1I 78,
estabfishmg the Grand Canyon National
Park, each contain authori~
for certain
Reclamation activities within the parks. Extracts from each of these acts appear herein
in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Water and Power Works

Within National Parks or Monuments. The
Act of March 3, 1921, 41 Stat. 1353, requires the consent of Congress for the construction of water rmd power facilities within
a national park or monument. The Notes of
Opinion following it should be consulted
with respect to the effect of that Act. The
1921 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Legislative History. S. 2777, Public Law
171 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. No. 106.
H.R. Rept. No, 767. H.R. Rept, No. 1142
(conference report).

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Proceeds from withdrawn lands
Proceeds from the lease of, or sde of
products from, hnds in Rocky Mountain
and Glacier National Parks that are withdrawn under reclamation laws but are not
used for constructed reclamation projects,

are subject to disposition

under laws relat.

ing to the national parks and are not covered
into the reclamation fund, as provided by
the Act of July 19, 1919. C.L. 866, Janua~ lg, lg20.

June 11, 1910
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~APPRAISAL

OF UNSOLD

TOWN

LOTS

An act protidlng for the reappraisement of unsold lots in town sites on reclamation
and for other purposes. (Act June 11, 1910, ch. 284, 36 Stat. 465)

projects,

[Sec. 1. Reappraisal and sde of unsold lots within reclamation tom sites.]—
The SecretaV of the Interior is hereby authortied, whenever he may deem it
necessarY, to reappraise all unsold lots within town sites on projects under the
reclamation act heretofore or hereafter appraised under the provisions of the
act approved April sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, entitled “~
act providing for the withdrawal from public entry of lands needed for townsite purposes in connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and for otier purposes,” and the act
approved June twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and six, entitied “An act providing for the subdivision of lands entered under the reclamation act, and for
other purposes”; and thereafter to proceed wifi the sale of such to10ts in
accordance with said acts. (36 Stat. 465; 43 U.S.C. ~ 564)
Sec. 2. [Terms of payment.] -In
the sale of town lots under the provisions
of the said acts of April sixteenth and June twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred
and six, the Secretary of the Interior may in his discretion, require payment for
such town lots in full at time of sale or in annual installments, not exceeding five,
with interest at the rate of six per centum per annum on deferred payments. (36
Stat. 466; 43 U.S.C. ~ 565)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

References in the Text. The Acts of
April 16, 1906, ad June 2!, 1906, relating
to town sites,app=r hwein In chronological
order.

Legislative Histo~. S. 5, Pubfic Law 206
in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. (no number).
H.R. Rept. No. 1349.
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NEW

MEXICO

Mm

ARIZONA

ENABLING

ACT

[Extracts from] An act to enable the people of New Mexico to form a constitution and
State government and be admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original
States; and to enable the people of Arizona to form a constitution and State governmentand be admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original States.
(Act of June 20, 1910,&. 310,36 Stat. 557)

*
Sec.

2.

[constitutional

*
convention,]—

*

*
* * * And

*
said

convention

provide, by an ordinance irrevocable without the consent of the United
and the people of said State [New Mexico]—

shall
States

[Disclaimer of righ~to pub~c or In;ian lan~-Ta~ation.]
—Second. That
the people inhabiting said proposed State do agree and declare that they forever
disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated and ungranted public lands
lying within the boundaries thereof and to all lands lying witin said boundari~
owned or held by any Indian or Indian tribes the right or title to which shall
have been acquired through or from the United States or any prior sovereignty,
and that until the title of such Indian or Indian tribes shall have been extinguished the same shall be and remain subj~t to the disposition and under the
absolute jurisdiction and control of the Congress of the United Statm; that the
lands and other property belonging to citizens of the Uniti
States residing
without the said State shall never be taxed at a higher rate than the lands and
other property belonging to residents thereof; that no taxes shall be imposed by
the State upon lands or property therein belonging to or which may hereafter
be acquired by the United States or reserved for its me; but nothing herein,
or in the ordinance herein provided for, shall preclude the said State from taxing, as other lands and other property are taxed, any lands md other property
outside of an Indian reservation owned or held by any Indian, save and except
such lands as have been granted or acquired as aforesaid or as may be granted
or confirmed to any Indian or Indians under any Act of Congress, but said
ordinance shall provide that all such lands shall be exempt from taxation by
said State so long and to such extent as Congress has prescribed or may hereafter
prescribe,
[Acquiescence
in r~clamati~n proje~ts. ]—S~venth. ~hat there be and are
reserved to the United States, with full acquiescence of the State [New Mexico]
all rights and powers for the carrying out of the provisions by the United States
of the act of Congress entitled “An act appropriating the receipts from the sale
and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories to the construction
of irrigation works for tie reclination
of arid lands;’ approved J~e seven.
teenth, nineteen hundred and two, and acts arnendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, to the same extent as if said State had remained a Territog.
(36
Stat. 559)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

Companion Arizona Provisions. Identical provisions regarding the State of Arizona

will be found in section 20 of the same act,
at pages 569 and 570.

Sec. 10, [Sale of reclaimable lands —Relinquishment
of irrigation work—
Lieu grants.]— * * * no lands [in New Me~co] which are or shall be susceptible of irrigation under any projects now or hereafter completed or adopted by
the United States under legislation for the reclamation of lands, or under any
other project for the reclamation of lands, shall be sold at less than twenty-five
dollars per acre: Provided, That said State, at the request of the Secretary of the
Interior, shall from time to time relinquish such of its lands to the United States
as at any time are needed for irrigation works in connection with any such Government project. And other lands in lieu fiereof are hereby granted to said State,
to be selected from lands of the character named and in the manner prescribed
in section eleven of this Act. (36 Stat. 564)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Companion Arizona Provision. A similar
provision regarding the State of Arizona will
be found in section 28 of the same act, at
page 574, the only difference being found

in tie next to the Iast Ene of the provision.
Instead of “section deven”
reference is
made to section twenty-four.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Prospecting permit
1
Status of required lands

2

1. Prospecting permit
Lands reconveyed to the United States
by the State of New Mexico for reclamation
purposes pursuant to the enabling act of
June 20, 1910, which contains an indemnity
provision as consideration for such transfers,
occupy a status similar to that of withdrawn
pubfic lands rather than that of lands acquired by purchase or condemmtion,
and
the granting of permits to prospect for oil
or gas upon such lands will be dependent
upon the determination of whether or not

their restoration will be detrimental to the
project. J. D. Moll et al., 50 L. D. 308
(1924)

2. Statusof required tids
The United States is not in a position
to condemn. lmd owned by the State of
Arizona which is required for irrigation
works in connection with a Government
reclamation project because of the provision
in the Arizona Enabbg Act requiring the
State to relinquish title to such lands to
the United States. Letter of Assistant Secretary Holum to Mr. Obed M. Lassen,
November 26, 1962.

[Water-power
reservation+Lieu
selections. ]—There is hereby reserved to
the United States and exempted from the operation of any and all grants made
or confirmed by this act to said proposed State all land actually or prospectively
valuable for the development of water powers or power for hydroelectric use or
transmission and which shall be ascertained and designated by the Secretary of
the Interior within five years after the proclamation of the President declaring
the admission of the State; and no lands so reserved and excepted shall be subject
to any disposition whatsoever by said State, and any conveyance or transfer of
such land by said State or any officer thereof shall be absolutely null and void
within the period above named; and in lieu of the land so reserved to the United
States and excepted from the operation of any of said grants there be, and is
hereby, granted to the proposed

State an equal quantity of land to be selected

June 20, 1910
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named and in the manner prescribed in section eleven
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Companion Arizona Provision. A similar
provision regarding the State of Arizona
wfil be found in section 28 of the same act,
at page 575, the word “exempted” in the

+

*

second line reading “excepted’,
and reference being made to “section twenty-four”

instead of to “section eleven”, in the last
line.
*

*

*

Sec. 24. [Additional grant for common school-elections
in lieu of mineral,
etc., lands. ]—In ad~tion to sections sixteen and thirty-&, heretofore reserved
for the Territory of Arizona, sections two and thirty-two in every township in
said proposed State not otherwise appropriated at the date of the passage of this
act are hereby granted to the said State for the support of common schools; and
where sections two, sixteen, thirty-two, and thirty-six, or any parts thereof, are
mineral, or have been sold, resewed or otherwise appropriated or reserved by or
uder the authority of any act of Congress, or are wanting or fractional in quantity, or where settlement thereon with a view to preemption or homestead, or
improvement thereof with a view to desert-land entry has been made heretofore
or hereafter, and before the survey thereof in the field, the provisions of sections
twenty-two hundred and seventy-five and twenty-two hundred and seventy-six
of the Revised Statutes, and acts arnendatory tiereof or supplementary thereto,
are hereby made applicable thereto and to the selection of lands in lieu thereof
to the sme extent as if sections two and thirty-two, as well as sections shteen and
thirty-six, were mentioned therein. + * * (36 Stat. 572)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Companion
New Mexico Provision. A
substantially similar provision regard~ng he

State of New Mexico will be found in section 6 of the same act, at page 561.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Withdrawals
.4 reclamation withdrawal existent at the
date of the grant made to the State of
Arizona by section 24 of the act of June 20,
1910, of certain designated sections of pubEc lands for school pu~oses, does not defeat
the operation of the grant as to lantis subsequently restored from the withdrawal, but
the right of tie State attaches to surveyed
lands within the specified sections immediately upon their restoration from the withdrawal, if the State has not sdected indemnity therefor. Elizabeth ]. Laure~tce, 49
L.D. 611 (1923).
The right of the State of Arizona which
attaches to surveyed school lands imrnedi-

*

*

ately upon their restoration from a reclamation withdrawal cannot be defeated by the
initiation of a desert-land clafi subsequently
to the date of the restoration. Elizabeth ].
Laurence, 49 L.D. 611 (1923).
Reclamation withdrawals issued prior to
Arizona statehood are effective with respect
to lands in sections 16 and 36 that were
reserved for the benefit of the Territory
of Arizona but not granted to it. Assistant
Secretary Davidson Opinion, 59 I.D. 280
(1946).
Lands covered by an existing reclamation
withdrawal are excepted from tie grant of
school lands made to the State of Arizona
under section 24 of the Enablkg Act. State
of Arizona, A-26767 (September 14, 1953).

*

-%

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codiied,
The above provisions of
this act are not codified in the U.S. Code
Legislative History. H.R. 18166, Public

Law 219 in the 6Ist Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 152. S. Rept. No. 454.
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[Extracts from] An act to provide for agricultural entries on coal lands. (Act of June 22,
1910, ch. 318,36 Stat. 583)
[Sec. 1. Agricultural entries for surface allowed—With&awal
under reclamation act—~~ght to prmpect, etc., for coal reserved-Limit
and con&~tionPerfection of present entries. ]—From and after the passage of this act unresened
pubtic lands of the United States exclusive of Alaska which have been withdrawn
or classified as coal lands, or are valuable for coal, shall be subject * “x * to
withdrawal under the act approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and
two, known as the reclamation act, whenever such entry, selection, or withdrawal
shall be made with a view of obtaining or passing title, witi a reservation to the
United States of the coal in such lands and of the right to prospect for, mine,
and remove the same. (36 Stat. 583; 30 U.S.C. $ 83)
-%

*

*

*

*

Sec. 2. [Applications to state natire of entry.]—% * * The Secretary of the
Interior, in withdrawing under *e reclamation act lands classified as coal lands,
or valuable for cod, with a view of securing or passing title to the same in
accordance with the provisions of said acts, shall state in the application for
entry, selection, or notice of withdrawal that the same is made in accordance with
and subject to the provisions and reservations of this act, (36 Stat. 584; 30 U.S.C.
~ 84)
.x.
*
*
*
.Y
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Legislative Histo~. H.R. 13907, Public
Law 227 in the 61st Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 377. S. Rept. No. 703. H.R. Rept. No.
1572 (conference rePort).
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An act providing that entrymen for homesteads within reclamation projects may assign
their entries upon satisfactory proof of residence, improvement, and cultivation for five
years, the same as though said entry had been made under original homestead act.
(Act of June 23, 1910, ch. 357,36 Stat. 592)

[Assi~ment
of homestead entries within reclamation
projects—Patent—
Condition+Confimation
of certain assignments made between June 23, 1910,
and January 1, 1913. ]—Frand after the filing with the Commissioner of the
General Land Office of satisfactory proof of residence, improvement,
and
cultivation for the five years required by law, persons who have, or shall make,
homestead entries within reclamation projects under the provisions of the act
of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, may assign such entries, or any
part thereof, to other persons, and such assignees, upon submitting proof of
the reclamation of the lands and upon payment of the charges apportioned
against the same as provided in the said act of June seventeenth, nineteen
hundred and two, may receive from the United States a patent for the lands:
Provided, That all assignmen~ made under the provisions of this act shall be
subject to the limitations, charges, terms, and conditions of the reclamation act:
Provided, That in the absence & any intervening valid adverse interests any
assignment made between June twenty-third, nineteen hundred and ten, and
January first, nineteen hundred and thirteen, of land upon which the assignor
has submitted satisfacto~ find proof and the assignee purchased with the belief
that the assignment was valid an,d under the act of June twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and ten, is hereby confirmed, and the assignee shall be entitled to the
land resigned as under the act of June twenty-third, nineteen hundred and ten,
notwithstanding that said original entry was conformed to farm units and that
the part assigned was canceled and eliminated from said entry prior to the date
of final proof: Provided further, That au entries so assigned shall be subject to
the limitations, terms, and conditions of the reclamation act and acts amendatory
thereof or supplornental thereto, and all of said assignees whose entries are
hereby confirmed shall, as a condition to receiving patent, make the proof heretofore required of assignees, (36 Stat. 592; Act of May 8, 1916, 39 Stit. 65; 43
U.s.c. $$441, 442)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

CodWcation. The original 1910 Act is
codified as section 441, titfe 43 of the U.S.
Code. The last proviso, wKlch was added
by the Act of h~ay 8, 1916, is codified as
section 442.
1916 Amendment. The Act of May 8,
1916, 39 Stat. 65, amended the act by

adding to it the second and third provisos
as they appear above. The 1916 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 5048, Public Law
243 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. No. 268.
H.R. Rept. No. 937.
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NOTES OF OPINIONS

Assignment, what constitutes 9
HA proof 10
Fraudulent assignment 2
Lands assignable 1
Q~/~i:~ti~
of assignees 3-8
Corporation 8
General 3
Married women 5
Minors 6
Residence 4
T=ation
11
1. Lan& assignable
A settler on unsurveyed land in a school
section, who, after survey and after withdrawal of the land under the reclamation
act as susceptible of reclamation under an
irrigation project, was permitted to make
entry for the full area of 160 acres, must
confom his entry to a farm uni~, but is
entitled under the provisions of this act to
=sign the. remaining portion of his entry;
and the rights acquired by such settlement
and entry bar the attachment of any rights
to the land on behalf of the State under its
school grant. Sarah E. Allen, 44 L.D. 331
(1915).
Where
a homestead
entry witiln
a
reclamation project was, after the submission of final proof, conformed to a farm
unit and canceled on relinquishment as to
the remainder, prior to the act of June 23,
1910, the entry will not be reinstated as to
the canceled portion for the purpose of
permitting the ent~an
to assign such portion under the provisions of that act.
Douglas Lytle, 42 L.D. 157 (1913).
The act has no application
to entries
which prior thereto had been adjust~d to
farm units and canceled as to the residue,
after due notice; and an attempted assignment under the act of land so eliminated
as residue is without authority of law and
cannot be recognized. Dennis Bell, 41 L.D.
394 (1912).
Where, in conforming a homestead entry
within a reclamation project to farm units,
a legal subdivision thereof, not retained by
the entryrnan, is, with otier vacant land,
embraced in a farm unit, the entryrnan can
not thereafter, under the provisions of ~his
act, assign such tract as a legal su.bdivislon,
for the reason that the legal subdlvlsion, as
such, no longer exists, having been merged
in the farm unit; nor can he make assignment under the act of the farm unit into
which such legal subdivision
has been
merged, for the reason that the farm unit
includes land not embraced in his original
entry. Robert C. Newton, et al., 41 L.D.
421 (1912).

Where
a homestead
entry withii
a
recl~tion
project was conformed to a
farm unit and canceled as to the remainder,
at a time when the entryman could not
have made five-year proof, the entry will
not thereafter be reinstated as to tie canceled portion for the purpose of permitting
the entryman to submit find five-year proof
thereon with a view to assigning such portion under the provisions of the act of
Tune 23, 1910. Alexander P. Jacob$, 40
~.D. 322 (1911).
The act of June 23, 1910, authotilng
assignments of entries within reclamation
projects, after the acceptance of final proof
thereon, does not limit such assignments to
Iegd subdivisions; and an entvan
maY
thereunder assign his entry as a whole or
“any part thereof.” Blanche W. Peabody,
44 L.D. 219 (1915).
Where farm units have been established
within a reclamation project, they become
the smallest legal subdivisions subject to
disposition, and assignments of lands within
the project under the act of June 23, 1910,
can thereafter be made only in accordance
with such subdivisions. Sarah S. Long, 39
L.D. 297 (1910).
Where, prior to an exchange of reclamation farm units under the act of March 4,
1915 (38 Stat. 1215), the entryrnan has, in
connection with the original unit, fulfilled
the ordinary homestead requirements and
submitted proper proof thereof, th~ fieu
farm unit may be assigned under jhls act,
subject to compliance with the requirements
of the reclamation
law as to payment,
md
cultivation.
Sarah E.
reclamation,
Lewellen, 46 L.D. 385 ( 1918).
This act, which authorizes the assignment
of a reclamation homestead, does not require that an assignee shall have the qualifications of a homesteader,
nor does it
contemplate that the assignment shall in
any sense be considered as a “homestead
entry”, and consequently a transfer thereunder is not invrdid for the reason that It
embraces two incontiguous tracts. Breipohl,
Assignee of Minnick, 48 L.D. 295 ( 1921).
Tie equitable tifle which vests in a homestead entryman under the Act of Jun~ 8,
1880, upon his becoming insane, is subJect,
where the land lies within a reclamation
project, to the provisions of the Reclamation
Act; and upon the establishment of farm
units, patent can issue to him for only one
of the farm units fo~ed
from his eqtry,
the remaining units being subject to assignment under the Act of June 2?, 1910, by
his legsd guardian duly authorwed to act
for him during his mental disability. Julia
E. Ward, et al., 41 L.D. 634 ( 1913).
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An alien who has submitted five-year
proof upon a reclamation homestead entry
which is satisfactory except as to his citizenship qualifications may make a valid assignment of the entry under the act of June 23,
1910. Benner Powell, Transferee, 50 L.D.
4 (1923).
On July 2, 1902, a quarter section of
land under the Sdt River project was included in a first form withdrawd.
On
August
26, 1902, the withdrawal
was
changed to tie second form. In 1910 homestead entry was made for the land by Emile
J. Robichaux.
In 1914 the north half of
said quarter section was restored from
reclamation withdrawd. In 1928 an assignment of the land to Etlth J. Rotilchaux
was filed in the Iocd land office. The department held that the assignment was
proper, it being stated that prior to the
establishment of a farm unit for the south
half of the tract neither the entryman nor
his assignee could be required to relinquish
any part of the entry. In re Edith J.
Robichaux, A-12228,
(February 23, 1929).
The Act of April 21, 1928, as amended,
provides that the holder of a tax titie on a
reclamation homestead entry is entided to
the benefits of an assignee of such an entry
under the Act of June 23, 1910; and the
privileges under the Act of June 23, 1910,
which are granted to the holder of a tax
title under the Act of April 21, 1928, as
amended,
are not extinguished
by the
elimination of the entry from the reclamation withdrawal after the interest of the
holder of the tax tide was acquired. Ralph
0. Baird, A-26773
(November 3, 1953).
2. Fraudulent assignment
The land department has jurisdiction to
ietermine the truth of a charge that an
~ssignment of a homestead entry within a
!eciamation
project,
under the act of
rune 23, 1910, was obtained by fraud, and
f found to have been so obtained, to tmnul
:he assignment. Delano v. Messer et al., 44

;.D. 199 (1915).
3. Qualifications of assignees—General
To entide one to take by assigment
mder the Act of June 23, 191 ~, he must
how that he has not acquired title to and
s not claiming any other farm unit or entry
mder the Redarnation Act. Sarah S. Long,
19 L.D. 297 (1910).
It is not necessary that assignees of hometead entries within reclamation projects
mder the Act of June 23, 1910, be qualified
o m~e entry under the general homestead
aws. Sadie A. Hawley, 43 L.D. 364 ( 1914).
An unqualified assignee of a reclamation
.omestead en~ will be given a reasonable
ime within which to assign the entry to a
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qualified holder as required by Paragraph
41 of Circular of May 18, 1916 (45 L.D.
385 ) and faifure to do so will subject the
entry to cancellation.
Decision, A-22739
(March 28, 1941 ).
The owner of a hom~tead entry under
the Reclamation Act is not qualified to take
by assignment another such ent~. Instructions, 46 L.D. 227 ( 1917).
The limitations imposed on assignments
of reclamation homestead entries are limitations, not on the qualifications of the assignee, but on the right of the assignee to
receive water. Amos N. Kelly, 50 L.D. 268
(1924).
One who acquires lands of a reclamation
homestead entryman at a tax sale pursuant
to the Act of April 21, 1928, as amended,
is subject to the provisions of reclamation
law including the excess lands provisions.
This result follows from the provisions of
the 1928 Act that the holder of such tax
deed or tax title is entitled to the rights and
privileges of an assignee under the Act of
June 23, 1910; and the latter Act makes
the assignee “subject
to the limitations,
charges,
terms and conditions
of the
reclamation
act.” James P. Balkwill, 55
I.D. 241 (1935).
4. —Residence
An assignee under the Act of June 23,
1910, of a homestead entry within a reclamation project, made under the provisions
of the Reclamation Act, is not required to
reside upon the land or in the vicinity
thereof as a condition prerequisite to obtaining a patent and water right. Instructions,
43 L.D. 456 (1914).
The residence requirements provided for
in section 5 of the Reclamation
Act of
June 17, 1902, apply to dl persons acquiring by assignment water-right contracts with
tie United States, unless prior to such assignment the final water-right certificate
contemplated by section 1 of the Act of
August 9, 1912, has been issued, in which
event the land may be freely alienated,
subject to the lien of the United States.
H. G. Colton, 43 L.D. 518 (1915).
5,—Married women
A married woman, otherwise qua fified, is
competent to take an assignment of lands
within a reclamation project under the Act
of June 23, 1910. Sadie A. Hawley, 43 L.D.
364 ( 1914), overruling Robert C. Newlon,
41 L.D. 421 (1912) and Noah A. Snook, 41
L.D. 428 (1912).
A married woman may, under the act of
June 23, 1910, take an assignment of a
homestead entry made under the reclamation act, upon which satisfactory final proof
has been made, showing residence and cul-
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1932, the Assistant Secretary reversed the
decision of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office in the case of the Great Western Insurance Co., a corporation, assignee
of reclamation homestead entry for lands in
the Cheyenne, Wyo., land district. It was
found that the appellant company did not
take the assignment and apply for a water
right with intention of holding and cultivating the land in competition with individuals
or families, and it was believed that the
recognition of the assignment and the granting of a water right to the company would
not be in violation of the spirit of the regulations of July 11, 1913, there being no statute
which prohibits a corpora~ion from taking
a reclamation entry by assignment.
The Grand Valley Water Users Association bought in at tax sale three farm units
for which it requested patents. The Solicitor
held that a water users association may receive patent to one farm unit if it shows it
desires patent only for security purposes and
6. —Minors
that it owns no other units on which buildMinors are not qualified to take by assigning charges remain unpaid. It was also held
ment farm units upon which reclamation
that aq associatio~ may bid in land at tax
charges have not been paid in full. Instrucsales without restr~ction as to area in order
tions, 45 L.D, 22 (1916).
to protect its liens, if the interest so acquired
is reassigned within a reasonable time to
7. —Aliens
The Act of June 23, 1910, author~zing qualified entrymen. lames P. Balkwill, 55
I, D. 241(1935).

tivation for the required time, but upon
which not all of the water-right charges have
been paid, provided the laws of the State
or Territory in which the entry is located
permit a married woman to purchase and
hold real estate as a femme sole; but she
will be required to show, in addition to the
usual requirements in such cases; that the
purchase is made with her own separate
money, in which her husband has no interest or claim; that the assignment is not
taken for the use or benefit of her husband,
and that she has no agreement or understanding by which any interest therein wili
inure to his benefit; and that the water
right thus sought by assignment, together
with such other water rights as may be dalreadyheld in possession by such assignee,
will not aggregate water rights for more
than 160 acres of land, furnished under the
reclamation act. Instructions, 39 L.D. 504
(1911).

assignments of homestead entries within
reclamation projects after the submission of
satisfactory final proof, does not limit such
assignmentsto citizens of the United States;
and assignmentunder that act may be made
and patent issued to an alien, the rights
thereby acquired depending upon the
statutesof the State respecting the rights of
aliens to acquire and hold real property.
Instructionsj 44 L.D. 202 ( 1915).
An alien who has submitted five-year
proof upon a reclamation homestead entry
which is satisfactory except as to his citizenship qualifications may make a vafid assignment of the entry under the Act of
June 23, 1910. Benner Powell, Transferee,
50 L.D.4

(1923).

8.—Corporation
To entitle a corporation to take an assignment of a portion of a reclamation entry
under the act of June 23, 1910, it must
show that it is not chdming any other farm
unit or entry under the reclamation act,
and that each of its stockholders is duly
qualified to take an assignment under that
act, notwithstanding the entryman from
whom the corporation is seeking to take the
assignment has complied with the provisions
of the homestead law as to residence, improvement, and cultivation upon the land
invo~ved. Pleasant Valley Farm Co., 42
L.D. 253 (1913).
In decision A–16335, dated February 8,

9. Assignment, what constitutes
The purchaser at she~s
sale of the land
embraced in a homestead entry within a
Federal irrigation project is an assignee of
such entry under this act, if otherwise qualified, as of the date of the sheriffs sale, even
though the land be eliminated from the
project prior to delivery of the sherifls deed.
Marfhall Humfihrey, 46 L.D. 370 ( 1918).
Where a re~lamation homestead entryman dies after he has offered satisfactory
final proof the entry becomes a part of the
assets of his estate, and when duly sold as
such by the administrator, the purchaser, if
otherwise qualified, will be recognized as the
assignee of the entryman under the act of
Tune 23. 1910. Edward Pierson, 47 L.D.
B25-(19il ) .
The departmental regulations relating to
an assignment of a homestead entry, within
a reclamation project, contemplate that sL~ch
assignment shall be submitted to the General
Land Office for its acceptance or denial and
where a party chooses, with the view to
effecting a transfer in derogation of law, to
proceed contrary to the regulations, he must
abide by the consequence of such attempted
evasion when the transaction is brought to
the attention of the land department by
contest; and a breach of the law cannot be
excused on the ground that recognition of
the transfer had not been sought. A home-

Jme
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stead entry, within a reclamation project,
upon which the ordinary requirements of
the homestead laws have been completed, is
a property subject to mortgage which cannot be defeated by acts of the entryman or
his assi~ee, and such entry cannot be canceled upon contest in derogation of the right
of the mortgagee to comply with the further
provisions of the law looking to completion
of title. Watson v. Barney et al., 48 L.D. 325

(1921).
One who purchases a reclamation homestead entry at a mortgage foreclosure sale
upon which satisfactory final five-year proof
had previously been submitted is entitled to
have the foreclosure deed treated as an assignment of the entry under the act of June
23, 1910. Benner, Powell, Transferee, 50
L.D.4 (1923).
10. Final proof

The department
rule that where a
desert-land entry upon which final certificate had not issued is acquired by an wsignee through mesne transfers, that assignee, if qualified,

is entitled to hold the
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entry, although the intervening ass~nees
were not qualified to take an assignment, is
a?pl~cable prior to payment of final commissions to reclamation homestead entries
upon which final proof of compliance with
the ordinary requirements of the homestead
law has been submitted and accepted. Amos
N. S. Kelly, 50 L.D. 268 (1924).
11. Taxation
Permission to entrymen within reclamation projects, under this act, to assign their
entries, and by circular of the Secretary of
the Interior, to mortgage their interests,
does not establish that the equitable tide
is thereby vested in the entryman, so as to be
subject to t~ation
by the State, Irwin v.
Wright, 258 U.S. 219 (1922) .
Certainly the equitable title to lands within a reclamation project cannot pass to the
entryman, so as to subject it to S+ate taxation before the size of the farm unit is determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
since until such time it cannot be determined how much land the entryman will
receive. Idem.
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An act to authotie advances to the ‘{rechunation fund:’ and for the issue and disposal of
certificates of indebtedness in reimbursement therefor, and for other purposes. (Act of
June 25,1910, eh. 407,36 Stat. 835)

[Sec. 1. Advances to reclamation fund to complete project+Not
to exceed
—Reimbwsement—Board
of Engineers to report
$20,000,000—Appropriation
upon project+Approval
by President— New projects not included.]—To
enable the Secretary of the Interior to complete Government reclamation projects
heretofore begun, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized, upon request of
the Secretary of the Interior, to transfer from time to time to the credit of the
reclamation fund created by the act entitled “An act appropriating the receipts
from the sale and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories to the
construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands,” approved
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, such sum or sums, not exceeding
in the aggregate $20,000,000, as the Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary to complete the said reclamation projects, and such extensions thereof as he
may deem proper and necessary to the successful and profitable operation and
maintenance thereof or to protect water rights pertaining thereto claimed by the
United States, provided the same shall be approved by the President of the
United States; and such sum or sums as may be required to comply with the
foregoing authority are hereby appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
Provided, That the sums hereby authorized to be
not otherwise appropriated:
transferred to the reclamation fund shall be so transferred only as such sums shall
be actually needed to meet payments for work performed under existing law:
And ~rovided further, That all sums so transferred shall be reimbursed to the
And provided
Treasury from the reclamation fund, as hereinafter provided:
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended upon any existing project until it shall have been examined and reported upon by a board of
engineer officers of the Army, designated by the President of the United States,
and until it shall be approved by the President as feasible and practicable and
worthy of such expenditure; nor shall any portion of this appropriation be expended upon any new project. (36 Stat. 835; 43 U.S.C. $ 397)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Report of Board of Army Engineers. This
report, made in pursuance of the above
section, bears date November 28, 1910, and
is published under the title “Fund for

Reclamation of Arid Lands” as House Document No. 1262, Sixty-first Congress, third
session,

Sec. 2. [Issue of cert%cates of indebtedness authorized—Disposal—Aggregate
limited-Exempt
from taxation— Appropriation
for preparing. ]—For the purpose of providing the Treasury with funds for such advances to the reclamation
fund, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to issue certificates of indebtedness of the United Sates in such form as he may prescribe and in denominations of $50, or multiples of fiat sum; s~d certificates to be redeemable at the
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option of the United States at any time after three years from the date of their
issue and to be payable five years after such date, and to bear interest, payable
semiannudy,
at not exceeding three per centum per annum; ~e principal and
interest to be payable in gold coin of the United States. The certificates of indebtedness herein authorized may be disposed of by the Secretary of the
Treasury at not less than par, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe, giving all citizens of the United States an equal opportunity to subscribe therefor, but no commission shall be allowed and the aggregate issue of
such certificates shall not exceed the amount of all advances made to said
reclamation fund, and in no event shall the same exceed the sum of $20,000,000.
The certificates of indebtedness herein authorized shall be exem~t
. from taxes
or duties of the United Stites as well as from taxation in any form by or under
State, municipal, or local authority; and a sum not exceeding one-tenth of one
per centurn of tie amount of the certificates of indebtedness issued under this
act is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to pay he expense of preparing, advertising, and issuing the same.
(36 Stat. 835; 43 U.S.C. s 398)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

CertWcatesNot Issued. The TreasuryDepartment advises that the Secretary of the
Treasury was not required to issue any
certificates of indebtedness to secure funds
for the purpose of this act, that the funds

were taken from the general fund of the
Treasury, and the general fund was not
depleted to the point where the Secretary
of the Treasury had to issue the certificates
of indebtedness authorized in Sec. 2.

Sec. 3. [One-hdf
of reclamation receipts to be paid into the Treasury.]—
Begirmhg five years after the date of the first advance to the reclamation fund
under Wls act, fifty per centum of the annual receipts of the reclamation fund
shall be paid into the general fund of the Treasury of the United States until
payments so made shall equal the aggregate amount of advances made by the
Treasury to said reclamation fund, together with interest paid on the certificates
of indebtedness issued under this act and any expense incident to preparing,
advertising, and issuing the same. (36 Stat. 836)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification. This section originally was
modified as section 399, title 43, U.S. Code,
but was omitted after enactment of the
Hayden-O’Mahoney
Amendment in 1938.
1917 Amendment. The Act of June 12,
191 7? 40 Stat. 149, amends this section by
provldlng
that reimbursement
be made
from the reclamation fund at the rate of
$1,000,000 annually beginning July 1, 1920.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Supplementary Provisions: Moratoria on
Repayment, Final Reimbursement. The Act
of Febru~
6, 1931, contains a provision

granting a moratorium of two years in repayment of money advanced to the reclamation fund by the Act of June 25, 1910, as
amended by the above provision. Further
postponement of repayment until 1938 was
made by he .4cts of April 1, 1932, March 3,
1933, and June 22, 1936. A complete reimburscment to the Treasury of funds advanced to the Reclamation Fund under the
provisions of the Acts of June 25, 1910, and
March 3, 1931, as amended, was effected
by the Act of May 9, 1938. Each of these
provisions, except that contained in the 1936
Act, appears herein in chronological order.

Sec. 4. [Umitation
on use of fund-Order
of President required for new
projects. ]—All money placed to tie credit of the reclamation fund in pursuance
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of this act shall be devoted exclusively to the completion of work on reclamation
projects heretofore begun as hereinbefore provided, and the same shall be included with all other expenses in future estimates of construction, operation, or
maintenance, and hereafter no irrigation project contemplated by said act of
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, shall be begun unless and until
the same shall have been recommended by the Secretary of the Interior and
approved by the direct order of the President of the United States. (36 Stat.
836; 43 U.S.C. $3400, 413)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Codification. The clause beginning “hereafter no irrigation project” is codified as
Sec 5. [No
water

entries

can be applied—

allowed
Entries

until
prior

section 413, title 43, ‘U.S. Code.

announcement
to June

as to units,

charges

25, 191bDisposal

and

date

of relinquished

-No
entry shall be hereafter made and no entryman shall be permitted
to go upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the
Interior shall have established tie unit of acreage per entry, and water is ready
to be delivered for the land in such unit or some part thereof and such fact has
been announced by the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That where entries
made prior to June twenty-fifth, nineteen h~ndred and ten, have been or may
be relinquished, in whole or in part, the lands so relinquished shall be subject
to settlement and entry under the reclatition
law. (36 Stat. 836; Act of
February 18, 1911, 36 Stat. 917; ~ 10, Act of August 13, 1914, 38 Stat. 689;
43 U.S.C. ~$ 436, 437)
lands.]

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1915 Modification. The Act of March 4,
1915, 38 Stat. 1215, authorizes the selection
by entrymen of lieu farm units in cases of
nonirrigability
notwithstanding
the provisions of section 5 of this Act. The 1915 Act
appeam herein in chronological order.
1914 Amendment. Section 10 of the Act
of August 13, 1914, 38 Stat. 689, the Reclamation Extension .4ct, amended the Act of
February 18, 1911, which was an amendment
of section 5, so that the section read
as it appears above. Section 5 originally
read as follows: “No entry shall be hereafter made and no entryman shall be permitted to go upon lands reserved for
irrigation purposes until the Secretary of
the Interior shall have established tie unit
of acreage and fixed the water charges and
the date when the water can be applied
and made public announcement
of the

same.” Both the 1911 and 1914 Acts appear
herein in chronological order.
1911 Amentient.
The Act of Februa~ 18, 1911, 36 Stat. 918, amended section
5 by adding to the original text of the section the following proviso: “Provided, That

where entries made prior to June twentyfifth, nineteen hundred and ten, have been
or may be relinquished in whole or in part,
the lands so relinquished shall be subject
to settlementand entry under the homestead
law as ?m~nded by a: act entitled ‘An act
appropriating the r~celpts f~om the sale and
disposal of the pubhc lands m certain States
and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands;
approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two (Thirty-second
Statutes at
Large, page three hundred and eightyeight ) .“ The 1911 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
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1. Purpose

This act was designed to withhold lands
within a reclamation project from entry of
every character until public announment
of the date when the water could be applied.
Roberts

v. S$encer,

40 L.D.

306

( 1911).

2. Existing rights
Existing entries are not affected by this
act, and where settlements have been effected in good faith, prior to June 25, 1910,
on lands embraced
within second-form
withdrawals, persons sho~ng
such settlement will be allowed to complete entry
thereof in the manner and within the time
provided by law. General Land Office Instructions, 39 L.D. 202 ( 1910).
A homestead entry of land within a
re~larnation project, allowed subsequent to
this act, upon an application in all respects
regular filed prior to the act, and upon
which action was delayed ohly because of
?ressure of business in the local office, is
lot in violation of the provisions of this
iection. Charles C. Con7ad, 39 L.D. 432
(1910).
3. Contests
A successful contestant of an entry wi~ln
L reclamation withdrawal is not barred of
lis preference right by this section. The
:ection has the effect to postpone the exer:ise of such right until the project is so far
:ompleted that water can be applied to the
and and the Secretary of the Interior has
nade public announcement
of that fac~
roseph ‘F. Gladieux, 41 L.D. 286 ( 1912).
Where prior to the regulations of Oc.ober 15, 1910 (39 L.D. 296), a contest
vas properly initiated, under then-existing
aws and regulations,
against an entry
vithin a second-form withdrawal under the
declamation act, and the entry was canceled
~ a result of such contests after the passage
)f tKls act, either prior or subsequent to
>ctober 15, 1910, the contestant thereby
lcquired a preference right of entry to the
ands involved, notwithstanding the limitations contained in this act, as to entries
hereafter allowed fQr lands within secondorrn withdrawals, and notwithstanding the
aid regulations of October 15, 1910, which
~reference right he is entifled to exercise
~pon the lmds again becoming subject to
!nw;
but contests heretofore dismissed
~nder said regulations will not be reopened
rhere third parties have acquired rights
.nder such adjudications. Long v. Lee, 41
,.D, 326 (1912).
.,
:. Ad~ltionfl entry
Under the Act of June 25, 1910, as subsequently amended,
lands reserved for
zigation purposes are not subject to settle267–067—7%v01. 1—13
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ment or entry until the Secretary of the
Interior shall have established the unit of
acreage per entry and announced that water
is ready to be delivered, and no exception
to the rule can be made in favor of an
aPPlicant who seeks to make an additional

entry of such lands in the exercise of a
preference right acquired by contest. The
prior holding in Henry W. Williamson,
38 L.D. 233 ( 1909), that a person holding
an original homestead entry for less than
160 acres could be permitted to make additional homestead entry for land embraced
in a second-form withdrawal where farm
units had not been established is no longer
applicable under the Act of June 25, lg 10.
Bert Scott, 48 L.D. 85 ( 1921) ; see dso
48 L.D. 113.
5. Withdrawals
In letter of July 8, 1933, to the Commissioner of Reclamation the Secretary ruled
that until lands have been opened to entry
there is no reason why they may not be
leased, the form of withdrawal being unimportant. Statement was made that the distinction formerly made between the two
classes of withdrawals was greatly modified
by the act of June 25, 1910, which provided
that no entry should be made upon lands
withdrawn under the reclamation act until
the unit of acreage has been established,
water charges fixed, and water has become
ava~lable, etc. Decision
re Milk Mver
proJect.
The distinction between “forms of withdrawals”,
that is, between
“first fom
withdraws”
(for irrigation works) and
“second form withdrawals”
(for irrigable
land ), was made administratively to recognize the distinction that in the latter case,
irrigable lands so withdrawn under section
3 of the Reclamation Act codd be entered
under the homestead laws in advance of the
availability of water from the project. This
distinction was no longer pertinent after
the enactment of section 5 of the Act of
June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 835, which precluded entry until after the Secretary had
established the unit of acreage, fixed the
water charges and the date of water availability, &nd made public announcement of
the same. For this reason, the Bureau of
Reclamation has abandoned the, use o!. ~econd form withdrawals. Associate Sohcxtor
Fisher Opinionj M-36433
(April 12, 1957),
in re disposal of lands, Guernsey Reservoir,
North Platte Project.
6. Relinquishment-Pu~me
of proviso
The proviso applies to all entries embrac>
ing lands reserved for irrigation purposes
made prior to June 25, 1910, wKlch have
been or may be relinquished, where the

June 25, 1910
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entrymen, by means of the provisions of t!e
Act of June 25, 1910, prohibiting entries
for such lands until publ~c notice of water
charges, etc., has been issue.d~ have been
or may be prevented from reahzmg the value
of the.. improvements placed by them on
their entries by selling such improvements
to others desiring to make entry for the
lands upon relinquishment of the existing
entries therefor. F7edrek Steebner, 43 L.D.
263 (1914).

7.—What constitutes
The proviso contemplates only entries
legally made prior to the Act of June 25,
1910, and afterwards relinquished, and has
no application where the former entry was
one in-form only and in legal contemplation
a mere nullity, having been erroneously allowed while the lands were embraced in a
first form wtihdrawal under the reclamation
act. Annie G. Parker, 40 L.D. 406 (1911).
The proviso has no application where
cancellation of the entry was the result of
a contest and not of a relinquishment. F7ed
V. Hook, 41 L.D. 67. (.lg12) .
The proviso is apphcable only to entries
under tbe reclamation act and sannot be
invoh~ as to entries canceled prior to the
reclamation act or made before, and afterwards canceled for fraud. Ethel M. Catron,
42 L.D. 7 (1913).

Where a homestead entry covering lands
within a reclamation withdrawal is conformed to a farm unit, the lands thereby uncovered are not relinquished within the
meaning of the proviso and are not subject to entry thereunder. Robert H. Williams, 41 L.D. 68 (1912).
This homestead entry of lands within a
reclamation withdrawal, allowed after the
entryrnan had in good faith purchased the
refinq:uishment of a prior entry for the same
land under this act, is permitted to remain
intact, nottithstandlrrg the prior entry h~
been canceled, though not noted as canceied
upon the records of the local office at the
time the relinquishment was filed and the
entry in question allowed, it appearing that

FUND

the transaction was in entire good faith and
neither the prior entryman, the present
entryman, nor the local officers had acfual
know~edge of the cancellation at that time.
Fred7ek Steebner, 43 L.D. 263 ( 1914).
8. —Application
of proviso
The right to enter lands withdrawn under
the reclamation act for purposes of irrigation, if the lands were covered by a prior
~ntv, which has since been relinquished,
given by act of June 25, 1910, section 5, as
amended by act ‘of August 1~, 1914, section
10, is not limited to those m privity with
the original .entryman, through purchase of
the relinquishment
or otherwise. United
States v. Fall, 276 Fed. 622 (D.C. Cir.
1921).
The proviso of act of June 25, 1910, section 5, as amended by act of August 13
1914, section 10, making lands reserved foI
irrigation purposes and relinquished from
prior entries subject to entry under the
reclamation act, applies only to lands with.
drawn under reclamation act of June 17
1902, section 3, as susceptible of irrigation
under a proposed project, and not to land:
withdrawn under the latter act, as requirec
for the construction
of irrigation works
Ibid.
The proviso has reference only to Iand:
covered by second-form withdrawals, anc
has no application to lands withdrawn undel
the first form. Annie G. Parker, 40 L.D
406 ( 1911); E7nest Far7ington, 40 L.D. 62;
( 1912); Robert H. Williams, 41 L.D. 61
( 1912); Instructions, 47 LD. 625 ( 1921)
The proviso to section 10 of the act o
August 13, 1914, which amended section !
of the act of June 25. 1910. does not con
template that Ian.ds ~ntered’ prior to Junf
25, 1910, and rehnquished subsequently t,
the creation of a second form withdrawal
shall be subject to entry before the establish
ment of. farm units and announcement o
the avtillability of water, except by one wht
had acquired an equity in the relinquished
entry.
William
Warnke,
48 L.D.
55’
(1922).

Sec. 6. [Former provision for expentitires repealed. ]~ection
nine of saif
act of Congress, approved June seventeenth, ntieteen hundred and two, entitlef
“An act appropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of public lands i]
~rtain States and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for th
~claation
of arid l~ds~’ is hereby repealed. (36 Stat. 836)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 18398, Public
Law 289 in the 61st Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 1635. H.R. Rept. No. 1729 (conferenc
report).
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PRESIDENT

An act to authorize the President of the United States to make withdrawals of public
lands in certain cases. (Act of June 25, 1910, ch. 421,36 Stat. 847)
[Sec. 1. Temporary withdrawals of public lands by the President for irrigation
or other public purposes. ] —The President may, at any time in his discretion,
temporarily withdraw from settlement, location, sale, or entry any of the public
lands of the United States, includlng the District of Alaska, and reserve the
same for water-power sites, irrigation, classification of lands, or other public
purposes to be specified in the orders of withdrawals, and such withdrawals or
reservations shall remain in force until revoked by him or by an act of Congress.
(36 Stat. 847; 43 U.S.C. $ 141)
Sec. 2. [Mining laws applicable. ]—All lands withdrawn under the provisions of this act shall at dl times be open to exploration, discovery, occupation,
and purchase under the mining laws of the United States, so far as the same
apply to metalliferous minerals * * *. (36 Stat, 847; Act of August 24, 1912,
37 Stat. 497; 43 U.S.C. s 142)
EXPLANATORY NTOTES
Cdlfication.
The last proviso of section 2, which is not shown, provides that
no additional forest reserves shall be estabIished in certain western States without
an Act of Congress. It is also codified in section 471, title 16, U.S. Code.
Sec.

3. [Reports

of withdrawals

1912 Amendment. The Act of August 24,
1912, 37 Stat. 497, substituted “metalliferous minerals” for “minerals other than coal,
oil, gas and phosphate.”

to Congress.]

EXPLANATORY

1960 Amendment. The Act of June 29,

1960, 74 Stat. 245, repealed section 3, which
read: “The Secretary of the lntenor shall
report afl such withdrawals to Congress at
the beginning of its next regular session
after the date of the withdrawals.”
The
1960 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Supplementary Provision: Sale of With.
drawn Lands. The Act of January 26, 1921,

41 Stat. 1089, 43 U.S.C. $$145-47, pro
vides for the sale, when no longer needed,
of lands withdrawn pursuant to the above
Act.
Popular Name. This Act is popularly
known as the PickettAct.
NOTESOF
Generaf authority of President
Power site withdrawals 2

1

1. GeneraI authority of President
The President’s power to make temporary
withdrawals of knds from entry is not nega-

—Repealed.

NOTES

Authority. Executive
of
Order No. 10355 of May 26, 1952, 43
U.S.C. ~ 141 note, 17 F.R. 4831, delegates
the authority of the President under this
Delegation

Act to the Secretary of the Interior, subject
to certain conditions. It supersedes Executive Order No. 9337 of April 24, 1943.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation under this statute.
Legislative History. H.R. 24070, Public
~owg~~3 in the 61st Congress. H.R. Rept.

OPINIONS

tived by this Act. United States v. Midwest
Oil Co., 236 U.S. 459 (1915).
The President is authorized to withdraw
and reserve public lands for public uses
freed of the operation of the mining laws

June 25, 1910
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under his general authority to withdraw
lands notwithatading
the previsions of ttiis
Act. 40 Op. Atty. Gen. 71 (1941).
A petition for the restomtion to mineral
entry of land withdrawn for reel-tion
purposes under section 3 of the Reclamation
Act and subsequently also withdrawn by
Presidential Executive Order as part of the
Imperial
National
Wddfife
Refuge,
is
properly denied when mining operations
would interfere with the purposes of the
refuge, even though the Bureau of R~Clarnation has no objection to such restora~on, and
even though the Executive Order cites the
Act of June 25, 1910, which extends the

OF PUBLIC

LANDS

mining laws to lands withdrawn thereunder.
to
The President. h= tifierent auaori~
witidraw pubhc hnds fm pubfic p~oses
apart from the statutory autiority wsted in
him by the 1910 Act. P&G Mining Com~any, A-27829, 67 I.D. 217 ( 1960).

2. Power site withdrawal
A withdrawal of public lands for powersite purposes under the provisions of the
Act of June 25, 1910, is a reservation witi~n
the meaning of the Act of February 28,
1891, amending sections 2275 and 2276,
Revised Statutes. Instructions, 47 L.D, 361
(1920).
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RESERVATION

OF LANDS IN INDIAN
~
~IGATlON

RESERVATIONS
PURPOSES

FOR POWER

[Extixtisfx]

Anactto
provide for&tafinkg
fieheirs
afdetisd.
Indians, for tie
disposition and sale of allotments of deceased Indiarts, for the leasing of all allotments,
and for other purposes. (Act of June 25, 191O,ch.431,
36 Stat. 855)
*

Sec.

13.

no project

[Indian
authorized.

his discretion,
ation any lands
sites, or which

*

*

reservation-Power,

to reserve
within

]—The

Secreta~

from
any

location,

Indian

may be necessary

*
etc.,

sites

*
may

of the Interior
entry,

reservation

be

sale, allotment,
valuable

for use in wnnection

reserved—Where

is hereby
for

authorized,

or other
power

in

approprior reservoir

with any irrigation

project

Provided,

That if no
irrigation project shall be authorized prior to the opening of any Indian reservation containing such power or reservoir sites the Secreta~ of the Interior may,
in hls discretion, reserve such sites pending future legislation by Congress for
their disposition. (36 Stat. 858; ~ 1 (13), Act of June 29, 1960, 74 Stat. 248; 43
U.S.C. ~ 148)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
he=tofore

or

hereafter

to be

authorized

by

Congress:

1960 Amendment. The Act of June 29,
1960, 74 Stat. 245, repealed the last clause

Supplernenta~ Provision: Rights of Way
for Ml PQoses. The Act of February 5,

of section 13 which followed the word “disposition” in the text and read “ , and he
shall report to Congress all reservations
made in conformity with thii act.” The 1960

1948, autho~es the Secretary of the Interior
to grant rights of way on Indian iands for
all purposes. The Act appears herein in

chronological order.

Act appears herein in chronological order.
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Application
The Secretary of the Interior has authority’ usrder section 13 only to reserve a
reservoir and dam site within an Indian
reservation from disposition for any other

purpose. The wctinn does not vest in the
Secretary any power to acquire for the
United Sties
tic title to any such site.
Sohcitor White Opinion, M–35093 (March
28, 1949) .

Sec. 14. [Trust dlotment*Canceling
patents in power sites, etc.—Reimbursing Ind~an+Lieu
Motments.] —The Secretary of the Interior, after notice
and hearing, is hereby au fiorized to cancel trust patents issued to Indian allottees

for a~otments within any powel: or reservoir site and for allotments or such
portions of allotments as are lomted upon or include lands set aside, reserved,
or required within any Indian rewrvation for irrigation purposes under authority
of Congress: Provided, That any Indian allottee whose allotment shall be so
canceled shall be reimbursed for all improvements on his canceled allotment,
out of any moneys available for the construction of the irrigation project for
which the said power or reservoir site may be set aside: Provided further, That
any Indian dlottee whose a~otment, or part thereof, is so canceled shall be
allotted land of equal value within the area subject to irrigation by any such
project. (36 Stat. 859; 25 U.S.C. $ 352)
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RESERVOIR

SITES
NOTE

ON

*

LANDS

OF OPINION

1. Trust patents
Trust patents may be issued embracing
lands withdrawn by the S~cretary : under
section 13 where no irrigation project has
been authorized. They are to be subject to
the provisions of this section which empower
him to cancel such patents should the lands
‘*

INDIAN

be required for the purposes for which they
were reserved: in which event the allottees
would be reimbursed for their improvefients out of funds appropriated for the
construction of the project. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 680 (1932).
+

*

%,
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LEAVEOF

ABSENCE

TO

HOMESTEADERS

An act granting leaves of absence”’to homesteaders on lands to be irrigated under, the
provisions of theactof
June 17, 1902. (Act of June 25, 1910, ch. ~32j36 Stat. 864)
[Certain
residence
bona
act

homesteaders’allowed
not

lessened.

fide entry
of

June

irrigation
stantial

irrigation

lands

seventeenth,

wt,

may,

upon

improvements,

said lands,
absence

upon

] —All

within

fmm

proposed

water

nineteen

hundred

and

and

a showing

entries
which

the

water
land

for

on—Required

have

heretofore

made

~nder’the

pwvisions

of the

tw,

is not available

of the Secretary

until

is tu~ed

who

to be irrigated

and that water

from

until

entrymen

application

the discretion

their

canals

leave.
qualified

known
that

for the irrigation

of the Interior,

irrigation

is to be

as the

is turned

irrigated:

period of actual absence under this act Shall be deducted
residence required by law. (36 Stat. 864)

national

they have: made
obtain
into

sub-

of their
leave
the

of

main

Pro vialed, That the
from the full time of

EXI~LANATORY NOTES

Codification.
This Act originally was
codified as section 444, tide 43, of the U.S.
Code, but has since been omitted.
Supplementary
Provision, Relief When
Water Unavailable. The Act of April 30,
1912? suspends residency md improvement
requirements for qualified entrymen during
NorEs
Leave of absence
3
Residence
1
Seven year period suspended

period that water is unavailable from reclamation project. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 1874, Public Law
314 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. No. 323.
H.R. Rept. No. 806.

OF OPINIONS

2

1. Residence
While this act was intended to relieve
entrymen who had made entry for lands
within a reclamation project prior to the
passage of said act, and prior to the applying
of water by the project, from the necessity
of maintaining
residence upon the land
“until water for irrigation is turned into the
main irrigation canal from which the land
is to be irrigated’,
it condones the prior
failure of the entryman to maintain residence where water has not been available
[or irrigation of the land, and suspends the
running of the seven-year limitation of the
life of the entry by allowing the period of
residence to commence from the time when
the water is made available. Roberts v.
Spencer, 40 L.D. 306 (1911).
By virtue of the Acts of June 25, 1910, 36
Stat. 864, and April 30, 1912, 37 Stat. 105,
one who made entry of lands within a
reclamation project prior to the Act of June
25, 1910, and in good faith established

residence, is not subject to contest for failure
to maintain residence prior to the time
water is available for irrigation of the land,
provided residence is established and application for water right filed within 90 days
after the issuance of public notice fixing the
date when water will be available; and
where an entrywoman marries after establishing residence, and removes to the unperfected homestead entry of her husband,
she does not thereby forfeit the protection
accorded by these acts, where after final
proof upon her husband’s claim she returns
and reestablishes residence upon her own
claim within the time fixed therefor. Jerssen v. Kenoyerj 42 L.D. 528 ( 1913).
This act applies to afl bona fide qualified
entrymen who made entry prior to the act
and have made substantial improvements,
regardless of whether they have established
and maintained residence. John William
Roatcap, 42 L.D. 422 (1913).
2. Seven year period suspended
By virtue of the provisions of this act, a
homestead entry within a reclamation project is not limited to the seven-year period

Jme
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fixed for consummation of ordinary homestead entries elsewhere on the public domain, but maybe completed within the time
fixed in the pubfic notice for compliance
with the requirements of the reclamation
act, unless the project be abandoned, notice
of which abandonment will terminate the
suspension of the seven-year period, and
thereafter the entry will fall within the general chs of homestead entries and be governed by the general homestead laws. ]ohrs
H. Haynes, 40 L.D. 291 (1911).
3. have of absence
Leave of absence will be granted until
such time as water for irrigation is turned
into tie main irrigation canals from which
the land is to be irrigated, or, in the event
that the project is abandoned by the Government, until the date of notice of such

TO

-----

-

23, lYIU

HOMESTEADERS

abandonment and the restoration to the
pubfic domain of the lands embraced in the
ent~. General Land Office Instructions, 39
L.D: 202 (1910).
Attention is directed to the provision that
“the period of actual absence shall not be
deducted from tke full time of reside?ce
required by law.” The effect of the granting
of leave of absence under this act is to
protect the entry from contest for abandonment and, by the necessary implication of
the act, the period of seven years within
which the entryman is required to submit
final five-year proof will be extended and
the entry will not be subject to cancellation
for ftilure to submit proof until seven years
from the date of entry, exclusive of the
period for which leave of absence may be
granted. General Land Office Instructions,
39 L,D. 202 (1910).
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PROTECTION
A Joint Resolution

OF PROPERTY

&ONG

makmg an appropriation

COLOMDO

RIVER

to permit the President to protect lands and
(Act of June 25, 1910, Pub. Res. 43, 36

property in Imperial Valley, California.
Stat. 883)

[Protection
of property
along Colorado
River. ]—The
sum of one million
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to be expended
by the President for the purpose of protecting the lands and property in the
Imperial Valley and elsewhere along the Colorado River, within the limits
of the United
the channels
any portion

against

injury

of the CoIorado

States,

River,

of such

may

deem

proper

may

make

with

money

within

in accordance
the

Republic

or destruction
and

the limits
with

of

such

Mexico.

by reason

the President

of the Republic
agreements

(36

Stat,

of the changes

is authorized
for

in

to expend

of Mexico

as he

the purpose

as he

883)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codiied.
This Resolution
is not
codified in the U.S. Code.
Southern Pacfic
Company
Claim for
Closing Earlier Break in Colorado River.
The Act of May 26, 1924, 43 Stat. 171, conferred jurisdiction on the Court of Claims
to ascertain the cost to the Southern Pacific
in 1906-07 of closing and controlling the
break in the Colorado River, and to render

judgment therefor. The Court of Claims
awarded the Southern Pacific Company the
costs and amounts e~ended
by it in closing and controlling the break. Southern
Pacific Company v. United States, 68 Ct.
Cls. 223 ( 1929).
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 120, Public
Resolution 43 in the 61st Congress.

February

2,

1911
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SALE

OF SURPLUS

ACQUIRED

LANDS

An act to provide for the sale of lands acquired under the provisions of the reclamation
act and which are not needed for the purposes of that act. (Act of February 2, 1911,
ch. 32, 36 Stat. 895)
[Sec.

1. Sale

public

auction.

lands

which

seventeenfi,
hundred

have

been

nineteen
and

the provisions
irrigation
purposes

of lands

not

]—Whenever

needed

for

acquired

hundred

eighty-eight),

under

and

two

commonly

of any act mendatory

works

contemplated

for which

irrigation

in the opinion

they were

the

called

acquired,

provisions

(Thirty-second

thereof

by said

work+Appraisal—Sale

of the Secreta~

the

of

the

“reclamation

said Secretary

act

Statut@,

or supplementary

reclamation

at

of the Interior

act are not

any

of

June

page

act,”

three

or under

thereto,

for

any

needed

for

the

of the Interior

may

cause

together with the improvements thereon, to be appraised
by three
disinterested persons, to be appointed by him, and thereafter to sell the same
for not less than tie appraised value at public auction to the highest bidder,

said lands,

after giving public notice of the time and place of sale by posting upon the land
and by publication for not less thm thirty days in a ne~vspaper of generaI
circulation in the vicinity of the land. (36 Stat. 895; 43 U.S.C. $ 374)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
All three sections of this
Act are codified as section 374, title 43, of
the U.S. Code.
Cross Reference, Sale of Property Appraised at Less than $300. Section 11 of the
Act of August 4, 1939, the Reclamation
Project Act, provides that where properv
to be wld under this Act and the Act of

May 20, 1920, ii apprtised at not to exceed
$300~ the property maybe sold privately or
pubhcly without cmpliance
with the provisions of this Act and the 1920 Act as b
notice, publication and mode of sale. .Bo~h
the 1920 and 1939 Acts appear herein m
chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Interests in land
2
Private lands
1
Publication of notice of de

3

1. Private lands
In the case of private lands acquired by
purchase or condemnation
said lands are
from the outset definitely segregated from
the public domain. The cost of their acquisition must be paid from the reclamation
fund, and the lands, when no longer needed
for the project? cannot be opened to entry
under the pubhc land laws but must be sold
at public auction, after appraisal, and the
moneys received therefor must be paid into
the reclamation fund and credited @ the
project for which it was purchased. ]. D.
Men et al., 50 L. D. 308 ( 1924)

2. Interests in land
A right-of-way easement for a canal, involving not more than 15 acres of land,
acquired by the United St~tes under :he
reclamation act, comes within the meanmg
of the word “lands” as used in this section
and may be sold pursuant to the provisions
of this act. Depar@ental
decision, May 29,
1918, in re Ankeny Canal Klamath. See p.
328, Reclamation Record, August, 1918.
3. Publication of notice of sale
In the Acts of February 2, 1911 (36 Stat.
895), and May 20, 1920 (41 Stat. 605 ~,
relating to the sale of lands on Federal irrigation projects, the langursge “by publication for not less than 30 days” deals with
the period during which notice is to be

Febma+

‘2, 1911
SALE

OF

SURPLUS

~ven, and is not a statutory requirement
that publication be had fo~ 30 consecutive
days in a daily newspaper. Where a weekly
newspaper of general circulation
is the
paper nearest the land, ,the purpose of the
. .

ACQUIRED

LNDS
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statutes will be fully subserved by publication in five consecutive issues of such newspaper, Departmental
decision, June 21,
1920; printed at p. 382, Reclamation Recoral, Aqgust, 1920.

Sec. 2., [Conveyance
of titl+-Limitation
of 160 acres to a person.] —Upon
payment of the purchase price, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized by
appropriate deed to convey all the right, title, and interest of the United States
of, in, and to sad lands to tie ~)urchaser at said. sale, subject, however, to such
reservations, limitations, or conditions as said Secreta~ may deem proper:
Provided, That not over one hundred and sixty acres shall be sold to any one
person. (36. Stat. 895; 43 U.S.C. $ 374)
Sec. .3. [Proceeds to credit of irrigation project. ]—The moneys derived from
‘the sale of such lands shall be covered into the reclamation fund and be placed
to the credit of the project for which such lands had been acquired. (36 Stat.
895; ’43 U.S.C. ,~ 374)
,
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Sale of Surplus Withdrawn. and Improved Public Lands. The
Act of May 20, 1920; 41 Stat. 605, authorized the sale of public lands withdrawn
and improved under the provisions of the
reclamation laws, and which are no longer

needed for reclamation purposes. The 1920
Act appears herein in chronological! order.
Legislative History. H.R. 25235, Public
Law 338 in the 61st Congress. H,R. Rept.
No; 1276. S, Rept. No. 963.

,.
NOTE OF OPINION
,,
.,
1. Construction
with other ]aws’
‘States ) is general. legislation and does not
repeal the special acts of February 2j 1911,
The Act of August 27, 1935, 49 Stat. 885
and May 20, 1920. Solicitor’s
Opinion,
(authorizing the Director of Procurement
M–28724
(September 24, 1936). Accord
with the approval of the Secretary of the
rreasury, to sell excess lands of the United
38 Op. Atty. Gen. 549 ( 1937)
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.An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw pubhc notices issued under
section 4 of the reclamation act, and for other purposes. (Act of February 13, 1911,
ch. 49,36 Stat. 902)
[Withdrawal
applications
tion,

of public
and

withdraw

reclamation
agree

to

noticc+Modification

contracts.
any

public

act of June
such

or contracts

notice

water

heretofore

seventeenth,

modification

with

of

users’

water-right

passage

of this act as he may deem
water-right

applications

and

no such

notice

been

(36

given.

abrogation

issued

nineteen

associations

of such

had

and

Secretary of the Interior

] —The

others

902;

and

in his discre-

section

and

four

two,

and

heretofore
entered

or he may consent

contracts
Stat.

hundred

applications
and

advisable,

under

of water-right

may,

proceed

43 U.S.C.

ddy

into

prior

to tie
in dl

of

the

he may
filed
to the

abrogation

respects

as if

~ 468)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Popular Name. This Act is popularly
know-n as the Curtis Act, being so named
for Senator Charles Curtis of Kansas.

Legislative History. S. 6842, Public Law
353 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. No. 570.
H.R. Rept. No. 2003.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Application
This ~t relates only to such. notices as
were etisting as of the date ?f lts passage,
and does not affect or justify the with-

drawd of notices issued after that date.
Shoshone Irrigation Project, 50 L.D. 223
(1923).
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OF SECOND-FORM

LANDS

An act to amend section 5 of the act of Congress of June 25, 1910, entitled “An act to
authorize advances to the ‘mdamation fund,’ and for the issue and disposal of certifimtes of indebtedness in rebbursement
therefor, and for other purposes.” (Act of
Februaq 18, 1911, ch. 111,36 Stat. 917)
[Entries
prior to June 25, 191&Dlsposal
of relinquished
lands. ]-Section
five of an act entitled “An act to authorize advances to the ‘reclamation fund,’
and for the issue and disposd of certificates of indebtedness in reimbursement
therefor, and for other purposesj’ approved June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten (Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page eight hundred and thirtyfive), be, and the same hereby is, amended as follows:
“SEc.
mitted

5. No

the Interior
and

entry

to go upon

the date

shall

lands

be hereafter

reserved

shall have established
when

the water

can

for

made
irrigation

and

the unit of acreage
be apptied

no

purposes
and

entryman

shall

be

per-

until

the Secretaq

of

and fixed the water
made

pubEc

charges

announcement

Provided, That where entries made prior to June twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred and ten, have ken or may be relinquished in whole or in part,
the lands so relinquished shall be subject to settlement and entry under the
hom~tead law as amended by a~~act entitled ‘An act appropriating the receipts
from the sale and disposal of the public lands in certain States and Territories
to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands: approved- June seventeenth, nineteen hundred. md two (Thirty-second
Statutes
at Large, page three hundred and eighty-eight) .“ (36 Stat. 917; ~ 10, Act of
August 13, 1914,38 Stat. 689; 43 U.S.C. $$436, 437)

of

the

same:

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section
5 of the Act of June 25, 1910,36 Swt. 836.

Legidative Hitory.
S. 9405, Pubfic Law
386 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept. No. 923.
H.R. Rept. No. 1917.
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An act to authorize the Governmentto
contractor
irnpoundjn~, storing, and,c.avjage O!
water, and to cooperate in the construction and use’of reservohs and canals under
reclamation projects, and for other purposes. (Act of February 21; 1911, ch. 141, 36
,,
Stat. 925 )
{Sec.

1. Sde

Fixing
out

of excess

water—

of charge+Limitation

the provisions

D~stribution
on price

of the reclamation

to individual;

to water

law,

user+Restriction-

users, ] —Whenever

storage

or c~rying,

in carrying

Cap=ity

has been

or may be provided

in excess of the requirements of the lands to be irrigated
under any project, the Secretary of the Interior, prese~in~ a first right to. l~ds
and entrymen under the project, ii hereby authorized, upon such terms as he
may determine to be just and equitable, to contract for the impounding, storage,
and carriage of water to an extent not exceeding such excess capacity with
irrigation systems operating under the Act of August eighteenth, eightee~
hundred and ninety-four, known.as the Carey Act, and individu~s, corporations,
associations, and irrigation districts organized for or, engaged in furnishing or
in distributing water for irrigation. Water so impounded, stored, or carried under
any such contract shall be for the purpose of distribution to individual water
users by the party with whom the contract is made: Provided, however, That
water so impounded, stored, or carried shall not be used otherwise than as prewit~ln gove~rnent
reClarn?scribed by law as to lands held in p+vate Omership
tion

projects.

storing,
trict,
tion

In

or indi<ldual,
the cost

water
such

extent

as herein

irrigation

water

and

any

such

system,

the secretary
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maintenance

of the
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by which
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equitable,
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system,
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for

corporation,

of the
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through

their
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paid

nwessary

works.

to the

to cover

t~e

into

reservoir

(36 Stat.

925;

by which

such
and

the Government

corporation,
States

cost of carriage
43 U.S.C.

disi

considers:

it is to be carried,

users under

United

impoundmg,

association,

shall make any charge for the storage, carriage,

in excess

as may

under

provided,

shall be just and

No

water

charges

for any irrigation

of construction

charges

project.
such

the

water

is to be impounded

so contracting

such

fixing

or carrying

or

in~ividual

or dellve’ry Of
except
and

to such

delive~

of

$ 523)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Purpose. “The object of the first section
is to remove whatever doubt there may be
in respect to the question whether the Secretary of the Interior under the reclamation
act has authority to contract for the delivery
of water from the government projects to
corporations, companies, or irrigation districts in order that they in turn may deliver
the same to tracts of land not in excess of
160 acres each and not included within the
government project.” Letter from Secretaw
Ballinger to Chairman, Senate Committee

on Irrigation of Arid Lands, March 1g:
1910; 45 Cong. Rec. 4316 (1910) ; S. Rept.
No. 442, 2d Sess.; H.R. Rept. No. 2002, 3rd
Sess., 61st Congress.
Popular Name. This Act is popularly
known as the Warren Act, being so named
for Senator Francis E. Warren of Wyoming
Reference
in the Text. Extracts fron
the Act of August eighteenth, eighteer
hundred and ninety-four, known as th{
Carey Act, referred to in the text, appea
herein in chronological order.
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NOTES OF OPINIONS
Appropriation and water rights
Excess lands
7
$:;:;?
51
Seepage
3
Stored water
4
Timber, use of

2

6

1. Generally
Under the provisions of the Reclamation
Act, June 17, 1902, and the Warren Act,
February 21, 1911, the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized and has the power b
contract with an irrigation district for supplying water to such district, or pmtially
supplying it with water, for the irrigation of
the lands therein and for the drainage of
other lands within such district. Pioneer
Irrigation District v. Stone, 23 Idaho 344,
130 Pac. 382 ( 1913), Accord:
Hillcrest
Irrigation Dktrict v. Bros., 24 Idaho 376,
133 Pac. 663 ( 1913) ; Nampa and Meridian
Irrigation District u. Petrie, et al., 28 Idaho
227, 153 Pat, 425 (1915) ; and Nampa and
Meridian Irrigation District v. PetTie, 37
Idaho 45.223 Pac. 531 (1 S24).
A State may be a contracting party under
the Warren Act. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68
I.D. 412, 423 ( 1961), dictum, in re pnoposed agreement with the State of California oovering the San Luis Unit.
2. Appropriation and water rights
The delivery of water by the United
States from the Rio Grande reclamation
project under a Warren Act contract conveys to water users no vested rights to the
use of the water, but the rights of the contractor are governed bv the contract rdone.
Bean v. U;ted
State; 163 F. Supp. 838,
143 Ct. Cl. 363 ( 1958), cert. denied, 358
U.S. 906 (1958).
Where Reclamation
officials sued were
acting under both provisims of this section
and contract provisions to preserve first
right in water to lands un&r reclamation
project, their acts were not so clearly ultra
vires as to permit granting of injunction
against tiem individually, and suit to establish plaintiffs’ rights to water and for
appropriate injunctive relief was, in essence, one against the United States, subject to dismissal for failure to make the
United States a party thereto. E[udspeth
County
Conservation
and Reclamation
Dist. No. 1 v. Robbins, 213 F. ~d 425 (5th
Cir. 1954),
cert. denied 348 U.S. 833
(1955).
Where the United States and an irrigation district’s predecessor entered into a
contract providing that the United States
would impound and store and release into

the North Platte River and furnish from
other sources for use of the predecessor an
amount of water which would, with all, the
water the predecessor might be entitled to
by reason of any appropriations
and til
water to which lands of the district were
entided,
aggregate
a certain scheduled
flow., and that deliveW of water provided
for m the contract would be accepted as in
full satisfaction of dl the predecessor’s
rights to water of the North Platte River,
but where express assignment of the predecessor’s appropriative
rights was omitted
from the contract? the contract did not
transfer to the Umted States the predecessor’s appropriative
rights. United States
v. Tilley, 124 F. 2d 850 (8th Cir. 1941),
cert. denied, 316 U.S. 691 (1942).
A contract between the United States
and an irrigation company by which the
latter turned over its canal to become part
of a larger government project, which was
to include storage reservoirs for the flood
waters of the river, but “reserving” to its
stockholders and contract holders a designated quantity of water which the company claimed the right to appropriate from
the river, and which the government agreed
to carry and distribute, “provided that delivery * * * shall be made exclusively from
the unregulated flow of the Boise river and
shall be limited by the amount thereof,” required the government to deliver thereunder only so mush water as the company
was actually entitled to take from the river
under its appropriation, though, as later to
be determined in a then pending suit, the
quantity might be less than that named in
the contract. New York Canal Co. v. United
States, 277 Fed. 444 (D. Idaho 1913).
In view of the Reclamation
Act, the
Warren Act, and the Legislation of Wyoming and Nebraska, an appropriation
of
water by the Reclamation Service for the
irrigation of lands in Nebraska is valid,
though the source of the supply is in Wyoming. Ramshorrs Ditch Co. v. United S+ates,
269 Fed. 80 (8th Cir. 1920), afi7ming 254
Fed. 842 (D. Neb. 1918).
3. Seepage”
The Bureau of Reclamation
under itg
appropriations .Of water of the MO Grande
River for the Rlo Grande Irrigation Project,
had control and right to prescribe use of
seepage waters from lands within the project, as well “as the original use of the waters.
Bean u. United States, 163 F. Supp. 838,
143 Ct. Cl, 363 ( 1958), ce7t. denied 358
U.S. 906 (1958).
Under the Warren Act a contract between
the United States and a land oompany for
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the delivery to the latter of water which
escaped by seepage .from the canal. of a
reclamation project was a valid contract
which gave the United States the right to
conserve and deliver water thereunder.
Ramshorn Ditch Co. v. United States, 269
Fed.80 (8th Cir. 1920), afirming254
Fed.
842 (D. Neb. 1918) .Accord:
United State~
v. Tilley, 124 F. 2d 850, 858+3
(8th Cir.
1941), cert. denied 316 U. S. 691 (1942).
4. Stored water
Where Warren Act contracts obligate the
United States to deliver water which wil~,
with all the water to which the land 1s
entitled by appropriation
or otherwise,
aggregate a stated amount, the decree of the
court allocating only natural fiw waters of
the North Platte River among three States
will define “storage water” as ‘(any water
which is released from reservoirs for use on
lands under canals having storage contracts
in addition tothewater
which is discharged
through those reservoirs to meet the requirements of any canal as recognized in the
decree.’’ Nebraska v. Wyoming, et al., 325
U.S. 589,631
(1945).
5. Payment
A contract with the Murtaugh Irrigation
District to purchase surplus stor~e in the
American Falls Reservoir on the basis of a
$100,000 cash payment and the balance of
$500,000 in annual installments over a 20year period may be entered into by the
Secretary of the Interior under tie Warren
Act provided that theother contributors to
the cost of constructing the reservoir, as
authorked by the Act of June 5, 1924, 43
Stat. 417, give their consent. Solicitor Patterson Opinion,
M–21227
(January 22,
1927).
The Federal statntes relative to the paymentof debts and demands due the United
States do not require the acceptance of
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money only in the settlement of such debts
and demands, and accordingly the proper
the
administrative
official
representing
United States may, where it would be to the
interest of the United States, accept a “call”
wmrant for indebtedness of an irrigation
district under its contract with the United
States Reclamation
Service for drainage
construction and reservoir storage canacitv.
such warrant to be held by the U~lted-Stat~~
until paid. Pioneer Irrigation District, 54
I.D. 264 (1933).
The Secretary may amend Warren Act
contracts to embody ‘the new plan of payment authorized bv subsection F of the Fact
Finders’ Act. Int~rpretation, 51 L.D. 207,
209-10 (1925).
6. Timber, use of
Under this act authorizing the Reclamation Service to cooperate with private parties in carrying out pr?jects under the Carey
Act, the Kuhn Irrigation & Canal Cwpany
may be permitted to take timber from the
Teton National Forest free of cha~e for use
in raising the dam at Jackson Lake, Wyoming, which is a project authorized under
the Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902.30
Op. Atty. Gen. 398 (1915).
7. Excess hnds
The provisions of reclamation law of general apphcation dea~ng with land limitations include section 5 of the Act of June
17, 1902, sections 1 and 2 of the Warren
Act of 1911, section 3 of the Act of August
9, 1912, section 12 of the Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914, and section +6 of
the Omnibus Adjustment
Act of 1926.
Solicitor Barry Opinionl 71 I.D. 496, 501,
( 1964), in re app~catlon of excess land
laws to private lands in Imperial Irrigation
District;
Soficitor Harper Opinion,
M33902, at 2 (May 31, 1945), in m application of excess land laws to Coachella
Valley Iands.

Sec. 2. [Cooperation with water users for reservoir*Tltle
to work*Limit
on water furnished—Water
rights of United States not enlarged. ]—In carrying
out the provisions of said reclamation act and acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, upon such tem
as may be agreed upon, to cooperate with irrigation dlstricb, water users’ associations, corporations, entqmen or water users for the construction or use of
such reservoirs, canals, or ditches as may be advantageously used by tie @vernment and irrigation districts, water users’ associations, corporations, entryrnen
or water usem for impounding,
delivering, and carrying water for irrigation
af the works so conpurposes: Provided, That the title to and management
structed
shall be subject
to the provisions
of section six of said act: Provided
further, That water shall not be furnished from any such reservoir or defivered
through any such canal or ditch to any one landowner in excess of an amount
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sufficient
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one
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sixty

acres:

provided,

mat

not~ng

contained in this act shall be held or construed as enlarging or attempting ti
enlarge the right of the United States, under etisting law, to control the waters
of any stream in any State. (36 Stat 926; 43 U.S.C. $ 524)
NOTES OF OPXNXONS
Cancellation
6
Drainage systems
2
Excess lands
5
Generally
1
Operation and maintenance
Power development
3

4

1. Generally
Section 16 of the Act of Au~st 13, 1914
(38 Stat. 686) does not prohibit the execution by the United States of a contract under section 2 of the Warren Act for the advance by the United States of $200,000 to
permit the contractor
with the United
States, the North Side Canal Co., to obtain
carriage capacity in the main canaf of the
gravity extension unit, or Gooding division of the Minidoka project, the construction of which canal for the joint benefit of
the United States and the company was
under contemplation.
SoIicitor’s Opition,
Aprfl 17, 1928.
A contract between the United States
and an irrigation company by which the
latter turned over its canaf to become part
of a larger government project, which was
to include storage reservoirs for the flood
waters of the river, but “reserving” to its
stockholders. and contract holders a designated quantity of water which the company
claimed the right to appropriate from the
river, and which the government agreed
to carry and distribute, “provided that delivery * * * shall be made exclusively from
the unregulated flow of the Boise river and
shall be limited by the amount thereof,”
required the government to deliver there.
under ordy so much water as the company
was actually entitled to take from the river
under i~ appropriation,
though, as later
to be determined in a then pending suit,
the quantity might be less than that n~ed
in the contract. New York Canal Co. v.
United States, 277 Fed. 444 (D. Idaho
1913).
2. Drainage systems
A proposed contract of an irrigation district with the United States for construction
by the government of a drainage system
for the district was vtild.
McLean
v.
Truckee-Carson
ITT. Dist., 245 Pac. 285,
49 Nev. 278 (1926).
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized by the Reclamation Act of 1902 alone,
267–067—7>voI.
1—14

and certainly by the Warren Act of 1911,
and section 7 of the Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914, to enter into a contract
with an irrigation district to furnish water
and to join in tie construction of a drainage system. Namfia @ Meridian Irr. Dist. v.
Petrie, 28 Idaho 227, 153 Pac. 425, 428
(1915).
3. Power development
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized under the Warren Act to contract with
an irrigation district for the use of the falling water from the canal drop of a Federd
reclamation project to generate power for
pumping water diverted by the district
from the Federal project under a Warren
Act contract. Solicitor Margold Opinion,
M–28725
(October 6, 1936), in re use of
power site at C drop, Klamath project.
The limitations in the Power Leasing Act
of April 16, 1906, do not apply to the lease
of a power privilege to a Warren Act contractor for the purpose of generating power
for irrigation pumping. Soficitor Margold
Opinion, M–28725
(October 6, 1936), in
re use of power site at C drop, Klarnath
Proiect.
Where a canal drop is not developed for
power purposes m a part of a Federal reclamation project, the water users do not
acquire a property interest in the energy
of the fafling water either as an incident of
their right to the use of project water or as
an incident of their obligation to repay the
costs of the irrigation works which made
the power drop possible; and therefore
the United States may make development
of the site available to a Warren Act contractor without the concume~
of the water users or the irrigation district which executed the repayment cpntract. Solicitor
Margold Opinion, ‘M-28725
( Octiber
6,
1936 ), in re use of power site at C drop,
Klarnath project.
4. %eration and mafnte-m
Where a State irrigation district had purchased from the Recl~tion
Setice
a
water right which was not yet paid for, and
had contracted to carry through its canals
water for the reclamation
project,
and
there was grave danger fiat the irri~tion district would be unable to operate
its system, the Reclamation
Service had
such an interest in the district that it might
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contract to take,over the operation of the
district under this section without acquiring
absolute title to the project. New York
Tru$t. Co. v. Farmers’ Ir?. Dist., 280 Fed.
785 (8th Cir. 1922).
A contract made under the Reclamation
Act, between the United States md an irrigation oompany, on behalf of its stockholders, for the furnishing of additional
water to the lands of such stockholders
from the government reservoir, was construed to be valid, and to authorize the
charges made against the company
for
maintenance
and operation.
New York
Canal Co., v. Bond, 265 F. 228 (9th Cir.
1920).
5. Excess lands
The provisions of reclamation
law of
application
deding
with
land
generaf
limitations include section 5 of the Act of
June 17, 1902, sections 1 and 2 of. the Warren Act of 1911, section 3 of the Act of
August 9, 1912, section 12 of the Reclamation Extension Act of 1914, and section 46
of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 501
( 1964), in re application of excess land laws
to private lands in Imperial
Irrigation
Harper
Opinion,
District;
Solicitor
M–3~902,
at 2 (May ’31, 1945), in re
application of excess land laws to Coachella
Valley lands.
Although section 2 of the Warren Act,
standing alone, requires the application of
acreage limitations where the United States
cooperates with an entity in the construction
of irrigation facilities even where no Federal
subsidy is extended to the lands served by
such non-Federal
entity, the legislative
history of the San Luis act indicates a Congressional intention that the acreage limitation should apply [only] where Federal
investment is made and [only] because of
the Federal investment.
Solicitor
Barry
Opinion, 68 I.D. 412, 426 (1961),
in re
proposed agreement with State of California, covering construction of San Luis unit.
This section, prohibiting sale of irrigation water for tracts exceeding 160 acres,
refers only to land in private ownership and
only to watered land, and did not vitiate
oontract whereunder government sold to
city, which acquired for entitlement Purposes requisite areas of irrigable land, water
to be used for municipal purposes. El Paso
County Water Imp. Dist. No. 1 v. City
of El Paso, 133 F. Supp. 894 (D. Tex.
1955 ), afirmed in part, reformed in @art
on other ~rounds 243 F. 2d 927, cert. denied
355 U. S.-820.
The restriction in the reclamation laws
against furnis~lng project water to an acreage greater than 160 acres in a single owner-
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ship does not permit the furnishing of water
alternately or in rotation to two or more
160-acr~ parcels of a larger single holding.
Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix to Corn.
missioner, May 12, 1948.
The limitation intended by the reclamation law, as set forth in section 5 of the
Reclamation Act of 1902 and as supported
by the plain language of section 3 of the
Act of August 9, 1912, relates to the area
in private ownership to which water may be
delivered, and not to the quantity of water.
A private owner will not be supplied with
water, whether a full or supplemental
supply, for use upon a tract exceeding 160
acres. The language in section 2 of the
Warren Act referring @ “an amount sufficient to irrigate 160 acres” is not intended
to change this rule. Solicitor
Patterson
Opinion, M-2 1709 (March 3, 1927 ~, in re
proposed contract concerning Gravity Extension Unit, Minidoka project.
The government might refuse to furnish
water from a completed project under the
Warren Act for more than 160 acres to any
one landowner, but if it did furnish water
which was accepted and received by the
landowner, then the owner would be compelled to pay for the service, Klamath
County v. Colonial Realty Co., 139 Ore.
311,7 P.2d976
(1932).
C1airn by realty company owning more
than 160 acres in an irrigation district that
the district could not legally supply water to
such excess land under the Warren Act is
not a valid defense to a foreclosure action
for delinquent taxes assessed by the district
against said lands during 1920 to 1925.
Klamath County v. Colonial Realty Co.,
139 Ore. 311, 7 P. 2d 976 (1932).
There can be no doubt that Congress has
the power to restrict the right to the use of
water furnished from government projects
to 160 acres standing in the name of an
individud; but the assessment of benefits to
lands within the irrigation district is a
different matter which Congress would not
assume authority to control. Nampa and
Meridian ITT. Dist. v. Petri., 28 Idaho 227:
153 Pac. 425, 430 (1915).
6. Cancellation
Where an irrigation company, pursuani
to contract with the United States undel
the Act of February 21, 1911, failed tc
secure adequate financial arrangements, tht
Secretary was justified to cancel the con
tract and to cancel the rights-of-way ir
connection with its irrigation project sinct
the execution of the contract did not op
crate to grant a vested right-of-way. Verd~
River Irrigation @ Power Dtitrict v. Work
24 F. 2d 886 (D.C. Cir. 1928), cert. deniec
279 U.S. 854 (1929).

Februa~

21, 1911
WARREN
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ACT

Sec. 3. [Moneys received covered into reclamation
fund. ]—The
moneys
received in pursuance of such contracts shall be covered into the reclamation
fund and be avtilable for use under the terms of tie reclamation act and the
acts amendatory hereof or supplementary thereto. (36 Stat. 926; 43 U.S.C.
$525)
~
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Credit
to
Supplernentiry
Provision:
Project Subsection J of the Fact Finders’
Act provides that all money or profits. from
the sde or rental of surplus water under the
Warren Act shall be credited to the project
6r division of the project to which the construction cost has been charged. The Act

aPPears herein in chronological order under
date of December 5,1924.
Legislative History. S. 6953, Pubhc Law
.406 in the 61st Congress. S. Rept~ No. 442.
H.R. Rept. No. 1,410 and H.R. Rept. No.
2002. H.R. Rept. No. 2168 (conference
report.).

NOTES OF OPINrONS
Penalties, crediting of
Proceeds, crediting of

2
1

1. Proceeds, crediting of
Proceeds paid by a Warren Act contractor
for use of a power site at a canaf drop on a
Federal reclamation project are required
to be credited to ‘the project by subsection
J, section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924.
Margold.
Opinion
M–28725
Solicitor
(October, 6, 1936), in ie use of power site
at C drop, Kla,a}h
project.
A suit by an Irrigation district” representi~ &e of the divisions of the N[inidoka
project to compel a re~location
by the
Secretary of the In&rior of the’ profits arising from the. sde of Jackson Lake water
under the Warren Act will be ~ismissed
because the Secretary was acting in a quakijudicial capacity and his decision was not
arbitrary or capricious. Wilbur v. Minidoka
Irr, Dist., 50 F. 2d 495, 60 App. D.C. 205
( 1931); cert. denied 284 U.S. 634 ( 1931).
Moneys received from the Imperial. Ir-

rigation District for the privilege of connecting with and using the Laguna Dam and
the main canal of the. Yuma reclamation
project for the irrigation of lands in the Imperid Vdley cannot be applied in reduction
of the assessments’ against the lands of the
‘Yurna project, but must be covered into
the reclamation fund as directed by section
3 of the Act of February 21, 1911 (36 Stat.
926). 32 Op. Atty. Gen. 41 (1919).
[Ed.
note: The Act of Jun,e 28, 1926, which appears herein in chronological order, provides
that these monies shall be credited to the
individual water users.]
2. Penalties, cre&ting of
Under contracts with irrigation districts
under Act of May 15, 1922 (42 Stat. 541 ).,
and dso under the Warren Act of February
21, 1911, penalties on account of all CIMSSS
of charges shall be credited to the reclwation fund ge,nerdly md not to the project
in connection with which they arise. C.L.
1186, January 3, 1923.

,’.

February

24, 1911
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50-~AR

POWER

LEASE,

RIO

GRA~E

PROJE~

An act to amend an act entitled “An act providing for the withdrawal from pubHc entry
of lands needed for town-site purposes in connection with irrigation projects under We
reclamation act of June 17, 1902, and for other purposes,” approved April 16, 1g06.
(Act of February 24,1911, ch. 155,36 StaL 930)

[Longer lease of surplus power permitted on RIo Grande project. ]+ection
five of an act entided “An act providing for the withdrawal from public entry
of lands needed for town-site purposes in connection with irrigation projects
under the reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and
for other purposes;’ approved April shteenth, nineteen hundred and six, be
amended so as to read as follows:
“SEC. 5. Whenever a development
of power is necessaV for the irrigation
of lands, under any project undertaken under tie said reclamation act, or an
opportunity is fiorded
for he development of power under any such project,
the Sectiry
of the Inkrior is authorized to lease for a period not exceeding ten
years, giving preference to municipal purposes, any surplus power or power
privilege, and the money derived from such leases shall be covered into the
reclamation fund and be placed to the credit of the project from which such
power is derived: Provided, That no lease shall be made of such surplus power
or

power

privileges

as will

im~ir

the

efficiency

of

the

irrigation

project:

Provided further, That tie Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his
discretion, to make such a leas in connection with Rio Grande project in Texas
and
proval

New

Mexico

organized

sevent=nth,

a longer

users’

in conformity

tary of the Interior
June

for

of the water

period

association

not
or

with the rules and

in pursuance
nineteen

of section

hundred

exceeding

E-LANATORY
of opinions, if any, are found under section
5 of the Act of April 16, 1906.

years,

with

the

any

such

project,

under

regulations

prescdbed

six of the reclamation

and two.”

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations

fifty

associations

(36

Stat.

930;

by fie

ap-

Secre-

act approved

43 U.S.C.

$ 522)

NOTES

Legislative History. S. 10574, Public Law
417 in the 61st Congress.
number).

S. Rept.

(no

March

4, 1911
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50-~AR

EASEMENTS

FOR POWER
FACILITIES

AND

COMMUNICATION

{Extract from] An act making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and twelve. (Act of March 4, 1911,
ch. 238, 36 stat. 1235)
[Department heads~uthori~d
to gr~nt 50-~ar ease~ents for rights of way
for power and communication
facilitie~Forfeitire
by nonuse.]—The
head
of the department having jurisdiction over tie lands be, and he hereby is, authorized and empowered, under general regulations to be fixed by him, to grant
an easement for rights-of-way, for a period not exceeding fifty years from the
date of the issuance of such grant, over, across, and upon the public lands, national forests, and resemations of the United States for electrical poles and lines
for the transmission and distribution of electrical power, and for poles and Iina
for communication purposes, and for radio, television, and other forms of communication transmitting, relay, and receiving structures and facilities, to the
extent of two hundred feet on each side of the center line of such Unes and poles
and not to exceed four hundred. feet by four hundred feet for radio, television,
and other forms of communication
transmitting, relay, and receiving structures
and facilities, to any citizen, association, or corporation of the United Stites,
where it is intended by such to exercise the right-of-way herein granted for any
one or more of tie purposes herein named: Provided, That such right-of-way
shall be allowed within or through any national park, national forest, military,
Indian, or any other reservation only upon the approval of the chief officer of
the department under whose supervision or control such reservation falls, and
upon a finding by him that the same is not incompatible with the public interest:
Provided further, That dl or any part of such rightaf-way maybe forfeited and
annulled by declaration .d .,the head of the department having jurisdiction over
the Iandslor nonusefor a periedof two yearsor for abahnment.
Any citizen, .assmiation, or corporation of the United States to whom there
has heretofore been issued a permit for any of the purposes specified herein under
any etisting law, may obtain the benefit of this Act upon the same terms and
conditions as shall be required of citizens, mociations, or corporations hereafter
making application under the provisions of this statute. (36 Stat. 1253; Act of
523)
May 27, 1952,66 Stat. 95; Wj U,S.C. ~ 961, 16 U.S.C. $$5,420,
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1952 Amendment. The Act of May 27,
1952, 66 Stat. 95, added the authority for
rights-of-way for radio, television, and other
forms of communication, and increased from
40 feet to 400 feet the mtium
width of
rights-f-way
for fines and poles. For legislative history of the 1952 amendment see
S. 1630, Public Law 367 in the 82d Con-

~ess; S. Rept. No. 1224; H.R. Rep~ No.
1848.
Codification.
43 U.S.C. $961 omits tie
specific references to national parks, national forests, and mifitary resew~tions.
These are stated separately in sections 5,
420 and 523 of titIe 16, United States Code.
Cross Reference, Power Plant Sites and

March
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50-YEAR

EASEMENTS,

POWER

Primary Transmission Lines. The following
statement appears in 43 C.F.R. $ 2234.*1
(a) (3) ( 1965): “(3) The appficabifity of
the acts of February 15, 1901, and March 4,
1911, to rights-of-way for power purposes
over public Imds, was superseded by the
Federal Power Act of June 10,. 1920 (41
Stat. 1063 ), as amended by sections 201 to
213 inclusive, of tie act of August 26, 1935
(49 Stat. 838; 16 U.S.C. 791–825r), as to
power projects for the generation and transmission of hydroelectric power, defined in
section 3 (11) of the act, excepting distribution lines. Applications for hydroelectric
power plant sites or rights-of-way for main
or primary hydroelectric power transmission lines must be made to the Federal
power
Commission,
Washington,
DC.,
under the act of June 10, 1920, as amended.
Wghts-of-way for transmission lines which

ETC.

4j’ 1911

FACILITIES

are not primary fines must be secured undev
the act of February 15, 1901, or the act.
of March 4, 1911. See 18 CFR2.2?’
Cross Reference, Permits for Telegraph,
Power and Water Facilities. The Act of
February 15, 1901, which appears herein
in chronolo~cal
order, authorizes the Sec-retary of the Interior to want revocable
petiits
for rights-of-way
for telegraph,.
power and water facilities through, certain
parks, reservations and other public lands.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are included only to the atent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau.
of Reclamation.
hgislatiw
History,
1911 Act. H.R.
31596, Public Law 478 m the 61st Congress. 46 Cong. Rec. 3777, 3897, 401 4–20
(1911).
See also S. Rept. No. 967 and
HR. Rept. No. 2177 on S. 7713.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Acquired lands
3
Conditions
2
construction with other laws

1

1. Construction with other laws
The, Act of March 4, 1911, 36 Stat.
1253, regarding
transmission line easemients over public lands, national forests,
and reservations, has not been superseded,
so far as Federal reclamation project &ansmission fines are concerned, by the Federd Water Power Act of June 10, lg2~,
41 Stat, 1063. Decision of Assistant Secretary, A–1 7072 (April 25, lg33 ).
,.
2. Conditions.
As a condition
line right-of-way

,,

to a grant of trmsmission
easement under the Act

,..

of March 4, 1911, the Department of the
Interior by regulation may properly reqtiire the applicant to a~ee to permit the
Department to utilize surpluS capacity in
the fine or to increase the capacity of the
line for the transmission of power by the
Department.
Southern
California Edison
Co., A–30325, 71 I.D. 405 ( 1964) ; Public
Service Co. of New Mexico, 71 1.D. 427
(1964).
,
.“
3. Acquired
lands
Lands acquired by’ the United States, by
purchwe or otherwise, are resewation lands
within the meaning of the Acts of February 15, 1901, and March
4, 1911.
~~toz’s
Opinion; M–30846 (NOv~ber
1,
,
..

,,

April

30, 1912
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RELIEF

OF

CERTAIN
WHEN

RECLAMATION
WATER
IS NOT

ENTRYMEN

HOMESTED
AVAILABLE

An act for the relief of homestead entrymen under the reclamation projects
States. (Act of April 30, 1912, ch. 100,37 Stat. 105)
[Homesteaders
after

water

man

who

prior

entry upon
established

to be irrigated

nineteen

hundred

and two,

in good

fzlith

for failure

water

but all such

of tie public

notice

the date

when

will be available

a water-right
ty

water

application

with the public

on the land with
him

entitled

to have

of time during
the

notice

received
within

counted
which

after
the

for. water

and

no

ent~man
right.’

(37

tie

of the requifed

application

upon
for

of the ninety

is hereby

ninety

required

no

period

tie

act, fixing
land

office

in his entry, in conformi-

sufficient

entryman

of residence

entry

days after

prior

of said

,.

shall

to
be

any period

to the date of
lands

the issuance

to reestablish

in which

his residence

for a period
such

the said land
the

be

upon

of the lands

file in the local

s-e

shall

days ‘alter

plat for the township

Prouide,d, That

Stat. 105 )
,.

within

fide

and who

improvements

that he has reestablished

not ‘actually

the expiration

him,

by

four of the reclamation

farm-unit

of maintaining

proof:

as part

he w=

aforesaid,

until
which

apply

final

law,

entered

lands. embraced

entry-

bona

of the act of June

for the irrigation

shall,

residence

qualified

reclamation
or make

for irrigation,

and approved

the intention

to m&e

] —No

and ten, made

the lands

section

his entry lies, and shall also file an fidavit
enable

the national

is available

requiredby

to reestablish

the provisions

residence

for the irrigable

notice

hundred

under

entrymen

issuance

time

not credited.

upon

to maintain

to the time when

in his entry,

allowed

nineteen

residence

prior

embraced

act

of absence

to ,June twenty-fifth,

to contest

his land

reclamation

lands proposed

seventeenth,
subject

under

is availabl+~eriod

in the LTnited

shall

be

of “notice

his residence

and

-,.,..,
‘.. .
,,
EXPLANATORY NOTES
~
.,’ ,
,,
leatie of absence to qualified &tUmen ‘until
Codification.
This Act ‘ori~nalIy
was
water is available. The Act appears herein
codified as section 445, title 43 of the U.S.
in chronological order.
Code, but has since been omitted.
Legislative Histoq.
H.R. 18792, PubEc
Earlier Provision, Leave of Absence to
Law 142 in the 62nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
Homesteaders. The Act of June 25, 1910,
No. 281. S. Rept. No. 540.
36 Stat. 864, authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior within his discretion to grant a
,,

24, lg12

July

f 76

ASSIGNMENT

OF DESERT-LAND

ENTRIES

An act relating to partial assigrnnents of desert-land entries within reclamation projects
made since March 28, 1908. (Act of July 24, 1912, ch. 251, 37 Stat. 200)
[Desert-1and
conform

entries

to farm

Government

reclamation

act of March
at Large,

within

units. ] —A

project

twenty-eighth,

page

twenty-seventh,

reclamation
desert-land

and

nineteen

hundred

within

may be assigned

nineteen

fifty-two),

projects

entry

tie

hundred

bentits
and h

in whole

and

and

may
the

eight

assigned-To
limits

or in part
of

the

Statutes

of

under

(Thirty-fifth

lfiitations

(Thirty-fourth

be

exterior

a

the

Statutes

act

Of

at Large,

June
page

five hundred

and twenty), shall apply to such desefi-land entvan
and his
assignees: Pro vialed, That all such assignments shall conform to and be in accordance

with

fam

the application
made

in good

units
of
faith

the

to be established
desert-land

by the Secretary

entryman.

shall be recognized

under

All

such

this act.

of the

Interior

assignmenfi
(37

Stat.

200;

upon

heretofore
43 U,S.C.

g 449)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
March twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and
eight (Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, Page
fifty-two ), referred to in the text, prowdes
that no assignment of a desert-land entry
shall be allowed or recognized except to an
indlvidud quafified to rn?ke entry, but .no
assignment to a corporation or association
shall be authorized or recognized.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of

June twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and
six (Thirty-four
Statutes at Large, Page
five hundred and twenty), referred ti in the
text, deals with farm units, town sites and
desert-land entries. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.
Legislative Hwtory. S. 5446, PubEc Law
239 in the 62nd Congress. S. Rept. No. 479.
H.R. Rept. No. 931. -

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Relation to farm units
Where a desert-land
entry withim a
reclamation project is assigned in part under this act the entry should be subdivided

into farm units;
is assigned in its
of a farm unit
Baart, 44 L. D.

but where such an entry
entirety the establishment
is unnecessary. Catherine
386 (1915).

August

9, 1912
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PATENTS
An act providing

[Sec.
tions

] —Any

under

law

applicable

submit
found

proof

of

regular

purchasers
to a find

two,

lands,

to such

and

of the land

lands

to which

the act of June

as to

having

residence,

reclamation,
sh~l

entitle

certificates

certificate
&e

after

~rtificate

ke

proof
applie,

act,

when

en-an

projects

to the extent

fulI
nine-

entrymen

on

the provisions
and

cultivation

which

to a p~ent,

of the cdtivation

of

condi.

seventeenth,
with

cultivation,

(Act

in

including

complied
reclamation,

and

on reclamation

upon

patents

wrtificate*Payment

as the reclamation

residence,

of water-right

under

at any time

satisfactory,

water-right

act to receive

water-right

entryrnan

kown

may

such

reclamation
of

homestead

and

Indian

CERTIFICATES

for patents on reclamation entries, and for other purposes.
August 9, 1912, ch. 27a, 37 Stat. 265)

1. Homesteaders

hundred

ceded
of

WATER-RIGHT

completed-Purchmers

required.
teen

AND

shall
and

required

proof,

if

and

all

be entitled
reclamation
by the rec-

Provided, That no such patent or find
water-right certificate shall issue until after the payrnemt of all sums due the
United States on account of such land or water right at the time of the submission of proof etitling the homestead or desert-land entryman to such patent
or Ae purchaser to such final water-right certificate. (37 Stit, 265; Act of
February 15, 1917, 39 Stat. 920; 43 U.S.C. $ 541)
lamation

act for homestead

entryrnen:

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1917 Amendment. The Act of February 15, 1917. 39 Stat. 920, amended the
proviso in section 1 to read as it appears
above. Before amendment, the proviso read
as follows: “Provided, That no such patent
or certificate shall issue until all sums due
tie United States on account of such land
or water right at the time of i~uance of
patent or certificate have been paid?’ The

1917 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Cross Reference,
Patents and WaterRight CertMcates for Desert-Land Entrymen on Reclamation
Projects. The Act
of August 26, 1912, 37 Stat. 595, includes
a provision making this act applimble to
desert-land entries. The provision is found
herein in chronological order,

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Ceded Indwn lands
5
Irrigation district
7
Lands covered
4
Patents
1
Residen~
3
T~ation
6
Water-right certificate
2
1. Patents
Under the protilons
of this act patents
may issue on redasnation entries where dl
water-right charges due at the time the
en-an
submits proof of reclamation of
one-half of the irrigable area of the land
embraced in KS entry have been paid,
regardless of the fact that other water-right
charges may accrue and be unpaid ptior to

the issuance of patent. General Land Office
circular No. 534, March 17, 1917.
2. Water-right mrtificate
The terms “water-right certificate” and
“ertificate”
as used in this section relate to
final water-right certificates issued in con.
nection with water rights for lands held in
private
ownership.
Letter
to
Senator
William E. Borah, 42 L.D. 207 ( 1913).
3. Residence
The residenee requirements provided for
in section 5 of the Reclamation
Act of
June 17, 1902, apply to dl persons acquir.
mg by assignment water-right contracts with
the United States, udess prior to such
assignment the finaf water-right certificate

A@ust
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CERTIFICATES

have been fulfilled in addition to the requi:ements of the homestead act. Irwin v.
‘-3 U.S. 219 (1922),
overruling
Wright, 25[
United States V. Canyon “County, 232 Fed.
985 ‘(D. Idaho “1916) ‘and Cheney v. Min‘J-r-- Uuulkl
‘1--,-ty, 26 Idaho 471, 144 pat. 343
~ Luufiu
4. Lands covered
/l
,... Q14)
.,, wh
.. ..iih held that
...... the entrvman has
The fact that remunerative crops may be
a taxable intsrest 2~~ter compfianc< with the
raised without irrigation upon land lying
requirements of the homestead laws but bewithin a reclamation proJect is nbt sufficient
fore compliance with the additiond requireground for exclusion of such land from the . ments of the reclamation act.
project. Lewis Wilso,n, 42 L.D. 8 ( 1913).
Lands within an irrigation project, as to
which reclamation proof had not been made
~. Ceded Indian lands
~
nor certificate of preof issued, was not t=If one who has made a reclamation homeable.’ Wood v. Canyon County, 253 P. 839,
stead entry for ceded Indian lands but has
43,1daho 556 (1927),
,
not paid the full Indian price of the entered
lands, seeks to make a second entry under,:, 7. irrigation ~~s?r~~t
the reclamation law, he must first have paid
The pro;ilon
of the reclamation law reall reclamation construction charges assessed ‘‘ qulring payment by an entryman of all
against the original entry additional thereto. . sums due the -United States on account of
James E. Hughes, 52 L.D. 560 ( 1929 )., .,
the land or water right at the time of submission of “proof as a condition precedent
J6, T=ation
to the issuanc& of patent is not satisfied by
Lands entered within a reclamation projthe as~umpti.on by an irrigation district of
ect are not subject to State taxation before
an obhgation to pay the water-right charges;
the equitable title has passed to’ the entrynor does an extension of time accorded by
man; and that title does nat pass until the
the irrigation district for the payment of
conditions of reclamation and payment of
accrued charges o’pekate m m extension by
water charges due at time of final proof,
the Government unless approved by the
imposed by the: amended reclamation act, ” latter. Frank Zurnpfti,’51 L.D. 608 ( 1926).

,contemplated by section 1 of the Act of
_, ——–
August 9, 1912, has been
----- issuedin w~lch
event the land may be freely alienated, sub.ject to the lien of-the United States. H. G,’
Colton, 43 L.D. 518 (1915).

Sec. 2. [First lien on land
default

of

payment—

redeem-Uniied

resewed

Redemption

States

may

to United
wittiri
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States—Tide
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after
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in. ] —Every,’patent
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whatsoever’
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default
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all moneys
proceeds,
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if any,
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payment

superior
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in control
of any

States
together

to dl

all sums

due

other
or
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amount

lien holder,

within

by payment
the United

may

thereto,

is certified,

so due

free of all encumbrance,

or any mortgagee,

been

right

a prior
with
liens,

lien on

dl

water

claims,

to become

project

to

certificate

due

or
the

in connection

rights.

of payment

States,

to redeem

cost.

the

or its successors

with such lands
Upon

for

water

upon

failure

water-right

issued under this act shall expressly reserve t,o the, United
the land

forfeited

year+ale

judgment

one year after

of all moneys
States,

land

due,

at its option,

as herein

shall be the property

shall

debtor,

or subsequent

the notice

of such

with

per centum

eight

acting

through

of fie,

and

defaulting,

costs.

shall

interest

the Secretary
failure

The

debtor

pur-

default

of

to redeem,

shall be paid’ into the. reclamation
provided,

pass

to the right of the default-

to be sold at any time after such

of the sale there
interest

title to the land

subject

balance

fund
of the

or his assignee:

Provided, That. in ease of sale after .failtire. to rtideem under tpis section the
United States shall bk, authorized ~o’ bid in such’ land at not more than the
amount in default, .in&luding interest and costi.

(37 stat. 266; 43 U.S.C. 5 542)

.August

9, 1912
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EXPLANATORY .NOTE
provided for in this section, and authorizes
the Secretary .of tie Interior to release
existing liens where such a repayment con,tract is entered into: The Act appears herein in chronological order.

sffp~lernentary Proyision: Repayment
Contracts ubstititedf orLien. Section2 of
the Act of May 15, 1922~ provides that
patents and water-right certificatesfor lands
covered by a repayment. contract with an
irrigation district shall not contain’ the lien
,,’

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Collection
T~tion

of charges’
1

1. Ta*ation

2

favor of the United States under a duly
recorded water right application to assure
the payment of construction, oper~tion and
mainten~nce
charges.
Solicitor
Margold
Opinion, 57 I.D. 27 (1939).

,,

Lands forwhich
patent has issued are
taxable byth,e State, subject to thf: prior
lien reserved by. the Government for unpaid
charges. Irwin v. Wright, 258 U.S. 219
(1922);
United States v. ’Canyon County,
232 Fed. 985 (D. Idaho 1916).
A sale of land within a reclamation proj.
ect for state or local tties does not operate
to extinguish alien on the iand created in

Sec.
acquired
final

3. ,[ Certificate

pa~ent

bette~ent
project,

f~r

by’ dgscenty
being
charges
the United

find

to

tie

.Stites

of

a certificate

charges

in full has been

made

satisfied

and is no longer

bf any force’or

ad

maintenance:

or in any manner,

except

Mat

as hereinafter

of

tie

lien upon

effect

except

That

in” control
be, shall

and
and

of

the

issue upon

building

and

the land

baa. be,en so fm

bettement

the lien for annual

no person

otherwise

full

of the building

its successors

payment

limited-Excess

excess. ]-Upon

as the case may

and \that tie
Provided,

holdings

on’ account

States’ or,

request

for operation

due

or its successors,

certifying

Single

prohibited

of all amounts
,United

of charges’

The provisions of the Act of August 13,
1914 (38 Stat. 686), shall be followed in
all cases of failure to pay charges for construction and operation and maintenance.
C.L. 1027, ‘Julj9, 1921.

payment—

etc.— Forfeiture
made

2. Collection

charges

shall at any one time

provided,

acquire,

own,

‘or

ken
made under the said retlarnation act of June seventeenth, n<neteen hundred and
two, and acts supplemental
thereto and amendatory thereof, be~re find paymmt in full of all installments of butiding and betterment chargm shall have
been made oh account of such land “in exces of one farm unit as fixed by the
Secretary of the Interior, as the limit of area per entry of public land or per single
ownership of private land for which a water right maybe purchased respectively,
nor in any case in excess of. one hundred and sixty acres, nor shall water be
furnished under said acts nor a water right sold or recognized for such excess;
but any such excess land acquired by foreclosure or other process of law, by conveyance in satisfaction of mortgages, by inheritance, or by devise, bay be held
for five years and no longer a$te~ its acquisition, and water may be temporarily
furnished during that time; and every excess holdin~ prohibited as aforesaid. shall
be, forfeited to the, United States by proceedings instituted by the Attorney
General for that purpose in any ‘court of competent jurisdiction; ‘and thi: proviso
shall be recited in every pafent and water-right certificate’ i~tied by the United
States “under Ae provisions of this act. (37 Stat. 266; Act of July 11, 1956, 70
Stat. 524; 43 U.S.C. $$543,. 544).
hold

iriig?ble

land

for

which

~ntry

or water-right

application

shall

have
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
1936 Amendment. The Act of July 11,
1956, 70 Stat. 524, amended section 3 by
deleting that portion which reads “but any
such recess land acquired tit any time- in
good faith by descent, by will, or by foreclosure of any fien may be held for two
years and no longer after its acquisition ;“
and adding in lieu thereof that portion
which now reads “but such excess land acquired by foreclosure or other process of
law, by conveyance in satisfaction of mortgages, by inheritance, or by devise, may be
held for five years and no longer after its
acquisition, and water may be temporarily
furnished during that time t’. Additionally,
the 1956 Act authorizes the Secretary of
the Interior, upon request of any holder of
an existing contract under the Federal
reclamation laws, to amend the contract to
conform to the provisions of sections 1 and
2 of the Act, section 2 being the amendment
of this Act and section 1 being an smendment to section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of May 25, 1926. Both the 1956
Act, and that of 1926, appear herein in
chronological
order.
Provision:
Death
of
Supplementary
Spouse. The Act of September 2, 1960, 74
Stat. 732, provides that where lands which
were eligible to receive water become excess

because of the death of a husband or wife,
they may continue to receive water whlle
owned by the surviving. s~use ti
remarriaW:
me
A-et appears herein in
chronological
order. ( Editor’s comment:
Although the 1960 Act ~iti~
refers
only to excess lands as defined in section W
of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of May 25,
1926, it presumably also modifies the prowsion in section 3 of the 1912 Act which
otherwise imposes a 5-year limit on the
delivery of water to lands which. become
excess by inheritance or devise. )
Contemporaneous
Construction.
SecF*
tary Fisher’s letter of August 6, 1912, to the
President urging approval of the hi~ states
in part:
“The main purpose of this bi~ is to
authorize the issuance of land patents
and water right certificates in reclamation projects in advance of f~ll payment of the building charge. * * *
“Section 3 * * * contains a proviso
to prevent the consolidation of hoIdings
until such time as full and find payment of the building charge shall have
been made. By that time it is beIieved
that the land will be in the hands of
permanent
settlers and spewlative
holdings eliminated?’

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Excess land laws
1-9
Delivery of water
3
Generdly
1
Payout, effect of 2
Supplement
water supply
4
Ownership of =cess bnds
l@19
CAescence
of holdings
12
Farm units and entries
11
Federal government
13
Generally
10
Joint operations
14
1. Excess lad la~GenersHy
The provisions of reclamation
law of
application
deahng
with land
general
limitations include section 5 of the Act of
June 17, 1902, sections 1 and 2 of the Warren Act of 1911, section 3 of the Act of August 9, 1912, section 12 of the Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914, and section 46 of the
Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 501 ( 1964},
in m application of excess land laws .~ private lands in Imperkd Irrigation District;
Solicitor Harper Opinim., M–33902
(May
31, 1945 ), in re application of excess land
laws to Coachella Valley lands.
The purpose of the 1912 legislation was to
,give to homestead entrymen and to the
owners of private lands who had apptied for

water right certificates a vested right so they
oould raise monev to finance their farmmg
activity. At no t;me was it ever suggeste~
that there was any purpose to modify basic
objectives of the. excess land. provisions of
the 1902 Act. SoEcitor Barry Opinion, 68
I.D. 372, 382 ( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern Mver
projects.
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section
12 of the 1914 Act deal specifically with the
breakup of pre-existing holdings, while the
1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant to the
issue of the effect of excess land ~iitations
on the coalescence of holdings. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375, 376, 390,
404 ( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River projects.
The drainage system authorized by reclamation law is that which wfll provide
drain~e necessary to the successful operation of the complete project, and as a general
matter the acreage limitations of the law
do not apply to it. Memorandum of Chief
Counsel Fix to Commissioner, May 12, 1948.
2. —Payout, effect of
Where it will help accomplish

the purposes of fostering family-size farms and opposition to monopoly and speculation in

Au~st
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private holdings, the Secretary may (but
~oed :wt) ,Pi.t
d~ery
of water under
individual
water-right
applications
after
payout to lands in excess of 160 acres,
Solicitor *V
Opini~,
68 I.D. 372, 383
( 1961),
limiting
Chief
Counsel
King
Memorandum Opinion of July 1, 1914, approved by the First Assistant Secretary,
July 22,1914,43
L.D. 339.
The Act of August 9. 1912, relates to in&lvidud contract;, in contrast to the joint
liability contract specifically required by
section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act
of 1926; and the provisions of the former
relating to the effect of payout on excess
lands cannot be infused with a new Efe
for the purpose of implementing the latter,
wKlch contains no comparable provisions.
Solicimr Bennett @lnion,
64 I.D. 273
275-6 ( 1957), in re proposed contract with
Kings River Conservation District,
The memorandum opinion by Associate
%ficitor
Cohen, M–35004
(October
22,
1947 ), concluding that “upon full payment
of construction obligation under a jointIiability repayment contract, the lands receiving water under such oontract are, under
the previsions contained in section 3 of the
Act of August 9, 1912, relieved of the
statutory excess-land restrictions,” and Administrative Letter 303 of December
16,
1947, based on the opinion, are in error.
Solicitor B~y
Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 376,
395 (.196 1 ) in re proposed repayment con&acts for the Klnas and Kern River
projects.
Where there are on a project two farm
units, which together include less than 160
acres of irrigable land, the owner of one
unit will, if he purchases the other, be
entitled @ receive water for it if all ~roiect
buiiding charges on account of eith~r t~act
have been paid in full. Amaziah Johnson,
42 L.D. 542 (1913).

3. —Delivery

of water
The restriction in the reclamation laws
against furnishing project water to an
acreage greater than 160 acres in a single
ownership does not permit the furnishing
of water alternately or in rotation b two or
more 160-acre parcels of a larger single
holding. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix
to Commissioner, May 12, 1948.
4. —SnppIemenWd water supply
The limitation intended by the reclamation law, as set forth in section 5 ~f the
Reclamation Act of 1902 and as supported
by the piain language of section 3 of the
Act of August 9, 1912, relates to the area
in private ownership to which water may
be delivered, and not to the quantity of
water, A ,private owner will not be supp~ed
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with water, whether a full or supplemental
supply, for use upon a tract exceeding 160
acres. The language in section 2 of the
Warren Act referring to “an amount sufficient to irrigate 160 acres” is not intended
to change this rule. Solicitor Patterson
Opinion, M-2 1709 (March 3? 1927), in
re proposed contract concermng
Gravity
Extension Unit, Minidoka project.
10. Ownership of excess lands~enerdly
Congress is without power to control or
regulate the sale or acreage of lands in
private ownership within reclamation projects, but so long as the projects are under
Government control, Congress may determine the acreage for which water may be
suppfied through such projects to any one
land owner, Amaziah Johnson, 42 L.D. 542
( 1913), and the ownership of a water right
purchased under the project from the Government, Keebaugh and Cook, 42 L.D. 543
(1913).
The limitation in the proviso to section
3 of the Act of August 9, 1912, as to the
area of lands for wtilch water right may be
acquired or owned by any one person, has
reference to irrigable lands ofly. Arnaziah
]ohn~on, 42 L.D. 542 ( 1913).
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under tie Act of February 25, 1920,
41 Stat, 451, to enter into a contract to
supply to the City of El Paso an amount
of water from the RIO Grande reclamation
project representing the water service for
certain project lands acquired by the city
and retired frm
irrigation farming, but
not to exceed a maximum of 372 acre-feet
of water a year for each acre of such land
acquired by the city. The city’s ownership
of some 1400 acres of such land does not
violate the 160-acre fimitation of reclamation law. El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 v. City oj El Paso, 133
F. Supp. 894, 91&920
( W.D. Tex. 1955),
afirmed, 243 F. 2d. 927 (5th Cir. 1957),
cert. denied, 355 U.S. 820 ( 1957).
11. —Farm units and eutries
Where there are on a project two farm
units (containing 69.95 and 56 acres, respectively, of irrigable land), and the project building charges have not been paid in
full for either, the owner of one unit will
not, if he purchases the other. be entitled
to receive ‘water for it, A maz;ah Johnson,
42 L.D. 542 (1913).
Two indiv]dualsj each of whom is holding under tie homestead laws an irrigable
farm unit (containing
104 acres and 77
acres, respectively, of irrigable land) for
which all building and betterment charges
have not been paid, may not acquire a
water right for an additiod
area of private
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its lien, it may receive a patent to one farm
unit for security’ purposes and may Nld attax sales for unlimited acreage for the purpose of protecting its lien and with the
intent of reassigning its interest to qualified
persons within, a reasonable time. James P.
Balkwill, 55 I.D. 241 ( 1935),
The two year limitation for the holding
of excess lands in section ‘3 of the Act. of
12. —Coalescence
of holdings
August 9, 1912, does not apply to irrigation
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section
districts which have bid in the lands at tax
12 of the 1914 Act deal specifically with
sales under the Act of August 11, 1916.
the breakup of pre-existing holdings, while
Glen L. Kimmel and Goshen Irrigation
the 1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant to
District, 53 I.D. 658 ( 1932).
the issue of the effect of excess land ImiAn irrigation district or other entity with
tations on the coalescence
of holdings.
simil~r powers may receive water for lands.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375,
acquired by foreclosure or other process of
376, 390, 404 ( 1961), in re proposed relaw for five years after acquisition as per-payment contracts for Kings and Kern
mitted by the Act of July 11, 1956, 70
River’ projects,
Stat. 524, Memorandum of Associate SolicThe term “excess land” m used in the
itor Weinberg to Acting Regional Solicitor,
Act of July 11, 1956, an act which provides
Denver, September 25, 1961.
that “excess land” acquired involuntarily
A person who involuntarily acquires lands
in certain cases may be furnished water
which become excess in his hands, cannot
for five years thereafter, means only lands
extend his eligibility to receive water beyond
which are excess after, but not before: the
the 5-year period provided by the Act of
acquisition. The purpose of the act 1s to
July 11, 1956, 70 Stat. 524, by executing “a
nrevent a sudden diminution in the urivi.–
recordable contract. Acting Solicitor Fisher
~eges respecting the land as the result of
Opinion, 68 I.D. 433,434 (1961) (dictum),
the transfer, not to enlarge the estate or
limited on other grounds, Deputy Solicitor
Weinberg
Opinion,
72 I.D.
245, 247
its privileges in the hands of the new owner
over that or those of the person from whom
(1965).
it was acquired. Memorandum of Ass~}ate
For purposes of the Act of July 11, 1956,
Solicitor
Fisher
to Regional
Sollclt~r,
an act which allows hds
that become
excess by virtue of certiin
involuntary
Sacramento, April 28, 1959.
The Act of July 11, 1956, does not
acquisitions to receive water for five years
thereafter, the date of the “acquisition”
apply in a case where the death of the
prior owner took place before the water
with respect to an heir or devisee should be
service contract was executed, because the
considered to be the date of death, whether
land was neither excess nor nmexcess when
or not the property is covered by a will and
acquired by the heirs or devisees. Memoirrespective of provisions of local law relatrandum of Deputy
Soficitor
Weinberg,
ing to the estate of the decedent. MemoDecember 10, 1965, in re Orlando trusts.
randum of Associate Solicitor Fisher to
There is no legal objection to the acquiRegiomd Solicitor, Sacramento, April 28,
sition of a water right by a water users
1959.
association or other corporation if it is not
Where one who has entered into a conotherwise disqualified under the excess land
tract to purchase privately owned lands,
laws by reason of ownership of other lands
title remaining in the vendor, files watertight. application and makes payments on
on which there exist unpaid betterment and
account of the construction
or building
building charges. However, the Department
charge, md all rights of the vendee under
has ruled as a matter of policy that water
the contract are reacquired by the vendor,
applications
will not be accepted
from
the latter is entitled to receive credit for
corporations,
Instructions,
42 L.D.
250
such payments and to complete the same
( 1913), Pleasant Valley Farm Co., 42 L.D.
upon
showing
proper
qualifications
to
253 ( 1913), unless the corporation acquires
acquire and hold, notwithstanding that the
a patent and water right solely to protect
transfer was the result of voluntary action
its security in a loan transaction and with
instead of foreclosure
proceedings;
prothe intention of reselling it at more provided, however, that if the original vendor
pitious times, Great Western Znsurance CO.*
is not so qualified he must within two years
A-16335
(February
8, 1932).
Consefrom reacquisition of the land, dispose of
quently, under this policy, where the Grand
such excess holding as directed by paraValley Water Users Association has acquired
graph 76 of the departmental regulations ~f
several farm units at tax sales to protect

land (78 acres of irrigable land )? owned by
them joindy or severally. on which charges
have not been paid. Keebaugh and Cook,
42 L.D. 543 (1913).
The owner of a homestead entry under
the Reclamation
Act is not qualified to
take by assignment another such entry.
Instructions, 46 L.D. 227 (1917).
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May 18, 1916. John Mulligan, 49 L. D. 155
(1922).
13. —Federal government
The
Federal
Subsistence
Homesteads
Corporation, being wholly financed and wntrolled by the United States Governrnent
and serving no function other than a~dmg
in the purchase of subsistence homesteads
by individuals as provided by section 208 of
the National Recovery Act, does not fall
within the category of corporations which
it was the intention of Congress should be
barred from acquiring or controlling lands
within Reclamation projects; nor does the
statutory limitation of individual holtilngs to
160 acres apply to such a corporation.
Solicitor Margold Opinion, 54 I.D. 566
(1934)4
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14. —Joint operations
A landowner may deed his excess acreage
to one of KIS children, or anyone else for
that matter, and arrange to operate the
alien.ated property with his own as one unit,
provided he has divested himself of ownership in good faith and the child or other
‘recipient of the property receives the full
benefits of tie operation of his own acreage.
Letter from Commissioner Straus to Senator
Joseph C. O’Mahoney, December 29, 1948.
Several farmers each holding 160 acres
may farm their lands jointly as a unit under
a proper mutual agreement, assuming al~
other requirements of Reclamation law have
been met. Letter from Commissioner Straus
to Senator Joseph C. OMahoney,
December 29, 1948.

Sec. 4. [United
States fiscal agents upon project+Public
record of payments to be kept—Authenticated
copies of records to be furnished. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to designate such bonded fiscal
agents or officers of the Reclamation Service as he may deem advisable on each
reclamation projeot to whom shall be paid all sums due on reclamation entries
or water rights, and the officials so designated shall keep a record for the information of the public of the sums paid and the amount due at any time on
account of any entry made or water right purchased under the reclamation act;
and “the Secretafi of the Interior shall make provision for furnishing copies of
duly authenticated records of entries upon payment of reasonable fees, which
copies shall be admissible in evidence, as ae copies authenticated under section
eight hundred and eighty-eight of the Revised Statutes. (37 Stat. 267; 43
U.s.c. ~ 545)
Sec. 5. [United States district courts &ven jurisdiction.] —Jurisdiction
of
suits by the Utited States for the enfomement of the provisions of this act is
hereby conferred on the United States district courts of the, districts in which the
lands are situated. (37 Stat. 267; 43 U.S.C. $ 546)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legisktive History. S. 5545, Public Law
256 in the 62nd Congress. S. Rept. No.

608. H.R.
No. 1032.

Rept.

No, 867 and H.R

Rept,

August

26,

1912
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ENTRYMEN

CERTIFICATES

ON

RE~AMATION

FOR

DESERT-LAND

PROJ~TS

[Extract from] An act mating appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations
the fiscal ‘year 1912, and-fo~ ‘pri~r years, and f~~ other purposes. (A;t Of Au~st
1912, ch. 408,37 Stat. 595. )

[Patents
reauired.
.

to
1—Any
.

deser~land
desert-land

e~trymen%

within*

reclarnxation

entrvman
,

whose

desert-land

for
26,

project*Proof
entrv

has

been

embraced within the exterior limits of any land withdrawal or irrigation project
under the act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, known as the
reclamation act, and who may have obtained a water suppiy for the land embraced in any such desert-land entry from the reclamation project by the purchase of a water-right certificate, may at any time after having complied with
the provisions of the law applicable to such lands and upon proof of the cultivation and reclamation of the land to the extent required by the reclamation
act for homestead entrymen, submit proof of such compliance, which proof,
if found regular and satisfactory, shall entitle the entryman to a patent and a
final water-right certificate under the same terms and conditions as required
of homestead entrymen under the act entitled “An act providing for patents
on reclamation entries, and for other purposes, approved August ninth, nineteen
hundred and twelve.” (37 Stat. 610; 43 U.S.C. $ 547)

*

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference in the Text. The act entitled
“An act providing for patents on reclamation entries, and for other purposes, approved August ninth, nineteen hundred and
twelve:’ referred to in the text, appears
herein in chronolo@cal
order.

Legisbtive
History. H.R. 25970, Pubhc
Law 340 in the 62nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1062. S. Rept. No. 1061. H.R. Rept.
No. 1254 (conference report).

August

1, 1914
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SETTLEME~

OF

WATER

RIGHTS

OF YAKIMA

INDIANS

[Extract from] An act making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes:
and for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915. (Act of August 1,
1914, ch. 222,38 Stat. 582)

[Additional

water

instalhnent-Plan
appearing
section
and

hundred

Yaklma

of the portion
bly entitled
and

of the natural

seven

authorized

and

cubic

feet

(Senate

directed

submitted

second,

to furnish

numbered
that

have

-It

created

under

River

having

June

thirtieth,

Three

hundred

the Indians

been

unjustly

to which

at the northern

of the
boundary

of the

deprived

they are equita-

only been allowed

the Secretary

first

Congress.]

approved

session),

of Washington,
of the Yakima

of
to

Commission,
act,

Document
second

of irrigation,
per

be

appropriation

Congress,
flow

to

Congressional

in the State

for the purposes

forty

etc.,

Ind~an

thirteen

Sixty-third

Reservation

Indian*Apportionment-Payment

of the @t

of the
and

tilrty-seven,

Yakima
distribution,

by the report

twenty-three

nineteen

to

for

one hundred

Interior
of said

is hereby
Yaklma

Indian Reservation, in perpetuity, enough water, in addition to the one hundred
and forty seven cubic feet per second heretofore allotted to said Indains, so tiat
there shall be, during the low-water irrigation season, at “least seven hundred
and twenty cubic feet per second of water available when needed for irrigation,
this quantity being considered as equivalent to and in satisfaction of the rights
of the Indians in the low-water flow of Yakima River and adequate for the
irrigation of forty acres on each Indian allotment; the ‘apportionment of this
water to be made under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and there
is hereby authorized to be appropriated tie sum of $635,000 to pay for said water
to be covered into the reclamation fund; the amount to be appropriated annually
in installments upon estimates certified to Congress by the Secretary of the
Treasury. One hundred thousand do~ars is hereby appropriated to pay the first
installment of the amount herein authorized to be expended, and the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby directed to’ prepare and submit to Congress the most
feasible and economical plan for the distribution of said water upon the lands
of said Yaklma Reservation, in connection with the present system and with a
view to reimbursing the Government for any sum it may have expended or may
expend for a complete irrigation system for said reservation. (38 Stat. 604)
*

*

+

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This section of the Act
is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Cross
Reference,
Appropriation
for
lddhiond
Water for Yakiia
Reservation.
rhe Act of July 1, 1940, 54 Stat. 707, authorized an appropriatbn of $800,000 tube
:rcdited to the reclamation fund to defray
:ost of additional water for Indian dlot267–067—72—voI. 1—15

ments of the Yakima Reservation. The 1940
Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Legislative History. H,R. 12579, Pubfic
Law 160 in the 63rd ~ngress.
H.R. Rept.
Nq. 199. and H.R. Rept. No. 914. S. Rept.
No. 519. H.R. Rept. No. 1007 and H.R.
Rept. No. 1031 (conference
reports). S.
Dec. 533 (conference report).

August

13,

1914
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ACT

An act extending the period of payment under reclamation
(Act of August 13, 1914, ch. 247,38

projects, and for other purposes.
Stat. 686)

‘

future

[Sec.

1. Payments

to announcement.]
terms
and

and

conditions

two,

entitled

of.’public
works

lands

person

thereto,
who

whose

“An

act appropriating

in certain

States

or entry,

charge

of said charge
five

remainder
paid.

The

be

per

tie

hundred

the sale and

construction

annual

installments

disposaI

of irrigation

thereof

reclamation

or supple-

law,

and

shall at the time of making
for his land

in fifteen

centum

shall each be seven per centum
first of

to as the

to the

nineteen

and acts amendatory

fixed

and shall pay the balance
each

from

to tie

subject

subject

as the case may be, pay into the reclamation

of the construction
shall

become

seventeenth,

the receipts

entry thereunder

of

which

June

to be referred

makes

rights—Entry

hereafter

and Territories

of arid lands,”

hereafter

under

lands

of the act approved

hereafter

application

per centum

charges

person

for the reclamation

mentary
tight

of construction
—Any

of

annual

tie

as an initial
installments,

construction

until tie whole
shall

become

fund

due

five

installment,
the first five

charge

amount

any

water-

and

the

shall have been
and

payable

on

Provided,
That any water-right applicant or entryman may, if he so elects, pay the whole or
any part of the construction charges owing by him witin
any shorter period:
water is available,
as
Provided further, That entry may be made whenever

Dec~ber

first of the fifth

calendar

announced

by the Secretary

the charge

per acre is established.

year after

of the Interior,.

the initial

and the initial payment

(38 Stat. 686;

43 U.S.C.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
The substance of this section is codified as sections 471 and 472, title
43, U.S. Code, but the la.fi~age is revised
to give effect to subsection F of the Fact
Finders’ Act, which changed the method for
~Yfi4annual
installments after December
“ lg22 Modification.
The Act of May 15,
1922, 42 Stat. 541, autho~izes the Secretary
of the Interior to enter mto contract with
any legally organized
~rrigation district
whereby the irrigation dlstrlct shall. ?gree.
to pay the moneys’ required to be pmd to
the Umted States, and in such event waterright applications on the part of landowners

installment:

~~471,

be made

when

472)

,,

and ent~men,
in. the. discretion of the
Secretary, may be dispensed witi. In the
event of such contract being made, the
Secretary in his discretion, may contract for
repayment as will best conform to the district and taxation laws of the respective
States under which the district is formed
and he may contract for penalties and
interest charges in case of de~iquency
in
payments m he may deem proper and consistent with such State laws, notwithstanding
sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this act.
The 1922 Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTE OR OPINION
1. Lands tiected
Upon acceptance of the Extension Act by
the filing of a wate~-right application, or
otherwise, the follomng described lands become subject to the provisions of section 1
of Sfid act, to wit: (a) Land in private
ownership which was not made subject to

the rechation
law prior to August 13,
1914; (b) public land entered not subject
to the re~hunatio.n law and not subjected to
said law after entry and before August 13,
1914. Such land is not considered public
land in” respect to water-right applications,
Form B of the application being used; (c)

Aupst
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pubfic land entered subject to the reclamation law on or after August 13, 1914. As a
generd rule, for land of this class, both
entry and water-right application tare initiated. simultaneously. Sometimes, howev~r,
entnes are permitted under the last proviso
of section 1 before pub~c notice is issued,
in which event, the order opening the lands
should specify a reasonable time after date
of pubE~ notice within which water-right
?PP1lcation must be made and the initial
installment paid. In each of the above cases,
Sec.
person

2. [Payments
whose

conditions

of

land
the

of

construction

or entry
reclamation
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charge 1s Payable at the tme of fihng waterright apphcation, and the second on December 1 of the fifth calendar year. For example,
if the initial payment was made December 2,
1914, the second installment would be payable on December 1, 1919. There can be no
accumulation of either construction or operation and maintenance
charges prior to
filing wate~-right application in these cases.
Instructions, 47 L.D, 285 (1919).

charges
shall

2

the ini{iaf installment o! the construction

has heretofore
law
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pay

under

existing

become

subject

the

construction

rights. ]—~ny

to the

terms

charge,

or

and
the

in twenty annual installments, the first of which shall b=ome due and payable on December first of the
year in which the public notice affecting his land is issued under ttis act, and
subsequent installments on December first of each year thereafter. The first four
of such installments shall each be two per centum, the next two installments shall
each be four per centum, and the next fourteen each six per centum of the total
construction charge, or the portion of the construction charge unpaid at the
beginning of such instalkents.
(38 Stat. 687; 43 U.S.C. S 475)

portion

of the construction

charge

remaining

unpaid,

EXPMNATORY NOTES
Cdlfication.
Section 475 of title 43,
U.S. ode.
dso includes section 14 of
this Act.
‘
1922 Mod%=tion.
The Act of Nfay 15,
1922, 42 St~t. 541, authoties the Secretary
of the Intemor to enter into contract with
any legally orgtii?ed
irrigation
&strict
whereby the irrigation district shall agree
to pay the moneys req~ired to be paid to
the United States, and m such event watertight applications on the part of landowners
and entryrnen, in the discretion of the
Secretary, may be dispensed with. In the
Noms
Construction
charge
cumulative
4
Lands affected
1
Lands not tiected
2
Non-residents
5
Water charges
3

installments

event of such contract being made, the
Secretary in his discretion, may contract for
repayment as will best conform to the district and t=ation
laws of the respective
States under which the district is formed
and he may contract for penafties and interest charges in case of delinquency in payments as he may deem proper and consistent
with such State laws, notwithstanding
sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Act. The
1922 Act appears herein in chronological
order.

OF OPINIONS
not

1. Lands tiected
All persons whose land wm, ptior to
August 13, 1914, subscribed to any reclamation project through the medim
of a
water-users’ association, an irrigation district, a trust deed, a water-right application,
a homestead entry, or any form of contract
or agreement with the United States under
the terms of which the United States may
at any time be required to deliver water
to said land, were subject to the terms and

conditions of the reclamation law within
the meaning of this section. Departmental
decision, October 17, 1914.
Lands of the State of Idaho and of
other States having similar laws prior to
August 13, 1914, in reference to the Feded
reclamation law, are subject to the
terms and conditions of the reclamation law
within tie meaning of this section. Departmental decisions, February 8, 1918, and
April 1, 1918, overruling departmental decisions, October 17, 1914, and January 14,
1915; C.L. 745 and C.L. 751.
2. Lands not affeeted
me foffowing-named lands are not subject to the terms and conditions of the
reclamation law within the meaning of this
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13,

1914

3

vialed by section 3 of the Extension Act
bemme effective. Public notices covering
lands subject to section 2 will not be issued,
as a rule, in tbe month of December. Section 9 of the. Extension Act does not apply
to lands subJect to section 2. InstructIons,
47 L. D.285 (1919).

section:
(a) Railroad lands unsold on or
before August 13, 1914, whether or not
affected by a declaration of the railroad
company that purchasers shall comply with
the terms of the reclamation law; and (b)
railroad lands sold on or before August 13,
1914, which on that date had not been included in a water-right appl~~ation duly
accepted.
Departmental
declslon,
January 14, 1915.

4. Construction
charge installments
not
cumulative
The Reclamation
Extension Act taken
as a whole does not require that installments of the construction charge, prior to
water-right application for either private or
public lands. be cumulative. Therefomj the
first installment upon a water-right application made under section 2 of the act will
fall due on December 1 of the year in which
apphcation is made. (Circular letter No.
516, September 2, 1915. ) See circular letter
No. 595, September 21, 1915, and paragraph 4, circular letter No. 603, October 7,
1916.

3, Water charges
Section 2 of the Extension Act specifically provides that the first installment of
the construction charge “shall become due
on December 1 of the year in which public
notice * * * is issued;’ The subjecting of
his land to the reclamation law is an agreement on the part of the owner or en}ryman to abide by the laws and regulations
issued thereunder. Such owner or e~tryman therefore has no right, after the Issuance of public notice, to defer the filing of
water-right application or to postpone the
payment of installments
of water-right
charges. Congress evidently had this thought
in mind in fixing tbe date so definitely.
This construction charge is due and payable on December 1, as stated in the law,
without reference to whether a water-right
application is filed, and if payment is not
made on that due date the penalties pre

5. Non-residents
Members of a water users association who
do not comp!y with the residence requirements of section 5 of the Reclamation Act
of 1902 may accept the extension act and
make payments thereunder, thereby avoiding the penalties provided therein, but may
not receive water for their lands. Departmental decision, May 5, 1915; C.L. 497.

of construction
charge+Cancellation
Sec. 3. [Penalties for nonpayment
and forfeitur*Action
for r~co~ery. ] —If any water-right app~cant or entryman shall fail to pay any installment of his construction charges *en
due,
there shall be added to the amount unpaid a penalty of one per centum thereof,
and there shall be added a like penalty of one per centum of the amount unpaid
on the first day of each month thereafter so long as such default shall continue.
If any such applicant or entryman shall be one year in default in the payment
of any installment of the construction charges and penalties, or any part thereof,
his water-right application, and if he be a homestead entryrnan his entry also,
shall be subject to cancellation, and all payments made by him forfeited to the
reclamation fund, but no homestead entry shall be subject to contest because
of such default: Provided, That if the Secretary of the Interior shall so elect, he
may

cause

and

penalties;

suit or action

tion and forfeiture
45 U.S.C.

to be ‘brought

but if suit or action
shall be suspended

~$ 478,480,

for the recovery

be brought,
pending

of the amount

the right
such suitor

to declare
action.

in default
a cancella-

(38 Stat. 687;

481)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification.
The first sentence of this
section is codified in section 478, title 43,
U.S. Code, with a sentence added to reflect
the amendment in subsection H of the
Fact Finders’ Act reducing the penalty to
one-half per centum for inst41men@ corn:

ing due after December 5, 1924. The second
sentence is codified in section 480, and the
proviso in section 481.
1924 Modification.
Subsection H, section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924, reduces the penalty of 1 per centum per
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month provided for herein to one-half of
1 per centum per month, as to all installments which may thereafter become due.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
1922 Modification.
The Act of May 15,
1922,42 Stat. 541, authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to enter into contract with
any legally organized
irrigation
d{strict
whereby the irrigation district shall agree
to pay the moneys required to be ptid to the
United States, and in such event water-right
applications on the part of landowners and
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entrymen, in the dis~retion of the Secreta~,
may be dispensed with. In the event of such
contract being made, the Secretary in his
discretion, may contract for repayment as
will best conform to the district and t~ation
laws of the respective States under which
the district is formed and he may contract
for penalties and interest charges in case
of delinquency in payments as he may deem
proper and consistent with such State laws,
notwithstanding sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6 of this Act. The 1922 Act appears herein
in chronological order.

NoTES OF OPINIONS
Right to declare forfeiture
3
Suit for water charges
2
When construction charges become due
1. When construction

charges become

1
due

Construction charges against lands subject to section 1 of this Act cannot become
due until after water-right application has
been made; as to lands subject to section 2
of this Act, construction
charges against
same become due on December 1 of the year
in which public notice affecting the land is
issued, and if not paid they accumulate
against the land. Departmental
decision
October 18, 1919; C. L. 852. C. L. 862
outlines the accounting procedure under
C. L. 852.
2. Suit for water charges
The provisions of sections 3 and 6 of the
Extension Act in reference to one year of
grace for the payment of overdue water
charges refer only to drastic remedies of
cancellation and forfeiture, and not to the
right to bring suit in a court for collection
of a water charge past due and unpaid.
Reclamation
decision, December 4, 1917,
U.S. v. Edkon E, Kilgore.

3. Right to decIare forfeiture
Inasmuch as Acts of June 17, 1902, and
August 13, 1914, dld not peremptorily declare in mandabory language that forfeitures
must be declared, or that they will necessarily result by operation of law as soon as
defaults in payments by water users on reclamation projects have occurred, it rests
within the sound discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior ti determine whether an
entryman may thereafter be permitted to
cure the default by payment of the charges.
~f~f:)mental
opuuou,
50 L. D. 223
The Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion? may follow the procedure outlined
in sections 3 and 6 of the Extension Act of
August 13, 1914, with respect to construction and operation and maintenance charges
more than one year in arrears, rather than
apply. to the courts under the forfeiture
provisions of the Act of August 9, 1912 (37
Stat. 265 ) ; i.e., the Secretary may cancel
the water rights in such cases and declare a
forfeiture of the reclamation charges theretofore paid, at the same time allowing title
to the lands to remain in the patentee or Kls
successor. Departmental decisi?n, January
16, 1928, Tieton division, Yaklma project,
C. L. 1689.

Sec. 4. [Restriction
on increasing construction
charge~Time
for paying
increase— Charges subject to certain conditions.]—No
increase in &e construction charges shall hereafter be made, after the same have been fixed by
public notice, except by agreement between the Secretary of the Interior and a
majority of the water-right applicants and entrymen to be affected by such
increase, whereupon dl water-right applicants and entrymen in the area proposed to be affected by the increased charge shall become subject thereto. Such
increased charge shall be added to the construction charge and payment thereof
distributed over the remaining unpaid installments of construction charges:
may agree that
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion,
such
ments,

increased
each

construction

of which

charge

shall

be paid

shall be at least equal

in additional

to the amount

annual

of the largest

installinsta~-

Au~st
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additional
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and

by the public

of the increased
payable

and payable:
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in section

three

theretofore
charge,

first of each

of the construction

Pro uided

be subject

notice

construction

on December

the final installment
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penalties,
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issued.

And

as so agreed
year

such
upon,

subsequent

under

to

such public

increased

construc-

and suit or action

43 U.S.C.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
19~2 Mo&fication.
The Act of May 15,
1922, 42 Stat, 541, authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to enter into contract with
any legally organtied
irri~atian dist~ct
whereby the irrigation distr~ct shall agree
to pay the moneys required to be paid to
the United States, and in such event watertight applications on the part of landowners
and entrymen, in the discretion of the Secretary, may be dispensed with. In the event
of s~ch contract being made, the Secretary
in h:s discretion, may contract for repayment
as will best conform to the district
and taxation laws of the respective States
under which the district is formed and he

may contract for penalties and interest
charges in case of delinquency in payments
as be may deem ?roper and consistent with
such State laws, notwithstanding sections 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Act. The 1922 Act
appears hereus in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision. The Act of
March 3, 1915, 38 Stat. 861, 43 U.S.C.
~ 470, provides that no work shall be undertaken or expenditure made which will increase an announced construction charge
until an agreement to repay the cost shafl
have been made in accordance with the provisions of this’ section. Extracts from the
Act appear herein in chr~nologicd
order,

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Change of payment date
Construction v. operation
Increase of costs
2

3
costs

1

1. Construction v. operation costs
Expenditures are properly chargeable to
“construction”
when they ( 1) are incurred
to construct an irrigation systm and put it
in condition to furnish and properly distribute water, ( 2 ) are made necessary by
faulty original construction in violation of
contract
and statutory requirements,
or
(3) are for the purpose of increashg the
capacity of the ongind system. On the other
hand, expenditures
are properly chargeable to “operation and maintenance” when
they are required to remedy conditions
brought about by the use of a completed
system or to maintain and operate it effectively for the end to which it is designed.
U.S, v. Fort Belkna@ Irr. Dist., 197 F.
Supp. 812, 819 (D. Mont. 1961).
The cost of raising a dike to cut off a spillway that ww never completed and never
used for 40 years is a “construction” expense
and may not be charged to defendant irrig=
tion districts without their consent. U.S.
v. Fo7t Belkna@ Irr. D&t., 197 F. Supp. 812,
821 (D. Mont. 1961 ).
When an irrigation system has been completed under the Reclamation
Act, subsequent construction of a arainage system to
remove injurious consequences of its normal

operation on the lands includes is chargeable to maintenance and operation rather
than to construction and section 4 of the
Reclamation Extension Act, preventing increase of construction charges when once
fixed except by agreement between the Secretary of the Interior and a majority of
water-right applicants and entrymen affected, does not apply. Nampa @ Meridian
lrr. Dtit. V. ~Ond, 268 U.S. 50 (lg25)
afirming 288 Fed. 541 (9th Cir. 1923), 283
Fed. 569 (D. Idaho 1922).
2, Increase of costs

Notice issued by the Secretary of the
Interior expresslylimiting measure of water
ri~ht.of water usersin Sunnysidedivision of
Yakima reclamation project to 3’ acre-feet
and providing that water in excessof 3 acrefeet fight be rented by water users and
money collected applied to payment of unsecured portion of reservoir system of
Yakima project was a nullity, as unauthorized and constituting an attempt to destroy
vested rights. Lawrence v. Southard, 73 P.
2d 722, 192 Wash. 287 (1937).
In a suit to aetermine whether an increase
in the construction charges, such increase
having been agreed to by a majority of the
water users, was a lien upon the land, the
cwrt hela that the lien extenaed to the increased charges ( Orland project ). United
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States u. Chas. L. Donohoe Co., 33 F. 2d
362 (N.D. Cal. 1929).
Where a contract between the United
States and a water users’ association provided that the latter should promptly collect
such charges as should be apportioned to its
shareholders, the fact fiat the cost was
greater than expected cannot be urged as a
ground for equitable relief. Yuma county
Water Users’ Assn. v. Schlecht, 275 Fed.
885 (9th Cir. 1921), ufirmed 262 U.S. 138
(1923).

Sec. 5. [Operation

and

charg*Secretary
or increase
tight

may

of charges. ] —In

applicant,

entryrnan,

shall also pay, whenever

charge~Basis

care

and

addition

water

and maintenance

maintenance

of the project,

service

under

of

or upon

is available

charge
or each

therefor—Minimu~

operation

~roject—Reduction

to the construction

or landowner

an operation
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3. Change of payment date
The Act of August 13, 1914, provided
for the payment of irrigation construction
charges upon a specified date, the only authority for change of which is contained in
the .4ct of May 15, 1922, and where the
latter act is invoked to change the date of
payment under a prior contract, the procedure prescribed herein must he followed
in order to give validity to the amended
contract.
Solicitor Edwards Opinion,
5G
L,D. 142 (1923).

maintenance

transfer
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water
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shall

and
be

season,

for the next irriga-

EJKPLANATORYNOTES
Codification.
The proviso in the first
sentence is codified in section 499, title 43,
U.S. Code. The remainder of the section
is codified in section 492.
1922 Modification.
The Act of May 15,
1922, 42 Stat. 541, authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to enter into contract with
any legally organized
irrigation
district
whereby the irrigation district shall agree to
pay the moneys required to be paid to the
United State?, and in such event waterrisht applicat~ons on the part of landowners
and entrymen, in the discretion of the Secre-

tary, may be dispensed with. In the event
of such c~tract
being made, the Secretary
in his discretion, may contract for repayment as will best conform to the district and
taxation laws of the respective States under
which the district is formed and he may contract for pentities and interest charges in
case of delinquency in payments as he may
deem proper and consistent with such State
laws, notwithstanding sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 of this Act. The 1922 Act appears
herein in chronological order.

NOTES o F OpINIONS
Operation and maintenance charges
1
Transfer of care and maintenance
2
Water users associations
3

1. Operation and maintenance charges
Expenditures are properly chargeable to
“construction”
when they ( 1) are incurred
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to construct an irrigation system and put it
in condition to furnish and properly distribute water, ( 2 ) are made necessary by
faulty original construction in violation of
contract and statutory requirements? or (3)
are for the purpose of increasing
the
capacity of the original system. On the other
hand, expenditures are properly chargeable
to “operation and maintenance” when they
are required to remedy conditions brought
about by the me of a completed system or
to mtintain and operate it effectively for the
end to which it is designed. U.S. u. Fort
Belknap Irr. Dist., 197 F. Supp. 812, 819
(D Mont. 1961).
In maKlng repairs and replacements
chargeable to “operation and maintenance”
the government is not limited to preserving
the status quo, but may, in the exercise of
sound discretion, utilize materials or equipment of an improved type or design. U.S. v.
Fort Belknap Irr. Dist., 197 F. Supp. 812
(D. Mont. 1961).
After the pa~sage of Section 5 of the
Reclamation
Extension Act, the Secretary
did not have the right to contract to deEver
water for a fixed char~e not to exceed a
certain amount per a~re. Ca7ruthe7s v;
Sunnyside Valley Irrigation Dtit., 29 Wash.
2d 530, 188 P. 2d 136 (1947).
Reclamation
law before passage of the
Reclamation Extension Act did not reauire
that the charge for operation and maintenance be based upon beneficial use as a
measure
of the value of the service
rendered, consequently prior contracts made
by the Secretary to deliver water at a fixed
charge were valid. Id.
Where water service is not available for
lands—as the trial court found to be the
case with respect to the right-of-way of the
Oregon
Short Line Railroad
Company
throu:qh lands of the Minidoka Irrigation
District, Minidoka project—an
assessment
against such lands is invalid. Oregon Short
Line R.R. Co, v. Minidoka Irr. Di~t., 283
Pac. 614 (Idaho 1929).
Where lands of an Idaho irrigation
district were included in a Federal reclamation project under a contract obliging the
Government to furnish water and construct
drainage works within the district, which
was done and the cost assessed as a construction charge. against al! the project water
users, the dlstnct agreeing that the project
lands in the dist~ict should pay the same
operation and maintenance charge per acre
as announced
by the Secretary of the
Interior for similar lands of the project,
held that tie project lands within the
district were liable with the ofier project
lands to bear, as an operation and maintenance charge, the cost of providing drainage
for project lands outside the district which
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were being ruined by seepage water from the
operation of the irrigation system. lVampa &
Meridian Irr. Dtit. v. Bond, 268 U.S. 50
( 1925), afirming 288 Fed. 541, 283 Fed.
569.
The operation and maintenance deficit
arising on the Belle Fourche project, South
Dakota, prior to the enactment of the Extension Act of Au~st
13, 1914, was not
extinguished by that Act and is collectible.
Solicitors Opinion, December 16, 1920, reprinted in Reclamation Record of February, .
1921, p. 75.
Azainst lands subiect to section 1 of this
Act,- operation and- maintenance
charges
cannot become due until after water-right
application has been made; against lands
subject to section 2 of this Act these charges
may accrue before making of water-right
application,
and accumulate
against the
land. Instructions, 47 L.D. 285 ( 1919).
Operation
and maintenance
charges
follow the same rule as construction charges
and do not accumulate against lands for
which water-right application has not been
made. C.L. No. 622, December 16, 1916.
The word “year” used in connection with
the o~eration and maintenance
costs is
the 1~ months ending with December 31.
C.L. No. 555, April 17, 1916.
2. Transfer of are and maintenance
The Secretary is authorized to transfer
without charge to the Coachella Valley
County Water District the care and maintenance
of 25 permanent-type
houses
erected by the United States on land
donated by the District. The houses were
used by construction workers in connection
with the construction of irrigation works and
are no longer needed for that purpose. In
view of the fact that the land was donated
and the permanent-type housing was constructed with the understanding that the
houses would subsequently be used by
District
personnel
when
the
District
assumed the responsibility for operation and
maintenance of the project, the houses may
properly be considered part of “project
works” within the meaning of Section 5 of
the Reclamation
Extension Act of 1914.
Disposition under section 203 of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act
of 1949 is not required. 35 Comp. Gen. 287
{ ~~~~), Yeversing 34 Comp. Gen. 374
The ~elationship of creditor and debtor
between the United States and individual
water users continues to exist after tbe care,
operation and maintenance of a project has
been transferred to a water users association or an irrigation district under the authority of section 5 of tie Reclamation Extension Act of 1914, but is terminated where
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contracts or amended contracts have been
entered into with an irrigation district pursuant to the Act of May 15, 1922. Soficitor
Edwards Opinions, M-1 1120 and M–1 2181
(April 17, 1924).
3. Water users associations
A contract made under the reclamation
act between the United States and an irrigation company on behalf of its stockholders for the furnishing of additional
water to the lands of such stockholders
from the Government reservoir, construed,
and held valid, and to authorize the charges
made against the company for maintenance
and operation. New York Canal Co. v.
Bond, 265 Fed. 228 (9th Cir. 1920).
Where irrigation districts subscribed for
stock in an association of water users on a
reclamation project entitlkg them to water,
the board of directors and the Secretary of
the Interior held authorized to release the
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irrigation districts from their subscriptions
and obligations to take water. Payette-Boise
Water User8 Association v. Cole, 263 Fed.
734 (D. Idaho 1919).
Where an irrigation district subscribing
to stock in ~ association of water uses on
a reclamation project was released from its
obligations by the association’s board of dzrectors, and though the other subscribers
learned thereof within a reasonable time,
no action to set aside the release was brought
for several years during which the district
landowners ceased to exercise any rights as
stockholders and were not recognized as
such, and the district issued bonds by means
of which it procured other water, and lands
in the district were bought and sold and
transfers thereof made, the members of the
association were chargeable with Iaches preventing them from attacking the release in
equity. Ibid.

Sec. 6. [Date when charges become due fixed by the Secretary—Discount
for prompt payment—Penalty
for nonpayment—Cancellation
for continued
arrear+Actions
for reeovery. ] —All operation and maintenance charges shall
become due and payable on the date fixed for each project by the Secretary of
the Interior, and if such charge is paid on or before the date when due there
shall be a discount of five per centum of such charge; but if such charge is unpaid on the first day of the third calendar month thermfter, a penalty of one
per centum of the amount unpaid shall be added thereto, and thereafter an
additional penalty of one per centum of the amount unpaid shall be added on
the first day of each calendar month if such charge and penalties shall remain
unpaid, and no water shall be delivered to the lands of any water-right applicant
or entryman who shall be in arrears for more than one calendar year for the
payment of any charge for operation and maintenance or any annual construction
charge and penalties. If any water-right applicant or entryman shall be one year
in arrears in the payment of :iny charge for operation and maintenance and
penalties, or any part thereof, his water-right application, and if he be a homestead entryman hk entry also, shall be subject to cancellation, and all payments
made by him forfeited to the reclamation fund, but no homestead entry shall
be subject to contest because of such arrears. In the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior suit or action may be brought for the amounts in default and
penalties in like manner as provided in section three of this act. (38 Stat. 688;
43 U.s.c. $$479, 493-97)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
The
provision
that no
water shall be delivered where an applicant
or entryman is in arrears more than one
calendar year in payment of annual construction charge and penalties is codified
in section 479, title 43, U.S. Code. The remainder of the section is codified in sections 493–9 7.
1924 Modification.
Subsection H, sec-

tion 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924, 43
Stat. 703, reduces the penalty provided for
herein from 1 per cent per month to onehalf of 1 per cent per month, x to all installments which may thereafter become due.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
1922 Modification.
The Act of May 15,
1922, 42 Stat. 541, authorizes the Secretary
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.of the Interior to enter into contract with
any legally organized irrigation
district
whereby the irrigation district shall agree
to pay the moneys required to be paid to
the United States, and in such event watertight applications
on the part of landowners and entrymen, in the discretion of
the Secretary, may be dispensed with, In
the event of such contract being made, the
Secretary in his discretion, may contract for
repayment as will best confom
to the district and taxation laws of the respective
States under which the district is formed
and he may contract for penalties and interest charges in case of delinquency in
payments as he may deem proper and con-
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sistent with such State laws, notwithstanding sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Act.
The 1922 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Relief to Water Users.
Temporary provisions authorizing the furnishing of water to landowners or entryme’n in arrears more than one calendar
yearj notwithstanding the provisions of this
section, were contained in Public Resolution No. 3 of May 17, 1921, 42 Stat. 4, and
in section 2 of tie Act of ~~arch 31, 1922,
42 Stat. 490, as amended by section 4
of the Act of February 28, 1923, 42 Stat.
1325. Each of these Acts appears herein in
chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Calendar year
1
Military service
3
Relief act
6
Suit for water charges
5
When charges due 2
Withholding
water delivery

4

1. Calendar year
The term “calendar year” as used in this
section refers to a period from ,January 1
to December 31, inclusive. Secretary’s decision, May 24, 1916; C.L. 564, June 6, 1916.
2. When charges due
A suit was brought by landowners to
restrain the Board of Directors of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District from including in its budget for the 1927 tax rolls tne
estimated cost of operation and maintenance for the ensuing year on the ground
that the district would not disburse such
amounts to the United States, under its
contracts and annual notices, until the year
following that in which the darges were
incurred, or the second ensuing year from
the one in which the budget in question
was made. The court sustained the action
of the Board and denied a motion for rehearing upon the District’s contention that
it was deemed sound business practice at
the time to anticipate the estimated operation and maintenance cost for the ensuing
year even though, under the practice then
prevailing, such amount would not necessarily be disbursed by the district during
that year. Sperry v. Elephant Butte Irr.
Djst., 270 Pac. 889.33 N. Mex, 482 ( 1928).
3. Military sekce
Under section 501, Act of March 8,
1918 (40 Stat. 440 ), penalties arising under this section upon prior defaulted construction or operation and maintenance
charges will not run during the period of
the military service. Departznental dwision,
47 L.D. 167 (1919).

4. Withholding
water delivery
Even if the Federal Government and its
a~ents must conform to the State laws in
the matter of initiating and perfecting appropriations from the nonnavigable stream
in Idaho, for an irrigation system constructed and maintained under the reclamation act, the manager of such Government
project may, as authorized by section 6, act
of August 13, 1914, withhold water from
land within the project whene owner is in
arrears for year for maintenance charge,
though under the general State rule, held
applicable . to Carey Act . companies and
other quaslpublic corporations appropriating water for sale, water may be refused only
in respect to charges for current expenses,
after demanding
payment
in advance.
Mower v. Bond, 8 F.2d 518 (D. Idaho
1925).
A lien on the crops of a landowner who
is delinquent in payment of charges is required as a condition to right to continue
to use water from the project. Ibid.
Where water is rented under a regulation
that the unpaid rentals upon the same land
for previous years must be paid, before water
is furnished, the regulation will be enforced
even after a change of ownership, the new
owner being required to pay up the water
rental charges incurred by the previous
owner before water will be’ delivered. Decision of First Assistant Secretary, June 18,
1935.
5. Suit for water charges
The provisions of sections 3 and 6 of the
Extension Act, in reference to one year of
grace for the payment of overdue water
charges, refer only @ the drastic remedies of
cancellation and forfeiture and not to the
right to bring suit in a court for collection of
a water charge past due and unpaid. Reclamation decision, December 4, 1917. U.S.
v, Edison E. Kilg{~re.
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his discretion, to’ furnish irrigation waterf
during the time specified therein, to landowners or entrymen who are in arrears for
more than one calendar year, and nothing
contained therein authorizes the extension
of time for the payment of such char~es,
Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Districts Nos.
1 and 2, 49 L. D. 301 (1922).

6. Relief act
The provisions of the Act of March 31,
1922, 42 Stat. 489, which fiords relief to
settlers on reclamation projects with reference
to operation
and maintenance
charges, simply relax the requirements of
section 6 of the Act of August 13, 1914, by
permitting the Secretary of the Interior, in

states

ACT—SEC.

paid

the mme.

to credit

over to an o%cer
(38 Stat. 688;

43

$ 477)
I{OTES OF OPINIONS

1. Contract
The Secretary of the Interior is au thorized
by the Reclamation Act of 1902 alone, and
certainly by the Warren Act of 1911, and
section 7 of the Reclamation
Extension
Act of 1914, to enter into a contract with
an irrigation district to furnish w:iter and
to join in the construction of a drainage
system. Nampa @ Mertd tan Irr. Dist. z,.
Petrie, 28 Idaho 227, 153 Pac. 425, 428
(1915).

Sec. 8. [Authority

to make regulations

and cultivation—Penalty
of

the

Interior

governing
and
of

may

the

three

governing

for noncompliance

with

is hereby

authorized

to

use of water

in the

irrigation

require

one-fourth

witiln

Where a contract between the United
States and a water users’ association provialed that the latter should promptly colIect such charges as should be apportioned
@ its shareholders, the fact that the cost
was greater than expected cannot be urged
as a ground for equitable relief. Yuma
County Water Users’ Assn. . . Schle.ht, 275
Fed. 885 (9th Cir. 1921), afirmed 262
U.S. 138 (1923).

the reclamation

the
full

irrigable
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seasons

for

make
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use of water,
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and
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rules
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reclamation,
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project,
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for agricultural purposes and the cultivation of onehalf the irrigable area within five full irrigation seasons after the filing of the
water-right application or ently, md shall provide for continued compliance
with such requirements. Failure on the part of any water-right applicant or
entryman to comply with such requirements shall render his application or entry
subject to cancellation. (38 Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. $ 440)
Sec. 9. [ Additiond
construction charges for certain lands. ~—In all cases
where application for water right for lands in private ownersltip or lands held
under entries not subject to the reclamation law shall not be made within one
year after the passage of this act, or within one year after notice issued in pursuance of section four of the reclamation act, in cases where such notice has not
entry,

and the reclamation
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heretofore been issued, the construction
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charges for such land shall be increased

five per centum each year until such application
ment is paid, (38 Stat. 689; 43 U.S.C. $ 464)

is made and an initial install-

NOTES OF OPI~IO~S

Date when increase attaches

law.” Instructions, 47 L.D. 285
C.L. 862, December 19, 1919.

2
Date when increase ceases 3
Purpose of section and lands fiected
Status of State lands
4

1

1. Purpose of section and lands tiected
Section 9 of the Extension Act is intended
to encourage the early filing of water-right
app~ications for land which has not been
subjected to the reclamation law. In the
Extension Act, Congress kept clear the distinction between the two classes of land involved, one subjected to the reclamation
law and one not subjected to that law. In
the former case Congress fixed a definite
rate when the first installment of the construction charge should become due md
provided a penalty of 1 per cent a month
for nonpayment. In the latter case, where
the lands were not bound by any prior
agreement, Congress provided the 5 per cent
increase in section 9 to induce early application, From a careful survey of the entire law
it appears evident that the app~cation of
section 9 is limited to lands in private
ownership not subject to the reclamation law
and to entries not subject to the reclamation law. Section 9, therefore, does not apply
to any lands under section 2, which section
deals exclusively with lands “subject to the
terms and conditions of the reclamation

( 1919);

2. Date when increase attaches
The date on which the increase in construction charges provided by this section
first becomes effective is the day next following the expiration of one year after date
of approval of the act, or one year after date
of pubfic notice, as the case may be. In the
former instance the increases accrue on
August 14. Reclamation decision, October
18, 1917, C.L. 704, supplementing C.L. 516.
3. Date when increase ceases
In the case of lands for which waterri~ht application is made under section 2 of
this act the 5 per cent increase in construction charses provided for by t~ls section
ceases when the water-right application is
made; but in cases where water-right application is made for lands under section 1, said
increase does not cease untti both the application is made and the initial installment is
paid.
Reclamation
commission
decision,
March 17, 1917, C.L. 640.
4. Status of State lands
School lands in private ownership as the
result of purchase from the State are not
subject to the penalty provided in section 9
of the Act of August 13, 1914. Benjamin
F. Newkirk, 46 L.D. 400 ( 1918).

Sec. 10, [Entries prior to June 25, 191&Disposal
of relinquished Iands.]—
The act of Congress approved February eighteenth, nineteen hundred and
eleven, entitled “An act to amend section five of the act of Congress of June
twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten, entided ‘An act to authorize advances
to the reclamation fund and for the issuance and disposal of certificates of indebtedness in reimbursement therefor, and for other purposes; “ be, and the
same hereby is amended so as to read as follows:
“Sec. 5. No entry shall be hereafter made and no entryman shall be permitted
to go upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the
Interior shall have estab~shed the unit of acreage per entry, and water is ready
to be delivered for the land in such unit or some part thereof and such fact has
That where entries
been announced by the Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
made

prior

to June

be relinquished,

twenty-fifth,

in whole

nineteen

or in part,

hundred

and

ten, have

the lands so relinquished

to settlement and entry under the reclamation
$$436, 437)

law:’

been

or may

shall be subject
(38 Stat. 689; 43 U.S.C.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
of

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
opinions for this section, if any, are

found under section 5 of the Act of June 25,
1910.

Sec. 11. [Furnishing
water before regular rates are fixed. ]-Whenever
water
is available and it is impracticable
to apportion operation and maintenance
charges m provided in section five of this act, the Secretary of the Interior may,
prior to giving public notice of the construction charge per acre upon land
under any project, furnish water to any ent~an
or private landowner thereunder unti such notice is given, making a reasonable charge therefor, and such
charges shall be subject to the same penalties and to the provisions for cancellation and collection as herein provided for other operation and maintenance
charges. (38 Stat. 689; 43 U.S.C. $ 465)
NOTE OF OPXNION
1. R~uction
of penalty
Subsection H of the Fact Finders’ Act,
which reduces from one to one-half per
cent per month the delinquency penalty

on all charges coming due thereafter, also
a.PPlies to rental charges fixed under section 11 of the Reclamation Extension Act
of 1914. Instructions, 51 L.D. 218 ( 1925).

Sec. 12. [Owners of private lands under new projects must dispose of excess
area-Lands
excluded upon refusal. ] —Before any contract is let or work begun
for the construction of any reclamation project hereafter adopted the SecretaV
of the Interior shall require the owners of private lands thereunder to agree to
dispose of dl lands in excess of the area which he shall deem sficient
for the
support of a family upon the land in question, upon such terms and at not to
exceed such price as the Secreta~ of tie Interior may designate; and if any

bndowner
the Interior,
construction.

shall refuse to agree to the requirements

fixed by the Secretary of

his land shall not be included within the projects if adopted
(38 Stat, 689; 43 U.S.C. $ 418)

for

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Cross Reference, Vafid Recordable Contracts. Section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of May 25? 1926, provides that
no water shall be dehvered to excess lands
if the owners thereof shall refuse to execute
valid recordable contracts for the sale of

such lands under terms and conditions
satisfactoV to the Secretary of the Interior
and at prices not to exceed those set by the
Secretary. The 1926 Act appears herein
in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Excess land laws
1—3
Assessments
3
Generally
1
Pre-existing holdings

2

1, Excess land bws<enerdly
The provisions of reclamation
law of
general application deding witi land limitations include section 5 of the Act of June 17,
1902, sectiws 1 and 2 of the Warren Act
of 1911, section 3 of the Act of August 9,
1912, section 12 of the Reclamation Extension Act of 1914, and section 46 of We

Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926. SoEcitor
Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496,501
( 1964), in
re application of excess land laws to private
lands in Imperiaf IrriWtion District, Solicitor Harper Opinion? M-33902
(May 31,
1945), in re application of excess land laws
to Coachella Vdley.
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section
12 of the 1914 Act dea~ speeificafly with
the breakup of pre-existing holdings, while
the 1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant
to the issue of the effect of excess land fimitations an the coalescence of holdings, Sec-
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tion 46 is an extension of the policy embodied
in section
12. Solicitor
Barry
Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375, 376, 390, 404
( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern ~ver projects.

of the project at the expense of purchasers.
Sohcitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 390
( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts
for Kings and Kern River projects.
3. _Awe~~ment~

holdings
2. —Pre-existing
The preconstruction requirement of see-’
tion 12 of the Reclamation Extension Act
of 1914 that owners of private lands agree
to dispose of all lands in excess of the “area
deemed sufficient f?r the support of a family,
was designed specifically to cope with the
special problem of initially brea~lng up excess holdings and of preventing owners of
excess lands from. profiting by the existence

A corporate landowner which, as required
by section 12 Of the Recl?mation !xtension
Act of 1914, agreed to dispose of lts excess
lands, could not, after construction of the
project, escape assessment of such lands by
an irrigation district under state law on the
grounds that its lands were not benefited.
Lincoln Land Co. v. Goshen Irr. Dist., 42
Wyo. 229, 293 Pac. 373 ( 1930).

Sec. 13. [Entries to be reduced to single farm unit+Time
for making
proof-Cancellation
of excess entrie+Issue
of patents—Assignments
restricted. ] —All. entries under reclamation projects containing more than one
farm unit shall be reduced in area and conformed to a single farm unit within
two years after making proof of residence, improvement and cultivation, or within
two years after the issuance of a farm-unit plat for the project, if the same issues
subsequent to the making ‘of such proof: Provided, That such proof is made
within four years from the date as anno~ced
by the Secretary of the Interior
that water is available for delivery for the land. Any entryman failing within
the. period herein provided to dispose of the excess of his entry above one farm
unit, in the manner provided by law, and to conform his entry to a single farm
unit shall render his entry subject to cancellation as to :he excess above ‘one
farm unit: Provided, That upon compliance with the provisions of law such
entryman shall. be entitled to receive a patent for that part of his entry which
conforms to one farm unit as established for the project: Provided further,
That no person shall hold by assignment more than one farm unit prior to final
payment of all charges for all the land held by him subject to the reclamation
law, except operation and maintenance charges not then due. (38 Stat. 690;
43 U.s.c. ~~ 435, 443)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Codification.
The last proviso is codfied
as section 443, title 43, U.S. Code. The rest

of the section is codified

as section 435.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Conformation
of entry
Fa~-unit
plats are a part of the public
notice tiecting same, and where such plats
are approved by the Secretary of the Interior
prior to date of the pubfic notice the latter
date controls, and entrymen who submitted
proof on or prior thereto will have two years
from the d?te of notice w~thin which to
conform their entries and dlspow of excess
lands under ttils section. Where proof is
submitted after date of public notice the
two years begin b run from tie date of such
proof, provided
that sae
is submitted
within four years from the date tied by the

Secretary when water will be available for
irrigation of the lands in question. Generaf
Land Office decision, March 28, 1917, Salt
River.
Where an enfryman of lands within a
reclamation pm~ect fails, after notice, to
conform his entrv to an established farm
unit the Secretar~ of the Interior has the
power to conform the entry. Mangus Mickelson, 43 L. D. 210 (1914 )..
Prior to the due estabhshrnent of farm
units and the confirmation of the particular
entry to an approved unit, proof of reclamation of the land embraced within the rec-
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lamation homestead entry under the national irrigation act of June 17, 1902, will
not be accepted. Charles A. Galtishu, 46
L. D.417 (1918).
In this case an original reclamation entry
was made in 1903 on lands embraced in a
secon’d-form reclamation
withdrawal,
the
entry was relinquished in 1905 and reinstated in 1915, but the announcement of
water availability was not made until 1947.
Meanwhile, in 1943 and 1944 the Secretary
Sec.

14.

months—Upon
ent~
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may

be

subject
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of the Interior granted permission to the
Federal Public Housing Authority to use
part of the Iand included in the entry for
a war housing pmj ect. Under these’ circumstances, the Secretary may exclude Lhe
housing project lands in establishing the
remainder of the ent~ as a farm unit where
the remaining lands are adequate to support
a family. David C. Caylor, A–25416,
60
I.D. 333 (1949).
of

payments
later, ] —Any

to the reclamation

to

be

made

within

person

whose

law who

desires

land

six
or

to secure

the benefits of the extension of the period of payments provided by this act-shall,
within six months after the issuance of the first public notice hereunder affecting
his land or entry, notify, the Secretary of the Interior in the manner to be, pres.
cribed by said Secretary, of his acceptance of all the terms and conditions of this
act, and thereafter his lands or entry shall be subject to all of the provisions. of this.
act: Provided, That upon, sufficient showing the Secretary of the Inteti,or may,. in,
his discretion, permit notice of acmptance of all the te~s and conditions ,of this
act to be filed at any time after the time limit hereinbefore fixed for filing such
acceptance shall have expired, conditioned, however, that where the ,,appficant
for such acceptance is in arrears on construction charges he shall at the time
of acceptance pay such installments of the construction charge as he would have
been rquired to pay had he, accepted this act within the time limit hereinabove
fixed plus the penalties that would have accrued had he so ac,cepted, and such
applicant shall thereafter be upon the same status that he would have been had
he accepted the provisions of this act within the time limit hereinabove fixed, and
thereafter the lands or entry of any such persons so filing such notice of acceptance
shall be subject to all the provisions of this act. (38 Stat. 690; Proviso added by Act
of July 26, 1916, 39 Stat. 390; 43 U.S.C. $ 475)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1916 Amendment. The Act of July 26,
1916, 39 Stat. 390, amended section 14 by
adding to it the proviso that appear!} in the

Sec. 15. [General
authorized to perform
may be necessary and
act into full force and

section. The
chronological

1916 Act
order.

appears

herein

in

authority. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
any and all acta and to make such rules and regulations as
proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this
effect, (38 Stat. 690; 43 U.S.C. ~ 373)
NOTE OF OPINION

1. Suspension of public notices
The Secretary of the Interior has no
general supervisory authority or authority
under section 441, Revised Statutes, under
section 10 of the Act of June 17, 1902,

or under section 15 of the Act of August 13,
1914, to suspend public notices issued under the reclamation law. In re Sho$hone
Irrigation
Project,
etc,,
50 L.D.
223
(1923).

Sec. 16. [Expenditures after July 1, 1915, limited to specific appropriation%
To be paid out of reclamation fund. ] —From and after July first, nineteen
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hundred and fifteen, expenditures shall not be made for carrying out the purposes of the reclamation law =cept out of appropriations made annually by
Congrtis therefor, and the Secretary of the Interior shall, for tie fiscal year
nineteen hundred and sixteen, and annually thereafter, in the regular Book of
Estimates, submit to Congress estimates of the amount of money necessary to
be expended for carrying out any or all of the purposes authorized by the
reclamation law, including the extension and completion of existing projects
and units thereof and the construction of new projects. The annual appropriations made hereunder by Congress for such purposes shall be paid out of the
reclamation fund provided for by the reclamation law. (38 Stat. 690; 43 U.S.C.
g 414)

.,
NOTES OF OPINIONS

Practicability
of project
Use of reclamation fund
1. Use of reclamation

2
1

fund

Moneys in the reclamation fund arising
from operation and maintenance charges,
regardless of date of payment or collection
thereof, can be made available for expenditure only in accordance with provisions
of section 16 of the Act of August 13, 1914.
27 Gomp. Dec. 849 (1921).

2. Practicability
of project
Section 16 of the Act of August 13, 1914,
did not relieve the Secretary of the Interior
of the duty imposed by section 2 of the
Act of June 17, 1902, to report at each
session of Congress “all facts relative to the
practica~llity
of each irrigation project,”
nor did it relieve him of the duty imposed
by section 4 of the Act of June 17, 1902,
to determine the practicabili~y of irrigation ~roiects before the Iettmz of contracts: 31 Op. Atty. Gen. 545 ( 1325).

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. S. 4628, Public Law
170 in the 63rd Congress. S. Rept. No.

312. H.R. Rept. No. 505. H.R. Rept. No.
1076 (conference report ).

October

5, 1914
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FOR
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AND

COMMUNITY

CENTERS

An act to authorize the reservation of pul)lic lands for country parks and community
centers within reclination
projects, and for other purposes. (Act of October 5, 1914,
ch. 316,38 Stat. 727)

[Sec. 1. Lands in reclamation projects reserved for country parks, public
play~ounds,
and community centers.] .—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to withdraw from other disposition and reserve for country parks,
public playgrounds, and community centers for the use of the residents upon
the lands such tracts as he may deem advisable not exceeding twenty acres in
any one township in each reclamation projector tie several units of such reclamation projects undertaken under the act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred
and two, known as the reclamation act. (38 Stat. 727; 43 U.S.C, ~ 569)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Cross Reference, Reservations for Town
Sites. Section 1 of the Act of April 16,
1906, 34 Stat. 116, authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to withdraw from public

entry any lands needed for town site purposes in connection with irrigation projects.
The 1906 Act appears herein in chronologicd order.

Sec. 2, [Free water supply—Reservations
to be used in perpetuity. ]-Subject
to the provisions hereinafter contained every such tract of kd
so set apart
shall be supplied with water from the Gvernment
irrigation system, the cost
thereof to be charged to the remaining lands of the project as a part of tie construction charge of such project, and shall be maintained and used in perpetuity
by the people upon said reclaimed lauds for a pleasure park, public pkyground,
and community center. (38 Stat. 727; 43 U.S.C. $ 569)
Sec. 3. [Contracts with irrigation organizations to maintain Iands so reserved
for purposes prescribed—Reversion.
]—For the purpose of carrying out and
effecting the objects of this act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
enter into a contract with the organization formed by the owners of the lands
irrigated within stid project or project unit pursuant to section six of the act of
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, stipulating and providing that
the organization will maintain and use such of the lands so reserved for the
purposes prescribed in this act as such organization may desire, and that upon
failure to so maintain and use such lands, or in tie event that same shall be
permitted to be used or occupied for other purposes than those stipulated in this
act, the control of tie lands shall revert to tie United States. (38 Stat. 728; 43
U.S.C. $ 569)
Sec. 4. [Disposal of lands not taken ‘within 10 year*Proceeds
covered into
reclamation fund. ] —Any of such lands not contracted for in accordance with
the provisions of section three d this act within ten years from the time water
is available for the same, or sooner, if the Secretary of the Interior may deem
it desirable, shall be disposed of in accordance with the public-land laws applicable thereto, and the proceeds
267–06 7—72—voI. 1—16
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cdlfiation.
The entire act is codified
as section 569, title 43, of the U.S. Code.
Supplementary Provision, Lot in Black
Canyon Unit. The Act of July 3, 1926, 44
Sta~ 890P extends the provisions of this act

to a 25-acre tract in the Black ‘Canyon unit
of the Boise project, Idaho.
Legislative History. S. 657, fiblic
Law
208 in the 63rd Congress. S. Rept. No. 85.
H.R. Rept. No. 426. H.R. Rept. No. 1121.

,January 26j 1915
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[Extracts from] An Act to estabfish the Rocky Mountain National Park in the State of
Golorado, and for other purposes. (Act of January 26, 1915, ch. 19, 38 Stat. 798)
[Sec. 1. Establishment of park—Use for reclamation project. ]—The tract
of land in the State of Colorado particularly described by and included within
metes and bounds as follows, to wit:
*
*
*

(Lega~ descri~tion
*
*

om~tted.)
*

*

is hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy,. or disposd under
the laws of the United States, and said tract is dedicated and’ set apart as a
public park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people of the United States,
under the name of the Rocky Mountain National Park: Provided, That the
United State: Reclamation .Sewice, may enter upon and utilize for flowage or
other purposes any area within said park which may be necessaV for tie development and maintenance of a Government reclamation, project. (38 Stat.
798-800; 16 U.S.C. ~,191)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference,
Water
and Power
Works Wi&~n National Parks or Monuments. The Act of March, 3, 1921, 41 Stat.
1353, requires the consent of Congress for
the construction of water and power facilities within a national park or monument.
Notes of Opinions following it should be
consulted with respect to the effect of that
act. The 1921 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference,
Federal Power Act.
Section 212 of the Act of August 26, 1935,
49 Stat. 847, the Federal Power Act, specifically provides that the Act of March 3,
1921, respecting water and power works. m
national parks, and any other acts relating

to national parks and monuments are not
affected by the 1935 Act..
Cross Referenee, Other Statutes Authorizing the Use of National
Parks for
Reclamation Purposes. The Act of May 11,
1910, 36 Stat. 354, establishing the Glacier
National Park; the Act of August 9, 19 i 6,
39 Stat, 442, establishing tie Lassen Volcanic National Park; and the Act of February 26, 1919, 40 Stat. 1178, establishing
the Grand Canyon Nationai Park each contain authority for certain reclamation activities within the Park. Extracts from each
of these Acts appear herein in chronological
order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Proceeds from lands
Reclamation
projects

2
1

1. Reclamation projects
The Act of March 3, 1921, 41 Stat.
1353, repealing the authority of the Federal Power Commission to grant licenses
for works in national parks and monuments
applles only to power. projec~, and does
not apply to reclamation proJ ects. Consequently, the 1921 Act does not repeal the
specific authority granted by the Act of
January 26, 1915, 38 Stat. 800, for the
utilization of Rocky Mountain
National
reclamation
Park for a “Government

project.”
38 Op. Atty. Gen. 310 ( 1935).
The tunnel under the Rocky Mountain
National Park? proposed as part of the
Grand Lake-Big Thompson tiansmountain
diversion
project
(later
renamed
the
Colorado-Big
Thompson
project ), is authorized by the proviso in section 1 of the
Act of January 26, 1915, 38 Stat. 800,
establishing the park; and this authority
was not repealed by the Act of March 3,
1921, 41 Stat. 1353, requiring Congressional authorization for water and power
facilities in national parks and monuments.
Solicitor
Margold
Opinion,
M–28081
(July 19, 1935).
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

1931 Amendment, Section 7 of the Act
of January 26,. 1931, 46 Stat. 1044, repealed the provision ori~nally contained in
section 2 authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior, in his discretion and upon such
terms as he may deem wise, to grant -sements or rights of way for steam, electric,
or similar transportation upon or across
the lands within the Park.
*
*
*

Reference
in the Text. The Act of
February ~teenth, nineteen hundred and
one, applicable to the lo=tion
of rightsof-way in certain national parks and the
national forests for irrigation and other
purposes, referred to in the text, appears
herein in chronological order.

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative

Histo~.

S. 6309, Public Law

~~~5in the 63d Congress.

H.R,

Rept. No.
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[Extracts from] An act mating appropriations for sundry citil expenses of the Govern.
ment for the fiscal year ending June tirtieth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, and for
other purposes. (Act of March 3, 1915, ch. 75, 38 Stat. 822)
%

*

*

~CLAMA~[ON

*

*

SERVICE

The following sums are appropriated out of the special fund in the Treasury
of the United States created by the Act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred
and two (TKirty-smond
Statutes, page three hundred and eighty-eight),
and
therein designated “the reclamation fund’:
[Damage papents.]—For
* * * payment of claims for damage to or 10SS
Of property, personal injury, or death arising out of activities of the Bureau of
Reclamation;
* * * (38 Stat. 85g)
EXPLANAlrORY NOTES
Provision Repeated; Evolution of Wording. A provision for the payment of damage claims has appeared in each annual
appropriation act for the Bureau of Reclamation beginning with the Act of March 3,
1915. The shortened form shown above
was first used in the Act of September 6,
1950, 64 Stat. 687. It has been carried in
each subsequent annual Interior Department Appropriation Act through fiscal year
1955, and thereafter in each annual Pubfic
Works Appropriation Act through the most
recent on;, the Act of Octobe~ 15, 1966,
80 Stat. 1008.
As first enacted in 1915, the provision
read: “payment of damages caused to the
owners of lands or private property of any
kind by reason of the operations of the
United Statesj its officers or employees, in
the survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of irrigation works, and which may
be compromised by agreement between the
claimant and the Secretary of the Interior.”
The appropriation act for fiscal year 1927
and subsequent acts inserted the word
“private
property”
and
“other”
before
added “or such officers as he may designate” at the end. The appropriation
act
for fiscal year 1939 and subsequent ac~
dropped the Imt clause “and which may be
compromised
by agreement between the
claimant and the Secretary of the Interior
or such officers as he may designate.” The
~PProPriation act for fiscal year 1948 and
~ubsequent acts revised the provision to
:ead “payment of claims for damage to or
LOSSof property, personal injury, or death,

arising out of the survey, construction, operation or maintenance of works by the
Bureau of Reclamation”.
The Act of September 6, 1950, substituted “activities or’
for the phrase “the survey, construction,
operation or maintenance of works by”.
Comparable Provision, Indian Irrigation
Projects. The Act of February 20,. 1929,
42 Stat. 1252, 25 U.S.C. $388, prowdes for
similar payment in connection with Bureau
of Indian Affairs irrigation works.
Remedy Solely Discretionary, The remedies provided by the appropriation
acts
and the Act of February 20, 1929, have been
construed to be matters entirely within the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
rather than statutory rights to compensation. Solicitor White Opinion, 60 I.D. 451,
454 ( 1950) ; Bill Powers, TA-271
(Ir.),
71 I.D. 237 ( 1964).
Procedures
for Administrative
Determinations. Each Regional Solicitor is authorized to determin~, under the annual
Pubfic Works Appropriation Act, claims not
exceeding $15,000 for damage to or loss of
property, personal injury, or death arisin~
from activities of the Bureau of Reclamation. The Regional Sohcitor is likewise authorized to make determinations for claims
under $15,000 arising from the survey, construction, operation or maintenance of irrigation works on Indian irrigation projects.
Appeal fies to the Solicitor, upon written
notice of appeal filed with the Regional
Soficitor within 30 days of receipt of the
determination. Solicitor’s Regulation No, 5,
amended October 5, 1965.
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Relation to Tort Claims. The annual appropriation acts, and the Act of February 20,
1929, 45 Stat. 1252, 25 U.S.C. $388, relating to cltims for damages caused by Indian irrigation projects, provide only for
the administrative determination of claims
‘which do not sound in tort, as the Federal
Tort Claims Act is considered to provide
the exclusive remedy for all tort claims. As
a matter of procedure, when a claim is submitted for administrative determination it
is considered under both the annual Public
Works Appropriation Act and the Federal
Tort Claims Act, to determine if a remedy
is available under either Act. For cases and
determinations involving tort claims, see the
Act of June 25, 1948, h~rein and notes
thereunder.
Relation to Claims for Taking of Prope~.
Where
the reclamation
activities
result in a “taking of’ property, rather thm
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in “damages to” property (admittedly a
difficult distinction to draw), the landowner
is entitled to just compensation under the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. If
such property is not acquired by the Bureau
of Reclamation by purchase or condemnation, the property owner may bring suit
under the Tucker Act in the Court of Claims
or the United States District Court. Selected cases are noted herein under the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, and
extracts from the Tucker Act appear herein
in the Appendix.
Editor’s Note, Annotations
of Administrative Determinations.
The annotations
of administrative determinations which follow should not be considered an exhaustive
treatment, as the proceedings in this field
are voluminous. However, an attempt has
been made to select illustrative decisions
spanning the range of fact situations.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Canal breaks
3
Canal seepage
4
Direct causation
1
Fire
14
Floods
2
Indian irrigation projects
7
Land purchase contract release clauses
8
Livestock losses 6
Property, what constitutes
12
Reservoir water releases and escapes
5
~~:~g anl~ bridges
15

tion act provision available therefor. C. E.
Burbridge, M–32045
(January 30, 1943).
Remvery for alleged damages was denied
when the cltimant failed to show by a fai~
preponderance of the evidence that alleged
contamination of his spring was caused by
an increase in the alkaline or salt oontent of
irrigation waters pumped, ‘(damages re.
su~ting from remote or consequent causes”
being he~d not to come within the purview
of the statute. Columbia Basin Orchar~
Co., M–3 1669 (November 19, 1942 ).

Subirrigated lands
11
~~;fe~
of facilities
13
.

2. Floods
The Government is not liable, under tht
Federal Tort Claims Act, for damage causet
to crops by a flood diverted to claimant’
land by the existence of a Bureau of Rec
Iamation canal because the original decisior
to build the Iaterds without placing CU1
verts under them was within the discre
tiona~ function exception of the Act. Thl
Flood Control Act, 33 U.S.C. ~ 702c, is al
immunity statut~, a~phcab~e only wher,
Iiatillity would exist mthout lt, and as ther,
was no liability, the Flood Cmtrol Act doe
not bar the payment of claims under th
Public Works Appropriation
Act. In thi
instance the flood waters would not hav
been diverted onto claimant’s land but fo
the lateral, thus tie damage done was th
direct result of ncm-tortious activities by th
Bureau of Reclamation. Claim allowed. Bi/
Powers, TA–271 (Ir. ) 71 I.D. 237 ( 1964)
Where flooding of land was the result c
a rainsfirm of unprecedented or cloudburst
like proportions, and not the result of
direct act or omission, or negligence in tb
construction, operation or maintenance C
a Cbainage ditch, claimants cannot remve

1. Direct carnation
The Government is not liable under the
Federal Tort Claims Act for property damage resulting from water escaping through
a sudden break in an irrigation canal which
was constructed according to plans prepared by engineers based upon the best
engineering
practices
available,
and inspected regularly with reasonable diligence
and skill after being placed in operation.
However, the Government at its discretion
may compensate injured parties in these
circumstances under the Interior Department Appropriation
Act whene the cause
of the damage is shown to be the direct
result of activities of the Bureau of Reclamation. Northern Pacific Railway Co., et al.,
T–560 (Ir.) (May 10, 1954).
Where action of claimant in removing
dirt from banks of irrigation ditch was
shown to have been a proximate cause of a
break in the ditch resulting in the flooding
of Ms land, no damages may be recovered
against the United States under appropria-
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from the Government for property damaged.
S, L. Tooke, et al., M–31871
(August 22,
1942).
No recovery may be had against the
United States where it was shown that the
operation of certain reservoirs of a Government irrigation project did not cause the
flooding of claimants’ lands during a severe
rainstorm but that in fact they reduced, impeded and retarded the flood waters of a
creek above the reservoirs; that large quantities of water were not suddenly released
from the reservoirs; that the reservoirs were
operated efficiently and in such manner as
to utilize the available storage capacity to
the fullest possible extent for the regulation
and control of the flood waters; and that but
for the reservoirs, the flood waters in the
creek, and the damage resulting therefrom,
would
have been appreciably
greater.
Lenora Simpson, et al., M–30564 (February
16, 1940).
Claims filed against the United States by
landowners on the west side of the Rio
Grande River who rdleged that the Alamo
levee, constructed by the United States in
1933 on the east side of the River, had
caused their lands to be flooded, were disallowed, the Under Secretary of the Interior
holding that the alleged damaged lands were
a part of the flood plain of the Rio Grande
.River which would be flooded independently of the Alamo levee, and that the
United States had a right to construct tie
levee to protect its property against floods
in the River even if such construction should
result in damage to the lands on the opposite
side of the river. Nor berto Butler, et al.,
Au~ust 29, 1935.
Floods of unprecedented occurrence and
volume are acts of God over which the Government has no control and for which it
cannot be held liable. Palmyra Longuemare,
et al., February 21, 1930.
3. Canal breaks
Damage caused by flooding when a canal
break ~curred
due to gopher burrowing
could not be compensated under the Public
Works Appropriation
Act since the break
was not directly caused by the activities of
the Bureau of Reclamation. Wilbur B. Casrady and Mary A. Cass&y, and Farmers
[nsuran.e Group, TA–235
(Ir. ), 69 I.D.
193 (1962).
When a canal dike breaks because of the
>ctivities of ground squirrels, the direct
:ause of the break is the presence of ferae
zaturae, over which the United States has
10 control, thus no liability can attach.
4nna Barnes, 57 I.D. 584 ( 1942).
Damages caused by water escaping from
t Government canal to railroad tresties and
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embankments is compensable
mdm
the
annual appropriation act as the direct result
of activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Northern Pacific Railway Co., et al., T–560
(Ir. ) (May 10, 1954).
Flooding caused by tumbleweeds, which
sank and rolled along the bottom of a
culvert of an irrigation lateral, clogging a
drain and causing claimant’s land to be
overflowed, was held to have resulted from
the manner in which the canal was maintained by the Government? to be “damage
duc to unavoidable causes in which the element of negligence does not appear,” and
claimant accordingly was permitted to retherefrom.
cover
for damage
resulting
Geor,qe H. Munro, M-3 1573 (January 24,
1942).
4. Canal seepage
When an award for damage to property
is rendered as a result of seepage from an
irrigation canrd, and that award is based
on the permanent depreciation in value of
the property due to the seepage, no additional award may be rendered Unless the
extent or intensity of the seepage has increased since the first award to a degree
which
has caused
further
permanent
depreciation in the value of the property.
Norma Streit, et al., T–1 100 (Ir. ) (February 4, 1964). For the earlier award, see
Arnold Streit, T–476
(Ir. ) (Supp. ), 62
I.D. 12 (1955).
Claimant contended that seepage water
from Bureau of Reclamation
ditches and
canals had rendered grazing land useless
and caused damage to cattle from falls
sufiered by ice fo~ation.
The record
showed several other sources for the seepage, however, namely heavy irrigation and
rainfall on adjacent upland farms and two
springs in the area; therefore the claim was
denied. The damages must be the direct
result of activities of the Bureau of Reclamation, which required in this context that
seepage water from project facilities alone,
without contribution from other sources, be
sufficient to cause the damage. Howard D.
Galletine, T–980 (Ir. ), 67 I.D. 191 ( 1960).
Claimant had conveyed the right of way
for a canal to the United States, which
subsequently caused damage to the basement of his home and his crops by seepage.
Upon a showing of damage directly caused
by activities of the Bureau of Reclamation,
measured by the difference in appraisal
value of the property with and without the
seepage condition, compensation was made
to claimant, past rulings to the contrary
being reversed. Arnold Streit, T-476
( Ir. )
(SUPP.), 62 I.D. 12 (1955).
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5. Reservoir
water releases and escapes
The claimant contended the formation
of accumulated
ice jams, caused by the
fluctuation of river flow in the winter resulting from irregular power releases made
through the powerplantj damaged his irrigation diversion dam. However, previous
ice jams had developed on the river during
periods of continuous water release from
the powerplant, ice jams had occurred during the same winter on nearby rivers with
no apparent relationship to continuous or
fluctuating
flows, and reservoir
intake
records showed the natural flow of the
river would have varied over 550 per cent
during the period the damage occurred.
Therefore, it could not be established that
damage to claimant’s dam was the direct
result of non-tortious activities of employees
of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Hanover
Irrigation Di$trict, TA–256
( Ir. ) (February 20, 1964).
Spillway gates at a Bureau of Reclamation
dam gave way, permitting a large volume
of water to escape from the dam. Failure of
the gates was traced to a defective anchor
bolt common to two of the gates, but even a
close inspecti~n would not have revealed
tie defect, therefore there was no negligence
on the part of the Government. An award
for damage claims for flooded lands could
be made from the current Interior Department Appropriation
Act ( 1951 ), however,
even though the damage occurred in 1942,
as Gon~ress has ~rovided no statute of
limitati~ns for th~s discretionary
power.
Solicitor
White
Opinion,
60 I.D. 451

(1950).
The Government was held not liable for
damage caused by flooding when an unprecedented accumulation and flow of heavy
ice loosened the structure and caused a dam
to break where it wm shown that the dam
was properly designed and constructed to
withstand such pressure as it would be likely
to meet based on past experience. Nashua
Booster Club, et al., M–30446
(September
13, 1940).
Where a large volume of water from a
reservoir was discharged in order to clean
and repair it, causing a greatly increased
flow of water in the river below the dam and
reservoir which overflowed the banks of the
river and resulted in damage to ownem of
adjoining lands, it was held that the one
was a direct consequence of the other and
that claimants could therefore recover. Dec.
Comp. Treasury, June 15, 1915.
6. Livestock losses
Claimant’s damages were caused by loss
of livestock through drowning in an unfenced irrigation canal. Applicable state law,
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which determined the result for a negligence
theory of liability under the Federd Tort
Claims Act, did not require a landowner
to fence hls land or be liable to the owner
of livestock injured while upon that land,
therefore the claim was denied under the
Federfl Tort Claims Act. A long-established
policy of the Department did not consider
livestock drowning in irrigation facilities
to be the direct results of Government
employees’
activity, thus the claim was
denied under the statute relating to claims
for damage caused by Indian irrigation
works. John C. Brock, TA–249
( Ir. ),. 70
I.D. 397 ( 1963). For other determinatl?ns
under
the appropriation
acts dennng
awards in cattle drowning cases, see Dale
Jones, TA-185
(Ir.)
(April 23, 19~g) ;
Ray Strouf. TA-180
(Ir. ) (FebruaW 6,
lg5g) : Alfred
Koeltzow,
TA–18
(Ir.)
(Jul~ 25, 1949).
7. Indian irrigation projects
The criteria for an award under the annual Public Works Appropriation Acts and
those for awards under the Indian project
act are the same, thus determinations made
under the one may be used as precedent for
the other. Therefore, a claim for losses of
livestock by drowning in an Indian irrigation project canal must be denied. John C.
Brock, TA-249
(Ir.), 70 I.D. 397 ( 1963).
Realignment of telephone poles brought
about through wind action after the footings
of the poles had been softened by submersion in water, and through the action of ice
formed during the winter in lifting the poles
from their settings, in an area inundated
by the construction of the Wild Horse Dm
on the Duck Valley irrigation project!
Nevad~, held due to direct acts of Bureau
of Indian Affairs employees in the survey
construction, operation or maintenance oi
irrigation projects for which damages wer<
recoverable
under the 1929 act. Elkc
County Telephone and Telegrahh Co., M31026 (January 17, 1941 ).
8. Land purchase contract release clause~
Where there was no indication that th,
original appraisals of a canal right of wa!
purchased by the Government were in
creased because of inclusion in the contrac
of a clause requiring claimant to accept th(
purchase price as full payment for all dam
ages, and no evidence that future damag
was within the contemplation
of eithe
party when the purchase price was fixed
then upon proof of damage by canal seep
age, compensation will be allowed. A molt
St7eit, T–476
(Ir. ) (Supp. ), 62 I.D. 1
(1955).
Notwithstanding
an agreement
in
land-purchase contract to accept the pm
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chase price as full payment for all damages
for ent~ upon the property and the construction? operation and maintenance
of
reclamation works thereon, a vendor may
be awarded damages under the provisions
of the annual Interior Department appropriation act when the contract gives the
vendor the right of possession until a certain date, and before that date the Bureau
of Reclamation
ovetiows
the land and
destroys the crops growing upon it. Ruth 0.
Wiles, T-462
(Ir. ), 61 I.D. 109 (1953).
9. Wells
Claimants
alleged
their water wells
went dry as a result of the construction of
a drainage ditch by the Bureau of Reclamation. The record showed the wells went
dry witiin a short time after the drainage
ditch was constructed, the wells had supplied water for several years before the ditch
was constructed,
substantial water was
encountered
during construction
of the
ditch past claimant’s properties, and the
water table had been lowered noticeably
since construction. This was enough to constitute a +rima facie case in favor of the
musal relationship between the ditch construction and the d~ing up of the wells;
and in the absence of rebuttal evidence,
and particularly because of the difficulty in
drawing
conclusions
with mathematical
certainty
regarding
subterranean
water,
this showing entitied claimants to recovery
under the current Public Works Appropriation Act. Ed Brewer, et al., TA-253
(Ir.), 71 I,D, 84 (1964).
10. Silting
Where silt, exposed by the lowering of
the water surface of a Bureau Reservoir,
was blown over adjacent lands by the prevailing winds, no claim for damage resulting therefrom could be allowed because the
damage was not the direct result of the
operation of Government employees. W. E.
Ba7tlett, et al.. 57 I.D. 415 ( 1941).
11. Subirrigated lands
Diversion by the Government of waters
>f a lakej thereby depriving meadowland
>f its mowture derived from subirrigation,
:ven though the land was not contiguous
:0 the meander fine of the lake, constitutes
L valid claim for damages within the con:emplatian of the appropriation
act pro~ision. However, where the meadowland is
Iamaged by the diversion of waters of a
ake, the landowner is not entitled to general
Iamages to his remaining lands, as incidental
o the damage to the former, if the latter
were not directly benefited by those waters
)rior to their diversion. George W. Mye7s
md Ltilie A. Myers, 49 L.D. 106 ( 1922).
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12. Property, what constitutes
Claimants sought damages because the
construction and operation of a reclamation
project had increased the volume of water
in a lake, thereby diludng its dissolved mineral content and making claimant’s business
of extracting salts from the water more ~pensive. The claim was denied on the
grounds no valid property right was damaged, since claimant had never appropriated
the dissolved minerals in the lake or obtained
a license or permit from the city or state for
that purpose. Roxie Thorson and Marie
Downs, T–71O (Ir. ), 63 I.D. 12 (1956).
13, Transfer of facilities
A damage claim submitted for seepage
from a canal which resulted in waterlogging
land belonging to claimants was undisputed
insofar as the damage or its cause was concerned. However, responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the structures was
transferred to the Department of Agriculture by agreements made under the Water
Conservation and Utilization Act, as soon
as the Bureau of Reclamation had finished
constructing the main and branch canals
and the Iaterafs. The Bureau of Reclamation’s origiti
plans called for construction
of drainage systems afso, anticipating the
seepage problem, but its responsiblfities for
construction were terminated before these
structures were built. Therefore, the funds
appropriated for the Bureau of Reclamation
should not be charged with damages resulting from a failure by other entities to fully
execute a plan of construction the Bureau
was not allowed to complete. Marilyrsn Truscott and Solveig C. Evans, T453
(Ir. ),
61 I.D. 88 (1953).
14. Fire
Claimant may recover damages from the
United States for property damage resulting
from a forest fire which occurred dufing the
construction of a reservoir where the forest
fire resulted from a shift of the wind during
land-clearing operations by burning and was
not due to negligence on the part of Government employees. The Shevlin-Hixon Co.,
58 I.D. 189 (1942).
Claimant may recover damages from the
United States for property damage where
during the burning of drv willows necessarv
to th~ maintenanc~ of an irrigation ditch &
sudden wind came up and carried the fire
into adjacent cut-over meadow lands. Race
Harney, M-31661
(February 4, 1942).
15. Roads and
Damges
for
public highway
sonnel in the
various units

bridges
the extraordinary use of a
bridge by Government percourse of constructing the
of the Kendrick
project,
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Wyoming,
are compensable
from funds
made available in the Interior Department
Appropriation
Act, 1954, for the payment
of claims for damage to property arising
out of activities of the Bureau of Reclarnation. The measure of damages for.injury to
a public highway bridge ordinanly is the
cost of repalrmg the injured bridge. How-%
+
*

ACT,

3, 1915

1916

ever, where the bridge is out of date and
has become a safety hazard because of the
extraordinary use which causes the d-age,
the estimated cost of repairs may be a.ppfied against the cost of a new bridge
designed to meet present day traffic requirements.
Claim of Natrona
County,
Wyoming, T-512 (Ir.), 61 I.D. 264 ( 1953).
-x

[Jackson Lake enlargement. ] —Jackson Lake enla~gement work, IdahoWyoming:
For maintenance, operation, continuation
of construction, and incidental operations, conditioned upon the de~sit of this amount by the Kuh
Irrigation and Canal Company and the Twin Falls Canal Company to the
credit of the reclamation fund, $476,000; (38 Stat. 860).
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. A similar provision
is contained in the Sundry Civil Expenses
*
*

Appropriation
Act for 1917,
July 1, 1916, 39 Stat. 304,
*

approved

[Expenditures
nd obligations not IO exceed appro~riations
or amount in
reclamation fund. ] —Under the provisions of this Act no greater sum shall be
expended, nor shall the United States be obligated to expend, during the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen, on any reclamation project appropriated for herein an amount in exce~ of the sum herein appropriated therefor,
nor shall the whole expenditures or obligations incurred for all of such projects
for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen exceed the whole amount in
the “reclamation fund” for that fiscal year. (38 Stat. 860)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision Repeated. A similar provision
is contained in each. subsequent annual
Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriation
Act
through fiscal year 1922, and each annual
Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act
thereafter through the Act of October 12,
1949,63 stat. 781.

[Interchange of app~opriati~ns.
shall be available interchangeably
named; but not more than ten per
priated for any one of said projects.

Cross Reference. Section
16 of the
Reclamation Extension Act of August 13
1914, 38 Stat. 690, provides tiat aftel
July 1, 1915, no expenditures shall be made
out of the. reclamation fund except out of
appropriations made by Congress. The Act
aPPears herein m chronological order.

]—T~n per c~ntum’ o; the foregoing amounts
for expenditure on the reclamation projects
centum shall be added to the amount appro(38 Stat. 861)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision
Repeated. This provision
is
repeated in each subsequent annual Sundry
Civil Expenses Appropriation Act through
fiscal year 1922 and each annuaf Interior
Department Appropriation
Act thereafter
thnough the Act of Octiber
12, 1949, 63
Stat. 781, with the following modifications:
*
*
*

The Act of May 24? 1922, 42 Stat. 586
and subsequent acts include additional au
thority for emergency repairs; and the Aci
of July 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 367, and sub
sequent acts. insert the’ words “for opera
tion and maintenance projects” after “fore
going amounts.”
*
*
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[No obligation increasing fixed construction charge permitted until agreement is made with water users. ] —No work shall be undertaken or expenditure
made for any lands, for which the construction charge has been fixed by public
notice, which work or expenditure shall., in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Interior, increase the construction cost above the construction charge so fixed;
unless and until valid and binding agreement to repay the cost thereof shall have
been entered into between the Secretary of the Interior and the water-right applicants and entrymen affected by such increased cost, as provided by section four
of the act of August thirteenth, nineteen hundred and fourteen, entitled “An act
extending the period of payment under reclamation projects, and for other
purposes.” (38 Stat. 861; 43 U.S.C. ~ 470)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
August thirteenth, nineteen hundred and
[ourteen, entitled “an act extending the
period of payment under reclamation proiects, md for other purposes”, referred to in
the text, is the Reclamation Extension Act.
rhe Act appears herein in chronological
>rder. Section 4 also imposes conditions on
ncreases in construction charges, and notes

of opinion are found thereunder.
Supplementary
Provision:
~epayment
Contract with Irrigation District. Section
46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of May
25, 1926? requires a repayment contract
with an irrigation district for all projects
constructed
thereafter. The Act appears
herein in chrowlogical
order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Increase of costs
Where construction of a new reservoir was
~ndertaken in violation of this provision, the
Yecretary of the Interior could not collect
:osts for unauthorized
construction
on

grounds of “unjust enrichment” of water
users. FOX v. Ickes, 137 F.2d 30, 7a App.
~g~. a4 (1943),
cert. denied, 320 U.S.
.

PROTECTION OF LANDS AND PROPERTY IN TI<E IMPE~AL

VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

For protecting lands and property in the Imperial Valley and elsewhere along
.he Colorado River, within the limits of the United States, against injury or
instruction by reason of the changes in the channels of the Colorado River-and
:he Secretary of the Interior is authorized to expend any portion of such money
vithln the limits of the Republic of Mexico as he may deem proper in accordance
vith such agreements for the purpose as may be made with the Repubfic of
Wexic~$
100,000, which sum shall be available for expenditure as soon as there
hall have been paid into the Treasury, by contributions from the Imperial Valley
rrigation district, an equivalent amount to the credit of the Secretary of the
:nterior, to constitute, with the amount hereby appropriated, the total sum of
;200,000, to be expended by him for the purposes herein described. (38 Stat.
)61. )
EXPLANATOIXYNOTES
Agreement and Report. An agreement
~etween William L, Marshall, representing
he Qvernment
and A, F. Andrade re)resenting interests in Mexico was approved
)Y the Secretary of the Interior Aprfi 2,
915. $100,000 was advanced by the Im~erial Irrigation District matching the Gov-

ernment’s $100,000. Report dated August
1, 1915, by General William L, Marshall,
was transmitted to Congress December 30,
1915,
House
Document
586—64th
Congress.
Cross References,
Appropriations
for
Protection
of Property
along Colorado
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River. The Joint Resolution of June 25,
1910,36 Stat. 883, which appears herein in
chronological
order, appropriates $1,000,000 to the President in similar terms for the
+
*
*
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protection of property in Imperial Valley
and elsewhere along the Colorado River.
See index under Colorado River and Imperial Valley for related material.
*
*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified.
Extracts
of this Act
shown here are not codified in the U.S.
Code, except that relating to an increase in
construction cost.
Etitor’s
Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 21318, Public
Law 263 in the 63rd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1365. S. Rept. No. 1000. H.R. Rept.
No. 1471 (conference report).

March
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LIEU

F~M

UNITS

IN CASES

OF NO~~IGABILI~

An act for the relief of homestead entrymen under the rechmation projects of the United
States. (Act of March 4, 1915, &. 182, 38 Stat. 1215)
[Relinquishment
of homestead entries under reclamation
act if land not
irrigable—Sdection
of farm unit in fieu-Residence
on original
entry
credited. ]—Any person who has made homestead entry under the act of June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two (Thirty-second
Statutes at Large, page
three hundred and eighty-eight ), for land believed to be susceptible of irrigation
which at the time of said entry was witJ~drawn for any contemplated irrigation
project, may relinquish the same, provided that it has since been determined that
the land embraced in such entry or all thereof in excess of twenty acres is not
or will not be irrigable under the project, and in lieu thereof may select and make
entry for any farm unit included wit~ln such irrigation project as finally
established, notwithstanding
the provisions of section five of the act of June
twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten, entitled “An act to authorize advances
to the reclamation fund;’ and so forth, and acts amendatory thereof: Provided,
That such entrymen shall be given credit on the new entry for the time of bona
fide residence maintained on the original entry. (38 Stat. 1215; 43 U.S.C. ~ 447)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference in the Text. Section 5 of the
Act of June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred
%nd ten, entitled “An Act to authorize ad/antes to the reclamation fundz” referred
:0 in the text, prohibits irrigation entries
:0 be made until the Secretary of the In:erior shall have established the unit of
~creage and fixed the water charges and

the date when the water can be applied
and made public announcement
of the
same. The 1910 Act appears herein in
chronological
order.
Legislative History. H.R. 19061, Public
Law 331 in the 63rd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1345. S. Rept. No. 1026,

NOTES OF OPINIONS
bsigmnent
of lieu unit
1
~onstruction charges
2
3xchange of patented uuit

3

[. Assignment of lieu unit
Where, prior to an exchange of reclamation farm units uuder this act the entryman
las, in connection with the original unit,
ulfilled the ordinary ‘homestead requirements and submitted proper proof thereof,
he lieu farm unit may be assigned, under
he Act of June 23, 1910, 36 Stat. 592 subect to compliance with the requirements of
he reclamation law as to payment, reclamation, and cultivation. Sarah E. Lewellen,
!6 L.D, 385 (1918).

2. Constmction
charges
When an entryman makes a new ent~
under this act, he may be allowed credit for
construction charges paid on hls originaf
entry. Instructions, 44 L.D. 544 (1915).
3. Exchange of patented unit
In decision of March 22, 1934, the First
Assistant Secretary of the Interior refused
to approve an exchange of patented lands
in the Frannie division for an unpatented
unit in the WiUwood division, Shoshone
project.

May’ 8, 1916
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AMEND

ASSIGNMENT

OF RECLAMATION
Am

HOMESTEAD

ENTRIES

An act to amend the act of June 23? 1910, entitled “An act providing that entryrnenfor
homesteads within the reclamation projects may assign their entries upon satisfactory
proof of residence, improvement, and cultivation for five yems, the same as though
said entry had been made under the original homestead
ch. 114, 39 Stat. 65)

act.”

(Act of May 8, 1916,

[Assignment of homestead entries within reclamation project~onfirmation of certain assignments made between June 23, 1910, and January 1,
1913. ]—The act of June twenty-third, nineteen hundred and ten (Public, Two
hundred and forty-three, Thirty-sixth Statutes, page five hundred and ninetytwo), entitled “An act providing fiat entrymen for homesteads within ~cl~ation projects may assign their entries upon satisfactory proof of residence,
improvement, and cultivation for five years, the same as though said entry had
been made under the original homestead act, “ is hereby amended by adding the
following proviso:
valid adverse interests any
“Provided, That in the absence of any intervening
=signment
Janua~

made

between

first, nineteen

has submitted

satisfactory

that the assignment
hundred
land

and

assigned

June

hundred

final proof

was valid

ten, is hereby
as under

twenty-third,
and

thirteen,
and

and under

confirmed,

the act of June

notwithstanding

that

the part assigned

was canceled

stid

original

entry

nineteen

hundred

of land

upon

the assignee

purchased

the act of June
and

the assignee

twenty-third,
from

=id

ten,

with

the belief
nineteen

shall be entitled
hundred

to farm
entry prior

and

the assignor

twenty-third,

nineteen

was conformed

and ehminated

and

which

units

to the
and ten,

and that

to the date of

final proof:
Provided further, That all entries so assigned shall be subject to the
firnitations, terms, and conditions of the reclamation act and acts aruendato~
thereof or supplemental thereto, and all of said assignees whose entries are hereby
the pr~f
her~ofore
confirmed shall, as a Condition to receiving patent, m~e
required of assignees.” (39 Stat. 65; 43 U.S.C. $ 442)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
E&ltor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of June 23, 1910.

Legislative
History. H.R. 384, Pubfic
Law 72 in the 64th Congress. H.R. Rept,
No. 127. S. Rept. No. 328.

May
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WATER
[Extract from] An
the Bureau of
tribes, and for
May 18, 1916,

RIGHTS

FOR

SALT

RIVER

I~IANS

act making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of
Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian
other. purposes, for the fisml year ending June 30, 1917. (Act of
ch. 125, 39 Stat. 123)

[Perpetual water r~hts fro:
Salt &ver pr~ject fo~ Salt River Indian+
Reimbursement—Initial
charges. ] —The Secretiry of the Interior is hereby
authortied and directed to provide for water rights in perpetuity for the irrigation
of sk hundred and thirty-one Salt River Indian allotments of ten acres each, to
be designated by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, water from works constructed waler the provisiou of the reclamation act and acts amendatory thereof
or supplemental thereto: Provided, That the reclamation fund shall be reimbursed there for upon terms the same z those provided in said act or acts for
reimbursement by entryrnen on lands irrigated by said works, and there is hereby
appropriated $20,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to pay the initial
installment of the charges when made folc said water. (39 Stat. 130)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This section of the Act
is not codified in the US. Code.
Legislative History, H.R. 10385,, Public

Law 80 in the 64th Congress.
No. 87. S. Rept. No. 244.

H,R.

Rept.

July 8, 1916
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ACQUISITION

OF PIPE-LINE,

ELEPHANT

BUTTE

RESERVOIR

An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to acquire certain right of way near Engie,
New Mexico. (Act of July 8,1916, ch. 227,39 Stat. 351)

[Conveyance
of right of way by Santa Fe Railway Company to Unites
Revision on abandonment.] —The Sec:State+Water
to grantor—Delivery—
retary of the Interior is hereby authorized to receive on behalf of tie United
States from the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company he conveyance of so much of said company’s pipe-line right of way from a point near
Engle, New Mexico, to the Rio Gmnde River as ~rill be fl~ded by tie E1ephant
Butte Dam; and as the consideration for such conveyance the railway company
shall be permitted to take from the water impounded above Elephant Butte
Dam now under construction by the Reclamation Service, and which will flood
such right of way, such quantity of water as the Secretary of the Interior may
find to be necessary for the operation of said company’s railway, but not exceeding thirty million gallons of water per month: Provided, That the Secretary of the
Interior shall at all times have authority to determine the times, place, and
manner in which said Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company shall be
prmitted
to take such water from said reservoir, and that all expense incident
thereto shall be borne by said railway company; Provided further, That neither
the United States nor its successors in interest shall be held liable for or obligated
to supply the water hereinbefore described, but in the event that the United
States or its successors in interest shall abandon tie use of the land upon
which the said Atchlsonj Topeka and Santa Fe Railway hm its said right of
way for a reservoir site as herein contemplated, said right of way, so far as the
mme may be conveyed to the United States hereunder, shall revert to the said
milway company. (39 Stat. 351)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Conveyance
and Consideration.
The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
Company
deeded April 5, 1918, to the
United States certain lands, a provision of
the deed permitting the Railway company
to take not exceeding 30 million gallons of

water from the reservoir per month in exchange for the lands conveyed. The deed
~~~pted
by the Department October 7,
Le&slative History. S. 1843, Public Law
145 in the 64th Congress. S. Rept. No. 81.
H.R. Rept. No. 525.

July
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ACCEPTANCE

OF EXTENSION

ACT

An act to amend section 14 of the reclamation extension act approved
(Act of July 26,1916, ch. 257,39 Stat. 390)

August 13, 1914.

[Acceptance of extension of payments to be made within six month~Upon
showing, may be made later. ] —Section fourteen of w act entitled “An act
extending the period of payment under reclamation projects, and for other
purposes,” approved August thirteenth, nineteen hundred and fourteen, be
amended so as to read as fo~ows:
“SEC. 14. Any person whose land or entry has heretofore bewme
subject
to the reclamation law who desirm to secure the benefits of the extension of the
period d payments provided by this act shall, within six months after the issuance
of the first public notice hereunder affecting his land or entry, notify the Secretary
of the Interior in the manner to be prescribed by said Secretary, of Es acceptace
of all the terms and conditions of this act, and hereafter his ,lands or entry shall
b@ subject to all of the provisions d this act: Provided, That upn sufficient showing the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, permit notice of acceptance of all the terms and conditions of this act to be filed at any time after the
time limit hereinbefore fixed for filing such acceptance shall have expired, conditioned, however, that where the applicant for such acceptance is in arrears on
construction charges he shall at the time of acceptance pay such installments
of the construction charge as he would have ‘been required to pay had he accepted this act within the time limit hereinabove fixed plus the penalties that
would have accrued had he so accepted, and such applicant shall thereafter
be upon the same status that he would have been had he accepted the provisions
of this act within the time hmit hereinabove fixed, and thereafter the lands
or entry of any such persons so fifing such notice of acceptance shall be subject
to d] the provisions of this act.” (39 Stat. 390; 43 U.S,C. ~ 475)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section 14 of the Act of August 13, 1914.

267–067—7-vo1.

1—

17

Legislative Hktory. H.R. 6057, Public
Law 167 in the 64th Congress. H.R, Rept.
No. 48. S. Rept. No. 318. H.R. Rept. No.
953 (conference r~rt).
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LASSEN

VOLCANIC

NATIONAL

PARK

[Extracts from] An act to establish the Lassen Volcanic National Park in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains in the State of California, and for other purposes. (Act of August 9,
1916, ch. 302,39 Stat. 442)
[Sec.

1. Park

land

selections.

lying and being

particularly

]—All

situate

described

sale,

reserved

under

set apart

the

as a public

of the people
nated
settle

of

park

of the United

reclamation

pieces,

and within

or

pur-

parcels

of

the boundaries

~9 Stat. :42)

%

withdrawn
the

for

tracts,

United

and

said

ground

under

+

settlement,

States,

or pleasuring
States

*

from

occupancy,
tracts

are

for the benefit

the name

disposal,
dedicated
and

and to be known

or
and

enjoyment
and

desig-

as the Lassen Volcanic
National
Park; and all persons who shall locate or
upon
or OCCUPY the same, or any part thereof,
except
as herein+ter

provided,
That

laws

o~itted,

*

and

certain

to wit:

desc~iption

*
hereby

those

in the State of California

as follows,

(L~gal

are

—Utilization

created-Rights-of-way

pose+Indernnity

shall be considered

nothing

entry under

herein

contained

t~sp~sers

and be removed

shall affect

the land laws of the United

any valid

~erefrorn:

existing

claim,

Provzdedj
location,

or

States or the rights of any such claimant,

locator, or entryrnan to the full use and enjoyment
of his land: Provided further,
That tie United States Reclamation
Service may enter upon and utilize for
flowage or other purposes any area within said park which maybe necmary for
the development and maintenance of a Government reclamation project; that
no lands located within the park boundaries now held in private, municipal,
or State ownership shall be tiected by or subject to the provisions of Itis Act:
And provided further, That no lands within the limits of said park herOby
created belonging to or claimed by any railroad or other corporation now having
or claiming the right of indemnity selection by virtue of any law or contract
whatsoever shall be med as a basis for indemnity selection in any State or Territory whatsoever for any loss sustained by reason of the creation of said park.
(39 Stat. 44243;
$4, Act of January 26,1931,46
Stat. 1043; 16 U.S.C. $ 201)

*

%-

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1931 Amendment. Section 4 of the Act
of January 26, 1931, 46 Stat. 1043, amended
this section by repealing authority ?;iginally
contained therein for the acq~lsltion of
rightsof-way for steam and elec~c radways,
automobiles or wagon roads.
Cross Reference,
Water
and Power
Works WitKln Natioml
Parks or Menu.
ments. The Act of March 3, 1921, 41 Stat.
1353, requires the consent of Congress for

the construction of water and power facilities within a national park or monument.
The 1921 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference,
Federal Power Act.
Section 212 of the Act of August 26, 1935,
49 Stat. 847, the Federal Power Act, specifically provides that the Act of March 3,
1921, respecting water and power works in
national parks, and any other acts relating

August

9, 1916
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VOLCANIC

to national parks and monuments are not
tiected by the 1935 Act.
Cross Reference, Other Statutes Authorizing the Use of National
Parks for
Reclamation Purposes. The Act of May 11,
1910, 36 Stat. 354, establishing the Glacier
National Park; the Act of Jmuary 26, 1915,
38 Stat. 798, establishing the Rocky Mountain National Park; and the Act of Feb.

NATIONAL

PARK
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ruary 26, 1919, 40 Stat. 1178, estabhshing
the Grand Canyon National Park each contain authority for certain reclamation activities within the Park. Extracts from each
of these Acts appear herein in chronologid
order.
Legislative
History. H.R.
348, Pubfic
Law 184 in the 64th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 749. S. Rept. No. 536.
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PUBLIC
An act to promote

LANDS

IN IRRIGATION

the reclamation

of arid lands.
39 Stat. 506)

(Act

DISTRICTS
of August

11, 1916, ch. 319,

[Sec. 1. Public lands within irrigation districts made subject to State law+
Benefits of State laws to be extended to holders of public land+Act
not applicable to districts with majority acreage of unentered lands. ] —When in any
State of the United States under the irrigation district laws of said State there has
heretofore been organized and created or shall hereafter be organized and created
any irrigation district for the purpose of irrigating the lands situated within
said irrigation district, and in which irrigation district so created or to be created
there shall be included any of the public lands of the United States, such public
lands so situated in said irrigation district, when subject to entry, and entered
lands within said irrigation district, for which no final certificates have been
issued, which may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior in the approval
by him of the map and plat of an irrigation district as provided in section three,
are hereby made and declared to be subject to all the provisions of the laws of
the State in which such lands shall be situated relating to the organization, government, and regulation of irrigation districts for the reclamation and irrigation
of arid lmds for agricultural purposes, to the same extent and in the same manner in which the lands of a like character held under private ownership are 01
may ‘be sub j ect to said laws: Provided, That the United States and all persons
legally holding unpatented lands under entry made under the public land laws
of the United States are accorded all the rights, privileges, benefits, and exemptions given by said State laws to persons holding lands of a like character undel
private ownership, except as hereinafter otherwise provided: Provided fu7ther:
That

this act shall not apply

age of unentered

land.

to any irrigation

(39 Stat. 506;

43 U.S.C.

district

comprising

a majority

acre-

~ 621)

EXPLAN>.TOR~ NOTE
1922 Supplementary
Provisions.
The
Act of May 15, 1922, 42 Stat. 542, authorizes the Secretary of the I,ntenor to
enter into repayment contracts with irrigation districts, and in such event water right
appbcatio?s on th~ part. of land owners and
entrymen, m the dlscr~tion of ~he Secretary,
may be dispensed with. SectIon 3 of the
1922 Act provides in part: “That upon the
execution of any contract
between the
United States and any irrigation district
pursuant to this act the pubfic lands ineluded within such irrigation district, when

subject to entry, and entered lands withir
such irrigation district, for which no fins
certificates shall have been issued and which
may be designated by the Secretary of tht
Interior in said contr~t,
shall be subjecf
to all the provisions of the act entitled ‘Ar
act to promote the reclamation of arid
lands; approved August 11, 1916: Provided.
That no map or plan as required by sectior
3 of the said act need be filed by the irriga.
tion district for approval by the Secretary oi
the Interior.” The 1922 Act appears hereir
in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Public hinds, what comtitutes
Lands witiin
irrigation district wtilch
were designated as pubfic or wKlch were
owned by the United States resettlement

administration were not “pubfic lands” sub.
ject to entry within Act of August 11, 1916
making such land subject to sate laws re.
lating to irrigation, and hence were not sub.

August

11, 1916
PUBLIC

LANDS

IN IRRIGATION

ject to assessment to pay debts of disttict,
notwithstanding state law (0. C. L. A, 125–
805 ) making pubfic land within irri~tion
district, whether entered or not entered, subSec. Z, [Irrigation
certified

to land

lien upon
tion

public

act. ]—The

canals,
other

ditches,

private
public

incurred

district

laws

ownership,
lands

may

shall

be equitably

legally

in said

covered
irrigation

charges

State+Charges

purchasing,

water,

with

all land~Certain

United

made

therefor—Limitation~Reclama-

acquiring,
sites,

in corinection

lands

included

reservoir

against

against
be sold

cost of constructing,
reservoirs,

property

irrigation

obligation

land~Lands
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ject to taxation for irrigation pu~oses. Buell
v, County Court of jeffe?son County et ~1.,
152 P. 2d 578 (Or.
1944),
rehearing
denied, 154 P. 2d 188.

costs to be apportioned

office+No

DISTRICTS

any

water

irrigation

apportioned

among

by unpatented
district.

or maintaining

right,

Officially

rights
project
lands

entries,

and

certified

the

of way,
under
held

or
said

under

unentered
lists of the

against the smallest legal subdivision of said lands
shall be furnished to the register and receiver of the land district within which
the lands affected are located as soon as such charges are assessed; but notiing
in this act shall be construed as creating any obligation against the United States
to pay any of said charges, assessments, or debts incurred.
All charges legally assessed shall be a lien upon unentered lands and upon
kinds covered by unpatented entries included in said irrigation district; and said
lien upon said land covered by unpatented entries may be enforced upon said
unpatented lands by the sale thereof in the same manner and under the same
proceeding whereby said assessments are enforced against lands held under private ownership: Provided, That in tie case of entered unpatented lands the title
or interest which such irrigation district may convey by t= sale, tax deed, or as
a result of any tax proceeding shall be subject to the following conditions and
limitations: If such unpatented land be withdrawn under the act of Congress
~f June seventeenth, nineteen hu:ndred and two (Thirty-second
Statutes, page
three hundred and eighty-eight), known as the reclamation act, or subject to
the provisions of said act, then the interest which the district may convey by
juch tax proceedings or tax deed shall be subject to a prior lien resewed to the
United States for all the unpaid charges authorized by the said act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, but the holder of such tax deed or tax title
resulting from such district tax shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges in
:he land included in such tax title or tax deed of an assignee, under the proviamounts

of charges

assessed

sions of the act of Congress of June twenty-third, nineteen hundred and ten
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page five hundred and ninety-two), and upon submission
:0 the United States land office of the district in which the land is located of
satisfactory proof of such tax title the name of the holder thereof shall be indorsed
~pon the records of such land office as entitled to the rights of one holding a
:omplete and valid assignment under the said act of June twenty-third, nineteen
~undred and ten, and such person may at any time thereafter receive patent upon
:ubmitting satisfactoV proof of the reclamation and irrigation required by the
:aid act of Congress of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and acts
imendatory thereto, and making the payments required by said acts. (39 Stat.
j07; 43 U,S.C. $$622, 626)
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codifimtion.
The first paragraph of the
:aboye section, and the clause down to the
semicolon of the second paragraph, are codified as section 622, title 43, Umted States
Code. The substance of the s~cond paragraph, beginning with “Said hen” in the
third line, is codified as section 626, title 43,
United States Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of Congress of June twenty-third, nineteen hundred
and ten (Thirty-sixth
Statutes, page five
hundred and ninety-two ), referred to in the
text, provides that entrymen for homesteads
within reclamation projects may assign their

entries upon satisfactory proof of residence,
improvement, and cultivation for five years.
The 1910 Act appears herein in chronological order.
-Cross Reference.
T=ation
of Entered
Lands. The Act of ‘April 21, 1928, provides
that lands of homestead entrymen under the
reclamation laws may be taxed by the State
or political subdivision after proof of residence, improvements and cultivation has
been accepted by the General Land Office.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Acquisition
by irrigation districts
Construction
with other laws
1
Tax deeds
2
Withdrawals,
dect
of 4

3

1. Construction with other bws
Neither the Act of April 21, 1928, nor
the amendatory Act of June 13, 1930, enlarges, abridges, or impairs the Act of August 11, 1916, in re irrigation districts in
their relation to the public lands of the
United States, and both the Act of April
21, 1928, as amended, and said Act of
August 11, 1916, may have harmonious
operation
within
their proper
spheres.
Re~lations
of General Land Office, 53 I.D.
418 (1931 ), amending Circular 1176, 52
I.D. 511 (1928).
2. T=
deeds
The regulation of the Secretary of the
Interior requiring filing in the local land
office of assignment of homestead entry
within an irrigation district, as authorized
by section 1, Act of August 11, 1916, was for
the benefit of the United States and its land
office only, and did not authorize subsequent purchasers of tax deeds to question
the validity of a previous deed for failure
to comply with the regulation. Clinton u.
Elder et al., 277 Pac. 968 (Wyo. 1929).
3. Acquisition by irrigation districts
Retention by an irrigation district of a
homestead bld in a tax sale should be limited to a reasonable time. Clifford H. Briscoe, 54 I.D. 256 ( 1933).
An irrigation district may bid in lands
within recl~ation
entries sold for charges
assessed by the district under the authority
conferred upon it by the Acts of August 11,
1916, and May 15, 1922, without limit as
to acreage and assign them to perwns

qualified to acquire them under the Act of
June 23, 1910, as amended, but patents
cannot be issued to the district pursuant to
such sales. Glen L. Kimmel and Goshen
Irrigation District, 53 I.D. 658 ( 1932).
The two year limitation for the holding
of excess lands in section 3 of the Act of
August 9, 1912, does not apply to irrigation
districts which have bid in the lands at tas
sales under the Act of August 11, 1916.
Glen L. Kimmel and Goshen Irrigation
District, 53 I.D. 658 ( 1932).
4. Withdrawals, effect of
A first form reclamation withdrawd
is
effective as to unentered public lands not.
withstanding the fact that the lands pre.
viously were approved by the Secretary as
being subject to the Smith Act. MacDonald:
69 I.D. 181 (1962) ~ overruling Bill Futts,
61 I.D. 437 ( 1954), m re desert land entrie:
within Imperial Irrigation District.
Where assessments were levied by ar
irrigation district under the Smith Act o
August 11, 1916, against unpatented land ir
an existing desert-land entry, the irrigation
district can enforce the lien arising from
such assessment by a sale of the land il
accordance with the provisions of the act
despite the cancellation of the entry and thf
withdrawal of the land under the Reclma
tion Act during the intervening period, be
cause the right of the district to enforce it
lien by sale of the lands is a “vafid existin{
right” not tiected by the withdrawal. Tht
purchaser of the land at such a sale ma:
obtain a patent to the land only if he sub
mits proof of the reclamation and irrigation
of the land, as required by the Reclamation
Act, and pays to the United States th
amounts required under that act. Georg
B. Willoughby, 60 I.D. 363 ( 1949).
Public land in a state irrigation distric
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under the Smith Act and burdened with an
obligation to pay a proportionate share of
irrigation charges is unaffected by the with-

November 26, 1934, which order declares
its operation as a land withdrawal is subject
to “existing valid rights.” Harley R. Black,

drawal

55 I.D. 445 ( 1936).
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Provided
}urther, That in those irrigation distric~ already organized and whose irrigation

works have been constructed and. are in operation as soon as a satisfactory map,
plat, and plan shall have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior, as in
this act provided, such entered and unentered lands shall be subject to all distiict
taxes and assessments theretofore actually levied against the lands in said district
and in the same manner in which lands of a like character held under private
ownership are subject to liens and assessments. (39 Stat. 507; 43 U.S.C. ~$623,
62j)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
This section, with the exception of the first proviso is codified as
section 623, title 43, United States Code,
The first proviso is codified as section 625,
title 43, United States Code.
1922 Supplementary
Provisions,
The
Act of May 15, 1922, 42 Stat. 542, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to enter
into repayment contracts with irrigation
districts and in such event water right applications on the part of land owners and
entrymen, in the discretion of the Secretary,
may be dispensed with, Section 3 of the
1922 Act provides in part: “That upon
the execution of any contract between the
United States and any irrigation district

pursuant to this act the public lands included within such irrigation district, when
subject to entry, and entered lands within
such irrigation district, for which no find
certificates shall have been issued and which
may be designated by the Secretary of the
Interior in said contract, shall be subject
to all the provisions of the act entitled ‘An
act to promote the reclamation
of arid
lands,’ approved August 11, 1916: Provided, That no map or plan as required by
section 3 of the said act need be filed by
the irrigation district for approvaf by the
Secretary of the Interior.” The 1922 Act
appears herein in chronological order.
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Sec. 4. [Record of approval in land offices. ]-Upon
the approval of the
district map or plat as hereinbefore provided by the Secreta~ of the Interior
the register and receiver witi note said approval upon their records where any
unentered or entered and unpatented lands are affected. (39 Stat. 508; 43 U.S.C.
$ 624)
Sec. 5. [Unentered lands not to be sold for taxe~Lien
to be continuing—
Payment to be made by entryman.]—No
public lands which were unentered
at the time any tax or assessment was levied against same by such irrigation di~
trict shall be sold for such taxes or assessments, but such tax or assessment shall
be and continue a lien upon such lands, and not more than one hundred and sixty
acres of such land shall be entered by any one person; and when such lands shall
be applied for, after said approval by tie Secretary of the Interior, under the
homestead or desert-land laws of the United States the application shall be
suspended for a period of thiity days to enable the applicant to present a certificate from the proper district or county officer showing that no unpaid district
charges are due and delinquent against said land. (39 Stat. 508; 43 U.S.C. $ 627)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Withdrawals,
effect of
Where assessments were levied by an irrigation district under the Smith Act of August 11, 1916, against unpatented land in
an existing desert-land entry, the irrigation
district can enforce the lien arising from
such assessment by a sale of the land in Xcordance with the provisions of the act,
despite the cancellation of the entry and the
withdrawal of the land under the Reclamation Act during the intervening period, be-

cause the right of the district to enforce its
lien by sale of the lands is a “valid existing
right” not tiected by the withdrawal. The
purchaser of the land at such a sale may obtain a patent to the land only if he submits
proof of the reclamation and irrigation of
the land, as required by the Reclamation
Act, and pays to the United States the
amounts required under that act. George B.
Willoughby, 60 I.D. 363 ( 1949).

Sec. 6. [Public lands sold under tax lien patented to purchaser—Payment
to United States of minimum price of $1.25 per acr+Qual&cations
and
limitation~Purchaser
to make complete payment within 90 days or land
may be purchased by another—Condition+Disposal
of vacant entered land. ] —
Any entered but unpatented lands not subject to the reclamation act of June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two (Thirty-second
Statutes, page three
hundred and eighty-eight), sold in the manner and for the purposes mentioned
in this act may be patented to the purchaser thereof or his assignee at any time
after the expiration of the period of redemption allowed by law under which it
may have been sold (no redemption having been made) upon the payment to
the receiver of the local land office of the minimum price of $1,25 per acre, or
such other price as may be fixed by law for such lands, together with the usual
fees and commissions charged in entries of like lands under the hommtead laws,
and upon a satisfacto~ sh~wing fiat the irrigation works have been constructed
and that water of the district is available for such land: but the purchaser or his
asignee shall, at the time of application for patent, have the qualification of a
homestead entryman or desert-land entryman, and not more than one hundred
and sixty acres of said land shall be patented to any one purchaser under the
provisions of Wls act.
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These limitations shall not apply to sales to irrigation districts, but shall apply
to purchasers from such irrigation districts of such land ‘bid in by said district.
Unless the purchaser or his assignee of such lands shall, witiln ninety days after
the time for redemption has eqired,
pay to the proper receiver all fees and
commissions and the purchase price to which the United States shall be entitled
as provided for in this act, any person having the qualification of a homestead
entryman or a desert-land entryman may pay to the proper receiver, for not more
than one hundred and sixty acres of said lands, for which payment has not been
made, the unpaid purchase price, fees, and commissions to which the United
States may be entitled; and upon satisfactory proof hat he has paid to the
purchaser at the tax sale or his assignee, or to the proper officer of the district
for such purcha~
or for the district, as the case may be, the sum for which the
land was sold at sale for irrigation district charges or bid in by the district at such
sale, and in addition thereto, the interest and penalties on the amount bid at the
rate allowed by law, shall be subrogated to the rights of such purchaser to receive
patent for said land.
In any mse where any tract of entered land lying within such approved irrigation district shall become vacant by relinquishment or cancellation for any cause,
any subsequent applicant therefor shall be required, in addition to the qua~imtions and requirements otherwise provided, to furnish satisfactory proof by certificate from the proper district or county officer that he has paid dl charges then
due to the district upon said land and also has paid to the proper district or county
officer for the holder or holders of any tax certificates, delinquency certificates,
or other proper evidence of purchase at tax sale the amount for which the said
land was sold at tz sale, together with the interest and penalties thereon provided by law. (39 Stat, 508; 43 U,,S.C. $ 628)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Withdrawals, effect of
Where assessmenfi were levied by an
irrigation district under the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, against unpatented land
in an existing desert-land entry, the irrigation district can enforce the lien arising from
such assessment by a sde of the land in
accordance with the provisions of the act,
despite the cancellation of the entry md
the withdrawal of the land under the Reclamation
Act
during
the intervening
sec.
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Se& 8. [Disposal of receipts, ]—All moneys derived by the United States from
the sde of public lands herein referred to shall be paid into such funds and
applied as provided by law for the disposal of tie proceeds from tie sale of
public lands. (39 Stat. 509; 43 U.S.C. ~ 630)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Popular Name. This Act is popularly
known as the Smith Act, being so named
for Congressman
Addison
T. Smith of
Idaho.
Transfer of Functions. References in the
text to “Receiver”
and “Register”
should
be interpreted as referring to the Secretary
of the Interior or an officer designated by
hii. The Acts of October 28, 1921,42 Stat.
208, and March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1145,
consolidated the offices of “Receiver”
and
“Register” in district land offices, and au-

thorized the President to appoint “Registers” of such offices. Reorganization
Plan
No. 3 of 1946, 60 Stat. 1100, abohshed all
Registers of the District Land Offices, their
functions to be perfomed
by the SecretaW
of the Interior or, subject to his directioq
and control, by such officers and agencies
of the Department of the Interior as he may
designate.
Legisbtive
History. H.R. 12365, Pubfic
Law 196 in the 64th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 458. S. Rept. No. 578.
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An act for the relief of certain settlersunder reclamation projects. (Act of August 17, 1916,
ch. 349, 39 Stat. 516)
[Certain settlers under Yuma
credited with previous residence

project allowed to make farm-unit
and improvements. ] —Repealed.

en~,

EXIJLANATORYNOTES
Statute Repealed. The Act of December 16, 1930, 46 Stat. 1028, repealed this
statute and other “obsolete sections and
parts of sections of the Revised Statutes and
Stitutes at Large.” Section 2 of the repealing act provides that: “Rights or liabilities
existing under the foregoing statutes or parts
thereof on the date of the enactment of
this Act shall not be affected thereby.” Before repeal, the statute read as fo~ows:
“Any person who has heretofore established
residence upon and improved any tract of
land within the irrigable area of the Yuma
reclamation project in Arizona withdrawn
from entry under the provisions of the

reclamation
law and acts supplementary
thereto and amendato~
thereof, and who
shall have made valuable improvements
upon such lands, and who has resided
thereon in good faith for two years prior
to the passage of this act, may m~e entry
for the farm unit upon which his residence
is established, and that such residence and
improvements
heretofore made shall be
credited upon his find proof.”
(39 Stat.
516)
Legislative HistoW. H.R. 10116, Pubtic
Law 212 in the 64th Congress. H.& Rept.
No. 654. S. Rept. No. 581.
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An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to sell the unsold and unappropriated
portions of lands within the town site of Newell, S. Dak., and for other purposes.
(Act of September 8, 1916, ch. 477, 39 Stat. 852)

[Sec. 1. Certain town-site lands in Newell, S. Dak., reserved for Belle
Fourche project— Remaining lands to be appraised and sold.] —The Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed h reserve and set apart such
portions of the unsold ,and unappropriated lands within the town site of Newell,
Butte County, South Dakota, as he deems necessary for administrative purposes
in connection with the Belle Fourche irrigation project, and after subdividing
the remaining portions of such lands into tracts tiat in hls judgment would
render the same mmt salable, and, appraising the reasonable value of each
such tracts, sell the same, for not less than tie appraised value, at public auction
to the highest bidder, on such terms and under such rules and regulations as he
may establish. (39 Stat. 852 )
Sec. 2. [$15,000 of proceeds to be special domestic water-supply fund for
Newell—Bdance
to reclamation fund.]—Of
the proceeds of such sales, after
deducting all expenses incurred in the subdivision, appraisement, and sde of
said lands, an amount not exceeding $15,000 shall be covered into the Treasury
of the United States in a special fund available only for expenditure by the
Secretary of the Interior to provide or assist in providing the said town of Newell,
Butte county, South Dakota, an adequate system of water supply for domestic
purposes, under such terms and conditions as may be provided by the Secretaq
of the Interior, or for such other and further public improvements as the Secretary
of the Interior and the municipal authorities of said town may agree upon. The
net proceeds of such sale in excess of $15,000, if any there be, shall be covered
into the Treasury of the United States and credited to tie reclamation fund
in accordance with existing law for the sale of town sites on reclamation projects. (39 Stat. 852)
Sec. 3. [Authority to make rules and regulations. ]-The
Secretary of th~
Interior is hereby authorized to make such rules and regulations as maybe neces.
sary for carrying into effect the provisions of this act. (39 Stat. 853)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This
in the U.S. Code.

Act

is not codified

Legislative History. HR. 12889, PubIi{
Law 285 in the 64th Congress. H. R. Rept
No. 657. S. Rept. No. 771.
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An act to provide for an auxiliary reclamation project in connection with the Yuma project,.
Arizona. (Act of January 25, 1917, ch. 20,39 Stat. 868)

[Sec. 1. Certain lands to be set apart and sold—Sale
Limitation as to works and water delivery—Determination

of water right+
of value and costs

by Secretary of the Interior. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
to set apart any lands in the State of Arizona heretofore or hereafter withdrawn
under the reclamation Iaw, in ccmnection with the Yuma reclamation project,
as an auxiliary reclamation project or unit, and sell, in tracts of such size as he
may determine of not more than one hundred and sixty acres to any one purchaser, the lands so set apart and believed to be susceptible of irrigation, at public
sale under suitable regulations, for not less than the reasonable value per acre
of the land plus the estimated cost per acre of reclamation works to be constructed for the reclamation of said lands, so set apart plus the proportionate cost
per acre of the works previously constructed and available therefor. That appurtenant water rights for lands in p:rivate ownership may be sold for not to exceed
one hundred and sixty acres to any one person at a pfice equal to the estimated
cost per acre of the works to be constructed plus tie proportionate cost per acre
of the works previously constructed and available for the lands, if any there be,
payment to be made under the same terms as for public land under the provisions
of section two. Final water-right certificate shall not be issued to such private
land until payment has been made in full. No works shall be constructed nor
water delivered through any of the works of the Yuma project for the irrigation
of any such private lands unless application has been made to purchase a water
right for such land under the terms and provisions of this section. The Secretary
of the Interior, at or prior to the time of salej shall fix and determine (a) the
reasonable value of the land per acre; (b) the estimated cost per acre of the
works to be constructed; and (c) the proportionate cost per acre of the works
previously constructed and available for the lands offered for sale. (39 Stat. 868)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Cross References,

Project
Boundaries
Modiied.
(1) The Act of June 13, 1949,
63 Stat. 172, severed certain lands from the
Yuma auxifiary project and IeWlly de~cribed the project’s boundaries. ( 2 ) The
~oundaries described by the 1949 Act were
modified by the Act of February 15, 1956,
70 Stat. l!, to exclude therefrom somt: two
lundred eighty-five and thirteen one..huniredths irrigable acres, more or less, which
~re legally described in the Act. Both the
1949 and the 1956 Acts appear herein in
chronological order.

Cross Reference, Appropriation and Repayment. Public Resolution No. 51 of
February 21, 1925, 43 Stat. 962, authorized
an appropriation
out of the reclamation
fund for operation and main~nance
and
completion of construction of the irrigation
system of the fit Mesa unit, Yuma auxifiary project, and also provided for the repayment
into
the fund
of
the amount
appropriated. The 1925 Act appears herein
in chronolo~cal
order.
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NOTE OF OPINION

1. Transfer of land to U.S.

dition that the purchase Drice of the reconveyed tract shall be ~pplied upon the
operation and maintenance charge of a tract
of land held by the grantor. Henry P. Bockrath,53 I.D. 617 (1932).

There is no authority of law and no regulation under the Yuma auxiliary enactment
authorizing the transfer to the United States
of a patented tract of land located within the
fimits of the Yuma auxiliary project on conSec.
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shall dso
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Provided, That any
person who has made an entry which is now valid and subsisting, or who has
a preference right to make entv, for any irrigable land embraced wifiin the
limits of the auxifiary project, may purchase said land at the price of $2.50 per
acre and shall be subject to the same payments for the irrigation works as is
required of persons holding private lands under the provisions of section one
hereof: Provided further, That the purchasers or owners of the land to be irrigated under said auxiliary reclamation project shall also agree to pay to the

United States the total actual cost of the works of said auxiliary reclamation
project in the event that the actual cost of said works shall exceed the estimated
cost thereof. (39 Stat. 869)
NOTE OF OPINION

1. Quafifimtions of purchasers
Under ttils act ~o qualification or hmitati~n shall be required of any purchaser or
patentee of public land except that he be
a citizen of the United States. A corporation cannot become a purchaser of public
land at the sale. A purchaser is not required to live on or in the neighborhood
of the land purchased. One who now holds
lands under a Federal irrigation project is
not barred from becoming a purchaser. Departmental regulations, October 3, 1919.

Section 2 of this act, which imposes the
qualification of citizenship upon “any purchazer or patentee” of lands within the
Yuma Auxifiary project? Arizon~ did not
contemplate the restriction of the right of
original entry or purchase to native born or
to those who had theretofore become citizens, but the conditions of the statute as to
citizenship are sufficiently met if, at the
time of the issuance of patent, the patentee
is a citizen of the United States. Departmental instructions, 48 L. D. 235 ( 1921).
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Sec. 3. [Auxiliary
reclamation
fund, ]—The
moneys received under Me
provisions of this act shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States and
be covered into a separate fund. known as the auxiliary reclamation fund of the
Yuma project, Arizona. (39 Stat. 869)
EXPLANATORYNOTE
Supplementary Provision: Disposition of
Receipts.
Section 4 (a) and (b) of the
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934,
48 Stat. 1224, 1227-28,
eliminated the
crediting of receipts to the separate appro,priation account for the Yuma Autiliary
Irrigation Project,. Arixona, and authorized
annual appropriations of equal amounts for
the same purpose. However, the Interior
Department Appropriation Act, 1936, contained the following provision:
“Provided
further, That notwithstanding
the provi-

sions of section 4 (a) and (b) of the Act
of June 26, 1934 (48 Stat., p. 1224), hereafter all moneys received under the provisions of the Act of January 25, 1917 (39
Stat., p. 868), as amended, shall be paid
into the Treasury of the United States
and be covered into the reclamation fund,
special fund, and any unexpended balance
in the auxifiary reclamation fund of the
Yuma project shall be transferred to and
consolidated with the general reclamation
fund * * *“ 49 Stat. 198 (1935).

Sec. 4. [Use of fund—Payment
of charges—Operation
and maintenance
of works to be turned over to landowners.] —The money in the said au~iliary
reclamation
struction
The

fund
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or completion
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Stat. 869)
13XPLANATORYNOTE

1918 Amendment. The Act of February
11, 1918, 40 Stat. 437, amended section 4
by striking the parenthetic phrme that appeared at the end of the first sentence which
read as follows:
“[to the extent of the

moneys received on account thereof in connection with the sde of the lands therein].”
The 1918 Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Use of fund
Under above act as amended by Act of
Februa~ 11, 1918 (40 Stat. 437), moneys
Teceived from the sale of public lands under
tie Yuma Mesa auxiliary project may be
utilized for the construction of the irrigation
works of said project, but rekbu.rsement
therefor must be made by the landowners

to the auxiliary reclamation fund. Congress
failed to make provision for the final disp~
sition of these moneys and they must remain
in said auxiliary reclamation fund after repayment, subject to such disposition as Congress may in the future make. Comp. Dec.,
May 10, 1921, and July 6, 1921.

Sec. 5. [Application of surplus funds. ]—Any surplus of funds paid on account
of construction remaining after completion thereof, and any money remaining in said separate fund known as the aufiliary reclamation fund tif the Yuma
project, Arizona, after completion of the said auxiliary project and titer Teim.
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bursement of the reclamation fund for the proportionate share of works built
by means of the latter fund shall be credited to the cost of Weration and maintenance of the works of the said autiliary project, and any balance thereof
on hand when the said auxiliary project is taken over, as provided in section
four, shall be paid to the contracting organization. (39 Stat. 869)
Sec. 6. [Reclamation
law applimble. ]—The provisions of the reclamation
act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation kw, shall be applicable
to such auxiliary project, except any portions of such acts as may be in conflict
with the provisions hereof. (39 Stat. 870)
Sec. 7. [Rules and regulations. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to perform any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations
as may be necessa~ and pr~er for the purpose of carrying the provisions of
this act into full force and effect. (39 Stat. 870)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Co&tied. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.

Legislative Histo~.
S. 5718, Public Law
293 in the 64th Congress. S. Rept. No. 580.
H.R. Rept. No. 1188

February

15, 1917
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An act to amend section one of the act of Au~st 9, 1912, providing for patents on reclamation entries,and for other purposes. (Act of February 15, 1917, ch. 71,39 Stat. 920)
[Issue of patents and final water-right certificates-Papent
in full required.]—The
proviso to section one of the act of August ninth, nineteen
hundred and twelve (Thirty-seventh Statutes, page two hundred and sixty-five),
entitled “An act providing for patents on reclamation entries, and for other
purposes,” is amended to read as follows:
“Provided, That no such patent or final water-right certificate shall issue
until after the payment of all sums due the United States on account of such land
or water right at the time of the submission of proof entitling the homestead or
desert-land entryman to such patent or the purchaser to such final water-right
certificate.” (39 Stat. 920; 43 U.S.C. ~ 541)
ExP~ANA~oRY NOTES
E~ltor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section 1
of the Act of August 9, 1912.

267–067—72—voI. 1—18

Legislative History. S. 5014, Public Law
322 in the 64th Congress. S. Rept. No. 484.
H.R. Rept. No. 1141.
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~Extract from] An act to provide for the control of the floods of the Mississippi River and
of the Sacramento River, California, and for other purposes, (Act of March 1, 1917,
ch. 144, 39 Stat. 948)
+
*
*
*
*
Sec. 3. [Participation by other departments in flood control studies.] * * *.
All examinations and surveys of projects relating to flood control shall include a
comprehensive study of the watershed or watersheds, and the report thereon in
addition to any other matter upon which a report is required shall give such
data as it may be practicable to secure in regard to (a) the extent and character
of the area to be affected by the proposed improvement;
(b) the probable effect
upon any navigable water or waterway; (c) the possible economical development
and utilization of water power; and (d) such other uses as may be properly
related to or coordinated with the project. And the heads of the several departments of the Government may, in their discretion, and shall upon the request
of the Secretary of War, detail representatives from their respective departments
to assist the Engineers of the Army in the study and examination of such watersheds, to the end that duplication of work may be avoided and the various services
of the Government economically coordinated therein: * * *. (39 Stat. 950;
33 U.s.c.
$ 701)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification. Section 701 of title 33, U.S.
Code, includes the full text of section 3 of
the 1917 Act.

Legislative History. H.R. 14777, Public
Law 367 in the 64th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 616. S. Rept. No. 891.

LNOTEOF OPiNION

1. Interior Department studies
The Secretaryof the Interior has implied
authority under section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944 to conduct studies on power
marketing in those areas respecting which
the Army Engineersare concluding surveys
looking toward possible reservoir developments. The Secretary also has express au-

thority under section 3 of the F1ood Control
Act of March 1, 1917 to detail departmental
representatives to assist the Army Engineers
in the study and examination of w-atersheds.
Solicitor White Opinion, M–36080
(May
16, 195 1), in re power study in the New
England-New York area.
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{Extracts from] An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, and for
other purposes. (Act of June 12, 1917, ch. 27, 40 Stat. 105)
*

[King Hill project. ~—King*Hill project, Idaho. For ~eginning construction,
maintenance, operation, and incidental operations, $200,000: Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be expended until the Secretary of the Interior
shall have determined that the said King Hill project is practicable, as provided
by section four of the Act approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and
two, known as the reclamation Act, and shall have adopted the said project
under and subject to the provisions and conditions of the said reclamation Act.
(40 Stat. 148)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Subsequent Provisions in Appropriation
Acts. Special provisions relating to the
King Hill project appear in subsequent appropriation acts as follows: Act of July 1,
1918, 40 Stat. 674, for purposes of issuing
patents, U.S. reclamation is equivalent to
Idaho reclamation under the Carey Act;
Act of July 19, 1919, 41 Stat. 200, no expenditure if lands released from assessments
without consent of Secretm~; Act of June 5,
1920, 41 Stat. 914, limitation on total expenditures; Act of May 10, 1926, 44 Stat.
480, moneys advanced by District available
for expenditure. The excerpt from the 1918
Act appears herein in chronological order.

Termination of Project. The K,ng Hill
project was dficult
and costly to operate.
In 1929 a committee which made an economic survey of certain reclamation projects
concluded that the Kifig Hill project was an
insolvent enterprise and recommended that
no further expenditures be made. The Act
of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat. 980, authorized
the Secretary to enter into a contract with
the King Hill Irrigation District, by which
the district and the United States would
rescind previous agreements and be released
from all obligations. The United States entered into such a contract on September 28,
1934. The 1934 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
*

[Rio Grande proj~ct.]—R~o
Gran~e proj~ct, New Mexico-Texas:
For
maintenance, operation, continuation of construction, and incidenti
operations,
$648,000, together with the unexpended balance of the sum appropriated for
this project for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and seventeen: Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be expended for drainage except in irrigation
districts formed under State laws ad upon the execution of agreements for the
repayment to the United States of all project investments. (40 Stat. 148)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision Repeated. A similar proviso is
contained in the Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriation Acts of July 1, 1918, 40 Stat.
674, and July 19, 1919, 41 Stat. 201.
1917 Modifimtion.
The Act of October
6, 1917, 40 Stat. 426, authorizes the Secretary to expend $15,000 in the State of New
*
+
*

Mexico pending formation of an irrigation
district and to expend in Texas such amount
within the limit of available appropriations
as the existing district may obligate itself to
repay. The modifying act appears herein in
chronological order.
*

*
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[$1,000,000 annually to be paid from reclamation fund to general funds in
Treasury. ]-The
Act of June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten (Thirtysixth Statutes, page eight hundred and thirty-five ), is amended to provide that
reimbursement of the moneys advanced under the provisions of that act shall be
made by transferring annually tie sum of $1,000,000 from the reclamation fund
to the general funds in the Treasury, beginning July first, nineteen hundred and
twenty, and continuing until full reimbursement has been made. (40 Stat. 149)
EXPLANATORYNOTE

Supplementary Provisions: Moratoria on
Repayment, Final Reimbursement. The
Act of February 6, 193!, contains a provision granting a moratormm of two years in
repayment of money advanced to the reclamation fund by the Act of June 25, 1910, as
amended by the above provision. Further
postponement of repayment until 1938 was
made by the Acts of April 1, 1932, March 3,

1933, and June 22, 1936. A complete reimbursement to the Treasury of funds advanced to the Reclamation Fund under the
provisions of the Acts of June 25, 1910, and
March 3, 1931, as amended, was effected
by the Act of May 9, 1938. Each of these
provisions, except that contained in the
1936 Act, appears herein in chronological
order.

[Application
of moneys refunded or received. ]—All moneys heretofore or
hereafter refunded or received in connection with operations under the reclamation law, except repayments of construction and operation and maintenance
charges,
shall
be a credit to the appropriation for the project or operation from or
on account of which the collection is made and shall be available for expenditure
in Ike manner as if said sum had been specifically appropriated for said project or
operation. (40 Stat. 149; 43 U,S.C. $ 415)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Refund of Overpayments. Annual appropriation acts beginning with the Act of June 5, 1920, made appropriations for refunds of over-collections.

1930, which appears herein in chronological
order, provides that funds collected from
defaulting contractors or their suretiesshall
be covered into the reclamation fund and

The Act of September 6, 1950, made a permanent appropriation for such purpose. The
relevant extracts from the 1920 and 1950
Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Collections
from Defaulting Contractors. The Act of June 6,

credited to the project to which the contract relates. This changed the procedure
previously prescribed by the Comptroller
General that such funds should be credited
as miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Advance

payments

The intention of Congress, as expressed
in the Act of June 12, 1917, and other acts,
to except “repayments of construction and
operation and maintenance charges” from
the requirement that moneys refunded or received in connection with operations under
the recl?m?tion laws shall Fe a credit to the
appropriation for the proJ ect or operation
from or on account of which the collection
is made and available for direct expenditure
*
*
*

without further appropriation by Congress,
may not be defeated by administrative action
authorizing payments of operation or maintenance charges in advance, thus making
them “receipts” instead of “repayments?”
but dl moneys in the reclamation fund arising from
operation
and
maintenance
charges, regardless of the date of payment
or collection, can be available for expenditure only when appropriated by Congress.
27 Comp. Dec. 849 ( 1921).
*
*
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Codification.
Only the last of the extracts shown here is codified in the U.S.
Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

aPPear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 11, Public Law
21 in the 65th Congress. S. Rept. No. 5
H.R. Rept. No. 71 (conference report).

August

10, 1917
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I

[Extracts from] An act to provide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products. (Act of
August 10, 1917, ch. 52,40 Stat. 273)
*
*
*
*
*
Sec. 11. [Suspension of residence requirements.] —The Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to suspend during the continuance
of this act that provision of the act known as the “reclamation act” requiring
residence upon lands in private ownership or within the neighborhood for securing water for the irrigation of the same, and he is authorized to permit the
use of available water thereon upon such terms and conditions as he may deem
proper. (40 Stat. 276)
Sec. 12. [Duration of suspension.] —The provisions of this act shall cease
to be in effect when the national emergency resulting from the existing state
of war shall have passed, the date of which shall be ascertained and proclaimed
by the President; but the date when his act shall cease to be in effect shall not
be later than the beginning of the next fiscal year after the termination, as ascertained by the President, of the present war between the United States and
Germany. (40 Stat. 276)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of t~ls Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Termination
of Contracts. The Order
of the Secretary of the Interior dated
April 23, 1920, terminated all contracts for
temporary water service under the Act of
August 10, 1917, and the regulations issued
thereunder, 46 L.D. 213 ( 1917). 47 L.D.
370 (1920).

Termination of World War 1. Congress
on March 3, 1921, 41 Stat. 1359, passed
a joint resolution declaring that March 3,
1921, shall be treated as the date of termination of World War 1.

Cross Reference, Suspension of Residence
Requirements
for Servicemen
of World
War II. Section 508 of the Soldiers’ and
Safiors’ Civil Refief Act of 1940, authorizes
the Secretary of the Interior, in hls discretion, to suspend residence requirements for
military personnel of World War II. Section 508 of the Act,. enacted October 17,
1940, appears herein m chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 4188, Public
Law 40 in the 65th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 44. H.R. Rept. No. 118 and S. Dec. 73
(conference reports).

October
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[Extract from] An act to authorize exploration for and disposition of potassium. (Act of
October 2, 1917, ch. 62,40 Stat. 297)
+
*
*
+
*
Sec. 10. [Disposal of receipts from potassium deposits. ]—All moneys received
from royalties and rentals under the provisions of this act, excepting those from
Alaska, shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated as a part of the reclamation fund created by the act of Congress approved June 17, nineteen hundred and
two, known as the reclamation act, but after use thereof in the construction of
reclamation works and upon return to the reclamation fund of any such moneys
in the manner provided by the reclamation act and actx amendato~
thereof
and supplemental thereto, fifty per centum of the amounts derived from such
royalties and rentals so utilized in and returned to the reclamation fund shall be
paid by the Secreta~ of the Treasury after the expiration of each fiscal year to
the State within the boundaries of which the leased lands or deposits are or were
located, said moneys to be used by such State or subdivisions thereof for the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the support of public schools.
(40 Sbt. 300)
%
*
*
*
*
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not CodMed. The extract of this act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
1927 and 1948 Modfimtions.
This Act
was replaced by the Potash Leasing Act d
FebruaW 27, 1927, 44 Stat. 1057, 1058,
which amended sections 1 and 37 of the
MinerA Leasing Act of February 25, 1920,
to include potassium. However, the 1927
Act continued existing leases in accordance:
with the terms of this Act. In 1948, one such
lease remained under this Act, with the
royalties received under the lease being distributed according
to section 10 above.
Therefore, the Congress enacted the Act of
June 1, 1948, 62 Stat. 279, which amended

the 1927 Act to include the royalties realized
under this Act within the 1927 Act’s distribution formula, i.e., 52 ~Z per centum to
the Reclamation Fund, 10 per centum to the
Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts, and
37~2 per centurn to the State within which
the leased lands or deposits are or were
located for use in road building md in the
support of public schools. The Mineral
Leasing Act of February 25, 1920, appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 2156, Public Law
49 in the 65th Congress. S. Rept. No. 100.
H.R. Rept. No. 145.

October
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Joint resolution to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to expend funds in New Mexico
and Texas for drainage purposes. (Pub. Res. October 6, 1917, ch. 107,40 Stat. 426)

[Drainage expenditures allowed.]—In
order to provide for immediate and
necessary drainage of lands in the Rio Grande reclamation project, New Mexico
and Texas, the provisions of the sundry civil act, approved June twelfth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, as far as applicable to said project, are hereby modified and amended so as to authorize and permit the Secretary of the Interior to
expend not exceeding $15,000 in drainage work upon that portion of the project
located within the State of New Mexico pending the formation of an irrigation
district covering the lands within New Mexico under this project, and to expend
upon that portion of the project located within the State of Texas such amount,
within the limit of available appropriations, as the existing irrigation district
may obligate itse~ to repay. (40 Stat. 426)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Sundry Civil
Expenses Appropriation
Act for 1918, 40
Stat. 198, approved June 12, 1917, referrc.d
to in the text, prohibited the expenditure of
funds for drainage on the Rio Grande project unless an irrigation district had executed
an agreement for repayment of all project

investments. A similar pr?v~sion dso is contained in the Sundry CIVI1 Expenses Appropriation Acts of July 1, 1918, 40 Stit.
674, and July 19. 1919.41
Stat. 201. The
relevant extract from the 1917 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 89, Public
Resolution 14 in tie 65th Congress.

Februa~

11, 1918
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An act to amend section four of the act entitled “An act to provide for an auxilia~
reclamation project in connection with the Yuma project, Arizona. ” (Act of February 11, 1918, ch. 16,40 Stat. 437)

[Funds available for Yuma Auxiliary project. ]-The
first sentence of section
four of the Act entided “An Act to provide for an auxilia~ reclamation project
in connection with the Yurna project, Arizona”, approved January twenty-fifth,
nineteen huudred and seventeen, be amended so as to read as follows:
“That the money in said autiliary reclamation fund of the Yuma project,
Arizona, shall be available for the construction or completion of irrigation works
of the said auxifiary project or unit.” (40 Stat. 437)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section

4 of the Act of January 25, 1917.
Le@slative History. H.R. 3135, Public
Law 101 in 65th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
199. S, Rept. No. 237.
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and for other purposes. (Act of July 1, 1918,
ch. 113,40 Stat. 634)
*

*

*

*

*

[Moneys for extensions of Boise project limited to construction
charges
collected. ]—Prouided, That no money shall be expended for extensions of the
Bo;se project, except such amounts as may be collected from construction
charges on that project under public notice. (40 Stat. 674)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
tion Act for 1920, Act of July 19, 1919, 41
Stat. 200.

Provision Repeated. The same proviso
is contained in the Sundry Civil Appropria[King
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Idaho:

For

Provided, That
said project shall be subject to the reclamation Act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and all Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, so far as applic~ble and consistent with contract heretofore made between
furthe7, That for
the United States and King Hill irrigation district: Provided
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[Investigation of swamp and cut-over timber lands. ]—For an investigation
to be made by the Director of the Reclamation Service of the reclamation by
drainage of lands outside existing reclamation projects and of the reclamation
and preparation for cultivation of cut-over timber lands in any of the States of
the United States, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, purchase, maintenance, repair, hire, and operation of motor-propelled
or horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles and for all other expems,
there is
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
$100,000. (40 Stat. 676)
EXPLANATORYNOTES

Report. For report of investigation made

4, of the Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat.
704, authorizes an appropriation of $100,000 for investigations into development of
arid and semiarid, swamp, and cut-over
timberland.

in pursuance of this provision see House
Document No. 262, 66th Congress, 1st Session, dated October 6, 1919.
Cross Reference. Subsection R, section
*-

+

*

*

*
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EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. The extract relating to
the investigation of. swamp and cut-over
lands is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

a~~ear herein only in the act in which first
u;;d.
Legislative Histo~.
H.R. 12441, Public
Law 181 in the 65th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 644. S. Rept. No. 521. H. R. Rept. No.
723 (conference report).

February

26, 1919
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CANON

NATIONAL

PARK

[Extracts from] An act to establish the Grand Canyon National
Arizona.

(Act of FebruaW

Park in the State of
26, 1919, ch. 44, 40 Stat. 1175)

[Sec. 1. Grand Canyon National Park established. ]—There
is hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy, or disposal under the laws
of the United States and dedicated and set apart as a public park for the benefit
and enjoyment of the people, under the name of the “Grand Canyon National
Park,” the tract of land in the State of Arizona particularly described by and
included within the metes and bounds as follows, to wit:
(Boundary

desc~iption ~mitted, ~0 Stat~l175,
*

*

*

+

l; U.S.C.
x-

~ 221)

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included for this section
and section 5 because they do not deal

primarily with the activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation.

Sec. 5. [Rights of way. ]—Whenever
consistent with the primary purposes of
said park the Act of February fifteenth, nineteen hundred and one, applicable
to the locations of rights of way in certain national parks and the national forests
for irrigation and other purposes, and subsequent Acts shall be and remain
applicable to the lands included within the park. The Secretary of the Interior
may, in his discretion and upon such conditions as he may deem proper, grant
easements or rights of way for railroads upon or across the park. (40 Stat. 1178;
16 U.S.C. $ 225)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Act of February fifteenth, nineteen hundred and one,

referred to in the text, appears herein in
chronological order.

Sec. 7. [Reclamation
project. ]—Whenever
consistent with the prima~ purposes of said park, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to permit the
utilization of areas therein which may be necessary for the development and
maintenance of a Government reclamation project. (40 Stat. 1178; 16 U.S.C.
S 227)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Legislative History. S. 390, Rblic Law
277 in the 65th Congress. S. Rept, No. 321.

H.R. Rept. No. 832.
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FOR
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~
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An act to authorize an exchange of lands with the State of Montana in connection with
Muddy Creek Reservoir site, Sun River project, and Nelson Reservoir site, Milk
River project, and for other purposes. (Act of February 28, 1919, ch. 74,40 Stat. 1205)

[Conveyance by State to Urntited States— Conveyance by United States to
State—Lands conveyed to United States reserved—May
be restored. ]—Upon
receipt of proper deeds from the State Board of Land Commissioners of the State
of Montana, executed under authority of its legislative assembly, reconveying to
the United States of America title to the northwest ~uarter of the northwest
quarter section 2, north half of the northeast quarte~ and southeast quarter
of the northeast quarter section 3, township 22 north, range 1 west, Montana
principal meridian; northeast quarter of the northeast quarter, south half of
the northeast quarter, and southeast quarter section 20, east half of the northeast
quarter,
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quarter,

east half
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east quarter
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said

in said
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1 west, Montana
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32 north,
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its boundaries,
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entry,
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section
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28, north
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quarter,

site,

of the south-

north

section

and north

23 north,
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of the northeast

is authorized

quarter

33, east half of the northeast

32 east, and all of section
Interior

quarter,

of the. northwest

quarter

quarter,

quarter

of the northeast

34, township

Muddy

half

quarter,

east half of the southwest

section

the

quarter

and southwest
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half
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21, southwest

quarter,
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southeast

section

27, northeast
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quarter

quarter
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lands
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1205)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not tidified.
This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
hgislative
Histo~,
S, 2715, Pubtic Law

304 in the 65th Congress. S. Rept. No. 476.
H.R. Rept. No. 939.
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1920

[Extract from] An act making appropriations for sundry civil expensesof the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and for other purposes. (Act of July 19, 1919,
ch. 24, 41 Stat. 163)
[Receipts
tion

from land: with&~wn

fund—Lands

needed

drawal-Secretary

of

for
the

un;er

reclamation

irrigation
Interior

works

and

given

;W

to go into

affected

jurisdiction.]

by

reclama-

other

—The

with-

proceeds

heretofore or hereafter received from the lease of any lands reserved or withdrawn under the reclamation law or from the sale of the products therefrom shall
fund; and where such lands are affected
by a
be covered into the reclamation
reservation
of land

or withdrawal

and

reclamation

under

fund

such

lands

the Interior.

or other

shall be and

(41 Stat. 202;

oth’er

therefrom

in all cases where

operation of any reservoir
and

some

the sale of products

such
works

law,
shall

lands

are needed

constmcted

remain

under

43 U.S.C.

~ 394)

the proceeds
likewise
under

the jurisdiction

from

be covered

the lease
into

for the protection
the reclamation
of the Secreta~

the

or
law,
of

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 7343, Public
Law 21 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 118.

NOTES OF OPINIONs
Indian projects
5
Net proceeds
4
Purpose
1
Klghts-of-way
3
Use of withdrawn lands

2

1. Purpose
The Act of July 19, 1919, serves two purposes: First, to clearly estabfish the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to lease,
etc., lands withdrawn under the reclamation
law; and second, where confecting authorities exist, to estab~ih the p=~ount
authority of the SecretaW to so ded with such lands
in dl cases where they are needed for the
protection or operation of any reservoir or
other works constructed under the reclamation law. In the case where conflicting authorities exist but the lands are not essentifl
to protection or operation of the reclamation
works, the Act does not apply; and questions
of jurisdiction, revenues, and sfidm problems are for adjustment
between
the
agencies on a mutually agreeable basis consistent with applicable statutes. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix, December 12,
1947.

2. Use of withdrawn lands
A use test must be employed to detemine
whether receipts from activities on lands
withdrawn for reclamation purposes are to
be covered into the reclamation fund. Consequently, a proposed agreement with the
F?rest Service is uncrbjectionable which prov~des that revenues from lands within national forests that are withdrawn for reclamation purposes but not in actual use in
connection with reclamation works shall be
covered into the Forest Service Reserve
Fund. Memorandum of Associate Soficitor
Hogan to Regional SoEcitor, Sacramento,
September 11, 1963.
Receipts from the sale of timber from
reclamation withdrawn lands in national
forests should be paid inti the reclamation
fund under the Act of July 19, 1919, if such
lands are needed for the protection or operation of any reservoir or other works—in contrast to withdrawn lands which may be
irrigated when construction is completed—
even though construction of the reservoir
or other works has not been started. Dec.
Comp. Gen. WI 1729 (August 23, 1940).
Proceeds from the lease of, or sde of products from, lands in Rocky Mountain and

July 19, 1919
SUNDRY

CIVIL

APPROPRIATIONS

Glacier National Parks that are withdrawn
under reclamation laws but are not used for
constructed reclamation projects, are subject to disposition under laws relating to
the national parks and are not covered into
the reclamation fund, as provided by the
~~~:f July 19, 1919. C,L. 866, Janua~ 19,
3. Rights-of-way
The Act of Jdy 19, 1919, 41 Stat. 202,
governs the disposition of all rental charges
for rights-of-way on or over public lauds
withdrawn
under
the reclamation
law
granted under the Acts of February 15,
1901, 31 Stat. 790, March 4, 1911, 36
Stat. 1253, and January 21, 1895? 28 Stat.
635. The word “lease” was used m the act
in a general rather than technicaf sense
and was intended to embrace any authorized
use or occupancy. However, rentals for pipeline rights-of-way granted under section 28
of the Act of February 25, 1920, 41 Stat.
437, are to be disposed of under section 35
of that act, which must be regarded as
superseding the Act of July 19, 1919, so far

ACT,

1920
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as such rentals are concerned, even though
lands withdrawn under the reclamation law
are affected. Departmental decision, May 9,
1940.
4. Net proceeds
Under the authority of 31 U.S.C. ~ 489,
the costs of the Bureau of Land Management in handling sales of timber from lands
under the jurisdiction
of the Bureau of
Reclamation may be paid from the gross
proceeds of the sales, and only the net pr~
ceeds need be paid into the reclamation
fund under the Act of July 19, 1919. Dec.
Comp. Gen. M8120
(AuWst 8, 1951 ).
5. Indian projects
The provision contained
in this Act
directing that the proceeds derived from a
lease of lands withdrawn under the reclamation law shall be covered into the reclamation fund, is to be regarded as relating primarily to “reclamation projects,” and not
to Indian irrigation projects, in the absence
of a clear intent to include projects of the
latter character, Flathead Lands, 48 L.D.
468 (1921).

October
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COWEYANCE

OF TOWN

SITE

LANDS

TO

SCHOOL

DISTRICTS

An act granting lands for school purposes in Government town sites on reclamation
projects. (Act of October 31, 1919, ch. 92, 41 Stat. 326)
[Secretary
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lands,
Interior,

Provided,

patent
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That
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of a project
to such
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Secretary
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in area, within
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my

so conveyed

shall revert

town

Interior

unappropriated
Government

for school

cease

located

entirely

for

school

authorized,
wholly

States Reclamation

as, in the opinion

to and revest

sites

is hereby

district

of the United

for use by said district

if any land

title thereto

43 U.s.c.

to grant

tie boundaries

not exceeding

site situated

poses

authorized

—Reversion.]—The

undisposed

of

reclamation

town

of the Secretary

of the

buildings

and grounds:

to be used for school

in the United

or in

Service,

States.

(41 Stat.

pur326;

~ 570)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Special Grants of Land for School Purposes. The Act of August 21, 1912, 37
Stat. 322, authorized the SecretaW of the
Interior to convey certmn land in the town
site of Powell, Shoshone project, for school
purposes. The Act of February 28, 1919,
40 Stat. 1206, authorized the SecretaV to
convey lots In the Sun River project to
certain school districts. The Act of Aprfi 17,

1926,44 Stat. 2.99, auth~rized the Secretary
to con~ey cert+n lands in Cascade County,
Sun River proJect, for school purposes, the
patent to contain a reservation of mineral
deposits.
Legislative History. S. 794, Public Law
72 in the 66th Congress. S. Rept. No. 89.
H.R. Rept. No. 259.
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MINERAL
[Extract from] An act to promote
sod~um on the public domain.
*
Sec., 35.
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to be used by such
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and,

from

of this Act sh~l

the boundaries
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may

ACT

the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and
(Act of February 25, 1920, ch. 85, 41 Stat. 437)
*

[Disposition

and rentals

LWSING

thereof

per

of the
Act,
shall

be paid to the State of Alaska for disposition
by the legislature thereof:
Provided,
That all moneys which may accrue to the United States under the provisions of
this Act from lands within tie naval petroleum reserves shall be deposited in the
Treasury as “rnismllaneous receip@”, as provided by the Act of June 4, 1920
(41 Stit. 813), as amended June 30, 1938 (52 Stat. 1252,34 U.S.C., sec. 524).
All moneys received under the provisions of this Act not othetise
disposed of by
tils section shall be credited to miscellaneous receipts. (41 Stat. 450; Act of
May 27, 1947,61 Stat. 119; Act of August 3, 1950,64 Stat. 402; Act of July 10,
1957,71 Stat. 282; Act of July 7,1958,72
Stat. 343, 351; 30 U,S.C, $ 191)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1958 Amendment. Subsection 28(b)
of
the Act of Jdy 7, 1958, 72 Stat. 343, 351,
the Alaska Stateho& Act, amended section
35 by inserting “, and of those from Alaska
52~z per centum thereof shall be ptid to the

State of Alaska for disposition by the legislature the~f’
preceding the proviso, and
subsection 6(k) of the Act repealed *e last
sentence of section 35 as amended by the
Act of May 27, 1947, which read: “Nothing
herein contained shall be construed to tiect
the disposition of proceeds or incme
derived by the United States from mineraf
school sections in the Territory of Alaska as
provided for in the Act of March 4, 1915
(38 Stat. 1214. 1215:48
U.S.C. Sec. 353.
as amended) .“’
“
1957 Amendment, The Act of July 10.
1957, 71 Stat. 282, amended secti~n 35 b;
inserting “, and of those from Alaska 52 ~Z
per centum thereof shall be paid to the
Territory of Alaska fm disposition by the
267–067—72—vo1. 1—10

Legislature of the Territory of Alaska” pre.
ceding the proviso,
1950 Amendment. The Act of August 3,
1950? 64 Stat. 402, amended section 35 to
provide that payments to the States be made
“as soon as practicable after December 31
and June 30 of each year” rather th~, as
formerly, “after the expiration of each fiscaf
yed’.
1947 Amendment. The Act of May 7,
194?, 61 Stat. 119, amended and reenacted
section 35. The text of fie 1g47 Act ~
enacted, without the amendments of 1950,
1957 and 1958, appears herein in chronological order. The original text of section
35 as enacted February 25, 1920, read as
follows :
“Ten per centum of dl money received
from sales, bonuses, royalties, and rentis
under the provisions of this act, excepting
those from Alxka, shall be paid into the
Treasury of the United States and credited

Febma~
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to miscellaneous receipts; for past production 70 per centum, and for future production 52 ~z per centum of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties, and
rentals shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated as a part of the reclamation fund
created by the act of Congress, known as
the reclamation
act, approved June 17,
1902, and for past production 20 per centum, and for future production 37~z per
centum of the amounts derived from such
bonuses, royalties, and rentals shall be paid
by the Secretary of the TreasuW after the
expiration of each fiscal year to the State
witiln the boundaries of which the leased
lands or deposits are or were located, said
moneys to be used by such State or subdivisions thereof for the construction and
maintenance of public roads or for the support of public schools or other public educational institutions, as the legislature of the
State may direct: Provided, That all moneys
which may accrue to the United States

25, 1920

ACT

under the provisions of this act from lands
within the naval petroleum reserves shall
be deposited in the Treasu~ as ‘Miscellaneous receipts’.”
Reference in the Text. The Act of June
4, 1920 (41 Stat. 813), as amended June
30. 1938 (52 Stat. 1252. 34 U. S.C.. sec.
524), refe~ed to in the text, deals wiih the
operation and conservation of the Naval
petroleum reserves. Title 34 of the United
Stites Code was repealed generrdly by the
Act of August 10? 1956, 70A Stat. 1, which
revised and codified the statutory provisions that related to the Army, Navy, Air
Force and Marine Corps, and enacted those
provisions into law as Title 10, Armed
Forces. Title 34 U. S.C., sec. 524, was
omitted in the revision and codification.
Legislative History. S. 2775, Public Law
146 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
398. H.R. Rept. No. 600 (conference report).
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An act for furnishing water supply for miscellaneous purposes in connection
tion projects. (Act of February 25, 1920, 41 Stat. 451)
[Sale
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than
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other
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law,

received

of the Interior,
is hereby

irrigation

of delivery,

authorized

system

use, and

to
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for other

papent

as

Provided, That the approval of such contract by the water
users’ association or associations shall have been first obtained: Provided, That

he may deem
no such

proper:

contract

shall

be entered

into

except

upon

a showing

that

there

is no

Provided further, That
no water shall be furnished for the uses aforesaid if the defivery of such water
shall be detrimental to the water service for such irrigation project or to the
rights of any prior appropriator:
Provided further, That the moneys derived
from such contracts shall be covered into the reclamation fund and be placed to
the credit of the project from which such water is supplied. (41 Stat. 451; 43
U.S.C. ~ 521)

other

practicable

source

of water

supply

for the purpose:

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. S. 796, Public Law
147 in the 66th Congress. S. Rept. No. 21.

H.R. Rept. No. 279.

NOTES OF OPINXONS
Approval of contract
4
Construction with other laws
1
Industrid
use 3
Penalties for delinquent payments
Replacement of irrigation use 2

5

1. Construction with other laws
Section 4 of the Act of April 16, 1906, authorizes the ~urnish?ng of project water to a
town in the unmedlate vicimty of the project which has a pre-existing water right in
the same source of water as the project
source. The authority to furnish water in
such a case under the 1906 Act is neither
rcpeded by, nor subject to the conditions of,
the Act of February 25, 1920, 41 Stat. 451,
or section 9(c) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. Memorandum of Acting Commissioner Lineweaver to Regional Director,
Boise, September 26, 1950, in re contracts
with cities of Culver and Metolius,, Deschutes Project, Oregon.
2. Replacement of irrigation use
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under the Act of February 25, 1920,
41 Stat. 451, to enter into a contract to

supply to the City of El Paso an amount of
water from the Rio Grande reclamation
project representing the water service for
certain project lands acquired by the city
and retired from irrigation farming, but
not to exceed a maximum of 3 l/2 acre-feet
of water a year for each acre of such land
acquired by the city. The city’s ownership’
of some 1400 acres of such land does not
violate the 160-acre limitation of reclamation law. El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 v. City of El Paso, 133
F. Supp. 894, 918-920 ( W.D. Tex. 1955),
afirmed, 243 F. 2d 927 (5th Cir. 1957),
cert. denied, 355 U.S. 820 ( 1957).
3. Industrid use
A contract to permit the Public Service
Company of Colorado to divert water from
a canal of the Grand Valley project for
cooling purposes may be entered into pursuant to the Act of February 25, 1920, or
under section 9(c) or section 10 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Revenues
arising from the furnishing of water for this
purpose should be credited as a tail end

Febm~
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reduction of the water users organizations
repa~ent
obligation for construction and
rehabditation and betterment costs. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Fisher, October 26, 1956.
4. Approval

of contract

The clause ‘titer
users’ association or
associations” is regarded as embracing irri-

25, 1920
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gation dutricts organized under State laws.
Instructions, 47 L.D. 404 (1920).
5. Penalties

for delinquent

pa~ents

When pa~entz
become due and remafn
unpaid the same penalties shall be apphed
as are provided in the Reclamation Extension Act of 1914. Instructions, 47 L.D. 404
(1920).

May
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STUDY

OF I~IGATION

IN IMPER~L

VALLEY

An act to provide for ~ examination and report on the condition and possible irrigation
development of the Imperial Valley in California. (Act of May 18, 1920, ch. 188,
41 Stat. 600)

[Sec. 1. Study of irrigation in Imperial Valley authorized. ]—The Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized and &lrected to have an examination made
of the Imperial Valley in the State of California, with a view of determining
the area, location, and general character of the public and privately owned
unirrigated lands in said valley which can be irrigated at a reasonable cost,
and the character, extent, and cost of an irrigation system, or of the modification, improvement, enlargement, and extension of the present system, adequate
and dependable for the irrigation of the present irrigated area in the said valley,
and of the public and privately owned lands in said valley and adjacent thereto
not now under irrigation, which can be irrigated at a reasonable cost from
known sources of water supply, by diversion of water from the Colorado River
at Laguna Dam. (41 Stat. 600)
Sec. 2. [Report. ]—The said Secretary shall report to Congress not later than
the 6th day of December, 1920, tie result of his examination, together with his
recommendation
as to the feasibility, necessity, and advisability of the undertaking, or the participation by the United States, in a plan of irrigation development with a view of placing under irrigation the remaining unirrigated public
and privately owned hds
in said valley and adjacent thereto, in connection
with the mod~cation,
improvement, enlargement, and extension of the present
irrigation systems of the said valley. (41 Stat. 600)
sec. 3. [Detailed
cost~tomge,]—The
said Secretary sha~ report in detai~.
as to the character and estimated cost of the plan or plans on which he may
report, and if the said plan or plans shall include stor~e,
the ]ocationY
character, and cost of said storage, and the effect on the irrigation develop
ment of other sections or localities of the storage recommended
and the use
of the stored water in the Imperial VaUey and adjacent lands. (41 Stat. 600)
Sec. 4. [Financing. ]—The said Secretary shall also report as to the extent,
if any, to which, in his opinion, the United States should contribute to the cost
of carrying out the plan or plans which he may propose; the approximate
proportion of the total cost that should be borne by the various irrigation
districts or zsociations
or other public or private agencies now organized or
which may be organized; and the manner in which their contribution should
be made; also to what extent and in what manner the United States should
control, operate, or supervise the carrying out of the plan proposed, and what
assurances he has been able to secure as to the approval of, participation in,
and contribution to the plan or plans proposed by the various contributing
agencies. (41 Stat. 600)
Sec. 5. [Appropriation. ]-For
the purpose of enabling the Secretary of the
Interior to pay not to exceed one-half of the cost of the examination and report
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herein provided for, there is hereby au fiorized to be appropriated the sum of
$20,000: Provided, That no expenditure shall be made or obligation incurred
hereunder by the Secretary of the Interior until provision shall have been made
for the payment of at least on~half the cost of the examination and report herein
provided for by associations and agencies interested in the irrigation of the
lands of the Imperial Valley. (41 Stat. 601)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Cross Reference.
Proiect
Authorized.

The studies conducied u;der the direction
of this Act led eventually to the construction of the Boulder Canyon project, including the All-American Canal serving the
Imperifl Valley. The Act of December 21,
1928, 45 Stat. 1057, w~lch authorized the
~~~rct, appears herein in chronologid

EarHer Study Autkorimd.
The Joint
Resolution approved April 28, 1904, 33
Stat. 591, authorized he Secretary of the
Interior to study the use of waters of We
Lower Colorado
River for irrigation in
Arizona and California and the matter of
rights to the use of said waters for irrigation.
Popular Name. This act is popularly
known as the Klnkaid Act.
Legislative History. H.R. 12537, Public
Law 208 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 717. S. Rept. No. 497.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Reimbursement
of costs
Investigation costs incurred by the United
States under contracts of 1918, 1920, 1929
and 1933 in connection with the All-berican Canaf are reimbursable by the Imperial
Irrigation District. Nothing in the Kinkaid
Act of May 18, 1920, or its legislative history implies that the expenses under the
1920 contract paid by the United States
were to be a gift to the District, and the

fact that the District contributed two-thirds
the cost of the study does not imply that the
one-third paid by the United States was to
be nonreimbursable. Nor does the fact that
study funds advanced by the District under
the 1929 and 1933 contractz were later refunded imply that U.S. costs to the amount
of the refunds were to be nonreimbursable.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fisher,
November 18, 1953.
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An act to provide for the disposition of public lands withdrawn and improved under the
provisions of the reclamation laws, and wKlch are no longer needed in connection
with said laws. (Act of May 20, 1920, ch. 192, 41 Stat. 605)

[Sec. 1. Appraisal of land—Manner
of sale—Payment of purchase priu.]—
Whenever in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior any public lands
which have been withdrawn for or in connection with construction or operation
of reclamation projects under the provisions of the act of June 17, 1902, known
as tie reclamation act and acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto,
which are not othemise reserved and which have been improved by and at the
expense of the reclamation fund for administration or other like purposes, are
no longer needed for the purposes for which they were withdrawn and improved,
the Secretary of the Interior may cause said lands, together with the improvements thereon, to be appraised by three disinterested persons to be appointed
by “him and thereafter sell the same, for not less than the appraised value, at
pub~c auction to the highest bidder, after giving pubtic notice of tie time and
place of sale by posting upon the land and by publication for not less than
tiirty days in a newspaper of general circulation in the vicinity of the land; not
less tian one-fif~ the purchase price shall be paid at the time of sale, and the
remainder in not more than four annual payments with interest at 6 per
centum per armti,
payable annually, on deferred payments. (41 Stat. 605;
43 U.s.c. g 375)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Publication of notice of sde

In the Acts of February 2, 1911, and
May 20, 1920 relatins to the sde of lands
on Federd irrigation projects, the lansuase
“by publication for not less than 30 days”
deds with the period during which notice
is to be given, and is not a statutoryrequirement that publication be had for 30 consecu-

tive days in a daily newspaper. Were
a
weekly newspaper of general circulation is
the paper nearest the land, the purpose of
the statutes will be fully subserved by publication in five consecutive issues of such
newspaper. Depar~entd
decision, June 21,
1920, printed at pase 382, Reclamation
Record, August 1920.

Sec. 2. [Patents to land sold.—Amount sold to one person—Duties
of purchaser+Citbenship.
] —Upon payment of the purchase price the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized, by appropriate patent, to convey all the right, tide,
and interest of the United States in and to said lands to the purchaser at said
sale, subject, however, to such reservations, fimitations, or conditions as said
Secretiry may deem proper: Proz)ided, That not over one hundred and sixty acres
shall be sold to any one person, and if said lands are irrigable under the project
in which located fiey shall be sold subject to compliance by the purchaser with
all tie terms, conditions, and limitations of the ~eclamation ac~ applicable to
lands of that character: Provided, That the accepted bidder m~s~, prior to
issuance of patent, furnish satisfactory evidence that he or she is a citizen of the
United States. (41 Stat. 606; 43 U.S.C. ~ 375)
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NOTE OF OPINION
1. Form of patent
utes. Departmental
decision, January 10,
Patent under this act should not be ex1921, re Vandafia Ditch & Development
ecu ted by tie Secretary of the Interior but
should be issued from the General Land
Co., Milk River project. Reclamation RecOffice under section 458 d Revised Statord of March 1921, p. 126.
Sec. 3. [Disposition
of such
credit

lands

of the project

43 U.s.c.

of proceeds

shall be covered
for which

of sdes.]—The

into
such

moneys

the reclamation
lands

had

been

fund

derived
and

withdrawn.

from

the sale

be placed

to the

(41

606;

Stat.

~ 375)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Cross Referenc~, Sale of Land Not
Needed for Irrigation Works. The Act of
February 2, 1911, 36 Stat. 895, authorizes
the sale of lands acquired under the
Reclamation Act, together with the improvement thereon, whenever such lands are not
needed for the purposes for which they were
acquired. The 1911 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Cross Reference, Sde of Property Appraised at Less than $300. Section 11 of the
Act of August 4,. 1939, the Reclamation
Project Act, provides that where property
to be sold under this Act and the Act of
February 2, 1911, is appraised at not to
exceed $300, the property may be sold
privately or publicly without compliance
with the provisions of this Act and tie
1911 Act as to notice, publication and mode

of sale. Both the 1911 and 1939 Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949. Section 3(d) ( 1) of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949 defines
“property” as used therein to include lands
withdrawn
or reserved from the public
domain which the Secretary of the Interior,
with the concurrence of the Administrator
of General Services, determines are not suitable for return to the public domain for disposition under the public land laws because
they are substantia~y changed in character
by improvements or otherwise. This excerpt
from the Act, which was approved June 30,
1949, appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 795, Pubfic Law
212 in the 66th Congress. S. Rept. No. 367.
H.R. Rept. No. 903.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Construction with other laws
The Act of August 27, 1935,49 Stat. 885
(authorizing the Director of Procurement
with the approval of the Secretiry of the
Treasury, to sell excess lands of the United

States) is general legislation and dws not
repeal the special acts of February 2, 1911,
and May 20, 1920. Solicitor’s Opinion, M28724 (September 24, 1936). Accord 38
Atty. Gen. 549 ( 1937).

May
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An act to restore to the public domain certain lands heretofore reserved for a biid reservation in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties, California, and Klamath County, Oregon, and
for other purposes. (Act of May 27, 1920, 41 Stat. 627)

Repealed.—
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Statute Repealed. Subsection 2(a) of the Act of June 17, 1944, 58 Stat. 279, which
appears herein in chronologiml order, repealed this Act. Before repeal, the Act read as
follows :
[Sec. 1. Lands in Oregon and California uncovered and opened to agricdtud
development by change of levels of lak~Pubtic
announcement-Entry
upon land under
hommtead kw~Ovetiow
for irrigation purp ~Reservations
in patents.] —The Sec~
tary of the Interior be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to determine and make
pubfic announcement of what lands in and around Lltde or Lower ~amath
Lake, in
Siskiyou County, C~orrsia,
and in ~amatb
County, Orego~, ceded to the United States
by the State of California by the act entitled “An act authorizing the United States Government to lower the water levels of any or all of the following lakes: Lower or Litfle
Klarnath Lake, Tule or Rhett Lake, Goose Lake, and Clear Lake, situated in Siskiyou
andModoc
Countie~, and to use any part or all of ~e beds of said lakes for the storage
of water in connection with the irrigation and reclamation operations conducted by the
Reclamation Servico of tie United States; ako ceding to the United States dl right, tide,
interest, or cbim of the State of Cdiforma to any lands uncovered by the lowering of the
water levels of any or dl of said lakes not already disposed of by the State,” and ceded
to the United States b the State of omgon by an act entitled “An act to authorize the
uti~zation of Upper K ramath Lake, Lower or Little ~amath
Lake, and Ttie or Rhett
Lake, situate in Klamatb County, Oregon, and Goose Lake, situate in Lake County,
Oregon, in connection with the irrigation and reclamation operations of the Rechuuation
Service of the United States, and to cede to the United States all the right, title, interest
and claim of the State of Oregon to any and au lands recovered by the lowering of the
water levels or by the tilnage
of my or all of stid lakes,” til eventually be uncovered
and opened to agricultural development by the lowering of tie water level of said lake.
Title to all said lands cars be acqtired by homestead entry under the general homestead
laws and the provisions of this act and not otherwise: Provided, That au said lands shall
forever be and remain subject to tie right of the United States (a) to overflow the same
or any part thereof for the purposes of irrigation by such systems of reservoirs and drainage
and diKlng as now actually exist or may be hereafter constructed in Siskiyou County, California, and Klamatb County, Oregon, and (b) to drain the water therefrom. N patents
issued for the said lands shall expressly reserve to the United States such right of ovetiow
and drainage, and the tide and ownership of dl minerals and rninerd interests in such
iands, including ofi, are expressly reserved to the United States. (41 Stat. 627)
Sec. 2. [Proportionate
assessment of land for benefit of reclamation fun~] —The
Secretary of the Interior shall dso determine and make public announcement of the proportionate part of the sum of $283,225, heretofore expended from the reclamation fund in
connection
with the Klamath project, Oregon-California,
that in the opinion of the
Secretary of the Interior each acre of the said land should be assessed, and the proportionate part that each acre of privately owned land, similarly situated to the said l~ds
hereby affected, should be assessed, to return to said rechunation fund in all the said sum
of $283,225. (41 Stat. 628)
Sec. 3. [Survey and opening of @ds
to entry.] —The Secretary of the Interior be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause said lands to be surveyed and opened
to entry under the general homestead laws and the provisions of this act: Provided, That
none of said lands sha~ be opened to entry until the Secretary of the Interior shall have
first made arrangement with the owners of Iands in private ownership, simiiarly situated
to the lands hereby affected, for the payment into the reclamation fund of the proportionate part of the sum of $283,225, determined and apportioned by the Secretary of the
Interior against stid privately ownf:d lauds as provided in section 2. (41 Stat. 628)
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Sec. 4. [Additional
amounts payable by entrysnen.] —In addition to all payments
required by the general homestead laws there shall be paid by homestead entrymen the
amount per acre assessed as provided in section 2 of this Wt. Said payment shall be made
in annual installments of $1 per acre, except the last installment, which may be a fraction
of a dollar: Provided, That the whole or any part of the amount so assessed may be paid
by the entryruan in shorter period if he so elects. The first installment shall be paid at the
time homestead application is filed and subsequent insta~ments shall be due and payable
on December 1 of each calendar year thereafter until the entire sum so assessed and apportioned against the lands is paid, and patent shall not issue for any of said lands until
the sum so apportioned against smd lands shall have been fully paid. Failure to pay any
installment when due shall render the entry subject to cancellation, with a forfeiture of au
moneys paid. Ml assessments shall draw interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from their due date until paid. All moneys paid on account of such assessments shall,
without diminution of any kind whatsoever, be covered into the reclamation fund. (41
Stat. 628)
Sec. 5. [Preference rights of those serving in military or naval forces during World
War.] —Those who served in the military or naval forces of the United States during the
war between the United States and Germany and ‘have been honorably separated or discharged therefrom or placed in the Regular Army or Naval Reserve shall have preference
and prior right to file upon and enter said lands under the homestead laws and the provisions of this act for a period of six months following the time said lands are opened to
entry. That in opening said lands for homestead entry the Secretary of the Interior shall
provide for the disposition thereof to the said soldiers, sail?rs, and marines, by drawins,
under generaf rules and regulations to be promulgated by hlm: PYovtded, That the rights
and benefits conferred by this act shall not extend to any person who, havins been drafted
for service under the provisions of the selective service act, shall have refused to render
such service or to wear the uniform of such service of the United States. (41 Stat. 628)
Sec. 6. [No squatters’ rights—Time for entry upon land.] —No rights to make entry
shall attach by reason of settlement or squattins upon any of the lands hereby restored
before the hour on which such lands shtil be subject to homestead entry at the land
office, and until said lands are opened for settlement and entry as herein provided no
person shall enter upon and occupy the same, and any person violatins this provision shall
never be permitted to enter any of said lands. (41 Stat. 629)
Sec. 7. [Determination of land to be opened withii boundaries of ~amath
Lake Bird
Reservation.] —The Secretary of the Interior shafl determine which of the Iands now
within the kundaries
of the Klamatih Lake Bird Reseme are chiefly valuable for agricultural purposes and which for the purpose of said reservation, and shall open to homestead those lands which are chiefly valuable for agricultural purposes: Provided, That the
shore line of the lake, including the smallest legal subdivision of land adjoining the flow
line, shall remain in the possession of the United State!, but access may be provided to the
lake for such canals as may be necessary for irrigat~on, drainage, and domestic water
supply. (41 Stat. 629)
Sec. 8. [Powers of Secretary of Interior.] —The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to perform any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as may
be necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into full
force and effect. (41 Stat. 629)
hgislative
~story.
H.R. 8440, Pubfic
Law 226 in the 66th Con~ess. H.R. Rept.
No. 402.
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Use of waters
Under the Act of FebruaW 9, 1905, and
the cession statutes of the States of Oregon
and Ca~iomia relating thereto; the Act of
May 27, 1920; appropriations
of water
made by the United States for agricultural
and power development under section 471201 of the Oregon Code? 1930; and the
contracts with the Cdifornla-Oregon
Power
Company rclatins to a dam in Upper Kla-

math Lake to control the flow in the .Klamath River, the United States may use
waters of the Klarnath River and lands of
Lower Klamath Lake for agricultural purposes, whether such lands are used for
flowage purposes or uncovered and used for
agncultural purposes, but is not authorized
to use such waters or lands for establishment of a bird refuge. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 693 ( 1932).

June 5, 1920
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[Extracts from] An act mtilng appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending Jtme 30, 1921, and for other purposes. (Act of June 5,
1920, ch, 235,41 Stat. 874)
*
*
*
*
*
~CLAMA~ON

SERVICE

The followhg sums are appropriated out of the special fund in the Treasury of
States created by the act of June 17, 1902, and therein designated
“the Reclamation Fund”:
For * * * refunds for overcollections heretofore or hereafter received on account of water-right charges, rentals, and deposits for other purposes * * *
(41 Stat. 913)
the United

EXPLANATORY NOTE
uary 12, 1927, 44 Stat. 957, and subsequent
acts simplify the provisions to read, “For
* * * refunds of over-collections
and de-

Provision Repeated. A stidar provision
relating to refunds is contained in the Sundry Civil Appropriation Act of 1922, in the
Interior Department Appropriation Act for
1923, and in each annual Interior Department Appropriation Act thereafter through
the Act of October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 778,
with the modification that the Act of Jan*

+

Posits for other p“wses”.
‘he
lntefior
Department Appropnatlon Act, 1951 (General Appropriation
Act, 1951), 64 Stat.
689, made a permanent appropriation for
refunds and returns.
*

*

*

[Boise project—hainage
expense repayment. ]-Boise
project, Idaho: For
operation and maintenance, continuation of construction, and incidental operations, $774,000:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended
for drainage except in irrigation districts formed under State laws and upon
the execution of agreements for the repayment to the United States of the costs
thereof: Provided further, That the fo~going
proviso shall not be construed as
an expression of opinion by the Congress upon tie litigation pending between
the Government
and the settlers on such project or in any manner prejudice
such litigation. (41 Stat. 914)
EXPLANATORYNOTE
Cross
Reference,
Other
Protilons.
Further provisions relating to expenditures
for drainage are contained in the Interior

Department Appropriation
Act for 1923,
Act of May 24, 1922, 42 Stat. 584, and
four subsequent appropriation acts.

[Okanogan
projec~—Relie~
from ~iability* for ob~igations
project,
Washington:
Okanogan irrigation district. ]—Okanogan
and maintenance,
000:

Provided,

continuation
That

no

part

available

for the construction

has been

taken

the lands

as may

of construction,
of the money
of a permanent

be satisfactory

of the Okanogan

project

and incidental
hereby

from

liability

Methowoperation

operation,

appropriated

pumping

to the Secretary

of
For

plant

until

of the Interior

for the obligations

$666,-

shall
such

become
action

to relieve
of the Me-
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thow-Okanogan
Secretary
vested

irrigation

to folly

in the vicinity
including

to the extent

the security

of the ceded

Wyoming:
portion

For

and maintenance,

charges,

conditions,

provisions,

thereof

or supplementary

made

by the Secre~

That

of the entire

other

applicable

River

said

by

the said

for the funds

in-

thereto
in fixing

expenditure

in accordance

to said lands.

(41 Stat. 915;

for reimbmseof lands

or Shoshone

of construction,

land

and limitations

of the Interior

bursement
hws

necessary

f~r fii~+~arges

continuation

Provided,

$100,000:

terms,

1921

States

the reclamation

of the Wind

tal operations,
acts amendatory

deemed

of the United

proj~ct—Pro~ision

project,

operation

ACT,

(41 Stat. 915)

of River~on

ment. ] —Riverton

APPROPRIATIONS

district

safeguard

in the project.

[Approval

CIVIL

shall

within
=d

be stibject

of the reclamation

and suitable
the charges

and

Reservation,

provision

incidento au the
act and
shall be

to provide

for reim-

with the reclamation

law and

43 U.S.C.

~ 597)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Backgromd.
The Riverton project was
stited as an Indian project pursuant to the
Indian Appropriation Act of March2,1917,
39 Stat. 969, and by the above act was
placed under the jurisdiction of the Rwlamation Semite (Bureau of Reclamation).

Codification.
The substance of this provision is codified as the first paragraph of
section 597, tide 43, United States Code.
The second paragraph of said section 597
is taken from the Act of March 4, 1921,
41 Stat. 1404.
*

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code,
except for the last provision.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 13870, PubKc
Law 246 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 905. S. Rept. No. 617. H,R. Rept. No.
1084 (conference report).

June

5,

1920
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of the Garden Ci~
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CITY

PROJECT

(Kansas)

CO~CTS,

Water Users’ Association,

and for other

pu~oses. (Act of June 5, 1920, ch. 257,41 Stat. 1054)
[Contracts
lands

Kansas,
Secretary

of tie

United

for

released. ]—The

of the Reclamation

into

County,

the Interior

and the liens upon
released

project

entered

of Finney
of

canceled-Liens

City

heretofore

Association
plant

for water

in the Garden

between

Kansas,
the

Finney
individual

and

use of water

supply

States

be, and the same
in said county

are hereby,
created

affecting

in Finney

County

or with

the lands

and discharged.

landowners,
from

canceled

County,

Water
the

the

irrigation

and

by such contracts

Users’
and

relieved;

are hereby

(41 Stat. 1054)
EXPWATDRY

Not Codified. This Act is not co~ed
in the U.S. Code.

the

con~aets

Service

Noms

Legislative Histoq. S. 3852, Public Law
268 in the 66th Congress, S. Rept, No. 613.

June 10, 1920
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ACT

Editor’s note. The Federal Water Power Act is the Act of June 10, 1920, ch. 285, 41
Stat. 1063, entitled “An Act to create a Federal Power Commission; to provide for th~
improvement of navigation; the development of water power; the use of the pubhc lauds
in relation thereto, and to repeal section 18 of the Rivers and Harbor Appropriation
Act, approved August 8, 191?, and for other purposes.” Section 212 of the Act of Augusl
26, 1935, 49 Stat. 847, provides that the Federal Water Power Act, as amended, shall
constitute Part I of an expanded act; and section 213 of the 1935 Act, 49 Smt. 847–63
adds Part II, relating to the regulation of electrical utility companies engaged in interstate
commerce, and Part II 1,. dealing with licenses and administrative matters. This expanded
act is given the short title of Federal Power Act, 49 Stat. 863. Extracts from Parts 11
md 111 appear herein in chronological order under the Act of August 26, 1935.
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[Sec.
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officer
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term
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each
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subsequent
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that any person
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of Congress
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takes effect,

appointed

that
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Commission

first appointed

at the time

That
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and consent

as chairman
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to act as such until the expiration
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judicial

notice
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in case
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traveling
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thereby,
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(41

$ 792)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1930 Amendment. The Act of June 23,
1930, 46 Stat. 797, amended section 1 to
establish the present independent Commission. Previously, the Commission was composed of the Secretaries of War, Interior and
Agriculture.
Commissioners’
Saties.
The
annual
salary of each commissioner was set at $10,000 by this Act. The Act of October 15,
1949, 63 Stat. 880, 881, increased the rate
for all members to $15,000, and the Act of
July 31, 1956, 70 Stat. 737, 738, fixed the
Chairman’s annual salary at $20,500 and
Sec. 2. [Powers
The

Commission

salaries

and duties of Commissioner*Administrative
shall have authority

of, a secretary,

accountant;
and

as are

salaries

in accordance

request

the President

or other branches
officer
hereby
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detail,
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of the Interior
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The

or transfer

an officer

capacity,
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President

may

Act

of 1949. The
from

work
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at the request
engineers

for field work

outside
and

officers
fix their
may

of Engineers,
as engineer
the
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of

such detail

is

of the Commission,

in or under

outside

and

Commission
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to serve the Commission
in field

and fix the
and a chief

such other

of its functions

by the Commission;

to the Commission

or Agriculture

a solicitor,

laws, appoint

or officers

States Army,
other

provisions.]—

the duties,

counsel,
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the Classification

or in any

prescribe

a general

to the civil service

to detail

their duties

to appoint,

engineer,

necessary

of the United

or officers,

government,

a chief

and may, subject

employees

that of the members at $20,000. The Federal Executive Salary Act of 1964, approved
August 14, 1964, 78 Stat. 400, 417, 419,
placed the Chairman in Level III and the
Members in Level IV of the Federd Executive Salary Schedule. At fiis writing, the
annual salaries of executives in Level III is
$28,500, and in Levd IVZ $27,000.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions interpreting this act are included
only to the extent deemd relevant to activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.

the Depart-

the seat of government

of the Commission.

may make such expenditures
(including expenditures for
rent and personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere, for law
books, periodicals, and books of reference, and for printing and binding) as are
necessary to execute its functions. Expenditures by tie Commission shall be
allowed and paid upon the presentation of itemized vouchers therefor, approved
by the chairman of the Comrniwion or by such other member or officer as may
The

Commission

be authorized by the Commission

for that purpose

subject

to appficable

regula-
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tions under the Federal Property and Administrative Semites Act of 1949, as
amended. (41 Stat. 1063; $1, Act of June 23, 1930, 46 Stat. 797; Act of October
31, 1951,65 Stat. 707; ’16 U.S.C. $ 793)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

1951 Amendment. Section 2(14) of the
Act of October 31, 1951? 65 Stat. 707,
amended section 2 by inserting the reference
to applicable regulations of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act
of 1949, as amended, at the end of the
section.

1930 Amendment. me Act of June 23,
1930, 46 Stat. 797, 798, placed personnel
and administrative matters under the newly
constructed Commission created by the same
Act. Previously, the work of the Comrnission was performed through the Departments of War, Interior and Agriculture.

Sec. 3. [Defiitions.]-The
words defined in this section shall have the
following meanings for purposes of this Act, to wit:
(1) ‘“public lands” means such lands and interest in lands owned by the
United States as are subject to private appropriation and disposal under
public land laws. It sha~ not include “resemations”, as hereinafter defined;
(2) “reservations” means national forests, tribal lands embraced within
Indian re=rvations, mifitary reservations, and other lands and interests in
lands owned by the United States, and withdrawn, reserved, or withheld
from private appropriation and disposd under the pub~c land laws; also
.
lands and interests in lands acquired and held for any public purposes; but
shall not include national monuments or national parks;
(3) “corporation”
means any corporation, joint-stock company, partnership, association, business trust, organized group of persons, whether incorporated or not, or a receiver or receivers, trustee or trustees of any of the
foregoing. It shall not include “municipalities”
as hereinafter defined;
(4) “person” means an individual or a corporation;
(5) “licensee” means any person, State, or municipality ficensed under
the provisions of section 4 of this Act, and any assignee or successor in
interest thereof;
(6) “State” means a State admitti
to the Union, the District of Columbia, and any organized Territory of the United States;
(7) “municipality”
means a city, county, irrigation distric\ drainage
district, or other political subdivision or agency of a Sate competent under
the laws thereof to car~ on the business of developing, transmitting, uti~iing, or distributing power;
(8) “navigable waters” means those parts of streams or other bodies
of water over which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to regulate
commerce with foreign nations and among the several States, and which
either in their natural or improved condition notwithstanding interruptions
between the navigable parts of such streams or waters by falls, shallows,
or rapids compelling land carriage, are used or suitable for use for the
transportation of persons or property in interstate or foreign commerce,
including therein d] such interrupting fa~s, shallows, or rapids, together
with such other parts of streams as shall have &en authorized by Congress
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for improvement by the United States or shall have been recommended
to Congress for such improvement after investigation under its authority;
(9) “municipal
purposes” means and includes dl purposes within
municipal powers as defined by the constitution or laws of the State
or by the charter of the municipality;
(10) “GoverDent
darn” means a dam or other work constructed or
owned by the United States for Government purposes with or without
contribution from others;
(11 ) “project” means complete unit of improvement or development,
consisting of a power house, all water conduits, all darns and appurtenant
works and structures (including navigation structures ) which are a part
of said unit, and all storage, diverting, or forebay reservoirs direcdy connected therewith, the primary line or lines transmitting power therefrom
to tie point of junction with the distribution system or with the interconnected primary transmission system, all misce~aneous structures used and
useful in connection with said utit or any part thereof, and all waterrights, rights-of-way, ditches, dams, reservoirs, lands, or interest in lands
the use and occupancy
of which are necessa~ or appropriate in the
maintenance and operation of such unit;
(12) “project works” means the physical structures of a project;
(13 ) “net investment” in a project means the actual legitimate original
cost thereof as defined and interpreted in the “classification of investment
in road and equipment of steam roads, issue of 1914, Interstate Commerce
Commission/’
plus similar costs of additions thereto and betterments
thereof, minus tie sum of the followkg items properly allocated thereto,
if and to the extent that such it~~ms have been accumulated during the
period of the license from earnings in excess of a fair return on such investment: (a) Unappropriated surplus, (b) aggregate credit balances of current
depreciation
accounts, and (c) aggregate appropriations
of surplus or
income held in amortization, sinking fund, or similar reserves, or expended
for additions or betterments or used for the purposes for which such reserves
were created. The term “cost” shall include, insofar as applicable, the
elements thereof prescribed in said classification, but shall not include
expenditures from funds obtained through donations by States, municipalities, individuals, or o~ers, and said classification of investment of the
Interstate Commerce Commission shall insofar as applicable be published
and promulgated as a part of the ml~s and regulations of the Commission;
( 14) “Commission”
and ‘gCommissioner”
means the Federal Power
Commission, and a member thereof, respectively;
(15) “State commission” means the regulatory body of the State or municipality having jurisdiction to reWlate rates and charges for the sde of electric energy to consumers within the State or municipality;
(16) “security” means any noti, stock, treasury stock, bond, debenture,
or other evidence of intermt in or indebtedness of a corporation subject to
the provisions of this Act. (41 Stat. 1063-; $201, Act of August 26, 1935,
49 Stat. 838; 16 U.S.C. $ 796)
267467—72—voI.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
1935 bendment.
Section 201 of the
Act of August 26, 1935, revised the definition of “reservations” in sutiivision
(2) to
exclude national parks and national monu.ments. This has the efiect of confirming the

prohlbition in the Act of March 3, 1921, 41
Stat. 1353, ag~nst granting licenses for
projects in national parks and monuments
witkout specific authority ‘of Congress.

Sec. 4. [General powers of Commission. ]—The
Commission
is hereby
authorized and empowered—
(a) [Investigations nnd data.]—To
make investigations and to collect and
record data concerning the utilization of the water resources of any region to be
developed, the water-power industry and its relation to other industries and to
interstate or foreign commerce, and concerning the location, capacity, development costs, and relation to markets of power sites, and whether the power from
Government dams can be advantageously used by the United States for its public purposes, md what is a fair value of such power, to the extent the Commission may deem necessa~ or useful for the purposes of this Act.
(b) [Statement of costs of construction, etc., to be filed by licensee=Com~ission to have free access to project, records, etc. ] —To determine fie actual
legitimate original cost of and the net investment in a licensed project, and to
.tid the Commission in such determinations, each licensee shall, upon oath,
within a reasonable period of time to be fixed by tie Commission, after tie construction of the original project or any addition thereto or betterment thereof,
file wifi the Commission in such detail as the Commission may require, a statement in duplicate showing the actual legitimate original cost of construction of
such project, addition, or betterment, and of the price paid for water rights,
rights-of-way, lands, or interest in lands. The licensee shall grant to the Corn.
mision or to its duly authorized agent or agents, at all reasonable times free
access to such project, addition, or betterment, and to all maps, profiles, conticts,
reports of engineers, accoun@, books, records and dl other papers and
documents relating thereto. The statement of actual legitimate original COS1
of said project and revisions thereof as determined by the Commission, shall bt
~led with the Secretary of the Treasury.
(c) [Cooperation
with Federal and State agencies.]—To
cooperate with
the executive departments and other agencies of Shte or National Govern.
ments in such investigations; and for such purpose the several departments anc
agencies of the National Government are aufiorized and directed upon the m
quest of the Commission, to furnish such records, papers, and information in thefi
possession as may be requested ‘by the Commission, and temporarily to detai
to the Commission
such officers or experts as may be necessary in suck
investigations.
(d) [Pubtic information
and use of Commissions reports and investiga
tion%Report
to Congress. ]—To make public from time to time the informs
tion secured hereunder and to provide for the publication of its reports anc
investigations in such form and manner as may be best adapted for public in
formation and use. The Commission, on or before the 3d day of January of eacl
year, shall submit to Congress for the fiscal year preceding a classified repor
showing the permits and licenses issued under this Part, and in each case th~
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parties thereto, the te~s prescribed, and the moneys received if any, on account
thereof. Such report shall contain the names and show the compensation of the
persons employed by the Commission.
(e) [Licenses for dams and other facilities.]—To
issue licenses to citizens
of the United States, or to any association of such citizens, or to any corporation organized under the laws of the United States or any State thereof, or
to any State or municipality for the purpose of constructing, operating, and
maintaining dams, water conduits, reservoirs, power houws, tr~smission
lines)
or other proj ect works necessary or convenient for the development and improvement of navigation and for the development, transmission, and utilization of
power across, along, from, or in any of the streams or other bodies of water over
which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to regulate commerce with
foreign nations and among tie several States, or upon any part of the public lands
and reservations of the United States (including the Territories),
or for the
purpose of utilizing the surplus water or water power from any Government dam,
except as herein provided: Provided, That licenses shall be issued within any reservation only after a finding by the Commission that the license will not interfere
“ or be inconsistent with the purpose for which such reservation was created or
acquired, and shall be subject to and contain SUChconditions as fie secre~ry
of the department under whose supervision such reservation falls shall deem
necessary for the adequate protection and utilization of such reservations:
Provided further, That no license affecting the navigable capacity of any navigable
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Provided further, That in case the Commission shall find that any
Government dam may be advantageously used by the United States for public
purposes in addition to navigation, no license therefor shall be issued until two
years after it shall have reported to Congress the facts and conditions relating
thereto, except that this provision shall not apply to any Government dam constructed prior to June 10, 1920: And provided further, That upon the filing of
any application for a license which has not been preceded by a preliminary
permit under subsection (f) of this section, notice shall be given and pubtished
as required by the proviso of said subsection.
Commission:

(f) [Preliminary permits.]—To
issue preliminary permits for the purpose of
enabling applicants for a license hereunder to secure the data and to perform the
acti required by section 9 hereof: Provided, however, That upon the filing of any
application for a preliminary permit by any person, association, or corporation
the Commission, before granting such application, shall at once give notice of
such app~cation in writing to any State or municipality likely to be interested in
or affected by such application; and shall also publish notice of such application
once each week for four weeks in a daily or weekly news~per published in the
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wunty or counties in which the project or any part thereof or the lands affected
thereby are situated.
(g) [Investigation
of OCCUpanCYfor developing power—Orders.]—Upon
its own motion to order an investigation of any occupancy of, or evidenced
intention to occupy, for the purpose of developing electric power, public lands,
resemations, or stream-s or other bdles of water over which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to regulate cornme~e tith foreign nations and among
the several States by any pemon, corporation, State, or municipality and to issue
such order as it may find appropriate, expedient, and in the public inter=t to
conserve and uti~ze the navigation and water-power resources of the region.
(41 Sat, 1065; $202, Act of August 26,1935,49
Stat. 839; 16 U.S.C. $ 797)
EXPUNATORY NOTES

1953 Modifi~tion. Section 3 of the Act
of August 15, 1953, as amended, 67 Stat.
587, provides that subsection 4(b) shall not
apply to any project owned by a State or
a municipdi:y.
The text of the 1953 Act
appears herein as a note following section
14 of t~ls Act.
1935 Amendment. Section 202 of the
Act of August 26, 1935, (1) changed the
desismation of the subsections: (2) in subsect~on (e) substituted “stre=s
‘or other
bodies of water over which Congress has
jurisdiction ~nder its authority to regulate
commerce with foreign nations and among
the several states” for “navigable waters of
the United States”; (3) added subsection
(g); (4) eliminated materiti deding with
subjects covered in Parts II and 111; and

(5)
made severaI additional
technid
changes.
1921 Limitation on Projects in Natiod
Parks. The Act of March 3, 1921, repealed
so much of the original Federal Water
Power Act as authorized the granting of
licenses by the Federal Power Commission
for facilities in existing national parks and
monuments. The text of the 1921 Act appears herein in chronological order. Section
212 of the Act of August 26, 1935, 49 Stat.
847, provides specifically that the 1921 Act
and any other act relating to nationai parks
and monuments are not @ected.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions interpreting this Act are included only to the extent deemed relevant to
activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.

NOTES OF OPINIONS

1+
Natiod parks and monuments
Relation to State laws 1
Standing to sue 4
Transmission lines 3

Ulcenses

1. Licenees-Relation

2

to State laws

It was the intention of Congress in enacting the Federal
Power Act to secure
comprehensive development of national resources and not merely to prevent obstructions to navigation. The detailed provisions
of the Act providing for the Federd plan
of regulation leave no room or need for
confecting state controls. Where the Fedthe state
erd
Government
supersedes
government,
there is no suggestion that
the two agencies both shall have final
authority. Therefore,
since a state permit is not required, there is no justification
for the Federal Power Commission, as a
condition precedent to considering an application for a license for a water power
project on navigable waters, to require that
the applicant first obtain a petit
for the

project under state law. The securing of a
state permit is not in any sense a condition
precedent or an administrative procedure
that must be exhausted before securing a
Federd license. First Iowa Coo#e~ative v.
Federal Power Commission, 328 U.S. 152
(1946),
The Congress has the same power under
the Property Clause of the Constitution to
grant exclusive regulatory authority to the
Federal Power Commission to issue Ecenses
for water power projects on a non-navigable
stream on lands in the ownership or control
of the United Stste~, se it does under the
Commerce Clause wth respect to navigable
waters. Federal Power Commission v, Oregon, 349 U.S. 435, 441+6 (1955).
In reviewing a license issued by the Federal Power Commission for a water power
project on a non-navigable stream on reserved lands of the United States, it is not
necessary for the court to pass upon the
contention of the State of Oregon that
the Acts of July 26, 1866, July 9, 1870, and
the Desert Land Act of 1877 constitute an
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express Congressional
delegation or conveyance to the State of the power to regulate
the use of such waters because those Acts
do not apply to reserved lands. Federd
Power Commission v. Oregon, 349 U.S.
435, 446+8
( 1955).

parks and monuments
The Federaf Power Commission does not
‘have authority to grant licenses for power
works within natiomd parks or natiorud
monumeuts, whether or not there are
navigable waters within such reservations.
‘2. —Natiod

Acting Solicitor Kirgis Opinion, 56 I.D. 372
(1938).
3. —Transmission
Hnes
The Act of March 4, 1911, 36 Stat. 1253,
regarding transmission line easements over
public lands, national forests, and reservations, has not been superseded, so far as
Federal reckation
project
transmission
lines are concerned, by the Federd Water
Power Act of June 10, 1920,41 Stat. 1063.
Decision of Assistant Secretary, A–1 7072
(April 25, 1933).
The applicability of the Acts of February
15, 1901, and March 4, 1911, to rights of
way for power purposes over public lands,
was superseded by the Federd Water Power
Act, as amended. Therefore, applications
to the United States for hydroelectric power
plant sites on pubEc lands or rights of way
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for main or primary hydroelectric power
transmission lines must be made to the
Federd Power Commission. On the other
hand, rights of way for transmission lines
which are not primary lines must be secured
under the 1901 or 1911 Acts. 43 C.F.R.
$ 2234.*1(3)
(1965).
In the exercise of its responsiblEty as
guardian of the public domain=waterways
and public lands—under
sections 4(e),
4(g) and 10( a) of the Federal Power Act,
the Commission might wdl determine that
a Ecense should be granted to a public
utility only on condition that it make available its excess transmission capacity to transmit energy generated in power plants of
the United States. Federal Power Commission v. Zdaho Power Co., 344 U.S. 17
(1952).
4. +tanding

to sue
The Secretary of tie Interior and an association of power cooperatives have standing to petition for ju~lcial review of an
order of the Federal Power Commission
granting a ficense to a private power company to construct a hydroelectric generating plant on a site (Roanoke Rapids)
allegedly approved by Congress for Federfl
development. United States ex rel Chapman v. Federal Power Commission, 345 U.S.
153 (1953), reversing on this ground 191 F.
2d 796 (4th G1r. 1951 ).

SW. 5. [Pre~iinary
permit— Condition@ancellation
for cause. ]-Each
preliminary permit issued under this Part shall be for the sole purpose of maintaining priority of application for a ticense under the terms of this Act for such
period or periods, not exceeding a total of three years, as in the discretion of the
Commission may be necessary for making examinations and surveys, for preparing maps, plans, specifications, and estimates, and for making financial arrangements. Each such permit shall set forth the conditions under which priority
shall be maintained. Such permits shall not be transferable, and may be canceled by order of the Commission upon failure of perrnittees to comply with the
conditions thereof or for other good cause shown after notice and opportunity
for hearing. (41 Stat. 1067; ~ 203, Act of August 26, 1935, 49 Stat. 841; 16
U.S.C. $ 798)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

1935 Amendment. The Act of August 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 841, amended section 5 by
eliminating the words “and a license issued”
which appeared at the end of the second

sentence and by adding at the end of the
last sentence the words “or for other good
cause shown after notice and opportunity
for hearing?’

Sec. 6. [Term of ficen~Acceptance
of conditions by license+Revocation
or surrender of ficens~] —Licenses under Wls Part shall be issued for a period
not exceeding fifty years. Each such license shall be conditioned upon acceptance by the ficensee of dl the terms and conditions of this Act and such further
conditions, if any, as the Commission shall prescribe in conformity with this
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Act, which said terms and conditions and the acceptance thereof shall be expressed in said license. Licenses may be revoked only for the reasons and in tie
manner prescribed under the provisions of this Act, and may be altered or surrendered only upon mutual agreement between the licensee and the Commission
after thirty days’ public notice. Copies of all licenses issued under the provisions
of this Part and calling for the payment of annual charges shall be deposited
with the General Accounting Office, in compliance with section 3743, Revised
Statutes, as amended (U. S.C., title 41, sec. 20). (41 Stat. 1067; $204, Act of
August 26,1935,49
Stat. 841; 16 U.S,C. $ 799)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1935 Amendment. The Act of August 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 841, amended section 6 by
substituting the words “tKlrty days” for

“ninety days” in the third sentence and by
adding the last sentence to tie section.

Sec. 7. (a) [Preference to States and municipalities. ]-In
issuing preliminary permits hereunder or licenses where no preliminary permit has been issued
and in issuing licenses to new licensees under section 15 hereof, the Commission shall give preference to applications therefor by States and municipa~ties~
provided the plans for the same are deemed by the Commission equally wel~
adapted, or shall within a reasonable time to be fixed by the Commission be made
equally well adapted, to conserve and utilize in the public interest the water
resources of the region; and as between other applicants, the Commission may
give preference to the applicant the plans of which it finds and determines are
best adapted to develop, conserve, and utilize in tie public interest the water
resources of the region, if it be satisfied as to the ability of the applicant to carry
out such plans.
(b) [Recommendation
for development by United States. ]—Whenever,
in
the judgment of the Commission, the development of any water resourc~ for
public purposes should be undertaken by the United States itself, the Commission shall not approve any application for any project affecting such development, but shall cause to be made such examinations, surveys, reports, p~m, and
estimates of the cost of the proposed development as it may find necessary, and
shall submit its findings to Congress with such recommendations
as it may find
appropriate
concerning
such development
(41 Stat. 1067; $205, Act of
August 26,1935,49 Stat. 842; 16 U.S.C. ~ 800)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Amendment. Section 205 of the
Act of Au~st 26, 1935, eliminated the
words “navigation and” before the words
1935

“water resources” wherever they apware~
in subsection (a) and lettered the paragraphs (a) and (b).

Sec. 8. [Conditions
for voluntary transfer of licens+Exceptions.]
—No
voluntary transfer of any license, or of the rights thereunder granted, shall be
made without the written approval of the Commission; and any successor or
assign of tie rights of such licensee, whether by voluntary transfer, judicial sale,,
foreclosure sale, or otherwise, shall be subject to all the conditions of the ficense
under which such rights are held by such licensee and also subject to all the
provisions and conditions of this Act to the same extent as though such successor
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or %sign were the original licensee hereunder: Provided, That a mortgage or
trust deed or judicial sales made thereunder or under tax sales shall not be
deemed voluntary transfers within the meaning of this section. (41 Stit. 1068;
16 U.S.C. ~ 801)
Sec. 9. Each applicant for a license hereunder shall submit to the Commission—
(a) [Applicant
to submit plans, specifications, cost estimates, etc.] —such
maps, plans, specifications, and estimates of cost as may be required for a ful~
understanding of the proposed projmt. Such maps, plans, and specification
when approved by the Comrniss;.on shall be made a part of the license; and
thereafter no change shall be made in said maps, plans, or specifications until
such changes shall have been approved and made a part of such license by the
Commission.
(b) [Applicant
to submit evidence of compliance with State law.] —Satis.
~actory evidence that tie applicznt has complied with tie requirements of the
laws of the State or States within which the proposed project is to be located with
respect to bed and banks and to the appropriation, diversion, and use of water
!or power purposes and with respect to the right to engage in the business of
developing, transmitting, and distributing power, and in any other business
lecessa~ to effect the purposes of a license under this Act.
(c) [Additional
information. ]-Such
additional information as the Commission may require. (41 Stat. 1068; 16 U.S.C. $ 802)
NOTE OF OPINXON
i. Relation to State bws
The Federal Power Act estab~shes a dual
ystem of control consisting merely of the
iivision of the common enterprise between
cooperating Federd and state agencies of
~overnment, each with find authority in
ts own jurisdiction. The Act leaves to the
;tates their tradition
jurisdiction
over
]roprieta~
rights to beds and banks of
~treams and to divert or use water, and

over legal rights to engage locally in the
business of developing,
transmitting and
distributing power, to the extent not supersealed by superior Federal powers. Section
27 of the Act expressly “saves” certain state
laws relating to proprietary rights as to the
use of water, but section 9(b)
does not
itself reqtire compEance with any state laws.
First Iowa Cooperative
v. Federal Power
Commission, 328 U.S. 152 ( 1946).

SeC. 10. [Conditions
of licenses. ]—All Ecenses issued under this Part shall
)e on the following conditions:
(a) [Comprehensive
plan. ]—.The project adopted, including the maps,
}lans, and specifications, shall be such as in the judgment of the Commission
vN1 be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for improving or developing a
vaterway or waterways for the use or benefit of interstate or foreign commerce,
or the improvement and utilization of water-power development, and for other
)eneficial public uses, including recreational purposes; and if necessary in order

o secure such plan the Commission
tion of any project
)efore approval.

shall have authority to require the modifica-

and of the plans and specifications

of the project

works

(b) [Substantial
alterations.] —Except when emergency shall require fir
he protection of navigation, life, health, or property, no substantial alteration
r addition not in conformity %lth the approved plans shall be made to any
lam or other project works constructed hereunder of an installed capacity
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in excess of two thousand horsepower without the prior approval of the
Commission; and any emergency alteration or addition so made shall thereafter
be subject to such modification and change as the Commission may direct.
(c) [Operation
of project~Liability
for damages. ]—The
ficensee shd
maintain the project works in a condition of repair adequate for the purposes of
navigation and for the efficient operation of said works in the development and
transmission of power, ~hdl make all necessary renewals and replacements,
shall establish and maintain adequate depreciation reserves for such purposes,
shall so maintain and operate said works as not to impair navigation, and shall
conform to such rules and regulations as the Commission may from time to
time prescribe for the protection of life, health, and property. Each licensee
hereunder shall be liable for dl damages occasioned to the property of others
by the construction, maintenance, or operation of the project works or of the
works appurtenant or accessory thereto, constructed under the license, and
in no event shall the United States be liable therefor.
(d) [Amortization
reserves. ]—After the first twenty years of operation, out
of surplus earned thereafter, if any, accumulated in excess of a specified reasonable rate of return upon the net investment of a licensee in any project or
projects under license, the licensee shall establish and maintain amortization
reserves, which reserves shall, in the discretion of the Commission, be held until
the termination of the license or be applied from time to time k reduction of
the net investment. Such specified rate of return and the proportion of such surpll~s earnings to be paid into and held in such reserves shall be set forth in the
license.
(e) [Annual charges payable by ticensees.]-The
ficensee shall pay to the
United States reasonable annual charges in an amount to be fixed by the Corn.
mission for the purpose of reimbursing the United States for the costs of the
administration of this Part; for recompensing it 4or the use, occupancy, and enjoy
ment of its lands or other property; and for the expropriation to the Government of excessive profits until the respective States shall make prevision for preventing excessive profits or for the expropriation thereof to themselva, or until
the period of amortization as herein provided is reached, and in fixing suck
charges the Commission shall seek to avoid increasing the price to the consume~
of power ‘by such charges, and any such charges may be adjusted from time tc
time by the Commission as conditions may reqtire: Provided, That when licens~
are issued involving the use of Government dams or other structures owned b}
tie United States or tribal lands embraced within Indian reservations the Corn.
mission shall, subject to the approval of the Secretary of tie Interior in the cast
of such dams or structures in ~eclarnation projects arid, in the case of such ttiba
“lands, subject to the approval of the Indian tribe having jurisdiction of sucl
‘lands as provided in section 16 of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), fi>
a reasonable annual charge for the use thereof, and such charges may witl
‘like approval be readjusted by the Commission at the end of twaty years after th~
project is available for semice and at periods of not less than ten years theroafte:
upon notice and opportunity for hearing: Provided further, That ficenses forth,
development,
transmission, or distribution of power by States or municipafitie
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shall be issued and enjoyed without charge to the extent such power is sold to
the public without profit or is used by such State or municipality for State or
municipal purposes, except tiat as to projects constructed or to be constructed
by States or municipalities primarily designed to provide or improve navigation, licenses therefor shall be issued without charge; and that licenses for
the development, transmission, or distribution of power for domestic, mining,
or other beneficial use in projects of not more than two thousand horsepower
installed capacity may be issued without charge, except on tribal lands within
Indian reservations: but in no case shall a license be issued free of charge
for the development; and utiimtion of power created by any Government dk
and that the amount charged there for in any license shall be such as determined
by the Commission. In the event an overpayment of any charge due under the
section shall be made by a Iicensw, the Commission is authorized to allow a credit
for such overpayment when charges are due for any subsequent period.
(f) [Headwater
benefits. ]-Whenever
any licensee hereunder is directly
benefited by the construction work of another licensee, a perrnittee, or of the
United States of a storage reservoir or other headwater improvement, the Commission shall require as a condition of the license that the licensee so benefited
shall reimburse the owner of such resemoir or other improvements for such part
of the annual charges for interest, maintenance, and depreciation thereon as
the Commission may deem equitable. The proportion of such charges to be
paid by any licensee shall be determined by the Commission. The licensees or
perrnittees tiected shall pay to the United States the cost of making such determination as fixed bv tie timmission.
Whenever such res~rvoir or other improvement is constructed by the United
States the Commission shall asseas similar charges against any licensee directly
benefited thereby, and any amount so assessed shall be paid into the Treasury of
the United States, to be reserved and appropriated as a part of the special fund
for headwater improvements as provided in section 17 hereof.
Whenever any power project not under license is benefited by the construction
work of a licensee or petittee,
the United States or any agency thereof, the
Commission, after notice to the owner or owners of such unlicensed project, shall
determine and fix a reasonable and equitable annual charge to be paid to the
Ecensee or permittee on account of such benefits, or to the United States if it be
the owner of such headwater improvement.
(g) [Ofier
conditions.] —Such other conditions not inconsistent with the
provisions of this chapter as the Commission may require.
(h) [Monopolistic
combinations
prohibited. ]-Combinations,
agreements,
~rrangements, or understmdings,
express or impfied, to limit the output of
:lectric~ energy, to restrain trade, or to fix, maintain, or increase prices for
:lectfical energy or service, are hereby prohibited.
issuing licenses for a minor part only of a.
(i) [Waiver of conditions.] -In
complete project, or for a compiete project of not more than two thousand horsepower installed capacity, the Commission may in its discretion waive such
renditions, provisions, and requirements of Wls” Part, except the license period
>f fifty years, as it may deem-to be to the pubtic interest-to waive under the
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circumstances: Provided, That the provisions hereof shall not apply to annual
charges for use of lands within Indian reservations. (41 S~t, 1068; $206, Act of
August 26, 1935,49 Stat. 842; Act of September 7,1962,76
Stat. 447; 16 U.S.C.
$ 803)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1%2 Amendment. The Act of Septem.
ber 7, 1962, substituted “two thousand
horsepower” for “one hundred horsepower”
wherever the latter appeared. For legislative history of the 1962 Act see S. 1606,
Public Law 87447
in the 87th Congress;
S. Rept. No. 664; H.R. Rept. No. 2241.
1935 Amendment. Section 206 of the
Act of August 26, 1935, (1) elaborated the
description of the comprehensive plan in
subsection (a) ; (2) amended subsection (e)
by inserting the requirement for approval by
the Secretary of the Interior or the Indian

tribe in the case of reclamation projecti or
projects on Indian lands, respectively, and
by adding the last sentence relating to overpayment of charges; (3) amended subjection (f) by adding the last sentence of the
first paragraph; and (4) made other technical changes.
Reference in the T=t.
The Act of June
18, 1934, referred to in subsection (e) is the
so-called Wheeler-Howard
Act. Section 16,
48 Stat. 987., 25 U.S,C. ~ 476, relates to
the constitution and bylaws of a tribe and
to the powers of the tribal cound

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Comprehensive ph
Headwater benefits

1
2

1. Comprehensive plan
In the exercise of its responsibility as
guardian of the public domain—waterways
and public lands—under sections 4(e), 4
(g) and 10(a) of the Federaf Power Act,
the Commission might well determine that
a license should be granted to a public utifity
only on condition that itmake avafiable its
excess transmission capacity to transmit
energy generated in power plants of the
United
States. Federal Power
Commis-

sion

v. Idaho

Power

Co.,

344

U.S. 1?

(1952).
2. Headwater benefits
Moneys received from power licenses,
under assessments made by the Federd
Power Commission
pursuant to section
10(f) of the Federal Power Act, for headwater benefits attribumble to Reclamation
reservoirs, shall be paid into the Reclamation Fund in accordance with the HaydenOMahoney
Ammdment
of 1938. Dec.
Comp. @n. R156498
(May 24, 1966).

Sec. 11. [Dams on navigable waters.]—If
the dam or other project works are
to be constructed across, along, or in any of the navigable waters of the United
States, the Commission may, insofar as it deems the same reasonably necessa~
to promote the present and future needs of navigation and consistent with a
reasonable investment cost to the licensee, include in the license any one or more
of the following provisions or requirements:
(a) [Constructia
of Imk% etc., by licensee. ]-Such
licensee shall, to me
extent necessary to preserve and improve navigation facilities, cons~et,
~
whole or in part, without expense to the United States, in connection with such
darn, a lock or locksj booms, sluices, or other structures for navigation purposes,
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chief of Engineers
and the Secretary of the Army and made part of such license.
(b) [Conveyance by the licensee to the United States of lands, etc., required
for navigation facilities. ] —In case such structures for navigation purposes are
not made a part of the original instruction
at tie expense of the fimnsee~
then whenever the United States shall desire to complete such navigation facilities the ficensee shall convey to the United States, free of cost, such of its land
and its rights of way and such right of pas]age through its darns or other ~t~G
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tures, and permit such control of pools as may be required to complete such
navigation facilities.
(c) [Free power to be furnished by licensee for operation of navigation
facilities. ]—Such licensee sM1 furnish free of cost to the United States power
for the operation of such navigation facilities, whether constructed by the
licensee or by the United States,, (41 Stat. 1070; 16 U.S.C. ~ 804)
Sec. 12. [Licensee to install locks, et~, on navigable waters if Government
fafls to do shReport
to Congress concerning United States share of construction costs. ]-Whenever
application is filed for a project hereunder involving
navigable waters ‘of the United States, and the Commission shall find upon investigation that the needs of navigation require the construction of a lock or
locks or other navigation structures, and that such structures cannot, consistent with a reasonable investment cost to the applicant, be provided in the manner
specified in section 11, subsection (a) hereof, the Commission may grant the
application with the provision to be expressed in the license that the Ecensee
will hstall the necessary navigation structures if the Government fa~s to make
provision therefor within a time to be fixed in the license and cause a report
upon such project to be prepared, with estimates of cost of the power development and of the navigation structures, and shall submit such report to Congress
with such recommendations as it deems appropriate concerning the participation
of tie United States in the cost of construction of such navigation structures.
(41 Stat. 1070; 16 U.S.C. ~ 805)
Sec. 13. [Time limit for construction and operation—Extension-Termination of license on failure to construct-Proceedings
if project is only partially
completed in time prescribed. ] —The licensee shall commence the construction of
the project works within the time fixed in the license, which shall not be more
than two years from the date thereof, shall thereafter in good faith and with
due diligence prosecute such construction, and shall within the time fixed in
the license complete and put into operation such part of the ultimate development as the Commission shall deem necessary to supply the reasonable needs of
the then available market, and shall from time to time thereafter construct such
portion of Me balance of such development as the Commission may direct, so as
to supply adequately the reasonable market demands until such development
shall have been completed. The periods for the commencement of construction
may be extended once but not longer than two additional years and the period
for the completion of construction carried on in good faith and with reasonable diligence may be extended by the Commission when not incompatible with
the public interests. In case the licensee shall not commence actual construction
of the project works, or of any specified part thereof, within the time prescribed
in the license or as extended by the Commission, then, after due notice given, the
license shall, as to such project works or part tiereof, be terminated upon written
order of the Commission. In case the construction of the project works, or of
any specified part thereof, have been begun but not completed within the time
prescribed in the license, or as extended by the Commission, then the Attorney
General, upon the request of the Commission, shall institute proceedings in equity
in the district court of the United States for the district in which any part of the
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project is situated for the revocation of said Ecense, the sale of the works constructed, and such other equitable relief as the case may demand, as provided forin section 26 hereof. (41 Stat. 1071; 16 U.S.C, $ 806)
Sec. 14. [Right of Government to take over project at ~piration
of licens+
Payment to license+Determination
of value of project—Right
of condemnation reserved to Federd, State and local governments. ] —Upon not less than
two years’ notice in writing from the Commission the United States shall have
the right upon or after the expiration of any license to take over and thereafter
to maintain and operate any project or projects as defined in section 3 hereof,
and covered in whole or in part by the license, or the right to take over upon
mutual agreement with the licensee all property owned and held by the licensee
then valuable and serviceable in the development, transmission, or distribution
of power and which is then dependent for its usefulness upon the continuance of
the license, together with any lock or locks or other aids to navigation constructed
at the expense of the iicensee, upon the condition that before taking possession,
it shall pay the net investment of the licensee in the project or projects takenj,
not to exceed the fair value of the property taken, plus such reasonable damages,
if any, to property of the licensee valuable, serviceable, and dependent as above
set forth but not taken, as may be caused by the severance therefrom of prope~
taken, and shall assume au contracts entered into by the licensee with the approval of the Commission. The net investment of the licensee in the project or
projects so taken and the amount of such severance damages, if any, shall be
determined by the Commission after notice and opportunity for hearing. Such.
net investment shall not include or be affected by the value of any lands, nghtsof-way, or other property of the United States licensed by the Commission under
this Act, by the license or by good will, going value, or prospective revenues; nor
shall the values allowed for water rights, rights-of-way, lands, or interest in lands
be in excess of the actual reasonable cost thereof at the time of acquisition by the.
ficensee: Provided, That the right of the United States or any State or municipality to take over, maintain, and operate any project licensed under this Act
at any time by condemnation proceedings upon payment of just compensation is
hereby expressly reserved. (41 Stat. 1071; $207, Act of August 26, 1935,49
Sbt. 844; 16 U.S.C. ~ 807)
EDUNATORY

NOTES

1953 Modification. The Act of August
15, 1953, 67 Stat. 587, as amended by
the Act of Jtiy 31, 1959, 73 Stak 271, pro
vid~s that section. 14 shall not apply to any
project owned by a State or a municipality.
The 1953 Act reads as fo~ows:
“In order to facilitate the development
and construction by States and municipdities of water conservation facilities, certain

Act pertaining to the ~lng over by the
Utited States of any project upon or after
the e~iration of a license, and sections.
301 and 302 of said Act requiring certain
records and accounting procedures an8
section 4(b) requiring the preparation and
fling of the statement of actuaf legitimate
origind cost of a project, shall not be applicable to any project owned by a State

requirements in the Federal Power Act me
made kappticable
to States and municipalities as provided in this Act.
“Sec. 2. The words used in tils Act shall
have the same meanings ascribed to them in
the Federaf Power Act.
“See. 3. Section 14 of the Federal Power

or municipality, and such rights and requirements shall not etist under any litense heretofore or hereafter granted to any
State or municipality. The Federal Power
Commission in determining the amount of
aunud charges applicable to any such projject may determine the annuaf charges with
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:reference to the actd cost of services in.curred by the Commission with resuect to

substitutins “by the Commission after notice and oDDorturdtvfor hearim” in the

the proj;ct.
“Sec. 4. Except as herein provided, the
provisions of this Act shall not be constied
a? .repedi~
or affectins any of the pm
VISIO~
of the Federal Power Act.”
1935 Amendment. The Act of Aubmst 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 844, amended section 14 by

second sen~ince of- the section.; for “by
a~eement
between the Commion
and
the licensee? and in case they cannot agee,
by proceedmss in equity instituted by the
United States in the District Court of the
United States in the district within which
any such property may be located?’

Sec. 15. [Reissuance of license to original licensee at expiration of license
upon such terms as authorized or required under then existing laws and regulais taken over by
tion+Provision
for annual renewal of ficense until property
Government
expiration
operate

or a new license
of the

original

any project

or projects

the Commission

is authorized

such

conditions

terms

=isting
Conditions
covered

and

laws

and

is issued.]—If

license,

by the original

its right

of the licensee,
to issue a new

as may

regulations,

to a new

the United

exercise

licensee,
license,

be

which

as provided

license

authorized

c)r to issue
ficense

States

a new
may

:ind shall be issued

does

to take over,

in section

to the original
or required
ficense
cover

under

said

at the
and

14 hereof,

ficensee
under

any project

on the wndition

not,

maintain,

the
te~

upon
then
and

or projects
that the new

licensee shall, before taking possession of such project or projects, pay such
amomt, and assume such contracts M the United States is required to do, in the
manner specified in section 14 l~ereof: Provided, That in the event the United
States does not exercise the right to take over or does not issue a license to a new
licensee, or issue a new license to the original licensee, upon reasonable terms, then
the Commission shall issue from year to year an annual license to the then licensee under the terms and conditions of the original license until the property
is taken over or a new license is issued as aforesaid. (41 Stat. 1072; 16 U.S.C.
$ 808)
Sec. 16. [Temporary
possession of project by Government if safety of the
United States demands it.]— When in the opinion of the President of the
United States, evidenced by a w:ritten order addressed to the holder of any license
hereunder, the safety of the United States demands it, the United States shall
have the right to enter upon and take possession of any project, or part hereof,
constructed, maintained, or operated under said license, for the purpose of manufacturing nitrates, explosives, or munitions of war, or for any other purpose involving the safety of the United Sbtes, to retain possession, management, and
control thereof for such length of time as may appear to the President to be necessary to accomplish said purposes and then to restore possession and control to
the ~ty
or parties entitled thereto; and in the event that the United Stites shall
exercise such right it shall pay to the party or parties entitied thereto just and
fair compensation for the use of said property as may be fixed by the Commission upon the basis of a reasonable profit in time of peace, and the cost of restoring said property to as good condition as existed at the time of the taking over
thereof, less the reasonable valw of any improvements that maybe made thereto
by tie United States and which are valuable ad serviceable to the licensee.
(41 Stat. 1072; 16 U.S.C. $ 809)
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Sec. 17. [Disposition of pro~ed+Reclamation
fund.]—( a) All proceeds
from any Indian reservation shall be placed to the credit of the Indians of such
reservation. All other charges arising from licenses hereunder, except charges
fixed by the Commission for the purpose of reimbursing the United States for
the costs of administration of this Part shall be paid into the Treasury of the
United States, subject to the following distribution: 12% per centum thereof is
hereby appropriated to be paid into the Treasury of the United States and credited to “Miscellaneous remipts”; 50 per centum of the charges arising from ficenses hereunder for the occupancy and use of public lands and national forests
shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated as a pafi of the reclamation fund
created by the Act of tingress known as the Reclamation Act, approved June
17, 1902; and 37% per centum of the charges arising from licenses hereunder
for the occupancy and use of national forests and public lands from development
within the boundaries of any State shall be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury
to such State; and 50 per centum of the charges arising from all other licenses
hereunder is reserved and appropriated as a special fund in the Treasury to be
expended under the direction of the Secreta~ of the Army in the maintenance
and operation of dams and other navigation structures owned by tie United
States or in the construction, maintenance, or operation of headwater or other
improvements of navigable waters of the United States. The proceeds of charges
made by the Commission for the pu~ose of reimbursing the United States for the
costs of the administration of this Part shall be paid into the Treasury of the
United States and credited to miscellaneous receipts.
(b) In case of delinquency on the part of any licensee in the payment of annual charges a penalty of 5 per centum of the total amount so delinquent may be
added to the total charges which shall apply for the first month or part of month
so delinquent with an additional penalty of 3 per centum for each subsequent
month until the total of the charges and penalties are paid or until the license
is canceled and the charges and penalties satisfied in accordance with law. (41
Stat. 1072; ~ 208, Act of August 26, 1935,49 Stat. 845; 16 U.S.C. $ 810)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1935 Amendment. The Act of August 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 845, amended section 17 by
designating the existing provisions of the
section as subsection (a) and adding the
words “ixcept charges fixed by the Commission for the purpose of reimbursing the
United States for the costs of administration
of this Part,” in the second sentence of the

subsection; by substituting l’national forests”
for “national monuments, national forests,
and national parks” wherever appearing;
and by adding the last sentence of the subsection relating to payment of proceeds of
charges into the Treasury; and by adding
subsection (b).

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Charges
The charges arising from occupancy and
use of public lands and national forest!,
which are subject to distribution under this

section, include administrative charges as
well as occupancy
charges. Dec. Comp.
Oen., A–29747
(February 3, 1930) ; dso
supplemental A–29747 (May 7, 1930).

Sec. 18. [Licensee to maintain navigational lights and signals and fishway~
Navigational
aids and reservoir level to be controlled by regulations of the
Secretary of the Army-Penalty
for non-compliance. ]—The Commission shall
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require the construction, maintenance, and operation by a licensee at its own
expense of such lights and signals as may be directed by the Secretary of the
Department in which the Coast Guard is operating, and such fishways as may
be prescribed by the Secre~
of he Interior. The operation of any navigation
facilities which may be constructed as a part of or in connection with any dam
or diversion structure built under the provisions of this Act, whether at the
expense of a licensee hereunder or of the United States, shall at all times
be-controlled by such reasonable rules and regulations in the interest of navigation, including the control of the level of the pool caused by such dam or
diversion structure as may be made from time to time by the Secreta~ of
the Army, and for willful failure to comply with any such rule or regulation
such ficensee shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished as provided in section 316 hereof. (41 Stat. 1073;
$209, Act of August 26, 1935,49 Stat. 845; ~ 2, Act of June 4, 1956, 70 Stat.
226; 16 U.S.C. $ 811)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1956 Amendment. The Act of Julne 4,
1956, 70 Stit. 226, amended section 18
by substituting the words “Secreta~ of the
Department in which the Coast Guard is
operating” for the words “Secretary of War”
in the first sentence of the section.
1935 Amendment. The Act of Au~~st 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 845, amended section 18
by adding the first sentence of the section,

and by elimimting the clause which read:
“Such rules and regulations may include the
maintenance and operation by such licensee
at its own expense of such lights and signals
as may be directed by the Secretary of the
Army and such fishways as may be. prescribed by the Secretary of the Intenor.”,
and by substituting “section 3 16“ for ‘ ‘section 25” in the last sentence of the section.

Sec. 19. [Public service licensee+State
re@ation
to control-Regulation
by
the Commission if no State provision there for—Commission’s
jurisdiction to
cease when State provides means of regulation and control.] —As a condition
of the license, every licensee hereunder which is a public-service corporation,
or a person, association, or corporation owning or operating any project and developing, transmitting, or distributing power for sale or use in public service,
shall abide by such reasonable regulation of the services to be rendered to customers or consumers of power, and of rates and chaqes of payment therefor, as
may from time to time be prescribed by any duly constituted agency of the State
in which the service is rendered or the rate charged. That in case of the development,’ transmission, or distribution, or use in public service of power by any
licensee hereunder or by its customer engaged in public service within a State
which has not authorized and empowered a commiwion or other agency or
agencies within said State to regulate and control the services to be rendered by
such licensee or by its customer engaged in public service, or the rates and
charges of payment therefor, or the amount or character of securities to be
issued by any of said parties, it is agreed a a condition of such license that jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Commission, upon complaint of any person aggrieved or upon its own initiative, to exercise such regulation and control
until such time as the State shall have provided a commission or other authority
for such regulation and control: Provided, That the jurisdiction of the Commission shall cease and determine as to each specific matter of regulation and control
prescribed in this section as soon as the State shall have provided a commission
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or other authority for the regulation and control of that specific matter. (41 Stat
1073; 16 U.S.C. ~ 812)
Sec. 20. [Reasonable
rates for power use in interstate commerc*Dis.
criminatory
rates unlawful~omission
to enforce rate provisions if na
enforcement authority provided by Stat+Section
to be admtilstered accord.
ing to procedure and practim in fixing and regulating rates, et~, of railroad
companie-Vduation
of property for rate ma~lng Emited. ] —When
said
power or any part thereof shall enter into interstate or foreign commerce the
rates charged and the service rendered by any such licensee, or by any subsidi~
corporation, the stock of which is owned or controlled directly or indirectly b)
such licensee, or by any person, corporation, or association purchasing power frm
such licensee for sale and distribution or use in public service shall be reasonable
nondiscriminatory, and just to the customer and all unreasonable dlscrirninatoq
and unjust rates or services are hereby prohibited and declared to be unlawful
and whenever any of the States directly concerned has not provided a commission
or other authority to enforce the requirements of this section within such Statt
or to regulate and control tie amount and character of securities to be issued b!
any of such parties or such States are unable to agree through their properly con
stituted authorities on the services to be rendered or on the rates or charges o
payment therefor, or on the amount or character of securities to be issued by an:
of said parties, jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Commission, upon com
plaint of any person aggrieved, upon the request of any State concerned, or upo]
its own initiative to enforce the provisions of this section, to regulate and contra
so much of the services rendered, and of the rates and charg= of payment fierefo
as constitute interstate or foreign commerce and to regulate the issuance of secu
rities by the parties included within this section, and securities issued by th
licensee subject to such regulations shall be allowed only for the bona fide purposl
of financing and conducting the business of such licensee.
The administration of the provisions of this section, so far as applicable, shal
be according to the procedure and practice in fixing and regulating the rates
charges, and practices of railroad companies as provided in fie Act to regulat
commerce, approved February 4, 1887, as amended, and that the parties subjec
to such regulation shall have the same rights of hearing, defense, and review a
said companies in such cases.
In any valuation of the property of any licensee hereunder for purposes a
rate mtilng, no value shall be claimed by the licensee or allowed by the Corn
mission for any project or projects under license in excess of the value or value
prescribed in section 14 hereof for the purposes of purchase by the United State!
but there shall be included the cost to such licensee of the construction of th
lock or locks or other aids of navigation and all other capital expenditures re
quired by the United States, and no value shall be claimed or allowed for th
rights granted by the Commission or by this Act. (41 Stat. 1073; 16” U.S.C
~ 813) Sec. 21. [Hcensee may acquire property through the exercise of the righ
of eminent domain-Jurisdiction
of Federal district court where owner c
,property claims amount in excess of $3,00&Proccdure
to conform as nearl
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as may be with State court procedure. ] —When any licensee cannot acquire
by contract or pledges an unimproved dam site or the right to use or damage
the lands or property of others necessary to the construction, maintenance, or
operation of any dam, reservoir, diversion structure, or the works appurtenant or
accessory thereto, in conjunction with an improvement which in the judgment
of the Commission is desirable and justified in the public interest for the purpose
of im.pmving or developing a waterway or waterways for the use or benefit of
interstate or foreign commerce, it may acquire the same by the exercise of the
right of eminent domain in the district court of the United States for the
district in which such land or other property may be located, or in the State
courts, The practice and procedure in any action or proceeding for that purpose
in the district court of the Unitecl States shall conform as nearly as may be with
the practice and procedure in similar action or proceeding in the courts of the
States district
State where ~$e property is sit~ated: Provided, That United
courts
of

shall only have jurisdiction

the

property

of cases when

to be condemned

the amount

exceeds

$3,000.

beyond

term

claimed

(41

Stat.

by the owner

1074;

16 U.S.C.

~ 814)
Sec.
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approval
interest

[Contracts
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of Commission
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Commission
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of tie
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] —Whenever
of

the date
the joint

or other

the public

contracts

for

the

of termination
approval

similar

of the

authority

in

the sale or delivery of power is made, or if sold or delivered in a
State which has no such pub fic-service commission, then upon the approval of the
Commission, and thereafter, in the event of failure to issue a new license to the
original licensee at the termination of the license, the United States or the new
licensee, as the case may be, shall assume and fulfill all such contracts. (41 Stat.
1074; 16 U.S.C. ~ 815)
Sec. 23. (a) [Existing rights, etc., protected—Holders
of existing rights,
etc., may apply for license under this part-Valuation
of existing projects.] —
The provisions of Wzs Part shall not be construed as afiecting any permit or
valid existing right-of-way heretofore grmted or as confirming or otherwise
tiecting
any claim, or as affecting any authority heretofore given pursuant to
law, but any person, association, corporation, State, or municipality holdlng or
the State in which

possessing such permit, Fight-of-way, or autiority may apply for a license hereunder, and upon such application the Commission may issue to any such appficant a license in accordance with the provisions of this Part and in such case
the provisions of this Act shall apply to such applicant as a licensee hereunder:
is made for ‘a ficense under this section for a
Provided, That when application
project

or projects

already

constrl~cted

the fair value

jeterrnined

as provided

in this section,

said license

be deemed

to be the amount
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in such

project

of the date of such determination,
267–067—72—vo1. 1~1
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shall be determined by the Commission after notice and opportunity for hearing.
(41 Stat. 1075; $210, Act of August 26, 1935,49 Stat. 846; 16 U.S.C. $ 816)
(b) [Projects on navigable streams for water or power purposes unlawful
except under a permit granted prior to June 10, 1920, in accordance with this
act—Projects on waters dehed as other than navigable to be licensed if interests of interstate or foreign commerce are involved. ] —It shall be unlawful for
any person, State, or municipality, for the purpose of developing electric power,
to construct, operate, or maintain any dam, water conduit, resemoir, power
house, or other works incidental thereto across, along, or in any of the navigable
waters of the United States, or upon any part of the public lands or reservations
of the United States (including the Territories), or utilize the surplus water or
water power from any Government darn, except under and in accordance with
the terms of a permit or valid existing right-of-way granted prior to June 10,
1920, or a license granted pursuant to this Act. Any person, association, corporation, State, or municipality intending to construct a dam or other project works
across, along, over, or in any stream or part thereof, other than those defined
herein as navigable waters, and over which Congress has jurisdiction under its
authority to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several
States shall before such construction file declaration of such intention with the
Commission, whereupon the Commission shall cause immediate investigation of
such proposed construction to be made, and if upm investigation it shall find
that the hterests of interstate or foreign commerce would be affected by such
proposed construction such person, association, corporation, State, or municipality shall not construct, maintain, or operate such dam or other project works
until it shall have applied for and shall have received a license under the provisions of this Act. If the Commission shall not so find, and if no pubfic lands or
reservations are affected, permission is hereby granted to construct such darn or
other project works in such stream upon compliance with State laws. (41 Stat.
1075; &210, Act of August 26, 1935,49 Stat. 846; 16 U.S.C. $ 817)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1935 Amendment. The Act of August 26,
1935, 49 Stat. 846, amended the section
by designating the first paragraph as subsection (a), and the second paragraph as
subsection (b). Subsection (a) was amended
by substituting the word “Part” ~or. “Act”
wherever it appeared and by substituting the
last sentence of subsection (a) for the following: “such fair value may, in the discretion of the Commission, be determined by
mutual agreement between the Commission
and the applicant or, in case they cannot
agree, jurisdiction is hereby conferred-upon
the district court of the United States In the
district
within
which
such project
or

projects may be located, upon the application of either party to hear and determine
the amount of such fair value.”
In addition, the 1935 Act amended sub.
section (b) by adding the first sentence tc
the subsection, by substituting the word~
“with foreign nations” for “between foreign
nations”, by substituting “shall before SUC}
construction”
for the words “my in theu
discretion” before the word “file”, and b>
substituting the words “shall not construct
maintain, or operate such dam or othel
project works” for the words “shall nol
proceed with such construction.”

sec. 24. [Power sites. ]—Any
lands of the United States included in any
proposed project under the provisions of this Part, shall from the date of filin~

of application therefor be rese~ed from entw, location, or other disp~al undel
the laws of the United States until otherwise directed by the Commission or b~
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Congress. Notice &at such application has been made, together with the date
of filing thereof and a description of the lands of the United States affected
thereby, shall be filed in the local land office for the district in which such lands
are located. Whenever the Commission shall determine that the value of any
lands of the United States so applied for, or heretofore or hereafter reserved or
classified as power sites, will not be injured or destroyed for the purposes of
power development by location, entry, or selection under the public land laws,
the Secretary of the Interior, upon notice of such determination, shall declare
such lands open to location, ent~, or selection, for such purpose or purposes and
under such restrictions as the Commission may determine, subject to and with a.
reservation of the right of the United States or its permitters or licensees to enter
upon, occupy, and use any part c)r all of said lands necessary, in the judgment of
the Commission, for the purposes of this Part, which right shall be expressly
reserved in every patent issued for such lands; and no claim or right to compensation shall accrue from the occupation or use of any of said lands for said
purposes. The United States or any licensee for any such lands hereunder may
enter thereupon for the purposes of this Part, upon payment of any damages to
crops, buildings, or other improvements caused thereby to the owner thereof, or
upon giving a good and sufficient bond to the United States for the use and
benefit of the owner to secure the payment of such damages as may he detehned
and fixed in an action brought upon the bond in a court of competent jurisdiction,
said bond to be in the form prescribed by the Commission: Provided, That locations, entries, selections, or filings heretofore made for lands reserved as waterpower sites, or in connection with water-power development, or electrical transmission may proceed to approval or patent under and subject to the limitations
and conditions in this section contained: Provided further, That before any lands
applied for, or heretofore or hereafter reserved, or classified as power sites, are
declared open to location, entry, or selection by tie Secretary of the Interior,
notice of intention to make such declaration shall be given to the Covernor of
the State within which such lands are located, and such State shall have ninety
days from the date of such notice within which to file, under any statute or
regulation applicable thereto, an application for the reservation to the State, or
any political subdivision thereof, of any lands required as a right-of-way for a
public highway or as a source of materials for the construction and maintenance of
such highways, and a copy of such application shall be filed with the Federal
Power Commission; and any location, entry, or selection of such lands, or subsequent patent thereof, shall be subject to any rights granted the State pursuant to
such application. (14 Stat. 1075; ~ 211, Act of August 26, 1935, 49 Stat. 846;
Act of May 28, 1948, 62 Stat. 275; 16 U.S.C.

$ 818)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1948 Amendment. The Act of May 28,
1948, amended the section by adding the
]econd proviso to the last sentence which
~ermits States to reserve for highway purvoses power sites that are to be released. For
,egislative history of the 1948 Act see
j. 1305, Public Law 559 in the 80th Con-

gress; S. Rept. No. 686; HR. Rept. No.
1922.
1935 Amendment.
Section 211 of the
Act of August 26, 1935, amended the third
sentence by adding the words “for such purpose or purposes and under such restrictions as the Commission may determine.”
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for violations by licensee, etc. ]—Re&eajed.
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Section Repealed, Covered in Title II.
Title 11, Section 212 of the Public Utility
Act of August 26, 1935, 49 Stat. 847, repealed section 25. Offenses and punish.
Sec. 26. [Equity
have
and
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or pro-
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of the Commission
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General

institute
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of courts

obligations
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Act

proceedings
—Power

jurisdiction

ment under the Act are covered in Title II,
section 213 of the 1935 Act, as amended,
16 U.S.C. ~825m, etseg.

court

all out-

may

deem

States may become

amount

than

it would

to pay under the provisions of section 14 hereof at the termination
of the license. (41 Stat. 1076; 16 U.S.C. ~ 820)
herein contained shall be conSec. 27. [State laws not affected. ]-Nothing
strued as affecting or intending to affect or in any way to interfere with the laws
of the respective States relating to the control, appropriation, use, or distribution
of water used in irrigation or for municipal or other uses, or any vested right
acquired therein. (41 Stat. 1077; 16 U.S.C. $ 821)
be required

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Relation to State laws
The Federal Power Act establishes a dud
system of control consisting merely of the
division of the common enterprise between
cooperating Feded
and state agencies of
&vernment,
each with &al authority in its
own jurisdiction.
The Act leaves to the

States their traditional jurisdiction over pro
prietaV rights to beds and banks of stream
and to divert or use water, and over Iega
rights to eng~e locally in the business o
developing,
transmitting and distributing{
power, to the extent not superseded by su
perior Federal powers. Section 27 of the Ac
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expressly “saves” certain state laws relating

pliance with any state laws. First Iowa Co-

to proprietary rights as to the use of water,
but section 9 (b) does not itself require corn-

operative v. Federal Powe? Commission, 32a
U.S. 152 ( 1946).

Sec. 28. [Reservation
claus+Licensees’
rights unaffected by change in
Act. ]—The ri2ht to alter, amenld, or repeal this Act is hereby expressly reserved;
but no such alteration, arnendm.ent, or repeal shall affect any license theretofore
issued under the provisions of tihis Act, or the rights of any licensee thereunder.
(41 Stat. 1077;
Sec.

29.

Francisco

16 U.S.C.

[Acts

~ 822)

repeAed—Act

unaffected.]-All

granting
Acts

or parts

rights

to the city

of Acts

inconsistent

and

county

with

of Sm

this Act

are

?rouided, That nothing herein contained shall be held or construed to modify or repeal any c+fthe provisions of the Act of Congress approved
December 19, 1913, granting certain rights-of-way to the city and county of
San Francisco, in the State of California: Provided further, That section 18 of
hereby

repealed:

an Act

making

certain

public

August
Sec.

appropriations
works

on rivers

8, 1917, is hereby
30.

[Short

:for the construction,
and

repealed.

harbors,
(41 Stat.

and

repw~r, and
for

1077;

other

16 U. SC.

preservation

purposes,

of

approved

$ 823)

title. ]—Re~ealed.
EXPLANATORY NTOTES

Section Repealed.
Section 212 of the
Public Utility Act of August 26, 1935? 49
Stat. 847, repealed section 30, and promded
that the “Federal }Vater Pcwer Act”, as
amended, shall constitute Part I of the
“Federal Power Act.”

.—

Legislative History. H.R. 3 la4, Public
Law 2a0 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 61. S. Rept. No. lao. S. Dec. No. 269
and H.R.
Rept.
No. 910
(conference
reports ).
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PATENTS

TO

DISABLED

SOLDIER

ENTRYMEN

An act to authorize certain homestead settlers or entrymen who entered the military or
naval service of the United States during the war with Germany to make final proof
of their entries. (Act of March 1, 1921, ch. 102, 41 Stat. 1202)

[Sec. 1. Homestead and desert-land entrymen, incapacitated in World War,
may make final proof and receive patent without further reclamation. ] —Any
bona fide settler, applicant, or entryman under tie homestead laws of the United
States, or any desert-land entryman whose entry is subject to &e provisions of
the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes, page 388), who, after settlement, application, or entry, and prior to November 11, 1g 18, enlisted or ~ras
actually engaged in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine COWS during
the war with Germany, who has been honorably discharged and because of
physical incapacities due to the service is unable to return to the land, may make
final proof, without further residence, improvement, cultivation, or reclamation,
at such time and place as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and
receive patent to the land by hlm so entered or settled upon, subject to the provisions of the act or acts under which such settlement or entry was made:
of the entry
Provided, That no such patent shall issue prior to the conformation
to a single

far-m unit,

as required

by the act of August

13, 1914

(Thirty-eighth

That this act shall not be construed
to exempt or relieve such applicant or entryman from payment of any lawful
fees, commissions, purchme moneys, water charges, or other sums due to the
United States, or its successors in control of tie reclamation project, in connection with such lands. (41 Stat. 1202; Act of April 7, 1922, 42 Stat. 492; 43
U.S.C. ~ 238)
Statutes,

page

686)

: And

provided

further,

EXPLANATORYNOTES
1922 Amendment. The Act of April 7,
1922, 42 Stat. 492, which appears herein in
chronological order? amended section 1 of
the Act to read as lt appears above. Before
mnendment, the section read as follows:
“Any settleror entryman under the homestead laws of the Umted States, who, after
setdement, application, or entry and prior
to November 1\, 1918, e?listed or was actually engaged m the Umted States Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps during the war
with Germany, who has been honorably discharged and because of physical incapacities
due to service is unable to return to the
land, may make proof, without further residence, improvement, or cultivation, at such
time and place as may be authorized by

the Secretary of the Interior, and receive
patent to the land by him so entered or
settled upon: Pro vialed, That no such patent
shall issue prior to the survey of the land.”
Reference in the Text. The Act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page
686 ), referred to in the text, is the Reclamation Extension Act. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Homestead Laws. This
and other selected provisions from the homestead laws appear in the Appendix herein,
under 43 LT.S.C. ~~ 161–284.
Legislative History. H.R. 13592, Pubfic
~ow8\~l in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.
.
.
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BiOTE OF OPINION

1. Reclamation laws
The above act is an amendment of the
homestead law but does not abrogate the
provisions of the reclamation law regarding
reclamation of one-half of the irrigable area
and payment of water charges. These two
laws are separate and distinct. The act of
March 1, 1921, does not require patent to

issue for lands under irrigation projects before submission of finaI affidavit approved
by the project manager, showing reclamation of one-ha~ the irrigable area of the
entry and payment of dl fees, commissions,
and water charges to date of such approval.
Departmental decision re Claude E. Barker,
Belle Fourche project, August 3, 1921.
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An act to amend an act entitled “An act to create a Federal Power Commission; to
provide for the improvement of navigation; the development of water power; the use
of the public lands in relation thereto; and to repeal section 18 of the River and
Harbor Appropriation
Act, approved August 8, 1917, and for other purposes:
approved June 10, 1920. (Act of March 3, 1921, ch. 129, 41 Stat. 1353)

[Consent of Congress required to construct works within limits of any
national park or national monument.] —Hereafter no permit, license, lease, or
authorization for darns, conduits, reservoirs, power houses, transmission lines, or
other works for storage or carriage of water, or for the development, transmission, or utilization of power, within the limits as now constituted of any national park or national monument shall be granted or made without specific
authority of Congress, and so much of the Act of Congress approved June 10,
1920, entitled “An Act to create a Federal Power Commission; to provide for
the improvement of navigation; the development of water power; the use of
the public lands in relation thereto; and to repeal section 18 of the River and
Harbor Appropriation Act, approved August 8, 1917, and for other purposes,”
approved June 10, 1920, as authorizes licensing for such uses of existing national
parks and national mauments
by the Federal Power Commission is hereby
repealed. (41 Stat. 1353)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. Extracts from the
Act approved June 10, 1920, creating a
Federd Power Commission, etc., referred to
in the title and text, appear herein in
chronological order.
Cross Reference,
Statutes Authorizing
the Use of National Parks for Reclaraatksn Purposes. The Act of May 11? 1910,
36 Stat. 354, establishing the Glacler National Park; the Act of January 26, 1915,
38 Stat. 798, establishing the Rocky Mountain National Park; the Act of August 9,
1916, 39 Stat. 442, establishing the Lassen
Volcanic National Park; and the Act of
February 26, 1919, 40 Stat. 1178, estab-

Iishing the Grand Canyon National Park,
each contain authority for certain reclamation activities within the parks. Ex\racts
from each of these acts appear herein in
chronological order.
Cross Reference,
Federal Power Act.
Section 212 of the Act of August 26.1935.
49 Stat. 847, which provided-that the Fed:
eral \Vater Power Act of 1920, as amended,
would con~titute Part I of the Federal Power
Act, specifically provides that the above
Act and any other Act relating to national
parks and monuments are neither repealed
nor amended by the 1935 Act.
Legislative History. S. 4554, Public Law
369 in the 66th Congress.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Construction witk other laws
The Act of March 3, 1921 (41 Stat.
1353 ), prohibiting the construction of reservoirs or other works for the storage or carriage of water within the limits of any
national park or national monument without specific authority of Congress, necessitates the consent of Congress whether such
works are constructed by the Government
or by a private company. The fact that the
Department considers the works to be con-

strutted not detrimental to the purposes of
the reservation is not sufficient to justify the
construction
without
the
consent
of
Congress.
Solicitors
Opinio?,
M–1 2896
(November 8, 1924), in re Indian irrigation
project canal across Casa Grande National
Monument.
The Act of March 3, 1921,41 Stat. 1353,
repealing the authority” of the Federal Power
Commission to grant licenses for works in
national parks and monuments applies only

March
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to power projects, and does not apply to
reclamation
proJects. Consequently,
the
1921 Act does not repeal the specific authoriw granted by the Act of January 26, 1915,
38 Stat. 800, for the utilization of Rocky
Mountain National Park for a “Government
reclamation project.” 38 Op. Atty. Gen. 310
(1935).
The tunnel under tie Rocky Mountain
National Park, proposed as part of the
Grand
Lake-Big
Thompson
transmountain diversion project [later renamed the
Colorado-Big Thompson project], is :iuthorized by the proviso in section 1 of the Act of
January 26, 1915, 38 Stat. 800, establishing

IN NATIONAL

PARKS
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the park; and this authority was not
repealed by the Act of March 3, 1921, 41
Stat. 1353, requiring Congressional authorization for water and power facilities in
national parks and monuments. Solicitor
~5~ld
Opinion,
M-28081
(July
19,
Th~ Federal Power Commission does not
have authority to grant licenses for power
works within national parks or national
monuments, whether or not there ~e navigable waters within such reservations. Acting Solicitor Kirgis Opinion, 56 I.D. 372
(19381.
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SU~RY

CIVIL

EXPENSES

APPROPRIATIONS

ACT

FOR

1922

[Efiracts from] An act makiig appropriations

for fie sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscaf year ending June 30, 1922, and for other purposes. (Act of March 4,
1921, ch. 161,41 Stat. 1367)
*

*

*

*

RECLAMATION

[New

town

operation

and

site to ~place
maintenance,

tions, with authority
voir,

to purchase

replace

the portion

reservoir,
and

convey
and

~merica~

Falls. ]~Minid~ka

with the construction
of American

for the removal

for appraisal

to sell for not

exchange,

$1,735,000,

for this project

less than
together

suitable

for the fiscal year 1921.

Falls Reser-

will be flooded

site to
by the

site and to exchange

to be flooded

valuation

with the unexpended

For
opera-

to such new site and to plat

town

for property

the appraised

of American

Falls which
new

Idaho:

and incidental

land for a new town

of buildings

of lots in such

such lots in full or part payment

project,

of construction,

and to improve

of the town

and to provide

to provide

SERVICE

continuation

in connection

or condemn

*

any lots not used
balance

and

by tie reservoir
for such

of the appropriation

(41 Stat. 1403.)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision Repeated.
Similar provisions
are carried in the Interior Department
Appropriation Acts for 1923, Act of May 22,
1922,42 Stat. 585, and for 1924, Act of January 24, 1923, 42 Smt. 1206.

Cross Reference.
Additional
provisions
relating to the American Falls Reservoir are
carried in the Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1925, Act of June 5, 1924,
43 Stat. 417.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Condemnation of land for town site 2
Manner of payment of judgment
1
1. Manner of payment of judgment
The Act of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1165,
1166, made appropriations from the reclamatlon fund and for expenses of the Minidoka project, and as the judgment is not
one for damages as considered by a former
Comptroller of the Treasury in decision of
January 31, 1913, same is not required to
be specifically reported to the Congress pursuant to the Act of April 27,.1904, 33 Stat.
422, for a specific appropriation for its payment, but may be charged to the “Reclamation
fund,
special
fund
(American
Falls)”. 5 Comp. Gen. 737, 738 ( 1926).
2. Condemnation of land for town site
For the purpose of providing for a new
town site the United States brought suit in
*
*
*

eminent domain to acquire title in fee of
130 acres of land, the property of DeWitt
G. Brown, under authority of a special provision in the appropriation Act of March 4,
1921, 41 Stat. 1403. The defendant having
contested the suit, United States District
Judge Dietrich held that the necessity of
taking land by condemnation for pubfic purposes is a legislative question, and when the
taking is to be by the Government itself,
an act authorizing it is presumed to be
witKln the constitutional power of Congress,
and that the said act of March 4, 192 ~, is
valid and authorizes such condemnation.
United States v. Brown, et al., 279 Fed. 168
( 1922). Decree affirmed in Brown u. United
States, 263 U.S. 78 ( 1923).
*

*
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[Riverton
project, Wyoming—Payments
for homestead entries. ]—When
any land on the project is opened to homestead entry under the terms of the
“reclamation law,” the entryman shall pay to the United States for the lands the
sum of $1.50 per acre as provided in section 2 of the act approved March 3, 1905
(volume 33, Statutes at Large, page 1016), to be credited to the fund established
by said act of 1905, together with the proceeds from the sale of town sites established in said project under the “reclamation law.” (41 Stat. 1404; 43 U.S.C.
~ 597)
EXPLANATORYNOTE
Reference
in the Text. The Act approved March 3, 1905 (Volume 33, Statutes at Large, page 1016), referred to in the
text, is an act to ratify and amend an agreement with the Indians residing on the
%[Contributed
any State,

municipality,

investigations,
dent thereto

funds—Expen~itures.
surveys,

involving

law shall be covered
ture

for

corporation,

the purposes

construction
operations

*
~-All

moneys

h~reafter

firm, district,

association,

received

or individual

from
fq

or any other development
work incisimilar to those provided
for by the reclamation
work,

into the reclamation

fund

and shall be available

for expendi-

in like manner as if said sums had
for said purposes. (41 Stat. 1404; 43 U.S.C. ~ 395)

for which

been specifically appropriated

Shoshone or Wind River Indian Reservation in the State of Wyoming and to make
appropriations for carrying the same into
effect.

contributed

EXPLANATORYYOTE
Popular Name. The above paragraph is
popularly referred to as the Contributed

Funds Act.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Reimbursement
Under the authority of the Act of March
4, 1921, 41 Stat. 1404, to accept and expend advances as if appropriated, and the
broad authority of Section 9(c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 to fix the
rates at which electric power is sold, the
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
enter into a contract with a commercial
customer of the Kendrick project whereby
the customer advances the cost of construct..
ing tie necessary feeder transmission facili.
ties, the Bureau constructs the facilities, and
power is sold to the customer at a discount
rate until the customer has paid fie united
States, in the form of the reduced rate plus
the advanced funds, the same amount for
the power received as it would have paid
at standard rates if the Bureau had con-

+

+

.

structed the facilities with appropriated
funds. Dec. Comp. Gen. B–62789 (January
9, 1947).
Although there is no authority under the
San Luis Act to accent contributed funds
from the State of Ca~fornia to expand the
capacity of the San Luis Drain from 250
c.f.s. to 1,400 c. f.s., such authority may be
found under the Contributed Funds Act, 41
Stat. 1404. The enlargement of the drain
to such an extent does not so alter the facility that it would be deemed to be beyond
the authority granted to build the drain by
the Federal Government. Such contributed
funds would have to be furnished in advanre
of construction. Memorandum of Solicito~
Barry, April 10, 1964, to Commissioner of
Reclamation in re legal issues with respect
to the construction of the San Luis Drain,
Central Valley Project.

-%

*

*

EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. The extract shown here
regarding American Falls is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 15422, Public

Law 389 in the 66th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1153. S. Rept. No. 755. H.R. Rept. No.
1355 and H.R. Rept. ATO.1418 (conference
reports).

May

17, 1921
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FOR

DELINQUENT

APPLICANTS

Joint resolution to authorize the Secretaw, of the Interior. in his discretion, to furnish
water to applicants and entryrnen in arrears for more than one cafendar yea: .of payment for maintenance or const~ction
char.~es notwithstanding
the provisions of
section 6 of the act of August 13, 1914. (Pub. -Res. 3, May 17, 19~1, ch. 7, 42 Stat. 4)

[Secretary authorized to furnish water during season of 1921 to applicants
or entrymen in arrears more than one calendar year. ] —In view of ~e financial
stringency and the low price of agricultural produc~, the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized, in his discretion, after due investigation, to furnish irrigation
water on the Federal irrigation projects during the irrigation season of 1921 to
water-right applicants or entrymen who are in arrears for more than one calendar year for the payment of any charge for operation and maintenance, or any
construction charges and penalties, notwithstanding the provisions of section 6
of the act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page 686) : Provided,
That notiing herein shall be construed to relieve any beneficiary hereunder from
payments due or penalties thereon required by said act. (42 Stat. 4)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not

Codified.

This Act

is not codified

in the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of Au~st 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page
686 ), referred to in the text, is the Reclamati?n Extension Act. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Relief to Water Users.

The Acts of March

31, 1922, 42 Stat. 489,

and of February 28, 1923, 42 Stat. 1324,
are Acts which provide rehef for water users,
also. Both acts appear herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.J. Res. 52, Wbfic
Resolution 3 in the 67th Congress. H.R
Rept. No. 26.

March

31, 1922
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An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to extend the time for payment of charges
due on reclamation projects, and for other purposes. (Act of March 31, 1922, ch. 119,
42 Stat. 489)

[Sec. 1. Extension of time for payment of construction charge-Interest
on
extended charges. ]—Where an individual water user or individual applicant
for a water right under a Federal irrigation project constructed or being constructed under the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes, page 388), or
any act amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, is unable to pay any con.
struction charge due and payable in the year 1922 or prior thereto, the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to extend the date of payment of any such charge for a period not to exceed two years from December 31,
1922: Provided, That the applicant for the extension shall first show to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interiol”, a detailed, verified statement of his assets
and liabilities, an actual inability to make payment at the time the application is
made and an apparent ability to meet the deferred charge when the extension
expires; also in cases where water for irrigation is available, that the applicant
whose land against which the charge has accrued
is a landowner or at~an
is being actually cultivated: Provided /urther, That similar relief in whole or
in part

may

be extended

by the Secretary

of the Interior

to a legally

organized

of water users of a project, upon presentation of a sufficient number of
individual showings made in accordance with the foregoing proviso to satisfy
And provided
the Secretary of the Interior that such extension is necessa~:
jurther,
That each charge so extended shall draw interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum from its due date in lieu of any penalty that may nw be
provided by law, but in case such dharge is not paid at the end of such extension period, any penalty that would have been applicable save for such extension, shall attach from the date the charge was originally due the same as if
no extension had been granted. (42 Stat. 489)
group

EXPLANATORYNOTE

1923 Amendment. Section 1 of the Act
of February 28, 1923, 42 Stat. 1324, amend.
ed section 1 by striking out the words ‘tone
year” where they appeared in the section

Irrigation districts
2
Payments already due

1

and inserting in lieu thereof the words “two
years”. The 1923 Act appears herein in
chronological order.

NOTES c~FOPINIONS
.
.
applled in all cases of extension of time for
payments already due. Solicitor Edwards

1. Paymentsalready due

The Act of March 31, 1922, 42 Stat. 489,
as amended and e~arged by the Act of

February 28, 1923, 42 Stat. 1324, authorizes
extension of time to individual water users
or a lesally organized group of water users,
and the terms of that legislation should be

Opinion, 50 L.D. 142, 145 ( 1923).
2. Irrigation districts
The Act of May 15, 1922, applies otiy
to contracts with irrigation districts and not
to contracts with water users’ associations.
Therefore, a substantialextensionof time for
the payment of water charges may be given

March
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to irrigation districts in amended contracts
under the Act of May 15, 1922; but extensions of time to water users’ associations
may be granted only under the terms of the
Sec.

2.

[Secretary

authorized

Act of March 31, 1922, as amended. Solicitor Edwards Opinions, M–11120 and M–
12181 (April 17, 1924).

to furnish

water

to landowners

arrears in payment
of operation
and maintenance
The Secretary
of the Interior
is hereby authorized,
to furnish

irrigation

water

on Federal

the irrigation

seasons

1922

1923

to landowners

arrears

for

maintenance

more

tian

and

one calendar

or construction

year

charges,

or entrymen

or construction
charges.
in his discretion,
after

investigation,

of

31, 1922

USERS

irrigation

in the payment

notwithstanding

projects

or ent~en

who

of any operation

the provisions

in
]—
due

during
are in
and

of section

6 of the act of August
13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page 686) : Provided,
That nothing in this section shall be construed to relieve any beneficiary hereunder from payments due or penalties thereon required by said act: Provided
further, That the relief provided by this section shall be extended only to a landowner or entryman whose land against which the charges have accrued is actually
being cultivated. (42 Stat. 490)
EXPLANATORYNOTES

Not Codified.

TKIs Act is not codified

in the U.S. Code.
1923 Amendment. Section 4 of the Act
of February 28, 1923, 42 Stat
1325,
amended section 2 by striking the words
“season of 1922” where they appeared in the
section and inserting in lieu thereof the
words “seasons of 1922 and 1923”. The
1923 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
1923 Modification.
Sections 2 and 3 of
the Act of February 28, 192?, 42 Stat. 1324,
1325, which appears herein m chronological
order, modified this Act. These sections
read as follows:
“Sec. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in the manner and subject to the conditions imposed by such act
of March 31, 1922, to extend for a period
not exceeding two years from December 31,
1922, the date of any payment of any charge
the date of payment of which has been
extended under the provisions of section 1
of such act.
“sec. 3. That every ~harge, fie date Of
payment of which is extended under the
provisions of section 2 of this act, shall draw
interest at the rate of 6 per centum per

annum from the date from which it was so
extended in lieu of any penalty that may
now be provided by law, but in case such
charge is not paid at the end of the period
for which it is so extended any such penalty
shall attach from the date the charge was
originally due, as if no extension had been
granted.”
Reference in the Text. The Act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page
686 ). referred to in section 2, is the Reclamation Extension Act. The” Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Water for Delinquent
Applicants,
The Act of May 17, 1921,
42 Stat. 4, authorized the Secretary of the
Interior to furnish irrigation water during
the 1921 season to wa~er-right apphcants
or entrymen who were m arrears for more
Wan one calendar year for the payment
of operation and maintenance or construction charges. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.

Legislative History. H.R. 9606, Public
Law 185 in the 67ti Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 709. H.R.
report ).

Rept. No. 814 (conference

NOTE OF OPIN1ON
1. Payment of chrges
The provisions of this act, which affords
relief to settlers on reclamation projects
with reference to operation and maint~
nance charges, simply relax the requirements of section 6 of the Act of August 13,
1914, by permitting the Secretary of the
Interior, in his discretion, to furnish irriga-

tion water,
during the time specified
therein, to landowners or entrymen who are
in arrears for more than one calendar year,
and nothing contained therein authorizes
the extension of time for the payment of
such charges. Lower Yellowstone Irrigation
Districts Nos. 1 and 2,49 L.D. 301 ( 1922).

April 7,1922
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ACT

An act to amend the act of March 1, 1921 (Forty-first Statutes, p~e 1202), entided
“An act to authorize certain homestead settiers or entrymen who entered the m~itary
or naval service of the United States during the war with Germany to make final
proof of their entries.” (Act of April 7,1922, ch. 125,42 Stat. 492)

[Homestead and desert-land entrymen, incapacitated
in World War, may
make final proof and receive patent without further recla~tion.
] —The act
approved March 1, 1921 (Forty-first Statutes, page 1202), [is] amended to read
“That any bona fide settler, applicant, or entryman under the
as follows:
homestead laws of the United States, or any desert-land entryman whose entry
is subject to the provisions of the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes,
page 388 ), who, after settlement, application, or entry, and prior to November
11, 1918, enlisted or was actually engaged in the United States Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps during the war with Germany, who has been honorably
discharged and because of physical incapacities due to the service is unable to
return to the land, may make final proof, without further residence, improvement, cultivation, or reclamation, at such time and place as may be authorized
by the Secretary of the Interior, and receive patent to the land by him so entered or settled upon, subject to the provisions of the act or acts under which
such settlement or entry was made: Pro vialed, That no such patent shall issue
prior to the conformation of the ent~ to a single farm unit, as required by the
act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page 686) : And provided
/u7thev, That this act shall not be construed to exempt or relieve such appficant
or entryman from payment of any lawful fees, commissions, purchase moneys,,
water charges, or other sums due to the United States, or its successors in
control of the reclamation project, in connection witi such lands.” (42 Stat.
492; 43 U.S.C. ~ 238)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Reference in the Tex& The Act of Au..
gust 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, pagt!
686 ), referred to in the text, is the Reclama..
tion Extension Act. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations

of opinions, if any, are found under the act
of March ~, 1921.
Legislative History. H.R. 8815, Pubfic
Law 188 in the 67th Congress. H.R Rept.
No. 500. S. Rept. No. 519.

May
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An act to provide for the application of the reclamation law to irrigation
of May 15, 1922, ch. 190,42 Stat. 541)
[Sec.

1. Application

of reclamation

water-right

applications

act of June

17, 1902

thereof
irrigation

of tie

district

required

on the part

of the Interior,
with

whereby

district,

under

and maintenance,

which

he may

in payment
standing

for

on the part

such

act approved
of the Interior

August
may

trict to the United
of the balance

district
penalties

as he may deem

the provisions

proper

of sections
13, 1914

accept

States,

remaining

as and called
with

the reclamation
any legally

shall agree

to pay the moneys

of the district

may

works

shall be made

and if he deem

charges

and consistent

made

upon

in case

a partial
providing

it advisable,

with such State laws, notwith-

payment

Statutes,

due nor the interest

page 686)

of the amount

such acceptance

such
States

of delinquency

1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the reclamation

(Thirty-eighth

and for

laws of the respective

shall be formed;
or interest

being

in his discretion,

of irrigation

and taxation

applica-

of the Secretary

In the event of such contract
of the Interior,

law,

organized

water-right

in the discretion

for the construction

to the district

such irrigation

contract

with.

of the

and acts amendatory

and in such event

Sec@ary

(Act

district~Individual
out the purposes

388),

contract

district

States,

both

dates as will best conform

page

and entryrnen,

the

that the payments,

operation

irrigation

may be dispensed

an irrigation

contract

enter into

to the United

of landowners

carrying

and known

may
such

to irrigation

Statutes,

thereto,

Interior

to be paid

law

with. ]—In

( Thinty-second

and supplementary

the Secretary

tions

dispensed

districts.

due from

shall not constitute

or penalties,

extension

. TRe Secretary
any disa waiver

if any, accruing

upon

That no contract with an irrigation district under this
act shall be binding on the United States until the proceedings on the part of
the district for tie authorbtion
of the execution of the contract with the United
&tes shall have been confirmed by decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, or
pending appellate action if ground for appeal be laid. (42 Stat. 541; 43 U.S.C.
3511)
said

balance:

Provided,

EXPLANATORY‘NOTE
Reference in the Text. Sections 1, 2, 3,
5, and 6 of the Reclamation Extension Act,
approved AuWst 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth

Statutes; page 686 ), referred to in the text,
deal with payments of various charges. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPXNIONS
Assessments
8
Construction charges
3
Extemion of time
10
Operation and maintenance charges
Penalties
7
Prior contracts, effect on
1
Public notice of charges
5
Removal of lands from projects
6
Warren Act contracts
2

Water users, effect on
11
Waters, substitution of 9
4

1. Prior contracts, effect on
This act has no retroactive effect upon
contracts theretofore made under proper
authority, and such contracts are not, therefore, dependent for their validity upon the
court confirmation specified in the proviso.

May

15, 1922
IRRIGATION

Solicitor
(1923).

Edwards

Opinion,

DISTRICTS
50 L.D.

142

2. Warren Act contracts
This act does not modify the Act of February 21, 1911, 36 Stat. 925, and existing
contracts entered into under the Act of February 21, 1911, may stand as made or be
modified under the same authority which
authorhed
their execution; likewisez new
contracts may be made thereunder without
resort to the court proceedings specified for
contracts under the Act of May 15, 1922.
Solicitor Edwards Opinion, 50 L.D. 142
(1923)
3. Construction c~~
The Act of August 13, 1914, provided for
the payment
of irrigation
construction
charges upon a specified date, the only authority for change of which is contained in
the Act of May 15, 1922, and where the
latter act is invoked to change the date of
payment under a prior contract, the procedure described therein must be followed
in order to give validity to the amended
contract. Solicitor Edwards Opinion,
50
L.D. 142 (1923).
4. @eration
and maintenance ckrges
The Secretary of tie Interior, in whom
the Extension Act of August 13, 1914, 38
Stat. 686, imposed the authority to fix the
date for payment of operation and maintenance charges in connection with irrigation projects as of the date fixed for each
project, may for sufficient reason change the
due date for future payments and modify
the contract without violation of either the
letter or the spirit of the Act of May 15,
1922, and without invoking the procedure
therein provided for confirmation of contracts under the latter act. Solicitor Edwards Opinion, 50 L.D. 142 ( 1923).
5. Public notice of charges
The time of giving public notice of
charges under section 4 of the Reclamation
Act after the letting of the contracts is left
to the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, and notice might reasonably be
delayed until the completion of the project.
when a contract
fixing the
Moreover,
amount and terms of payment of construction costs is entered into with an irrigation
district pursuant to the Act of May 15,
1922, there was no purpose to be served
by issuing the public notice. Lincoln Land
Co, v. Goshen Irr. Dist., 42 Wyo. 229, 293
Pac. 373, 376, 378-79 ( 1930).
6. Removal

of lands from projects

When the War Department acquires for
military purposes lands covered by a repayment contract with an irrigation district,
267–067—72—vo1. I—22

AND

FARM

LOANS
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War Department funds may be transferred
to the Department of the Interior in such
amount as may be agreed upon by the Secretaries of War and Interior as representing
the proportionate share of construction and
other charges applicable to the irrigable
lands to be removed from the reclamation
project. Dec. Comp. Gen. %31310 (January
14, 1943 ), in re Kendnck project.
7. Penalties
Under contracts with irrigation districts
under the Act of May 15, 1922, 42 Stat.
541, and also under the Warren Act of
February 21, 1911, 36 Stat. 925, penalties
on account of all classes of charges shall be
credited to the reclamation fund generally
and not to the project in connection with
which they arise. C.L. 1186, JanuaV 3,
1923,
8. Assessments
Where the United States has, in acquiring property of a landowner for a reclamation project, agreed to furnish water perpetually to certain acreage of the landowner
free of charge except an annual charge of
50 cents per acre for maintenance, an irrigation district subsequently organized may not
assess such lands for payment of construction charges of the Federal project. Fort
Shaw Irr. Dist. v. Ward, 81 Mont. 170, 261
Pac. 962 (1927).
9. Waters, suhtitution of
In order to supplement the water supply
of District lands on the Boise Project, the
Wilder Irrigation District entered into a
contract with the United States for a supplemental
water supply from Anderson
Ranch Dam and Reservoir. In affirming the
validity of the contract, the Supreme Court
of Idaho, on February 24, 1943, held: ( 1)
The contract was not invalid because it provided for the exercise of certain powers by
a Board of Control since it, in the exercise
of the powers granted, is merely acting as
the common agent of tie severaf districts
on the project; and ( 2 ) the provision for
the substitution at some future time, at the
option of the Secretary of the Interior, of an
equal amount of water from the Payette or
Salmon Rivers for waters of the Boise River
to which the District had a water right,
where such substitution would not work an
injury to the rights of the water users, was
not illegal. Board of Directors of Wilder
Irrigation District v, Jorgensen, 64 Idaho
538, 136 P.2d 461 (1943).
10. Extension of time
The Act of May 15, 1922, applies only
to contracts with irrigation districts and not
to contracts with water users associations.
Therefore, a substantial extension of time

May
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for the payment of water charges may be
given to irrigation districts in amended cootracts under the Act of May 15, 1922; but
extensions of time to water users associations
may be granted only under the terms of
the Act of March 31., 1922, as amended.
Solicitor Edwards Opmions, M–11120 and
M–12181 (April 17, 1924).
11. Water users, effect on
The relationship of creditor and debtor
between the United States and individual
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water users continues to exist after the care,
peration
and maintenance of a project has
been transferred to a water users association
or an irrigation district under the authority
of section 5 of the Reclamation Extension
Act of 1914, but is terminated where contracts or amended contracts have been
entered into with an irrigation district pursuant to the Act of May 15, 1922. Solicitor
Edwards Opinions, M-1 1120 and M-12181
(April 17, 1924).

Sec. 2. [Patents and water-right certifiwtes for lands in irrigation districts—
Lien~Release.
]—Patents and water-right certificates which shall hereafter be
issued under he terms of the act entitled “An act providing for patents on reclamation entries, and for other purposes”, approved August 9, 1912 (Thirtyseventh Statutes at Large, page 265), for lands lying within any irrigation district with which the United States shall have contracted, by which the irrigation
district a~ees to make the payment of all charges for the building of irrigation
works and for operation and maintenance, shall not reserve to the United States a
lien for the payment of such charges; and where such a lien shall have been
reserved in any patent or water-right certificate issued under the said act of
congress, the Secreta~ of the Interior is hereby empowered to release such lien in
such manner and form as may be deemed effective; and the Secretary of the
Interior is further empowered to release liens in favor of the V’nited States con.
tained in water-right applications and to assent to the release of liens to secure
reimbursement of moneys due to the United States pursuant to water-right applications running in favor of the water use~’ association and contained in stock
subscription contracts to such associations, when the lands covered by such liens
shall be subject to assessment and levy for the collection of all moneys due and to
become due to the United States by irrigation districts formed pursuant to State
law and with which the United States shall have entered into contract therefor:
Provided, That no such lien so reserved to the United States in any patent or
water-right certificate shall be released until the owner of the land covered by the
hen shall consent in writing to the assessment, levy, and collection by such irrigation district of t~es against said land for the payment to the United States of tie
contract obligation:
Provid~d further, That before any lien is released under
his act the Secretary of the Interior shall file a writtm report finding that the
contracting irrigation district is legally orgatied
under the laws of the State in
which its lands are located, with full power to enter into the contract and to collect by assessment and levy against the lands of the district the amount of the
contract obligation. (42 Stat. 542; 43 U.S.C. ~ 512)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Act entitled
“An act providing for patents on reclamation entries, and for other purposes”,
approved August 9, 1912 (Thirty-seventh

Statutes at Large, page 265), referred to in
the text, appears herein in chronological
order.
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NOTE OF OPINION
1. Tax sales
An irrigation district may bid in lands
within reclamation entries sold for charges
assessed by the district under the authority
conferred upon it by the Acts of August 11,
1916, and May 15, 1922, without limit as to

acreage and assign them to persons qualified
to acquire them under the Act of June 23,
1910, as amended, but patents cannot be
issued to the district pursuant to such sales.
Glen L. Kimmel and Goshen Irrigation DistriCt, 53 I.D. 658 (1932).

Sec. 3. [Contracts with irrigation districts subject to act of August 11,
1916. ]—Upon
the execution of any contract between the United States and
any irrigation district pursuant to this act the public lands included within such
irrigation district, when subject to entry, and entered lands within such irrigation
district, for which no final certificates shall have been issued and which maybe
designated by the Secretary of the Interior in said contract, shall be subject to all
the provisions of the act entitled “An act to promote the reclamation of arid
lands,” approved Aqgust 11, 1916: Provided, That no map or plan as required by
section 3 of the said act need be filed by the irrigation district for approval by the
Secretary of the Interior. (42 Stat. 542; 4-3 U.S.C, ~ 513)
[Mortgages for farm loans. ]—The term “first mortgage” as used in section 12
of the Federal Farm Loan Act, approved July 17, 1916, shall be construed to include mortgages on farm lands under United States reclamation projects, notwithstanding there may be against such lands a reserved or created lien in favor of the
United States for construction or other charges as provided in the act of June 17,
1902, and acts arnendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law: Provided, That such lands are otherwise eligible for loans under
the Federal Farm Loan Act: And provided further, That the amount and date of
maturity of such liens shall be given due consideration in fixing the value of such
lands for loan purposes. (42 Stat, 542; 12 U.S.C. $ 773)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Reference in the Text. The Act entitled
“An act to promote the reclamation of arid
lands;’ approved August 11, 1916, referred
to in section 3, popularly Imown as the
Smith ACL appears herein in chronological
order.
Reference in the Text. Section 12 of the
Federal Farm Loan Ac!, approved July 17,
1916, referred to in section 3, is found at 39
Stat. 370, 12 U.S,C. $771. The term “titmortgage” is defined in section 2 of the Act,

39 Stat. 360, 12 U.S.C. $642, as to include
such classes of first liens on farm lands as
shall be approved by the Farm Credit Ad.
ministration
(formerly the Federal Farm
Loan Board ), and the credit instruments secured thereby.
Legislative History. H.R. 4382, Public
Law 219 in the 67th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 662. S. Dec. 198 and H.R. Rept. No.
978 (conference reports).
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for
tie fiscal vear endina Tune 30.1923. and for other Duruoses.
(Act of May 24, 1922,
.ch. 199, 4~ Stat. 552~ “
‘
‘
+

*

x-

*

*

project—Drainage
expenditures.
]—Boise
project,
Idaho:
* * * ProThat the expenditure for drainage shall not exceed the amount paid by the
water users pursuant to the provisions of the Boise public notice dated February
15, 1921, * * * (42 Stat. 584).
[Boise

vided,

EXPLANATORYNOTES
Provision Repeated. TKIS proviso is carried in each subsequent annual Interior Department Appropriation
Act through the
Act of May 10, 1926, 44 Stat. 480, with the
addition of the following:
“except for drainage in irrigation districts
formed under State laws and upon the exe-

[Appropriation
tion,
Stat.

for ~aker

commencement

cution of agreements for the repayment tc
the United States of the costs thereof.”
Cross Reference,
Similar Provision. A
similar provision relating to the Boise project drainage is contained in the SundV
Civil Appropriation
Act for 1921, Act oi
June 5, 1920,41 Stat. 914.

p~oject.]~Baker

of construction,

~roject,

and

incidental

~regon:

For investiga-

operations,

$400,000.

(42

585)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Finding of Feasibility Approved. Undel
date of March 18, 1931, the President ap
proved the findings of feasibility for the
Baker project under section 1 of the Ac.
of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 835.

Reappropriation.
For a number of years
the Secretary of the Interior refused to construct the Baker project because of doubts
as to its feasibility, and Congress continued
to reappropriated funds therefor.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Construction

not mandatory
contract has been executed and confirmec
as required by the Act of May 10, 1926, W
Stat. 479. Letter from tie Attorney Genera
to Representative Sinnott and Senators Mc,
Nary and Stanfield, reprinted in the Neu
Reclamation Era, September 1926, at 152:
35 Op. Atty. Gen. 125 (1926);
34 Op
Atty. Gen. 545 ( 1925). See also Solicitor’~
Opinions dated June 11, 1926, and July 20
1925.

The Secretary of the Interior is not required to proceed with the construction of
the Baker project, Oregon, even though
Congress has appropriated funds therefor, if
he is unable to find that the project is feasible and that the costs will be repaid to the
United States, as required by subsection B,
section 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924,
43 Stat. 702, and section 4 of the Act of
June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 389, and unless a

[Emergency
available

but not more
any one

repairs~]—Ten*per

interchangeably
than

10 per centum

of said projects,

for lands
an amount

under

cultivation

sufficient

cen~um

for expenditures
except

shall be added
that should

be endangered

to make

of ~he fore~oing

necessary

amounts

on the reclamation
to the amount

existing

by floods

emergency

works
or other

repairs

shall

projects

appropriated

or the water
unusual

shall become

be

named;
fo~

supply

conditions,
availablt
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expenditure by further transfer of appropriation from any of said projects
upon approval of the SecretaV of tie Interior. (42 Stat. 586)

for

EXPLANATORYNOTES

Provision Repeated. The provision relating to emergency repairs is contained in
each subsequent annual Interior Departmerit Appropriation Act through the Act of
October 12, 1949,63 Stat. 782.
Cross Reference, Emergency Fund. The
Act of June 26, 1948, 62 Stat. 1052, authorized an emergency fund to be appropriated
*

*

from the reclamation fund, and appropriati~ns subsequently were made directly to
thls fund. Section 105 of the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1951 (General
Appropriation Act, 1951), Act of September
6, 1950, 64 Stat. 695, and subsequentappropriation acts also contain provisions related
to emergency work.
*

*

*

EXFILANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of t~ls Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation n acts
appear herein only in the act in which first
used.

Legislative History. H.R. 10329, Pubfic
Law 224 in the 67th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 681. S. Rept. No. 510. S. Dec. 174 and
H,R. Rept. No. 857 (first conference report). S. Dec. 201 and H.R. Rept. No. 1012
(second conference report).

September
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POWER
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RIVER

PROJECT

An act authorizing the sale of surplus power developed under the Salt River reclamation
project, Arizona. (Act of September 18,1922, ch. 323,42 Stat. 847)
[Contracts
authorized
for sale of ~ower—Must
not exceed 50 year+Money
derived to be placed to credit of Sdt River project. ] —Whenever a development
of power is necessary for the irrigation of lands under the Salt River reclamation
project, Arizona, or an opportunity is afforded for the development of power
under said project, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, giving preference to
municipal purposes, to enter into contracts for a period not exceeding fifty years
for the sale of any surplus power so developed, and the money derived from such
sales shall be placed to the credit of said project for disposal as provided in the
contract between the United Statm of Amerim and the Salt River Valley Water
That no contract
Users’ Association, approved September 6, 1917: Prouided,
sha~ be made
of said project:
the approval
which

Provided,

of power

with

further, That

ten, or twenty

organized

water

the United

the charge

year periods

in a manner

power

which

will impair

however, That no such contract

of the legally

has contracted

Provided
five,

for the sale of such surplus

for

after

to be described

without

or irrigation

district

users’ association

States

to repay

power

may

tie

cost of said project:

be readjusted

the beginning

the efficiency

shall be made

at the end

of any contract

in the contract.

(42

Stat.

847;

of

for the sale
43 U.S.C.

~ 598)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 10248, Public
Law 309 in the 67th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1000. S. Rept. No. 826. S. Dec. 245

and H.R.
ports).

Rept.

No.

1199 (conference

re.

NOTE OF ~PINIO~
1. U.S. as party
The United States is an indispensable
party to a suit by the City of Mesa, a municipal corporation, to condemn a portion &
the electrical plant and system operated by
the Salt River Project Agricultural and Improvement District as an integral part of the

Salt River reclamation project;
and the
United States not having consented to the
suit, the court is without jurisdiction to en.
tertain the action. City of Mesa v. Salt Rivel
Project Agricultural Improvement and Pow
er District, 101 Ariz. 74, 416 P. 2d 18j
(1966).
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[Extract from] An act mding apprc)priationsfor the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1924., and for other purposes. (Act of January 24, 1923,
ch. 42,42 Stat. 1174)
*
*
*
%
+
RECLAMATION

SERVICE

[Repayment
of co~structio~
cost. ]*—Mi& *River p~oject, Monhna:
For
operation and maintenance, continuation of construction, and incidental operProvided,
That
repayment
of the construction
cost of the
ations, $140,000:
project may be made through a division by the Secretary
of the Interior
cost into a primary construction
charge and a supplemental
construction
of approximate
payable
eighth

equality,

according
Stitutes

the former

to section

at Large,

page 686)
*

payable

according

4 of the extension

to section

act of August

of such
charge,

2 and the latter

13, 1914

(Thirty-

; (42 Stat. 1206).

*

%

*

*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. The extract of tNls act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The extension act
of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes
at Large, page 686), referred to in ttie text,
is the Reclamation Extension Act. The Act

appea;s h~rein i? chronological order.
Leglslatlve Mstory. H.R. 13559, Public
Law 395 in the 67th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1315, S. Rept. No. 988. H.R. Rept. No.
1387 (conference report ).

February

14, 1923
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An act authorizing an appropriation to meet proportionate expenses of providing a drain.
age system for Piute Indian lands in the State of Nevada within the Newlands
reclamation project of the Reclamation Service, (Act of February 14, 1923, ch. 77,
42 Stat. 1246)
[Drainage of lands of Piute Indian+Reimbursement.
]—There is hereby
authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $49,603.05, payable in 20 annual installments of $2,500
each, except the last, which shall be the amount remaining unpaid, for the
purpose of meeting the proportionate expense of providing a drainage system
for 4,047 acres of Piute Indian lands in the State of Nevada within the Newlands
project of tie Reclamation Service.
The money herein authorized to be appropriated shall be reimbursed in accordance with the prov~lons of law applicable to said Indian lands. (42 Stat.
1246; Act of June 7,1924,43 Stat. 595)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
1924 Amendment. The Act of June 7,
1924, 43 Stat. 595, amended this act by
increasing the sum authorized to be appropriated from $41,077.05 to $49,603.05, and
increased
the annual installments from
$2,100 to $2,500. For legislative history of
the 1924 Act see Public Law 231 in the
58th Congress; S. Rept. No. 339; H.R.
Rent. No. 526.
Cross -” Reference,
Cancellation
of
Charges. The Act of June 26? 1926, 44
Stat. 771, authorized an appropriation tore-

imburse the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District for operating and maintaining irrigation drains on lands of the Piute Indians.
The act also provides that all charges assessed or to be assessed for the construction
of irrigation works on Plute Indian lands
be remitted and cancelled and the said lands
were declared to hav-e a water right without cost to the Indians. The 1926 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 10211, Public
Law 413 in the 67th Congress, H.R. Rept.
No. 998. S, Rept. No. 1074.

February
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An act to extend the time for payment of charges due on reclamation projects,
other purposes. (Act of February 28, 1923, ch. 145,42 Stat. 1324)

and for

[Sec. 1. Time for payment extended to two years. ]—Section
1 of the act
entitled “An act to authorize tie Secretary of the Interior to extend the time for
payment of charges due on reclamation projects, and for other purposes”, approved March 31, 1922, is amended by striking out the words “one year” where
they appear in such section and inserting in lieu thereof the words “two years.”
(42 Stat. 1324)
Sec. 2. [Further extension. ]-–The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized,
in the manner and subject to tie conditions imposed by such act of March 31,
1922, to extend for a period not exceeding two years from December 31, 1922,
the date of any payment of any charge the date of payment of which has been
extended under the provisions of section 1 of such act. [42 Stat. 1324)
for nonpayment.
]—Every
Sec. 3. [interest on extended payments—Penalty
charge, the date of payment of which is extended
under the provisions
of section
2 of this act, shall draw interest at the rate of 6 per centum per mnum from the
date from which it was so extended in lieu of any pena~ty that may now be provided by law, but in case such charge is not paid at the end of the period for
which it is so extended any suck{ penalty shall attach from the date (tie charge
was originally due, as if no extension had been granted. (42 Stat. 1325)
Sec. 4. [Extension of time to two years. ]-Section
2 of such act of March 31,
1922, is amended by striking out the words “season of 1922” where they appear
in such section and by inserting in Eeu thereof the words ‘(seasons of 1922 and
1923.” (42 Stat. 1325)
EXPLANATORYNOTE
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, with respect to sections

1 through 4 of this Act are found under the
Act of March 31, 1922,

Sec. 5. [Accrued charges spread over remaining years. ]—Where an individud water user, or individual applicant for a water right under a Federal irrigation project constructed or being constructed under the act of June 17, 1902
(Thirty-second
Statutes at Large, page 388), or any act amendatory thereof
or supplementary thereto, is unable to pay any construction or operation and
maintenance charge due excepting operation and maintenance charges for
drainage on the bise, Idaho, project, for the year 1922, or prior thereto, the
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized in his discretion to add such
accrued and unpaid charges to the construction charge of the land of such
water user or applicant, and to distribute such accumulated charges equally over
each of the subsequent years, beginning with the year 1924, at such rate per
year as will complete the payment during the remaining years of the twentyyear period of payment of the original construction charge: Provided, That
upon
accrued

such

adjustment

in connection

being
with

made,

any penalties

such unpaid

construction

or interest

which

and operation

may

have

and mainte-
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nance charges shall be canceled, and in lieu thereof the amount so due, and
the payment of which is hereby extended, shall draw interest at the rate of
6 per centum per annum, paid annually from the time said amount became due
to date of payment: Provided further, That the applicant for the extension shall
first show to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior detailed statement
of his assets and liabilities and actual inability to make payment at the time of the
application and an apparent ability to meet the deferred charges in 1924 and
subsequent years: And provided further, That in case the principal and interest
herein provided for are not paid in the manner and at the time provided by
this act, any penalty now provided by law shall attach from the date the charge
was originally due: And provided further, That similar relief in whole or in
part may be extended by the Secreta~ of the Interior to a Iegdly organized
group of water users of a project, upon presentation of a sufficient number of
individual showings made in accordmce
with the foregoing proviso to satisfy
the Secretary of the Interior that such extension is necessary. (42 Stat. 1325)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. ~is
in the U.S. Code.
Legislative Histoq.

Act is not codified
S. 4187, ~blic

Law

~~~8in the 67th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
.

March

3, 1923
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RESPECTING

KLAMATH

PROJECT

LAND

AUTHORIZED

An act authorizing the State of California to bring suit against the United States to determine title to cer~in lands in Siskiyou County, Calif. (Act of March 3, 1923, ch. 220,
42 Stat. 1438)

[Suit to determine title to lands in Siskiyou County, California—Secretary
made a party-Defense
by Attorney General. ] —Consent is hereby given that a
suit or suits may be instituted by or in behalf of the State” of California in the
Supreme Court of the United States to determine the right, title, and interest
Df such State to certain lands in Siskiyou County, California, alleged to have
been ceded by such State to the United States by act of the Legislature of the
State of California entitled “An act authorizing the United States Government
;O lower the water levels of any or dl of the following lakes: Lower or Ulttle
Klamath Lake, Tule or Rhett Lake, Goose Lake, and Clear Lake, situated in
3isklyou and Modoc Counties, and to use any part or dl of the beds of said
lakes for the storage of water in connection with the irrigation and reclamation
)perations conducted by the Reclamation
Service of tie United States; also
ceding to the United States all the right, title, interest, or claim of the State of
2alifornia to any lands uncovered by the lowering of the water levels of any
or all of said lakes not already disposed of by the State”, approved February 3,
1905, and in any such suit the right, title, and interest of such State and of the
United States may be fully tested and determined if the Secretary of the Interior is made a party to such suit.
Upon the request of such Secretary the Attorney General of the United States
s authorized and directed to defend the right, title, and interest of the United
jtates to such land or any part thereof. (42 Stat. 1438)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Co&fied. This Act is not codified
n the U.S. Code.
Suit Never Taken. No suit has ever been
nstituted by the State of California pursu~nt to this statute. Nonethdess, the statute
s without a limitation with respect to the
ime in which a suit or suits may be instiuted.
Cross Reference, Conveyance of Goose
.ake Lauds, Pursuant to the authority

granted by the Act of June 5, 1942, 56 Stat.
323, the United States quitclaimed to the
States of California and Oregon all the
right, title, and interest of the United States
held under the laws of the respective States.
The 1942 Act appears herein in chronologicd order.
Le@sktive Hhtory. S. 3892, Public Law
481 in the 67th Congress. S. Rept. No.
1070. H.R. Rept, No. 1626.

May

9, 1924
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An act to authorize the deferring of payments of reclamation
ch, 150,43 Stat. 116)

[Sec.

~. Extension

penalties—interest
authorized
my

charges,

and

of time for payment

on

extensions.

empowered,

rentils,

and

]—The
which

of accnaed
Secretary

in his discretion,
penalties

charges. (Act of May 9, 1924:

of

to defer

have

accrued

charges,
the

the dates
prior

rentals,

Interior

and

is hereby

of payments

Oi

to the 2d day oi

lMarch, 1924, under the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second
Statutes at Large.
page 388), and mendatory and supplemental acts, or prior to that date as againsl
water users on any irrigation project ‘beinq constructed or operated and main.
tained under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as may, in hi:
judgment, be necessary in or concerning any irrigation proj~t now existing undel
said act: Provided, That no payment shall be deferred under this section in an~
particula~
case beyond March
1, 1927: Provided, That upon such adjt~stmen
being made, any penalties or interest which may have accrued in connection witl
such unpaid construction and operation and maintenance charges shall be can
celed, and in lieu thereof the amount so due, and the payment of which is hereb~
extended, shall draw interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, paid annu
ally from the time said mount became due to date of payment: And ~rovide~
jurther, That in case the principal and interest herein provided for are nol paic
in the manner and at the time provided by this section, any penalty now providec
by law shall thereupon attach from the date of such default. (43 Stat. 116; %
U.S.C. ~ 384)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Cross
Reference,
Expenditures
Restricted for American Falls Reservoir. An
item included in the Interior Department
Appropriation
Act for 1925, approved
June 5, 1924, imposes certain conditions on

expenditures for the .4mcrican Falls Reser
voir. Extracts from the Act, including th
item restricting expenditures for America]
Fails Reservoir, appear herein in chronolog
ical order.

NOTE OF OPX~ION
1. Wscretion of the Secretary
Relief under this section to a settler on
the Boise project from a delinquent maintenance charge must come from the Secre-

tary of the Interior, to whose discretion it
adrninistration
is committed.
Moa,er
\
Bond, 8 F. 2d 518 (S. D. Idaho 1925)

Sec. 2. [Addition of accrued charges to construction charges. ]-Where
a
individual water user, or individual applicant for a water right under a Federa
irrigation project constructed or being constructed under the act of June 17, 190,
(Thirty-second Statutes at Large, page 388), or any act amendatory thereof o
supplementary thereto, makes application prior to January 1, 1925, alleging tha
he will be unable to make the payments as required in section 1 hereof, the Secre
tiry of the Interior is hereby authorized in his discretion prior to March 1, 192!
to add such accrued and unpaid charges to the construction charge of the Ianf
of such water user or applicant, and to distribute such accumulated charge
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equally over each of the subsequent years, beginning with the year 1925, or, in
tie discretion of the Secretary, distribute a total of one-fourfi over tie fi~t ha~
of the remaining years of the twenty-year period beginning with the year 1925,
and thre~fourths over the second half of such period, so as to complete the payment during the remaining years of the twenty-year period of payment of the
original construction charge: Pro vialed, That upon such adjustment being made,
any penalties or interest which may have accrued in connection with such unpaid
construction and operation and maintenance charges shall be canceled, and in
lieu thereof the amount so due, and the payment of which is hereby extended
shall draw interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, paid annually from
the time said amount became due to date of payment: Provided, further, That
the applicant
of the Interior

for the extension
detailed

shall first show

statement

to the satisfaction

of his assets and liabilities

of the Secretary

and probable

inabifity

further, That
in case the principal and interest herein provided for are nti paid in tie manner
and at the time provided by this act, any penalty now provided by law shall
thereupon attach from the date of such default: And provided further, That
similar relief in whole or in part may be extended by the Secretary of tie Interior
to a legally orgmized group of water users of a project, upon presentation of a
sufficient number of individual showings made in accordance with the foregoing
proviso to satisfy the Secretary of the Interior that such extension is necessa~.
(43 Stat. 116; 43 U.S.C. ~ 384)
to make

payment

at the time required

in section

1: And provided

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Popular Name. This statute is popularly
known as the Phlpps Act, being so named
for Senator L. C. PK;pps of Colorado
Cross Reference, Leavitt Act. The Act
of July 1, 1932, 47 Stat. 564, poFularly
known as the Leavitt Act, authorizes the
Secretary of the Interior to adjust the reimbursable charges of the Government efist-

ins as debts against individual Indians or
Indian tribes. The Leavitt Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 1631, Pubfic Law
115 in the 68th Congress. S. Rept, No. 111.
H.R. Rept. No. 312. H.R. Rept. h’o. 591
(conference report).
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An act authorizing the acquiring of Indian lands on the Fort Hdl Indian Reservation, in
Idaho, for reservoir purposes in connection with the Minidoka irrigation project.
(Act of May9, 1924, ch. 151,43 Stat. 117)

[Sec. 1. Lands to be acquired—Description—Right
of Indians. ]—Subject
to payment being made as provided herein, there is hereby granted to the
United States, its successors and assigns, for the proposed American Falls Reservoir on the Snake River under the Minidoka Federal irrigation project, in Idaho,
all right, title, and interest the Indians have to the tribal and allotted lands within
that section of the Fort Hail Indian Reservation commonly referred to as the
Fort Hdl Bottoms, which lands will be inundated by the impounding of one
million seven hundred thousand acre-feet of water within said proposed reservoir,
together with a five-foot freeboard the elevation of which shall be established,
using as a basis the one million five hundred thousand acre-foot contour line ~
shown in what is known as the Dyer-Dietz-Banks appraisal of Indian lands
dated December 30, 1922, and on file in the Department of the Interior subject
to the reservation of an easement to the Fort Hall Indians to use the said lands
for grazing, hunting, fishing, and gathering of wood, and so forth, the same way
as obtained prior to this enactment, in so far as such uses shall not interfere with
the use of said lands for reservoir purposes. (43 Stat. 117)
Sec. 2. [Agreement or condemnation authorized—Appraisal—Payment.]—
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to acquire by agreement or
condemnation proceedings the area of allotted lands described in section 1. The
value fixed by agreement with the allottees, and in any case where it may become
necessary to institute condemnation proceedings for such purpose, the value of
the allotment or allotments involved as determined by such proceedings, shall
be paid out of the sum deposited to the credit of the Fort Hall Indians as provided in section 3 hereof. (43 Stat. 117)
Sec. 3. [Amount to be taken from reservoir construction money and deposited
to credit of Indians. ] —In consideration of the rights granted in section 1 hereof,
of both tribal and allotted lands, there shall be deposited in the Treasury of the
United States to the credit of tie Fort Hall Indians the total sum of $700,000,
which sum shall be taken from moneys appropriated for the construction of said
That the said sum of $700,000, when so deposited, shall
reservoir: Provided,
draw interest at tie rate of 4 per centum per annum. (43 Stat. 117)
Sec. 4. [Appraisal
of damages to adjoining
land+Detamination
by
board—Payment
for. ]—Should
any lands above the five-foot freeboard, as
provided in section 1, be damaged on account of the reservoir, the amount of the
damage shall be determined by a board consisting of three members—two of
which shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior+ne
from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and one from tie Bureau of Reclamation, the third member,
who shall be a disinterested party, to be selected by the two so appointed. The
amount of damage as fixed by the board shall be taken from moneys aPPro-
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States to the credit of the Fort 13all Indians. (43 Stat. 117)
Sec. 5. [Amount for relocation, etc., of main canal to irrigate Indian lands—
Reimbursement by Indians benefited. ]-There
is hereby authorized to be appr~
priated not to exceed $100,000 of the money when deposited to the credit of
the Fort Hall Tribe of Indians for use in relocating, enlarging, and reconstructing tie main canal of me Fort Hall irrigation project to provide irrigation facilities for Indian lands situated in the soutiern portion of the Fort Hall Reservation, commonly known as the Michaud Flats, which nrnount so expended
shall be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians whose lands are benefited, on a
per acre basis in accordance with such rules and regulations as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, That in all cases where the Indian title
becomes extinguished prior to total reimbursement of the sum assessed against
any particular allotment, the party acquiring title to such allotment shall be required to execute an agreement before any water will be furnished therefor,
providing for the payment of construction charges assessed against such lands,
and for the payment of the amnual operation and maintenance charges. (43
Stat. 118)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
the United

Not Codified. This
in the U,S. Code.

Act

is not codified

Legislative Histo~, S. 2902, Public Law
116 in the 68th Congress. S. Rept. No. 330.

June 5, 1924
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and for other purposes. (Act of June 5, 1924, ch. 264,
43 Stat. 390)
[Yuma
ing

project—R~strictio~s

cost

of plant.

$250,000

may

at the syphon
$250,000

] —Yuma

be expended
drop

for

reclamation

extension

Large,

686),

page

to repay

contracts
plant

act approved

wherein

installments,

of

have

power

plant

been

entered

chargeable

December

into by a majority
by section

(Thirty-eighth

applicants

with

the

4 of the

Statutes

at

and entrymen

shall agree

their lands,

in 12 equal

against
1, 1925.

plant

of said sum of

to be charged

provided

13, 1914

to exceed

power

no part

for the lands

August

power—Repay

* * * not

That

in the manner

said water-right

commencing

e~ectric

of a hydroelectric

Provided,

and entrymen,

power

the cost of stid

annual

canal:

until

applicants

cost of said hydroelectric

d~velopm~nt

Arizona-California:

the construction

on the main

shall be expended

of the water-right

on
project,

(43

Stat.

416)

EXPLANATORYNOTE
Reference in the Text. The Reclamation
Extension Act approved August 13, 1914
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes at Large, page

686 ), referred to in the text, appears herein
in chronological order.

+
[Boise
ment

project,
exceed
Boise

project—~ainage

of

electric

Idaho:
the

districts

* * * provided,

amount

public

notice

formed

the repayment

~xpendi~res

power<ontract
paid

by the water

dated

under
to the

February

State
United

laws

lim~ted—R~strictions

requirement-Rates
That the expenditure
users

pursuant

15, 1921,
and

States

upon

of the

except
the

costs

on

for power.
for drainage
to the provisions

for

drainage

execution
thereof

of
* *

develop
] —Boise
shall not
of the

in irrigation

agreements

for

* Provided

fur-

ther,—Repealed.
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provisos Repealed. Section 3 of the Act
of August 24, 1954, 68 Stat. 794? repealed
the last three provisos in the item m the Act
relating to the Boise project, which read as
follows: “Provided further, That no part of
the money appropriated under this paragraph shall b! expended for the development of electrlc power untd the Secretary
of the Interior shall have secured subject,
to the needs of the Boise project, a contract
with the Gem Irrigation District, providing
for the purchase by that district, for a period
to be determined by the Secretary of the Interioy, of the electric power necessary for
the irrigation of the lands of said district:
And provided further, That the rates in such
contract shall be sufficient to incIude interest at five per centum per annum on the

cost of such power development plus a
reasonable depreciation on the power plant,
as found by the Secretary of the Interior,
and fiat the contract shall provide that before delivery of power in any season the district shall furnish security satisfactory to the
Secretary of the Interior to insure payment
to tie Government of the power charges
for such season, and that such contract shall
be entered into only in the event that tie
holders of not less than ninety per centum of
the face value of the bonded and warrant
indebtedness of the district shafl subordinate
their claims to the obligations of the district to the Government under such contract: And provided further, That in the
event power is furnished from the said
power plant to more than one contractor,
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then the rates for power shall be fied so
that each such contractor, includlng said
district, shall pay only its proper proportionate share of said interest and depreciation, as found by the Secretary of tile Interior.” Additionally, the 1954 Act repealed
the proviso in that portion relating to the
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Boise project of the Act of March 4, 1929
(45 Stat. 1562, 1590). Extracfi from the
1929 Act, including the portion rekting to
te Boise project, and the complete text of
the 1954 Act appear herein in chronological
order.

[Expenditnrm
for American Fa& Reservoir restricted-Titie
for kdian
land+Expenses
shared. ]-Mlnidoka
project, Idti:
For operation and maintenance, continuation of construction, and incidentd operations, $1,045,000:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation (and no part of any unencumbered
balance of the 1924 appropriation for the Minidoka project) &all be expended
on the American Falls R=rvoir
until ( 1) au acts have been performed that are
necessarily precedent to the confirmation of tide in fee in the United States for
said reservoir of such Indian lands as are essential to the construction of the same;
(2) companies and districts whic~k have contracted to cooperate wifi the United
Statm in the construction of said :reservoir and have contracted to .uartici~ate
in
.
said reservoir to m aggregate amount of at least three hundred and sixty-five
thousand acre-feet shall have paid to the United States their due proportionate
share of all moneys expended by the United States on said reservoir prior to the
date of said payrnents~including interest at the rate of 6 per centum-per annum
from the time such moneys were advanced by the United States; (3) The American Falk Reservoir district and tie Empire Irrigation district shall each have
filed with the Secretary of the Interior an agreement binding each of said distticts
to the ehination
of the second paragraph of article 46 of their respective contracfi of June 15, 1923, with tie United States; and (4) the said companies and
~istricts shall have paid to or deposited with the United States cash or United
States Government securities amounting to a total of at least $1,500,000:
PTo~ided further, That no wntractor sh~l-secure a right to the use of water from
;tid reservdr except under a contract containing the provision that the contractor
fhall, as a part of the construction cost, pay interest at the rate of 6 per centum per
innum upon the contractor’s proper proportionate share, as found by the Secre:ary of the Interior, of the moneys advanced by the United States on account of
he construction of said reservoir prior to the date of the contract. (43 Stat.417;
~3U.s.c. $ 600)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Cross Reference, Indian Lands for Amercan Falls Reservoir. The Act of May 9,
924, 43 Stit. 117, granted to the United
ltates, subject to payment being made,. all
he right, title and interest of the Indians

of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation in certain lands needed for the American Falls
Reservoir. The 1924 Act appears herein in
chronological order.

NOTESOF OPINIONS

. Surplus storage
A con~act with the Murtaugh Irrigation
)istrict to purchase surplus storage in the
~merican Falls Reservoir on the basis of a
100,000 cash payment and the balance of
500,000 in -nual
instalhnents over a 20-

267467—72—vo1. 1—23

year period may be entered into by the Sec.
retary of the Interior under the Warren Act
provided that the other contributors to the
cost of constructing the resemoir, as authorized by the Act of June 5, 1924, 43 Stat.
417., give their consent. Solicitor Patterson
Opmion, M-21227
(January 22, 1927).
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The word “contractor” in the second proviso to the appropriation
item for the
Minidoka project in the Act of June 5,
1924, designates any purchaser of water
from the American Falls Reservoir, and not
merely the contractors who were cooperating with the United States in the construction of the reservoir. Therefore, the contract

*

ACT,

5,

1924

1925

governing tie Gravity Extension unit, pursuant to the Act of J~uary 12, 1927, should
provide that the .irrigat\on district shall pay
interest at the rate of slx percent on a proportionate share of the cost to the United
States of the American Falls Reservoir.
Solicitor
Patterson Opinion, M–2 2401
(June 14, 1927),

*

*

*

[Newlands
project~Drainage
repapent
co~@a~t.1—NewIands
Proje:t)
Nevada: For operation and maintenance, continuation of construction, and incidental operations $400,000, of which tiount
$245,000 shall be used for drakage purposes, but only after execution by the Truckee-Carson irrigation. district
of an appropriate reimbursement contract satisfactory in form to the Secretary
of the Interior, and after confirmation of such: contract by decree of a court of
competent jurisdiction and final decision on all appears from such decree. (43
Stat. 417)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provision
Repea~ed. The amount of
$245,000 for drainage purposes was reappropriated, subject to the same requirement for.
execution of a reimbursement contract, in
*

*

each subsequent annual Interior Depart.
ment Appropriation Act through the ‘4ct 01
January 12, lg27, 44 Stat, g5g.
*

*

*

EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. The extracts of this act
shown here are not codified with tie exception of the second proviso “included in the
extract relating to American Falls Reservoir.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriations acts

appem herein only in the act in which firs
used.
Legislative Histow.
H.R. 5078, Public
Law 199 in the 68th Congress, H.R. Rept
No. 22. S. Rept. No. 134. H.R. Rept. No
268 (conference report ).

June 7, 1924

COOPEWTIVE
DESCHUTES,

INVESTIGATIONS
AND

SOUTHERN

OF CASPER-ALCOVA,
LASSEN

PROJECTS

Joint resolution authorizing an investigation of the proposed Casper-Alcova irrigation
project, Natrona County, Wyo.; the’ Deschutes project in the State of Oregon, and
the Southern Lassen irrigation project in Lassen County, Calif. (Pub. Res. No. 32,
of June 7, 1924, ch. 374,43 Stat. 668)
[Plans for constructing and completing projects to be submitted to Congres+Contribution
of one-half of cost by States. ]—The
Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to prepare and submit to Congress at
the beginntig of the next regular session plans and estimates of the character and
cost of structures necessary for the construction and completion of the proposed
Casper-Alcova
irrigation project in .Natrona County, Wyoming; the Deschutes
project in the State of Oregon, and the Southern Lassen Irrigation project, in
Lassen County, California; Provided, That at least one-half of the cost of au
such investigations, plans and estimates shall be advanced by the State in which
the project is located, or by parties interested. (43 Stat. 668)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Investigations
and Reports.
Contracts
were negotiated with the State of Oregon
and the State of Wyoming providing for
contribution by these States to the cost of
the investigations of the Deschutes project
and Casper A1cova project, respectively.
As neither the State of California,. nor other
parties, were disposed to contribute
the
necessary funds for the investigation of the
Southern Lassen project, no investigation

under the terms of the above resolution
was made of that project. The Deschutes
report was submitted to the Congress February 19, 1926. and printed as House Document No. 663, 69th Congress. The Casper
Alcova engineering, land classification and
economic report was submitted to the Congress December 5, 1930 and printed as
House Document No. 674, 71st Congress.
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 114, Pubfic
Resolution 32 in the 68th Congress. H.R.
Rept. No, 699.
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ACT)

ACT

FOR

1924

[Extracts from] An act mting appropriations to supply defi+encies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1924, and prior fisd years, to prowde
supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year en~lng June 30, 1925, and for other
purposes. (Act of December 5,1924, ch. 4,43 Stat. 672)
*
x*
*
*

*

RECLAMATION
%
*

SERVICE
*

*

[Commencement
of construction work prohibited unless recommended by
Commissioner of Reclamation and Secretary of the Interior and approved by
tke President. ]—Provided,
That no part of the sums herein appropriated shall
be used for the commencement of instruction
work on any reclamation project
which has not been recommended by the Commissioner of Reclamation and the
Secretary of the Interior and approved by the President as to its agrictitural
and engineering feasibility and the reasonableness of its estimated construction
cost. (43 Stat. 685)
[Return of contrib~tions to*cooper~ive
inv~stigatio~s of projects. ]—Hereafter the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to receive moneys from any
State, municipality, irrigation district, individual, or other interest, public or
private, spend the same in connection with moneys appropriated by the United
States for any such cooperative investigation, and return to the contributor any
moneys so contributed in ~cess of the actual cost of that portion of the work
properly chargeable tio the contribution. (43 Stat. 685; 43 U.S.C. ~ 396)
*

*
[THE

*

*

*

FACT FINDERS’ ACT]

Sec. 4. [Definitions. ]4ubsection
A. When used in tils section—
(a) The word “Secretary” means the Secretary of the Interior.
(b) The words “reclamation law” mean the act of June 17, 1902 (Thlrtysecond Stitutes, page 388), and all acts arnendatory thereof or supplemental)
thereto.
(c) The words “reclamation fund” mean the fund provided by the reckma
tion law.
(d) The word “project” means a Federal irrigation project authorized by th(
reclamation law.
(e) The words “division of a project” mean a substantti irrigable area of [
project designated as a division by order of the Secre~.
(43 Stat. 701; 4
U.s.c. $ 371)
Subset. B. [Approval
of new project contingent upon information
as t(
water supply, engineering

featires?

COSt,land prices, feasibility,

adaptability!
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for setiement and farm homes.]—No
new project or new division of a project
shall be approved for construction or estimates submitted therefor by the Secretary unti information in detail shall be secured by him concerning the water
supply, the engineering features, the cost of ~nstruction,
land prices, and the
probable cost of development, and he shall have made a finding in writing that
it is f~ible,
that it is adaptable for actual settlement and farm homes, and
that it WI probably return the cost thereof to the United States. (43 Stat. 702;
43 U.S.C. $ 412)
NOTESOF OPINIONS
New project 2
Secretary’s discretion 1
Source of funds 3
1. Secretiry’s discretion
Federal court has no general supervisory
power by which to control decision of the
Secretary of the Interior as to whether a
Reclamation Act project is economically
feasible. In an action by irrigation en~men to recover damages for losses alleged
to have resulted because of a ftilure of the
Secretary of the Interior to comply with
subsection B of the Act of December 5,
19242 and to compel the Secret~~ to determme that the Third Division, Riverton
Project, lacked economic feasibility, the
court sustained a motion to dismis:~on the
grounds that the law requires the Secretary
of the Interior to make a written finding
that a new project, or new division of a
project, is feasible before it can be approved
for construction, but does not create a duty
that the Secretary, sixteen years after tie
project was commenced, make a finding
that it is not feasible. Smith v. United States.
224 F. Supp. 402 (D. Wyo. 1963), affirmed
333 F, 2nd 70 (10th Cir. 1964).
The Secretam of the Interior is not required to proceed with the construction of
the Baker project, Oregon, even though
Gongr~ss has appropriated funds therefor,
lf he N unable to find that the project is
feasible and that the costs will be repaid to
the United States, as required by subsection
B, section 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924,
43 Stat. 702, and section 4 of the Act of
June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 389, and unless a

contract has been executed and confirmed
as required by the Act of May 10, 1926, 44
Stat. 479. Letter from the Attorney General
to Representative Sinnott and Senators McNary and Stanfield, reprinted in the New
Reclamation Era, September, 1926, at 152;
35 Op. Atty. Gen. 125 (1926); 34 Op. Atty.
Gen. 545 ( 1925). See also Solicitor’s Opinions dated June 11, 1926, and July 20, 1925.
2. New project
Although appropriations had been made
for the Baker project prior to December 5,
1924, these appropriations had lapsed because construction was not started thereunder. Consequently, the Baker project is a
“new project” within the meaning of subsection B. 34 Op. Atty. Gen. 545 (1925).
3. Source of funh
The provisions of subsection B apply ody
to reclamation projects financed out of the
reclamation fund and therefore are not applicable to a project primarily for relief
which is to be financed out of funds made
available by the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1937. Letter of Attorney
General to Secretiry, July 23, 1937, in re
Glendive unit, Buffalo Rapids project.
Where a project is finmced in part from
non reimbursable funds, a finding by the
Secretary that the new project or the new
division of a project will probably return
to the United States the amount of the cost
expended from the reclamation fund would
seem to fulfill the requirements of subsection
B. Letter from Department of Justice to Interior Department, September 7, 1937.

Subset.
C. [Qualifications
of appliants
for entry-Appointment
of
boards. ]—The
Secretary is hereby authorized, under regulations to be promulgated by him, to require c)f each applicant including preference right exservice men for entry to public, lands on a project, such qualifications as to industry, experience, character, and capital, as in hIS opinion are necessary to give
reasonable

assurance

ized to appoint
ing such

boards

qualifications.

of success by he

prospective

in part composed
(43

Stat.

702;

of private
43 U.S~C.

settler.

The

citizens,
~ 433)

Secretary

is author-

to assist in d@ermin-
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NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Examining Board
One is not entitled to make entry for land
in a Federal irrigation project until his
qualifications have been passed upon and
approved by an examining board, and it is
too late to cure the defect in that respect
after the land has been withdrawn. Thomm
S. Cady, 52 L.D. 222 (1927).
The intent of the law is to select the best
quafified applicants for all farms available,
having regard to their industry, experience,
capital, etc. Determination of the fitness aqd
qualifications of applicants rests primarfiy
with the examining board, and its action in

the selection of applicants and the assignment of farm units will not be disturbed
in the absence of a clear showing that its
discretion has been abused. WiIliam Lee
Craig, A-11100 (January ll,1928).
In an appeal by G. E. Farrell from the
Examining Bored, Klttitas Div., Yakima
project, the First Assistant Secreta~ stated
it would be impracticable for him to substitute his opinion for that of the Examining
Board, who had hd an opportunity to persondly interview and question the applicant. Departmental decision, July 26, 1934.

Subset. D. [Classification
of Iad~Different
construction
charges to be
bed against different classes of land. ]—The irrigable lands of each new project
and new division of a project hereinafter approved shall be classified by the
Secretary with respect to their power, under a proper agricultural program, to
support a family and pay water charges, and the Secretary is authorized to fix
different construction charges against different classes of land under the same
project for the purpose of equitably apportioning the total construction cost so
that all lands may as far as practicable bear the burden of such cost according
to their productive value. (43 Stat. 702; 43 U.S.C. ~ 462)
$ubsec. E. [Two public notices relating to constmction charge—Date when
payments begin on construction charges. ]—Repealed.
EXPLANATORY
XOTE
Provision Repealed. Section 47 of the Act
of May 25, 1926, the Omnibus Adjustment
Act, repealed subsections E, F and L of this
Act? except as otherwise provided in the
AdJustment Act. Before repeal, subsection
E read as follows: “Hereafter the Secretary
shall as to each irrigable acre of land in
each new project, or a new division of a
project, issue two public notices relating
to construction charges. The first public
notice shall be issued when the land is ready
for settlement and will announce the conSubset.

F.

installments
year+Existing

[Construction

charges

5 per centum

of average

contracts

may

struction charge per irrigable acre. The
second public notice shall be issued when in
the opinion of the Secretary the agriculturrd
development of the project shall have advanced sufficiently to warrant the commencement of payment d installments of
such construction charge. The second public
notice shall fix the date when payments will
begin on the construction charge announced
by the first public notice, which date shall
be not more than five years from the date
of the first public notice.”

to be based
gross

be amended.

on productive

annual

acre

income

power

of land—

for 10 ca~endar

]-RePealed.

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provision Repealed. Section 47 of the Act
of h~ay 25, 1926, the Omnibus Adjustment
Act, repealed subsections E, F and L of
this Act, except as otherwise provided in the
Adjustment Act. Before repeal, subsection F
read as follows: “Hereafter all project construction charges shall be made payable in
annual installments based on the productive power of the land as provided in this
subsection. The installment of the construc-

tion charge per irrigable acre payable each
year shall be 5 per centum of the average
gross annual acre income for the ten calendar years first preceding, or for all years
of record if fewer than ten years are available, of the area in cultivation in the devision or subdivision thereof of the project
in which the land is located, as found by
the Secretary annually. The decision of the
Secretary as to the amount of any such in-
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stdlment shall be conclusive. These annual
payments shall continue until the totaf construction “charge against each unit is paid.
The Secretary is authorized upon request to
amend any existing contract for a project
water right so that it will provide for pay-
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ment of the construction charge thereunder
in accordance with the provisions of this
subsection or for the deferment of such construction &arges for a period of three yetirs
from the approval of this section, or both.”

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Authority of the Secretary
Condition precedent
2
Construction charges
3
Power plant
4

1

1. Authority of the Secretary
The Secretarv mav amend Warren Act
contracts under’ this ~ubsection. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 207, 209–10 ( 1925).
The authority granted the Secretary in
the last sentence of subsection F to amend
existing contracts is permissive, not mandatory. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 207 (1925).
In the determination by the Secretary of
the annual construction charge, tie Secretary is without authority to change the per
centum of the gross mnud crop return payable each year, as set out in subsection F.
Decision of Solicitor, May 8, 1935.
2. Condition precedent
The qualification in subsection G tha~,
where two-thirds of a project or division ]s
covered by water-rights contracts, ZLwater
users’ association or irrigation district must
take over operation and maintenance<>of the
project as a condition precedent to receiving the benefits of “this section”, applies
only to the benefits provided under subsections F and L. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 215
(1925).
3. Construction charges
The provision in the fourth sentence of
subsection F that the “annual payments
shall continue until the total construction
charge against each unit is paid’ is not

intended to relieve water users’ associations
and irrigation districts of their secondary or
joint liability under efisting contracts to
guarmtee payment of charges apportioned
to each individud unit. Interpretation, 51
L.D. 207, 208-09 ( 1925).
The three-year deferment authorized in
the last sentence applies to the total construction charge, not just to three annual
installments under etisting contracts. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 207,210-11
( 1925).
4. Power plant
While subsection F was in effect, a contract was made between the United States
and the Shoshone Irrigation District, by
which the district agreed to take over the
control of the Garland division of the Shoshone project. In this contract the district
did not agree to take an interest in the Shoshone power plant. After subsection F had
been repealed, the district requested that it
be allowed to purchase an interest in the
power plant and make payment therefor on
the crop-return basis. The Department held,
in approving an Opinion of the Solicitor,
dated March 24, 1928 (M-24229),
that
purchase of an interest in the power plant
could not be made under subsection F after
its repeal. It was held, however, that payment could be made under section 45 of
the Act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 648),
allowing the district a period of 40 years
from the first payment matured under the
original water-right contract within which
to make payment for the desired interest in
the power plant.

Subset. G. [Transfer of project to water users—Receipts credited as part of
construction repayments. ] —Whenever two-thirds of the irrigable area of any
project, or division of a project, shall be covered by water-right contracts between
the water users and the United States, said project shall be required, as a condition precedent to receiving the benefits of this section to take over, through a
legally organized water users’ association or irrigation district, the care, operation,
and maintenance of all or any part of the project works, subject to such rules and
regulations as the Secretary may prescribe, and thereafter the United States, in its
relation to said project, shall deal with a water users’ association or irrigation
district, and when the water users assume control of a project, the operation and
maintenance Aarges for the year then current shall be covered into the construction account to be repaid as part of the construction repayments. (43 Stat. 702;
43 U.s.c. ~ 500)
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EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1926 Modification.
Paragraph 3 of sec.
tion 45 of the Act of May 25, 1926, the
Omnibus Adjustment Act, authorizes the
Secretary to grant the relief provided for in
this section to any of the projects mentioned

in the 1926 Act, without requiring such
project to take over the care, operation and
maintenance of the project works. The 1926
Act appears herein in chronologieaf order.

NOTESOFOPINIONS
Condition precedent
1
Current charges
2
1. Condition precedent
me qualification in subsection G tha~,
where two-tkirds of a project or division 1s
covered by water-fight contracts, a water
users’ association or irrigation district must
take over operation and maintenance of the
project as a condition precedent to receiving
fie benefits Of “this section”, aPplies onlY to
the benefiti provided under subsections F

and L. Interpretation,

51 L.D. 215 ( 1925).

2. Current charges
The reference in the last clause to operation and maintenance charges “then current” does not require the United States to
advance to the water users a sum sufficient
to enible them to operate the project during
the year in which control is transferred.
Interpretation, 51 L.D. 207,211-12
( 1925).

Subset. H. [Penalty against delinquent accounts reduced. ]—The penalty of
1 per centum per month against delinquent accounts, provided in section 3 and
section 6 of the act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page 686), is
hereby reduced to one-half of 1 per centum per month ~ to all installments
which may hereafter become due. (43 Stat. 703; 43 U.S.C. $~ 478, 494)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Act of August 13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page
686), referred to in the text, is the Reclam-

ation Extension Act. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Application
Subsection H of the Fact Finders’ Act,
which reduces from one to one-half per
cent per month the delinquency penalty on
dl charges coming due thereafter, also applies to rental charges fixed under section 11
of the Reclamation Extension Act of 1914.
Instructions, 51 L.D. 218 (1925).
The Beerline Irrigation District submitted
a proposed contract to reduce from 10 per
cent to 6 per cent the interest rate on delinquent payments under its contracts of
March 31, 1913, and July 3, 1919, but the
Assistant Secretary on August 6, 19373 held
that the authority vested in the Secretary of
the Interior under Subset. H of the act of

Dec. 5, 1924, was not sufficient to authorize
the amendment of these contracts; that Subset. H authorized a reduction of interest
rates only on the contracts referred to in
sections 3 and 6 of the act of August 13,
1914. It was also held that Sec. 1 of the act
of May 15, 1922, could be considered authority for filng
interest rates consistent
with State kw on contracts subsequendy
made; and that there was no consideration
passing to the United States for amending
these contracts as proposed. 8 Comp. Gen.
25 was cited as holding that contracts may
not be modified to the prejudice of the
United States, without adequate consideration there for.

Subset. I. [Profits from projects taken over by water users. ]—Whenever the
water users take over the care, operation, and maintenance of a project, or a
division of a project, the total accumulated net profits, as determined by the
Secretary, derived from the operation of project power plants, leasing of project
gr=ing and fam hnds, and the sale or use of town sites shall be credited to the
construction charge of the project, or a division thereof, and thereafter the net
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profits from such sources may be used by the water users to be credited annually,
first, on account of project construction charge, second, on account of project
operation and maintenance charge, and third, as tie water users may direct. No
distribution to individual water users shall be made out of any such profits before
all obligations to tie Government shall have been fully paid. (43 Stat. 703; 43
U.s,c. $ 501)
E~LANMrORYNOTE
Cross

References,

Special

Statutes.

A

number of special provisions relating to the
application of revenues from individud

in appropriation acts
and other statutes. References thereto are
found in the index.
projects are contained

NOTESOI? OPINIONS
Application of credits 1
Lease revenues 16
011 and gas revenues 11
power revenu= 2-10
Generally 2
Hayden-O’Mahoney amentient
3
Minidoka project 4
North Platte project 5
Shoshone project 6
1. Application of credits
The credit of “total accumulated net
profits” at the time control is transferred
will shorten the repayment period but not
reduce the amount of annual installments,
whereas the net profits thereafterarising wfil
be credited annually first to the construction
installment coming due and continuing with
subsequent construction installments as far
as such credit fil go. Interpretation, 51
L.D. 207, 212–13 ( 1925 )..
Where the administrative officers of the
Government fail to apply the net profits
derived from the operation of a project
power plant annually to the operation and
maintenance costs of the projeit taken over
by an irrigation district as required by subsection I of section 4 of the act of December 5, 1924, and such profits together with
the amount paid by the irrigation district
would have liquidated the debt of the district,.no penalty can be charged against the
distnc~ First Assistant Secretary Dkon
Opinion, 53 I.D. 257 (1931), in re North
Platte project.
2. Power revenues-Generally
The avdabfity of power revenues to aid
irrigation has, in one form or mother, been
a part of general reclamation law almost
since its beginning. This is evident from section 5 of the Act of April 16, 1906, 34 Stat.
116, 117, 43 U.S.C. ~ 522; the Act of February 24, 1911, 36 Stat. 930, 43 U.S,C.
s 522; and subsection I, section 4, of the
Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 703, 43
U.S.C. ~ 501. This general trend has been
reinforced by the Hayden-O’Mahoney

amendment to the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, the Act of May 9,
1938, 52 Stat. 322, 43 U.S.C. ~ 392a, and
a provision in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947, Act of July 1, 1946,
60 Stat. 366, as well as section 9 of the
Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, Act of
August 4, 1939, 53 Stat. 1193? 43 U.S.C.
$ 485h. Memorandum
of Ghlef Counsel
Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re procedure
on use of surplus power revenues for assistance in financing irrigation distribution
systems.
3. —Hayden-OMahoney
amendment
The legislative history of the HaydenO’Mahoney
amendment indicates that the
type of contract which wx intended to be
=cepted from its application wm that autho~d
to be entered into under subsection
I of section 4 of the Act of December 5,
1924, that is, one where the power development has been financed by the Government
=d the water users have obligated themselves in fact to repay dl of the costs. Solicitor Harper Opinion; M-33504
(September
26, 1944), in re disposition of net power
revenues from the Grand Vfley project.
After repayment of construction charges
of the Grand Valley Project, and operation
and maintenance rests during the repayment period, the net power revenues will be
required, under the Hayden-O’Mahoney
Amendment, to be covered into the General
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, Solicitor’s Opinion, M-33504
(September
26,
1944).
4. —Mlnidoka
project
By order of March 14, 1927, the Secretary of the Interior held, pursuant to this
Act and the Act of May 10, 1926, 44 Stat,
480, that the profits from the sale of dectric
energy should be credited to the two districts of the Minidoka project in the same
proportion as the costs of the power plant
were charged; that is, 95.6 percent to the
Burley irrigation district, and 4.4 percent
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to the Minidoka irrigation district. In 1929,

a committee appointed by the Secretaryrecommended that the proceeds from the sale
of power be divided, 72.7 percent to the
Burley irrigation district and 27.3 percent to
the Minido$a irrigation district. The Burley
irrigation district filed a motion for pre~iina~ injunction to restrain the Secretary
from reconsideration of the matter of ratio
of ownership and participation by the two
districts in the power profiti previously
adopted. The court held that the matter
was finally determined by the Secretary of
the Interior in his decision of March 14,
1927, above mentioned, and that he was
without power to take the action recommended by the committee appointed in
1929. Wilbur v. Burley Irrigation Dktrict,
58 F. 2d 871, 61 APp. D.C.

145 (1932).

The Government’s power plant at the
Minidoka Dam on the Minidoka project
in eastern Idaho, had only a small supply
of energy available for commercial salesduring the irrigation season on account of the
power demand for irrigation pumping on
the project. The United Statesmade a contract with the Idaho Power Go. by which
the Government delivered to the company
a portion of the output of the Government’s Black Canyon power plant on
the Boise project in the Western part of
the State, in return for which the company supp~ernented the energy supply
from the Muudoka plant so as to make firm
power available for commercial sales
throughout the year. The Secretary, ako, to
conserve for irrigation use the winter flow
of the Snake Mver w~lch theretofore had
produced power at the Minidoka power
plant, stopped the winter operation of the
plant in order to store the waterin American Falls reservoir above. The winter commercial power needs on the project were
supplied under the same arrangement with
the Idaho Power Co. The Secretary, for the
year 1935, allocated $50,000 to the Black
Canyon plant from revenues from commercial saleson the Minidoka project. The Burley district which was entitied to share in
the profits of the Minidoka plant ( Wilbur
v. Burley Irrigation District,. 58 F. 2d 871,
1932 ) brought a suit to enJoin the Secretary from making such a distribution, basing its claim on the contention that it was
“the owner” of 95.6 percent of the Minidoka power plant. The court dismissed the
suit holding, after distinguishing between
the plaintiff’s ownership of the right to a
percentage of the profits and the “ownership of the plant” contended for by the
plaintiff. “In the face of these findings,
there can be no question that the Secretary’s action in placing the plan into effect
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was essential ( 1) to fulfill plaintiff’s requirements for power for irrigation and (2)
to preserve the commercial business, without which there would have been no profits
to share. In these circumstances he had
lawful authority to stop the flow of winter
water and cease ~eneratina winter power at
the plant.” Budey Ir7ig~tion D;strict v.
Ickes, 116 F. 2d 529, 73 App. D.C. 23
(1940) cert. denied, 312 U.S. 687 (1941).
5. —North Platte project
The net power revenues creditable to each
of the four districts of the North Platte project should be credited each year on the annual installment of the construction charge
of each district, without regard to tbe classification of the land, and the districts should
agree to distribute the credit equally per
acre to all of the irrigable lands of the districts, including land in class 5. Such distribution should be subject to the condition
of the Act of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1167,
and to the restriction set forth in the last
sentence of subsection I of the Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 703. Solicitor’s
Opinion, M-25908
(August 27, 1932 ).
6. +hoshone

project
The Act of March 4, 1929, prevents the
Department from applying any of the net
power revenues of the Shoshone power
plant to a reduction of the annuaf cha~es
due from the Shoshone Irrigation District
to the United Statesin accordance with the
provisions of subsection I of the Fact Finders’ Act of December 5, 1924. Solicitor
Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 427 ( 1931).
The Act of March 4, 1929, relating to
the disposition of Shoshone power revenues,
is clearly within the constitutional power of
Congress to enact. If the Act impairs any
contract rights of the plaintiff under a prior
contract, its remedy for recovery is in recourse to the Court of Claims. An action
for a writ of mandmus
to compel the Secretary of the Interior to detemine and credit
to the plain~
annually a portion .of the
power revenues wi~l not lie, both because
this is in the nature of a suit for specific
performance
of a contract to which the
United States has not given its consent, and
because the matter is so completely within
the discretion of the Secretary 2s to forbid
interference by writ of mandamus. United
States ex rel. Shoshone Irr. Dist. v. Ickes,
70 F.2d 771, 63 App. D.C. 167 (1934),
ce7t. dersi~d 293 U.S. 571 (1934).
11. ail and gas revenues
The proceeds from oif and gas leases issued by the Strawberry Water Users’ Association on former Indian reservation lands,
the beneficial ownership of which was trans-
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ferred to the project landowners by the Act
of April 4, 1910, even though legal title
remains in the United States, should be applied in conformity with subsection I of the
Fact Finders’ Act of 1924. Solicitor White
Opinion, M-3605 1 (December 7, 1950).
16. base revenues
The First Assistant Secretary, in modifying departmental instructions of September 14, 1936, with reference to leases of
land under the Taylor Grazing Act, held
that the Secretary’s authority to lease lands
withdrawn in connection with a reclama-
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tion project, was recognized by the Congress in subsection I of the Act of December 5, 1924, and that dl leases of land
withdrawn for reclamation purposes should
be made under the authority of subsection
I; fiat dl such leases shotid be made in the
form approved June 18, 1934, and that
whatever moneys may yet be received from
leases of withdrawn reclamation lands made
in accordance
witi prior instructions of
September 14, 1936, shotid be disposed of
in accordance with subsection I. Instructions, M-29482
(October 8, 1937).

Subset. J. [Moneys from sale or rental of water shall be credited to project
or division of project to which construction cost has been charged. ] —Ml moneys
or profits as determined by the Secrehry heretofore or hereafter derived from the
sale or rental of surplus water under the Warren Act of February 21, 1911
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page 925), or from the connection of a new project with
an existing project shall be credited to the proj~t or division of the project to
which the construction cost has been charged. (43 Stat. 703; 43 U.S.C. $ 526)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Warren Act
of February 21, 1911 (Thirty-sixth Statutes,

page 925 ), referred to in the text, appears
herein in chronological order.

NOTES or OPINIONS
Application of credi~ 1
Power privileges 3
Secretary’s discretion 2
1. Application of cretits
The profits of the class described in sub.
section ‘J may be credited by the Secretary
in his discretion to construction char,qes, OI?
to operation and maintenance char~es- to
the extent they exist. Interpretation, 51 L.D.
207, 213-14 (1925).
2. Secretary’s discretion
Certain profits arose on the Minidoka.
project from the sale of Jackson Lake water
under the Warren Act. The Secretary of the
Interior, after full consideration and a hearing accorded
the parties, allocated
the
profits among the different divisions of the
project. The Minidoka Irrigation District,
representing one division of the project,
being
dissatisfied
with
the allocation,
brought suit in the courts of the District of
Columbia to secure a mandatory injunction
compelling the Secretary to make an relocation in accordance with tie contentions of
the plaintiff. The trial court denied the

Government’s motion to dismiss, and the
Government
appealed
to the Court of
Appeals of the district, where the Secretary’s allocation was upheld, and the lower
court ordered to dismiss the bill. It was held
that the Secretary was acting in a quasijudiciaf capacity, that his decision was not
arbitrary or capricious, and. that the plaintiff was seeking a judgment in mandamus
directing the Secretary to act contrary to
the facts and the law of the case as found
by him, and that such an appeal will not be
entertained by the courts. Wilbur v. Minidoka 17r. Dist, 50 F. 2d 495, 60 App. D.C.
205 ( 1931), cert. denied, 284 U.S. 634
(1931).
3. Power privileges
Proceeds ptid by a Warren Act contractor for use of a power site at a canal drop on
a Federal reclamation project are required
to be credited to the project by subsection J,
section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924.
Solicitor
Margold
Opinion
M–28725
(October 6, 1936), in re use of power site
at C drop, Klarnath project.

Subset. K. [Surveys authorized where settlers appear unable to pay con.
struction cost=Expense
of such surveys. ] —On each existing project where, in
the opinion of tie Secretary, it appeam that on account of kck of fertility in the
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soil, an inadequate water supply, or other physical causes, settlers are unable to
pay construction costs, or whenever it appears that the cost of any reclamation
project by reason of error or mistake or for any cause has been apportioned or
charged upon a smaller area of land than the total area of land under said
project, the Secretary is authorized to undertake a comprehensive and dettiled
survey to ascertain all pertinent facts, and report in each case the result of such
Provided,
That the cost and
survey to the Congress, with his recommendations:
expense

of each

on account
construction
the project.

such survey

of which

tie

or operation

shall be charged

same is made,

and maintenance

(43 Stat. 703; 43 U.S.C.

to the appropriation

but shall not be charged
cost payable

for the project
as a part of the

by the water

users under

~ 466)

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Cross Reference, Omnibus Adjustment
.4ct. The Act of May 25, 1926,44 Stat. 636,
the Omnibus Adjus~ent Act, was enacted
as a result of the survey and report made
pursuant to the authority contained in sub-

Subset. L. [On adjustments
of water user. ]—Repealed.

section “K”. See H.R. Dot, No. 201. Sixtyninth Congress, first session. The Omnibus
Adjustment Act appears herein in chronological order.

all unpaid charges shall be added to obligation
EXPLANATORY
NTOTE

Provision Repealed. Section 47 of the Act
Of May 25, 1926, the Omnibus Adjustment Actj repealed subsections E, F and L
of this Act, except as otherwise provided in
the Adjustment Act. Before repeal, subsection L read as follows: “In any adjustment
of water charges as provided in this section
all due and unpaid charges to the United

States, both on account of construction and
on account of operation and maintenance,
including interest and penalties, shall be
added in each case to the total obligation
of the water user, and the new total thus
established shall then be the construction
charge against the land in question.”

NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Application.

In tils subsection the words, “in any adjustment of water chargesj’ are understood
to indicate the time which WII1 determine
what charges are due and unpaid, and what
charges will thereafter be added in each
case to the total obligation of the water
user. It is befieved that the adjustment of
water charges occurs on that date when the
adjustment contract is made, and that the
charges due and unpaid on that date are
the charges added in each case to the total
obligation. So far as the construction charges
are concerned, the provisions of subsection
L and the provisions of the last sentence of
Subset.
Preference

M.
right

[Exchange

of

of ex-service

farm

subsection F may overlap if the adjustment
contract is made at a date later than
December 1, 1925. Interpretation, 51 L.D.
207, 214 ( 1925)..
The qualification in subsection G tha;,
where twwthirds of a project or division 1s
covered by water-right contracts, a water
users’ association or irrigation district must
take over operation and maintenance of the
project as a condition precedent to receiving
the benefits of “this section”, applies only
to the benefits provided under subsection~
~1g~5~ L. Interpretation,
51 L.D. 215

unit—

Construction

payments

credited—

man, ]—RePealed.
EXPLANATORY
NOTE

Prow-sion Repealed. The Act of August 13, 1953, 67 Stat. 566, the Farm Unit
Exchange Act, repealed subsection M of section 4 which read as follows: “That every

entryman or assigneeon a project farm unit
not yet patented which unit shall be found
by the Secretary to be insufficient to support
a family and pay water charges shall have
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the right upon application to exchange his
entry for another farm unit of unentered
public land on the same or another project
located in the same State, in which event
all installments
of construction
charges
theretofore paid on account of the relinquished farm unit shall be credited on account of the new farm unit taken in ex&ange:
Provided, That where two entry-
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men apply for the same farm unit under the
exchange provision of this subsection, only
one of whom is an ex-service man, as define~.
by the joint resolution of January 21, 1922
(Forty-second Statutes, page 358), the ex-.
service man sha~ have a preference in mak-ing such exchange.” The 1953 Act appearfi
herein in chronological order.

NOTES IDF OPINIONS
1. Exchanges
All exchanges made under subsection M
must be within the same State. Solicitor’s
Opinion, M–21655
(February 25, 1927 ).
The words “not yet patented” used in
subsection M, have reference not to the date
of the approval of the act but to the date

when application for exchange of entry is
made. Norman E. Thackeray, 52 L. D. 60
(1927).
In decision of March 22, 193!, the First
Assistant Secretary of the Interior refused
to approve an exchange of patented lands
in the Frannie division for an unpatented
unit in the Willwood
division, Shoshonc
project.
Lands within a Federal irrigation project
will not be allowed to remain subject to
entry where they me found insticient
to
support a family or, after relinquishment by
a former entryman, while the latter’s appfi.

cation for an exchange of entry under subsec. M of the act of December 5, 1924, is
being considered. Thomas S. Cady, 52 L. D.
222 (1927).
Where an applicant for exchange of entq
of lands within a Federal irrigation project

has filed rehnquishment prior to the determination of his application, another will
not be permitted to enter the relinquished
lands until his quaEfications have been established by an examin.mg board, and until
he has filed a written statement that he h=
knowledge that the lands are classed as unproductive
and insufficient to support a
family after payment of water charges, a
waiver of right to relief under the act of
December 5, 1924, and consent to pay con.
struction charges should the lands be subsequently embraced within a productive
class. Thomas S, Cady, 52 L. D. 222 (1927).

Subset. N. [Advance payment of operation and maintenance charges. ]—A1l
contracts providing for new projects and new divisions of projects shall re.
quire that all operation and maintenance charges shall & payable h advance.
In each case where the care, operation, and maintenance of a project or division
of a project are transferred to the water u3ers the c~ntract shall require the
payment of operation and maintenance charges in advance. That whenever
an adjustment of water charges is made under this section the adjustment contract shall provide that thereafter ati operation and maintenance cha~es sh~
be payable in advance. (43 Stat. 704; 43 U.S.C.$ 493)
Subset. O. [Expense of Washington office and of general investigations not
chargeable to water users.]— The co3t and expense after June 30, 1945, of the
office of the Commissioner in the District of Columbia and, except for such cost
and expense as are incurred on &half of specific projects, of general investigations and of nonproject offices outside the District of Columbia, shall be charged
~ the reclamation fund and sha~ not be charged as a part of the reimbursable
construction
or operation and maintenance
co3ts. (43 Stat. 704; Act of
April 19, 1945, 59 Stat, 54; 43 U.S.C. $ 377)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1945 Amendment. The Act of April 19,
1945, 59 Stat. 54, amended subsection O to
read as it appears above. Before arnendment, the subsection read as follows: “That

the cost and expense after June 30, 1925,
of the main office at Washington, District
of Columbia, of the Bureau of Reclamation
in the Department of the Interior, and the
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cost and expense of general investigations
heretofore and hereafter authorized by the
Secretary, shall be charged to the general
reclamation fund and shall not be charged
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as a part of the construction or operation
and maintenance cost payable by the water
users under the projects.”

NOTEs OF OPINIONS
Investigations and research 1
Legai semices 2
1. Investigations aad research
The Bureau of Reclamation is authorized
under reclamation law to expend appropriations made from the general funds of
the Treasury under the heading “General
Investigation-general engineering and research” for atmospheric water resources research that is of primary benefit to States
other than the 17 Western States. Although
expenditures from the Reclamation Fund
may be made only for the benefit of the 17
Western States, expenditures from general
fund appropriations are not so limited because section 2 of the Reclamation Act and
section 8 of the Flood Control Act of 1944
evidence a Congressional intent to make the
benefits of reclamation law available to all
parts of the Nation notwithstanding the
limitations on the use of the Reclamation
Fund. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor
Hogan, Ju1y 13, 1966.
Expenditures
for weather modification
research come under the heading of “genand are nonreimbursral invatigations”
able, in accordance with subsection O of the
Fact Finders’ Act. The nonreimbursability
of general research expenditures is also recognized in standard appropriation act language carried under the heading “Administrative Provisions” which recognizes that
expenditures for “generaf engineering and
research” from the appropriation for “Genare nonreimbursable
eral Investigations”
under the Act of April 19? 1945, 43 U.S.C.
$377 (amending subsection O). Letter of
~;~
Barry to Senator Jackson, June 11,

Costs of investigations made with Cole
rado Wver Development Funds are not reimbursable by the water users even though
a project investigated with such funds is
authorized for construction. Letter of Administrative Assistant Secretary Beasley to
Comptroller
Gener+,
June
11, 1959;
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix, December 28, 1948, at 15.
Investigation costs incurred by the United
States under contracts of 1918, 1920, 1929
and 1933 in connection
with the AllAmerican Canaf are reimbursable by the
Imperial Irrigation District. NoMing in the
Klnkaid Act of May 18, 1920, or its legislative history implies that the expenses under
the 1920 contract paid by the United States
were to be a gift to the District, and the
fact that the District contributed two-thirds
the cost of the study does not imply that
the one-third paid by the United States was
to be nonreimbursable. Nor does the fact
that study funds advanced by the District
under the 1929 and 1933 contracts were
later refunded imply that U.S. costs to the
amount of the refunds were to be nonreimbursable. Memorandum of Chief Counsel
Fisher, November 18, 1953.
2. Legal services
The actual cost of legal services performed
in the field by the Office of the Sohcitor on
behalf of specific projects are chargeable to
such projects and their reimbursabi~ty or
nonreimbursability
is determined by the
application of the allocation and accounting
procedures
applicable
to the particular
project
conc~~ed.
Solicitor
Armstrong
Opinion. 62 I.D. 181 (1955).

Subset. P. [Reservation
of easements or rights of way. ]—Where,
in the
opinion of the Secretary, a right of way or easement of any kind over public
land is required in connection with a project the Secretary may reserve the
same to tie United States by filing in the General Land Office and in the
appropriate local land office copies of an instrument giving a description of the
right of way or easement and notice that the same is reserved to the United
States for Federal irrigation purposes under this section, in which event ent~
for such land and the patent issued therefor shall be subject to the right of way
or easement so described in such instrument; and reference to each such
instrument shall be made in the appropriate
(43 Stat. 704; 43 U.S.C.

~ 417)

tract books

and also in the patent.
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Subset. Q. [Donation+May
be reconveyed
to grantor. ]—Where
red
property or any interest therein heretofore hw been, or hereafter shall be,
donated and conveyed to the United States for use in connection wifi a
project, and the Secretary decides not to utilize the donation, he is authorized
without charge to reconvey such property or any part thereof to the donating
grantor or to the heirs, successors, or assigns of such grantor. (43 Stat. 704,
43 U.S.C. # 376)
NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Construction with other hws
Inasmuch as the Federal Property and
Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as
amended, is “in addition and paramount
to any authority conferred by any other
law;’ its provisions giving other Federal
departments and agencies a prior right to
request a transfer of property no longer
needed by the Bureau of Reclamation would
apply to property originally donated by
the Metropolitan
Water District of Salt
Lake City, Utah, but no longer needed, for
We Prov~ River reclamation project, notwithstanding
subsection Q of the Fact
Finders’ Act of 1924, w~lch authorizes ‘the
Secretary of the Interior to reconvey donated property to the grantee. Department

report of July 22, 1959, on H.R, 5270;
printed in H.R. Rept. No. 822, 86th Cong.,
1st Sess. 2; similar report in S. Rept. No.
1134, 86th Gong., 2nd Sess. 2. See Act of
April 4, 1960.
The surplus property disposal provisions
of the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949 are in addition and
paramount to, but do not repesd, other
authority to dispose of property such ag
subsection Q of the Fact Finders’ Act, which
authorizes the reconveyance of donated real
property. However, the Administrator
of
General Services may, upon application,
authorize the disposition of property under
subsection Q. Memorandum
of Associate
Solicitor Fritz, March 7, 1955.

Subset. R. [Swamp and cut-over tilmberlands-Appropriation
from General
Treasury. ]—There is hereby authorked to be appropriated from the General
Treasury, the sum of $100,000 for investigations to be made by the Secretary
through the Bureau of Reclamation to obtain necessary in$orrnation to determine how arid &nd semiarid, swamp:, md cut-over timberlands may best be
developed. (43 Stat. 704)
Sec. 5. [Title of act. ]—This act hereafter may be referred to as the “Second
Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year 1924.” (43 Stat. 704)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
lNot Codified. The fist extract shown
herein relating to commencement
of construction work? subsection R, and section
5 are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Fact Finders’ Act, Section 4 of this act,
the “Second Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year
1924,” was recommended by a committee
of special advisers on reclamation appointed
by the Secretary of the Interior and known

as “Fact

Finders.” Section 4 is popularly
known as the “Fact Finders’ Act.”
See
Senate Document No. 92, Sixty-eighth Congress.
Legislative History. H.R. 9559, PubEc
Law 292 in the 68th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 907. H.R. Rept. No. 1019 and H.R.
Rept. No. 1024 (conference reports).
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the consent and approval of Congress to the La Plata River ccmpact.
(Act of JanuaW 29,1925, ch. 110,43 Stat. 796)

[Consent of Congress to Compact, ]—The consent and approval of Congress
is hereby given to the compact signed by the commissioners of the States of
Colorado and New Mexico at the city of Sata Fe, on the 27th day of November
1922, and approved by the Legislature of the State of Colorado by an act entitled
“An act to approve the La P1ata River compact~’ April 13, 1923, and by the
Legislature of the State of New Mexico by an act entitled “An act ratifying
and approving the La Plata compact,” approved February 7, 1923, which compact is as follows:
“The State of Colorado and the State of New Mexico, desiring to provide
for the equitable distribution of the waters of the La Plata River and to remove
all causes of present and future controversy between them with respect thereto,
and being moved by considerations of interstate comity, pursuant to Acts of their
respective legislatures, have resolved to conclude a compact for these purposes
and have named as their commissioners Delph E. Carpenter, for the State of
Colorado, and Stephen B. Davis, Junior, for the State of New Mexico, who
have agreed upon the following articles:
“ARmCLE I
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1st day of December of each year. The State engineers of the signatory States
shall m&e provision for cooperative gauging at two stations, for the details of the
operation, exchange of records and data, and publication of the facts.
“ARTICLE II
“The waters of the La Plata River are hereby equitably apportioned between
the signatory States, including the citizens thereof, as follows:
“1. At all times between the 1st day of December and the 15th day of the
succeeding February each State shall have the unrestricted right to the use of all
water which may flow witin its boundaries.
“2. By reason of the usual annual rise and fall, he flow of said river between
the 15th day of Februa~ and the 1st day of December of each year shall be
apportioned between the States in the following manner:
“(a)
Each State shall have the unrestricted right to use all the waters within
its boundaries on each day when the mean daily flow at the interstate station is
one hundrd cubic feet per second, or more.
“(b)
On all other days the State of Colorado shall deliver at fie interstate
station a quantity of water equivalent to one-half of the mean ffow at the
Hesperus station for the preceding day, but not to exceed one hundred cubic
feet per second.
“3. Whenever the flow of the river is so low that in the judgment of the State
engineers of the States the greatest beneficial use of its waters maybe secured by
distributing all of its waters succmsively to the lands in each State in alternating
periods, in fieu of de~very of water as provided in the second paragraph of this
article, the use of the waters may be so rotated between the two States in such
manner, for such periods, and to continue for such time as the State engineers
may jointIy dettine.
“4. The State of New Mexico ~hall not at any time be entitled to ~eive
nor
shall the State of Colorado be required to deliver any water not then necessary
for benefid
use in the State of New Mexiw.
“5. A substantial delivery of water under the terms of this article shall be
deemed a compliance with its protisiol~s md minor and compensating irregularities in flow or delivery shall be disregarded.
“kTIGLE

III

- “The State engineers of the States, by agreements from time to time, may
formulate rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of this compact,
which, when signed and promulgated by them, shall be binding until amended
by agreement between them or until terminated by written notice from one to
the otier.
“ARTIC:LE IV
“Whenever any official of either State is designated to perform any duty under
thii contract, such designation shall be interpreted to include the State oficid
or officials upon whom the duties now performed by such official may hereafter
devolve.
267-067—72—vo1.I—24
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“ARmCLE VI
“This compact nlay be modified or terminated at any time by mutual consent
of the signatory States, and upon such termination all rights then established
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(43 Stat. 796)
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B. DAVIS,

Junior?’

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Cofified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History.

S. 1656, Public Law

~~~6in tie
.
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REFUNDS

TO

WORLD

WAR

I VETERANS

An act to provide for refunds to veterans of the World War of certain amounts paid by
them under Federal irrigation projects. (Act of February 21, 1925, ch. 277, 43 Stat.
956)

[Sec. 1. Definitions.] -As used in this act—(a)
The term “veteran” includes
any individud a member of the military or naval forces of the United States at
any time after April 5, 1917, and before November 12, 1918; but does not include
(1) any individud at any time during such period or thereafter separated from
such forces under other than honorable conditions, (2) any conscientious objector
who performed no military duty whatever or refused to wear the uniform, or
(3) any alien at any time during such period or thereafter discharged from the
mititary or naval forces on account of his alienage; and
(b) The term “reclamation law” means the act entitled “An act appropriating
the receipts from the sde and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands;’
approved June 17, 1902, and all acti amendatory thereof or supplementa~
thereto. (43 Stat. 956)
Sec. 2. [Veterans entitled to refundl—Investigation
and approval of applications for refunds and payment thereof. ] — ( a) Any veteran-who
at any time
since April 6, 1917, has made entry upon a farm unit within a Federd irrigation
project under the reclamation law and (1) who no longer retains such entry because of cancellation by, or relinquishment to, tie United States after or (2) who,
prior to receipt by hlm of a final certificate in respect of such entry, but in no case
more than one year after date of passage of this sat, desires to relinquish such
entry-may,
in accordance with regulations prescribed by tie Secretary of ~e
Interior, file application for the refund provided in subdivision (b). A veteran
who has been compensated, in cash or otherwise, for any such relinquishment
shall not be entitled to the benefifi of this act, and before ~avrnent of such refund
the Secretary of the Interior, under such regulations as ‘hi may prescribe, shall
require proof that tie veteran has not been so compensated.
(b) LTpon receipt of such application the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to investigate the facts and, in his discretion, to pay as a refund to any such veteran entitled thereto a sum equal to all amounts paid to the United States by
such veteran, or for his account, as construction charges and as interest and penalties on such charges in respect of such unit. Every such refund so approved by
the Secretry of the Interior shall be paid from the appropriation for the project
on which the entry in question was made. (43 Stat. 956)
NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Application

The right of a veteran to refund under
the act of February 21, 1925, of charges
paid by hlm on a reclamation homestead
entry which he relinquishes prior to receipt

of final certificate and within one year after
the passage of the act is not defeated by
action of the Government in canceting the
entry, for suffic~ent reasons, independently
of the relinqmshment.
F?ed E. Hargis,
51 L.D. 329 (1926).
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The act of February 21, 1925, is appEcable only to pubfic lands and does not
authorize refund of charges paid on a waterright application for tie irrigation of land
in private ownership. Lawrence W. Crehore,
51 L.D. 345 (1926).
The word “after” in the foUowing clause
~e~

3.

[Benefits

on acceptance
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himself
ments
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Application

shall be made
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regulation

(or his estate)
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[or
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estate
tie
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in such
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unit

and

have

to the
availed

by, and pay-

of such estate.

of any farm

relinquished,

of the Interior,

farm

could

shall be made

or administrator

to have

of rights

shall be entitled

if living,

for such benefits

by the Secretary
estate)

of a veteran

veteran,

to, the executor

fits of this act, shall be deemed
of such

The

I VETERANS

of section 2, act of February 21, 1925—
“who no longer retains such entry because
of cancellation by, or relinquishment to the
United States after’’—is meaningless, was
inadvertently retained in the process of
legislation, and shotid be ignored. Fred E.
Hargti,51 L.D. 329 (1926).
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(b)
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of refund.

WAR

21, 1925
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NI right,
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title, or interest
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thereon.

(43 Stat. 956)
Sec.

4.

[Cancellation
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any application
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all rights

such application.

(43 Stat. 957 )

Sec. 5.
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957)

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 2397, Public Law

~~~in
.

the 68th Congress, H.R.

Rept.

No.

February
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MESA

DIVISION,

YUMA

AUXILIARY

PROJECT

Joint resolution to authorize the appropriation of certain amounts for the Yuma irrigation
project, Arizona, and for other purposes. (Act of February 21, 1925, ch. 291,
43 Stat. 962)

[Amounts authorized to furnish watcr— Moneys received to be covered into
rechunation fund—Installment
payment+Existing
contracts to conform to
payments. ]—There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not ofierwise appropriated, the sum of $200,000, to be paid out
of the reclamation fund established by the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second
Statutes, page 388), for operation and maintenance and completion of construction of the irrigation system required to furnish water to all of the irrigable
lands in part 1 of the Mesa division, otherwise known as the first Mesa unit of
the Yuma auxiliary project, authorized by the act of January 25, 1917 (Thirtyninth Statutes, page 868), as amended by the act of February 11, 1918 (Fortieth
Statutes, page 437) : Provided, That all moneys received by the United States
in payment of land and water rights in said part 1 of the Mesa division, beginning
one year from the date this act becomes effective, shall be covered into the
reclamation fund until the sum advanced from said fund hereunder is fully
paid: Provided further, That the purchase price of land and water rights hereafter sold in said part 1 of the MM division shall be paid to the United Shtes
in ten equal installments, the first of which shall be due ad payable at the date
of purchase, and the remaining installments annually thereafter, with interest
on deferred installments at the rate of 6 per centum per annum, payable an~ually; and the Secreta~ of the Interior is authorized, at any time within one
year from the date this act bcomes effective to amend any existing uncompleted
:ontract for the purchase of land and water rights so that the aggregate amount
of principal md interest remaining unpaid under such con~act may be paid in
ten equal installments in accordance with the conditions of this proviso, beginning
tith the date of amendatory contract: And provided further, That land and
water rights in said part 1 of the Mesa division heretofore or hereafter offered
at public sale under said act of January 25, 1917, and not disposed of at such
public sale may be sold later at private sale at not less than $25 per acre for the
!and and at $200 per acre for the water right. (43 Stat. 962)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not codified. This Act is not codified in
he U.S. Code.
References in the Text. The Act of Jan~ary 2j, 1917 (Thirty-ninth Statutes, page
168), as amended by the Act of February 11,
L918 (Fortieth Statutes, page 437 ), referred

to in the text, authorized the Yuma Auxiliary project, Arizona. Eoth Acts appear
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 172, Public
Resolution 51 in the 68th Congress, S. Rept.
No. 907,

March

3, 1925
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the ~epartment of the Interior for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, and for other purposes. (Act of March 3, 1925,
ch. 462,43

Stat. 1141)
*

*
BUREAU

*

+

*

OF RECLAMATION

[Maintenance
of he~dquart~rs outsi~e Distr~t of Co~mbia except for o~ce
of chief engineer prohibited. ] —Provided, That no part of said appropriations
may be used for maintenance of headquarters for the Bureau of Reclamation
outside the District of Columbia except for the office of the chief engineer * * *.
(43 Stat. 1166)
+
*
*
*
*
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provision Repeated.

An identical provision is carried in the appropriation act of
May 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 453 ) ; also in the
appropriation act of January 12? 1927 (44
Stat. 934). In the appropriation
act of
March 7, 1928 (45 Stat. 227), the words
“and staff” are added after “chief engineer.”
The act of March 4, 1929 (45 Stat. 1589),
extends tie appropriation to cover certain
[Sun
assumes

River

project—contracts

development—

State

field officers of the Division of Reclamation
Economics. This provision was camied in
the Interior appropriation acts until omitted
in the Interior Appropriation Act of 1938,
approved +ugust 9, 1937. The Interior
Approprlatlon Act of 1942, approved June
28, 1941, established a branch of the Washington office in the Denver office on a nonreimbursable basis.

for papents—No
fund*Charges

extension

payable

in advance.

until

Montana

]—Sun

River

no part of this appropriation shall
be used for construction purposes until a contract or contracts in form approved
by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an irrigation district
or with irrigation districts organized under State law, providing for payment
by the district or districts as hereinafter provided. The Secretary of the Interior
shall by public notice announce the date when water is available under the
project: Provided further, That no part of the sum hereby appropriated shall
be expended for the construction of new canals or for the extension of the
present canal system for the irrigation of lands outside of the forty thousand
acres for the irrigation of which a canal system is now provided, until a contract
or contracts shall have been executed between the United States and the
State of Montana, whereby the State shall assume the duty and responsibili~
of promoting tie development and settlement of the project after completion:
securing, selecting, and financing of settlers to enable the purchase of fi~
required livestock, equipment, and supplies and the improvement of the land:
to render them habitable and productive. The State shall provide the fund$
necessary for this purpose and shall conduct operations in a manner satisfactoq
anc
to @e Secretary of the Interior: Provided further, That the operation
project,

Montana:

maintenance

charges

* ‘* * Pro vialed, That

on account

of land

in this project

shall be paid

annuall~
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in advance not later
maintenance for the
of the Secretary of
actually available fm

than March 1,
first year after
the Interior to
such lands. (43
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ACT,

1926
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no charge being made for operation and
said public notice. It shall be the duty
~ve such public notice when water is
Stat. 1166)

EXPLANXrORY
NOTE
Cross Reference, Provision Revised. The
Act of May 10, 1926, the Interior Department Appropriation Act
the above provision in
revised provision
does
mandatory condition in

above with respect to a contract or contracts
between the United States and tie State of

Montana, Extracts from the Act, including
for 1927, repeats
the Sun River project item, appear herein in
revised form. The
chronological order.
not include
the
the second proviso
%
*
*
*

plant and revenues applied
[North Platte proje~— Balance availabl+Power
to construction costs. ] —North Platte project, Ndbraska–Wyoming:
For operation and maintenance, continuation of construction, and incidental operations,
$510,000:
* * # (43 Stat. 1167)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Proviso Repealed. A proviso which was
repealed by section 1 of the Act of May 25,
1948, 62 Stat. 273, read as follows:
“Provided
further, That dl net revenues
from any power plant connected with this

project shall be appfied to the repayment of
the construction costs incurred by the government on the project until such obligations are fully repaid.

NOTES 01 OPINIONS
1. Application

of power revenues

Where the administrative officers of the
Government fail to apply the net profits
derived from the operation of a project
power plant annually to the operation and
maintenance costs of the project taken over
by an irrigation district as required by subsection I of section 4 of the act of December 5, 1924, and such profits together with
the amount paid by the irrigation district
would have liquidated the debt of the district, no perudty can be charged against the
district. First Assistant Secretary Dixon
Opinion, 53 I.D. 257 (1931)
The net power revenues creditable to

each of the four districts of the North Platte
project should be credited each year on the
annual
installment
of the construction
charge of each district, without regard to
the classification of the land, and the districts should agree to distribute the credit
equally per acre to all of the irrigable lands
of the districts, including land in class 5.
Such distribution should be subject to the
condition of the Act of March 3, lg25, 43
Stat. 1167, and to the restriction set forth
in the last sentence of subsection I of the
Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 703. Solicitor’s Opinion,
M–25908
(August 27,
1932)

[Newlands
project, Spanish Springs division—Contract
with irrigation
district required—Contract
required of Southern Pac&c Co, for sale of irrigated
lands, etc.—Water right canceled if sale fraudtdent—Contract
with Nevada to
assume development
of project—Advance
payment+Priority
of present
user+Power-plant
revenues. ] —Newlands project, Spanish Springs division,
* + * pro ~ided, That no water shall be delivered to irrigators on this
Nevada:
division outside of the limits of the Truckee-Carson project until a contract or
contracts in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have ‘been made
with an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized under State law
providing for payment by the district or districts as hereinafter provided; Pro-

March
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uided further, That no part of the sum provided for herein shall be expended for
construction on account of any lands owned by the Southern Pacific Company
until an appropriate contract in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior
shall have been properly executed by the said company, fixing the price and conditions of sale of said lands, to actual settlers, and such contract shall provide
that until one-half of the construction charges against said lands shall have been
fully paid no sale of any such lands shall be valid unlws and until the purchase
price involved in such sale is approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and sha~
also provide that upon proof of fraudulent representation as to the true consideration involved in any su~h sale the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to cancel
the water right attaching to the land involved in such fraudulent sale; and all
public lands irrigable under the Spanish Springs division shall be entered subject
to the conditions of this section which shall be applicable thereto: Provided
to enter into such confurther, That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
tract

or

contracts

interests,
after

completion

them

to enable

and

being

public

notice.
notice

water
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below

construction

costs

project
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the Lahontan
of the

such

further,

users of the Newlands

of the proposed
project
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charges
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water

local

the financing
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on the existing
any

them
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or

of the project

equipment,
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of Nevada,
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rights

State
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public
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possible
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further,

no charge

That

be

the purchase

the improvement

Provided
land

as may

shall aid in p~omoting

ProReser-

Spanish

Provided further, That all net revenues from any power plant
connected with the Spanish Springs division of the Newlands project shall be
applied to the repayment of the construction costs incurred by the Government
on said division until such obligations are fully reptid and dl net revenues from
any power plant connected with the Lahontan Reservoir of the Newlands project shall be applied to the repayment of the construction costs incurred by the
Government on the existing project until such obligations are fully repaid. (43
Stat. 1167)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Springs

division:

Cross Reference, Provision Revised. The
Act of May 10, 1926, the Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1947, repeats
the above provision in revised form. The
revised provision does not include the proviso with respect to a contract between the
x+
*

Secretary of the Interior and the Southern
Pacific Company. It does include, however,
an excess lands provision. Extracts from the
1926 Act, including tie Spanish Springs
division item, appear herein in chronolo~icd order.
+

$k

[Vale project—Contracts
for payments by district+Repayment
contracts
required of districts— No water delivery until Oregon assumes development of
project after completion —State to provide fund+Advance
payments-Pur-

March
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chase of storage reservoir of Warm
project, Oregon: Repealed—

APPROPRIATION
Springs project—Drainage

ACT,
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works. ]—Vale

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Provision Repealed. Section 5 of the Act of October 27, 1949, 63 Stat. 943, which
aPPears herein i? ckonologica~
order, repealed all beginning with the first “Provide&’
under “Vale ProJect, Oregon” m this act. The repealed provisions read as follows: “Provided, That no part of thii appropriation shall be used for construction purposes on the Vale
project until a contract or contracts in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior
shall have been made with an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized under
State law, providing for payment by the district or districts as hereinafter provided: Provided further, That no part of tie sum provided for herein shall be expended for cons@ uction on account of any hinds in private owners~lp until an appropriate repayment contract
in accordance with the terms of this act and in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior, shall have been properly executed by a district organized under State law, embracing
the lands in public or private ownership irrigable under the project and the execution
thereof shall have been confirmed by a decree of a court of competent jurisdiction, which
contract, among other things, shall provide for an appraisal approved by the Secretary of
the Interior, showing the present actual bona fide value of all such irrigable lands, tied
without reference to the proposed construction, and shall provide that until one-half of the
construction charges against said lands shall have been fully paid no saIe of any such lands
shall be valid unless and until the purchase price involved in such sale is approved by the
Secretary of the Interio~, and. sh?ll also provide that upon proof of fraudulent representation as to the true consideration revolved in. any such sde the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to cancel the water right attatilng to the land involved in such fraudulent sale;
and all public lands irrigable under the project shall be entered subject to the conditions of
this section, which shafl be applied thereto: Provided further, That no water shall be de-

livered to irrigators on this project until a contract or contracts shall have been executed between the Unit~d States and the State of Oregon, whereby the State shall assume the duty
and responsibihty of promoting the development and settlement of the project after completion, including the subdivision of lands held in private ownership by any individual
in excess of one hundred and sixty irrigable acres, the securing, selection, and financing of
settlers to enable the purchase of the required livestock, equipment, and supplies and the
improvement of the lands to render them habitable and productive. The State shall provide
the funds necessary for this purpose and shall conduct operations in a manner satisfactory
to the Secretary of the Interior: Providtid further, That the operation and maintenance
charges on account of land in this project shall be paid annually in advance not later than
March 1, no charge being made for operation and maintenance for the first year after said
public notice. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to give such public notice
when water is actually available for such lands: Provided further, That not more than $200, 000 of the amount herein appropriated shall be available for purchase of an interest in the

existing storage reservoir of the Warm Springs project, said interest to be conveyed to the
United States free of all prior liens and encumbrances of every kind whatever: Provided
further, Tha~ the contract for the pur~hase of said interest i? said reservo~r shall also provide
for construction of ~he necessaW d~amage works by the said Warm Springs and Vale projects and the proportion of cost of said works to be borne by each.”
Provision Repeated. A provision making
funds available for purchase of a proportionate interest in the existing storage reservoir of the Warm Springs project, similar
to the penultimate proviso in the note above,

is contained in each subsequent annual
Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act
tirough
the Act of March 4, 1929, 45
Stat, 1591.

NOTESOF OPINXONS
1. Warm Springs resemoir
The purchase referred to in the last
proviso but one, above, was considered by
the Supreme Court of Oregon, which held
that after special statutory proceedings were
hdd
confirming
contract between the
United States and the Warm Springs Irrigation District for the sale by the district to the

United States of an interest in Warm
Springs Reservoir belonging to the district,
a district land owner who defaulted ~n the
special proceedings could not succeed in a
collateral attack by means of a suit to enjoin
the sale. Johnson v. Warm S+rings Irr. Llisf.,
118 Ore. 239, 246 P. 527 (1926),
Under its contract with the Warm Springs

March
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Irrigation District, the United States is
~ntitled to claim credit in water stored in
the Warm Springs Reservoir for water lost
by the Vale project through deep percola-

ACT,

3, 1925

1926

tion which subsequently reappears
used by the District for its Warm
project. United States v. Warm
trr. Dist., 38 F. Supp. 239 (D. Ore.

and is
Springs
S$rings
1940).

[Salt Lake Basin ~roject, ~tah—~ontract~
for pa~ents
by districts required.]-Salt
Lake Basin project, Utah, first division: For construction of
Echo Reservoir, Utah Lake control, and Weber-Provo
Canal, and incidental
operations, $900,000: Provided, That any unexpended balance of any appropriation available for the Salt Lake Basin project for ‘the fiscal year 1925 shall
remain available during the fiscal year 1926: Provided further, That no part of
this appropriation
shall be used for construction purposes until a contract
or contracts in form approved by the Secretary of tie Interior shall have been
made with an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized under State
law, or water users’ association or associations providing for payment by he
district or districts, or water users’ association or associations, as hereinafter
and maintenance
charges on
provided: Prouided further, That the operation
account

of land

March
after

said

to give
Stat.

in this project

1, no charge
public

such

being

notice.

public

notice

shall be paid

made

annually

for operation

It shall
when

be the
water

in advance

and maintenance

duty

of the

is actually

Secretary

available

not later

than

for the first year
for

of the
such

Interior

lands.

(43

1 170)
EXP~ANATORY NOTE

Provision Repeated.
Similar provisions
relating to the Salt Lake Basin project are
contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1927, Act of May 10,
1926, 44 Stat. 484, except that the following is added at the end: “and the operation
[Yakima
Appropriate
expenditure
State

to

(Kittitas

project,

Kittitas

repayment
until

division,

contracts—

State assumes

provide
division),

Washington—Contracts
Provisions

development,

fund+Advance
Washington:

and maintenance charges, if any, payable
to the United States for the first year after
such public notice shaff be transferred to
and paid as a part of the construction
payruent.”

etc., of project

payments
For

for payments—

in contract+No

con~ruction

required.]

construction

after completion—
—Yakima

of the Kittitas

project

division

and

Provided, That no part of this appropriation
shall be used for construction purposes until a contract or contracts in form
approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized under State law providing for
pa>ment by the district or districts as hereinafter provided. (43 Stat. 1170)

incidental

operations,

$375,000:

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provision Repealed. Section 7 (c) of the
Act of May $, 1949 (63 Stat. 62), which
pealed all except the first sentence under

the sum provided for herein shall be expended for construction on account of an>
Iands in private ownership until an appro.
priate repayment contract in form ap

this subheading. The repealed provisions
read as follows: “The Secretary of the Interior sha~ by public notice announce the
date when water is available under the
project: Provided further, That no part of

proved by the Secretary of the Interior
shall have been properly executed by a dis,
trict organized under State law, embraci?:
the lands in public or private ownershlF
irrigable under the project, and the execu

appears herein m chronological

order, re-
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tion thereof shall have been confirmed by
decree of a court competent jurisdiction,
which contract, among other things, shall
contain a provision for an appraisal, showing the present actual bona fide value of
all such irrigable lands fixed without reference to the proposed construction of said
Kittitas division, and shall provide that
until one-half the construction charges
against said lands shall have been fully ptid
no sale of any such lands shall be valid
unless and until the purchase price involved
in such sale is approved by the Secretary
of the Interior, and shall also provide that
upon proof of fraudulent representation as
to the true consideration involved in any
such sale the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to cancel the water right attaching to the land involved in such fraudulent
;de; and all public lands irrigable under
the project shall be entered subject to the
:onditions of this section which shall be
~pplicable thereto: Provided further, That
10 part of the sum hereby appropriated
;hall be expended for construction until a
:ontract or contracts shall have been exe:uted between the United States and the
;tate of Washington pursuant to is land
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settlement act embodied in chapter 188,
Laws of 1919, as amended by chapter 90,
Laws of 1921, and by chapters 34 and 112,
Laws of 1923, or additional enactments, if
necessary, whereby the State shall assume
the duty and responsibility of promoting
the development
and settlement of the
project after completion, includlng the subdivision of lands held in private ownership
by any individual in excess of one hundred
and sixty irrigable acres, the securing, selection, and financing of settlers to enable
the purchase of the required livestock,
equipment, and supplies, and the improvement of the lands to render them habitable
and productive. The State shall provide the
funds necessary for ttis purpose and shall
conduct operations in a manner satisfactory
to the Secretary of the Interior: Provided
jurther, That the operation and maintenance charges on account of land in this
project shall be paid annuafly in advance
not later than March 1, no charge being
made for operation and maintenance for
the first year after said public notice. It
shall be the duty of the Secretary of the
Interior to give such public notice when
water is actually available for such lands.

NOTE OF OPINION
. Contract with State
The Secretary may not cancel, without
.uthority from Congress, the contract dated
)ecember 19, 1925, betieen
the United
~tates and the Stat e of Washington,
rherein the State agreed tt~ expend up to
300,000 in settlement of the Kittitas divi-

sion of the Yakima project. Howeverj the
Secretary may make a supplemental agreement with the State, limiting the expenditure of the State to $75,000, which amount
is in proportion to the land still to be developed. First Assistant Secretary Opinion,
December 13, 1933.

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
hrot Codified. Extracts of this act shown
ere are not codified in the U.S. Code,
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
ppropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
!peated in WO or more appropriation acts

)pear herein only in the act in which first
;ed .

Legislative History. H.R. 10020, Public
Law 580 in the 68th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1033. S. Rept. No. 839. H.R. Rep~.
Nos. 1482, 1584 and 1663 (conference re-

ports).
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[Extract from] An act authorizing the construction, repair, and preservation of certain
public works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. (Act of March 3, 1925,
ch. 467,43 S@t. 1186)
*

*

*

+

%

Sec. 16. [Reclamation
fund to be reimbursed for work on Colorado River
adjacent to Yuma project—Transfer
to reclamation fund of amount for levee
work, fiscal year 1926. ] — ( a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated,
out of any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appr~
priated, the sum of $650,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to reim.
burse the reclamation fund for the benefit of the Yuma Federal irrigation
project in Arizona and California for all costs, as found by the Secretary of th~
Interior, heretofore incurred and paid from the reclamation fund for the opera.
tion and maintenance of the Colorado Nlver front work and levee system ad.
jacent to said project.
(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys ix
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $50,000
or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be transferred to the reclamation
fund and to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of tie Interio
for the purpose of paying the operation and maintenance costs of said Colorad(
River front work and levee system adjacent to said Yuma project, Arizona
California, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926. (48 Stat. 1198)
(c) Repealed.
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
United States not ofierwise appropriate
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 192’
and annually &ereafter the sum of $35,00(
or so much thereof as may be necessary, :
the share of the Government of the Unite
States of the costs of operating and mail

Provision Repealed. The Act of January 21, 1927, 44 Stat. 1010, which appears herein in chronological order, repealed subsection 16(c), and at the same
time enacted a similar provision. The repealed subsection read as follows: “There
is hereby authorized to be appropriated
out of any moneys in the Treasury
*

taining said Colorado
and levee system.”

of the

*

x-

*

River

front

WO]

*

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not CodKed. The extract of this act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Cross Reference, Additional Provisions.
For additional provisions concerning the
Colorado Front Work and Levee System,
see the Act of January 21, 1927, and the
notes thereunder. The Act appears herein

app~priated one million dollars to t}
President for the protection of property
Imperial Valley and elsewhere along tf
Colorado River against damage fro
changes in the channel of the Colorac
River. The Act appears herein in chron
logical order.

in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Earlier Authorization.
The Act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 883,

Legislative History. H.R. 11472, Publ
Law 585 in the 68th Congress. H.R. Re~
No. 1122. S. Rept. No. 1143.
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NOTE OF OPINION
1. Emergency repaim

Expenditure is authorized for emergency
repairs under appropriation acts for 1927
and 1928, if existing works or water supply

for land under cultimtion in Yuma project
be endangered by floods or other mtraordinary conditions. Dec. Comp. Gen., A-16521
(March 15, 1927).
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Al, act to grant &.e consent and approval of Congress to the South Platte River Compact.

(Act of March 8,1926, ch. 46,44 Stat. 195)
I,Consent of Con~ess to Compact. ]—The consent and approval of Congress
is hereby given to the compact signed by the commissioners for the States
of Colorado and Nebraska at the city of Lincoln, State of Nebraska, on the
27th day of April, anno Domini 1923, and thereafter approved by the Legislature
of the State of Colorado by an Act approved February 26, 1925 (Session Laws,
Colorado, 1925, chapter 179, pages 529–541 ), and by the Legislature of the
State of Nebraska by an act approved May 33 1923 (Session Laws, Nebraska,
1923, chapter 125, pages 299–3 10), which compact is as follows:
“The State of Colorado and the State of Nebraska, desiring to remove all
causes of present and future controversy between said States, and between
citizens of one against citizens of the other, with respect to the waters of the
South Platte Klver, and being moved by considerations of interstate comity,
have resolved to conclude a compact for these purposes and, through their
respective governors, have named as tieir commissioners:
“Delph E. Carpenter for the State of Colorado, and Robert H. Willis for
the State of Nebraska, who have agreed upon the following articles:
“kmCLE
I
“In this compact—
“1. The State of Colorado and the State of Nebraska are designated, respectively, as ‘Colorado’ and ‘Nebraska.’
“2. The provisions hermf respecting each signatory State shall include
and bind its citizens and corporations and all others engaged or interested
in the diversion and use of the waters of the South Platte River in that State.
means that part of the South
Platte Klver
“3, The term ‘upper section’
in the State of Colorado above and westerly from the west boundary of Washington County, Colorado.
means
that part of the South Platte River
“4. The term ‘lower section’
in the State of Colorado between the west boundary of Washington County
and the intersection of said river with the boundary line common to the signatory States.
“5. The term ‘interstate station’ means that stream-gauging station described
in Article 11.
“6. The te~ ‘flow of the river’ at the interstate station means the measured
flow of the river at said station, plus all increment to said flow entering the
river beween the interstate stition and the diversion works of the western
irrigation district in Nebraska.
“ARTICLE II

“ 1. Colorado and Nebraska, at their joint -penSe, shall maintain a streamgauging station upon the South Platte River at the river bridge near the town
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of Julesburg, Colorado, or at a convenient point between.. said bridge and
the diversion works of the canal of the western irrigation district in Nebraska,
for the purpose of ascertaining and recording the amount of water flowing
in said river from Colorado into Nebraska and to said diversion works at all
times between the 1st day of AQril and the 15th day of October of each year.
The location of said station may be changed from year to year as the river
channels and water flow conditions of the river may require.
“2. The State engineer of Colorado and the secretary of the department of
public works of Nebraska shall make protision for the cooperative gauging
at and the details of operation of said station and for’ the exchange and publicatim of records and data. Said State officials shall ascertain the rate of flow
of the South Platte River through the lower’ section in Colorado and the time
requi=d for increases or decreases of flow, at points within said lower section,
h reach the interstate station. In carrying out the provisions of Article IV
of this compact, Colorado sha,ll always be allowed sufficient time for any
increase in flow (less permissible diversions) to pass down the river and be
recorded at the interstate station.
“ARTICLE HI
“The waters of Lodgepole
Creek, a tributa~ of the South Platte River,
Bowing through Nebraska and entering said river within Colorado, hereafter
shall be divided and apportioned between tie signatory States as follows:
“1. The pint of division of the waters of Lodgepole Creek shall be located
on stid creek 2 miles north of the boundary line common to tie signatory
States.
“2. Nebraska shall have the fu~ and unmolested use and benefit of all
waters flowing in Lodgepole Creek tibove the point of division and Colorado
waives all present and future claims to the use of said waters. Colorado shall
have the exclusive use and benefit of all waters flowing at or below the point
of division.
“3. Nebraska may use the channel of Lodgepole Creek below the point of
division and the channel of the South Platte River between the mouth of Lodgepole Creek and the interstate station for the carriage of any waters of Lodgepole
Creek which may be stored in Nebraska above the point of division and which
Nebraska may desire to deliver to ditches from tie South Platte River in
Nebraska, and any such waters so carried shall be free from interference by
diversions in Colorado and shall not be included as a part of the flow of tie
South Platte River to be delivered by Colorado at the interstate station in compliance with Article IV of this compact: Provided, howeveT, That such runs
of stored water shall be made in amounts of not less than 10 cubic feet per
second of time and for periods of not less tian twenty-four hours.
“kTICLE

IV

“The waters of the South Platte River hereafter shall be divided and apportioned between the signatory Skates as follows:
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“l. At all times between the 15th day of October of my year and the Ist
day of April of the next succeeding year Colorado shall have the full and
uninterrupted use and benefit of the waters of the river flowing within the
boundaries of the State, except as otherwise provided by Article VI.
‘(2. Between the 1st day of April and the 15th day of October of each year
Colorado shall not permit diversions from the lower section of the river to
supply Colorado appropriations having adjudicated dates of priority subsequent
to the 14th day of June, 1897, to an extent that will diminish the flow of the
river at the interstate station on any day below a mean flow of one hundred
and twenty cubic feet of water per second of time, except as limited in paragraph 3 of this article.
“3. Nebraska shall not be entided to receive, and Colorado shall not be
required to deliver, on any day any part of the flow of the river to pass the
interstate station, as provided by paragraph 2 of Wls article, not then necessary
for beneficial use by those entided to divert water from said river within
Nebraska.
“4. The flow of the river at the interstate station shall be used by Nebraska
to supply the needs of present perfected righti to the u3e of water from the river
within said Stite before permitting diversions from the river by other claimants.
“5. It is recognized that variable climatic conditions, the regulation and administration of the stream in Colorado, and other causes, will produce diurnal and
other unavoidable variations and fluctuations in the flow of the river at the
interstate station, and it is agreed that, in the performance of the provisions of
said paragraph 2, minor or compensating irregularities and fluctuations in the
flow at the interstate station shall be permitted; but where any deficiency of
the mean daily flow at the interstate station may have been occasioned by
neglect, error, or failure in the performance of duty by the Colorado water officials having charge of the adrninistmtion of diversions from the lower section
of the river in that State, each such deficiency 3hall be made UF, within the
next succeeding period of seventy-two hours, by delivery of additional flow at
the interstate station, over and above the amount specified in paragraph 2 of
this article, sufficient to compensate for such deficiency.
“6. Reductions in diversions from the lower section of the river, necessary
to the performance of paragraph 2 of this article by Colorado, shall not impair
the rights of appropriators in Colorado (not to include the proposed Nebraska
canal described in Article VI), whose supply has been so reduced, to demand
ad receive equivalent amounts of water from other parts of the stream in that
State according to its constitution, laws, and the dec~lons of its courti.
“7. Subject to compliance with the provisions of this article, Colorado shall
have and enjoy the otherwise full and uninterrupted use and benefit of the
waters of the river which hereafter may flow witiln the boundaries of that State
from the 1st day of April to the 15th day of October in each year, but Nebraska
shall be permitted to divert, under and subject to the provisions and conditions
of Article VI, any surplus waters which otherwise would flow past the interstate
station.
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“ARTICLE V
“1. Colorado shall have the right to maintain, operate, and extend, within
Nebraska, the Peterson Canal and other canals of the Julesburg irrigation district
which now are or may hereafter be used for the carriage of water from the
South Platte River for the irrigation of lands in both States, and Colorado shall
continue to exercise control and jurisdiction of said canals and the carriage and
delivery of water thereby. This ‘article shall not excuse Nebraska wate~ users
from making reports to Nebraska officials in compliance with the Nebraska laws.
“2. Colorado waives any objection to the delivery of water for irrigation of
lands in Nebraska by the canals mentioned in para~raph 1 of this article, and
agrees that all interests in said canals and the use of waters carried thereby, now
or hereafter acquired by owners of lands in Nebraska, shall be afforded the
same recognition and ‘protection as are the interests of similar landowners
however,
That Colorado reserved by said canals within Colorado: Provided,
serves to those in control of said canals the right to enforce the collection of
charges or assessments, hereafter levied or made against such interests of owners
of the lands in Nebraska, by withholding the delivery of water until the payment
of such charges or assessments: ,Prouid;d, however; such charges or ass~ssments
shall be the same as those levied against similar interests of owners of land in
Colorado.
‘(3. Nebrmka grants to Colorado the right to acquire by purchase, prescription, or the exercise of eminent clomain, such rights of way, easements, or lands
as may be necessary for the construction, maintenance, operation, and protection
of those parts of the above-mentioned canals wMch now or hereafter may extend
into Nebraska.
“hTICLE VI
“It is the desire of iNebraska to permit its citizens to cause a canal to be constructed and operated for the diversion of water from the South Platte River
within Colorado for irrigation of lands in Nebraska; that said canal may commence on the south bank of said, river at a point southwesterly from the town
of Ovid, Colorado, and may run thence easterly through Coiorado along or near
the line of survey of the formerly proposed Perkins County Canal (sometimes
known as the South Divide Canal) and into Nebraska, and that said project
shall be permitted to divert waters of the river as hereinafter provided. With
respect to such proposed canal it is agreed:
“ 1. Colorado consents that Nebiaska and its citizens may hereafter con.
struct, maintain, and operate such a canal and thereby may divert water from
the South Platte River within Colorado for use in Nebraska in the manner and’
at the time in this article provided, and grants to Nebraska and its citizens the
right to acquire by purchase, prf:scription, or the exercise of eminent domain
such fights of way, easements, or Iands as may be necessary for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of said canal; subject, however, to the reservations
and limitations and upon the conditions expressed in Wls article which are and
jhall be limitations upon and reservations and conditions running with the rights

267-0G7—72—voI.1—25
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and privileges hereby granted, and which shall be expressed in all permits issued
by Nebraska with respect to said canal.
“2. The net future flow of the lower section of the South Platte River which
may remain after supplying all present and future appropriations from the
upper section and after supplying all appropriations from the lower section
perfected prior to the 17th day of December, 1921, and after supplying the
additional future appropriations in the lower section for the benefit of which
a prior and preferred use of thirty-five thousand acre-feet of water is reserved
by subparagraph
(a) of this article, may be diverted by said canal between
the 15th day of October of any year and the 1st day of April of the next succeeding year, subject to the following reservations, limitations, and conditions:
“(a)
In addition to the water now diverted from the lower section of the
river by present perfected appropriations Colorado hereby reserves the prior,
preferred,, and superior right to store, use, and to have in storage in readiness
for use on and after the 1st day of April in each year an aggregate of thirty-five
thousand acre-feet of water to be diverted from the flow of the river in the lower
section between the 15th day of October of each year and the 1st day of April
of the next succeeding year, without regard to the manner or time of making
such future uses, and diversions of water by said Nebraska canal shall in no
manner impair or interfere with the exercise by Colorado of the right of future
use of the water hereby reserved.
“(b)
Subject at all times to the reservation made by subparagraph (a) and
to the other provisions of this article, said proposed canal shall be entitled to
divert five hundred cubic feet of water per second of time from the flow of
the river in the lower section, as of priority of appropriation of date December 17,
1921, only between the 15th day of October of any year and the 1st day of
April of the next succeeding year upon the express condition that the right to
so divert water is and shall be limited exclusively to said annual period md shall
not constitute the basis for any claim to water necessary to supply all present
and future appropriations in the upper section or present appropriations in the
lower section and those hereafter to be made therein as provided in subparagraph (a) .
“3. Neither this compact nor the construction and operation of such a canal
nor the diversion, mrriage, and application of water thereby shall vest in
Nebraska, or in those in charge or control of said canal or in the users of water
therefrom, any prior, preferred, or superior servitude upon or claim or right to
the use of any water of the South Platte River in Colorado from the 1st day
of April to the 15th day of October of any year or against any present or
future appropriator or user Of water from said river in Colorado during said
period of every year, ~d Nebraska specifically waives any such claims and
agrees that the swe shall never be made or asserted. Any surplus waters of
the river, which othewise would flOW past the interstate station during such
period of any year after supplying all present and future diversions by Colorado,
may be diverted by such a c~al, subject to the other provisions and conditions
of this article.
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“4. Diversions of water by said canal’ shall not diminish the flow neceswry
to pass the interstate station to satisfy superior claims of users of water from the
river in Nebraska.
“5. No appropriations of water from the South Platte River by any other
canal within Colorado shall be transferred to said canal or be claimed or inserted
for diversion and carriage for use on kds
in Nebraska.
“6. Nebraska shall have the right to regulate diversions of water by said
canal for the purposes of protecting other diversions from the South Platte River
within Nebraska and of avoiding violations of the provisions of Article IV; but
Colorado reserves the right at dl times to regulate and control the diversions
by said canal to the extent necessary for the protection of all appropriations
and diversions within Colorado or necessary to maintain the flow at the interstate station as provided by Article IV of this compact.
“ARTIGLE VII
“Nebraska agrees that compliance by Colorado with the provisions of this
compact and the defivery of water in accordance with its terms shall relieve
Colorado from any further or additiond demand or claim by Nebraska upon
the waters of the South Platte F~iver within Colorado.
“ARTICLE VIII
“Whenever any official of eitier State is designated herein to perform any
duty under this contract, such designation shall be interpreted to include the
State official or officials upon whom the duties now performed by such official
may hereafter devolve, and it shall be the duty of the officials of the State of
Colorado charged with the duty of the distribution of the waters of the South
Platte River for irrigation purposes to make deliveries of water at the interstate
station in compliance with this compact without necessity of enactment of
special statutes for such purposes by the General Assembly of the State of
Colorado.
‘:’ARTICLE IX
“The physical and other conditions peculiar to the South Platte River and
to the territory drained and served thereby constitute the basis for this compact
and neither of the signatory States hereby concedes the establishment of any
general principle or precedent with respect to other interstate streams.
“ARTICLE X
“This compact may be modifiecl or terminated at any time by mutual co~sen~
Of the signatory States, but, if so terminated, and Nebraska or its citizens sha]]
;eek to enforce any claims of vested rights in the waters of the SOufi Platte
liver, the statutes of limitation shall not run in favor of Colorado or its citizens
~ith reference to claims of the western irrigation district to the water of fie
jouth Platte River from the 16th day of April, 1916, and as to all other present
:Itis from the date of the approval of this compact to the date of mch termina-
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tion, and the State of Colorado and its citizens who may be made defendan@
ti any action brought for such purpose shall not be permitted to plead the
statutes of Itiltation for such periods of time.
“ARTICLE

X1

“This compact shall become operative when approved by the legislature of
each of the signatory States and by tie Congress of the United States. Notice of
approval by the legislature ~dl be given by the governor of each State to the
governor of the other State, and to tie President of the United States, and the
President of the United States is requested to give notice to the governors of
tie signatory States of the approval by the Congress of the United Stites.
‘{In witness whereof the commissioners have signed this compact in duplicate
originals, one of which shall be deposited with &e Secretary of State of each of
the signatory States.
“Done at Lincoln, in the State of Nebraska, this twenty-seventh day of April, in
tie year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three. (44 Stat.
195-201 )
“DELPH E. CARPENTER.
“ROBERT H. W’ILLIS.”
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. ~is
fie U.S. Code.
Legishtive Histo~.

Act is not codified in
S. 2825, Public Law

37 in the 69ti Congress. S. Rept. No. 140.
H.R. Rept. No. 314 (on H.R. 8901).
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LA~S
An

FOR

FAIR

~OU~S,

TOW

SITE

OF POWELL

autioriz~
the Seeretary of the Interior to convey certain lands in Powell town
site, Shoshone rwlarnation project, Wyoming, to Park County, Wyoming. (Act d
April 3,1926, ch. 104,44 Stat. 235)

act

[Sec. 1. Patent authorized. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby audtorized and directed to cause a patent to issue conveying blocks 3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16,
and the east ha~ of blocks 6 and 13, town site of Powell, on the Shoshone reclamation project, Wyoming, to Park County, Wyoming, in a trust for use as a
county fair grounds; but in said patat there shall be reserved to the United
States dl oil, coal, and other mineral deposits within said lands and the right
to prospect for, mine, and remove the same. (44 Stat. 235)
Sec. 2. [Conditions.] —The conveyance hetin
is made upon the express
condition that within thirty days of the receipt of any request &erefor from he
Secretary of tie Interior the county clerk of Park County, Wyoming, shall sub
rnit to the Secretary of the Intetior a report as to the use made of the land herein
granted the county during the preceding period named in such request, showing compliance with the terms and conditions stated in this Act; and that in the
event of his failure to so report, or in the event of a showing in such report to
tie Secretary of the Interior that the terms of the grant have not been complied
witi, the grant shall be held to be forfeited, and the title shall revert to the
United States, and the Secretaly of the Interior is hereby authorized and empowered to determine the facts and declare such forfeiture and such reversion
and restore said land to tie public domain, and such order of the Secretary shd~
be final and conclusive. (44 Stat. 235)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Ggislative History. S. 1169, Public Law

91 in the 69th Congress. S. Rept. No, 13?.
H.R. Rept. No. 454.
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[Extracts from] An act mding appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, and for other purposes. (Act of May 10, lg26,
ch. 277,44

Stat. 453)

*

*
BU~AU

*

*

*

*

+

OF ~CLAMATION
*

*

*

[Extension of time for payment of unpaid operation and maintenance or
Contracts for payment of unpaid construction
water-rental charge+Interest—
charge+Interest.
]—* * * The Secretary of tihe Interior is hereby authorized,
in his discretion, until June 30, 1927; to extend the time for payment of operation and maintenance
or water-rental charges due and unpaid for such
period as in his judgment may be necessa~, not exceeding five years. The
charges so extended shall bear interest, payable annuallyj at the rate of 6
per centum per annum until paid. The Secretary of the Interior is also authorized, in his discretion, until June 30, 1927, to contract with any irrigation
district or water-users’ astiiation
for the payment of the construction charges
then remaining unpaid within such term of years as the Secretary may find
to be necessary. The construction charges due and repaid when such contract is executed shall bear interest payable annually at *e rate of 6 per centum
per annum until paid. (44 Stat. 479)
[Sun Nlver, Owyhee and Baker project+Contracts
for payment of cost of
constructing,
operating, and maintaining works while in control of United
State*Cooperation
by States— Operation and maintenance charges.] -No
part of the sums provided for in this act for tie Sun River, Owyhee, and Baker
projects shall be expended for construction purposes until a contract or contracts
in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with
an irrigation district or irrigation districts organized under State law providing
for payment by the district or districts of the cost of wnstmcting,
operating,
and maintaining the works during the time they are in control of the United
States, such cost of constructing to be repaid within such terms of years as the
Secretary may find to be necessary, in any event not more th~ 40 Ye~rs from
the date of public notice hereinafter referred to, and the execution of said
contract or contracts shall have been confirmed by a decree of a court of
competent jurisdiction. Upon such confirmation of such contract as to any
one of such projects, the construction thereof shall proceed in accordance with
any appropriations therefor provided for in this act. Prior to or in connection
with the settlement and development of eafi of these projects, the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized in hii discretion to enter into agreement with
the proper authorities of the State or States wherein stid projects or divisions
are l=ted
whereby such State or States shall cooperate with the United Stat=
in promoting the settlement of the p~jects or divisions after completion and
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in the securing and selecting of settlers. Such contract or contracts with irrigation districts hereinbefore referred to shall further provide that all irrigable
land held in private ownership by any one owner in excess of one hundred and
sixty irrigable acres shall ‘~ appraised in a manner to be prescribed ‘by the
Secretary of the Interior and the sale prices thereof fixed by the Secre~
on the ba3is of its actual bona fide value at the date of appraisal without
reference to the proposed construction of the irrigation works; and that no
such excess lands so held shall receive water from any project or division if
the owners thereof shall refuse to execute valid recordable contracts for the
sale of such lands under terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of
the Interior and at prices not to exceed those fixed by the S=retary of the
Interior; and that until one-half the construction charges agakst said lands
shall have been fully paid no sale of any such lands shall carry the right to
receive water unless and until the purchase price involved in such sale is approved by the Secretary of the Interior and that upon proof of fraudulent
representation as to the true consideration involved in such sales the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized to cancel the water right attaching to the land
involved in such fraudulent sales: Provided further, That the operation and
maintenance charges on account of lands in said project and divisions sha~
be ptid annually in advance not later than March 1. It shall be the duty of
the Secretary of tie Interior to give public notice when water is actually available, and We operation and maintenance
charges payable to the United
States for the first year after such public notice shall be transferred
paid as a part of the construction payment. (44 Stat. 479)

to and

E>KPLANATORYNOTES
1949 Amendment. Section 5 of the Act

of October 27, 1949? 63 Stat. 943, struck
the word “Vale” which appeared after the
word “Owyhee” in the first sentence of the
above paragraph. The 1949 Act appears
herein in chronological order.

Exemption of Beaver Creek Reservoir.
A proviso under the subsequent appropriation item for the Sun River project in this
Act exempts the Beaver Creek Reservoir
from the above restrictions.

NOTESoF OPINIONS
1. Condition precedent
The Secretary of the Interior is not required to proceed with the construction
of the Baker project, Oregon, even though
Congress has appropriated funds therefor,
if he is unable to find that the project is
femible and that the costs will be repaid
to the United States, as required by subsection B, section 4, of tie Act of .December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 702, and section 4 of
the Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 389, and
*
[ Minidoka

pay

unless a contract has been executed and
confirmed as required by the Act of May 10,
1926,44 Stat. 479. Letter from the Attorney
General
b
Representative
Sinnott
and
Senators McNary and Stanfield, reprinted
in the New Reclamation Era, September,
1926, at 152; 35 Op. Atty Gen. 125
( 1926); 34 Op. Atty Gen. 545 ( 1925). See
also Solicitor’s Opinions dated June 11,
1926, and July 20, 1925.

%.

project—Application
of net proceeds from power plants, etc, to
water-right
charges. ]—Minidoka
project, Idaho:
* * * Provided,—

Repealed.
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EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Provision Repealed. The Act of May 31,
1962, which appears herein in chronological
order, authorizing the execution of amendatory contracts between the United States
and ( 1) the Burley Irrigation District, and
(2) the Minidoka Irrigation District, repealed the portion of this Act relating to
the Minidoka project, which contained the
following proviso: “That the accumulated
net profits as determined by the Secretary
of the Interior, arising under the project,
derived from the operation of the project
power plants, leasing of Government grazing
and farm lands, the sale and use of town
sites, and from dl other sources shall be

applied by the Secretary of the Interior,
so far as may be necessary, in payment of
any water-right charges due tie United
States by ~y
indiv~dual water user or
irrigation district to whose benefit personally or in the aggregate such accumulated profits should equitably accrue in the
judgment of the Secretary of the Interior,
whose decision shall be inclusive. Any surplus of such accumulated net profits and
future profifi from such sources shall be
applled as provided by subsection 1, section
4, act of December 5, 1924 (Forty-third
Statutes, p. 701). (44 Stat. 480)”

NOTES OH OPINIONS
District’s interest in power plant
2
Finality of apportionment of power profits
between districts
1
1. Finality
of apportionment
of power
profits between districts
By order of March 14, 1927, the Secretary of the Interior held that the profits
from the sde of electric energy should be
credited to the two districts of the Minidoka
project in the same proportion as the costs
of the power plant were charged; that is,
95.6 per cent to the Burley irrigation district, and 4.4 per cent to the Minidoka
irrigation district. In 1929, a committee
appointed by tie Secretary recommended
that the proceeds from the sale of power be
divided 72.7 per cent to the Burley irrigation district and 27.3 per cent to the
Minidoka
irrigation district. The BurleY
irrigation district filed a motion for preliminary injunction to restrain the Secretary from reconsideration of the matter of
ratio of ownership and participation by the
two districts in the power profits previously
adopted. The court held that the matter
was finally determined by the Secretary of
the Interior in his decision of March 14,
1927, above mentioned, and that he was
without power to take the action recommended by the committee appointed in
1929. Wilbur v. Burley Irr. Dist., 58 F.2d
871,61 App. D.C. 145 (1932)
2. District’s interest in power plant
The Government’s
power plant at the
Minidoka Dam on the Minidoka project
in eastern Idaho, had only a small supply
of energy available for commercial
sales
during the irrigation season on account
of the power demand for irrigation pumping on the project. The United States made
a contract with the Idaho Power Co. by
which the Government
delivered to the
company a portion of the output of the

Government’s Black Canyon power plant
on the Boise project in the Western part
of the State, in return for which the company supplemented the energy supply from
the Minidoka plant so as to make firm power
available for commercial sales throughout
the year. The Secretary, also, to conserve
for irrigation use the winter flow of the
Snake River which theretofore had produced power at the Minidoka power plant,
stopped the winter operation of the plant
in order to store the water in American
Falls reservoir above. The winter commercial power needs on the project were supplied under the same arrangement with the
Idaho Power Co. The Secretary, for the
year 1935, allocated $50,000 to the Black
Canyon plant from revenues from commercial sales on the Minidoka project. The
Burley district which was entitled to share
in the profits of the Minidoka plant ( Wilbur v. Burley Irrigation Dktrict, 58 F.2d
871 ( 1932)) brought a suit to enjoin the
Secretary, from making such distribution,
basing its claim on the contention that it
was “the owner” of 95.6 percent of the
Minidoka power plant. The court dismissed
the suit holding after distinguishing between
the plaintiff’s ownership of the right to a
percentage of the profits and the “ownership of the plant” contended for by the
plaintiff, “In the face of these findings,
there can be no question fiat the Secretary’s action in placing the plan into effect
was essential ( 1) to fulfill plaintiffs requirements for power for irrigation and ( 2 ) to
preserve the commercial business, without
which there would have been no profits to
share. In these circumstances he had’ lawful
authority to stop the flow of winter water
and cease generating winter power at the
plant.” Burley Irr. Dist. v. Ickes. 116 F. 2d
529, 73 App.-D.C. 23 ( 1940), cert. denied,
312 U.S. 687 (1941).
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[Milk River project— Restriction
on maintenance
of Glasgow divisionContracts
for payment
of construction
and operation
and maintenance
charges. ] —Milk River project, Montana:
* % * and no pti of ~S mount
shall be available for maintenance and opemtion of the Glasgow division after
December 31, 1926, unless a contract or contracta in form approved by the
Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an irrigation district or with
irrigation districts organized under State laws providing for payment of construction and operation and maintenance chtiges for such district or districts: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be available for maintenance and
operation of the Malta division after December 31, 1926, unless a contract or
contracts in form approved by he Secretary of the Interior shall have been
made with an irrigation district or with irrigation distiicts organized under State
law providing for payment of construction and operation and maintenance
charges by such district or districts: Provided further, That any moneys which
may be advanced for construction and operation and maintenance of the said
Malta division after December 31, 1926, or of the Glasgow division hereafter
shall be covered into the reclamation fund and shall be available for expenditure
for the purposes for which contributed in like manner as if said funds had been
specifically appropriated for said purposes. (44 Stat. 481 )
[Sun River project —Appropriation
contingent upon balance from prior
appropriation
remaining available. ]—Sun River project, Montana:
* * *
Provided, That the unexpended bahnce of the appropriation of $611,000 for
the fiscal year 1926, made available by the act of March 3, 1925 (Forty-ttird
Stitutes, p. 1167), shall remain available for the fiscal year 1927: Provided,
That the restrictions carried elsewhere in this act upon the use of appropria.
tions for construction purposes upon the Sun River and certain other projects
shall not be deemed to apply to the construction of the Beaver Creek Reservoir.
(44 Stat. 481)
[Lower Yellowstone project.– Contracts for payment of construction and
operation and maintenance charges.] —Lower Yellowstone project, MontanaNor~ Dakota: * * * provided, That not to exceed $65,000 of the unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $180,000 for the fiscal year 1926, made available
by the act of March 3, 1925 (Forty-third Statutes, p. 1167), shall timain available for the fiscal year 1927: Provided further, That no part of this amount shall
be available for maintenance and operation after December 31, 1926, wless a
contract or contracts in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall
have been made with an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized
under State hw providing for payment of construction and operation tid maintenance charges by such district or districts. (44 Stat. 481)
[North Platte project— Contracts for payment of construction and operation and maintenance charges. ]—North Platte proj~t, Nebraska-Wyoming:
* * * : Provided, That no palrt of this amount shall be available for maintenance and operation of any division of the project aftti December 31, 1926,
udess a contract or contracts ihall have been made with an irrigation district
or witi irrigation districts organized under State law providing for payment of
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construction and operation tid maintenance charges against lands of that
division by such district or districts. (44 Stat. 482)
[Newlands project+panish
Springs division—Contracts
for payment of
cost of constructing,
operating and maintaining
works while in control of
United State-Cooperation
by Stat~Operation
and maintenance charges
on lands in division. ] -Newlands
project, Spanish Springs division, Nevada:
Provided, That no water shall be delivered to irrigators on this division outside
of the limits of the Truckee-Camon
irrigation district until a contract or contracts in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with
an irrigation district or with irrigation districts organized under State law providing for payment by the district or districts of the cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining the works during the time they are in the control of
the United States, such cost of instructing
to be repaid within such terms of
years m the Secretary may find to h necessary, in any event not more than
forty years from the date of public notice hereinafter referred to, and the
execution of said contract or contracts shall have been confirmed by a decree
of a court of competent jurisdiction. Prior to or in connection with the settlement
and the development of each of these projects, the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized in his discretion to enter into agreement with the proper authorities
of the State whereby such State shall cooperate with the United States in promoting the settlement of the projects or divisiws after completion and in the
securing and selecting of settlers. Such contract or contracts with irrigation
districts heminbefore referred to shall further provide that all irrigable land
held in private mnership by any one owner in excess of one hundred and sixty
irrigable acres shall be appraised in a manner to be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior and the sale prices thereof affixed by the Secretary on the basis
of its actual bona fide value at the date of appraisal wi~out reference to the
proposed construction of the irrigation works; ad that no such excess lands
so held shall receive water from the division if the owners thereof shall refuse to
execute valid recordable contracts for sale of such lands under terms and conditions satisfacto~ to the Secretary of the Interior and at prices not to exceed those
fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, &d that until one-half of the construction
charges against said lands shall have been fully paid no sale of any such lands
shall carry the right to receive water unless and until the purchase price involved in such sale is approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and that upon
proof of fraudulent representation as to the true consideration involved in such
sales the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to cancel the water right attaching to the land involved in such fraudulent sales: Provided further, That the
operation and maintenance charges on account of lands in stid division shall be
paid annually in advance not later than March 1. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of the Interior to give public notice when water is actually available,
and the operation and maintenance charges payable to the United States for
the first year after such public notice shall be transferred to and paid as a part
of the construction payment. (44 Stat. 482)

*

*

*

*

%
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division-Investigating
feasibility of discontinu[Shoshone project— Frmie
project, Wyoming:
ing any part of project— Balance available. ] <hoshone
* * * provided, That no Fart of this amount shall be available for maintenance
and operation of the Frannie division after December 31, 1926, and that any
moneys which may be advanced for construction and operation and maintenanti
of the said Frannie division after that date shall be covered into the reclamatim fund and shall be available for e~nditure
for the purposes for which
contributed in like manner as if said funds had been specifically appropriated
for said purposes: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to use so much of tils amount as may be necessary in investigating the
feasiblfity of discontinuing the operation of any portion of this project and
removing tie water users thereon to other lands elsewhere on the project and
shall report hereon to Congress as early as may be Practicable:
(44 Stat. 484)

*

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Act. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative Histo~,
H.R. 6707, Pubfic
Law 206 in the 69th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 37. S. Rept. No. 373. H.R. Rept. No.
925 (conference report).
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An act providing for the issuance of patent to the Boyle Commission Company for block
numbered 223, town site of Heyburn, Idaho. (Act of May 17, 1926, ch. 315, 44 Sht.
1471)

[Patent to Boyle Commission Company. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized and directed to issue a patent under the Act of April 16, 1906
.{ Thirty-fourth
Statutes, page 116), and tie Act of June 27, 1906 (Thirtyfourth Statutes, page 519), to the Boyle Commission Company, for block numbered 223, town site of Heyburn, Idaho, without requiring any further payments on account of the purchase price fixed for said land: Provided, That,
except for tie reduction
thus made in the purchase price, the issuance of patent
shall be subject to all the conditions and fimitations of the aforesaid Acts of
April 16, 1906, and June 27, 1906. (44 Stat. 1471)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
References in the Teti.
The Acts of
April
16, 1906 (Thiity-fourth
Statutes,
page 116), and of June 27, 1906 (Ttirtyfourth Statutes, page 519), referred to in
the text, ded, respectively, with town sites
and power development,
and with farm

units, town sites and desert land entries.
~~d~r Acts appear herein in chronological
Le~islative History. H.R. 4681, Private
Law 48 in the 69th Congress. H,R. Rept.
No. 136. S. Rept. No. 683.
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An act to adjust water-right charges, to ~ant certain other relief on the Federal irrigation
projects, and for other purposes. (Act of May 25, 1926, ch. 383,44 Stat. 636)

[Sec. 1. Adjustment of water-right charges on specfied projects. ]—The Secretary of the Interior be, and ;he is hereby, empowered and directed to make,
under subsection K, section 4, act of Decwber
5, 1924 (Forty-third Statutes
at Large, page 701), in connection with the irrigation projects hereinafter
named, adjustment of water-right charges standing upon the records of said
projects as of June 30, 1925, as follows: (44 Stat. 636)
EXPLANATORY
NoTrt
Reference in the Text. Subsection K,
section 4 of the Act of Dewmber 5, 1924
(Forty-third Statutes at Large, page 701),
referred to in the text, deds with surveys

authorked to be made whenever it appears
that settlers are unable to pay construction
costs. The Act is the Fact Finders’ Act,
which appears herein in chronologiml order.

BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT, SOUTH DAKOTA

Sec. 2. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There ihall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sums:
(1) $355,809, or such an amount as represents the actual construction charges
as found by the SecretaV of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) One thousand wo hundred and eight acres permanently unproductive
because of topography steep and rough heretofore eliminated;
(b) Six thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven acres permanently unproductive because of topography
steep and rough; based on present land
classification.
(2) $119,606 on account of operation and maintenance deficit prior to reclamation extension act of 1914.
(3) $12,036 on account of error or mistake representing Johnson Creek
lateral storage investigations and Nine Mile location surveys as shown on page 14
of House Document Numbered 201, Sixty-ninth Congress, first session. (44 Stat
636)
Sec. 3. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended agtinst the following lands:
(a) Ten thousand five hundred acres temporarily unproductive for lack df
fertility in the soil, seepage, md excessive alkali salts;
(b) ‘Six thousand eight hundred and ninety-five acres, Willow Creek lan&
awaiting further developments, temporarily unproductive.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of fie
Board of Survey and Adjustments and shown in the table on page 14 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outiined in “General remmmendations” numbered

2 and 4, page 60 of said document.

(44 Stat. 636)
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BOISE PROJECT, IDAHO

Sec. 4. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments u~n construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) Two thousand nine hundred and ninety acres, Arrowrock division, temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil and being water-logged;
(b) Four hundred and eight acres, Arrowrock division, Narnpa and Meridian
district, temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil, being waterlogged;
(c) Two thousand six hundred and fifty acres, Arrowrock division, tempo.~arily unproductive because of fight, sandy soil that blows easily;
(d) Three hundred md eighty-eight acres, Arrowrock division, temporarily
unproductive
because of porous soil difficult to irrigate.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
“Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on page 15 of
:said Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of said document. (44 Stat. 637)
CARLSBAD PROJECT, NEW MEXICO

Sec. 5. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of the said project the sum of $374,885.69 on account of error and mistake
in providing for additional storage in Lake McMillan
Reservoir as follows:
(1) Acquisition of flowage rights required for additional storage, rights of
way, and expenses incidental thereto, $164,383.62.
(2) For additional and incidental construction required for said additional
storage, $210,502.07, as follows:
(a) Preliminary surveys, and so forth, $6,718.62.
(b) Extra dam construction, $89,153.13.
(c) Holes in reservoir bottom, $2,379.52.
(d) Spillway numbered 1, $49,549.80.
(e) Spillway numbered 2,$62,701.
(44 Stat. 637)
Sec. 6. [Construction chmges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against tie following lands: One thousand and five
acres temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil because of seepage
and alkalinity; all as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on
page 17 of said Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General
recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of said document. (44 Stat. 637)
GRAND VALLEY PROJEGT,COLORADO
Sec. 7. [Deductions from total. cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sums:
$760,628, or such an amount as represents the construction costs as found
by the Secretary of the Interior agtinst the following lands:
(a) Nine thousand one hundred and seven acres permanently unproductive
for lack of fertility in the soil, shallow soil, alkal~ity, and unfavorable topography;
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(b) One thousand six hundred and fifty acres, West End Extension, permanently unproductive because of unfavorable topography, shallow soil, and
alkfllnity. (44 Stat. 637)
Sec. 8. [Construction
charges suspended.] —When construction charges are
announced for the productive lands of the project all paymenh of construction chargm shall be suspended against the following lmds:
(a) Seven thousand one hundred and fifty acres temporarily unproductive
for lack of fertifity in the soil, seepage, and alkalinity;
(b) Eleven thousand eight hundred and siity-three acres of productive lands
temporarily unproductive
because no construction AUS far of the Garfield
pumping division, or of the Loma siphon land extension, or any other means
of reclaiming the same, and there being no present demand for these unirrigated
lands.
All as shown by classification. heretofore made under the supervision & the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and shown in the tible on page 19 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60, said document. (44 Stat. 638)
HUNTLnY PROJECT, MONTANA
Sec. 9. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sums:
(1) $46,987, Or such amount m represents the actual construction charges
as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Four hundced and four acres, Pryor division, permanency unproductive
because eroded and marginal to the river;
(b) Four hundred and twenty-seven acres, Eastern and Fly Creek divisions,
permanently unproductive for lack of fertility in tie soil.
(2) $81,354 on account of operation and maintenance deficit prior to reclamation extension act of 1914.
The Secretary is futiher directed to assume as a definite loss such sums
as in his judgment maybe just and proper in connection with moneys expended
for experiments witi reclamation on alkali lands and costs in excess of contracted returns, such total not to exceed $41,000. (44 Stat. 638)
Sec. 10. [Construction charges suspended. ]-All
payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against me following lands:
(a) Eleven thousand one hundred and seventy acres, Pryor division, temporarily unproductive, being gumbo and akali soil;
(b) One thousand three hundred and fiifiy-s~
aes,
Pryor division, temporarily unp~oductive, being p:rivate lands unpledged;
(c) Nine hundred

and seventy acres, Eastern md Fly Creek divisions, tem-

porarily unproductive, seeped.
All as shown by classificatiol~ heretofo~ made under the supemition of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and ~ shown in the table on page 21 of
stid Document 201, checked ~d modified as ouflined in “General recommendations”
nuaemd
2 ad 4, page 60 of stid doc~ent.
(44 Stat. 638)
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KING HILL PROJECT, IDAHO
Sec. 11. [Deduction from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sum:
(1) $531,958, or such amounts as represent actual construction charges as
found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Seven hundred and ten acres permanently unproductive,
being not
susceptible of improvements bemuse of lack of fertility in fie soil;
(b) Three tiousand seven hundred and sixty-four acres on account of inadequate water ,supply, porous soil, and gravelly subsoil. (44 Stat. 638)
Sec. 12. [Construction “charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) One thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight acres, on account of
probably insufficient water supply, porous soil, and sandy and porous subsoil;
(b) Five ,hundred and sixteen acres included in town sites and suspended
areas.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on page 23 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60 of said document. (44 Stat. 639)
KLAMATH PROJECT, OREGON
Sec. 13. [Deduction from total cost. ]—There
cost of said project the following sum:

shall be deducted from the total

(1) $1,587, or such amounts as may be actual construction charges as found
by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Thirty-eight acres main divisions, Klamath irrigation district, permanently unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil. (44 Stat. 639)
Sec. 14. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon constmction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) Five hundred and seventeen acres, main division, Klamath irrigation
district, temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil;
(1) The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to reclassify all lands
within the Klamath irrigation district and to place in the temporarily unproductive elms such lands as he determines are properly subject to tils classification.
(b) One hundred and twenty-nine acres, Horsefly irrigation district, tempo.
rarily unproductive
(c) Eighty-three

for lack of fertility in the soil;
acres, Langell Valley irrigation district, temporarily

ductive for lack of fertility in the soil.
All as shown by classification heretofore

made under the supervision

unproof the

Board of Survey and Adjus~ents,
x shown in tie tible on page 27 of said
Wument
201, as checked and modified % recommended in “General recoin.
mendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60 of said Document 201. (44 Stat, 639;
Act of June 23, 1932,47

Stat. 332; 43 U.S.C.

$ 610)
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1932, 47 Stat. 331, amended section 14 by
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NOTE

adding to it subsection “(a-1 )“. The 1932
Act afipears herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Reclassification

authority

The Secretary, having once reclassified
land tithln the Klamath Irrigation District
pursuant to the Act of June 23, 1932 (42
Stat. 311 ), has exhausted hls authority

under that act to treat productive, paying
lands either as temporarily unproductive or
as permanently unproductive,
Memorandum of Acting Chief Counsel Fix, August 21, 1944.

Sec. 15. [Adjustment of construction charges against Tule Lake division.]—
The Secretary is further authorized and directed when announcement is made
of the construction charges for the Tu,le Lake division of this project to take
into consideration the recommendation
of the board on page 26 of said Document 201, that a 10SSto the reclamation fund will ultimately ensue on this
division and also a probable loss of $34,000 from lands of the Horsefly irrigation
district by reason of the construction of the Genber Reservoir, and he is further
authorized and directed to deduct from the cost of said division the sum of
$234,407 as recommended by the Board of Survey and Adjustments on page 26
of said document, and to fix and allocate the construction cost per acre in
accordance with the findings and recommendations of the said board on page 26
of said document. The construction charge against the area in this division
Provided, That the
now under contract shall also be adjusted accordingly:
construction charges shall in no event e>cceed a just and equitable charge against
the Tule Lake division based on the value of water for irrigation under the
economic conditions prevailing, notwithstanding such charges may not return
the full cost of construction. (44 Stat, 639)
Se~ 16. [Suits of Klamath Irrigation District to set aside contract with
California-Oregon
Power Co. not affected. ]—Nothing in this act shall be held
to affect or prejudice the claims of the Klamath irrigation district or the State
of Oregon in any suit or action now or hereafter instituted to set aside tiat
certain contract between the United States and the California-Oregon
Power
Company, dated Febaruary 24, 1917, together with all contracts or modifications
thereof, and to set aside or cancel the sale made by the United States of the
so-called Ankeny and Keno Canals and the lands embraced in the rights of way
thereof in the year 1923 to the said California-Oregon
Power Company.
A. [Suspension of construction charge*Langell
Irrigation district. ]—All
payments upon construction charges shall be suspended against such lands in the
Langell Valley irrigation district as the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to
be classified as to productivity and as the said Secretary may determine to be
temporarily unproductive because nonagricultural and unsuitable for irrigation,
and the said Secretary is hereby authorized to reduce the construction obligations
of the Langell Valley irrigation district exclusive of costs incurred in the construction of Clear Lake Channel in the ratio and proportion as the number of
acres so found and determined to be temporarily unproductive bears to the total
number of acres now included as a part of said irrigation district: Provided, That
the amount of irrigation water to which the Langell Valley irrigation district is
267–067-7>voI.

I—
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entitled shall be reduced in proportion to the area temporarily sus~nded from
(construction charges:
B. [Contract for resumption of payment of construction charges required. ]—
‘The Secretary of the Interior, as a condition precedent to the allowance of the
benefits offered under section I&A, shall require the Langell Valley irrigation
district to execute a contract providing for the resumption of construction charges
by said district upon all, or any, of such acreages so found and determined to
be temporarily unproductive, as the Secretary of the Interior may, subsequent
to such suspension, find and declare to be possessed of sufficient productive
power to be again placed in the paying class. (44 Stat. 639; Act of June !27,
1934, 48 Stat. 1266)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1934 Amendment. The Act of June 27,
“1934, 48 Stat. 1266, amended section 16 by
adding to it subsections “16-A”
and “l6LOWER

YELLOWSTONE

B“. The 1934 Act appears herein in chron~
logical order.

PROJECT,

MONTANA-NORTH

DAKOTA

Sec. 17. [Deduction from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sum:
(1) $382,254, or such amount as represents the actual construction charges
as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Five hundred and seventy-four -es
permanently unproductive on account of right of way of the Great Northern Railway;
(b) Seven hundred and eighty-eight acrea permanently unproductive, embracing town sites;
(c) Six thousand and seventy-seven acres on account of error in original
estimate of irrigable area. (44 Stat. 640)
Sec. 18. [Construction charges suspended.] —All payrnenfi upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) Five hundred acres temporarily unproductive
because of damage by
,erosion;
(b) Two thousand eight hundred acres temporarily unproductive because
water-logged;
(c) Seven thousand one hundred and eighty-eight acres temporarily unproductive because of forest covering and rough topography;
(d) Three hundred and thirteen acres temporarily unproductive because
located in United States reserves.
All as shown by cl=ification
heretdore made under the supervision of the

Board of Survey and Adjustments as shown in the table on page 28 of said
Document
201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations”

numbered

2 and 4, page
MILK

sec.

19. [Deductions

total cost of said project

60 of said document.

RIVER

fiojEcT,

MONTANA

from total cost. ]—There
the following. sums:

(44 Stat. 640)

shall be deducted

from the
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{1) $100,978, or such an amount w represents the construction costs as
Iound by the Secreta~ of the Interior against the following lands:.
(a) One thousand seven hundred and seventy acres permanently unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil.
(2) $145,054 on account of error or mistake, representing unused Saint Mary
East Canal and measuring Saint Mary waters as shown on page 31 of said
Document 201.
(3) $929,212, major work unused as shown on page 31 of said Document
Numbered 201.
(4) $735,945, major and minor works unused as shown on Fage 31 of said
Document Numbered 201. (44 Stat. 640)
Sec. 20. [Construction charges suspended. ] —When the construction charges
are announced for the productive lands of the project all payments of construction charges shall be susFended against the following lands:
(a) Twenty-three thousand five hundred acres temporarily unproductive for
lack of fertifity in the soil;
(b) Nine thousand four hundred and thirty acres temporarily unproductive
because of inadequate storage and refractory soils.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Sumey and Adjus~ents
and shown in’ the table on Fage 31 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, page 60 of said document.
A. [Deduction from total cost of construction, cost against permanently unproductive land. ]—There shall be deducted from the total cost chargeable to
the Chinook division of this project the following sum:
(1) Twenty-one thousand six hundred and eighty-four dollars and fifty-eight
cents, or such amount as represents the construction cost as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) One thousand swen hundred and seventy and seventeen one-hundrdths
acres permanently unproductive because of nonagricultural character.
B. [Suspension of payments against temporarily unproductive
and other
land*Contracts
to be executed. ]—All payments upon construction charges
shall be suspended against the following lands in the Chinook division:
(a) Twelve thousand six hundred and seventeen and sixty-four one-hundredths acres temporarily unproductive
because of heavy soil and seepage;
(b) Eleven thousand three hundred and seven acres for which no canal system
has been constructed, all as shown by the land classification of the Chinook division made under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior and approved by
him under date of January —, 1930. The Secretary of the Interior, as a condition precedent to the allowance of the benefits offered under sections 20–A
znd 2&B, shall require each irrigation district within the Chinook division to
>xecute a contract providing for repayment of the construction charges as herebY
~djusted within forty years and upon a. schedule satisfactory to said Secret~;
and no water from the Saint Maw River watershed shall be furnished for the
!rrigation of lands within any district after the irrigation season of I g30 until
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ACT—SEC.

has been duly executed.

1930, 46 Stat. 1010, amended section 20
by adding to it subsections “20-A”
and
“20=B”.
Section 2 of the 1930 Act also
provided
that:
“All contracts with the

21

(44 Stat. 640;

EXPLANATORY NOTE

1930 Amendment. The Act of July 3,

25, 1926

Act of July 3,

.

Government touching
uniform as to time of
for the construction
diversion.” The 1930
in chronological order.

the project shall be
payment and charge
of the Saint Mary
Act appears herein

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Chinook division
In an opinion dated September 22, 1931,
tie District Court of the 18th Judicial District of Montana held that the Act of
July 3, 1930 (46 Stat. 1010) requires that
all payments upon construction
charges
shall be suspended against the 23,924 acres
in the Chinook Division enumerated in the
MINIDOKA

Act, not merely the construction charges
against said acreage up to June 30, 1925,
as contended by the Government. The court
fixed the acreage construction charge for
the division at $14.05, subject to the reservation contained in the proposed contracts.

WOJECT,

IDAI+O

Sec. 21. [Deduction from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the total
cost of said project the following sum:
(1) $9,172, or such amount as represents the actual construction charges
as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) One hundred and seventy-eight acres, Gravity division, permanently
‘reproductive
for lack of fertility in the soil;
(b) Thirty-eight acres, South Side Pumping division, permanently unproductive for lack for fertility in the soil and impregnated with alkali. (44 Stat.
641)
Sec. 22. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) One thousand six hundred and thirty-four acres, Gravity division, temporarily unproductive because water-logged and for lack of fertility in the soil;
(b) Nine hundred and twenty acres, Gravity division, temporarily unproductive because of inadequate water supply and of porous soil;
(c) Five hundred and twenty-five acres, Gravity division, temporarily unproductive because of “blow soil”;
(d) One hundred and ninety-seven acres, South Side Pumping division,
temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil and because waterlogged.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on page 33 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of said document. (44 Stat. 641)
NEWLANDS

PROJECT,

NEVADA

Sec. 23. [Deductions from total cost. I—Thereshallbe deducted
total cost of said project the following sums:

from the
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(1) $3,315,136, or such amount as represents actual construction charges m
found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Four hundred and four acres permanently uninductive
for la,ck of fertility in the soil;
(b) Fifty thousand acres on account of inadequate water supply; major
works unused;
(c) Thirty-two thousand five hundred and eighty-two acres on account of
inadequate water supply; major and minor works unused.
(2) $139,687 for operation and maintenance deficit prior to reclamation
extension act of 1914;
(3) $82,221, Truckee River water-right adjudication;,
(4) $71,605 expense pumping at Lake Tahoe and Truckee Canals, less
amount recovered from sale of power;
(5) $155,465 on account of error or mistake covering various items due chiefly
to lesser irrigable area than contemplated;
(6) $684,998 on account of error or mistake, being aggregate shortage of returns because of low acre charges in &e early contracts, allowing dso for surcharge on nine hundred and thirty-four acres of land. (44 Stat. 641)
Sec. 24. [Construction charges suspended.] —All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) Four tiousand four hundred and fourteen acres temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil;
(b) Ten thousand six hundred and ninety-four acres pubtic and private lands
uncontracted at present.
Ali as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjus~ents
and as shown in the table on page 37 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of said document. (44 Stat. 642)
NORTH

PLATm

PROJECT,

NEBWSKA-WYO~ING

Sec. 25. [Deductions from total cost. ]-There
total cost of said project the following sums:
IN~RSTATE

shall be deducted

from the

D~ISION

(1) $36,250, or such amount as represents the actual construction charges x
found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Five hundred and thirty-two a(:res permanently unproductive for lack
of fertility in the soil;
(2) $23,751.59 on account of error or mistake in charging
dary investigations to this division.
FORT LARAME

the cost of secon-

DMSION

(1) $22,680
on account of error or mistake in charging
‘investigations to this division.

the cost of secondary
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DMSION

(1) $3,425 on account of error or mistike in charging the cost of secondary
investigations to this division.
(44 Stat. 642. )
Sec. 26. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
INmRSTATE

DMSION

(a) Twenty-five thousand three hundred and ninety-nine acres temporarily
unproductive for lack of fertility in the wti, being ptiy
seeped and partly
blow sand ;
(b) Five hundred and fifteen acres temporarily unproductive, being unclassified land.
FORT L~MIE

DMSION

(a) Seven thousand six hundred and sixty-five acres temporarily
tive for lack of fertility in the soil. (44 Stat. 642)

unproduc-

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Provision Repealed. The

Act of August 13, 1957, 71 Stat. 342, repealed the
last item in section 26, which read as
follows :
NORTHPORT DIVrSION
“(a)
Two thousand five hundred and
fity-five
acres temporarily unproductive
for lack of fertility in the soil.
“All as shown by classification heretofore
made under the supervision of the Board
of Survey and Adjustments and as shown

in the tables on pages 39 and 40 of said
Document 201, ~ revised and as checked
and modfied as outEned in General recommendations numbered 2 and 4, page 60
of said document~’ (44 Stat. 642)
The 1957 Act, which appears herein in
chronological order, also provides that Wls
repeal shall not affect the obligation of tie
Northport Irrigation District as expressed
in its contract with the United States dated
August 19, 1948.

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Construction

charges

The contract of August 19, 1948, with
the Northport
Irrigation
District, made
pursuant to the Act of May 25, 1948, &es
the construction charge obligation of the
district at $952,045.57,
thus superseding
earlier contracts which reduced the obtigation by the amount of the construction
charge applicable to temporarily unproductive or suspended lands. Consequently, the
OKANOGAN
See.

27. [Deductions

from

~OJECT,

Secreta~ is without authority to declare
2,555 acres of land (construction charges
against these lands were suspended by sec.
tion 26 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act)
permanently unproductive and to write off
as a loss to the reclamation fund the amount
of the construction charge allocated to such
Iands? as provided in section 43 of the
Ornmbus Adjustment Act. Solicitor Davis
Opinion, 61 I.D. 154 ( 1953).

WASHINGTON

total cost. ]—There

shall be deducted

from the

total cost of said project the following sums:
(1) $227,783, or such an amount as represents the actual construction chargti
as found Iby the Secretary of the Interior agtinst the following lands:
(a) Two thousand three hundred and fifty-fore acres permanently unpro.
ductive on account of sandy soil;
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(b) Six acres, Duck Lake feeder canal right-df-way, permanently unproductive on account of other physical cauws.
(2) $492,917 on account of error or mistake in charging the cost M examination, surveys, construction, and purchase in connection with the fo~owing
items: Colville extentio~ power plants numbered 1 and 2, Sabon
Lake Resermir, power plant numbered 3, transmission line, pumping pltit at Riverside,
and sandy land water rights. (44 Stat. 643 )
Sec. 28. [Construction charges suspended.] —All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the follting
lands:
(a) Fifty-seven acres, temporarily unproductive because of sandy soil.
(b) Twenty-nine
acres, temporarily unproductive because of seepage. (44
Stat. 643)
Sec. 29. [Total cost of certain works suspended. ]—The sum of $89,708.22,
representing the total cost of works described below, shall ‘be suspended and
treated as a probable loss until the question of a permanent project water
supply is settled, and if such works are then tibandoned he Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to deduct the sum named from the total cost of the
project. The works are (1) Robinson Flat pumping plant, (2) Duck Lake
pumping plant, (3) Sahnon Lake pumping plant, (4) Government wells numbered 1 and 2, and (5) private wells and pumping plant.
All as shown by classification herettifore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjus&ents,
as shown in the tables on page 42 of said
Document
201, subject to checking and modification
as recommended
in
“General recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, on page 60 of said document.
(44 Stat. 643)
Wo
Sec.

30.

[Deduction

GMNDE”
from

mOJmT,
total

NEW

cost—Credit

authorized

to El Paso County

from the total
cost of said project the following sum:
(a) $31,661.35 on account of error or mistake in charging the costs of the
following items against said project: Operation and maintenance deficit (El
Paso County water improvement
district numbered 1); Farm unit sumey,
Leasburg division (Elephant Butte irrigation district), 50 per centum of $14,530; Palomas Valley, farm unit survey; Palomas Valley, canal survey; Palomas
Valley, flood protection and drainage; Palomas Valley, percentage cost of general investigations charged; San Luis Valley, drainage investigations.
All as ,shown in the table on page 45 of said Document 201 as revised and
subject to checking and modification as recommended in “General recommendations” on pages 60 and 61 of said document.
(b) The Semetary of the Interior is hereby authortied to credit on the contract dated January 17, 1920, m supplemented by contract of October 12, 1922,
between the United States and the El Paso County Water Improvement District
Number 1, the sum of $350,000 or such portion themf as in the opinion of the
Water

Improvement

District

No.

1,] –-There

MEMCO-TE=S

shall be deducted

Secr@ry
of the Interior may be necessary and is actually ex~nded
in the
investigation and constmction of necessary works to be built at the expense of
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said district as a part of the Rio Grande project for the protection of its water
supply encroached upon by diversions made from the Rio Grande for use in
Mexico. The amounts expended by sdd district shall be credited upon the said
contracts of January 17, 1920, and October 12, 1922, between the United States
and the di3trict to the extent of construction charges payable annually by the
district to the United States under the contracts mentioned, the first credit to be
applied in the year in which the funds, or a portion thereof, within above limitation, are expended. Thereafter such credits shall continue until dl costs so
incurred by the district shall have been absorbed. During the years credits are
so applied no payments shall be required on the part of said distriot under its
contracts mentioned. The total indebtedness under said contracts shall be reduced to the extent of expenditures made hereunder. (44 Stat. 643)
SHOSHONE
sec.

31.

[Deductions

from

PROJECT,
total

WYOMING-MONTANA

cost. ]—There

shall

be deducted

from

the

total cost of said project the following sums:
(1) $1,677,630, or such amount as represents actual construction charges as
found by the Secretary of the Interior agtinst the following lands:
(a) Four thousand and eleven acres, Garland division, permanently unpro~ductive for lack of fertility in the soil;
(b) Eighteen thousand three hundred and twenty-four acres, Frannie divi:sion, permanency unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil.
(2) (a) $21,373 on account of operation and maintenance deficit prior to
reclamation extension act of 1914 (Garland division) ;
(b) $16,663 on account of operation and maintenance deficit prior to reclamation extension act of 1914 (Frantic division). (44 Stat. 644)
Sec. 32. [Construction charges suspended. ] —All payrnenq upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following land3:
(a) ~ee
thousand seven hundred and nine acres, Garland division, temporarily unproductive for lack of fetiility in the so~;
(b) Three thou3and three hundred and fifty-three acres, Frmnie division,
temporarily unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on page 47 of said
Document
201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of s~d document.
(c) Five hundred and twenty-four acres on account of having been abandoned. (44 Stat. 644)
SUN RNER

PROJECT,

MONTANA

Sec. 33. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the
total cost of said project the following sums:
(1) $79,649, or such amount as represents the actual construction charges a
found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
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(a) Nine hundred and sixty-two acres, Fort Shaw division, permanently unproductive for lack of fertifity in the sod, nonirrigable and nonarable;
(b) One hundred and five acres, Fort Shaw division, permanently unproductive because inaccessible by erosion and floods;
(c) One thousand two hundred and thirty-three acres, Fort Shaw division?
permanently unproductive because flooded and eroded.
(2) $11,734 because of error or mistie
on account of adjustment losses..
(3) $34,148, Operation and Maintenance
deficit prior to the reclamation
extension act of 1914. (44 Stat. 644)
Sec. 34. [Construction charges suspended. ] —All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) Two thousand five hundred and eighteen acres, Fort Shaw division.
temporarily unproductive,
subscribed, water-logged;
(b) One tiousand two hundred and ninety-two acres, Fort Shaw division,
temporarily unproductive, unentered, and unsubscribed.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and as shown in the table on page 49 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations””
numbered 2 and 4, page 60, of said document. (44 Stat, 645)
UMATILLA

PRC)JECT, OREGON

Sec. 35. [Deductions from total cost.] —There
total cost of said project the following sums:

shall be deducted

from the

EAST DIVISION

(1) $490,390, or such an amount as represents the actual construction!
charges as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Two thousand five hundred and seventy-five acres perrnanendy unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil, not susceptible of improvement;
(b) Two thousand two hundred and fifty-five acres permanently unproductive because of porous soil, gravelly subsoil.
(2)
ments
(3)
(4)

$388,448 on account of error or mistake—excluded
from district repayon account of faulty construction.
$16,711 on account of error or mistake; loss on Hermiston district lands.
$91,083 on account of operation and maintenance deficit prior to recla-

mation extension

act of 1914.
WEST DMSION

(1) $5,703, or such an amount as represents the actual construction charges
as found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Fifty-nine acres permanently unproductive for lack of fertility in the soil,
not susceptible of improvement.
(2) $252” on account of error or mistake representing shortage of contracted
returns from fifty-four acres under water-right applications,
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(3) The water-rights formerly appurtenant to all permanently unproductive
lands on the Umatilla project shall be avaikble to the remaining lands without
added cost to the water users.’ (% Stat. 645)
Sec. 36. [Construction charges suspended.] —All payrnenfi upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
EAST DWISION

(a)
in the
(b)
scribed

Six hundred and ten acres temporarily unproductive for lack of fertifity
soil because of water-logging;
Five hundred and thirty acres representing in amount $37,100 and deas probable loss on Hermiston district lands,
WEST

DNISION

(a) Three thousand four hundred and twenty-two acres temporarily unproductive because of inadequate water supply;
(b) Five hundred and ninety-five acres temporarily unproductive because of
water-logging.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjus~ents,
as shown in the tables on page 52 of said
Document 201, as revised and as checked and modified as recommended in
“General recommendations”
numbered 2 and 4, on page 60 of said document.
(44 Stat. 646)
UNCOMPAHGRE

PROJECT,

COLORADO

Sec. 37. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the
total cost of the said project the following sums:
(1) $1,318,056, or such an amount as represents the actual construction
cnarges as found by the Secreta~ of the Interior against the following lands:
(a) Four hundred and thirty-nine acres permanently unproductive for lack
of fertility in the soil;
(b) Twenty-four thousand nine hundred and eighteen acres permanently unproductive because of an inadequate water supply.
(2) $47,371 on account of error or mistake representing deductions recommended and covered in contract of May ~, 1918, between the United States
and the Uncompahgre
Valley Water Users’ Association. The total thus to be
deducted from the project cost shall be charged off as a ~rrnanent loss to the
reclamation fund. (44 Stat. 646)
Sec. 38. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the follwing lands:
(a) Seventeen tiousand
acres temporarily unproductive
because waterlogged;
(b) Five thousand six hundred and twenty-nine acres temporarily unproductive because of rolfing and uneven topography;
(c) Five thousand acres temporarily unproductive because of alkalinity;
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(d) The water rights formerly appurtenant to the permanently unproductive
lands shall be available to the remaining land on said project without added
~st to the water users, because of the Gunnison Tunnel not yet being. completed and there being an inadequate water supply.
All as shown by classification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and shown in the table on page 55 of said
Document 201, checked and modified as outlined in “General recommendations” numbered 2 and 4, page 60 of said document. (44 Stat. 646)
YAKIMA

PROJECT,

WASHINGTON

Sec. 39. [Deductions from total cost. ]—There shall be deducted from the
total cost of said project tie following sum:
$3,068, or such an amount as represents the actual construction charges as
found by the Secretary of the Interior against the following lands:
Fifty-nine acres, Sunnyside division, permanently unproductive
because of
shallow soil overyling rock. (44 Stat. 646)
Sec. 40. [Construction charges suspended. ]—All payments upon construction
charges shall be suspended against the following lands:
(a) One thousand eight hunclred and forty-nine acres, SunnySide division,
temporarily unproductive,
being either water-logged,
alkalied, rough, steep,
shallow soil overlying hardpan, or difficult to subdue.
(b) Three thousand md thirtytwo acres, Tieton division, temporarily unproductive because of shallow, poor soil with rough topography.
All as shown by clmsification heretofore made under the supervision of the
Board of Survey and Adjustments and shown on page 57 of said Document 201,
checked and modified as outlined in “Generai recommendations”
numbered
2 and 4, page 60 of stid document. (44 Stat. 647)
~MINISTRAT~

PROVISIONS

Sec. 41. [ Permariently unproductive
land excluded from project—Disposi.
tion of water rights.]-~1
lands found by the classification to be permanently
unproductive shall be excluded from the project, and no water shall be deEvered to them after the date of such exclusion unless and until they are restored
to the project. Except as herein otherwise provided, the water right formerly
appurtenant to such permanently unproductive lands shall be disposed of by
the United States under the reclamation law: Provided, That the water users
>n the projects shall have a preference right to tie use of the water: And provided further, That any surplus water temporarily available may be furnished
~pon a rental basis for use on lands excluded from the project under this sec5on, on terms and conditions to be approved by the Secretary of the Intefior.
(44 Stat. 647; 43 U.S.C. ~ 423)
NOTE OF OPINION

:. Notim
Where the United States is under conract to furnish water for land now found,

in accordance with the mt, to be per~nently unproductive, not ordy the owner of
the land but also any interested mortgagees
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or other Iienors are entitled to a notice and
an opportunity to consent or object to the

ACT—SEC.

42
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severance of the water right. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 525, 526 (1926).

Sec. 42. [Disposition of construction charges already paid on permanently
unproductive land+Cash
refunded if 41 lands excluded. ] —The construction
charges heretofore paid on permanently unproductive lands excluded from the
project shall be applied as a credit on charges due or to become due on any
remaining irngable land covered by the same water-right contract or land takenl
ti~ exchange as provided in section 44 of this act. If the charges so paid exceed
the mount
of au water-right charges due and unpaid, plus the construction
charges not yet due, the balance shall be ptid in cash to the holder of the watertight contract covering the land so excluded or to the irrigation district affected;
which in turn shall be charged with the responsibility of making suitable adjustments with the landowners involved, Should all the irrigable lands of a
water-right applicant be excluded from the project as permanency unproductive, and no exchange be made as provided in section 44 hereof, the total construction charges heretofore paid, less any accrued charges on account of operation and maintenance, shall be refunded in cash, the water-right contract shall
be canceled, and all liens on account of water-right charges shall be released. (44
Stat. 647; 43 U.S.C. ~ 423a)
NoTEs
Construction charges
Water rights
1

OF OPINIONS

2

1. Water rights
Where a perpetual vested water right has
been granted by the United States, tie Government is obligated to furnish water to
lands owned by applicants, or, if the lands
are found to be permanently unproductive
and the water right is to be abrogated pursuant to the act of May 25, 1926, the applicants are entitled to adequate compensation
therefor in an amount equivalent to a paidUP water right, even though no money was
actually paid to the Government for the
water rights. The compensation payable to
the app~cants may be on the same basis as
the refund of construction charges. Comp.
Gen. Dec. A-20551
(December 12, 1927),
In re P. L. Duncan and John Nelson,
Umatilla project.
At the initiation of a project, a tract of
land had a partial water right and the
Government adjusted the water right by
considering that the value of the water
right then held was $35 and by agreeing
to furnish a complete water right for $25
per irrigable acre to be paid by the landowner. Upon the enactment of the adjustment act, the tract of land was found to be
permanently unproductive. The owner applied, under section 42, for credits on other
land on account of the construction dharge
on this tract, The Comptroller General held
that credit may be allowed for refund of

the recognized value of the old water right
per irrigable acre on the area of unproductive land, as well as for the amounts paid
thereon under the contract with the United
States, the amount so allowed to be applied
upon the remaining irrigable acreage of pro
ductive land; i.e., the applicant may bf
given consideration on the basis of his hav.
ing paid $35 per irrigable acre constructio~
charge on behalf of his old water right, plu!
such amount per irrigable acre as he ma~
have paid upon the $25 per irrigable acr~
charge. Id. In re ]osefih F. McNaugh.
2. Construction charges
Except where the vested right feature i,
involved, it is necessary in a refund of con
struction charges paid on permanently un
productive land under section 42, act o
May 25, 1926, to show that the owner o
the property or his predecessors in tide hav(
actually paid to the Government as con
struction charges the amount proposed to b,
refunded. Vouchers for refund of construe
tion charges should be stated in sufficien
detail to enable the General Accountin]
Office to verify the fact that the amoun
proposed to be refunded has been collected
Such vouchers are not such as should b
paid by a disbursing officer; they should b
forwarded to the General Accounting Offic
for settlement as claims. Comp. Gen. Dec
A–21979 (March 17, 1928), In re ~ermu
Seseman, Shoshone project.
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Sec. 43. [Suspension of construction charges against areas temporarily un.
productiv+Payments
made credited
to construction
chargtiredit~
unproductive
lands. ]-The
payment of au
‘Delivery of water —Permanently
~construction charges against said areas temporarily unproductive shati remain
,suspended until the Secretary of the Interior shall declare them to be possessed
.of sufficient productive power properly to be placed in a paying class, whereupon
~ayment of construction charges against such areas shall be resumed or shall
begin, as the case may be. Any payments made on such areas shall be credited
to the unpaid balance of the construction charge on the productive area of each
unit. Such credit shall be appfied on and after the passage and approval of
this act, which shall not be constmed to require revision of accounts heretofore
adjusted under the provisions of this section as origina~y enacted. While said
‘lands so classified as temporarily unproductive
and tie construction charges
against them are suspended, water for irrigation purposes may be furnished
upon payment of the usual operation and maintenance charges, or such other
charges as may be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior the advance payment
of which maybe required, in the discretion of the said Secretary. Shodd said
lands temporarily classed as unproductive, or any of them, in the future be
found by the Secretiry of the Interior to be pefianently
unproductive,
the
charges against them shall be charged off as a permment loss to the reclamation fund and they shall thereupon be treated in the same manner as other
permanently unproductive lands as provided in this act except that no refund
shall be made of the construction charges paid on such unproductive areas and
applied as a credit on productive areas as herein author~ed.
(44 Stat. 647;
Act of April 23, 1930,46

Stat. 249; 43 U.S.C.

S 423b)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
1930 Amendment. The Act of April 23,
1930, 46 Stat. 249, amended section 43 by
( 1) adding to its present second and third
sentences, and (2) by adding to its last

sentence the words “except that no refund

shall be made of the construction charges
paid on such unproductive areas and ap.
plied as a c~edit on productive areas ss

herein authored.” The 1930 Act appears
herein in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Effect of determination
2
Reclassification authority
1
Supplemental chazges
3
1. Reclassification aukority
The Secretary of the Interior hm the
authority at the present time, ‘pursuant to
section 43 of the Act of May 25, 1926 (44
Stat. 636),
as amended by the Act of
April 23, 1930 (46 Stat. 249 ), to reclassify
lands classed as temporarily unproductive
under such act, as amended, either as lands
in a paying class or as lands permanently
unproductive, and to effect. the necessary
adjustments of the repayment obligations
to reflect such changes in classification.
Memorandum of “.Acting”Chief Counsel Fix,
August 21, 1944.

2. Effect of determination
The contract of August 19, 1948, with
the Northport Irrigation District, made pursuant to the Act of May 25, 1948, fixed the
construction charge obligation of the &s.
trict at $952,045.57, thus superseding earlier
contracts which reduced the obligation by
the amount of the construction charge applicable
to temporarily
unproductive
or
suspended lands. Consequently, the Secretary is without authority to declare 2,555
acres of land (construction charges against
these lands were suspended by section 26
of the Omnibus Adjustment Act) permanency unproductive and to write off as a
loss to the reclamation fund the amount of
the construction charge allocated to such
lands, as provided in section 43 of the
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Adjustment Act. Solicitor
61 I.D. 154 ( 1953).

Davis

3. Supplemental charges
There is no foundation for an interpretation of section 43 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act as amended by the Act of April
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23, 1930, which would authorize a deferment of the beginning of payment of supplemental
construction
charges
of the
Huntley project for a term of yean after
the completion of the payment of the primary construction Aarges. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 323 (1931).

Sec. 44, [Exchanges, if lands eliminated or insufficient to support family—
Final proof on original entry accepted—Entry
of contiguous Iand+election
of
equal area on relinquishing eliminated, by private owner—Credit for amounts
paid—~ghts
not assignable-Rights
of lien holders to be considered—Preference to ex-service men. ] —Settlers who have unpatented entries under any of
the public land laws embracing lands which have been eliminated from the project, or whose entries under water rights have been so reduced that the remaining area is insufficient to support a family, shall b entitled to exchange their
entries for other public lands within the same project or any other existing
Federal reclination
project, with credit under the homestead laws for residence, improvement, and cultivation made or performed by them upon their
original entries and with credit upon the new entry for any construction charges
paid upon

or in connection

with the original

entry:

Provided,

That

when

satisfactory final proof has been made on the original entry it shall not be
necessary to submit final proof upon the lieu entry. Any entryman whose entry
or farm unit is reduced by the elimination of permanently unproductive land
shall be entitled to enter an equal amount of available public land on the
same project contiguous

to or in the vicinity of the farm unit reduced by elimi-

nation, with all credits in this section hereinbefore spec%ed in lieu of the
lands eliminated. Owners of private lands so eliminated from the project may,
subject to the approval of the Secretiry of the Interior, and free from all encumbrances, relinquish and convey to the United States lands so owned and held
by them, not exceeding an area of one hundred and sixty acres, and select an
qual area of vacant public land within the irrigable area of the same or any
other Federal reclination
project, with credit upon the construction costs of
the lands selected to the extent and in the amount paid upon or in connection
with their relinquished lands, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authori=d to revise and consolidate farm units, so far as this may be made necessary
or advisable, with a view to carrying out the provisions of this section: Provided
further, That the rights extended under this section shall not b assignable:
And provided further, That in administering the provisions of this section and
section 42, the Secretary of the Interior shall take into consideration the rights
and interests of lien holders, as to him may seem just and equitable: Provided
That where two entryrnen apply far the same farm unit under the

further,

exchange provisions of this section, only one of whom is an ex-service man,
as defined by the joint resolution of January 21, 1922 (Forty-second Statutes,
page 358), the ex~semice man shall have a preference in making such exchange.
(44 Stat. 648; 43 U. S.C.$ 423c)
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NOTE or OPINION
1. Vicinity
The term “in the vicini~’
within the
purview of this section is interpreted to
mean land so located that it may be consolidated with the remaining area of the
farm unit reduced so that the two areas
may be handled m one farm. This will
vary depending upon the accessibility of
the tracts involved. It will also be influ-

enced to a considerable extent by the presence or absence of canals, drainage ditches,
and other physical barriers which obstruct
communication,
by the character and location of roads between the areas involved,
and other physical features which go to
render it feasible for the entryman to handle the two areas as a whole. Interpretation, 51 L.D. 525, 530 ( 1926).

Sec. 45. [Amendment of watelr-right contract+Water
users to contract to
pay charges on remaining productive land~Extension
of time on construction
charges discretionary with Secretary-Limitation
of 40 year+Relief
provided
for in Fact Finders’ Act authorized~ecretary’s
decision on amending con&acts conclusive-Discretionary
execution of contracts made in good faith to
>perate January 1, 1927—Paying
charges for 1926, 1927, and 192~ompletion of supplemental contract with Belle Fourche District. ]—The Secretary
>f the Interior is herehy authorized, in his discretion, to amend any existing
water-right contraot to the extent necessary to carry out the provision of this
>ct, upon request of the holder of such contract. The Secretary of the Interior,,
is a condition precdent to the amendment of my existing water-tight contract>
;hall require the execution of a contract by a water-users’ association or irrigation district whereby such association or irrigation district shall be required ta
?ay to the United States, without regard to default in the payment of charges
~gainst any individual farm unit or tract of irrigable land, the entire chargti
~gainst all productive lands remaining in the project after the permanently
unproductive lands shall have been eliminated and the charges against temp~
:arily unproductive areas shall have been suspended in the manner and to the
>xtent authorized and directed by this act.
The Sec~tary is authorized, in his discretion, upon the request of individual
vater users or district, and upon performance of the condition precedent above
et forth, to amend any existing water-right contract to provide for increase in
he time for payment of construction charges, which have not then accrued, to
he extent that may be necessary under the conditions in each case, subject to
he limitation that there shall be allowed for repayment not more than forty
Tearsfrom the date the fimt payment matured under the original contract, and
dso to extend the time for payment of operation and maintenance or water
‘ental charges due and unpaid for such period as in his judgment may be nwesary not &xceeding five years, the charges so extetided to bear interest payable
the rate of 6 per centurn per annum until paid? and to contract ‘for
he payment of the construction charges then due and unpaid within such terms
)f years as the Secretary may, find to be necessary, with interest payable annually
lnnUallY ~

.t the rate of 6 per centum per annum until paid.
The Secretary is further authorized, in his discretion, to grtit the relief pro.
ided for in section 4, act of December 5, 1924 ( Forty-+ird
Statutes at Large,
~age 701), to any of tie projects mentioned in this act, without requiring such
}roject to take over the care, operation, and maintenance of the project works.
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The decision of the Secretary as to the necessity for amending any such contract shall be conclusive: Provided, That nothing in &is act shall prevent the
<execution of any contra~ heretofore negotiated or k connection with which
negotiations have been heretofore opened in good faith or wtich -Y
be hereafter opened in gmd faith under the act approved December 5, 1924 (Fortythird Statutes at Large, page 701), and which shall be executed on or before
January 1, 1927, unless the water users tiected elect to have the contract governed by this section: Provided further, That in the execution of any contract
provided for in the last proviso, the Secretary of the Interior shall have authority to arrmge for payment of construction charges by any project or division
for the calendar years 1926, 1927, and 1928 in proportion to the state of development of tie project in those years: Provided further, That the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to complete and execute the supplemental contract, now
being negotiated and which ha been approved as to form by tie Secretary,
between the United States and the Belle Fourche Irrigation District and at the
expiration of said supplemental contract to enter into a permanent contract on
behalf of the United Stat= with said District in accordance with the terms of
said supplemental contract. (44 Stat. 648; 43 U.S.C. $ 423d)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference in the Text. Section 4, Act of
December 5, 1924 (Forty-third Statutes at
Large, page 701 ), referred to in the text,

is the Fact Finders’ Act. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Purchase of interest in power plant
While subsection F, section 4 of the Act
of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702) was in
effect, a contract was made between the
United States and the Shoshone Irrigation
District, by which the district agreed to take
over the control of the Garland division of
the Shoshone project. In this contract the
district did not agree to take an interest in
the Shoshone power plant. After subsection
F, supra, haa been repeafed, the district requested that it be allowed to purchase an
interest in the power plant and make pay-

ment therefor on the crop-return basis. The
Department held, in approving an Opinion
of the Solicitor dated March 24, 1928 (M24229), that purchase of an interest in the
power plant could not be made under subsection F after its repeal. It was held, howeve[, that payment could be made undel
section 45 of the Act of May 25, 1926 (44
Stat. 648 ), allowing the district a period of
40 years from the first pa~ent
matured
under the original water-right
contract
within which to make payment for the de.
sired interest in the power plant.

Sec. 46. [No water delivery on new projects until contracts made by districl
and sale .of lands in
~or payment of costs— Cooperation of State+Appraisal
private owership
in excess of 160 acre*No
water if owner refuses to sell—
Tayment required before right to receive water—Papents
of operation and
.miigtenance
charges annually in advance— Public notice when water avail.
able.] -No
water shall be delivered upon the completion of any new Fmject
<or new division of a project until a contract or contracts in form approved b)
the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an irrigation districl
or irrigation districts organized under State law providing for payment by tht
district or districts of the cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining the
works. during the t@e they are ‘in control of the United States, such cost oj
constructing m & repaid within such terms of years as the Secretiry may fine
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to be necessary, in any event not more than forty years from the date of public
notice hereinafter referred to, and the execution of said contract or contracts
shall have been confirmed by a decree of a court of competent jurisdiction.
Prior to or in connection with the settlement and development of each of these
projects, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized in his discretion to enter
into agreement with the proper authorities of the State or States wherein said
projects or divisions are located whereby such State or States shall cooperate
with the United States in promoting the settlement of the projects or divisions
after completion and in the securing’ and selecting of settlers. Such mntract or
contracts with irrigation districts hereinbefore referred to shall further provide
that all irrigable land held in private ownership by any one owner in excess of
one hundred and sixty irrigable acres shall be appraised in a manner to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and the sale prices thereof fixed
by the Secretary on the basis of its actual bona fide value at the date of appraisal
without reference to the proposed construction of the irrigation works; and that
no such excess lands so held shall receive water from any project or division if
the owners thereof shall refuse to execute valid recordable contracts for the
sale of such lands under terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of
the Interior and at prices not to exceed those fixed by the Secretary of the
Interior; and that until one-half the construction charges against said lands shall
have been fully paid no sale of any such lands shall carry the right to receive
water unless and untti the purchase price involved in such sde is approved by
the Secretary of the Interior and that upon proof of fraudulent representation
as to the true consideration involved in such sales the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized to cancel the water right attaching to the land involved in such
fraudulent sales: Prouided, however, That if excess land is acquired by foreclosure or other process of law, by conveyance in satisfaction of mortgages, by
inheritance, or by devise, water therefor may be furnished temporarily for a
period not exceeding five years from the effective date of such acquisition,
delivery of water thereafter ceasing until the transfer thereof to a landowner
duly qualified to secure water tIterefor: Provided further, That the operation
and maintenance chargei on account of lands in said projects and divisions shall
be paid annually in advance not later &an March 1. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of the Interior to give public notice when water is actually available,
and the operation and maintenance charges payable to the United States for the
first year after such public notice shall be transferred to and paid as a part of the
construction payment. (44 Stat. 649; Act of July 11, 1956, 70 Stat. 524; 43
U.S.C. $ 423e)
EXl~LANATORY
NOTES
1956 Amendment, Involuntary Acquisiion, The Act of July 11, 1956, 70 Stat.
;24, amended section 46 by adding to it
he proviso which begins “Provided, how:ver~’. Additionally, section 3 of the 1956
ict authorizes the Secretary of the Interior,
~pon request of any holder of an e]{isting

:ontract under the Federal reclamation
~ws, to amend the contract to conform to
he provisions of sections 1 and 2 of the Act,
267–067-72-vol.
1—27

section 1 being the amendment of this Act
and section 2 being an amendment of section 3 of the Act of August 9, 1912. Both
the 1956 Act, and that of 1912, appear
herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
provision,
Ds:t~h
of
Soouse. The Act of September 2. 1960,

74 Stat. 732, provides that where lands
which were eligible to receive water become
excess because of the death of a husband or
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wife, they may continue to receive water
while owned by the surviving spouse until
remarriage, without execution of a recordable contract. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Reference Source, Excess Lands. At the
request of the Senate Committee on Intenor and Insular ~airs
the Secretary of
the Interior submitted to the committee on
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June 30, 1964, a report setting forth the
history of the laws, regulations and pohcies
relating to limitations on the delivery of
water from Federal reclamation projects for
irrigation purposes to lands in excess of a
specified number of acres in individual
ownership. This report was published as a
Committee Print, 88th Cong., 2d Sess.,
entitled “Acreage Limitation Policy.”

NOTES OF OPXNIONS
Excess lands
11-50
Excess land laws
11-30
Administrative practice
15
Condemnation
22
COnstitutionali~
12
Construction with ofier laws
13
Delivery of water
21
Generally
11
Inverse condemnation
17
Payout, effect of
18
Standing to sue 16
State laws
14
Supplemental water supply
20
Vested water rights
19
Ownership of excess lands
3140
Coalescence of holdings
32
Generally
31
Multiple ownerships
34
State owneship
33
Trusts
34
“
Pre-existing holdin~
41-50
Anti-speculation
44
Delivery to 160 acres 42
Generally
41
Recordable contracts
43
Repayment contracts
1-10
Cotirmation
proceedings
3
Cost, what constitutes
5
Generally
1
Increase in costs 6
Irrigation districts
4
When required
2
1. Repayment contracts-Generally
The validity and construction of a contract between the United States and an irrigation district is a question of federal law,
and the decision of tie United States Supreme Court interpreting such contracts
in the instant case, and holding them valid,
is therefore binding upon the state court.
Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. All Parties, 53 Cal. 2d
692.3 Cd. Rptr. 331-35, 350 P.2d 69,8387 (1960).
The proviso to the Minidoka project portion of the appropriation act of January 12,
1927 (44 Stat. 934) constitutes the Gravity
Extension [Gooding] division of the Minidoka project a portion of the Minidoka project proper, and section 46 of the adjustment
act is therefore applicable to the gravity

extension division. So!icitor Patterson Opinion, M–22401 (June 14, 1927).
By section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment
Act of 1926, the mechanism of repayment
by “selling” water rights to private landowners disappeared and was replaced by an
undertaking by an irrigation district to repay construction
charges. Solicitor Barry
Opi~ion~ 71 I.D. 496, 502 ( 1964), in re
apphc?hon of excess land laws to private
lands m the Imperial Irrigation District.
2. —When required
Although execution of a repayment contract is required prior to the delivery of
water, it is not a condition precedent to
the exercise of the power of eminent domain for the acquisition of land or the
construction
of the distributing systems.
United States v. 277.97 Acres of Land, 112
F. Supp. 159 (S.D. Cal. 1953 ).Pending completion of a proJect or ulv~sion of a project, water may be furnished
under section 46 on a temporary, rentai
basis. It has been the policy of the Bureau
of Reclamation,
however, to require the
execution
of repayment
contracts
with
water users in advance of or substantially
concurrently
with the commencement
of
construction. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fk to Commissioner, April 20, 1948, at
12, in re questions of law raised by House
Appropriations Subcommittee; reprinted in
Hearings on Interior Department Appropriation Bill for 1949 Before a House Ap@ro$riatiorss Subcommittee, 80& Cong., 2d
Sess., pt. 3, at 877 ( 1948).
3. —Cotirmation
proceedings
A proceeding to confirm a contract between an irrigation district and the United
States for delivery of a supply of water to
the district for irrigation purposes and for
construction of a distribution system is in
rem in nature, and the only issue involved
is the validity of the contract. Ivanhoe Irr.
Dist. v. All Parties, 53 Cal. 2d 692, 3 Cal.
Rptr. 317, 320, 350 P. 2d 69, 72 ( 1960).
Whether the United Stites has the water
rights it needs to operate a reclamation
project, and whether it acquires such rights
by purchase, by direct or inverse condem-
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nation, by appropriation
or by any other
means, are not material to a determination
in a confirmation proceeding as to whether
a contract with an irrigation district is valid
and should be confirmed. Whatever title the
federd government may need, it can get.
Zvanhoe Zrr. Dist. v. All Parties, 53 Cal.
2d. 692, 3 Cal. Rptr. 317, 331, 350 P. 2d
69, 83 (1960).
The Federal Government lawfully may
contract to sell water that it does not ?wn,
as long as it has legal power. to secure title;
and the holding of tie Umted States Supreme Court that the United States possesses such power is binding on state courts.
Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. All Parties, 53 Cal.
2d 692, 3 Cal. Rptr. 317, 331, 350 P, 2d
69,83 (1960).
The United States, not having intervened as a party and not being suable
without its consent, is not bound by either
the finding, the decision, or the final judgment of a state court in proceedings held
to confirm a repayment contract. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 518 ( 1964),
in re application of excess land laws to
private lands in Imperial Irrigation Dis-

trict.
4. —Irrigation

districts
The reasoning of the Solicitor’s memorandum opinion, M–287 71 (October
10,
1936 ), in re the Pubtic Irrigation District
for the Pine River Project? Colorado, that
the term “irrigation district”, as used in
section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment
Act, means that an organization must have
the power of taxation in order to enter
into a repayment contract, is no longer
valid, for section 2(g)
of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 defines “organization” m a broader sense; and a still broader
definition is given in section 2 (c) of the
Small Reclamation Projects Act. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan, August
17, 1964, in re Louden Irrigating Canal
~nd Reservoir Company.
j. —Cost, what constitutes
The term “cost of constructing” in secion 46 means the actual, historical c(>st of
construction. Memorandum of Chief Counel Fix to Commissioner, April 20~ 1948,
Lt 11, in re questions of law raised by
+ouse Appropriations
Subcommittee;
re~rinted in Hearings on Znterior De#artnent Approflriation Bill for 1949 Before a
louse Ap$rofiriations Subcommittee, 80th
long., 2d Sess., pt. 3, at 876 (1948).
;. —Increase in costs
Where a repayment contract is entered
tto with the water users, based on estimates
f costs at that time, and provides for a
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determination by the Secretary as to continuation of work when increased COS*
reach a ceiling fixed in the contract, the
Secretary may require an additional obligation to be assumed by water users as a
condition to continuation of construction
when that ceiling is reached. In reaching a
decision the Secretary must consider the
abifity of water users to bear increased
costs as well as the ability of purchasers of
power to absorb them. Solicitor
BarV
Opinion, 68 I.D. 305 ( 1961), in re Columbia Basin repayment problems.
The Coachella
Valley County Water
District is not required to pay for the additional costs—i.e,,
those in excess of the
$13,500,000 fied in the repayment contract
of December 22, 1947—incurred
by the
United States in completing the distribution system pursuant to the provision in the
Interior Department
Appropriation
Act
1952,
and
subsequent
appropriations.
United States v. Coachella Valley County
Water District, 111 F. Supp. 172 (S.D.
Cal. 1953 ).
The specific provisions in the Interior
Department Appropriation
Act, 1952, 65
Stat. 258, directing
completion
of the
Coachella distribution works at a cost in
excess of the repayment contract, but subject to the IiabiEty of the Coachella Valley
County Water District to repay such excess
costs unless judicially determined otherwise, suspends the prohibition in eection
46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926
against the delivery of water in the absence
of a repayment contract covering the cost5
of the completed project. Memorandum of
Solicitor Davis, May 11, 1953, reversing
Solicitor White Opinion, M-36150
(No.
vember 21. 1952).
In a si~uation’ where the United States
has expended the amount of money bed for
repayment in a contract required by section
46, but the contemplated
project is not
completed,
the government is under no
obligation to continue construction in the
absence of a new or amended contract; if
the United States chooses to expend additional sums @ complete the construction,
it cannot thereby impose an obligation on
the water users to repay such additional
amounts. The respective rights and obligations of the water users and tie United
States depend in part on the provisions of
the repayment contract. These provisions
generally fa[l into two categories:
( 1)
Under the first type, wherein the contract
specifically recognizes that it may be im.
possible to complete
the project
works
witiln the limits of the stated sum, the
water users are obligated to repay the con.
tract amount and they are entitled to
receive delivery of water to the extent
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possible
from
the partially
completed
works without entering into an amended or
new contract to repay any additional sums
that the United States might expend. (2)
Under the second type of contract, the water
users’ obligation to repay the stated cost
is conditioned upon completion or substantial completion of the works described; in
this case, at the point of time when the
United States has expended the contract
amount but the project is not completed,
there is neither an obligation on the part
of the water users to repay the costs nor
on the part of the United States to afford
them whatever benefits are possible from
the partially completed works; and if the
“United States expends additional amounts
-to complete the project, the United States
may not deliver water from the completed
project until a repayment contract covering
the additional
costs has been executed.
Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix to Commissioner, April 20, 1948, at 13–17, in re
questions of law raised by Hotlse Appropriations Subcommittee; reprinted in Hearings on Interior Department Appropriation
Bill for 1949 Before a House Appropriations
Subcommittee, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 3,
at 877–80 (1948).
11. Excess land laws—Generally
From the beginning of the Federal reclamation program in 1902, the poficy as declared by the Congress has been one requiring that the benefits therefrom be made
available to the largest number of people,
consistent, of course, with the public good.
This policy has been accomplished by limiting the quantity of both public and priva~
land in a single ownership to which project
water might be supplied. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist.
u. McCracken. 357 U.S. 275, 292 (1958).
Generally speaking, the excess land provisions of reclamation law represent a firmly
established, time-honored, and sound public
policy which seeks to achieve the twofold
purpose of preventing speculation and of
spreading the benefits of a reclamation project among the larger group of srnrdl landowners rather than confirming those benefits
to the relatively smaller group of large
landowners. These excess-land provisions
are of general applicability to all reclamation projects. Solicitor Harper Opinion, M33902, at 3 (May 31, 1945), in re applicability of excess land provisions to Coachella Valley lands.
Where a particular project has been
exempted from the excess land laws because
of its peculiar circumstances, the Congress
has always made such exemption by express
enactment. Ivanhoe I?r. Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 2g2 (lg58).
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Where Congress has deemed it proper to
waive or modify the excess land laws in
certain projects, it has always found it appropriate to enact positive legislation sett~ng forth the exemption or other modification m unmistakable terms. SoEcitor Barry
Opinion: 71 I.D. 496, 50&7 (1964), in re
apphc?tion of .excesst la?d laws to private
lands m Imperial Irrlgatlon District.
Excess land provisions are the heart of
reclamation law, and where such provisions
have not been sufficiency drastic, or where
policy reasons militate against their application, Congress has enacted express pro
visions applicable to specific projects. Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–33902, at 5 (May
31, 1945 ) in re applicability of excess land
provisions to Coachella Valley lands.
12. —Constitutionality
The excess acreage limitation does not
constitute an unconstitutional
discrimination between the non-excess and the excess
landowner. The limitation is a reasonable
classification to carry out the purpose of
the project, which is to benefit people, not
land, and it prevents the use of the Federal reclamation service for speculative purposes. Ivanhoe ITT. Dist. v. McCracken, 357
U.S. 275,297 ( 1958).
The “possible severance” of excess acreage under water supply and distribution
system contracts does not constitute an unconstitutional lack of due process, particularly in view of the fact that excess land
will benefit from the project through improvement
of underground
water level,
which is not chargeable to the owner of
such excess acreage under the contract.
Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S.
275,296-7
(1958).
The authority to impose excess land limitation conditions in repayment contracts
comes from the power of the Congress to
condition the use of Federal funds, works,
and projects on compliance with reasonable
requirements. Conversely, a state cannot
compel use of Federd property on terms
other than those prescribed or authorized
by Congress. Zvanhoe Zrr. Dist. v. MC
Cra.ken, 357 U.S. 275, 291, 295 ( 1958)
Provisions of contract between irrigation
district and the United States for sale b>
distiict of its irrigation system to the Unitec
States and purchase of water supply b~
district from the United States, that an!
land owner owning more fian 160 acres
as condition precedent to right to receivf
water for lands in excess of 160 acres, mus
dispose of excess lands are not invalid o~
ground that they constituted a taking o
property without due process of law. Appli
cation of Frenchman Valley Irrigation Dis
trict, 167 Neb. 78, 91 N.W. 2d 415 (1958)
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with other laws
13. —Construction
The provisions of reclamation law of general application dealing with land limitations include section 5 of the Act t]f June
17, 1902, sections 1 and 2 of the Warren
Act of 1911, section 3 of the Act of August
9, 1912, section 12 of the Reclamation Extension .4ct of 1914, and section 46 of the
Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496, 501 ( 1964), in
re application of excess land laws to private
lands in Imperial Irrigation District. Accord: Solicitor HarDer Ouinion. M–33g02
(hIay 31, 1945), in’rc ap~lication of excess
land laws to private lands in Coachella
Valley.
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section
12 of the 1914 Act deal specifically with
the breakup of pre-existing holdings, while
the 1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant
to ~he issue of the effect of excess land
limitations on the coalescence of holdings.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375,
376, 390, 404 ( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River
projects.
Section 46 is an extension of th(: policy
embodied in section 12 of the Recltiation
Extension Act of 1914. Sohcitor Barry
Opinion, 68 I.D, 372, 394 ( 1961), in re
proposed repayment contracts for Klnge
and Kern River projects.
Section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment
Act of 1926 is a part of reclamation law
made applicable by section 8 of the Flood
Control Act of 1944 to flood control projects
of the Department of the Army. Solicitor
Bennett Opinion, 64 I.D. 273, 274 ( 1957)
in re proposed contract with Kings River
Conservation District.
Where a federal statute provides that the
reclamation laws shall govern the construction, operation, and management of project
works, the excess land provisions of the
reclamation laws are thereby carried into
effect unless the terms of the statute provide otherwise. Solicitor Bar~ Opinion, 71
I.D. 496, 501–08 (1964)? in re application
of excess land laws to private land! in Imperial Irrigation District.
Sections 1 and 4(b) of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, which require the costs
of the main canal connecting with l.mperial
Valley and appurtenant structures to be
repaid pursuant to reclamation hw, carry
into effect the excess land provisions of section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of
1926. Soficitor Barry Opinion,
‘71 I.D.
496, 500–0 1 ( 1964), in re application of
excess land laws to private lands in Imperial
Irrigation District.
The Warren Act standing done requires
the application of acreage limitations where
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the United States cooperates with an entity
in the construction of irrigation facilities
even where no Federd subsidy is extended
to the lands served. However, in connection
with the State service area served by the
San Luis joint-use facilities, Congress did
not intend to apply the Warren Act since
Fed~ral ~eclarnation policy does not require
aPPllc?tlOn of acreage limitations where
there IS no Federal investment involved,
and since application of Federd law would
clash with another basic nationsd policy to
leave the States free where Federd int~rests
are not impaired. Solicitor Barry Oplmon,
68 I.D. 412, 423-27
( 1961), in re agreement with State of California for construction of San Luis Unit, Central Valley
Project.
14. —State laws
Under California law, irrigation districts
have authority and capacity to enter into
contracts with the United States calfing for
delivery of water in accordance with federal
law, including the 160-acre Mltation,
as
an alternative to the requirements of section
22250 of the state Water Code that water
distributed by the districts shall be apportioned ratably to each landowner in proportion to the assessment against his land. Zvanhoe Irr. Dist. v. All Parties, 53 Cal. 2d 692,
3 Cal. Rptr. 317, 327–29, 350 P. 2d 69,
79-81 (1960).
The 160-acre fimitation is a basic part of
federal reclamation policy, and the state
legislature has adopted this concept as state
policy for federal projects by authorizing
irrigation districts to cooperate and contract
with the United States under reclamation
law. Zuanhoe Zrr. Dist. v. All Parties, 53
Cal. 2d 692, 3 Cal. Rptr. 317, 330, 350 P.
2d 69, 82 (1960).
Pri~ate lands ‘cannot be forced into an
irrigation
district which would
operate
under a contract with the United States
devised to compel the owner to dispose of
some of his property whether he wishes to
or not, and at valuations which may meet
his emphatic disapproval and concerning
which he would have nothing to say; but
such urivatelv owned lands of all obiectors
shoul~ be e~cluded from the area ;f the
proposed district. Zn re Owl Creek ZTr.
Dist., 71 Wyo. 30, 253 P. 2d 867, 882-83
( 1953), ~d
on rehearing, 71 Wyo. 70,
258 P. 2d 220 (lg53).
practice
15. —Administrative
Repeated action by the Congress since the
inception of the Central Valley Project
constitutes ratification of the administrative
construction that the excess land laws apply
to the project and confirmation and approval of the contracts executed by the Sec-
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retary thereunder. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 292-3 ( 1958).
The Secretary has no authority under
gection 46 to provide administrative refief
‘from the excess land provisions of the section as originally enacted. Solicitor Bennett
‘Opinion, 64 I.D. 273, 277 ( 1957). in re
proposed contract with Kings River Con;er;ation
District.
16. —Standing to sue
There is nothing in the excess land statutes to indicate that Congress intended to
confer a litigable right upon private persons
claiming injury from the Secretary of the
Interior’s ftilure to discharge his duty to
the public. Turner v. Kings River Conservation Dist., 360 F. 2d 184, 198 (9th Cir.
1966).
17. —Inverse condemnation
If the enforcement of excess land provisions impairs any compensable property
rights in water, then recourse for compensation is open in the courts. Ivanhoe Irr.
Dist. v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275, 291
(1958).
18. —Payout, eflect of
The Federal reclamation laws do not
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
enter into a contract with a water-user organization which provides that the excess
land provisions relating to pre-existing holdings are set aside by lump-sum or accelerated
payment of construction charges. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372 (1961), in re
proposed repayment contracts for Kings and
Kern River projects. Accord: Letter of At$orney General, 68 I.D. 370 (1961).
The memorandum opinion by Associate
Solicitor Cohen, M–35004
(October
22,
1947 ), concluding that “upon full payment
of construction obligation under a jointIiability repa~ent
contract, the lands receiving water under such contract are, under
the provisions conttined in section 3 of the
Act of August 9, 1912, relieved of the statutory excess-lmd restrictions,>’ and Administrative Letter 303 of December 16, 1947,
based on the opinion, are in error. Solicitor
BWV
opinon,
68 I.D. 372, 376, 395
( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts
for the Kings and Kern River projects.
Department excess land regulations ap.
plying to individunf water right applications
(43 CFR 230.65, 230.80) and public land
entries (43 CFR 401.9) do not indicate
that payout affects the requirement
for
disposal of pre-existing excess holdings. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 398
( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts
for Kings and Kern River projects.
Payout is not relevant to the recordab~e
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contract requirements of section 46. Solicitor Barry Opinion 68 I.D. 372,404 (196~),
in re proposed repayment contracts for
Kings and Kern River projecfi.
The Secretary of the Interior lacks statutory authority to permit individual holders
of excess lands in the Kings River Conservation District to pay the reimbumable costs
administratively allocable to those holdings
and thereby be relieved from the limitations
on supplyi~ water to excess lands. Solicitor
Bennett Opinion, 64 I.D. 273 ( 1957), in re
proposed contract with the Kings River
Conservation District.
The Act of August 9, 1912, relates to
individual contracts, in contrast to the joint
liability contract specifically required by
section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act
of 1926; and the provisions of the former
relating to the effect of payout on excess
lands cannot be infused with a new life for
the purpose of implementing
the latter,
which contains no comparable provisions.
Solicitor Bennett Opinion, 64 I.D. 273,
275+ ( 1957), in re proposed contract with
Kings River Conservation District.
Except in the case of contracts approved
by Act of Congress, contractual provisions
relieving lands of the operation of the excess
land laws upon payout by the individual or
by the district do not, as a matter of law,
operate to bind the parties. Letter of Secretary Udall to Chairman Wayne Aspinall,
House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, August 27, 1962.
A contract containing a clause terminating excess land limitations upon payment of construction charges is considered
not to be affected by the 1961 Solicitor’s
Opinion holding that payout does not suspend application of excess land laws to preexisting holdings if such contract has been
apPr?ved by congress, even though it was
submitted to Congress for some other reason
such as under section 7 of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939. Letter from Secretary
Udall to Chairman Wayne Aspinall, House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
April 11, 1962, note No. 2.
19. —Vested water rights
Neither the existence nor non-existence of
a vested water right is itself determinative
of whether the excess land laws are applicable in any given case. Solicitor Barry
Opinion? 71 I.D. 496, 513 (1964), in re
apphc?tlon of excess land laws to private
lands in Imperial Irrigation District.
The exce~s lands pr~visions of section 46
of the Omnibus Adjustment Act apply to
lands with a vested water right which receives a supplemental water supply from
the Gravity Extension Unit ( Gooding di.
vision ) of the Minidoka project, Solicitor
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20. —Supplemental

water supply
Section 46 applies even where the project
provides a relatively small supplemental
water supply. Solicitor Bennett Opinion, 64
I.D. 273, 274 (1957), in re proposed contract with Kings River Conservation District.
21. —DeUvery of water
So long as project water is supplied only
to the “nonexcess land” of the landowner
and is not received by his “excess land,” the
Department is not required to object to the
retention of the “excess land” or to its
irrigation by means of water from another
source. Solicitor White Opinion, M–360 11
(September 23, 1949 ), in re Tulare Irrigation District contract.
Where project water is commingled with
non-project water in a river channel from
which water is drawn as a supplemental
supply for irrigating both excess and nonexcess knds, only so much of the commingled water as represents the quantity of
water supplied by tie Bureau of Reclamation must necessarily be regarded as project
water for the purpose of the 160-acre fimitation. Solicitor White Opinion, M–36011
(September
2?,
1949),
in re Tulare
Irrigation District contract.
Commingling
of project water (from
Friant-Kern canal) with non-project water
in a river (Kaweah River)
from w~lch
water is drawn as a supplemental supply for
irrigating both excess and non-excess lands
will be permitted if (a) the Bureau of
Reclamation turns into the river, for transportation to the district, only enou~;h project water to irrigate 160 acres or less for
each landowner in the district, (b) an
equivalent amount, at least, of the com-

mingled water is used on the non-excess
lands within the district, and (c) the
commingled water is appfied to excess lands
only to tie extent that the available supply
of water might aceed the quantity of water
delivered by the Bureau. Solicitor White
Opinion, M–3601 1 (September 23, 1949),
in re Tulare Irrigation District contract.
[Ed. note: This is known as the “Tulare
formula”.]
Under the water service contract of June
5, 1963, and the proposed distribution system contract with the Westhnds Water
District, project distribution facilities may
not be used to carry water of any kind
(whether project, non-project, or pumped
water) to excess lands. The “Tulwe formula” (see Solicitor White Opinion, M36011 (September 23, 1949), in re proposed
Tulare Irrigation District contract) appfies
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only to tie use of nonproject facilities. Letter from Solicitor Barry to Senator Fra&
Moss, Jtiy 23, 1964, reprinted in Hearing
on Westlands Wate7 District [distribution
svsteml Contract Befo?e the Senate Committ;e on’ Znterio7 and Insular Affairs, 88th
Cong., 2d Sess. 157 ( 1964).
Any plan for supplying water from a
project
of the Bureau of Reclamation
which involves the commingling of project
water with other water would be inconsistent with the 160-acre fimitation unless it
encompassed measures deemed adequate,
from the standpoint of engineering and
administration, to ensure that an owner of
excess lands will apply to his non-excess
lands
a minimum quantity of water
equivalent to his share of the quanti~ of
water released from the project. Memorandum of Solicitor White to Commissioner of
Reclamation August 9, 1950, in re proposed
water use contracts of the Conejos Water
Conservancy District.
If project water, even though identtiable
as such., reaches the underground
strata
underlying excess lands as the unavoidable
result of the furnishing by an irrigation
district of project water to eligible lands,
and the excess landowner
pumps such
water, this would not constitute a “furnisKlng” of project water to those excess
lands witiln
the meaning of the term
“furnishing” as used in tie contract between
the United States and the district. Letter
from Secretary Krug to Board of Directors,
Orange Cove Irrigation District, January
25. 1949. See abo statement of Secretarv
K*g,
February
24, 1949, printed
ifi
Hearings on First Deficiency Appropriation Bill for 1949, H.R. 2632 Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee
on
Approfiriations, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 256–59
(1949).
Where an operating agreement with the
Westlands Water District provides that the
District will pump from the underground
and furnish to nonexcess lands an amount of
water estimated to be the portion of project
water reaching the underground from surface application,
a clause in the water
service contract relating to the unavoidable
furnishing of underground water to excess
lands may be deleted as surplusage. Letter
of Solicitor Barry to Mr. Russell Giffen,
January 26, 1965.
22. —Condemnation
Where excess land under recordable contract or otherwise is condemned for nonagrictiturd purposes, it shodd be appraised
as if it were nonexcess, regardless of its
classification at the time. Letter of Solicitor
Barry to Assistant Attorney General Clark,
Jdy
16, 1962, and reply from Chief of
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31. Ownemhip of excess lands—Generally
The 160-acre limitation is a limitation on
the quantity of land in individual ownership
that is eli~ble to receive project water. Solicitor White Opinion,
M-360 11 ( September 23, 1949 ), in re Tulare Irrigation
District contract.
The administrative practice followed by
the Department has been to limit application of the excess-land provisions of reclamation law to ownerships within the boundaries of the irrigation district with which the
United States conwacts, Consequently, an
individual’s ownership of land in one district or project has not been considered
in determining his eligibility to receive water
for lands in another district or project.
Letter from Assistant Secretary Aandahl to
Representative
Harlan Hagen, April 23,
1954; letter from Regional Counsel Graham
to Mr. M. G. Hoffmann, March 12, 1954.
32. —Coal=cence
of holdings
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section 12
of the 1914 Act deal specifically with the
breakup of pre-existing holdings, while the
1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant to tie
issue of the etiect of excess land limitations
on the coalescence of holdings. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375, 376, 390,
404 ( 1961) ~ in re proposed repayment contracts for Km~s and Kern River Droiects.
The prohib~tion of the excess- la~d- laws
on the coalescence of holdings is effective
only after the date of initial water delivery.
Deputy Sohcltor
Weinberg
Opinion,
72
I.D. 245 ( 1965), in re Westlands Water
District contract.
A person who involuntarily acquires lands
which become excess in his hands, cannot
extend his eligibility to receive water beyond
the 5-year period provided by the Act of
July 11, 1956, 70 Stat. 524, by executing
a recordable
contract.
Acting
Solicitor
Fisher Opinion, 68 I.D. 433, 434 ( 1961)
(dictum), limited on other grounds, Deputy
Solicitor Weinberg Opinion, 72 I.D. 245,
247 (1965).
Tie te& “excess land” as used in the
Act of July 11, 1956, an act which provides that “excess land” acquired involuntarily in certain cases may be furnished
water for five years thereafter, means only
lands which are excess after, but not befor:,
the acquisition. The purpose of the Act IS
to prevent a sudden diminution in the privileges respecting the land as the result of the
transfer, not to enlarge the estate or its
privileges in the hands of the new owner
over that or those of the person from whom
it was acquired. Memorandum of Associate
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Solicitor Fisher to Regional Solicitor, Sacramento, April 28, 1959.
For purposes of the Act of July 11, 1956,
an act which allows lands that become excess by virtue of certain involuntary acquisitions to receive water for five years thereafter, the date of the “acquisition” with respect to an heir or devisee should be considered to be the date of death, whether
or not the property is covered by a wfll
and irrespective of provisions of local law
relating to the estate of the decedent. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Fisher to
~;~~d
Solicitor, Sacramento, April 28,
The Act of July 11, 1956, does not apply
in a case where the death of the prior
owner took place before the water service
contract was executed, because the land
was neither excess nor nonexcess when acquired by the heirs or devisees. Memorandum of Deputy Solicitor Weinberg, December 10, 1965, in re Orlando trusts.
33. Atate
ownership
The excess land laws do not apply to
lands owned and managed by a state for
purposes of the conservation, development,
and improvement of wildlife. Memorandum
of Associate Solicitor Weinberg to Acting
~;$~
Solicitor, Denver, September 25,
34. —Trusts and multiple ownerships
A conveyance in trust by a corporation of
excess lands receiving water under a recordable contract is not a valid compliance with
section 46 unlew the trust arrangement satisfies the following seven minimum requirements: (1) the grant is irrevocable and
complete;
(2) the trust property consists
solely of tie land granted; (3) the trust
document identifies individud
persons as
beneficiaries and describes the interest of
each; (4) the trustee named shall receive
compensation only for management services
and has no interest in and transacts no business with the trust; (5) the trustee makes
periodic distribution of net returns; (6) if
a beneficiary’s undivided interest exceeds
his permissible holding, the trustee must
designate a specific tract as the excess land;
and ( 7 ) each beneficiary has the right to
partition at his option. Joint memorandum
of Commissioner and Solicitor, March 19,
1962, approved by the SecretaV December
21, 1962.
The requirement in the joint memorandum of March 19, 1962, that the trust
property consist solely of the land granted
has been interpreted to permit inclusion of
personal property such as farm equipment,
The requirement that the trustee make periodic distribution of net returns has been
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interpreted to mean that the trustee need
not make precisely scheduled annu sd distributions so long as distributions arf~ made
on such a schedule as the trustee reasonably
decides is appropriate. Nor does the trustee
have to distribute dl net returns if he reasonably decides to retain income for farm
operations. Further, the requirement that
the beneficiary have a right to partition has
been interpreted to mean that so far as an
incompetent
is concerned
he must have
such a right only after he becomes sui juris.
Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan,
Water and Power, to Regional Solicitor,
Sacramento, April 27, 1965, in re the use
of mtitiple-ownership
concepts in satisfaction of the 160-acre requirement.
A conveyance of excess lands in trust does
not make the lands eligible to receive water
unless the arrangement can be equated to
a dis~siti~n
by outright sale. A trust arrangement m which the trustee bears a close
relationship to the beneficiary and also participates as an owner in a portion of the
land under the trust does not meet the test.
Letter from Solicitor Barry to Jess P. Telles,
Jr., August 12, 1963.
An arrangement is not in violation of the
excess land laws whereby a corporation pur-

chases four tracts in the Wellton-Mohawk
division of the Gila project totdling 380
acres, each of which is eligible to receive
water, and makesan irrevocable conveyance
of the lands to an Arizona bank as trys~ee
in the nature of a passive trwt, recelvmg
compensation only for manag~rnentservices,
the be-daries
of the trust being four outof-state pension funds, each of which receiv~ regular distribution of trust proceeds
and each of which has the right at any time
to obtain partition and sale of the farm
held for its benefit. Letter from Solicitor
Barry to Tress E. Pittenger, Jr., December
18, 1963.
Where the trustee has full power to invade the corpus of a trust for appropriate
purposes, to deal with all real or personaf
property as absolute owner for practically
all purposes, and to determine the ,arnount
of income, and there is one named beneficiary who has only a ~ie estate in the income of the trust with a power to appoint
among his issue, only 160 acres of trust
property is nonexcess lands. Neither the
named, bena$.c~ “nor any issue has a substantial enough interest in the real estate to
qualify as owner. Moreover, if the same person is trustee of three such trusts, only 160
acres in total for all such trusts may be considered nonexcess. Memorandum of Solicitor Barry, October 26, 1965, in re O’Neill
trusts.
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Provisions in the trust instrument that an
adult beneficia~ has no right of alienation
of his interest and that. the trust property
is not subject to the ~lalm of creditors, are
not commensurate with the ownership interest required of a competent person under
section 46 of the 1926 Act where more
than 160 acres are held in undivided interests. Memorandum
of Deputy Solicitor
Weinberg, November 4, 1965, in re Antle
trust.
A business trust which has afl the essential characteristics of the corporation whose
property is to be transferred to it, namely,
association, an objective to carry on business and divide the gains therefrom, continuity of life, centralization
of management, limited liability and free transfer of
interests, cannot be the recipient of a disposition in compliance with the excess land
laws. Letter of Solicitor Barry to Charlcc
F. Wheatley, Jr., November 29, 1965.
Two minimum requirements for a partnership to be eligible to receive water under
the excess land laws are that each competent
participant has a partitionable interest in the
land and that he has a right to alienate his
interest. Memorandum of Deputy Solicitor
Weinberg, November 29, 1965, in re Pradera Del Lago, a partnership.
A liquidation of a corporation whereby
the stockholders receive the real property in
the same ratio as their former shareholdings
does not constitute a reorganization under
section 368 of the Internal Revenue Code
and each owner is entided to own up to 160
acres as nonexcess land even though the
property is leased to a partnership composed
of the same individuals for management
purposes. Memorandum of Deputy Solicitor
Weinberg, November 29, 1965, in m Lapadula Farms.
Where a ~arcel of 624 acres is held in
undivided o;e-half inte~ests }rr two trusts,
involving a mother and SIXchddren as beneficiaries, where both trusts are designed to
give the mother the greatest beneficial interest and ownership, only 160 acres are
eligible to receive water as nonexcess lands.
Memorandum of Deputy Solicitor Weinberg,
December 10, 1965, in re Orlando trusts.
Where a testamentary trust in California

provides that the trustee holds property for
a period of ten years from tie date of tie
death of the testator, during which he distributes the income to certain named individuals and then the tide passes to them,
the trust is entitled to own only 160 acres as
nonexcess because the beneficiaries do not
own a partitionable interest during the period of the trust. Memorandum of Deputy
Solicitor Weinberg, December 1, 1965, re
Brockman property.
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41. Pre-existing holdings—Generally
Section 46 of the 1926 Act and section
12 of the 1914 Act deal specifically with
the breakup of pre-existing holdings, while
the 1902 and the 1912 Acts are relevant to
the issue of the effect of excess land limitations on the coalescence
of holdings.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 372, 375,
376, 390, 404 ( 1961), m re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River
projects.
The requirement of section 46 that the
Ilolder of excess land execute a recordable
contract binding him to the disposition of
excess lands, as a condition to receiving project water for such lands, was deliberately
enacted by the Congress in further pursuance of its policy designed to secure the
breakup of pre-existing excess holdings benefiting from the expenditure of Federal funds
and to prevent such excess landowners from
reaping an unearned profit at the expense
of purchasers. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68
I.D. 372, 394 ( 1961), in re proposed repayment contracts for Kings and Kern River
projects.
Payout is not relevant to therecordable
contract requirements of section 46. Solicitor
Barry Opinion 68 I.D. 372, 404 ( 1961)
in re proposed repayment contracts for
Kings and Kern River projects.
42. —Delivery to 160 acres
If desirable from a policy standpoint, the
Department could agree that project water
might be applied to the non-excess land of
landowners in the irrigation district owning
more than 160 acres, even though they
had not previously entered into agreements
respecting the sale of their excess lands.
Solicitor White Opinion, M-360 11 ( September 23, 1949), in re proposed Tulare
Irrigation District contract.
It has been administratively determined
that in the normal situation where a recordable contract is called for under the law,
the owner who refuses to sign such a contract may still obtain water for 160 irrigable
acres and hold his excess acreage indefinitely, although he may not receive water
supplies from Federd Reclamation works
for his excess land. Letter from Commissioner Straus to Senator Joseph C. O’Mahoney, December 29, 1948.
Water legally may be furnished to nonexcess lands (the “first” 160 acres ) notwithstanding the failure or refusal of an owner
thereof to execute a valid recordable contract for the sale of excess landholdings
under section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act
of
1926.
Memorandum
of
Regional Counsel Graham, AuWst 1, 1945,
reprinted in Central Valley Project Docu-
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ments, Part 2, H.R. Dec. No. 246, 85th
Cong.,

1st Sess. 692 ( 1957).

43. —Recordable
contracts
[Editor’s note: For notes of opinion dealing with conveyances of land covered by
recordable contracts see under Ownership
of excess lands—Trusts and multiple ownerships, item 34, supra,]
The Secretary may allow recordable
contracts to be executed covering land that
is in excess ownership prior to the date of
initial water delivery to the irrigation block
in which the land lies, even though such
land was purchased after the date of signing
of the government
repayment or water
service contract and whether or not the land
was in excess ownership prior to the purchase. Deputy Solicitor Weinberg Opinion,
72 I.D. 245 ( 1965), in re Westlands Water
District contract.
The fact that urbanization is expected
to replace irrigation farming within Mty
years after project operations start does not
suspend the recordable contract requirements of the excess land laws. Memorandum
of Deputy Solicitor Weinberg to Commissioner, October 14, 1964, in re feasibility
report in San Fehpe division.
The Bureau of Reclamation may waive
its authority to conduct a sde of excess land
which has been placed under recordable
contract the term of which has expired and
instead approve a disposition into nonexcess ownership made by the original
owner. Memorandum
of Deputy Solicitor
Weinberg to the Regional Solicitor, Sacramento, October 28, 1965, re proposed trusts
for Andersen children (Hammond Trust).
If excess lands covered by a recordable
contract are sold by the owner to a corporation owned and controlled by him, the sale
is not in compliance with the contract and
the lands would not be eligible to receive
project water. Letter from Assistant Secretary Aandahl to Senator Clinton P. Anderson, May 6, 1959.
In cases where, because of administrative
laxity in enforcing the excess land limitations
of reclamation law, or because projects were
initiated prior tb the enactment of section
46 of the 1926 Act, owners of excess lands
have been receiving water therefor without
having executed recordable contracts? the
Secretary, in the exercise of his authority to
perform all acts necessary and proper to
carry the reclamation laws into full force
and effect (sec. 10 of the Reclamation Act
of 1902; sec. 15 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939), may permit the continued
delivery of water to such excess lands on
condition that the owner, by the execution
of a recordable contract, agrees to dispose
of such lands within a reasonable time on
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reasonable conditions.
Associate Solicitor
~~~~
Opinion, M–34999
(October
22,
In~much as section 46 of the Omnibus
Adjustment Act of 1926 provides only that
recordable contracts for the sde of excess
lands be “under terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior,”
and prescribes no time period within which
such sales must be consummated, a ten-year
period, if found to be appropriate, is legally
permissible. Memorandum of Regional Solicitor Graham, August 1, 1945, reprinted
in Central Valley Project Documents, Part
2, H.R. Dec. No. 246, 85th Cong., 1st
Sess. 642 ( 1957).
44. —Anti-speculation
The anti-speculation provisions OFsection
46, which require the approval of the sde
price by the SecretaW, apply to all lands
which are in excess after the execution of
the district repayment or water semice contract. Deputy Solicitor Weinberg opinion,
72 I.D. 245 ( 1965), in re Wesdands Water
District contract.
For the purpose of determining when the
requirement for Secretarial approval of the
sales price of excess lands is no longer operative, the Secretary has authority to determine administratively by reasonable means
the total construction charges against such
land and the time at which one-half of
Sec. 47.

[Repeal

Subsections
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Sec.
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such charges has been paid; and tie contingent liability of the lands on account of
possible default in payment by other lands
is not part of the “construction charge” assignable to the land in question. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fk, September 3,
1948 (attachment No. 1 to Supp. No. 1,
Admin. Ltr. No. 303). [Ed. note: Other
aspects of the Fix memorandum were overruled by Solicitor Bennett Opinion, 64 I.D.
273, 278 ( 1957), in re proposed contract
with Mngs River Conservation District. ]
In the Circuit Court of Oregon for Malheur County the question was raised as to
whether there was authority in the Secretary of the Interior to require “the making
of so-called “incremented value” contracts
by district water users as a condition to a
right to receive water from a project, these
contracts having as their object the control
or prevention of speculation in lands. The
Circuit Court dismissed the actions on the
ground that the United States was a vital
and necessary party. But in the course of the
opinion or the demurrers, the court discussed the question noted above by way of
dictum and indicated its view that authofity
could be found in the Reclamation
law.
Terra v. Pinney and Owyhee Irr. Dist.,
and Pfeifer v. Greig and Owyhee Irr. Dist.,
January 27, 1937, reprinted in June and
July, 1937, issues of the “Reclamation Era?9
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delinquency in payment of water-right charges. ]—Pending
the execution of
any contract under this act or the Interior Department Appropriation Act for
the fiscal year 1927, or tie said act of December 5, 1924, the Secretary is
authorized, in his discretion and when convinced that action looking to execution of contract is being expedited in good faith, to deliver water during the
irrigation season of 1926 to the irrigation district, water user’s association, or
water-right applicant affected, notwithstanding
delinquency in the payment
of water-right charges which under the law applicable would render such
irrigation district, water users’ association, or water-right applicant ineligible to
receive water. (44 Stat. 650 )
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EXPLANATORYNOTES

Reference m the Text. The Interior Department Appropriation Act for the Fiscal
Year 1927, referred to in the text, was approved May 10, 1926. Extracts from the
Act appear

herein in chronological

order.

Reference in the Text. The Act of December 5, 1924, referred to in the text, is
section 4 of said Act, the Fact Finders’
Act. The Act appears herein in chronological order.

Sec. 50. [Adjustment
of water-right charges as a final adjudication
on
projects and divisions named. ]-The
adjustments under sections 1 to 40, inclusive, of this act are declared to be an incident of the operation of the
“reclamation law,” a final adjudication on the projects and divisions named in
such sections under the authority contained in- subsection K, section 4, of the
act approved December 5, 1924 (Forty-third Statutes, page 701), and sha~
not hereafter be construed to be the basis of reimbursement of the “reclamation
fund” from the general fund of the Treasury or by the diversion to the “reclamation fund” of revenue of the United States not now required by law to be
credited to such “reclamation fund.” (44 Stat. 650; 43 U.S.C. ~ 423g)
EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code except for Sections 14 (a-1),
40 through 46, 48 and 50.
Reference in the Text. Subsection K, section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924
(Forty-third Statutes at Large, page 701),
referred to in section 50, deals with surveys
authorized to be made whenever it appears

that setders are unable to pay construction
costs. The Act is the Fact Finders’ Act,
which
appears herein in chronological
order.
Legislative History. H.R. 10429, Public
Law 284 in the 69th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 617. S. Rept. No. 831.
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CANCELLATION
OF WATER-RIGHT
TRENTON
Am
WILLISTON

CHARGES,
BUFORDPROJECTS

An act to cancel water-right charges and release liens on the Buford-Trenton and Williston
irrigation projects, North Dahota, and for other purposes. (Act of May 26, 1926,
ch. 395,44 Stat. 653)
[Sec.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Sale of Property. The Interior Appropriation Act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat.
1168 ), authorized the lease or sale of buildings, machinery? equipment and other property of the Wilhston project, North Ddota.
Contract dated August 18, 1925, ,:anceled

repayment contracts of April 3, 1919, and
March 1, 1921. Project buildings and property were sold effective January 1, 1926, by
contract, Symbol No. Ilr-222, dated January 12, 1926, with W. S. Davidson.
Legislative History. H.R. 7819, Pubhc
Law 291 in the 69th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 452.
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APPOINTMENT

OF

COMMISSIONER

OF RECLAMATION

An act to provide for fie appointment of a Commissioner of Reclamationj
purposes. (Act of May 26, 1926, ch. 401,44 Stat. 657)

and for other

[Reclamation of arid lands shall be administered by Commissioner of Reclamation—Salary. ] —Under the supervision and direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, the reclamation of arid lands, under the act of June 17, 1902, and
acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, shall be administered by
a Commissioner of Reclamation who shall receive a salary of $10,000 per annum,
-d
who shall be appointed by the President. (44 Stat. 657; 43 U.S.C. $ 373a;
.Act of September 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 378; 5 U.S.C. ~ 5316)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Commissioner’s Salary. Various statutes
increased the salary of the Commissioner of
Reclamation over the years. At this writing,
.thls salary is provided for in section 5316 of
Title 5, United States Code. Title 5 of the
iCode was revised, codified and enacted into

law by the Act of September 6, 1966, 80
Stat. 378, Public Law 89-554.
Legislative History. S. 1170, Public Law
297 in the 69th Congress. S. Rept. No. 51.
H.R. Rept. No. 549.

June 8, 1926
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REFU~

EXCESS

PRICE

FOR

LOTS

IN TO~

SITE

OF BO~OIN

An act authorizing repa~ent
of excess amounts paid by purchasers of certain lots in the
town site of Bowdoin, Montana. (Act of June 8, 1926, A. 500, 44 Stat. 708)

[Sec. 1. Certification
of =cess over reappraisal. ]—The Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the
difference between the amounts paid by purchasers of the lots in the town site
of Bowdoin, Montana, and the price fixed as result of reappraisal by the Secretary of the Interior of May 11, 1925, in all cases whether patents had or had
not issued at the time of the reappraisal of the lots: Prouided, That the purchasem
or their legal representatives apply for repayment of such amounta wiMln three
years from the passage of this Act. (44 Stat. 708; Act of February 2, 1929, 45
Stat. 1146)
Sec. 2, [Payment by Secretary of the Treasury. ]-Upon
receipt of the
certificate from the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized and directed to make payment to such purchasers out of the
fund known as the Reclamation Fund, created by the Act of Congress approved
June 17,1902, Thirty-second Seatutes, page 388. (44 Stat. 709)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1929 Amendment. The Act of February 2,
1929, extended the date for application for

refund from June 8, 1928, to June 8? 1929.
Legislative Histoq. S. 3268, Pubhc Law
356 in the 69th Congress. S. Rept. No. 499.
H.R, Rept. No. 1252.

June 18, 1926
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RED

BLUFF

FEDERAL

IRRIGATION

PROJECT

An act to provide for the storage of the waters of the Pecos River.
ch. 622, 44 Stat. 753)

(Act of June 18, 1926,

[Sec. 1. Secretary authorized to construct Red Bluff project, Pecos R1ver—
Area of project limited.]—In
accordance with the provisions of the act of
June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second
Statutes at Large, page 388),
and acts
amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, except as the same are modified
herein, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and empowered to
construct the Red Bluff Federal irrigation project, consisting of a reservoir
upon the Pecos River, sufficient in size for the irrigation of not exceeding forty
thousand acres of land in the State of Texas, which reservoir shall be located
at a point where it will impound the flood waters of Delaware Creek and Black
River, and shall be provided with all necessary incidental works for the operation
of the same. (44 Stat. 753)
Sec. 2. [Expenditure
for construction
contingent upon contracts to pay
United States costs incurred. ]—No expenditure for construction shall be made
under this act until an appropriate contract or contracts in form approved by the
Secretary of the Interior, providing for the payment to the United States as
provided herein of the costs incurred on account of said project, shall have been
properly executed by a district or districts organized under State law and embracing property to be benefited by said project, and such execution shall have
Prouided, That expendibeen confirmed by a court of competent jurisdiction:
tures may be made hereunder at any time to cover necessaV expenses incurred
by the United States on account of preliminary investigations and negotiations
in connection with tie execution of the contract or contracts provided for by
this section. (44 Stat. 753 )
Sec. 3. [Repayment
to United States of cost of construction. ]-The
total
cost to the United States of the construction of said project shall be repaid to the
United States in twenty annual installments, without interest, as follows: Five
per centum thereof on March 1st of the second year following the year in which
water becomes first available from said reservoir for irrigation, and 5 per
centum thereof annually thereafter until tie whole amount is paid: Provided,
That if any installment shall not be paid wkn due there shall be added at
once to such installment a penalty of 1 per centum thereof and thereafter on
the first day of each month a like penalty so long as the default continues. (44
Stat. 753)
Sec. 4. [Payment to United States in advance of cost of operating and
maintaining project. ] —The cost to the United States of operating and maintaining said project shall be paid to the United States in advance upon annual
estimates made by the Secretary of the Interior, and upon a day to be fixed
by him: Provided, That the cost of operating and maintaining the project the
year water is first available therefrom for irrigation, shall be merged with and
made a part of the construction cost. If the estimate for any one year shall be
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either more or less than the actual cost, an appropriate adjustment shall be
made in the estimate for the next succeeding year. (44 Stit. 753)
Sec. 5. [Classification of irrigable lands and public notice as to construction
charges not required; determination
by Secretary of cost of project. ] —No
classification by the Secretary of the Interior of the irrigable lands of said project shall be required, nor shall he issue any public notice relating to construction
charges against said lands: Provided, That the Secreta~ of the Interior shall
determine the cost of said project, including the ~st of operating and maintaining it the first season water is available therefrom for irrigation, and shall
furnish a statement of such cost to the contracting district or districts. (44
Stat. 754)
Sec. 6. [Appropriation
authorized limited to $2,000jO00.]-There
k hereby
authorized to be appropriated from any moneys not otherwise appropriated, in
the reclamation fund such an aggregate amount as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of this act, not exceeding the sum of $2,000,000. (44 Stat. 754)
Sec. 7. [Use of water from Pecos River in New Mexico above Avalon Dam
limited—Approval
by State of Texas.] —In the event that any irrigation works
are constructed under the authorization contained in this act, neither the United
States, the State of Texas, nor any of the parties for whose benefit said works are
to be constructed shall at any time hereafter have or claim, or attempt in any
manner to acquire, any right to tie use in the State of Texas of any water which
shall flow in the Pecos River, or any of its tributaries, in New Mexico at or above
the Avalon Dam, except such of said water as may not at any time be used or
diverted from or above said dam: Provided, That nothing in this section shall
be construed to curtail the quantity of water to which present users in Texas
may now be lawfully entitled: And provided further, That no construction
under this act shall begin until the State of Texas, through legislative act, signed
and approved ‘by the governor of said State, shall have agreed to the provisions
of this section. (44 Stat. 754)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Agreement of Texas. The State of Texas
agreed to the provisions of section 7 by the
Act of its legislature, approved Febru~
12,
1927 (Texas Session Laws 1926-1927, page
25).
Construction. No construction was undertaken pursuant to this statute. The Red

267–067—72—vol. 1—28

Bluff Water Power Control District of
Texas, comprising seven irrigation districts,
constructed the Red Bluff dam, reservoir
and power plant with a Public Works Administration grant and loan, The projeet
was completed in 1936.
Legislative History. H.R. 3862, Wblic
Law 404 in the 69th Congress. H.R. Rep~
No. 313. S. Rept. No. 411.

June 26, 1926
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CANCELLATION

OF CHARGES

AGAINST

NEWLANDS

PAIUTE

INDIAN

LANDS,

PROJECT

An act to authorke the cancellation and remittance of construction assessments against
allotted Paiute Indian lands irrigated under the Newlands reclamation project in the
State of Nevada and to reimburse the Truckee-Carson irrigation district for certain
expenditures for the operation and maintenance of drains for said lands. (Act of
June 26,1926, ch. 694,44 Stat. 771)
[Reimbursement
of Truckee-Carson
Irrigation District-Cancellation
and
remittance of construction assessments against Paiute Indian lands. ]—There
is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated the sum of $611.55, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to reimburse the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District, State of Nevada,
for necessary expenditures incurred and to be incurred by said district during
the years 1924 and 1925, in operating and maintaining irrigation drains for
lands under water-right application, located within the limits of the Paiute
Indian Reservation in said State. The money herein authorized to be appr~
priated shall be reimbursed to the Treasury of the United States under such
rules and regulations promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance
with provisions of the law applicable to the Indian lands benefited: Provided,
That all charges assessed, or to be assessed for the construction of irrigation
works, against approximately seven and a quarter sections of Paiute Indian
lands situated in township 19 north, range 30 east, Mount Diablo meridian,
Nevada, that are within the Newlands reclamation project, be and the same are
hereby, remitted and canceled and said lands are hereby recognized and declared
to have a water right without cost to the Indians: Provided further, That such
lands shall be subject to their proportionate share of the annual operation and
maintenance charges. (44 Stat. 771 )

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.

age system for Paiute Indian lands wi~ln
the Newlands project. The appropriation

Crms Ref~rence,
Expens~
of Paiute
Indii
Lands Drainage System. The Act
of February 14, 1923, 42 Stat. 124!, authorized an appropriation to be made m annual
instalhnents for the purpose of meeting the
proportionate expenses of providing a drain-

authorization was increased by tic Act of
June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 595. The 1923 Act
appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 7, Public Law431
in the 69th Congress. S. Rept. No. 360. H.R.
Rept. No. 1323.

June 28, 1926
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CREDITS

FOR

C~RGES

ON ~MA

Am

YUMA

AUXILIARY

PROJECTS
An act to authorize credit upon the construction chmges of certain water-right applicants
and purchasers on the Yuma and Yuma Mesa amiliary reclamation projects, and for
other pu~ses.
(Act of June 28, 1926, ch. 702,44 Stat. 776)

[Credits
on construction
charges and on operation
and maintenance
charge+Yuma
Indian Reservation. ] —The Secretary of the Interior be, and
he is hereby, auth~rixed and directed to credit the individual water-right applicants on the Yuma reclamation project and the purchasers of water rights on
the Yuma Mesa auxiliary project, on the construction chargw due under their
contracts with the United States under the reclamation act and acts amendatory
thereof and supplementary thereto, with their proportionate part Df aU paYments heretofore made or hereinafter to be made by the Imperial irrigation
district of Crdifornia under contmct entered into under date of October 23, 1918,
between the said district and the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That lands
k the Yuma Indian Reservation for which water rights have been purohased
shall share pro rata in the credits w to & applied: Provided further, That where
construction charges are paid in fu~ said payments shall be credited on operation
and maintenance charges assessed against the lands to which said payments
would othewise apply. (44 Stat. 776; Act of February 26, 1929, 45 Stat. 1321)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1929 Amendment.
The Act of February 26, 1929, 45 Stat. 1321, amended the
Act by adding to it its Imt proviso. The

1929 Act appears herein in chronologid
order.
Legislative History. S. 3978, Public Law
438 in the 69th Congrws. S. Rept. No. 634.
H.R. Rept. No. 1182.

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Reclamation fund
The credits referred to sre b be paid into
the reclamation fund. Attorney ~nersl

Opinion, September X6, 1919;
dmision, August 7, 1919.

SoficitoPs

July 3, 1926
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EXAMINATION

OF SWAMP

AND

OVERFLOW

LANDS

IN

MISSISSIPPI
An act to provide for an examination and report on the condition and possible develop
ment and reel-ation
of the swamp lands on the YZOO, Tallahatchie, and Coldwater
Rivers in Mississippi. (Act of July 3,1926, ch. 796,44 Stat. 901)

[Sec. 1. Investigation
of swamp lands on YZOO River and tributarieDetermination
of cost of reclamation. ]—The Secretary of the Inte~ior be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed h have an examination and investigation
made of tie swamp and overflow lands on the Yazoo, Tallahatchie, and Coldwater Rivers in tie State of Mississippi, with a view to dete~i~ng
the area,
location, and general character of the swamp and ove~ow lands in the valley
of the Yazo~ River and its said tributaries, which can be developed and reclaimed at a reasonable cost, and the character, extent, and cost of a reclamation and development system of the swamp and ovetiow lands along the Yazoo
River and its said tributaries. (44 Stat. 901 )
Sec. 2. [Report to Congress with recommendation
as to feasibility, etc.]—
The said Secretary shall report to Congress as swn as practicable the results of
his examination and investigation, togetier with a recommendation
as to the
feasibility, necessity, and advisability of the undefiaking,
and of the participation by the United States in a plan of reclamation in connection with the
development of the swamp and oveflow lands in the valley of the said Ymoo
River and its tributaries. (44 Stat. 901 )
Sec. 3. [Report to contain estimated cost of plan. ]—The said Secretary shall
report in detail as to the character and estimated cost of the plan or plans on
which he may report. (44 Stat. 902)
Sec. 4. [Report as to ,extent to which United States should contribute to cost
of plan proposed— Drainage districts’ proportion of cost—Extent United States
should control or supervise plan proposed. ] —The said Secretary shall also report
as to the extent, if any, to which, in tils opinion, tie United States should contribute to the cost of carrying out the plan or plans which he may propose; the
approximate proportion of the total cost which should be borne by the various
drainage districts or other public agencies now organized or which may be
organized; the manner in which their contribution should be made; to what
extent md in what manner the United SWtes should control, operate, or supervise the carrying out of the plan proposed, and what assurances he has been able
to secure as to the approval of, participation in, and contribution to, the plan
or plans proposed by the various contributing agencies. (44 Stat. 902)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Report to Congress. The report on the
Ymoo River of Mississippi was submitted to
the Congress on February 25, 1927, and

printed as House Document 765, Part 2,
69th Congress.
Cross References, Other Swamp Lands
Examination Authorities. The Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act of 1919, approved July

July 3, 1926
SWAMP

AND

OVERFLOW

1, 1918, and subsection R of section 4 of the
Act of December 5, 1924, the Fact Finders’
Act, both include authority for investigations by the Bureau of Reclamation
of
swamps and cut-over timbei lands. Extiacts
from the 1919 Act and the complete text of
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the Fact Finders’ Act appear herein in
chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 11713, Public
Law 517 in the 69th Congress, H.R. Rept.
No. 1304.

January

12, 1927
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INTERIOR

DEP~TMENT

APPROPRIATION

ACT

FOR

1928

[Extracts from] An act mtilng appropriations for tie Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, and for other purposes. (Act of Janua~ 12, 1927, ch. 27,
44 Stat. 934)
*
*
*
*
*
[Advances for operation and maintenance of projects. ]—Any moneys which
may have been heretofore or may be hereafter advanced for operation and maintenance of any project or any division of a project shall be covered into the
reclamation fund and shall be available for expenditure for the purposes for
which advanced in like manner as’if said funds had been specifically appropriated
for said purposes. * * * (44 Stat. 957; 43 U.S.C. ~ 397a)
[Restriction
on use for lands in arrears,] -No
part of any sum provided
for in this act for opaation
and maintenance of any project or division of a
project by the Bureau of Reclamation shall be used for the irrigation of any lands
within the boundmies of an irrigation district which has contracted with the
Bureau of Reclamation and which is in arrears for more than twelve months
in the payment of any charges due the United States, and no part of any sum provided for in this act for such purpose shall be used for the irrigation of any
lands which have contracted with the Bureau of Reclamation and which are in
arrears for more than twelve months in the payment of any charges due from
said lands to the United States. (44 Stat. 958)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. The same limitation
on the expenditure of funds for lands in
arrears was contained in each subsequent
annual Interior Department Appropriation
Act through fiscal year 1950, The Interior
Department Appropriation Act, 1951 (Generd Appropriation
Act, 1951), September

6, 1950, 64 Stat. 688, revised the wording
but not the substance of the provision, and
the revised. form has been repeated in each
appropriation
act thereafter through the
most recent act, the Public Works Appro.
priation Actj October 15, 1966, 80 Stat,
1009.

[Minidoka
project— Gravity Extension
Idaho: * * * investigation and construction

Provided,—Repealed.

unit. ]—Minidoka
project, * * *
of gravity extension unit, $400,000:

(44 Stat. 958)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Provision
Repealed.
The Act of August 21, 1954, 68 Stat. 762, repealed the
proviso under the subheading “Minidoka
project,” which read as follows: “Provided,
That none of the said sum of $400,000 shall
be available for construction work until a
contract or contracts shall be made with
an irrigation district or districts embracing

said unit which, in addition to other condi
tions required by law, shall require repay
ment of construction costs as to such Imd
as may be furnished supplemental water
within a period not exceeding twenty year!
from tie date water shall be available fo~
delivery.” The 1954 Act appears herein ir
chronological order.

January

12, 1927
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NOTES OF OPI~IONS

Excess lands 2
Interest 3
Project 1
Use of Milner Dam 4
1. Project
The proviso to the Minidoka project portion of the appropriation act of January 12,
1927, 44 Stat. 958, constitutes the Gravity
Extension ( Gooding division) of the Mlnidoka project, a portion of the Minidoka
project proper, and section 46 of the adjustment act is therefore applicable to the
gravity extension division. Solicitor Patterson Opinion, M-22401 (June 14, 1927).
2. Excess lands
The limitation intended by the reclamation law, as set forth in section 5 of the
Reclamation Act of 1902, and as supported
by tie plain language of section 3 of the
Act of August 9, 1912, relates to the area
in private ownership to which water may
be delivered, and not to the quantity of
water. A private owner will not be supplied
with water, whether a full or supplemental
supply, for use upon a tract exceeding 160
acres. The lan~age in section 2 of the
Warren Act referring to “an amount sufficient to irrigate 160 acres” is not intended
to change this rule. Solicitor Patterson
Opinion, M–2 1709 (March 3, 1927), in re
proposed contract concerning Gravity Extension Unit, Minidoka project.
The excess lands provision of section 46
of the Omnibus Adjustment Act apply to
lands with a vested water right which receives a supplemental water supply from the
Gravity Extension Unit ( Gooding division )
of the Minidoka project. Soficitor Patterson
Opinion, M–22401 (June 14, 1927).
3. Interest

The word “contractor” in the second proviso to the appropriation item for the Mini-

doka project in the Act of June 5, 1924,
designates any purchaser of water from the
American Falls Reservoir, and not merely
tie contractors who were cooperating with
the United States in the construction of ~e
reservoir. Therefor~j the contract goverrung
the Gravity Extension unit, pursuant to the
Act of January 12, 1927, should provide
that the irrigation district shdI pay interest
at the rate of 6 percent on a proportionateshare of the cost to the United States of the
American Falls Reservoir. Solicitor Patterson Opinion, M-22401
(June 14, 1927).
4. Use of Milner Dam

The gravity extensionunit ( Gooding division) of the Minidoka project was constructed by the United States under a repayment
contract
with American
FaUs.
Reservoir District No. 2. It diverts water
from the Snake River below Mlnidoka darn
in an area of slack water caused by Milner
dam, which was built in 1903 by the Twin
Falls Land and Water Comp~y,
and is
operated and maintained by the Twin Falls
Canal Company. . The latter brought suit
against the American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 for a proportionate share of the
costs of construction
and operation
ofMllner dam. The suit was dismissed on the
grounds:
(1) that the United States, not
the reservoir district, was the proper party
defendant, notwitistandlng
a provision in
the repayment contract that the district
would hold the United States harmless
against claims in favor of the owners of
Milner dm; and (2) that the gravity diversion works were not damaging plaintiff’s
water rights or its use of Milner dam. Twin
Falls Canal Co. v. American Falls ReservoirDist. No. 2, 59 F. 2d 19 (9th Cir. 1932);
afirming 49 F. 2d 632 (D. Idaho 1931) ;.
see also 45 F. 2d 649 D. Idaho 1930) overruling demurrer to amended complaint.

[Newlands project~Contra~t
for re~onstruc~ion of ~ruckee Canal—Drainage. ]—Newlands
project, Nevada:
* * * : Pro vialed, That no part of this.
amount shall be available for the construction of the Truckee Canal unltis a contract in form approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with
the Truckee-Garson, irrigation district providing for the payment of the reconstruction cost:
[Belle-Fourche

dra~age

co~stiucti~n.]-Be~le-Four~he

project,

South Da--

kota: For continuation of construction of drainage, $125,000: Provided, That
no part of this amount shall be available utiess a contract or contracts in form
zpproved by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an.

——
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irrigation district or districts organized under State law protided for papent
of constmction
and operation and maintenance charge by such district or
districts, (44 Stit. 959)

*

*

*

*

*

EXPUNATORY NOTES
Not Cdlfied.
Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code
except for the para~aph
on “Advances

for operation and maintenance of projects?’
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.

Legislative H~tory. H.R, 14827, Public
Law 541 in the 69th Con@ess. H.R. Rept.
No. 1616. S. Rept. No. 1203. H.R. Rept.
No. 1663 (conference report).

January
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[Extracts from] An act authorizing the construction,

repair, and presemation of certain
pubfic works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. (Act of JanuaW 21, 1927,
ch. 47,44 Stat. 1010)
*
*
*
+
*

[Appropriation
authorization for Colorado River front work and levee system—Federal expenditures not lto be deemed as recopition
of United States
responsibility-Local
communities may be required to provide rights-of-way
and maintenance-Reimbursements
to be covered
into the Treasu~—
Provisions of 1944 Act not affect(>d.]-For
the purpose of controlling the floods,
improving navigation, and regulating the flow of the Colorado River, there
is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury
of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1928, and annually thereafter, such sums as may be necessary, to be
spent by the Bureau of Reclamation
under the direction of the Secretq
of the Interior, to defray tie cost of (a) operating and maintaining the Colorado
River front work and levee system in Arizona, Nevada, and California;
(b)
constructing, improving, extending, operating, and maintaining protection and
drainage works and systems along the Colorado River including such protection
and drainage works and systems within a non-Federal reclamation project when
need for such systems results from irrigation operations on Federal reclamation
projects; (c) controlling said river, and improving, modifying, straightening,
and rectifying the channel thereof; and (d) conducting investigations and
studies in connection therewith: Provided, That the expenditure of moneys.
for any of the foregoing purposes shall not be deemed a recognition of any
obligation or liability whatsoever on the part of the United States: Provided

furth~r, That,

within

munities

to be

required

to provide,

ind

maintenance

>f payment
>y reason

the discretion

benefited

without
of the

of valid

of the Secretary

Iby works
cost

completed

claims

arising

of the construction,

constructed

to the United
works

and

out of damage

operation,

of the Interior,

pursuant
States,

to

necessary

assurance,
caused

or maintenance

this

local
Act

satisfactory
any

be

rights-of-way

to persons
of

com-

may

to him,.

or property
such

works:

vialed f urt her, That any moneys received by the United

States as reimbursement in accordance with contracts heretofore entered into under the
~uthority of the Act of December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1057), as amended, and
.atified by the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028, 1039), for expenditures.
nade under tie authority of this paragraph, shall be covered into the Treasury
~smiscellaneous receipts. In connection with operations conducted under this
)aragraph, the Secretary of the :[nterior shall have the same authority with
‘espect to (a) the acquisition, exchange and disposition of lands, interests in
ands, water righ~ and other property, and the relocation thereof; (b) the
Utilization of lands owned or acquired by the United States; (c) construction

‘To

.nd supply contracts;

(d)

the performance

of necess~

or proper

acts; and
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(e) the making of necessary or proper rules and regulations, which he has in
~onnection with projects under the Federal reclamation laws, Act of June 17,
1902 (32 Stat. 388), and Acts amendato~
thereof or supplementary thereto.
Nothing contained in tils paragraph shall be deemed to amend, repeal, or
otherwise affect the provisions contained in the First Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1944, under the caption “Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation—Colorado
River front work and levee system” (58 Stit. 150, 157). (44 Stat.
1021; Act of July 1, 1940, 54 Stat. 708; Act of June 28, 1946, 60 Stat. 338; Act
of May 1, 1958, 72 Stat. 101)
[Provision repealed. ]—Section 16(c), act approved March 3, 1925 (Fortythird Statutes at Large, page 1198), is hereby repealed. (44 Stat. 1021)
*

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. Sections of this Act shown
‘here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
1958 Amendment. The Act of May 1,
1958, amended the Act of June 28, 1946,
which act was an amendment of ti:s act,
by adding in item “ (b)” above after the
words “Colorado River” the following: “including such protection and drainage works
and systems within a non-Federal reclamation project when need for such. systems
results from irrigation operations on
Federal reclamation projects.” Both the
1946 and 1958 Acts appear herein in
chronological order.
1946 Amendment. The Act of June 28,
1946, 60 Stat. 338, which appears herein
‘in chronological order, amended this provision to read as it appears above. The provision as originally enacted read as follows:
“There is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June
“30, 1928, and annually thereafter, the sum
of $100,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to be spent by the Reclamation
‘Bureau under the direction of the Secretary
of the Interior, to defray the cost of operating and maintaining the Colorado River
front work and levee systm adjacent to the
Yuma Federal irrigation project in Arizona
and California.”
1940 Amendment. The Act of July 1,
1940, 54 Stat. 708, amended this provision
so that in addition to the work of operating
and maintaining the Colorado front work
and levee system adjacent to the Yuma
Federal irrigation project in Arizona and
California, the authorized appropriation
was to be spent also “to defray the cost of
other necessary protection works and systems
-along the Colorado
River between said
Turns
project and Boulder Dam:’
The

1940 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
References in the Text. The Act of December
21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1057 ), as
amended, referred to in the text, is the
Boulder Canyon Project Act. The Act of
August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028, 1039),
referred to in the tat as ratifying the 1928
Act is the section of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1935 which authorized the parkel
Dam on the Colorado River and the Grand
Coulee Darn on the Columbia Klver, and
which ratified and validated all contractf
and agreements executed in connection witi
these projects. Both the 1928 Act and m.
tracts from the 1935 Act appear herein in
chronological order.
Reference in the Text. The First De
ficiency Appropriation
Act, 1944, was ap
proved April 1: 1944. The portion of thf
Act referred tom the text, i.e., “Departmen
of the Interior, Bureau of Reclarnation—
Colorado River front work and levee system’
(58 Stat. 150, 157 ), appears herein ix
chronological order.
Reference in the Text. Section 16 (c), ac
approved
March
3, 1925
(Forty-tKlrc
Statutes at Large, page 1198), which i
repealed by this act, provided
an ap
proprlation for the fiscal year ending Jun,
30, 1927, and annually
thereafter,
o
$35,000, or so much thereof as may be neces
sary, for the Colorado River front worl
and levee system. The provision appear
herein as a note following the 1925 Act
Supplementary
Provision:
Credit
fo
Flood Protective Levee Systems. The Ac
of September
2, 1950, 64 Stat. 576
authorized credits for costs incurred by th
Yuma project, the Yuma Atifiary
projec
and the Imperial Irrigation District o
California, in constructing, operating an{
maintaining flood protective levee system
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along or adjacent to tie lower Colorado
River in Arizona, CaSiornia, and Lower
California, Mefico. The 1950 Act appears
herein in tironologicd
order.
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Legislative History. H.R, 11616, Pub~c
Law 560 in the 69ti Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 993. S. Rept. No. 1145. H.R. Rept. No.
1727 (conference report).

—
-————_-__—

February
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COMPENSATION

TO

CITIZENS
NEAR HATCH,
FLOOD
DAMAGES

N. MEX.,

FOR

An act for the payment of damages to certain citizens of New Mexico caused by reason of
artificial obstructions to the flow of the Rio Grande by an agency of the United States.
(Act of February 25, 1927, ch. 213, 44 Stat. 1792)

[Sec. 1. Survey for determination of property los+Payment.]-The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed ( 1) to cause a survey to be
made in such manner and under such regulations ~ he deems necessary for the
purposes of this act to determine the property loss by flood by reason of the overflow of the Rio Grande River on August 17, 1921, sustained by Lucas Trujillo,
Juan Bians, Mariano P. Padillo, Bruno Peres, Juan Jose Trujillo, MigueI
Trujillo, Francisco StiZ, Antofio
provencio, B. R. Cameros> Santiag” ‘erna~
Roman M. Herrera, and other property ownem, who are citizens of the United
States residing at or in the vicinity of Hatch and Santa Teresa, New Mexico; and
(2) to pay such losses in full if the amount appropriated in section 2 of this act
is sufficient or, if such amount is insufficient, to pay to each person such percentage of tie amount of his property loss as the amount appropriated bears tc
the amount determined by the Secrehry as the property loss sustained. (44
Stat. 1792)
Sec. 2. [Appropriation
authorized. ]—There
is hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of any money in the reclamation fund of the Treasury the
sum of $75,000 or so much thereof a may be necessary for the purposes of thi~
act. (W Stat. 1792)
EXPMNATORYNOTE
Legislative History. S. 545, Private Law
396 in the 69th Congress. S. Rept. No. 128.

H.R. Rept. No. 1552.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Flood damage claims reimbursable

Appropriations for the Hatch flood
damage claims are reimbursable and are
chmgeable to the operation and mainte-

nance costs of the project. Dec. Comp. Gen
A–23558 (March 29, 1929).

March

7, 1928
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fExtracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of tie Interior for fie
fiscal year ending June 30, 1929, and for other purposes. (Act of March 7, 1928, ch. 137,
45 Stat. 200)
*
*
*
*
*
BU~AU

[Operation
For
of

of

operation
a project

contracto~

$75,000.

under

wo;ks

maintenance

when
have

proportionate
pended

rese;ed

and

irrigation
of the

regulations

for

;hich

to pay
cost
to

a;vance

of the reserved
districfi,

contra~ed

share

OF =CLAMAHON

be

p~yments

works

water-users’

~sociations,

in advance

of such

but

operation

prescribed

by

have

and
the

not

of a project

made.]–
or division

or Warren

failed

to pay

maintenance,

Secretary

of

Act
their

to be exthe

interior,

(45 Stat. 228)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
ment Appropriation Act through the Act
of July 2, 1942, 56 Stat. 532.

Provkion Repeated. An appropriation
item for the same purpose is contained in
each subsequent annual Interior Depart*

*

*

[Yuma project—Po~er
reve~ues.]—Yuma
project, Arizona-California:
* * *
further, That not to exceed $25,000 from the power revenues shall be
available during the fiscal year 1.929 for the operation and maintenance of the
commercial system. (45 Stat. 228 )

Provided

NOTE
EXPLANATORY

subsequent annual Interior Department
Appropriation Act through the Act of October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 780.

Provision Repeatd. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation and
maintenance purposes is contained in each

[Minidoka

project~Power*revenuls.

]—Mlidoka

~rojmt,

Idaho:

***

Provided,—Repealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
tion of power revenues for operation purposes was contained in each subsequent annual Interior Department appropriation act
through the Act of October 12, 1949, 63
Stat. 781. In the Act of March 24, 1929,
45 Stat. 1590, and subsequent appmpriation acts through the Act of July 2, 1942,
56 Stat. 532, power revenues were afso
made available for “continuation
of construction, south side division.” The 1962
Act repealing the provisos contained in the
1940 Act appears herein in chronological
order.

Provision Repeated and Repealed. The
Act of May 31, 1962, authorizing the execution of amendatory contracts between the
United States and ( 1) the Burley Irrigation District, and (2) the Minidoka Irrigation District, repealed the provisos in the
Interior Department Appropriation Act of
1940 relating to the Minidoka project. A
portion of one of these provisos was initially
contained in this Act and read as follows:
“That
not to exceed $50,000 from the
power revenues shall be available during
the fiscal year 1929 for tie operation of the
commercial system,”. A similar appropfia.

*

*

*

*

*
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[North
Platte project— Power revenues. ] —hTorth Platte project, NebraskaWyoming:
Not to exceed $75,000 from the power revenues shall be avafiable
during the fiscal year 1929 for the operation and maintenmce of the commercial system. (45 Stat. 229)
NOTE
EXPLANATORY

Provision Repeated. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation and
maintenance
purposes,
and occasionally
also for betterment or rehabilitation, is con*

tained in each subsequent annual Interior
Department Appropriation Act through the
Act of Oct&er 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 781.
*

*

*

Refunds to lessees. ]—Klamath
project, Oregon-Cal[Klamath
project:
ifornia: * * * for refunds to lessees of marginal lands, Tule Lake, which lands
because of flooding could not be seeded prior to June 1, 1927, and/or June 1,
1928, $30,000; (45 Stat. 229; 43 U.S.C $ 611)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Act through the Act of October 12, 1949,
63 Stat. 781, contain the following proviso:
“Provided, That revenues received from the
lease of marginal lands, Tule L&e division,
shall be available for refunds to the lessees
in such cases where it becomes necessary to
mde refund because of flooding or other
reasons within the terms of such leases.”

Provision Repeated. A similar appropriation item for refunds to lessees of marginal
lands, Tule L&e, is contained in the Interior Department Appropriation
Acts for
1930, 1931 and 1932. The appropriation
act for fiscal year 1933, Act of April 22,
1932, 47 Stat. 116, and each subsequent annual Interior Department
Appropriation
*

*

*

*

*

project—Power
revenues. ]—Rlverton
project, Wyoming:
* * *
Provided, That not to exceed $20,000 from the power revenues shall be available
during the fiscal year 1929 for the operation and maintenance of the commercial
system; (45 Stat. 230)
NOTE
EXPLANATORY
[Klverton

subsequent annual Interior Department
Provision Repeated. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation and Appropriation Act through the Act of
October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 781.
maintenance purposes is contained in each
*
*
*
*
* * *
project—* Power revenues. ]—Shoshone project, Wyoming:
That not to exceed $20,000 from the power revenues shall
be available during the fiscal year 1929 for the operation and maintenance
of the commercial system. (45 Stat. 230)
[Shoshone

Provided

further,

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference; Additional Provisions.
For additiond
provisions rdating to the
power system and power revenues of the
Shoshone project, see the Act of March 4,
1929, 45 Stat. 1592, and the notes thereunder.

Provision Repeated. A stilar
appropriation of power revenues for operation and
maintenance purposes is contained in each
subsequent
annual Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act through the Act of
October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 781.
*

*

*

*

*
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Exce~ts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts
appem herein only in the act in which tit
used.

Legislative History. H.R. 9136, Public
Law 100 in the 70ti Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 255. S. Rept. No. 192. H.R. Rept.
No. 701 (conference report ).

April 21, 1928
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act to permit t=ation
of lands of homestead and desert-land en@men
reclamation act. (Act of April 21, 1928, ch. 394,45 Stat. 439)

under the

[Sec. 1. Lands of homestead entryrnan and of entryman on ceded Indian
lands taxable by State after proof of residence, etc. ]—The lands of any homestead entryman under the act of June 17, 1902, known as tie reclamation act,
or any act amendatory thweof or supplementary thereto, and the lands of any
entryrnan on ceded Indian lands within any Indian irrigation project, may,
after satisfactory proof of residence, improvement, and cultivation, and acceptance of such proof by the General Land Office, be taxed by the State or
political subdivision thereof in which such lands are located in the same
manner and to the same extent as lands of a like character held under private
ownership may be taxed. (45 Stat. 439; Act of June 13, 1930, 46 Stat. 581;
43 U.s.c. ~ 455)
Sec. 2. [Lands of desert-land entryman taxable by State. ]—The lands of
any desert-land entryrnan located within an irrigation project constructed under
the reclamation act and obtaining a water supply from such project, and for
whose land water has been actually available for a period of four years, may
likewise be taxed by the State or political subdivision thereof in which such
lands are located. (45 Stat. 439; Act of June 13, 1930, 46 Stat. 581; “43
‘U.S.C. $ 455a)
Sec. 3. [T=es
a lien upon, and enforceable by sale of lands. ]—All such
taxes legally assessed shall be a lien upon he lands and may be enforced upon
said lands by the sale thereof in the same manner and under tie same proceeding
whereby said taxes are enforced against lands held under private ownership;
but the title or interest which the State or political subdivision thereof may
convey by tax sale, tax deed, or as a result of any tax proceeding shall be subject
to a prior lien reserved to the United States for all due and unpaid instilkents
on the apprtised purchase price of such lands and for all the unpaid charges
authorked by law whether accrued or otherwise. me holder of such tax deed
or tax title resulting from such tax shall be entitled to all the righ~ and privileges
in the land of an assignee of such entryman on ceded Indian lands or of an
assignee under the provisions of tie act of June 23, 1910, as amended, or of any
such entries in a Federal reclamation ~oject
constructed under said act of
June 17,1902, as supplemented or amended. (45 Stat. 439; Act of June 13,1930,
46 Stat. 581; 43 U.S.C. ~ 455b)
Sec. 4. [Extinguishment
of liens in case lands revert to United States. ]—If
the lands of any such entryrnan shall at any time revert to the United Stites
for any reason whatever, all such liens or tax titles resulting from assessments
levied after the date of this amendatow act upon such lands in favor of the State
or political subdivision thereof whereti the lands are located, shall be and shall
be held to have been, thereupon extinguished; and the levying of any such
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assessment by such State or political subdivision shall be deemed to be m a&eement on its part, in the event of such reversion, to exwute and record a formal
release of such fien or t= title. (Added by Act of June 13, 1930, 46 Stat. 581;
43 U.s.c. $ 455C)
EXPMNATORYNOTES
1930 Amendment. The Act of June 13,
1930, 46 Stat. 581, amended the Act by:
( 1) adding to section 1 the words “and
the lands of any entryrnanon ceded I?dian
lands within any Indian irrigation project”;
(2) in section 3, changing the colon that
followed the word “ownershlp” to a semicolon, and inserting thereafter the word
“but” in place of “Provide{, That”:, and

inserting the language following the words
“united States” in lieu of “for all the unptid
charges authorized by the said act of

June 17, 1902, whether accrued or otherwise, but the holder of such t= deed or tax
titie resulting from such ~ shsdl be entitled
to all the rights and privileges in the land of
an assignee under the provisions of the Act
of June 23, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
Sta~tes,
page 592) ?’; and (3) adding sec~on.4 to
the Act. The 1930 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Legislative Hiitory. H.R. 475, PubEcLaw
290 in the 70ti Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
605. S. Rept. No. 753.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Excess lands
4
General
1
Indian lands
3
Vesting of taxable intirest
\Vithdrawal
5

2

1. Generaf
The interest of a homestead entrymass in
>ublic land on a Federal irrigation project
.s taxable after the submission of satisfactory
inal proof under the ordinary provisions
>f the homestead law and upon acceptance
:hereof by the Commissioner of fie General
Land Office and desert land entries located
~ithln an irrigation project constructed
Inder the Reclamation Act me subject to
ltate taxation at any time after water from
aid project has been available for the irri~ation of the lands in the ent~~ for four
rears. General Land Office reguktions, 52
..D. 511 (1928).
See C.L.
1779 and
tmendatory C.L. 1972, 53 I.D. 418 (1931).
!. Vesting of tremble interest
This Act authorizing States to tax lands
)f a desertland entryman obtaining water
rom irrigation project “ves@” an actuaI
axable interest in land in entrysnan before
Lehas completed requirements entifing him
o patent and authorizes States and pofiticd
ub{lvisions thereof to t= entrysnan’s increst. Lower Yellowstone Irr. Dist. No. 2 v.
$elson, 2 N,W. 2d 180, 71 N.D. 439
1942).
The interest of desertland entryman in
,ublic lands before hls acquisition of a comleted equitable title thereto is “real proprty”, t=able
as such under State laws.
.ower Yei~owstone Irr. Dist. No, 2 v. Nel>n, 2 N.W. 2d 180, 71 N.D. 439 (1942).
Under his section lands of a homestead
ntryman after compliance with all reqvtire267-067-72-voI.
1—29

rnents of homestead laws as to residence,
improvement
and cultivation, but before
final proof of reclamation of land was made,
were subject to taxation by State and political subdivisions, regardless of when homestead entry was made. ]olley v. Minidoka
County, 106 P. 2d 865, 61 Idaho 696
(1940),
3. Indian lands
The Act of April 21, 1928, authorizing
local tiation
of reclamation homesteads
after acceptance by the General Land Office of satisfactory proof of residence, irnprovement~, and cultivation, is applicable
to lands m the ceded Flathead Indian
Reservation. The taxes may become a lien
on the homestead subject to a prior lien
reserved to the United States for unpaid
reclamation
charges. Assistant Secretary
Edwards Opinion, 53 I.D. 35 ( 1930).
4. Excess lands
There is no legal objection to the acquisition. of a water right by a water users association or other corporation if it is not otherwise disqutilfied under the excess land laws
by reason of ownership of other lands on
which there etist unpaid betterment and
building charges. However, the Department
has ~le~ as a. matter of poficy that water
apph$atlons wdl not be accepted from corporations, Instructions, 42 L.D. 250 ( 1913),
Pleasant Valley Farm Co., 42 L.D. 253
( 1913), unless the corporation acquires a
pate~t ~d water right solely to protect its
secu~lty 1? a loan transaction and with
the mtentxon of reselling it at more propitious times, Great Western Insurance Co.,
A–1 6335 (February 8, 1932). Consequently,
under this po~cy, where the Grand Valley
Water Users Association has acquired sev-
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eraf farm units at tax sales to protect

its

fien, it may receive a patent to one farm
unit for security purposes and may bid at
t= sales for ufllmited acreage for the purpose of protecting its lien and with the intent of reassigning its interest to qudied
persons within a reasonable time. James
P. Balkwill, 55 I.D. 241 (1935).
One who acquires lands of” a reclamation homestead entryman at a w sale pursuant to the Act of April 21, 1928, as
amended, is subject to the provisions of
reclamation law including the excess lands
provisions. This result follows from the provisions of the 1928 Act that the hoIder of
such tax deed or tw title is entitled to the
rights and privileges of an ass~nee under
the Act of June 23, 1910; and the latter Act

21, 1928
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makes the assignee “subject to the limitations, charges, terms and con~ltions of the
reclamation act?’ James P. Balkwill, 55 I.D.
241 (1935).
5. Withdrawal
The Act of Aprfi 21, 1928, as amended,
provides that the holder of a tm title on
a reclamation homestead ent~ is entitled
to the benefits of an assignee of such an
entry under the act of June 23, 1910; and
the privileges under the Act of June 23,
1910? which are granted to the holder of a
t= title under the Act of April 21, 1928? as
-ended,
are not extinguished by the elimination of the entry from the reclamation
withdrawd after the intc=t of the holder
of the tax title was acquired. Ralph O.
Bai7d, A-26773
(November 3, 1953).

May

25, 1928
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PROJECT
DISTRI~

TO
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An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to transfer the okanogan project, in the.
State of Washington, to the Okanogan irrigation district upon payment of charges stated.
(Act of May 25, 1928, ch. 743, 45 Stat. 739)

Repealed.—
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Repealed. The Act of May 6, 1949, 63 Stat. 62, which appears herein in chronological
order, repealed this Act in its entirety. The text of tie Act before repeal read as follows:
[Sec. 1. Contract for payment of $10,000 per annum for 31 years, interest 6 per cent.] —
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to contract with the Okanogan irrigation district for the transfer of the control of the Okanogan project, in the State of Washington, constructed pursuant to the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes at Large,
page 388 ), and acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law, upon the district agreeing to pay to the United States in discharge of all obligations the sum of $10,000 per annum for the period of thirty-one consecutive years, beginning
with the year 1928 such installments to be due on December 1 of each year and bear interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum after due. Upon such payments being completed,
the said Secretary is authorized to convey to the district all the right, title, and interest
of the United States in and to said Okanogan project. (45 Stat. 739)
Sec. 2. [Assignment of claims by United States to district—District
may operate canab
during 1928.] —The Secretary is authorized to assign to the district .all claims that the
United States now holds under contracts with water users and others owning land outside
the boundaries of said district, or owi~ing land within the boundaries of said district but
not consenting expressly or impliedly to the modifications in their water-right contracts
necessary to conform to the terms of said proposed contract between the United States and
the Okanogan irrigation district. During the irrigation season of 1928, prior to the
execution of such contract with the Okanogan irrigation district, the district may, at its
own expense, operate the canals and other works of the Okanogan project for the delivery
of water to the water users thereunder, and during such irrigation season may, defiver water
regardless of the restriction now imposed by the reclamation law relating to delinquency in
payment of charges. (45 Stat. 739)
Sec. 3. [United States reserves right to shut off water to enforce payment of instau.
ments-Control
to be resumed when installment not paid on or before March 1 after
due.] —The contract between the United States and the said district shall reserve to the
United States the power to resume control of said project at any time when necessary
:0 shut off water to enforce payment of the annuaf instalhnents provided for in the first
~ection hereof.
The Secretary of the Interior is directed to resume control and shut off water ti
mforce payment whenever any such annual installment is not paid on or before March 1
titer due. (45 Stat. 739)

Legislative History. S. 1661, Pubfi.c Law 509 in the 70th Congress. S. Rept. No. 7.
3.R. Rept. No. 237.
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An act extending the time of construction payments on the Rio Grande Federal irrigation
project, New Mexico-Texas.
(Act of May 28, 1928, ch. 815,45 Stat. 785)
[Sec.

1. After

payment

in installments
and directed
district,

New

the

Mexico,

1, of Texas,

instalhnentsj
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of first four
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and
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whereby,
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the Rlo

remaining

unpaid

construction

in instalbents

of $3.60.

annua~y
Sec.
annual

2.

[Annual

payments

said districts is paid.
Sec. 3. [Existing

Grande

payments
shall

instalhnents,

Secretary

to enter into amended

of

Numbered

of $3.60.]

contracts
Paso
after

water

charge
(45
until

irrigable
obligation

total

otherwise

contracts
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the United
States and Elephant
New Mexico,
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States and
provement
wise

district

directed.
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Numbered
Stat.

1 shall
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payable

authortied

Butte
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district
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annual

first four
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New
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the

construction

Mexico-Texas,
shall

be payable

7a5)

until
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(45 Stat. 7a6)
contracts
to remain

project,

per

Stat.

of

contracts,

irrigation

charge

is hereby

the Elephant

payment

in existing

to continue

continue

with

County
the

Federal

construction

of the Interior

discharged.]

construction

—These

charge

undtered.]—The
Butte irrigation
El Paso County

unaltered

except

against
existing

district,
of
water im-

as herein

other-

7a6)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codiied. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Supplementary
Pro*Ion:
Authority of
the Secretary. Public Resolution No. 127 of
March 3, 1931, 46 Stat. 1515, provides
that nothing in this Act “sha~ be construed
to deny authority to the Secreta~ of the
Interior to enter into a contract with the
Elephant Butte irrigation district of New
Mexico and/or El Paso County Water Improvement District Numbered 1, of Texas,

in accordance with the provisions of the
Act approved May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636),
and/or the Act approved December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 672) ?’ The 1926 Act referred
to is the @nibus
Adjustment Act, and
the 1924 Act is the Fact Findem’ Act. Both
Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 11471, Public
Law 556 in the 70th Congrew. H.R. Rept.
No. 1589. S. Rept. No. 1181 (on S. 4167).
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SITE

Joint resolution to appoint a board of engineers to examine and report upon the dam to be
constructed under H.R. 5773, the Boulder Dam bifl. (Pub. Res. 65, S.J. Res. 164, May 29,
1928, ch. 918,45 Stat. 1011)

[Examination
and report to be made prior to December 1, 192Hompensation of board-Construction
plans to be approved by board-President’s
sanction and approval essential—Expenses. ] —The Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authoked
and directed to appoint a board of five eminent engineen
and geologists, at least one of whom shall be an engineer officer of the Army
on the active or retired Iigt, to examine the proposed site of the dam to be constructed under the provisions of H.R. 5773, Seventieth Congress, first session,
and review the pbns and estimates made therefor, md to advise him
prior to December 1, 1928, a to matters affecting the safety, the economic
and engineering feasibility, and adequacy of the proposed structure and inciden~
works, the compensation of said board to be fixed by him for each, respectively,
but not to exceed $50 per day and necessary &veling expenses, including a per
diem of not to exceed $6, in lieu of subsistence, for each member of the board
so employed for the time employed and actuallY engaged upon such work: And
provided further, That the work of construction shall not be commenced unti
plans there for are approved by said special board of engineers. No authority
hereby conferred on the Secretiry of the Interior shall be exercised without the
President’s sanction and approval. The expenses herein authorhed shaU be paid
out of the reclamation fund established by the aot of June 17, 1902. (45 Stat.
loll)
EXPMNATORYNOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codfied in
the U.S. Code.
Reference
in the Text,
H.R.
5773,
Seventieth Congress, first session, referred
to in the trot, was enacted into law December21, 1928. The Act is the Boulder Canyon
Project
Act,
which appears herein in
chronological order.
--

Boards Report. The report submitted by
the Board appointed pursuant to this resolution, dated December 3, 1928, was pubIished as House
Document
No.
446,
Seventieth Congress, second session,
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 164, Public
Resolution 65 in the 70th Congress.
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21, 1928
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ACT

An act to provide for the construction of works for the protection and development of the
Colorado River Basin, for the approval of the Colorado River compact, and for other
purposes. (Act of December21,
1928, ch. 42,45 Stit. 1057)

[Sec. 1, Dam at Black or Boulder Canyon for flood control, improving
navigation, and for storage and delivery of water—Main canal to supply water
for lmper~
and Coachella Valley+Power
plant—All
works in conformity
the floods, imwith Colorado Klver compact. ] —For the purpose of controlling
proving

navigation

for storage
public

and

lands

and

for

herein

and

regulating

for tie

and

delivery

other

beneficial

the generation
authorized

secretary
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of electrical

mentioned,
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subject
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exclusively

and

Colorado

waters

energy

a self-supporting

of the Interior,

hereinafter

the flow

of the stored

as a means

terms

authorized
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United

of making

solvent

the project

River

operate,

of

States,

undertaking,

of the Colorado

to construct,

providing

for reclamation

within

financia~y

to he

River,

thereof

the

compact

and maintain

in the main stream of the Colorado River at Black
Canyon or Boulder Canyon adequate to create a storage reservoir of a capacity
of not less than twenty million acre-feet of water and a main canal and appurtenant structures located entirely within the United States connecting the Laguna
Dam, or other suitable diversion dam, which the Secretq
of the Interior is
if deemed
necessary
or advisable
by him upon
hereby authorized to construct
a dam

and incidental

engineering

or economic

leys in California,
tures

works

to be reimbursable,

paid

considerations,

the expenditures

out of revenues

with

as provided

derived

from

the Imperial

for said main

canal

in the reclamation

the sale or disposal

and

and

Coachella

appurtenant

law,

of water

and
power

shall

Valstrucnot be

or electric

energy at the dam au~orized to be constructed at said Black Canyon or Boulder
CanYon, or for water for potable purposes outside of the Imperial and Coachella
Valleys: Provided, however, That no charge shall be made for water or for the
use, storage, or delivery of water for irrigation or water for potable purposes in
the Imperial or Coachella Valleys; also to construct and equip, operate, and
maintain at or near said dam, or cause to be constructed, a complete plant and
incidentd structures suitable for the fullest economic development of electrical
energy

from

the water

ings

in eminent

erty

necessary

discharged

domain,
for

from

said reservoir;

or otherwise,

said purposes.

(45

til Imds,
Stat.

and to acquire

rights

1057;

of way,

43 U.S.C.

and

by proceedother

prop-

~ 617)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Hoover Dam. The dam on the Colorado
Rlver in Black Canyon had been designated
Hoover Dam by instructions of the Secretiry of the Interior date+ September 17,
1930. The darn was redesl~ated
Boulder
Dam by order of the Secret~
dated May
8, 1933. The name Hoover Dam was restored by the Act of April 30, 1947, 61 Stat.

56. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
SuppIementary Provision: Bouldcr Cm.
Yon Proiect A&ustnrent Act. The Boulder
Canyon Project Act ~uas amended and SUP
plemented by the Boulder Canyon Project
Adjustment Act of July 19, 1940, 54 Stat
774. This Act and notes hereunder shoulc
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be considered in the light of the Adjustment Act, which appears herein in chronological order.
Reference Source. An extensive compilation and review of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act, the Colorado River Compact,
the Mexican Water Treaty, contracts, fiti-
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gation, and other documents relating to the
Colorado River is found in Hoove7 Dam
Documents ( Wfibur and Ely), H. Dec. No.
717, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. ( 1948). It brings
up to date an earlier work entitled The
Hoover Dam Contracts (Ely), U.S. Department of the Interior ( 1933).

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Colorado River Compact
14
Constitutionality
1
Costs, allocation and reimbursement of
Excess lands
17
Judicid review
12
Leases and permits
16
Limitations
10
Municipal water supplies
4
Purpose
2
River regulation
3
State laws
11
United States as party
13

15

1. Constitutionality

The Boulder Canyon Project Act was
passed in exercise of Congressional power
to control navigable water for purposes of
flood control, navigation? power generation,
and other objects, and 1s equally sustained
by power of Congress to promote the general welfare through projects for reclamation. irri~ation. and other internal improvemen~s. AT;zona v. CalifoTrsia, 373 U.S.
546.587
[ 1963).
The C&urt ~udicially knows, from me
evidence of history, that a large part of the
Colorado River south of Black Canyon was
formerly navigable and that the main obstacles to navigation have been accumulations of silt and irregularity in flow. Arizona
a. California, 283 U.S. 423, 453 ( 1931).
Inasmuch as the grant of authority under
the Boulder Canyon Project Act to build
the dam and reservoir is valid as the constitutional power of Congress to improve
navigation, it is not necessary to decide
whether the authority might constitutionally
be conferred for other purposes. Arizona
v. California, 283 U.S. 423, 457 (1931).

2. Purpose4enerdly
“
‘
The whole point of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act was to replace erratic, undependable, often destructive natural flow
of the Colorado River with regular, dependable rdease of waters conserved and stored
by the project, and thereunder, Congress
made it clear that no one shotid use mainstream waters save in strict compliance with
the scheme set up by the Act. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 579 ( 1963).
3. River regulation

The release of water through the
California Sluiceway at Imperial Dam in

order to transport sediment load downstream is appropriate to accomplish river
regulation. The United States has, under the
contract with Imperial Irrigation District
and within the Imitations provided, a prior
right to release water for this purpose as
compared with the diversion of water for
generation of power at Pflot Knob. Also,
Mexico cannot, under the Mexican Water
Treaty, insist as a matter of right that dl
or substantidy
all of the water allotted to
it under the Treaty be ddivered via the AllAmerican Cad;
nor can Mexico require
that the United States assume responsibility either for the quality of the water
delivered to it or for disposd of sediment
load. Memorandum
of Associate Solicitor
Msher, October 17, 1956.
4. Municipal water suppfies
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under sections 1 and 5 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act to provide increased
capacity in the All-American Canal to carry
water to the City of San Diego for the beneficial consumptive use of the city. Solicitor
Margold Opinion, 54 I.D. 414 ( 1934).
10. Elmitations
The provision in section 1 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act empowering the Secretary of the Interior to construct a main canal
connecting the Laguna Dam “or other suitable diversion dam” with the Imperial and
Coachella Valleys does not authorize the’
buiiding of or in any respect apply to the
Parker Dam proposed to be constructed 70
miles upstream from Laguna Darn and canal
without specific Congressional authorization
as required by section 9 of the Act of March
3, 1899. United States v. Arizona, 295 U.S.
174 ( 1935). ( Editor’s Note: The Parker
Dam was subsequently authorized by the
Act of August 30, 1935. Extracts from both
Acts, including the relevant sections, appear
herein in chronological order. )
Neither the Boulder Canyon Project Act
nor the Reclamation
laws generally authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
establish a Federal reservation, in connection
with the construction of the dam and powerplant, over which the United States would
have exclusive jurisdiction pursuant to a
Nevada statute generally ceding jurisdiction
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over Jands acquired by the United States for
pubhc buildings. Six Companies, Inc. v. DeVinney, County Assessor, 2 F. Supp. 693
(D. Nev. 1933).
The distribution
system for Coachella
Valley is not an “appurtenant
structure”
to the main canal wlthm the meaning of
section 1 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act.
Solicitor White Opinion, M–34900 (March
27, 1947 ) in re flood protection work in
Coachelia Valley.
11. State laws
Where the government has, as here, exercised its right to regulate and develop the
river and has undertaken a comprehensive
project for improvements of the river and
for the orderlv and beneficial distribution of
water, there i; no room for inconsistent state
law. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
587 (1963).
The privilege of the States through which
the Colorado
River flows and their inhabitants to appropriate and use the water
is subject to the paramount power of the
Un{ted St?tes to ~ontrol it for the purpose
of mprovmg
navigation. Arizona v. California et al., 298 U.S. 558,569
(1936), rehearing denied, 299 U.S. 618 ( 1936).
The Secretary of the Interior is under no
obligation to submit the plans and specifications for the dam and reservoir to the State
Engineer as required by Arizona law bec~use
the United States may perform its functions
without confoming to the police regulations
of a State. Arizona v. California, 283 U.S.
423,451 (1931).
12. Judicial review

All of the powers granted to the Secretary
of the Interior by tiis Act are subject to
judicial review. Arizona v. California, 373
U.S. 546,584

( 1963).

13. United States as party
The action of the Secretary of the Interior
in reducing by ten per cent the amount of
Colorado River water which irrigation and
drainage district might order during the
balance of 1964 was the action of the
sovereign, and, the sovereign not having
consented thereto, could not be enjoined, or
otherwise made the subject of any court
proceedings. Yuma Mesa Irr. and Drainage
Dist. v. Udall. 253 F. SUPP.
. . 909 (D.D.C.
1965).
The United States is an indispensable
party to an action by Arizona against
California and the five other States of the
Colorado River Basin praying for an equitable division of tie unappropriated water
of the river. Arizona v. California, et al.,
298 U.S. 558 (1936),
reheafig
derued,
299 U.S.618 (1936).
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14. Colorado River Compact
The declarations in sections 1, 8(a), 13
(b), and 13 (c) of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act that the Secretary of the
Interior and the United States shall be subject to and controlled by the Colorado River
Compact were made ordy to show that the
Act and its provisions were in no way to upset, alter, or affect the Compact’s congressionally approved division of water between
the Upper and the Lower Basins. They were
not intended to make the compact and its
provisions control or affect the Act’s allocation among and distribution o! water within
the States of the Lower Basin. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 567 ( lg63)
In
construing
the Boulder
Canyon
Project Act, the Court would look to the
Colorado River Compact for the limited
compact
terms
purposes of interpreting
specifically inco~orated
in the Act—such
as the reference to satisfaction of “present
perfected rights” in section 6, and the
definition of “domestic” in section 12—and
of resolving disputes between the Upper and
Lower Basins. Aqizona v. California, 373
U.S. 546, 566 ( 1963).
15. Costs, allocation and reimbursement of
For discussion of numerous legal problems involvecl in allocation and reimbursement of costs of All-American
Canal and
telated works see Memoranda
of Chief
Counsel Fisher of April 1, 1953, and
October 23, 1952.
Investigation costs incurred by the United
States under contracts of 1918, 1920, 1929
and 1933 in connection with the All-American Canal are reimbursable by the ImperiA
Irrigation District. Nothing in the Klnkaid
Act of May 18, 1920, or its legislative history
impfies that the expenses under the 1920
contract paid by the United States were
to be a gift to the District, and the fact that
the District contributed two-thiids the COS1
of the study does not imply that the one.
third paid by the United States was to be
nonreimbursable.
Nor does the fact thai
study funds advanced by the District unde~
the 1929 and 1933 contracts were later re.
funded imply that U.S. costs to the amounl
of the refunds were to be nonreimbursable
Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fisher, NO
vember 18, 1953.
16. Leases and permits
Both the Nationaf Park Service and tht
Bureau of Reclamatio~,
in administering
their respective areas withdrawn under the
first form in connection with the Bouldel
Canyon project, may grant leases for Ianc
and permits to engage in business activitie!
to private individuds. without advertisin~
for proposals or securing competitive bids
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Opinionj,
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assumed to have vested Colorado
River
water rights, are subject to the excess land
laws. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496
(1964),
reversing
Letter
of Secretary
Wilbur,. Februa~
24, 1923.
Admmistrative practice in failing to apply
excess land laws to private lands in Imperial
Irrigation District, no matter of how long
standing, is not controlling
where it is
clemly erroneous. Solicitor Barry Opinion,
71 I.D. 496, 513-17 ( 1964).

17. Excess lands
The Coachella
Valley County Water
District lands are subject to the excess land
provisions of the Federal reclamation law.
Solicitor Harper Opinion, M-33902
(May
31, 1945).
Privately-owned
lands in the Imperial
Valley
Irrigation
District,
even
those

to advance
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revenues,
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amount necessary for construction, operation and maintenance, and payment of
interest. Upon receipt of each such certificate the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized and directed to charge the fund with the amount so certified as repayment of the advances made under subdivision (b), which amount shall be
covered into the Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts. (45 Stat. 1057;
43 U.S.C. $ 617a)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Supplementary Provision: Interest Rate.
Section 6 of the Boulder Canyon Project
Adjustment Act, approved July 19, 1940,
provides that: “Whenever by the terms of
the Project Act or this Act payment of interestis provided for, and whenever interest

shrdl enter into any computation thereunder, such interestshall be computed at the
rate of 3 per centum per annum, cOrnpounded annually”. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS

Advances 1
Economy Act deductions 4
Flood control 2
School PU~OS= 3
1. Advances
Interest, at the rate of 4 percent, prescribed by section 2(d), could not be remitted on funds advanced to the Golorado
River Dam fund, placed to the credit of
the Interior Department but later returned
to the Treasury unexpended. Dec. Comp.
Gen., A46044
(February 28, 1933).
2. Flood control
The language of section 2(b)
shows
clearly that Congress did not regard the
$25,000,000 thereby allocated to flood control as falEng within the amortization plan
embodied in section 4(b). The $25,000,000
allocated to flood control must be regarded
as falling outside of the words “all amounts
advanced to the fund under subdivision
(b) of section 2 for such works” in section
4(b). It is my ~pinion that. the Secret?ry
of the Interior 1s not required, m fixrng
the sale rates for power to be generated at
Boulder Dam, to make provision for the
amortization within the 50 years of the
$25,000,000
allocated by the act to flood
control. 36 Op. Atty. Gen. 121 ( 1929).
It does not seem reasonable to suppose
that Congress intended to make tie payment of interest on the $25,000,000
allocated to flood control an absolute charge
during the 50 years when it left the payment of the principal to the chance that
there might be recess earnings during that
period. Interest should be ultimately paid
on the $25,000,000 from the same source
as is provided for the payment of the principal, to wit: out of 6272 per cent of the
excess earnings during the 50-year period
and out of 62 ~2 per cent of the net ea~-

ings thereafter.
(1929).

36

Op.

Atty.

Gen.

121

3. School purposes
On September 29, 193 ~, the Comptroller
General held that there lS no authority to
use the Colorado River Dam fund for the
construction of school buildings, transportation of pupils, or construction of swimming pools. Upon request for reconsideration the Comptroller General, under date
Of Qctober 17, 1931, stated that in view of
the further representations made to the effect that the construction of the Boulder
Darn was being delayed by lack of school
facilities and that “the erection of school
buildings is necessary to carry out the purposes of the project act”, no objection
would be interposed to the use of the Colorado River Dam fund for the construction
of temporary bufidings in which schools may
be conducted during the current school year,
provided the contractor will bear tie expense of maintaining and operating the
schools unless and until otherwise specifically provided for by law. Dec. Comp. Gen.,
A-38343 (October 17, 1931).
4. Economy Act deductions

The amount of Economy Act deductions
from the total compensation of employees
who are paid out of the Colorado River
Dam fu~d is required to be advanced from
appropn?ted funds as a part of the cost of
construction in the same reamer as tie remainder of the compensation of the employees and is subject to 4 percent interest
charges provided by section 2(b)
of the
Act of December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1057),
on all advances from the generaf fund to the
sperlal fund. The impounding of Economy
Act deductions from the totaf compensation
of employees who are paid out of tie Colorado River Dam fund should be directly
from such special fund to the impounded
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fund. Dec. Comp. Gen., A42691

(February 13, 1933).
Economy deductions under sections 110
and 203 of the Act of June 30, 1932, and
under section 4(d) of the Act of March 20,
1933, are a part of tie construction cost
of the Boulder Canyon project, and the impounding and deposit of same to the sur-
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plus fund of the Treasury do not constitute
a return or repayment of these amounti
within tie purview of the Boulder Canyon.
Project Act of December 21, 1928. Interest
on said amounts must continue until repayment has been made in accordance with the
terms of said Act. Dec. Comp. Gen., A56169 (July 2, 1g34).

Sec. 3. [Appropriation
not exceeding $165,000,000 authorbed. ] —There is
hereby authorized to be appropriated from time to time, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums of money as may be necessa~
to carry out the purposes of this a,ct, not exceeding in the aggregate $165,000,000.
(45 Stat. 1058; 43 U.S.C. ~ 617b)
NmES

OF OPINIONS

1. Availability of appropriations

Section 320 of the Economy Act of June
30, 1932, relative to restriction on construction and rental of buildings is applicable
to section 3 of the Boulder Canyon l’reject
$f:i~ec.
Comp. Gen., A-42691 (July 25,
Bouider Canyon project funds may be
used to purchase land titie abstracts or
certificates with or without insurance payment to be made under the appropriation
available for the purchase price, if such

abstracts or certificates are necessary to
enable the Secretary of the Interior, or such
of hls subordinates as he may designate, to
determine the vafidity of the titie to the
land to be acquired. Dec. Comp. Gen.,
A-39589
(January 29, 1932).
The Boulder Dam a~~ro~riation is available for payment for pi;ci;g
and designing
of panels, tablets, and inscriptions, award
to be made on competitive designs by known
artists. Dec. Comp. Gen., A+1595
(May
24, 1935) .

See. 4. (a) [When Act effective —Ratification
of Colorado River compactProclamation
by President— Agreement by California required—Agreement
authorized by Arizona, California, and Nevada—Apportionment
of water+
Consumptive u5e of Gila River by Arizona-Water
for domestic and agricultiral use. ] —This act shall not take eflect and no authority shall be exercised
hereunder and no work shall be begun and no moneys expended on or in
connection with the works or structures provided for in this act, and no
water rights shall be claimed or initiated hereunder, and no steps shall be
taken by the United States or by others to initiate or perfect any claims to
the use of water pertinent to such works or structures unless and until (1) the
States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming shall have ratified the Colorado River compact, mentioned in section
13 hereof, and the President by public proclamation shall have so declared, or
(2) if said States fail to ratify the said compact within six months from the
date of the passage of this act then, until six of said States, including the State
of California, shall ratify said compact and shall consent to waive the provisions
of the first paragraph of Article XI of said compact, which makes the same
binding and obligatory only when approved by each of the seven States signato~
thereto,
of such
have so
lature,
and for

and shall have approved said compact without conditions, save that
six-State approval, and the President by public proclamation
shall
declared, and, further, until the State of California, by act of its Iegiw
shaU agree irrevocably and unconditionally
with the United States
the benefit of the States of Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico>
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Utah, and Wyoming, as an express covenant and in consideration of the passage
of this act, that the aggregate annual consumptive use (diversions less returns
to the river) of water of and from the Colorado River for use in the State
of California, including dl uses under contracts made under the provisions of
this act and all water necessary for the supply of any rights which may now
exist, shall not exceed four million four hundred thousand acre-feet of the
waters apportioned to the lower basin States by paragraph (a) of Article 111
of the Colorado River compact, plus not more than one-half of any excess
or surplus waters unapportioned by said compact, such uses always to be subject
to the terms of said compact.
The States of Atizona, California, and hTevada are authorized to enter into
an agreement which shall provide (1) that of the 7,500,000 acre-feet annually
apportioned to the lower basin by paragraph (a) of Article 111 of the Colorado
River compact, there shall be apportioned to the State of Nevada 300,000 acrefeet and to the State of Arizona 2,800,000 acre-feet for exclusive beneficial
consumptive use in perpetuity, and (2) that the State of Arizona may annually
use one-ha~ of the excess or surplus waters unapportioned by the Colorado River
compact, and (3) that the State of Arizona shall have the exclusive beneficial
consumptive use of tie Gila River and its tributaries within the boundaries of
said State, and (4) that the waters of the Gila River and its tributaries, except
return flow after the same enters the Colorado River, shall never be subject to
any diminution whatever by any allowance of water which may be made by
treaty or otherwise to the United States of Metico but if, as provided in
paragraph (c) of Article 111 of the Colorado River compact, it shall become
necessary to supply water to the United States of Mexico from waters over
and above the quantities which are surplus as defined by said compact, then
the State of Cdlfornia shall and will mutually agree with the State of Arizona
to supply, out of the main stream of the Colorado River, one-ha~ of any
deficiency which must be supplied to Mexico by the lower basin, and (5) *at
the State of California shall and will further mutually agree with the States
of Arizona and Nevada that none of said three States shall withhold water
and none shall require the delivery of wata, which cannot reasonably be applied
to domestic and agricultural uses, and (6) fiat d of the provisions of said
tri-State agreement shall be subject in all particulars to the provisions of the
Colorado River compact, and (7) said agreement to t&e effect upon the
ratification of tie Colorado River compact by Arizona, California, and Nevada.
(45 Stat. 1058; 43 U.S.C. $ 617c(a) )
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Presidential Proclamation: Effective Date
of Act. On June 25, 1929, 46 Stat. 3000,
President Hoover issued the following proclamation:
“Pursuant to the provisions of section
4(a)
of the Boulder Canyon project act
approved December
21, 1928 (45 Stat.
1057 ), it is hereby declared by public proclamation:

(a) That the States of Arizona, CaEfornia, Colorado, Nevada, New Metico, Utah,
and Wyoming have not ratified the Colorado
River compact mentioned in section 13 (a)
of said act of December 21, 1928, within 6
months from the date of the passage and
approval of said act.
“(b ) That the States of California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and
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Wyoming have ratified said compact and
have consented to waive the provisions of
the first paragraph of Article XI of said
compact, wKxch makes the same binding
and obligatory only when approved by each
of the seven States signatory thereto, and
that each of the States last named has approved said compact without condition, except that of six-State approval as prescribed
in section 13(a) of said act of December
21, 1928.
“(c)
That the State of California has in
afl things met the requirements set out in
the first paragraph of section 4(a) of said
act of December 21, 1928, necessary to render said act effective on six State approvsf
of said compact.
“(d)
All prescribed conditions
having
been fulfilled, the said Boulder Canyon project act approved December 21,. 1928, is
hereby declared to be effective this date.
“In testimony whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused he sed of the
NmES
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United States of America to be affixed.
‘Done at the city of Washington this 25th
day of Jun~, in the year of our Lord ?ne
thousand rune hundred and twenty-nine,
and of the Independence
of the United
States of America tie one hundred and
M@third.”
California Limitation Act. The Grdifornia
Limitation Act (Stats. Cd. 1929, ch. 16) ~
was enacted by California in fulfillment of
the requirement with respect to an act of
its legislature set forth in the second half
of subsection 4(a). The California Act provides that in consideration of the passage
of the Boulder Canyon Project Act that the
aggregate annual mnsurnptive use (diversions less returns to the river) by California
of the water of the Colorado River shall
not exceed 4,400,000 acre-feet of tie waters
apportioned to +e lower basin States by
the Colorado
Wver Compact,
plus not
more than one-half of any surplus or excess
waters unapportioned by the Compact.

OF OPINIONS

Apportiomnent of waters 1
Desert land entries 2
StateActs 3
1. Apportionment of waters
In passing the Boulder Canyon Project
Act, Congress intended to, as shown clearly
by the legislative history, and did, create its
own comprehensive scheme for the apportionment among California, Arizona, and
Nevada of the Lower Basin’s share of the
mainstream waters of the Colorado River,
leaving each State her own tributaries. It
decided that a fair division of the first
7,500,000 acre-feet of such mainstream waters would give 4,400,000 acre-feet to California, 2,800,000 to Arizona, and 300,?00 to
Nevada, and that Arizona and Cahfornia
should each get one-ha~ of any surplus.
Congress gave the Secretary of the Interior
adequate authority to accomplish this division by giving him power to make contracts
for the delivery of water and by providing
that no person could have water without a
contract. The limitation of California to
4,400,000 acre-feet, together with the Secretary’s contracts with Arizona for 2,800,000
acre-feet and with Nevada for 300,000 acrefeet, effect a vafid apportionment in keeping with the Congressional plan. Arizona v.
373 U.S. 546, 564–90,
592
California,
(1963) ; Decree, 376 U.S. 340 ( 1964).
Where Congress has exercised its constitutional power over waters, providing its
own methods for allocating water to which
States are entitled, courts have no power to
substitute their own notions of an equitable

apportionment for that chosen by Congress.
~~:;~y.
v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 565
The’ power of the Secretary of the Interior to apportion and distribute Colorado
River water among and within the Lower
Basin States through the execution of contracts for its use is subject to a number
of standards and limits in the Boulder
Canyon Project Act. These include (1) the
limitation in $ 4(a) of ?,400,000 acre-feet
on California’s consumptive uses out of the
first 7,500,000 acre-feet of mainstream water, leaving 3,100,000 acre-feet which the
Secretary properly has apportioned by contract in the quantities of 300,000 acre-feet
to Nevada and 2,800,000 to Arizona; (2)
the provision in $6 setting out in order the
purposes for which the Secretary must use
the darn and reservoir; (3) the \ 4(b) requirement for revenue provisions in the
contracts adequate to ensure the recovery
of the expenses of construction, operation
and maintenance of the dam and other
works within 50 years after their construction; (4) the directive in ~ 5 that water
contracts for irrigation and domestic use
service”;
shall be only for “permanent
(5) the recognition given in $ 8(a) to the
Colorado River Compact, which means that
the Secretary and his permitters, licensees
and contractees can do nothing to upset or
encroach on the Compact’s allocation of water between the Upper and Lower Bmins;
(6) the application by $14 of general reclamation law except as the Act otherwise
provides; and (7) the protection given in
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$6 to “present perfected rights.” Arizona V.
Ca/i/ornia, 373 U.S. 546, 583+5
( 1963).
In case of a shortage of mainstream water
in the Lower Basin, the Secretary is not
bound to require a pro rata sharing of shortages among the Lower Basin Stites. He
must follow the standards set out in the Act;
but unless and until Congress enlarges or
reduces the Secretary’s power, he is free to
choose among the recognized methods of
apportionment qr to devise reasonable methods of hls own, since Congress has given him
full power to control, manage and operate
the Government’s Colorado Klver works and
to make contracts for the sale and dehvery
of water on such terms as are not prohibited by the Act. Arizona v. California,
373 U.S. 546, 592-94 (1963) .
Section 4(a)
of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act, providing that the State of
California shall have, each year, for beneficial consumptive use not to exceed 4,400000 acre-feet of water from the lower bmin
of the Colorado River, considered in connection with Article 111 (a) of the Colorado
River Compact, must be interpreted as forbidding the Secretary of the Interior to
enter into a contract with the State of Arizona for the storage of water in the contemplated reservoir, which might, as for mample in years when there is less than
7,500,000 acre-feet available, interfere with
the apportionment to California of its specified annual amount. Solicitor Margold
Opinion, 54 I.D. 593 ( 1934).
2. Desert land entries
In exercise of the discretionary authority
vested in the Secretary under section 7 of
the Taylor Gr=in~ Act, as amended, public
land m the Imperial Valley, California, may
be classified as not proper for disposition
under the Desert Land Actj 19 Stat. 377,
as amended, on the grounds that it would
be contrmy to the public interest at this
time to increase the pressure on the inadequate water supply available for use in California from the Colorado River. Hugh S.
Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111
( 1965). See also Ste$hen H. Clarkson, 72
X,D. 138 (1965).
By a notice of December 2, 1965, the
Secretary of the Interior repealed the suspension of a large number of desert land
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entries in Imperial and Riverside Counties,
California, that. had been pending
~o~ a
number of years m anticipation of obtammg
irrigation water from the Colorado River.
Th~ :uspe~sions had bees granted under the
declslon m Maggte L. Havens, A–5580
(October 1, 1923). The Secretary stated m
the notice that it would be cmtrary to the
pubfic interest to increase the pressure on
the inadequate water supply available for
use in California from the Colorado River
by permitting additional federally owned
lands to be developed under the desert land
laws unless clear eligibility exists or ufless
clear grounds for relief are shown.
In certain circumstances desert land entries in Imperial and Riverside Counties affected by the notice of December 2, 1965,
repealing the suspension under Maggie L.
Havens, A–5580 (October 11,. 1923), which
have ~een reclaimed or are m the process
of being reclaimed, will be considered in
accordance with tie principles of equity
and justice as authorized by 43 U.S.C.
~ 1161, even though development was not
completed within the statutory Efe remaining in the entry after March 4, 1952. Clifton
O. Myll, A–29920 (SUPP. II), 72 I.D. 536
( 1965), vacating 71 I.D. 458 (1964), as
supplemented by 71 I.D. 486 ( 1964).

3. State Acti
The Act of the California Legislature of
March 4, 1929 (Stats. 1929, ch. 16) embodies the express agreement required of the
State of California by the Act of December
21, 1928, with respect to the use of the
waters apportioned
to the lower basin
States, effective when sti States comply with
the requirements and conditions of paragraph 2, section 4 (a) of the Act of December 21, 1928. Solicitor’s Opinion, M-2515 1
(.4pril 24, 1929).
The ratification of the Colorado River
Compact by the State of Utah conforms to
the requirements of the applicable provisions of the Boulder Canyon Project Act.
Chapter 31 of the 1929 Laws of Utah, approved March 6, 1929, clearly shows that
the legislature intended the ratification by
that State to be ‘(without condition save that
of six-State approval.” 36 Op. Atty. Gen.
72 (1929).

(b) [Contracts required for revenues to insure payment of expenses of operation and maintenance, etc., and repayment of construction within 50 years,
before any money is appropriated —Work on main canal contingent on pro.
vision to insure payment of expense%Payments
to Arizona and Nevada. ]—
Before any money is appropriated for the construction of said dam or power
plant, or any construction work done or contracted for, fie Secretaq of fi~
Interior shall make provision for revenues by contract, in accordance with the
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provisions of this act, adequate in his judgment to insure payment of all expenses of operation and maintenance of said works incurred by the United
States and the repayment, witiln fifty years from the date of the completion of
said works, of all amounts advanced to the fund under subdivision (b) of section
2 for such works, t~ether with titerest thereon made reimbumable under this
act.
Before any money is appropriated for the construction of said main canal and
appurtenant structures to connect the Laguna Dam with the Imperial and
Coachella Valleys in Ca~ifornia, or any construction work is done upon @d
canal or contracted for, the Secretary of the Interior shall make provision
for revenues, by contract or otherwise, adequate in KM judgment to insure payment of all expenses of construction, operation, and maintenance of said main
canal and appurtenant structures in the manner provided in the reclamation
law.
If during the period of amortization the Secretary of the Interior sMI receive
revenues in excess of the amount necessary to meet the periodicsd payments to
the United States as provided in the contract, or contracts, executed under this
act, then, immediately after the settlement of such periodical payments, he shall
pay to the State of Arizona 183A per centum of such excess revenues and to the
State of Nevada 183/4 per centum of such excess revenues. (45 Sat. 1059; 43
U.S.G. $ 617c(b) ) .
NOTES OF OPINIONS

Conditions precedent 1
Flood control 2
Municipal water supply 3
Reclamation laws 4
Upstream projects 5
1. Conditions precedent
The Contract for Lease of Power Privilege
with the City of Los Angeles, its department of water and power and the Southern
California Edison Co., Lt~., ISa vd.id agreement binding upon the city and its department to the extent to which funds arc
available under the provisions of the depsrtment’s charter, and is in full compfiancc
with section 4(b) of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act, since the revenues which it will
provide out of such funds =e, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior,
adequate to meet the requirements of that
section. 36 Op. Atty. Gen. 270 ( 1930).
All the requirements of the said section
which are made conditions precedent to the
appropriation of money, the making of con.
tracts, and the commencement of work for
tie construction of a dam and power plant
have been fully met and performed by the
Secretary of the Interior in securing contracts with the city md company. 36 Op.
Atty. Gen. 270 ( 1930). Accord, Dec. Comp.
Gen., A-32702
(October 10, 1930).
Inasmuch as the Coachella Valley County
Water District had filed appeal in the Su-

preme Court of CWlfornia from decision of
the lower court validating the contract of
Dec. 1, 1932, with the Imperial Irrigation
District for the construction of the A1lAmerican Canal, no funds maybe expended
for construction until the contract has been
found valid by the court of last resort. Dec.
Comp. Gen., A-32702 (December 6, 1933 ).
(Ed. note: By stipulation of the parties, the
aPPeal was dismissed by the Supreme Court
on February 26, 1934. )
The power of the Secretary of the Interior
to apportion and distribute Colorado River
water among and within the Lower Basin
States through the execution of contracts for
its use is subject to a number of standards
and limits in the Boulder Canyon Project
Act. These include ( 1) the limitation in ~ 4
(a) of 4,400,000 acre-feet on California’s
consumptive mes out of the first 7,500,000
acre-feet
of mainstream
water, leaving
3,100,000
acre-feet which the Secretary
properly has apportioned by contract in the
quantities of 300,000 acre-feet to Nevada
and 2,800,000 to Arizona; (2) the provision
in ~ 6 setting out in order the purposes
for which the Secretary must use the dam
and reservoir; (3) the $ 4(b) requirement
for revenue provisions in the contracts adequate to ensure the recovery of the expenses
of construction, operation and maintenance
of the dam and other works within 50 years
after their construction;
(4) the directive
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in ~ 5 that water contracts for irrigation and
domestic use shall be only for “permanent
service”; (5) the recognition given in 3 8(a)
to the Colorado
River Compact,
which
means that the Secretary and his permitters,
ficensees and contractees can do nothing to
upset or encroach on the Compact’s allocation of water between the Upper and Lower
Basins; (6) the application by $14 of general reclamation law except as the Act otherwise provides; and ( 7 ) ~e protection given
in $6 to “present perfected rights.” Arizona
u. California, 373 U.S. 546, 583-85 ( 1963).
2. Flood control
The language of section 2(b)
shows
clearly that Congress did not regard the
$25,000,000 thereby allocated to flood control as falling within the amortization plan
embodied in section 4(b). The $25,000,000
allocated to flood control must be regarded
as falling outside of the words “all amounts
advanced to the fund under subdivision (b)
of section 2 for such works” in section 4(b).
The Secretary of the Interior is not required,
in fixing the sale rates for power to be generated at Boulder D%,
to make provision
for the amortization within the 50 years of
the $25,000,000 allocated by the Act to flood
control. 36 Op, Atty. Gen. 121 ( 1929).
3. Municipal water supply
The Secretary of tie Interior is authorized
to contract with the City of San Diego for
tie repayment within 40 years without interest of the costz of added capacity in the
All-American Canal needed to carry water
for the beneficial consumptive use of the city.
Solicitor Margold Opinion, 54 I.D. 414
(1934).
4. Recbmation laws
Sections 1 and 4(b)
of the Bodder
Canyon Project Act which require the costs
of the main canal connecting with Imperial
Valley and appurtenant structures to be
repaid pursuant to reclamation law, carry
into effect the excess land provisions of section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of
1926. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 496,
500–0 1 ( 1964), in re application of excess
land laws to private lands in Imperial Irrigation District.
Advances from the general Treasury to
the Colorado River Dam fund, used solely
in the construction, operation, and main-
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tenance of the All-American Canal and its
diversion dam, and disbursements from the
Colorado River Dam fund for such purposes,
are not intended by the act to be interest
bearing, but are intended to fail within tie
policy of the general reclamation law, i.e.,
the Act of May 25? 1926 (44 Stat. 636),
providing for a period of repa~ent
of 40
years without interest. Solicitor’s Opinion,
August 3, 1929,
The omission of any mention of interest
in the second paragraph of section 4(b), in
contradistinction
to the express mention
thereof in the first paragraph, is significant,
and strongly indicative of an intention of
Congress that interest upon the construction
cost of the All-American Canal should not
be charged against lands benefited. The
main canal was singled out and treated as a
purely reclamation project, the expenditures
for which were to be reimbursable in the
same manner as those for other projects administered under the reclamation law. 36
Op. Atty. Gen. 121 (1929).
5. Upstream projects
Appropriations
for the Colorado River
Storage project are authorhed to be expended to meet costs of deficiencies in the
generation of energy at the Hoover Dam
powerplant occasioned by the necessity to fill
Colorado River Storage project reservoirs,
if the Secretary of the Interior concludes
that such a step is appropriate to maintaining a reasonable schedule in meeting the
statutory
payout
requirements
of both
Hoover
Dam and Glen Canyon Dam imposed by the Boulder Canyon Project Act,
the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment
Act, and the Colorado River Storage Project
Act. Memorandu
of Associate Solicitor
Weinberg, July 17, 1962.
If an upstream project, such as the
proposed
Central
Arizona
project
and
Bridge
Canyon
project
in the Lower
Colorado River Basin, interferes with tie
statutory responsibility of the Secretary to
recover the costs of Hoover Dam by June 1,
1987, or to recover the costs of Davis and
Parker Darns within a reasonable period of
time, then the cost of such interference
should be included as one of the “costs” of
the new upstream development under section 9 (a) of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix,
October 9, 1947.

Sec. 5. [Contracts for storage of water and its delivery, and for generation
and sale of electrical energy-Congress
to prescribe basis of charges—Revenues
to be in separate fund. (a) Time limit of 50 years on contracts for electrical
of conenergy— Contracts to be made with view of return+Readjustment
tracts upon demmd. (b) Renewal of electrical energy contracts. (c) Contracts
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to be made with responsible applicants
for meeting revenues required—
Adjustment of eonticting appli~tions.
(d) Contracting agencies for electrical
energy may be required to share h benefits. ]—The Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized, under such general regulations as he may prescribe, to
wntract for the storage of water in said reservoir and for the defive~ thereof
at such points on the river and on said canal as may be agreed upon,
for irrigation and domestic uses, and generation of electrical energy and
delivery at the switchboard to States, municipal corporations, political subdivisions, and private corporations of electrical energy generated at said dam,
upon charg~ that will provide revenue which, in ad~ltion to other revenue
accruing under the reclamation law and under this act, will in his judgment
cover all expenses of operation and maintenance
incurred by the United
States on account of works constructed under this act and tie payments to the
United States under subdivision (b) of section 4. Contracts respecting water
for irrigation and domestic uses shall be for permanent service and shall conform to paragraph (a) of sectfon 4 of this act. No person shall have or be
entitied to have the use for any purpose of the water stored as aforesaid except
by contract made as herein stated.
After the repayments to the United States of dl money advanced with
interest, charges shall be on such bmis and the revenues derived therefrom shall
be kept in a separate fund to be expended within the Colorado River Basin as
may hereafter be prescribed by the Congress.
General and uniform regulations shall be prescribed by the said Secretary
for the awarding of contracts for the sale and delivery of electrical energy, and
for renewals under subdivision (b) of this section, and in making such contracts
the folloting shall govern:
(a) No contract for electrical energy or for generation of electrical energy
shall be of longer duration than fifty years from the date at which such energy
is ready for delivery.
Contracts made pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section shall be made witi
a view to obtaining reasonable returns and shall contain provisions whereby at
the end of fifteen years from tie date of their execution and every ten years
thereafter, there shall be readjustment of the contract, upon the demand of
either party thereto, eitier upward or downward as to price, as tie Secretary
of the Interior may find to be justfied by wmpetitive conditions at distributing
points or competitive centers, and with provisions under which disputes or disagreements as to interpretation or performance of such contract shall be determined either by arbitration or court proceedings, tie Secretary of the Interior
being authorized to act for fhe United States in such readjustments
or
proceedings.
(b) The holder of any contract for electrical energy not in default thereunder
shall be entitled to a renewal thereof upon such terms and conditions as may
be authorized or required under the then existing laws and regulations, unless
the property of such holder dependent for its usefulness on a continuation of the
contract be purchased or acquired and such holder be compensated for damages
to its property, used and useful in the transmission and distribution of such
267–067—7bvol.
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electrical energy and not taken, resulting from the termination of the supply.
(c) Contracts for the use of water and necessary privileges for the generation
and distribution of hydroelectric energy or for the sale and delivery of electrical
energy shall be made with responsible applicants therefor who wi~ pay the
price fixed by the said Secretary with a view to meeting the revenue requirements
herein provided for. In case of con%cting applications, if any, such cotiicts
shall be resolved by the said Secretary, after hearing, with due regard to the
public interest, and in conformity with the policy expressed in the Federal
water power act as to conflicting app~cations for permits and licenses, except
that preference to applicants for the use of water and appurtenant works and
privileges necessary for the generation and distribution of hydroelectric energy,
or for delivery at the switchboard of a hydroelectric plant, shall be given, first,
to a State for the generation or purchase of electric energy for use in the State,
$and the States of Arizona, California,
and Nevada shall be given equal
opportunity as such applicants.
The rights covered by such preference shall be contracted for by such State
within six months after notice by the Secretary of the Interior and to be paid
for on the same terms and conditions as may be provided in other similar
howeue7, That no application
contracts made by said Secretary: Provided,
of a State or a political subdivision for an allocation of water for power purposes
or of electrical energy shall be denied or another application in conflict therewith
subbe granted on &e ground that the bond issue of SUC]I State or political
division,
works
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firm horsepower,
upon application
to the Secretary of the Interior made witiir
sbty days from the execution of the contract of the agency the use of whose
transmission line is applied for, to participate in the benefits and use of an!
main transmission line constructed or to be constructed by the former for carry
ing such energy (not exceeding, however, one-fourth the capacity of such line)
~pon payment by such other agencies
of a reasonable share of the cost o
constmction,
operation, and maintenance thereof.
The use is hereby authorized of such public and reserved lands of th,
United States as maybe necessary or convenient for the construction, operation
and maintenance of main transmission lines to transmit said electrical ener<~
(45 Stat. 1060; 43 U.S.C. $ 617d)

—
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EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Federal Water
Power Act, referred to in the text, is the

Act of June 10, 1920, 41 Stat. 1063. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
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1. Water—Apportionment
In passing the Boulder Canyon Project
Act, Congress intended to, as shown clearly
bythe legislative history, and did, create its
own comprehensive
scheme for the apportionment among California, Ariz(ma, and
Nevada of the Lower Basin’s share of the
mainstream waters of the Coloradn Klver,
leaving each State her own tributaries. It
decided that a fair division of the first
7,500,000
acre-feet
of such mainstream
waters would give 4,400,000 acre-feet to
California,
2,800,000
to Arizona,
and
300~000 to Nevada, and that Arizona and
Cdlfornia should each get one-half of any
surplus. Congress gave the Secretary of the
Interior adequate authority to accomplish
this division by giving him power to make
contracts for the delivery of water and by
providing that no person could have water
without
a contract.
The
fimitation
of
California to 4,400,000 acre-feet, together
with the SecretaV’s contracts with Arizona
for 2,800,000 acre-feet and with Nevada
for 300,000 acre-feet, effect a valid apportionment in keeping with the Congressional Dlan. Arizona v. California. 373 U.S.
546, S64–90, 592 (1963j;
Decree, 376
U.S. 340 ( 1964).
All uses of mainstream Colorado River
water wittiln a Lower Basin State are to be
charged against that State’s apportionment,
which, of course, includes uses by the United
States. Arizonav. California, 373 U. S. 546,
601 (1963);
Decree, 376 U.S. 340, 346
( 1964).
No matter what waters are apportioned
by the Colorado River Compact between
the Upper and Lower Basins, the negotiations between the States and the congressional debate leading to the passage of the
Boulder Canyon Project Act show that the
water apportioned therein among the Lower

Basin States is mainstream water, reserving
to each State tie exclusive use of the waters
of l~er own tributaries. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 567–75 ( 1963).
The Secretary may charge Arizona and
Nevada witi
diversions from the mainstream of the Colorado River anywhere
below Lea Ferry, whether above or below
Hoover Dam. Arizona v. California, 373
U.S. 546, 590-91 ( 1963).
In case of a shortage of mainstream water
in the Lower Basin, the Secretary is not
bound to require a pro rata sharing of
shortages among the Lower Basin States.
He must follow the standards set out in the
Act; but unless and until Congress enlarges
or reduces the Secretary’s power, he is free
to choose among the recognized methods of
apportionment o.r to devise reasonable methods of his own, since Congress has given him
full power to control, manage and operate
the Government’s Colorado River works and
to make contracts for the sale and delivery
of water on such terms as are not prohibited
by the Act. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S.
546,592-94
(1963).
2. —Rights of United States
Under its broad powers to regulate nav,gable waters under the Commerce Clause
and to regulate government lands under Art,
IV, ~ 3, of the Constitution, the United
States haspower toreserve water rights for
its reservations and its property. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546,597-98
( 1963).
The United States intended to reserve
water sufficient for the future requirements
of the Lake Mead National Recreational
Area, the Havasu Lake National Wildlife
Refuge, the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge and the Gila National Forest. Arizona
v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 601 (1963);
Decree, 376 U.S. 340, 345-46 (1964).
When the United States created the
Chemehuevi,
Cocopah,
Yuma,
Colorado
River and Fort Mohave Indian Reservations
in .4rizona, California and Nevada, or added
to them, whether by Act of Congress or by
Executive Order, it reserved not only tie
land but also the use of enough water from
the Colorado River to irrigate the irrigable
portions of the reserved lands. Enough
water was intended to be reserved to irrigate, now or in the future, all the practicably irrigable acreage on the reservations,
which the Master found to be about 1,000,000 acre-feet of water to be used on about
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135,000 irrigable acres of land. These water
rights, having vested before the Act became
effective in 1929, are “present perfected
rights” and as such are entided to priority
under the Act. Arizona v. California, 373
U.S. 546, 595401
( 1963);
Decree, 376
U.S. 340,343-45
( 1964),
The United States is not entitled to the
use, without charge against its consumption,
of any Colorado River waters that would
have been wasted but for salvage by the
Government on its wildfife preserves, Arizona v, California,
373 U.S. 546, 601
(1963).
3. —Rlgh6 of others
The reservation of Colorado River water
for Boulder City, as authorized by the
Boulder City Act of 1958, has a priority
date of May 15, 1931. Decree entered in
Arizona v. California, 376 U.S. 340, 346
(1964).
4. —Contracts with Secretary
The power of the Secretary of the Interior to apportion and distribute Colorado
River water among and witiin the Lower
Bmin States through the execution of contracts for its use is subject to a number of
standards and limits in the Boulder Canyon
Project Act. These include ( 1) the limitation in ~ 4(a)
of 4,400,000 acre-feet on
California’s consumptive uses out of the first
7,500,000 acre-feet of mainstream water,
leaving 3,100,000 acre-feet which the Secretary properly has apportioned by contract
in the quantities of 300,000 acre-feet to
Nevada and 2,800,000 to Arizona; (2) tfr:
provision in $6 setting out in order the purposes for which the Secretary must use the
dam and reservoir; (3) the $ 4(b) requirement for revenue provisions in the contracts
adequate to ensure the recovery of the expenses of construction, operation and maintenance of the dam and other works within
50 years after their construction;
(4) the
directive in ~ 5 that water contracts for
irrigation and domestic use shall be only
for “permanent service”; (5) the recognition given in ~ 8(a) to the Colorado River
Compact, which means that the Secretary
and his permitters, licensees and contractees
can do nothing to upset or encroach on the
Compact’s allocation of water between the
Upper and Lower Basins; (6) the appEcation by ~ 14 of general reclamation law
except as the Act othewise provides; and
(7) the protection given in $6 to “present
perfected rights.” Arizona v. California, 373
U.S. 546, 583-85 ( 1963).
In choosing between users within each
State and in settling the terms of his contracts for the use of stored Colorado River
water, the Secretary is not bound, either by
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section 18 of the Boulder Canyon Project
Act, or by section 8 of the Reclamation Act,
to fo~ow State law. Although section 18 allows the States to do things not inconsistent with the Project Act or with Federal
control of the rive;, as for example, regulation of the use of tributary water and protection of present perfected rights, the genera
saving language of section 18 cannot bind
the Secretary by State law and thereby
nullify the contract power expressly conferred upon hh by section 5. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 580-90 ( 1963).
The fact that the Secretary has made a
contract direcdy with tie State of Nevada,
through her Colorado River Commission,
for the delivery of water does not impair the
Secretary’s power to require Nevada water
users, other than the State? to make further
contracts. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S.
546, 591-92 (1963).
Under the Supreme Court decision in
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 591–2
( 1963), and in the absence of specific Federd legislation providing otierwise, neither
the Colorado River Commission of Nevada
nor any other State agency under the contract of March 30, 1942, as amended, with
the United States for the delivery to the
State of not to exceed 300,000 acre-feet per
year from storage in Lake Mead has authority to grant permiti or to approve permits
to appropriate
stored water from Lake
Mead. Water users in Nevada must enter
into contracts direcdy with the United
States. Letter of Assistant Secretary Holum
to Mr. Ivan P. Head, December 30, 1963.
The action of the Secretary of the
Interior in reducing by 10 percent the
mnount of Colorado River water which an
irrigation district might order during the
balance of 1964, and at the same time
providing that additiond
water would be
made available to meet such individud
hardship cases as might develop, waa within
the Secretary’s statutory authority and not
a violation of the Secretary’s contract with
the district to deliver, within stated amounts,
so much Colorado River water “as may
reasonably
be required
and beneficially
used” by the district. Yuma Mesa Irr. and
Drainage Dist. v. Udall, 253 F. Supp. 909
(D. D.C. 1966).
5. —California allocation contract
The Imperial
Irrigation
District
has
authority to enter into the proposed sevenparty allocation
contract with the Palo
Verde Irrigation District, Coachella Valley
County Water District, Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California, City
of Los Angeles, City of San Diego and
County of San Diego, to apportion among
the parties dl of the waters of the Colorado
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River to which the State of California may
be entitled under the Colorado River
Compact, the Boulder Canyon Project Act,
and other applicable legislation; and a bill
of complaint to enjoin the District from
entering into the compact will be dismissed.
The contract is a necessarystep of dl parties
to secure the benefit of retained or stored
water, to compromise disputes over water
rights, and to serve the common god.
Greeson, et al. v. Imperial Irr. Dist., et al.,
59 F. 2d 529 (9th Cir. 1932).
6. —Municipal supplies
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under sections 1 and 5 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act to provide increased
capacity in the All-American Canal to carry
water to the City of San Diego for the beneficial consumptive use of the city. Solicitor
Margold Opinion, 54 I.D. 414 ( 1934).

11. Power+eneral
The fixing of financial requirements and
rigid examination of the financial status
of competing bidders for power is not only
within the Secretary’s discretion but is an
absolute obligation resting upon him. Solictor Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
The Secretary is not required to accept
the highest bid if that bid is in excess of the
price which can be realized for tie power
~nder competitive
conditions
at competitive centers, The selling standard is to
oe “reasonable returns,” not “all the traffic
~ill hem.” The phrase “shall be made with
i view to obtaining reasonable returns” was
n fact a specific amendment to this section
(Cong. Rec. Senate,, Dec. 14, 1928, p.
518 ), and clearly Indicates the selling
>asis deemed to be feasible and most
n line with public interest and the equitable
Distribution of benefits of Boulder Dam
lower. If the bidder can not sell his power
n competition with other sources he is not
Ldesirable source for reimbursement of the
~ederal expenditure. Solicitor Finney Opinon, 53 I.D. 1 (1930).
The term “public interest;’ used in the
irst paragraph of subsection 5(c)
is the
~overnment’s responsibility, financial and
,therwise, to all the people of the United
;tates for the greatest good to be derived
rom this proj ect; it excludes confinement of
he benefits of Boulder Dam power to one
Jcdity out of the many which comprise the
‘region” capable of service. It is a source of
road discretionary power in the Secretary.
‘he “public interest” requires, first, finanid security of the United States, and,
scondly, equali~ of access to Boulder Dam
ower by areas composing the region in
roportion to the needs of the applicants.
‘he a~ocation of power passes from the
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realm of the Secretary’s discretion into
the ar~a of rigid legal rights only after
apportionment among the applicants whose
demands for pow$r are equally cons~stent
with the pubfic interest. Solicitor Fmney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
Pubfic interest includes the necessity for
making a good business contract which will
guarantee the return of the Federrd investment as required by section 4(b). The
primary public interest is in the soundness
of the contracts and the solvency of the
contractor, not in the corporate or municipal
character of that contractor. All preferences
are subordinate to this public interest. Solicitor Fiimey Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
12. —Preference
The preference provisions of section 5 of
the Flood Control Act of 1944 must be read
in @ari materia with the preference provisions of section 5 ( c ) of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act (43 U.S.C. ~617d(c) ), the
Tennessee Valley Authoritv Act (16 U.S.C.
~83 lk), and S~ction 4 ~f the ‘Bonneville
Project Act (16 U.S.C. $832c(d) ). 41 Op.
Atty Gen, 236, 245 ( 1955), in re disposition
of power from Clark Hill reservoir uroi ect.
Concerning the question whethe~ a “municipality or a State has a preference for
power which it proposes to sell outside its
boundaries as against a bid for power by a
privately-owned public utility proposing to
sell in the same area outside the boundaries,
the “preference”
of the municipality is a
preference in consumptive right, not in
merchandising advantage. Outside its own
borders a State or municipal corporation,
reselling power, is on a parity with any other
public utility selling in that territory. If it
seeks to elect, on behalf of consumers who
are not its citizens, whether those consumers
shall buy from it or from another company,
its decision has not the dignity of a “preference” within the policy of the Federal
Water Power Act (sec. 7), but has the status
of a competitive
offer. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 (1930).
The States of Nevada, Arizona, and California can not claim two separate independent preference rights, one under the Federal
Water Power Act (section 7), and another
under the Boulder Canyon Project Act. The
importance of the preference language of
the project act lies in its distinction between
States and municipalities, not in any distinction as to place of use. The special reference to the preference of the three lower
basin States in the project act preserves the
rights of Arizona and Nevada as superior
to those of Los Angeles, provided both
should meet the conditions of the Federd
water power act. But to indicate that no
greater concession from the policy of the
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Federal water power act was intended, the
restriction “for use within the State” was
added. No distinction between the city of
Los Angeles on the one hand, and other
municipalities on the other, can be recognized. Solicitor Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 1
(1930).
It appears to have been the intent of the
language of section 5 (c) following the word
“except”
to convey a limited preference
upon the three lower basin States. The preference of a State over a municipality given
by the project act is intended to apply to
these three States only. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
A State, and a municipality of another
State, both presenting applications under
section 7 of the Federal Water Power Act,
stand on a basis of equality. If the conflict
is between applications of a State and a
municipality of that same State, the right
of the State is superior. If the conflict is
between a State and a municipality foreign
to it, the Secretary may make an equitable
allocation betlveen them in accordance with
the public interest and in accordance with
what, in Kls discretion, appears the best
method of conserving and utilizing the water
resources of the region. Solicitor Finney
Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
Witfin 6 months a State presenting plans
equally well adapted as those of a competing
municipality (outside tie State ) and equally
consistent with the public interest, might
claim power in preference to the municipality. After six months the State reverts to
the parity with outside municipalities established by the Federal Water Power Act.
Solicitor Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).
A preference right itself is not assignable either before or after the execution
of a contract by the State, A contract obtained in exercise of this preference right is
assignable, subject to all restrictions and
conditions contained in the original contract, and without diminution of the State’s
liability to the United States and without
waiver of the requirement of financial and
legal capacity of the assignee. Solicitor Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 (1930).
13.—Contracts
The Secretary of the Interior may not
discriminate against the California Electric
Power Company in the sale of power from
Boulder Dam in such matters as granting
a “load-building
period” and lower rates
for “secondary power.” Cati\ornia Electric
Powef Co. v. United States, 60 F, Supp.
344, 104 Ct. Cl. 289 ( 1945).
The Cittiens Utilities Company made application to purchase 5,000 kilowatts of
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electrical energy from tie power plant at
Boulder Dam for use in Arizona, and the
Department, citing the contract of April 26,
1930, with the City of Los Angeles and the
Southern California Edison Co. for lease of
power privileges at Boulder Dam, held that
the States of Arizona or Nevada must themselves contract for the Boulder Dam power
allotted to them, and that any such contract
made by the State of Arizona would not
constitute a ratification by Arizona of the
Colorado River compact, but that Arizona
“would be bound by the Compact for the
duration of tie power contract”
(Citing
Sec. 8a of the Boulder Canyon Project
Act. ) It was also held that secondary
energy which is not used by the Metropolitan Water District or the lessees and unused
firm energy allocated to the district which
is not taken by the lessees, may be disposed
of to the Citizens Utilities Company for use
in the State of Arizona, and that such energy
would not constitute a part of the allotment of firm energy made to the State of
Arizona.
Solicitor’s
Ouinion,
M-29291
(July 13, 1937).
‘
‘
In view of the sufficiency of the city and
company contracts to meet all requirements
of the Boulder Canyon Act, the power contract executed with the Metropolitan Water
District is valid notwithstanding
the fact
the district has not yet voted bonds to provide funds to build the aqueduct on which
the power would be used. Even if the aqueduct financing were construed as being a
prerequisite, the Secretary’s reservation of
energy for the district is within his authority
under the second paragraph of section 5
(c) of tl,e Boulder Cmyon Project Act. 36
Op. Atty. Gen. 270 ( 1930).
14. —Renewals
Citizens Utilities Company
and California Pacific Utilities Company have a
statutory right under section 5(b) of the
Boulder Canyon Project Act to a renewal
of their contract to purchase Hoover Dam
energy surplus to the needs of the Metropolitan Water District, as against the Government’s contention that the statutory right
of renewal extends only to those contractors
who, in effect, underwrote the project by
undertaking to purchase project electricity
at a time when such promises were a condition precedent to the appropriation
of
money for the project, and even though the
Government in the meantime had entered
into contracts pu~porting to seU the energy
to which plaintiff’s right of renewal would
extend. Citizens Utilities Co. v. United
States, 137 Ct. Cl. 547, 149 F. Supp. 158
(1957), cert. denied, 355 U.S. 892 (1957).
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15. —Klghts-of-way
The Secretary may make a reasonable
charge (a) for rights-of-way for oil pipe
fines over the public land granted pursuant
to section 28 of the act of Feb. 25, 1920 (41
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Stat. 437, 449), as amended, but not (b)
for right-of-way for transmission line under
section 5 (d) of the Boulder Canyon Proj ect Act (45 Stat, 1057). Solicitor’s Opinion,
57 ID31
(1939).

Sec. 6. [Mver regulation, improvement of navigation, flood control-Irrigation and domestic use—Power—Title
of dam to remain in United State+
Contracts of lease of a unit or units of Government-built
plant with right to
generate electrical energy—Rules
and regulations regarding maintenance of
works to be in conformity with Federal water power act—Issuance of power
permits or licenses. ]—The dam and reservoir provided for by section 1 hereof
shall be used: First, for river regulation, improvement of navigation, and flood
control; second, for irrigation and domestic uses and satisfaction of present perfected rights in pursuance of Article VIII of said Colorado River compact; and
third, for power. The title to said darn, reservoir, plant, and incidental works
shall forever remain in the United States, and the United Shtes shall, until
otherwise provided by Congress, control, manage, and operate the same, except
l)rovide,d, however, That the Secretary of the
as herein otherwise provided:
Interior may, in his discretion, enter into contracts of lease of a unit or units
of any Government-built
plant, with right to generate electrical energy, or,
rdternatively, to enter into contracts of lease for the use of water for the generation of electrical energy as herein provided, in eitier of which events the provisions of section 5 of this act relating to revenue, term, renewals, determination
of confecting applications, and joint use of transmission lines under contracts
for the sale of electrical energy, shall apply.
The Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe and enforce rules and regulations conforming with the requirements of the Federal water power act, so far
as applicable, respecting maintenance of works in condition of repair adequate
for their efficient operation, maintenance of a system of accounting, control of
rates and service in the absence of State regulation or interstate agreement,
vrduation for rate-making purposes, transfers of contracts, contracts extending
beyond the lease period, expropriation of excessive profits, recapture and/or
>mergency use by the United States of property of lessees, and penalties for en!orcing regulations made under this act or penalizing faflure to comply with such
regulations or with the provisions of this act. He shall ako conform with other
?rovisions of the Federd water power act and of tie rules and re@ations
of the
Federal Power Commission, which have been devised or which maybe hereafter
ievised, for the protection of the investor and consumer.
The Federal Power Commission is hereby directed not to issue or approve any
}ermits or licenses under stid Federal water power act upon or fiecting
the
2olorado River or any of its tribuhries, except the Gila River, in the States of
lolorado, Wyoming, Utah, New .Mexico, Nevada, Arizona, and California until
his act shall become effective as provided in section 4 herein, (45 Stat. 1061;
!3 U.S.C. $ 617e)
EXIBLANATORYNOTE

Reference in the Text. The Federd Water
‘ower Act, referred

to in the text, is the

Act of June 10, 1920, 41 Stat. 1063. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
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NTOTESOF OPINIONS

Power 3
River regulation
lVater uses 2

be only for “permanent sertice”;
(5) the
recognition given in $ 8(a) to the Colorado
River Compac;, which means that the Secretary and hls permitters, licensees and
contractees can do nothing to upset or encroach on the Compact’s allocation of water
between the Upper and Lower Basins; (6)
the application by $14 of general reclamation law except as the Act otherwise
provides; and (7) the protection given in
$6 to “present perfected rights.” Arizona
v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 583–85 ( 1963).
In construing the Boulder Canyon Project
Act. the Court would look to the Colorado
Riv~r Compact for the Emited purposes of
interpreting compact terms specifically incorporated in the Act—such
as the reference to satisfaction of “present perfected
rights” in section 6, and the definition of
“domestic” in section 12—and of resolving
disputes between the Upper and Lower
Basins. Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
566 (1963).
Congress did not intend that the power of
ihe Secretary of Interior to contract with
water users under the Boulder Canyon Project Act was to be controlled by law of prior
appropriation.
Arizona u. California, 373
U.S. 546 (1963) .

1

1. River regulation
The release of water through tie Cafi.
fornia Sluiceway at Imperial Dam in order
to transport sediment load downstream is
.appropr\ate to accomphsh river regulation,
The Uruted States hag, under the contract
with Imperial Irrigation District and within
the limitations provided, a prior right to release water for this purpose as compared
with the diversion of water for generation of
power at Pilot Knob. Also, Mexico cannot,
under the Mexican Water Treaty, insist as
a matter of right that all or substantially all
of the water allotted to it under the Treaty
‘be delivered via the All-American
Canal;
nor can Mexico require that the United
States assume responsibility either for the
quality of the water delivered to it or for
disposal of sediment load. Memorandum of
Associate Solicitor Fisher, October 17, 1956.
2. Water uses
The power of the Secretary of the Interior to apportion and distribute Colorado
River water among and within the Lower
Basin States through the execution of contracts for its use is subject to a number of
standards and limits in the Boulder Canyon
Project Act. These include ( 1) the ~iitation in ~ 4(a)
of 4,400,000 acre-feet on
California’s
consumptive uses out of the
first 7,500,000 acre-feet of mainstream water, leaving 3,100,000 acre-feet which the
‘Secretary properly has apportioned by contract in the quantities of 300,000 acre-feet
to Nevada and 2,800,000 to Arizona; (2)
the provision in &6 setting out in order the
purposes for which the Secretary must use
the dam and reservoir; (3) the $ 4(b) requirement for revenue provisions in the contracts adequate to ensure the recovery of
the expenses of construction, operation and
maintenance of the dam and other works
within 50 years after their construction;
(4) the directive in $5 that water contracts for irrigation and domestic use shall

3. Power
The authority conferred on the Secretary
of the Interior by section 6 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act to prescribe and enforce
rules and regulations conforming with the
requirements of the Federal water power act
respecting “control of rates and service” of
companies purchasing Hoover power, WaS
superseded and repealed by Part 11 of the
Federal Power Act of 1935 with respect to
resales of electric energy from Hoover dam
at wholesale in interstate commerce, and
therefore the Federal Power Commission
has jurisdiction
over the rates at which
Southern California Edison Company sells
power, including enerw from Hoover and
Davis dams, to the City of Colton, California. F.P.C. v. Soutkern California Edison
Co., 376 U.S. 205, 216–20 (1964).

Sec. 7. [Title to main canal —Utilization
pating
tion,

agencies— Revenues. ] —The
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be acceptable to him. The said districts or other agencies shall have the privilege
at any time of utilizing by contract or otherwise such power possibilities as may
exist upon said canal, in proportion to their respective contributions or obligations toward the capital cost of said canal and appurtenant structures from and
including the diversion works to the point where each respective power plant
may be located. The net proceeds from any power development on said canal
shall be paid into the fund and credited to said districts or other agencies on
their said contracts, in proportion to their rights to develop power, until the
districts or other agencies using said canal shall have paid thereby and under any
contract or otherwise an amount of money equivalent to the operation and maintenance expense and cost of construction thereof. (45 Stat. 1062; 43 U.S.C.
~ 617f)
NOTES OF OPINIONS

1. “Net proceeds”
The Public Works Administration and
the Rural Electrifimtion Administration
proposed to make loans aggregating ~~~,460,000 to the Imperial Irrigation District for
financing the construction of an electric
power production, transmission and distribution systemin the Imperial Valley, Ca~i.,
and in construing the nature and extent of
the security of the United Statesfor repayment of fie construction cost of the AllAmerican canal under its contract of Dec.
l? 1932, as amended, with the Imperial Irrigation District, the Acting SoEcitor held
that the payments of principaf and interest
on the PWA and REA bonds and tie oneyear reserves for such payments may be
deducted in determining the amount of
“net proceeds” payable into the Colorado
River dam fund except that the so-called
“second lien” of the REA bonds on the
PWA revenues would be ineffective aa
against the prior right of the United States
under Sec. 17 of the Boulder Canyon project act and Article 35 of the All-American
canal contract, in the event that the right
of the United States to net proceeds should

be held to be limited to those from genera.
tion of energy alone. Acting Solicitor Kirgis
Opinion, 56 I.D. 116 ( 1937).
It is clear that under section 7 of the
Boulder Canyon Project Act, the “net proceeds” from any power development on the
All-American Canal are required to be paid
into the Colorado River Dam Fund and
credited to fie various districts until the
construction,
operation ad
maintenance
costs have been paid. However, section 7
does not specify when this payment is to be
made. With respect to Coachella Valley
County Water District’s share of the net
proceeds from power facilities on the canal
operated by the Imperial Irrigation District,
the requirements of the law will be met if:
( 1 ) the net proceeds for 1954 and sub~equent years are paid directly by Imperial
mto the Colorado River Dam Fund; and
(2) the $490,366.02 in net proceeds paid
by Imperial directly to Coachella for the
years 1945 through 1953, which Coschella
used to purchase U.S. Government bonds,
is paid to the Fund as the bonds mature.
Dec. Comp. Gen. &124783
(September 2,
1955).

Sec. 8. [ (a) Colorado River compact to control in use of water. (b) Use of
water also governed by compact among States of the lower division. ] — (a) The
United States, its permitters, licensees, and contractees, and all users and appropriators of water stored, diverted, carried and/or distributed by the reservoir,
canals, and other works herein authorized, shall observe and be subject to and
controlled by said Colorado River compact in the construction, management,
and operation of said reservoir, canals, and other works and the storage, diversion, delivery, and use of water for the generation of power, irrigation, and other
purposes, anything in this act to the contrary notwithstanding, and all permits=
Hcenses, and contracts shall so :provide.
(b) Also the United States, in constructing, managing, and operating the
dam, reservoir, canals, and other works herein authorized, including the appro-
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priation, delivery, and use of water for the generation of power, irrigation, or
other uses, and all users of water thus delivered and all users and appropriators of
waters stored by said reservoir and/or carried by said canal, including all permitters and licensees of the United States or any of its agencies, shall observe and
be subject to and controlled, anything to the contrary herein notwithstanding,
by the terms of such compact, if any, between tie States of Arizona, California,
and Nevada, or any two thereof, for the equitable division of the benefits, including power, arising from the use of water accruing to said States, subsidia~ to
and consistent with said Colorado River compact, which may be negotiated and
approved by said States and to which Congress shall give its consent and approval on or before January 1, 1929; and the terms of any such compact concluded between said States and approved and consented to by Congress afier
said date: Provided, mat in the latter case such compact shall be subject to all
contracts,
prior

U.S,C.

if any, made

to the date of such

by the Secreta~
approval
--

and

of the Interior
consent

under

by Congress.

section

(45

Stat.

5 hereof
1062;

43

3617g)
NOTES OF OPINIONS

1. Colorado River Compact
The declarations in sections 1, 8(a), 13
(b), and 13(c)
of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act that the Secretary of the Interior and the United States sha~ be subject to and controlled by the Colorado River
Compact, were made only to show that the
Act and its provisions were in no way to
upset, alter, or fleet
the Compact’s congressiona~y approved division of water between the Upper and Lower Basins. They
were not intended to make the compact and
its provisions control or affect the Act’s allocation
among and distribution of water
. .
wltfun the States of the Lower Basin. Ari.
~9;3 ~. California,
373 U.S. 546, 567
The power of the Secretary of the Interior to apportion and distribute Colorado
River water among and within the Lower
Basin States through the execution of contracts for its use is subject to a number of
standards and limits in the Boulder Caliyon
Project Act. These include ( 1 ) the limitation in $ 4(a)
of 4,400,000 acre-feet on
California’s
consumptive uses out of the
first 7,500,000 acre-feet of mainstream water, leaving 3,100,000 acre-feet which the
Secretary properly has apportioned by contract in the quantities of 300,000 acre-feet
to Nevada and 2,800,000 to Arizonl.; ( 2 )
the provision in $6 setting out in order the
purposes for which the Secretary must use

the dam and resemoir; (3) the $ 4(b) requirement for revenue provisions in the
contracts adequate to ensure the recovery
of the expenses of construction, operation
and maintenance of the dam and other
works within 50 years after their construction; (4) the directive in ~ 5 that water contracts for irrigation and domestic use sha~
be only for “permanent service”;
(5) the
recognition given in ~ 8 (a) to the Colorado
River Compac;, which means that the Secretary and hls permitters, ficensees and
contractees can do nothing to upset or encroach on the Compact’s allocation of wate~
between the Upper and Lower Basins; (6)
the application by ~ 14 of general reclamation law except as the Act otherwise provides; and ( 7 ) the protection given in $6
to “present perfected rights.” A?izona u.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 583–85 ( 1963).
Apportionment of the Lower Basin waters
of the Colorado River is not controlled by
doctrine of equitable apportionment or by
the Colorado River Compact. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546 ( 1963).
As Congress intended to apportion only
the Colorado River mainstream, the Secretary of Interior cannot reduce water de.
liveries thereunder to Arizona and Nevada
by the amount of their uses from tributaries!
above Lake Mead, though the Secreta~
may charge them for their diversions from
the mainstream above the lower basin. Ari.
zona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 (1963).

Sec. 9. [ Witl~drawal of all irrigable land+Entry
under reclamation law—
Preference in entry to soldiers. ]—A1l lands of the United States found by the
Secretary of the Interior to be practicable of irrigation and reclamation by the

—
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irrigation works authorized herein shall be withdrawn from public entry. Thereafter, at the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, such lands shall be opened
for ~tq,
in trac~ va~ing in size but not exceeding one hundred md S~V acres,
as may be determined by the Secretary & the Interior, in accordance with tie
shall pay an equitable
provisions of the reclamation law, and any such entry=
share in accordance with the benefits received, as determhed by the said Secretary, of the construction cost of said canal and appurtenant structurw; said payments to be made in such insta~lments and at such times as may be specified by
the Secretary of the Interior, in accordance with the provisions of the said reclamation law, and shall constitute revenue from said project and be covered into
the fund herein provided for: Provided, That all permns who served in the
United States Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard during World War
II, the War witi Germany, the War with Spain, or in the suppression of the
insurrection in the Philippines, and who have been honorably separated or discharged thmefrom or placed in the Regular Army or Naval Reserve, sM1 have
the exclusive preference right for a period of three months to enter said lands,
subject, however, to the provisions of subsection (c) of section 4 of tie Act of
December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672, 702; 43 U. S.C., sec. 433) ; and also, so far as
practicable, preference shall be given to said persons in all construction work
authorized by this act: Provided further, That the above exclusive preference
rights shall apply to veteran settlers on lands watered from the Gila canal in
Arizona the same as to veteran settlers on lands watered from the All-American
Provided further, That in the event such an entry shall
canal in California:
be relinquished at any time prior to actual residence upon tie land by tie entryman for not less than one year, lands so relinquished shall not be subject to entry
for a period of sixty days after the fi~ng and notation of the relinquishment in
the local land office, and after the expiration of said sixty-day period such lands
shall be open to entry, subject to the preference in this section provided. (45
Stat. 1063; Act of March 6, 1946, 60 Stat. 36; 43 U.S.C. $ 617h)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1946 Amendment. The Act of h[arch 6,
1946, 60 Stat. 36, amended section 9 by
(1) adding the words “Coast Guard” and
“World War 11” in the first proviso, (2)
by changing “Navy” before the word “Reserve” to “Naval” in the same proviso, and
(3) adding the extra second ~roviso. The
eff&ct of ~hese amendments ~s to extend
the veteran’s preference to veterans of World
War 11 and extend such preference to lands

watered from the Gila Canal in Arizona.
The 1946 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Reference in the Text. Subsection (c) of
section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 672, 702; 43 U. S.C., sec. 433),
referred to in the text. deals with the audifications of applicant; for ent~. Th~ Act
is the Fact Finders’ Act, which appears
herein in chrouologicaf order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Practicability

of irrigation
2

1

Veterans preference

1. Practicabili~
of irrigation
When it appears fiat a commitment in a
contract between the United States and an
irrigation distiict with respect to the opening of an area of public lands within the
district to entry was based upon a mutual

mistake of fact concerning the irritability
of such lands and the practicability of irrigating them, the commitment is voidable,
and should be disaffirmed, to the extent
that the Secretary of the Interior finds tihat
the lands are not in fact “practicable of irrigation and reclamation.”
Solicitor White
Opinionj M–35090
(March 18, 1949), in
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re East Mesa Landsj Imperial Irrigation
District.
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized by section 9 of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act to open for entry under the
reclamation laws only those public lands
which he finds are “practicable of irrigation
and reclamation”
by the irrigation works
authorized in the Act. Whether a particular
area of public land is “practicable of irrigation and reclamation” is a question of fact
to be decided by the Secretary, and a mistaken determination made by one Secretary
that the area is “practicable
of irrigation
and of reclamation” does not prevent a subsequent Secretary from reversing the earlier
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finding on the basis of later and more adequate data. Solicitor White Opinion, M35090 (March 18, 1949), in re East Mesa
Lands, Imperial Irrigation District.
2. Veterans preference
The veterans preference provision of section 9 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act
was not adopted by the Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1938? approved
August 9, 1937, for the Gila proJect (“Gila
project, Arizona, $700,000; said Gila project * * * to be subject to the provisions
of
the Boulder
Canyon
project
Act
* * *“), and the lands in the Glla project
are not subject thereto. Acting SoEcitor
Kirgis Opinion, 57 I.D. 177 ( 1940).

Sec. 10. [Contract with Imperial Irrigation District not modified-Additional contracts. ] —Nothing in this act shall be construed as modifying in any
manner the existing contract, dated October 23, 1918, between the United
States and the Imperial Irrigation Distfict, providing for a connection with Lagwna Dam; but the Secreta~ of the Interior is authorized to enter into contract
or contracts tith the said district or other districts, persons, or agencies for the
construction, in accordance with this act, of said canal and appurtenant structures, and ako for the operation and maintenance thereof, with the consent of
the other users. (45 Sbt, 1063; 43 U.S,C. ~ 617i)
Sec. 11. [Studies and investigations of Parker-Gila Valley project—Report
by December 10, 1931 .]—The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
to make such studies, surveys, investigations, and do such engineering as may be
necessary to determine the lands in the State of Arizona that should be embraced
within the boundmies of a reclamation project, heretofore commonly known
and hereafter to be known as the Parker-Gila Valley reclamation project, and to
recommend the most practicable and femible mefiod of irrigating lands within
stid project, or units thereof, and the cost of the same; and the appropriation of
such sums of money as may be necessary for the aforesaid purposes from time to
time is hereby authorized. The Secreta~ shall report to Congress m soon as practicable, and not later than December 10, 1931, his findings, conclusions, and
recommendations regarding such project. (45 Stat. 1063 )
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Codification. This section originally was
codified m section 6 17j of title 43 of the
Sec.

12.

“political
State,

[Definitions
subdivisions”

irrigation

of terminolo~
as used

or other

district,

U.S. Code,
under,
employed.

in this act shall
municipality,

but is no longer shown there]—’’Political

subdivision”

be understood

to include

or other

governmental

o~
any

Orgafi

zation.
“Reclamation

law”

tain act of the Congress

“An Act appropriating

as used

~n &is act shall be understood

to mean

that ce~

entitled
the receipts from the sale and disposal of public land in
of the United

States

approved

certain States and Territories to the construction

June

17, 1902,

of irrigation works for the ree
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larnation of arid lands”, and the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental
thereto.
“Maintenance”
as used herein shall be deemed to include in each instance
provision for keeping the works in good operating condition.
“The Federal water power act”, as used in this act, shall be understood to
mean that certain act of Congress of the United States approved June 10, 1920,
entided “An act to create a Federal Power Commission; to provide for the improvement of navigation; the development of water power; the use of the public
lands in relation thereto; and to repeal section 18 of the river and harbor appropriation act, approved August 8, 1917, and for other purposes”, and the acts
arnendatory thereof and supplemental thereto.
“Domestic” whenever employed in tiis act shall include water uses defined
as “domestic”
in said Colorado River compact.
(45 Stat. 1064; 43 U.S.C.
$617k).
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Reference in the Text. Extracts from the
Federal Water Power Act, approved June

10, 1920, referred to in the text, appear
herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Domestic uses
In construing the Boulder Canyon Project Act, the Court would look to the Golorado River Compact for the limited purposes of interpreting compact terms specifitally incorporated

in the Act—such

as the

reference to satisfaction of “present perected rights” in section 6, and the definition of “domestic” in section 12—and of
resolving disputes between the Upper and
Lower Basins. Arizona v, California, 373
U.S. 546, 566 (1963) .

Sec. 13. [ (a) Approval of Colorado R~ver compact by Congres+
(b) Rights
of United States and of al~ parties claiming under United States— ( c) All
patents, contracts, grants, etc., subject to compact— ( d) All conditions and covenants to run with the land. ] — ( a ) The Colorado River compact signed at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, November 24, 1922, pursuant to act of Congress approved
August 19, 1921, entitled “An Act to permit a compact or agreement between the
States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming respecting the disposition and apportionment of the waters of the Colorado
River, and for other purposes”, is hereby approved by the Congress of the United
States, and the provisions of the first paragraph of article 11 of the said Colorado
River compact, matilng said compact binding and obligatory when it shall have
been approved by the legislature of each of the signatory States, are hereby
waived, and this approval shall become effective when the State of California
and at least five of the other States mentioned shall have approved or may
hereafter approve said compact as aforesaid and shall consent to such waiver,
as herein provided.
(b) The rights of the United States in or to waters of the Colorado River
and its tributaries Ilowsoever claimed or acquired, as well as the rights of those
claiming under the United States, shall be subject to and controlled by said
Colorado River compact.
(c) Also all patents, grants, contracts, concessions, leases, permits, licenses,
rights of way, or other privileges from the United States or under its authority,
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necessary or convenient for the use of waters of the Colorado River or its tributaries, or for the generation or transmission of electrical energy generated by
means of the waters of said river or its tributaries, whether under this act, the
Federal water power act, or otherwise, shall be upon the express condition and
with the express covenant fiat the rights of the recipients or holders thereof to
waters of the river or its tributaries, for the use of which the same are necessary,
convenient, or incidental, and the use of the same shall likewise be subject to and
controlled by said Colorado River compact.
(d) The conditions and covenants referred to herein shall be deemed to run
with the land and the right, interest, or privilege therein and water right, and
shall attach as a matter of law, whether set out or referred to in the instrument
evidencing any such patent, grant, contract, concession, leasej pe~itj
llcense~
right of way, or other privilege from the United States or under its authority, or
not, and shall be deemed to be for the benefit of and be available to the States
of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming,
and the users of water therein or thereunder, by way of suit, defense, or otherwise, in any litigation respecting the waters of the Golorado River or its tributaries. (45 Stat. 1064; 43 U.S.C. ~ 6171)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Colorado River Compact

The declarations in sections 1, 8 (a), 13
(b), and 13(c) of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act that the SecretaW of the Interior and the United States shall be subject
to and controlled by tie Colorado River
Compact, were made only to show that the
Act and its provisions were in no way to

upset, alter, or affect the Compact’s COngressiondly approved division of water between the Upper and the Lower Basins.
They were not intended to make the compact and its provisions control or ~ect the
Act’s allocation among and distribution of
water witKln the States of tie Lower Basin.
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 567
(1963).

Sec. 14. [This act a supplement to the reclamation law.] —This act shall be
deemed a supplement to the reclamation law, which said reclamation law shall
govern the construction, operation, and management of the works herein author
tied, except as othefise
herein provided. (45 Stat. 1065; 43 U.S.C. $ 617m)
NOTESOF OPINIONS
Excess lands
2
General 1
Interchange of funds 3
1. General
The general structure of the Boulder
Canyon project act indicates that it was
not meant to exist independently but rather
as a part of the legislative scheme embodied
in the Federal reclamation law. Solicitor
Harper Opinion, M-33902
(May 31,
1945), in re appli~bility of excess land
provisions to CoacheIla Valley lands.
The power of tie Secretary of the Interior to apportion and distribute Colorado
River water among and within the Lower
Basin States through the execution of con-

tracts for its use is subject to a number of
standards and limits in the Boulder Canyon Project Act. These include (1) the
limitation in ~ 4(a) of ?,400,000 acre-feet
on Cahfornia’s consumptive uses out of the
first 7,500,000
acre-feet
of mainstream
water, leaving 3,100,000
acre-feet which
the Secretary properly has apportioned by
contract in the quantities of 300,000 acrefeet to Nevada and 2,800,000 to Arizona;
(2) the provision in $6 setting out in order
the purposes for which the Secretary must
use the dam and reservoir; (3) the $ 4(b)
requirement for revenue ~rovisions in the
contracts adequate to ens’ure the recov~ry
of the mpenses of construction, operation
and maintenance of the dam and other
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works within 50 years after their construction; (4) the directive in $5 that water
contracts for irrigation and domestic use
shall be ody for “permanent service”; (5)
the recognition given in ~ 8 (a) to the Colorado Wver Compact, which means that the
Secretq
and his pertittees,
licensees and
contractees
can do nothing to upset or
encroach on the Compact’s allocation of
water between
the Upper
and Lower
Basins; (6) the application by $14 of generaf reclamation
law except as tiie Act
otherwise provides; and (7) the protection
given in $6 to “present perfected rights?’
Artiona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 583–85
(1963).

2. Excess lands
The provision of section 14 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act declaring it to be a
supplement to the Federal reclamation law
incorporates the 160-acre limitation into
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the Project Act. Solicitor Harper .Opinion,
M-33902,
at 6 (May 31, 1945), In re appficabifity
of excess-land
provisions
to
Coachella Valley lands.
Where a Federal statute provides that
the reclamation laws shall govern the construction, operation, and management of
project worksj the recess land provisions of
the reclamation laws are thereby carried
into effect unless the terms of the statute
provide otherwise. Soficitor Barry Opinion,
71 I.D. 496, 50148
( 1964), in re application of excess land laws to private lands in
Imperial Irrigation District.
3. Interchange of funds
This section was construed in Comptroller General’s decision A–4 163 7? dated
June 14, 1932, in connection
with the
Boulder Canyon Project item in the Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1932.

Sec. 15. [Investigations and reports regardiig use of water—Appropriation
of $250,000 authorized.] —The Secretaq
of the Interior is authorized and
directed to make investigation and pubfic re~rts of the femibility of projects for
irrigation, generation of electric power, and other purposes in the %ates of Arizona, Nevada, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming for the purpose of
making such information available to said States and to the Congress, and of
formulating a comprehensive scheme of control and the improvement and utilization of the water of the Colorado River and its tributaries. The sum of $250,000 is hereby authorized to be appropriated from said Colorado River Darn fund,
created by section 2 of this act, for such purposes. (45 Stat. 1065; 43 U.S.C.
$ 617n)
Sec. 16. [Cooperation
of commissions or commissioners with Secretary of
.Interior—Access
to records. ]—In furtherance of any comprehensive
plan
formulated hereafter for the control, improvement, and utilization of tie resources of fie Colorado River system and to the end that the project authorized
by this act may constitute and be administered as a unit in such control, impmvement, and utilization, any commission or commissioner duly authorized
under the law of any ratifying State in that behalf shall have the right to act in
an advisory capacity to and in cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior in
the exercise of any authority under the provisions of sections 4,5, and 14 of this
act, and shall have at all times access to records of dl Federd agencies empowered to act under said sections, and shrdl be entided to have copies of said
records on request. (45 Stit. 1065; 43 U.S.C. s 6170)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Colorado
River Commission.
Arizona,
California, Nevada, and Utah enacted laws
creating a Colorado
~ver
Commission:
1929 Arkona Sess. Laws, p. 6; 1927 Cali-

fornia Sess. Laws, p. 1031, amended by
1929 California Sess. Laws, p. 691; 19281929 Nevada Sess. Laws, p. 194; and 1929
Utah Sess. Laws, p. 187.
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NOTE OF OPINION
1. General

Section 16 is to be construed with section 15, which provides for formulation of
.comprehensive plans for development of
the Colorado River and its tributaries. The
purpose of the two sections is to provide
liaison between the present undertaking,
administered by the Secretary of the lnterior, and future development of the river
during formulation of plans for such devel.opments.

It is not the intention

of section

16 to superimpose upon the authority and
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
everywhere else made the basis of administration, the control and supervision of a
group of commissioners whose number,
place, and time of meeting, responsibility
and authority, are unprovided for. The
commissioners may tender the Secretary
advice but he is in nowise obliged to act
thereon contrary to his judgment. Solicitor
Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 1 ( 1930).

Sec. 17. [Claims of the United States arising from any contract authorized
“by this act.]’—Clairns of the United States arising out of any contract authorized
‘by this act shall have priority over all others, secured or unsecured. (45 Stat.
‘3065; 43 U.S.C. $ 617p)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. General
The provision in section 17 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act that “claims of the
United States arising out of any contract
authorized by this act shall have priority
over all others” entitles the United States

thereto only so long as the net proceeds
from power development of the All American Canal are in the hands of the irrigation
district. Acting Solicitor Kirgis Opinion, 56
I.D. 116 (1937).

Sec. 18. [Rights of States to waters within their borders.] —Nothing herein
shall be construed as interfering with such rights as the States now have either to
-the waters within their borders or to adopt such policies and enact such laws as
they may deem necessary with respect to the appropriation, control, and use of
waters within their borders, except as modified by the Colorado River compact
or other interstate agreement. (45 Stit. 1065; 43 U.S.C. $ 617q)
NOTESoF OPINIONS
“1. State laws
Where the government has, as here,
exercised its right to regulate and develop
the river and has undertaken a comprehensive project for improvements of the river
and for the orderlv and beneficial distribution of water, the~e is no room for inconsistent state law. Arizona v. California, 373
“U.S. 546, 587 (1963).
In choosing between users within each
State and in settling the terms of his contracts for the use of stored Colorado River
water, the Secretary is not bound, either by

section 18 of the Boulder Canyon Project
Act, or by section 8 of the Reclamation Act,
to follow State law. Although section 18
allows the States to do things not inconsistent with the Project Act or with Federal
control of the river, as for example, regulation of the use of tribut~
water and protection of present perfected rights, the general saving languWe of section 18 cannot
bind the Secretary by state law and thereby
nullify the contract power expressly conferred upon him by section 5. Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, 580–90 ( 1963).

Sec. 19. [Consent of Congress given to basin States to enter into com~acts
regarding
&se of water—R-epres=ntative
of United States to coopera;e
in
‘formulation of compacts— Approval by legislatures and by Congress.] —The
consent of Congress is hereby given to the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming to negotiate and enter into
compacts or agreements, supplemental to and in conformity with the Colorado
!River compact and consistent with this act for a comprehensive plan for the
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development of the Colorado River and providing for the storage, diversion, and
use of the waters of said river. A,ny such compact or agreement may provide for
the construction of darns, headworks, and other diversion works or structures for
flood control, reclamation, improvement of navigation, division of water, or
other purposes and/or the construction of power houses or other structures for
the purpose of the development of water power and the financing of the same;
and for such purposes may authorize the creation of interstate commission
and/or the creation of corporations, authorities, or other instrumenta~ties.
(a) Such consent is given upon condition that a representative of the United
States, to be appointed by the President, shall participate in the negotiations and
shall make report to Congress of the proceedin~ and of any compact or agreement entered into.
(b) No such compactor
agreement shall be binding or obligatory upon any
of such States unltis and until it has been approved by tie legislature of each of
such States and by tie Congress of the United States. (45 Stat. 1065; 43 U.S.C.
$ 617r)
NOTE
EXPLANATORY
Cross Reference, Upper Colorado River
Bmin Compact. The Act of April 6, 1949,
gran~ the consent of Congres to the Upper

Colorado River Basin Compact. The Act,
which contains the text of the compact, appears herein in chronological order.

Sec. 20. [Nght of Mexico to waters of Colorado River system not affected
by this act. ]—Nothing in this act shall be construed as a denial or recognition
of any rights, if any, in Mexico to the use of the waters of the Colorado River
system. (45 Stat. 1066; 43 U.S.C. ~ 617s)
Sec. 21. [Short tide. ]—The short title of this act shall be “Boulder
Project Act:’ (45 Stat. 1066; 43 U.S.C. $ 617t)

Canyon

EXPLANATO~Y NOTE
Legklative
Histo~.
H.R. 5773, Public
Law 642 in the 70th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 918, Par@ 1, 2,
No. 592 (on S. 728).

and

3.

S. Rept.

COLOUDO RVER COMPACT
SIGNEDAT SANTA FE, N. MEX.,
NOVEMBER24, 1922
The States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming, having resolved to enter into a compact under the Act of the Congress
of the United States of America approved August 19, 1921, (42 Statutes at Large,
p. 171), and the acfi of the legislatures of the said states, have through their
Governors appointed as Weir commissioners:
W. S. Norviel, for the State of
Arizona; W.’ F. McClure, for the State of California; Delph ‘E. Carpenter, for
the State of Colorado; J. G. Scrugham, for the State of Nevada; Stephen B.
Davis, Jr., for the State of New ‘Mexico; R. E. Caldwell, for the State of Utih;
Frank C. Emerson, for tie Statf> of Wyoming; who, after negotiations participated in by Herbert Hoover, appointed by the President as the representative of
the United States of America, have agreed upon the following articles:
267+67—72—vo1. 1—31
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The major purposes of this compact are to provide for the equitable division
and apportionment of the use of the waters of the Colorado River System; to establish the relative importance of different beneficial uses of water; to promote
interstate comity; ‘to remove causes of present and future controversies; and to
secure the expeditious agricultural and industrial development of the Colorado
River Basin, the storage of its waters, and the protection of life and property
from floo~. To these ends the Colorado River Basin is divided into two Basins,
and an apportionment of the use of part of the water of the Colorado River SyStem is made to each of them with the provision that further equitable apportionments may be made.
,,
ARTICLE II
As used in this Compact: —
(a) The term “Colorado River System” means that portion of the Colorado
River and its tributaries within the United States of America.
(b) The term “Colorado River Basin” means all of the drainage area of the
~olorado River System and dl other territo~ within the United States of America to which Ae waters of the Colorado River System shall be beneficially applied.
(c) The term “States of the Upper Division” means the States of Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.
(d) The term “States of the Lower Division” means the States of Arizona,
California and Nevada.
(e) The term “Lee Ferry” means a point in the main stream of the Colorado
River

one mile below

(f)

The

t~m

Colorado,

New

naturally

drtin

the mouth

“Upper
Mexico,
tito

which

are now

means

~asin”
Utah

the

parts of said States located
tem

of the Paria River.
and

Colorado
without

or shall

those

parts

Wyoming
River

System

the drainage

hereafter

of

within

the
and

above

Lee

States
from

of Arizona,
which

Ferry,

and

area of the Colorado

be beneficially

sewed

waters
also all

River

by waters

Sys-

diverted

the system above Lee Ferry.
(g) The term “Lower Basin” means those parts of the %tes of Arizona,
California, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah within and from which waters
natulrdly drain into the Colorado River System below Lee Ferry, and also dl
parts of said States located without the drainage area of the Wlorado
River
System which are now or shall hereafter be beneficially served by waters diverted
from the System below Lee Ferry.
use” shall include
the use of water for household,
(h) The term “domestic

from

Stock,
exclude

municipal,
he

mining,

generation

milling,

of electrical

industrial

and

other

like purposes,

but shall

~wer.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Trasbasin
diversiom
The Colorado River Compact authorizes the transmountain diversion of waters
of the Colorado River from their natural

watersheds to other watersheds within the
Basin States, but not to States outside the
Basin. Soficitor Margold Opinion, M–28389
(April 4, 1936).
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ARTICLE 111
(a) There is hereby apportioned from the Colorado River System in perpetuity to the Upper Bmin and to the Lower Basin, respectively, the exclusive
beneficial comumptive use of 7,!jO0,000 acre-feet of water per annum, which
shall include ~1 water necessary for the s~ply of any rights which may now
exist.
(b) In addition to the apport;.onment in paragraph
(a), the Lower Basin is
hereby given the right to increme its beneficial mnsumptive use of such waters by
one million acre-feet per annum.
(c) If, as a matter of international comity, the United States of America
shall hereafter recognize in the Vnited States of Mexico any right to the use of
any watm of the Colorado River System, such waters shall be supplied first from
the waters which are surplus over and above the aggregate of the quantities
specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) ; and if such surplus shall prove insufficient
for this purpose, hen, the buden of such deficiency shall be equally borne by
the Upper Basin and the Lower Basin, and whenever necessa~ the States of the
Upper Division shall deliver at Lee Ferry water to supply one-half of the deficiency so recognized in addition to that provided in paragraph (d).
(d) The States of the Upper Division will ‘not cause the flow of the river ai
Lee Ferry to be depleted below an aggregate of 75,000,000 acre-feet for any
aeriod of 10 consecutive years reckoned in continuing progressive series begin~ing with tie 1st day of October next succeeding tie ratification of this compact.
(e) The States of the Upper Division shall not withhold water, and the States
>f (the Lower Division shall nti require the delivery of water, which cannot reasonably be applied to domestic and. agricul~ral uses.
(f) Further equitable apportionment of the beneficial uses of the waters of
he Colorado River System unapportioned
by paragraphs (a), (b), and (c)
nay be made in tie manner provided in paragraph (g) at any time after Octo)er 1, 1963, if and when either basin shall have reached its total beneficial consumptive me as set out in paragraphs (a) and (b).
(g) In the event ~f a desire for further apportionment as provided in para;raph (f) any two slgnato~ States, acting tirough their Governom, may give
oint notice of such desire to tie Governors of the other signatory States and to
he President of the United States of America, and it shall be the duty of tie
lovernors of the signatory States and of the president of the United States of
~merica forthwith to appoint representatives, who= duty it shall be to divide
,nd apportion equitably between the Upper Basin and Lower Basin tie bene.cial use of the unapportioned water of the Colorado River System as mentioned
~ paragraph (f), subject to the Ie,+slative ratification of the signatory States and
le Congress of the L7nited States of America,

(a) Inasmuch as the Colorado River h~ ceased to be navigable for commerce
nd the reservation of its waters for navigation would sefiously limit the development of its Basin, the use of its l~aten for purposes of navigation shall be sub-
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servient to the uses of such waters for domestic, agricultural, and power purposes.
If the Congress shall not consent to this paragraph, the other provisiom d this
compact shall nevertheless retin
binding,
(b) Subject to tie provisions of this compact, water of tie Colorado River
S~tern may be impounded and used for the generation of electrid
power, but
such impounding and use shall be subservient to the use and mnsumption of
such water for agricultural and dometic purposes and s~
not interfere with
or prevent use for such dominant purposes.
(c) The provisions of thii article shall not apply to or interfere with the reguIatim and control by any State within its hundaries
of the appropriation, use
and distribution of water.
ARTICLE V
The Chief Official of each signatory State charged with the administration of
water rights, together with the Director of the United SItates Reclarnatim Service md the Director of the United S@tes Gmlogid
Survey, SW cmperate, ex
&cio:
(a) To promote the systematic determination and coordimtion
of tie facts
as to flow, appmpnation,
consumption and use of watm in the Colorado River
Basin, and the interchange of available information in such matters.
(b) To secure the ascetimnent
md publication of the annual flow of tie
Colorado River at Lee Ferry.
(c) To perform such other duties as maybe assigned by mutual consent oj
tie signatories from time to time.
ARmCLE VI
Should any claim or controve~y atise between any two or more of tie signs
tory States: (a) With respect to the waters of the Colorado River System no
covered by the terms of this compact; (b) over the meaning or performance o
any of the terms of this compact; (c) as to the dl-tion
of the burdens inciden
to the performance of any article of his compact or the delivery of waters a
(d) as to the cmstruction or operation of works within thl
herein provided;
Colorado River Basin to be situated in two or more States, or to be comtructw
in one State for the benefit of another State; or (e) as to the diversion of wate
in one State for tie benefit of another Smte; the Governors of the States tiected
upon the request of one of them, shall forthwith appoint commissioners witi
power to cmsider and adju5t such claim or controversy, subject to ratificatio~
by the Legislatures of the States so affected.
Nothing herein contained shall p~event the adjustment of any such claim o
controve=y by any present method or by direct future legislative actim of th
interested

States.
ARTICLE VII

Nofiing
the United

in this compact shall be construed
States of America to Indian tribes.

as affecting

the obligations

(
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VIII

Present perfected rights to the beneficial use of waters of the Colorado River
System are unimpaired by Wls compact. Whenever stor~e capacity of 5,000,000
acw-feet shall have been provided on the main Colorado River within or for
&e benefit of the Lower Basin, then claims of such rights, if any, by appropriators or users of waters in the Lower Basin against appropriators or users of water
in the Upper Basin shall attach to and be satisfied from water that may be stored
not in conflict with Avticle 111.
All @her rights to beneficial use of waters of the Colorado River System shall
be satisfied solely from the water apportioned to that Basin in which they are
situate,
ARTICLE IX
Nothing in this compact shall be comtrued to Emit or prevent any State from
instituting or maintaining any action or proceeding, legal or equitable, for tie
protectim of any fight under this compact or the enforcement of any of its
provisions.
&T1CLE X
This

compact

the signatory
it shall

may be terminated

States.

continue

at any time by the unanimous

In the event (of such termination,

agreement

all rights established

of

under

unimpaired.
ARTICLE ~1

This compact shall become binding and obligatory when it shall have been approved by the Legislatures of each of the signatory States and by the Congress of
the United States. Notice of approval by the legislatures shall be given by the
Governor of each signatory State to the Governors of the other signato~ States
and to the President of the United States, and tie President of the LTnited States
is requested to give notice to the Governors of the signatory States of approval
by the Congress of the United States.
In witness wlzereof the Commissioners have signed this compact in a single
original, which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department of State of
the United States of America and of which a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory States.
Done at the City of Santa Fe, New M&co,
this Twenty-fourth
vember, A.D. One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Two.
W.

day of No-

S. NORWEL.

W. F. MCCLURE.
DELPH

E. CARPENTER.

J. G. SCRUGHAM.
STEPHEN B. DAWS,
R. E. CALDWELL.
FRANK

Approved:
HERBERT HOOmR.

C. EMERSON.

Jr.
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NOTE
EXPLANATORY

Approval of the Compact. By section
“13(a) of the Boulder Canyon Project Act
approved December 21, 1928, the Colorado”
River Compact was approved by Congress
and the provisions of the first paragraph of
Article XI of the Compact maktig said
Compact binding and obligatory when it
shall have been approved by the legislature
of each of the signatory Statesj were waived,

the approval to become effective when the
State of Ca~iornia and at least five of the
other States mentioned sha~ have approved
or may thereafter approve said Compact
and shall consent to such waiver. The President proclaimed on June 25, 1929,46 Stat.
3000, that the necessary ratifications had
taken place.
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AMEND

CREDITS
FOR CHARGES
ON YUMA
AUXILIARY
PROJECTS
ACT

AND

WMA

An act to amend the act entitled “An act to authorize credit upon tie construction charges
of certain water-right applicants and purchasers on the Yuma and Yuma Mesa autiliary
projects, and for other purposes:’ (Act of Februa~ 26, 1929, ch. 339, 45 Stat. 1321)
[Act of June 28, 1926, amended~redits
on construction charges and on
operation and maintenance charge+Yuma
Indian Reservation.] —The act
entitled “An act to authorize credit upon the construction charges of certain
water-right applicants and purchasers on the Yuma and Yuma Mesa aufiliary
projects and for other purposes,” approved June 28, 1926, [is] amended so as to
read as follows:
“That the Secretary of the Ilnterior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit the individual water-right applicants on the Yuma reclamation
project and the purchasers of water rights on the Yuma Mesa aufilia~ project,
on the construction charges due under their contracts with the United States
under the reclamation act and acts arnendatory thereof and supplementary
thereto, with their proportionate part of all payments heretofore made or hereinafter to be made by the Imperial irrigation district of California under contract
entered into under date of October 23, 1918, between the said district and the
Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That lands in the Yuma Indian Reservation for which water rights have been purchased shall share pro rata in the
credits so to be applied: Provided further, That where construction charges are
paid in full said payments shabll be credited on operation and maintenance
charges assessed against the lands to which said payments would otherwise apply.” (45 Stat. 1321 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of June 28, 1926.

Legislative History. H.R. 15918, Public
Law 825 in the 70th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2115, S. Rept. No. 1839.
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CONSULTING

ENGINEERS,
IMPORTANT

GEOLOGISTS,
RECLAMATION

Am
ECONOMISTS
WORK

ON

An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to employ engineers and economists for
consultation purposes on important reclamation work. (Act of February 28, 1929, CfL374,
45 Stat. 1406)
[Sec. 1. Employment of consulting engineers, etc.; compensation Xmited to
$50 a day, and to $5,000 a year— Retired Army and Navy oficers eligible—
Retired Interior Department personnel eligible. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his judgment and discretion, to employ for consultation
reclamation
work ten consulting
engineers,
geologists,
purposes on important
appraisers,
to exceed

and economists,

at rates of compensation

$50 per day for any engineer,

ployed:

Provided,

fuTther,

That

geologist,

to be fixed
appraiser,

by him,

but not

or economist

so em-

That the total compensation paid to any engineer, geologist,
appraiser, or economist during any fiscal year shall not exceed $5,000: Provided
of the Army
sulting

notwithstanding
or Navy

engineers

Act of Aprfi

may

in accordance

22, 1940,54

Act of September

the provisions

be employed
Stat.

6,1966,80

with

tie

of any

provisions

148; Act of December
Stat. 652;

other

by the Secretary

43 U.S.C.

Act,

retired

of the Interior

of this Act.
23, 1944,58

(45

officers
as con-

Stat.

Stat. 91j;

1406;
~ 8,

~ 41 lb)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1966 Amendment. Section 8 of the Act
of September 6, 1966? 80 Stat. 652, amended the Act by repealing the last proviso of
section 1 which had been added to the section by the 1944 Amendment explained in
the note following this note. The 1966 Act
is a recodification of title 5 of the United
States Code. Section 8 of the Act repeals a
long list of provisions of law no longer required because of the recodification. Section
8 of the 1966 Act reads as follows: “Sec. 8.
(a) The laws specified in the following
schedule are repealed except with respect to
rights and duties that matured, penalties
that were incurred, and proceedings that
were begun, before the effective date of this
Act and except as provided by section 7 of
this Act.
“(b)
The right to a deferred annuity on
satisfaction of the conditions attached thereto is continued notwithstanding the repeal
of the law conferring the right.
“ (c) The repeal of a law by this Act
may not be construed as a Legislative inference that the provision was or was not in
effect before its repeal.”
1944 Amendment. The Act of Decem-

ber 23, 1944, 58 Stat. 915, amended the
Act by adding to section 1 a proviso that
was repealed in 1966 and wKlch read as follows : ‘<Provided further, That, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, retired personnel of the Department of the
Interior may be employed by the Secretary
of the Interior as consultants in accordance
with the provisions of this Act, without deductions from compensation for retirement,
without loss of or redetermination of retirement status, and without loss or reduc.
tion of retirement annuity or other benefits
by reason of such employment, except that
there shall be deducted from the compensation otherwise payable to any such retired
em,ployee sums equal to the retirement annuity or benefit allocable to the days of
actual employment hereunder.” The 1944
Act appears herein in chronological order.
1940 Alnendment. The Act of .4pril 22,
1940~ 54 Stat. 148, amended section ~ by
providing for the employment of appraisers,
and by increasing the number of persons
al.lthorized to be employed from five to ten.
The 1940 Act appears herein in chronological order,

Sec. 2. [Joint resolution of June 28, 1926, repealed. ]—The joint resolution
ap?roved June 28, 1926, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to employ en-
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gineers for consultation in connection with the construction
tion purposes, is hereby repealed. (45 Sht. 1406)

of darns for irriga-

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS,

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Cross Reference, Employment of Experts
and Consultants. In recent years most experts and consultants have been hired under the authority of section 15 of the Act of
August 2, 1946, 60 Stat. 806, 810, Public
Law 600 in the 79th Congress, 5 U.S.C.
~ 3109, ?nd general provisions in the annual
appropriation acts (see, for example, sec-

tion 506 of the Public Works Appropriation
Act, 1967, 80 Stat. 1015) because of the
higher per diem rates allowed and the absence of a limit on the number of such persons employed.
Legislative History. S. 4528, Public Law
851 in the 70th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
2143.

hToTEsOF OPINIONS
Application 3
Construction with other laws 1
Dual compensation 2
1. Construction with other laws
The restrictions of Act of February 28,
1929, apply only to employment under that
act, New positions may be established and
payment made from Public Works funds but
such new employment must be in conformity with the executive order of lYovember 18, 1933, or the Classification Act of
1923 as amended. Solicitor Margolcl Opinion, 54 I.D. 411 (1934).
2. Dual compensation
The temporary employment by the War
Department at any rate of compensation of
a consulting engineer holding an appointment under the Act of February 28, 1929,
in the Bureau of Reclamation at $50 a day
when actually employed, would, notwithstanding the fact that the employee was in
a nonpay status on the rolls of the bureau
and would not receive compensation from
the bureau and the War Department covering the same period of time, nevertheless be in contravention of the Act of May
10, 1916, as amended by the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 120, 582), which
prohibits the payment of more than one
salary when the combined rate of such payment exceeds $2,000 per annum. Comp.
Gen. Dec. A–30788 (Mar. 24, 1930)
Employees appointed pursuant to the Act
of February 28, 1929, 45 Stat. 1406, which
limits the aggregate that may be paid to
any one person to $5,000 per year, and to
whom it is not practical to apply section
101 (b) of the Economy Act of June 30,
1932, 47 Stat, 400, are subject to 8 ~s percent reduction prescribed by section 105

(d) of that Act for persons whose rate of
compensation is between $1,000 and $10,000. As the rate of pay of the positions authorized by this statute will exceed $3,000
per annum, such employees would not be
entitled, during the present fiscal year, to
receive any pay as retired Army officers unless the retired pay amounts to $3,000 or
more, in which case they may elect to receive eitier the civilian or the retired pay.
Dec. Comp. Gen., A–44084
(August 23,
1932).
3. Application
Where the services involved in a consulting engineer’s appointment, under the above
act, are not for performance at any fixed
place and the appoin~ent
contemplates
travel at Government expense between his
home and the various places where his services might be required, the employee is considered as actually employed and entitled
to salary per diem as well as per diem in
lieu of subsistence whenever necessarily absent from his place of residence for purposes
of consultation on reclamation projects, including necessary travel time and intervening Saturday titernoons, Sundays, and holidays. His compensation is subject to reduction required by the Economy Act of June
30, 1932, and its amendments, and to the
fiscal year limitation. Dec. Comp. Gen.,
A–47819 (April 6, 1933).
The words “important reclamation work”
are used in the a~t in a collective sense and
refer to the reclamation work of the Department as a whole; they are not restricted
to any one project; and only five engineers,
five geologists and five economists may be
employed by the Department at any one
time on important reclamation work. Dec.
Comp. Gen.; B–6069 (October 4, 1939).
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CONEYANCE

OF WATER

RIGHTS,

BOISE

PROJECT

An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to convey or transfer certain water rights
in connection with the Boise reclamation project. (Act of February 28, 1929, ch. 382,
45 Stat. 1410)

[Sec. 1. Authority to relinquish interest in Ridenbaugh
or Nampa and
Meridian irrigation district water rights, ]—The Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized to relinquish to the board of control of the Arrowrmk division, Boise irrigation project, all the right, title, and interest of the United States
in or to certain Ridenbaugh or Nampa and Meridian irrigation district water
rights, not here~fore disposed of, obtained when land with appurtenmt water
rights was purchased by Ae United States for the Deer Flat Reservoir. (45
Stat. 1410)
‘“sec. 2. [Water to be used by board of control of Arrowrock division. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to permit the water to which the United
States is entitled mder ‘the said Ridenbaugh rights to be ~ken into and distributed through the canal system of the Arrowrock division of the Boise project
by the board of control and used or disposed of by the said board of control for
the benefit of the said Arrowrock division. (45 Stat. 1410)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 11360, Public

Law 859 in the 70th Congress. HR.
No. 865. S. Rept. No. 1642.

Rept.

March
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SITES

An act to authorize the disposition of unplatted portions of Government town sites on irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June 17, 1902, and for other purposes, (Act
of March 2, 1929, ch. 541, 45 Stat. 1522)
[Sec. 1. Authority to appraise an~i sell unplatted portions of town sites
created under Act of April 16, 1906—Patents. ] —The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to appraise, and sell, at public auction, to the highest bidder, from time to time, under such terms as to time of
payment as he may require, but in no event ~r any longer period than 5 years,
any or all of the unplatted portions of (Mvernment town sites created under the
act of April 16, 1906 (34 Stat. 116), on, any irrigation project constructed under
the act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), or acts amendatory thereof or suppleThat any land so offered for sale and not disposed
mentary thereto: Provided,
of may
under

afterwards
such

made

be sold,

regulations

in pursuance

the United
1931,46

States

at not less than

as the Secretary

of such

sde

shall

in or to the land

Stat. 1107;

43 U.S.C.

the appraised

of the Interior

convey

so sold.

value,
may

all the right,
(45 Stat.

at private

pre~ribe.

title,

1522;

and

Act

sale,

Patents
interest

of February

of
14,

~ 571)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

1931 Amendment.
The Act of February 14, 1931, 46 Stat. 1107, amended section I by deleting the words “for cash”
which followed the phrase “from time to
time,” and by inserting in lieu thereof the
words “under such terms as to time of payment as he may require, but in no event for
Sec. 2.
er

[Proceeds

of sales to be disposed

5, 1924. ]—The

on account
area

of the

structed

net proceeds

of such

lands,

lands

so sold

or are proposed

Subsection

1 of section

page

Where

672).

any longer period than 5 years”. The 193 f
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
April 16, 1906 (34 Stat. 116), referred to
which
appears herein in chronological
order.
of in accordance

of such

sales after

and the project
where

construction

irrigation

to be constructed,
construction

charge

the date of any such sale, same shall be estimated
(45 Stat. 1522;

43 U.S.C,

5, 1924

of Decemb-

for the irrigable

works

shall be disposed

Act

all expenditures

charge,

or drainage

4 of the act of December

the project

with

deducting

have

been

con-

of as provided

(Forty-third

shall not have

by the Secretary

in

Statutes,

been

fixed

at

of the Interior.

~ 572)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Reference in the Text. Subsection I of sec.
tion 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (Forty-third Statutes, page 672), referred to in
the text, deds with the distribution of the
Sec. 3.

[Reclamation

and sal=ecretary
zuthorixed

funds
to make

to be appropriated

profits from projects taken over by the water users. The Act is the Fact Finder’s Act,
which
appears herein in chronological
order.

to be appropriated
rules

and

regulations.

for use in defraying

for expenses

of appraisement

]—Reclamation
the necessary

funds

expenses

are

of ap-
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praisement and sale of the lands herein authorbed to be sold, and the Secretary
of the Interior is authorked to perform any and all acfi and to mde such ~es
and regulations as, in his opinion, may be necessary and proper for carrying out
the purposes of this act. (45 Stat. 1522; 43 U.S.C. $ 573)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative HistoW. H.R. 16082, Public
Law 967 in the 70ti Congress, H.R. Rept.

No. 2264. S. Rept. No. 1857 (on S. 5482).
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INTERIOR

DEPARTMENT

APPROPRIATION

ACT

FOR

1930

[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for tie Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and for other purposes. (Act of March 4, 1929, ch. 705,
45 Stat. 1562)
[Boise project—Ap~licatio~
of rev~nues fr~m oper~tion
power plant.]—*
* * Prouided,—Repealed.

of Black Canyon

EXPLANATORY NOTE
covered into the reclamation fund unless
and untfi otherwise directed by Congress.
No charge shall be made against any irrigation district for the cost of construction of
the said Deadwood
Reservoir, the Black
Canyon power plant and power system, or
more than one-half of the cost of the Black
Canyon Dam.” Additionally? the 1954 Act
repealed the last three provisos to the portion of the Act of June 5, 1924, relating to
the Boise project. Extracts from the 1924
.4ct, including the portion relating to the
Boise project, and the full text of the 1954
Act, appear herein in chronological order.

Proviso Repealed. Section 3 of the Act of
August 24, 1954P 68 Stat. 794, repealed the
proviso in the item relating to tie Boise
project, which read as follows: “Pro vialed,
That all net revenues derived from the operation of the Black Canyon power plant
shall be applied to the repayment of the construction cost: First, of the Deadwood Reservoir; second, the Black Canyon power
plant and power system; and third, one-half
the cost of the Black Canyon Dam, until
the United States shall have been reimbursed for all expenditures made incident
thereto. Thereafter all net revenues shall be
-%
[Sun
tana:

*

River

project;

* *

Provided

Control

further,

*

-%
by

water

*

users. ]—Sun

River

project,

Mon-

That c)n or before July 1, 1929, notice shall be

given by the Secretary of the Interior requiring

the water users to assume the

control of the instructed
works on January 1, 1931, and to commence payment
of construction charges in accordance with the contract of June 22, 1926, between the United States and tie Greenfields irrigation district. (45 Stat. 1591)
-%

%

-%

*

Test wells in Truckee Meadows. ]—Newlands
project,
[Newlands project:
Nevada: That such portion as may be necessary of the unexpended balance of
the appropriation of $50,000 for the survey and examination of water storage
reservoir sites on the headwaiters of the Truckee and Carson Rivers, made available under the provisions of the second deficiency act, 1928 (Public, Ni~mbered
563, Session Laws, first sessio~, Seventieth Congress, page 902, Newlands project,
Nevada), shall also be available for the Isoring of test wells in the Truckee Meadows, Washoe County, near the city of Reno, Nevada. (45 Stat. 1591)
[Carlsbad project—Avalon
Reservoir— Contract with A. T. and S. F. Ry.]—
* * +- provided, That no part of the approCarlsbad project, New Mexico:
priation of $250,000 contained in the act of May 29, 1928 (45 Stat., p. 902), for
beginning the enlargement of Avalon Reservoir shall be available until contract
is entered into between the Secretary of the Interior and the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railway System, whereby said system agrees to pay one-half of the
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cost of relocating the tracks and right of way of said system where made necessary
by said enlargement of the reservoir. (45 Stat, 1591)
.x.

-%

-x

+.

[Shoshone project:
Application
of net revenues from Shoshone power
further, That the net
+ * + provided
plant. ]—Shoshone project, Wyoming:
revenues from the operation of the Shoshone power plant shall be applied, first,
to the repayment of the construction cost of the power system; second, to the
repayment of the constmction cost of the Shoshone Dam; and third, &ereafter
such net revenues shall be covered into the reclamation fund. (45 Stat. 1592)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1938, 1949 and 1954 Modifications. The
Act of April 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 210, section 3
of the Act of October 27, 1949, 63 Stat. 941,
942, and the Act of July 14, 1954, 68 Stat.
47 ~, modify these provisions for the application of Shoshone project power revenues.
These Acts appear herein in chronological
order.
Cross Reference, Annual Appropriation
Acts. F?r a number of years the annual
appropriation acts made funds from power

revenues of the Shoshone project available
for operation and maintenance of the commercial system, as explained in the note
under the Act of March 7, 1928, 45 Stat.
230.
CrWs Reference, Sale of Facilities. The
Act of May 14, 1930, 46 Stat. 309, authorizes the sale of power facilities no longer
needed for the Shoshone project. The Act
appears herein in chronological order.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Disposition of power revenues
The Act of lMarch 4, 1929, prevents the
Department from applying any of the net
power revenues .of the Shoshone power
plant to a reduction of the annual ch?rges
due from the Shoshone Irrigation District to
the United States in accordance with the
provisions of subsection I of the Fact Finders’ Act of December 5, 1924. Solicitor Finney Opinion, 53 I.D. 427 ( i931 ).
The Act of March 4, 1929, relating to
the disposition of Shoshone power revenues,
is clearly within the constitutional power of
Congress to enact. If the Act impairs any
contract rights of the plaintlff under a prior
.:.
)
*

contract, its remedy for recovery is in recourse to the Court of Claims. An action for
a writ of mandamus to compei the Secretary
of the Interior to determine and credit to
the plaintiff annually a portion of the power
revenues will not lie, both because this iS in
the nature of a suit for specific performance
of a contract to which the United States has
not given its consent, and because the matter is so completely within the discretion of
the Secretary as to forbid interference by
writ of mandamus. United States ex rel.
Shoshone ITT. Dist. u. Ickes, 70 F. 2d 771
(D.C. Cir. 1934), cert. denied 293 U.S.
571 (1934).
*
+
*

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Cod]fied. Extracts from this Act
shown here are not codified in the U.S.
Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation Acts. Provisions which are repeated in two or more appropriation acts

..

appear herein onIy in the act in
first used.
Legislative History. H.R. 15089,
Law 1033 in the 70th Congress. H.R.
N-o. 1938. S. Rept. No. 1355. H.R.
No. 2025 (conference report ).

whict
Publi(
Rept
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DELIVER

WATER,

UNCOMPAHGRE

PROJE~

Joint resolution to authorize the SecretaW of the Interior to deliver water during the
irrigation season of 193.0 on the Uncc)mpahgre project, Colorado. (Pub. Rcs. No. 62
[S.J. Res. 151], April 12, 1930, <h. 143,46 Stat. 163)
[Economic
study on Uncompah~e
project—Deliveq
of water to those paying one annual installment of constl~ction
charge and current operation and
maintenance charges. ] —Whereas an. economic study is now in progress on the
Uncompahgre
project, Colorado, constructed and operated under the act of
June 17, 1902 (Ttirty-second
Statutes at Large, page 388), and acts amendatoq thereof or supplemmta~
thereto, looking to the adjustment of water-right
charges and the execution of a new contract with the w~ter users of that project,
and

Whereas the necessary action cannot be completed
the irrigation season of 1930; Now, i~erefore be it

before the beginning

of

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of tie Interior is hereby
authorized to deliver water during the irrigation s~on
of 1930 to any water
user on the Uncompahgre project, Colorado, who pays or causes to be paid, in
the manner and at tie time prescribed by said Secretary, one regular annual
installment of construction charge and the current operation and maintenance
charges, notwithstanding any delinquencies. (46 Stat. 163 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Public Resolution is
not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S.J. Res. 151, Public

Resolution 62 in the 71st Congress.
Rept. No. 953.

H.R.

April

23, 1930
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AMEND

SECTION

43, OMNIBUS

ADJUSTMENT

ACT

An act to am&nd section 43 of the act of May 25, 1926, entitled “An act to adjust watertight charges, to grant certtin o~er relief on the Federd irrigation
other purposes.” (Act of April 23,1930, ch. 205,46 Stat. 249)

projects,

and for

[Suspension of construction charges against areas temporarily unproductive—Payments
made credited to construction charg+Credit=Delivery
of
water—Permanently
unproductive lands.] —Section 43 of the act of May 2j,
1926, entitled “An act to adjust water-right charges, to grant certain other relief
on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes”
(Forty-fourth
Statutes, page 636) be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:
“SEC. 43. The paym~t of dl construction chargm against stid areas temporarily unproductive shall remain suspendd until the Secretary of the Interior
shall
placed
such
made

declare

them

in a paying
areas

shall

on such

to be pmsessed
cIass,

be resumed

areas

of sufficient

whereupon
or shall

shall be credited

payment
begin,

productive

power

of construction

as the case may

to the unwaid
.

bahmce

properly
charges

be. Any

to be
against

payments

of the construction

charge on the productive area of each unit. Such credit shall be applied on and
after the passage and approvti of this act, which shall not be construed to require
revision of accounts heretofore adjusted under the provisions of this section as
originally enacted. While said lmds so classified as temporarily unproductive and
the construction charges against them are suspended, water for irrigation purposes may be furnished upon payment of the usual operation and maintenance
charges, or such other charges as may be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior
the advance payment of which may be required, in the discretion of the said
Secretary. Should said lands temporarily classed as unproductive, or any of them,
in tie future be found by the Secretary of the Interior to be permanently unproductive, the charges against them shall be charged off as a permanent 10ISS
to the
reclamation fund and thev, shall thereuwon
‘be treated in the same manner as
.
other permanently unproductive lands as provided in this act except that no
refund shall be made of the construction charges paid on such unproductive areas
and applied as a credit on productive areas as herein authored.”
(46 Stat. 249;
43 U.S.C. $ 423b)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section
43 of the Act of May 25, 1926 (the Omnibus Adjustment

Act).

Legislative History. H.R. 4291, Public
Law 161 in the 71st Congress. ~.R. Rept.
No. 118. S. Rept. h-o. 404.
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1931, and for other purposes. (Act of May 14, 1930, ch. 273,
46 Stat. 279)
*
*
*
*
*
BUREAU OF =CLAMA~ON
+

%
[Salt
project,

Lake

Basin

Utah,

-%

contract
pr~ject —Repayment
For commencement
division:

second

Provided,

That no pati
a contract or contracts
an irrigation district or
payment to the United

*
required.]

—Salt

of constructio~

Lake

Basin

$300,000:

of this sum shall be available for construction work until
shall be made as required by the reclamation laws with
districts or water users’ association or associations for the
States of the cost of such second division. (46 Stat. 308;

Act of April 22,1932,47

Stat. 116)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY

1932 Amendment. The Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1933, Apfil
22, 1932, 47 Stat. 116, revised the proviso
as shown above.
Original Text. As originally enacted in
1930, the proviso read as follows:
“Provtded,
That no part of this sum
shall be avadable for construction work intil a contract or contracts shall be made
with an irrigation district or districts em-

bracing said division, which, in addition to
other conditions required by law, shall require payment of construction costs within
a period not exceeding thirty years from
the date water shall be available for delivery, as to lands now under production,
tributary to canrds and laterals already constructed, and for the irrigation of which a
supplementary water supply is to be furnished.”
-F

[Yakima
Application

project,
of

power

States. ]—Yakima
struction,

~ennewi~k

$640,000,

Hig~ands

u~it—Presser

revenue-Pow-er-plant

project

(Kennewick

to be immediately

funds hereby appropriated

Highlands
available:

shall be e~pended

title
unit),

Dam

to

remain

Washington:

title,
in

etc.—
United

For con-

Provided,

That no part of the
for construction purposes until

there shall have been conveyed to the ~Jnited States title to the Presser Dam and
the right-of-way for the Presser-Chandler Power Canal free of all prior lien and
satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior: Provided further, That all net revenues received from the disposition of power not required for pumping water for
irrigation of lands in the Kennewick irrigation district shall be applied, first, to
the payment of the construction cost incurred by the United States in connection
with the Kennewick Highlands unit, including the power plant and appurtenances, until said construction cost is fully paid, and thereafter to retire the obli-.
gations incurred by the said district in the purchase of the said dam and right-ofway: And Provided further, That tide to and the legal and equitable ownership
of the power plant and appurtenances constmcted by the United States pursuant
to this appropriation shall be and remtin in the United States, and all net reve-.
267–OM—72—VO1.
1+21
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nues therefrom shall go to tie reclamation fund after payment of aforesaid construction cost and retirement of said obligations. (46 Stat. 308)
NOTES OF OPXNIONS
“District bonds
1
Sale of surplus power

is appropriate to use power revenues to re.
pay the bonds issued by the district after d!
costs of the United States have been repaid.
Solicitor Finney Opinion, M–26043
(Jul>
2, 1930).

2

1. District bonds
The provision in the second proviso that
power revenues will be used “to r~tire the
obligations incurred by the said dutrict in
the purchase of the said dam and right-ofway” does not amount to a double payment
for the dam and power canal because under
normal reclamation law the use and benefit
of the facilities would pass to the district
after repayment of all costs of the United
States. Here, however, the intention is that
control of the property wfll remain permanently in the United States; therefore, it

2. Sale of surpluspower
Under date of December 15, 1930, tht
First Assistant Secretary of the Interior held
in connection with the second proviso 01
the above item, that it was necessary to ad.
vertise for competitive bids for the sale b}
the United States of surplus power gener.
ated at the proposed plant to be constructed
for the Kennewick Highlands unit, Yak&
project.

[Riverton project —Restriction on funds for Pilot Butte division—Contract—
Sugar factory—Branch
railroad. ]—Riverton
project, Wyoming:
% * % Pro
vialed further, That no part of the funds hereby appropriated for construction
purposes shall be available for expenditure on the distribution system, Pilot Butt(
division, during the fiscal year 1931 until the following conditions have been met
(1) Contract satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior shall” have beer
executed by the Midvde Irrigation District for repayment of project inmstments
(2) A sugar factory shall have been constructed on or in the vicinity of th~
project or definite arrangements made for such construction at an early date; anc
(3) A branch railroad shall have been constructed or initiated either frorr
“Bonneville or some other suitable point on the Chicago,

Burlington

& Quinc~

Railroad, or from Shoshone or some other suitable point on the Chicago & Nortl
Western Railway to Pavillion, Wyoming, or other suitable point in this vicinity
(46 Stat, 308)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
ruary 12, 1931, was executed with the Mid
vale Irrigation District.

Implementation. No branch railroad nor
sugar factory was built in the fiscal year
1931, but a repayment contract, dated Feb-

project, Wyo
[Shoshone
project— Sale of power facilities. ]—Shoshone
ming: + * * PYovided further, That the Secretary of the Interior is author
ized to sell at not less than the appraised valuation transmission lines, substa
tions, and so forth, no longer needed for constmction,
-nance of the project. (46 Stat. 309)

operation,

and mainte

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Shoshone project, see the Act of March 4

Cross Reference, Additional Provisions.
‘For additional provisions relating to the
-power

system and power

revenues of
*

*

1929, 45 Stat. 1592, and the notes there
under.

the
*

*

*
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified.
Extracts from his Act
shown here are not codified in the U.S.
Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which arf’
repeated in two or more appropriation act$

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 6564, Public
Law 217 in the 71st Congress. HR. Rept.
No. 25. S. Rept. No. 371. H.R. Rept. No.
1394 (conference report ).

May
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SALE

OF UNPRODUCTIVE

PUBLIC

LAND

An act to authorize the disposal of public land classified as temporarily or permanently
unproductive on Federal irrigation projects. (Act of May 16, 1930, ch. 292, 46 Stat.
367)

[Sec. 1. Secretary authorized to dispose of vacant public lands. ]—The Secretary of the Interior, hereinafter styled the Secretary, is authorized in connection with Federal irrigation projects to dispose of vacant public lands designated
under the act of May 25, 1926, as temporarily unproductive or permanency unproductive to resident farm owners and resident entrymen on Federal irrigation
projects, in accordance with the provisions of this act. (46 Stat. 367; 43 U.S.C.
~ 424)
NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Resident

For purposes of the Act of May 16, 1930,
a “resident farm owner” means “a farm
owner who is actually residing on the farm
he owns” and the nature of the residence required is “personal presence and physical

occupation of the premises as a home.” SoIicitor Gardner Opinion, 58 I.D. 409
( 1943),
Opinion,
Schmitt.

in re Dove;
Solicitor
Gardner
M-332 18 (July 27, 1943), in re

on area allowed to purchasers—
Sec. 2. [Independent
appraisal —Limit
Tracts insufficient to support family. ]—That
the Secretary is authorized to
sell such lands to resident farm owners or resident entrymen, on the project
upon which such land is located, at prices not less than that fixed by independent
appraisal approved by the Secretary, and upon such terms and at private sale
or at public auction as he may prescribe: Provided, That no such resident farm
owner

or resident

than

one hundred

land

already

owned

entryman

shall be permitted

and sixty acres
on such

of such

Federal

land,

irrigation

to purchase

under

or an area which,
project,

this act more
together

shall exceed

three

with
hun-

dred and twenty acres: And provided furtl~er, That the authority given hereunder shall apply not only to tracts wholly classified as temporarily or permanently

unproductive, but also to all tracts of public lands within Federal irrigation projects which by reason of the inclusion of lands classified as temporarily or permanently unproductive are found by the Secretary to be insufficient to support a
family and to pay water charges. (46 Stat. 367; 43 U.S.C. $ 424a)
Sec. 3. [Sees. 41 and 43 of Adjustment Act applicable to land sold~ec.
44
not applicable. ] —All “permanently
unproductive”
and “temporarily unproductive” land now or hereafter designated under the act of May 25, 1926, shall,
when sold, remain subject to sections 41 and 43 of the said act. The exchange
provisions of section 44 of said act of May 25, 1926, shall not be applicable to
the land purchased under this act. (46 Stat. 367; 43 U.S.C. ~ 424b)
Sec. 4. [Patent, recital in— Lien for water charges.] —After the purchaser
has paid to the United States dl amounts due on the purchase price of said land,
a patent shall issue which shall recite that the lands so patented have been classified in whole or in part as temporarily or permanently unproductive, as the case

hIay
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may be, under the adjustment act of May 25, 1926. Such patents shall also contain a resemation of a lien for water charges when deemed appropriate by the
Secretary and resemations of coal or other mineral rights to the sme extent m
patents issued under the homestead laws. (46 Stat. 367; 43 U.S,C. $ 424c)
Sec. 5. [Disposition of funds derived from sale of lands and from water
rentals. ] —In the absence of a contrary requirement in the contracts between
the United States and the water users organization or district assuming liability
for the payment of project construction charges, all sums collected hereunder
from the sale of lands, from the payment of project construction charges on
“temporarily unproductive”
or “permanently unproductive”
lands so sold, and
(except as 3tated in this section) from water rentals, shall inwe to the reclamation fund as a credit to the construction charge now payable by the water usem
under their present contracts, to the extent of the additional expense, if any, incurred by such water usem in furnishing water to the unproductive area, while
still in that status, as approved by the Commissioner of Reclamation and the balance as a credit to the sums heretofore written off in accordance with said act of
May 25, 1926. Where water rental collections hereunder are in excess of the
current operation and maintenance charges, the excess as determined by the
Secretary, shall, in the absence of such contrary contract provision, inure to tie
reclamation fund as above provided, but in all other cases the water rentals
collected under this act shall be turned over to or retained by the operating
district or association, where the project or part of the project from which the
water rentals were collected is being operated and maintained by an irrigation
district or water users association under contiact with the United States. (46 Stat.
368; 43 U.S.C. $ 424d)
Sec. 6. [General authority. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to perform any and all acts and to make dl rules and regulations necessary and
proper for carrying out the purposes of this act. (46 Stat. 368; 43 U.S.C. $ 424e)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Reference in the Text.

The Act of
May 25, 1926? referred to in the text, is the
Omnibus Adjustment
Act. The Act appears herein in chronological order.

Legislative History. H.R. 156, Public Law
232 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
68, S. Rept. No. 580.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Application
The Act of May 16, 1930, 46 Stat. 367,
authorizing the sale of vacant lands which
are classified as temporarily or permanently
unproductive, does not apply to ceded Crow

Indian lands on the Huntley Irrigation
project which were withdrawn for reclamation purposes pursuant to the Act of April
27, 1904, 33 Stat. 352. Solicitor White
Opinion. M–34393 (Mach
26, 1947).

June

6,

1930.
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SIZE

OF FARM

UNITS

ON DESERT-LAND

ENTRIES

.4n act to amend section 5 of the act of June 27, 1906, conferring authority upon the Secretary of the Interior to fix the size of farm units on desert-land entries when included
within national reclamation projects. (Act of June 6, 1930, ch. 405, 46 Stat. 502)
[Proviso of section 5, act of June 27,1906, arnended.]-The
proviso to section 5 of the act of June 27, 1906, chapter 3359, Thirty-fourth Statutes, page
520, [is] amended so as to read as follows:
“Prouided, That if after investigation the irrigation project has been or may
be abandoned by the Government, time for compliance with the desert land law
by any such entryman shall begin to run from the date of notice of such abandonment of the project and the restoration to the public domtin of the lands
withdrawn in connection therewith, and credit shall be allowed for all expenditures and improvements theretofore made on any such desert-land entry of
which proof has been or may be filed; but if the reclamation project is carried to
completion so as to make available a water supply for the land embraced in any
such desert-land entry he entryrnan shall thereupon comply with dl the provisions of the aforesaid action of June 17, 1902, and shall relinquish within a
reasonable time after notice as tie Secreta~ may prescribe and not less than two
years all land embraced within his desert-land entry in excess of one farm unit,
as determined by the Secretary of the Interior, and as to such retained farm unit
he shall be entitled to make final proof and obtain patent upon compliance with
the regulations of said Secretiry applicable to the remainder of the irrigable land
of the project and with the terms of payment prescribed in said act of June 17,
1902, and not otherwise. But nothing herein contained shall be held to require a
desert-land entryman who owns a water right and reclaims the land embraced
in his entry to accept the conditions of said reclamation act.” (46 Stat. 502; 43
U.s.c. $ 448)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section

Law 309 in the 71st Congress. ~.~. Rept.
~ ~;~ and H.R. Rept. No. 947. S. Rept.

5 of the Act of June 27,1906.

Legislative History. H.R. 1186, Public

‘

.

June 6, 1930
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CREDIT

COLLECTIONS
FROM DEFAULTING
TO RECLAMATION
FUND

in act providing

CO~RAGTORS

for depositing certain moneys into the reclamation
1930, ch. 410, 46 Stat. 522)

fund. (Act of June 6,.

[Amounts collected to be covered into reclamation fund. ]—Any amounts
~ollected from defaulting contractors or their sureties, including collections heretofore made, in connection with contracts entered into under the reclamation
aw, either collocted in cash or by deduction from amounts otherwise due such
contractors, shall be covered into tie reclamation fund and shall be credited to
he projector operation for or on account of which such contract was made. (46
jtat. 522; 43 U.S.C, ~ 401)
EXPI,ANATORY NOTES

Background. Under the former rulings of
he Comptroller General damages collected
rom defaulting contractors were deposited
o the credit of rniseellaneousreceipts in the

Treasury, and not to the reclamation fund.
Legislative History. H.R. 5662, Public
Law 314 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept,.
No. 1010. S. Rept. No. 750.

June 13, 1930
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AMEND

TAMTION
OF LANDS OF HOMESTEAD
DESERT-LAND
ENTRYMEN
ACT

AND

“An act to permit tmation of lands of homestead and
desert-land ent~men under the reclamation act;’ approved April 21, 1928, so as to
include ceded lands under Indian irrigation projects. (Act of June 13, 1930, ch. 477, 46
Stat. 581 )

An act to amend the act entitled

[Sec. 1. Lands of homestead entryman and of entryman on ceded Indian
lands taxable by State after proof of residence, et&]—The act entitled “An act
to permit taxation of lands of homestead and desert-land entryrnen under the
Reclamation
ActJ’ approved April 21, 1928, is amended to read as follows:
“That the lands of any homestead entryrnan under the act of June 17, 1902,
known as the Reclamation Act, or any act amendatory thereof or supplementary
thereto, and the lands of any entryman on ceded Indian lands within any Indian
irrigation project, may, after satisfactory proof of residence, improvement, and
cultivation, and acceptance of such proof by the General Land Office, be taxed
by the State or political subdivision thereof in which such lands are located in
the same manner and to the same extent as lands of a fike character heId under
private ownership may be taxed. (46 Stat. 581; 43 U.S.C. $ 455)
“Sec. 2. [Lands of desert-land entryman taxable by State. ]—The lands of
any desert-land entryman located within an irrigation project constructed under
the Reclamation Act and obtaining a water supply from such project, and for
whose land water has been actually available for a period of four years, may
likewise be taxed by the State or political subdivision thereof in which such lands
are located. (46 Stat. 581; 43 U.S.C. ~ 455a)
“Sec. 3. [Taxes a lien upon, and enforceab~e by sale of lands. ]—All such
taxes legally assessed shall be a lien upon the lands and may be enforced upon
said lands by the sale thereof in the sme manner and under the same proceeding whereb? said tues are enforced against lands held under private ownership;
but the title or interest which the State or political subdivision thereof may convey by tax sale, tax deed, or as a result of any tax proceeding shalI be subject
to a prior lien reserved to the United States for all due and unpaid installments
on the appraised purchase price of such lands and for all the unpaid charges
authorized by law whether accrued or othenvise. The holder of such tax deed
or tax title resulting from such tax shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges
in the land of an assignee of such entryrnan on ceded Indian lands or of an
assignee under the provisions of the act of Jue 23, 1910, as amended, or of any
such entries in a Federal reclamation project constructed under said act of
June 17, 1902, as supplemented or amended. (46 Stat. 581; 43 U.S.C. $ 455b)
“Sec. 4. [Extinguishment
of liens in case lands revert to United States.]—
If the Iands of any such entryman shalI at any time revert to the United States
for any reason whatever, dl such liens or tax titles resulting from assessment
levied after the date of this amendatory act upon such lands in favor of the State
or political subdivision thereof wherein the lands are located, shall be and shall

June 13, 1930
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be held to have been, thereupon extin~ished;
and the levying of any such assessment by suti State or poIiticaI subdivision shall be deemed to be an agreement
on its part, in the event of such reversion to execute and record a fomal release
of such lien or tax titlej’ (46 Stat. 581 ; 43 U.S.C. $ 455c)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of April 21, 1928.

Legislative History. S. 4318, Public Law
349 in the 71st Congress. S. Rept. No. 818.
H.R. Rept. No. 12288.

June 17, 1930
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TEMPORARY

RIO

GWNDE

COMPACT

An act giving the consent and approvaf of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on FebroaV 12, 1929. (Act of June 17, 1930, ch. 506, 46 Stat.
767)

[Approval of Congress. ]—The consent and approval of Congress is hereby
given to the compact signed by the commissioners for the States of Coloradoj New
Mexico, and Texas at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 12th day of February, 1929,
and

thereafter

proved

approved

April

by the Legislature

19, 1929,

approved

March

approved

May

of the State

by the Legislature

9, 1929,
22, 1929,

and

mmpact

reads

GRANDE

of Colorado

the State

by the Legislature

which

“RIO

of

of New

of the State

by act ap-

Mexico

by act

of Texas

by act

as follows:

COMPACT

‘(The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the Stite of Texas,
desiring to remove all causes of present and future controversy among these
States and between citizens of one of these States and citizens of another State
with respect to the use of the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitrnan,
Texas, and being moved by considerations of interstate comity, have resolved to
conclude a compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end,
through their respective governors, have named as their respective commission.
ers Delph E. Carpenter for the State of Colorado, Francis C. Wilson for the
State of New Mexico, and T. H. McGregor for the State of Texas, who, aftel
negotiations participated in by William J. Donova,
appointed by the President
as the representative of the United States of America, have agreed upon the following articles, to wit:
“ARTICLE
“(a)
and

The

Mexico,’
“(6)
Rio

State

the United
‘ Texas;
The

and

Fort Quitman,
“(c)

The

“(d)

The

and

‘Rio

Grande

States,’
Basin’

its tributaries

of New

Mexico,

are hereinafter

the State

designated

of Texas,

‘Colorado,’

‘New

drained

by th(

respectively.

means

all of the territo~

in Colorado,

New

Mexico,

and

Texas

abovt

of which

natu

Texas.
term

rally flow into
where

the State

of America

and the ‘United

term

Grande

of Colorado,

States

I

tie

‘tributary’
channel

‘Closed

the streams
adjacent

means

Basin’

means

and waters

territory,

any water

of the Rio

and

course

the waters

Grande.

that part

naturally
the waters

of the San Luis Valley

flow

and

of which

drain

in Coloradc

into the San Luis Lake:

are not

tributary

to the Ric

Grande.
“(e)
word

‘Domatic’
‘domestic’

use of tie

water

has the significance

in that sense at common

law.

‘Municipa~

which

attaches

use means

to tht

the use oj
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‘Agricultural’

use means

means

outlet

means

the

each

signatory

and

or use of the waters
Fort

all uses of water,

the flowage

structures

uses, and losses incident

binding

above

COMPACr

to the use of water
of energy.

and corporations,

storage,

tie

of w-ater through

or agricultural

provisions

its citizens,

serving

of water

or the releme

GRANDE

c)f land.

‘power’ as apl~lied
for the generation

or waste

the spillway,
mestic,

works

for the irrigation

The te~
or indirect,

“ (g)

water

RIO

State

of water

other

than

over

for do-

thereto.
shall

all others

engaged

of the Rio

Grande

include

and

bind

in, or interested
in Colorado

in,

or NTew

Quitman.
“ARTICLE

II

“The States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas hereby declare:
“(a)
That they recognize the paramount right and duty of the United States,
in the interests
ternational
are

of international

controversies

accomplished

peace

and

by that

and harmony,

claims

means

by treaty,

the

treaty

to determine

and

that

becomes

when

the

and settle inthose

supreme

purposes

law

of

the

Nation;
“(b)

That

since the benefits

ity and the just performance
corollary
tion

that

the Nation

Row from

the wise exercise

should

defray

of that author-

to all the people,

the cost of the discharge

it follows

as a

of any obliga-

thus assumed;

“(c)

That

gation

with

imposed

international
Statutes,
of Mexico

2953 ),

sixty

the States
should

of Colorado,

That

rado

known

added
upon

the riva

acre-feet

without

21, 1906

Mexico

which

to the United

annually

and

Texas

a draft

WM cast upon

obligated

forever,

of America,

worth

the
States

whereby

in effect,

them

of

(Thirty-fourth

Grande

States

obli-.

considerations

of

and

there

May

by

the Rio

of water

Mexico,

States,

moved

dated

States

from

the United

thereby

the United

‘being

a treaty

United

the economic
Basin

to his

and

development

for the fullest

compact

‘as the Closed

to the flow

site. The

the

and

drew

to them

in

upon
many

an obligation

which

by the Nation;

for

Grande

the preamble

into

New

and

Grande,

law

to deliver

thousand

be borne

the Rio

with

that promise

of dollars,

“(d)

entered

of America

to fulfill

millions

to the Rio

international

comity;

States

order

respect

by

page

United

and

which

of that duty accrue

it is of primary
Basin

of the river,

be drained

and

the construction

ever the principal

of the drain

and

will so regulate

of the difficulties

between

thus

recovered

be constructed

in

the flow

the flow
the States

be

in Colorado

as the State Line

augment

of

recited

that the area in Colo-

the water

described

of the waters

of the purposes

importance

will materially

of the reservoir
causes

conservation

that a reservoir

at or near the sitt; generally

installation

and

realization

Reservoir

of the river,

as to remove
signato~

for-

hereto;

and
“ (e)
earnest

That

in alleviation

conviction

of these

of the heavy
States

hat

burden

without

so placed
cost to tiem

upon

them

the United

it is the
States
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and the State Line

Reservoir

described

(d).

signatory

States

not be construed
or irnpliedly,

agree

that

as constituting

of any statement

approval

by Congress

an acceptance
or conclusion

of this compact

or approval,

appearing

directly,

shall

indirectly~

in this afiicle.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
referred to in the text, appears herein in
chronological order.

Reference in the Text. The Treaty dated
May 21, 1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes, page
2953 ), with the United States of Mexico,

III

“ARTICLE

Colorado,

“(a)

shall cause
ing station
“(1 )

ords from

Rio

designated

system)
On

the

“(3)

On

“ (4)

herein

Such

provisions

an automatic

of its State
recording

engineer,

stream-gaug-

to wit:

Del

Norte

as the Del

at the

Norte

gauging

the flow diverted

station

now

station

mainhined,

(the

into the canal

water

rec-

of the Del hTorte

:
Rio

the Rio

known

points,

near

to include
Conejos

as the Mogote

a station

and administration

and operated

Grande

this station

irrigation
herein

the

and

“(2)

the direction

at each of the following

On

known

under

to be maintained

near

gauging
Grande

a station

at or near the Colorado-New

and designated
other

Mogote,

known

and

designated

station;

station

herein

as the Interstate

or stations

as may

Mexico
gauging

be necessary

interstate
station;

line,

and

to comply

with

the

of this compact.

“(b)
New Mexico, under the direction and administration of its State engistream-gauging
neer, shall cause to be maintained and operated an automatic
station

at each of the following

points,

to wit:

“(1 )

On the Rio Grande

at the station

“ (2)

On the Rio

at San Martial;

Grande

“(3)

On the Rio

Grande

“(4)

Such

station

provisions
“(c)
official,
station

other

known

at the Elephant
or stations

as Buckman;

Butte

as maybe

Reservoir
necessary

outlet;

and

to comply

with

the

of this compact.
Texas,

under

shall cause

the

direction

and

to be maintained

at each of the following

administration

and operated

points,

On the Rio Grande

at Courchesne;

“(2)

On the Rio Grande

at Tornillo;

“(3)

On the RIO Grande

at Fort Quitman.

“(d)

New

Mefico

or stations

and

Texas

as may

shall

consti~ted

stream-gauging

to wi~:

“(1 )

ing station

of its duly

an automatic

and
establish

be necessary

for

and maintain
ascertaining

such
and

other

recording

gaugthe

releaw, flow, distribution,
waste, and other disposition
of water at all points between the Elephant Butte Reservoir and the lower end of the Rio Grande project,
however, That when the United States shall maintain
both inclusive: Provided,
‘and operate, tiugh
any of its agencies, an automatic gauging stition at any of
the points herein designated it shall not be necessa~ for the State within which
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said stition is located to maintain a dupficate gauging station at such point
whenever the records of such Government stations are avtiable to the authorities of the several States.
“(e)
The officials in charge of all of the gauging stations herein provided for
shall exdange
records and data obtained at such stations for monthly periods
through the operation tiereof, or at such other intervals as they may jointly
determine, and said offictis shall provide for check ratings and sd
other hydrographic work at the designated stations m may be necessary for the accuracy
of the records obtained at such stations and to that end may estabfish tim and
regulations from time to time.
“&mCLE

IV

“The State engineer of Colorado, the State engineer of New Mexico, and such
officer of Tas tie governor thereof may designate shall constitute a committee which may employ such engineering and clerid aid as maybe authorked
by the respective State legislatures, and the jurisdiction of the committee shall
extend ody to tie ascertainmat
of the flow of the river and to the prevention
of waste of water, and to findings of fact reached only by unanimous agreement.
It shall communicate its tidings of fact to the officers of the respective States
charged with the performance of duties under this compact. Its findings of fact
shall not be conclusive in any court or other tribunal which may be called upon
to interpret or enforce this compact. Annu& reports compiled for each calendar
year shall be made by the committee and transmitted to the governors of the signatory States on or before Febwry
1 following tie year covered by such report.
“ARTICLE

V

“It is agreed that to and unti the construction of the Closed Basin Drain and
the State Line Reservoir herein described, but not subsequent to June 1, 1935, or
such other date as the signatory States may hereafter fix by acts of their respective State legislatures, Colorado will not cause or suffer the water supply at the
interstate gauging station to be impaired by new or increased diversions or storage within ~e tib
of Colorado tiess and until such depletion is offset by incre~e of drainage return.
“bTICLE

VI

“To the end that the maximum use of the waters of the Rio Grande maybe
made it is a~eed that at such times as the State engineer of New Mexico, under
the supervision md control of the committee, shall find that spill at Elephant
Butte Dam is anticipated he shall forthwith give notice to Colorado and New
Mexico of the estimated amount of such spill, and of the time at which water
may be impounded or diverted above San Marcid, and thereupon Colorado and
New Mexico may use in equal portions the amount of such estimated spill so
found by the State engineer of New Mexico; and on notice from the said State
engineer of New Mexico that the period of said spill, or estimated spill, is
terminated, Colorado and New Mexico shall desist from such increased use.
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“

“(a)
On or before the completion of the Closed Basin Drain and the State
Line Reservoir, and in any event not later &an June 1, 1935, a commixion
of three members shall be constituted, to which the governor of each of the sigllatory States shall a~int
a commissioner, for the pu~ose of concluding a compact among the tignatory States and providing for the equitable apportionment
of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande among said States. The governors of
said States shall request the President of fie United States to name a representative to sit with said commission.
“(b)
The commission so named shall equitably apportion the waters of the
Rio Grande as of conditions obtaining on the river and within the Rio Grande
Basin at the time of the signing of this compact, and no advantage or right shall
accrue or be asserted by reason of constmction of works, reclamation of land, or
other change in conditions or in use of water within the Rio Grande Basin or
the Closed Basin during the time intervening between &e signing of this compact and the concluding of such subsequent compact to the end that the righfi
Provided,
howeve~,
and equities of each State may be preserved unimpaired:
That Colorado shall not be denied the right to divert, store, and/or use water
in additional amounts equivalent to the flow into the river from the drain from
the Closed Basin,

“ (c) Any mmpact concluded by said commission shall be of no force or
effect until ratified by the legislature of each of the signatory States and approved by the Congress of the United States.
‘(ARTICLE

VIII

“(a)
Subject to the provisions of this article Colorado consents to the construction and use of a rmervoir by the United States and/or New Mexico,
and/or Texas, as the case may be, by the erection of a dam across the chmnel of
the Rio Grande at a suitable point in the canyon below the lower State bridge,
and grants to the United States andlor to stid States, or either thereof, the right
to acquire by purchase, prescription, or to exercise of eminent domain suh
rights of way, easements, and/or lands as may be necess~
or convenient for the
constmction, maintenance, and operati~
of stid reservoir and the storage and
release of waters.
“(b)
Said resemoir shall be so constructed and operated that the storage and
release of waters fierefr~
and tie flowage of water over the spillway shall not
impede or interfere with the operation, maintenance, and uninterrupted use of
drainage works in fie San L~s V~ley in Colorado or with the flow and discharge of waters therefrom,
‘<(c) The comtruction andlor operati~ of said re=~oir and the storage and
re@ation
of flOW of waters fiereby
shall not be.
. for beneficial uws or ofie~iw
come the basis or hereafter ~ve ~se to any c1~
of appropriation of waters or
of any prior, prefemed, or superior right tO the use of any such waters. The purpose of said resmoir sh~l be to store ~d rc~late tie flow of the river.
“(d)
me Ufiti
s~tes, or We ~Watow States, as tie c~e may be, shall
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control the storage and release of water from said reservoir and the management
and ~peration thereof, subject to a compact between the signatory States.
“(e)
Colorado reserves jurisdiction and control over said reservoir for game,
fish, and all other purposes not herein reltiquished.
“(~) Colorado waives rights of taxation of said reservoir and appurtenant
structures and all lands by it occupied.
“ARTICLE

IX

“Nothing in this compact shall be construed m affecting the obligations of the
United States of America to tie United States of Mexico, or to the Indian tribes,
~r as impairing the rights of the Indian tribes.
“ARTICLE

X

“It is declared by the States signatory hereto to be the policy of dl parties
hereto to avoid waste of wate~, and to that end the offictis charged with the
performance of duties hereunder shall use their utmost efforts to prevent wastage
of waters.
“ARTICLE XI
“Subject to the provisions of this compact water of. the Rio Grande or any of
its tributaries may be impounded and used for the generation of power, but such
impounding and use shall always be subservient to the use and consumption of
juch waters for domestic, municipal, and agricultural purposes. Water shall not
~e stored, detained, nor dischar,qed so as to prevent or impair use for such
iominant purposes.
“ARTICLE XII
“New Mexico agrees with Texas, with the understanding that prior vested
rights above and below Elephant Butte Resewoir shall never be impaired hereby,
:hat she w-ill not cause or suffer the water supply of the Elephant Butte Res:rvoir to be impaired by new or increased diversion or storage within the limits
>f New Mexico unless and until ~suchdepletion is offset by increase of drainage
:eturn.
“ARTICLE XIII
“The
?eculiar
hereof,
iny

physical

and

to the

territory

have

actuated

~ovision

~pplicable

herein

other

conditions

drained

this compact,
contained

to other interswte

characteristic

and

served

“This
:sblished

compact
action
under

any

general

Rio

to the
Stat=

principle

Grande

and

development
adtits

hat

of precedent

streams.

may be terminated

XIV

or extended

of all of the signato~
it shall remain

the

and

and none of the signatory

establishes

“ARTICLE

egislative

of

thereby,

States,

and continue

at any time by the unanimous
and

unimpaired.

in that

event

all rights

es-
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“ARTrcm

“Nothing herein contained shall prevent the adjustment or setdement of any
claim or controversy between these States by direct legislative action of, the interested States nor shall anything herein contained be construed to limit the
right of any State to invoke the jurisdiction of any court of competent jurisdiction
for the protection of any right secured to such State by the provisions of this
compac~ or to enforce any provision thereof.
XVI

“hnCLE

“Nothing in this compact shall be considered or construed as recounting, establishing, or fixing any status of the river or the accurzy of any data OFrecords
or the rights or equities of any of the signatories or as a recognition, acceptance, or
acknowledgement of any plan or principle or of any claim or assertion made or
advanced by either of the signatories or hereafter construed as in any manner
estab~shing any principle or precedent as regards future equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande, The signatories agree fiat the plan
herein adopted for administration of the waters of the Rio Grande is merely a
temporary expedient to be applied during the period of time in this compact
specified, is a compromise temporary in nature and shall have no other force
or interpretation, and that the plan adopted as a basis therefore is not to be
construed as in any manner establishing, acknowledging, or defining any status:
condition, or principIe at this or any other time.
“ARmCLE

“The signatories
reservoirs
compact

on

situ

consent
covered

and for a reason~le

and agree
by

XVII

to the extension

approved

applications

of time for construction
during

the

time

of

of
thi:

time thereafter.
“ARTICLE

XVIII

“This compact shall become operative when approved by the legislature oj
each of the signatory States and by tie Congress of the United States. Notice oi
approval shall be given by the governor of each State to tie governors of tht
other States and to the President of the United States, and the President of th~
United States is requested to give notice to the governors of each of the signatoq
States of its approval by the Congress of the United States.
“In witness whereof, the commissioners have signed this compact in quad.
ruplicate original, one of which shall be deposited in the archives of the Depart.
ment of State of the United States of America and shall be deemed th(
authoritative original, and of which a duly certified copy shall be forwarded t(
the governor of each of the signatory States.
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“Done at the city of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on the 12th day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine.
“DELPH E. CARPENTER.
“FRANCIS C. WILSON.
“T. H. MCGREGOR.
“Approved:
“WILLmM J. DONOVAN.”
EXPLANATORY
NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
tie U.S. Code.
Consent to Negotiate Compact. The Act
of March 2, 1929, 45 Stat. 1502, granted
the consent of Congress to the negotiation
of a compact between the States of Golorado, New Mexico and Texas with respect
to the waters of the Rio Grande River.
Extension of Ulfe of Compact. The extension of this temporary compact was authorized for a period of two years, or until
June 1, 1937, by Act of the Legislature of
New Metico of Februarv 25. 1935. bv Act
of the Legislature of Co~orado of Ap~l 13,
1935, and by Act of the Legislature of
Texas of April 18, 1935. The approval of

267-067 —72—voI. I–—33

Congress to the extension of the compact
was given by the Act of June 5, 1935, 49
Stat. 325.
Cross Reference, Permanent Rio Grande
Compact. The Act of May 31, 1939, 53
Stat. 785, granted the consent of Congress
to the permanent compact between the
States of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas
with respect to the waters of the Rio Grande
River above Fort Quitman,
Texas. The
1939 Act, including the text of the Compact, appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 3386, Pubhc Law
370 in the 71st Congress. S. Rept. No. 581.
H.R. Rept. No. 1754.
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An Act to provide for the payment of benefits received by the Paiute Indian Reservation
lands within the Newlands irrigation project, Nevada, and for other purposes. (Act of
June 27, 1930, ch. 637,46 Stat. 820)

[Authorization
for appropriation
to pay Truckee-Carson
irrigation district
for benefits received by Indian lands. ]—There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the TreasuT not otherwise appropriated) the SUm
~f $6,000, or so much thereof as may be nwessary, for paying the TruckeeCarson irrigation district, Fallen, Nevada, in sixty semiannual installments, as
equally as may be, the proportionate share of the benefits received by four
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven and three-tenths irrigable acres of
Paiute Indian lands within the Newlands irrigation project, for necessary repairs
to the Truckee Canal to restore said canal to its original capacity, said payments
to be made at the same time and at the same rate per irrigable acre as that paid
to the Reclamation Bureau by said district for other irrigable lands located
therein. (46 Stat. 820)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 135, Public Law

451 in the 71st Congress. S. Rept. No. 532.
H.R. Rept. No. 1691.
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REHABILITATION
An act for the rehabilitation

OF BITTER

ROOT

PROJECT

of the Bitter Root irrigation project, Montana.
1930, ch. a33, 46 Stat. a52 )

(Act of July 3i

Repealed.—
EXPUNATORY NOTB

!

Repealed. The Act of May 6, 1949, 63 Stat. 62, repealed this Act and its supplementary
Act, the Act of August 26, 1935, 49 Stat. 799. Both the 1935 and 1949 Acts appear herein
in chronological order. The text of the Act before repeal read as follows:
[Sec. 1. Appropriation
authorized. ]—There
is hereby authorized to be appr~priated
from the reclamation fund established by the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes,
page 3a8 ), the sum of $750,000? or as much thereof as may be necessary to be used for the
rehabilitation of the Bitter Root irrigation project in Montana. (46 Stat. 852)
Sec. 2. [Hquidation
of indebtedness— Construction, bettement, or repair work—Loan
to irrigation district.]—The
Secreta;y of the Interior, hereinafter styled the Secretary, is
authorized to use money thus appropriated for the following purposes:
( 1) For liquidating bonded and other outstanding indebtedness of such irrigation
project on such basis of ~al~ation as the Secr:tary may regard. as equitable, not exceeding
75 per centum of .th: prmclpal and accrued mtere:t, n? portion of such outsta~ding indebtedness to be hqmdated except a total outstanding indebtedness of such pro]ect is so
liquidated;
(2) For doing or causing to be dons u~de; his supervision any construction, betterment,
or repair work neces~ry to p~ace the Irr:gatlon system of s~ch proJect in good operating
condition, and as provided form the contract herelna~ter required.;
(3) For loaning to such irrigation ~strlct, hereinafter provided for, such funds as in
the opinion of the secretary are necessary fo~ aqy construction? betterment, or repair
work to place the irrigation system of such project m good operating condition. (46 Stat.
--a.
NOTES OF OPIN1ONS
Liquidation of indebtedness
Reimbursement
2

1

1. Liquidation of indebtedness
The Bitter Root irrigation disttict, in
negotiations with its creditors, pursuant to
the requirement of subsection 1, section 2
of this act, located and deposited all except
five bonds of $500 each. The Comptroller
General, in decision A–34571 dated May 1a,
1931, interpreting the last 20 words of this
5ubsection,beginning with “no portion of”,
stated that substantial compliance with the
law would be accomplished if the amount
necessary to retire the five bonds on the
;ame basis that the other indebtedness of
:he irrigation district are to be liquidated
~nderthe act of July 3, 1930, is set aside and
.emainsunexpended in the appropriation to
ake care of such bonds in the event the
)wnerspresent the same and, in addition to
hls there be procured a bond of indemnity
)r such other gecurityas will guarantee that
\eitherthe Government nor the irrigation
listrict will ever have to pay any greater
mount on account of said five bonds than
5 percent of principal and accrued in-

terest if now paid with the other bonds now
being liquidated.
Comptroller General’s decision A–3457 1
of July 23, 1931, outlines the procedure to
be followed in connection with loans under
the act of Jtily 3, 1930. Form of deposit
agreement to be executed by the creditors
of the Bitter Root irrigation district was approved by the Comptroller General under
date of February 13, 1931. A further decision dated March 1a, 1932, was rendered
by the Comptroller General regarding etidence to be submitted to the General Accounting Office of payments to the creditors.
2. Reimbursement
The Comptroller General in decision W
27425 dated August 7, 1942? held that h
Bitter Root Irrigation District may be reimbursed after expenditures incurred for
protective measures taken by it at the request
of the Bureau,
In decision A–34571 dated June21, 1932,
the Comptroller General authorized reim.
bursement to the Bitter Root irrigation district of an amount advanced by the district
ior construction,
betterment
and repair,
notwithstanding the provision of article 2 of
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States until settlement has been made with
the creditors of the district.

Sec. 3. [Funds advanced to be repaid in not more than 40 years.—Contractz
by
irrigation district for repayment.] —All funds so used or advanced shall be repaid
to the United States within a period, to be fixed by the Secretary of not more than
forty years, with interest at the rate of 4 per centum per annum on tie funds so used or
advanced from the date of such use or advancement until repaid. Before any funds are
so used or advanced a contract or contracts satisfactory to the Secretary shall be
mecuted by an irrigation district. formed under State law, obligating such district to
repay the funds so used or advanced as required by this act. Any contract so executed with
such district shall require a lien on the land and on the irrigation systems of such project.
The operation and maintenance of such project shall be continued by the authorities
in charge under the supervision of the Secretary, so far as necessary to effectuate the
purposes of this act. (46 Stat. 852)
Sec. 4. [Penalty in case of defadt in payment— Enforcement of contract—Control
of project—Delivery
of water withheld.] —In case of default in the payment when
due of any interest or other charges under any contract
executed
as herein
provided there shall be added to the amount unpaid a penalty of one-half of 1 per centum
of the amount unpaid on the 1st day of each month thereafter so long as such default
shall continue, such penalties being in addition to the interest provided in section 3.
The provisions of any contract executed hereunder may be enforced by suit or by the foreclosure of any lien in the manner authorized by the State laws applicable in similar cases.
In addition to other remedies the Secretary, in any contract executed hereunder, may
provide that in case of default for more than twelve months in the payment. of any
installment, the control, operation, and maintenance of the project may, in the discretion
of the Secretary, be assumed by the United. States and the defivery of water withheld
until payments are duly made in accordance with the contract requirements. (46 Stat. 852)
Sec. 5. [Examination and investigation of project—Report
of finding to Congress.] —
No funds shall be appropriated for the purposes herein authorized until investigation and
examination shall have been made of all pertinent c?ndit~ons surrounding such project
and until the Secreta~ has made a report of hls finding m writing to Congress that in
his opinion by the action proposed the project can and wfll be placed upon a sound basis
from a financial and economic standpoint so that the funds so used and advanced will
be returned to the United States. 46 Stat. 853)
Sec. 6. [Powers of Secretary. \—The Secretary is authorized to perform any and all
acts to make and enforce all needful rules and regulations for effectuating the purposes
of tils act. (46 Stat. 853)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 9990, Public
Law 506 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 1086. S. Rept. No. 1034.
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SECOND

DEFICIENCY

ACT,

APPROPRIATION

1930

[Extracts from] An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscaf year ending June-30, 1930, and prior fiscal years, to provide-supplemental appropriations for the fisml years ending June 30, 1930, and June 30, 1931, and
for other purposes. (Act of July 3, 1930, ch. 846,46 Stat. 860)
*

*

*
BU~AU

*

*

OF ~CLAMATION

[Boulder Canyon project. ]-Boulder
Canyon project: For the commencement of construction of a dam and incidental works in the main stream of
the Colorado River at Black Canyon, to create a storage reservoir, and of a complete plant and incidenti
structures suitable for the fullest economic development of electrical energy from the water discharged from such resemoir; to
acquire by proceedings in eminent domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights of way
and other property necessary for such purposes; and for incidental operations; as
authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21, 1928
(U.S.C., supp. 111, title 33, ch. 15A); $10,660,000 to remain available unti
advanced to the Colorado River Dam fund, * * * (46 Stat. 877)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
propriating funds for the Boulder Canyon
project through the Act of October 12, 1949,
63 Stat. 7a2,

Provision Repeated. The same language,
except for the name of the dam itself, is contained in most of the succeeding acts ap-

*

*

*

*

*

Sec. 5. [Short title. ]—This Act may be cited as the “Second
fiscal year 1930.” (46 Stat. 918)

<
Deficiency

Act,

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not CodMed. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Boulder Canyon Project is now codified in Title 43,
U. S.C., Chapter 12A.

Legislative History. H.R. 12902, PubEc
Law No. 519 in the 71st Congress. House
Report 1876; Senate Report 107a (pts. 1
and 2 ) ; House Reports 2050 and 2066 (conference reports).
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ADJUSTMENT

OF

CHARGES,

MILK

RIVER

PROJECT

An act to amend the act of May 25, 1926, entitled “An act to adjust water-right charges, to
grant certain other relief on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes.”
(Act of July 3, 1930, ch. 857,46 Stat. 1010)

[Sec. 1. Deduction from total cost of construction cost against permanently
unproductive land— Suspension of payments against temporarily unproductive
and other lands—Contracts
to be exewted. ] —The act of May 25, 1926 (Fortyfourth Statutes at Large, page 636) is hereby amended by adding after section 20
of said act sections 20–A and 20–B, as follows:
“SEc. 20–.4. There shall be deducted from the total cost chargeable to the
Chinook division of this project the following sum:
“(1 ) Twenty-one thousand six hundrd and eighty-four dollars and fifty-eight
cents, or such amount as represents the construction cost as found by the Secretary of the Intefior against the following lands:
‘( (a) One thousand seven hundred and seventy and seventeen one-hundredths
acres permanently unproductive because of nonagricultural character.
“SEc. 20–B. All payments upon construction charges shall be suspended
against the following lands in the Chinook division:
“ (a) Twelve thousand six hundred and seventeen
and sixty-four onehundredths acres temporarily unproductive because of heavy soil and see?age;
(b) eleven thousand three hundred and seven acres for which no canal system
has been constructed, all as shown by the land classification of the Chinook
division made under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior and approved
by hirrunder date of January —, 1930. The Secretary of the Interior, as a condition precedent to the allowance of the benefits offered under sections 20–A
and 20–B, shall require each irrigation district within the Chinook division to
execute a contract providing for repayment of the construction charges as hereby
adjusted within forty years and upon a schedule satisfactory to said Secretary;
and no water from the Saint Mary River watershed shall be furnished for the
irrigation of lands within any district after the irrigation season of 1930 until
the required contract has been duly executed.” (46 Stat. 1010)
Sec. 2. [Contracts
to be uniform.] —All contracts with the Government
touching the project shall be uniform as to time of payment and charge for the
construction of the Saint Mary diversion. (46 Stat. 1011)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of May 25, 1926.

Legislative History. H.R. 8296, Pubfic
Law 530 in the 7 Ist Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 119. S. Rept. No. 405 and S. Rept.
No. 588.

January

31, 1931
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AMENDED
An

act

for

CONTRACT,

the relief

UNCOMPAHGRE

PROJECT

of he Uncomp&gre
reclamation project,
JanuaW 31, 1931, ch. 93, 46 Stat. 1974)

Colorado.

(Act

of

[Sec. 1. Arnendatory contract authorized on certain condition*O.
and
M. charges, construction
charge made part of supplemental
construction
charg+Drainage
system— Payment of project supplemental charg*Stock
shall, under
assessment. ] —If the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users’ Association
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CONTRACT,

UNOOMPAHGRE

31, 1931

PROJECT

Third. The amount so expended and credited, the amounts postponed under
the provisions of item 1 hereof, and any amounts of primary construction charges
applicable to productive lands that shall not have become due and payable by
tie association under the contract of 1927, on or before December 1, 1961, shall
be considered and defined as the project supplemental construction charge and
shall be made payable by the association in annual installments of $85,000, the
first installment of such supplement
construction charges to be payable on
December 1, 1962, and a like installment on December 1 of each subsequent year
until the total of the supplemental construction charge indebtedness is reduced
to $85,000 or less, which remaining amount shall then be made payable as the
last installment on December 1 of the calendar year next following the year in
which the indebtedness is so reduced; and
Fourth. No stock assessment levied by the association to raise payments due
the Government on construction need be increased more than 15 per centum of
the normal yearly per irrigable acre construction instalhnent as provided in
section 17 of the contract of April 8, 1927, to meet deficits or estimated deficits
due to the failure of some of the association’s stockholders to pay their assessments when due, any resulting delinquencies as established after foreclosure of
maximum assessment liens in meeting installments of charges due the United
States from the association to be paid as a part of the supplemental construction
charge authorized in item (3) hereof. (46 Stat. 1974)
Sec. 2. [Contract
to terminate unless certain course is taken.]—It
shall
be provided as a condition subsequent that said contract shall terminate and be
annulled unless ( 1) the General Assembly of the State of Colorado at its twentyeighth session enacts legislation, which becomes effective (a) authorizing a water
user’s association to be incorporated for a term of at least seventy-five years, and
(b) amending chapter 76 of Colorado Session Laws, 1929, so as to permit the
decree in proceedings to confirm a contract between such association and the
United States to constitute as against parties defendant, including owners,
lienors, and mortgagees of land in the district, an amendment of existing watertight contracts with individual landowners in the district, so far as the contract
confirmed is inconsistent with such individual contracts; (2) the Uncompahgre
Valley Water Users’ Association thereupon extends its term of incorporation for
at least seventy-five years from the date of such amendment of its articles; and
(3) the association secures promptly a confirmatory decree, confirming such
proposed contract with the United States under said amendment of chapter 76
of the Session Laws of Colorado, 1929. (46 Stat. 1974)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. ~is Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1932 Amendment. Section 3 of the Act
of April 1, 1932, 47 Stak 75, 76, amended
the Act to extend for one year from and after
Jauary 1, 1932, the time for beginning construction of the drainage system upon the
Uncompahgre
project, and provided that
any and all construction charges accruing
upon or for said project for or during the

year 1932, were to be deferred and included
in and made payable as a part of the project
supplemental construction charge provided
for in this act. me provisions of section 3
of the 1932 Act were extended and modified
by the Acts of March 3, 1933,47 Stat. 1427;
March 27, 1934, 48 Stat. 500; June 13,
1935, 49 Stat. 337; and April 14, 1936, 49
Sat. 1206. Each of these Acts appears herein
i] 1 chronological order.

Jauaq

31, 1931
AMENDED

CONTRACT,

Cross References, Delivery of Water. The
Act of April 12? 1930, 46 Stat. 163, authorized the dehvery of water during the
irrigation season 1930 to any water user of
the Uncompahgre
project who ptid or
caused to be paid one annual installment of
construction charges and the then current
operation and maintenance charges, notwithstanding any delinquencies. The 1930

UNffOMPAHGRE

PROJECT
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Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Approval of Repayment
Contract. The Actof May6, 1949, authorized the execution of a repayment contract
dated December 13, 1948. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 14916, Private
Law 300 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept.
2215. S. Rept. No. 1299 (on S. 5245).

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Drainage work
Congress by Actof January 31, 1931, authorized the Uncompahgre
Water Users’
Association to use their construction charges
for 6 years for drainage works esti=,ted to
cost
about
$500,000,
the construction
charges for the 6-year period to be deferred
and repaid at the end of the regular repayment period? and a contract on these terms
was made with the association. Owing to the
moratoria acts there were no construction
charges to commence this work. An allotment of $500,000 for this drainage was

made by the Federal Emergency Administrator of Public Works. The Comptroller
General tied that the Uncompahgre project
was efigible for funds for drainage work
from the Public Works Administration, and
that it was permissible to amend the contract of August 4, 1931, with the association
to permit the use of the allotted funds, repayment to be made in six yearly instruments, the first installment payable in 1962.
Decision of Comptroller General, A-66802
(January 14, 1936.)

February

6, 1931
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SUSPENSION

FOR TWO YEARS
OF ANNUAL
PAYMENTS
RECLAMATION
FU~
TO TREASURY

FROM

[Extracts fr?m] An act mating appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain
approprmtlons for fie fiscal year ending June 30, 1931, and for prior fiscal years, to
provide urgent supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931,
and for other purposes. (Act of February 6, 1931, ch. 111, 46 Stat. 1064)
*

*

*

*

*

BUREAU OF REGLAMA~ON
[Payments from reclamation fund suspended. ]—The annual payments required to be made from the reclamation fund to the general funds in the TreasUV, as reimbursement for advances made in accordance with the provisions of
the act entitled “An act to authorize advances to the ‘reclamation fund,’ and for
the issue and disposal of certificates of indebtedness in reimbursement therefor,
and for other purposes,” approved June 25, 1910, as amended, are hereby suspended for a period of two years, beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30,
1931. (46 Stat. 1069)
*

*

*

*

*

Sec. 5. [Short title. ]—This act may be cited as the “First Deficiency
fiscal year 1931.” (46 Stat. 1083)

Act,

EXPMNATORYNOTES
Not Codified. The

extracts of this act
here are not codified in the U.S.

shown
Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of June
25, 1910, referred to in the text, authorizes
the Secretary of the Treasu~~ upon request by the Secretary of the Interior, and
the approvaf of the President, to mabe advances to the reclamation fund. The Act
appears herein in chronological
order.
Reimbursement to the Treasury. A complete
reimbursement
to the Treasury of
funds advanced to the reclamation fund
under the provisions of the Act of June
25, 1910, referred to in the text, and the Act
of March 3, 1931, as amended, was effected
by the Act of May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 291,
322. The 1910 and 1931 Acts and extracts

from the 1938 Act, including the provision
with respect to the reclamation fund, appear
herein in chronological order.
Additional
Postponements
of Annual
Payments to the Treasury. The annual payments to the Treasury were further postponed by section 10 of the Act of April 1,
1932, 47 Stat. 75; by section 2 of the Act
of March 3, 1933, 47 Stat. 1427; and by the
Act of June 22, 1936, 49 Stat. 1757, 1784.
The last act set July 1, 1938, as the date
on which payments were to begin. The 1932
and 1933 Acts appear herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 15592, Public
Law 612 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept.

No, 2178. S, Rept. No. 1324. H.R. Rept.
No. 2478 (conference report).

February

14, 1931
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AMEND

DISPOSAL

OF

UNPLATTED
ACT

PORTIONS

OF TOWN

SITES

An act to amend the act approved March 2, 1929, entifled “An act to authorize the disposition of unplatted portions of C,overnment town sites on irrigation projects under tie
reclamation act of June 17, 1902, and for other purposes,” (Act of FebruaW 14, 1931,
ch. 176,46 Stat. 1107)
[Act
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act
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of
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(34
17,

thereto:

Provided, That any land so offered for sale and not disposed of may afterwards be sold, at not less than the appraised value, at private sale, under
such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, Patents made
in pursuance of such sale shall convey all the right, tide, and interest of the
United States in or to the land so sold.” (46 Stat. 1107; 43 U.S.C. $ 571)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of March 2, 1929.

Legislative Histo~. H.R. 14056, Pubfic
Law 655 in the 71st ConWess. H.R. Repk
No, 2118, S. Rept. No. 1529.

February

14, 1931
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INTERIOR

DEPARTMENT

APPROPRIATION

ACT

FOR

1932

[htracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscaf year ending June 30, 1932, and for other purposes. (Act of February 14, 1931,
ch. 187,46 Stat. 1115)

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
*

*

*

*

*

[Cleaning up Jackson Lake Reservoir. ]—Minidoka
project, Idaho: . . . for
cleaning up Jackson Lake Reservoir in Wyoming, in cooperation with the
National Park Service, $50,000, either by direct expenditure or by transfer to the
National Park Service to be available until expended: Provided, That the expenditure from the reclamation fund for such clean-up shall not be charged as a
part of the construction or operation and maintenance cost payable by the water
users under tie project, but shall be offset and recouped from revenues from the
rentals of storage from the reservoir: . . . (46 Stat. 1143)
to settlers:
[Giving informatio~and
ad~ice to s~ttlers. ]~Giving~nforrnation
For the purpose of giving information and advice to settlers on reclamation projects in the selection of lands, equipment, and livestock, the preparation of land
for irrigation, the selection of crops, methods of irrigation and agricultural practice, and general farm management, $25,000, which shall be charged to the general reclamation fund and shall not be charged as a part of the construction or
operation and maintenance cost payable by the water users under the projects.
(46 Stat. 1145)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. ~ls provision is contained in each subsequent annual Interior
Depmtient
Appropriation Act through the
Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1945, Act
of June 28, 1944, 58 Stat. 488, and thereafter it is incorporated by reference to tie
*

*
NA~ONAL

Appropriation Act for 1945 in each subsequent appropriation act tirough the most
recent Public Works Appropriation
Act,
1967, Act of October 15, 1966, 80 Stat.
1009.
*
PARK

*

*

SERVICE

[Cleaning
up Jac~on
La~e Rese~voir. ]~Grand
*Teton National Park,
Wyoming:
For administration, protection, and maintenance, . . . including not
exceeding $50,000 for cleaning up Jackson Lake in cooperation with the Bureau
of Reclamation either by direct expenditure or by transfer to the reclamation
fund, for expenditure under the direction of the commissioner of reclamation for
the purposes for which appropriated, said amount for such clean up to remain
available until expended, $76, 100; for construction of physical irnprovemen@,
$650; in all $76,750. (46 Stat. 1150)

Febm~

14, 1931
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ACT,
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EXPLANATORY NOTE9
Not Cotified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in Appropriation Acts. Provisions which are repeated in two or more appropriation acts
appear herek only in the act in wtilch first
used.

Legislative History. H.R. 14675, PubEc
Law 666 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Repk
No. 2073. S. Rept. No. 1182. H.R. Rept,
No. 2426. S. Dec. 268 and H.R. Rept. No.
2550 (conference report).

February

21, 1931

M6

SALE

OF SURPLUS

POWER

DEVELOPED
PROJECT

UNDER

GRA~

VALLEY

An act authotiing the sale of surplus power developed under the Grand Valley reclamation
project, Colorado.

(Act ofFebruaV21,

1931, ch. 266,46

Stat. 1202)

[Grand Valley Water Users’ Association authorized to enter into contracts
for development of power. ] —Whenever a development of power is necessa~
for the irrigation of lands under the Grand Valley reclamation project, Colorado,
or an opportunity is fiorded
for the development of power under said project,
such development of power to be without expenditure of money from the reclamation fund or from the Treasu~ of the L’nited States, the Grand Valley Water
Users’ Association, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, is authorized
to enter into a contract or contracts for a period of not exceeding twenty-five
years for the sale or development of any surplus power or power privileges in
said Grand Valley reclamation project, Colorado. (46 Stat. 1202 )
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Cross References, Construction Charges
Deferred. Section 3 of the Act of April 1,
1932, 47 Stat. 76, provided for the deferral
of the construction charges of the Grand
Valley project accruing during the year
1932. The provisions of the 1932 Act were
extended by the Acts of March 3, 1933, 47
Stat. 1427; March 27, 1934, 48 Stat. 500;
June 13, 1935, 49 Stat. 337; and April 14,

1936, 49 Stat. 1206. Each of these Acts appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference,
Extension of Power
Contract. The Act of July 12, 1960, authorized the execution of a power contract
for an additional 25-year term. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Legishtive History. H.R. 16215, Public
Law 708 in the 71st Congress. H.R, Rept.
No. 2446. S. Rept. No. 1566 (on S. 5981).

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Power rex~enues
The Act of Februa~
21, 193!, under
which the Bureau of Reclamation
constructed a power plant at the Grand Valley
project with private funds advanced by the
Public Service Company of Colorado and
turned the plant over to the utility company to operate for 25 years, is silent with
respect to the disposition of power revenues
at the end of the 25-year period. Subsection
I, section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924,
does not apply because the power plant will
not be taken over by the water users. Consequently, the applicable law is section 5 of

the Act of April 16, 1906, 34 Stat. 117, 43
U.S.C. ~ 522, as amended by the HaydenO’Mahoney
amendment
of 1938, under
which the net power revenues after the 25year period of company operation will be
applied first to repay project operation and
maintenance costs and construction charges
until dl construction charges have been repaid, and thereafter the net power revenues shall be covered into the General
Treasury as miscellaneous receipb. Solicitor
Harper Opinion, M–33504 (September 26,
1944) .

March

3, 1931
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FIVE

MILLION

DOLLAR

ADVANCE

TO RECLAMATION

FUND

An act to authorize advances to the reclamation fund, and for other purposes. (Act of
March 3, 1931, ch. 435,46 Stat, 1507)
[Sec. 1. Advance authorized from Treasury upon request of Secretary and
approval of President, for projects already under way. ] —The Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized, upon request of the Secretary of the Interior and upon
approval of the President, to transfer from time to time to the credit of the
reclamation fund created by the Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. L. 388), such
sum or sums, not exceeding in the aggregate $5,000,000, as the Swretary of the
Interior may deem necessary for the construction and operation of reclamation
projects authorized under said act of June 17, 1902, and now under way, and
acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto. (46 Stat. 1507; 43 U.S.C.
~ 391a)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Appropriation. The

Second De5ciency
Appropriation
Act
of
1931,
approved
March 4, 1931, 46 Stat. 1552, appropriated

the $5,000,000
authorized
priated by section 1.

to

be

appro-

Sec. 2. [Reimbursement
of S1,000,000 annually beginning July 1, 1933.]—
Reimbursement of the moneys so advanced under the provisions of this act shall
be made by transfer annually, of the sum of $1,000,000 from the recl~ation
fund to the general funds in the Treasury, beginning July 1,1933. (46 S&t. 1507;
43 U.S.C. ~ 391b)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1932, 1933 and 1936 Amendments. Sec-

tion 2 was amended by section 10 of the
Act of April 1, 1932, 47 Stat. 78, so as to
provide for repayment beginning July 1,
1934. Section 10 of the 1932 Act W= in
tarn amended by section 2 of the Act of
March 3, 1933, 47 Stat. 1427, extending
the commencement of repayment to July 1,
1936. A further postponement to July 1,
1938, was granted by the act of June 22,
1936, 49 Stat. 1757, 1784. The 1932 and
1933 Acts appear herein in chronological
order.
Cross Reference, Swpension of Payments
from Reclamation Fund. The Act of February 6, 1931, 46 Stat. 1064, 1069, provided
for a two-year suspension of annuaf payments from the reclamation fund to the

Treasury. Extracts from the Act, including
the provision referred to, appear herein in
chronological order.
Reimbursement to the Treasury. A complete reimbursement
to the Treasury of
funds advanced to the Reclamation Fund
under the provisions of the Act of June 25,
1910, referred to in the text, and the Act of
March 3, 1931, as amended, was effected
by the Act of May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 291,
322. The 1910 and 1931 Acts and extracts
from the 1938 Act, including the provision
with respect to the reclamation fund, appear
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 6046, Public Law
822 ii the 71st Congress. S. Rept. No. 1576.
H.R. Rept. No. 2669.

March

4, 1931
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ACT

FOR

1931

[Extract from] An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1931, and June 30, 1932,
and for other purposes. (Act of March 4, 1931, ch. 522, 46 Stat. 1552)

BUREAU

OF RECLAMATION

[North Platte project power transmission lines. ]—North
Platte project,
Nebraska-Wyoming:
For the purpose of enabling the Secretary of the Interior
to construct rural trunk transmission lines, including necessary transformers, into
farm settlements, communities,
and municipalities
wi~in
the North Platte
irrigation project, the inhabitants of which are able to finance feeder or distribution systems and to guarantee to the power system a fair measure of profit, not
to exceed $30,000 shall be available from the power revenues of the Lingle and
Guernsey power plants, North Platte irrigation project. (46 Stat. 1569)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. The extract of this Act
shown here is not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 17163, Public
Law 869 in the 71st Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 2712. S. Rept. No. 1743. H.R. Rept.
No. 2925 and H.R. Rept. No. 2943 (conference reports).

February

23, 1932
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SMITH

MEMORIAL

TABLET

AT

ELEPHANT

BUTTE

DAM

An act authorizing the William Robert Smith Memorial Association of El Paso, Texas, to
construct a memorial in honor of William Robert Smith, former Member of Congress from the Sixteenth Distr;ct of Texas. (Act of February 23, 1932, ch. 53, 47
Stat. 53)

[Tablet authorized to be constructed without cost to United States. ]—The
William Robert Smith Memorial Association of El Paso, Texas, is hereby authorized to construct without cost to the United States a memorial tablet at or
near the site of Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico, in honor of the work of
William Robert Smith, former Member of Congress from the Sixteenth District
of Texas, in behalf of the Elephant Butte project and of irrigation in the
Southwest. (47 Stat. 53)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not CodWed. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 2286, Public Law

267-06’7—72—vo1. 1—34

40 in the 72nd Congress. S. Rept. No. 89.
H.R. Rept. No. 271.

April

1, 1932
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An act for the temporary relief of water users on irrigation projects constructed and operated under the reclamation !aw. (Act of April 1, 1932, ch. 95,47 Stat. 75)
[Sec. 1. Construction charges for 1931 suspended; for 1932, 50 percent of
amount payable suspended—Interest
and penalty—Rate
for sale of power,
season of 1931. ] —Any irrigation district, water-l~sers’ association, or other waterusers

organization

construction
amendatory
1911

(36

directors

charges
thereof
Stat.

925)

under
under

contract
the

with

act

of

or supplementary
(upon

or corresponding

acceptance
body),

the

June

thereto,

United
17,

1902

including

States
(32

payment
388),

to make

of its board

no payment

of

or acts

the act of February

of this act by resolution

shall be required

for

Stat.

21,
of

on the

regular construction
charge for the calendar year 1931, and in lieu of the regular installment of construction charge provided for under existing contracts, may
pay for the calendar year 1932 on the basis of 50 per centum of the amount
which, but for this a,ct, would be payable under said contracts such amount to
be computed and determined for fiat year in the manner provided in said
contracts and the law applicable thereto. Interest and penalty as now provided
by law and contracts for nonpayment
when due shall apply on all charges for
1932 adjusted as herein authorized; and otherwise the deferred payments herein
authorized shall bear interest untfi paid at such rate, and shall be paid at such
times, as the SecretaV of the Interior shall determine: Provided, That in determining the rate for the sale of power during the irrigation season of 1931 to
irrigation districts from any power plant operated by the Bureau of Reclamation,
interest on the cost of the power system shall not be included as an element, but
interest at the rate of 2 ~2 per centum per annum shall be included as an element
of such rate for the sale of ?ower to such districts during the irrigation season of
1932: And provided fuyther, That the payments for construction charges and
interest payments on tie cost of the power systems referred to in this Act shall
not be deemed waived, but only deferred, and shall be paid as provided in ~is

Act. (47 Stat. 75)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Supplemental Provision: Interest on Deferred Payments. Section 1 of the Act of
Nlarch 3, 1933, which appears herein in
chronological order, provides that deferred
charges under the Act of April 1, 1932,
shall bear interest at the rate of 3 percent
per annum, wh~ch ~hdl be paid at the same
time as the prmclpal is paid. The Secretary originally had fixed the interest rate
at 5 percent. C.L. 1995; Assistant Secretary Edwards Opinion, 54 I.D. 86 ( 1932).
References in the Text. The Act of June
17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388 ), referred to in the

text, is the Reclamation Act. The Act of
February 21, 1911 (36 Stat. 925), dso
referred to in the text, is the Warren Act,
which authorizes the Government to contract for impounding, storing and carrying
water, and in cooperation
with water
users’ associations, irrigation ~istricts, etc.,
to construct and use reservoirs, canals, etc.,
when advantageous to the Government and
the water users’ associations, irrigation district~, and other entities. Both Acts appear
herein in chronological order.
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NC)TESOF OPINIONS
Application 1
Power revenues 3
Time of payment 2
1. Application
Under its contract of October 23, 1918
with the United Statesj the Imperial irrigation district received the right to use the
Laguna Dam constructed wi~ the Yuma
project, agreeing to pay therefor the sum
of $1,600,000. The Department held that
this was a construction charge to which the
1932 Relief Act is applicable. Letter from
Secretary to Hon. L. W. Douglas, M. C.,
April 15, 1932.
The Secretary is without legal authority
to grant the request of the Westland irrigation district, McKay Reservoir, Umatilla
project that the payment made by the district for water rental during 1931 be considered a construction charge payment made
for 1931 within the meaning of section 1
of the 1932 Relief Act. Memorandum
of
July 15, 1932, to Commissioner, in re Westland Districtj Umatilla project.
2. Time of payment
The Department denied the petition of
the Gem irrigation district, Owyhee project,
that the charges to be deferred under the
act be set over for repayment at tie end of
the 40-year period provided in the contract
of October
14, 1926, reIative to repayment” of the district’s proportionate
share

of the cost of the project, and ruled that
the deferred charges shall be paid over a
term of 5 years after the last installment
shall become due under the existing contract
for
furnishing
electrid
energy.
Memorandum
of July 25, 1932 to Commissioner.
On June 1, 1933? the Salt River Valley
Water Users’ Association was notified that
pursuant to the Acts of Congress of April
1, 1932 and March 3, 1933, and their acceptance of the provisions of these Acts by
resolution dated April. 1, 1933, the Ass~
ciation’s regular construction charges for
the years 1931, 1932, and 1933 were extended to the years 1952, 1953 and 1954,
3. Power revenues
Under the provisions of sections 1 and
8, there must be a determination of the new
power revenues obtained by the Salt River
Valley Water Users’ Association from the
operation of the power plants constructed
by the United States and turned over to
the association in 1917. If an estimate of
net power revenues from the Governmentconstructed plants can be made that is satisfactory to the association and to the Secretary of the Interior, the extension can
be granted. If this cannot be accomplished,
the application must be rejected on the
theory that the act invoIves conditions impossible
of performance. Solicitor’s Opinions, M-27184
(August 29, 1932).

Sec. 2. [Individuals granted same relief as organizations, where no organization on project. ] —On projects or divisions of projects where no irrigation
district, water-users’ association, or other water-users’ organization has assumed
joint obligation for payment of construction charges individual water-right
applicants or entrymen upon acceptance of this act in a manner satisfactory to
the Secretary of the Interior, shall be required to make no payment on the regular
construction charge for the calendar year 1931, and in lieu of the instilments
payable under existing contracts, may pay their regular installments of construction charges for the calendar year 1932 on the same basis as that authorized
in section 1 hereof for districts, associations, and other water-users’ organizations.
(47 Stat. 76)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Nonconsenting
landowners
The benefits of the 1932 moratorium act
should be extended to nonconsenting landowners and entrymen, such as those on the
Garland division of the Shoshone project,

who elect to remain under their individud
water-right applications rather than consenting to the contract with the irrigation
district. Solicitor Finney Opinion, 54 I.D.
13 (1932).

Sec. 3. [ Uncompahgre project relief act of 1931, and Grand Valley project
1931 act relating to development of power amended. ]—The act of Congress
approved January 31, 1931, entitled “An act for the relief of the Uncompahgre
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reclamation project, Colorado” (Private Numbered 300, Seventy-first Congress),
is hereby amended to extend for one year from and after January 1, 1932, the
time for beginning construction of drainage system upon the Uncompahgre project, and any and all construction charges accruing upon or for said project for
or during the year 1932, shall be deferred md included in and made payable
as a part of the project supplemental construction charge provided for in said act
of January 31, 1931; and in order to afford opportunity to complete the construction authorized by the act of Congress approved, February 21, 1931 (Public
Numbered 708), relating to the Grand Valley reclamation project, Colorado,
any and all construction charges, accruing upon or for said project for or during
the year 1932 shall be deferred and shall be included in and made payable as
project supplemental construction charges under the terms as provided in this
act. (47 Stat. 76)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Cross References, Extension of Provisions.
The provisions of section 3 of the Act were
extended and modified by the Acts of
March 3, 1933, 47 Stat. 1427; March 27,
1934, 48 Stat. 500; June 13, 1935, 49 Stat.
337; and April 14, 1936, 49 Stat. 1206.

The. 1936 Act included the following
proviso: “Provided, however, That where
the construction charge for the Calendar
Year 1936 is payable in two installments,
the sum hereby extended shall be the

amount due as the first of such installments.
If payable in one instdlmen~, the due date
for the 50 percent to be paid shall not be
changed.”
Each of these Ac@ appears
herein in chronological order.
References in We Text. The Act of January 31, 1931, relating to the Uncompahgre
project, and the Act of February 21, 1931,
relating to the Grand Valley project’s power
development, referred to in the text, appear
herein in chronological order.

Sec. 4. [Resumption of payment of charges—Contracts
pursuant to Warren
Act, Extension Act, Adjustment Act, subsection F, section 4, Fact Finders’
Act.]—At
the expiration of the period for which deferment of charges is made
under this act, all districts, water-users’ associations, or other water-users’ organizations, and all individuals accepting the provisions hereof shall resume payment
of charges on the basis of and in accordance with existing contracts and shall
continue payments thereafter until the entire indebtedness of said districts, waterusers’ associations, or other water-users’ organizations, and individuals to the
United States shall have been fully paid. In the case of a district, water-users’
association, or other water-users’ organization, or individual having contracts
executed pursuant to the act of Februa~ 21, 1911 (36 Stat. 925), the act of
August 13, 1914 (38 Stat. 686), or the act of May 25, lg26 (44 Stat. 636), Or
any special act the deferred construction installment or installments for the
calendar year 1931, and that portion of the 1932 installment or installments
deferred, together with the installment or installments of deferred construction
and/or operation and maintenance for 1931 and 50 per centum of the installment and/or installments of such deferred charges for 1932, shall be paid as
an additional installment to be due and payable one year after the date the last
instalhent
under existing contracts shall become due, except in those cases in
which the Secretary of the Interior, whose decision shall be final, shall find
necessary additional instalhnents, which he is hereby authorized to fix. In the
case of any district, water-userz’ association, or other water-users’ organization,
or individual under contract for payment of construction charges pursuant to

—
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subsection F, section 4, act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702), construction
payments shall be continued on the basis of existing contracts until the entire
indebtedness to the United States, including all charges deferred pursuant to
this act, shall have been fully paicl. Installments so carried over shall be subjected
to the reductions provided for in section 8 hereof. (47 Stat. 76)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
References in the Text. The Act of Febvw
21, lg.11 (36 Stat. 925), referred to
m the text, 1s the Warren Act. The Act of
August 13, 1914 (38 Stat. 686 ), referred
to in the text, is the Reclamation Extension
.4ct, The Act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat.
636 ) ? also referred to in the text, is the
ommbus
Adjustment Act, Each of these
Acts appears herein in chronological order,
Reference in the Text. Subsection F, section 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 702 ), referred to in the text, provides for construction charges to be paid in

annual installments based on the productive power of the land. The Act is the Fact
Finders’ Act, which appears herein in
chronological order.
Cross Reference, Interest Rate. The Act
of March 3, 1933, 47 Stat. 1427, provides
that the deferred charges shall bear interest
at the rate of 3 per centum per annum for
the years specified in the Act,. as amended
by the said 1933 Act, which Interest shall
be paid at the same time the principal
deferred is paid.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Time of payment
The language “shall be paid’
means
“shall at the latest be paid”. In other
words, there is nothing in the statute which

prohibits an earlier pa~ent
of such deferred amounts. Letter from the First Assistant Secretary
to Senator
Frederick
Steiwer, April 11, 1932.

Sec. 5. [Secretary may permit adjustment of charges. ]—The Secretary of the
Interior, in his discretion, a~d upon acceptance of the provisions of this section
by the water users affected, in the manner provided in sect;ons 1 and 2 hereof,
may permit adjustment of construction and/or operation and maintenance
charges heretofore deferred by contracts made pursuant to existing law to be
made for the years 1931 and 1932 on the basis authorized in sections 1 and 2
hereof or on such other basis as the Secretary may find to be required in each
case. (47 Stat. 77)
Sec. 6. [Deferment of 1930 construction and O, and M. charges. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, ‘is further authorized to defer the
payment to the United States from any water users’ organization, as defined
in section 1 hereof and from any individual water-right applicant or entryman
of construction charges and installments of deferred construction and/or deferred operation and maintenance charges for the calendar year 1930 and prior
thereto. Such deferred charges, together with penalty or interest to December 31,
1931, under existing laws and contracfi shall be paid in such annual installments
as the Secretary of the Interior mzy fix. (47 Stat. 77)
Sec. 7. [Delivery of water by water users’ organization to water users in
arrears in payment of charges. ] —Any irrigation district, water-users’ association,
or other water users’ organizaticm which has contracted to pay construction
charges and which is not in arrears for more than one calendar year in the payment of any construction, operation, and maintenance, or other charge due by
it to the United States may, at its option, deliver or authorize the delivery of
water

during

the years

1932

and

1933

to water

users who

may

be more

than
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one year in arrears in the payment of charges or msessments due from such
landowner or water user to the district or association. (47 Stat. 77)
NOTE OF OPI~ION
1. Application
The Relief Act of March 27, 1934, in
extending temporary relief on water charges,
also extended relief from punishment for
nonpayment of charges. Section 7 of the
Sec. 8.

[Credits

Finders’

Act,
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revenues

ber 5, 1924

(43
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provisions

of
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703),
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That
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States.
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The
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of this act
for

is
be

revenues
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providing
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of the United
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Acceptance
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Provided,

profits

or other

4, act of Decem-

when
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profits

of such

to power
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I and J, Fact
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of power

act of Congress,
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contract.
of
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constructed
of
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1, 2, or 4 the amount

of any

section

works
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of subsections

in section

this
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operate

Stat.

profits

the case of any irrigation

receiving

the provisions

as provided

deducted

of power

act. ]—In

or individual,

under

granted

on account

or other

moratorium act of April 1, 1932, must be
considered in granting moratorium under
the relief act of March 27, 1934. Opinion of
Acting Solicitor Fahey, April 17, 1934.

shall

application

of

(47 Stat. 77)

EXPLANATORY hroTE
Reference in the Text. Section 4 of the
Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 703),
referred to in the text, is the Fact Finders

Act. The Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Power revenues
Under the provisions of sections 1 and 8,
there must be a determination of the new
power revenues obtined
by the Salt River
Valley Water Users’ Association from the
operation of the power plants constructed
by the United States and turned over to
the association in 1917. If an estimate of
net power revenues from the GoverrunentSec.
ments

9.

[Collection

as they become
(which

of charges

1931

tions

1, 2, and 4 of this act)

made

under

and

charges

as they become

are subject

contracts,

due, including

of construction
to adjustment

and penalties

individual

existing

1931 to be credited

due. ]—Collections

year

organizations

for

constructed plants can be made that is satisfactory to the association and to the See
retary of the Interior, the extension can be
granted. If this cannot be accomplished, the
application must be rejected on the theoq
that the act revolves conditions impossibh
of performance.
Soficitor’s Opinion,
M27184 (August 29, 1932).

water-right
operation

succeeding

applications

pay-

for the calendal

and are adjusted

and interest,

shall be credited

upon
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under

see

if any, from

water-users!

or landowners,

heretofore

upon

and maintenance

the succeeding
charges.

paymenti

(47 Stat. 78)
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NOTES OF OPINIONS
Application
Succeeding

1
payments

2

1. Application
In cases where the 1931 constriction
charges have been fully paid, it is optional
with the water users whether deferment under the Act of April 1., 1932, shall cover
both the 1931 construcaon charge and onehalf of the 1932 construction charge, or
one-half of the 1932 construction charge

only. Memorandum
to Commissioner, August 5, 1932, in re Imperial Irrigation
district.
2. Succeeding payments
The words “succeeding payments” mean
payments succeeding the collection date of
the 1931 payments, whether before or after
April 1, 1932. Memorandum
of April 1,
1932, to Commissioner,
in re Yakima
project.

Sec. 10. [Advances authorized by act of June 25, 1910, and act of March 3,
1931, to be repaid beginning July 1, 1934. ]—That the act of June 25, 1910,
entitled “An act to authorize advances to the reclamation fund, and for the issue
and disposal of certificates of indebtedness in reimbursement therefor, and for
other purposes”, as amended, and the act of March 3, 1931 (M Stat. 1507), are
hereby amended so as to pr~vide that payments in reimbursement of moneys so
advanced under these acts and not heretofore repaid shall be made by transfer
annually from the reclamation fund to the general funds of the Treasury beginning July 1, 1938. (47 Stat. 78)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not mdified in
the U.S. Code.
1933 and 1936 Amendments. Section 2
of the Act of March 3, 1933, amended the
last line of the above section by substituting
“lg3&’
for “1934”. The Act of June 22,
1936, further amended this section by substituting “1938”
for “1936.”
A complete
reimbursement to the Treasure of funds advanced to the Reclamation Fund under tie
provisions of Acts of June 25, 1910, and
March 3, 1931, as amended, was effected
by the Act of May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 291,
322. Each of these provisions, except that
in the 1936 Act, appears herein in chronological order.

Reimbursement to the Treasury. A complete reimbursement to the Treasury of
funds advanced to the Reclamation Fund
under the provisions of the Acts of June 25,
1910, and March 3, 1931, referred to in the
text, was effected by the Act of May 9,
1938, 52 Stat. 291, 322. The 1910 and
1931 Acts and extracts from the 1938 Act,
including the provision with respect to the
reclamation fu-nd, appear herein-in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 3706, Public Law
70 in the 72nd Congress. S. Rept. No. 262.
H.R. Rept. No. 656. H.R. Rept. No. 313
(on H.R. 8638). H.R. Rt!pt. No. 379 (on
H.R. 9489). H.R. Rept. No. 690 (on H.
Res. 165).

April 22, 1932
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations

for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and for other purpmes. (Act of Aprfi 22, lg32.
ch. 125,47 Stat. 91)

BU=AU

OF RECLAMATION

The following sums are appropriated out of the special fund in the Treasury
of the United States created by the act of June 17, 1902, and therein designated
“the reclamation fund”, to be available immediately:
+

*

*

contract. ]—Sdt Lake Basin project,
[Salt Lake Basti p~oject— Repayment
*
Utah, second division: The unexpended balance of the appropriation for the
fiscal year 1932, originally made in the appropriation act of May 14, 1930 (46
Stat. 308), for the Interior Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931,
and continued available for the fiscal year 1932 by the act of February 14, 1931
(46 Stat. 1115 ), shall remain available for the same purposes for tie fiscal year
1933, the proviso to said original appropriation for said second division being
hereby amended so as to read as follows: “Provided, That no part of this sum
shall

be available

made

as required

or water-users’

for

construction

work

by the reclamation
association

of the cost of such second

until

a contract

laws with

or associations

or contracts

shall

district

or districts

an irrigation

for the payment

to the United

be

States

(47 Stat. 116)

division.”

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision Repeated. The same provision
is contained in the Interior Department
Appropriation Act for 1934, Act of February 17, 1933, 47 Stat. 844.
Reference in the Text. Extracts from the
Appropriation
Act of May 14, 1930 (46
Stat. 308 ), for the Interior Department
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931,

[Contribution
For cooperative
ginning

to co~t of inv~stigatio~
reques~ed by n~n-Federd
interests.]—
and general
investigation,
. . . Provided
f~rt~:~> That
be-

January

1, 1933,

tion for investigations
interests
advancing
(47 Stat.

shall

referred to in the text, including the Salt
Lake Basin project item, appear herein in
chronologicd
order. Extracts from the Act
of February 14, 1931 (46 Stat. 1115), also
referred to in the text, appear herein in
chronological order, but do not include the
Salt Lake Basin project item.

be

at least

the

expenditure

of any nature

upon

the

50 per

basis
centum

of

requested
of

the

of the

any

sums

by States,

State,

from

municipality,

estimated

cost

this

appropma-

municipalities,
or other

of such

or other
interest

investigation.

117)
EXPLANATORY NOTR

Provision Repeated. A similar provision is
contained in each subsequent Interior Department Appropriation Act through fiscal

year 1955, and each ?ubtic Works Approprivation Act thereafter through the most
recent one, the Act of October 15, 1966,
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in the Interior Department Appropriations
Act, 1955, Act of July 1, 1954, 68 Stat.
365, and subsequent acts it is revised to
read as follows: “Provided, That none of
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this appropriation shall be used for more
than one-half of the cost of an investigation
requested by a State, municipality, or other
interest.”

*

[Boulder Canyon project–School
building, equipment and employees.]–
Boulder Canyon project:
. . . Provided,
That of this fund not to exceed
$70,000 shall be available for the erection, operation, and maintenmce of necessary school buildings and appurtenances on the Boulder Canyon project
Federal reservation, md for the purchase and repair of required desks, furnishings, and other suitable facilities; for payment of compensation to teachers
and other employees necessary for the efficient conduct and operation of schools
on said reservation. (47 Stat. 118)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Provision Repeated. The same provision
is carried in the Interior Department Appropriation Act for 1934, Act of February 17, 1933, 47 Stat. a45, with the addition of specific authority for the purchase of
“maps, globes, stationery.. . books. schoolroom
equipment.”
Cross Reference, Schoolhouse in Boulder
City. The Interior Department Appropriation Act for 193a, Act of August 9, 1937,
50 Stat. 596, includes $50,000 for the construction of a schoolhouse in Boulder City,
The Interior Department Appropriation Act
for 1940, Act of May 10, 1939, 53 Stat,
71a, and certain subsequent acts appropr-

iate money for payments to the Boulder City
School District. See notes thereunder.
Not Codified. Extracts from this Act
shown here are not codified in the U.S.
Code.
Editor’s Note. Provisions Repeated in Ap.
propriation Acts. Provisions which are repeated in two or more appropriation acts
aPPear hereh only in the act in which
first used.
Legisktive
History. H.R. a397, Public
Law 95 in the 72nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
~o. ~~~. S. Rept. No. 353 and S. Rept.
.
.
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VACATION

OF WITHDRAWALS
OF PUBLIC
MINERALS

LA~S

CONTAINING

An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to vacate withdrawals of public lands under
the reclamation law, with reservation of rights, ways, and easements. (Act of April 23,
1932, ch. 134,47 Stat. 136)
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Legislative ~stoW.
H.R. 8087, Pubfic
Law 104 in the 72nd Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 349. S. Rept. No. 502.

may prescribe
to enforce

the
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NOTES OF OPINIONS

Application 1
~elegations 2
1. Application
R~ciamation withdrawn land sou~ht to
be opened for location under the mining
laws must be known, or believed to be
valuable, for minerals. Each 10-acre subdivision of land must be shown to be mineral in character; however, it is not essential that each acre be found to be mineral
in character before the 10-acre tract can
be opened to mining location. Once a 10acre legal subdivision is opened to location,
there would be no legal bar to including
a non-mineral portion thereof in a mill
site. Rex N. and Mildred B. Anderson, A29881, 71 I.D. 140 (1964).
The Act of April 23, 1932, gives the Secretary affirmative authority to control min.
eral entry irrespective of the “form of withdrawal”. Associate Solicitor Fisher Opinion,
M-36433
(April 12, 1957), dictum.

Lands dedicated for public park purposes
under section 3 of the Gila Project Act of
July 30, 1947, subject to a mineral reservation to the United States, remain subject to
the reclamation withdrawd,
and the Department may properly decline, under the
Act of April 23, 1932, to open them to mineral location. M. W. Bobo, et al., A–26613
(July 13, 1953).
2. Delegations
The Bureau of Land Management
is
without authori~ to impose conditions and
terms upon its ow motion in conditional
restoration orders issued under the authority of the Act of Aprif 23, 1932, because the
powers and duties of final approval of such
terms and. conditions of restoration have
been specifically delegated to the Bureau of
Reclamation by 43 CFR 185.36 (c), (d)
( 1954). Acting Associate Solicitor McPhi)lamey Opinion,
M-36404
(JanuW
~
1957).

June 18, 1932
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METROPOLITAN

WATER DISTRICT
OF SOUTHERN
RIGHT-OF-WAY
FOR AQUEDUCT

CALIFORNIA

An act granting to the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California certain pubfic
and rmerved lands of the United States in the counties of Los Angeles, Kverside, and
San Bernardino, in the State of California.
(Act of June 18, 1932, ch. 270, 47
Stat. 324)

[Sec. 1. Grant to district of lands for rights-of-way
and other purposes—
Subject to filing of map+Payment
for lands conveyed other than for rightsof-way for aqueduct—Compensation
for Indian land+Locations,
width,
extent. ] —Subject to the reservation, until their disposition is hereafter expressly
directed by law, of all mineral except earth, stone, sand, gravel, and other
materials of like character, there is hereby granted to the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California, a public corporation of the State of California,
all lands belonging to the United States, situate in the counties of Los Angeles,
Riverside, and San Bernardino, in tie State of California, including trust or
restricted Indian allotments in any Indian reservation or lands reserved for any
purpose in connection with the Indian Service, which have not been conveyed
to any allottee with full power of alienation, which may be necessary, as found
by the Secretary of the Interior, for any or all of the following purposes: Rightsof-waY; buildings and structures; construction and maintenance camps; dumping grounds; flowage; diverting or storage dams; pumping plants; power plants,
canals, ditches, pipes, and pipe lines; flumes, tunnels, and conduits for conveying water for domestic, irrigation, power, and other useful purposes; poles,
towers, and fines for the conveyance and distribution of electrical energy; poles
and lines for telephone and telegraph purposes; roads, trails, bridges, tramways,
railroads, and other means of locomotion,
transmission, or communication;
for obtaining stone, earth, gravel, and other materials of like character; or
any other necessary purposes of said district, together with the right to take
for its own use, free of cost, from any public lands, within such limits as the
Secretary of the Interior may determine, stone, earth, gravel, sand, and othex
materials of like character necessa~ or useful in the construction, operation!
and maintenance

of aqueducts, reservoirs, dams, pumping plants, electric plants

and transmission, telephone, and telegraph lines, roads, trails, bridges, tramways
railroads, and other means of locomotion, transmission, and communication:
or any other necessa~ purposes of said district. This grant shall be effectivt
upon ( 1) the filing by said grantee at any time after the passage of this act
with the register of the United States local land office in the district where saic
lands are situated, of a map or maps showing the boundaries, locations, anc
extent of said lands and of said rights-of-way for tie purposes hereinabove set
forth; (2) the approval of such map or maps by the Secretary of the Interior
with such reservations or modifications as he may deem appropriate;
(3) th{
payment of $1.25 per acre for all Government lands conveyed under this ac
other than for the right-of-way for the aqueduct, and (4) for all lands conveyec
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in Indian reservations or in Indian allotments which have not been conveyed
to the allottee with full power of alienation, the district shall pay for the benefit
of the Indians such just compensation as may be determined by the Secretary
That said lands for rights-of-way shall be along such
of the Interior: Provided,
locations and of such width, not to exceed two hundred and fifty feet, as in
the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior may be required for the purposes
of this act: And provided further, That said lands for any of said purposes
other than for rights-of-way for the aqueduct may be of such width or extent
as may be determined by the Secretary of the Interior as necessary for such
purposes. (47 Stat. 324)
Sec. 2. [Maps filed by district in connection with previous applications, still
pending or which have been granted.] —Whenever the lands or the right+ofway are the same as are designated on any map heretofore filed by said district
or by the city of Los Angeles in connection with any application for a right-ofway under any statute of the United States, which said application is still
pending, or has been granted, and is unrevoked and has been transfemed to and
is now owned by said district, then upon the approval by the Secretary of the
Interior of any such later map with such modifications and under such conditions as he may deem appropriate the rights hereby granted shall, as to such
lands or rights-of-way, become effective as of the date of the filing of sfid
earher map or maps with the register of the United States local land office.
(47 Stat. 325)
Se~ 3. [Lands in national forest subject to approval—Date
said lands shall
vest in grantee. ] —If any of the lands to which the said district seeks to acquire
title under sections 1 and 2 of this act are in a national forest, the said map or
maps shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture so far as
national-forest lands are @ected;
and upon such approval and the subsequent
approval by the Secretary of the Interior, title to said lands shall vest in the
grantee upon the date of such subsequent approval. (47 Stat. 325)
Sec. 4. [Grants subject to prior claims. ]-Said
grants are to be made subject
to the rights of all claimanti or persons who shall have filed or made valid
claims, locations, or entries on or to said lands, or any part thereof prior to
the effective date of any conflicting grant hereunder, unless prior to such
effective date proper relinquishments or quitclaims have been procured and
caused to be filed in the proper land office. (47 Stat. 325)
Sec. 5. [Land to revest in United States on cessation of use.]—On
the
cessation of use of the land granted for the purposes of the grant the estate of
the grantee or of its assigns shall terminate and revest in the United States.
(47 Stat. 326)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified.

the U.S. Code.

This Act is not cod~fied in

Legislative Histo~. H.R. 10048, Pubtic
Law 188 in the 72nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1138. S. Rept. No, 801.
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RECLASSIFICATION

OF LANDS WITHIN
DISTRICT

KLAMATH

IRRIGATION

An act to amend section 14 of an act entitled “An act to adjust water-right charges, to
grant certain other relief on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes”,
approved May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636 ), as amended (46 Stat. 249). (Act of June 23,
1932, ch. 273,47 Stat. 331)
[Secretary authorized to place lands in temporarily unproductive class.]—
An act entitled “An act to adjust water-right charges, to grant certain other relief on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes”, approved May
25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), as amended by the act of April 23, 1930 (46 Stat. 249)
is hereby further amended by adding after the subparagraph (a) in section 14
the following new subparagraph:
“ (a-1)
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to reclassify all
lands within the Klamath irrigation district and to place in the temporarily
unproductive
class such lands as he determines are properly subject to this
classification.” (47 Stat. 332; 43 U.S.C. ~ 610)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
References in We Text. The Act of May
25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), as amended by the
Act of April 23, 1930 (46 Stat. 249), which
is amended by this act, is the Omnibus Adjustment Act. Both the Act and the amending statute appear herein in chronological

order.

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section
14 of the Act of May 25, 1926.
Legislative History. S. 4614, Public Law
191 in the 72nd Congress. S. Rept. No. 724.
H.R. Rept. No. 1438 (on H.R. 11966).

July 1, 1932
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SECO~

DEFICIENCY

APPROPRIATION

ACT,

1932

[Extracts from] An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1932, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1932, and June 30, 1933,
and for other purposes. (Act of July 1, 1932, ch. 364, 47 Stat. 525. )
The

following

otherwise
fiscal

sums

are appropriated,

appropriated,
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appropriations

to supply

June

30, 1932,

for the fis~al Yea~

for other purposes, namely:
+

out of any money
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and prior

fiscal years,

in the Treasury

appropriations
to provide

not

for the

supplemental

June 30) 1932> and Ju~e 30, 1933> and

ending

*

*

in certain

*

*

project (Kennewick High[Yakima project— Power revenues. ]—Yakima
That not to exceed $40,000 from
lands unit), Washington:
. . . Prouided,
power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1933 for operation and
maintenance of power system. (47 Stat. 535)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. A
tion of power revenues
maintenance purposes of
ect, not limited to the

similar appropriafor operation and
the Yakima projKennewick High-

lands unit, is contained in each subsequent
annual Interior Department Appropriation
Act through the Act of October 12, 1949,
63 Stat. 781.

[Palo Verde Valley flood protection— Authorized. ]—Palo Verde Valley,
California, flood protection: For the protection of the Palo Verde Valley, California, from overflow and destmction by Colorado River floods, to be expended
under the direction of tie Secretary of the Interior for the purpose of repairing
and reconstructing the levee system on the Colorado River in front of the said
Palo Verde Valley, fiscal year 1933, $50,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary. (47 Stat. 535)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Legislative

History.

H.R.

12443,

Public

Law 235 in the 72nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1491. S. Rept. No. 948. HR.
1736 (conference report ).

Rept. No.
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LEAVITT

ACT

An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to adjust reimbursable debts of Indians
andtribes of Indians. (Act of Ju1yl,1932, ch.369,47Stat. 564)
[Indian+Adjustment
of reimbursable debt+Deferment
of irrigation constrnction charges— Report to Congres+Approval
of Congress. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to adjust or eliminate reimbursable charges of the Government of the United States existing as debts
against individual Indians or tribes of Indians in such a way as shall be equitable
and just in consideration of all the circumstances under which such charges
were made: Provided, That the collection of all construction costs against any
Indian owned lands within any Government irrigation project is hereby deferred,
and no assessments shall be made on behalf of such charges against such lands
until the Indian title thereto shall have been extinguished, and any construction assessments heretofore levied against such lands in accordance with the
provisions of the Act of February 14, 1920 (41 Stat. L. 409), and uncollected,
are hereby canceled: Provided further, That a report shall be made to Congress
annually, on the first Monday in December, showing adjustments so made during
the preceding fiscal year: Provided further, That any proceedings hereunder
shall not be effective until approved by Congress unless Congress shall have
failed to act favorably or unfavorably thereon by concurrent resolution within
sixty legislative days after the filing of said report, in which case they shall become effective at the termination of the said skty legislative days. (47 Stat. 564;
25 U.S.C. $ 386a)
EmLANATORYNOTES
Reference in the Text. The Act of FebruaV 14, 1920 (41 Stat. L. 409), referred
to in the text, is the Bureau of Indian
Afftirs Appropriation
Act for the fiscaf
year ending June 30, 1921. It incIuded
app~opriations for irrigation projects on
Indian reservations, which appropriations
were to be reimbursed to the Government.
Cross Reference, Phipps Act. The Act of

May 9, 1924, 43 Stat. 116, popdsrly
known as the Phipps Act, is an act for
the refief of Indian water users. The Act
appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 10884, Public
Law 240 in the 72nd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 951. S. Rept. No. 752. H.R. Rept.
No. 1725 (conference report).

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Application
The reference in the first proviso to
“Government
irrigation
project”
any
should be construed as. applying only to
a Governmen}
Indian lrrigat~on project,
and does not include reclamation projects.
Solicitor
Finney Opinion,
54 I.D.
90
(1932.)
The provision in subsection 9 (c) of the
Flood Control Act of 1944 that “irrigation of Indian trust and tribaf hinds, and
repayment therefor, shall be in accordance with the laws relating to Indian

lands;’
extends the Leavitt Act to all
such Indian lands irrigated under the
Missouri River Basin project. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan, June
26, 1964, in re definite plan report for
Tower, Greenwood, and Yankton units.
Section 4(d)
of the Colorado
River
Storage Project Act extends the Leavitt Act
to all participating projects. The Leavitt
Act tierefore applies to Pueblo Indian lands
in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District served by the San Juan-Chama
project; and the fact that section 2 of the

July 1, 1932
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Act of June 13, 1962, 76 Stat. 96, specifically states that section 4(d) of the 1956
Act applies to the Navajo Indian Irrigation
project does not preclude application of
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section 4(d) to the San Juan-Chama project. Memorandum of Acting Associate S&
licitor Lanning, July 31.1964.

March

3, 1933
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MORATORIUM

ON CONSTRUCTION

CHARGES

FOR

1932 AND

1933

An act to extend the operation of the act entitled “An act for the temporary relief of
water users on irrigation projects constructed and operated under the recl~ation
law”, approved April 1, 1932. (Act of March 3, 1933, ch. 200, 47 Stat. 1427)
[Sec. 1. Provisions of act of April 1, 1932, extended to remaining one-half
of charges coming due for 1932 and to dl of charges for 1933—Time extended
for beginning Uncompahgre
drainage system—Time extended for payment of
charges on Uncompahgre and Grand Valley projects—Interest
at 3 percent on
deferred charges.]—In
the administration of the act entitled “An act for the
temporary relief of water users on irrigation projects constructed and operated
under the reclamation law”, approved April 1, 1932, the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized and directed to extend the provisions of such act relating to certain
charges coming due for 1931 and to one-half of certain charges due for 1932,
in like manner to the remaining one-half of such charges coming due for 1932
and to all of similar charges to become due for 1933, and to extend the provisions of section 3 of such act, ( 1) so far as they relate to the extension of time
for beginning construction of a drainage system upon the Uncompahgre reclamation project, to one year from and after January 1, 1933, and ( 2 ) so far as
they relate to certain charges upon or for the Uncompahgre and Grand Valley
reclamation projects in the State of Colorado due and payable for the year 1932,
in like manner to all similar charges due and payable for the year 1933: Provided,
That
annum

the

deferred

charges
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bear

interest

at the rate

for the years specified

in the act approved

herein,

which

be

herein

is paid.

Sec.
section

2.

interest
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April

same
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of 3 per centum
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1, 1932, and as amended
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(47 Stat. 1427)

[Section

10 of

act

of

10 of said act is amended

April

1, 1932,

by substituting

amended.
“1936’

]-The
for

“1934.”

last

line

(47

of

Stat.

1427)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act k not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of April
1, 1932, referred lo in the text, appears
herein in chronological order.

Legislative History. S. 5417, Public Law
416 in the 72nd Congress. S. Rept. No.
1067. H.R. Rept. No. 2067.

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Interest on deferred payments
The Comptroller General, in decision of
June 24, 1933, A–48742, held that interest
on the deferred installmentsof construction
charges for the years 1931, 1932, and 1933
is firnited to the 3 years specified in the Act

of March 3, 1933. In decisions of November 9, 1935, and January 15. 1936, he
held there would be no interest due on the
1935
installments
deferred
unless the
charges became due prior to December 31,
1935.

March

23, 1933
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EXCHANGE

OF LANDS

ON KLAMATH

PROJECT

Anact providing for an exchange of Iands between the Colonial Realty Company and the
United States, and for other purposes, (Act of March 23, 1933, ch, 7,48 Stat. 1295)
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Provided further, That should any Iegd subdivision of the
lands herein described consist of more than 50 per centumof unproductive land
the whole subdivision may, at the option of said company, be conveyed to the
United States, with the right of exchange of an equivalent area as herein
of the same acreage:

authorized. (48 Stat. 1295 )
Sec. 2. [Water-right
charges to be same as those for similar lands in
district. ] —The water-right charges payable by said company or its successor
on the Tule Lake lands patented pursuant to this act shall be the same as fiose
fixed for similar lands in that district and shall be subject to payment in the
same manner. (48 Stat. 1295 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Credits for Charges Paid

m Damaged Lands. The Act of June 14,
1933,.48 Stat. 1300,.allowed credit for con;tructlon charges paid by the owners of cer;ain of the lands conveyed to the United
Statespursuant to this Act, The Act appears
lerein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Jurisdiction Conferred
~pon Court of Claims. The Act of August
~.7,1954, 68 Stat. A226, conferred jurisdic.lon upon the Court of Claims to hear,
Ietermine and render judgment on the
:laim of Mary K. Reynolds, as successor in

interest to the Colonial Realty Company,
against the United Statesresulting from the
alleged failure of the Secretary of the Interior to complete the exchange of land
authorized by the Act of March 23, 1923
(48 Stat. 1295 ), as supplemented by the
Act of June 14, 1933 (48 Stat. 1300), in
the manner and to the extent required by
such Acts, The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 156, Private Law 2
in the 73rd Congress.

June 14, 1933
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CREDITS

FOR

CHARGES

PAID ON DAMAGED
PROJECT

An act giving credit for water charges paid on damased
ch. 75,48 Stat, 1300)

LANDS,

land.

KLAMATH

(Act of June 14, 1933,

[Credits on construction and operation and maintenance charges. ]-All
construction charges heretofore paid by owners on lands to be conveyed to the
United States of America pursuant to the act of Congress approved March 23,
1933 (S. 156, Seventy-third Congress), shall be transferred as a credit to the
lands to be so patented by the United States, and all payments of operation
and maintenance charges with penalty and interest heretofore made on such of
the lands to be conveyed as were not, in the determination of the Secretary of the
Interior, during the period for which payment was made, susceptible of successful
cultivation by reason of seepage, alkalinity, or other causes not within the control
of the owners of such land, shall be allowed as credits on future construction,
operation, and maintenance charges on the lands retained or those to be patented
by the United States pursuant to the act of Congress approved March 23, 1933
(S. 156, Seventy-third Congress). Like credit shall also be given the irrigation
district for all the charges heretofore paid by it on such lands and for which
the owners of said lands have not in turn reimbursed the irrigation district.
(48 Stat. 1300)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference in the Text. The Act of March
23, ~933, referred fo in the text, appears
herein m chronoloslcal order.
Cross Reference, Jurisdiction Conferred
Upon Court of Claims. The Act of AuSust
2?, .1954, 68 Stat. A226, conferred jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear,
determine and render judgment
on the
claim of Mary K. Reynolds, as successor
in interest to the. Colonial Realty Company,
asainst the United States resulting from

tie alleged failure of the Secretary of the
Interior to complete the exchange of land
authortied by the Act of March 23, 1923
(48 Stat. 1295 ), as supplemented by the
Act of June 14, 1933 (48 Stat. 1300), in
the manner and to the extent required by
such Acts. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
-Legislative History. S. 1536, Private Law
12 in the 73rd Congress. S. Rept. No. 95.
H.R. Rept. No. 198.
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An act to promote the conservation of wild life, fish and game, and for other purposes.
of March 10, 1934, ch. 55,48 Stat. 401)

(Act

Editor’s Note: This Act was substantially rearranged and expanded by the Act of
August 14, 1946, and the complete act, including subsequent amendments, appears
herein under that date. The original 1934 Act is reprinted below for historical reference.
[Sec. 1. Cooperation of Agriculture, Commerce, and o&er agencies to increase fish.] —
That the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of Commerce are authorized to
provide expert assistance to, and to cooperate with, Federal, State, and other agencies
in the rearing, stocking, and increasing the supply of game and fur-bearing animals
and fish, in combating diseases, and in developing a Nation-wide program of wild-life
conservation and rehabilitation. (48 Stat. 401 )
Sec. 2. [Investigations on pollution of waters. Report to Congress.] —The Secretary
of Agriculture and the Secretary of Commerce are authotied
to make such investigations
as they may deem necessary to determine the effects of domestic sewag~, trade wastes,
and other polluting substances on wild life, with special reference to birds, mammals,
fish, and shellfish, and to make reports to the Congress of their investigations with
recommendations
for remedial measures. Such investigations shall include studies of
methods for the recovery of wastes and the collection of data on the progress being
made in these fields for the use of Federal, State, municipal, and private agencies. (48
Stat. 401 )
Sec. 3. [Bureau of Fisheries to be given opportunity to make use of impounded waters

and to be consulted before constriction of new works is initiated.] — (a ) Whenever the
Federal Government, through the Bureau of Reclamation or othewise, impounds water for
any use, opportunity shall be given to the Bureau of Fisheriesred/or the Bureau of Biologi.
cd Survey to make such uses of the impounded waters for fish-culture stations and migra.
tory-bird resting and nesting areas as are not inconsistentwith the primary use of the waters
and/or the constitutional rights of the States. In the case of any waters heretofore impounded by the United States, through the Bureau of Reclamation or otherwise, the
Bureau of Fisheries and/or the Bureau of Biological Survey may consult with the Bureau
of Reclamation or other governmental agency controlling the impounded waters, with a
view to securing a greater biological use of the waters not inconsistent with their primary
use ~djor the Constitutional rights of the States and m~e such proper uses thereof as
are not inconsistent with the primary use of tie waters and/nor the constitutional rishts of
the States.
(b) Hereafter, whenever any dam is authorized to be constructed, either by the Federal
Government itself or by any private agency under Government permit, the Bureau of
Fisheries shall be consulted, and before such construction is begun or permit granted, when
deemed necessary, due and adequate provision, if economically
practicable,
shall be
made for tie migration of fish life from the upper to the lower and from the lower to
the upper waters of said dam by means of fish lifts, ladders, or other devices. (48 Stat. 401)
Sec. 4. [Phuss for better protection of wild-life resources] .—The Office of Indian Affairs,
the Bureau of Fisheries, and the Bureau of Biologi~al Survey are authorized, jointly, to
prepare plans for the better protection of the wfld-hfe resources? including fish, migratory
waterfowl and upland game birds, game animals and fur-bearing animals, upon all the
Indian reservations and unallotted Indian lands coming under the supervision of the
Federd Government. When such plans have been prepared they shall be promulgated
by tie Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Commerc~, and the Secretary of Agriculture, who are authorized to make the necessary regulations for enforcement thereof
and from time to time to change, alter, or amend such regulations. (48 Stat. 402)
Sec. 5. [Surveys of wild-life resources to be made.J —The Bureau of Biological Survey
and the Bureau of Fisheries are hereby authorized to make surveys of the w~ld-life
resources of the public domain, or of any lands owned or leased by the Government, to
conduct such investigations as may be necess?ry for the development of a program for
the maintenance of an adequate supply of wdd life in these areas, to establish thereon
game farms and fish-cultural stations commensurate with the need for replenishing the
supply of game and fur-bearing animals and fish, and in cooperation with the National
Park Service, the Forest Service, or other Federal agencies, the State agencies, to
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coordinate
and establish adequate measures for wild-life control on such game farms
and fish-cultural stations: Provided, That no such game farm shall hereafter be established
in any State without the consent of the legislature of that State. (48 Stat. 402)
Sec. 6. [Cooperation of Federal agencies and authority to accept donations.] —In carry-

ing out the provisions of this act the Federaf agencies charged with its enforcement may
cooperate with other Federal agencies and with State:, counties, municipalities, individuals,
~andpublic and private agencies, organizations, and restitutions,and may accept donations
of lands, funds, and other aids to the development of the program authorized in this
act: Provided, however, That no such donations of land shall be accepted without consent of the legislature of tie State in which such land may be situated: Provided, That
no authority is given in this act for setting up any additional bureau or division in any
department or commission, an d shall not authorize any additional appropriation for
carrying out its purposes (48 Stat. 402 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Transfer of Functions. Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1939, 53 Stat. 1433, transferred the Bureau of Fisheries, its personnel and functions, from the Department of
Commerce to the Department of the Interior; transferred the functions of the
Secretary of Commerce relating to the protection of fur seals and other fur bearing
animals to the Secretary of the Interior;
and transferred the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the conserva-

tion of wildlife, game and migratory birds
to the Secretary of the Interior.
Creation of Fish and Wildlife Service.

Section 3 of Reorganization Plan No. 111
of 1940, 54 Stat. 1232, consolidated the
Bureau of Fisheriesand the Bureau of Biological Survey into one agency in the Department of the Interior to be known as
the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Legislative History. S. 2529, Public Law
121 in the 73rd Congress S. Rept. No. 244.
H.R, Rept. No. 850 (on H.R. 7672).

March
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An act to further extend the operation of the act entitied “An act for the temporary
relief of water users on irrigation projects constructed and operated under the reclamation law” approved April 1, 1932. (Act of March 27, 1934, ch. 92, 48 Stat, 500)

[Sec. 1. Construction
charges for 1934 suspended;
drainage
deferred
Uncompahgre
project and water-right
charges deferred on Grand Valley
project. ]—The Secreta~ of the Interior is authorized and directed to extend
such provisions of the Act entitled “An Act for the temporary relief of water
users on reclamation projects constructed and operated under the reclamation
law”, approved April 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 75), as extended by the act of March 3,
1933 (47 Stat. 1427 ), as relate to the deferment of payment of certain waterrights charges for the years 1931, 1932, and 1933, in like manner to all similar
charges coming due for the year 1934. The Secretary of tie Interior is further
authorized, upon the acceptance by the Uncompahgre
Valley Water Users
Association of the moratorim
act of April 1, 1932, and its amendment,
including this act, to enter into a contract witi the association deferring the initiation of its drainage construction program until January 1, 1936, and permitting
the completion of said drainage program during the years 1936 to 1941, both
inclusive, under the conditions set out in the act of January 31, 1931 (46 Stat.
1974) as herein modified, and to extend such provisions of such section 3 as
relate to certain water-rights charges on the Grand Valley reclamation project
in like manner to all similar charges coming due for the year 1934. (48 Stat. 500)
Sec. 2. [Interest same as prescribed in act of March 3, 1933.] —Interest on
the charg~ for which the time of payment is extended pursuant to this act shall
be payable at the same rate and under the same conditions as those prescribed in
such act of March 3, 1933, with respect to the charges for the years 1931, 1932,
and 1933. (48 Stat. 501 )
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not Godified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Acts of April
1, 1932, and March 3, 1933, referred to in

the text, appear herein in chronological
order.
Legislative History. S. 2534, Public Law
132 in the 73rd Congress. S. Rept. No. 321.
H.R. Rept. No. 859.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Application
Charges already deferred under earlier
moratoria acts and coming due in 1934 may
be further deferred under the provisions of
this Act, as they come reasonably within the
scope of the language, “all similar charges
coming due for the year 1934.” Solicitor
Margold Opinion, 54 I.D. 550 ( 1934).

The Relief Act of March 27, 1934, in
extending
temporary
relief
on
water
charges, also extended relief from punishment for nonpayment of charges. Section 7

of the moratorium act of April 1, 1932,
must be considered in granting moratorium
under the relief act of March 27, 1934.
~7pi~~3~of Acting Solicitor Fahey, April
>.

June 18, 1934
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An act to convey to the King Hill irrigation district, State of Idaho, dl the interest of the
United States in the King Hill Federal Reclamation Project, and for other purposes.
(Act of June 18,1934, ch. 571,48 Stat. 980)
[Rescinding

agreements

of the Interior
irrigation
district

is hereby

district,
and

the

with

organized
United

King

authorized
under

States

Hfll

to enter

irrigation

district.

SecretaW

the King

Hill

the laws of the State of Idaho,

by which

said

rescind

the

a contract

]—The
with

shall

into

agreements

between

them

of

January 11, 1922, June 17, 1920, and
December 17, 1917, each party in such rescissory agreement to ~eletie the other
from all obligations, accrued or to accrue, under the said five agreemen~, and the
United States as a part of said rescissory agreement to quitclaim to the said district
all the right, title, interest, and estate of the United States in or to said King
Hill Reclamation projects, including the water rights thereof and any real estate
a~uired or held by the United States in connection therewith. (48 Stat. 980)
March

2,

1926,

November

14,

1923,

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative H~tory. S. 3151, Public Law

378 in the 73rd Congress. S. Rept. No. 1055.
H.R. Rept. No. 1600 (on H.R. 9583).

June 19, 1934
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide
supplemental general and emergency appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30,
1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other purposes. (Act of June 19, 1934, ch. 648, 48
Stat. 1021 )
*
*
*
*
*
BU~AU

OF ~CLAMATION

[Sun River project. ]—Refund
of construction charges: For refund of construction charges heretofore paid on permanently unproductive land designated
“Farm Unit F“, in section 32, township 21 north, range 1 west, Sun River
project in Montana, and excluded from said project in accordance with sections
42 and 44 of the act approved May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), $335.40, payable
from the reclamation fund.
[North Platte project. ]—North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
Not to
exceed $6,000 from power revenues allocated to the Northport Irrigation Dis.
trict under subsection 1, section 4, of the act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 703),
shall be available during the fiscal year 1935 for payment on behalf of the
Nrorthport Irrigation District, to the Farmers’ Irrigation District for carriage of
water for the Northport District under contract of August 10, 1915, between the
United States md the Farmers’ Irrigation District. (48 Stat. 1034)
EX1>LANATORYNOTES
Not Codiied. The above section of the
Act of June 19, 1934, is not codified. in the
U.S. Code.
Provision Repeated. A similar appropriation from power revenues for payment to
the Farmers Irrigation District is contained
in each subsequent annual Interior Department Appropriation Act &rough the Act of
October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 781, with the
following modifications:
the Act of May 9,
1935, 49 Stat. 198, and subsequent acts
omit the words after “carriage of wate~’ to
the end of the sentence; and the Act of October 1?, 1949, 63 Stat. 781, makes the
appropriation from “netpower and other
revenues.” [Emphasis suppfied.]
Cross References, Nortiport
Irrigation
District. Water to the Northport Irrigation
District is transported through an extension
of the Farmers’ Irrigation District canal.
The hTorthport Distri~t has annually reimbursed the Farmers’ District for this carriage of water. Other statutory provisions
authorizing the use of power revenues from
the North Platte project for this purpose

are found herein in chronological order under the Act of May 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 273,
and the Act of September 6, 1950, 64 Stat.
689. The Act of August 13, 1957, 71 Stat.
342, also found herein in chronological
order, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to enter into an ~endatory
contract
with the Northport Irrigation District in
which contract the Northport
Irrigation
District shall relinquish any interest it may
have in all present and potential power revenues from or related to the North Platte
Federal reclamation project.
Reference in the Text. Subsection I, sec-

tion 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43
Stat. 703), deals with the distribution of
the profit from projects taken over by water
users. The Act is the Fact Finders’ Act,
which appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 9830, Public
Law 412 in the 73rd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1879. S. Rept. No. 1418. H.R. Rept.
No. 2057 (conference report).
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An act to amend tie act entitled “An act to adjust water-right charges, to grant other
relief on the Federaf irrigation proj eck, and for other purposes,” approved May 25,
1926, with respect to certain lands in the Langell Valley irrigation district. (Act of
June 27,1934, ch. 849,48 Stat. 1266)

[Omnibus Adjustment Act amended to provide: 1. Suspension of construction charges, Langell Irrigation District; 2. Contract for resumption of payment
of construction charges required. ] —The act entitled “An act to adjust watertight

charges,

purposes”,
tie

following
‘(Sec.

against

I&A.
shall

determine

suitable

All

payments

incurred

cause

to the

irrigation

projects,

by adding

to be temporarily
obligations

and for other

after section

unproductive

of Clear
of

district

as to productivity

of the Langell

number

charges

irrigation

and the said Secretary

of acres so found
total

construction

Valley

to be classified

in the construction

as the number

upon

in the Langell

for irrigation,

construction

bears

other relief on the Federal
fi4ay 25, 1926, is amended

16 thereof

new sections:

such lands

Interior
may

to grant

approved

Valley
Lake
now

irrigation

district

of the

in the ratio
as a part

and un-

to reduce

exclusive

to be temporarily

included

suspended

nonagricultural
authorized

Channel

be

as the said Secretary

is hereby

and determined
acres

and

because

shall

as the Secreta~

the

of costs

and proportion
unproductive

of said

irrigation

Provided,

That the amount of irrigation water to which the Langell
Valley irrigation district is entitled shall be reduced in proportion to the area
temporarily suspended from construction charges.
“Sec. l&B. The Secretary of the Interior, as a condition precedent to the
allowance of the benefits offered under section l&A, shall require the Langell
Valley irrigation distrkt to execute a contract providing for the resumption of
construction charges by stid district upon all, or any, of such acreages so found
and determined to be temporarily unproductive, as the Secretary of the Interior
may, subsequent to such suspension, find and declare to be possessed of sufficient
productive power to be again placed in the paying class.” (48 Stat. 1266)
district:

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section

16 of the Act of May 25, 1926, the Omnibus
Adjustment Act.
Legislative History. S. 1510, Public Law
~~~oin the 73rd Congress. S. Rept. No.

June 28, 1934

TAYLOR
[Extract from] Anactto
stopinjuW
andsoil deterioration, topnovide
to stabifize thelivestock industry
poses. (Act of June 28, 1934, ch.
*
Sec.

7.

reserved

amendments
tion

thereto,
a grazing

of agricultural

plants,
for

Executive

or more

under

this Act,

Hen, exchange
selection,
applicable
for tracts

public-land
exceeding

not be subject

crops

which
than

and

November

and Executive
district,

for

order

26,

or proper

for

rights

for

disposal

laws,
three

to disposition,

acquisition

or land

except

hundred

grant,

with

that homestead
and

twenty

acres

or occupation

and

forage

of any outstanding
such

lands

to entry,

classification

under

shall not be allowed

in area.
until

6964),

for the produc-

grasses

such

entries

or
and

for the use provided

in satisfaction
to open

6910),

(numbered

or suitable
of native

and

is hereby

withdrawn

(numbered

use than

in accordance

settlement,

Interior

5, 1935

valuable

production

the

any lands

1934

of February

are more
tie

of

classify

or suitiable for any other

or script

or location

of

*

Secretary

to examine

order

valuable

*

*

lands. ]—The

in his discretion,
by

or within

of

ACT

totiepublic
grazing lands bypreventing overflying
fortheir orderly usej improvement, and development,
dependent upon the public range, and for other pur865,48 Stat. 1269)

*

[Classification

authorized,

GRAZING

Such

after

lands

shall

the same have

classified and opened to entry: PYovided, That locations and entries under
the mining laws, including the Act of February 25, 1920, as amended, may be
made upon such withdrawn and reserved areas without regard to classification
and without restrictions or limitation by any provision of this Act. Where such
lands are located within grazing districts reasonable notice shall be given by the
Secretary of the Interior to any grazing perrnittee of such lands. The applicant,
after his entry, selection, or location is allowed, shall be entitled to the possession
and use of such lands: Provided, That upon the application of any applicant
qualified to make entry, selection, or location, under the public-land laws, filed
in the land office of the proper district, the Secretary of the Interior shall cause
any tract to be classified, and such application, if allowed by the Secretary of the
Interior, shall entitle the applicant to a preference right to enter, select, or locate
such lands if opened to entry as herein provided. (48 Stat. 1272; $2, Act of
June 26,1936,49
Stat. 1976; 43 U.S.C. ~ 315f)
been

EXPLANATORYNOTES
1936 Amendment. Section 2 of the Act of
June 26, 1936, amended the section generally by extending the classification authority to all lands covered by Executive
Orders 6910 and 6964, as well as lands
within a grazing district, and by permitting
lands after appropriate classification to be
open to all forms of entry, selection or location under the pubfic land laws, rather
than confining such entry to homesteads.
For legislative history of the 1936 Act see
H.R. 10094, Public Law 827 in the 74th

~on~~l;

H.R.

Rept.

No. 2125;

S. Rept.

Execut~ve Orders. Executive Order No.
6910 (November 26, 1934) withdrew from
settlement,
location,
sale or entry, til
vacant,
unreserved
and unappropriated
public land in the States of Arizona, Californiaj Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South
Dakota, Utah and Wyoming, for classification under the Act of June 28, 1934, and
for conservation and development of natural

June 28, 1934
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TA~OR

GRWING

resources. Executive Order No. 6964 (Feb.ruary 5, 1935) withdrew from settlement,
location, sale, or entry, all public lands, extept public lands under an existing reservation for a public purpose, in the States of
.Alabama, Arkansas, Floridaj Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Minnesota,. Mississippi,
Nebraska,
Oklahoma,
Washington,
and
Wisconsin, for classification and for conservation
and development
of natural
resources.

ACT

Reference in Text. The Act of February
25, 1920, referred to in the text, is the
fi~ineral Leasing Act.
Editor’s Not~,
Annotations.
Only seIected annotations of opinions are included
because this act does not relate prim?rily
to activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Legislative History. H.R. 6462, Pubfic
Law 482 in the 73rd Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 903. S. Rept. No. 1182. H.R. Rept.
No. 2050 (conference report).

NOTES OF OPINXONS

Classification 1
Withdrawals, effect of

2

1. Classification
In exercise of the discretionary authority
vested in the Secretary under section 7 of
the Taylor Grwing Act, as amended, public
land in the Imperial Valley, California, .rnay
be classified as not proper for disposition
under the Desert Land Act, 19 Stat. 377,
as amended, on the grounds that it would
be contrary to the public interest at this
time to increase the pressure on the inadequate water supply available for use in
California from the Colorado Rver. Hugh
S. Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111
( 1965). See also Stefihan H. Clarkson, 72
I.D. 138 (1965).
2. Withdrawals,
effect of
Land withdrawn under reclamation withdrawal is not unreserved land or land of
the type contemplated in Executive Order
No. 6910, withdrawing all vacant, unreserved and unappropriated public land in
12 Western States, and unless and until
public lands withdrawn pursuant to the
Act of June 17, 1902, are restored or eEminated by the Department from such reclasuch
lands
are
withdrawals,
mation
excepted from said Executive order, except
as otherwise therein provided. Decision of
General Land Office, December 13, 1934,
approved by First Assistant Secretary, in
re Udin entry 05979, Green fields Irrigation District.

Executive Order No. 6910 applies to
lands which at the time of the order were
covered by withdrawal and attaches to such
lands upon the termination of the prior
withdrawal. Solicitor Marxold O~inion. 55
I.D. 205 (1935).
Where lands within a gr~ing district are
found to be needed for reclamation purposes and are more valuable or suitable for
that purpose than for g~azing purposes,
the SecretaW of the Interior may, by one
order, eliminate them from the grazing district and withdraw them for reclamation
purposes by virtue of his authority under
the Act of June 26, 1936, and the Act of
June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388. Memorandum
of First Assistant Secretary Walters to Commissioner, General Land Officej July 10,
1936.
Public land in a state irrigation district
under the Smith Act and burdened with
an obligation to pay a proportionate share
of irrigation charges is unaffected by the
withdrawal order of November 26, 1934,
which order declares its operation as a
land withdrawal is subject to “existing valid
rights.” Harley R. Black, 55 I.D. 445
(1936).
Public land which is included in a first
form reclamation withdrawd is not open to
selection and disposal under the private exchange provisions of section 8 of the Taylor
Grazing Act. Perley M. Lewis, A–26748
(June 9, 1954),

April

27, 1935
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An act to provide for the protection of land rewurces against soil erosion, and for otier
purposes. (Act of April 27,1935, ch. 85,49 Stat. 163)

[Sec. 1. Protection of land resources against soil erosion.]—It
is hereby
recognized that the wastage of soil and moisture resources on farm, gr=ing,
and forest lands of the Nation, resulting from soil erosion, is a menace to the
national welfare and that it is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress to
provide permanently for the control and prevention of soil erosion and thereby
to preserve natural resources, control floods, prevent impairment of reservoirs,
and maintain the navigability of rivers and harbors, protect public health, public
lands and retieve unemployment,
and the Secretary of Agriculture, from now
on, shall coordinate and direct all activities with relation to soil erosion and in
order to effectuate this poficy is hereby authorized, from time to tirne—
(1) [Surveys and investigations to be conducted.]—To
conduct surveys,
investigations, and research relating to the character of soil erosion and the
preventive measures needed, to publish the results of any such surveys, investigations, or research, to disseminate information concerning such methods,
and to conduct demonstrational projects in areas subject to erosion by wind
or water;
(2) To carry out preventive measures, including, but not limited to, engineering operations, methods of cultivation, the growing of vegetation, and
changes in use of land;
(3) To cooperate or enter into agreements with, or to furnish financial or
other aid to, any agency, governmental or otherwise, or any person, subject to
such conditions as he may deem necessary, for the purposes of this Act; and
(4) To acquire lands, or rights or interests therein, by purchase, gift, condemnation, or otherwise, whenever necessa~ for the purposes of this Act. (49
Stit. 163; 16 U.S.C. $ 590a)
Sec. 2. [Lands on which preventive measures may be taken. ]—The acts
authortied in section 1 ( 1) and (2) may be performed—
(a) On lands owned or controlled by the United States or any of its agencies,
with the cooperation of the agency having jurisdiction thereof; and
(b) On any other lands, upon obtaining proper consent or the necessary
rights or interests in such lands. (49 Stat. 163; 16 U.S.C. $ 590b)
Sec. 3. [Conditions to extending benefits. ]—As a condition to the extending
of any benefits under this Act to any lands not owned or controlled by the
United Stites or any of its agencies, the Secretary of Agriculture may, insofar
as he may deem necessa~ for the purposes of this Act, require—
(1) The enactment and reasonable safeguards for the enforcement of State
and local laws imposing suitable permanent restrictions on the use of such
lands and otherwise providing for the prevention of soil erosion;
(2) Agreements or covenants as to the permanent use of such lands; and

Aptil
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(3) Contributions in money, services, materials, or otherwise, to any operations
conferring such benefits. (49 Stat. 163; 16 U.S.C. \ 590c)
Sec. 4. [Cooperation
of governmental
agencies; officers and employees,
appointment
and compensation;
expenditures
for personal services and
supplies. ] —For the purposes of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture may—
(1) Secure the cooperation of any governmental agency;
(2) Subject to the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification
Act of 1949, as amended, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers
and employees as he may deem necessary, except for a period not to exceed
eight months from the date of this enactment, the Secretary of Agriculture
may make appointments and may continue employees of the organization heretofore established for the purpose of administering those provisions of the
National Industrial Recovery Act which relate to tie prevention of soil erosion,
without regard to the civil-service laws or regulations and the Classification Act,
as amended; and any persons with technical or practical knowledge may be
employed and compensated under this Act on a basis to be determined by the
Civil Service Commission; and
(3) Make expenditures for personal services and rent in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, for the purchase of law books and books of reference,
for printing and binding, for the purchase, operation, and maintenance of Passenger-carrying vehicles, and perform such acts, and prescribe such regulations,
as he may deem proper to carry out tie provisions of this Act. (49 Stat. 164; Act
of October 28, 1949,63 Stat. 972; 16 U.S.C. ~ 590d)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1949 Amendment, The Act of October 28,

1949, substituted the “Classification Act of
Se~ 5. [Soil Conservation
The Secretary of Agriculture
Conservation

Service”,

1949” for “Classification Act of 1923” in
the text.

Service established;

transfer of functions

to.]—

shall establish an agency to be known as the “Soil

to exercise the powers conferred

on him by his Act and

may utilize the organization heretofore established for the purpose of administering those provisions of sections 202 and 203 of the National Industrial Recovery Act which relate to the prevention of soil erosion, together with such
~rsonnel thereof as the Secretary of Agriculture may determine, and all unexpended balances of funds heretofore allotted to said organization shall be available until June 30, 1937, and the Secretaw

of Agriculture

shall assume dl

obligations incurred by said organization prior to transfer to tie Department
of Agriculture. Funds provided in H. J. Res. 117, “An Act making appropriation
for refief purposes” (for soil erosion) shall be available for expenditure under
the previsions of this Act; and in order that there may be proper coordination
of erosion-control
activities the Secretary of Agriculture may transfer to the
agency created under this Act such functions, funds, personnel, and property
of other agencies in the Department

of Agriculture

time determine. (49 Stat. 164; 16 U.S.C. $ 590e)

as he may from

time to
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EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Reference in the Text. H.J. Res. 117, “An
Act maFlng appropriation for refief purposes”, referred to in the text, is the EmerSec. 6. [Appropriation

authorization.

gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935, Pub. Res., No. 11,
49 Stat. 115.
]—There

are hereby authorized

to be

appropriated for the purposes of tfis Act such sums as Congress may from time
to time determine to be necessary. (4g Stat. 164; 16 U.S.C. s 590e, note)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
the Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act, 1951,- approved September 6, 1950.
Legislative History. H.R, 7054, Public
Law 46 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 528. S. Rept. No. 466.

Cross Reference, Appropriation Act Language. The current appropriation act
language regarding soil and moisture conservation appears herein as an extract from

NOTESOF OPINIONS
lands, and of the fact that resultant benefits
may flow to private lands. Acting Solicitor

Demonstration measures 3
Generally 1
Preparatory work 2

~9~1~

1. Generally
The Department may carry out soil and
moisture conservation programs on lands
under its jurisdiction even though the primary benefits from such programs accrue
to lands in private ownership or to federally
owned improvements which are under the
jurisdiction of other Federal agencies. Solicitor’s Opinion M-36047, 60 I.D. 436
( 1950), will not be followed to the extent
it holds otherwise. Solicitor Barry Opinion,
72 I.D. 92 (1965).
The authority of the Secretary of the Interior under the Act of April 27, 1935, and
Reorganization Plan No. IV of 1940 is hmited to the performance of soil and moisture
conservation work on lands under his jurisdiction, or which hw as its primary purpose the protection and benefit of lands
under his jurisdiction. But once it has been
determined that any such land is in need of
soil and moisture conservation work, he may
proceed to carry out that work regardlessof
the fact that any or even dl of the actual
operations must be performed on private
[EXTRACTS

FROM]

OPinion,

57

I.D.

382,

387-90

2. preparatory work
Under the Soil and Moisture Conservation Act of 1935 and section 6 of Reorganization Plan No, IV ( 1940) authority
exists in the Secretary of the Interior to do
certain preparatory work, such as clearing,
leveling, and constructing farm ditches, and
planting cover crops, on public lands within
irrigation projects in the interest of preventing and controlling erosion by wind and
water. Solicitor White Opinion, 59 I.D. 299,
30+05
( 1946).
3. Demo’nstra~on measures
The Bureau of Reclamation is authorized
to spend funds appropriated for soil and
moisture conservation programs for demonstration measures on private lands in connection with reclamation projects to demonstrate methods of applying water and
other irrigation practices for the purpose of
improving the efficiency of water use, to
reduce siltation and to prevent seepage injury to public lands. Solicitor
Gardner
Opinion, 58 I.D. 449 (1943).
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NO.
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1940

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of Representatives
in Congress assembled, April 11, 1940, pursuant to the provision of the Reorganization
Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939 (54 Stat. 1234}
*

*

*

*

*
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Sec. 6. [Certain functions of the Soil Conservation Service transferred.]—
The functions of the Soil Conservation Service in the Department of Agriculture
with respect to soil and moisture conservation operations conducted on any
lands under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior are transferred to
the Department of the Interior and shall be administered under the direction
and supervision of the Secretary of the Interior &rough such agency or agencies
in the Department of the Interior as the Secretary shall designate. (54 Stat.
1235)
NOTE OF OPINION
gust 28, 1937, 50 Stat. 869, the F1ood Control Act of June 22, 1936, 49 Stat. 1570,
as amended, or Title III of the BankheadJones Farm Tenant Act of July 22, 1937,
50 Stat. 525. Letter of Attorney General to
Secretary of the Interior, August 5, 1941,
reversing in part Solicitor Margold Opinion, M–31174 (May 28, 1941).

1. Authority transferred

Section 6 of the Reorganization Plan No.
IV of 1940 transferred to the Department
of the Interior witi respect to lands under
its jurisdiction o~y the authority of the
Soil Conservation Service under the Act of
April 27, 1935, and did not transfer the
authority of the Soil Gobservation Service
under the Water Facilities Act of Au*

*

*

PROVISIONS

Sec. 13. [Transfer of functions of heads of departments. ]—Except as otherwise provided in tie Plan, the functions of the head of any department relating
to the administration of any agency or function transferred from his department by this Plan, are transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the head of
the department or agency to which such transferred agency or function is
transferred by this Plan. (54 Stat. 1237)
*

*

*

*

*

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Effective Date. Section 4 of the Act of
June 4, 1940, 54 Stit. 231, provide: that:
“The provisions of . . . Reor8anuation
Plan Numbered IV, submitted to tie Con-

gress on April 11, 1940, shall take effect on
June 30, 1940, notwithstanding the provisions of the Reorganization Act of 1939.”
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FOR
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[Extract from] An act to further extfmd relief to water users on United States reclamation
projects and on Indian irrigation projects. (Act of June 13, 1935, c. 219, 49
Stat. 337 )
Sec. 1. [All provisions
of Act of Mmch 27, 1934, extended for one year. ]—All
of the provisions of the Act entitled “An Act to further extend the operation of
the Act entitled ‘An Act for the temporary relief of water users on irrigation
projects constructed and operated under the reclamation law’, approved April 1,
1932”, approved March 27, 1934, be, and all of tie provisions thereof are
hereby, further extended for the period of one year. (49 Stat. 337)

*

*

*

*

*

NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1936 Modification. Section 3 of the Act of
April 14, 1936, 49 Stat. 1207, provides
that this Act shall be “further extended
for a period of one year so far as concerns
50 per centum of the construction charges,
for the calendar year 1936; Prouided, however, That where the construction charge
for the calendar year 1936 is payable in two

267–067-72-vo1.

I—36

installments, the sum hereby extended shall
be the amount due as the first of such installments. If payable in one installment,
the due date for the 50 per centum to be
paid shall not be changed.” The 1936 Act
appea~s herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 1305, Public Law
128 in the 74th Congress. Unnumbered
S. Rept. H.R. Rept. No. 1039 (on H. Res
232).
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An act to amend the Act of May 13, 1924, entitled “An Act providing for a study regarding
the equitable use of the waters of the Rio Grande”, and so forth, as amended by the
public resolution of March 3,1927. (Actof August 19,1935, ch.561,49Stat.
660)

The Act of May 13, 1924, entitled c(An Act providing for a study regarding the
equitable use of tie waters of tie Rio Grande below Fort Quitman, Texas, in
cooperation with the United States of Mexico” , as amended by the public resolution of March 3, 1927, is hereby amended to read as follows:
“Sec. 1. [Cooperative study with Mexico on Lower Rio Grande and Lower
Colorado and Tia Juana Rivers. ]—The President is hereby authorized to designate the American Commissioner on the International Boundary Commission,
United States and Mexico, or other Federal agency, to cooperate with a representative or representatives of the Government of Mexico in a study regarding
the equitable use of the waters of the lower Rio Grande and the lower Colorado
and Tia Juana Rivers, for the purpose of obtaining information which may be
used as a basis for the negotiation of a treaty witi the Government of Mexico
relative to the use of the waters of these rivers and to matters closelv, related
thereto. On completion of such study the results shall be reported to the Secretary of State. (49 Stat. 660; 22 U.S.C. ~ 277)
“Sec. 2. [Authority
to construct boundary markers, utility systems and
Lower RIO Grande flood control and other works. ]—The Secretary of State,
acting through the American Commissioner,
International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, is further authorized to conduct technical
and other investigations relating to the defining, demarcation, fencing, or monu-mentation of the land and water boundarv between the United States and
and utilization
of water,
“Mexico, to flood control, water resources, co~servation,
sanitation

and

and

related

other

prevention
matters

of pollution,
upon

channel

the international

rectification,
boundary

and
between

stabilization
the United

States and Mexico; and to construct and maintain fences, monuments and other
demarcations of the boundary line between the United States and Mexico, and
fiewer systems, water systems, and electric light, power and gas systems crossing
-the international border, and to continue such work and operations through the
.American Commissioner as are now in progress and are authorized by la;.
“The President is authorized and empowered to construct, operate, and maintain on the Rio Grande Rver below Fort Quitman, Texas, any and all works
or projects which are recommended to the President as the result of such investigations and by the President are deemed necessary and proper. (49 Stat. 660;
22 U.S.C. ~ 277a)
“Sec. 3. [Authority
to construct and operate treaty projects.]—(a)
The
‘President is further authorized to construct any project or works which may be
provided for in a treaty entered into with Mexico and to rep~r, protect, maintain,
or complete w~r~s now existing or now under construction or those that may be
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constructed under the treaty provisions aforesaid; and to construct any project
or works designed to facilitate compliance with the provisions of treaties between
the United States and Mexico; and (b) to operate and maintain any project
or works so constructed or, subject to such rules and regulations for continuing
supervision by the said American Commissioner or any Federal agency as the
President may cause to be promulgated, to turn over the operation and maintenance of such project or works to any Federal agency, or any State, county,
municipality, district, or other :political subdivision within which such project
or works may be in whole or in part situated, upon such terms, conditions, and
requirements as the President may deem appropriate. (49 Stat. 660; 22 U.S.C.
S 277b)
“Sec. 4. [Acceptance,
acquisition and withdrawal of lands.]—In
order to
carry out the provisions of this Act, the President, or any Federal agency he
may designate is authorized, (a) in his discretion, to enter into agreements
with any one or more of said political subdivisions, in mnnection with the construction of any project or works provided for in section 2, paragraph 2, and
section 3 of this Act, under the terms of which agreements there shall be furnished to the United States, gratuitously, except for the examination and approval of titles, the lands or easements in lands necessary for the construction,
operation, and maintenance in whole or in part of any such project or works, or
for the assumption by one or more of anv, such ,~olitical
subdivisions making
such a,qreement, of the operation and maintenance of such project or works in
whole ~r in part upon th~ completion thereof: Provided, ho~euer, That when
an agreement is reached that necessary lands or easements shall be provided by
any such political subdivision and for the future operation and maintenance by it
of a project or works or a part thereof, in the discretion of the President the
title to such lands and easements for such projects or works need not be required
to be conveyed to the United States but may be required only to be vested in md
remain in such political subdivision; (b) to acquire by purchase, exercise of the
power of eminent domain, or by donation, any real or personal property which
(c) to withdraw from sale, public entry or disposal of such
may be necessq;
public lands of the United States as he may find to be necessary and thereupon
the Secretary of the Interior shall cause the lands so designated to be withdrawn from any public entry whatsoever, and from sale, disposal, location or
settlement under the mining laws or any other law relating to the public domain
and shall cause su& withdrawal to appear upon the records in the appropriate
land office having jurisdiction over such lands, and such lands may be used for
Provided, That any such withdrawal
carrying out the purposes of this Act:
may subsequently be revoked by the President; md (d) to make or approve all
(49 Stat. 661; Act of May 22, 1936,49 Stat.
necessary
rules and regulations.
1370; 22 U.S.C. ~ 277c)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

The Act of May 22,
1936, 49 Stat. 1370, changed “section 3

history of the 1936 Act see H.R. 10321,
Public Law 613 in the 74th Congress; H,R.

hereof” to read “section 2, paragraph 2,
and section 3 of this Act.” For legislative

Rept. No. 2128.

1936 bentient.

AuWst
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‘(Sec. 5. [Moneys contributed by Mexico. ]—Any moneys contributed by or
received from the United Mefican
States for the purpose of cooperating or
assisting in carrying out the provisions of this Act shall be available for expenditure in connection with any appropriation which may be made for the purposes
of this Act.” (49 Stat. 661; 22 U.S.C. ~ 277d)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1924 Act: International Water Commission. The Act of May 13, 1924,43 Stat. 118,
which this Act amends, authorized the appointment of three special commissioners to
meet with representatives of Mexico to
study the use of tie waters of the Rio
Grande below Fort Quitman, Texas. The
joint group was known as *e International Water Commission. The Joint Resolution of March 3, 1927, 44 Stat. 1403, ex:ended the study to include the Lower
Colorado and Tia Juana Rivers. The American Section submitted a report to Congress on April 21, 1930, H.R. Dec. No. 359,
71st Congress. The Act of June 30, 1932,
4? Stat. 417, abolished the American Section of the Commission and transferred its
functions to the International
Boundm
Commission.
International Boundary Commission. The
International
Boundary Commission
was
created pursuant to the Convention with
Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
the International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treaty with Mexico of February 3, 1944 (effective
November
8,
1945), 59 Sta\. 1219. The 1944 Treaty
appears herein m chronological order.
Cross Reference, Treaties wib Mexico.
A note following the Treaty of February 3,
1944, herein, briefly describes the treaties
and conventions with Mexico regarding the
Rio Grande and the Colorado Rivers.
Lower
RIO Grande
Flood
Control
Project. On September 3, 1932, the International Boundary Commission
signed a
report recommending
that each commissioner be authorized to construct flood control works on the Lower Rio Grande within
his own country, and both countries acon the
cepted the report. Construction
American side began in December, 1933,
under authority of the National Industrial
Recovery Act, utilizing funds dlotted by
the Public
Works Administration.
The
above Act of August 19, 1935, particular& section 2, confers general stitutory authority to carry out the project. In addition to levees and floodways, the project
includes the Anzald6as flood control diversion dam on thp .Rio .Grande near Mission,
Texas. A prowslon m the State Depart-

ment appropriation act of July 10, 1952,
66 Stat. 549, and subsequent appropriation acts, provides that Anzaldfias Dam may
not be used for irrigation or water supply
purposes unless suitable arrangements have
been made for repayment of costs allocated to tiese functions. The text of the
provision appears herein in chronologica~
order.
Rio Grande Rectification Project. The
Commission also carries on the Rio Grande
rectification project in the El Paso-Juarez
Valley pursuant to the Convention with
Mexico of February 1, 1933 (effective November 10, 1933), 48 Stat. 1621.
Supplementary
Provision:
Additional
Miscellaneous
Authority.
The
Act
of
August 27, 1935, 49 Stat. 906, as amended,
provides additional miscellaneous authorities in connection with operations of the
Commission. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: American Diversion Dam and Rio Grande Canalization
Project. The Act of August 292 1935, 49
Stat. 961, authorizes construction of the
American Diversion Dam, and the Act of
June 4, 1936, 49 Stat. 1463, authorizes the
Rio Grande canalization project. The Act
of September 18, 1964, 78 Stat. 956, authorizes additional watershed control works
in connection with the Rio Grande canalization project. All three acts appear herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project. The Interior
Department Appropriation Act of June 28,
1941, 55 Stat. 338, authorizes construction
of the Valley Gravity canal and storage
project, Texas, a reclamation project in the
Lower RIO Grande Valley, with construction of the international features to be done
by the International
Boundary Commission. The project has not been constructed.
The text of the provision appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision:
AmericanMexican Treaty Act of 1950. The Act of
September 13, 1950, 64 Stat. 846, grants
additional
authority in connection
with
projects of the Commission. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Falcon Dam.
The Act of October 5, 1949, 63 Stat. 701,
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authorizes U.S. participation
in the construction of hydroelectric power facilities at
Falcon Dam, and the Act of June 18, 1954,
68 Stat. 255, authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to market this power. Both acts
appear herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Amistad Dam.
The Act of July 7, 1960, 74 Stat. 360, authorizes United States participation in the
/construction of Amistad Dam on the Rlo
Grande, including power development if it
can be put on a self-liquidating basis. The
Act of December 23, 1963, 77 Stat. 475,
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to
market power generated at the project in
conjunction with power from Falcon Dam.
The 1960 and 1963 Acts appear herein in
lchronological order.
Supplementary
Provision: Lower Colorado River Flood Control Measures. The
Act of August 10, 1964, 78 Stat. 386, authorizes United States participation in flood
control measures in the reaches of the Colo-
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rado River from Imperial Dam to the Guti
of California. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Franklin Canal
Relomtion.
Pursuant to the authority contained in section 1 of tie Amencan-Metican
Chamizal Act of 1964, enacted April 29,
1964, 78 Stat. 184, the lnternationd Boundary Commission, United States and Mefico,
relocated 1.7 miles of the Franklin Canal,
which is part of the distribution system of
the Rlo Grande project. For Ie@slative history of the 1964 Act see S. 2394 in the 88th
Congress; S, Rept. No, 868; H.R. Rept,
No. 1233.

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
statute does not deal primarily with the activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Legislative History. H.R. 6453, Public
Law 286 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 422. S. Rept. No. 633. H.R. Rept. No.
1736 (conference report ).
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An act to amend sections 3 and 4 of the act of July 3, 1930, entitled “An act for the
rehabilitation of Bitter Root irrigation project, Montana.”
(Act of August 26, 1935,
ch. 681, 49 Stat. 799)

Repealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTEs
Repealed. The Act of May 6, 1949, 63 Stat. 62, which appears herein in chronological
order, repealed this Act and the Act of July 3, 1930, 46 Stat. 852, referred to in section 2
below. The text of the Act before repeal read as follows:
“ [Sec. 1. Amendatory contract authorized. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed to negotiate and execute a contract with the Bitter Root Irrigation
District, amending as provided herein articles 3 and 6 of the contract dated August 24,
1931, between the United States of America and said irrigation district. The amended
contract shall segregate the district’s obligation into two components:
( 1) All money
advanced to the district under section 2, subsection ( 1) of the Act of July 3, 1930, for
liquidating bonded and other outstanding indebtedness of said district; and (2) alL
money advanced or used under section 2, subsections ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) of said Act for construction, betterment, and repair work. All money advanced under component ( 1 ) shall be
repaid to the United States within the period fixed in said contract, with interest at 4
per centum per annum until paid: Provided, That all interest now due and unpaid on
component ( 1 ) shall be added to and merged with the principal sum advanced under that
component. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as authorizing a modification
in said amendatory contract of the interest charges heretofore paid by the district under the
contract of August 24,.1931. (49 Stat. 799)
“Sec. 2. [Penalty d defatit in payment.] —The amended contract shall provide also
that all money advanced or used under section 2, subsections (2) and (3) of the Act of
July 3, 1930, shall be repaid to the United States without interest witiin the period fixed
in said contract, and in the case of default in the payment when due of any installment
fixed by the Secretary for repayment of money advanced or used under said section 2,
subsections (2) and (3), there shall be added to the payment unpaid a penalty of one-half
of 1 per centum of the amount unpaid on the 1st day of each month thereafter so long as
such default shall continue.” (49 Stat. 799)
Legislative History. S. 946, Public Law
327 in the 74th Congress. S, Rept. No. 403.

H.R.

Rept.

No. 810.
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Editor’s Note. The Actof August 26, 1935, ch. 687, 49 Stat. 803, entitled “AnAct
to
provide for control and regulation of pubhc-utility holding companies, and for other
purposes, “ is the Pubhc Utility Act of 1935. Tide I carries the short title of the Public
UtiEty Holding Company Act of 1935. Title II deals with amendments to the Federal
Water Power Act of June 10,.1920. Sections 201 through 211 of Title II, 49 Stat. 838-47,
make a number of revisions m the 1920 Act; section 212, 49 Stat. 847, provides that the
Federd Water Power Act, as amended, shall constitute Part I of an expanded act; and
section 213, 49 Stat: 8.47–63, adds Part II, relating to the regulat~on of electrical utility
compames engaged m interstate commerce, and Part III, dealing with licenses and administrative matters. This expanded act is given the short title of the Federal Power Act,
49 Stat. 863. Extracts from Parts II and III appear below, while Part I, the revised
Federal Water Power Act, appears in chronological
order herein under the Act of
June 10, 1920.
*
*
*
*
*
PART

11—WGULATION

OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANIES
INTERSTATE Co~MERCE

ENGAGED IN

DECLARATION OF POLICY, APPLICATION OF PART, DEFINITIONS
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
Editor’s Note, Annotations.

Only selected

annotations

of opinions

are included.

i OTES OF OPINIONS
N
1. F.P.C. jurisdiction

superseded and repealed by Part II of the
Federal Power Act of 1935 with respect to
resales of electric energy from Hoover dam
at wholesale in interstate commerce, and
therefore the Federal Power Commission has
jurisdiction over the rates at which Southern California Edison Company sells power,
including energy from Hoover and Davis
dams, to the City of Colton, California.
F.P.C. v. Southern California Edison Co.,
376 U.S. 205, 216-20 (1964).
The rates charged by Utah Power and
Light Company for wheelins energy, some
of which originates out of state, for the
Bureau of Reclamation to preference customers are subject to the jurisdiction of the
Federal Power Commission under section
201 of the Federal Power Act notwithstanding the fact that the company is performing this paid transportation service for an
agency of the Federal Government whose
own operations are not subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. 33 F.P.C. 314
(1965).

The inclusion of energy from Hoover and
Davis dams in the energy sold to the City of
Colton, California, by the Southern California Edison Company renders such sale a
“sale of electric energy at wholesale in
interstate commerce” within the meaning of
section 201 (b) of the Federal Power Act,
and therefore such sale is subject to the
j~risdiction of the Fed~rd Power Commission. The distinction m the act between
Federal and State regulatory jurisdiction
turns on whether the sale is at wholesale to
local distributing comDanies or is at local retail rates to ulimate’ consumers. F.P-C. v.
Southern California Edison Co., 376 U.S.
205 (1964).
The authority conferred on the Secretary
of the Interior by section 6 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act to prescribe and enforce
rules and regulations conforming with the
requirements of the Federal water power act
respecting “control of rates and service” of
companies purchasing Hoover power, was
INTERCONNECTION
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public interest. Each such district shall embrace an area which, in the judgment of tie Commission, can economically be served by such interconnected
and coordinated electric facilities. It shall be the duty of the Commission to
promote and encourage such interconnection
and coordination
within each
such district and between such districts. Before establishing any such district
and fixing
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

1953 Amendment. The Act of August 7,
1953, added subsection (f). For legislative
histo~ of the 1953 Act see S. 1442, Public

Law 210 in the 83rd Congress;
No. 513; H.R. Rept. No. 978.

*
PART III—LICENSEES

*

AND PUELIC UTILITIES;

S. Rept.

*

PROCEDURAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

PROVISIONS
ACCOUNTS,

RECORDS, AND MEMORANDA

Sec. 301. (a) [Records to be kept—Commission
may prescribe system of
accounts. ] —Every licensee and public utility shall make, keep, and preseme for
such periods, such accounts, records of cost-accounting procedures, correspondence, memoranda, papers, books, and other records as the Commission may by
roles and regulations prescribe as necessary or appropriate for purposes of
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the administration of this Act, including accounts, records, and memoranda
of the generation, transmission, distribution, delivery, or sale of electric enerfl>
the furnishing of services or facilities in connection therewith, and receipts and
Provided, however, That
expenditures with respect to any of the foregoing:
nothing in tils Act shall relieve any public utility from keeping any accounts,
memoranda, or records which such public utility may be required to keep by
or under authority of the laws of any State. The Commission may prescribe a
system of accounts to be kept by licensees and public utilities and may classify
such licensees and public utilities and prescribe a system of accounts for each class.
The Commission, after notice and opportunity for hearing, may determine by
order the accounts in which particular outlays and receipts shall be entered,
charged, or credited. The burden of proof to justify every accounting entry
questioned by the Commission shall be on the person making, authorizing, or requiring such entry, and Ae Commission may suspend a charge or credit pending
submission of satisfactory proof in support thereof.
(b) [Access to property and account+Commission
shall not divulge inforsnation.]-The
Commission shall at all times have access to and the right to
inspect and examine all accounts, records, and memoranda of licensees and
public utilities, and it shall be the duty of such licensees and public utilities to
furnish to the Commission, witiln such reasonable time as the Commission may
Qrder, any information with respect thereto which the Commission may by order
require, including copies of maps, contracts, reports of engineers, and other
data, records, and papers, and to grant to all agents of the Commission free access to its property and its accounts, records, and memoranda when requested so
to do. No member, officer, or employee of the Commission shall divulge any fact
or information which may come to his knowledge during the course of examination of books or other accounts, as hereinbefore provided, except insofar as he
may be directed by the Commission or by a court.
(c) [Records subject to examination. ]-The
books, accounts, memoranda,
and records of any person who controls, directly or indirectly, a licensee or public
utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, and of any other company
controlled by such pwson, insofar as they relate to transactions with or the business of such licensee or public utility, shall be subject to examination on the order
of the Commission. (49 Stat. 854; 16 U.S.C. $ 825)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1953 Modification.
The Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 587, as amended by
the Act of July 31, 1959, 73 Stat. 271, provides that sections 301 and 302 shall not

apP1~ }0 ?ny project owned by a State or a
mumclpahty. The text of the 1953 Act appears herein as a note following section 14
of this Act,

RATES OF DEPRECIATION

Sec. 302. (a) [Commission may fix rates of depreciation. ]—The Commission
may, after hearing, require licensees and public utilities to carry a proper and
adequate depreciation account in accordance with such rules, regulations, and
forms of account as the Commission may prescribe. The Commission may, from
time to time, ascertain and determine, and by order fix, the proper and adequate
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rates of depreciation of the several classes of property of each licensee and pubIic
utility. Each licensee and public utility shall conform its depreciation accounts
to the rates so ascertained, determined, and fixed. The licensees and public
utliities subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission shall not charge to operating
expenses any depreciation charges on classes of property other than those prescribed by the Commission, or charge with respect to any class of property a percentage of depreciation other than that prescribed therefor by the Commission.
No such licensee or public utility shall in any case include in any form under its
operating or other expenses any depreciation or other charge or expenditure
included elsewhere as a depreciation charge or otherwise under its operating or
other expenses. Nothing in this section shall limit the power of a State Commission to determine in the exercise of its jurisdiction, with respect to any public
utility, the percentage rate of depreciation to be allowed, as to any class of property of such public utility, or the composite depreciation rate, for the purpose of
determining rates or charges.
(b) [State Commission to be notified. ]-The
Commission, before prescribing
my rules or requirements as to accounts, records, or memoranda, or as to depreciation rates, shall notify each State commission having jurisdiction with respect,
to any public utility involved, and shall give reasonable opportunity to each such.
commiss~n to present its views, and shall receive and consider such views and
recommendations.
(49 Stat. 855; 16 U.S.C. ~ 825a)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1953 Modification.
The Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 587, as amended by
the Act of July 31, 1959, 73 Stat. 271, protides that sections 301 and 302 shall not

apply fO any project owned by a State or a
mumclpality. The text of the 1953 Act appears herein as a note following section 14
of this Act.

REQUmEkl ENTS APPLICABLE TO AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES

Sec. 303. [Requirements applicable to agencies of the United States. ]—A1r
agencies of the United States engaged in the generation and sale of electric
energy for uItimate distribution to the public shall be subject, as to all facilities
used for such generation and sale, and as to the electric energy sold by such
agency, to the provisions of sections 301 and 302 hereof, so far az may be practicable, and shall comply with the provisions of such sections and with the rules.
and regulations of the Commission thereunder to the same extent as may be
required in the case of a public utility. (49 Stat. 855; 16 U.S.C. $ 825b)

INVESTIGATIONS

RELATING TO ELEC~C

ENERGY

Sec. 311. [Investigations relative to electric energy authorized—Commission
to secure and keep current information and report investigations to Congress. ] —
In order to secure information necessary or appropriate as a basis for recommending legislation, the Commission is authorized and directed to conduct investigations regarding the generation, transmission, distribution> and sde of elec.
tric energy, however produced, throughout the United States and its possessions,
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whether or not otherwise subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, including &e generation, transmission, distribution, and sale of electric energy by any
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SHORT TITLE

Sec. 320. This Act may be cited as the “Federal
16 U.S.C. ~ 791a)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Legislative Histo~. S. 2796, Public Law
333 in the 74th Con~ess. S. Rept. No. 621
and S. Rept. No. 621, pt. 2. H.R. Rept. No.

Power Act,”

(49 Stat. 863;

1318 and H.R. Rept. No. 1318, pt. 2 H.R.
Rept. No. 1903 (conference report).
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AUTHORITY,
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION

BOUNDARY

An act to authoriz. the Secretary of State to lease to citizens of the United States any
land heretofore or hereafter acquired under any Act, Executive order or treaty in
connection with projects, in whole or in part constructed or administered by the
Secretary of State through the International Boundary Commission, United States
and Mexico, American section. (Act of August 27, 1935, ch. 763, 49 Sat. 906)

[Lease and disposition of lands. ]-The
Secretary of State is authorized to
lease any land heretofore or hereafter acquired under any Act, Executive order,
or treaty in connection with projects, in whole or in part, constructed or administered by the Secretary of State through the said American Commissioner, or to
dispose of such lands when no longer needed, subject to applicable regulations.
under the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as
amended, by sale at public auction, after thirty days’ advertisement, at a price
not less than that which may be fixed by three disinterested appraise~, to be
designated by the Secretary of State, or by private sale, or otherwise, at not less.
than such appraised value: Provided, That any of such land as shall have been
donated

to the United

States and which

is no longer

needed

maybe

reconveyed,

That the lease or disposal of any land pursuant hereto may, in the discretion of the Secretary of
State, be subject to reservations in favor of the United States for rights-of-way
for irrigation, drainage, river work, and other purposes, and any such disposal
may be conditioned upon and made subject to inclusion of such lands in any
existing irrigation district in the vicinity of such lands, the proceeds of any such
lease or sale to be covered into the Treasury of the United States: And provided
further, That in the discretion of the Secretary of State, and subject to such conditions as he may deem appropriate, conveyances of any other of such lands not
needed by the United States may be made to the State to which they lie adjacent
or to any similarly situated county, city, or other governmental subdivision of
such State, without cost, for use for public purposes.
[Revocable licenses. ]–The
Secretary of State is further authorized to issue
revokable licenses for public or private use for irrigation or other structures or
uses not inconsistent with the use of such lands made, or to be made, by the
United States, across any lands retained by the United States, and to execute
all necessary leases, title instruments, and conveyances, in order to carry out the
provisions of this Act.
[Restoration
of property. ]—Whenever
the construction of any project or
works undertaken or administered by the Secretary of State through the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexicoj results
in the interference with or necessitates tie alteration or restoration of constructed and existing irrigation or water-supply structures, sanitary or sewage disposal works, or other structures, or physical property belonging to any municipal
or private corporation, company, association, or individual, the Secretary of State
may cause the restoration or reconstruction of such works, structures, or physical
without

cost, to the grantor

or his heirs:

Prouided

further,
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property or the construction of ohers in lieu thereof or he may compensate the
owners thereof to the titent of the reasonable value thereof as the same may be
agreed upon by the American Commissioner with such owner.
[Damage claims. ]—The Secretary of State acting through such officers as he
may designate, is further authorized to consider, adjust, and pay from funds,
appropriated for the project, the construction of which resulted in damages, any
claim for damages accruing after March 31, 1937, caused to owners of lands or
other private property of any kind by remon of the operations of the United
States, its officers or employees, in the survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of any project constructed or administered through the American Commissioner, International Bounda~
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, if such claim for damages does not exceed $1,000 and has been filed
with the American Commissioner within one year after the damage is alleged
to have occurred, and when in the opinion of the American Commissioner such
claim is substantiated by a report of a board appointed by the said Commissioner. (49 Stat. 906; Act of June 19, 1939, 53 Stat. 841; $2 (15), Act of
October 31, 1951,65 Stat. 707; Act of August 28, 1957, 71 Stat. 475; 22 U.S.C.
$ 277e)
h’OTES
EXl~LANATORY
1957 Amendment. The Act of August 28,
1957, 71 Stat. 475, eliminated from the
first paragraph the limitation that leases
could be issued only to American citizens.
For legislative history of the 1957 Act see
H.R. 8929, Public Law 85–201 in the 85th
Con~ess; H.R. Rept. No. 945; S. Rept. No.
862.
1951 Amendment. Section 2(15 ) of the
Act of October 31, 1951, 65 Stat. 707, inserted the reference in the firstparagraph to
the Federal Propefty and Administrative
ServicesAct of 1949.
1939 Amendment. The Act of June 19,
1939, 53 Stat. 841, added the last paragraph relating to damage claims. For legislative history of the 1939 Act s,m H.R. 3065,
Public Law 134 in the 76th Congress; H.R.
Rept. No. 274; S. Rept. No. 519.
International
Boundary
Commission.
The International
Boundary Commission
was created pursuant to the Convention
with Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective
December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
the International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treaty with Mexico of February 3, 1944 (effective November 8, 1945 ),
59 Stat. 1219. The 1944 Treaty appears
herein in chronological order.

Cross Reference, Treaties with Me~”co.
A note following the Treaty of February 3,
1944, herei?, briefly describes the treaties
and conventions with Mexico regarding the
Rio Grande and the Colorado Rivers.
Cross Reference, Damage Claims from
Construction of Falcon Dam. The Act of
August 19, 1964, 78 Stat. 481, authorbes
the United States Commissioner to settle
claims for loss by reason of sudden floods
of the Rio Grande resulting from the con.
struction of Falcon Dam. For legislative
history of the 1964 Act see H.R. 8999, Pub.
lic Law 88–447 in the 88th Congress; H.R.
Rept. No. 964; S. Rept. No. 1311.
Cross References, Statutory Authori@ of
the Commission. The Act of August 19,
1935, which appears herein in chronological
order, provides general authority for the
work of the Commission, and the notes following the Act briefly summa&e
other
statutory provisions relating to its program.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
statute does not relate primarily to activities
of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Legislative History. H.R. 7927, Public
Law 370 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1622. S. Rept. No. 1417.
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DIVERSION

DAM,

NO

GRANDE

An act authorizing construction, operation, and maintenance of Rio Grande canalization
project and authorizing
ch. 805, 49 Stat. 961)

appropriation

for that purpose

(Act

of August

29, 1935,

[Sec. 1. Construction of diversion dam in Rlo Grande.]—Upon
the completion of the engineering investigation, study, and report to the Secretary of State,
as heretofore authorized by Public Resolution Numbered 4, Seventy-fourth Con,~ess, approved February 13, 1935, tie Secretaq of State, act~g through We
American Section, International
Boundary Commission, United States and
‘Mexico, in order to factiitate compEance with the convention between the
United States and Mexico concluded May 21, 1906, providing for the equitable division of the waters of the Rio Grande, and to properly regulate and control, to the fullest extent possible, the water supply for use in the two countries
as provided by treaty, is authorized to construct, operate, and maintain, in substantial accordance with the engineering plan contained in said report, a diversion dam in the Rio Grande wholly in the United States, with appurtenant connections to existing irrigation systems, and to acquire by donation, condemnation,
.or purchase such real and personal property as may be necessary therefor. (49
Stat. 961 )
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Reference in the Text. Public Resolution
Numbered 4, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved Februa~ 13, 193~, referred tom the
text, 49 Stat. 24, authorized an appropriation of $60,000 to defray the expenses of the
American section, International Boundary
Commission, United States and Mexico, in
investigating the feasibility and best means

of effecting the canalization of the Rio
Grande from the Caballo R~servoir site in
New Mexico to the international diversion
dam near El Paso, Texas.
Reference in the Text. The convention
between the United States and Mexico concluded May ? 1,.1906, referred to in the text,
appears herein m chronological order.

Sec. 2. [Appropriation
of $1,000,OOUAny
portion may be transferred for
direct expenditure to Department
of Interior. ]—There
is authorized to be
appropriated the sum of $1,000,000 for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 1 hereof, other than for operation and maintenance, including
salaries and wages, fees for professional services; rents, travel expenses; per diem
in lieu of’ actual subsistence; printing and binding, law books and books of reference: Provided, That the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) shall not apply to any purchase made or service pro,cured when the aggregate amount involved is $100 or less; purchase, exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
passenger- and freight,carrying vehicles; hire with or without personal services, of work animals and
.animd-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equipment; acquisition by donation, condemnation, or purchase of real and personal property; transportation
(including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon change of station;
telephone, telegraphic, and air-mail communimtions;
rubber boots for official
use by employees; ice; equipment, services, supplies, and materials and other
:such miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessary prop-
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erly to carry out the provisions of the Act: Prouided, That any part of any ap
propriation made hereunder may be transferred to, for direct expenditure, by
the Department of the Interior pursuant to such arrangements therefor as may
be from time to time effected between the Secretary of State and the Secretary
of the Interior, or as directed by the President of the United States. (49 Stat.
961).
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Co&fied. This Act is not codified to
the U.S. Code.
American Diversion Dam, The diversion
danl constructed
and operated
by the
United States section of the International
Boundary Commission, under the authority
of this Act, is located on the Rio Grande
2 miles northwest of El Paso immediately
above the point where the river becomes
the international boundary line. The dam
is called the American Diversion Dam.
Purpose: Rio Grande Canalization Project. The purpose of the American Diversion
Dam is to provide better measurement and
control of tie 60,000 acre-feet of water annually which the United States is obligated
to deliver to Mexico in the bed of tie Rio
Grande under the convention of May 21,
1906 (effective January 16, 1907 ). The
diversion dti is part of an over-all project
by the L’nited States section of the Commission to provide better control over ad
more efficient use of the waters released
from the Elephant Butte’ Reservoir. The
remainder of this work, called the Rio
Grande canalization project, was authorized by the Act of June 4, 1936, 49 Stat.
1463. Both the ,1906 convention md the
1936 Act appear herein in chronologiml
order.

267–067—T&vol.
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International
Boundary
Commission.
The International
Boundary Commission
was created pursuant to the Convention
with Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective
December 24. 1890). 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted’ the International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treaty with Mexico
of
February 3, 1944 (effective November 8,
1945 ), 59 Stat. 1219. The 1944. Treaty appears herein in chronological order.
Reference in the Text. Section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec.
5), referred to in section 2, deals with
competitive bidding. The section appears
herein in the Appendix.
Cross Reference, Statutory Authority of
the Commission. The Act of August 19,
1935, which appears herein in chronological order, provides ‘general authority for
the work of the Commission, and the notes
following the Act briefly summarize other
statutory provisions relating to its program.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not. included because this
statute does not relate “primarily to activities of the Bureau of Reclamation,
Legishtive History. S. 3085, Pubfic Law
392 in the 74th Congress. ” S. Rept. No.
1292. H.R, Rept. No. 1764 (on H.R.
8692).
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[Extract from] An act. authorizing the construction, repair, and preservation of certain
public works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. (Act of August 30,,1935,
49 Stat. 1028, 1039)
.x.
-F
*
-F
*
Sec. 2. [Authorization of Parker and Grand Coulee dam*All
contracts and
agreements heretofore made ratified— Authorization of Head Gate Rock dam,
Arizona. ]—For
the purpose of controlling
floods, improving
navigation,
regulating the flow of the streams of the United States, providing for storage
and for the delivery of the stored water thereof, for the reclamation of public
lands and Indian reservations, and other beneficial uses, and for the generation
of electric energy as a means of financially aiding and assisting such undertakings, the projects known as “Parker Darn” on the Colorado River and “Grand
Coulee Darn” on the Columbia River, are hereby authorized and adopted, and
all contracts and agreements which have been executed in connection therewith
are hereby validated and ratified, and the President, acting through such agents as
he may designate, is hereby authorized to construct, operate, and maintain dams,
structures, canals, and incidental works necessary to such projects, and in connection therewith to make and enter into any and all necessary contracts including contracts amendatory of or supplemental to those hereby validated and
ratified. The construction by the Secretiry of the Interior of a dam in md across
the Colorado River at or near Head Gate Rock, Arizona, and structures, canals,
and incidental works necessary in connection therewith is hereby authorized, and
none of the waters, conserved, used, or appropriated under tie works hereby authorized shall be charged against the waters allocated to the upper basin by the
Colorado River compact, nor shall any priority be established against such upper
basin by reason of such conservation, use, or appropriation;
nor shall said dam,
structures, canals, and works, or any of them, be used as the basis of making any
such charge, or establishing any such priority or right, and all contracts bet~veen
~e United States and the users of said water from or by means of said instrumentalities shall provide against tie making of any such charge or claim or the
establishment of any priority right or claim to any part or share of the water of
the Colorado River allmated to the Upper Basin by the Colorado River compact,
and dl use of said instrumentalities shall be in compliance with the conditions
and provisions of said Colorado River compact and he Boulder Canyon Project
Act. (49 Stat. 1039; 33 U.S.C. ~ 540)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Parker Darn: Background. on Januaq
14, 1935, the United States filed a bill irl
equity in the Supreme Court to enjoin the
State of Arizona from interfering with the
construction of Parker Dam, which it had
done by threateningthe use of milita~ force
to halt construction. The dam was begun the

Previous September, over Arizona’s objections, by Harold L. Ickes, Secretaryof the
Interior and Federal Emergency Administrator of Pubhc Works,,pursuant to a con.
tract between the United States and the
Metropolitan -Water District of Southern
California. Dismissing the Government’s
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bill, the Court found that the Government
had not complied with section 9 of the Act of
March 3, 1899, forbidding the constmction
of any dam in any navigable river of the
United States until the consent of Congress
had been obtained, and until the plans had
been approved by the Chief of Engineers
and the Secretary of War. The Court held
that secticm 9 of the 1899 Act applied to
acts of Government officers as well as to
private persons. United States v. Arizona,
295 U.S. 174 (1935).
Extracts from the
1899 Act, including section 9, appear herein
in chronological order.

Parker Dam: Metropolitan Water District Contract. Relying upon the existing
reclamation law. the Secretary of the interior entered i~to a cooperative contract
with the Metropolitan
Water District of
Southern California on February 10, 1933,
whereby the United States agreed to build
and operate the Parker Dam with funds
provided by the district, The United States
was to retain title and retain control over
all water passing the dam. The district was
accorded the right to divert water from the
reservoir created by the dam and one-half
the power privileges. The United States retained one-half the power privilege and the
right to divert water from the reservoir for
the Colorado River Indian Resemation and
for projects built under the reclamation
law. The Government also secured the right
to utilize excess capacity in the district’s
transmission system from Hoover Dam to
Parker Dam.
Cross References,
Parker Dam Power
Project. The Act of May 2? 1939, 53 Stat.
626, includes an appropriation for continuing construction of the Parker Dam power
plant. The Act of October 28Z 1942, provided for the acquisition of Indian lands required in connection with the constriction,
o~rationand
maintenance of electric transmission lines and other works of the Parker
Dam project.
Cross Reference, Parker-Davis Project.
The Act of Mav 28. 1954. 68 Stat. 143,
authorized the Parke; Dam’ power project
and the Davis Dam project to be consolidated and administered as a single project
to be known as the Parker-Davis project,
Arizona-California-Nevada.
The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Reference in the Text. The Colorado
River Compattj referred to in the text, appears herein in chronological order following the Act of December 21, 1928, the Boulder Canyon Project Act.
Grand Coulee Dam: Background. Funds
were initially made available for the construction of Grand Coulee Dam by the Public Works Administration on July 27, 1933,
by an allotment of $63 million under sec-
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tion 202 of the National Industrial Recovery
Act of June 16, 1933. In August 1934, the
first of two major contracts for the constmction of Grand Coulee Dam and Power Plant
was awarded to a combination of contracting
firms. Originally, the building of Grand
Coulee Dam was planned in two stages. A
low dam was to be built first, but with a
foundation designed so that a high dam
could later be superimposed on this low
dam, and a pumping plant and other components of the irrigation system added at
that time. By the Act above, authorizing
construction of Parker and Grand Coulee
Dams, the Congress ratified the contracts already entered into for construction of Grand
Coulee Dam and authorized construction of
the high dam and the irrigation project.
Cross Reference, Columbia Basin Project. The Grand Coulee Dam project on the
Columbia River was renamed as the Columbia Basin Project and reauthorized by
the Act of March 10, 1943, 57 Stat. 14.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Columbia Basin Compact,
Consent to
Negotiate. The Act of March 4, 1925, 43
Stat. 1268, granted the consent of Congress to the States of Washington, Idaho,
Oregon and Montana to negotiate and enter
into a compact not later than January 1,
1927, providing for an equitable apportionment of the water of the Columbia River
and its tributaries. This Act was extended
by subsequent acts through January 1, 1935
(Acts of April 13, 1926, 44 Stat. 247;
March 3, 1927,44 Stat. 1403; and June 29,
1932, 47 Stat. 381). The compact not having been entered into, the Congress again
granted its consent to the same states and
Wyoming to negotiate a compact by the
Act of July 16, 1952, 66 Stat. 737. This act
was amended by the Act of July 14, 1954,
68 Stat. 468, by adding the States of
Nevada and Utah to those already authorized to negotiate and enter into a compact. The 1952 Act, as amended, appears
herein in chronological order.
Bonneville Power Administration. Executive Order No. 8526, dated August 26,
1940, designated
the Bonneville
Power
Administrator under the supervision of the
Secretary as agent for the sale and distribution of electrical power and energy generated at the Grand Coulee Dam project
and not required for the operation of that
project, including its irrigation features. 5
Fed. Reg. 3390 ( 1940).
Legislative History. H.R. 6732, Public
Law 409 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 424. S. Rept. No. 893. H.R. Rept. N’o.
1738 (on H. Res. 322). H.R. Rept. No.
1816 (conference re~rt).
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NOTESOR OPINIONS
Grand Coulee Dam 1
Parker Dam 2
1. Grand Coulee Dam
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under subsections 2(b), 2(f), 5(a),
5(b) and 9(b)
of the Bonneville Project
Act; section 5 of the Flood Control Act of
1944; section 9(c) and 14 of the Reclamation Pnoject Act of 1939; and section 2 of
the Act of August 30, 1935, 49 Stat. 1039,
reauthorizing the Grand Coulee Dam proJect, to construct transmission lines between
the Pacific Northwest
and the Pacfic
Southwest. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 70 I.D.
237 (1963).

2. Parker Dam
If an upstream project, such as the proposed Central Arizona project and Bridge
Canyon project in the Lower Colorado
River Basin, interfere with the statutory
responsibility of the Secretary to recover
the costs of Hoover Darn by June 1, 1987,
or to reoover the costs of Davis and Parker
Dams within a reasonable period of time,
then the cost of such interference should
be included as one of the “costs” of the new
upstream devdopment under section 9(a)
of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fk, October 9,1947.
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An act to create a commission and to extend further refief to water users on United States
reclamation projects and on Indian irrigation projects. (Act of April 14, 1936, ch.
215,49 Stat 1206)

[Se~ 1. Investigating committee of three members authorized—Report
made to the 75th Congress. ] —Repealed.

to be

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Section Repealed. Section 4 of the Act
of August 21, 1937, 50 Stat. 737, repealed
this section. Section 1 of the 1937 Act is essentially a reenactment of this section, with
these important differences: (1) the Commission authorized by this section was to be
composed of two members appointed from
the Department of the Interior and one
member who was a landowner and water
userunder a United Statesreclamation project, whereas the 1937 Act provides for a
Commission composed of memberswho shall
have an intimate knowledge of irrigation
farming, but who shall not be employees of
Sec. 2. [Authorization

the Bureau of Reclamation or the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and shall have no financial interestin the matterscoming under
their jurisdiction.; (2) the Commission was
authorized by this section to hold hearings
at reclamation projects “where requested,
etc . . .“ , whereas the 1937 Act authorizes
such hearings “where deemed advisable by
the Commission and requested, etc. . ?’;
and (3) this section referred to “United
States reclamation projects”, whereas the
1937 Act refers to “United States and In&an reclarn?tio~ projects,” The 1937 Act
appears herein m chronological order.

for appropriation

of $5,000 for expense of Commis-

sion.]—Re$ealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Section Repealed. Section 4 of the Act of
August 21, 193 ?, 50 Stat. 737, repealed
this section. Section 2 of the 1937 Act is a
reenactment of this section except that an
aPProPriati?n
Of. $30,000
is authorized,
whereas this section authorized an appropriation of $5,000. The 1937 Act appears
herein in chronological order.

Commission’s
Report. The Commission
authorized to be appointed by this Act, as
modified by the Act of August 21, 1937, 50
Stat. 737, submitted its report to the Congress in May, 1938. The report was printed
as House Document No. 673, 75th Con~ess, 3rd Session.

Sec. 3. [50 percent of construction charges for 1936 deferred, ]—All the provisions of the act entitled “An Act to further extend relief to water users on
the United States reclamation projects and on Indian irrigation projects”, ap.
proved June 13, 1935, are hereby further extended for the period of 1 year, so
far as concerns 50 percent of the construction charges, for the calendar year
1936; Provided, however, That where the construction charge for the calendar
year 1936 is payable in two installments, the sum hereby extended shall be the
amount due as the first of such installments. If payab~e in one installment, the
due date for the 50 percent to be paid shall not be changed, (49 Stat, 1207)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codiied. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text, The Act of June
13, 1935, referred to in section 3, appears
herein in chronological order. Annotations
of opinions with respect to section 3, if any,

are found under the Act of April 1, 1932,
rather than under the 1935 Act.
Legislative History. S. 4232, Public Law
~~~in the 74th Congress. H.R, Rept, No.
.
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An act to make lands in drainage, irrigation, and conservancy districts eligible for loans
by the Federal land banks and other Federal agencies loaning on farm lands, notwithstanding the existence of prior liens of assessments made by such districts, and for
other purposes. (Act of June 4, 1936, ch. 496, 49 Stat. 1461)

[Lands eligible for loans notwithstanding
prior liens. ]—The Farm Credit
Administration,
the Federal Farm hlortgage Corporation,
the Federal lmd
banks, the Land Bank Commissioner and any lending or financial agency established by or under the Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended, or the Federal
Farm Loan Act, as amended, are authorized to make loans or acquire mortgages on lands in any drainage, irrigation, or conservancy district, notwithstanding the existence of any prior lien or charge arising out of an assessment for
special benefits made by such district, in any case where ( 1) such land is otherwise eligible for a loan, (2) such assessment is payable over a period of years,
and (3) reasonable security exists for the repayment of the loan, taking into
consideration dl facts and values, including the term and size of the loan, the
integrity of the applicant, and the increased earning capacity of the lands arising from the improvements or benefits in respect of which the assessment was
made. (49 Stat. 1461; 12 U.S.C. $ 773a)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
References in tie Text. The Farm Credit
Act of 193?, as amended, referred to in the
text, is codified in tide 12, section 1131 et
feq. The Federal Farm Loan Act, as
amended, also referred to in the text, is gen-

erally dispersed throughout title 12, United
States Code.
Legisbtive
History. H.R. 9009, Public
Law 644 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2280. S. Rept. No. 2008.
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An ‘act authorizing construction, operation, and maintenance of Rio Grande canalization
project and authorizing appropriation for that purpose. (Act of June 4, 1936, ch. 500,
49 Stat, 1463)

[Sec. 1. Construction authorized of canalization works. ]—Upon tie completion of the engineering investigation, study, and report to the Secretary of State,
as heretofore authorized by Public Resolution Numbered 4, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved February 13, 1935, the Secretary of State, acting through the
American Section, International
Boundary Commission,
United States and
Mexico, in order to facilitate compliance with the convention between the
United States and Mexico concluded May 21, 1906, providing for the equitable
division of the water of the Rio Grande, and to properly regulate and control,
to the fullest extent possible, the water supply for use in the two countries as
provided by treaty, is authorized to construct, operate, and maintain, in substantial accordance with the engineering plan contained in said report, works for
the canalization of the Rio Grande from the Caballo Reservoir site in New
Mexico to the international dam near E1 Paso, Texas, and to acquire by donation, condemnation,
or purchase such real and personal property as may be
necessary therefor. (49 Stat. 1463)
Sec. 2. [$3,000,000 authorized to be appropriated—Appropriation
may be
transferred for direct expenditure
to Department
of Interior.] —There
is
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $3,000,000 for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 1 hereof, other than for “operation and maintenance, including salaries and wages, fees for professional services; rents; travel
expenses; per diem in lieu of actual subsistence; printing and binding, law books,
That the amount
herein authorized
to be
and books of reference: Provided,
appropriated
struction

shall include

of the diversion

in addition

so much
darn

to the $1,000,000

M may

in the Rio
authorized

be necessa~
Grande

for completion

wholly

to be appropriated

in the United

of constates,

for this purpose

by

Stat. 961) : Provided
fuyther, That the total
cost of construction of said diversion dam and canalization works shall not exceed
$4,000,000: Provided further,.That the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes (U. S.C., title 41, sec. 5) shall not apply to any purchase made or service
procured when the aggregate amount involved is $100 or less; purchase, exchange, maintenance, repair and operation of motor-propelled
passenger- and
freight-carrying vehicles; hire with or without personal services, of work animals
the Act

of August

29,

1935

(49

and animal-drawn and motor-propelled
vehicles and equipment; acquisition by
donation, condemnation, or purchase of real and personal property; transportation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon change of station;
telephone, telegraphic, and airmail communication;
rubber boots for official use
by employees;

ice; equipment,

service, supplies, and materials and other such

miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessaV properly
further, That any part of
to carry out tie provisions of the Act: And provided
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any appropriation made hereunder may be transferred to, for direct expenditure
by, the Department of the Interior pursuant to such arrangements therefor as
may be from time to time effected between the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the Interior, or as directed by the President of the United States. (49
Stat, 1463)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not CodMed. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.

Location. The canalization work herein
authorized is in the reach of the river between CabalIo Dam and El Paso.
Supplementary
Provision:
Flood
and
Sediment Control. The Act of September
18, 1964, 78 Stat. 956, authorizes the
United States Commissioner to enter into
agreements with local organizations
for
maintenance of flood and arroyo sediment
control dams in tie Rio Grande watershed
between Caballo Dam and El Paso, Texas.
The Act appears herein in chronological
order.
References
in the Text. The Act of
August 29, 1935, 49 Stat. 961, referred to
in the text, authorizes construction of the
American Diversion Dam by the United
States ~e~tion of the International Boundary
Commlsslon. Both the diversion dam and
the canalization project are for the purpose
of providing better control over and better
use of the waters released from the Elephant
Butte Reservoir, particularly with respect to
the 60,000 acre-feet of water annually that
the United States is obligated to deliver to
Mexico in the bed of the Rio Grande under
the convention with Mexico of May21, 1906
(effective January 16, 1907), also referred
to in the text. Both the 1906 convention
and the 1935 Act appear herein in chrono-

logid

order.

Reference in the Text. Section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec.
5), referred to in the tex~, deals with competitive bidding. The section appears herein
in the Appendix.
International
Boundary
Comm;~si:n.
The International
Boundary Commlsslon
was created pursuant to the Convention
with Mexico of March 1, 1889 (effective
December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
the International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treatry with Mexico of
February 3, 1944 (effective November 8,
1945), 59 Stat. 1219. The 1944 Treaty
apPears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Statutory Authority of
the Commission. The Act of August 19,
1935, which appears herein in chronological
order, provides general authority for the
work of the Commission, and the notes following the Act briefly summarize other statutory provisions relating to its program.
Editor’s Notej Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are not included because this
statute does not relate primarily to activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.
Legislative History. H.R. 11768, Public
Law 648 in the 74th Congress. HR. Rept.
No. 2239. S. Rept. No. 2038. S. Rept. No.
2029 (on S. 3536).
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[Extracts from] An act authorizing the construction of certain public works on rivers and
harbors for flood control, and for other purposes. (Act of June 22, 1936, ch. 688,
49 Stat, 1570)
DeClamatiOn
OF POLICY
[Sec.
that

1. Federal-State

destructive

processes

and causing

impairing

and

of commerce

cooperation

floods

upon

obstructing
between

navigation,

the States,

taries is a proper
political

provements

activity
rivers

flood-control

purposes

Government

should

waters

or their

and

other

improve

to whomsoever

Stat,

Sec.

1570;

33 U.S.C.

2. [Federal

investigations
of Army,

vestigations

and

improvements

and allied

purposes

of the Chief
in his reports
guided

of Engineers,
upon

tribu-

with

States,

and

im-

thereof,

for

that the Federal

improvement

of

navigable

for flood-control

pur-

are in excess of the estimated

are otherwise

adversely

tiected.

other

and

waterways

provided

surveys,

Federal

for

flood

the

involved:

of War
by Act

Secretary
set forth

Provided,

in-

control

of and shall be prosecuted

by the principles

interests

waterways—Jurisdiction
] —Hereafter,

of the Secretary

as otherwise

measures

of the Federal

and

other

Interior,

the jurisdiction

the direction
except

and

and

c)f rivers

examinations

as to flood-control

determination

of rivers

Agriculture,

shall be under
under

welfare;

that

or their

investigations

thereof,

they may accrue
of people

welfare;

waters

and

channels

~ 701e)

Of Departments

the War Department

in the

orderly

other

watersheds

of the general

watersheds

costs, and if the lives and social security
(49

that

including

or participate

and

in cooperation

thereof;

recognized

of lands,

to national

on navigable

waterways,

including

railroads,

Government

localities

are in the interest

tributaries,

poses if the benefits

and

the erosion

a menace

control

of the Federal

subdivisions,
of

highways,

is hereby

States, upsetting

including

constitute

that flood

control.]—lt

of the United

loss of life and property,

it is the sense of Congress
their

in flood

the rivers

by

and supervision
of Congress;
of

War

in section

shall

and
be

1 in &e

That the foregoing

grant of authority shall not interfere with investigations and river improvements
incident to reclamation projects that may now be in progress or may be hereafter undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation of the Interior Department pursuant to any general or specific authorization of law. (49 Stat. 1570; Act of June
28, 1938,52 Stat. 1215; Act of August 18, 1941,55
1954, 68 Stat. 668; 33 U.S.C. $ 701b)

Stat. 638; Act of August 4,

EXPLANATORY NOTE
1954 Amendment. Section 7 of the Act
of August 4, 1954, the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, repealed
the authority formerly contained in this
section and in section 1 of the Flood control
Act of. June 28, 1938, of the Secretary
of Agriculture over Federal investigations
of watersheds and measures for run-off and

water flow retardation and soil erosion prevention on watersheds. However, simfiar
authority contained in section 2 of the Flood
Control Act of 1944 was preserved, as well
as emergency authority provided in section
7 of the Flood Control Act of 1938, 52
Stat. 1215, as amended by section 216 of
the Act of May 17, 1950, 64 Stat. 163.
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Moreoverj the 1954 Act and other acts
provide general authority for the Secretary
of Agriculture with respect to these matters.

ACT

OF

1936

The 1954 Act and extracts from the 1938
and 1944 Acts appear herein in chronological order.

Sec. 3. [Responsibility
of State to share costs of flood control. ]—Hereafter
no money appropriated under authority of this Act shall be expended on the
construction of any project until States, political subdivisions thereof, or other
responsible local agencies have given assurances satisfactory to the Secretary
of War that they will (a) provide without cost to the United States all lands,
easements, and rights-of-way necessary for the construction of the project, except
as othemise provided herein; (b) hold and save the United States free from
damages due to the construction works; (c) maintain and operate all the works
after completion in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
That the construction of any darn authorized herein may be
War: Provided,
undertaken without delay when the dam site has been acquired and the assurances prescribed herein have been furnished, without awa,iting the acquisition of
the easements and rights-of-way required for the reservoir area: And provided
further, That whenever expenditures for lands, easements, and rights-of-way by
States, political subdivisions thereof, or responsible local agencies for any individual project or useful part thereof shall have exceeded the present estimated
construction cost therefor, the local agency concerned may be reimbursed onehalf of its excess expenditures over said estimated construction cost: And ~rovided

further,

That

when

benefits

of any project

or useful

part

thereof

accrue

to lands and property outside of the State in which said project or part thereof
is located, the Secretary of War with the consent of the State wherein the same
are located may acquire the necessary lands, easements, and rights-of-way for
snid project or part thereof after he has received from the States, political subdivisions thereof, or responsible local agencies benefited the present estimated
cost of said lands, easements, and rights-of-way, less one-half the amount by
which the estimated cost of these Ian-ds, easements, and rights-of-way exceeds
the estimated construction cost corresponding thereto: And provided further,
That the Secretary of War shall determine the proportion of the present estimated
cost of said lands, easements, and rights-of-way that each State, political subdivision thereof, or responsible local agency should contribute in consideration for
the benefits to be received by such agencies: And provided further, That whenever not less than 75 per centum of the benefits as estimated by the Secretary
of War of any project or useful part thereof accrue to lands and property outside of the Sate in which said project or part thereof is located, provision (c)
of this section shall not apply thereto; nothing herein shall impair or abridge the
powers now existing in the Department of War with respect to navigable streams:
And provided further, That nothing herein shall be construed to interfere with
the completion of any reservoir or flood control work authorized by the Congress
and now under way. (49 Stat. 1571; Act of August 28, 1937, 50 Stat. 877; 33
U.s.c.
$ 701C)
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1936

EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1938 Modification. Section 2 of the Flood
Control Act of 1938, approved June 28,
1938, 52 Stat. 1215, modified the requirements set forth in section 3 of this Act for
financial participation of Stites and their

political subdivisions in flood control projects. Extracts from the 1938 Act, including
section 2 of the Act, appear herein in
chronological order.

Sec. 4. [Interstate compacts authorized. ]—The consent of Congress is hereby
given to any two or more States to enter into compacts or agreements in connection with any project or operation authorized by this Act for flood control
or the prevention of damage to life or property by reason of floods upon any
stream or streams and their tributaries which lie in two or more such States, for
the purpose of providing, in such manner and such proportion as maybe agreed
upon by such States and approved by the Secretary of War, funds for construction and maintenance, for the payment of damages, and for the purchase of
rights-of-way, lands, and easements in connection with such project or operation.
NO such compact or agreement shall become effective without the further
consent or ratification of Congress, except a compact or agreement which provides that all money to be expended pursuant thereto and all work to be performed thereunder shall be expended and performed by the Department of War,
with the exception of such reasonable sums as may be reserved by the States
entering into the compact or agreement for the purpose of collecting taxes and
maintaining the necessary State organizations for carrying out tie compact
or agreement. (49 Stat. 1571; 33 U.S.C. ~ 701d)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative HistoW. H.R. 8455, Public
Law 738 in the 74th Congress. S. Rept. No.

1963. H,R.
report).

Rept.

No.

2198

(conference
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{Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for tie
fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, and for other purposes. (Act of June 22, 1936, ch.
691,49 Stat. 1757)

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

*

+

[Boulder

Canyon ~roject—~ower
re~enues.]—Boulder
Canyon project:
. . .
Provided, That not to exceed $350,000 from revenues shall be available for the
operation and maintenance of the Boulder Dam, power plant, md other incidental operations. (49 Stat. 1785)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. Similar appropria.
tions of funds from power and other revenues for operation, maintenance and replacement
purposes at Boulder Canyon
project are contained in each subsequent

annual Interior Department Appropriation
Act through the Act of July 3? 1945, 59
Stat. 341. Thereafter, appropriations
for
these purposes are made from the Colorado
River dam fund.

[Ail-American
Canal. ]—Boulder
Canyon project (Ail-American
Canal):
. . . For continuation of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and
appurtenant structures) located entirely within the United States connecttig the
diversion dam with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California; to acquire by proceedings in eminent domtin, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way,
and other property necessary for such purposes; and for incidental operations,
as authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21, 1928
(U. S.C., title 43, ch. 12a) ; to be immediately available and to remain available
until advanced to the Colorado River Dam Fund, . . . . (49 Stat. 1785)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. The same language
is contained in the succeeding acts appropriating money for the All-American Canal
(there were no appropriations in fiscal years
1944 and 1945 ) through the Act of October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 782, with the mo&lfication that the Act of May 10, 1939, 53
Stat. 718, and subsequent acts added “including distribution and drainage systems”
after “appurtenant
structures” within the

parentheses, whereas the Act of JUIY 25,
1947, 61 Stat. 476, and subsequent acts, relocates the reference to distribution and
drainage systems to follow “California?’
The latter change was made pursuant to
the Act of June 26, 1947, 61 Stat. 183,
wKlch in turn followed Solicitor White’s
Opinion, M-34900
(March 27, 1947 ), in
re flood protection
works in Coachella
Valley.

NOTE OF OPINION

1. Coachella Valley flood protection
Although
several
appropriation

acts

characterize
the distribution
system for
Coachella Valley as an appurtenant structure to the A1l-.4merican Canal, thereby precluding the allocation of costs of associated
flood protection works to flood control on a
*

*

nonreimbursable basis under section 9 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939, this effect
could be avoided by rearranging the appropriation
act language.
Solicitor
White
Opinion, M-34900
(Mmch 27, lg47 ), in
re flood protection
works in CoacheUa
Valley.
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NNrIONAL PARK SERVICE

[Boulder Dam recreational area. ]—Boulder
Canyon project, Arizona and
Nevada: For administration, protection, and maintenance of tie recreational
activities of the Boulder Canyon project and any lands that maybe added thereto
by Presidential or other authority, including not exceeding $1,050 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehiclw, $10,000. (49 Stat, 1794)
[Roads and trails, ~oulde~~ Dam ~creatio~al
are~]—Roads
and Trails,
Nationrd Park Service: For the construction, reconstruction, and improvement
of roads and trails, inclusive of necessary bridges, in the national parks, monuments, and other areas administered by the National Park Service, including the
Boulder Dam Reservation, and other areas authorized to be established as national parks and monuments, and national park and monument approach roads
authorized by the Act of January 31, 1931 (U. S.C., title 16, sec. 8a and 8b), as
amended, . . . . (49 Stat. 1795)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Provision Repeated. Appropriations
to
the National Park Service for recreational
activities in connection with the Boulder
Canyon Projects imilar to the two provisions
above are contained in subsequent Interior
Department Appropriation Acts.
Cross Reference, Lake Mead National
Recreation Area. The Act of October 8,
1964, 78 Stat. 1039, was enacted to “provide a more adequate basis for effective ad-

ministration” of the Lake Mead National
Recreation Area. The act appears herein in
chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts
aPPear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 10630, Public
Law 741 in the 74ti ConSress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1927. S. Rept. No. 1615. H.R. Rept.
No. 2430 and H.R, Rept. No. 2919 (con.
ference reports),

NOTEs OF OPINIONS
Area covered
1
Leases and permits

2

1. Area covered
The provisions of the Interior Department Appropriations Act for 1g37 relating
both to recreational activities and to roads
and trails of the Boulder Canyon project
place under the jurisdiction of the National
Park Service the recreational activities of
the entire area withdrawn under the first
form of withdrawal for the Boulder Canyon
project, and are not limited to the small
area in Nevada designated as the Boulder
Canyon Project Federd Reservation. Solici-

tor MarSold
13, 1936).

Opinion,

M-28693

(October

2. Leases and permits
Both the National Park Service and the
Bureau of Reclamation,
in administerin~
their respective areas withdrawn under the
fist form in connection with the Boulder
Canyon project,, may grant leases for land
and permits to engage in business activities
to private individuals without advertising
for proposals or securing competitive bids.
Solicitor Margold Opinion, M–28694 ( OC.
tober 13, 1936).
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AMENDED

CONTRACT

IVITH BRIDGEPORT
DISTRICT

An act for the relief of the Bridgeport

[Amending
water

from

maintenance.
a contract
project,

of June

contract
North

Platte

] —The
with

14, 1915–Granting

project—

Secretary

(a)

District

of the Interior

the Bridgeport

by which

Irrigation District.
49 Stat. 1897)

Irrigation

the United

(Act of June 24, 1936, ch. 742,
permanent

to pay delinquent
is hereby
District,

under

district,

the contract

shall grant

to the district

14, 1915, between

operation

and

to enter into

authorized

North

in consideration

to use of

right

Platte

of $23,286

reclamation
heretofore

and the
to the use of water from the
North
Platte Federal
reclamation
project
under the Act of June 17, 1902 (32
Stat. 388),
as amended and supplemented, which pe~anent
water right shall
entitle the district to divert from the North Platte River a quantity of water equal
to three-tenths part of the quantity of water for which provision is made in
article 1 of said contract of June 14, 1915, such total quantity of water for diversion by the district to be delivered by the United States under a schedule of delivery reduced in accordance with the provisions of this Act; (b) tie district
shall agree to pay the United States the amount of $5,628.55; the operation and
maintenance charges delinquent under said contract of June 14, 1915, for the
years 1926 to 1935, both inclusive, upon the execution of said contract herein
authorized; (c) the Secretary shall agree, upon the execution of said contract
and its confirmation by the State courts, to cancel the judgment entered on
July 30, 1929, against the district and in favor of the United States; (d) the district shall agree to pay to the United States in advance of the delivery of water
under said contract one one-hundredth part of such amounts as shall be fixed
by the Secretary as operation and maintenance charges in connection with the
irrigation works from which said water supply is made available by the United
States, such charges to be payable for the year 1936 and thereafter with interest
from the due date at the rate of 6 per centum per annum if not paid when due;
(e) the Secretary shall be authorized to refuse the delivery of water under said
contract to the district at any time when any installment in whole or in part (including any interest due thereon) of operation and maintenance charges shall
not have been paid at the date provided in subdivision (d) hereof and shall
remain unpaid at the date delivery of water is requested under said contract; and
(f) the contract of June 14, 1915, shall otherwise remain in full force and effect.
(49 Stat. 1897)
paid

of June

States,

IRRIGATION

a permanent

the United

States

right

NOTES
EXPLANATORY

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Cross Reference, Contract Cancelled.
The Secretary never entered into a contract pursuant to this Act. By the Act of
August 1, 1942, 56 Stat. 732, the contract

of June 14, 1915, between the United
Statesand the Bridgeport Irrigation District
and the delinquent indebtedness of the district thereunderwere cancelled and released,
and the judgment entered on July 30, 1929,
in the United States District Court for tie

June 24, 1936
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IRRIGATION

District of Nebraska against the district and
in favor of the United States was relewed
and discharged. The 1956 Act appears herein in chronolo~cal
order.

DISTRICT
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Legislative Histo~. S. 4719, Public Law
772 in the 74th Congress. S. Rept. No. 2341.
H.R. Rept. No. 2964 (on H.R. 12920).
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FOR

THE

ORLARD

PROJECT

An act for the relief of the Orland reclamation project, California.
ch. 756, 49 Stat. 1907)

(Act of June 24, 1936,

[Sec. 1. Repayment period Stony Gorge extended to thirty-five years—Delinquent operation and maintenance to be added to cost of reservoir. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to execute or authorize the execution of amendatory contracti with the individual water users of the Orland
reclamation project, California, by which (a) the time within which the cost
of Stony Gorge Reservoir may be paid shall be thirty-five
years in lieu of the
seventeen years allowed for such payment under existing contracts, the said
annual payments to be graduated as the said Secretary may prescribe, and (b)
any construction or operation and maintenance charges due from the individual
water users and delinquent as of the date of this Act, together with the accrued
interest or penalties, may be added to their proportionate part of the cost of said
reservoir. (49 Stat. 1907 )
paid on permanently unproductive
Sec. 2, [Lands to be classified-Charges
land+Water
rights
shall be translands to be transferred to producing
shall classify the lands of the Orland project and
ferred.]—The
said Secret~
the owners of all lands found by the said Secretary to be permanently unproductive may, by supplemental agreement with the United States, be relieved of all
liability for further operation and maintenance and construction charges on land
so found to be permanently unproductive, and the credit for construction charges
theretofore paid on such permanently unproductive lands may be transferred to
other producing lands, as the owner of such permanently unproductive lands
may designate in writing. The released water rights theretofore appurtenant to
such permanently unproductive lands shall be transferred to other productive
lands, as the said Secretary may designate and under such regulations as he may
prescribe. (49 Stat. 1907)
Sec. 3. [Operation and maintenance to be estimated by Secretary and collected in advance—Overpayments
to be adjusted by credits. ]—After the plan
prescribed in section 4 hereof becomes effective, all operation and maintenance
charges shall be estimated annually by the Secretary and collected in advance
on the Orland project on or before January 1 of each year for that calendar year,
and no water shall be delivered to any water user failing to make such advance
payment. Should the estimate by the Secretary of the amount of &e operation
and maintenance charges for any calendar year or the collections from water
users for such year prove to be too small, the water users shall be required to make
a further

payment

sufficient

to meet

year,

in advance

and the delivery

said additional

amount

of water

operation

of the operation

share

and maintenance

amount
and

shall not be continued

is paid to the United

ing to pay his proportionate
tional

of the additional

the remainder

cost.

(a)

States, or (b)

(as determined

then

to the project

resulting

to be

cost for that

to any water

by the Secretary)

Overpayments

estimated

maintenance

unless

user fail-

of such addifrom

too

lar~
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estimates

of the overpayment

Sec.

4. [Operation

contracts

executing

and

with

supplementary

execution

the project,

as conclusively

determined

struction

as herein

supplementary

nor shall they receive
enacted
tory

legislation.

Sec.
and

5.
other

lamation

fund

tary to m~e

thirty-five

years,

date

of tie

The

supplemental

graduated
The

work

by

users of

be consolidated
such con-

or refusing

to exe-

of this Act,

charge

directed

legislation

in such mora-

from

2 of tie
charges

land

Act

of August

instalhnents

of the original

construction

in the same manner

dates for the payment

charge

construction
for

the

as for the old land as provided

of the construction

charges

to pay in
construc-

over
year

charge

installments

(38 Stat.

of the construc-

supplemental

to be due one

The

shall be the same

shall be required
The

to con-

the water

lands.

13, 1914

in installments

shall be as fixed by the said Secretary.

and

shall be payable

by the Secretary,

in this section.

rec-

the Secre-

unproductive
new Imds

canals

the

lands

for the new land

shall be payable

the first of such

2 hereof

to new project

permanently

of

from

to enable

for in section

as determined

as authorized

construction
$35,000

authorized

that each acre of new land
part,

last installment

and 5 hereof

shall

the benefit

of

to conduct

in section

except

for the new

charges
project,

an-d paid when

and

of $55 per acre on such

construction

its proportionate

charges

is hereby

provided

hereunder

as provided

tion cost of new

users
share,

maintenance

construction

appropriation

necessary

charge

supplemental

users

water

of the water

specifically

classification

project

classification

released

as for the old land,
addition

for
] —An

and other works

in instalhuents
687 ). The

tion

works.

construction

and

users failing

of any moratory

all

1908)

for the Orland

to be

primary

For

for the Orland

Reservoir

Water

supplemental

their proportionate

by the Secretary,

unless otherwise

Stat.

the land

herein

]

shall not be accorded

authorized

necessary

struct canals
supply

contracts
the benefit

(49

[$35,000

executing

benefit.

effective

Gorge

permitted.

in 1936 or thereafter

to

years after the

Reservoir-Water

by at” least 90 per centum

cost of the Stony

such

not

is made

with the construction
cost is paid

1908)

of the operation

this plan
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for the first year in which
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Stat.
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contracts

contracts
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by credits

maintenance

supplementary

as determined

cute

ORLAND

is ascertained.

to be conso~dated

executing

tie

THE

for any year shall be adjusted

amount

not

FOR

a period

after

on the new
new

land

in section

provided

of

the due
land.

shall

be

1 hereof.

for in section

1

(49 Stat. 1908)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
ated method of paying construction charges..
The Act is the Reclamation Extension Act,
which appears herein in chronological order.

Reference in the Text. Section 2 of the
Act of August 13, 1914, 38 Stat, 687, referred to in the text, establishes a graduSec.

6. [Secretary

authorized.

to modify

sary.]—The

said Secretary

is also authorized

Orland

Waters

Association,

Unit

of California,
United

States,

of said

contract

Users’

modifying
if and

is reqtisite

26746,7-7%v01.

1+S

by re=on

of April

to enter

a corporation

said coloration’s

so far as in tie

contract
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of fie
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organized
of April

under
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if neceswith
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the United
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ized herein.

(49 Stat. 1909)

‘Sec.

7.

authorized
as maybe

THE

and the individual

[Authority
necessary

ORLA~

any and

and proper

and effect.

]-The

all acts and

of said corporatio~

Secretary
to make

for the purpose
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stockholders

of the Secretary.

to perform

Act into full force

FOR

of the Interior

such

of carving

as author-

rules

and

is hereby
re~lations

the provisions

of this

(49 Stat. 1909)
EXPUNATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 11538, Public

Law 786 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2353. S. Rept. No. 2321.
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26,
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IWESTIGATION

OF CLEAR

LAKE

WATERSHED,

CALIFOMIA

An act to provide for an investigation to determine whether the water rights of the United
States have been violated in the Clear Lake Watershed, California, and for other
purposes. (Act of June 26, 1936, ch. 841, 49 Stat. 1975)

Repealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Statute Repealed. The Act of August 7,
1946, 60 Stat. 866, extracts of which appear herein in chronological
order, repealed this statute. The investigation was
never conducted because the irrigation districts declined to enter into contracts to
repay the costs of such an investigation.
Before repeal, the act read as follows:
“Sec. 1. The Secretary of the Interior is
authorized and directed ( 1) to make a full
and complete investigation with a view to
determining
whether any dams, waterworks, or other projects have been constructed in the Clear Lake Watershed, in

the State of California, in violation of the
water ri,qhts of the United States in such
State, aid (2) to report thereon to the
Congress w soon as practicable.
“Sec. .2. There is hereby authorized to be
appropriated from the reclamation fund the
sum of $5,000 or so much thereof as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of
section 1 of this Act? the amounts expended
from such appropriations to be reimbursable under the reclamation law.”
Legislative History, H.R. 6773, Public
Law 826 in the 74th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 820, S. Rept. No, 2228.

May

27, 1937
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PREVENTION

OF LAND

SPECULATION,
PROJECT

COLUMBIA

BASIN

An act to prevent speculation in lands in the Columbia Basin prospectively irrigable by
reason of the construction of the Grand Coulee Dam project and to aid actual settlers
in securing such lands at the fair appraised value thereof as arid land, and for other
purposes. (Act of May 27, 1937, ch. 269, 50 Stat. 208)

Repeakd.
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Statute Repealed. The Act of March 10, 1943, 50 Stat. 208, the Columbia Basin
Project Act, which appears herein in chronological order, amends the Act of May 27,
1937, in its entirety. The text of the 1937 Act read as follows:
[Sec. 1. Funds appropriated may not be ex ended for irrigation features of the project
until following conditions are complied with. r —No part of tie funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated or allotted for the construction of the Grand Coulee Dam project (authorized by section 2 of the Act of August 30, 1935, 49 Stat. 1028, 1039, entitled “An Act
authorizing the construction, repair, and presewation of certain pubhc works on rivers
and harbors and for other purposesj’ and hy the .4ct of June 22, 1936, 49 Stat. 1757, 1784,
entitled “An Act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the” fiscal
year ending June 30, 193?, and for other purposes”)
or for the reclamation of land in
connection with said pro] ect shall be expended in the construction of any irrigation
feature of said project, exclusive of Grand Coulee Dam and appurtenant works now under
construction, until after the following provisions have been complied with:
(a) [Appraisal of privately-owned lands.] —The privately owned lands proposed to be
irrigated under said project (including county lands and such State lands as the State
may desire and be able to subscribe for irrigation under said project and to subject to the
terms of this Act) shall have been impartially appraised in a manner and to the extent
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior for the determination of their value at the
date of appraisal without reference to the proposed construction of the said irrigation
works and without increment on account of the prospect of the construction of the said
project.
(b) [Contract with irrigation district for repayment under Reclamation laws—Excess
land~Owners
of to cont;act to .sell-ize
of farm units—Upon sale excess lands United
States to be paid p~oportlo~ate mcrem~?ted valy~—Excess provisos not applicable lands
now cultivated outside .pro~ec~ put deslrlng addltl?nal Water.] —+ c?ntract or contracts
shall have been made with an Irrlgatlon O: re~lamatl?n ~lstrlct or dlstrlcts organized under
State law providing for payment by the dlstrlct or dlstrlcts ?f that part of the cost of construction of th~ proj ~ct allocat~d by the Secretary ?f the Interloy as t~e part thereof properly
chargeable to Irrigation, the said cost of construction to be repad ~tim
su~h term or terms
of years as the Secretaw shall find .to be necessary, not to exceed the maximum term permitted under the Federd recl?rnatlon laws, the payme?ts to be made in the manner and
subject to the terms and conditions provided in the said reclamation laws and subject to
enforcement by all of the means and remedies provided in the Reclamation Act of June 17,
1902 (32 Stat. 388 ), and .Acts su?ple.mentary thereto or ~mendatory thereof: Provided,
That every such ,contract wl~ any dlst~lct shall furtier requ!re that all irrigable land held in
private ownership by any one o~ner in ex~es~ of forty irrlg?ble ac~es and all county and
State lands which may be subscribed to or l~rlgated under said proJect shall be designated
as excess land and as such shall not be entitled to receive water from stid project. The
contract shall provide further that no owner of such excess lands in the said project shaI1
receive water therefrom for any pmt of the land: owned by him if and so long as he shall
refuse to sell any excess land: owned or h~ld by hlm.under terms. and conditions satisfactory
to the Secretary of the Interior and at prices fixed l? the appr~sals made and approved as
hereinabove provided. The Secretary of the Interior m~y require each landowner, as a
condition precedent to receiving water from the said irrigation works, to execute a valid
recordable contract wherein he sh+l agree t? dispose of excess holdings then or thereafter
owned by him in the manner provided in this Act and in the contract between his district
and the United States, md wherein the said landowner also shall confer upon the Secretary
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of the Interior an irrevomble power of attorney to make any such sale on his behalf. For
the purpose of determining excess lands under the provisions of tKls Act husband and
wife sha~ be considered separate persons and each may hold not to exceed forty irrigable
acres as nonexcess lands or husband and wife together may hold eighty irrigable acres of
community property as such nonexcess lands: Provided further, That as to any part of the
irrigable lands of the said project for which the Secretary of the Interior shall determine
that farm units of less than forty irrigable acres would be sufficient to support a family, he
may approve and cause to be filed farm unit plats establishing farm units of less than
forty acres but not less than ten acres and in that event dl lands held in any one ownership
in excess of one farm unit as shown on such plat shall be considered excess lands subject to
the provisions of this Act applicable to excess lands: Provided fu7ther, That in addition to
the foregoing provisions, every such contract with any district shall also provide, with
respect to au irrigable lands whether initially excess or nonexcess, that whenever any land
is sold at a price in excess of the sum of the appraised value of the arid land, the appraised
value of improvements made thereon after the date of the original appraisal, and the
amount of irrigation construction costs actually paid for that land, then, before the new
owner shall be entitied to receive water from the project, a proportionate part of the said
excess or incremented value shall be paid to the United States as follows: If such payment
is made to the United States more than fifty months after such sde at an excessive price
has been made, then as a prerequisite to the right to receive water au of the incremented
value shall be paid to the United States to apply on construction installments to come due
on such 12nd in inverse order of their accrual; if payment is made in less than fifty months
but more than forty-nine months after the date of such sale, then 99 per centum of such
incremented value or excess of sale price shall be thus paid 2nd applied; if payment is made
in less than forty-nine but more than forty-eight months after the date of such sale, then 98
per centum of such incremented value or excess of sde price shall be thus paid and applied,
and so on for earlier payment allo-wing an additional reduction of 1 per centum for each
month, so that in the event that such payment is made to the United States within one
month titer the date of such sale, then the percentage of the incremented value required
to be paid to the United States for application to construction costs as a prerequisite to the
right to receive water shall be 50 per centum thereof: Pro uided jtirthet, That each district
contract may include a provision which, subject to authorization and validation thereof
by the State of Washington, shall require that all irrigable lands which are allowed by the
owners thereof without objection
to remain in such district until after the judicid
confirmation of the organization of the district and of the regularity and validity of said
contract and the proceedings authorizing it shall be considered as automatically subjected
to the provisions of the excess land clauses and incremented value clauses hereinbefore
provided for, such obligation to be impressed on the title to the land and to be considered
equivalent to a covenant running with the land. The said provision, however, shall not
apply to any landowner who, prior to tie ent~ of the judicial decree of confirmation, shall
file with the district and duly record as an instrument afiecting title to his land, a notice
of his objection to the said obligation and of his renunciation of the right of the said land to
receive water through, from, or by means of any works constructed by the United States in
connection with such project: And provided jurther, That the foregoing four provisos
shall not apply to any lands in the State of Washington which have already been developed
and are now being cultivated with the aid of water from sources other than the said Grand
Coulee project and for which additional water maybe desired.
(c) [State of Washington shall ratify provisions.] —The State of Washington by appropriate legislation shall have authorized, adopted, ratified, and consented to all the provisions of this Act insofar as such provisions or any of them, in whole or in part, may come
within the scope of State jurisdiction or authority or be applicable to State lands.
Sec. 2. [Appropriation for surveys, investigations, and appraisal of lands and for plans,
surveys, and designs of irrigation works.] —The Secretary of the Intetior is authorized
to use not to exceed $350,000 of the funds hereafter appropriated or alloted for the
fiscal year 1938 for the said project for the purpose of the survey, investigation, and appraisal of the irrigable lands of the said project and for surveys, investigations, plans, and
designs for the irrigation works therefor.
Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make such rules and regulations
and to include in the contracts hereinbefore provided for such provisions as may be appropriate and useful for the purpose of c2rrying out the purpose and provisions of this Act.
Sec. 4. [Consent of United States to sale of school lands.] —The consent of the United
States is hereby given to the sale of school lands and any other public lands of the State
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of Washington which may be included in any irrigation or reclamation project to which
this Act is or may be applicable at prices not to exceed the appraised valuation thereof,
determined as herein provided.
~eferences in the Text. Section 2 of the
Act of August.30, 1935,49 Stat. 1028, 1039,
referred to in Section 1 appears herein in
chronological order. While extracts from the
Act of June 22, 1936, the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1937, also referred

to in the tex~, appear herein, the Grand
Coulee Dam ~tem, 49 Stat. 1757, 1784, is
not included.
Legislative History. S. 2172, Public Law
117 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. 428.
H,R. Rept. No. 626 (on H.R. 6319 ).
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REFUNDS

TO

THE

GREAT

NORTHERN

An act for the relief of the Great Northern Railway
.50 Stat. 980)
[Claim
tary

of

allowed
&e

Northern

Railway

Treasury

not

tion
tion

Railway

Company

was canceled

the amount
paid

the United

by court

in connection

contract

to the contrary

this Act

shall be deemed

shall be fined
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sum
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by any agent

notwithstanding.
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in

said

constructed,

Provided,

or attorney

and

the

same

Any

person
(50

under

be

upon

Stat.

of services

the provisions

980)

No. 245. S. Rept. No. 575.

of

shall be

unlawful,

conviction

the

which

no part

on account
shall

irriga-

Northern

thereof

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H.R. 3354, Private
Law 126 in tie 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.

charges

and

That

violating

and

satisfac-

River

Great

of 10 per centum

$1,000.

full

in the

of construction

the

Great

of any money

a line of railway

1921:

Secre-

to the

in the Sun

was never

of a misdemeanor

in any sum not exceeding

]—The

$1,298.50

which

and construct

this claim,

out

of land

upon

in this Act in excess
with

of

(.4ct of June 7, 1937,

to pay

for a refund

line of railway

to or received

rendered

the

COMPANY

charges.

directed

Minnesota,

States

Montana

which

and

Paul,

one-tenth
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proposed

appropriated

or delivered

and

State

3, 1875,

Saint

Company.

of construction

authorized

appropriated,

against

in the

Act of March
grant

Company,

of thirty-seven

project

refund

is hereby

otherwise

of its claim

on a grant

for $1,298.50,

Treasury

RAIL~VAY

any
of

thereof
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CIWLIAN
[Extracts from]

[Sec.
There

and

established
citizens

of employment,

and

and Indians;

and

That

the provisions
1,1943,

of tiis

Sec. 3. [Director
waters

projects

under

ship—No

control

projects

completion.
thorized
ment,

development,

sources
and

of

its Territories,
the President

and
may,

belonging

palities,

and

thereon

such

of

Congress,

pests and
shall

tion,

and

Sec.

hereby

property,

possessions,

kinds
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including

the
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or interests
cooperating

of such
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to Corps

transferred

of personnel,

Work—
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Corps
Corps

the

only

records,

all

over

enrolled

Emergency

States,

p~ovided)

of counties,
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than

the

of doing

for by Acts
forest

That

States,

funds,
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those

belonging

unless

adequate

Stat.
and

Conservation

opera-

319)
obligations

exchange.

personnel,

tree

no projects

maintenance,

(50

That
Projects

the purpose

be provided

other
for

refish

or archeological

fu7ther,

United

natural
forests,

to undertal~e

for

of

improve-

tihe United

States:

of

completion.

to take

of the

of,

or control

control

on works

of the

the Director

agencies
after

is au-

historical

in lands,
of

after

the Director

including

or control

Provided

owner-

regeneration,

tiereof,

but

and

or control

in private

and its facilities

as are or may

floods:

by the

Conservation
and

and

on lands

are made

work

prevention

soil erosion,

the jurisdiction

funds,

ownership,

authorize

for operation

of this Act,

the several

authortie

after
1253)

of lands

may

made

(including

and

years
Stat.

resources

or enjoyment

the jurisdiction

in private

of three

or on lands

products

in lands

each

Provided,

7,1939,53

restoration,

the jurisdiction

to or under

on lands

4. [Transfer

Emergency
are

insular

be undertaken

provisions

or interest

States,

ten hours

training:

of natural

of the Corps

the

in his discretion,

diseases,

to or under

and

with

of the United

States—President

maintenance,

waters,

for war veterans

in connection

*

provisions

the protection,

to, or under

On lands

unless

and in need

at least

*

out the purposes

utilization,
and

on lands

belonging

for

work

That

municipalities,

for the employment

or utility

lands

wildlife

sites),

to carry

set out,

resources

for protection

lands

train-

for the period

the several

of counties,

order

to provide
interest

and

on private

] —In

public

Cows

States,

called

Act of August

*

+

to employ

of United

hereinafter

and vocational

shall continue

war

1, 1937.]—

are unemployed

Provided,

(50 Stat. 319;

citizens,

July

Corps,

public

of the natural

after

as well as vocational

as hereinafter

educational

Act

and no longer.

who

of useful

possessions:

%

and

States

extent

to general

youthful

years

Conservation

of the United

insular

three

employment,

the performance

may be devoted

unemployed

for

the Civilian

and development

its Territories,

for

of providing

to a limited

through

the conservation

J~y

training
to continue

for the purpose

ing, for youthful

week

and

Indians—Act

is hereby

the Corps,

CORPS

An act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps, and for other purposes.
(Act of June 28, 1937, ch. 383,50 Stat. 319)

1. Employment

veterans,

CONSERVATION

of

]—There

records,
Work

papers,
estab-

June

28,

1937
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lished

under

Corps

shall take over the institution

and

the Act

CONSERVATION

maintained,

and

aiding

conducted
camp

Civilian

under

in

Sec.

the authority
Corps.

ments

12. [Utilization

Civilian

of said

or agencies

as amended;
heretofore

Department,

and

in connection
Corps

with

with

work-camps

Prouided,

as amended:

the

established

That

the operation

such
of the

(50 Stat. 320)

of services

of such

to utilize

the

of the Government
*

22),

exchange

Conservation

Act

%

out the pt~rposes of this Act.

Stat.

not connected

.x.

authorized

(48

of the War

of

shall not sell to persons

Conservation

is hereby

1933

of the camp

supervision

*

dent

31,

administration

under

exchange

of March
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CORPS

*

*

departments
services

and

as he may

necessary.
facilities

deem

]-The
of such

necessary

for

Presidepartcarrying

(50 Stat. 321)
-%

*

-x

+

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not cod:fied in
the U.S. Code. However. historical ~iotes
aPPear therein in title 16, ! 8 58&584q.
1939 Amendment;
Termination
of the
COWS The Act of August 7, 1939, 53 Stat.
1253? amended section 1 of the Act by extending the life of the Act to July l? 1943.
However, an appropriation to provide for
the liquidation of the Civilian Conservation
Corps. was incIuded in the Labor-Federal
Sec~lW
Appropriation
Actj
1943, aPproved July 2, 1942,56 Stat. 569. For other
amendments to the Act, see the notes following sections 58&584q,
title 16, United
States Code.

Reference in the Text, The Act of March
31, 1933 (48 Stat, 22), referred to in section 4, authorized the employment on public
works of the United S@tes of unemployed
citizens.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions are “not included beeause none
were found dealing primarily with the activities of the Bureau of Reclamation under
this statute.
Legislative History. H,R. 6551, Public
Law 163 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 687. H.R. Report No. 943 and H,R.
Rept. No, 1032 (conference reportz),

August
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TUCUMCARI

PROJECT

An act to authorize the construction of a Federal reclamation project to furnish a water
supply for the lands of the Arch Hurley Conservancy District in New Mexico. (Act
of August 2, 1937, ch. 557,50 Stat. 557)
[Project

to be found

Reclamation

Fund,

cost—Repayment
age.]-The
reclamation

if district

if such

money

contract

Secretary

District

feasible

and

project

in New

to
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financially
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of more
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of one
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to execute
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sixty

and

69 Stat.
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cost

acres

the time
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of said project
equal
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with
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said project,

to sell dl

to be fixed

Act of April

construction;

in forty

price
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fixed
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by
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by the
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and further

sources
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at or below

to be
to be
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which
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(50 Stat. 557;
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other
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until
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a Federal

B of section

that

from

said
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assigns

to the land

such contract.

9, 1955,

from

one hundred
and

under
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the

sell

project
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interest;

owner

Secretary

than

irrigated
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from
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excess

but the project
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construction),

land
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water
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installments,
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to
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construction
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shall have been executed

the

reclamation
under
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equals

to construct
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(43 Stat. 702),

if the Secretary
of money

authorized

to be feasible

the reclamation

that the amount
amount

5, 1924

feasible

amount

money

of the lands of the Arch

the

construction

found

repay

other

executed—Landowners

of the Interior

Mexico

can

plus

no

or failing

9, 1938, 52 Stat, 211;

Act of

$ 600a]

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1955 Amendment:
Repeal
of Incremental Value
Provisions.
The Act of
August 9, 1955, 69 Stat. 556, which is found
herein in chronological order, amended the
Act by striking clause “(d)” which appeared
at the end of the proviso and read as follows: “(d) contracts shall have been made
with all owners of lands to be irrigated under
the project by which they will agree that if
their land is sold at prices above the appraised value thereof, approved by said Secretary, one-half of such excess shall be paid
to the United States to be applied in the
inverse order of the due dates upon the construction charge installments coming due
thereafter from the owners of said land.”

The 1955 Act also provides as follows:
“hTo provision with respect to the matters
covered in said clause (d) which is contained in any contract entered into prior
to the date of enactment of this Act shall,
except as is otherwise provided by this Act,
be enforced by the United States. Nothing
contained in this section shall affect ( 1) the
retention and application by the United
States of any payments which have been
made prior to the date of enactment of this
Act in accordance with any such provision
of a contract, ( 2 ) the obligation of any party
to the United States with respect to any
payment which is d~e, to the United States
under any such provlslon but not paid upon

August

2, 1937
TUCUMCARI

the date of enactment of this Act, and the
application by the United States of any
such payment m accordance with the terms
of such contract, or (3) the enforcement of
any such obligation by refusal to deliver
water to lands covered by contractual provisions executed in accordance
with said
clause (d), except in those cases, if any, in
which a sale or transfer consummated between December 27, 1938, and the date of
enactment of this Act is only discovered
after such date of enactment to have been
made contrary to such contractual provisions
or to said c]ause (d).
“Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to amend any contract, which
has been entered into prior to the date of
enactment of this Act, to conform with the
provisions of the first section of this Act.
The consent of the United States is hereby
given to the recording, at the expense of the
party
benefited
thereby,
of any such
amended contract and to the simultaneous
discharge of record of the original contract.
The consent of the United States is likewise
given to the discharge of record, at the
expense of the party benefited thereby, of
any contract which the Secretary of the
Interior or his duly authorized agent finds
is rendered nugatory by the enactment of
this Act.”
1938 Amendment. The Act of April 9,
1938, 52 Stat. 211, amended the Act by:
(1) adding the language in clause “ (a)” beginning with the word “but”, (2) adding
the words “met by expenditure of moneys

PROJECT
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from the reclamation fund”, and by addi:g
clause “(d )”. The 1938 Act appears herein
in chronological
order.
Project Name. The reclamation project
conditionally authorized by this Act is the
Tucumcari
Project, and is referred to as
such in the project feasibility report submitted to the President by the Acting Secretary of the Interior on October 31, 1938.
The report was approved by the President
on November 1, 1938.
Reference in the Text. Subsection B of
section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 702 ), referred to in the text, requires a finding of feasibility by the Secretary of the Interior before any new project
or division of a project shall be approved
for construction. The Act is the Fact Finders’ Act. which appears herein in chronological order.
Cross References, Amendatory
Repayment Contracts. The Act of July 31, 1953,
67 Stat. 243, extended the benefits of subsection (b), section 7, of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, to the Arch Hurley
Conservancy District and authorized the
amendment of its existing repayment contract. The Act of August 14, 1958, 72 Stat.
615, authorized a further amendment of
the Districts’ repayment contract. Both the
1953 and the 1958 Acts appear herein in
chronological
order.
Legislative History. S. 2086, Public Law
241 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. No. 772.
H.R. 7680 (companion bill).
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ACT,
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fisc~ year ending June 30, 1938, and for other purposes. (Act of August 9, 1937, ch.
570, 50 Stat. 564)
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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project,
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+
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system
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District
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That
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(50 Stat.

593).
*
[Gila project—Subject
~ompact.]—Gila
project,

*

%

*

to Boulder
Canyon
Arizona,
$700,000;

to be diverted
and used thereby and
diversion and storage thereof, to be subject
Canyon Project Act of December 21, 1928,
the provisions of the Colorado River Compact
November 24, 1922; (50 Stat. 595)
waters

*

project
Act and Colorado
River
said GIIa project,
includlng
the

the lands and structures for the
to the provisions of the Boulder
and subject to and controlled by
signed at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference
in the Text. The Boulder
Canyon Project Act of December 21, 1928,
and the Colorado River Compact, both re-

ferred to in the text, appear herein in chronolosical order under the date of the Ack
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NOTE OF OPINION

1. Veterans preference
The veterans preferenw provision of section 9 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act
was not adopted by the Interior Department
Appropriation Act for 1938, approved August 9, 1937, for the Gila project ( “Gila

project, Arizona, $700,000; said Gda .p.roject . . . to be subject to the prowslons
of the Boulder Canyon Project Act . . .“ ),
and the lands in the Gila project are not
subject
thereto. Acting
Solicitor
Opinion, 57 I.D. 177 (1940).

Kirgis

[Colorado-Big
Thompson
project— Repa~ent
contracts.] —Colorado-Big
Thompson project, Colorado: For construction in accordance with tie plan described in Senate Document Numbered 80, Seventy-fifth Congress, $900,000:
Provid~d, That no construction thereof shall be commenced until the repayment of dl costs of tie project shall, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, be assured by appropriate contracts with water conservancy districts,
or irrigation districts or water users’ associations organized under the laws of
Colorado, or other fom of organization satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior; (50 Stat. 595)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Authorization. The Colorado-Big Thompson project was authorized by a finding of
feasibility by the Sec~eta~ of the Intenor,
approved by the Presidenton December 21,
1937, pursuant to section 4 of the Act of
June 25, 1910, and subsection B of section 4
of the Act of December 5, 1924 (Fact
Finders’ ,Actj. Both the 1910 and 1924 Acts
appear.,her~m m chonologicd
order.
Water Rights Decree Entered. A decree
was entered on October 12, 1955, in the
Federal District Court for the District of
Colorado, adjudicating the water rights of

all parti~sinterestedin the water supply for
the project and involved in compensating
arrangements made to satisfy other water
users tiected, This decree was modified by
a consent decree entered April 16, 1964, in
the same court, further clarifying water
rights revolved. United States v. Northern
Colorado Water Conservancy Dhtrick,
NOS. (consolidated)
2782, 501615017.

Civil
See

also.section 11 of the Act of April 11, 1956,
th~ Colorado River Storage Project Act,
w~threspect to the effect of the 1955 decree,

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Reimbursement
requirements
T=ing
power of district
2

1

1. Rehnbu~ement
requirements
The proviso in the Act of August 9, 1937;
50 Stat. 595, mating the initial appropriation for the construction of an itigation
and power project, that “no construction
thereof shall be commenced until the repayment of dl costs of the project sha~ . . .
be assured by appropriate contracts with
water conservancy districts,” is for interpretation in the light of the plan referred
to in said act, which contemplates reimbursement by irrigation disticts
of construction
costs chargeable
to irrigation
features of the project only, as distinguished from power features. Thus the appropriation may be considered available for
the project—power
features as we~ as ir*

*

rigation features-upon
the execution of
such repayment contracts as are necessmy
to cover repayment of the cost of the irrigation features ordy. 17 Comp. Gen, 763
(1938)
2. Tting
power of district
The constitutionality of the state Water
Consewancy
Act was unsuccessfully challenged by a landowner in the Northern
Colorado
Water
Conservancy
District,
which was the district organized to execute
the repayment contract with the United
States. The Court found the requisite public
purpose to validate tie pa~si~g of the Act,
and refused to accept plamtlff’s argument
that the taing power constituted depriva.
tion of proper~ without due process of law,
People ;X ;el. Rogers v. Letf;rd, 102 Colo:
284, 79 P. 2d 274 (1938).
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[Casper-Alcova
project— Protection of water rights and beneficial use in
Colorad~NTame
changed
to Kendrick
project. ]—Casper-A1cova
project,
of the respective
rights of
Wyoming, $650,000: Prouided, That in recognition
both

the States

the North
said project
heretiter

shall

for

tributaries

River,

and Wyoming

neither

ever interfere

all beneficial

within

of Colorado,
to reserve

of Colorado

Platte

the

the power

with

vested

the present
of the waters

basin

and the Secretary

thereof

of the Interior

by contract

use of the waters

maintenance,

purposes

drainage

to the amicable

the construction,

to enforce

is hereby
such

of

rights or the fullest

use

of said

in Jackson

of

nor operation

stream
County,

authorized

provisions

or any of its
in the

State

and directed

at all times:

Pro-

vided further,

That from and after the passage of this Act, the reclamation
project heretofore known as the Casper-Alcova
project shall be known and
designated on the public records as the Kendrick project, and that the change
in the name of said project shall in no wise affect the rights of the State of
Wyoming or the State of Colorado or any county, municipality, corporation,
association, or person, and all records, surveys, maps, and public documents
of the United States or of either of said States in which said project is mentioned or referred to under the name of the Casper-Alcova project shall be held
to refer to said project under and by the name of Kendrick project; (50 Stat.
595)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Effect of
the Supreme Court from determining Colorado’s rights to the natural flow of the river
in a suit among the three States for the
equitable apportionment
of the waters “of
the river. Neb?aska v. Wyoming, et al., 325
U.S. 589, 623 ( 1945).

The Act of August 9, 1937, 50 Stat. 564,
595, appropriating funds for the Kendrick
project does not limit or restrict Nebraska’s
or Wyoming’s claim for apportionment of
the waters of the North Platte River against
Colorado, and therefore does not preclude
*

*

*

Sec. 4. [Short title. ]—This Act maybe
propriation Act, 1938?’ (50 Stat. 616)

*

*

cited as the “Interior

Department

Ap-

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. Extracts shown from this
Act are not codified’ in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R, 6958, Public
Law 249 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 786. S. Rept. No. 817. H.R. Rept. No.
1178 (conference report).
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STUDIES

AND

PLANS

FOR RECLAMATION
OKLAHOMA

PROJECTS

IN

An act to provide for studies and plans for the’development
of reclamation projects on
the Cimarron River in Cimarron County, Oklahoma; the Washita River in Oklahoma,
and the North Canadian River in Oklahoma. (Act of August 19, 1937, ch, 705, 50
‘Stat. 718)

[Sec. 1. Surveys and investigations to determine feasibility. ]—The Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized (a) to conduct surveys and investigations h
order to determine the feasibility and economic usefulness of the development of
reclamation projects embracing certain lands in the Washita River Basin in.
Oklahoma, and certain lands in the North Canadian River Basin in Oklahoma,
and certain lands in the Cimarron River Basin, Cimarron County, Oklahoma,
and (b) if such development is determined to be feasible and economically use-ful, to prepare cost of estimates and designs for the construction of dams at such.
sites and such additional or incidental factiities as are necessary to carry out
such development.
(50 Stat. 718)
Sec. 2. [Funds for surveys. ]—That
any funds appropriated providing for
surveys under the Reclamation Act may be, used to carry out the provisions of’
this Act. (50 Stat. 718)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 7953, Rblic

,.

Law 324 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1378. S. Rept. No. 1048.
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An act to authorim the completion, maintenance, and operation of Bonneville project
navigation, and for other purposes. (Act of August 20, 1937, ch. 720, 50 Stit. 731)

for

[Sec. 1. Completion of dam by Secretary of War-Surplus
power to be disposed of by Power Administrator.] —For
the purpose of improving -navigation
on the Columbia River, and for other purposes incidental thereto, the dam,
locks, power plant, and appurtenant works now under construction at Bonneville, Oregon and North Bonneville, Washington (hereinafter called Bonneville
project), shall be completed, maintained, and operated under the direction of
the Secret~
of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers, subject to
the provisions of this Act relating to the powers and duties of the Bonneville
power administrator provided for in section 2 (a) (hereinafter called the administrator) respecting the transmission and sale of electric energy generated at
said project. The Secretary of War shall provide, construct, operate, maintain,
and improve at Bonneville project such machine~, equipment, and facilities for
the generation of electric energy as the administrator may deem necessary to
develop such electric energy as rapidly as mmkets may be found therefor. The
electric energy thus generated and not required for the operation of the dam and
locks at such projwt and the navigation facilities employed in connection therewith shall be delivered to the administrator, for disposition as provided in this Act.
,.
(50 Stat. 731 ; 16 U.S.C. ~ 832)
Sec. 2. [Administrator
appointed by .Secretary of the Interior-Adviso~
Board of representatives of War, Interior, Federal Power Commission, and
Agriculture departmentdffice
of Atilnistrator
to be an officer of the Department of the Interior+cretary
of War to install necessary machinery—
Powers and duties of Administrator.]-(a)
The electric energy generated in the
operation of the said Bonneville project shali be disposed of by the said administrator as hereinafter provided. The administrator shall be appointed by the
Secretary of the Interior; shall be responsible to said Secretary of the Interior;
and shall maintain his principal office at a place seleeted by him in the vicinity
of the Bonneville project. The administrator shall, as hereinafter provided, make
all arrangements for the sale and disposition of electric energy generated at
Bonneville project not required for the operation of the dam and locks at such
project and the navigation facilities employed in connection therewith. The form
of administration herein established for the Bonneville project is intended to be
provisional pending tie establishment of a permanent administration for Bonnevi~e and other projects in the Columbia River Basin. The Secretary of War
shall install and maintain additiond machinery, equipment, and facilities for
the generation of electric energy at the Bonneville project when in the jud~
ment of the administrator such additional generating facilities are desirable
to meet actual or potential market requirements for such electric energy. The
Secretary of War shall schedule the operations of the several electrical generat.
ing units and appurtenant equipment of the Bonneville project in accordance
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with the requirements of the administrator.
The Secre&ry of War shall provide and maintain for the use of the administrator at said Bonneville project
adequate station space and equipment, including such switches, switchboards,
instruments, and dispatching facilities as may be required by the administrator
for proper reception, handling, and dispatching of the electric energy produced
at the said project, together with transformers and other equipment required
by the administrator for the transmission of such energy from that place at suit.
able voltage to the markets which the administrator desires to serve. The office
of the Administrator of the Bonneville project is hereby constituted an office in
the Department of the ~nterior and shall be under the jurisdiction and control
of the Secretary of the Interior. All functions vested in the Administrator of the
BonneviUe ,project under this Act may be exercised by the Secretary of the
Interior and, subject to his supervision and direction, by the Administrator and
other personnel of the project.
(b) In order to encourage the widest possible use of all electric energy that
can be generated and marketed and to provide reasonable oudets therefor, and
to puevent the monopolization
thereof by limited groups, the administrator is
authorized and directed to provide, construct, operate, maintain, and improve
such electric transmission lines and substations, and facilities and structures appurtenant thereto, as he finds necessary, desirable, or appropriate for the purpose
of transmitting electric energy, available for sale, from the Bonneville project
to existing and potential markets, and, for the purpose of interchange of electric
energy, to interconnect the Bonneville project with other Federal projects and
publicly owned power systems now or hereafter constructed.
(c) The administrator is authorized, in the name of the United States, to

acquire, by purchase, lease, condemnation, or donation, such real and personal
property, or, any interest therein , including lands, easements, rights-of-way,
franchises, electric transmission lines, substations, and factiities and. structures
appurtenant thereto, as the administrator finds necessary or appropriate to carry
out the purposes of this Act. Title to all property and property rights acquired
by the administrator shall be taken in the name of the United States.
(d) The admi~s}rator shall have power to acquire any property or pmpeny
?lghts, including patent rights, which in his opinion are necessa~ to carry out ~he
purposes of this Act, by the exercise of the right of eminent domain and to institute condemnation proceedings there for in the same manner as is provided by
law for the condemnation of real estate.
(e) The administrator is authorized, in the name of the United States, to sell,
lease, or otherwise dispose of such personal property as in his ju.dgrnent is not
required for the p~rposes of this Act and such real property and interests in land
acquired in connection with construction or operation of electric transmission
fines or substations as in his judgment are not required for the purposes of this
however.
That before the sale, lease, or disposition of real prop.
Act: Provided,
ertY or transmission lines, x herein provided, the administrator shall secure the
approval of the President of the United States.
(f) Subject only to the provisions of this Act, the Administrator is authorked
to enter into such contracts, agreements, and arrangements, including the amend267–067-72-vo1. 1—30
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ment, modification, adjustment, or cancellation thereof and the compromise or
final settlement of any claim arising thereunder, and to mde such expenditures,
upon such terms and conditions and in such manner as he may deem necessary.
(50 Stit. 732; Act of March 6, 1940,54 Stat. 47; Act of October 23, 1945,59
Stat. 546; 16 U.S.C. $ 832a)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1945 Amendment. The Act of October
23, 1945, 59 Stat. 546, amended subsection
2(f) to read as it appears above. Before
amendment, the subsection authorized the
Administrator “to negotiate and enter into
such contracts, agreemen=, and arrangements as he shall find necessary or appropriate to carW out the purposes of this
Act.”
1940 Amendments. The Act of March 6,
1940.54 Stat. 47, amended subsection 2(a)
by adding to it its last sentence concerning
the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior. The 1940 Act also provided authority for the Secretary to appoint an Assistant
Administrator, cKlef engineer and general

counsel, who would serve under fied saIary
~iitations.
This provision was repealed by
the Act of October 23, 1945, 59 Stat 546,
which act, however, dso amended section 10
of the 1937 Act and, as amended, section 10
includes a provision similar to the one repealed.
Advisory Board AboEshed. The Bonneville Power Advisory Board authori~d
in
section 2 to be composed of representatives
of the Secretaries of the Army, Interior, and
Agriculture and the Federal Power Commission was abolished by Reorganization
Plan No. 4 of 1965, effective July 27, 1965,
and its function transferred to the Secretary
of the Interior.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Contracting authority
Intertie
3
Weather modification

1
2

1. Contracting authority
The legislative history of section 2 (f) of
the Bonneville Project Act as amended on
October 23, 1945 (59 Stat. 546, 16 U.S.C.
$ 832a(f)),
expresses an intent on the part
of Congress to authorize the Bonneville
Power Administrator to conduct his affairs
in a manner which equa~es his authority
with that of private business enterprises.
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 71 I.D. 315, 326
( 1964), in re Canadian Entitlement Exchange. Agreements.
In view of the express legislative intent
of section 2 (f) of the Bonneville Project
Act to vest discretion in the Administrator of
the Bonneville Power Administration as to
the terms and conditions of contracts made
to carry out the purposes of that Act, and
assuming that Congress authorizes Atomic
Energy Commission participation in the plan
to sell steam from the New Production
Reactor at Hanford, Washington, the contingent liabifity provision in .a proposed
asreement that BPA would reimburse the
Washington Public Power Supply System for
expenses incurred in the event cmstruction
of the reactor should be discontinued, will
not be questioned, notwithstanding the Seneral provision of sections 3679 and 3732,
Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. ~ 665 and 41

U.S.C. $ 11). Dec. Comp. Gen. B-149016,
W149083
(letter of Assistant Comptroller
General Weitzd
to Chairman Holifield,
~gin;g~~~mittee
on Atomic Energy, JUIY
~he le~slative history of section 2(f) of
the Bonneville Project Act indicates a purpose to enable the Administrator to conduct
the business of the project with a freedom
similar to that conferred on pubfic corporations carryins on comparable activities. Dec.
~:5~~.
Gen. R105397
(September
21,
Un~er the broad authority of section 2(f)
of the Bonneville Project Act th~ Administrator is authorized to enter into contracts
and expend appropriated funds to increase
precipitation in the watershed above Grand
Coulee Dam through artificial nucleation
and cloud modification if he determines that
such services are necessary for the proper
administration of the act. Dec. Comp. Gen.
B–105397 (September 21, 1951).
2. Weather modification
Under his general authority to dispose of
electric energy, establish rates, and enter
contracts, the Bonneville Power Administrator may enter into a contract and expend
approp~a~e.d funds for.a ?urvey to determine
the feaslbdlty of prowdmg additional firm
power by increasing precipitation throush
artificial nucleation and cloud modification.
Dec. Comp. Gen. W104463
(July 23,
1951).
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The SecretaV of the Interior has authori~ under subsection 2(b), 2(f)j 5(a), 5(b)
and 9(b) of the Bonneville Project Act; section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944;
sections 9(c) and 14 of the Reclination
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Project Act of 1939; and section 2 of the
Act of August 30, 1935, 49 Stat. 1039Z reauthorizing the Grand Coulee Dam proJect,
to construct transmission lines bettveen the
Pacific Northwest and the Pacific Southwest.
Solicitor Baq Opition, 70 I.D. 237 ( 1963).

Sec. 3. [Definition of “public body or bodies2)]-As
employed in this Act, the
term “public body”, or “ptiblic bodies” , means States, public power districts,
counties, and municipalities, including agencies or subdivisions of any thereof.
As employed in this Act, the term “cooperative”,
or “cooperatives”,
means
any form of non-profit-making
organization or organizations of citizens supplying, or which may be created to supply, members with any kind of goods, corn..
modities, or services, as nearly as possible at cost. (50 Stat, 733; 16 U.S.C. $ 832b)
Sec. 4. [Preference to public bodies and cooperatives. ]— (a) In order to
insure that the facilities for the generation of electric energy at the Bonneville
project shall be operated for the benefit of the general public, and particdarly
of domestic and rural consumers, the administrator shall at dl times, in disposing
of electric energy generated at said project, give preference and priority to public bodies and cooperatives.
(b) To preserve and protect the preferential rights and priorities of pubfic
bodies and cooperatives as provided in section (a) and to effectuate the intent
and purpose of this Act at all times up to January 1, 1942, there shall be available for sale to public bodies and cooperatives not less than 50 per centum of
the electric energy produced at the Bonneville project, it shall be the duty of
the administrator in making contracts for the sale of such energy to so arrange
such contracts as to make such 50 per centurn of such energy available to said
public bodies and cooperatives untfl January 1, 1942: Provided, That the electric
energy so reserved for but not actually purchased by and delivered to such public bodies and cooperatives prior to January 1, 1942, may be disposed of temporarily so long as such temporary

disposition

will not interfere with the pur.

chase by and delivery to such public bodies and cooperatives at any time prior
to January 1, 1942: Provided fttrther, That nothing herein contained shall be
construed to limit or impair the preferential and priority rights of such public
bodies or cooperatives after January 1, 1942; and in tie event that after such
date there shall be conflicting or competing applications for an allocation of electric energy between any public body or cooperative on the one hand and a
private agency of any character on the other, the application of such public body
or cooperative shall be granted,
(c) An application by any public body or co~mtive
for an allocation of
electric energy shall not be denied, or another application competing or in conRlct tierewi@h be grantd, to any private corporation, company, agency, or person,
on the ground that any p~osd
hnd or other security issue of any such public
tidy or c~erative,
the sale of which is necessary to enable such prospective
pur~ser
to enter into the public business of selling and distributing the electric
energy proposed to be purchmed, has not been authorized or uketed,
until
after a r~onable
time, to be determined by the administrator, hm been afforded
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such public body or cooperative to have such bond or other security issue authorized or marketed.
(d) It is declared to be the policy of the Congress, as expressed in this Act,
to preserve the said preferential stitus of the public bodies and cooperatives
herein referred to, and to give to the people of the States within economic transmission distance of the Bonneville project reasonable opportunity and time to
hold any election or elections or take any action necessary to create such public
bodies and cooperatives as the laws of such States authorize and permit, and to
afford such public bodies or cooperatives reasonable time and opportunity to
take any action necessary to authorize the issuance of bonds or to arrange other
financing necessary to construct or acquire necmsary ad
desirable electric
distribution facilities, and in all other respects legally to become qualified purchasers and distributors of electric energy available under this Act, (50 Stat. 733;
Act of March 6, 1940, 54 Stat. 47; 16 U.S.C. $ 832c)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1940 Amendment. The Act of March 6,
1940, 54 Stat. 47, amended subsection 4(b)
by striking out “January 1, 1941” wherever

it occurred and inserting
“January 1, 1942”.

in lieu thereof

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Preference provision

The preference provisions of section 5
of the Flood Control Act of 1944 must be
read in pari materia with the preference
provisions of section 5 (c) of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act (43 U.S.C. $ 617d(c) ), the Tennessee Valley Authority Act
(16 U.S.C. $ 831k), and Section 4 of the
Bonneville Project Act (16 U.S.C. $ %32c(d) ). 41 Op. Atty Gen. 236, 245 (1955),
in re disposition of power from Clark Hill
reservoir project.
If the marketing area of tie Columbia
River system were extended to California,
the preference provisions of the Bonneville

Project Act would extend thereto. Consequently, legislation would be required to
modify the preference provision in order to
=sure that power sold to California applicants, both preference and non-preference,
could subsequently be withdrawn and disposed of in the Pacific Northwest if that
power were required in that area. Opinion
of Portland Regional
Solicitor, Coulter,
November 4, 1959, reprinted in Study of
a High Voltage Electrical Interconnection
between the Pacific Northwest and California, submitted to the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs by Secreta~
Seaton, February 1960, at 53-57.

Sec. 5. [Federal Power Commission to approve rate schedule+Administrator to contract for sde of electric energy. ]— ( a) Subject to the provisions of this
Act and to such rate schedules as the Federd Power Commission may approve, m
hereinafter provided, the administrator shall negotiate and enter into contracts
for the sale at wholesale of electric energy, either for resale or direct consump
tion, to ptibfic bodies and cooperatives and to private agencies and persons anc
for the disposition of electric energy to Federd agencies. Contracts for the salt
of el~tric energy to any private person or agency other than a privately ownec
public utility engaged in selfing electric ener~ to the general pubfic, shall con
tain a provision forbidding such private purchaser to resell any of such electri(
energy so purchased to any private utility or agency engaged in the sale o.
electric energy to the general public, and requiring the immediate canceling o
such contract of sale in the event of violation of such provision. Contract
entered into under this subsection shall be binding in accordance with the term
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thereof and shall be effective for such period or periods, including renewals or
extensions, as may be provided therein, not exceeding in the aggregate twenty
years from the respective dates of the making of such contracts. Contracts entered
into under this subsection shall contain ( 1) such provisions as the administrator
and purchaser agree upon for the equitable adjustment of rates at appropriate
internals, not less frequently than once in every five years, and (2) in the case
of a contract with any purchaser engaged in the business of selling electric
energy to the general public, the contract shall provide that the administrator
may cancel such contract upon five years’ notice in writing if in the judgment of
the administrator any part of the electric energy purchased under such contract
is fikely to be needed to satisfy the requiremen~ of the said public bodies or
cooperatives referred to in this Act, and that such cancellation may be with
respect to all or any part of the electric energy so purchased under said contract
to the end that the preferential rights and priorities accorded public bodies and
cooperatives under this Act shall at all times be preserved. Contracts entered into
with any utifity engaged in the sale of electric energy to the general public shall
contain such terms and conditions, including among other things stipulations
concerning resale and resale rates by any such utility, as the administrator may
deem necessary, desirable or appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this Act
and to insure that resale by such utility to tie ultimate consumer shall be at
rates which are reasonable and nondiscriminatory.
Such contract shall also
require such utility to keep on file in the office of the administrator a schedule
of all its rates and charges to the public for electric energy and such alterations
and charges therein as may be put into effect by such utility.
(b) The administrator is authorized to enter into contrac~ with public or
private power systems for the mutual exchange of unused excess power upon
suitable exchange terms for the purpose of economical operation or of providing
emergency or break-down retief. (50 Stat. 734; Act of October 23, 1945, 59 Stat.
546; 16 U.S.C. $ 832d)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1945 Amendment. The Act of October
23, 1945, 59 Stat. 546, amended subsection
5 (a) by inserting before the period of its

first sentence the words “and
position
of electric
ener~
agencies.”

for the disto Federal

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Exchange agreements
The advantages at federal hydroelectric
~~jects to be realized from implementing
‘(Treaty
between
Canada
and the
United States of America Relating to Cooperative Development of the Water Resources of the Columbia
River Basin”
through the execution of exchange agreements, support, as a matter of law, the Bonneville Power Administrator’s
determination of “economlcd
operation” as required
by section 14 of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1197, 43 U.S.C.
S 389) and section 5 (b) of the Bonnetille
Project Act
(50 Stat. 734, 16 U.S.C.

S 832d (b)),
Solicitor Barry Opinion,
71
I.D. 315,326-28
( 1964).
Agreements prhviding for the delivery
to the Bonneville Power Administrator of a
quantity of power which cannot, with certainty, be determined but which constitutes
a valuable power resourc~, in retirn for the
delivery by the Admimstrator
of stated
amounts of power over tie same period,
constitute power-for-power exchange agreements’ which the Administrator is authorized to enter into under section 14 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat.
1197, 43 U.S.C. ~ 389) and section 5 (b) of
the Bonneville Project Act (50 Stat. 734,
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16 U.S.C.
s 832d (b)).
Soficitir
Barry
Opinion, 71 I.D. 315 (1964), in re Canadian Entitlement Exchange agreements.
A proposed
agreement
whereby
the
Washington Pubfic Power Supply System
would furnish to the Bonneville Power Administration the total electric power generated from steam to be purchased from
the Atomic
Energy Commission’s
New
Production Reactor at Hanford, Wmhington, and would receive in exchange therefor firm power from BPA, is clearly a contract for the exchange of power and comes
within the general authority granted by
section 5(b) of the Bonneville Project Act
and section 14 of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939, which governs the operation
of the Columbia Bash project as provided
by section 1 of the Columbia Basin Project
Act. Dec. Comp. Gen. B-149016, W149083
(letter of Assistant Comptroller
Generrd
Wei~el to Chairman Holifield, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, July 16, 1962).
As a prerequisite to the execution of a
proposed agreement with the Washington
Public Power System to furnish firm power
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in exchange for the toti
electric powa
generated at the Atomic Energy Commission’s New Production Reactor at Hanford,
Washington, the Bonneville Power Administration must make a determination that
the agreement is in the interest of economical operation,. as required by section 14 of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 and
section 5(b) of the Bonneville Project Act.
Dec. Comp.
Gen. B–149016,
B-149083
~$~:~
to Chairman Holifield, July 16,
Th~ provisions of the Bonneville Act with
respect to pullback of power fmm private utilities on five years’ notice if power is
needed by preference customers and relative to a maximum oontract term of 20
years rdate only to mntracts for the sale of
power under section 5 (a) of the Bonneville
Project Act. Neither of these provisions is
applicable to a co?tract for the exchange of
power under section 5(b) of the Bonn*
vine Project Act. Memorandum. o: Associate Solicitor Weinberg to Admmlstrator,
Bonneville Power Administration, July 12,
1962.

Sec. 6. [Schedules of rates and charges for electric energy. ]-Schedules
of
rates and charges for electric energy produced at the Bonneville project and sold
to purchasers as in this Act provided shall be prepared by the administrator and
become effective upon confirmation and approval thereof by the Federal Power
Cotission;
and such rates and charges shall dso be applicable to dispositions
of electric energy to Federal agencies. Subject to confirmation and approval by
the Federal Power Commission, such rate schedules may be modified from time
to time by the administrator, and shall be fixed and established with a view to
encouraging the widest possible divemfied use of electric energy. The said rate
schedules may provide for uniform rates or rates unifom throughout prescribed
transmission areas in order to extend the benefits of an titegrated transmission
system and encourage the equitable distribution of the electric energy developed
at the Bonneville project. (50 Stat. 735; Act of October 23, 1945, 59 Stat. 546;
16 U.S.C. ~ 832e)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1945 Amendment. The Act of October
23, 1945Z 59 Sta& 546, mended
section 6
by changing the period at the end of its first
sentence to a semicolon and addkg
the

words “and such rates and charges shfll also
be applicable to dispositions of electric energy to Federal agencies.”

NOTE OF OPINION
1. %tes and charges
The provisions relating to power marketing and power rates in section 9(c) of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939, section 5
of the Flood Control Act of 1944, and section 6 of the Bonneville Power Act are in
pari materia, and each maybe examined to
shed light on the Congressional intent with
respect to the others. Indeed, as a practical

matter, as illustrated by the Bonneville
Power Administration, because a single system may be used to market power from
different sources, the three statutes have to
be read together and interpreted as establishing identicd
criteria for power rates.
Consequently, the mandate of the Flood
C{mtrol Act of 1944 to market power from
Army projec@ “in such manner as to en-
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of Secretary Uddl to Representative Aspinall, May 15, 1965, in re basis for establishing power rates for the Colorado River
Storage Project.

Sec. 7. [Rate schedules to be based on cost of production of energy-Computation of rests. ]—It is the intent of Congress that rate schedules for the sale of
electric energy which is or may be generated at the Bonneville project in excess of
the amount required for operating the dam, locks, and appurtenant works at said
project shall be determined with due regard to and predicated upon the fact
that such electric energy is developed from water power created as an incident
to the construction of the dam in the Columbia River at the Bonneville project
for the purposes set forth in section 1 of this Act. Rate schedules shall be
drawn having regard to the recovery (upon the basis of the application of such
rate schedules to the capacity of the electric facilities of Bonneville project) of
the cost of producing and transmitting such electric energy, including the amortization of the capital investment over a reasonable period of years. Rate schedules shall be based upon an allocation of costs made by the Federal Power Commission, In computing the cost of electric energy developed from water power
created aa an incident to and a byproduct of the construction of the Bonneville project, the Federal Power Commission may allocate to the costs of electric facilities such a share of the cost of facilities having joint value for the
production of electric energy and other purposes as the power development
may fairly bear as compared with such other purposes. (5O Stat. 735; 16 U.S.C.
~ 832f)
NOTES OF OPINIONS

Allocation of costs
Repayment 1

2

1. Repayment
Neither the Hayden-o’Mahoney amendment nor the power marketing statutes involved in the power operations of the Bon.
neville Power Administration (section 7 of
the Bonneville Project Act, section 9(c) of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, and
section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944)
require that the costs of each project to
be met from power revenues have to be
amortized on the basis of a fixed annusd
obligation.
The
legal requirements
are
satisfied if such costs are returned within a
reasonable period of years whatever accounting procedure is applied. Statement
furnished by Assistant Secretary Holum in
regard to statutory aufiority
for revised
procedure for presenting Bonneville Power
Administration rate and repayment data on
a consolidated system basis, printed in Hearings on H.R. 2337, to Provide for the

Construction of the Lower Teton Divis~on,
Teton Basin Federal Reclamation Pro]ect,
Before. the Irrigation and Reclamation Subcornmzttee of the House Committee on In.
tertor and Insular Affairs, 88th Cong., 2d

Sese. 36-38 (1964).
2. Allocation of costs
In allocating costs for the McNary Project, the Federd Power Commission shmdd
dlocate part of the joint facfiity costs to
recreation, both because recreation is authorized as a part of the project under the
general authority of section 4 of the Flood
Control Act of 1944, and because section 7
of the Bonnetile
Project Act specific~y
directs the Commission to take into account
tie use of the project for recreation. Memorandum of Solicitor Barry, July 22, 1965,
in re authority of FPC under Section 7 of
Bonneville Project Act to allocate part of
joint facility costs to recreation at McNary
Dam.

See. 8. [Advertising required on contracts for supplies or semices.]—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all purchases and contracts made by
the administrator or the Secretary of ~Var for suppfies or for services except for
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personal services, shall be made after advertising, in such manner and at such
times, sufficiently in advance of opening bids, as the administrator or Secretary
of War, as the case may be, shall determine to be adequate to insure notice and
opportunity for competition. Such advertisement shall not be required, however,
when ( 1 ) an emergency requires immediate dehvery of the suppfies ‘-or performance of the services; or (2) repair parts, accessories, supplemental equipment, or services are required for supplies or services previously furnished or
contracted for; or (3) the aggregate amount involved in any purchase of supplies or procurement of services does not exceed $500; in which cases such
purchases of supplies or procurement of services may be made in the open
market in the manner common among businessmen. In comparing bids and in
making awards, the administrator or the Secretary of War, as the case may be,
may consider such factors as relative quality and adaptability of supplies or services, the bidder’s financial responsibility, skill, experience, record of integrity
in dealing, and abifity to furnish repairs and maintenance services, the time of
delivery or performance offered, and whether the bidder has complied witi the
specifications. (50 Stat. 735; 16 U.S.C. ~ 832g)
Sec. 9. [Accounts
to be maintained-Independent
commercial
audit required—Expenditure
of funds.]— (a) The administrator, subject to tie requirements of the Federal Water Power Act, shall keep complete and accurate accounts of operations, including all funds expended and received in connection
with transmission and sale of electric energy generated at the Bonneville project,
and in the maintenance of such accounts, appropriate obligations shall be
established for annual and sick leave of absence as earned. The Administrator
shall, after the close of each fiscal year, obtain an independent commercial-type
audit of such accounts. The fotis,
systems, and procedures prescribed by the
Comptroller General for the Administrator’s appropriation and fund accounting shall be in accordance with the requirements of the Federal Water Power
Act with respect to accounts of electric operations of public utilities and the
regulations of the Federal Power Commission pursuant thereto.
(b) The administrator may make such expenditures for offices, vehicles, furnishings, equipment, supplies, and books; for attendance at meetings; and for
such other facilities and services as he may find necessary for the proper administration of this Act. (50 Stat. 736; Act of October 23, 1945, 59 Stat. 547; 16
U.S.C. $ 832h)
(c)

[Amud’

report to Congress. ]–Re@ealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Provision Repealed. The Act of June 14,
1966, 80 Stat. 200, repealed subsection (c)
of seetion (9) which read as follows: “In
December of each year, the administrator
shall file with the Congress, through the
Secretary of the Interior, a financial statement and a complete report as to the transmission and sale of electric energy generated

at the Bo~eville project during the preceding governmental fiscal year.” Tile lg66 Act
appears herein in chronological order,
1945 Amendment. The Act of October
23, 1945, 59 Stat. 546, amended subsection
9(a) by adding to it all that follows the
wor,ds “Bonneville
project”
m the subsection.
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Sec. 10. [Appointment
of officers and employee~Voluntary
and uncompensated semices. ]— (a) The Secretary of the Interior shall appoint, without
regard to the civil-semice laws, an Assistant Administrator, chief engineer, and
general counsel and shall fix the compensation of each in accordance with the
Classification Act of 1949, as wmended. The Assistant Administrator shall perform the duties and exercise the powers of the Administrator, in the event of
the absence or sickness of the Administrator until such absence or sickness shall
cease and in the event of a vacancy in the office of Administrator until a successor is appointed.
(b) The Administrator, the Secreti~ of War, and tie Federal Power Commission, respectively, are authorized to appoint, subject to the civil-semice laws,
such officers and employees as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this
Act, the appointment of whom is not otherwise provided for, and to fix their
compensation in accordance with the Classification Act of 1949, as amended.
The Administrator may employ laborers, mechanics, and workmen in connection with construction work or the operation and maintenance of electrical facilities (hereinafter called ‘Iaborem, mechanics, and workmen’),
subject to the
civil-semice laws, and fix their compensation without regard to the Classification Act &f 1949, as amended, and any other laws, rules, or regulations relating
to the payment of employees of the United States except the Act of May 29,
1930 (46 Stat. 468), as amended, to the extent that it otherwise is applicable.
The Administrator is further authorized to employ physicians, under agreement
and without regard to civil-service laws or regulations, to make physical examinations of employees or prospective employees who are or may become laborers,
mechanics, ad workmen. The Administrator, the Secretary of War, and the
Federal Power Commission, respectively, are also authorized to appoint, without regard to the civil-service laws, such experts as may be necessary for carrying out the functions entrusted to them under this Act.
(c) The Administrator may accept and utilhe such volunta~ and uncompensated services and with the consent of the agency concerned may utilize such
officers, employees, or equipment of any agency of the Federal, State, or local
~overnments which he finds helpful in carrying out the purposes of this Act; in
connection with the utilization of such services, reasonable payments may be
allowed for necessary travel and other eWenses. (50 Stat. 736; Act of October
23, 1945,59 S@t. 547; Act of October 28, 1949,63 Stat. 972; 16 U.S.C. $ 832i)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1949 Amendment. The Act of October
28,: 1949, substituted the “Classification
Act of 1949” for the “Classification Act of
1923” in the text, and by its operation
eliminated the provision at the end of subsection “ (b)” which read: “and to fix the
compensation of each such expert without
regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, but at not to exceed $7,5oO per.
annum.”
1945 Amendment. The Act of bctober

23, 1945, 59 Stat. 547, amended section
10 in its entirety. Before amendment, the
section read as follows:
“Sec. 10. The administrator, the Secretary of War, and the Federal Power Commission, respectively, shall appoint such
attorneys, engineers, and other experts as
may be necessary for carrying out the functions entrusted to them under this Act,
without regard to the provisions of he civilservice laws and shall fix the compensation
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of each of such attorneys, engineers, and
other experts at not to exceed $7,500 per
annum; and they may, subject to the citilservice laws, appoint such other officers and
employees as may be necessary to carry out
such functions and fix their salaries in ac-
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cordance with the Classification Act of 1923
as amended.”
Reference in the Text. The Act of May
29, 1930 (46 Stat. 468 ), referred to in the
text, deals with the retirement of employees in the classified citil service.

Sec. 11. [Receipts from transmission and sale of electric energy. ]-All
receipts from transmission and sale of electric energy generated at the Bonneville
project shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of
miscellaneous receipts, save and except fiat the Treasury shall set up and maintain from such receipts a continuing fund of $500,000, to the credit of the administrator and subject to check by Kim, to defray emergency expenses and to
insure continuous operation, There is hereby authorized to be appropriated
from time to time, out of moneys in the TreasuV not otherwise appropriated,
such sums asmaybe
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, including
installation of equipment and machinery for the generation of electric energy and
facilities for its transmission and sale. (50 Stat. 736; 16 U.S.C. $ 832j)
NOTES OF OPINIONS

1. Continuing fund
The primary purpose of the continuing
fund for the Bonneville Power Administration, as of the continuing fund first estabfished for the SouthwesternPower Administration and the emergency fund created by
the Act of June 26, 1948, for the Bureau of
Reclarnation, is to insure continuous opera-~
tion of transmission facilities in the face of
emergencies that cause or threaten interruption
(as distinguished
from curtailment) in power service. Dec. Comp. Gen.
&105397
(September 21, 1951).

A seasonal reduction in rainfall and consequent decrease in the output of electrical
energy from federal dams on the Columtila
River does n?t constitute such an eme~gency
or interruption of service as to justify expenditure of money from the continuing
fund, created by section 11 of the Bonnevine Project Act, for artificial nucleation
and cloud modification setices to increase
precipitation. Dec. Comp. Gen. B-105397
(September 21, 1951).

Sec. 12. [Authority of the Atilnistrator
with respect to claims against the
United State*Power
to sue in the name of the United States.]—(a)
The
Administrator is hereby authorized to determine, settle, compromise, ad pay
claims and demands against the United States which are not in excess of $1,000
and are presented to the Administrator in writing within one year from the date
of accrual thereof, for any losses, injuries, or damages to persons or property, or
for the death of persons, resulting from acts or omissions of employees acting
within the scope of their employment pursuant to this Act. The Administrator is
also authorized to determine, compromise, and settle any claims and demands
of the United States for any losses, injuries, or damages to property under the
Administrator’s control, against other persons or public or private corporation.
The Administrators
determination, compromise, settlement, or payment of any
of the claims referred to in this subsection shall be final and conclusive upon dl
officers of the Government, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act to
the contrary. When claims presented to the Administrator under this subsection
arise, in whole or in part, out of any damage done to private property, the Administrator may repair all or any part of such damage in fieu of making such
payments.
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(b) The Administrator may, in the name of the United States, under the
supervision of the Attorney General, bring such suits at law or in equity as in his
judgment may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act; and he shall
be represented in the prosecution and defense of all litigation, affecting the status
or operation of Bonneville project by the United States attorneys for the districts,
respectively, in which such litigation may arise, or by such attorney or attorneys
as the Attorney General may designate as authorized by law, in conjunction with
the regularly employed attorneys of the Administrator.
(50 Stat. 736; Act of
October 23, 1945, 59 Stat. 547; Act of July 26, 1946, 60 Stat. 701; 16 U.S.C.
$ 832k)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1946 Amendment. The Act of July 26,
1946, 60 Stat. 701, amended subsection
12(b) to read as it appears above. Before
amendment, tie subsection read as follows:
“ (b) The Administrator
may, in the
name of the United States, bring such suits
at law or in equity as in his judgment may
be necessary to carry out the pu~oses of
this Act; and he shall be represented in the
prosecution and defense of dl litigation, including condemnation proceedings, affecting the status or operation of the Bonneville
project by his attorneys: Provided, }~owever,
That such attorneys shall supply the Attorney General with copies of the pleadings
in all such cases and that the handling of
litigation which, in the Attorney Genera~s
opinion, involves interpretation of the Constitution of the United States or which involves appearance in any United States
circuit court of appeals or the United States
Supreme Court shall be subject to the Attorney General’s direction or supervision.
The Administrator
may compromise and
m~e final settlement of such litigation and

pay the amount due under any compromise
or judgment. Complaints in condemnation
proceedings permitted by section 2 (c) and
2(d) of this Act shall be signed, verified,
and filed by the Administrator.”
1945 Amendment. The Act of October
23, 1945, 59 Stat. 547, amended section 12
in its entirety. Before amendment, the section read as follows:
“Sec. 12. The administrator may, in the
name of the United States, under the supemision of the Attorney GenerdP bring
such suits at law or in equity as in hls judgment may be necessary to carW out the
purposes of this Act; and he shall be represented in the prosecution and defense
of N1 litigation tiecting the status or operation of Bonneville project by the United
States Attorneys for the districts, respe~
tively, in which such litigation may arise,
or by such attorney or attorneys as the At.
torney General may desi~ate as authorized
by law, in conjunction with the regularly
employed attorneys of the administrator.”

Sec. 13. [Savings clause.]— If any provision of this Act or the application of
such provision to any person or circumstances shall be hdd invalid, the remainder
of the Act and the appEcation of such provision to persons or circumstances other
than those as to which it is held invalid shall not be tiected thereby. (50 Stat.
736; 16 U,S.C. $ 832/)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1945 Amendments Not Included. The
Act of October 23, 1945,.59 Stat. 546,
which amended several sections of this Act,
also amended certain sections of the Internal Revenue Code and the Social Security Act. These amendments deal with
employees of the Bonneville Power Administration.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations

of opinions are included only to the extent
deemed relevant to activities of the Bureau
of Reclamation.
Legislative History. H.R. 7642, Pubfic
Law 329 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1090. H.R. Rept. No. 1217 (on H. Res.
277). S. Rept. No. 919 (on S. 2092). H.R.
Rept. No. 1507 (conference report).
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COMMISSION

TO

IWESTIGATE

PROJECTS

An act to create a commission and to extend further refief to water users on United States
reclamation projects and on Indian irrigation projects. (Act of August 21, 1g37,
ch. 725, 50 Stat. 737)

[Sec. 1. Commission to investigate project*To
make report to Congress.]—
There is hereby created a commission to be composed of three members appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, all of whom shall have an intimate
knowledge of irrigation farming, but who shall not be employees of the Bureau
of Reclamation or the Bureau of Indian Affaim of the Department of tie Interior, and shall have no financial interest in the matters coming under their
jurisdiction. The commission is authorized and directed to investigate the financial, economic,
and other conditions of the various United States and Ind~an reclamation projects, with particular reference to the ability of each such project to
make payments of water-right charges without undue burden on the water users,
district, association, or other reclamation organization liable for such charges.
Such investigation shall include an examination and consideration of any statement filed with the commission, or the Department of the Interior, by any such
district, association, or other reclamation organization, or the water users thereof,
and, where deemed advisable by the commission and requested by such district,
association, or other reclamation organization, said commission may proceed to
such project and hold hearings, the proceedings of which shall be reduced to
writing and filed with its reports. Said commission,
after having made careful
investigation and study of the financial, economic, and other conditions of the
various United States and Indian reclamation projects and their probable present
and future ibility to meet such water-right charges, shall report to the Congress
as soon as practicable, with its recommendations
w to the best, most feasible, ,and
practicable comprehensive permanent plan for such water-right payments with
due consideration for the development and carrying on of the reclamation program of the United States, and having particularly in mind the probable ability
of such water users, districts, associations, or other reclamation organizations to
meet such water-right charges regularly and fully from year to year during periods of prosperity and good prices for agricultural products as well as during
conditions
of agriperiods of decline in agricultural income and unsatisfactory
culture.
Sec.
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Sec. 4.
1936

[Provisions

(Pubtic,

repealed,

Numbered

519,

]—Sections

1 and 2 of the Act approved

Seventy-fourth

Congress),

are hereby

Aprfl

14,

repealed.

(50 Stat. 738)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of April
14, 1936 (Publicj Numbered 519? Seventyfourth Congress),
referred to m section
4, appears herein in chronological
order.
The 1936 A~t ~lso authorized the creation
of ? Commsslon
to investigate projects.
Sections 1 and 2 of the Act were supersealed by this Act.

Commission’s Report. The Commission
authorimd to be appointed by this act submitted its report to the Congress in May
1938. The report was printed as House Document
No.
673,
75th
Congress,
3rd
Session,
Legishtive Hktory. S. 413, Public Law
331 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. No. 172.
H.R. Rept. No. 1440,
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CONSTRUCTION

OF SMALL

RESERVOIRS

An act to authorize an appropriation for the construction of small reservoim under the
Federal reclamation laws. (Act of August 26, 1937, ch. 827, 50 Stat. 841)

[$500,000 appropr~ated from Reclamation
fund—No
reservoir
to exceed
$50,0@. ]-From
the special fund in the Treasu~ of the United States created
by the Act of June 17, 1902, and therein designated “The Reclamation Fund,”
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of $500,000 for expenditure by the Secretary of the Interior , under the Federal reclamation laws, in
the construction of small storage reservoirs at such locations within the States
subject to the Federal reclamation laws, as the said Secretary may select, no
reservoir to be constructed hereunder the estimated cost of which exceeds
$50,000. (50 Stat. 841 )
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 2512, Pubhc

Law 387 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 689 S. Rept. No. 791. H.R. Rept. No.
1485 (conference report).
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[Extracts from] An act authorizing the construction, repair, and preservation of certain
public works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes. (Act of Aug. 26, 1937,
ch. 832,50

Stat. 844)

Sec. 2. [Central Valley project reauthorized+
12,000,000 authorization
transferred to Secretary of Interior as a nonreimbursable expenditur+Otherwise Reclamation law to govern— Priorities. ]—The $12,000,000 recommended
for expenditure for a part of the Central Valley project, California, in accordance with the plans set for~ in Rivers and Harbors Committee Document Numbered 35, Seventy-third Congress, and adopted and authorized by the provisions of section 1 of the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028, at 1038), entided
“an Act authorizing the construction, repair, and preservation of certain ptib~c
works on rivers and harbom, and for other purposes,” shall, when appropriated,
be available for expenditure in accordance with the said plans by the Secretary
of the Interior instead of the Secretary of War: Provided, That the transfer of
authority from the Secretary of War to the Secretary of the Interior shall not
render the expenditure of this fund reimbursable under the reclamation law:
Provid~d further, That the entire Central Vdey project, Ca~iornia, heretofore
authotied and established under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 115) and the First Deficiency Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1936 (49 Stat. 1622),
is hereby reauthorized
and declared
to be for the purposes of irnproting
navigation,
regulating the fiOW of
the San Joaquin River and the Sacramento River, controlling floods, providing
for storage and for the deliveg~ of the stored waters thereof, for construction
under the provisions of the Federal reclamation laws of such distribution systems as the Secretary of the Interior deems necessary in connection with lands
for which said stored waters are to be delivered, for the reclamation of arid and
semiarid lands and lands of Indian reservations, and other beneficial uses, and
for the generation and sale of electric energy as a means of finandally aiding
and assisting such undertakings and in order to permit the full utilization of the
works constructed to accomplish the aforesaid purposes: Provided further, That,
except

as herein

othewise

specifically

provided,

the provisions

of the reclama-

tion law, as amended, shall govern the repayment of expenditures and the construction, operation, and maintenance of the dams, canals, power planfi, pump.
ing plants, transmission lines, md incidental works deemed necessary to said
entire project, and the Secreta~ ‘of the Interior may enter into repayment contracti, and other necessary contracts, with State agencies, authorities, associations,
persons, and corporations, either public or private, including all agencies with
wKlch contracts are authorized uder the reclamation law, and may acquire by
proceedings in eminent domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, water
rights, and other property necessary for said purposes: And provided further,
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That the said dam and reservoi~ shall be used, first, for river regtiation, improvement of navigation, and flood control; second, for irrigation and domestic
uses; and, third, for power. (50 .Stat. 850; $2, Act of October 17, 1940, 54
Stat. 1199)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1940 Amendment
Distribution Systems.
Section 2 of the Act of October 17, 1940,
adds the authority in the second proviso for
construction
of distribution systems. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Fish and WiIdIife Purposes. Section 1 of the Act of
August 27, 1954, 68 Stat. 879, adds authority for the use of the waters of the Central Valley project for fish and wfldife purpose!, subject to such priorities as are
apphcable mder previous Acts. The 1954
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provisions:
Additional
Works, The following Acts of Congress
relate to additional works authorized for
inclusion as a part of or for integrated
operation witi the Central Valley project:
(1) American River Basin development, Act
of October
14, 1949;
(2)
Sacramento
Valley canals, Act of September 26, 1950;
(3) waterfowl management works, Act of
August 27, 1954; (4) Trinity River d~vision,
Act of August 12, 1955; (5) San Lws unit,
Act of June 3, 1960; (6) New Melones
project (constructed by the Corps of Engineers), Act of October 23, 1962; (7) Auburn-Folsom
South unit, Act of Septesnber 2, 1965. Each of these Acts appears
herein in chronological order.
References in Texh EarHer Authorizations. Section 1 of the Act of August 30,
1935, 49 Stat. 1028, 1038, by approving tie
War Department report contained in Rivers
and Harbors Committee Document Numbered 35, 73rd Congress, authorized the
Secretary of War to snake a Federal contribution of $12,000,000 to the cost of Kennett Damon the upper reaches of the Sacramento River then proposed for construction
by the Water Project Authority of the State
NoTEs
Excess lands
l&19
Generally
15
Recordable contracts
Fish and wildfife
25
Generally
14
Navigation
26
Power
2&24
Generally
20
Rates
21
Water
$14
Contracts
6
Exchanges
7

16

of California. On September 10, 1935, the
Preside?t transferred $20,000,000 of funds
approprl?ted
under the Emergency Relief
Approprlatio.n Act of 1935 to the Secretary
of the, Interior for construction under tie
reclamation laws of Fnant Darn on the San
Joaquin River and related features as part
of the Central Valley project. On December
2, 1935, the President approved the finding
of feasibility report of the Secretary of the
Interior, dated November 26, 1935, thereby
authorizing
construction
of the Centrsf
Valley project as a Federd reclamation
project under section 4 of the Act of June
25, 1910, and subsection B, section 4, of tie
Act of December 5, 1924 (Fact Finders’
Act). The principal features of the project
listed in the report were the Kennett
Dam unit (subsequently renamed Shasta
Dam),
the Contra Costa conduit,
San
Joaquin pumuing system, Friant Dam and
Reservoir, Ftiant-Kern cana~ and Madera
Canal. The First Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1936, appropriated $6,900,000 for continuation of construction
of the CentrA
Valley proj~ct. The 1910 and 1924 Acts
appear herein in chronological order.
Reference Source. An exhaustive compilation of materkl relating to the Central
Valley project is contained in the 2-volume
work entitled Central Valley Pro ject D ocuments which was prepared under the direction of Chairman Engle of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. The
first volume, “Part 1. Authorizing Documents,” was printed as H.R. Dec. No. 416,
84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956),
and the
second volume, “Part 2. Operating Documents,” as H.K Dec. No. 246; 85th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1957).

OF OPINIONS

Rates 8
Water rights 9
1. Generally
The Central Valley project is a subsidy,
the cost of which will never be paid in
fuH, and it is hardly lack of due process
for the govermuent to re~late that which
it subsidizes. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S. 275, 295+
( 1958).
Congress having left the determination of
the need for particdar
property for distribution systems under the Central Valley
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project to the Secretary of the Interior, the
courts have no right to question the manner
in which that official exercised the delegated power. United Statesv. 277.97 Acres
of Land,
1953).

112

F.

Supp.

159

(S.D.

Cal.

6. Water—Contracts
The master contract of September 12,
1949, with the Santa Barbara County
Water Agency, and the five member unit
contracts by the Agency with the City of
Santa Barbara and the Carpinteria, Goleta,
Montecito, and Summerland County Water
Districts, were held valid by the United
States Supreme Court as against objections
to the excess land and other provisions,
Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken, 357 U.S.
275
( 1958),
reversing
Santa Barbara
County Wate? Agency v. All Persons, 47
Cd. 2d 699, 306 P. 2d 875 (1957). The
contracts subsequently were held valid by
the Supreme Court of California on remand,
Santa
Barbara
County
Water
Agency v. All Persons, 53 Cd. 2d 743, 3
Cal. Rptr. 348, 350 P. 2d 100 ( 1960).
Contracts of September 23, 1949, with
Ivanhoe Irrigation District and May 14,
1951, with Madera Irrigation District for
water service and construction of a distribution system were held vrdid by the United
States Supreme hurt as against objections
to excess land md other provisions, Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275
(1958), reverting Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v. All
Parties, 47 Cd. 2d 597, 306 P. 2d 824
(1957) and Madera Irr. Dist. v. All Persons, 47 Cd. 2d 681, 306 P. 2d 886 (1957).
The contracts subsequently were contied
by the Supreme Court of California on remand, Ivanhoe Irr. Dkt. v. All Parties, 53
Cd. 2d 692, 3 Cd, Rptr. 317, 350 P. 2d
69 (1960).
7.—Exchanges
In view of the provision in section 14
of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 authorizing mntracts for exchange or replacement of water or water rights,. water delivered to the Feather Water District in the
Sacramento
River at the mouth of the
Feather River as replacement for water diverted by the District from the Featier
River can be considered as “stored waters”
of the Central Valley project delivered “for”
the lands of the District witfin the meaning
of section 2 of the Act of August 26, 1937,
as amended. Memorandum
of Associate
Solicitor Fisher, July 27, 1959.
8.—Rates
It is clearly witiln tie authority of the
Secretary under section 9(c) of the Rechunation Project Act of 1939 to charge
Z6W067—72—VO1. 140
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different rates for water fnom the Central
Valley
project
delivered
for municipal
water supply than for water ddivered for
irrigation purposes. City of Fresno v. California, 372 U.S. 627 ( 1963).
9.—Water rights
In view of the long history of attempts
to resolve disputes with water users diverting water from the Sacramento River, some
part of which is attributable to the operation of Shasta Reservoir of the Central
Valley Project, and in view of the costs and
uncertainties of litigation, it is appropriately within the judgment of the Secretary
under the authority of section 14 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to waive
payment for past diversions as a part of
agreements with the diverters requiring payments for future diversions. Dec. Comp,
Gen., g152983
(January 21: 1964).
The substantial reduction m the natural
flow of the San Joaquin River as the result of the impoundment and diversion of
the flow at Friant Dam upstream constitutes a seizure or t=lng,
in whole or in
part, of rights which may exist in the continued flow and use of the water; it does not
constitute a trespass against such rights.
This seizure was authorized by Congress
when it authorized the project, and any
relief to which claimants of the rights may
be entitled by reason of such taking is by
suit against the United States under the
Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. ~ 1346, Dugan v.
Rank, 372 U.S. 609 ( 1963). [Ed. note:
The Tucker Act is the Act of March 3,
1887, 24 Stat. 505. It authorized suits to
be bmought in the Court of Cltims against
the United States in certain cases, including claims founded upon the Constitution.
This includes claims based upon the Fifth
Amendment provision that private property
shd not be taken for public use witbut
just oompensatim.
28 U.S.C. $1346 relates to the jurisdiction of the Federd District Courts in such cases,, and 28 U.S.C.
S 1491 relates to tie jurisdiction of the
Court of Claims. These sections appear
herein in the Append&.]
Where there is an interference or partkd taking by the United Shtes of rights to
the continued flow of water in the San
Joaquin River and to its use as it flows
along tie landowner’s proper~, the measure of damages is the dfierence in market
value of the claimrmt’s land before and
after tie interference or partial taking.
~1~~3\ v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609, 62&25
A ~uit by certain individuals citing
water rights in the San Joaqnin River aking an injunction agtinst thp United States
to refrain from interfering with such rights
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by the operation of Friant Dam: is not a
case involving a general adjudication
of
“all of the rights of various owners on a
(S, Rept. No. 755, 82d
given stream”
Gong., 1st Sess. 9 ( 1951) ) within the meaning of the McCarran amendment (~ 208,
Act of July 10, 1952, 66 Stat. 560, 43
U.S.C. ~ 666) but rather is a private suit
to determine water rights solely between
the claimants and the United States and
the local Bureau of Reclamation
officials.
Consequently, the consent of the United
‘States to the suit has not been given under
the McCarran amendment, and tie suit
must be dismissed as to the United States.
Dugan v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609, 617-19
(19%3).
Section 8 of the Reclamation Act does
not mean that state law may operate to
prevent the United States from exercising
the power of eminent domain to acquire
the water rights of others. Rather, the effect
of section 8 in such a case is to leave to
state law the definition of the property interests, if any, for which compensation
must be made. City of Fresno v. California,
372 U.S. 627, 630 (1963).
Conditions
imuosed by the California
State Water Ri~hts Boa;d purporting to
specify either requirements or a time period
to which the United States must adhere me
not binding on the United States, but will,
however, be regarded as recommendations
to be considered in the development of
Federal water service contracts. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Weinberg, November 27, 1962, in re water semice contract with Fresno Irrigation District.
Even though navigation is mentioned m
one of the purposes of the Central Valley
Project,
Congress reafisticdly
elected to
treat Friant Dam no! as a navigation project but as a reclamation proJ ect, with reimbursement to be provided for the t=lng of
water rights recognized under State law, in
accordance with section 8 of the Reclamation Act, and this election is confirmed by
administrative
practice. Accordingly,
the
judgment of the Court of Claims will be
upheld granting compensation to the owners of so-called “uncontrolled
grass lands”
along the San Joaquin River which depend
for water upon seasonal inundations resulting from overflows of the river. United
States v. Gerlach Live Stock Co., 339 U.S.
725 (1950).
15. Excess IandsAenerally
Repeated, action by the Congress since
the inception d the Central Valley Project
constitutes ratification of the administrative construction that the excess land laws
aPPly to the project and confirmation and
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approval of the contracts executed by the
Secretary thereunder. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist. v.
McCracken,

357 U.S. 275, 292–3 (1958).

16.—Recordable
contracts
Inasmuch as section 46 of the Omnibus
Adjustment Act of 1926 provides only that
recordable contracts for the sale of excess
lands be “under terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior,”
and prescribes no time period within which
such sales must be consummated, a ten-year
period, if found to be appropriate, is legally
permissible.
Memorandum
of Regional
Solicitor Graham, August 1, 1945, reprinted
in Central Valley Project Documents, Part
2, H.R. Dec. No. 246, 85th Gong., 1st Sess.
642 (1957).
20. Power—Generally
The construction of a steam generating
plant to firm up hydroelectric power is included as a part of the Central Valley project which was re-authorized by section 2 of
the Act of August 26, 1937, 50 Stat. 850;
and there is no constitutional obstacle to the
constructic~n of such a plant. Memormdum
of Chief Counsel Fix to the Commissioner,
May 12, 1949; reprinted in Hearings on
H.R. 3838, the Interior Department
Approp~iation Bill, 1950, Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 81st Cong., 1st Sees. 2529–39 ( 1949).

21.—Rates
In view of the Secretary’sauthorityunder
section 2 of the Act of August 26, 1937, 50
Stat. 850, to acquire property for the Central Valley project by any means he deems
necessary,including donation, and the broad
authority of section 9(c) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to fix rates, the
Secretarymay grant rate discounts to power
customers that reflect the amortization of
construction costs of transmission facilities
built by the customer and conveyed to the
Government or that reflect the operation
and maintenance costs of facilities built and
retained by the customer. Dec. Comp. Gen.
B–62789 (letter of Assistant Comptroller
General Weitzel to Chairman John E. Moss,
Special Subcommittee on Assigned Power
and Land Problems? House Committee on
Government Operations, June 28, 1960).
25. Fish and wildlife
The successive “re-authorizations” of the
Central Valley project in 1949, 1950 and
1954, were intended, as a drafting technique, to add certain developments, features,
or purposes to the then existing project but
not, in effect, to post-date the authorizations
for construction theretofore conferred. Consequently, the authority in section 2 of the
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Act of 1946 to make nonreimbursable cost allocations to fish and
wildlife purposes for projects
“ht~reafter
authorized to be constructed” are applicable
only to those portions of the Central Valley
project the construction of which began
after August 14, 1946. Memorandum of Acting Solicitor Armstrong, November 15, 1954.
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26. Navigation
If it has been decided not to allocate
storage space in Shasta Reservoir to navigation, section 7 of the Flood Control Act of
1944 will not apply to navigation features.
Letter of Secretiry of the Army Pace to
~~ftary of the Interiorj September 29,

Sec. 3. [“Marshall Ford Dam,” Colorado River projeet in Texas authorized—
Construction authorized.] —That for the purpose of improving navigation, controlling floods, regulating the flow of streams, providing for storage and for
delivery of stored waters, for the reclamation of lands, and other beneficial uses,
and for the generation of electric energy as a means of financially aiding and
assisting SUA undertaking, the :project known as “Marshall Ford Dam;’ Colorado River project, in Tmas, is hereby authorized and adopted and all contracts
and agreements which have been executed in connection therewith are hereby
validated and ratified, and the Secretary of the Interior, acting tiough
such
agents as he may designate, is hereby a.utiorized to construct, operate, and mtintain all stmctures and incidental works necessary to such project, and in connection therewith to make and enter into any and all necessary contracts including contracts amendatory of or supplemental to those hereby validated and
ratified. (50 Stat. 850)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES

Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code.
Supplementary
Provision:
Reimbursement Required. A provision in the Act of
May 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 719, directs the
Secretary of the Interior to require reimbursement of construction costs of Marshall

Ford Darn. The provision appears herein
in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 7051, fibhc
Law 392 in the 75th Congress. H,R. Rept
No. 885. S. Rept. No. 916. H.R. Rept. No.
1488 (conference report ).
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An act to authorize the Secretary of tie Interior to relinquish in favor of the Blackfeet
Tribe of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation, Montana, the interest in certain land
acquired by the United States under the Federd Reclamation Laws. (Act of August
28, 1937, &. 868,50 Stat. 864)

[Sec. 1. Authorizing relinquishment to Indians upon repayment to Reclamation Fund—Necessary
easements and rights reserved. ] —The Secretary of the
‘ Interior is hereby authorized to relinquish in favor of the Blackfeet Tribe of the
Blackfeet Indian Reservation, Montana, the interest acquired by the United
States for Federal reclamation purposes in the lands within the exterior boundaries of tie present Blackfeet Indian Reservation, bat were acquired for Federal
reclamation purposes and are determined in the opinion of said Secretary not
to be needed for such purposes. Such relinquishment shall be conditioned upon
the repayment into the reclamation fund of a sum equal to the amount taken
therefrom for the purchase of the lands so relinquished, including the amounts
paid for the benefit of allottees where the land acquired for Federal reclamation purposes was allotted land. Upon such relinquishment and payment being
made, the title to said lands shall be and remain in the United States in trust for
the Indians of the Blackfeet Tribe of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation of Montana: Provided, That in making such relinquishments the Secretary may reserve
for Federal reclamation purposes such easements and rights as in his opinon
may be required for present or future developments under the Federal reclamation laws, and the amount payable into the reclamation fund on account of such
relinquishment shall be reduced by tie value of the easements and rights so
retained for Federal reclamation purposes, such value to be conclusively ascertained by said Secretary: Provided further, That no relinquishments herein
authorized shall be effective unless approved in writing by the Blackfeet Tribal
Council. (50 Stat. 864)
Sec. 2. [Expenditures by the Secretary authorized. ]—The Secretary of the
Interior is hereby au~orized to expend from any moneys on deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Blackfeet Indians not to exceed
$30,000 for the purpose of carrying out the purposes of this Act. (50 Stat. 864)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Co&fied. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 2774, Public Law

397 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. No. 950.
H.R. Rept. No. 1544.
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I~IAN

IRRIGATION

PROJECT

An act amending acts fixing the rate of payment of irrigation construction costs on the
Wapato Indian irrigation project, Yakima, Washington, and for other purposes. (Act
of February 24, 1938, ch. 33,52 Stat. 80)
[Sec.

1. Assessment

14, 1920

(41

Stat.

rate amended.]
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and
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in the State of Washington

per-annum

which

much

by the Act

as fixes the annual

tion costs or assessments
Reservation

-So

431 ), as amended

hundred

the Wapato

the

of March
is made
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irrigation
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approved

other

fifty thousand

Indian

of

repayment
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among

of the cost of such water

with the payment

Secretary
annual

things

acre

feet

project

so

over a twenty-four

31, 1937.

(52 Stat. 80)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Background. The Wapato Indian Irriga~
tion project, Yakima, Washington, is one
of seven divisions of the Yakima project.
The Wapato project (or division) is operated by the Bureau of Indian Afiairs, ‘but
receives its water supply from the Yakima
project.
References in the Text. That portion of
the Act approved Februa~
14, 1920 (41
Stat. 431 ), as amended by the Act zpproved
May 25, 1922, (42 Stat. L. 595 and 596),
referred to in the text, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to collect $2.50 pef. acre
from non-Indian landowners on or before
December
31 of each calendar ;~ear for
each acre of land to whi& water for irriga-

tion purposes is delivered under the Wapato
irrigation and drainage system. Such sums,
and any collected from” Indian Alottees,
shall be available fo~ expenditure under the
direction of the SecretaW, “for continuing
construction on said system.
Cross Reference: ‘Appropriation for Additional Water, Wapato Project. The Act
of July 1, 1940, 54 Stat. ,707, authorizes an
appropriation
of $800,000 to be credited
to the reclamation fund for payment of the
cost of providing additional water for the
Wapato Indian irrigation project. The 1940
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S:” 558, Public Law
433 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. No. 949,
H.R. Rept. No. 1501.
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An act consenting to an interstate compact between the States of Minnesota, South Dakota,
and Norfi Dakota relating to the utilization of, the control of the floods of, and the
prevention of the pollution of the waters of the Red River of the North and streams
tributa~ thereto. (Act of April 2, 1938, ch. 59, 52 Stat. 150)

[Sec. 1. Consent of Congress to the Compact. ]—The consent of Congress is
hereby given to the compact and agreement set forth below: Provided, That
nothing therein mntained shall be construed as im~iring
or in any manner
affecting any right or jurisdiction of the United States in and over the Red
River of the North and streams tributay thereto, or in regard to any of the
matters covered by the said compact:
“A COMPACT BETWEEN THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA, THE STATE OF
NORTH DAKOTA AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA
“This compact made and entered into by and between the State of South
Dakota, the State of North Dakota and the State of Minnesota, Witnesseth:
“Whereas, the Red River of the North, which has its source in the State of
South Dakota, and which flows northward, forming the boundary line between
the State of Minnesota and the State of North Dakota, has a drainage area which
includes a portion of all three states; and,
“Whereas, the surface waters in said drainage area, if properly consemed
and regulated, will produce benefits common to all three of said states; and,
“Whereas, the interests of the people of said three states will be best served
by the organization of an interstate authority vested with sufficient power; and,
“Whereas, all three states have mutual interests in the regulation and administration of said surface waters in said drainage area; and
“Whereas, it is highly desirable that there be a single agency of all three of
said states empowered to further the aforesaid regulation and administration of
said surface waters in the interests of all of said states,
“Now, Therefore, the State of South Dakota, the State of North Dak~a and
tie State of Minnesota, do hereby solemnly covenant and agree, each with the
other, as follows:
“ARTICLE I
“The following terms, whenever used in this agreement, shall have the following meanings, unless a different meaning clearly appeam in the context:
“(a)
The term ‘commission’ shall mean the Tri-State Waters Commission,
the corporation created by this agreement and the acts authorizing the same.
“(b)
The term ‘acquire’ shall mean and include construct, acquire by purchase, lease, devise, gift or the exercise of the rights of eminent domain, or any
other mode of acquisition whatsoever.
“(c)
The term ‘federal agen~’ shall mean and include the United States of
America,

the President of the United States of America,

the Public Works Ad-
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ministration, the Works Progress Administration,
and any and every other
authority, agency, or instrumentality of the United States of America heretofore
or hereafter created or established.
“(d)
The term ‘real property’ shall mean and include lands, structures, franchises, and interests in land, including waters and riparian rights, and any and
all Mlngs and rights usually included within the said term, and includes not only
fees simple absolute but also any and all lesser interests, such as easements, righ~
of way, uses, leases, licenses, and all other incorporeal hereditaments, and every
estate, interest or right, legal or equitable, including terms of years and fiens
thereon by way of judgments, mortgages or otherwise, and also claims for dam-ages to r~ estate.
“(e) The term ‘drainage area’ shall mean the area from which surface watem
drain from the States of South Dakota, Minnesota and North Dakota into the
Red River of the North.
“ARTICLE II
“Each of the Mates of North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota undertake
to cooperate with the other two states for the most advantageous utilization of
the waters “of the Red River of the North, for the control of the flood waters of
Wls river and for the prevention of the pollution of such waters.
“&TXCLE 111
“To that end the said three states do hereby create a distriot to be known as
the Tri-State Waters Area, which shall comprise that portion of the drainage
basin of the Red River of the North lying within the boundaries of the said sates..
“ARTICLE IV
“The said three states do hereby create the Tri-State Waters Commission,
which shall be a body corporate and shall have the powers, duties and jurisdiction herein set forth and such other powers, duties and jurisdiction as shall hereafter be conferred upon it by acts of the legislatures of each of said three states
concurred in, when of a character to require such wncurrence,
by act of
Congress.
“ARmCLE V
“The Tri-State Waters Commission, hereafter in this compact called the
Cotission,
shall consist of nine Commissioners, three from each state, appointed
by each state in such manner and for such length of tem as maybe determined
by the legislature thereof. Each Commissioner shall be a citizen of the state from
which he is appointed, and at least one Commissioner from each state shall be
a r~ident of the drainage area of the Red River of the North. Ed
Commissioner may be removed or suspended from office in such manner as shall be
provided by the law of the state from which he shall be appointed. Each Commissioner shall receive such com~nsation
as may be provided by the legislature
of the state he represents, which compensation shall be paid by such state. Each
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Commissioner shall be paid actual expenses necessarily incurred in the performance of his duties as such Commissioner.
“ARTICLE VI
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“ARTICLE VIII
“Plans for works on boundary waters in said drainage area prepared by the
state, muticipal or industrial agencies shall receive the approval of the Com,.
n~ission before construction is begun.
“It shall be the duty of the Commission to maintain and control lake levels
and stream flow on boundary waters witiin the area, but such action shall be
taken only .\vith the approval of the autho~tied county or state agencies, in
which such lake or stream is located, but said Commission shall have no power
or jurisdiction over water levels or’ stream flow in the Otter Tail Wver which
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is known as that portion of the Red River originating” in Becker and Otter Tail
counties extending and flowing through in a southerly and southwesterly direction through the counties of Becker, Otter Tail and Wilkin, and emptying into
the Red River of the North at the junction of the Boise de Sioux at Breckenridge,
Mimesota and its chain of lakes and its tributaries.
“The Commission shall have power to cooperate with any duly authorized
federal, state or municipal agency in studi~ and sumeys, constmction, maintenance and operation of water projects within the scope of its jurisdiction.
“The Commission Aall be authorized to exercise the power of eminent
domain, to acquire such real and personal property as may be reasonably necessary to effectuate the purposes of tiis compact, and to exercise all other powers
not inconsistent with the constitutions of the States of North Dakota, South
Dakota and Minnemta, or with the Constitution of the United States, which
may be reasonably necessary or appropriate fo~ or incidental to the’ eff ectuation
of its authorized purposes, and generally to exercise in connection with the
property and Mairs and in connection with property within its control any and
dl powers which may be exercised by a private corporation in connection with
sirnflar property and affairs.
“ARTICLE IX
“The Commission shall study the methods of financing the construction, control, maintenance and operation of projects and shall recommend for enactment
to the legislatures of tie states concerned such legislation as will effectuate the
purposes and ends of the Commission.
“ARTICLE X
“Each state shall bear its proportionate

share of the expense of the Commission

based on the pro rata value to such state of the activities of the Commission,
which expense shall be providecl for by appropriation by the legislature.
“ARTICLE

“Should

any part of this compact

XI

be held to be contrary to the constitution

of

any of said states or of the United States such part of said compact shall become
inoperative as to each state but all other severable provisions of this compact
shall continue in full force and effect.
“ARTICLE

XII

“This compact sM1 become operative immediately after it has been signed
by the Governor of the State of South Dakota, the Governor of the State of
North Dakota and the Governor of the State of Minnesota.
“In testimony whereof the Governor of the State of South Dakota, the Governor of the State of North Dakota and the Governor of the State of Minnesota
have signed this compact
thereunto fixed.

in triplicate

and the seals of said states have been

Apd
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this 23rd day of June, in the year of our Lord One Thousand
Thirty-seven.
“LESL~
“Governor

of

“Governor

of

Nine

JENSON

the State of South Dakota
“WILLWM

LANG~

the State of North Dakota
“ELMER

A.

BENSON

“Governor of the State of Minnesota?
Sec. 2. [Reservation clause. ]—The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby expressly reserved. (52 Stat. 150)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. ~ls Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Consent to Interstate Agreements and
Projects. Section 5 of the Act of August 8,
1917.40 Stat. 250.266. urovides as follows:
“S&c. 5. Cong;ess h;reby consents that
the States of Minnesota, North Dakota, and
‘South Dakota, or any two of them, may
enter into any agreement or agreements
with each other to aid in improving navigation and to prevent and control floods on
boundary waters of said States and the
waters tributary thereto. And said States,
or any two of them, may agree with each
other upon any project or projects for the
purpose of m~lng such improvements, and
upon the amount of money to be contributed
by each to carry out such projects. The Secretary of War is authorized and directed to
make a survey of any project proposed, as

aforesaid, by said States, or any two of
them, to determine the feasibility and practicability thereof and the expenses of carrying the same into effect and what share of
such apenses should be borne by the respective States, local interests, or by the
National Government. If the Secretary of
War approves any such projects, he may
authorize the States to make such improvements
at their own expense, but under his
supervision. That the sum of $25,000, or
so much thereof as may be necessary is
hereby appropriated, out of any funds in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of enabling the Secretary of War to make the
surveys and estimates herein contemplated?’
Legislative History. S. 1570, Public Law
456 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
1807 (on H.R. 8043),
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An act providing for the allocation of net revenues of the Shoshone power plant of the
Shoshone reclamation project in Wyoming. (Act of April 9,1938, ch. 132,52 Stat. 210)

[See 1. Distribution of net revenues. ]—The net revenues from the Shoshone
power plant of the Shoshone irrigation project, properly and equitably allocable
to the unconstructed portions of the Shoshone project from the operation of the
Shoshone power plant, shall be applied, first, to the repayment of the proportionate construction cost of the power system; second, to the repayment of the
propotiionate construction cost of the Shoshone Darn; and, third, thereafter such
net revenues shall be paid into the reclamation fund, and that tie Secretary of
the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to apply the net revenues properly
and equitably apportioned or to be apportioned to the Garland and Frannie Divisions of said project, in accord with the terns and provisions of existing contracti
with the water users on said project. (52 Stat. 210)
Sec. 2. [Cotilcting
acts repealed. ]—All acts or parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed. (52 Stat. 210)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1949 and 1954 Modifications.
Section 3
of the Act of October 27, 1949, 63 Stat
941, 942, and tie Act of July 14, 1954, 68
Stat.. 47!, modify these pro~isions for the
apphcatlon of Shoshone project power rev.
enues. These acts appear herein in chronologicd order.
Cross Reference, Annual Appropriation
Acts. F?r .a number of years the annual
aPPropnatlon acts made funds from power
revenues of the Shoshone project available

for operation and maintenance of the commercial system, as explained in the note
under the Act of March 7, 19283 45 Stat.
230.
Cross Reference, Sale of Facilities. The
Act of May 14, 1930, 46 Stat. 309, authorizes the sde of power facfities no longer
needed for the Shoshone project. The Act
appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 3786, Public
Law 475 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1446. S. Rept. No. 1543.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Disposition of power revenues

The water users on the Shoshone project
are not entitied to have applied for their
benefit any of the net revenues derived

from the operation of the Shoshone power
plant. Memorandum of Secretary Ickes
(September 16, 1940).
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An act to amend an act entitled “An Act to authorize the construction of a FederaI
reclamation project to furnish a water supply for the lands of the Arch Hurley
Conservancy District in New Mefico”, approved August 2, 1937, ch. 134, 50 Stat, 557.
(Act of April 9,1938, ch. 134,52 Stat. 211)

The Act entitled ‘(An Act to authorize the construction of a Federal reclamation project to furnish a water supply for the lands of the Arch Hurley Conservancy District in New Mexico”, approved August 2, 1937 (Pubtic, Numbered
241 ), is amended to read m follows:
“[Project
to be found feasible if district can repay amount expended from
Reclamation
Fund, and if such money plus other money equals constmction
cost—Repayment
contract to be executed—Ladowners
to sell excess acreag+Ml
owners to contract, if land sold above appraised prices, that one-half
such excess be paid United States. ] —The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to construct a Federal reclamation project for the irrigation of the
lands of the Arch Hurley Conservmcy District in New Mexico under the Federal
reclamation laws: Provided, That construction work is not to be initiated on said
irrigation project until (a) the project shall have been found to b fe=ible under
subsection B of section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702), but the
project may be found to be financially feasible if the Secretary of the Interior
finds that the amount to be expended from the reclamatim fund can be repaid
by the District, and further that the amount of money to be expended from the
reclamation fund, plus the amount of money which has been made available
from other sources (for the estimated period of construction),
equals the estimated cost of construction;
(b) a contract shall have been executed with an
irrigation or conservation district embracing the land to k irrigated under said
project, which contract shall obligate the contracting district to repay the cost
of construction of said project met by expenditure of moneys from the reclamation fund in forty equal mnual installments, without interest; (c) contracts
shall have been made with each owner of more than one hundred and sixty
irrigable acres under said project, by which he, his successors, and assigns shall
be obligated to sell all of his land in excess of one hundred and sixty irrigable
acres at or below prices fixed by the Secretary of the Interior and within the
time to be fixed by said Secretary, no water to be furnished to the land of any
such large landower
refusing or failing to execute such contract; and (d)
contracts shall have been made with all owners of lands to be irrigated under the
project by which they will agree that if their land is sold at prices above the
appraised value thereof, approved by said Secretary, one-half of such excess
shall be paid to the United States to be applied in the inverse order of the due
dates upon the construction charge installments coming due thereafter from the
owners of said land.” (52 Stat. 211; 43 U.S.C. ~ 600)
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EXPLANATORY
Reference in &e Text. Subsection B of
section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 702 ), referred to in the text, requires a finding of feasibili~ bef?re a new
project or new di~sion of a pr?~ect is approved. The Act 1s the Fact Finders’ Act,
which
appems
herein in chronological
order.
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[Extracts from] An act mating appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other purposes. (Act of May 9, 1938, ch. 187,
52 Stat. 291)
*
*
*
*
*
BU~~AU OF EXCLAMATION
*

*

*

*

*

[Gila project—Water
for Wlzona State Experiment Farm. ]-The
Secretary
of the Interior is authorized to furnish water for the use of the Arizona Stite
Experiment Farm, embracing the west half southwest quarter of Smtion 28,
Township 9 south, Range 23 west, Gila and Salt River merididn, together with
such areas as may be added thereto, the cost, not exceeding $750 annually, to be
paid from the appropriations for the Gda project. (52 Stat. 321)
[Increase
in Recl~mation* Fund~Hayde~-@Ma~oney
Amendment.]—
Inmease in the Reclamation Fund: The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and directed to transfer to the credit of the reclamation fund, created by the
Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), a sum equal to the dfierence between (1)
52~2 per centum of the moneys which the Secrekry of the Treasury shall determine to have accrued to the United States from lands within the naval petroleum
reserves, except those in Alaska, from February 25, 1920, to June 30, 1938, inclusive, and (2) the total of all sums advanced to the reclamation fund under
the provisions of the Act entifled “An Act to authorize advances to the reclamation fund, and for the issue and disposd of certificates of indebtedness in
reimbursement therefor, and for other purposes”, approved June 25, 1910 (36
Stat. 835), as amended, and under the provisions of the Act entitied “An Act to
authorize advances to the reclamation fund, and for other purposes”, approved
March 3, 1931 (% Stat. 1507), as amended, and not reirnbumd by transfer from
the reclamation fund to the general funds in the Treasury. The transaction provided for in this section shall be deemed to have effected a complete reimbursement of the general funds in the Treasury of all sums advanced to the reclamation
fund under the provisions of such Acts of June 25, 1910, and Mar&3,
1931, as
amended.
All moneys received by the United States in connection with any irrigation
projects, including the incidental power features thereof, constructed by the
Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau of Reclamation, and financed in
whole or in part with moneys heretofore or hereafter appropriated or dlocated
therefor by the Federd Government, shall be covered into the reclamation fund,
except in cases where provision has been made by law or mntrmt for the use of
such revenues for the benefit of users of water from such project: Provided, That
after the net revenues derived from the sale of power developed in connection
with any of said projects shall have repaid those construction costs of such project
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a~ocated to power to be repaid by power revenues therefrom and shall no longer
be required to meet *e contractual obligations of the United States, then said net
revenues derived from the sale of power developed in connection with such
project shall, after the close of each fiscal year, be transferred to and covered into
Provided further, That
tie General Treasury as “miscellaneom
receipts”:
nothing in this section sha~ be construed to amend the Boulder Canyon Project
Act (45 Stat. 1057), as amended, or to apply to irrigation projects of the Office
of Indian Mairs.
(52 Stat. 322; 43 U.S.C. $$ 391a–1, 392a)
EXPUNATORYNOTES
Codification. The first paragraph is codified as 43 U.S.C. ~ 391a–1. The second
paragraph is codified as 43 U.S.G. ~ 392a.
Popular Name. The above paragraphs are
popularly known as the “Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment?’

References in the Text. Each of the Acts
referred to in the Hayden-UMahoney
amendment appears herein in chronological
order. The Boulder Canyon Project Act (45
Stat. 1057), which is referred to by title
only, is the Act of December 21, 1928.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Army projects 3
Exceptions 5
General 1
Headwater benefits 4
Power revenues 2
1. Generat
The . Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment
detis with tie cash distribution of revenues
in the Treasury as between the reclamation
fund and the general fund. Its pu~ose was
to assure that the reclamation fund would
receive as to each reclamation project an
amount of dollars equal to that required to
amortize the power investment plus the irrigation assistance. It does not, however,
purport to deal with payout requirements
of reclamation projects. These, except for
specti requirements applicable to given
projects, are governed by Section 9(c) of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Statement furnished by Assistant Secretary
Holum for Hearings on H.R. 2337, to Provide for the Construction
of the Lower
Teton Division, Teton Basin Federd Reclamation Project, Before the Irrigation and
Reclamation
Subcommittee
of the House
Committee on Interior and Imular A ff airs,
88th Gong., 2d Sess. 38 (1964).
The Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment of
1938 amends section 5 of the Act of April
16, 1906, by providing that after net power
revenues have repaid project construction
costs allocated to be repaid by such revenues, they shall then be covered into the
General Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
Soficitor Harper Opinion, M-33504
( September 26, 19%), in re disposition of power
revenues from Grand Valley project.

2. Power revenues
The availability of power revenues to aid
irrigation has, in one form or another, been
a part of general reclamation law ahnost
since its beginning. This is evident from
section 5 of the Act of April 16, 1906, 34
Stat. 116, 117, 43 U.S.C. ~ 522; the Act of
February 24, 1911, 36 Stat. 930,43 U.S.C.
S 522; and subsection I, section 4, of the
Act of December 5, 1924, 43 Stat. 703, 43
U.S.C. ~ 501. This gener~ trend has been
reinforced by the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment to the Intetior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, the Act of May 9,
1938, 52 Stat. 322, 43 U.S.C. ~ 392a, and
a provision in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947, Act of July 1, 1946,
60 Stat 366, as well as section 9 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939, Act of
August 4, 1939, 53 Stat. 1193,.43 U.S.C.
S 485k. Memorandum of Chief Counsel
Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re procedure
on use of surplus power revenues for a*
sistance in financing irrigation distribution
systems.
Neither the Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment nor the power marketing statutes involved in the power operations of the Bonneville Power Administration
(section 7
of the Bonneville Project Act, section 9 (c)
of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939,
and section 5 of the Flood Control Act of
19#)
require that the costs of each project to be met from power revenues have
to be amortized on the basis of a fixed annual obligation. The legal requirements are
satisfied if such costs are returned within a
reasonable period of years whatever accounting procedure is applied. Statement
furnished by Assistant Secretary Holum in
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regard to statutory authority for revised
procedure for presenting Bonneville Power
Administration rate and repayment data on
a consolidated system basis, printed in Hearings on H.R. 2337, to Provide for ,the
Constructi~rs of the Lower Tet~n Divis:on,
Teton Basin Federal Reclamation Project,
Before the Irrigation and Reclamation Subcommittee of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 88th Cong., 2d
Sess. 36-38 (1964).
The requirements of the Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment are satisfied as to each
reclamation project involved in the power
marketing
operation
of the Bonneville
Power Administration when each reclamation project has been compensated by being credited with so much of BPA’s power
revenues as have? over a reasonable period,
repaid that portion of the project’s investment allocated to power together with the
irrigation assistance. Statement furnished
by Assistant Secretary Holum for Hearings
on H,R. 2337, to Provide for the Construction of the Lower Teton Division, Teton
Basin Federal Reclamation Project, Before
th< Irrigation and Reclamation
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 38
(1964) .
Under section 9(c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, as construed consistently witi the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment to the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, the minimum rates
for the sale of power must be such as will
cover ( 1) an appropriate share of annual
operation and maintenance costs and (2)
an amount equal to 3 per cent per annum
of the original power construction costs;
however, if the 3 per cent factor is not
enough to return power construction costs
plus the irrigation subsidy (the amount of
irrigation construction costs beyond the ability of the water users to repay) within a
reasonable period of time, then the rates
must be increased accordingly. There is no
statutory obligation for the Government
to recover a profit (in tie form of interest)
on the investment in power construction
costs, and therefore all of the power revenues are available to return power construction costs and the irrigation subsidy.
Three per cent per annum is a minimum
rate of return which continues without regard to pay-out. Solicitor Harper Opinion,
M–33473.
(September 24, 1944) and M–
33473
(Supplemental )
(September
10,
1945 ). [Editor’s Note: Although this opinion has not specifically been overruled, it is
not followed in two respects. First, the 3
per cent factor used in section 9(c) is regarded as annual interest on the unamor-
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tized bsdance of power construction costs,
rather than as a constant annual percentage of the original power costs. Second, tie
revenues represented by the interest component (fiat part of power revenues attributable to a recovery of interest on the
power construction costs) are not considered to be available to return irrigation
costs. This Iatter policy was adopted following a period of controversy cdminated by
the recommendation
of the House Appropriations Committee against use of the interest component to return irrigation cosk,
H.R, Rept. No. 314, 83rd Congress, Ist
Sess. 12 ( 1953 ).1
After repafie~t
of construction charges
of the Grand Vsdley Project and operation and maintenance costs during the repayment period, the net power revenues will
be required under the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment, to be covered into tie General
Tremury as miscellaneous receipts. Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–33504
(September 26, 1944).
3. Army projects
Inasmuch
as the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment does not apply to facilities constructed by the Department of the ‘Army,
an appropriate
allocation
of revenues
should be made to the Department of the
Army powerplants in the Missouri River
Basin project, and as required by general
provisions of law the sum represented
thereby must be deposited in the general
fund of the Treasury. Testimony of Assistant Solicitor Weinberg, Missouri. Basin
Water Problems:
Joint Hearings Before
the Senate Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs and Public Works, 85th Gong.,
1st Sess., pt. 1, 341A2
(1957).
Accord:
Letter of Administrative
Assistant Secretary Beasley to Mr. A. T. Sarnuelson, General Accounting Offic~, April 22, 1957; reprinted in Joint Hearings, id. at 364.
An appropriate
share of revenues received in connection with contracts for irrigation service from Pine Flat Dam and
otheT Department of the Army developments from which the Secretary of the Interio~. dis~ses of irrigation bers&ts pursuant to section 8 of the Flood Control Act
of 1944;. should be deposited in the general
fund of the Treasury .as miscellaneous receipts. Letter of. Adm?n~strative Assistant
Secretary Beasley to Mr. A. T. Sanmelson,
General Accounting Office, Apfl 22, 1957,
reprintd. in Missouri Basin Water Problems: Joint Hearings Before the. Senate
Committees on I,nterior amd Insular Affairt
and Public Works, 85th “Cong., ”1st Sess., pt.
1, at 36&66,(1957),
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4. Headwater benefits
Moneys received from power licenses, under assessments made by the Federal Power
Commission pursuant to section 10 (f ) of
the Feder4 Power Act, for headwater benefits attributable to Reclamation reservoirs,
shall be paid into the reclamation fund in
accordance
with the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment of 1938, Dec. Comp. Gen., B–
156498 (May 24, 1966).
5. Exceptions
The legislative

history
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O’Mahoney amendment indicates that the
type of contract which was intended to be
excepted from its application was that authorized to be entered into under subsection I of section 4 of the Act of December
5, 1924, that is, one where the power development has been financed by the Government and the water users have obligated
themselves in fact h repay all of the costs.
Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–33504 ( September 26, 1944), in re disposition of net
power revenues from the Grand Valley
project.

of the Hayden-

GENERAL FUND> CONSTRUCTION

[central Valley pr~ject—R~locatio~
authol~—A~~ui~ition
of proPertY—
Contracts for work to be done—Rights-of-way.
]—Central Valley project, California, $9,000,000, together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation
for this project contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, with authority in connection with the construction of tie Central Valley project, Californiaj ( 1) to purchase or condemn and to improve suitable land
for relocation of highways, roadways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, or electric
transmission lines or other properties the relocation of which, in the judgment of
the Secretary of the Interior, will be necessitated by construction or operation and
maintenance of said project, ( 2 ) in full or part payment for said properties to
be relocated to enter into contracts witi the owners of said properties to be
relocated whereby they undertake in whole or in part the property acquisition
and work involved in relocation and, in said Secret~’s
discretion, to pay in
advance for said work undertaken by said owners; and (3) to convey or exchange acquired rights-of-way or other lands or rights-of-way owned or held
by the United States for use in connection with said project, or to grant perpetual
easements therein or thereover, or to undertake irrrprovement or construction
work connected with said relocations, for the purpose of effecting completely said
relocation; (52 Stat. 324)
*
Sec. 3. [Short
Appropriation

title. ]—This

-%

*

*

%

Act may be cited as the “Interior

Department

Act, 1939”. (52 Stat. 342)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Codification.
Only the Hayden-O’Mahoney amendment of this Act is codified in
the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriatim acts

~67_nR7—T2—Vol. I—41

aPPear herein only in +h- oO+:“ ..,hich first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 9621, Public
Law 497 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1855. S. Rept. No. 1566. H.R. Rept.
No. 2172 (conference report).
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An act to provide for the conservation of the fishery resources of the Columbia River,
establishment, operation, and maintenance of one or more stations in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and for the conduct of necessary investigations, surveys, stream
improvements, and stocking operations for these purposes. (Act of May 11, 1938,
ch. 193,52 Stat. 345. )

[Sec. 1. Establishment
of salmon cultural stations in Cohrmbia
River
Basin. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed to establish
one or more salmon-cultural stations in the Columbia River Basin in each of the
States of Qregon, Washington, and Idaho. Any sums appropriated for the purpose of establishing such stations may be expended, and such stations shall be
established, operated, and maintained, in accordance with the provisions of the
Act entitled “An Act to provide for a five-year construction and maintenance
program for the United States Bureau of Fisheries”, approved May 21, 1930:
insofar as the provisions of such Act are not inconsistent with the provisions of
this Act. (52 Stat. 345; 16 U.S.C. $ 755)
Sec. 2. [Investigations,
biological surveys, and experiments authorized,]—
The Secretary of the Interior is further authorized and directed (1) to conduct
such investigations, and such engineering and Klological surveys and experiments, as may be necessary to direct and facilitate conservation of the fisheq
resources of the Columbia River and its tributaries; (2) to construct, install
and maintain devices in the Columbia River Basin for the improvement of feed.
ing and spawning conditions for fish, for the protection of migratory fish from
irrigation projects, and for facilitating free migration of fish over obstructions
and (3) to perfom all other activities necessary for the conservation of fish ir
the Columbia River Basin in accordance with law. (52 Stat. 345; 16 U.S.C
$ 756)
—There is hereby author~ed to be appropriated, ou
Se~ 3. [Appropriation.]
of any money in the Treasury not otiemise appropriated, the sum of $500,000
or so mu~
thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the purposes of this Act
(52 Stit. 345; 16 U.S.C.

s 757)
EXPMNATORY NOTES

Popular Name. The above stitute is
poPulmly known as the MitcheU Act.
Transfer of Functions. When enacted,
the authority now vested in the Secretary of
the Interior by Wls Act was vested in the
Secretary of Commerce. Section 4(e)
of
Reorganization Plan No. 11 of 1939,53 Stat.
1433, however, transferred the Bureau of
Fisheries, its personnel and functions, from
the Department of Commerce to the Department of the Interior. The Bureau of
Fisheries was consolidated with the WIological Survey, to be known as the Fish and
Wildlife Service, pursuant to Section 3 of

Reorganization
Plan No. III of 1940, 5
Stat. 1232.
Reference in the Text. The Act entitle!
“An Act to provide for a five-year construe
tion and mahtenance
program for th
United States Bureau of Fisheries:,
aF
proved May 21, 1930,. referred to m th
text, autionzes appropriations for the estat
lishment of fish cultural stations, substation
and laboratories in various states. The A(
provides, among other things, that befor
a station or laboratory is established in
State, it must enact legislation autiorizin
the United States Commissioner of Fisheri(
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or his agents to conduct fish hatiig
and
culture, etc., in any manner and at any
time he considers proper. The Act is found
at 46 Stat, 371; it is not codified.
Cross Reference, Anadromous F&h Act.

The Act of October 30, 1965,79 Stat. 1125.
popularly known as the An-dromous
Fi&
Act, authorities a program of fish conserva-
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tion within the several states and the Great
Lakes, other than the Columbia River basin
area, similar to the program authorized by
this Act. The 1965 Act appems herein in
chronological order.
Legishtive History. S. 2307, Pubfic Law
502 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. 1077.
H.R. Rept. 2235.
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An” act to authorize the. completion, maintenance, and operation of the Fort Peck project
for navigation, and for other purposes. (Act of May 18, lg38, ch. 250,52 Stat. 403)

[Sec. 1. Secretary of War to complete Fort Peck project—Bureau
of Reclamation to transmit and sell electric energy not required in operation of dam or
for navigation. ]—For the purpose of improving navigation on the Missouri
River, and for other purposes incidental thereto, the dam and appurtenant
works now under construction at Fort Peck, Montana, and a suitable power
plant for the production of hydroelectric power (which dam, power plant, and
appurtenant works are hereinafter called Fort Peck project ) shall be completed,
maintained, and operated under the direction of the Secretary of War and the
supervision of the Chief of Engineers, subject to the provisions of this Act relating
to the powers and duties of the Bureau of Reclamation
(hereinafter called the
Bureau), as provided for in section 2 (a), respecting the transmission and sale
of electric energy generated at said project. The Secretary of War shall provide,
construct, operate, maintain, and improve at Fort Peck project such machinery,
equipment, and facilities for the generation of electric energy as the Bureau may
deem necessary to develop such electric energy as rapidly as markets maybe found
therefor. The electric energy thus generated and not required for the operation
of the dam at such project and the navigation facilities employed in connection
therewith shall be delivered to the Bureau for disposition as provided in this Act.
(52 Stat. 403; 16 U.S.C. $ 833)
Sec. 2. [ (a) Secretary of War to provide and maintain adequate station
space and equipment required by Bureau; (b) Bureau to provide, operate,
and maintain transmission lines; (c) Secretary of the Interior to acquire in
name of United States necessary real and personal property; (d) Secretary of
Interior to acquire necessary property including patent rights; and (e) Secretary of Interior to sell, lease, or dispose of personal property not required. ]—
(a) The electric energy generated in the operation of the said Fort Peck project
shall be disposed of by the Bureau as hereinafter provided. The Bureau shall
exercise the powers and perform the duties provided for in this Act under the
supervision and direction of the Secretaw of the Interior in accordance with
the Act of May 26, 1926 (M Stat. 657). The Bureau shall, as hereinafter provided, make all arrangements for the sale and disposition of electric energy
generated at the Fort Peck project not required for the operation of the dam at
such project and the navigation facilities employed in connection therewith. The
form of administration herein established for the Fort Peck project is intended
to be provisional pending the establishment of a permanent administration for
Fort Peck and other projects in the Missouri River Btiin. The Secretary of War
shall install and mtintain additional machinew, equipment, and facilities for
the generation of electric energy at the Fort peck project when in the judgment
of the Bureau such additional generating facilities me desirable to meet actual
or potential market requiremen~

for such electric energy. The Secretary of War
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shall schedule the operations of the several electrical generating units and appurtenant equipment of the Fort Peck project in accordance with the requirements of the Bureau. The Secretary of War shall provide and maintain for the
use of the Bureau at said Fort Peck project adequate station space and equipment, including such switches, switchboards, instruments, and dispatching facilities as may be required by the Bureau for proper reception, handling, and
dispatching of the electric energy produced at the said project, together with
transformers and other equipment required by the Bureau for the transmission
of such energy from that place at suitable voltage to the markets which the Bureau
desires to serve.
(b) In order to encourage the widest possible use of all electric energy that can
be generated and marketed and to provide reasonable outlets therefor, and to
prevent the monopolization thereof by limited groups, the Bureau is authorized
and directed to provide, construct, operate, maintain, and improve such electric
transmission lines and substations, and facilities and structures appurtenant
thereto, as it finds necessary, desirable, or appropriate for the purpose of transmitting electric enerW, available for sale, from the Fort Peck project to existing
and potential markets, and for the purpose of interchange of electric energy, to
interconnect the Fort Peck project with either private or witi other Federal
projects and publicly owned power systems now or hereafter constructed.
(c) The Secreta~ of the Interior is authorized, in the name of the United
States, to acquire, by purchase, lease, condemnation, or donation, such real and
personaf property, or any interest therein, including lands, easements, rights-ofway, franchises, electric transmission lines, substations, and facilities and structures appurtenant thereto, as he finds necessary or appropriate to carry out the
purposes of this Act. Tide to all property and property rights acquired by said
Secretary shall be taken in the name of the United States.
(d) The Secretary of the Interior shall have power to acquire any property or
property rights, including patent rights, which in his opinion are necessary to
carry out the purposes of this Act, by purchase, lease, donation, or by the exercise
of the right .of eminent domain and to institute condemnation proceedings therefor in the same manner as is provided by law for the condemnation of real estite.
(e) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in the name of the United
States, to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of such personal property as in his
judgment is not required for the purposes of this Act and such mal property and
interests in land acquired in connection with construction or operation of electric
transmission lines or substations as in his judgment are not required for the pur~*S
of this Act.
in the
(f) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Bureau is authorized
name of the United States, to negotiate and enter into such contracts, agreements, and arrangements as it shall find necess~
or appropriate to carry out the
purposes of this Act. (52 Stat. 404; 16 U.S.C. $ 833a)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Reference -in the Text. The Act of
May 26, 1926 (44 Stat. 657 ), referred to in
the text, authorizes the appointment of a

Commissioner of Reclamation by the President. The Act appears herein in chmnoIogicd order.
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Sec. 3. [Definitions.] -As
employed in this Act, the term “pubEc bodyl’ or
“pubEc bodies;’ means States, public power districts, counties, and municipalities, including agencies or subdivisions of any thereof.
As employed in this Act, fie term “cooperative,”
or “cooperatives,”
means
any form of nonprofit-making organization or organizations of citizens supplying,
or which may be created to supply, members with any kind of goods, commodities, or services, as nearly m possible at cost. (52 Stat. 405; 16 U.S.C.
$ 833b)
Sec. 4. [Preference to public bodies and cooperatives.] —In order to insure
that the facilities for the generation of electric energy at the Fort Peck project
shall be operated for the benefit of the general public, and particularly of domestic and rural consumers, the Bureau shall at all times, in disposing of electric
energy generated at said project, give preference and priority to public bodies and
cooperatives. (52 Stat. 405; 16 U.S.C. ~ 833c)
Sec. 5. [Bureau to prepare schedules of rate+Rates
to become effective
when approved by Federal Power Commission—Rates
may be modified. ] —
Schedules of rates and charges for electric energy produced at the Fort Peck
project and sold to purchasers as in this Act provided shall be prepared by the
Bureau and become effective upon confirmation and approval thereof by the
Fderal Power Commission. Subject to confirmation and approval by the Federal
Power Commission, such rate schedules may be modified from time to time by the
Bureau and shall be fixed and established with a view to encouragifig the widest
possible diversified use of electric energy. The said rate schedules may provide
for uniform rate or rates uniform throughout prescribed transmission areas in
order to extend the benefits of an integrated transmission system and encourage
the equitable distribution of the electric energy developed at the Fort Peck
project. (52 Stat. 405; 16 U.S.C. ~ 833d)
Sec. 6. [Rates to be drawn having regard to recovery of cost of production,
transmission, and amortization —Rate schedules to be based upon allocation of
costs by Federal Power Commission.] —It is the intent of Congress that rate
whedules for the sale of electric energy which is or may be generated at the Fort
Peck project in excess of the amount required for operating the dam and apptirtenant works at said project shall be determined with due regard to and
predicated upon the fact that such electric energy is developed from water power
created as an incident to the construction of the dam in the Missouri River at tie
Fort Peck project for the purposes set fofih in section 1 of this Act. Rate schedules
shall be drawn having regard to the recovery (upon the basis of the application of
such rate schedules to the capacity of the electric facilities of Fort Peck project)
of the cost of producing and transmitting such electric energy, including the
amortization of the capital investment over a reasonable period of years. Rate
schedules shall be based upon an allocation of costs made by” the Federal Power
Commission. In computing tie co~., of electric energy developed from water
power created as an incident to” and” a“byproduct of the cons~uction of Fort Peck
~j~j.~ct, ‘we ?q~eral ,.POwei,CommiJtiA]l may, allocate to the ,,cos*, of. electric faciEties such a share of the cost. of .factities having jbint value for the production
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of electric energy and other purposes aa the power development may fairly bear
as compared with such other purposes. (52 Stat. 405; 16 U.S.C. $ 833e)
NOTE OF OPINION
power, and interest need not be recovered
on construction costs attributable to such
power. Memorandum
of Chief Counsel
Cheadle, April 7, 1944.

1. Irrigation primping power
In setting rates for the sale of’ electric
power from the Fort Peck project, a special
rate may be set for irrigation pumping
Sec.
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or procurement
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or Secretary
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Act,

all funds
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The

shall keep
expended

energy

or

Bureau,

subject

complete

and
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received;
and

received

in

at the Fort

Peck project,
(b)

me

equipment,

Bureau

facdities

and

this Act.

(52 S@t.

(c)

may make

supplies,

[Annual

services
406;

such expenditures

and books;
as it may

for attendance
find

16 U.S.C.

necessary

for offices,

vehicles,

at meetings;
for the proper

furnishings,

and for such
administration

other
of

~ 833g)

,report.]—RePealed.
EXPUNATORY NOTE

Reporting
Requirement
Discontiriued.
financial statement and a complete report
The Act of August 30, 1954, 6,8 Stat. 966,.
as to. the transmission and sale, of. electric
968, repeafed the requirement for the” ‘h- ‘~ 4nerW ;generated “at the “Fort Pe& project
nual report and: financial sfatimen~. undex
,du~ng the., preceding “governmental fiscal
subsection.9 (c). The subsection read: .“In,
year.’:, The 1954 Act appears herei~ .in
December of each year: the’ Secretary ‘of “ chronological order.
the Interior shall file with the Congress a
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Sec. 9. [Appointment
of attorneys, engineers, and other expert+Services
of regular employees may be utilized— Bureau may utilize and charge for
facilities of the Bureau. ]—The Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of War,
and the Federal Power Commission, respectively, shall appoint such atto~eys>
engineers, and other experts as may be necessary for carqing Out the functions
entrusted to them under this Act, and fix their salaries in accordance with the
Classification Act of 1949 as amended. In the administration of Wls Act the
services of regular employees in the Bureau may be utilized and an equitable
part of the salaries of such employees whose services are thus utilized may be
charged by the Bureau to the operating costs of the power features of the Fort
Peck project. The Bureau similarly may utilize and charge for facilities of the
Bureau which economically can be used in connection with the administration
of this Act. (52 Stat. 406; Act of October 28, 1949, 63 Stat, 972; 16 U.S.C.
~ 833h)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
1949 Amendment. The Classification Act
of 1949, enacted October 28, 1949, 63 Stat.
954, 972, 5 U.S.C. $1071 et seq., amended
section 9 by application of its provisions.
Among other things, it established a standard schedule of rates of basic compensation for certain Federal employees and repealed the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended. Before enactment of the Classi-

fication Act of 1949, section 9 of this act referred to the Classification Act of 1923,
and authorized the appointment of attorneys, engineers, other experts, officers and
employees, without regard to the Civil Semite laws, and provided that the salaries of
attorneys, engineers and other experts be
fixed at not to exceed $7,500 per annum.

Sec. 10. [Receipts to be covered into Treasury—Treasury
to setup a continuing fund for credit of Bureau. ]—All receipts from transmission and sale
of electric energy generated at the Fort Peck project shall be covered into
the Treasury of the United States to the credit of miscellaneous receipts, save
and except that the Tre~ury shall set up and maintain from such receipts a
continuing fund of $500,000, to the credit of the Bureau and subject to expenditure by it, to defray the operating expense of generation and ~srnission
of
power delivered to the Bureau for disposal under ttis Act, to defray emergency
expenses and to insure continuous operation. There is hereby au~orized to be
appropriated from time to time, out of moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of Wls
Act, including installation of equipment and machinery for the generation of
electric energy, and facilities for its transmission and sale. (52 Stat. 406; 16
U.S.C. $ 833i)
Sec. 11. [Secretary of Interior may bring suits at law or in equity. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior may, in the name of the United States, under the supervision of the Attorney General, bring such suiti at law or in equity as in his
judgment may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act; and he shall be
represented in the prosecution and defense of all litigation affecting the status or
operation of the Fort Peck project by the United States attorneys for the districts,
respectively, in which such litigation may arise, or by such attorney or attorneys
as the Attorney General may designati as authorized by law, in conjunction
with the regularly employed attorneys of fie Bureau. (52 Stat. W7; 16 ‘U.S.C.
$ 833j)
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Sec. 12. [Savings clause. ]-If
anyprovision ofthis Actor the application of
such provision to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, the remainder of the Act and tie application of such provisions to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid shall not be affected thereby. (52 Stat. 407; 16 U.S.C. $ 833k)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Legislative History. S. 2650, Publ;c Law
529 in the 75th Congress. S. Rept. No,

1074. H,R. Rept. No. 1504.

N(OTEOF OPINION
1. Missouri River Basin project
The Fort Peck project, including the reservoir as well as the power plant, was incorporated as an integral part of the Missouri River Basin project authorized by
Section 9 of the Flood Control Act of 19M
for purposes of determining project feasibility and repayment, establishing power
rates, water regulation, and so forth, Mem-

orandum of comments transmitted witi
letter from Administrative
Assistant Secretary Beasley to Mr. Adolph T. Samuelson, General Accounting
Office, November 26, 1956; reprinted in Missouri Basin
Water Problems: Joint Hearings Before the
Senate Committees
on Interior and Insular Affairs and Public Works, 85th Gong.,
Ist Sess., pt. I, at 358 (1957).
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DEFER

CHARGES

OF

GEM

AND ONTARIO-~SSA
DISTRICTS

IRRIGATION

An act to provide for allowing to the Cem Irrigation District and Ontario-Nyssa Irrigation District of the Owyhee project, terms and payment dates for charges deferred
under the Reclamation Moratorium Acts similar to those applicable to the deferred
construction charges of other projects under stid Acts, and for other purposes. (Act
of June 15, 1938, ch. 440,52 Stat. 703. )

[Deferred charges payable at the end of the districts’ construction charge
payment period. ]—That the charges of the Gem Irrigation District and of the
Ontario-Nyssa Irrigation District, that were postponed under the Moratorium
Acts of April 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 75), March 3, 1933 (47 Stit. 1427), March 27,
1934 (48 Stat. 500), and June 13, 1935 (49 Stat. 337), shall be payable at the
end

of

terms
the

the
and

said

districts’
conditions

Moratorium

construction
as applicable
ACR.

(52

charge

payment

to the construction
Stat.

period,

subject

charges

to tie

postponed

same
under

703)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
l~ot Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
References in the Text. Each of the
Moratorium
Acts referred to in the text

appea~s h~rein in chronological
order.
Lcglslatlve History. H.R. 10488, Public
Law 636 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2516.
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RELIEF

FOR

HOLDERS

RIVER

OF

NOTES

IRRIGATION

AND

AND

WARRANTS

POWER

OF

VERDE

DISTRICT

An act for the relief of the holder5 of the unpaid notes and warrants of the Verde River
Irrigation and Power District, Arizona. (Act of June 15, 1938, ch. 453, 52 Stat, 703. )

[Payment in settlement of notes and warrants authorized. ]—The Federal
Emergency Administrator of Public Works is hereby authorized to pay, in full
settlement
fund

of all such

under

holders

of the

Power
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furtherance
period
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district

reclamation
Public

further,
rants,
formed
where
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That
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and war-
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by the original
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Act:

of said notes
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the conto Octo-
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Irrigation
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with

shall consider
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River

by the stid Administrator,

Federal
for

out of any unexpended

Verde

Arizona,

was canceled:

funds

furnished,
also

in m~ing

as a result of the proposed

or warrants

shall

States,

$46,024.41

was authorized

said allotment

project

the United

reclamation

not incurred

said notes

and

in payment

of the Verde

ber 3, 1934, when
of ~e

notes

issued

against

not to exceed

of the Verde

from

struction

claims

his control,

holders,

perand
the

transferees.

(52 Stat. 703)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

h’ot Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Payment of Chims. The Secretary on
January 23, 1939, approved the appointment of a special examining board to exarnine the claims and determine the amounts
to be paid on each cIaim. The board’s
report of April 29, 1939, was approved by

the Federal Emergency Administrator
of
Public Works on June 30. 1939. Nlotment
of funds was made by the Federaf Works
Agency August 2, 1939. MI warrants have
now been paid.
Legislative History. S. 3002, Public Law
637 in the 75th Conqess.
S. Rept. No.
1391. H.R. Rept. No. 2291.
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EXCESS

LANDS,

COLORADO-BIG

THOMPSON

PROJECT

An act providing that excess-land provisions of Federal reclamation laws shall not apply
to certain lands that will receive a supplemental water supply from the Colorado-Big
Thompson project. (Act of June 16, 1938, ch. 485,52 Stat. 764. )
[Excess

land

reclamation
watw
will

supply
receive

laws

waived.

]—The

excess-land

laws shall not be applicable
from

sources

a supplemental

(52 Stat. 764; 43 U.S.C.

other

than

supply

to lands
a Federal

from

provisions
which

now

reclamation

the Colorado-Big

of
have

the

Federal

an irrigation

project
Thompson

and which
project.

~ 386)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Authorization. The Colorado-Big Thompson project was authorized by a finding of
feasitillity by the Se:retary of the Interior,
approved by the President on December 21,
1937, pursuant to section 4 of the Act of
June 25, 1910, and subsection B of section
4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (Fact

Finders’ Act). Both the 1910 and 1924 Acts
appea: he~em in chronological order.
Leglslatlve History. S. 4027, passed in
lieu of H.R. 10713, Public Law 665 in the
75th Congress. H.R. Rept. No. 2620 (on
H.R. 10713). S. Rept. No. 1921 (on S.
4027).
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SALE

OF

SURPLUS

POWER,

UNCOMPAHGRE

VALLEY

PROJECT

An act to authorixe the sale of surplus power developed under the Uncompahgre Valley
reclamation project, Colorado. (Act of June 22, 1938, ch. 577, 52 Stat. 941)
[Sale
ment

or development

of power

Valley

reclamation

velopment
to enter

of power
into

of surplus

is necessary

power

project,

Colorado,

under

said project,

a contract

authorized.

for the irrigation

for

a period

]—Whenever

of lands

under

or an opportunity
the SecretaW
not

exceeding

of tie
forty

a develop-

the Uncompahgre

is afforded
Interior
years

for the deis authorized

for

the sale or

of such contract shall be such
as the said Secretary may deem to be equitable: Provided, That no such contract
shall be made without the approval of the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users’
Association, which, prior to any development of power on said project, shall be
required to contract with the United States to repay the cost thereof, on such
terms and conditions and with such provisions for the disposal of the annual
net power profits as the said Secretary may deem to be equitable, and with or
without interest on the construction cost as the said Secretary may determine:
And provided further, That if the said association is not required to pay interest
on the construction cost of the power plant and power system, the net earnings of
the power plant and system, after the association shall have paid the full cost
thereof, and its project construction charge indebtedness to the United States
shall be payable into the reclamation fund, unless Congress shall hereafter otherwise direct. (52 Stat. 941 )
development

of any surplus

power.

The

provisions

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H.R. 7764. Public

Law 698 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1704. S. Rept. No. 2035.
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[Extracts from] An act authorizing the construction of certain public works on ri}ers
and harbors for flood control, and for other purposes. (Act of June 28, 1938, ch. 795,
52 Stat. 1215)
[See.1. Jurisdiction of Secreta~of
the Army. ]-Hereafter,
Federal investigations and improvements of rivers and other waterways for flood control and
allied purposes shall be under the jurisdiction of and shall be prosecuted by the
War Department under the direction of the Secretary of War and supervision
of the Chief of Engineers. (52 Stat. 1215; Act of August 18, 1941, 55 Stat. 638;
Act of August 4,1954,68 Stat. 668; 33 U.S.C. ~ 701b)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1954 Amendment. Section 7 of the Act
of August 4, 1954, the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Ac!, repealed the
authority formerly contained m this section
and section 2 of the Flood Control Act of
June 22, 1936, of the Secretary of Agriculture over Federal investigations of watersheds and measures for run-off and water
flow retardation and soil erosion prevention
on watersheds. However, similar authority
contained in section 2 of the Flood Control
Sec.

2.

[Acquisition

rights-of-way.

]—Section

by

the

United

.4ct of 1944 was preserved, as well as
emergency authority provided in section 7
of the Flood Control Act of 1938, 52 Stat.
1215, as amended by section 216 of the Act
of May 17, 1950, 64 Stat. 163. Moreover,
the 1954 Act and other Acts provide general
authority for the Secretary of Agriculture
with respect to these matters. The 1954 Act
and extracts from the 1936 and 1944 Acts
appear herein in chronological
order.

Congress),
as heretofore
to all flood control projects,

of title to land,

States

3 of the Act of June

22, 1936

Seventy-fourth

amended

shall apply

except

(Public,

and as herein
as otherwise

easements

and

Numbered

738,

further

modified,

specifically

provided

by law.
That in case of any dam and reservoir project, or channel improvement or
channel rectification project for flood control, herein authorized or heretofore
authorized by the Act of June 22, 1936 (Public, Numbered 738, Seventy-fourth
Congress), as amended, and by the Act of May 15, 1928 (Public, Numbered 391.

Seventieth Congress) as amended by the Act of June 15, 1936 (Public, Numbered 678, Seventy-fourth Congress), as amended, title to all lands, easements,
and rights-of-way for such project shall be acquired by the United States or by
States, political subdivisions thereof or other res~nsible
local agencies and
conveyed to the United States, and provisions (a), (b), and (c) of section 3 of
said Act of June 22, 1936, shall not apply thereto. Notwithstanding any restrictions, limitations, or requirement of prior consent provided by any other Act, the
Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed to acquire in the name of the
United States title to all lands, easements, and rights-of-way necessary for any
dam and reservoir project or channel improvement or channel rectification project for flood control, with funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated or made
available for such projects, and States, pofiticd subdivisions thereof, or other
responsible local agencies, shall be granted and reimbursed, from such funds,
sums equivalent to actual expenditures deemed reasonable by the Secretary of
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War and the Chief of Engineers and made by them in acquiring lands, easements,
and rights-of-way for any darn and reservoir project, or any channel improvement or channel rectification project for flood control heretofore or herein authorized: Prouided, That no reimbursement shall be made for any indirect or
Provided further, That lands, easements and rights-ofspeculative damWes:
way shall include lands on which darns, reservoirs, channel improvements, and
channel rectifications are located; lands or flowage rights in reservoirs and highway, railway, and utility relocation.
Stat. 1415; 33 U.S,C. ~ 701c-1)

(52 Stat. 1215; Act of August 11, 1939, 53

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Seventieth Congress) as amended by the
Act of June 15, 1936 (Public, Numbered
678, Seventy-fourth Congress), as amended, referred to in the text, is an act for the
control of floods on the Mississippi River

Reference in the Text. The Act approved
June 22, 1936 (Public Law, Numbered 738,
Seventy-fourth Congress), referred to in the
text, is the Flood Control Act of 1936. Extracts from the Act, including section 3
referred to, appear herein in chronological

and its tributaries. The Act is codified in
title 33, section 702a, et seq., United States
~ode.

order.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
May 15, 1928 (Public, Numbered
391,

Sec. 3. [Evacuation
of areas to reduce project costs.]—In
any case where
the construction cost of levees or flood walls included in any authorized project
can be substantially reduced by the evacuation of a portion or all of the
area proposed to be protected and by the elimination of that portion or all of the
area from the protection to be afforded by the project, the Chief of Engineers
may modify the plan of said project so as to eliminate said portion or all of the
area: Provided, That a sum not substantially exceeding the amount thus saved
in construction cost may be expended by the Chief of Engineers, or in hls discretion may be transferred to any other appropriate Federal agency for expenditure, toward the evacuation of the locality eliminated from protection
and the rehabilitation of the persons so evacuated: And provided further, That
the Chief of Engineers may, if he so desires, enter into agreement with States,
local agencies, or tie individuals concerned for the accomplishment by them, of
such evacuation and rehabilitation and for their reimbursement from said sum for
expenditures actually incurred by them for this purpose. (52 Stat. 1216; 33
U.S.C. ~ 701i)
Sec. 4. [Projects authorized.]—
*

+

*

*

*

~D RI~R BASIN
[Denisen Reservoir. ]-The
Denisen Reservoir on Red River in Texas and
Oklahoma for flood control and other purposes as described in House Document
Numbered 541, Seventy-Hth Congress, third session, with such modifications
thereof as in the discretion of the Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers
may be advisable, is adopted and authorized at an estimated cost of $54,000,000;
Provided, That in the consideration of benefits in connection with the Denisen
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Reservoir all benefits that can be assigned to the proposed Altus project and other
such projects in Oklahoma shall be reserved for said projects.
[Lugert-Altus
project. ]—The Lugert-Altus Flood Control and Reclamation
Reservoir located on tie North Fork of the Red River in Oklahomaj is hereby
authorized for construction at an estimated cost of $2,497,000, on the following
basis as to a division of the cmt of construction:
(a) The Chief of Engineers shall report to the President on or before November 1, 1938, the value of said Lugert Reservoir as a flood control works, and the
value so reported shall be the maximum amount herein authorized to be appropriated as a charge against any funds appropriated and available for the construction for flood control projects.
(b) The remainder of the estimated cost of such Lugert Reservoir, namely,
the estimated total cost of the reservoir, less the amount reported by the Chief of
Engineers as the value of said reservoir as a flood control project, is also hereby
authorized to be appropriated out of the special fund in the Tremury of the
United States created by the Act of June 17, 1902 (43 U.S.C. 391, 411), and
therein designated “the reclamation fund” for the construction of said Lugert
Reservoir for reclamation and irrigation as reported in Senate Document
Numbered 153, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session, and as further authorized
by the last paragraph on page 37 of Public Act Numbered 497, Seventy-fifth
Congress, third session, providing that the construction of said Lugert Resemoir
and Altus reclamation project shall not be undertaken until the Chief of Engineers and tie Secretary of the Interior join in an agreement as to the division
of cost of the construction of said resemoir as provided herein.
[Jurisdiction
of Oklahoma and Texas. ]—The Government of the United
States acknowledges the right of tie States of Oklahoma and Tex= to continue
to exercise all existing proprietary or other rights of supervision of and jurisdiction over the waters of all tributaries of Red River within their borders above
Denisen Darn site and above said dam, if and when constructed, in the same
manner and to the same extent as is now or may hereafter be provided by the
laws of said States, respectively, and all of said laws as they now exist or as same
may be hereafter amended or enacted and all rights thereunder, including the
rights to impound or authorize the retardation or impounding thereof for flood
control above the said Denisen Dam and to divert the same for municipal purposes, domestic uses, and for irrigation, power generation, and other beneficial
uses, shall be and remain unaffected by or as a result hereof. All such rights
are hereby saved and reserved for and to the said States and the people and the
municipalities thereof, and the impounding of any such waters for any and all
beneficial uses by said States or under their authority may be as freely done
after tie passage hereof as the same may now be done. (52 Stat. 1219)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
324, which is an appropriation for the Bureau of Reclamation for the conduct of in497, SevenV-fifth Congress, third s~ssiOn, vestigations, including investigations in the
so-called “Dust Bowl”, in cooperation with
referred to in the text, is an Item m the
the Corps of Engineers, the Farm Security
1939 Interior Department
Appropriation
Administration and other Federal agencies,
Act, approved May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 291,
R~ference in *he Text. The last paragraph on page 37 of Public Act Numbered
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of irrigation, flood control and resettlement
possibilities of proposed projects, and specifically appropriates $25,000 for the investigation of the Mtus project, Oklahoma.
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Act of May 16, 1947, 61 Stat. 99, provides
that the Lugert-Altus
irrigation project,
Oklahoma,. shall be known as the W. C.
Austin proJect. The 1947 Act appears herein
in chronological order.
RIVER BASIN

The general comprehensive
plan for flood control,
navigation, and other purposes in the Willamette River Basin as set forth in House Document Numbered
544, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session, is approved and for the initiation and
partial accomplishment of the plan recommended for initial development in said
document there is hereby authorized $11,300,000;
the resemoirs and related
works to be selected and approved by the Chief of Engineers. (52 Stat. 1222)

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts from section 4
shown here are not codified in the U.S.
Code.
Subsequent Modifimtions
and Authorizations. Subsequent statutory modifications
and authorizations relating to the Willarnette River Basin are found in the following Acts: Fled Control Act of 1941, enacted August 18, 1941, 55 Stat. 638; Flood
Control Act of 1944, enacted December
22, 1944, 58 Stat. 887; Flood Control Act
of 1946, enacted July 24, 1946, 60 Stat.
641; Flood Control Act of 1950, enacted
May 17, 1950, 64 Stat. 168; Flood, Control

267-067-72--~f)l.

1---

42

Act of 1954, enacted September 3, 1954, 68
Stat. 1256; Flood Control Act of 1958,
enacted July 3, 1958, 72 Stat. 300; Flood
Control Act of 1960, enacted July 14, 1960,
74 Stat. 480; Flood Control Act of 1962,
enacted October 23, 1962, 76 Stat. 1173;
and the Act Authorizing Additional Appropriations for the Prosecution of Comprehensive Plans for Certain River Basinsj
enacted December 30, 1963, 77 Stat. 841.
Legislative History. H.R. 10618, Public
Law 761 in the 75th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2353. S. Rept. No. 1868. H.R. Rept.
No. 2746 (conference report).
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[Extract frosn] An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fisc~ year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to provide
supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30,
1940, and for other purposes. (Act of May 2, 1939, ch. 107,53 Stat. 626. )
*
+
*
+
*
BUREAUOF RECLA~lATION,GENERALFUND,CONSTRUCTION
[Parker Dam power project. ]—Parker Dam power project, Arizona: For
continuation of construction of the Parker power plant, transmission lines, substations, and appurtenant works, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, $4,000,000, from the
general fund of the TreasuT, to be repaid from net revenues received under contracts made pursuant to the authority of the Act of Au~st 30, 1935 (49 Stat.
1039). (53 Stat. 633)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1039 ), referred
to in the text. is the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1935. S&ction 2 of the Act authorized
construction of the Parker Dam. Section 2
has been extracted from the Act and appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Parker-Davis Project.
The Act of May 28, 1954, 68 Stat. 143, au-

thorized the Parker Dam power project and
the Davis Dam project to be consolidated
and administered as a single project to be
known
as
the
Parker-Davis
project,
Arizona-California-Nevada.
The Act appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 5219, Public
Law 61 in tie 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 260. S. Rept. No. 257, H.R. Rept, No.
510 (conference report).
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. (Act of May 10, 1939,
ch. 119, 53 Stat. 685)

BUWAU

*

OF ~CLAMATION

.x.

%

%-

.x.

[Kendrick
project—Power
revenues. ]—Kendrick
project, Wyoming:
Not
to exceed $100,000 from the power revenues shall be available during the fiscal
year
1940, for the operation
and maintenance
of the power system;
(53
Stat. 715)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
nual Interior Department
Appropriation
Act through the Act of October 12, 1949,
63 Stat. 781,

Provision Re~eated. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation
and maintenance purposes of the Kendrick
project is contained in each subsequent an-

*
[ Minidoka

project—Power

*

*

*

*

revenues. ]—R~$~aZed.
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Provision Repealed. The Act of May 31,
1962, authorizing the execution of amendatory contracts between the United States
and ( 1) the Burley Irrigation District, and
(2) the Minidoka Irrigation District, repealed the proviso contained in this Act
which read as follows: “That expenditures
from this or any other appropriation for the
installation of an additional unit in the
Minidoka power plant shall be reimbursed
wholly from power revenues derived from

operation of said unit and after such reimbursement said. revenues shall be the property of the United States.” (53 Stat. 716)
In regard to another proviso relating to the
Minidoka project repealed by the 1962 Act,
see the explanatory note following the item
relating to the Minidoka project in the Act
of March 7, 1928. Both the 1928 and the
1962 Acts appear herein in chronological
order.

[Boulder Canyon ~roject—~]aymen~
to Bo~lder C~y School District.]—
Boulder Canyon project:
. . . there shall also be available from power and
other revenues not to exceed $550,000 for operation and maintenance of the
Boulder Canyon Dam, power plant, and other facilities, including payment to
the Boulder City School District, as reimbursement for instmction during the
1938–1939 and 1939–1940 school years in the schools operated by said district
of each pupil who is a dependent of any employee of the United States living
in or in the immediate vicinity of Boulder City, in the sum of $45 per semester
per pupil in average daily attendance at said schools, payable after the term of
instruction in any semester has been comple~d,
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and in addition thereto the sum of
$25,000 shall be available from such revenues for the construction of sch~l
buildings;

. . . (53 Stat. 718)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
Provision Repeated. The same authorization for payments to the Boulder City
School District is contained in each subsequent annual Interior Department Appropriation Act through the Act of July 1,
1946, 60 Stat, 368, with the following
modifications:
the Act of July 2, 1942, 56
Stat. 535, but no other act extends the
per capita payment to dependents of em-

ployees “of defense plant corporation or a
defense plant operated by or for the account
of said corporation” ; and the Act of July 1,
1946, 60 Stat. 368, makes the appropriation
from the Colorado River dam fund. Additional payments for school buildings or
equipment are authorized in the Act of
June 18, 1940,54 Stat. 437, and the Act of
June 28, 1941,55 Stat. 335.

GENERAL FU ND, CONSTRUCTION

Ford Dam—Costs
not reimbursable under
[Pine River project —Marshall
reclamation
law. ] —For continuation of construction of the following projects . . . in not to exceed the following amounts, respectively, . . . to be reimbursable (except as to the Pine River project, Colorado, and the Colorado
River project, Texas) under the reclamation law:
+
+
*
+
*
Pine River project, Colorado, $1,000,000;
Colorado River project, Texas, $5,000,000, together with the unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $2,030,000 under this head in the Interior Deof
partment Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939: Provided, That the Secreta~
the Interior
by contracts
entered into pursuant
to the authority
of the Act of
August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 844, 850), shall require reimbursement of expenditures
for construction of Marshall Ford Dam, to the extent and in the manner determined by him; (53 Stat. 719)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Provision Repeated—Pine River project.
A similar reference to the Pine River project
is contained in the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, 1941, Act of June 18.
1940, 54 Stat. 438.
Provision
Repeated—Marshall
Ford
Dam. A similar provision relating to reimbursement contracts for Marshall Ford
Dam is contained in the Interior Department .4ppropriation Act, 1941, Act of June
18, 1940, 54 Stat. 438. A brief reference to

the exemption of the Colorado River project from the reimbursability requirements
of reclamation law also is contained in the
earlier Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1939, Act of May 9, 1938,52 Stat. 324.
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
August 26, 1937, referred to in the text,
is the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1937. Section 3 of the Act, relating to Marshall Ford
Dam, appears herein in chronological order.

WATER CON SERVATION AND UTILITY PROJECTS

For construction, in addition to labor and materials to be supplied by the
Works Progress Administration, of water conservation and utilization projects,
including acquisition of water rights, rights-of-way, and other interests in land,
in the Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States, to be
immediately available, $5,000,000, to be allocated by the President, in such
amounts as he deems necessa~, to such Federal Departments> establishmen@) and
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other agencies as he may designate, and to be reimbursed to the United States by
the water users on such projects in not to exceed forty annual instalhnents:
Pronided, That expenditures from Works Progress Administration funds shall be
subject to such provisions with respect to reimbursability as the President may
determine. (53 Stat. 719)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Supplementary Provision: Water Conservation and Utilization Act. The Act of
August 11, 1939, as amended, provides
broadened authority for an extended program of construction and operation of water conservation and utilization projects.
The act appears herein in chronological
order.
Popular Names. The above authority in
the appropriation act of May 10, 1939, is
variously referred to as the Water Conservation and Utilization A~t, the 1940 water
conservation appropriation, or the Great
Plains projects program. The Act of August
11, 1939, as amended, is variously referred
to as the Case-Wheeler Act, the WheelerCase Act, or the Water Conservation and
Utilization Act. Projects constructed under
both authorities are generally called water
conservation and utilization projects and
are considered to be part of the same
program.
Cross Reference, Water Facilities Act.

The Act of August 28, 1937, 50 Stat. 869,
popularly known as the Water Facilities Act,
authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to
construct or to assist in the construction of
facilities for water storage and utilization
in arid and semiarid areas of the United
States. The Act of August 17, 1954, 68
Stat. 734, terminated the construction phase
of the program, expanded the purposes to
include land consewation and improvement
projects, authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to make loans and to insure loans
for purposes of the Act, and extended the
coverage of the program to all of the States
and Territories. This authority in turn wm
repesded and replaced by Title III of the
Act of August 8, 1961, Public Law 87-128,
75 Stat. 294, 307, 7 U.S.C. $3 1921–91.
Extracts from this title, which may be cited
separately as the Consolidated
Farmers
Home Administration Act of 1961, appear
herein in chronological order.

Sec. 5. [Short title. ]—This Act may be cited as the “Interior
Appropriation Act, 194U’. (53 Stat. 738)

Department

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in theU.S. Code.

Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts
appear hmein only in the act in which first

used.

Legislative History. H.R. 4852, Public
Law No:.6&,.76th Congress. H.R. Rept. No.
161. S. Rept. No. 282. H.R. Rept. No. 497
(conference report).
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An act giving the consent and approval of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938. (Act of May 31, 1939, ch. 155, 53
Stat. 785 )

[Consent of Congress granted. ]—The consent and approval of Congress is
hereby given to the compact signed by the commissioners for the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas at Santa Fe, New Mexico on March 18, 1938, and
thereafter approved by the legislatures of the States of Colorado, New Mexico,
and Texas, which compact reads as follows:
RIO GMNDE

GOMPACT

The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of present and future controversy among these States
and between citizens of one of these States and citizens of another State with
respect to the use of ~he waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas,
and being moved by considerations of interstate comity, and for the purpose of
effecting an quitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude
a Compxt
for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end, through their
respective Governors, have named as their respective Commissioners:
For the State of Colorado—M.
C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico—Thomas
M. McClure
For the State of Texas—Frank B. Clayton
who, after negotiations participated in by S. O. Harper, appointed by the President as the representative of the United States of America, have agreed upon the
following articles to-wit:
~TICLE I
(a)’ The “State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of Texas, and
the United States of America, are ‘hereinafter designated “Colorado,”
“New
Mexico,” “ Texas~’ and the “United States,” respectively.
(b) “The Commission” means the agency created by this Compact for the
administration thereof.
(c) The term “Rio Grande Basin” means all of the territory drained by the
Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado, in New Mexico, and in Tex= above
Fort Quitman, including the Closed Basin in Colorado.
(d) The “Closed Basin” means that part of the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado
where the streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and adjacent territory, and do
not normally contribute to the flow of the Rio Grande.
(e) The term “tributa~”
means any stream which naturally contributes to
the flow of the Rio Grande.
(f) “Transmountain
Diversion” is water imported into the drainage basin of
the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of the Rio Grande Bmin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.
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(g) “Annual Debits” are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any
calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
(h) “Annual Credi~” are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year exceed scheduled deliveries.
(i) “Accmed Debits” are the amounts by which the sum of all annual debits
exceeds the sum of all annual credits over any common period of time.
(j) “Accrued Credits” are the amounts by which the sum of all annual credits
exceeds tie sum of all annual debits over any common period of time.
(k) “Project Storage” is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte Reservoir
and all other reservoirs actually available for the storage of usable water below
Elephant Butte and above the first diversion to lands of the Rio Grande Project,
but not more than a total of 2,638,860 acre-feet.
(1) “Usable Water” is all water, exclusive of credit water, which is in project
storage and which is available for rele~e in accordance with irrigation demands,
including deliveries to Mexico.
(m) “Credit Water” is fiat amount of water in project storage which is equal
to the accmed credit of Colomdo, or New Mexico, or both.
(n) “Unfilled Capacity” is the difference between the total physical capacity
of project storage and the amount of usable water then in storage.
(o) “Actual Release” is the amount of usable water released in any calendar
year from the lowest reservoir comprising project storage.
(p) “Actual Spill” is all water which is actually spilled from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, or is released therefrom for flood control, in excess of the current demand on project storage and which does not become usable water by storage in
another reservoir; provided, fiat actual spill of usable water cannot occur until
all credit water shall have been spilled.
(q) “Hypothetical Spill” is the time in any year at which usable water would
have spilled from project storage if 790,000 acre-feet had been released therefrom
at rates proportional to the actual release in every year from the starting date
to the end of the year in which hypothetical spill occurs; in computing hypwhetical spill the initial condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage
at the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this Compact,
and thereafter the initial condition shall be tie amount of usable water in project
storage at the beginning of the calendar year following each actual spill.
,.

The Commission shall cause to be maintained and operated a stream ga~ng
station equipped with an automatic water stage recorder at each of the following
points, to wit:
(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal-points of diversion
to the San Luis Valley;
(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote;
(c) On the Los Pines River near Ortiz;
(d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
(e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces;
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the Rio Grande near Lobatos;
the Rio Charna below El Vado Reservoir;
the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
the Rio Grande at San Martial;
the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir;
the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.

Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated below any other
reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as may be necessary for
the securing of records required for the carrying out of the Compact; and automatic water stage recorders shall be maintained and operated on each of the
reservoirs mentioned, and on all others constructed after 1929.
Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained, and operated by the Commission directiy or in cooperation with an appropriate Federal or State agency,
and the equipment, method and frequency of memurement at such stitions shall
be such as to produce reliable records at all times.
ARTICLE III

The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in tie Rio Grande at the ColoradoNew Mexico State Line, measured at or near Lobatos, in each calendar year,
shall be ten thousand acre feet less than tie sum of those quantities set forth in the
two following tabulations of relationship, which correspond to the quantities at
the upper index stations:
Discharge

of Conejos River

[Quantlnes in thou~n~
Conejos index
supply ( 1) :

100
150
200
250
300
350
400

Conejos River
at hfouths (2)

-----------------------o
________________________20
------------------------45
------------------------ 75
________________________109
________________________147
________________________18a

Intermediate quantities shaR be comput~

of acrefeet ]

Conejos index
Conejos River
supply ( 1) —Con.
at Mouths (2)
45o ________________________
232

500
550
600
650
700

------------------------27a
-----------------------326
-----------------------376
________________________
426
-----------------------476

by proportional parts.

(1) Conejos Index Supply isthenatural flowof Conejm River at fie U.S.G.S.
gaging station near Mogote during the calendar year, plus the natural flow of
Los Pines River at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Ortiz and the natural flow
of San Antonio

River at the U. S.G.S. gaging station at Ortiz, boti

months of April to October, inclusive.

during the
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(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches of
this river at the U. S.G.S. gaging stations near Los Sauces during the calendar
vear.
Discharge of Rio Grande exclusive
[Qumtities

of Conejos River

in thousands of acre-feet]

Rio Gmude at LObatos
Rio ~~~~~n~~s=~~atos
Rio Grande at
at
less COnejosat
Del Norte (3 )—con.
}fOUthS(4)
Del Norte (3):
Mouths (4)
750 -----------------------229
———--—-—
—---—--- 60
200 -———---—
65
800 ________________________257
250 ----——--—-———-—————————850 ------------------------292
75
300
86
900 ------------------------335
350
950 -----------------------380
400
1?:
1,000----------------------430
450
127
1,100-----------------------540
-----------500 -——--—----- —
1,200_______________________640
——
-—---—-- .-—550 --- —-——-—-—
1,300-----------------------740
;&
600
182
1,400-----------------------840
650
700
204

Rio Grmde

Intermediate quantities sh~

be computed by proportional parts.

(3) Rio Grandeat Del Norteis the recorded flow of the Rio Grande atthe
U. S.G.S. gaging station near .Del Norte during the calendar year (measured
above all principal points of diversion to San Luis Valley) corrected for the operation of rwervoirs constructed after 1937.
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total flow of the Rio
Grande at the U. S.G.S. gaging stations near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River at its Mouths, during the calendar year.
The application of those schedules shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter
set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) anychangeinlocationof gaging stations; (b) any new or increased depletion of the run-off above
.inflo.w index :gaging.. stations; and (c) any. transmountain diversions into the
drainagebasinof
theRioGrandeabove
Lobatos.
In’theeventany
works preconstructed after1937forthe
purposeofdelivenng
water into the Rio Grandefrom
the ClosedBasin, Coloradoshrdl notbecredited
with the amount of such water delivered, unless the proportion of sodium ions
shall be less than forty-five percent of the total positive ions in that water when
the total dissolved solids in such water exceeds three hundred fifty parts per
million.

The obligation of New Mexico to defiver water in the Rio Grande at San
Marcial, during each calendar year, exclusive of the months of July, August, and
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September, shall be that quantity set forth in the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the quantity at the upper index stition:
Discharge

of Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and at San Martial
and September

exclusive

of July, August,

[Quantities in thousands of acre-feet]
Otowi index
supply (5) :

San Nlarcial index
SUpP1y(6)

100 -------------------Q
200 -------------------300 -------------------- 1::
400 ____________________ 219
500 -------------------- 300
383
600 —---——---——--————--—
469
_____
700 _——--—---_—————
557
800 —-__-_____—— ________
648
900 —-—--—-—----——---———
1,000 ——-----—-———-—--———— 742
839
1,100 —-_——-__-____———____
1,200 ——-—--——--—----—-——- 939

Otowiindex
San l~artial index
supply (5)—Con.
5uPPlY (6)
1,300 -------------------1,042

1;148
—-- —
-----------1,400 ———_
------- --—- 1.257
1,500 —-—---—-—
1; 370
1,600 _———___--_——-————___
1,489
1,700
1,608
1; 800
1,730
1,900
1,856
_——---_—
-----------2,000
——
—--—1.985
2, 100 ---- —---———--—
2,200

-——-—-———-—-—
—-——
--— 2; 117

2,300

2,253

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.

(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at
the U. S.G.S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso
(formerly
station near Buckman) during thecalendar year, exclusive of the flow. during the
months of July, August, and September, corrected for the operation .of reservoirs
constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos
and Otowi Bridge.
(6) San Martial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at
the gaging station at San Martial during the calendar year exclusive of the
flow during the months of July, August, and September.
The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change
in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico at any
time of the year of the natural run-off at Otowi Bridge; (c) depletion of the
run-off during July,August, and September of tributmies between Otowi Bridge
and San Martial, by works constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmountain
diversions into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Martial.
Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the Rio Grande at San
Martial, near San Acacia, and of the release from Elephant. Butte Reservoir,
to the end that the records at these three stations may be correlated.
=TICLE’

V

If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and determination of the
Commission hat because of changed physical conditions, or for any other
reason, reliable records are not obtainable or cannot be obtained, at any of the
stream-gaging stations herein referred to, such stations may, with the unanimous
approval of the Commission, be abandoned, and with such approval another
station, or other stations, shall be established and new measurements shall be
substituted which, in the unanimous opinion of the Commission, will result in
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substantially the same results, so far as the righ~ and obligations to deliver water
are concerned, az would have existed if such substitution of stations and measurements had not been so made.
ARTICLEVI
Commencing with the year following the effective date of this Compact, all
credits and debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be computed for each
calendar year; provided, that in a year of actual spill no annual credits nor
annual debits shall be computed for that year.
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit shall exceed 100,000
acre-feet, except as either or both may be caused by hold-over storage of water
in reservoirs constructed after 1937 in the drainaee basin of the Rio Grande
above Lobatos. Within the physical limitations of storage capacity in such
reservoirs, Colorado shall retain water in storage at all times to the extent of
its accrued debit.
In the case of New Mexico. the accrued debit shall not exceed 200,000
acre-feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused by hold-over storage
of water in reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio
Grande between Lobatos and San Martial. Within the physical imitations of
storage capacity in such reservoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in storage
at all times to the extent of its accrued debit. In computing the maWitude of
accrued credits or debits, New Mexico shall not be charged with any greater
debit in any one year than the sum of 150,000 acre-feet and all gains in the
quantity of water in storage in such year.
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release from storage
of any amount of water which is then being held in storage by reason of accrued
debits of Colorado or New Mexico; provided, that such water shall be replaced
at the first opportunity thereafter,,
In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of Colorado
or New Mexico, my annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken
as equal to that amount. ”
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the accrued credits of Colorado, or
New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be reduced in proportion to their respective credits by the amount of such actual spill; provided,
that the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to be increased by the aggregate
gain in the amount of water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in reservoirs
above San Martial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Commissioners for the States having accrued credits authorize the releme of part, or
all, of such credits in advance of spill, the amount so released shall be deemd
to constitute actual spill.
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable Waterj or, at the time of
hypothetical. spill thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or
both, at the beginning of the year shall be cancelled.
In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado” and New
Mexico exceeds +e minimum l~nfilled capacity of project storage, such debits
sha~ be reduced propbrtibnally to “’an-ag~eg~t~ mount
equal to “such minimum
:.,
.
.. ....
., ...
.: .,:
tifilled capacity.
~~
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To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs between San
Martial and Courchesne, and to tie extent that accrued debhs are impounded
in reservoirs above San Martial, such credits and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for evaporation losses in the proportion that such credits
or debits bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the year.

ARTICLEVII
Nreither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of water in
storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever there is less than 400,000
acre-feet of usable water in project storage; provided, that if the actual releases
of usable water from the beginning of the calendar year following the effective
date of this Compact, or from the beginning of the calendar year following
actual spill, have aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acre-feet per
annum, the time at which such minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted to
compensate for the difference between the total actual release and releases at
such average rate; provided, further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or both,
may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texm may accept such relinquished water, and in such event the state, or states, so relinquishing shall
be entitled to store water in tie amount of the water so relinquished.
ARTICLE VIII

During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for Texas may
demand of Colorado and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New Mexico
may demand of Colorado, the release of water from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of the accrued debits of Colorado and New
Mexico, respectively, and such releases shall be made by each at the greatest
rate practicable under the conditions then prevailing, and in production to the
total debit of each, and in amounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficient
to bring the quantity of usable water in project storage to 600,000 acre-feet
by March first and to maintain this quantity in storage until April thirtieti,
to the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre-feet may be made from project
storage in that year.
ARTICLEIX
Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United States or the
State of New Mexico decides to construct the necessary works for diverting
the waters of the San Juan River, or any of its tributaries, into the Rlo Grande,
Colorado hereby consents to the construction of said works and the diversion
of waters from the San Juan River, or the tributaries thereof, into the Rlo
Grande in New Mexico, provided the present and prospective uses of water in
Colorado by other diversions from the San Juan River, or itx tributaries, are
protected.
MTICLE X
In the event water from another drainage bmin shall be importeci into the
Rio Grande Basin by the United States or Colorado or New Mexico, or any of
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~hem jointly, tie State having the right to the use of such water shall be given
proper credit therefor in the application of the schedules.
ARTICLE XI

New Mexico and Texas agree that upon tie effective date of this Compact
all controversies between said States relative to the quantity or quality of the
water of the Rio Grande are composed and settled; “however, n~thin~ herein
shall be interpreted to prevent recourse by a signatoq state to the Supreme
Court of the United States for redress should the character or quality of the
water, at the point of delivery, be changed hereafter by one signatory state to the
injury of another. Nothing herein shall be construed as an admission by any
Signatovstatethattheuse of w~ater
forirrigation
causesincrease of salinity for
which the user is responsible in law.
ARTICLE XII

To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall be constituted a
Commission composed of one representative from each state, to be known as the
Rio Grande Compact Commission. The State Engineer of Colorado shall be ex
officio the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer of New Mexico shall be ex officio the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner
for New Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas shall be
appointed by the Governor of Texas. The President of the United States shall be
requested to designate.a representative of the United States to sit with such Commission, and such representative of the United States, if so designated by the
President shall act as Chairman of the Commission without vote.
The salaries and personal e~(penses of the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners for the three States shall be paid by their respective States, and all other
expenses incident to the administration of this Compact, not borne by the United
States, shall be borne equally by the three States.
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically conferred upon
such Commission, and the members thereof, the jurisdiction of such Commission
shall extend only to the collection, correlation, and presentation of factual data
and the maintenance of records having a bearing upon the administration of this
Compact, and, by unanimous action, to the making of recommendations to the
respective States upon matters connected with the administration of this Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ such engineering
and clerical aid as may be reasonably necessa~ within the limits of funds
provided for that purpose by the respective States. Annual reports compiled
for each calendar year shall be made by tie Commission and transmitted
to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March first following the
year covered by the report. The Commission may, by unanimous action, adopt
rules and regulations consistent with the provisions of tiis Compact to govern
their proceedings.
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any court or tribunal which may be called UPOI1to inte~ret

or enforce this Compact.
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of every five-year period

after the effective

date of this

Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous consent, retiew my provisions
hereof which are not substantive in character and which do not affect the basic
principles upon which the Compact is founded, and shall meet for the consideration of such questions on the request of any member of the Commission; provided, however, that the provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect
until changed and amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous
action of the Commissioners and until any changes in this Compact are ratified
by the legislatures of the respective states and consented to by the Congress, in
the same manner as this Compact is required to be ratified to become effective.
ARTICLE XIV

The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water herein allocated
shall never be increased nor diminished by reason of any increases or diminution
in the defivery or loss of water to Mexico.
AR~CLE

XV

The physical and other conditions characteristic of the Rio Grande and
peculiar to the territory drained and served thereby, and to the development
thereof, have actuated this Compact and none of the signatory states admits
that any provisions herein contained establishes any general principle or precedent applicable

to other interstate streams.
ARTICLE xVI

Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obligations of the
United Stites of America to Mexico under existing treaties or to the Indian
tribes, or as impairing the rights of the Indian tribes.
ARTICLE XVn

This Compact

shall become effective when ratified by the legislatures of each

of the signatory States and consented to by the Congress of the United Stites.
Notice of ratification shall be given by the Governor of each State to the Governors of the other States and to the President of the United Shtes, and the President of the United States is requested to give notice to the Governors of each
of the signato~ States of the consent of the Congress of the United States.
IN WmNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed Wis Compact in quadruplicate original, one of which shall be deposited in tie archives of the Department of State of the United States of America and shall be deemed the authoritative original, and of which a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signato~

Stites.
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Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Metico, on the 18th day
of March, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand
Nine Hundred and
Thirty-eight.
M. C. HINDER~IDER,
THOMAS M. MCCLURE,
FRANK B. CLAYTON.
Approved:
S. 0, HA~P~R.
EXPLANATORY
Noms
Not Codified.
the U.S. Code.

This Act is not codified

in

Consent to Negotiate Compact. The Act
of March 2, 1929, 45 Stat. 1502, granted
the consent of Congress to the negotiation
of a compact between the States of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas with respect
to the waters of the Rio Grande River.
Gross Reference, Temporary Rio Grande
Compact. The Act of June 17, 1930, 46
Stat. 767, granted the consent of Congress

to a temporary compact between the States
of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas with
respect to the waters of the Rio Grande
River above Fort Quitman, Texas. The 1930
Act, including the text of the temporary
compact, appears herein in chronolo.gic~
order.
Legislative History. H.R. 4997, Public
Law 96 in the 76th Congress. H,R. Rept.
No. 525. S. Rept. No. 445.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Rio Grande Project 1
United States as party 2

pounds,
243 F. 2d 927 (5th Cir. 1957),
cert. denied 355 U.S. 820 ( 1957).

1. Rio Grande project
An analysis of the R1o Grande Compact
shows convincingly that the water of the
river belonging to Texas is definitely committed to the service of tie RIo Grande

2. United States as party
A complaint by Texas against New Mexico involving the Rio Grande was dismissed
because of the absence of the United States
as an indispensable party. Texas v. New
Mexico,
352 U.S. 991 (1957) (memoran-

reclamation proj~( :. El Paso County Water
Improvement
Dtsi ict No. 1, 133 F. Supp.
955 ), afirmed on other
894, 907 (W.D.

dum).
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An act to authorize further relief to water users on United States reclamation projects and
on Indian reclamation projects. (Act of May 31, 1939, ch. 156,53 Stat. 792)

[Sec. 1. Secretary of Interior authorized to determine if project unable to
pay 1938 charge+Extension
of time for payment—Charges
so extended to be
paid as Secretary determines. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to determine as to each United States and Indian reclamation
project whether any of the water users’ organizations or water users, as the case
maY be, owing construction charges to the United States on each such project
are unable, due to partial crop failure attributable to a water shortage or due to
other causes beyond the control of the water users, to pay without great hardship
or undue burden the full amount of the construction charges due and payable for
the calendar year 1938 and of any unpaid construction charges required to be
paid as a condition precedent to delivery of water in 1939. Said Secretary shall
base his determinations on such data furnished by water users’ organizations and
water users and on such investigations and reports by the Bureau of Reclamation
and the Office of Indian Affairs as he deems necessary. As to any such water
users’ organization or water user who according to the said Secretary’s determination is unable to pay in full the construction charges due and payable for the
calendar year 1938 and any unpaid construction charges required to be paid as
a condition precedent to delivery of water in 1939, said Secretary is hereby authorized to grant an extension of time for the payment of such proportion of said
charges as in his judgment in each case is just and equitable: Provided, That said
Secretary may make any extension granted pursuant to the authority of this Act
subject to such conditions as in his judgment are desirable in the interest of the
United States. The charges so extended shall be paid at such time or times as
the said Secretary may determine. (53 Stat. 792 )
Sec. 2. [Definitions.] -As
used in this Act the term “United States reclamation project” shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United States,
or in connection

with which there has been executed a repayment contract with

the United States, pursuant to the Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat.
388 ), or any Act amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto; the term “Indian
reclamation project” shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United
States under the direction of the Office of Indian Affairs, or in connection with
which there has been executed a repayment contract with the LTnited States,
pursuant to Acts of Congress relating to Indian reclamation projects; and the
term “construction charges” shall mean the installments on the principal obligations due each year to the United States under water-right applications, repaYment contracts, orders of the Secretary of the Interior, or other forms of obligations entered into pursuant to said Federal reclamation laws, or Acts of Congress
relating to Indian reclamation projecfi. (53 Stat. 793)
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NOTES
EXPLANATORY
l~ot Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Extension of Aufiority.
The Secretary’s
authority under this Act was extended by
section 17 of the Reclamation Project Act

of 1939, as explained in the notes thereunder.
Legislative History. H.R. 5076, Public
Law 97 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 362. S. Rept. No. 451.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Proiect covered
There is authority under this Act for the
Secretary to grant extensions of time for
the payment of construction charges of the

f67–067—72—vol.

I—43

Milk River project, Montana, which are
not yet due and Dayable, Memorandum of
Bureau of Reclamation,
April 30, 1942,
approved June 4, 1942.
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An act to provide a feasible and comprehensive plan for the variable payment of construction charges on United States reclamation projects, to protect the investment of the
United States in such projects, and for other purposes. (Act of August 4, 1939, ch.418,
53 Stat. 1187)

[Sec. 1. Repayment problems— Variable payments of construction charges—
Revision of obligation to pay construction charges. ]—For the purpose of providing for United States reclamation projects a feasible and comprehensive plan
for an economical and equitable treatment of repayment problems and for
variable payments of construction charges which can be met regularly and fully
from year to year during periods of decline in agricultural income and unsatisfactory conditions of agriculture as well as during periods of prosperity and good
prices for agricdtural products, and which will protect adequately the financial
interest of the United States in said projeets, obligations to pay construction
charges may be revised or undertden
pursuant to tie provisions of this Act.
(53 Stat. 1187; 43 U.S.C. ~ 485)

1. Purpose

A principal purpose of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 was to place water
users repa~ent on a basis of payment

ability rather than to burden them with all
costs. Solicitor Bar~ Opinion, 68 I.D. 305,
310 ( 1961), in re Columbia Basin repayment problems.

Sec. 2. [Definitions of terminology employed. ]—As used in this Act—
(a) The term “Federal reclamation laws” shall mean the Act of June 17, 1902
(32 Stat. 388), and all Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto.
(b) The term “Secretary” shall mean the Secretary of the Interior.
shall mean any reclamation or irrigation project,
(c) The term “project”
including incidental features thereof, authorized by the Federal reclamation
laws, or constructed by the United States pursuant to said laws, or in connection
with which there is a repayment contract executed by the United States, pursuant
to said laws, or any project constructed or operated and maintained by the
Secret~
through the Bureau of Reclamation for the reclamation of arid lands
or other purposes.
(d) The term “construction charges” shall mean the amounts of principal
obligations payable to the United States under water-right applications, repayment contracts, orders of the Secreta~, or other forms of obligation entered into
pursuant to the Federal reclamation laws, excepting amounts payable for water
rental or power charges, opemtion and maintenance and ofier yearly service
charges, and excepting also ~Y o~er operation and mainten~ce,
interest> Or
other charges which are not covered into the principal sums of the construction
accounts of the Bureau of Reclamation:
(e) The term “repayment contract” shall mean any contract providing for
payment of construction charges to the United States.
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(f) The term “project contract unit” shall mean a projector any substantial
area of a project which is covered or is proposed to be covered by a repayment
contract. On any project where two or more repayment contracts in part cover
the same area and in part different areas, the area covered by each such repayment contract shall be a separate project contract unit. On any project where
there are either two or more repayment contracts on a single project contract
unit or two or more project contract units, the repayment contract or project
contract units may be merged by agreements in form satisfactory to the Secretary.
shall mean any conservancy district, irrigation
(g) The term “organization”
district, water users’ association, or other organization, which is organized under
State law and which has capacj.ty to enter into contracts with the United States
pursuant to the Federal reclamation laws.
(h) The term “division of a project” shall mean any part of a project designated as a division by order of the Secretary or any phase or feature of project
operations given a separate designation as a division by order of the Secretary
for the purposes of orderly and efficient administration.
(i) The term “development unit” shall mean a part of a project which, for
purposes of orderly engineering or reclamation development, is designated as a
development unit by order of the Secretary.
(j) The term “irrigation block’ shall mean an area of arid or semiarid lands
in a project in which, in the judgment of the Secretary, the irrigable lands should
be reclaimed and put under irrigation at substantially the same time, and which
is designated as an irrigation block by order of the Secretary. (53 Stat. 1187; Act
of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 543; 43 U.S.C. $ 485a)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1958 Amendment. Section 3 of the Act
of August 8, 1958, repealed subsection (h)
of section 2 and relettered the subsections
following accordingly. The repealed subsection read as follows: “(h) The term
‘annual returns’ shall mean the amount of
the annual gros~ crop ret.ur~sper acre of
the area in cultivation wlthm the project
contract unit involved; and the term ‘normal
returns’for any year shall mean the weighted
average of the annual returns of those ten

years, of the thirteen-year period covering
said year and the twelve years preceding it,
in which the annual returns are the highest.”
These definitions relate to the “normal and
percentage plan” of repayment which had
been authorized by section 4. Inasmuch as
the 1958 Act also repealed section 4, the
need for these definitions was eliminated.
In place of the “normal and percentage
plan,” the 1958 Act provided for a variable
repayment plan.

NOTESOF OPINIONS
Organization
Project 1

2

1. Project
The definition of the term “project” in
section 2 of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939 includes projects not under the reclamation laws that are constructed or operated
and maintained by the Secretary of the Interior throu~h ~he Bureau of Reclamation
for other agencies, such as the Lower Two
Medicine Dam on the Blackfeet Indian Irrigation project. Consequently, the provisions of section 12 of the Act authorize the

inclusion . of
. the usual contingency-uponaPProPrlatiOns clause m the construction
contract. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan, October 6, 1966.

‘2. Organization
The reasoning of the Solicitor’s memorandum opinion, M-28 771 (October
10,
1936 ), in re the Public Irrigation District
for the Pine River Projec~, Colorado, that
the term “irrigation district”, as used in
section 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act,
means that an organization must have the
power of taxation in order to enter into a
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Projects Act. Memorandum
of Ass?ciate
Solicitor Hogan., August 17, 1964, m re
Louden
Irrigating Canal and Reservoir
Company.

Sec. 3. [Secretary authorized to amend contracts for repayment of corrstruction charges—?eriod
of repayment not to exceed forty years from date
when first installment was due. ] —In connection with any repayment contract
or other form of obligation, existing on the date of this Act: to pay construction
charges, providing for repayment on the basis of a definite period, the Secretary
is hereby authorized, upon request by the water users involved or their duly
authorized representatives for amendment under this section of said contract or
other form of obligation, and if in the Secretary’s judgment such amendment is
both practicable and in l<eeping with the general purpose of this Act, to amend
said contract or other form of obligation so as to provide that the construction
charges remaining unaccrued on the date of the amendment, or any later date
agreed upon, shall be spread in definite annual installments on the basis of a
longer definite period fixed in each case by the Secretary: Provided, That for any
construction charges said longer period shall not exceed forty years, exclusive of
1931 and subsequent years to the extent of moratoria or deferments of construction charges due and payable for such years effected pursuant to Acts of Congress,
from the date when the first installment of said construction

charges became due

and payable under the original obligation to pay said construction charges and in
no event shall the unexpired part of said longer period exceed double the number
of remaining years, as of the date of the amendment made pursuant to this Act,
in which installments of said construction charges would become due and payable
under said existing repayment contract or other form of obligation to pay construction charges, (53 Stat. 1188; 43 U.S.C. $ 485b)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Supplementary

Provisions:

Extension

of

Time for Modification of Repayment Contracts—Repeal of Section 4. The Act of
March 6, 1952, 66 Stat. 16, provided that
the authority vested in the Secretary of the
Interior by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
be extended through December 31, 1954.
The Act of August 31, 1954, 68 Stat. 1044,
amended the 1952 Act by inserting “1957”
in place of “1954.” The 1954 Act was in
turn amended by the Act of August 21,

Sec. 4. [Normal

and percentages

1957, 71 Stat. 390, which repiaceu “1957”

with “1960.” The authority vested in the
Secretary by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
thus being extended through December 31,
1960. The Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat.
542, repealed section 4 of this Act and
amended the 1952 Act referred to in this
note by deleting the reference in it to. section 4. Each of these Acts appears herein in
chronological order.

plan. ]—Repealed.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Section Repealed. The Act of August 8,
1958, which is found herein in chronologlcal order, repealed section 4, as amended.
The mme Act amended paragraph (3). of
section 9, subsection (d), thus authorizing

a variable repayment plan in place of the
“normaf and percentage plan” provided for
in section 4. The repealed section read as
follows :
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Sec. 4(a). In connection with any existing project on which construction charges are
payable to the United States, the Secretary is hereby authorized to negotiate and enter
into a contract or an amendatory contract, in a form satisfactory to him, with an organization, satisfactory in form and powers to him, representing the water users of the project
contract unit involved, which contract shall provide for the payment of construction
charges on said project contract unit in the manner hereinafter provided in this section.
The negotiation and execution of such a contract shall be undertaken only upon request
by duly authorized rep~-esentatives of the water users involved for such a contract and
upon a determination by the Secretary that, in his judgment, such a contract is both
practicable and in keeping with the general purpose of this Act.
(b) All of the construction charges for the project contract unit remaining unaccrued
on the date of the contract entered into pursuant to this section or on any later date
agreed upon shafl be merged in a total and general repayment obligation of the organization. Said repayment obligation of said organization shall be scheduled in such annual
installments as, in the judgment of the Secretary, constitute an equitable, practicable,
and definite consolidated schedule of the existing obligations in said project contract
unit to pay construction charges: Provided, That said schedule of installments shall be
so arranged that in the judgment of the Secretary it does not involve for any of said
construction charges merged into said general obligation an extension of the time permitted under tie existing obligations for payment of said charges excepting the adjustment of the repayment period permitted for certain charges by the last sentence of this
subsection. For the purpose of scheduling said installments of said general obligation in
accordance with this subsection, in connection with each project contract unit under an
existing contract made pursuant to section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672,
701 ), the Secretary shall fix a weighted average gross crop return per acre, of which
5 per centum shall be the measure for determining the schedule of the unaccrued construction charges in a definite number of annual installments. In the event the said
existing obligations to pay construction charges in said project contract unit or units
are based in part on section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672, 701), and
in part on other Acts of the Federal reclamation laws, said charges may be consolidated
into two general repayment contract obligations of said organization, each of which shall
be scheduled in such installments as, in the judgment of the Secretary, constitute an
equitable, practicable, and definite consolidated schedule of all of tie respective parts of
said existing obligations to pay construction charges. Any of said unaccrued construction
charges, which under said existing obligations are payable on the basis of a definite period,
first may be adjusted by the Secretary, if in his judgment such adjustment is both practicable and in keeping with the general purpose of this Act, to a repayment basis of a
longer definite period fied in each case by him: Provided, That for any such, construction
charges said longer period shall not exceed the limitations contained in +e pro’viso of
section 3 of this Act.
(c) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is entered into pursuant to this section, a census of annual returns shall be taken each year. The norrnd
returns each year, for each such project contract unit, shall be determined by the Secretary: Provided, That in any year, if the Secreta~ deems it necessary, an estimate of
the annual returns of that year, in lieu of a final determination thereof, shall be considered with the annual returns of the preceding twelve years: Provided further, That
in the event records of annual returns of the lands involved are not available for twelve
preceding years, the Secretary, until such records for twelve preceding years have been
established, in his discretion may consider established annual” returns of other and
similar iands in other and similar project contract units for the purpose of determining
each year the normal returns. The estimates and final determinations of annual returns
and the determinations of normal returns provided for in this Act shalI be made by the
Secretary with such assistance from the water users and organization involved as he
requests, and said estimates and determinations made by him shall be conclusive.
(d) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is entered into pursuant
to this section, each year the percent of the normal returns for said year by which the annuaI
returns of said year exceed or are less than said normal returns shall be determined
by the Secretary. For each unit or major fraction of a unit of said percentage of said
increase or decrease there shall be an increase or decrease, respectively, of 2 per centum
in the amount or amounts of the installment or installments for said year under the
organization’s
obligation or obligations as determined under subsections (b) and (e)
of this section. Said latter amount or amounts as thus increased or decreased shall be
the payment or payments of construction charges due and payable for said year, except
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that in no event shall the amount of the said payment or payments due and payable for
any year be less than 15 per centum nor, as determined by the Secretary, more than
from 150 to 200 per centum, inclusive, of the amount or amounts of the installment or
installments for said year under the organization’s obligation or obligations as determined
under subsections (b) and (e) of this section. The Secretary is hereby authorized to
amend any repayment contracts heretofore or hereafter entered into pursuant to the
provisions of this section to conform to the provisions of this amendment.
(e) In each contract entered into pursuant to this section, there shall be such provisions as the Secretary deems equitable, necessary, and proper to provide that any part
of the amount of any installment of an organization’s obligation, as determined under
subsection (b) of this section, which, in the year for which said installment is designated
under said subsection (b) does not, by reason of the operation of subsection (d) of this
section, become due and payable as construction charges for said year, shall be added to an
installment or installments of subsequent years for which installments are designated under
said subsection (b) or shall be established as an installment or installments or parts
thereof of years subsequent to the last year for which an installment is designated under
said subsection (b), or both; and there shall be similar provisions respecting any such
part of the amount of any installment modified or established under this subsection:
Provided, That under this subsection no installment may be revised to or established in an
amount exceeding the amount of the largest installment as determined under said subsection (b), and Mere shall be included in the contract such provisions as the Secretary
deems proper for offsetting the increases and decreases in annual installments which
result from the operation of said subsection (d).
(f) In any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of this section,. it shall be
provided that from md after the date of the last installment of the organization’s repayment contract obligation or obligations as determined under subsection (b) of this section,
a charge of 3 per centum per annum shall be payable by the organization on any balance
or bahmces of said organization’s obligation or obligations which have not become due
and payable by reason of the operation of subsection (d) of this section, until the same
have become due and payable as comtruction charges under said subsection (d), and said
charge of 3 per centum shall be payable by the organization to the United States on the
same dates as, and in addition to, the annual payments otherwise required under this
section.
(g) There may be included in any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of
this section provisions requiring the organization to vary its distribution of construction
charges in a manner that takes into account the productivity of the various classes of lands
and the benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the irrigation thereof: Provided, That
no distribution of construction charges over the lands included in the organization shall in
any manner be deemed to relieve the organization, or any party or any land therein, of the
organization’s general obligation to repay to the United States in full the total amount of
tie organization’s repayment contract obligation or obligations as determined under subsection (b) of this section.
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1945 Amendment. Section 1 of the Act
of April 24, 1945, 59 Stat. 75, amended
subsection 4(d) by adding after the words
“15 per centum”, the phrase “nor, as determined by the Secretary, more than from
150 to 200 per centum, reclusive,” and by
adding the last sentence in the subsection.
The 1954 amendment thus put a ceiling of
150–200 per centum on the increase of tie
annual installment over the normal installment. The 1945 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Extension of
Time for Modification of Repayment Contract%Repeal
of Section 4. The Act of
March 6, 1952, 66 Stat. 16, provided that
the authority vested in the Secretary of the
Interior by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
be extended through December 31, 1954.

The Act of August 31, 1954, 68 Stat. 1044,
amended tie 1952 Act bv inserting “1957”
in place of “1954.” Tile- 1954 A~t was in
turn amended by the Act of August 21,
1957, 71 Stat. 390, which replaced “1957”
with “1960.” The authority vested in the
Secretary by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
thus being extended through December 31,
1960. The Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat.
542, repealed section 4 of this Act and
amended the 1952 .4ct referred to in this
note by deleting the reference in it to sec.
tion 4. Each of these Acts appears herein in
chronological
order.
Reference in the Text. Section 4 of the
Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672,
701 ), referred to in the text of subsection
4(b),
is the Fact Finders’ Act. The Act
appears herein in chronological
order.
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NOTE OF OPINION
1. Contracts
A repayment contract entered into under
subsection 9 ( d ) which prescribes a formula
pursuant to which the amount of each annual installment is to be determined, which
formula has no relationship to the “normal
and percentages plan” authorized by Con-

gress in subsection 9(d) and section 4 for
variable payments, is not in conformity with
the requirements of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Solicitor White Opinion, 60
I.D. 150 ( 1948), in re proposed contract
with Savage Irrigation District.

Sec. 5. [Payments to be due contemporaneous with receipt of crop returns—
Assessment to be made prior to dates of payment to United State+Secretary
may provide deferments to prevent inequitable pyramiding of charges. ] —The
Secretary in his discretion may require, in connection with any contract entered
into pursuant to the authority of this Act, that the contract provide ( 1) that the
payments for each year to be made to the United States shall become due and
payable on such date or dates, not exceeding two, in each year as the Secretary
determines will be substantially contemporaneous with the time or times in each
year when water users receive crop returns and (2) if the contract be with an
organization, that assessments or levies for the purpose of obtaining moneys sufficient to meet the organization’s payments under said contract shall be made
and shall become due and payable within a certain period or periods of time prior
to the date or dates on which the organization’s payments to he United States
are due and payable, said period or periods of time to be agreed upon in each
said contract.
The Secretary may provide such deferments of construction charges as in his
judgment are necessary to prevent said requirements from resulting in inequitable
pyramiding of payments of said charges. (53 Stat, 1191; 43 U.S.C. $ 485d)
Sec. 6. [Secretary to require proper accounting, protection of project lands
against improper use of water, advance payment operation and maintenance
charges, and penalize delinquencies in payment construction or operation and
maintenance charge~No
water to lands in arrears operation and maintenance
or to lands in arrears more than 12 months construction charges. ]—In con.
nection with any contract, relating to construction charges, entered into pursuant
to the authority of this Act, the Secretary is hereby authorized to require such
provisions as he deems proper to secure the adoption of proper accounting, to
protect the condition of project works and to provide for the proper use thereof,
and to protect project lands against deterioration due to improper use of water.
Any such contract shall require advance payment of adequate operation and
maintenance charges. The Secretary is further authorized, in his discretion, to
require such provisions as he deems proper to penalize delinquencies in payments
That
of construction chuges or operation and maintenance charges: Provided,
in any event
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per month
becomes

require

due

or to lands

and

payable:

that no water

in the advance

in the payment

of delinquencies

of the delinquent

or parties

which

of operation
are

charges

in arrears
due from

of not
from

Provided

shall be delivered

payment

of construction

charge

and

further,
to lands

and mainfor

more

such lands
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lands
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which
or toll

more than twelve months in the payment of construction
such organization to the United States. (53 Stat. 1191;
NOTE OF OPINION

1. Contracts covered
A water supply contract for municipal or
miscellaneous
purposes
under
section
9 (c) ( 1) of tie Reclamation Project Act of
1939 is a contract “relating to construction
charges” within the meaning of section 6,

and therefore, itmust include payment of
operation and maintenance costs as provialed in section 6 even though section
9 (c) ( 1) does not mention
such costs.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix to
Commissioner, March 26, 1947.

Sec. 7. (a)
[Investigation
of repayment problems where contract not
practicable under sees. 3 and 4. ]—The Secretary is hereby authorized and
directed to investigate the repayment problems of any existing project contract
unit in connection with which, in his judgment, a contract under section 3 or 4
of this Act would not be practicable nor provide an economically sound adjustment, and to negotiate a contract which, in his judgment, both would provide
fair and equitable treatment of the repayment problems involved and would
be in keeping with the general purpose of this Act.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference in the Text. Section 4, referred
to in the text, was repealed by section 3 of
the Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 542.

~$~r~~~

Act appears herein in chronologi-

(b) [Where repayment contract not executed, allocations of costs may be
maddecretary
may fix development period for each irrigation block of not to
exceed 10 year+Water
to be delivered on toll charge basis. ] —For any project,
division of a project, development unit of a project, or supplemental works on
a project, now under construction or for which appropriations have been made>
and in connection with which a repayment contract has not been executed, allocations of costs may be made in accordance with the provisions of section 9 of
this Act and a repayment contract may be negotiated, in the discretion of the
Secretary, (I) pursuant to the authority of subsection (a) of this section or (2)
in accordance, as near as may be, with the provisions in subsection 9(d) or 9 ( e )
of this Act. In connection with any such project, division, or development unit,
on which the majority of the lands involved are public lands of the United
States, the Secretary, prior to entering into a repawent
contract, may fix a
development petiod for each irrigation block, if any, of not to exceed ten years
from and including the first year in which water is delivered for the lands in
said block: Provided, That in the event a development period is fixed prior to
execution of a repayment contract, execution thereof shall be a condition precedent to delivery of water after the close of the development period. During any
such development period water shall be delivered to the lands in fie irrigation
block involved only on a toll-charge basis, at a charge per annum per acre-foot
to be fixed by the Secretary each year and to be collected in advance of delivery
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of water. Pending negotiation and execution of a repayment contract for any
other such project, division, or development unit, water may be delivered for a
period of not more than five years from the date of this Act on the same tollcharge basis. Any such toll charges collected and which the Secretary determines
to be in excess of the cost of operation and maintenance during the toll-charge
period shall be credited to the construction cost of the project in the manner
determined by the Secretary.
(c) [Execution of contracts otiy after approval by Act of Congress—Subsequent amendatory contracts maybe executed without approval by Congress.]—
The Secretary from time to time shall report to the Congress on any proposed
contracts negotiated pursuant to the authority of subsection (a) or (b) ( 1) of
WIS section, and he may execute any such contract on behalf of the United
States only after approval thereof has been given by Act of Congress. Contracts, so approved, however, may be amended from time to time by mutual
agreement and without further approval by Congress if such amendments are
within the scope of authority heretofore or hereafter granted to the Secretary
under any Act, except that amendments providing for repayment of construction
charges in a period of years longer than autiorixed by this Act, as it may be
amended, shall be effective only when approved by Congress. (53 Stat. 1192;
Act of April 24, 1945,59 Stat. 76; 43 U.S.C. ~ 485f)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1945 Amendment. The Act of April 24,
1945, 59 Stat. 75, amended subsection 7 (c)
by adding to it the last sentence of the subsection which authorizes the amendment of
certain
contracts
without
further Congressional approval. The j 945 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provisions: Extension of
Time for Modification of Repayment Contracts—Repeal
of Section 4. The Act of
March 6, 1952, 66 Stat. 16, provided that
the authority vested in the Secretary of the
Interior by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
be extended through December 31, 19541
The Act of Au~st 31,’ 195!, 68 Stat. 1044,
amended the 1952 Act by inserting “1957”
in place of “1954.” The 1954 Act was in

turn amended by the Act of August 21,
1,957, 71 Stat. 390, which replaced “1957”
with “1960,” The authority vested in the
Secretary by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
thus being extended tirough December 31,
1960. The Act of August 8, 1958, 7,2 Stat.
542, repealed section 4 of this Act and
amended the 1952 Act referred to in this
note by deleting the reference in it to section 4. Each of these Acts appears herein in
chronological order.
Editor’s Note, Contracts Approved by
Act of Congress. Numerous Acts of Congress have been passed pursuant to this subsection. References to these statutes are indexed under the names of the individual
projects involved.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Approval by Congress
2
Under construction
1
1, Under construction
The Columbia Basin project was a project under construction but for which no
repayment contract had been made at the
time of enactment of the Reclamation
Projec} Act of 19~9, and therefore it was
a ProJect for which, pursuant to section
7(b)
of that act, the Secretary was authorized to allocate costs ~ursuant to section 9(a) and to negotiate- repayment con-

tracts pursuant to section 9(d)
or 9(e).
Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 305, 306
( 1961), in re Columbla Basin repayment
problems.
2. Approval by Congress
A contract containing a clause terminating excess land limitations upon payment
of construction charges is considered not to
be affected by the 1961 Solicitor’s Opinion
holding that payout does not suspend application of excess land laws to Dre-existin=
holdings if such contract has bee; approved
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to Chairmm Wayne Aspinall, House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, April
11, 1962, note No. 2.

Sec. 8. (a) [Classification or reclassification of lands at 5-year intervals.] —
The Secretary is hereby authorized and directed in the manner hereinafter provided to classify or to reclassify, from time to time but not more often than at
five-year intervals, as to irritability and productivity those lands which have
been, are, or maybe included within any project.
(b) [No classification unless requested by organization of water users.]—
No classification or reclassification pursuant to the authority of this Act shall be
undertaken unless a request therefor, by an organization or duly authorized
representatives of the water users, in the form required by subsection (c) of this
section has been made of the Secretary. The Secretary shall plan the classification
work, undertaken pursuant to the authority of this section, in such manner as in
his judgment will result in the most expeditious completion of the work.
(c) [Water users organization
to furnish list of lands considered nonproductive.]—In
any request made to the Secretary for a land classification or
recl~sification under Wls section, the organization or representatives of the water
users shall furnish a list of &ose lands which are considered to be of comparatively low productivity or to be nonproductive,
and of those lands which are
considered to be of greater or lesser productivity than indicated by existing
classifications, if any, made pursuant to the Federal reclamation laws, and shall
furnish also such data relating thereto as the Secretary by regulation may require.
(d) [Secretary to determine if classification justified. ]-Upon
receipt of any
such request the Secretary shall make a preliminary determination whether the
requested land classification or reclassification probably is justified by reason
of the conditions of the lands involved and other pertinent conditions of the
project, including its contractual relations with the United States.
(e) [Classification
to be undertaken if justified.] -If
the Secretary finds
probable justification and if the advance to the United Stites hereinafter required is made, he shall undertake as soon as practicable the classification or reclassification of the lands listed in the request, and of any other lands which have
been, are, or may be included within the project involved and which in his
judgment should be classified or reclassified.
(f) [Classification
to be reported to Congress with recommendations
for
remedial legislation. ] —As soon as practicable after completion of the classification work undertaken pu~uant to this section or from time to time, the Secretary
shall report to Congress on the classifications and reclassifications made and shall
include in his report, as to each project involved, his recommendations, if any,
for remedial legislation.
(g) [One-half expense classification to be charged operation and maintenance nonreimbursable—one-half
to be paid in advance by water users. ]—
One-half of the expense involved in any classification work undertaken pursuant
to this section shall be charged to operation and maintenance administration
nonreimbursable;
and one-half shall be paid in advance by the organization involved. 0]1 determining probable justification for the requested classification or
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reclassification as provided in this section, the Secretary shall estimate the cost of
the work involvecl arsd shall submit a statement of the estimated cost to said
organization. Said organization, before commencement of the work, shall advance
to the United States one-half of the amount set forth in said statement and also
shall advance one-half of the amount of supplementary estimates of costs which
the Secretary may find it necessary to make from time to time during the progress
of the work; and said amounts shall be and remain available for expenditure
by the Secretary for the purposes for which they are advanced, until the work is
completed or abandoned. After completion or abandonment of the work, the
Secretary shall determine the actual cost thereof; and said organization shall pay
any additional amount required to make its total payments hereunder equal to
one-half of the actual cost or shall be credited with any amount by which advances made by it exceed one-half of said actual cost, as the case may be.
(h) [If classification necessary preliminary to contract under sees. 3 or 4,
Secretary may require classification. ]—If in the judgment of the Secretary a
classification or reclassification pursuant to the provisions of this section is a
necessary preliminary to entering into a contract under section 3 or 4 of this
Act, he may require the same as a condition precedent to entering into such a
contract.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
The 1958 Act appears herein in chronological order.

Reference in the Text. Section 4, referred
to in the text, was repealed by section 3 of
the Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 542.

(i) [No modification of obligation without express authority of Congress.]—
No modification of any existing obligation to pay construction charges on any
project shall be made by reason of any classification or reclassification undertaken pursuant to this section without express authority tierefor granted by Congress upon recommendations of the Secretary made in a report under subsection
(f) of this section. (53 Stat. 1192; 43 U.S.C. $ 485g)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Reclassification

authority
as to such lands while in that class, authority to make the adjustment of the repayment contract
with the United
States
necessary to reflect such suspension must be
granted by Congress. Memorandum of Acting Chief Counsel Fk, August 21, 1944.

If lands, being classified or reclassified in
accordance with the procedure prescribed
in section 8(i) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1187), are proposed
to be classed as temporarily unproductive
with the object of suspending the payment
of construction charges to the United States
Sec.
report

9.

(a)

[No

to President

Secretary

and

authorized—If

expenditures
and

repayable
allocations

for

Congres+If
allocations
do not

construction
proposed
equal

equal

until

estimated
cost

after

construction
cost,

construction

investigation
found

construction
may

only

and

feasible
may

by
be

be under-

taken after provision
by Congress. ]—No expenditures for the construction of
any new project, new division of a project, or new supplemental works on a
project shall be made, nor shall estimates be submitted therefor, by the Secretary
until after he has made an investigation thereof and has submitted to the President and to the Congress his report and findings on—
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(1) The engineering feasibility of the proposed construction;
(2) The estimated cost of the proposed construction;
(3) The part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to irrigation and probably be repaid by the water users;
(4) The part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to power
and probably be returned to the United States in net power revenues;
(5) The part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to municipal water supply or other miscellaneous
United States.

purposes and probably be returned to

If the proposed construction is found by the Secretary
feasibility and if the repayable and returnable allocations

to have engineering
to irrigation, power,

and municipal water supply or other miscellaneous purposes found by the Secretary to be proper, together with any allocation to flood control or navigation
made under subsection (b) of this section, equal the total estimated costs of construction as determined by the Secretary, then the new project, new division of a
project, or supplemental works on a project, covered by his findings, shall be
deemed authorized and may be undertaken by the Secretary, If all such allocations do not equal said total estimated cost, then said new project, new division,
or new supplemental works may be undertaken by the Secretary only after provision therefore has been made by Act of Congress enacted after the Secretary
has submitted to the President and the Congress the report and findings “involved.
(53 Stat. 1193; 43 U.S.C. ~ 485h(a)

)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
1944 Supplementary Provision: Federal
and State Review; Congressional Authorization: Section 1 (c) of the Flood Control
Act of December 22, 1944, requires that
project reports shall be reviewed by the
Secretary of the Army and by the fiected

Statesj and provides that if objections are
set forth, the proposed works shall not be
deemed authorized except by Act of Congress. The 1944 Act appears herein in
chronological
order.

NOTES OF OPIN1ONS
Allocation of costs
5
Authorization
7
Construction with other laws
Cost!, what constitutes
4
Finding of feasibility
3
Purpose
1
Repayment
6

2

1. Purpose
Subsections 9(a) and 9(c) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939, although
related, sewe two different purposes: Subsection 9 (a) embodies the test for feasibility,
while subsection 9(c) contains the criteria
for rates to be charged by the Secretary for
the sale of power. Solicitor Harper Opinion,
M–33473 (September 29, 1944).
A principal purpose of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 was to place water
users’ repayment on a basis of payment

ability rather than to burden them with all
costs. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 305,
310 ( 1961), in re Columbia Basin repayment problems.
2. Constmction
with other laws
Allocations of cost of the Columbia Basin
(Grand Coulee ) Project and tie establishment of the rate schedule for the sale of
power therefrom are governed by the provisions of section 9 of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1193 )., notwithstanding the broad power vested m the President
“to make and enter into any and all necessary contracts” in connection with the proj ect, by section 2 of the Act of August 30,
1935 (49 Stat. 1039), since section 1 of the
Columbia
Basin Project
Act, approved
March
10, 1943 (Public Law 8, 78th
Cong. ), “authorized and reauthorized” the
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project as one “subject to the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939.”
Soficitor Harper
Opinion, M–33473 (September 29, 1944).
3. Finding of feasibility
A finding of feasibility prepared pursuant
to section 9 (a) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 does not itself commit the
United States to complete the project regardless of cost and to apply power revenues
to repay all costs above the estimates made
in the finding. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68
I.D. 305, 312 ( 1961), in re Columbia Basin
repayment problems: ‘
Section 9 (a) of the Reclamation Act of
1939 authorizes the Secretary to make a
finding of feasibility on a single-purpose
power project.
Memorandum
of Chief
Counsel Fix, February 15, 1950, in re Alcova
power plant.
The provision in the Interior Appropriation Act for 1950 making $100,000 available for the emergency reconstruction
of
the northwest unit pipeline of the Grants
Pass irrigation district was intended as .11]
authorization for tht> work as well as ali
appropriation,
as shown by the legislative
history and the inclusion of the word “emergency”. Consequently the requirement of
section 9(a)
of the Reclamation
Project
Act of 1939 for a finding of feasibility does
not apply as a condition precedent to the
expenditure
of funds. Memorandum
of
Chief Counsel Fix, September 21, 1949.
4. Costs, what constitutes
Section 9 (a) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 provides for estimates of costs
and estimates of repayments, while the requirements of repayment and return are
dealt with in subsections 9 (c), 9 (d), and
9(e)
in terms of actual costs. Solicitor
Barry Opinion, 68 I.D. 305, 310 ( 1961), in
re Columbia Basin repayment problems.
The provision of section 208 of the Flood
Control Act of 1962, relating to the nonreimbursability of Federal costs of relocating roads to current standards, must be construed in @ari materia with section 9 and
section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act
of 1939. This means that ( 1 ) the cost of
relocating a road in kind is included as a
part of total project cost to be allocated as
provided in section 9 of the 1939 Act; (2)
the additional cost of constructing the substitute road to current standards under section 208 is a non-reimbursable federal cost;
and (3) the further cost of constructing the
road to a still higher standard requested by
the State must be paid by the State. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Weinberg,
December 6, 1962.
If an upstream project, such as the pro-
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posed Central Arizona project and Bridge
Canyon project in the Lower Colorado
River Basin, interferes with the statutory
responsibility of the Secretary to’ recover the
costs of Hoover Dam by June 1, 1987, or to
recover the costs of Davis and Parker Dams
within a reasonable period of time, then the
cost of such interference should be included
as one of the “costs” of the new upstream
development under section 9(a) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix, October 9, 1947.
5. Allocation of costs
Subsection 9(a) speaks of two kinds of
allocations of estimated costs with respect to
irrigation, power, municipal water supply,
and other miscellaneous purposes. One 1s
an allocation in an accounting or engineering sense, and the other is an allocation
ody in the sense of an assignment of
amounts to be returned from the sources
named. In some cases the amount that can
be returned will be less than the amount
properly allocable, and in other cases it
will be more. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re procedure on use of surplus pwer revenues for
assistance in financing irrigation distribution systems.
6. Repayment
The availability of power revenues to aid
irrigation has, in one form or another, been
a part of general reclamation law almost
since its beginning. This is. evident from section 5 of the Act of April 16, 1906, 34 Stat.
116, 117, 43 U.S.C. $ 522; the Act of February 24, 1911, 36 Stat. 930, 43 U,S.C.
$ 522; and subsection I, section 4, of the
Act of December 5, 1924, 43. Stat. 703, 43
U.S.C. ~ 501. This generaf trend has been
reinforced
by
the
Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment
to the Interior Department
Appropriation
Act,
1939, the Act of
May 9, 1938, 52 Stat. 322, 43 U.S.C.
$ 392a, and a provision in the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1947, Act of
July 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 366, as well as section
9 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939,
Act of August 4, 1939, 53 Stat. 1193, 43
U.S.C.
$ 485h. Memorandum
of Chief
Counsel Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re
procedure on use of surplus power revenues
for assistance in financing irrigation distribution systems.
The practice of using power revenues to
assist in the payment of irrigation costs and
in determining whether a project will probably return its cost to the United States
originated with section 5 of the Act of April
16, 1906, 34 Stat. 116, 117, 43 U.S.C.
$ 522; was followed in a number of subse-
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Except for contracts under subsections
9(c) ( 1) and 9 (d), which are governed by
a 40-year maximum limit, there is no legal
objection under general reclamation law to
utilizing a depreciation method for repayment of Federal mvestmentj that is, repayment within the useful life of the property.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fisher to
Commissioner, April 10, 1952.

quent enactments, including section 9 of the
Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, Act of
August 4, 1939, 53 Stat. 1187, 1193, 43
U.S.C. $ 485h; and has repeatedly been recognized and accepted by Congress. Letter
from Acting Commissioner
Markwell
to
Rep. Leroy Johnson, April 2, 1948.
Subsections (c), (d), and (e) require repayment or return of all actual costs, not
estimated costs, allocated to irrigation. The
requirement for full return of such costs
can be met by assignins for return from
power revenues, where such revenues are
available, all increased costs properly allocable to irrigation but which are beyond
the water users’ ability to pay. Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix to Commissioner, April 20, 1948, at 26, in re questions
of law raised by House Appropriations Subcommittee;
reprinted in Hearings on Interior Department Appropriation
Bill for
1949 Before a House Apbrobriations
Subcommittee, 80th Cong., “2-d Sess., pt. 3, at
885 (1948).
The Reclamation Project Act (53 Stat.
1193 ), specifies no period within which
there must be repaid that portion of the
costs “properly chargeable to irrigation but
which are beyond the ability of the water
users to repay”
(the irrigation subsidy).
The repayment period accordingly may be
such as tie Secretary of the Interior in his
discretion shall determine to be proper for
each project, within the useful life of that
project.
Solicitor
Harper
Opinion,
M–
33473
(Supplemental)
(September
10,
1945).

Consult

OF

7. Authorization
A project is an authorized project when
a report thereon under section 9(a) has
been submitted as provided in that section,
and therefore the initisd appropriation for
such project is not subject to a point of
order. Ruling of Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of tie Union, May 14, 1941, Cong. Rec. p.
4138.
----Section 9(a) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939, as amended, makes provision
for the administrative authorization (without further Congressional action ) of projects, parts of projects, and individual units
embracins one or more of the purposes of
irrigation, flood control, navigation, power,
fish and wildlife, and municipal water supply or other miscellaneous purposes. These
purposes stand on a par with each other,
and there can be no question that the
language covers construction of single-purpose or multiple-purpose
projects that do
not include
the function
of irrigation.
Solicitor Bennett Opinion,
65 I.D. 129
( 1958),
in re authority
to investigate
Pleasant Valley Development.
of cost

Engineer+Perform

to flood

control

investigations

or navigation—
under

cooperative

connection with any new project, new
division of a project, or supplemental works on a project there maybe allocated
to flood control or navigation the part of said total estimated cost which the
Secretary may find to be proper. Items for any such allocations made in connection with projects which may be undertaken pursuant to subsection (a) of
this section shall be included in the estimates of appropriations submitted by
the Secretary for said projects, and funds for such portions of the projects shall
not become available except as directly appropriated or allotted to the Deagreement

with

Secretary

of War. ] —In

partment of the Interior. In connection with the making of such an allocation,
the Secretary shall consult with the Chief of ‘Engineers and the Secretary of
War, and may perfom
any of the necessary investigations or studies under a
cooperative agreement with the Secretary of War. In the event of such an allocation

the Secretaq

of the Interior

flood control or navigation,
Stat. llg4;43U.SC.5485h(b)

shall operate the project

to the extent

)

justified

for purposes

by said allocation

of

thereof. (53
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NOTES OF OPINIONS
Effect of allocation
Report
3
Supplemental works

2
1

1. Supplemental works
The distribution system for Coachella
Valley, with respect to which an appropriation had been made prior to the enactment of the Reclamation
Project Act
of 1939 but a repayment contract had not
been executed, is a, “supplemental work”
within the meaning of section 9 of the Act
with respect to which costs may be allocated to flood control on a nonreimbursable
basis. Solicitor White Opinion, M-34900
(March 27, 1947), in re flood protection
works in Coachella Valley.
2. Effect of allocation
Section 7 of the Flood Control Act of
1944, which requires the operation of Federd reservoirs for flood control or navigation under regulations issued by the Secretary of the Army, applies only to reservoirs
in which storage has been allocated to flood
control or navigation, and does not apply
to reservoirs for which only costs, not
(c)
repaid

[Sales

or

leases

in not to exceed

of

water

or

storage, have been allocated to either purpose. In the latter case, the Secretary of
the Interior is charged by section 9 (b) of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 with
the responsibility for operating the project
for such purposes. Memorandum of Chief
Counsel Fisher, April 30, 1952, in re operation of Shasta Dam, Central Valley project, for navigation. Accord: Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix, May 2, 1946, in re
application of section 7 of the Flood Control Act of 1944.
3. Report
The Secretary is required by section 9 (b)
of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to
consult with the Chief of Engineers and
the Secretary of the Army with regard to
the allocation of costs of the emergency
reconstruction of Ochoco Dto flood control; but because this work was authorized
by the Interior Appropriation Act for 1949,
it is not legally necessary to submit a report
on such allocation to Congress. Memorandum of Acting Chief Counsel Devries, August 4, 1949.

power—

40 year+Preference

Appropriate
to municipalities

share

of

cost

and other

to

be

public

corporations
and agencies. ] —The Secretary is authorized to enter into contracts
to furnish water for municipal water supply or miscellaneous purposes: Prouided,
That any such contract either ( 1) shall require repayment to the United States,
over a period of not to exceed forty years from the year in which water is first
delivered for use of the contracting party, with interest not exceeding the rate of
3~z per centum per annum if the Secretary determines m interest charge to be
proper, of an appropriate share as determined by the Secretary of that part of
the construction costs allocated by him to municipal water supply or other miscellaneous purposes; or ( 2 ) shall be for such periods, not to exceed forty years,
and at such rates as in the Secretary’s judgment will produce revenues at least
sufficient to cover an appropriate share of the annual operation and maintenance
cost and an appropriate share of such fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper,
and shall require the payment of said rates each year in advance of delivery of
water for said year. Any sale of electric power or lease of power privileges, made
by the Secretary in connection with the operation of any project or division of a
project, shall be for such periods, not to exceed forty years, and at such rates
as in his judgment will produce power revenues at least sufficient to cover an
appropriate share of the annual operation and maintenance cost, interest on an
appropriate share of the construction investment at not less than 3 per centurn
per annum, and such other fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper: Provided further,
That in said sales or leases preference shall be given to municipalities and other public corporations or agencies; and also to cooperatives and other
nonprofit organizations financed in whole or in part by loans made pursuant to
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the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 and any amendments thereof, Nothing in
this subsection shall be applicable to provisions in existing contracts, made pursuant to law, for the use of power and miscellaneous revenues of a project for
the benefit of users of water from such project. The provisions of this subsection
respecting

the terms

be in addition
ticular

and

projects.

purposes

of sales of electric
alternative

No contract

or to electric

judgment

of the

irrigation

purposes.

relating

power

Secretary,

power

and leases of power

to any authority
to municipal

or power
it will

in existing

not

water

privileges
impair

(53 Stat. 1194; 43 U.S.C.

shall

privileges

Ia-ws relating

supply

or miscellaneous

be made

the efficiency

shall
to par-

unless,

in the

of the project
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Supplementary Provision: Right of Renewal; First Right to Share of lVater Supply. The Act of June 21, 1963, directs the
Secretary of the Interior, upon request, to
provide for renewal of water supply contracts under clause (2), and to grant parties
to water supply contracts under clauses ( 1)
or ( 2 ) a stated share . of project water
supply available for mumclpd, domestic or
industrid use. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
Reference in the Text. The Rural Electrification Act of 1936, referred to in the text,

was enacted May 20, 1936, 49 Stat. 1363,
and has been amended at intervals since its
enactment. The Act as amended is found
in title 7, United States Code, section 901,
etseq.
Administrative
Practice:
Charging
of
Interest, Since 1949 it has been the policy
of the Department, as a general rule, that
costs allocated to municipal water supply
should be repaid with interest on the unpaid
balance. See Memorandum
of Secretary
Krug to Commissioner, October 12, 1949.
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1. Generally
Subsections 9(a) and 9 (c) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, although related, serve two di~rent
purposes: Subsection 9 (a) embodies the test for feasibility, while subsection 9(c)
contains the
criteria for rates to be charged by the Secretary for the sale of power. Solicitor Harper
Opinion, M–33473
(September 2g> 1g44),
The
Hayden-OMahoney
amendment
deds with the cash distribution of revenpes
in the Tremury as between the reclamation
fund and the general fund. Its purpose
was to assure that the reclamation fund
would receive as to each reclamation project an amount of dollars equal to that required to amortize the power investment

plus the irrigation assistance. It does not,
however, purport to deal with payout requirements of reclamation projects. These,
except for special requirements applicable
to given projects, are governed by Section
9(c)
of the Reclamation
Project Act of
1939. Statement furnished by Asst. Secretary Holum for Hea~ings on H.R. 2337, to
Provide jo7 the Construction of the Lower
Teton Division, Teton Basin Federal Reclamation Project, Before the Irrigation and
Reclamation
Subcommittee
of the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
88th Cong., 2d Sess. 38 ( 1964).
5. Power—Exceptions
On July 1, 1941, the Secretary approved
a rate schedule for the sde of commercial
electrical energy from the Minidoka project.
The approval was based on a financial study
which assumed and expressly stated that
contracts with water users organizations for
the furnishing of. pow~r for pumping, as a
part of the project irrigation operations,
are not sales of electric power within the
meaning of Section 9(c) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
6.—Falling water
The reference in section 9(c)
to the
“lease of power privileges;’ as distinguished
from the “sale of electric power” is suffi-
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ciently broad to comprehend
a so-called
sale of falling water or other contractual
arrangements to uti~ze power head and
storage at, or operationally in conjunction
with, Federal reclamation dams. Memorandum of Solicitor Armstrong to Commissioner of Reclamation, April 12, I g~5.
7.—Contracts
In view of the Secretary’s authority under
section 2 of the .4ct of August 26, 1937,
50 Stat. 850, to acquire PrOPertY for tie
Central Valley project by any means he
deems necessary, includlng dOnatl(>n, and
the broad authority of section 9(c) of the
Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 to fix
rates, the Secretary may grant rate discounts to power customers that reflect the
amortization of construction costs of transmission facilities built by the cmtomer and
conveyed to the Government or that reflect
the operation and maintenance costs of facilities built and retained by the customer.
(Dec. Comp. Gen. &62789, letter of Assistant Comptroller General Wei=el to Chairman John E. Moss, Special Subcommittee
on Assigned Power and Land Problems,
House Committee on Government Operations, June 28, 1960).
Under the authority of the Act of March
4, 1921,41 Stat. 1404, to accept and expend
advances as if appropriated, and the broad
authority of section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 to fix the rates at w~lch
electric power is sold, the Secretary is
authorized’ to enter into a contract with
a commercial customer of the Kendrick
project whereby the customer advances the
cost of constructing the necessary feeder
transmission facilities, the Bureau constructs
the facilities, and power is sold to the
customer at a discount rate untif the customer has paid the United States, in the
form of the reduced rate plus the advanced
funds, the same amount for the power received as it would have paid at standard
rates if the Bureau had constructed the
facilities with appropriated
funds. Dec.
Comp. Gen. %62789
(January 9, 1947).
In an appropriate case the Commissioner
of Reclamation may condition the sale of
temporary, withdrawable
Central Valley
project
power to a potential municipal
customer on the customer’s demonstrating,
by some appropriate means, that it has an
abi~ty to obtain a source of power to meet
its requirements upon the withdrawal of the
Bureau’s supply. Memorandum of Associate
Solicitor Fisher to the Commissioner
of
Reclamation, May 6, 1960.
8.—Rates
Although the principles stated in section
9 (c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of
g6T_~6T—T%.v 01.1—44
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1939 pertaining to power rates are stated
in terms of the minimum charge for power,
they are also clearly intended to set the
maximum charge. The Government of the
United States markets power to serve the
public interest, not to make a profit. We
beheve that the public interest is best served
by marketing power at the Iowest rate
consistent with orderly repa~ent
of all
proper cos~s, and we believe that is what
Congress intended.
Letter of Secretary
Udall to Representative Aspinall, May 15,
1965, in re basis for establishing power rates
for the Colorado River Storage project.
The provisions relating to power marketing and power rates in section 9(c) of the
Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, section
5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944, and seetion 6 of the Bonneville Power Act are in
pari materia, and each may he examined
to shed light on the Congressional intent
with respect to the others. Indeed, as a
practical matter, as illustrated by the Bonneville Power Administration,
because a
single system may be used to market power
from three different sources, the three. statutes have to be read together and interpreted as establishing identicd criteria for
power rates. Consequently, the mandate of
the Flood Control Act of 1944 to market
power from Army projects “in such manner
as to encourage the most widespread use
thereof at the lowest possible rates to consumers consistent with sound business principles,” applies also to power marketed from
reclamation projects under reclamation law.
Letter of SecretaW Udall to Representative
Aspinall, May 15, 1965, in re basis for
establishing power rates for the Colorado
River Storage Project,
Under section 9 (c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, as construed consistently with the Hayden-O’Mahoney
amendment to the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, the minimum rates for tie
sale of power must be such as will cover
( 1) an appropriate share of annual oPeration and maintenance costs and (2) an
amount equal to 3 percent per annum of the
original power construction costs; however,
if the 3 percent factor is not enough to
return power construction
costs plus the
irrigation subsidy (the amount of irrigation
construction costs beyond the ability of the
water users to repay) within a reasonable
period of time, then the rates must be increased accordingly. There is no statuto~
obligation for the Government to recover a
profit (in the form of interest) on the
investment in power construction costs, and
therefore all of the power revenues are available to return power construction costs and
the irrigation subsidy. Three percent per
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annum is a minimum rate of return which
continues without regard to pay-out. Solicitor Harper opinion, M–3 3473 (September
29, 1944)
and M–33473
(Supplemental)
(September 10, 1945). [Editor’s
Note: Although this opinion has not specifically been overruled, it is not followed in
two respects. First, the 3 percent factor used
in section 9(c) is regarded as annual interest on the unamortized balance of power
construction costs, rather fian as a. sonstant annual percentage of the orlgmal
power costs. Second, the revenues represented by the interest component (that part
of power revenues attributable to a recovery
of interest on the power construction costs)
are not considered to be available to return
irrigation
costs. This latter policy was
adopted following a period of controversy
culminated by the recommendation
of the
House Appropriations
Committee against
use of the interest component to return irrigation costs. H.R. Rept. No. 314, 83rd
Congress, 1st Sess. 12 ( 1953 ).]
9.—Repayment
Subsections
(c), (d), and (e) require
repayment or return of all actual costs, not
estimated costs, allocated to irrigation. The
requirement for full return of such costs
can be met by assigning for return from
power revenues, where such revenues =e
availabl~, all increased costs properly all~
cable to Irrigation but which are beyond the
water users’ ability to pay. Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix to Commissioner,
April 20, 1948, at 26, in re questions of
law raised by House Appropriations
Subreprinted in Hearings on Zncommittee;
terior Department
Appropriation, Bill for
1949 Before a House Afipropriattons Subcommittee, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 3, at
885 (1948).
There is no limitation in reclamation law
on the number of years in which power
costs have to be paid out. The 40-year limit
specified in section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 is a limit on the length
of a contract for the sale of power, but not
a limit on payout. Fifty years have been
selected as a matter of policy but not of
law. Testimony of Assistant Solicitor Weinberg, Missouri Basin Water Problems: Joint
Hearings Before the Senate Committees on
Znterior and Znsular Aflairs and Public
Works, 85th Cong., 1st Sess. 334 ( 1957).
There is no specific statutory period under the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939
(53 Stat. 1193 ), within which the costs
allocated to be repaid from net power revenues thereunder must be repaid. The repayment period accordingly may be such as the
Secretary of. the Interior in his discretion
shall determme to be proper for each proj-
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ect, within the useful life of that project.
Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–33473
(Supplemental) (September 10, 1945 ),
Neither the Hayden-O’ Mahoney amendment nor the power mmketing statutes involved in the power operations of tie Bonneville Power Administration (section 7 of the
Bonneville Project Act, section 9 (c) of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939, and section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944)
require that the costs of each project to be
met from power revenues have to be amortized on the basis of a fixed annual obligation. The legal requirements are satisfied if
such costs are returned within a reasonable
period of years whatever accounting procedure is applied. Statement furnished by
Assistant Secretary Holum in regard to
statutory authority for revised procedure for
presenting Bonneville Power Administration
rate and repayment data on a consolidated
system basis, printed in Hearings on H.R.
2337, to Provide for the Construction of the
Lower Teton Division, Teton Bmin Federal
Reclamation Project, Before the Irrigation
and Reclamation
Subcommittee
of the
House Committee on Interior and Znsular
Affairs, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 36-38 ( 1964).
Except for contracts under subsections
9(c) ( 1) and 9 (d), which are governed by
a 40-year maximum limit, there is no legal
objection under general reclamation law to
utilizing a depre~iation method f?r repayment of Federal investment, that 1s, repayment within the useful life of the property.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fisher to
Commissioner, April 10, 1952.
1O.—Preference

customers

The Bureau of Reclamation has authority
to contract with the Arizona Power Pooling
Association—a
proposed
nonprofit
corporation formed by Arizona preference customers for the purpose of representing them
collectively as a purchasing agent under
their Colorado River Storage project allotments to obtain the maximum benefits of
their respective diversities—as a preference
customer. Memorandum of Acting Associate
Solicitor Coulter to Commissioner of Reclamation, February 25, 1965.
The Navajo Irldian Tribe qualifies as a
preference customer for the purchase of
power marketed by the Bureau of Reclamation under section 9(c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Weinberg, April 14, 1961.
12.—Transmission
lines
The Secretary of the Interior has authority under subsection 2 (b), 2 (f), 5 (a),
5 (b) and 9 (b) of the Bonneville Project
Act; section 5 of the Flood Control Act of
1944; sections 9(c) ad 14 of the Reclama-
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tion Project Act of 1939; and section 2 of
the Act of August 30, 1935, 49 Stat. 1039,
reauthorizing the Grand Cotiee Dam proJect, to construct transmission lines between
the Pacific Northwest and the Pacific Southwest. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 70 I.D. 237
(1963).
Power marketing and transmission operations of the Bureau of Reclamation
under the reclamation laws have not been
considered to be restricted to the reclamation states, and this administrative
construction of the law has been concurred in
by action of the Congress in appropriating
funds for transmission lines in states such
as Io~a and Minnesota. Memorandum
of
Associate Solicitor Weinberg to Director,
Division of Budget and Finance, July 23,
1962, in re authority to construct the Creston-Fairport intertie.
15. Water—Municipal
water supply
Section 4 of the Act of April 16, 1906,
authorizes the furnishing of project water
to a town in the immediate vicinity of the
project which has a pre-existing water right
in the same source of water as the project
source. The authority to furnish water in
such a case under the 1906 Act is neither
repealed by, nor subject to the conditions
of, the Act of Febmary 25, 1920, 41 Stat.
451, or section 9 (c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939. Memorandum of Acting Commissioner Lineweaver to Regional
Director, Boise, September 26, 1950, in re
contracts with cities of Culver and MetoIius, Deschutes Project, Oregon.
16.—Miscellaneous
purposes
A contract to permit the Public Service
Company of Colorado to divert water from
a canal of the Grand Valley project for
cooling purposes may be entered into pursuant to the Act of February 25, 1920, or
under section 9(c)
or section 10 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Revenues
arising from the furnishing of water for this
purpose should be credited as a kdil end
reduction of the water users organizations
repayment obligation for construction and
rehabilitation and betterment costs. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Fisher, October 26, 1956.
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18.—Rates
It is clearly within the authority of the
Secretary under section 9(c) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to charge
different ra~es for water from the Central
Valley
project
delivered for municipal
water supply than for water delivered for
irrigation purposes. City of Fresno v. California, 372 U.S. 627 (1963).
The Secretary has discretion to charge
interest in a water supply contract for
municipal or miscellaneous purposes under
section 9(c) ( 2 ) of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. Although interest is not specifically mentioned, it is one of the items
which properly can be included within the
classification of “fixed charges.” Memorandum of Chief Counsel Fix to Commissioner,
March 26, 1947.

productivi~

installments

1939—SEC.

17.—Contracts
Although section 5(d) of the Colorado
River Storage Project Act fixed an over-all
period of 50-years for return with interest of
costs allocated to municipal water, the Act
permits no other payment arrangements
than those provided by section 9(c) ( 1 ) and
9 (c) (2) of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939. Thus} although more than one contract covering such costs may be signed,
none can have a term greater than 40 years.
A 9(c) (2) contract maybe entered into for
the maximum 40-year period, followed by
either a 9(c) (1) or 9(c) (2) contract for 10
years. If the first contract is written under
9(c) ( 1), however, it would require that full
repayment be accomplished in the persnissible 40-year period. Memorandum
of Associate Solicitor Fisher, March 5, 1958? and
Memorandum of Acting Associate Sohcitor
Weinberg, September 20, 1957, in re contract negotiations for Vernal Unit.
A water supply contract for municipal or
miscellaneous
purposes
under
section
9(c) ( 1) of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939 is a contract “relating to construction
charges” within the meaning of section 6,
and therefore, it must include payment of
operation and maintenance costs as provided
in section 6 even though section 9(c)(1)
does not mention such costs. Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix to Commissioner,
March 26, 1947.
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project, or supplemental works on a project until an organization, satisfactory
in form and powers to the Secretary, has entered into a repayment contract with
the United States, in a form satisfactory to the Secretary, provi~ng
among
other things—
( 1) That the Secretary may fix a development period for each irrigation
block, if any, of not to exceed ten years from and including the first calendar
year in which water is delivered for the lands in said block; and fiat during the
development period water shall be delivered to the lands in the irrigation block
involved at a charge per annum per acre-foot, or other charge, to be fixed by the
Secretary each year and to be paid in advance of delive~ of water: Provided,
That where tie lands included in an irrigation block are for the.most part lands
owned by the United States, the Secretary, prior to execution of a repayment
contract, may fix a development period, but in such case execution of such a
contract shall be a condition precedent to delivery of water after the close of the
development period: Provided further, That when the Secretary, by contract or
by notice

given

thereunder,

ten years,

and

at any time

ment

period
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extend

conditions

the fixing

arise which
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jurther, That when the
Secretary shall have deferred the payment of all or any part of any installments
of construction charges under any repayment contract pursuant to the authority
of the Act of September 21, 1959 (73 Stat. 584), he may, at any time prior to
the due date prescribed for the first installment not reduced by such deferment,
and by agreement with the contracting organization, terminate the supplemental
contract by which such deferment was effected, credit the construction payments
made, and exercise the authority granted in this section. After the close of the
development period, any such charges collected and which the Secretary determines to be in excess of the cost of the operation and maintenance during the
development period shall be credited to the construction cost of the project
in the manner determined by the Secretary.
(2) That the part of the construction costs allocated by the Secretary to
irrigation shall be included in a general repayment obligation of the organization; and that the organization may vary its distribution of construction charges
in a manner that takes into account the productivity of the various classes of
lands and the benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the construction: Proamend

such

contract

within

the same

limits:

Prouided

uided, That no distribution of construction charges over the lands included in
the organization shall in any manner be deemed to relieve the orgmization or
any party or any land therein of the organization’s general obligation to the
United States.
(3) That the general repayment obligation of the organization shall be spread
in annual installments, of the number and amounts fixed by the Secretary, over
a period of not more than 40 years, exclusive of any development period fixed
under paragraph ( 1) of this subsection, for any project contract unit or, if the
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project contract unit be divided into two or more irrigation blocks, for any such
block, or as near to said period of not more than forty years as is consistent with
the adoption and operation of a variable payment formula which, being based on
full repayment within such period under average conditions, permits variance
in the required
the ability

annual

payments

of the organization

in the light

of economic

factors

pertinent

to

to pay.

(4) That the first annual installment for any project contract unit, or for
any irrigation block, as tie case may be, shall accrue, on the date fixed by the
Secretary, in the year after the last year of the development period or, if there
be no development period, in the calendar year after the Secretiry announces
that the construction contemplated in the repayment contract is substantially
completed or is advanced to a point where delivery of water can be made to
substantially all of the lands in said unit or block to be irrigated; and if there
be no development period fixed, that prior to and including the year in which
the Secretay- makes said announcement
water shall be deiivered only 01 the
toll

charge

basis

hereinbefore

provided

for

development

periods.

(5) Repealed.
(53 Stat. 1195; Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 542; Act of August 28,
76 Stat. 407; 43 U.S.C, $ 485h(d) )
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EXPLANATORYNOTES
1962 Amendments. Section 1 of the .4ct
of August 28, 1962, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, prior to the commencement of the development period authorized
by subsection 9 (d)(1),
to amend repayment contracts to provide for irrigation
blocks, or add to or modify existing blocks.
Section 2 of the Act added the second and
third provisos in subsection 9 (d) ( 1). The
Act appears herein in chronological order.
1962 Amendment. Section 3 of the Act of
August 28, 1962, authorizes the annual installment provided for in subsection 9(d)
(3) to be paid in two parts. The Act appears herein in chronological order.
1958 Amendment. Section 1 of the Act
of August 8, 1958, amended paragraph (3),
subsection (d) of section 9 to read as it
appears above, thereby authorizing a variable repayment plan in place of the “normal
and percentage plan” of repayment formerly authorized by section 4, which was
repealed by the 1958 act. The original
language read as follows:
“The general
repayment obligation of the organization
shall be spread in annual installments, of
the number and amounts fixed by the Secretary, over a period not exceeding forty
years, exclusive of any development period
fixed under subsection (d) ( 1) of this section, for any project contract unit, or for any
irrigation block, if the :project contract unit
be divided into two or more irrigation
blocks.” The 1958 Act appears herein in
chronological order.

Provision Repealed. Section 3 of t} Act
of August 8, 1958, repealed paragrap ,:5;;
subsection (d) of section 9, the t
which appears below. It also repeah
section 4, which authorized the “norrni
and
percentage plan” referred to below. In place
of that plan, the same Act amended paragraph (3) of section 9, subsection (d), to
provide for a variable plan of repayment.
“(5)
Either (A) that each year the installment of the organization’s
repayment
obligation scheduled for such year shall be
the construction charges due and payable
by the organization for such year; or (B)
that each year the installment for such year
of the organization’s repayment obligation
shall be increased or decreased on the basis
of the normal and percentages plan provided in section 4 of tiis Act for modification of existing obligations to pay construction charges, and the amount of the
annual installment of the organization’s obligation, as thus increased or decreased,
shall be the construction charges due and
payable for such year. Under (B) of this
subsection the provisions of section 4 of
this Act shall be applicable, as near as may
be, to the repayment contract made in connection with the new project, new division
of a project or supplemental works on a
project; and the organization shall make
payments on the basis therein provided until
its general repayment obligation has become
due and payable to the United States in
full.”
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The 1958 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary Provision: Variable Payment Plan. Section 2 of the Act of August 8,
1958, provides as follows:
“The benefits
of a variable payment plan as provided in
the amendment to paragraph (3) of section 9, subsection (d), of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 contained in section
1 of this Act may be extended by the
Secretary to my organization with which
he contracts or has contracted for the repayment of construction costs allocated to
irrigation on any project undertaken by the
United States, includins contracts under
the Act of August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1418),
as amended, and contracts for the storage
of water or for the use of stored water under section 8 of the Act of December 22,
1944 (58 Stat. 887? 891 ). In the case of
any project for which a maximum repayment period longer than that prescribed
in said parasraph
( 3 ) has been or is allowed by Act of Congress, the period so
allowed may be used by the Secretary in
lieu of the forty-year period provided in
said amendment to paragraph (3) .“

OF
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The 1958 Act appears herein in chronological order. The Act of August 11, 1939
(53 Stat. 1418 ), as amended, which is the
Water Conservation and Utilization Act,
and extracts (including
section 8 ) from
the Act of December 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 887,
891 ), which is the Flood Control Act of
1944, both referred to in this note, are
found herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provisions: Administration of Contracts. The Act of July 2, 1956,
70 Stat. 483, is an act relating to the administration of contracts under this subsection and subsection (e). The 1956 .4ct
appears herei~ in chronological order.
Reference m the Text. The Act of September 21, 1959 (73 Stat. 584)., referred
to in the text, amended subsection 17(b)
of this Act. The amended subsection authorizes the Secretary to defer the payment
on installments of construction charses under any repayment contract or other form
of obligation as he deems necessary to adjust such installments to amounts within
the probable ability of the water users to
pay. The 1959 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
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1. Costs, what constitutes
The reference in subsection 9(d) (2) to“the part of the construction costs allocated
by the Secretary to irrigation”
is to the
amount assigned by the Secretary to be repaid by the irrigators and not to the total
costs allocated to irrigation in the accounting or engineering sense. Memorandum of
Chief Counsel Fisher, September 12, 1952,
in re procedure on use of surplus power
revenues for assistance in financing irrigation distribution systems.
2. Additional costs
Where a repayment contract is entered
into with the water users, based on estimates
of costs at that time, and provides for a
determination by the Secretary as to continuation of work when increased costs reach
a ceiling fixed in the contract, the Secretary
may require an additional obligation to be
assumed by water users as a condition to
continuation of construction when that ceiling is reached. In reaching a decision the
Secretary must consider the ability of water
users to bear increased costs as well as the

ability of, purchasers of power to absorb
them. Sohcltor Barry Opinionj 68 I.D. 305
( 1961), in re Columbia Basin repayment
problems.
The Coachella
Valley County Water
District is not required to pay for the additional costs—i.e.,
those in excess of the
$13,500,000 tied in the repayment contract
of December 22, 1947—incurred
by the
United States in completing the distribution
system pursuant to the provision in the Interior Department Appropr~ation Act, 1952,
and subsequent
appropriations.
United
States v. Coachella Valley County Water
District, 111 F. Supp. 172 (S.D. Cal. 1953).
3. Repayment4enerally
Subsections (c),
(d), and (e) require
repayment or return of all actual costs, not
estimated costs, allocated to irrigation. The
requirement for full return of such costs can
be met by assigning for return from power
revenues, where such revenues are available,
all increased costs properly allocable to irrigation but which are beyond the water
users’ ability to pay. Memorandum of Chief
Counsel Fix to Commissioner,
April 20,
1948, at 26, in re questions of law raised by
House Appropriations
Subcommittee;
reprinted in Hearings on Interior Department
Appropriation Bill for 1949 Before a House
Appropriations Subcommittee,
80th Cong.,
2d $ess., pt. 3, at 885 (1948).
The last sentence of section. 9(e) does
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not require that the entire cost of a distribution system must be covered by a repayment
contract under section 9(d), and therefore,
surplus power and municipal and industrid
water supply revenues may be applied to assist in payout of part of the distribution system costs. Memorandum of Ctilef Counsel
Fisher, September 12, 1952, in re procedure
on use of surplus ,power revenues for assistance in financing irrigation distribution
systems.
The Department of the Interior is without authority to charge interest on the return
of costs allocated to irrigation because Con.
gress has not specifically authorized such
charge, Letter of Acting
Commissioner
Llneweaver to Mr. William A. Owen, February 12, 1952.
Except for contracts under subsections
9 (c) ( 1) and 9 (d), which are governed by
a 40-year maximum limit, there is no legal
objection under general reclamation law to
utilizing a depreciation method for repayment of Federal investment, that is, repayment within the useful tife of the property.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fisher to
Commissioner, April, 10, 1952.
The estimated accumulated revenues representing the interest component on the sale
of power from the Columbia Basin project
are not available to reduce the average
amount per acre of construction cost contracted to be repaid by the project water
users. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 68 I.D, 305,
306–09 (1961).
4.—Insta1lments
The verb “to fix”, as used in that part of
subsection
(d),
section 9, Reclamation
Reject Act of 1939, stating that the general
repayment obligation of a contracting organization “shall be spread in annual installments, of the number and amounts bed
by the Secretary;’
means to establish
definitely, so that tie contracting parties
know how many installments are contemplated by the contract and how much monev
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is involved in each installment. Solicitor
White Opinion, 60 I.D. 150 ( 1948)., in re
proposed contract with Savage Irrigation
District.
A repayment contract entered into under
subsection 9(d) which prescribes a formula
pursuant to which the amount of each annual installment is to be determined, which
formula has no relationship to the “normal
and percentages plan” authorized by Congress in subsection 9 (d) and section 4 for
variable payments, is not in conformity with
the requirements of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. Solicitor White Opinion, 60
I.D. 150 ( 1948), in re proposed contract
with Savage Irrigation District.
9. Ownership of facilities
A repayment contract is not invalid because of absence of provision that the district
will obtain title to the distribution system
when its obligation therefor has been totally
discharged.
Ivanhoe
Irr. Dist. v. McC7a.ken, 357 U.S. 275, 289-9(1958).
While water users under section 9 contracts acquire a water right, they acquire no
equity in the physical assets of the project
which would be required to be reflected as
such in the balance sheets of the Bureau of
Reclamation.
No legal objection
is perceived, therefore, to considering receipts
from both section 9 (d) and section 9 (e)
contracts as income. Dec. Comp. Gen. &
91527–O.M,
(January 18, 1950).
10. Water rights
Objections
of appellees that contracts
executed under section 9 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 are invalid because
they imply that water users are not entitled
to water rights beyond the 40-year terms
of the contracts and because they do not
make clear that the districts and landowners become free of indebtedness upon repayment, are answered by the Act of July
2, 1956, 70 Stat. 483. Ivanhoe 17r. Dist. v.
McC7acken, 357 U.S. 275,297-8
( 1958).

(e) [Short- or long-term contracts to furnish water for irrigation—Payment
in advance of delivery of water —Cost of works to be covered by repayment
contract under subset. (d). ]—In lieu of entering into a repayment contract
pursuant to the provisions of subsection (d) of this section to cover that part of
the cost of the construction of works connected with water supply and allocated
to irrigation, the Secretary, in his discretion, may enter into either short- or longterm contracts to furnish water for irrigation purposes. Each such contract shall
be for such periocl, not to exceed forty years, and at such rates as in the Secretary’s judgment will produce revenues at least sufficient to cover an appropriate
share of the annual operation and maintenance cost and an appropriate share of
such fixed charges as the Secreta~ deems proper, due consideration being given
to that part of the cost of construction of works connected with water supply and
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allocated to irrigation; and shall require payment of said rates each year in advance of delivery of water for said year. In &e event such contracts are made
for furnishing water for irrigation pUrpOXS, the costs of any irrigation water distribution works constructed by the United States in connection with the new
project, new division of a project, or supplemental works on a project> shall be
covered by a repayment contract entered into pursuant to said subsection
(53 Stat. 1196; 43 U,S.C. $ 485h(e) )

(d).

EXPLANATORY NOTE
ministration of contracts under this subsection and subsection (d). The 1956 Act
appears herein in chronogical order.

Supplementary
Provisions:
Administration of Contracts. The Act of July 2, 1956,
70 Stat, 483, is an act relating to the ad-

NOTES OF OPINIONS
fi~~

Contracts
1
Repayment
2
Water rights
3
1. Contracts
Contracts executed under section 9(e)
of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 are
not invalid because of failure to recite a
definite sum as being the total amount due
for water supply facilities. Ivanhoe Irr. Dist.
v. McCracken,
357 U.S. 275, 298 (1958).
Objections
of appellees that contracts
executed under section 9(e) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 are invalid
because they imply that water users are not
entitled to water rights beyond the 40-year
terms of the contracts and because they do
not make clear that the districts and landowners become free of indebtedness upon repayment, are answered by the Act of JUIY
2, 1956, 70 Stat. 483. Ivanhoe Irr. D;st. v.
M. Cracked, 357 U.S. 275, 297-8 ( 1958).
2. Repayment
There is no legal requirement that contracts entered into under subsection 9(e)
must provide for recovery within 40 years
of the construction costs connected with
water supply and allocated to irrigation.
Sec.
lands
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3. Water rights
While water users under section 9 contracts acquire a water right, they acquire
no equity in the physical assets of the project which would be required to be reflected
as such in the balance’ sheets of the Bureau
of Reclamation. INO legal objection is perceived, therefore, to considering receipts
from both section 9 (d) and section 9(e)
contracts as income. Dec. Comp. Gen. &
91527-O.M.
(January 18, 1950).
and

other

Authority
in lands

reclamation

struction

Opinion,

‘ Sub~ections (c),
(d), and (e) require
repayment or return of all actual costs, not
estimated costs, allocated to irrigation. The
requirement for full return of such costs can
be met hy assigning for return from power
revenues, where such revenues are available,
all increased costs properly sdlocable to
irrigation but which are beyond the water
users’ ability to pay. Memorandum of Chief
Counsel Fix to Commissioner,
.4pnl 20,
1948, at 26, in re questions of law raised
by House Appropriations Subcommittee; reprinted in Hearings on Interior Department A+proQriation Bill for 1949 Before a
House ApQroQriations Subcommittee,
80th
Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 3 at 885 ( 1948).

Secretary,

or interest
Federal

White

minerals
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leases,

in his discretion,
withdrawn
laws
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in connection

of any project,
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licenses,

with

of sand, gravel,

competitive

bidding:

easePermit

and being
the conand other
Provided,

That removals may be permitted without charge if for use by a public agency
in the constmction of public roads or streets within any project or in its immediate vicinity; and (b) grant le~es and licen ses for periods not to exceed fifty
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years, and easements or rights-of-way with or without limitation as to period of
time affecting lands or interest in lmds withdrawn or acquired and being administered under the Federal reclamation laws in connection with the construcThat, if a water
tion or operation and maintenance of any project: Provided,
users’ organization is under contract obligation for repayment on account of the
project or division involved, easements or rights-of-way for periods in excess of
twenty-five years shall be granted only upon prior written approval of the governing board of such organization. Such permits or grants shall be made only
when, in the judgment of the Secretary, their exercise will not be incompatible
with the purposes for which the lands or interests in lands are being administered,
and shall be on such terms and conditions as in his judgment will adequately protect the interests of the United States and the project for which said lands or
interests in lands are being administered. (53 Stat. 1196; Act of August 18, 1950,
64 Stat. 463; 43 U.S.C. ~ 387)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1950 Amendment. The Act of August 18,
1950, 64 Stat. 463, amended clause (b) by
removing the 50-year limitation on easements and rights-of-way and adding the
proviso requiring consent of the water users’
organization for easements or rights-of-way
for periods in excess of 25 years. As originally enacted in 1939, clause (b) of section
10 read as follows:
“(b)
grant leases, licenses, easements, or
rights-of-way, for periods not to exceed fifty
years, affecting lands or interests in lands
withdrawn or acquired and being administered under the Federal reclamation laws
in connection with the construction or operation and maintenance of any project.”
Codification. The second sentence of the
orisinal section was’ omitted from the section as codified at 43 U,S.C. ~ 387. This
omission is believed to be erroneous, however, particularly in view of the statement in
tie letters of the Secretary of the Interior
transmitting to the House and Senate the
draft of bill which became the basis for the
1950 amendment, that the legislation “will
in no way tiect”
the second sentence. H.R.
Rept. No. 450 ( 1949). S. Rept. No. 1942
( 1950), 81st Congress. The sentence has
been reinstated in the supplement to the
1964 edition of the U.S. Code.

Prior Act: Sale of Railroad. The Act of
August 11, 1916, 39 Stat. 506, authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to appraise
and sell the Boise and Arrowrock Railroad.
which was constructed by the Reclamation
Semite in connection with the construction
of the Arrowrock Dam, Boise project, and
was no IonSer needed for that purpose. The
railroad was 17 miles in length and connected the OreSon Short Line Rafiway and
the site of the Arrowrock Dam. After an
attempt to iease the railway failed, the Department requested legislative authority to
sell it.
Prior Acts: Sale of Lands to Railroad
Companies. The Act of February 26, 1917,
39 Stat. 940, authorized the sale and conveyance of certain lands of the Milk River
project, Montana, to the Great Northern
Railway
Company for division terminal
yards and other railway purposes. The Act
of December 17, 1919, 41 Stat, 1453, authorized the sde and conveyance of certain
lands of the Minidoka project, Idaho, to
the OreSon Short Line Railroad Comp~ny
for railroad purposes “at a price to be fixed
by the Secretary of the Interior in order to
return the expenditure heretofore made or
proposed for the irrigation of the !ands at
not less than $50 per acre . . .“.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Easements and rights-of-way
Leases and licenses
2
Removal of materials
1

3

1. Removal of materiak
Under the Act of February 8, 1905, and
the Act of March 3, 1891, as amended, the
Bureau may issue a permit to an irrigation
district to remove clay without charge from

public lands to be used in connection wi~
the operation and maintenance of drainage
facilities of a federaf reclamation project.
This authority is not repealed by section
10 (a) of the Reclamation
Project Act of
1939. Memorandum
of Acting Associate
Solicitor Coulter, AuSust 11., 1966, in re
request of Yuma Mesa Irrigation and Drainase District.
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2. Leases and licenses
Under section 10 of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 there is authority to
lease reclamation withdrawn or acquired
lands for 50 years for. recreation purposes
without monetary consideration. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan to Commissioner of Reclamation, January 24, 1964,
in re Park Moabi lease along the Lower
Colorado River.
Under the authority of section 10 of the
Reclination
Proiect Act of 1939, the Secretary is empowe;ed to offer trespassers on
reclamation
withdrawn
land along the
Lower Colorado River an opportunity to
enter into agreements under which they
would pay a reasonable charge for past occupancy and receive permits for continued
occupancy under reasonable terms while the
lands involved are being placed under a
permanent
land-use program.
Letter of
Secretary Udall to the Comptroller General,
April 20, 1961.
A Dermit to search for hidden treasures
on reclamation withdrawn lands may be
issued under section 10 of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939. The permit should provide for a minimum charge and a sufficient
return if treasure is located, and no reservation should be contained recognizing any
claim of the Stite of California to any
treasure discovered. Memorandum of Acting Associate Solicitor Weinberg, September
10, 1959.
Under section 10 of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939 the United States may
Sec.
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[Sale
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at public
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3. Easements and rights-of-way
The Secretary is authorized under section
10 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939
to grant to a county, with the consent of the
water users, a permanent easement in an
access road constructed as a part of a project, and under section 14 of the 1939 Act,
to m~e an advance payment to the county
in recognition of the saving to the government of costs of maintenance and repair of
the road. Dec. Comp.
Gen. B–109485
(July 22, 1952 ), in re contract with Shasta
County.
Section 10 gives the Secretary of the
Interior authority to grant, or to deny a
request for, a right-of-way for a rtilroad
company across hinds within a reclamation
withdrawal. Moreover, the act specifically
authorizes the Secretary to impose terms and
conditions upon the rights granted by him
“as in Kls judgment will adequately protect
the interests of the United States,” and a
requirement for a stipulation on fair employment practices would be within this
authority. Southern Pacific Railroad Company, A-26143
(August 20, 1951 ).

to be sold under

may sell said property

provisions
1197;

and

property

895 ), or the Act
$300,

of property,

OF

issue a permit or license to School District
No. 7.of Natrona County, Wyoming, to connect lts water and sewer Enes to Recl~ation systems. Memormdum
of Associate
Solicitor Fisher, August 7, 1958, in re use
of service facilities,
Alcova
Dam
and
Reservoir.
A contract to permit the Public Service
Company of Colorado to divert water from
a canal of the Grand Valley project for
cooling purposes may be entered into pursuant to the Act of February 25, 1920, or
under section 9(c) or section 10 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939. Revenues
arising from the furnishing of water for this
purpose should be credited as a tail end
reduction of the water users organizations
repayment obligation for construction and
rehabilitation and betterment costs. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Fisher, October 26, 1956.

A private person may not be permitted
under this section to remove sand, gravel
and other materials without charge. Shotwell v. United States, 163 F. Supp. 907
(E.D. Wash. 1958).
Where authority to grant permits for removal of sand and gravel had been delegated and redelegate
to district manager,
other personnel of the Bureau of Reclamation were without authority to grant permission for such removal. Shotwell v. United
State$, 163 F. Supp. 907(E.D. Wash. 1958).
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

References in the Text. The Act of February 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 895), referred to in
the text, authorizes the sale of lands ac-

quired for reclamation purposes and not
needed for such purposes. The Act of May
20, 1920 (41 Stat. 605 ), also referred to in
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the text, authorizes the sde of withdrawn
lands, not otherwise reserved, that have
been improved at the expense of the reclamation fund, but are no longer needed for
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the purpose for which they were withdrawn.
Both acts appear herein in chronological
order.

Sec. 12. [Liabili~
of United States on contracts for services, supplies, etc.,
contingent upon appropriations. ] —When appropriations have been made for
the commencement or continuation of construction or operation and maintenance
of any project, the Secretary may, in connection with such construction or operation and maintenance, enter into contracts for miscellaneous services, for materials and supplies, as well as for construction, which may cover such periods of
time as the Secretary may consider necessary but in which the liability of the
United States shall be contingent upon appropriations being made therefor.
(53 Stat. 1197; 43 U.S.C. ~ 388)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Cross Reference, Loans for Local Distribution Systems. Provisos in each annual
Public Works Appropriation Act beginning
with the Act of September 10, 1959, 73
Stat. 495, provide that loans beyond the
current fiscal year for the construction of
local distribution systems under the Act of
July 4, 1955, 69 Stat. 244, are subject to the
same conditions as stated in section 12 of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, that
is that they shall be contingent upon appro-

priations being made therefor. The 1955
Act and the relevant extract from the 1959
Act appear herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Prior Law. Section 16
of the Reclamation
Extension
Act of
August 13, 1914, which appears herein in
chronological
order, was interpreted generally as limiting the contracting authority
of the Bureau of Reclamation
to an annual basis and within current annual
appropriations.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
Application
Construction

1
with other laws

2

1. Application
The definition of the term “project”
in
section 2 of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939 includes projecti not under the reclamation
laws that are constructed
or
operated and maintained by the Secretary
of the Interior tirough the Bureau of Reclamation for other agencies, such as the
Lower Two Medicine Dam on the Blackfeet
Indian
Irrigation
project.
Consequently, the provisions of section 12 of the
Act authorize the inclusion of the usual
contingency -upon-appropriations
clause in
the construction contract. Memorandum of
Associate Solicitor Hogan, October 6, 1966.

2. Construction with other laws
Provisions in the Interior Department
Appropriation
Act, 1949, authorizing the
Commissioner of Reclamation to enter into
contracts with respect to construction of the
Cachuma Unit, Santa Barbara project, and
the Palisades project, up to certain amounts
over and above the amount of the appr~
priatlons for the projects, fully obligate the
United States to pay the contractors up to
the stated amounts and are additional to
the authority in section 12 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to this extent. Dec.
Comp.
Gen., B–79145
(September
10,
1948).

Sec. 13. [Supplies, equipment, services, not in excess of $300, may be procured in open market. ] —The purchase of supplies and equipment or the procurement of services for the Bureau of Reclamation at the seat of government
and elsewhere may be made in the open market without compliance
with section
3709 or section 3744 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, in the manner
common among businessmen, when the aggregate payment for the purchase or
the services does not exceed $300 in any instance. (53 Stat. 1197; 41 IJ.S.C.
\ 16d note)
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
References in the Text. Section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. $ 5) ~ referred to in the text, deals with competitive
bidding. The section is found herein in the
.kppendix. Section 3744 of the Revised
Statutes required that contracts made by

the Secretaries of War, Navy and Interior
be in writing, and that copies of these contracts be filed in the returns office of the
Department of the Interior. Section 3744 of
the Revised Statutes was repealed by the
Act of October 21, 1941, 55 Stat. 743.

Sec. 14. [Authority to purchase or condemn lands for relocating highways,
roadways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, and electric transmission lines—
Exchange Government propertie*Grant
perpetual easement*Exchange
or
replacement of water, water rights, or electric energy. ] —The Secretary is
hereby authorized, in connection with the. construction or operation and maintenance of any project, (a) to purchase or condemn suitable lands or interests in
lands for relocation of highways, roadways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, or
electric transmission lines, or any other properties whatsoever, the relocation
of which in the judgment of the Secretary is necessitated by said construction
or operation and maintenance, and to perform any or all work involved in said
relocations on said lands or interests in lands, other lands or interests in lands
owned and held by the United States in connection with the construction or
operation and maintenance of said project, or properties not owned by the
United States; (b) to enter into contracts with the owners of said properties
whereby they undertake to acquire any or all property needed for said relocation, or to perform my or all work involved in said relocations; and (c)
for the purpose of effecting completely said relocations, to convey or exchange
Government properties acquired or improved under (a) above, with or without
improvements, or other properties owned and held by the United States in
connection with the construction or operation and maintenance of said project,
or to grant perpetual easements therein or thereover. Grants or conveyances
hereunder shall be by instruments executed by the Secretary without regard
to provisions of law governing the patenting of public lands.
The Secretary is further authorized, for the purpose of orderly and economical constr~ction or operation and maintenance of any project, to enter
into s“uch contracts for exchange or replacement of water, water rights, or electric energy, or for the adjustment of water rights, as in his judgment are necessary and in the interests of the United States and the project. (53 Stat. 1197;
43 U.S.C. ~ 389)
EXPLANATORYNOTE
Prior Acts: Exchanges of Lands. The Act
of August 9, 1921, 42 Stat. 147, authorized
an exchange of lands between the United
States and the Swan Land and Cattle Company, Limited. The Act of Februmy 25,
1925, 43 Stat. 970, authorized an exchange

of lands between the United States and
Anton Hiersche. Both exchanges were for
the purpose of acquiring l=ds needed by
the United States for construction, operation and maintenance of the North Platte
project, Nebraska-Wyoming.

N’OTES OF OPINIONS
Exchanges
IL19
Power
11
Water and water rights
Relocations
1-9
Generally
1

10

Other properties
3
Roads
2
1. Relocatio~Generally
The Secretary of the Interior is without
authority to compensate a church under
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section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act
of 1939 for the cost of relocating church
buildings that were constructed pursuant to
a special use permit issued by the Forest
Service, which is revocable at will, on lands
covered
by a reclamation
withdrawal.
Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Fritz to
Field Solicitor, Billings, January 7, 1955, in
re parcel number 10, Pactola Dam and
Reservoir.
Section 14 authorizes negotiation for relocation of a facility by its owner, as well as
relocation by the Bureau; and a contract
may be entered into to pay the owner a
fixed sum for this work, rather than a sum
based on actual cost,. where analysis shows
this to be in the best interests of the government. Memorandum of Assistant Commissioner Markwell to Regional Director, Denver, .November 28, 1951.
2.—Roads
The provision of section 208 of the Flood
Control Act of 1962, relating to the nonreimbursability of Federal costs of relocating roads . to current standards, must be
construed m pari mate7ia with section 9 and
and section 14 of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. This means that ( 1 ) the cost
of relocating a road in kind is included as a
part of total project cost to be allocated as
pTovided in section 9 of the 1939 Act; (2)
the additional cost of constructing the substitute road to current standards under section 208 is a non-reimbursable fede~al cost;
and (3) the further cost of constructing the
road to a still higher standard requested by
the State must be paid by the State. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Weinberg,
December 6, 1962.
In highway relocations the obligation of
the United States is to be measured bv the
costs of a necessary substitute highway
which will provide equivalent service and
equivalent standards to the highway being
taken. That is, the obligation of the United
States is measured by the cost of such highway as is required to be constructed as a
result of the taking, and where the remaining Klghway system is adequate or where
the taking eliminates the source of traffic,
and hence the need for the road, only nominal compensation is required. California v.
United States, 169 F. 2d. 914 (1948), Fo7t
Worth V. U.S., 188 F. 2d. 217, 221-222
( 1951). While the question of necessity for
substitute highways is not necessarily controlled by whether or not an express legal
duty is imposed upon the State or other
pubhc entity involved, U.S. v. Des Moines
County, 148 F. 2d. 448 ( 1945), it is clear
that the test is one of adequacy, not one
merely of convenience or the fulfillment of
a desire. Washington v. U.S., 214 F. 2d. 33,
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40 ( 1954). “. . . the test . . , is not what
the state . . . would like to get or even what
might be more desirable, but rather what is
reasonable and fair under all the circumstances. ” U.S. v. 0.886 of an acre, 65 F.
Supp. 827, 828 ( 1946). See also U.S. v.
Alderson, 53 F. Supp. 528 ( 1944). Memorandum of Assistant Commissioner Golze
to Regional Directo~, Billings, November 7,
1958, in re relocation of State secondary
road at Clark Canyon Reservoir.
The Secretary is authorized under section
10 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939
to grant to a county, with the consent of
the water users, a permanent easement in an
access road constructed as a part of a project, and under section 14 of the 1939 Act,
to make an advance payment to the county
in recognition of the saving to the government of costs of maintenance and repair of
the road. Dec. Comp. Gen. B–109485 (July
22, 1952 ), in re contract with Shasta
County.
Although it is the general rule that personal services necessary in connection with
governmental activities are for performance
by regular employees of the government who
are responsible to the government
and
subject to government supervision, it is
permissible, under the broad authority of
section 14, to reimburse a State for the services of a State highway engineer in connection with the relocation of a State highway,
where the services of the State engineer
facilitate the work of relocation and the
Bureau is unable to locate a qualified engineer to perform this work. Dec. Comp.
Gen. B-60222
(September 17, 1946).
3.—Other properties
The terms “relocation”
and “any other
properties whafioever”, taken toge~er, are
broad enough to include transfer of a business or an operation or a function from
a site needed for a project to other land.
It is not necessary that the transfer involve
a physicaI transfer or relocation of physical
property affixed to the old site. Memorandum of Acting Chief Counsel Stinson,
May 3, 1941, in re Provo River Project,
Utah.
10. Exchanges—Water
and water rights
In the event Congress enacts a provision
of law, as proposed in an amendment to
H.R. 4671 pending before the 89th Congress, directing the SecretaW of the Interior,
tist, to en~er into contracts exhanging
Colorado River mainstream water for Gila
River System water presently used by Arizona users, and second, to offer to enter into
contracts making avadable to New Mmico
users the GiIa River System water which he
had so acquired, no amendment
to the
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Supreme Court decree in Arizona v. California, 376 U.S. 340 (1964) would be required to implement the Congressional enactment. Solicitor Barry Opinion, 73 I.D.
252 (1966).
In view of the long history of attempts
to resolve disputes with water users diverting water from the Sacramento River, some
part of which is attributable to the operation of Shasta Reservoir of the Central
Valley Project, and in view of the costs and
uncertainties of litigation, it is appropriately
within the jud~ent
of the Secretary under
the authority of section 14 of tie Reclamation Project Act of 1939 to waive payment for past diversions as a part of agreements with the di~erte~s requiring payments for future diversions. Dec. Comp.
Gen., B–152983 (January 21, 1964).
In view of the provision in section 14
of the Reclamation
Proiect Act of 1939
authorizing contracts fo; exchange or replacement of water or water rights, water
delivered to the Feather Water District in
the Sacramento River at the mouth of the
Feather River as replacement for water
diverted by the District from the Feather
River can be considered as “stored water”
of the Central Valley project delivered “for”
the lands of the District within the meaning
of section 2 of the Act of August 26, 1937,
as amended. Memorandum
of Associate
Solicitor Fishe;, July 27, 1959.
The authority of the Secretary under
section 14 to enter contracts not only for
the exchange or replacement of wattr but
also for the “adjustment of water rights,”
may reasonably be construed to authorize a
contract for a cash payment to a town for
the 10SSof use of its water suppiy system
occasioned by construction and operation
of the Colorado-Big Thompson project, in
lieu of a contract for replacement of the
water system. Dec. Comp. Gen. B–84264
(May 10, 1949), in re contmct with Town
of Hot Sulphur Springs, Colorado,
11.—Power
The advantages at federal hydroelectric
projects to be realized from implementing
and the
the “Treaty
between Canada
United States of America Relating to Cooperative Development of the Water Resources
of the Columbia River Basin” through the
execution of exchange agreements, support,
as a matter of law, the Bonneville Power
Administrator’s determination of “economical operation” as required by section 14 of
the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53
Stat. 1197, 43 U.S.C. s 389) and section
5 (b) of the Bonneville Project Act (50 Stat.
734, 16 U.S.C. $ 832d (b)). Solicitor Barry
Opinion, 71 I.D. 315, 326-28 (1964).
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Agreements providing for the delivery
to the Bonneville Power Administrator of
a quantity of power which cannot, with
certainty, be determined but which constitutes a valuable power resource, in return
for the delivery by the Administrator of
stated amounts of power over the same
period,
constitute
power-for-power
exchange agreements which the Administrator is authorized to enter into under section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939 (53 Stat. 1197, 43 U.S.C. ~389) and
section 5(b) of the Bonneville Project Act
(50 Stat.
734, 16 U.S.C.
~832d(b) ).
Sohcltor
Barry Opinion,
71 I.D.
315
( 1964), in re Canadian Entitlement Exchange agreements.
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to construct transmission lines, such
as the Creston-Fairport intertie between the
Missouri River Basin project and the Southwestern Power Administration,
which are
necessary to effectuate an exchange of power for the purpose of orderly and economical
construction
or operation
and
maintenance of any reclamation project, as
provided in section 14 of the Reclamation
Project of 1939. Memorandum of Associate
Solicitor Weinberg to Director, Division of
Budget and Finance, July 23, 1962.
As a prerequisite to the execution of a
proposed agreement with the Washington
Public Power Supply System to furnish firm
power in exchange for the total electric
power generated at the Atomic Energy Commission’s New Production Reactor at Hanford, Washingtonj
the Bonneville Power
Administration must make a determination
that the agreement is in the interest of
economical operation, as required by section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act of
1939 and section 5(b)
of the Bonneville
Project Act. Dec. Comp. Gen. B–149016,
B–1 49083 (letter to Chairman Holifield,
July 16, 1962) .
A propose”d agreement
whereby
the
Washington Public Power Supply System
would furnish to the Bonneville Power Administration the total electric power generated from steam to be purchased from
the Atomic Energy Commission’s New Production Reactor at Hanford, Washington,
and would receive in exchange therefor firm
power from BPA, is clearly a contract for
the exchange of power and comes within
the general authority granted by section
5(b)
of the Bonneville Project Act and
section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act
of 1939, which governs the operation of the
Columbia Basin project as provided by section 1 of the Columbia Basin Project Act.
Dec. Comp. Gen. B–149016,
&149083
(letter to Chairman Hofifield, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, July 16, 1962).
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Sec. 15. [Authority of the Secretary. ]-The
Secretary is hereby authorized
to perfom
any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be
necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act
into full force and effect. (53 Stat. 1198; 43 U.S.C. $ 485i)
NOTE OF OPINION
1. Necessary and proper
In cases where, because of administrative
laxity in enforcing the excess land limitations of reclamation law, or because projects
were initiated prior to the enactment of
section 46 of the 1926 Actj owners of excess lands have been receiving water therefor without having executed recordable
contracts, the Secretary, in the exercise of
his authority to perform all acts necessary
and proper to carry the reclamation laws

into full force and effect (sec. 10 of the
Reclamation
Act of 1902; sec. 15 of the
Reclamation Project Act of 1939), may per.
mit the continued delivel~ of water to such
excess lands on condition that the owner,
by the execution of a recordable contract,
agrees to dispose of such lands within a reasonable time on reasonable conditions, Associate Solicitor Cohen Opinion, M–34999
(October 22, 1947).

Sec. 16. [Effect on existing laws. ]—The provisions of previous Acts of Congress not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act shall remain in full force
and effect. (53 Stat. 1198; 43 U.S.C. $ 485j)
Sec. 17. (a) [Extension of time for modification of existing repayment contracts.—The
authority granted in section 3 of this Act for modification
of
existing repayment contracts or other forms of obligations to pay construction
charges shall continue through December 31, 1960.
(b) [Deferment of construction chages.]—The
Secretary is hereby authorized, subject to tie provisions of this subsection, to defer the time for the payment of such part of any installments of construction charges under any repayment contract or other form of obligation as he deems necess~
to adjust such
instaHments to amounts within the probable ability of the water users to pay.
Any such deferment shall be effected only after findings by the Secretary that the
installments” under consideration probably cannot be paid on their due date
without undue burden on the water users, considering the various factors which
in the Secretary’s judgment bear on the abitity of the water users so to pay.
The Secretary may effect the deferments hereunder subject to such conditions
and provisions relating to the operation and maintenance of the project involved
as he deems to be in the interest ,of the United States. If, however, any deferments would affect installments to accrue more than twelve months after the
action of deferment, they shall be effected ordy by a formal supplemental contract. Such a contract shall provide by its terms that, it being only an interim
solution of the repayment problems dealt with therein, its terms are not, in themselves, to be construed as a criterion of the terms of any arnendatory contract
that may be negotiated and that any such arnendatory contract must be approved
by the Congress unless it does not lengthen the repayment period for the project
in question beyond that permitted by the laws appliwble to that project, involves no reduction in the total amount payable by the water users, and is not
in other respects less advantageous to the Government than the existing contract
arrangements. The Secretary s~lall report to the Congress all deferments granted
under tfis subsection. (53 Stat. 1lg8; Act of April 24, 1945, 59 Stit. 76; Act of
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August 8, 1958, 72 Stat, 543; Act of September 21, 1959, 73 Stat. 584; 43 U.S.C.
$ 485b-1 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1959 Amendment. The Act of September
21, 1959, amended section 17, subsection
(b) to read as it appears above. The 1939
language of the subsection read: “The authority of the Secretary under the Act entitled ‘An act to authorize further re~ef to
water users on United States and on Indian
reclamation projects,’ approved May 3 I,
1939 (Public, Numbered 97, Seventy-sixth
Congress, first session), is hereby extended
in connection with the constmction charges
due and payable, under any existing obligation to pay construction charges, for each of
the years 1939 to 1943, inclusive, to the
extent such charges are not covered by
modification of said obligation under section 3 or 4 of this Act.” The 1959 Act appears herein in chronological order.
1958 Amendment. Section 3 of the Act
of August 8, 1958, amended section 17,, as
amended,
by substituting the expression
“Section 3“ for the expression “Sections 3
and 4”, where the latter occurred in the
section-section
4 having been repealed by
the same 1958 Act. The repealed section 4
authorized the “normal and percentages
plan” of repayment which was superseded
in the 1958 Act by a variable repayment
plan. The 1958 Act appears herein in
chronological order.
1945 Amendment. Section 3 of the Act
of April 24, 1945, 59 Stat. 75, amended section 17 by extending the time in which payment contracts may be modified and by
broadening the authority of the Secretary

to grant deferments. The 1945 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision:
Application
of Subsection “(b)” Provisions. Section 3 of
the Act of September 21, 1959, the act
which amended subsection 17(b), provides
that the. amended subsection “shall apply to
any proJect within the administrative jurisdiction of the Bureau of Reclamation
to
which, if it had been constructed as a project under the Federd reclamation laws . . .
these provisions would be applicable.” The
1959 Act appears herein in chronological
order.
Supplementary Provisions: Extension of
Time for Modification of Repayment Contracts—Repeal
of Section 4. The Act of
March 6, 1952, 66 Stat. 16, provided that
the authority vested in the Secretary of the
Interior by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
be extended through December 31, 1954.
The Act of August 31, 1954, 68 S&t. 1044,
amended the 1952 Act by inserting “1957”
in place of “1954.” The 1954 Act was in
turn amended by the Act of August 21,
1957, 71 Stat. 390, which replaced “1957”
with “1960.” The authority vested in the
Secre=ry by sections 3, 4 and 7 of this Act
was thus extended through December 31,
1960. The Act of August 8, 1958, 72 Stat.
542, repealed section 4 of this Act and
amended the 1952 Act referred to in this
note by deleting the reference in it LOsection
4, Each of these Acts appears herein in
chronological order.

Sec. 18. [Act not to amend Boulder Canyon Project Act. ]—Nothing in this
Act shall be construed to amend the Boulder Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057),
as amended. (53 Sbt. 1198; 43 U.S,C. ~ 485j, note)
Sec. 19. [Short title. ]—This Act may be cited as the “Reclamation
Project
Act of 1939.” (53 Stat. 1198; 43 U.S.C. $ 485k)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Legislative History. H,R, 6984, Public
Law 260 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 995. S. Rept. No. 758. ~.R. Rept. No.

1027 (on H. Res. 242).
1252 (conference report).

H.R.

Rept.

No,
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An act granting

the consent of Congress to the Secretary of the Interior, the State of
Washington, and the Great Northern Railway Company to construct, maintain, and
operate either a combined highway and railroad bridge or two separate bridges across
the Columbia River, at or near Kettle Falls, Washington. (Act of August 7, 1939,
ch. 504,53 Stat. 1235)

[Sec. 1. Bridge authorized across Columbia River at Kettle Falls. ]—The
consent of Congress is hereby granted to the Secretary of the Interior, the State
of Washington, the Great Northern Railway Company, a corporation organized
and existing under *e laws of the State of Minnesota, and their successors and
assigns, jointly or separately, to construct, maintain, and operate either a combined highway and rtilroad bridge or two separate bridges, one to be a highway
bridge and one a railroad bridge, across the Columbia River at a point or points
suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Kettle Falls, and between
Ferry County and Stevens County, Washington, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entifled “An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over
navigable waters,” approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in this Act. (53 Stat. 1235)
Sec. 2. [Reservation clause. ]—The right to alter, amend, or repeal his Act
is hereby expressly reserved. (53 Stat. 1235)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified.

This Act is not codified in

the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act entitled
“An Act to regulate the constmction of

bridges over navigable waters,” approved

287–06.7—72–-vo1. 1—45

March 23, 1906, referred to in section 1, is
found at 34 Stat. 84, 33 U.S.C. $ 491–98.
Legishtive
History. H.R. 6271, Pubfic

Law 302 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1356.
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An act relating to the development of farm units on public lands under Federal reclamation projects with funds furnished by the Farm Security Administration. (Act of
August 7, 1939, ch. 509,53 Stat. 1238)
[Advance
of funds by Farm Security
Administration-Funds
to be repaid
by settler before entry allowed. ]—During the fiscal year of 1943, in order to
further cooperation between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Farm Security
Administration in the development of farm units on public lands under Federal
reclamation projects, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in pursuance of
cooperative agreements between the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary
of the Interior, ( 1) to consider the money or any part of the money made available to settlers or prospective settlers by the Farm Security Administration, as al~
or a portion of the capital required of such settlers under subsection C of section
4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702) ; and (2) where such farm units
have been or may be improved by means of funds made ‘available by the Farm
Security Administration, to require. an entryman of any such unit to enter into
a“mor~age contract with the Farm Security Administration to repay the value of
such improvements thereon before an entry is allowed. (53 Stat. 1238)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1940, 1941 and 1942 Amendments. As
originally enacted, the Act applied during
the fiscal year 1940. It was extended through
the fiscal year 1941 by the Act of June 17,
1940, 54 Stat. 402; through the fiscal year
1942 by the Act of May 28, 1941, 55 Stat.
206; and through the fiscal year 1943 by
the Act of August 1, 1942, 56 Stat. 732.

Reference in the Text. Subsection C of
section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924
(43 Stat. 702), referred to in the text, deals
with the qualifications of applicants for
entry. The Act is the Fact Finders’ Act,
which appearsherein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 2410, Public Law
307 in the 76th Congress. S. Rept. No. 795.
H.R. Rept. No. 1224 (on H.R. 6372).
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[Extract from] An act amending previous flood-control acts and authorizing certain preEminary ~aminations and surveys for flood control, and for other purposes. (Act of
August 11, 1939, ch, 699,53 Stat. 1414)
*

-%

*

*

*

Sec. 7. [Alamogordo
Dam authorized, ]—The Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir on the Pecos River, New Metico, is hereby authorized and declared to be
for the purposes of controlling floods, regulating the flow of the Pecos River,
providing for storage and for delivery of stored waters, for the reclamation of
lands, and other beneficial uses, and said dam and reservoir shall be used, first,
for irrigation; second, for flood control and river regulation; and third, for other
purposes. The Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War are directed to report
to the Congress the amount of the total cost of said Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir which is properly allocable to flood control. The appropriation and transfer
of such amount from the general fund of the Treasury to the reclamation fund,
for credit by reduction of the m=imum
obligation of the Carlsbad Irrigation
District to repay the total cost thereof, is hereby authorized. (53 Stat. 1417; 33
U.s.c.
$ 707.)
EXPLANATORY NTOTES

Purpose of the Act. Alamogordo Dam was
authorized by the President on November
6, 1935, ifiitid funds having been approved
on August 14, 1935, under the Emergency
Refief Appropriations Act of 1935. The
dam wm completed in 1938. The purpose of
tfis act is to include flood control as a
purpose of the dam and rwervoir, and to

provide for the ~location of a portion of
the total cost of the darn and reservoir to
flood control.
Legislative History. H.R. 6634, Public
Law 396 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 799. S. Rept. No. 816. H.R. Rept. No.
1026 (on H. Res. 241).
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An act authorizing

construction of water conservation and utilization projects in the
Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States. (Act of August 11,
1939, ch. 717,53 Stat. 1418)

[Sec. 1. Construction
authorized— U.S. to retain title to project works—
Limbs on irrigation and flood control costs. ] —For the purpose of stabilizing
water supply and thereby rehabilitating farmers on the land and providing opportunities for permanent settlement of farm families, the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to m “the Secretary” ) is hereby authorized to
investigate and, upon compliance with the provisions of this Act, to construct
water conservation and utilization projects in the Great Plains and arid and
semiarid areas of the United States, and to operate and maintain each such
That the United
project in accordance with the provisions of this Act: Provided,
States shall retain title to the dams, reservoirs, irrigation, and other project
works until Congress otierwise provides: And prouided further, That expenditures from appropriations made directly pursuant to the authority contained
in section 12 ( 1) to meet reimbursable construction costs allocated to irrigation
as defined in section 4 (b) shall not exceed $2,000,000 for dams and rewrvoirs
in any one project, and that expenditures from appropriations made directly
pursuant to the authority contained in section 12 (1) to meet costs allocated to
flood control by the Secretary after consultation with the Chief of Engineers,
War Department, shall not exceed $500,000 on any one project. (53 Stat. 1418;
Act of October 14, 1940,54 Stat. 1119; Act of March 7, 1942,56
Act of July 16, 1943,57 Stat. 566; 16 U.S.C. $ 590y)

Stat. 142; ~ 1,

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1943 Amendment. Section 1 of the Act
of July 16, 1943, raised the limitation on
irrigation costs from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. For legislative history of the 1943 Act
see S. 1252, Public Law 152 in the 78th
Congress; S. Rept. No. 365; H.R. Rept. No.
597 (on H.R. 3019).
1942 Amendment. The Act of March 7,
1942, 56 Stat. 142, added the limitation on
flood control costs. For legislative Klstoryof

the 1942 Act see H.R. 4648, Public Law
488 in the 77th Congress; H.R. Rept. No.
1447; companion bill S. 1441.
1940 Amendment. The Act of October
14, 1940, completely revised the 1939 Act
and expanded it from 4 to 12 sections. For
legislative history of the 1940 Act see H.R.
10122, Public Law 848 in the 76th Congress; H.R. Rept. No. 2944.
Original Text. As originally enacted,
section 1 of the Act of August 11, 1939,
provided as fo~lows: “The Secretary of the
Intericr is hereby authorized to undertake

the construction, including acquisition of
water rights, rights-of-way, and other interests in land, of water conservation and
utilization projects in the Great Plains and
arid and semiarid areas of the United
States.”
Earlier Enactment, May 10, 1939. The
Interior Department Appropriation Act,
1940, approved May 10, 1939, appropriated
$5,000,000 for the construction of water
conservation and utilization projects by the
Secretary of the Interior. The Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Popular Names. The authority in the
appropriation act of May 10, 1939, is variously referred to as the Water Conservation
and Utilization Act, the 1940 Water conservation appropriation, or the Great Plains
projects program. The Act of August 11,
1939, as amended, is variouslyreferred to as
the Case-Wheeler Act, the Wheeler-Case
Act, or the Water Conservation and Utilization Act. Projects constructed under both
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authorities are generally called water conservatian and utifiation projects and are
considered to be part of the same program.
Cross Reference, Water Facilities Act.
The Act of August 28, 1937, 50 Stat. 869,
16 U.S.G. ~~ 590r–590x-4 ( 1958 cd.),
popularly known as the Water Facilities
Act, authorized the Secretaryof Agriculture
to constiuct or to assist in the construction
of facilities for water storage and utilization
in arid and semiarid areas of the United
States. The Act of August 17, 1954,68 Stat.
734, terminated the construction phase of
tie program, expanded the purposes to in-
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clude land conservation and improvement
projects, authorized the Secretary of A@culture to make loans and to insure loans
for purposes of the Act, and extended the
cover~e of the progrti to all of the States
and Territories. This authority in turn was
repealed and replaced by Title III of the
Act of August 8, 1961, Pubtic Law 87-128,
75 Stat. 294, 307,.7 U.S.C. $~ 1921-91.
Extracts from this title, which may be cited
separately as the Consolidated Farmers
Home Atilnistration Act of 1961, appear
herein in chronological order.

Sec. 2, [Federal and State agencies. ]—In connection with the investigation,
construction, or operation and maintenmce of a project, pursuant to the authority of this Act, the Secretary is authorized to utilize ( 1) in such manner m the
President may direct, semices, labor, materials, or other property, including
money, supplied by the Work Projects Administration,
the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Office of Indian Mairs, the Department of Agriculture, or any
other Federal agency, for which the United States shall be reimbursed in such
amounts as the President may fix for each project, witiln the limits of the water
users’ ability to repay costs as found by the Secretary under subsection 3(a)
(iv) ; and (2) such services, labor, materials, easements or property, including
money, as may be contributed by any State or political subdivision thereof, State
agency, municipal corporation, or other organization, or individuals, if, in the
judgment of the Secretary, the acceptance thereof wiu not impair the title of the
United States to the project works and will not reduce the probability that the
project water users can meet the obligations to the United States entered into
pursuant to this Act. Moneys received and accepted under (2) of this section
shall be and remain available for expenditure for the purposes for which contributed in like manner as if said sums had been specifically appropriated for
said purposes. (53 Stat. 1419; Act of October 14, 1950, 54 Stat. 1120; 16 U.S.C.
$ 590Z)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1940 Amendment.

The Act of October

14, 1940, completely revised the 1939 Act
and expanded it from 4 to 12 sections.
Original Text. As originally enacted,
section 2 of the Act of August 11, 1939,
provided as follows:
“SEC. 2. Any money expend~d on such
construction from appropriations made
under the authority of this Act shall be repaid to the United States by the water users

in not to exceed forty annual instalhnents.
Any labor or materials supplied for such
construction by the Work Projects Administration, the Civilian Conservation Corps,
or any other Federal agency shall be utilized
in such manner as the President may determine, and for such labor and materials the
water users shall reimburse the United
States in such amounts and on such terms
as the President may fix for each project.”

Sec. 3. [Report on feasibility and cost alloeation+Presidential
approvalLand and water right+Detiltions.]—
(a) No construction of a project may
be undertaken pursuant to the authotity of this Act unless and until tie Seer+
tary has made an investigation thereof and has submitted to the President his
report and findings on—
(i)

the engineering.feasibility

of the proposed construction;
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~ (ii) tie estimated cost of the proposed construction;
(iii) the part of tie estimated cost which properly can be allocated to
irrigation;
(iv) the part of the estimated cost which probably can be repaid by the water
users in accordance with the requirements of section 4;
(v) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to municipal or miscelbneous water supplies or power and probably be returned to the
United States in revenues therefrom;
(vi) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to tie
irrigation of Indian trust and tribal lands, and be repayable in accordance wifi
existing law relating to Indian lands;
(vii) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allocated to flood
“control as recommended by the Secreta~ after consultation with the Chief of
Engineers, War Department.
In connection with each such investigation, report, and finding, the Secretary
shall consult with the Secretary of Agriculture regarding patiicipation in the
proposed project by the Department of Agriculture under the authority of sections 5 and 6; and the Secretary shall also transmit to the President a report by
the Secretary of Agriculture to the President on the participation, if any, proposed by the Department of Agriculture. The project shall be deemed authorized
and may be undertaken pursuant to this Act if ( 1) the Secretary finds and
certifies to the President that the project has engineering feasibility and fiat the
water users probably can repay, in accordance with the requirements of section
4, an amount equal to or in excess of that part of the estimated cost alIocated by
him to irrigation to be met by expenditure of moneys appropriated pursuant to
section 12( 1) ; and (2) the President has approved said report and findings and
has found that services, labor, materials, easements, and other property, including money, for the construction of the project, should be made available to the
Department of the Interior by the Work Projects Administration or other Federal agencies, to the extent found necessary by the Secretary to make up tie
difference between the estimated cost of project construction and (i) the part
thereof to be met by expenditure & moneys appropriated pursuant to section
12( 1), together with (ii) such services, materials, money, easements, and other
property as non-Federal agencies or parties have agreed to contribute and the
Secretary has found acceptable under section 2.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
1944 Supplementiy
Provision: Federd
and State Review; Congressional Authorization. Section 1 (c) of the Flood Control
Act of December 22, 1944, requires that
project reports shall be reviewed by the
Secretary of the Army and affected States,

and provides that if objections are set forth,
the proposed works shall not be deemed
authorized except by Act of Congress. The
1944 Act appears herein in chronological
order.

~ (b) No actual construction of the physical features of a project shall be
undertaken unless and until ( 1) the Secretary has found that lands, or interests
in lands, deemed necessary for the comtruction and operation of the major
features of the projects have been secured, or sufficient progress made in their
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procurement to indicate the probability that all these lands or interests in lands
can be secured, tith titl+ and at prices satisfactory to him; and (2) the Secretiry has found (i) that water rights adequate for the purposes of the project
have been acquired with titles and at prices satisfactory to him, or that such
water rights ‘have been initiated and in his jud~ent
can be perfected in conformity with State law and any applicable interstate agreements and in a manner satisfacto~ to him; and (ii) ‘hat such water rights can be utilized for the
purposes of the project in conformity with S&te law and any applicable interstate agreements and in a manner satisfactory to him.
(c) Any part of a project hereunder “maybe designated as a division of the
project by the Secretary if he, after consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, deems this desirable for orderly and efficient construction or administration. The term ‘project’, as used in subsection 3(b) and section 4, shall be
deemed to mean also ‘division of a project’, designated as provided in this subjection. Any project authorized for construction from appropriations under the
head ‘Water Conservation and Utility Projects’ in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940 (53 Stat. 685 ), hereinafter called the 1940 water conservation appropriation, may be designated by the Secretary, upon agreement with
the Secretary of Agriculture, a project under this Act and shall thereupon be
subject to all the provisions and requirements thereof, except those of subsections
3(a) and 3(b). (53 Sht. 1419; Act of October .14, 1940,54 Stat. 1120; $$ 2+,
Act of July 16, 1943, 57 Stat. 567; 16 U.S.C. $ 590z-1 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
1943 Amendments. Section 2 of the Act
of July 16, 1943, amended subparagraph
vii of subsection (a) to provide that the
allocation to flood control would be recommended by the Secretary of the Interior
after consultation with the Chief of Engineers, rather than by the Chief of Engineers himself. Section 3 of the Act of
July 16, 1943, amended subsection (b) by
adding to clause ( 1) the alternative of a
finding of sufficient progress in the acquisition of lands and by making certain technical changes in the wording of clause (2).
Section 4 of the Act of July 16, 1943, added
subsection (c).
1940 Amendment. The Act of October
14, 1940, completely revised the 1939 act
and exDanded it from 4 to 12 sections.
Original
Tern. As originally enacted,
3ection 3 .,of the Act of August 11, 1939,
provided m follows:
“SEc. 3. No moneys may be expended on
a project pursuant to the authority of this
Act unless and until ( 1) the Secretary of
the Interior has found, and has certified to
the President, that the project has engineering feasibility and that the moneys to be
expended on the project fr~,m appropriations made under the ‘authority of this Act
probably tan be repaid by the water users

within forty years; and ( 2 ) the President
has approved said findings and has determined that labor and materials for the construction of the project should be made
available to the Department of the Interior
by the Work Projects Administration or a
similar Federal agency, in the amount
found by the Secretary of he Interior to
make up the difference, if an~, between the
estimated cost of construction
and the
amount which can be expended from appropriations made under this Act and probably can be repaid by the water users:
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior
may accept for the construction
of the
project such labor or materials as may be
offered by any State or political subdivision
thereof, State agency; or municipal corporation, and may reduce by the amount thereof
the estimated cost of construction to be met
by the expenditure of FederA moneys.”
Reference in Text. The Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940, referred to
in the text, was approved May 10, 1939,
Extracts from the’ Act appear herein in
chronological order.
1944 Supplementary Amendment: Federal and State Review; Congressional Authorization.
Section 1(c)
of the Flood
Control Act of December 22, 1944, requires
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not be deemed authorized except by Act of
Congress. The text of the 1944 Act appears
herein in chronological order.

Sec. 4. (a) [Repayment
contract required. ]—No water for irrigation may
be delivered from the works of any project constructed under he authority of
this Act until after the repayment contract or contracts required by this section
have been executed. Where practicable in the judgment of the Secretary, the
repayment contract shall be with a water users’ organization or organizations
satisfactory in form and powerz to the Secretary; and otherwise the repayment
contract shall be with the individual landowners. The contract or contracts shall
contain such provisions as the Secretary deems necessa~ to carry out the purposes
of this Act and to protect the interests of the United States.
(b) [Term “reimbursable
construction
costs” defined. ]-The
term “reimbursable construction costs” as used in this Act means that part of the costs
of investigating, constructing, and operating and maintaining the project, which
are allocated by the Secretary to irrigation, and which are met by expenditures of
moneys tierefor appropriated under the authority of section 12(1), plus such
amounts as the President, under section 2(1), may determine to be reimbursable:
Provided,
That administrative expenses incurred in the District of Columbia in
connection with the investigation, construction, or operation and maintenance
of a project shall not be included in the reimbursable construction costs nor shall
they be charged to the water users in any way.
(c) [Repayment contract terms. ]—The repayment contractor contracts for
a project shall, in their aggregate, provide for repayment to the United States of
the total amount of the reimbursable construction costs of the project allocated to
irrigation. Each such contract shall provide, among other things, that—
(1) [Development
period. ]—The Secretary shall fix a development period
for each project of not to exceed ten years from and including the first calendar
yeaz in which water is delivered for the lands in said project; and during the
development period water shall be delivered to the lands in the project involved
at a charge per acre-foot, or other &arge, to be fixed by the Secretary each year
and to be paid in advance of delivery of water. Such charges shall be fixed with a
view of returning such amounts as in the Secretary’s judgment are justified by
the rate of project development, including as a minimum tie return over the full
development period of that part of the cost of operating and maintaining the
project, during said period, allocated by the Secretary to irrigation; and collections of such charges in excess of the cost of the operation and maintenance during the development period, as thereafter determined by the Secretary, shall be
credited to the reimbursable construction costs of the project in the manner
determined by the Secretary.
(2) [Operation
and maintenance. ]—The United States shall operate and
maintain the project during the development period fixed for it. After the development period, the United States shall operate and maintain the project or
any part thereof as long as is deemed necessary by the Secretary, and shall be
paid in advance for each year that part of the estimated cost of operating and
main~ining
the project for such year allocated by the Secretary to irrigation.
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In the event charges due the United States are not paid when due the United
States may, at its election, suspend operations in whole or in part.
(3) [Repayment. ]—The repayment of tie reimbursable construction costs,
except as to Indian lands which shall be repayable in accordance with existing
law relating to Indian lands, shall be spread in not to exceed forty annual installments, of the number and amounts fixed by the Secretary; and the first annual
installment under each contract shall become due and payable on the date fixed
by the Secretaq, in the year next following the last year of the development
That the provisions of this
period fixed under subsection (c) ( 1) : Provided,
subsection shall not be construed to modify the provisions of special legislation
pertaining to any particular project.
(4) [Accounting —Protection—Delinquencies.
] —The water users or their
organization will take such measures as the SecretaV deems proper to secure
the adoption of proper accounting, to protect the condition of project works, and
to provide for the proper use thereof, and to protect project lands against deterioration ,due to improper use of water. Delinquencies in any payments due to the
United States shall be penalbed by a penalty of not less than one-hati of 1 per
centum per month. No water shall be delivered to or for any land or party whtie
either said land or the organization in which it is located or said party is in
arrears in the advance payment of operation and maintenance cha~es or development period charges under subsection (c) ( 1), or in arrears for more than
twelve months in the payment of an installment of the reimbursable construction
costs.
(5) [Farm units—Anti-speculation
—Prior water rights. ]—The Secretary
shall estabfish the size of farm units of irrigable lands on each project in accordance with his findings of the area suficient in size for the support of a family on
the lands to be irrigated. No water may be defivered to or for more than the farm
unit area of irrigable lands in the project owned by a single landowner: Provided,
That this subsection shall not apply to the United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof, corporate or otherwise. No water shall be delivered to or for
any land, in a project area, transferred or disposed of subsequent to approval of
the project by the President, and within three years from the time water becomes
available, utiess and until it has been shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary
or his duly authorized representative that the land has been transferred or disposed of at a price not exceeding the appraised value as determined by the Secretary or his duly authorized representatives, and upon proof of fraudulent repre
sentation as to the true consideration involved the Secretary is authorized to
further,
That
cancel the water right attaching to the land involved: Provided
nothing herein shall be construed to create authority to interfere with the delive~
of water under prior rights.
(d) [Existing projects. ]—For each project, on which construction is commenced or continued under this subsection, appropriations heretofore or hereafter made pursuant to section 12 and tie unexpended balance of the 19W
water conservation appropriations, in addition to being available for other authorized objects of expenditure, shall be available for expenditure, by the agency
to which available, in lieu of the ‘services, labor, materials, or other property,
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including money’, authorized to be utilized under section 2 and subsection 5(b).
All expenditures on each such project may be excluded (1) from the project
construction costs to the extent the Secretaq finds necessary to keep the reimbursable costs within the findings made under subsections 3(a) (iv), 3(a) (v),
and 3 (a) (vi), and (2) from the costs that but for this subsection would be
required to be returned under section 5, to the extent deemed necessary by the
Secretaq of Agriculture for the successful prosecution of the project; and as to
each such project the limitations on expenditures provided in sections 1 and 9
shall be inoperative. Appropriations made pursuant to section 12. shall be available for expenditures for continuation of construction on any project heretofore
undertaken under the 1940 water conservation appropriation, and such expenditures and those from the 1940 water conservation appropriation may be excluded
from the costs of any such project in determining the amounts required to be
reimbursed, to the extent the Secretary and the Secretary of Agriculture jointly
determine is necessary to keep reimbursable costs within the ability of the water
users to repay. No project may be initiated for construction or, if heretofore authorized, continued under this subsection unless the Secretary, following consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, finds that the proposed construction under
this subsection’ is justifiable as an aid in the production of needed agricultural
products and the President approves said finding. The utilization of services or
labors of prisoners of war under section 2 is authorized, subject to the approval
of, and regulations by, the War Department or other Federal agency having
control of said prisoners. From and after the date six months after the cessation
of hostilities in the present war as determined by procl+ation
of the President
or concurrent resolution of the Congress, this subsection shall no longer be of any
force or effect except as to projeck on which construction has been initiated or
continued under this subsection prior to said date. (Added by Act of October 14,
1940,54 Stat. 1121; ~ 5, Act of July 16, 1943,57 Stat. 567;. 16 U.S.C. $ 590z-2)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1943 Amendment., Section 5 of the Act
of July 16, 1943, added subsection (d).
Cessation of Hostilities. The cessation of
hostilities referred to in subsection (d), was
proclaimed at 12 o’clock noon of December
31, 1946, by Proclamation No. 2714, 12 F.R.
1 (1946).
Cross
Reference,
Variable
Payment
Plans. Section 2 of the Act of August 8,
1958, authorizes the Secretary of’ the Interior to extend’ to any organization with
which he has contracted under the Water
Conservation and Utilization Act the benefits of a variab~e payment plan as authorized
by section 1 of the 1958 Act. The text of
the 1958 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, NeWon Water Users’
Association. The Act of May 28, 1964,.78
Stat. 203, found herein in chronological
order, authorized the Secretary of the In-

terior to execute an amended repayment
contract, including a variable repayment
schedule? with the Newton Water Users’
Association, Utah.
Cross Reference, Big Flat Irrigation District. The Act of, May 28, 1964, 78 Stat.
203, found herein in chronological order,
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to
negotiate and execute a“ contract amendin~
the repayment contract between the United
States and the Big Flat Irrigation District
dated April 2, 1945, by reducing the construction charge obligation of the district
in the amount of $7,190, representing the
unmatured charges as of December
30,
1962, against one hundred and sixty-four
and three-tenths acres of irrigable land at
that time classified as nonproductive. The
reclassification of the Iands of the Big Flat
unit of the Missoub Valley project, Montana, dated January 1963, was approved in
the same Act.
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NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Acreage

either se~arateIvor iointlv by husband and
wife are”eligibl~ for” the defi-veryof water.
The phrase “owned by a single landowner”
in this act should be given the same interpretation as given to similar phrases in reclamation acts by the Solicitor’s Opinion,
M–341 72 (August21, 1945). Memorandum
of Associate Solicitor Fisher to Regional
Solicitor, Denver, April S? 1958.
The Secreta~ may revise the size of the
farm units on the Eden project under the
authority of section 4(c) (5) of the Water
Conservation and Utilization Act as
amended. Nothing in the Colorado River
Storage Project Act of 1956 altered, repealed or superseded the original authority
for the Eden project, except as t~ the extent
of participation in power revenues; and the
Act of June.28, 1949, did not alter the original authorization except with respect to
repayment and participation in revenues.
Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Hogan,
April 13, 1965.

limits

The ex~essland Emitsof general reclamation law do not apply to projects established
under the Water Conservation and Utilization Act. The farm units estab~ihed by the
Secretary may be greater or less than 160
acres. Solicitor Harper Opinion, M–34062
(August 9, 1945), in re Bafmorhea project.
The limitation in section 4(c)(5) of the
Water Conservation and Utilization Act, as
amended, against delivery of water to more
than one farm unit in single ownership
would not be superseded by the granting of
a loan under the Small Reclamation Projects Act of 1956 for improvement of a
W.C.U. Act project. Memorandum of Assoelate Solicitor Fisher to commissioner, February 24, 1958, in re application of Reeves
County Water Improvement District, Balmorhea project.
Under Section 4(c) (5) of the Water
Conservation and Utilization Act of
October 14, 1940, two farm units held
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such tract of land with funds appropriated under authority of section 12 (2),
except administrative expenses incurred in the District of Columbla, together
with interest on unpaid balances of said costs at not less than 3 per centum per”
annum. Such lease, purchasej or improvement
contracts shall also provide
for the fulfillment of such obligations related to reimbursable constmction costs
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and operation and maintenance charges as may be applicable to such lands
in accordance with the repayment contract or contracts required by section 4.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the Secretary of Agriculture may utilize
(1) in such manner as the President may direct, services, labor, materials, or
other property, including money, supplied by the Work Projects Administration,
the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Office of Indian Affairs, the Department
of Agriculture, or any other Federal agency to the extent that the President,
upon the report and recommendations
of the Secretary of Agriculture, finds
that the same should be supplied in assistance of such improvement work,
and for which the United States shall be reimbursed in such amounts as the
President may fix for each project; and (2) such services, labor, materials,
easements, or other property, including money, as may be contributed by any
State or political subdivision thereof, State agency, municipal corporation, or
other organization, or individuals. Moneys received and accepted under (2)
of this subsection shall remain available for expenditure for the purposes for
which contributed in like manner as if said sums had been specifically appropriated for said purposes.
(c) Where the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $300, the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5) shall not apply to
any purchase or service authorized for the Department of Agriculture under this
Act or under the 1940 water conservation appropriation.
(Added by Act of
October 14, 1940, 54 Stat. 1122; $6, Act of July 16, 1943, 57 Stat. 568;
16 U.S.C. $ 590z-3)
EXPI,ANATORY
NOTES
1943 Amendment. Section 6 of the Act of
July 16, 194!, added subsection (c).
Reference m the Text. Section 3709 of
the Retised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5), referred to in the text, deals with competitive

bidding. The section appears herein in the
Appendix.
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions regarding activities of the Secret~
of Agriculture are not included.

Sec. 6. [Cooperative agreements with Agriculture and other Federal or State
agencies. ] —The Secretary, by cooperative agreements, may arrange with the
Department of Agriculture or with such other Federal or State agencies, as the
President may deem desirable, for cooperation in the investigations and surveys
of projects proposed under the authority of this Act; and in connection with any
such project which is undertaken the Secretary by such cooperative agreements
may arrange for such cooperation in the construction or operation and maintenance of the project as he deems desirable. Any such cooperative agreement
with the Department of Agriculture may provide, among other things ( 1) that
the Secretary of Agriculture shall enter into the repayment contracts, required by
section 4, and shall handle the collections of repayments and shall take over the
other administrative duties connected with the project, after the Secretary of
the Interior announces that the project is ready for operation;
(2) if such
agreement be entered into after construction of the project has been undertaken
b; the Secretary of the Interior and after he has entered into the repayment
contracts required by section 4, that the Secretary of Agriculture shall take over
the collection of repayments and other administrative duties connected with the
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project; (3) that no water shall be delivered to or for any land or party while the
owner of said land or said party is in arrears for more than twelve months in
the payment to the United States of money due and payable under a land
contract enteied into pursuant to section 5 (a) ; and (4) that any repayment
contract with a water user or water users’ organization entered into pursuant to
section 4 and any land contract with the same water user or organbation entered
into pursuant to section 5 (a), if said contracts involve the same land, may be
combined in a single instrument. The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to carry out the ‘provision of any such cooperative agreements. (Added by
Act of October 14, 1960,54 Stat. 1123; 16 U.S.C. $ 590z+)
Sec. 7. [ Ltilt
on size of water facilities projects of Department of Agriculture. ]-Repeabd.
(Added by Act of October 14, 1940, 54 Stat. 1124; Act
of June 10, 1949, 63 Stat. 171; repealed by $2, Act of August 17, 1954, 68 Stat.
736; 16 U,S.C. $ 590z-5)
E=LANATORYNOTES
1940 and 1949 Amendments; Repml. As
added by the Act of October 14, 1940, this
section imposed a limit of $50,000 on expenditures for any one water facilities pr~-.
ect of the Department of Agriculture under
tie Act of August 28, 1937. The Act of
June 10, 1949, increased the limit to $100,000, and section 2 of the Act of Au~st 17,
1954, repealed the limit at this. point, but
substituted a limit on outstanding loafis.
Cross Reference, Water Facihties Act.
The Act of August 28, 1937, 50 Stat. 869,
16 U.S.C.
~~ 590r-590x–4
( 1958 ed. ),
~oDularlv known as the Water Facilities Act.
~u~horiz~d the Secreta~ of Agriculture to
construct or to assist in the .const,ticti~n of
facilities for water storage and utilization in

arid and semiarid areas of the United States.
The Act of August 17, 1954, 68 Stat. 734,
terminated the construction phase of, the
program, expanded tie purposes to include
land consemation and improvement projects, authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
to make loans and to insure loans for purposes of the Act, and extended the coverage
of the’ program to all of the States and Terfituriis. This authority in turn ~-as repe~lcd
and replaced by Title III of the Act of
August 8, 1961, Public Law 87–1 28, 75
S@t. 294, 307~ 7 U.S.C. ~~ 1921–91. Extracts from this title, which may be cited
separately as the Consolidated
Farmers
Home Administration Act ‘of. 1961, appear
Keiein in chronological order.

Sec. 8. [Disposition of receipts, ] —All .p.a”wents made to the United States
under repayment contracts on account of reimbursable construction costs, including penalties’ collected for delinquencies in such payments, and all other,
receipts from project operations pursuant to sections 4 and 9 shall be covered into
the Treasury to tie credit of miscellaneous receipts. Charges collected during the ~
development period of .aproject under section 4(c) ( 1), excepting such amounts
thereof as may be credited to reimbwsable construction costs, and charges collected for the operation and maintenance of a project under section 4(c) (2)
shall be avaikble for expenditure for operation and maintenance of ~aid project
in like manner as if said funds had been specifically appropriated f~r said pur-,
poses. (Added by Act of’ October 14,,1940, 54 Stat. 1124; 16 “U.SC. $ 590z-6)
‘Sec. 9. [Municipal
or miscellaneous water supply and power-Sales—Cost
allocations. ] —In connection with any project undertaken pursuant to this Act,
provisions, including contracts of sale, may be made for furnishing municipal or,’
miscellaneous water supplies, or for developing tid furnishing power in addition
to the’~ower .requirernents of irrigation: Provided, That expenditures from appro~ri~tions made directly pursfiant to the authority contained m section 12 ( 1 )
to meet costs allocated to municipal or miscellaneous water supplies or surplus’
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power shall not exceed $500,000 for any one project: Provided further, That no
contract relating to a water supply for municipal or miscellaneous purposes or
to electric power shall be made unless, in the judgment of the Secretary, it will
not impair the efficiency of the project for irrigation purposes. On any project
where such provisions are made, the Secretary shall allocate to munitipal or
miscellaneous water purposes or to surplus power the part of the estimated construction costs of the project which he deems properly so allocable; and such
allocations shall not be included in the reimbursable construction costs covered
by the repayment contractor contracts required under section 4. All right, title,
and interest in the facilities provided for such municipal or miscellaneous water
supplies or surplus power and the revenues derived therefrom shall be and remain
in the L’nited States. Contracts for such municipal or miscellaneous water supplies
or for such surplus power shall be at such rates as, in the Secretary’s judgment, will
produce revenues at least sufficient to cover the appropriate share of the annual
operation and maintenance cost, of theproject and such fixed charges, including
interest, as the Secretary deems proper. Contracts for the sale of surplus power
shall be for periods not to exceed forty years and contracts for water supply for
municipal or miscellaneous purposes shall :be for such periods as the Secretary
may determine and may include such renewal options as the Secretary deems
desirable: And provided further, That in sales or leases. of such power, preference
shall be given to municipalities and other public corporations or agencies; and
also to cooperatives and other non-profit organizations financed in whole or in
part by loans made pursuant to tie Rural Electrifimtion Act of 1936 and any
amendments thereof. (Added by Act of October II4, 1940; 54 Stat. 1124; 16

U.S.G.$5902-7)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference in the Text. The Rural E1ectrification Act of 1936, referred to in the
text, was enacted May 20, 1936, 49 Stat.
1363, and has been amended at intervals

since its enactment. The Act as amended is
found in title 7, United States Code, see-~
tion 901, et seq.

Sec. 10. [Authorities under reclamation laws.]-(a)
In connection with any
project constructed pursuant to the provisions of this Act, the Secreta~ sha~
have the same authority, with regard to the utilization of lands owned by the
United States, other than lands acquired under section 5 as he has iti connection with projects undertaken pursuant to the Federal redatiation
laws, Act
of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary
thereto.
(b) In connection with the construction or operation and maintenance of a
project undertaken pursuant to the authority of this Act, the Secretary shall
have with respect to construction and supply contracts, and with respect to the
acquisition, exchange, and disposition of lands, interest in lands, water righw,
and othe,r property md the relocation thereof, the same authority, including
authority to acquire lands md interests jn land and water rights with tides
and at prices satisfacto~ to him, which he has in connection with projects
under the Federal reclamation laws. (Added by Act of October 14, 1940; 16
U.s.c. ~ 590Z4)
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Sec. 11. [Regulations— Necessary acts. ]—The Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Agriculture are hereby authorized to perfom
any and all
Acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and proper
for the purpose of carrying out their respective functions under this Act and
for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act into full force and effect.
(Added by Act of October 14, 1940; 16 U.S.C. ~ 590z-9)
Sec. 12. [Appropriations. ]—To carry out the purposes of this Act there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Tremury not
otherwise appropriated
( 1) for the Department of the Interior such sums as
may be necessary to carry out its functions under this Act, and (2) for the Department of Agriculture such sums as may be necessary to carry out its functions
under this Act. ( $4, Act of August 11, 1939, 53 Stat. 1419; Act of October 14,
1940, 54 Stat. 1125; 16 U.S.C. ~ 590z-10)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES

March
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EASEMENTS

OVER

INDIAN

LANDS,

RIVERTON

PROJECT

An act granting easements on Indian lands of the Wind River or Shoshone Indian Reservation, Wyo., for dam site and reservoir purposes in connection with the Riverton
reclamation project. (Act of March 14, 1940, ch. 51,54 Stat. 49)
[S...
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That in consideration of the said rights insofar as they tiect tribal lands
there shall be deposited into the Treasury of the United States pursuant to the
provisions of the Act of May 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 560), for credit to the Shoshone
and Arapahoe Indians of the Wind River Reservation the sum of $6,500, from
moneys appropriated for the construction of tie said Bull Lake Dam and Reservided,

voir, and the said sum when so credited shall draw interest at the rate of 4
per centum per annum. (54 Stat. 49; 43 U.S.C. $ 597a)
Sec. 2. [Compensation
to be made to the Indian+lf
appraised price not
accepted, Secretary authorized to acquire easement by condemnation
proceedings. ] —Compensation
to the individual Indian owners of the allotted lands
within the area described in section 1 shall be made from moneys appropriated
for the construction of the Bull Lake Dam and Reservoir at tie appraised value
That should any individual Indian not agree to acof the easements: Provided,
cept tie appraised value of the easement as it affects his land, the SecretaW
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorked to acquire such easement by
condemnation
proceedings. (54 Stat. 49; 43 U.S.C. $ 597b)
Sec. 3. [Use by Indians of lands dealt with and waters of Bull Lake Creek
and reservoir. ] —The easements herein granted shall not interfere with the use
by the Indians of the Wind River or Shoshone Indian Reservation of the lands
herein dealt with and the waters of Bull Lake Creek and the reservoir insofar
as tie use by the Indians shall not be inconsistent with the use of said lands for
reservoir purposes. (54 Stat. 49; 43 U.S.C. ~ 597c)
Sec. 4. [Authority
of the Secretary. ]—The
Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to perform any and all acts and to prescribe such regulations as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. (54 Stat. 49; 43 U.S.C.
~ 597d)
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference in the Text. The Act of May
17, 1926 (44 Stat. 560 ), referred to in the
tex~, provides that miscellaneous revenues
derived from Indian reservations, agencies
and schools, not otherwise earmmked by
law, shall be set aside in a special Treasury
account and used, in the discretion of the
SecretaV of the Interior, for the benefit of
the Indian tribes, agencies and schools on
whose behalf they were collected.
Cross References, In&w Lands, Riverton
Project. The Act of August 15? 1953, 67
Stat, 592, provided compensation
to the
Shoshone and Arapahoe Tribes of Indians
for certain lands of the Riverton project
within the ceded portion of the Wind River
Indian Reservation, and extinguished the
Indians’ titie to the minerals of such lands.’
The Act of August 27, 1958, 72 Stat. 935,
provided that such minerals be held in
trust by the United States for tie Shoshone
and Arapahoe Tribes of Indians. Bot!l Acts
appear herein in chronological order.
Background:
Appraisal
of Land. On
July 31,’1937,
the Department issued instructions for the appraisal of lands sought
to be acquired from the Wind River Indians
in Wyoming for the Btil Lake reservoir site,
holding that (1) the tribti lands to be taken
and now being used by the United States

are to be appraised at their value at the time
of appraisal; ( 2 ) the value is to be the reasonable market value of the Indian interest
taken; (3) in determining the value, improvements placed on the lands by the
United States prior to its appraisal are not
to be, considered but improvements placed
on the lands by the Indians are to be considered; (4) a second appraisal is to be
made of damages accruing to the Indians
by reason of the occupancy of the land from
the date withheld from Indian use until its
appraisal, measured by the market value of
any use of such land of which the Indians
were deprived; (5) a third appraisal is to
be made of incidental damages to lands remaining in tribal ownership by reason of
the severance therefrom of lands to be taken
by the United States, deducting any benefits accruing to the remaining tribal lands,
and (6) in determining the value of the
lands, consideration is to be given the easement to be reserved to the Indians to use
such lands as may not be permanently
flooded. Acting Solicitor Kirgis Opinion,
M-29200
(July 31, lg37)
Legislative History. S. 2843, Public Law
431 in the 76th Congress. S. Rept. No. 1036H.R. Rept. No. 1617.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Reguhtion
of hunting and fihing
we tribal councils may regulate hunting
and fishing” on BuU Lake, tils being within
the dirnitished portion. of tie Wind River
Reservation, and the State, may re~late
hunting and fishing on the ceded portion of

267–067—72—voI. 1—46

that reservation, including fihing on Ocean
Lake, except that the tribaf councils may
regulate hunting and fishing on such areas
thereof as”may be restored to tribaf ownership. Solicitor Gardner Opinion, 58 I.D.
331 (1943).
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.AMEND
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS,
GEOLOGISTS,
AND ECONOMISTS ON IMPORTANT
RECLAMATION
WORK
ACT
.An act to amend section 1 of an act entitled “An act authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior to employ engineers and economists for consultation purposes on important
reclamation work,” approved February 28, 1929 (45 Stat. 1406 ). (Act of April 22,
1940, ch. 125,54 Stat. 148)

[Ten consulting engineers, geologists, appraisers, and economists authorized. ] —Section 1 of the Act of February 28, 1929 (45 Stat. 1406), authorizing
the Secretary of the Interior to employ engineers and economists for consultation purposes on important reclamation work is hereby amended to read as
follows”:
“That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his judgment and discretion, to employ for consultation purposes on important reclamation work ten
~consulting engineers, geologists, appraisers, and economists, at rates of compensation to be fixed by him, but not to exceed $50 per day for any engineer, geologist,
That’ the total compensation
appraiser, or economist so employed: Provided,
paid to any engineer, geologist, appraiser, or economist during any fiscal year
:shall not exceed $5,000: Provided further, That notwithstanding the provisions
of any other Act, retired officers of the Army or Navy may be employed by the
Secretary of the Interior as consdting engineers in accordance with the provisions
of this Act~’ (54 Stat. 148; 43 U.S.C. $41 lb)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

1944 Amendment. The Act of February
~‘28, 1929, which was amended by this act,
was further amended by the Act of Decem‘her 23, 1944, 58 Stat. 915, to permit the
Secretary to hire retired Interior Department personnel as consultmts., The 1944
.Act appears herein in chronological order.

Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
of Febru~ 28, 1929.
Legislative History. H.R. 6379, Public
Law 468 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1148. S. Rept. No. 1263.
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REPAYMENT

OF REPAIRS

TO

ARROWROCK

DAM

An act to authortie the Secretary of the Interior to permit the payment of the costs of
repairs, resurfacing, improvement, and enlargement of the Arrowrock Dam in twenty
annual installments, and for other purposes. (Act of April 22, 1940, ch. 132, 54 Stat.
155)
[Repairs to be repaid in twenty mnud
installments. ]—For the purpose of
avoiding an unduly high operation and maintenance assessment in any one
year and to keep the operation and maintenance charges in connection with the
Arrowrock Division of the Boise reclamation project within the ability of the
water users to pay, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to allow the irrigation districts of the said Arrowrock Division and the irrigation districts, ditch
companies, and water users who have assumed obligations to pay proportionate
parts of the estimated cost of the operation and maintenance of the Arrowrock
Reservoir, to pay the costs, as determined conclusively by said Secretary, incurred
in the repair, resurfacing, and improvement of the Arrowrock Dam and in
increasing the height thereof (to provide additional capacity to offset past and, to
some extent, future losses of capacity resulting from the deposit of silt in the said
resemoir) in twenty annual instalhnents instead of requiring the payment of all
of such operation and maintenance costs in one year as provided in section 5 of
the Act of Congress of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat. 686) : Provided, That such
costs, for the purpose of any amendatory contracts affecdng the construction
charges of Arrowrock Dam that maybe entered into as authorized by the Act of
August 4, 1939 (53 S@t. 1187), may, in the distietion of the Secretary, be
treated as part of the construction charges of said dh,
and as payable in the
same manner as such charges. (54 Stat. 155; 43 U:S,C. $ 591a)
.,
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
References in the Text. The Act of
Au~st 13, 1914 (38 Stat. 686), referred to
in the text, is the Reclamation Extension
Act. Section 5 of the Act deals with the
payment of project operation and tiaintenanw charges and the transfer to. water
users’ associations or irrigation districts of
the care, operation, and mtintenanm. of

project works. The Act of August 4, 1939
(53 Stat. 1187), dso referred to in the text
is the Reclamation Project Act of 1939.
Mth acts appear herein in chronol~ical
order.
Legisbtive Histo&. H.R. 8498, Public
Law 475 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1712. S. Rept. No. 1379.
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[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, and for other purposes. (Act of June 18, 1940,
ch. 395,54 Stat. 406)

+

x-

*

+

*

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

*

*

*

*

*

[Rio Grande project— Power revenues. ] —Rio Grande project, New MexicoTexas: For operation and maintenance, $30,000: Provided, That not to exeeed
$50,000 from power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1941 for
the operation and maintenance of the power system; (54 Stat. 434)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Provision Repeated. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation and
maintenance purposes of the R1O Grande
project is contained in each subsequent an-

nud Interior Department Appropriation
Act through the Act of October 12, 1949,
63 Stat. 781.

[Boise project— Funds made available for Anderson Ranch R&ervoir as
subititu~e for Twin Springs Dam. ]—Boise project, Idaho, . . . the. sum heretofore appropriated for construction of the Twin Springs Dam and Snake River
pumping

plant shall remain available for construction of either or boti of the
project works on +e ,Boise River or its tributaries as may be

same or such other

found by the Secretary of the Interior,
more feasible; (54 Stat. 435)

following

current investigations,

to be

NOTES
EXPLANATORY

Implementation. In his letter of June 25,
1940, to the Presiden}, the Secretary of the
Interior made a finding that the Anderson
Ranch reservoir project was preferable to
the Twin Springs development and that it
met the requirements for authorization un*
*
*

der section 9 of the Recl~ation
Act of 1939.

Project

Refer~nce in the Text. The previous
aPProPrlatiOnreferred to is contained in
the Act of May 9, 1938,52. Stat. 321.
-%

*

from grazing and farming
[~amath
project— Modoc unit—Reimbursement
leases. ]—Klamath
project, Oregon-California,
$200,000:
Repealed.
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Provision Repealed. Subsection 2 (e) of
the Act of August 1? 1956, 70 Stat. 799,
which appears herein in chronolo~cal order,
repealed the proviso attached to the item of
this Act appropriating funds for construc-

tion of the Klamath project. The repealed
proviso read:
“Prou~d?d, That expenditures from this
aP.Pr?Prlation and from any other approprlatlon for the construction of the Modoc
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subsection I of section 4 of the Act of DeUnit shall be reimbursed from net revenues
cember 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 703; 43 U.S.C.
hereafter received from the lease of grazing
373a) ;“ (54 Stat. 436)
and farming lands within the Tule Lake
Division, notwithstanding tie provisions of
.x.
+
*
*
*
[Boulder

City—Leases

of reserved

Cmyon

project:

thorized

and empowered,

to establish
within

to enter

periods

not

further,

That

provisions

such

boundaries

exceeding

of Boulder

fifty-three

all revenues
leases

Colorado

River

Dam

Act.

Stat.

437;

from

may

established

43 U.S.C.

and,

to the

by section

States situate

without

of such

leases:

United

States

in the Treasury

and

prior

ad-

and for

Provided
under

credited

2 of the Boulder

au-

prescribe,

rates so established

the date

shall be deposited

as he may

Nevada,

accrue

]—Boulder
is hereby

lands of the United

City,

at not less than

years

which

fund

of revenues.

rules and regulations

into leases therefol

of such

(54

under

rental. rates for the lease of reserved

the exterior

vertising,

lands—Disposition

That the Secretary of the Interior

. . . Provided,

the

to the

Canyon

Project

~ 617u)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Cross Reference, Sale of Boulder City
Houses. The Act of May 25, 1948, 62 Stat.
268, authorizes tie Secretary to sell each
house, including furniture, fixtures, and appurtenances,
acquired from the Defense
Homes Corporation and situated in Boulder
City, Nevadal and to lease the lot on which
fie house is situated to the purchaser in aecordance with the terms of this provision.

The 1948 Act appears herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference, Boulder City Act of
1958. The Act of September 2, 1958, 72
Stat. 1726, authorizes the sale of federal
property to facilitate the municipal corporation of the city under the laws of the
State of Nevada. The Act appears herein
in chronological order.
*

[San

Luis

Drain—No
Valley

Valley
interference

project,

tory work,
ment

Rio

For

commencement
on

(a)

a conclusive

investigations,

Closed

Basin
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and

with

session:

Basin

]—San

exploratory

third

of justification

Luis

prepara-

House

Docu-

That

Provided,

feature

for the drain

shall be conon the basis Of

adequate arrangements for maintenance
of the drain, $150,000:
Provided
further, That any
or surveys resulting from this
works to be constructed by virtue of investigations
appropriation,
operation
pact,
be

shall be so constructed

States

to and
(54

Stat.

permits,
shall

as not to interfere

of the Rio

or licenses

provide

controlled

to be secured, and (b)

and operated

any of the terms

any contracts,

United

subject

Compact;

and

of or abrogate

and

by the

quality of water

of

Compact.

in accordance

Congress,

of the Closed

finding

*.
construction

Interstate

of construction

Seventy-sixth

of construction

cost and the quantity

for

Grande

further

and commencement
693,

*

Conditions

with

Colorado:

Numbered

tingent

“~roject~

relating

specifically

by the provisions

that

Grande

to such works
all rights

of said

with

Interstate
entered

into

thereunder

RIO Grande

the

Comshall

Interstate

438)
..

[Preference
Congres
shall

to need;

famili~s.]—It

that, in the opening

be given

to families

who

~ hereb~declare~

to entry of newly
have

no other

to be the policy

irrigated
means

public

of earning

lands,

of the

preference

a livelihood,

or
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who have been compelled to abandon, through no fault of their own, other farms
in tie United States, ana with respect to whom it appears after careful study, in
the case of each such family, that there is a probability that such family wtil be
able to earn a livelihood on such irrigated lands. (54 Stat. 439; 43 U.S.C. $ 433a)
NOTE OF OPINION

1. Former homestead entr~en
This provision does not prevent (a) the
recognition
of apparmt
equities in the
relinquishers of former homestead entries

now in the Payette division of the Boise
project and (b) the granting of preference
rights of entry to such relinquishers. Soficitor Margold Opinion, 57 I.D. 288 ( 1941).

Sec. 6. [Short title. ]-This
Act may be cited as the “Interior
Appropriation
Act, 1941”. (54 Stat. 462)

Department

EXPLANATORY NOTBS

Not Codified. Extracts of this Act shown
here are not codified in the U.S. Code with
the exception of those sections dealing with
Boulder
City and preference
to needy
families.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are

repeated in two or more appropriation acts
aPPear herein only in the act in which first
used.
Legislative History. H.R. 8745, Public
Law 640 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1709. S. Rept. No. 1567. H.R. Rept.
No. 2173 (conference report ).
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AUTHORIZE

DETAIL

OF EMPLOYEE

TO

AUSTRALIA

AND

INDIA.

An act authorizing the temporary detail of John L. Savage,” an employee of the United
States, to service under the Government of the State of New Souti Wales, Australia,.
and the Government of the Punjab, India. (Act of June 29, 1940, ch. 448, 54 Stat. 691)
[Detail

of

authorized,
detail

J. L.

Department
Commonwealth
detail,
ject
May

employee

authorized.

]—The

if he finds that the public
Savage,

chief

of the Interior,
of Australia,

if authorized

(Publicj

engineer

for temporary

of the Act
Numbered

of

service

shall be made

of May
63,

25,

of

renders

the Government

by the President,

to the provisions
3, 1939

designing
and

President

interest

1938

Seventy-sixth

the

United

such a course

the

Bureau

under

of

in accordance
Stat.

Congress).

is
to.

Reclamation,

the Government

of the Punjab,
(52

States

advisable,

India.

of theSuch.

with and sub-

442),
(54

as amended
Stat.

691)

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1941 Amendment. The Act of July 14,
1941, amended this Act by deleting “State
of New South Wales, Australia” and inserting in lieu thereof “Commonwealth
of
Australia.”
Reference in the Text. The Act of May
25, 1938 (52 Stat. 442),
as amended
May
3, 1939
(Pubfic,
Numbered
63,
Seventy-sixth Congress), referred to in the
text, authorized the temporary detail of
U.S. employees possessing special qudifications to the Governments of American Re-

publics, the Philippines and Liberia. The
Act was repealed hy the Act of January 27,
1948, 62 Stat. 6, 13, the United States In-formation and Educational Exchange Act
of 1948. Title III of the Act, codified in 22’
U.S.C. $1451-53,
governs the assignment
of specia~sts to foreign governments desiring their services. See dso other provisions.
in title 22, U.S. Code, relating to the same
subject.
Legislative History. H.R. 7254, Public
Law 678 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2062. S. Rept, No. 1882.
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ACQUISITION

OF INDIAN

LANDS

FOR COLUMBIA

BASIN PROJECT

An act for the acquisition of Indian lands for the Grand Coulee Dam and Reservoir, and
for other purposes. (Act of June 29, 1940, ch. 460,54 Stat. 703)
[Sec. 1. Acquisition of Indian lands and property within Spokane and Colvi~le Reservations for Columbia Basin project—Indian
hunting, fishing and
boating rights in reservoir.]—In
aid of the construction, operation and maintenance of the Columbia Basin project (formerly the Grand Coulee Dam
project), authorized by the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), the Act of
AuLWst 4, 1939 (53 Stat. 1187), and tie Columbia Basin Project Act (Public,
Numbered 8, Seventy-eighth Congress, first session, 57 Stat. 14), there is hereby
granted to the United States, subject to the provisions of this Act, (a) all the
right, title, and interest of the Indians in and to the tribal and allotted lands
within the Spokane and Colville Reservations, including sites of agency and
school buildings and related structures and unsold lands in the Klaxta town site,
.as may be designated therefor by the Secretary of tie Interior from time to
That no lands shall be taken for reservoir purposes
above the
time: Provided,
elevation

of one thousand

three

hundred

and ten feet above

sea level

as shown

in Klaxta town site and except where in
the judgment
of the Secretary of the Interior, special circumstances
concerning
the reservoir or its operation “and maintenance require the taking of land above
that elevation; and (b) such other interests in or to any such lands and property
within tiese reservations as may be required and as may be designated by the
‘Secretary of the Interior from time to time for the construction of pipe lines,
highways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, and electric-transmission line; in connection with the project, or for the relocation or reconstruction of such facilities
made necessary by the construction of the project.
The Secreta~ of the Interior, in lieu of reserving rights of hunting, fishing,
and boating to the Indians in the areas granted under this Act, shall set aside
approximately one-quarter of the entire reservoir area for the paramount use of
the Indians of the Spokane and Colville Reservations for hunting, fishing, and
boating purposes, which rights shall be subject only to such reas~nable r~gulations as the Secretary may prescribe for the protection and conservation of fish
and wildlife: Provided, That the exercise of the Indians’ rights shall not interfere
with project operations. The Secretary shall, also, where necessary, grant to the
Indians
reasonable
rights of access to such area or areas acrow any project lands.
(54 Stat. 703; Act of December
16, 1944, 58 Stat. 813; 16 U.S.C. $ 835d)
by General

Land

Office

surveys,

except

EXPLANATORY NOTES

1944 Amendment. The Act of December
16, 1944, 58 Stat. 813, which appears
herein in chronological order, amended tie
first paragraph of section 1 to authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to take Indian land
for reservoir purposes above the elevation
of 1,310. feet above sea level where special

circumstances require the taking of land
above that elevation. Prior to its amendment, the first paragraph of section 1 read
as follows: “In aid of the constmction of the
Grand Coulee Dam project, authorized by
the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028),
there is hereby granted to the United States,
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subject to the provisions of this Act, (a) dl
the right, title, and interest of the Indians
in and to the tribal and allotted lands within
the Spokane and Colville Reservations, including sites of agency and school buildings
and related structures and unsold lands in
Klaxta town site, as may be designated
therefor by the Secretary of the Interior
from time to time: Provided, That no lands
shall be taken for reservoir purposes above
the elevation of one thousand three hundred
and ten feet above sea level as shown by
General Land Office surveys, except in
Klaxta town site; and (b) such other interests in or to any of such lands and property within these reservations as may be required and as may be designated by the
Secretary of the Interior from time to time
for the construction of pipe lines, Klghways,
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railroads, tdegraph, telephone, and electrictransmission lines in connection with the
project, or for the relocation or reconstruction of such facilities made necessary by the
construction of the project.”
References
in the Text. The Act of
August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), authorized
construction
of the Grand Coulee and
Parker Dams. The Act of August 4, 1939
(53 Stat. 1187), is the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939. The Columbia Basin Project
Act (Public Numbered 8, Seventy-eighth
Congress, first session, 57 Stat. 14), was
enacted March
10, 1943. Among other
things, it renamed the former Grand Coulee
Dam Project. Each of these Acts, referred
to in the text, appears herein in chronological order.

NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Indian rights in Columbia River reservoir
The act imposes a mandatory duty upon
the Secretary to set aside approximately one
quarter of the entire reservoir area for the
paramount
use of the Indians of the
Spokane and Colville Reservations. Solicitor
Gardner Opinion, 59 I.D. 147 ( 1945).
Although the act in terms permits the
Secretary to set aside one or more areas for
Indian use, it also makes separate provision
for two different tribes of Indians. The
Secretiry is therefore required to allocate
at least one area to each of the two tribes.
While he may also set aside more than two
areas, his power is limited by a rule of reason which would prevent him from setting
aside so many areas that he wodd bring
about the very evil which the statute was
designed to prevent. The object of the
statute was, so to speak, to secure a consolidation of the areas of Indian interest.
Ibid.
The interest of the Colville and Spokane
Indians in one-quarter of the reservoir area
is not joint but several. In view of the failure of ‘the statute to prescribe a formula for
dividing between the two tribes the 25 percent of the reservoir area to be set aside for
both of them, the Secretary may make the
app?fionment
in such a manner as will be
equitable under all the circumstances. However, the ratio that was employed in determining the percentage of the entire reservoir
area that was to be set aside for both tribes
could reasonably be applied in determining
the share of each tribe. This ratio was obtained by comparing the length of the originalriver shore fine of Indian lands acquired
or to be acquired for the reservoir with the
total original shore Ene of the river in the
reservoir area. The result would dso be in

harmony with the relative populations of the
Colville and Spokane Indian Reservations.
Ibid.
While the Secretary has discretion in the
location of the Indian areas, his discretion
in this respect is limited by the requirement
that the areas set aside for the Indians be
readily accessible to them. The Indian areas
must therefore be Iocated in reasonable
proximity to the Indian lands, namely, adjacent to such lands. The application of this
rule would require the location of the Indian areas along tie former shoreline of Indian lands. However, in view of the scope of
the Secretary’s discretion he is under no
duty to locate the Indian areas within the
exterior boundaries of the reservations as
they existed prior to the construction of the
reservoir. Ibid.
The Secretary is not confined to setting
aside one-quarter of the water surface of the
reservoir for the use of the Indians. He ma<,
include free-board areas in the areas s~t
aside for the Indians because (a) the Indians are given hunting rights which can
also be enjoyed on the shorelands; (b) the
“entire” reservoir area is made the basis
for calculating the Indians’ share; (c) the
rights of access to the Indian reservoir areas
are granted only “when necessary”. Zbid.
The special rights given to the Indians
under the act are expressly limited to hunting, fishing and boating. These rights are
not enlarged by the “access” provision of
the act since a. right of access is not a separate and independent right but a means of
enjoying property rights or special rights
otherwise possessed. However, the rights of
access are not limited to mere rights of
ingress and egress but are commensurate
with the purposes to which the portions of
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“-thereservoir to be set aside for the Indians
-are to be put. Ibid.
N-o special rights inure to the Indians
from a~y other ;ource. By virtue of the act
of July 1, 1892 (27 Stat, 62), the southern
and eastern boundary of the Colville Reservation extends to the middle of the channel
of the Columbia River. By the Executive
order of January 18, 1881, the bed of the
Spokane River to the south bank thereof
was included in the Spokane Indian Reservation. Even if it be assumed that the titles
to the beds of the Columbia and Spokane
.Rlvers were not taken and extinguished
under the act of June 29, 1940, it cannot
be made a source of additional special rights
for the Indians. The special rights accorded
to the Indians by the act are plainly denominated lieu rights. They are therefore to be
deemed an exclusive substitute for whatever
:rights the Indians may have enjoyed prior
to the enactment of the statute by reason of
their rights of ownership. Ibid.
However, the Indians are not confined
‘to those parts of the reservoir set aside for
their “paramount” use. In such areas of the
;eservoir they will enjoy special rights. But
in the reservoir as a whole, insofar as they
“may have access to it, they may enjoy such
‘privileges as are accorded to tie general
“public in navigable water:, which include
those of hunting and fishing, floating logs
and navigation. The Indians may also take
advantage of section 10 of the act of August
4, 1939 (43 U.S.C. sec. 387), which gives
the Secretary power to grant leases, licenses,
easements or rights-of-way over lands acquired and administered under the Federal
“reclamation laws. Ibid.
Since the act declares that the areas
set aside for the Indians shall be for their
““paramount”
use for hunting, fishing and
“boating, such use is neither exclusive of the
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same use by other persons, nor exclusive of
any other use by other persons. However,
the Secretary is under a duty to maintain
the paramount character of the Indian use,
and if he finds that this can be accomplished
only by according the Indians exclusive
rights in the areas set aside for them, he
is empowered to do so. He may make such
rights exclusive in all parts of the Indian
areas, or at particular locations, or at particular times, or give greater freedom to the
Indians in making use of the reservoir
than is permitted to others. Ibid.
Since the rights of the Indians will not
necessarily be exclusive, there is no present
need to decide whether the Indians may
license others to enjoy their rights. Ibid.
Although the Bureau of Reclamation, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the National Park
Service, and the Fish and Wildlife Service
are dl interested in the Columbia River
Reservoir area, its administration is vested
in the Secretary of the Interior rather than
in any particular bureau, and the Secretary
by virtue of Section 161 of the Revised
Statutes (now 5 U.S.C. sec. 22) may elect
any one or more of the interested agencies
to administer any part of the reservoir area.
Ibid.
There is no good reason to doubt the
constitutionality of the provision of the act
which gives the Secretary of the Interior
authority to prescribe reasonable regulations for the protection and conservation of
fish and wildlife in the areas set aside for
Indian use. The constitutionality of the act
is supported by the property interest of
the United States in the reservoir area;
the power of Congress to control the navigable waters of the United States; and the
powers of Congress over Indians and Indian
affairs. Ibid.

sec. 2. [Secretary to determine equitable
compensation—Compensation
for
to credit of appropriate
trib~Comtribal lands to be deposited in Treasury
.pensation
for individuals
to be paid to superintendent
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All costs incurred in connection with any such relocation shall be paid from
moneys appropriated for the project. All right, title, and interest of the Indians
in the lands within any cemetery so relocated shall terminate and the grant of
title under this Act take effect as of the date the Secreta~ of the Interior
authorizes the relocation. Sites of the relocated cemeteries shall be held in trust
by the United States for the Spokane or Colville Tribe, as the case may be,
and shall be nontaxable. (54 Stat. 703; 16 U.S.C. $ 835g)
Sec. 5. [Authority of the Secretary. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to perform any and all acts and to prescribe such regulations as he
may deem appropriate to carry out the provisions of this Act. (54 Stat. 704;
16 U.S.C. ~ 835h)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
and

Legislative History. H.R. 9445, Public
Law 690 in the 76th Congress. H. R. Rept.

No. 2350.

J~e
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An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to sell certain land to the Conconully
Cemetery Association. (Act of June 29, 1940, ch. 492,54 Stat. 705)

[Secretary of Interior may cause patent to issue to Conconully Cemetery
Association excepting land necessary for Reclamation
purposes. ]-Subject
to
Executive Order Numbered 1032 of February 25, 1909, withdrawing lot 5, section 7, township 35 north, range 25 east, Willamette meridian, Okanogan
County, Washington, and other lands, and setting them apart for the use of the
Department of Agriculture as preserves and breeding grounds for native birds,
the Secretary of the Interior, upon payment therefor at the rate of $1.25 per
acre, may cause a patent to issue to the Conconully Cemetery Association, for
cemetery uses, for all of lot 5, section 7, township 35 north, rmge 25 east, Willamette meridian, Okanogan County, Washington, except the three hundred-foot
strip along the westerly border of such lot, heretofore determined by the Commissioner of Reclamation to be necess~
for reclamation purposes, which shall
be excepted from such grant. Except for the uses herein authortied, neither this
Act nor the patent that may issue thereunder shall be construed as abrogating or
in any manner affecting the aforesaid Executive order of February 25, 1909,
which order shall otherwise remain in full force unless and until revoked by the
President or by Act of Congress. (54 Stat. 705)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legishtive
History. H,R. 8316, Public

Law 693 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1917. S. Rept. No. 1791.

July
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An act to authorize the appropriation for payment of the cost of providing additional
water for the Wapato Indian irrigation project, Washington. (Act of July 1, 1940,
ch. 496,54 Stat. 707)

[$800,000 to be credited to Reclamation Fund to defray cost of additional
water. ] —There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $800,000, and credited to
the reclamation fund, to defray the actual cost of furnishing an additional quantity of water annually of one hundred thousand acre-feet which is needed to
provide adequate irrigation for forty acres each of the Indian allotments of the
Yakima Reservation as contemplated by the Act of August 1, 1914, and m set out
in the terms of the agreement between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Office
of Indian Affairs, approved by the Secretary of the Interior September 3, 1936,
the same to be made available in amounts not to exceed $20,000 annually for
forty years. (54 Stat. 707 )
EXPLANATORY NTOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Reference in the Text. The Act of August 1, 1914, referred to in the text, appears
herein in chronological order.
Cross Reference: Irrigation Construction
Costs, Wapato Project. The Act of February 24, 1938, 52 Stat. 80, authorizes a per-

acre per-annum assessment of $1.25 against
those lands of the Wapato Indian irrigation
project subject to construction assessments.
The 1938 Act appems herein in chronological order.
Legislative Histo~.
H.R. 3402, Public
Law 695 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2477. S. Rept. No. 882 (on S. 1065).
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ACT

WORK

AND

LEVEE

SYSTEM

An act to authorize defraying cost of necessary work between the Yuma project and Bould&
Dam. (Act of July 1, 1940, ch. 498,54 Stat. 708)

[Appropriation
from Treasury of $100,000 annually to defray cost of Colorado River Front Work and Levee System. ] —The provision of the Act entitled
“An Act authorizing the construction, repair, and preservation of certain public
works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes”, approved January 21, 1927,
is amended to read as follows:
“There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the
Treasury of the United Stites not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1928, and annually thereafter, the sum of $100,000, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, to be spent by the Reclamation Bureau under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior to defray the cost of operating and
maintaining the Colorado River front work and levee system adjacent to the
\7uma Federal irrigation project in Arizona and California and to defray the cost
of other necessary protection works and systems along the Colorado River
between said Yuma project and Boulder Dam.” (54 Stat. 708)
EmLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
1946 Amendment. The Act of June 28,
1946, 60 Stat. 338, amended the Act of
January 21, 1927,44 Stat. 1010, as amended
by this Act. The amendment has been incorporate
herein in the 1927 Act, Both the

1927 and 1946 Acts appear herein in
chronological order.,
Editor’s Note, Annotations, Annotations.
of opinions, if any, are found under the Act
‘f‘an~a~21’
1?27.
Leglslatlve History.
H.R. 7116. Pubfic
Law 697 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept,
No. 2011. S. Rept. No. 1712.

8,ig40
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An act for the acquisition of Indian lands for tie Parker Dam and Reservoir project,
for other purposes. (Act of July 8, 1940, ch. 552,54 Stat. 744)
[Sec.
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EXPLANATORYNOTE
Dam project referred to in the text, appear
herein in chronological order,

Reference in the Text. Extracts of the
Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028),
including the authorization of the Parker

Sec. 2. [Secretary to determine compensation to Indians.] —The SecretiV
of the Interior shall determine the amount of money to be paid to the Indians.
as just and equitable compensation for the rights granted under section 1
hereof. Such amount of money shall be paid to the Secretary of the Interior
by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, a public corporation
of the State of California, in accordance with the terms of the contract made
and entered into on February 10, 1933, between the United States of America,
acting through the Secretary of the Interior, and the Metropolitan
Water
District of Southern California. In the case of tribal lands, the amount due
to the appropriate tribe shall be deposited by the said Secreta~ in the Treasury
of the United States, pursuant to the provisions of the Act of May 17, 1926;
(44 Stat. 560), as amended. The amounts due individual allottees, their heirs,
or devisees shall be deposited by the said Secretary to the credit of the Superintendent of the Colorado River Indian Agency, or such other officer as shalt
be designated by the Secretary, for the credit on the books of the said agency
to the accounts of the individual Indians concerned. (54 Stat. 744)
F,XPLANATORYNOTE
Reference in the Text. The Act of May
17, 1926 (44 Stat. 560), referred to in the
text, provides that miscellaneous revenues
derived from Indian reservations, agencies
and schools, not otherwise earmarked by
Sec.
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under the provisions of this Act. Lands so acquired shall be held in the same
status as those from which the funds were derived. (54 Stat. 744)
sec. 4. [Authority of the Secretary. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
.authorLed to perform any and all acts and to prescribe such regulations as may
be deemed appropriate to carry out the provisions of this Act. (54 Stat. 744)
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Gross Reference, Acquisition of Indian

Lands for Parker Dam Power Project. The
Act of October 28,.1942, 56 Stat. 1011,
authorized the acquisition of Indian lands
required in. conue~tion. with the constmetion, operation, and maintenance of electric
-transmission lines and other works of the
Parker Dam power project—Arizona-California. The 1942 Act appears herein in
<chronological order.
Background
Conflicting
Withdrawals,
Fort Mohave
Indian Reservation.
The
.Secretary of the Interior, by departmental
orders of January31 and September 8, 1903,
withdrew for flowage purposes under the
reclamation act of June 17, 1902, land in
sections 4, 6, 8, 16, 20, 22, 28, and 34,
T. 16 N., R. 21 W., and m section 12, T. 16
N., R. 22 W., G. & S. R. M. Executive order
of Februa~ 2, 1911, subsequently withdrew
these lands as an addition to the Fort
Mohave Indian Reservation. Congress by
act of May 23, 1934 (48 Stat. 795), recognized Indian ownership of the Iands and
confirmed, the Executive order of February 2, 1911. The Department held that the
reclamation withdrawals of January 31 and
September 8, 1903, were ineffective and
-that title to said lands being in tie Fort
Mohave Indian Reservation, the Indians are
entitled to compensation for land required
:by the Bureau of Reclamation for flowage

purposes on account of the construction of
Parker Dam, Arizona. Solicitor Margold
Opinion, M–28589
(August 24, 1936 ).
Background: Indian Lands, Parker Dam
Project. The Chemehuevi Indians claimed
compensation
for lands to be flooded by
Parker Reservoir, Parker Dam project, but
the Metropolitan Water District, which was
acquiring the right of way for the reservoir
under contract with the United States,
contended
that it was not necessary to
purchase the lands since they had been
withdrawn for reclamation purposes by the
departmental orders of July 2, August 26
and September 15, 1902, and February 5
and September 8, 1903. On February 2,
1907, the lands were withdrawn from settlement and entry pending action by Congress
authortiing the addition of the lands to various mission Indian reservations. The Department held that at most the reclamation
withdraws
established the right of the
Bureau of Reclamation to utilize the land
for reclamation purposes as and when the
need arose, but that the Indians must be
paid for the land, their occupation of which
long
antedated
the reclamation
withdrawals, and was subsequently recognized
by the order of February 2, 1907. Solicitor
Margold Opinion, 57 I.D. 87 ( 1939).
Legislative History. S. 3931, Public Law
730 in the 76th Congress. S. Rept. No. 1807.
H.R. Rept. No. 2684 (on H.R. 9707).
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An act authorizing the Secretary of’ the Interior to promulgate and to put” into effect
charges for electrical energy generated at Boulder Dam, providing for the app~=tion
of revenues from said project, authorizing the operation of the Mulder Power Plant
by the United States directly or through agents, and for ..ofier purposes. (Act of
July 19,1940, ch. 643,54 stat. 774)

[Sec. 1. Secretary to promulgate charges for ener~ generated–Charges
may be subject to revision. ] -The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
and directed to, and he shall, promulgate charges,, or the basis of computation
thereof, for electrical energy generated at Boulder Ram during the period
beginning June 1j 1937, and ending May 31, 1987, computed to be sufficient,
together with other net revenues from the project~ to accomplish the following
,,.
purposes:,
,,
(a) To meet the cost of operation and maintenance, and. to provide for
replacements, of the project during the period beginning June 1, 1937, ”and
ending May 31, 1987;
(b) To repay to the Tre=U~j
with interest, the advances to the Colorado
River Dam Fund for the project made. prior to June 1, 1937, within fifty years
from that date (excluding advances ‘allocated to flood control by section.2 (b)
of the Project Act, which shall be repayable as provided in secti?n 7..herqof ) j
and such portion of such advances made on and after June 1, 1937, as (on the,
basis of repayment thereof within such fifty-year period or periods as. the Secgebry may determine) will be repayable prior to June 1, 1987;
(c) To provide $600,000 for each of the years and for the purposes specified
in section 2(c) hereof; and
(d) To provide $500,000 for each of the years and for the purp,oses specified
in section 2(d) hereof.
Such charges may be made subject to revisions and adjustments at such times,
to such extent, and in such manner, as by the terms of their promulgation the
Secretary shall prescribe. (54 Stat. 774; 43 U.S.C. ~ 618)
... ..
NOTES OF OPINIONS
1. Upstream reservoirs
Appropriations
for the Colorado River
Storage project are authorized to be expended to meet costs of deficiencies in the
generation of energy at the Hoover Dam
powerplant occmioned by the necessity to
fill Colorado River Storage project reservoirs, if the Secretary of the Interior concludes that such a step is appropriate to
maintaining a reasonable schedule in meeting the statutory payout requirements of
both Hoover Dam and Glen Canyon Dam
imposed by the Boulder Canyon Project
Act, the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act, and the Colorado River Storage
%7-067—7Gv01.
147

Project Act. Memorandum of Associate Solicitor Weinberg, July 17, 1962.
If an upstream project, such as the proposed Central Afizona project and Bridge
Canyon project in the Lower Colorado
River Basin, interferes with the statutory
responsibility of the Secretary to recover
the’ c6sts of Hoover Dam by June 1, 19a7,
or to recover the costs of Davis and Parker
Dams within a reasonable pefiod of time,
then the cost of such interference should
be included as one of the “costs” of the new
upstream development under section 9 (a)
of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939.
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fk, OCtober 9, 1947.
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Sec. 2. [Receipts to be paid into Colorado River Dam Fund—To be availfor (a) operation and maintenance and replacements, (b) repayment to
Treasury, (c) payments to Arizona and Nevada and if taxes are levied by
Arizona or Nevada payments to them to be reduced an equivalent amount,
and (d) transfer of funds to the Colorado River Development Fund for studies,
investigations, and c~nstruction.] —All receipts from the -project shall be paid
into the Colorado River Dam Fund and shall be available for:
(a) Annual appropriation for the operation, maintenance, and replacements
of the project, including emergency replacements necessary to insure continuous
operations;
(b)
Repayment to the Treasury, with interest (after making provision for the
pa@ents
and transfers provided in subdivisions .(c) and (d) hereof), of advances to the Colorado River Dam Fund for the construction of the project (excluding the amount allocated to flood control by section 2 (b) of the ‘Project
Att ), and any -readvances made to said fund under section j hereof; and’
(c) Payment subject to the provisions of section 3 hereof, in commutation of
the payments now pcovided for he States of Arizona and Nevada “in section 4
(b) of the Project Act, to each of said States of the sum of $300,000 for each year
of operation, beginning with the year of operation ending May 31, 1938, and
continuing annually thereafter until and including the year of operation ending
May 31, 1987; and such pa~ents
for any year of operation which shall have
expired at the time when this subdivision (c) shall become effective shall be due
of
immediately, and be paid, without interests, as expeditiously as administration
able
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1939, and 1940 (c)r in the event of reduced receipts during any of said years, due
to adjustments under section 3 hereof, then the first receipts of said fund up to
$1,500,000), are authorized to be appropriated only for the continuation and extension, under the direction of the Secretary, of studies and investigations by the
Bureau of Reclamation for the formulation of a comprehensive plan for the
utilization of waters of the Colorado River system for irrigation, electrical power,
and other purposes, in the States of the upper division and the States of the lower
division, including studies of quantity and quality of water and all other relevant
facton. The next such receipts up to and including the receipts for the year of
operation ending in 1955 are authorized to be appropriated only for the investigation and construction of projects for such utilization in and equitably distributed among the four States of the upper division: Provided, Izowever, That in
view of distributions heretofore made, and in order to expedite the development
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physically feasible, economically justified, and consistent ~lth such formulation of
a comprehensive plan. Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to prevent
the authorization and cotistruction of any such projects prior to the completion
of said plan of comprehensive development; nor shall this Act be construed as
affecting the right of any State to proceed independently of this Act or i~ provisions with the investigation or construction of any projector projects. Transfers
under this section 2(d) shall be deemed contractual obligations of the United
States, subject to the provisions of section 3 of this Act.
(e) Annual appropriation for the fiscal years 1948, 1949, 1950,1951 for payment of the Boulder City School District, as reimbursement for the actual cost of
instruction, during each school year, in the schools operated by said district, of
pupils who are dependents of any employee or employees of he United Stites
living in or in the immediate vicinity of Boulder City, such reimbursement not
to exceed the sum of $65 per semester per pupil and to’ be payable semiannually,
after the term of instruction in each semester has been completed, under regulation to be prescribed by the Secretary. (54 Stat. 774; Act of May 14, 1948.62
Stat. 235; Act of June 1,1948,62 Stat. 284; 43 U.S.C. ~ 618a)
,
EXPLANATORY
NOTES
1948 Amendment. The Act of May 14,
1948, 62 Stat. 235, amended section 2 by
adding to it ~ubsection (e). The 1948 Act
appears herein in chronological order.
1948 Amendment. Section 1 of the Act
of June 1, 1948, 62 Stat. 284, amended subsection 2 (d) by adding the second proviso
that appears in the text above. The 1948
Act appears herein in chronological order.
Supplementary
Provision: Expendhnre

1948, 62 Stat. 284, provides: “The availability of appropriations from the Colorado
River Development Fund for the investigation and construction of projects in any of
the Statesof the Colorado River Basin shall
not be held to forbid the expenditure of
other funds for those purposes in any of
those States where such funds are othewise
available therefor.” The 1948 Act appears

herein in chronological order.

of Funds. Section 2 of the Act of June 1,
NOTES OF OPINIONS
Investigation cos=’
2
Revenues “hereafter received”

1

1. Revenues “hereafter receiver’
The word “hereafter” in the expression
“hereafter received” in the first paragraph
of section 2(c) of this Act, refers to the
period after the Boulder Canyon Project
Adjustment Act becomes effective for dl
purposes under the provisions of section 10
and not to the period subsequent to the
date of approval of the Act; and payments
to the States of Arizona and Nevada under
secti,on 2(c)
may be made only out of
revenues received in the Colorado River

Dti
Fund after the act shall have become
fully effective. Dec. Comp. Gen. B-12615
(October 29, 1.940).
2. Investigation costs
Costs of investigations made with Colorado River Development Funds are not reimbursable. by the water users even though
a pmj~ct investigated with such funds is”
authorued for construction. Letter of Administrative Assistant Secretary Beasley to
Comptroller
General,
June
11, 1959;
Memorandum
of Chief Counsel Fix, December 28, 1949.

Sec. 3. [If revenues
insufficient,
papents
to Arizona and Nevada and
transfer to Colorado
River Development
Fund to be proportionately
reduced.]-If,
by reason of any act of God, or of the public enemy, or any major
catastrophe, or any other unforeseen and unavoidable cause, the revenues, for
any year of operation, after making provision for costs of operation,’ maintenance, and the amount to be set aside for said year for replacements, should be
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insufficient to make the payments to tie States of Arhona and Nevada and the
transfers to the Colorado River Development Fund herein provided for, such
paymen~ and transfers shall be proportionately reduced, as the Secretary may
find to be necessary by reason thereof. (54 Stat. 776; 43 U.S.C. $ 618b)
Sec. 4. (a) [Chtiges to be applicable as from June 1, 1937, and adjustments
made with contractors by means of credits. ]—Upon the taking effect of this
Act, pursuant to section 10 hereof, the charges, or the basis of computation
thereof, promulgated hereunder, shall be applicable as from June 1, 1937, and
adjustments of accounts by reason thereof, including charges by and against the
United States, shall be made so that the United Stites and all parties that have
contracted for energy, or, for the privilege of generating energy, at the project,
shall be placed in the same position, as nearIy as may be, as determined by the
Secretary, that they would have occupied had such charges, or the basis of
computation
thereof, and the method of operation which may be provided for
under section 9 hereof, been effective on June 1, 1937: Provided, That such
adjushents
with c~ntractors shall not be made in cash, but shall be m“ade by
means of credits extended over such period as the Secre~
may determine.
(b) [If payments to Mlzona and Nevada reduced by taxes, adjustments by
credits to be made with each allottee for taxes ,paid by them, ] —In the event
@ayments to the States of Arizona ‘and Nevada, or ei+er of them, under section
2(c) hereof, shall be reduced by reason of the collection of taxes mentioned. in
said sectionf adjustments shall be made, from ,time to time, with each allottee
which shall have paid any such taxes, by credits or otherwise> for that proportion
of the amount of such reductions which the amount of the payments of such
taxes by such allottee bears to the total amount of such :t=es collected. (54 Stat.
776; 43 U.S.C. $ 618c)
SeC. 5. [Readvances to be made. by Treasury if Colorado Dam Fund insufficient to meet cost of replacements. ]-If, at any time there shall be insufficient
sums in the Colorado River Dam Fund to meet the cost of replacements, however necessitated, in addition to meeting the other requirements of this Act, or
of re~latib
authorized hereby and promulgated by tie Secretary, the Secr~
tary of the Treasury, upon request of the Secretary of the Interior, shall readvance to the said fund, in amounts not exceeding, in the aggregate, moneys
repaid to the Treasury pursuant to Section 2 (b) hereof, the amount required for
replacements, however necessitated, in excess of the amount currently available
themfor in said Colorado River Dam Fund. There is hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sums, not exceeding said aggregate amount, as may be necessa~ to permit tie
Secretary of the Treasury to make such readvances. All such readvances shall
bear interest. (54 Stat. 777; 43 U.S.C. $ 618d)
Sec. 6. [Interest to be computed at 3 per centum.]—IVhenever

by the terms

of the Project Act or this Act payment of interest is provided for, and whenever
interest shall enter into any computation thereunder, such interest shall be computed at the rate of 3 per centum per annum, compounded annually. (54 Stat.
777; 43 U.S.C. $ 618e)
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Sec.7. [First $25,000,000
advance

ADJUSTMENT

to be made

to flood

ACT

control

without

in-

terest—To be repayable 1987 as Congress determines.]—The
first $25,000,000
of advances made to the Colorado River Dam Fund for +e project shall be
deemed to be the sum allocated to flood control by section 2(b) of the Project
Act and repayment thereof shall be deferred without interest until June 1, 1987,
after which time such advances so allocated to flood control shall be repayable
to the Treasury as the Congress shall determine. (54 Stat. 777; 43 U.S,C.
~ 618f)
Sec. 8. [Secretary authorized to promulgate regulations and enter into contract%No
allotments heretofore promulgated
to be modified or changed
without consent of allottee. ] —The Secretary is hereby authorized from time
to time to promulgate such regulations and enter into such contracts as he may
find necessary or appropriate for carrying out the pu~oses of this Act and the
Project Act, as modified hereby, and, by mutual consent, to terminate or modify
a?y such contract: Provided, however, That no allotment of energy to any
allottee mad~ by any rule or regulation heretofore promulgated shall be modified
or changed without the consent of such a~ottee, (54 Stat. 777; 43 U.S.C. $ 618g)
Sec. 9. [Secretary authorized to negotiate for termination of existing lease
of Boulder Power Plant—If lease terminated, operation and maintenance and
replacements au~orizeddecretary
to agree that (a) lessees be designated
agents for operation of power plant, (b) agency contract not revocable, and
(c) suits or proceedings to restrain termination may be maintained against
Secretary. ]—The Secretary is hereby authorized to negotiate for and enter into
a contract for the termination of the existing lease of the Boulder Power Plant
made pursuant to the Project ‘Act, and in” the event of such termination the
operation and maintenance, and the making of replacements, however necessitated, of the Boulder Power Plant by the United States, directly or through such
agent or agents as the Secretary may designate, is hereby authorized. The powers,
duties, and rights of such agent or agenta shall be provided by contract, which
may include provision that questions relating to the interpretation or performance thereof may be determined, to the extent provided therein, by arbitration or
court proceedings. The Secretary in consideration of such termination of such
etisting lease is authorized to agree (a) hat the lessees therein named shall be
designated as the agents of the United States for the operation of said power
plant; (b) that (except by mutual consent or in accordance with such provisions
for termination for default as may be specified therein) such agency contract
shall not be revocable or terminable; and (c) that suits or proceedings to restrain tie termination of anv such agency contract, otherwise than as therein provided, or for other approp~ate equitable relief or remedies, may be maintained
against the Secretary. Suits or other court proceedings pursuant to the foregoing
provisions may be maintained in, and jurisdiction to hear and determine such
suits or proceedings and to grant such relief or remedies is hereby conferred upon,
the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, with the like right
of appeal or review as in other like suits or proceedings in said court. The Secretary is hereby authorized to act for the United States in such arbitration proceedings. (54 Stat. 777; 43 U.S.C. ~ 618h)
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ACT
iease

power

consenting
act shall

to
be of

effect.] —This Act shall be effective immediately for the purpose of
the promulgation of charges, or the basis of computation thereof, and the execution of contracts authorized by the terms of this Act, but neither such charges,
nor the basis of computation thereof, nor any such contract, shall be effective
unless and until this Act shall be effective for all purposes. This Act shall tike
eflect for all purposes when, but not before, the Secretary shall have found that
provision h= been made for the termination of We existing lease of the Boulder
Power Plant and for the operation thereof as authorized by section 9 hereof,

no further

md that allottees obligated under contracts in force on the date of enactment of
Wls Act to pay for at least 90 per centum of the firm energy shall have entered
into contracts ( 1) consenting to such operation, and (2) containing such other
provisions as the Secretary may deem necessary or proper for carrying out the
purposes of this Act. For purpose: of this section such 90 per centum shall be
computed as of the end of the absorption periods provided for in regulations
heretofore promulgated by the Secretary and in effect at the time of the enactment of this Act.
If contracts in accordance with the requirements of this section shall not have
been entered into prior to June 1, 1941, this Act shall cease to be operative and
shall be of no further force or effect. (54 Stat. 778; 43 U.S.C. $ 618i)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
Effective Date of Act. The Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act became fully
eflective on May 29, 1941, the requirements
of Sec. 10 of the .4ct having been met by
the execution of a contract for the operation
of the %ulder Power Plant by the City of
Los An2e1es and Southern California Edison
Company, Ltd. as operating agents of the
United States and by execution of contracts
mth allottees obli2ated under contracts in

force upon the date of enactment of the
Act to pay for 100 per centum of the firm
energy, ,as follows:
City of ,Los Angeles,
and its Department of Water and Power;
Southern California Edison Company Ltd.;
The Metropolitan Water District of Soutiern California.; The City of Pasadena; State
of Nevada; CIW of Burbank; City of G1endale; The Nevada-Califorma
Electric Corporation.

Sec. 11. [Any contractor refusing to modify its existing contract to conform
to this act, sM1 continue under its existing contract. ]—Any contractor for
energy from the project failing or refusing to execute a contract modifying its
‘existing contract to conform to this Act shall continue to pay the rates and
charges provided for in its existing contract, subject to such periodic readjustments as are therein provided, in all respects as if this Act had not been passed,
and so far as necessary to support such existing contract all of the provisions of
the Project Act shall remain in effect, anything in this Act inconsistent therewith
notwithstanding.
(54 Stat. 778; 43 U.S.C. $ 618j )
Sec. 12. [Definitions
of terminolo~
employed. ]—The’
following
terms
wherever used in this Act shall have the following respective meanings:
“Project Act” shall mean the Boulder Canyon Project Act;
“Project” shall mean the works authorized by the Project Act to be constructed
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and owned by the United States, exclusive of the main canal and appurtenances
mentioned therein, now known as the All-American Canal;
“Secretary” shall mean the Secretary .of the Interior of the United States;
shallhave themeaning assigned to such terms
“Firm energy”and’‘Caliottees”
in re~lations

heretofore

of the enactment
“Replacements”
the project

shall mean

in good

to May

31,

junction

with

1987,

made

major

catastrophe;

“Year
778;
and

inclusive,

such

but

replacements

shall

during
not

by any

act of

as may

at the time

God,

be necessary

the period

include

or the words

shall mean

year to and including

(except

“however

or of

from
where

to keep

June
used

necessitated’)

the public

1, 1937,
in conreplace-

enemy,

or by any

the period

May

from

an#

31 of the following

including

June

1 of any

calendar

year.

(54 Stat.

~ 618k)

[Secretary

complete

and in efiect

and

of operation”

13.

by the Secretary

condition

“emergency”

necessary

43 U.S.C.

Sec.

operating

word

ments

calendar

promulgated

of this Act;

re@rt

to submit

to Congress

of operations.]

each

January

financial

statement

—Repealed.

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reporting
Requirement
Discontinued.
The Act of August 30, 1954, 68 Stat. 966,
repealed the requirement ‘for the annual
report and financial statement under section 13. The section read: “The Secretary
of the Interior shall, in January of each year,
Sec.

14.

[Act

in or to waters

shall

not

in anywise

of the Colorado

River

submit to the Congress a financial statement
and a complete report of operations under
this Act during the preceding year of operation as herein defined.” The 1954 Act appears herein in chronological order..
limit

or prejudice

system

under

any right
the Colorado

of any State
River

com-

pact.] —Nothing. herein sha~ be construed as, interfering with such rights as
the States now have either to the waters within their borders or to adopt such
policies and enact such laws as they may deem necessary with respect to the
appropriation, control, and use of waters within their borders, except as modified
by tie “Colorado River compact or other interstate agreement. Neither the” promulgation of charges, or the basis of charges, nor anything contained in this
Act or done thereunder, shall in anywise tiect, limit, or prejudice any right of
any State in or to the waters of the Colorado River system under the Colorado
River compact. Sections 13 (b), 13 (c), and 13 (d) of the Project Act and all
other provisions of said Project Act not inconsistent with the terms of this Act
shall remain in full force and effect. (54 Stat. 779; 43 U.S.C. \ 618m-)
Sec. 15. [Laborers and mechanics shall be paid not less than prevailing
rate of wages. ]—~
laborers and mechanics employed in the construction
of any ‘part of the project, or in the operation, maintenance, or replacement of
any pti+ of the Boulder Dam, shall be paid not less than the prevailing rate of
wages or compensation for work of a similar nature prevailing in the Iocdity of
the project. In the event any dispute arises as to what are the prevailing rates,
the determination thereof shall be made by the Secretary of the Interior, and his
decision, subject to the concurrence of the Secretary of Labor, shall be final.
(54 Stat. 779; 43 U.S.C. $ 618n)
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NOTESOF OPINIONS
1. Employees covered
The legislative history of the Act leads to
the conclusion that section 15 applies only
to employees of the Federal Government
and not to employees of the non-Federal
operating agents. Letter of First Assistant
Secretary Burlew to Senator McCarran,
May 2, 1947.
The first sentence of section 15 makes a

Sec. 16.
Adjustment

[Short
Act”.

title. ]—This
(54

Stat.

Act
779;

distinction between two groups of ungraded
laborers and mechanics, namely, those engaged in construction and those engaged in
operation, maintenance or replacement.
Members of the two groups doing the same
type of work may be paid at different rates
if the facts disclose that such a distinction
prevails in the locality. Solicitor White
Opinion, 60 I.D. 47 ( 1947).

maybe
43

U.S.C.

EXPnNATORY
Legislative History. H.R. 9877, Public
Law 756 in the 76th Congiess. H.R. Kept.
No. 2328. H.R. Rept. No. 2745 (conference

cited

as “Boulder

Canyon

Project

~ 6180)
NOTE

report).
503) .

H.R. Rept, No. 2482 (on H. Res.

August

27, 1940
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OVERHEAD

CHARGES,

STRAWBERRY

WATER

USERS’

ASSOCIA~ON
An act to authorize the Secretaryof the Interior to accept pa~ent of an annual equitable
overhead charge in connection with the repa~ent contract between the United States
and the Strawberry Water Users’ Association of Payson, Utah, in full satisfaction of
delinquent bilfings upon the basis of an annual fixed overhead charge, and for other
purposes. (Act of August 27, 1940, ch. 692,54 Stat. 862)
[Pa~ent
of an annual
equitable
overhead
charge. ]—In
connection witi
any amendment heretofore or hereafter made to the repayment contract between
the Strawberry Water Users’ Association of Payson, Utah, and the United
States, dated September 28, 1926, as amended, to pay construction charges
under the provisions of the Federal reclamation laws providing for payment
annually of an amount as is determined by the Secretary each year to be sufficient
to cover the Strawberry Valley project’s equitable portion of the expense of the
Chief Engineer’s office, the field legal office, and the other detached offices of
the Bureau of Reclamation, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, subsequent to the effective date of such an amendment, to accept in full satisfaction
for all flat overhead charges owing or allocable to the period up to the effective
date of the amendment under the contract provisions in effect prior to such
amendment a sum determined at the rate of $400 for each year. (54 Stat. 862)
EXPLANATORY hTOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 4011, Pubfic Law

773 in the 76th Congress. S. Rept. No. 1789.
H.R. Rept. No. 2715 (on H.R. 10069).
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FISH

HATCHERIES

ON

An act to authorize the maintenance
tie Grand Coulee Dam Project.
[Seeretary
nection
program
Interior

with

authorized

to

fish hatheries

required
is authorized

on

the

GRAND

Grand

to contract

DAM

PROJECT

and operation of fish hatcheries in connection
(Act of October 9,1940, ch. 794,54 Stat. 1085)

contract
built

COULEE

with

State

or to be built
Coulee
with

Dam

the State

of

Washington.]

as a part
project,

-In

~vith

con-

of the fish-protection
the

of Washington

Secretary
for

of

the

the main-

tenance and opmation of any of them at the expense of s~d State. (54 Stat.
1085; 16 U.S.C. $ 835i)
EXPLANATORY
NOTE
Legislative Histo~. H.R. 9921, Public
Law 826 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.

No. 2849. S. Rept. No. 2073.

October

u, 1Y40
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An act authorizing allocation of funds for the construction of Saco Divide unit, Milk
River project, and for other purposes. (Act of October 10, 1940, ch. 850,54 Stat. 1108)
[See.1.
water

Funds

users

annual
of

the

Milk
for

land

development

and

utility

repaid
Milk

project

River

project

Interior.

Secretary
ments

with

costs

the costs

in the Interior

common

ments,
due

Divide

and

payable

obligation
of

and

allocated

by

the

1935

as determined

on the Milk

River

by the

project

and

project

from
and

costs

be

credited
shall

to the Act

to

units

the

by

forty

install-

annual

allocated
and

Act,

1940;

the
by

utifity

the cost of

by the Secretary

twenty

annual

install-

the last installment

users of the unit
the

the

credited

of May

the

of

so allocated

for
Fresno

Dam

on account
Reclamation

(44

and
of the
Fund,

to write-offs

25, 1926

on the

construction

to costs of construction
be

to be
of

facilities

Payments

attributable

1940,

facilities

conservation

of

by
and

unit by the Secretary

by the President
the

users

conservation

other

following

Secretary.

water

Act,

allocated

the water

unit

Divide

facilities

the

Reservoir

the year

Secretary

pursuant

unit

in not to exceed

by the
shall

of

Appropriation
River

facilities

Secretary

cost

in 40

allocated

for water

distribution

allocated

of such payments

be

distribution

by the water

than

States

the amounts
to the unit

and the component
to

later

the

in not to exceed
and

shall be repaid

distribution

allocated

and

Department

not

in
may

to the Saco Divide

Darn

of the Milk

to the United

comprising

pumping

Reservoir
costs

unit

the first to accrue

the

Divide

as provided

facilities

and

Mver

Divide

the Saco

Appropriation

of

Saco

of pumping

projects

to the Saco

portion

to the

that

appropriated

for repayment

for repayment

item

pumping

funds

with

included

Department

of Fresno

the President
the other

from

be

Milk

to Saco

connection
amounts

into

to be repaid

allocated

shall

that may be allocated

The

shall be included

along

of

that

common

Dam

to the

by the Interior
provided,

covered

of Fresno
]—In

there

construction

of this unit

projects

River

Milk

the

as therein

of the

project
in addition

Unittobe

facilities

installments.

River

obligations,

President

Divide

common

in 20 annual

repayment
the

to Saco

obligation~Costs

installment+Other

to be repaid
unit

allocated

repayment

Stat.

prior
made
636).

(54 Stat. 1108)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Reference in the Text. The Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940, referred
to in the text, was enacted May 10, 1939.
Extracts from the Act, including tie water
conservation and utility projects item reSec. 2.

[No

water

delivered

ferred to, appear herein in chronological
order.
Reference in the Text. The Act of May
25, 1926 (44 Stat. 636), referred to in the
text, is the Omnibus Adjustment Act. The
Act appears herein in chronological order.

for the Saco

Divide

unit until

required

contracts

delivered for the Saco Divide unit untfi the
Secretary of the Interior has entered into the contract or contracts required,
in his judgment, to carry into full effect the provisions of section 1 and to provide
made. ] —No

water

shall
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costs chargeable

to the Saco

EXPLANATORY
NOTES
Not Codified.
the U.S. Code.

TKIs Act is not codified in

Legislative History. H.R. 9734, Pub&c
La\v 841 in the 76th Congress, H.R. Rept.
No. 2853, S. Rept, No. 2142.

October

17, 1940
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SOLDIERS’

AND

SAILORS

CIVIL

RELIEF

ACT

OF 1940

[Extract from] An act to promote and strengthen the national defense by suspending
enforcement of certain civil liabilities of certain persons serving in the Mifitary and
Naval Establishments, including the Coast Guard. (Act of October 17, 1940, ch. 888,
54 Stat. 1178)
*
+
%
*
+
~TICLE
+

V—TA~S
+

AND PUBLIC LANDS
*

x-

*

Sec. ~8.
[Delivery of water to lands of servicemen. ]—The Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to suspend as to persons in rnili~
service during the period wh2e this Act remains in force and for a period of
six Months thereafter or during any period of hospitalization because of wounds
Or disability incurred in line of duty that provision of tie act known as the
“Reclamation Act” requiring residence upon lands in private ownership or within
the neighborhood for securing water for the irrigation of the same, and he is
authorized to permit the use of available water thereon upon such terms and
conditions as he may deem proper. (54 Stat. 1189; 50 U.S.C. App. $ 568)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
~upplementary
Provision:
Termination
Date Suspended. While section 604 of the
%Idiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act of 1940
provides that the Act wodd terminate on
May 15, 1945, or, if the United States be
then engaged in a war, sti months after a
treaty of peace be proclaimed by the President, the Act of June 24, 1948, 62 Stat.
623, as amended by the Act of September
27, 1950, 64 Stat. 1074; 50 U.S.C. App.
$464, provides that the Soldiers and Sailors
Relief Act of 1940, as amended, shall remain in force and effect until such time as
it is repealed or otherwise terminated by

subsequent Act of Congress.
Cross Reference, Suspension of Residence
Requirements for Servicemen of World War
I. Sections 11 and 12 of the Act of August
10, 1917, authorized the Secretary of the
Interior, in his discretion, to suspend residence requirements generally during the
duration of World War I. Sections 11 and
12 of the 1917 Act appear herein in
chronological
order.
Legislative History. S. 4270, Public Law
861 in the 76th Congress. S. Rept. No. 2109.
H.R. Rept. No, 3001 (on H.R. 10338).
H.R. Rept. No. 3030 (conference report).
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AUTHORIZATION

[Extract from] An act authorizing the improvement of certain rivers and harbors in
the interest of the national defense. and for other .purposes. (Act of October 17,
1940, ch. 895,54

Stat. 1198)
+

Wc.

2.

[Project

*

*

*

%.

*

*

modifications.]—
*

[Distribution

*

svstem

*
included

in

Central

Valley

project.

]—The

second

~r~viso in section ~ of the Act of Aumst 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 844, 850), authorizIng the instruction,
repair, and preservation of certain public works on rivers
and harbors, and for other purposes, is hereby amended to read as follows:
“Provtied further, That the entire Central Valley project, California, heretofore
authorized and established under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 (49 Stat. 115) and the First Deficiency Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1936 (49 Stat. 1622), is hereby reauthorized and declared to be for the
purposes of improving navigation, regulating the flow of the San Joaquin River
and the Sacramento River, controlling floods, providing for storage and for the
delivery of the stored waters thereof, for construction under the provisions of the
Federal reclamation laws of such distribution systems as the Secreta~ of the
Interior deems necessary in connection with lands for which said stored waters
are to be delivered, for the reclamation of arid and semiarid, lands and lands
of Indian reservations, and other beneficial uses, and for the generation and sale
of electric energy as a means of financially aiding and assisting such undertakings, and in order to permit the full utilization of the works constructed to accomplish the aforesaid purposes.” (54 Stat. 1199)
.

e.,

*

*

*

*

.

.

*

NTOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This extract is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Distribution Systems. This Act adds the
following to the authorized purposes of the
Central Valley project:
“for construction
under the promsions of the Federal reclamation laws of such distribution systems
as the Secretary of the Interior deems necessary in connection with lands for which

said stored waters are to be delivered?’
Editor’s Note, Annotations. Annotations
of opinions, if any, are found under section
2 of the Act of August 26, 1937.
Legislative History. H.R. 9972, Public
Law 868 in the 76th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 2361. S. Repts. Nos. 1872 and 2072.
H.R. Rept. No. 3028 (conference report).

November”

29, 1940
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EXCESS

L~DS,

TRUCKEE

STORAGE

AND HUMBOLDT

PROJECTS

An act to make the ‘excess land provisions of the Federal reclamation laws inapplicable
to the lands of, the Washoe County Water Conservation District, Truckee storage
project, h’evada, and the Pershing County Water Conservation District, Nevada.
(Act of November 29,1940, ch..922,54 Stat. 1219)
[Excess land provisions. ]—The excess land provisions of the Federal rmlamation laws shall not be applicable to land in the Washoe County Water Conservation District, Nevada, irrigated from the Boca Reservoir, Truckee River
storage project, Nevada, nor to the Pershing County Water Conservation District, Nevada, irrigated from the Humboldt River Reservoir, and the Secretary
of ~he Interior is authorized to enter into a contract with said districts, amending,
in accordance with this Act, the contract of December 18, 1936, between the
Ugited States and the Washoe County Water Conservation District, and the
contract of .October 1, 1934, between the United States and the Pershing County
Water Conse~atiou
District. (54 Stat. 1219)
,,
.
.,.
EtiLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. .T~s Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.

.,. ,

Legislative History. H.R. 10543, Public
~ow3~~~ in the 76th Congress. “H.R. Rept.
.
.

May
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COMPLETION

OF BOCA

DAM

An act to provide for the completion and delivery of the Boca Dam, in the Littie Truckee
River, in accordance with the contract between the United States and the Washoe
County Water Gonsemation District. (Act of May 29, 1941, ch. 153,55 Stat. 210)

[Sec. 1. Secretary of Interior to complete construction—To
make requied
expenditures. ] —The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed to
complete construction on the dam in the Little Truckee Mver, near Boca, California, which has been begun and substantially completed under a contract witi
the Washoe County Water Conservation District. The Secretary is authorized to
make such expenditures, from funds now available for the completion of the
Boca Darn, as may be required therefor. (55 Stat. 210)
Sec. 2. [Secretary to deliver custody to District for operation and maintenance. ]—The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed to deliver
custody of such dam to such district for operation and maintenance purposes in
accordance with tke contract between the United States and such district, dated
December 12, 1936, at the earliest practicable time. (55 Stat. 211)
EXPLANATORY NOTE
and appurtenant works were available for
storage of water and that the transfer of
operation and maintenance to the District
would become effective January 15, 1942.

Transfer to District for Operation and
Maintenance. On January 2, 1942, the Secretary notified the Washoe County Water
Conservation District that the Boca Dam
Sec. 3. [District’s
which

required

such district

of such

contract

is required

of December

payment

not to exceed

to pay the United
12, 1936,

shall

$1 million.

States under
not

exceed

]—The
articles

$1,000,000.

amount
11 and
(55

12

Stat.

211)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified
in the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. S. 15, Pubfic Law 86

267–06?—72—vo1. 1~8

in the 77th Congress.
H,R. Rept. No. 453.

S. Rept.

No.

173.

June 25, 1941
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RECONVEYANCE

OF LANDS

FOR

An act relating to certain Carey Act lands in Wyoming.
Stat. 263)

EDEN

PROJECT

(Act of June 25, 1941, ch. 251, 55

[Reconveyance
of lands authorized. ]—For use in connection with the Eden
water conservation and utility project in the State of Wyoming and subject to
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, the Secretary of Agriculture may
accept on behalf of the United States the reconveyance of any lands within the
Eden project which have been patented to the’State of Wyoming pursuant to the
provisions of section 4 of the Act of August 18, 1894 (28 Stat. 372, 422, as
amended). (55 Stat. 263 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. ~de.
Reference in the Text. The Act of Au,Gst
18, 1894 (28 Stat. 372, 422, as
-ended
), referred to in the text? is popularlY known as the Cmey Act and 1s codified
.at 43 U.S.C. ~641. The Act authorized

the grant of desert lands to States for
Iamation purposes. Extracts from the
appea~ he~ein in chronological
order.
Legsslatlve History. S. 879, Public
131 in the 77th Congress. S. Rept. No.
H.R. Rept. No. 642.

recAct
Law
310.

June 28, 1941
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INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT

APPROPRIATION

ACT,

1942

[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, and for other purposes. (Act of June 28, 1941,
ch. 259,55 Stat. 303)
*

*

BUREAU

%

*

%

OF RECLAMATION

revenues.1–colorado-Big
[Colorado-Big
Thompson
project–Power
Thompson
project, Colorado: -Not to exceed $100,000 from power revenues
shall be available during the fiwal year 1942 for the operation and maintenance
of the power system; (55 Stat. 332)
EXPL~~ATORYNOTE
sequent annual Interior Department ApproProvkdon Repeated. A similar appropriation of power revenues for operation and priation Act &rough the Act of October 12,
1949, 63 Stat. 780.
maintenance purposes of the Colorado-Big
Thompson project is contained in each sub.x.
*
*
*
x[Boise project—Cascade
Reservoir storage capacity.] —Boise project, Idaho,
Payette ditision, $1,500,000: Provided, That such part of the storage capacity of
the Cascade Reservoir, and the costs thereof, shall be reserved for other irrigation or power developments in and adjacent to the Boise project, as shall be determined by the Secretary of the Interior; (55 Stat. 334)
*
*
*
*
*
[Yakima
project,
Sunnyside
division—Repayment
contract
required.]—
Yakima project, Wash~ngton, Sunnyside division, $100,000, for betterment construction of irrigation works serving lands in Sunnyside Valley irrigation district:
Provided, That no expenditure from this appropriation shall be made unless and
until said district has entered into a contract with the United States, upon terms
and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, providing for the repayment of expenditures from this appropriation in not to exceed twenty annual
installments and for the settlement of controversies between said district and its
water users and the United States; (55 Stak 334)

*
[Boulder
Canyon ~roject~chool~
hospital and ~ecreation
grounds in
Boulder City. ]—Boulder
Canyon project:
. . . subject to approval of plans
therefor by the Secretary of the Interior, for construction of and equipment for
(1) a school building and grounds, (2) an emergency hospital, and (3) recreation grounds in Boulder City, to be operated and maintained under regulations
to be prescribed by said Secretav;
. . . . (55 Stat. 335)
*
*
*
*
*

June 28, 1941
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INTERIOR

DEPARTMENrr

APPROPRIATION

ACT,

1942

[Bullshead project —Subject to Colorado River Compact.] —Bullshead project, Arizona-Nevada,
$4,000,000, for the purposes and substantially in accordance with the report thereon heretofore submitted under section 9 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, and subject to the tews of the Colorado River
Compact; (55 Stat. 336)
EXP~ANATORY
NOTES
Authorization. The Bullshead Dam project was found feasible and authorized by the
Secretaryof the Interior on April 26, 1941,
under the provisions of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939.
Change of Name. On June 26, 1941,
Secretary of the Interior Ickes named Bullshead Dam “Davis Darn” in honor pf Arthur

Powell Davi~, first director of the Reclamation Service.
Consolidation
of Projects. Parker-Davis
Project was consolidated
from the Davis
Dam project and the Parker Dam power
project by the Act of May 28, 1954, 68 Stat.
143. The Act appears herein in chronological order.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Archeological

valuable relics belonging to the Government
which would necessarily be lost otherwise
as a result of the construction of the project
and the spreading of the waters in the reservoir. Solicitor White Opinion, 59 I.D. 465
(1947).

sites

Funds appropriated for the construction
of the Davis Dam Project may be used to
defray the cost of excavating archeological
sites on lands owned by the Government in
order to preserve from loss by flooding

[Grand Coulee Dam project— Payments to school districts. ]—Grand Coulee
Dam project, Washington:
. . . (3) not to exceed $550,000 may be used
for operation, maintenance, and replacements, including payment to the Mason
City and Coulee Dam school districts as reimbursement for instruction during the
194142 school year in the schools operated by said districts of each pupil who is
a dependent of any employee of the United States living in or in the vicinity of
Coulee Dam, in the sum of $25 per semester per pupil in average daily attendance
at said schools, payable after the term of instruction in any semester has been
completed, under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior;
(55 Stat. 337)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Change of Name. The Act of March 10,
1943, 57 Stat. 14, changed the name of the
Grand Coulee project to the Columbia
Basin project. The Act appears herein in
chronological
order.

Provision Repeated.
Similar provisions
authorizing payments to school districts are
contained in each subsequent annual InAct
terior
Department
Appropriation
through the Act of July 1, 1946, 60 Stat.
366.
[Valley
Gravity
Canal and
and Storage
Project,
Texas:
mencement

of construction

Texas,

in substantial

dated

February

American
and

available

3,

1940,

5)”

and
to

shall be available

“Report

International
GraVi9

report

remain

Valley

Gravity

Canal

with the engineering

entitled

on the ValleY

and

tie

compliance

Commissioner,

Mexico,

Numbered

of

Storage Project,
Texas. ]—Valley
Gravity Canal
For the completion
of investigations
and com-

to the president

until

Conference

Boundaw

Canal

appended

available

of

plan

of

Project

$2,500,000

expended:

for allocation

Storage

described

United
(Federd

to be

Project,

in a report

Engineers

Commission,

and Storage

thereto,

and

to the
States
Project

immediately

provided, That said sum
in accordance with the Act
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entitled “An Act to amend the Act of May 13, 1924, entitled ‘An Act providing
for a study regarding the equitable use of the waters of the Rio Grande’, and
so forth, as amended by the public resolution of March 3, 1927”, approved
August 19, 1935: Provided further, That from said sum expenditures may be
made for personal services in the District of Columbia (not exceeding $15,000),
and in the field, for the payment of fees for professional services, including
experts, engineers, and attorneys, and for all other objects of expenditure as
specified for projects hereinbefore in this Act under the caption “Bureau of
Reclamation”,
under the headings “Salaries and expenses” and “Administrative
provisions and limitations”, but without regard to the amounts of the limitations
therein set forth: Provided further, That of said sum, $250,000 shall, upon
approval by the President of an allocation therefor, be available to the Secretary
of State (acting through the American Commissioner of the International
Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico) for continuing the investi.gation$ authorized by such Act of August 19,1935:
Provided further, That the
Secretary of State, with the approval of the President, shall designate the features of the project which he deems international in character, and shall direct
such changes in the general project plan as he deems advisable with respect to
such features; and the features so desi~ated
shall be built, after consultation
with the Bureau of Reclamation as to general design, by the American section
of the International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, and
shall be operated and maintained by said Commission insofar as their operation
and maintenance in such manner is, in the opinion of the Secretary of State,
necessary because of their international character. The construction, operation,
md maintenance of such project shall be pursuant to the Federal reclamation
laws, except as hereinbefore provided and except that—
(1) In addition to the nonreimbursable allocation to flood control or navigation which may be made by the Secreta~ of the Interior under section 9 (b)
of the Reclamation Project Act “of 1939, the President, after consultation with
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the Interior, shall allocate such part
of the total estimated cost of the project as he deems proper to the protection
of American interests from drought hazards resulting from the uncontrolled and
unregulated flow of the international ‘portion of the Rlo Grande below Old Fort
Quitman, Texas. Provisions of law applicable with respect to allocations to flood
control under section 9 (b) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 shall, insofar
as they are not inconsistent with the foregoing provisions, be applicable in Ike
manner with respect to any allocation made under this subparagraph; and
(2) All revenues received by the United States in connection with the construction, operation, and maintenance of such projects shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. (55 Stat. 338; 22 U.S.C. $ 277f)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Project Not Cmsstrncte& As of 1966 this
project has not been constructed.
International
Boundary
Commission.
The International
Boundary Commission
was created pursuant to the Convention

with Metico of March 1, 1889 (effective
December 24, 1890), 26 Stat. 1512. It was
reconstituted
tie International
Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, by the Treaty with Mexico of

June
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DEPARTMENT

February 3, 1944 (effective November 8,
1945), 59 stat. 1219. The 1944 Treaty

[Protection
gates,

heretofore
opinion

of

the
other

for

the

appropriation
such works.

for

may,

or with

sabotage

counties,

s~divisions
and

expended

by them

depredations

and works

whatsoever,

for

which

enter into

irrigation,
or water

agree-

construc-

users’ associa-

reimbursement

in furnishing

in the

to be immediately

in his discretion,

States,

of proj-

as flmdlights,

and other

$50,000,

any

works

such

of Reclamation,

or other political
such

1942

]—Protection

devices

structures

protection,

the Secretary

of

amounts

such

agencies

districts

protection

against

by the Bureau

require

That

depredations.
protective

and other

constructed

Federal

tion, or reclamation

other

powerhouses,

Secretary

Provided,

with

and

of providing

for the protection

all dams,
or hereafter

available:

tions

sabotage

the purpose

and barricades

of any and

ments

against
For

1941

1935, referred to in the text, appears herein
in chronological order. Notes following the
Act briefly explain other statutory authorities relating to programs of the Commission.

aPPears here?n in chronological order.
Reference m Text. The Act of August 19,

ect works:

ACT,

28,

from

protection

this

for any

(55 Stat. 339)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Provision Repeated.
Similar provisions
are contained in the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, 1943, 56 Stat. j35, and
1944, 57 Stat. 475, together with authority
for the employment of civilian guards and
other necessary expenses.
Circular
Letters. C.L. 2845, September 22, 1941, has attached
regulations

governing
the protection
of structures.
C.L. 2852, October 3, 1941, encloses an
analysis of certain State laws bearing on the
deputizing of reclamation project guards,
and on the question as to whether injury to
reclamation works of the United States
constitutes a criminal offense.

NOTE OF OPINION
1. Protection

of Bitter Root

the entire project including those structures
built by the Government under supemision
of this bureau, the Comptroller
General
approved the expenditures and held that
the appropriation should be avtilable for
any necessary expense in connection with
the protection of the project. Dec. Comp.
Gen. B–27425 (August 7, 1942).

project

The estimates submitted
to Congress
covering
cost of protection
of projects
against sabotage included an item for the
Bitter Root project, and as the expenditures
made by the project for the protection of
structures were necessary for the safety of

*
Sec. 8. [Short
Appropriation

Act,

1942”

*

*

title. ]—This

Act

(55

may

Stat.

-%
be

cited

-%
as the

“Interior

Department

361 )

EXPLANATORYNOTES
Not Codified. The extracts shown here,
with the exception of the item on the Valley
GraviV Canal, are not codified in the U.S.
Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated in
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which are
repeated in two or more appropriation acts

appear herein only in the act in which
first used.
Legislative History. H.R. 4590, Public
Law 136 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 476. S. Rept. No. 366, H.R, Rept, No.
773 (conference report ).
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ACQUISITION
INDIAN

LANDS

FOR

OF

CENTRAL

VALLEY

PROJECT

An act for the acquisition of Indian lands for the Central Valley project,
purposes, (Act of July 30, 1941, cb. 334,55 Stat. 612)
[Sec.

1. Indian

rights

granted.

]—In

aid

thorized

by the Acts

Stat.

850),

sions

of this Act,

the

tribal

project,

here
and

of

is hereby
(a)

and

(b)

such
and

other

allotted
of
(49

lands
the

Stat.

title,

within

and

115),

school

there for by the Secretary
interests

and

(55

to the proviin and

buildings

and

lands

related
from

and
pipe

tcs

Valley

structures,
time to time,.

property

of the Interior

ditches,

au-

193.7 (50

by the Central

or reconstruction

of the project.

subject

of the Interior

canals,

26,

of the Indians

electric-transmission

or for the relocation

sary by the construction

States,

by the secretary

of reservoirs,

telephone,

project,

embraced

in or to any of such

as may be designated

interests

Valley

and August

interest

the area

and

granted—Other

Central

to the United

sites of agency

telegraph,

the project,

granted

lands

time for the construction
roads,

8, 1935

all the right,

allotted

including

and

construction

of April

as may be designated
required

to tribal
the

and for other

as may
from

be

time to

lines, highways,

rail-

in connection

with.

lines

of such facilities

made

necew

Stat. 612)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
References
in the Text. The Act of
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), and extracts
from the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat.

Sec. 2. [Secretary
credit
time

to time

amount

under

of money

therefor.
for

tribe

560).

The

paid

from

officer
books

this Act,
to be paid

pursuant

amounts
funds

as shall

of such agency

are designated

as just and equitable

the amounts

States from

to the provisions
or hereafter

be designated

to be transferred

in lands

of the Interior

of the Central

to the superintendent

or interests

the Secretary

due individual

now

compensation—Funds
lands

to the Indians

lands,

of the United

the construction

propriate

project

tribe. ]—As

As to the tribal

in the Treasury
able

to determine

of appropriate

850 ), both referred to in the text as authorizing the Central Valley project, California, appear herein in chronological order.

so determined

the funds
Valley

project

of the appropriate

to the accounts

shall be transferred
made

to the credit

of May
for

17, 1926

Agency

of the Interior

of the individuals

concerned.

avail-

of the ap(44 Stat.
shall be

the construction

Indian

the

compensation

or their heirs or devisees

available

by the Secretary

determine

now or hereafter

of the Act

landowners
made

shall

to
from

or such

for credit

of said
other
on the

(55 Stat. 612)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference
in the Text. The Act of
May 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 560), referred to
in the text, provides that miscellaneous
revenues derived from Indian reservations,
agencies and schools, not otherwise ear-

marked by law, shall be set aside in a special
Treasury account and used, in the discretion of the Semetary of the Interior, for the
benefit of the Indian tribes, agencies and
schools on whose behalf they were collected.
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Sec. 3. [Funds
to the credit
or the

provements

Sec.

4.

Interior

All

in tie

and
costs

moneys

incurred

title

under

on other

thorizes

in connection

within

the

any cemetery
take

States

and shall be nontaxable.
Sec. 5. [Authority

effect
Sites

for

of new

im-

lands

and

so acquired

were derived,

(55 Stat.

cemeteries

on

other

lands.]—

the Secretary

in lieu of requiring

payment

and

other

any

such

All right,

relocation

so relocated

shall

shall

terminate

the Secretary

of the relocated

cemeteries

tribe,

for the purbe paid

from

of the Indians

and
of ‘tie

shall

or family,

of the
therefor,

to the new sites.

title, and interest

as of the date

the appropriate

and acquire

appurtenances

and

612)

for the project,

the grant
Interior

be held

of
au-

in trust

as the case

may

be,

(55 Stat. 612)
of the Secretary.

]-The

Secretary

authorized

to perform

any and

all acts and

may

appropriate

to carry

out the provisions

deem

and improve-

Lands

the funds

that he may select

with

for the project.

relocation.

by the United

lands

markers,

deposited

or heirs whose

by Congress.

establish

required

lands

of this Act.

1941

in the discretion

or construction

which

provided
to

lands

be used,

of other

the provisions

otherwise

bodies,

this Act

lands. ]—Funds

may

for the allottees

in his discretion,

appropriated

in the lands

under

authorized

cemeteries

of other

improvements

so acquired

cemetery

to remove

PROJECT

for the acquisition

of existing

until

is authorized,

VALLEY

or devisees

same status as those from

[Secretary
Indian

to establish
pose,

heirs,

of the Interior,
relocation

be nontaxable

As to any

their

are acquired

shall be held

CENTRAL

used for acquisition

on the lands

improvements
shall

maybe

of allottees,

of the Secretary
ments,

LANDS,

30;

to prescribe

of the Interior
such

of this Act.

is hereby

regulations

as he

(55 Stat. 613)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified.
the U.S. Code.

This Act is not codified in

Legislative History. S. 1120, Public Law
198 in the 77th Con@ess. S. Rept. No. 245.

December

19,

1941
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DELEGATION

OF AUTHORI~

An act to facilitate and simplify the administration of the Federal reclamation laws and
the Act of August 11, 1939, ,as amended (Act of December 19, 1941, ~. 595, 55 Stat.
842 )

[Delegation of power. ]-For
the purpose of facilitating and simplifying the
administration of me Federal reclamation laws (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat.
thereto)
and the Act of
388 and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary
August

11,.1939

hereby

authorized

such

(53

regulations

(55

as amended,

from

division,

16 U.S.C.

the Secretary

tim~ to time

proper,

of Reclamation,

of any office,

Stat. 842;

1418),

as he deems

to the Commissioner
in charge

Stat.

to delegate,

district,

hls powers
an Assistant
or project

and
and

of the Interior

to the extent
duties

Commissioner,
of the Bureau

under

and
said

is.

under
laws

or the officer
of Reclamation..

$ 590z-1.1)
EXPtiNATORY NOTES

Reference in tie Trot. The Act of August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1418), as amended,
referred to in the text, is the Water Consemation and Uttiization
Act. The Act’
,’
1. Authority

appears herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 4854, Pubfic
Law 356 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rep~
No. 751. S. Rept. No. 842.

NOTE OF OPINION

to delegate

The action of the Secret~
of the In.
terior in requesting passage of the Act of
December 19, 1941, must be regarded as
an effort to obtain specific authority to
delegate to officials of the Bureau of Reclamation those functions, if any, under the
reclamation laws which could not otherwise

be delegated to subordinate officials of the
Department. Consequently, the Act of December 19, 1941, does not preclude the
Secretary from assigning to the Southwestern Power Administration the function of
marketmg power from reclamation projects.
Solicitor
WKlte Qinion,
59 I.D. 453,
(1947).

June

5,

1942
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INESTIGATIONOF

CLAIMS,

OWHEE’PROJECT

-An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to investigate the claims of any landowner or water user on the Owyhee reclamation project, Oregon, arising in 1940 by
reason of a break inthe North Canal of such project. (Act of June 5, 1942, ch. 344,
56 Stat. 322)
[Secretary
is authorized
user

and

Congress

Canal

cost

of such

of said

necessary

fore

or hereafter

and

maintenance,

project

project.

]—The

the claims
arising

The

in 1940

Secretary

of his investigation

as soon

Secretary

of the Interior

of any landowner
by reason

of the Interior
as possible

or water
of a break
shall report

during

the present

Congress.

the cost of operating
deemed

claims.

to investigate

reclamation

the results

or next succeeding
The

to investigate

directed

on the Owyhee

in the North
to

authorized

investigation

and

and maintaining

therefor

by said Secretary

appropriated
Owyhee

report

shall

said project,

Oregon.

(56

for

as part

and such expenditures

shall be made

to the Department
project,

be accounted
from

of the Interior
Stat,

moneys

of

as are
hereto-

for operation

322)

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. TKIs act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative Histo~.
H,R. 5142, Public

Law 584 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1244. S. Rept. No. 1311.

June

5,

1942
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LANDs

QUITCLAIM

OF GOOSE

LAKE

An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to quitclaim to the States of Oregon and
California, respectively, all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and
to the lands of Goose Lake in Oregon and California. (Act of June 5, 1942; ch. 348,
56 Stat. 323)
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of Oregon

the State
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of the act of February
1905, page 4).
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to the State
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title,
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to quitclaim
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Iandsin

is authorized

all the

of Goose

or in pursuance

(California

Statutes,

(56 Stat. 323)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. This Act is not codified in
the ~.S, Code.
Deeds of Conveyance. In accordance with
this statute, by deeds dated February 9,
1943, the United Stitw conveyed to the
State of Oregon all of its right, title and
interest to the lands of Goose Lake situated
in Oregon; and conveyed to the State of
California, dl its right, tide and interest in
the lands of Goose Lake situated in
California.
Cross Referenu,
Consent of the United
States to Suit by California. The Act of

March 3, 1923, 42 Stat. 1438, authorizes
the State of California to institute a suit or
suits in the Supreme Court of the United
States to determine the right, title and interest of the State to certain lands in Siskiyou County, California, including the Goose
Lake lands, authorized to be quitclairned
to the State by this statute. The 1923 Act
appe~s herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. H.R. 5490, Pubfic
Law 588 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1233. S. Rept. No. 1393.

July

2, 1942

?24

INTERIOR

DEPARTMENT

APPROPWATION

ACT,

1943

[Extracts from] An act making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, and for other purposes. (Act of July 2, 1942,
ch. 473, 56 Stat. 506)
*
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*

BUREAU

OF

*

RECLAMATION
+
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pow:
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revenues.
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Dam

to exceed

the operation

(56 Stat. 536)
EXPLANATORY NOTE

ProvK1on Repeated. A similar appropriation of power and other revenues for operation and maintenance
purposes” is con-

tained in each subsequent annual Interior
Department Appropriation Act through the
Act of October 12, 1949, 63 Stat. 780.
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[Short
Act,

construction
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title. ]—This
1943”.

]—Grand

of construction

the o~ration
or here~ter

of Grand

and maintenance
t-d

and the furnishing

of

EXPLANATORY NOTES ‘j,”, . :::. ~:

Provision Repeated. A similar provision
relating to construction camp facilities is
contained in each subsequent annual Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act
through the Act of October 12, 1949, 63
Stat. 781, with the following modifications:
the Act of July 12, 1943, 57 Stat. 473, and
subsequent acts substitute “othe#’ for “construction” after “camp and”; and the Act
.-x
+
*
Sec.

and

*

over by consenices

related

536)

,.. ,

Appropriation

*

Act

may

:

of July ‘1~ 1946; 60 Stat. 366, and subsequent acts make the appropriation for this
purpose from power revenues.
Change of Name. The Act of March 10,
1943, 57 Stat. 14, changed the name of the
Grand Coulee Dam project to the Columbia
Basin project. The Act appears herein in
chronological order.
-%
be cited

*
as the

“Interior

Department

(56 Stat. 561 )
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Not Codified. The above extracts are
codified in the U.S. Code.
Editor’s Note, Provisions Repeated
Appropriation
Acts. Provisions which
repeated in two or more appropriation
appear herein only in the act in which
used.

not
in
are
acts
first

Legislative History. H.R. 6845, Public
Law 645 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rept.
No. 1935. S. Rept. No. 1380. H.R. Rept.
No. 2260 and H.R. Rept. No. 2294 (conference reports).

July 8, 1942
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USE

OF

MILLERTO~

RAN~HERIA

An act to authorize the use of a tract of land in California known as the Millerton
Ranchefia in connection with the Central Valley project, and for other purposes.
(Act of Jul,y 8, 1942, ch. 494, 56 Stat. 650.)
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notes following it discuss the
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

terminated.]
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Stat.
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to be used
project

and iota 2 and 3 of section
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References in me Text. The extracts
from the Act of...August 26, 1937 (5O Stat.
850 ), referred to in the t~t as authorizi~
the Central Valley project, CAifornia, ap-

originally

(49

land

Valley

California.

north

ship

or

authorized

Central

the construction

of

325,

333),

there

the Interior,

of the Central
lands

or interests

is hereby

from
Valley

for

the purchase

of other

same uses and purposes

as authorized

by said Act of June 21, 1906.

in lands

moneys
project,
for the

(56 Stat, 650)

EXPLANATORY NOTE
Reference
in the Text. The Act
of
June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 325, 333 ), re.
ferred to in the text, is an act making
appropriations
for the “Indian
Depart.
rnent.” The provision referred to authorized

the Secretg
of the Interior to purchase
lands suitable for cultivation for those California Indians living on reservations whose
land was not suitable for cultivation.

Sec. 4. [Authority
of the Secretary.]
—The
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to perform any and all acts and to prescribe such regulations as maY
be deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. (56 Stat. 650)
EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codiied. This Act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Legislative History. H,R. 2989, Pubhc

Law 659 in the 77th Congress. H.R. Rept,
No. 1894. S. Rept. No. 1497.

726

RELIEF

OF BRIDGEPORT

IRRIGATION

An act for the relief o~ the Bridgeport irrigation district.
56 Stat. 732.)

DISTRICT

(Act of August 1, 1942, ch. 541,

[Contract canceled—judgment
released. ]—The contract of June 14, 1915,
between the United States and the Bridgeport irrigation district, North Platte
reclamation project, and the indebtedness of the district thereunder for operation
and maintenance charges delinquent under said contract for the years 1926 to
1942, both inclusive, are hereby canceled and released, and the judgment
entered on July 30, 1929, in the United States District Court for the District of,
Nebraska against the district and in favor of the L’nited States is hereby released
and discharged: Provided, That the $23,286 heretofore paid under the contract
of June 14, 1915, shall be retained by the United States for the benefits heretoThat
fore received by the district under said contract: And provided
the water right of the district under its Nlebraska appropriation,
upon the
approval of this Act, shall be the same legal stitus under the laws of N-ebraska
as if said contract of June 14, 1915, had never been executed. (56 Stat. 732)
fu~therj

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Not Codified. This act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
CrOSS Reference,
Amendatory
Repayment Contract
Authorized.
The Act of
June 24, 1936, 49 Stat. 1897, authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to enter into
an amendatory repayment contract with the

Bridgeport Irrigation District. However, no
contract was ever entered into pursuant to
the authorization. The 1936 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 2440, ~blic
Law
~~~Oin the 77th Congress. S. Rept; N~

October

28, 1942

72?

ACQUISITION

OF INDIAN

LANDS FOR
PROJECT

PARKER

DAM

POWER.

An act for the acquisition of Indian lands required in connection \vith the construction.
operation, and maintenance of electric
Dam power project, Arizona-CaEfornia.
loll.)

transmission lines and other works, Parker
(Act of October 28, 1942, ch. 630, 56 Stat..

[Sec. 1. Granting rights for transmission lines—Relocation
of properties. ]-In aid of the construction of the Parker Dam power project, there is herebygranted to the United States, subject to the provisions of this Act, such right,
title, and interest of the Indians as may be required in and to such tribal and
allotted lands as may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior from time
to time for the construction, operation, an d maintenance of electric transmis-.
sion lines and other works of the project or for the relocation or reconstruction,
of properties made necessary by the construction of the project. (56 Stat. 1011)
Sec. 2. [Secretary to determirie moneys to be paid.]—As
lands or interests in
lands are designated from time to time under this Act, the Secretary of the
Interior shall determine the amount of money to be paid to the Indians as just.
and equitable compensation therefor. The amounts due the tribe and the individud allottees or their heirs or devisees shall be paid from funds now or here-after made ava~able for the Parker Dam power project to the superintendent.

of &e appropriate Indian agency, or such other officer as may be .desi~ated
by the Secretry of the Interior, for credit on the books of such agency to the
accounts of the tribe and the individuals concerned. (56 Stat. 1011)
Sec. 3. [Funds may be used for acquisition of other land—Lands
to have
same stitus and be nontaxable. ]—Funds deposited to the credit of allottees,
their heirs, or devisees, may be used, in the discretion of he SecretarY Of the
Interior, for the acquisition of other lands and improvements, or the relocation
of existing improvements or construction of new improvements on the lands so,
acquired for the allottees or heirs whose lands and improvements are acquired.
under the provisions of this Act. Lands so acquired shall be held in the same
status as those from which’ ,the funds. were derived, and shall be nontaxable until
otherwise provided by Congress.. (56. Stat. 1011)
Sec. 4. [Authority of the Secretary. ]-The
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to perform any and all acts and to prescribe such regulations as he
may deem appropriate to carry out the provisions of this Act. (56 Stat. 1011)
NOTES
EXPLANATORY
Not Codified. This act is not codified in
the U.S. Code.
Cross Refeience,
Acquisition
of Indian
Lands for Parker Dam. The Act of July 8,
1940, 54 Stat. 744, authorized the acquisition of tribal and allotted lands of the
Fort Mohave Indian Resem~ation in Ari-

zona and the Chemehuevi Reservation in
California in aid of the construction of the
Parker Dam project. The 1940 Act appears
herein in chronological order.
Legislative History. S. 2369, Pubfic Law
764 in the 77th Congress. S. Rept. No. 1354.
H.R. Rept. No. 2532 (on H.R. 6813).

